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ROM the center of this vast human hive of industry,
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TEllMS, $1.00 PER YEAR, DATING FROM No. 5, OR ANY SUB·
life and activity-at the beginning of a New Year,
SEQUENT NuMBER, 75 CENTS A YEAR, IF BEGINNING WITH
we salute the thousands of our readers, scattered
No.1, VOL. 1.
To EAcH SunscniBER WILL BE llfAILED. AS APREMIUM, A
50 CENT BOOK, ENTITLED. CHILDHOOD OF THE WORLD. throughout the various states and territories of this
Union. Fresh from the prairies of the West, where we
have toiled and browned in. its hot sun, faced its brisk
OUR PLATFORM.
E extend the right hand of fellowship to liberal winds, and felt its bleak frosts, and now 'installed in
minds of all grades and classes, ·we ask them this great City near the Sea, we greet you, Dear Readnot to adopt our special views and opinions-to see ers, with our best wishes and kindest desires. We
with our eyes or to understand with our reason. We
are not ''hide-bound," nor do we ask others to "mea- wish yon "A HAPPY NEW YEAR." We wish that
sure their wheat in our half-bushel." We embrace, as Eighteen-seventy-f()Ur may be a pleasant portion of
in one bl'Otherhood, Liberals, Free Religionists. Ration- your existence-that it may bring you health, tranquilalists. Spiritualists, Universalists, Unitarians, Friends, lity, and contentment, without unduly wearing or
Infidels, Free Thinkers, and in short all who dare to
think and judge for themselves. Let us compare our wearying you, bodily or mentally; and that when the
views; let us canvass each other's opinions and rea- year just begun shall have run its course, it will still
sons, and see which has the better way. We have no leave you upon tm-ra-jirmc,t, in the full enjoyment of
creed or dogmas to ask others to subscribe to, but are life, health and all your faculties.
in favor of• independent thought, :free enquiry, free
While it is the season for making good wishes and
speech, and everything that tends to break the chains
of mental bondage, ignorance and superstition. As it we are in the humor of it, we wish that light and knowis not possible or desirable that all persons should think ledge may increase not only with the readers of 'fHE
exactly alike, we do not expect to bring others to our TRUTH SEEKER but with the entire population of our
standard of thought,
IV e wish not needlessly to wound the feelings of wide country as well as with the whole brotherhood of
any, but hold to speaking frankly what we honestly man.
believe to be true. We are not in favor of a "milk
May the damp, chilly fogs and mists of darkness,
and water" diet for men and women, but something superstition and error be dispelled from the minds of
more positive and substantial. Vve are firmly opposed to priestcraft, the errors, superstitions and false men by the majestic rising and coursing of the glorious
creeds of past dark ages, and in favor of truth and sun of TRUTH; aided by the vigorous breezes of Reaprogress.
son and Intelligence until the moral atmosphere around
us is purified from miasma, stagnation and death, and
Demands of Liberalism.
we be enabled to breathe the pure oxygen of life, health
HE following nine propositions by Francis E. Ab- and mental freedom.
bot, of The Index, we endorse most cordially, and
}fay we gradually emerge from the darkening inthey are approved by liberal minds all over the
country:
fluence of error of all kinds, whether it arises from
1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical priestcraft, sectarianism or superannuated dogmas and
property shall no longer be exempt from taxation.
creeds that have failed to benefit the world of man2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in
congress, in state legislatures, in the army and navy, kind, and may we look to Truth and Reason for light
and in prisons, asylums, and all other institutions sup- and guidance. May we become familiar with SCIENCE
ported by public money, shall be discontinued.
whose revelations are not fallacious or deceptive, but
3. We demand that all public appropriations for
any sectarian-educational-charitable institutions shall whose utterance and teachings are replete with wisdom.
.knowledge and beneficence. May we delight to study
cease.
4. We demand that all religious services now sus- her unerring pages and enrich our minds from her
tained by the government be abolished : and especially storehouses of truth, until the blinding effects of ignorthat the use of the Bible in public schools, whether ostensibly as a text-book or avowedly as a book of relig- ance, falsehood and error of all kinds be removed
from us and we obtain strength to break the mental
ious worship, shall be prohibited.
5. We demand the appointment, by the President chains of bondage that have so long bound the i,nhabiof the United States or by the governors of the various tan ts of earth.
states, of all religious festivals or fasts shall wholly
May we leam to be true men and women-formed in
cease.
6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts Nature's highest mold. '.May we learn to search and
and all other departments of the government shall be t.hink and judge and act for ourselves, and feel it no
abolished, and that simple affirmation, under the pains longer necessary to employ and pay a pampered, priviand penalties of perjury, shall be established in its
leged class to perform this duty for us. In selecting
stead.
7. We demand that all laws. directly or indirectly our teachers may we choose those who will enlighten
enforcing the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath our minds from Nature's fountain of truth and not
shall be repealed.
cloud our perceptions with pretended revelations from
8. We demand that all laws lo~king to the enforcement of "Christian" morality shall be abrogated and an unknown source whose effect has been to bewilder
that all laws shall be conformed to the requirements and mislead mankind.
of natural morality, equal rights and impartial liberty.
In this course we shall become " reconciled" to the
0. \Ve demand that not only in the cqnstitution of the
United States and of the several States, but also in the God of Science. We will be free to walk in his
practical administration of the same, no privilege or glorious paths. Our" salvation" will be secured. We
advantage shall be conceded to Christianity or any other will become our own "Saviors" and will need no
special religion; that our entire political system shall mythical demi-god to ignominiously ''die" for us, or
be founded and administered on a purely secular basis,
:tnd whatever changes shall prove necessary to this to buy by the shedding of his own blood "reconcilia·
end"'shall be consistently, unflinchingly and promptly tion" and a continued existence in the presence of the
made.
eternal God of Truth.
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The cloven-footed Devil of darkness and gloom will
have no terrors for us. We will be entirely free from
his control, without the slightest fear of his malice or
cruelty in this life or any that may succeed it. In fact
we will not have the slightest use for his long-tailed
majesty, and we can freely resign his offices and attentions in favor of those who deem his existence so
necessary in the system that is to bring happiness to man.
May we also through the present and coming years
habituate ourselves to walking in the paths of true
morality, for they are emphatically the "paths of
peace." A life of uprightness, actuated by a desire
and effort to do good to our fellow beings is sure'to
bring happy results, Those lead the happiest, most
peaceful lives who seek most to benefit those around
them. 0•.1r highest duty lies not above the clouds o'er
our heads, nor under the soil beneath our feet; neither
can we do aught to benefit or affect any being that
may be supposed to exist in either locality. Our duty
and field of action is here, among the sons and daughters of 'men, and may we well perform it. May we
make it the object of our lives to do all we can to benefit those around us-each to do all in our power to
make the world better for having lived in it.
Before closing let us be a tril'le selfish and make a
wish or two for ourself. May THE TRUTH SEEKER live
and flourish. May its course so auspiciously begun be
onward and upward, until it becomes a positive aid in
bringing light, and truth, and mental liberty to the inhabitants of this fair land. May it become a favorite
with the liberal, truth-loving people of America, imd
may its list of subscribers increase five, ten, twentyfold. It entertains a warm feeling of friendship for
its patrons and readers, and wishes they may feel the
same toward it. In its search after truth may it be
successful as well as in dispensing the same to other~.
It shall be our endeavor in the work we have undertaken to do, to the best of our ability. Our highest
wish and object is to do all in om· power for the good of
our brothers and sisters in humanity, and we only ask
to be sustained and supported by the friends of men.
tal liberty and human progress in the work we have
begun.
We crave also the-indulgence and kind consideration
of our readers. If they perceive aught of our rusticity or inexperience in the mysteries of Journalism,
we know they will be lenient with us and not judge
us too harshly.
May we all move unitedly, hand in hand, in the
march of freedom, progress and reform through tf{e
year just begun, and may 1875 find us still alive and
active in the good cause, with a considerable advance
made in the interest of Justice, Truth and Right.
WHEN we came on here a few weeks ago to make
arrangements for removing THE TRUTH SEEKER to
this city, we thought we had secured office-room in
Tlie Sun Btlilding, and so announced it to our readers
in the December number. Upon arriving here, however, we were disappointed in this and took an office at
NO. 335 BROADWAY,
a point equally as eligible, to say the least, being as
good a location as there is in the whole length of this,
the greatest street in the world.
When our friends visit the city we invite them to call
and see us. If we can sell them some liberal books
we will be pleased to do so. If not, we will be glad to
take them by the hand and make their acquaintance.
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We are so favorably impressed with the soundness and

force of tho following article upon i\Ioney and Currency
[from Old and cYnr for N"ow,mber, 1873]. though long for
our columns, we give room for it entire. It is "·ell worthy
of perusal. (En. 1'miTH SEEKER.)

'l'he "Labor Reform" Yiew of llloney.
BY E. )f. DAVIS, PII!LADEI.PIIIA.

NY onr who reads the pnhlic journals may ser
that many of onr best minds are busy in trying
to solYP "·bat ls called the money question'; :mel' it is
beginning to be admitted that it plays so important a
part in society that the l:nYs regulating it very materially alh·ancc or retard C'ivilization.
To the laborers of the country it is a matter of
vital importance ; ~.ncl by laborers we mean cspceially those "·hose services arc paid for in wages or
salaries. Until these ]a,vs arc rightly adjusted, labor
and capital cannot share in their due proportions.
The present laws transfer mueh too large a share to
those who 'vield the capital of the conn try. \Vith but
few exceptions, those "·ho write and talk on this subject take it for granted that the question would be
soh·cd by "resumption," al1Ll that it is for the interest
of the people at large that we should resume spcr:ic
payment. We propose to question whether resumption is desirable, ancl to gi.-c some reasons why we
think it not only undesirable, but why a repeal of the
law which makes gold a legal tender is more likely to
lead to good results to the whole people.
l\[oney, practically, is the material or medium nsed
in exchange for anything we wish to buy or sell. A
"legal tender" is what a creditor is compellecl by lmv
·to take, and what in turn he can compel others to
receive ·when he is a clehtor. If this legal tender is
also a currency, it aclcls facility to trade. Currency
and money are not necessarily the same. Currency
includes money, but money does not inclnde cmTencT.
Currency is also material used in hnying and selling.
We haYe seYcral kinds, yarying in value. The "greenbacks" nnd the national bank notes 'Ye may consider
as government currency. Although the national bank
notes form a large part of our currency, and have had
given to them by the goycrnment a power that makes
them in almost all our transactions equal to the greenbacks. they arc inferior to the greenbacks, because not
a legal tender. Parties selling may refuse them if
they choose. Bank-checks, domestic bills of cxchaEgc,
notes of hand, and other promises to pay are also a
part of our currency. They cannot be called money.
These are supposed to amount to quite ninety-fiye per
cent. of the "·hole. If this estimate is correct, then
the "government currency" does not exceed fiye per
cent. of the amount clcmanC.ecl bY the trade of the
country. The currency furnished by the govennnent
may be even less than fi..-e per cent. As a legal-tender,
currency is superior to any other .and is one that the
laborer may take with safety and holcl with confidence
·until he is ready to usc it, it would be best to increase
this and decrease the inferior. The volume of the
currency would remain the same, but we should have
less of the inferior and more of the superior currency.
Those who are frightening the people with the word
"inflation" could not object to this, because their objection is to an increase of the volume of the currency,
and not a change in the quality.
The greenback is our only true money, because it is
a legal tender and a cmTency too,-national bank
notes, as we have stated, not being a legal tender,
whilst gold coin. although a legal tender, has ceased
to be a part of the currency, and is to-clay as much a
commodity as iron, coal, wheat, pork. vVhy uot strip
gold of the artificial value ginn to it by law, and
place it on the same footing as our other productions?
Its real value or usefulness would not be dimishecl.
The notion is ]Wevalent that money must be made of
some material that has an intrinsic value, in which
what is called wealth is a large ingredient, such as
gold ; and that gold or silver money is the only true
money. If money practically is rather the representative of 11·calth than wealth itself, as we believe, then
this notion is erroneous. :i\Ioney is the material by
means of "'hicll we exchange wealth. True money is
not wealth any more Uwn the deed for a farm is the
farm itself: and there is no more usc in having our
money made of go],] than in having our clceds drawn
U'pon sheets of gold. Another current and erroneous
idea is, that if we baYe paper money, it must have a
gold basis. This is not only unnecessary, but impossible. vVc now have a gm·crnmcnt currency of about
800 millions, all paper. Suppose we could put into
circulation 200 millions p;old coin,-ancl this is the
maximum we are al.Jlc to issuc,-and suppose this
would enable us to withclra w an equal amount of
paper, and to keep temporarily (and it could only be
temporarily) the remaining portion of paper on a par
"·ith g;old, we should stillllflYc 400 millions witlwnt a
gold Jmsis. IV c shonlrl 1l1cn have "resumed" ; but
as half of onr c:nrrcney would have no specie basis,
l101Y long should we continue resumption?
IVitll the
power of the gold gamblers on one side and our immense foreign dcht. on the other, not a month ; and if
these interests can ever del'oy us into resumption,
until we have a gold dollar in hand for every note
out, we shall have a continuation of clays that will
make "Black :Friday" seem like sunshine.
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A "mixed currency" will not do unless we have a four or five millions, simply as a prop to our present

:dollar of gold in the Government vaults for each
paper dollar issued. This in itself ,yould reduce our
; cnrrency in circulation to just the amount of gold we
~could control. If this was 200 millions, we should
:then have 200 millions paper afloat and 200 millions
:of gold in vaults, for it must not be forgotten that for
, m·cry dollar of. gold that is in circulation, a paper dol1 Jar has
lost its securitv. Therefore a " mixed currency" is a delusion. •
Tt will be impossible to have a "gold basis," unless
we increase our coin or decrease our vo!lm1e of cnrrcncr. The ''gold basis" idea i~ only a theory,-has
never been anything else,-is delusive and injurious
in the extreme, and particularly so to those who live
npon '"ages. as they :tre of all the people those who
have lost most '"hen n snsprnsion of specie paynwnts
hns taken place. lt is not likely that '"c can increase
our gold eoin aboYc :ZOO millions: becausr the increased pl·otlnction of gold is nwrc• than countcrbalancccl
by the incrpnsccl demand f,ll' il in arts andm:nmfnc:hires. Nor can we reduce llw present Yolumc d the
currency issued by the· gOYt'!'lllllCJil to a point to :lclmit
of a gold basis, ns it would be rctlucing it from 800 to
400 millions, because thiH '"ouhlproducc a erisis that
'"ouln blight ancl destroy the t'nterprisc~ of the land.
1\"c must give up the itlca of haYin!.!: a golll basis to
our money. It is a monarchical anclnot a republican
-idea; it is an idea fm:tered by ''apital, amlnmst be repudiated 1Jy labor. It is not only ont of the question,
but, happily, undesirable. The so<mer we dh·cst ourse!Ycs of the idea that monty must be made of gold,
or any other material known as wealth. tlw bdtcr. A
few years since it was supposed that personal slavrry
'"as the corner-stone of onr republic ; remon• it. and
the edifice would fall,-and la"·s '"ere made by those
in power that threw onr civilizntion in the direction
of that expensive and tyranPons idea.
Onr present legislation on the money question is as
false and destructh-e to the laborer of to-clay, as former legislation was to the sla..-e and the nation. Th('
old la>vs controlled the man, the present ones control
the results of his labor. It is c,·iclcnt that )he people
at large are gradually and steadily becomi,flg satisfied
with paper money, and arc finLling that paper money,
backed by the government. is suited to all the uses to
'"hich the trade of the country can put gold money,
at least i•~ our home transactions. Still many peoplE'
cling to the idea that paper money must be rcdcnncrl
by golclmoncy. ,,.c cannot sec why it should. \Yhy
ciwnge paver money into gold money, and then golcl
money into the things we buy 9 IVhy not change the
paper money itself into these things ? Gold money is
mainly good to exchange wealth. ,_Greenbacks will do
the "·orii: as well. The~'it amp of the government gives
to paper money the power of gold money.
Those who sec with satisfaction that circumstances
are pushing us into a truer and more philosophic
money system, first, by forcing us to adopt the greenback as a currency, so useful in times of war and. still
more in times of peace ; next, by making tllcq1, in
obedience to the demands of a wise public opinion a
legal tender, leading us inevitably to a repeal of the
law thai makes gold a legal tender, are still anxious as
to how this legal-tender currency shall be redeemed.·
There is nothing more simple. IV c arc redeeming it
e..-ery clay in every tr11nsaction we make, and thus \mconsciously solving that part of the great problem.
The man who transfers a pair of boots for a greenback, redeems that greenback, and with a certainty
that it will be redeemed of him by the man to whom
he owes wages or of whom he buys leather, and so on
in every transaction made in the country. Ancl this
is the only redemption, with one exception, of which
we shall speak hereafter, to which trade and labor
for their lives' sak~ cay give consent Redemption, in
the sense of subst1tut10n for golcl coin, would be foolish and expensive, whilst redemption, in the sense of
withdrawal or contraction, wonlcl be suiciclal,-but in
the sense of a cOnstant exchange for our productions
and our labor, is prosperity ancl life to the best interests of our country.
In talking '"ith some of our most enlightened bnsiness
mcn,-men who, although they wield capital, arc unselfish and wide in their vimvs on this qneiltion,-mcn
to whom we have been in the habit of looking as
authority,-we find they fear that in an exclusive
paper money we might get into difficulty because
of our exchanges with otfier countries. Wc claim
t!Jat a repeal of the law which makes gold a Jcrrul
tender, ancl t~e cnading of a law by the general g~v
crnment, wh1ch shall make a paper currency the only
!ega! tender, "·o~1ld not, all other things being equal,
111 any way afiect our mode of paying our foreign
debts, but would be a breakwater to save us from the
cfl'ects of money crises in other countries. IV c could
settle our. indebtedness ~s we do now, in pork, wheat,
cotton, s1lvcr, gold emn, golcl bars, petroleum, and
other products, or postpone our clehts as we do now
clamaging as it is to the future, hy handing over cvi:
dcnccs of debt, such as government bonds and State
and railroad securities. As other eonntri~s demand
payment, ancl will take nothing but gold, we need not
send them gold coin,-gold in bars will clo as well.
Our production of gold will be none the less when we
have ceased to coin it and call it money. We can
spare as much, more than now when we have to
hoard some s~ven ty millions at a~ annual expense of

false money aystem ..
Should we send them gold coin, they would do as
they do uow,-melt it and reduce it. to a commodity
before they would give us credit for it.. Then why
not send it in bars, anll save the coinage ? Europe
never takes our gold, whether in lHir8 or coin, as
money.
Then., is, therefore, no necessity of our
going to the expense of coinage, that is, of converting
it from a commodity into money. If our stock_ of gold
is exhausted, by a reduction in the price of cotton, or
any other of the various commodities we export, the
demand for gold will ccnsc, Put cotton at a price
lcn'l'cr than it will sell for in Liverpool, all(] yon cannot get Emope to take our gold. Om foreign iJCeounts
nrc mostly equalized by drnfts or bills of exchange on
England. If we import more than '"e cxpoi't, t.hc
premium on these goes up ; if we export more than
we import, the premium goes clown. These drafts are
the currency between natim~s. You need not pav
gold money here to get tins currency, a c1urency
which is equal to Etnopcan g-old moneY. To-clay :Mr.
A., of this city. wanted to deliver tol\[r. B., in London, t'vo pounds :English gold money. He went to
DrPxel & Co., and for eleven dollars and twenty-five
cents in greenbacks, or government currency, received
a draft on their London house fllr .two pounds, gold.
The question as to whether gold com was a legal tender or not clid 1iot enter into the transaction. It was
the price of grain, pork, cotton, petroleum, and the
other products we export, including gold, that "·as of
importante ; and that dcciclell the price to be paid for
the two pounds. It was the prices of these in the
respective market~ of America and ~nropc that regulated tlie amount 111 greenbacks reqmrecl of A. Enor~
mous as is our foreign debt, the money iendcrs of the
Old IVorltl are glad to get. onr govemment "securities," and to~ clay a 5-20 bond will as surely hnd quickly
command the o·olcl mmwy of the London bunker as a
pile of our t~·enty-clolli1r gold pieces ; :mel it only
needs that the money-changers of Europe shall be~
come as familiar "'·ith the power of our paper legal
tenders to ensure as rapid a con.-ersion into fhe
money 'of Europe. They will some ·clay be more acceptable than "sterling bills" ; because, "'hilst one
is only backed by the supposed wealth or credit of the
issuer, the other is issued on \Yealth deposited as security and backed b~- the government. Our foreign
creditors will take from our market that '"hich is
lower in price than in theirs. whatcnr that commodity
may be. The !tnYS of trade enforce this, and no legislation can ])!'event it.
\Ve ncecl at home but one kind of money, and that
a legal-tender paper money .. L'ntil this point is fully
aained labor will be snbservlCnt to capital. There is
~ne pu;·pose for which '."e may nc~cl our mint a few
years more, and that w11I ~c. to co.m enough gold to
pay the interest. on the l'mtecl t3tat.cs goYcrnment
bonds. To snstam our government ~a1th as nearly as
possible with the clwnges that the tnues demand, we
must continue to l1ear the cos!s of coining some golcl,
until those who insist upon tins form of payment shall
consent to talw the equivalent in the new legal-trncler,
which they will so01; do, for .as the coin '\'ill not then
be a Jcrral tender, 1t mnst Cllher be converted into
bars m?solcl for the arts and purposes of manufacture
anLl ~ommcrcc. In monarchieal countrics,-countrics
not deriving their lW'Ycr and author.ity from the peo.
ple,-there is sr:me excus.c for maklllg money out of
a material that IS recogmzccl as wenlth, nncl tlwt lu1s
an intrinsic value ; for where the government and the
people arc not one, t.l1c people must haYc some other
security for thci1· c1ai1y labor than that "·hic·h suits
the pleasure or interests of their rulers.
But where
government is only another term for people, it is
folly.
IVhcn a people use and arc dependent in their trade
upon ~ lcgal-tenclcr currency, created .by a gon'rnment of their own choice, that currency 1s a strcnp;thcning, a cementing power of the govemment. Gold
money is objcctionab)c on many acconuts. 1t. is more
effectually counterfeited than paper may be made to
be. It is expensi.ve,-":earing out 1::1]~iclly in nsl'. If
lost in transport.atwn, bcmg wealth, 1t 1s an actual and
total loss. For a currency it is insuflkicut-its supply
is too irrco-uJar. The mines we depend upon to·clay
may to-mo7-row cca;:e to yield, or some new di>:cm·.ery
in science may more than quadruple the 'Jll:llltlty,
Law cannot control its product, and money should he
made of such material as the law can control, lH•<'tlltse
law creates it. Besides, "How can gold be the· measure of all other commodities and itself too?" In the
interest of labor, and capital too, for capital is best. fiecured when lab-or has a fair share of the wealth produced, \vc ask for but ope lel?al-icntler, one legaJ.tenclcr currency nne\ one lund of money, and these centred in something soimilar t.o the present green hack.
If security for labor demands that. we olwll have a
government legal-tender cUJTCll?Y•. 1t .also d(mJH.nds
tl1at the profit arising from furm.shmg It Blwll go mt.o
the public trerisury.-namcly, ~nurc to the people.
That it has not will ever remam a blot upon the reputation of that party that has so long consented to allow a favored few the profits arising from a currency
guaranteed by the wealth of .the whole llC~Jple.
:Money is one o~ the macluncs, some thmk the mo:~t
important by wh1cli we produce our wealth ; and Ill
the last ddcad<'~ it has i~creased 1nore rapidly than in
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any previous one. This is not only because we have
had more money, but money better suited to the wants
of trade. We should take one more step--,-not only
have money in plenty, but have it furnished by the
general government only, that the rate may be low,
and that the profit of production may go to the govermcnt, i. e. the people. Then the balance of trade will
turn in our favor, and then the perplexities of turift'
and free trade will be solved, and with them will go
many attendant corruptions and expenses.
Nor need we be alarmed at the effect an increase of
the volume of the currency will have upon prices, if
that increase is of the superior kind. The prices of
our products are not so much controlled by the volume of money in the nation, as by the price of
monev. If we should double the volnrnc of the governmental currency, and reduce the interest on money
to three per cent. per annn1t1, proLlncts would fall in
value.
Paradoxical as it may seem, money as a general
thing is most plenty in countries where the rate of
interest is lowest. \Vhy is this ? Because money is
so large an ingredient in creating wealth, that it enables the producer when money can he had at a lo-w
rate of interest to produce so chenpiy that money
comes from all qun.rters, not for the sake of the interest it would yield, bn t beca usc of t:·ie low prices of
products in these countries,
The experience of the last six or eight years proves
that although the volume of the money may change
l>ut little, prices may vary greatly. The fluctuations
in the prices of wool, cotton, iron. leacl, copper,
"'rain and pork have been very great within the period
~amed, sometimes much above the cost of production,
sometimes much below, yet the volume of money has
varied very little. Demand and supply-the quantity
wanted ancl the quantity produced-were the great in~
fluencing causes of these changes, as the price as well
as the volume nf money have averaged within that
period from year to year about the same. Let the
government supply our agrkultnralists with money at
four per cent. per annun1. taking their farms as security, and grain, pork and wool will fall in price because of the increased production. Give the same
facilities to onr other industries, and the same effect
will follow, because the price of money is so large an
impediment in the cost of production. It is so large
an ingredient in our productions, that when it can be
had at two or three per cent. per annum, with our
superior natural advantages we shall control trade the
world over.
I
IV'hy should not tlte government supply this money?
Whose government is this ? It is the people's ; it
belongs to those who want money at not over four
per cent. per annutn, and to those who can ltaYe it if
they will unite and use their power. A daily paper of
this city says, "Within the last six months eight millions of money have gone from New York to the
'Nest to be invested at ten to fifteen per cent. per annum." Here is a dcaclloss to the producer of from
six to eleven per cent. per annum, for the money
loaned is only credit.- the credit of those who get the
interest.
A letter from Illinois to the _New York Tribune, of
the 13th Angnst, savs :-

3

advantage of a government of the people. A grand as the security is not reduced, and the annual tax or
co-operative machine is a good government. It is interest is paid punctually, the principal shall not be
used to protect the weak from the strong, and may demanded during the life of the borrower. Now, the
and should be used to protect the poor from the ava- money we use, the government supplies to 1,700 borricious rich. Indeed, the principle we contend for is rowers exclusively, namely, the banks.
admitted in the favor the government grants to the
Give to individuals the same chance, and do not
National Banks by lending to them the National Bank confine the securities to National Bonds-include Real
notes, and not at four per cent., but withmtt charge! Estate, valuing it rather at what it p1'od1tces than its
Let this be applied to individuals on satisfactory secu- market price.
rity; this is all we ask, except that it be' at a rate not
A mortgage is a representative of value. A Govern-·
exceeding four per cent. pet· annum. It is only the mcnt Bond is no more. Not so much. It is an evidence
credit of the government that is loaned.
of debt, with the cred-it of the Government, rather than
IVe must repeal the law which gives to the banks wealth back of it. Neither of these are money. But
the profits arising from the currency furnished by the upon these the government can issue money, and
government; recall the National Bank notes; return charge the applicant four per cent. for the guarantee
to the hanks the bonds that belong to them; create a and accommioclation, and in this way those who have
new legal-tender currency, and lend this currency wealth furnish a currency to those who have not-and
or money to any one who can furnish the proper se- thus may capital help labor to produce more capital,
curity, charging, say, four per cent. per annum for creating mutual aiel ancl mutual dependence. Still any
the money; the securities to be the productive i1Ulust1'ies system is defective that bases the jssue of Jllloney on
of the country, putting real estate in the first class, as Government or State Bonds, because they are debtsentitled to a loan tJ,Carest to its value, and government evidences of money spent-and their value is not defisecurities as the second. W c should ob,iect to a loan nite ; and our present plans are only justifiable from
being made on railway bonds, or any other such evi- the fltct that we arc patching an old system, not formdences of debt, or representations of wealth. Persons ing a new one. It would be far better to have no
wishing to borrow.on such securities could apply to money in circulation but that based on individual
l.Janks or private lenders. The loans made by govern- wealth, pledged to the U. S. Government. Then the
ment must always be on a first claim on property. It security would be definite and wealth, not credit only,
is a question whether the government should not sup- would be the basis.
ply the people with a currency on as easy terms as it
Hemovc the restrietion.
The question naturally
does now the banks, and raise the money needed to arises, "ioulcl this fl:oocl the country with paper money?
pay the obligations of the government by a direet tax No, not if the government wonlcl at the same time
upon the accumulated wealth of the country. It will create bonds, for the purpose of absorbing any excess
not cost the government over one per cent. to con- of paper it issued. These bonds should not be a legal
struct the machinery and issue the currency needed tender, ~houlcl have but a· year to rnn, should bear a
by the trade of the country. The other three per fraction less interest than the government charged for
cent. might be collected by a direct tax, and \Ye do issuing money, say 3 65-100 per annum when four per
not care whether the one per cent. ie called interest cent. was charged, and ready to hand to any one who
or tax. We should thus approach the day when in- could not usc the money of the country at better rate
terest on money would be so insignificant as not to be than 8 G5-100 per cent; and this is the mode of redepended on for support. Until the national and pre- demption or conversion that we have referred to
sent State debts arc paid, the interest char"'ed by the as the tme, healthy, and practical one. \Vh at would
government, or tax for issuing currency,"' miglit be be the etlcet of the adoption of these measures? A
four per cent. per annum. 'When they arc paid, the SUPl'lY equal to the demand, and a conversion whenprice could be re<luced to three or two per cent. per ever there was an excess, and a supply at a rate of
annum, us it is estimated that two per cent. would pay interest that, whilst it would give facilities to the inall the expenses attencling the system, and pay the dustrion~ and ingenious, would drive people into
expenses of the government besides, so that there learning how to earn their living. It would make a
need. be no more or very little more money raised financial crisis impossible; for when money was
by any other tax, direct or indirect, except this, which needed for the "moYing of crops," or for any other
might be called a tax for supplying the country with cause, those who had the proper securities would decurrency. The public debts being pai,d, there wonld posit them or transfer the1n to the government, and
be no need of taxes fen- that pnrpose. Absolute free get in return "legal te11tler money," w!t:ch would float
trade being inevitable because of our increased facility into the general eurrent and rtns\\-er the demand, the
for production, the enormous expenses attendant on user not h10wing or caring to whom the government
custom:honscs would be saved, and governmcnc ex- loaned the money. vVhen it becnme too plenty, and
penses could be materially reduced. 'l'his new leg·al- was not ,,-urth four pel' cent., it would be invested in
tendcr currency shonld be similar to our "green- these m'·"- >ro,·crnment bonds.
By some~ tinnncial it·ick, or by the balance of trade
backs," omitting the words '·promise to pay," and
adding, "tliis is 11 lc,r;al tender for all de/its, public and being largely in our favor, we may bring gold and
greenbacks to the same valnc. They vary now but a
private, in the UniiettStatr:.~ <!t' America."'
As the gTecnhacks now in circulation are received few per cent., but such fann·ahlc seasons us we now
by the g<n;emment, let them be clestroyed,-the new have are only occa;oionnl and ncciclental. We must
legal-tcnclcr cmrcncy to be issued in their place , or htwc a systcn1 that will stand a storm-all sorts of exthey too might be destroyed, and none issuecl except i"'eneies. Onr present one "·ill not, no former -has,
"In a formel' letter I mentioned thP fnctthat.in somo parts based upon individual wealth deposited with the a~1cl if we could resume by the process of foreign balof the State a l>n·ge proportion of tho farms wet·e mortgaged government. naving but one kind of paper money, ances being in our favor, we shall surely suspend when
to Eastern capitalists. Sincethattimn Ih:weobtainod some
more definite information as to the terms on wltieh those the risk of imitation by countct·fciting would be less the tinnneial tide tums; as it certainly will when our
dnntls of trnst are given and thn n1oney hotTnw·cd. In a than with the varietv we now have. or should have if exports fail to he equal to our imports, and this occurs
certain town of not mnro th<Ln ten thousand or fifteen we ;;honlcl ever run.n!),'nin into the State bank svstcm. m.uclt oftener than the reverse.
To resume now
thousand 11eoplu. t.hero is nn nnpretending banking house T>tkc :tdvantngc of 'the sixty-fomth section 'of the wonlrl atld to our currency t\YO hundred millions of
that is engaged laJ·gply in this business of lending money
for Eastern puoplc. 'l'ho loan <lepartment is separate from N-ational Dank~Ael. ancl rcpeitl all laws inconsistent coin and give us '' currency of nearly one hundred
the bank pro]HJr, ancl is manage<! by ono of the partners. with this plan. XmY, the government supplies (\few million,;.
Then the next swing of the pendulum
If tt farmer desires to borrow money on his l:tnd and goes of our eitizf'ns. those who own the banks, with a wonld thro\\· 11s on the verge of repudiation, because
t.o the bn.nk for tlmt vnrpose. he is referred to the loan
ntncc, whenJ he is informed that., in the first plaeo. he will currency for t.lll' nse of the nation at the nation's cost, of the great inJiation \Yhich .is dangerous \Yithout a
be required to furnish an abstraet of his title. This the on the nation's credit, without tlun:r;c, giving to that retluction of interest.
We must have bonds and
loan o fflcc, wh ieh has abstl'acts of all tho titles in the <'Oll n- cnrrcncy nearly all the powers of a leg·al tender ! gTcenbal'ks interchangeable, and the quantity must
try, will r;ive him for the <'ustonmry price-fifteen clollm·s.
The fni·tner then a,grecs tn pa.v ton per cont. intnrest C11r This is the most g·ignntic and most un,iust monopoly not be left tu a Secretary of the Treasury, or to a
the monoy, with oxchangc on N'nw York. ant! n.n n.dclitiona! that our ;;ovprnmcnt. ever created. It is giving to a Cabinet, or Dank Men, but to the demand of tradepercentage for negotiating- tho loan. I-Iis property is tlu~n few what belongs to all, and creating a power clangt•l'- which \\'ill n;gnlatc itself-and the bonds at an intera.pprnisoll, without ini}n·uvt•Jnunt. and he can borrow from
est that \allor can aJTorcl to pay.
onc-thir<l to otH:-half of its <Lppmis<'rl value. In tho tlned ous to liberty.
\Vhy conllnc this issue to banks, corporations, or
As the )ll'in; of money could finctuate very little, it
whieh hogiv<;s, he agrees to p:w the interest somi-annuall:c.
to pay thn taxt:s proinptly. and so1nntimes tl!cro are ovun associations? And further, why shall not the people would giYe stability to enterprises. Things that we
further conditions imL'o,,:ctl, a failure to comply wit.h any at large hnve all the benefit of the profit arising from cat. a\1\1 wear and nse would fall in price, because of
one of which results in a for<:dosuro of the mortg·a;:;e.
'rhA bank in::; house to which I ret'cl'l'ed is reportetl to havo this sl:1pply; thit; material that is as i111portant to trade the incr<·nscd lH'O<lnction; but the price of labor would
divided eighty tlwusan<l tlo!ln.rs. last year. as itfl own as air to lltP. lunp;s? \Vc can see no reason, and there- not fnll lllatcriall;-, hceausc of the new avenues to
profits on this hr:ttwh of its business nJono; n.ncl this is in fore ask for a change and the repeal of all laws in labor that would· be opened by the low price of
addition to the interest tlmt. was sent East to the capitalists
the way of the change we propose.
moncv, This wonld add many comforts to the laborwho furnished the money."
This is the measure labor should ask, and capital ers of the Janel. This reliable, steady, sure supply of
It wonld he as easy, as safe, and as simple for these
farms to be mortgaged to the government, and then should not wait until the request grows into a demand, money :tt a low price would not only prevent great
the owners would save the difl'crcncc. The CJUCStion but hasten to yield every point for the general good. fluctuations in money, hut in all our commodities;
is, can this be accomplished, and how? There is Wit, ing·cnuity, culture, skill, arc on the side of capi- nncl the tendency woulll be downward ns skill and exnothing a governm~nt can do," said .John Stuart l\Iill, tal; niimencal power, justice, and the public good perience should come into operation, and render it
"that docs not look frightfully cliftlcnlt until we con- with labor. \Vc omit the words "promise to p:1y," pm:~ible to do the business of the country on a cash
sider how much more difficult things a govcmmcnt because, as we tried to explain, no interest that is not basis, thus saving millions that are now lost between
already docs," Tile high price of money is one of exclusive and opposed to the public interest \\·ants cash and credit prices. The balance of trade with
our paper currency paid in any other Wt<y than it now other countries would inevitably be in our favor; our
the evils of the day.
The wealth producers cannot afford to pay the cur- is, and would be by being e.rcluw,r;ed.foJ' the material we national bomls would gradually flow back to absorb
rent or even the ''legal rates," and compete with conn- bill/ and Sl'll, or converted, when the supply was too our surplus carninp:s, and the questions of free trade
tries where interest is lower. And any syntem of great in a way we shall indicate. \Ve need more aml taritl' be solved in a way easy and desirable, and
finance that ignores the demand that ,Tabor makes for Il10n~y. If we have given the true definition and tmc so as t.o subservro the interest of the industry of our
as much money as it needs, at not over fonr per cent. usc of money, how shall we limit the amount? How land. A money rrisis in Emopc wonlll then scarcely
shall we ascertain what is nccclccl ? Is there nny bet- be felt here, whilst the tendency of golcr wonld be to
per annum, b false :mel will act unequally.
It is a question whether money should cost the ter standard of what we ought to have than what we our country in proporlion as •vc produce our articles
people more than the cost of prnc1Licing it. No leg·is- need? \Ve see no other, m1-d therefore ask that a law for export at constantly decreasing prices. This syslation can induce private individuals to lend m0ncy at be passed by Congress by which this new lep;al-tenclcr tem would enable ns to raise a fund from the profit
a rate that labor can atl'ord to pay. We mnst resort mmwy shall be snpplicd to any one who will comply arising from supplying the country with money, by
to the government, and here is seen another graucl with the terms, one of which should be, that so long which the national and State debts can be redeemed.
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We include State debts, because they are largely owing
The profound satellites of our editorial sanctums have The New York Times on John Stuart Mill.
t..
to the same cause as the national debt, and becanse informed us with becoming dignity that a question of
the whole people are interested in the debt and in sup- Church discipline bas been under discussion among the
The Times is evidently "worried" about Christianity.
plying the currency. These measures would also en- various Congregational churches of Brookly_n ; a~d That there is great cause for tlisquietncle in relation
sure elastic:ity to our money system,-an ingredient that the stand taken by these church magnates IS qmte to the future of this youngest of the superstitions is
much desired, but never yet attained,-~ncl save any serious, and that Dr. Storrs and Dr. Budclington have quite evident.
'
fut11re secretary of the treasury an excuse for an over- called meetings and appointer1 committees of investiThis "pious fit" of the Times dates from the adissue for the relief of trade. That the plan is liable to gation on the matter. and then with owl-like gravity vent of the Evangelical Alliance in our city a short
an illegal or over issue we cannot deny ; but all sys- criticise their am'mus toward the immaculate dispenser time ago, since when it has seemingly taken God and
terns are liable to abuse that are invented by those who of the Plymouth CTzurch doctrines of Ckristianity, aud In- the Chmch under its special protection. Flushed
cannot see the ·'end from the beginning." As the late men ted the sad want of amity, unity, and forbearance with the success of its war on the "Ring thieves," it
issue is justified by a constl"uclion of the law, we must which should distinguish so sacred a body, when tlH'y has come to believe itself capable of any achievemake the laws so plain tlwt they will not bear a dmtble well know that such quPstions of discipline is a child- ment, however difficult.
construction; and then when there is a violation, it ish fraud-a mere sham-in order to cover up the
But "vaunting ambition cloth sometimes o'crlenp
will be such palpable usurpation as to quicldy find its little pardonable inaccurncies of a popular and wealthy itself," and the 1'irne.~ may learn in time that its enpunishment. The great mass of the people would be leader of the "City of ChurchPs,'\.and whose sole cleayors to st~y tlie tide. ~f mo:lern thought, and gnlimmensely benefitted by the adoption of this new sys- aim is to prevent Tilton's charges from being sifted by YaV!Ze an eftete superstitiOn With an nppe!lrunce of
tern. It would reduce the income of those who now intelligent (but ungodly) laynwn.
l_ife and vitnli.ty, is. an undertaking too gTeat for even
pay from six to twenty-four per cent. per annum, It
I have not time, m this hurried article, to enlarge tt to accomplish Without the aiel of a miracle which
would destroy gold gambling and weaken gambling upon the elaborate game of "hide and seek" or from the growing scarcity of such pheno{nena i~
in stocks, because it would tend to cultivate product- "shuttlecock," as pl.iyPcl by thrse righteous cham- modern times, can hardly be expected.
ive industries. It is evident that the present system· pinus of morality and religion, myprirciple aim being . Tweed's counsel were very eminent in their profesmust go clown,-better by mutual arrangement than to clip a few feathers from the bmTowed plumage of SIOn, and hnd frequently made the poorer reason apthe so-called "Free" Press, and not only to denounce pear the better in behalf of their eli en ts but there
revolution.
Let our political economists, our patriots and states- those of the clenomin:l.tion which are notoriously sub- came a time, in that. greatest of modern t{·ials when
men give these suggestions their attention, asking servient to the mandates of various moral, rel(gious. they not only failed, bnt came to grief themsel~es.
themselves, not what is good for this or that class, and political "rings," but also to call to account cerThere is on trial to-clay in Christendom before
not assuming that what is old must necessanly be tain papers which have a ?'eallJJ hi.e:h claim to the title }ud,q_e Teaso:n, ~ s.o-cnlled divine system of' religion
best; and some plan will be evolved that will benefit of ''free," as for instance the Inde:t and Boston In- ag:amst wluch mdi_ctments fmJalse pretences and high
the whole people.
'Ve8t(qator, which appear afraid to treat the subject ~1iSdemeanors agmns~, humamty, have long been pendreferred to truthfully and candidly. The former has mg. Unless the logic of the 1'imes, ("which seems
E. ~I. D.
unifonnly "put the cart before the hors.e" in reply to sadly out of joint" in its defense of Christianity,)
its indignant correspondents, in assuming that 1\Irs. sh.all be much improved, the consequences to the
Woodhull was wrong in exposing Beecher, and that ~hent and to the attorney may be as C:isastrons as
such conduct could not be defended ; but it does not m the former case.
Have we a Free Press ~
appe~r to unde~stand that that was begging the whole
This anxiety of the Times in the matter of ChrisTo tlze Editor of the Truth Seeker :
questwn; for, 1f her charges were trne, then she did tianity has cropped ont in its columns very frequently
So, Friend Bennett, you have brought the light of the no wrong in publishing them, and consequently did of lt!te, and for some weeks past has taken the shape
TRUTH SEEKER to shine upon the clouded moral at- right ; but if false, then it became the imperative duty of bitter attacks on the character and teaehino·s of
mosphere of Gotham at last. and I trust yon may meet of Beecher, with the eyes of the world upon him, to John Stuart :Mill, as indicated in his autobioo·;:'lpby
with more success than did Diogenes with his primitive vindicate himself from so disgraceful an implication, recently published.
"' '
lantern ; but tnith is very hard to find here. The clouds ~nd to dei!land redresf' from the laws of his country,
It is shocked at the announcement of the belief of
of crime, treachery, hypocrisy and sycophancy are m the pumshment of the slanderer. Such a miserable,
the elder :ll!ill, which was shared likewise by the
almost impenetrable; but if' I can add my mite in aid contemptible, and disgraceful "hushing-up" of so
of their dissolution, I am glad of the opportunity, and flagrant a breach of moral restriction was never in my youn~e~, "that .as nothin1; can be known concerning
ongm of tlungs,(God mclndecl ) therefore notbinoperhaps I cannot touch upon a more potent theme than experien?e so aided and abetted by the "free press·, the
should be believed."
'
"'
the lack of truth, honesty, and fearless integrity in the of Amenca, as has been universally done in this disLike n~ost Christian writers, the Times editor places
spirit of the New York Free Press-the boast and brag gusting affair.
of unscrupulous journalists, their hangers-on, emmisaThe In'Vestigator-that grand old pioneer of freedom a low estimate on absolute truth. It does not seem to
ries, interested partisans, and credulous and weak- of thought and action-seeks to throw aside all feel- be essential to him, as it is to a scientist, whether the
minded readers, of which you must have heard ; and ing in the matter, and positively refuses to pronounce thing under consideration be a fact or not. He is
having heard and read, have· pondered, and from the an opinion pro or con, its editors calling the matter an l!mch less concerned about the truth of his proposiglaring evidence of things in contradistinction, you "unclean thing," with which they are disgusted. This tiOn than he is about the ej)ect whi.ch its denial will
must have been convinced that the word f?'ee, as used dis,qust is doubtless general, but the stern matter at issue have yn those who belie1·e it to be true. Indeed, he
in jO'Urnalislic parlance, was about on a par with the is its truth or falsity, and it is the duty of the public candidly concedes the fact that ''Christianity cannot
generality of "free" institutions which are becoming Press to dissect and analyze matters ·which may be prove anything," but that it is better to "'0 on believsmall by degrees and beautifully less," and are but a however offensive to a delicate moral orO'anization in ing in something that is beyond our comprehensionmere figments of the imagination which flatter a
blot on the arrogated pre-eminence of the American the interest2 of the public at larD'e.
"'
'
people.
Is it presumable that the Im:estt~atorfelt as unconcern- diseased egotism, rather than to demand the naked
The proprietors of the Press in this country are plac- ed, when the arrest was announced of its noble found· ~n~th, willing and anxious to accept that only which
ed in circumstances (or profess to be) infinitely more er, .ABNER: KNEELAND, at the silence of its contempo- IS m the order of natme as the true bases on which to
favorable to freedom and liberty of discussion than ranes, as ~t has appeared at the arrest and imprison- found our institutions and to conform our lives.
Nothing in the matel'ial world is so destructive of
their European contemporaries, and yet it is a notori- ment of WOODHULL and CLAFLIN, GEo. F. TRAIN,
ous fact that they dare not, or at least do not, (which and the more recent trial and conviction of J. A. order as error; nothing based on falsehood can stand·
implies the same) attempt to vigorously deal with LANT, editor of the Toledo Sun, to which it has not truth alone is pcrmammt; and if this is the law in th~
matters which are under the ban of society; but often ~ven referred ? And why not, the principle is the same domain of practical life, can it be otherwise in the
tacitly, and almost openly, these oracles of journalism, m each case. Kneeland was charged with blasphemy realm of mind ?
But it is adduced as an argument in favor of the
favor frauds, immorality, and corruption so long as it and convicted thereof but now the crime of "blaspheis fashionable and profitable, and erect powerful barri- my" is but a relic of past credulity and superstition, truth of Christianity that, "for eio-hteen hundred
ers in the way of true refonn, and use every antagon- and the same offence must needs be punished under a years that religion has been the only ~mfailing- source
ism to the dissemination of the principles of honor different aspect, and, in place of "blasphemy" the cry of solace and strength to countless millions of our
race," that '' it has stood by the side of the ever open
and honesty.
o~ "o~scenity" is raised. Now obscenity is certainly
We have in this city the wealthiest and most power- VIle cnme, which should not be tolerated in civilized grave, and bidden the breaking heart not to deful journals on the Continent, and yet when divested society, and the punishment of its author should be as spair, but to believe that beyond this world there is a
of their trashy disguise of "enterprise," self-puffery, severe as the law can inflict, but it is incumbent upon home provided where those whom we have lost we
'
&c., and the profeBsed necessity to open their columns us to well define the lines of demarkation between shall see again."
If this does prove Christianity true, then it likewise
to public demand, where can we :find one exception to decency and indecency, prior to bringing men and
the rule of pandering to the element of crime, fraud, women to public trial on so sweeping and :filthy a proves the truth of several of the ancient religions,
and erpecially that of the Egyptians, whose faith in
and immorality, and excluding the claims of honesty charge.
and honor, as extraneous matters; a journal which adI maintain that it is unnecessary to endorse or uphold God and immortality was far stronger that of
vocates TnuTH, "the whole truth, and nothing but the Mrs. Woodhull's peculiar theories of social reform, or of modern Christians, with no such fearful drawbacks
truth," a paper wholly free and fearless in the condem- t~e wild.vagarie.s of the "Coming Dzctator," or the ultra as a personal devil and burning hell for all but a very
nation of evil, determined in its opposition to the VIews of Lant, m order to champion the cause of law few of the human race. Substitute for the word 1'egrowth of principles which reflect discredit and dis- order, and justice, and to give these persons an equit;; ligion in the· firRt clause of the above quotation that of
honor upon a moral people ; and bold in denuncia- of protection and justice as our " Christian " states- Santa Claus, and you prove the truth of this child god
tion of those who use their power in the dissemination men, bankers, &c., receive ; and a vigorous standpoint as conclusively as you do that of religion.
If in a measure Christianity is, and has been a conof the principl~s of pemmiary g1·eed, of moral cowardice taken by the "free press," is the surest and swiftest way
solation to a few, to the many it has been far otheror gross partt'zansllip? I do not believe that one can be of gaining the desideratum.
found in the United States, much less in the festering
In my next I will adduce numerous other facts in wise. Says Beecher, "I cleclare that through long periatmosphere of this crime-soddened city. No! not one, c?rrobora~ion
the g~neral position I assume in prin- ods the characteristic actions of the organized external
which can stand forth as the embodiment and sup- ciple .which Will convmce you that without a single Clmrch of Jesus Christ have better befitted the adminis:
porter of the principles of uncontaminated truth and exceptiOn, the New York Journals were subsidized in tration of devils than of men ;" " Its practice on
honesty, and a true guardian of the interests of the the interests of the well-known "Tammany" ring by earth has been simply infernaL The tears shed by the
high-toned moral elements which~is the grandest work a.c~ual cash payments, disguised in the shape of ad~er Church of God have been ocean deep, and the anof civilization.
tismg patronage.
I shall also refer to certain free- guish has been heaven high, and no historian's pen can
As an evidence in point, I may take the Beecher- thinking editors who are well-known 'positivists and encompass that story of divine anguish."
But there is still another ofl:~et against the supposed
Tilton scandal. What journal has ever fairly discuss· materialists, and yet who seek to hide their tnJe conviced this matter, and published to the world the naked tions, and appear ashamed to acknowledge their con- advantages flowing from a belief in God and in mortality, which is a tendency to underrate and neglect the
truth of this standing disgrace upon the Christian nection and association with free-thinkers.
churches ? What journal has ever freely expressed " I shall als?, br~ng many other facts to bear upon the present.
The too intense realization of the spiritual has often
its convictions upon the matter, and boldly demanded
free press grieVances, and trust that the columns of
a positive denial to an absolute and fearless expression the TRUTH SEEimR may become the medium and pio- in the past led to the neglect of the hm·e and now-the
of opinion on intelligent premises, that H. W. Beecher n~er of a much needed reform ; and that it may meet exceeding glory and eternal dunttion of the hereafter
was guilty of adultery, or that Theodore Tilton and With the success and popularity which its merits should belittling the importance of the present, and causing
men rather to endure the imperfections of their surMrs. Woodhull were guilty of slander? Not one: the command.
IcoNoCLAST.
roundings, and the poverty of their earthly homes, in
whole matter has been subjected to a "soaping-down "
the anticipation of that "house; not made with hands
process, alike degrading to the press, and to the chief
IF Moses was the son of Pharaoh's daughter, then eternal in the heavens."
actors in this religio-moral farce, if I may be allowed
he was the daughter of Pharaoh's son. Do you see it ?
Thus it was With the ancient Egyptians, who excusthe term.
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ed their cruelty to their servants on the plea that their readers believe he was, it could with equal justice be
ill-treatment here mattered little, as they had in store said of Mill, as was said by .A.dam Smith of David
for them an eternity of happineBs in another world.
Hume, " He came as near to perfection as it is possible
Who will say that if we were as a people conscious for human nature to attain."
that this life for us was the '' be all and the end all," as
It is not saying too much to affirm that the Christian
we believe it to be for the brute creation that we would Church has not produced a greater or a better man.
not place a higher value upon it, and would so im- We certainly shall not find his superior in the Jewish,
prove our surroundings, and our institutions as to and we shall look in vain in the Christian Scriptures
obtain a compens:1tion from this life that we now post- for his equal in learning, wisdom, and sterling manpone to a vt~gue tl[l(.l undefined future.
hood, not even excepting the founder of Christianity
But, st~ys the 1'ime8, " if we ct~nnot prove that there is himself, for whatever .i.Ylill may have written. savoring
a Goll in the methOll demanded by the .lliills and other of "arrogant," "self-conceit," or of a " wretched
philosophers, tlwy mmuot prove that there is not one." morbid tempemment," he wa~ never known to do so
.lt is a rule in logic, tltllt the burden of proof devolves irrational or unphilo;ophical an act as to curse a fig
on him who allirms, and that a negative cannot be tree for not bearing fruit out of season, or to damn
proved. '!'his assertion, if admitted, proves decidedly too men for a mental act (disbelief) over which they have
much for Cllristit~nity, for the followers of 1\iohamme- no control.
HUGH B. BROWN.
dauism, and of every _other superstition can likewise
New York. Dec. 25. 1873.
allirm, that if the supematural truth of their religion
cannot be pr9ved, they cannot be disproved. Surely
Universology.
this is <I very unsatisf<ICtory way of reasoning.
But it is not true that we cannot prove that there is
he following is a very simple, and comprehensive
no God in the sense of a personality, which is the sense
statement of the nature of the new science of
in which it is commonly understood. God is an anthropomorphic conception, "for man cannot conceive Unirversology, of which I had only barely heard
or imagine anything having essential qualities diflerent before I came to New York, but which I find is occupyfrom tile determmations of his own nature." Man be- ing the attention of many thoughtful minds here,
ing the only anim:1l, so fm· as we know tlmt has a conscwusness of consciousness, is enabled to think of oeing the main subject of a series of Scientific Serhimself either subjectively or objectively." God is no- mons to whiclt the public are invited, every Sunday
tiling more or less th:J.n a projection of man himself, morning at half-past ten. o clock, at De Garmo Hall,
that ts to say, it is simply the " :mbjective nature of corner of Fourteenth Street and Fifth Avenue. The
man vieweu objectively." That this is so. is easily following statement was prepared by request for one
proved from the fact tilat, when the intellectual and of the fortll.comlilg Encyclopedias and has bee11 promom! stature of a people changes the character of its cureu as a favor for publication ,in the TRUTH
Gou, undergoes a snnilar change. The Jewish concep- dEEKEl~ in advanca of its appearance elsewhere..tion of Uodis no longer tenable, because we have out- [Eu. TRO'rH t:lEEKER. J
grown it. It is just so with tile otiler conceptions of
UNIVEHSOLOGY is what claims to be the discovery
religion, the interpretation of one age is entirely differ- by l::hEPHKN PEARL ANDREWs, (of New YoRlt) of a
ent ll'om that of tne oue that preceded it.
definite Univeraall::lcience, embmcing tll.e classitication
Tile euitor of the l'imes protesses to be unable to un- of tile l:3ciences, as among themselves, and of all the
derstand " how any great thinker " can speak of details within tile l::lpeC!al dciences, as a concatenated
Uil.ristianity as .iYlr . .Jlul does, •• as the most perfect evolution from a single set of Primordial Laws and
conception of wicKedness," '• a great moral evil," and Principles. '.rne 'l'n.ree Principles upon wnich all
tile "ne plus ultra of wickedness." 'l'ilis, I appre- others rest and from which they are derived are dehend, is easier to compreilend than it is to account for nominated UNISM, DOLsM, and 1'RINisM, and have a
a gcmuine uelief in tlle dogm<~.s of Christianity in this distinct relation to the nUlllbers One, Two, and 'l'hree.
age of tile world, uy any intelligent, not to say scien- TJ.J.e wJ.J.ole system, beginning J.J.ere, in the 1irst and simtllic mau · for astde from its general results as seen in plest or matnemattcal discnminations, holds tJ.J.rougil.tile history oi tile past, and wnicil are of t~e bloodiest out, a matll.ematical character, making of the Matllecharacter, and most uestmctive of human llappiness of matics a mi<ldle gl'ound between Metaphysical and
all tue so-calleu U.tvllle systems of religion, its funda- P nysical consideratiOns. It is thus, in a sense, a remental doctrines cJ.u be demonstrated to be inimical to vival, but at tile same time, an immense expansion of
gvou morals, au ver~e to tne unity of mankind, destruc- tll.e Pythagorean doctl'ine of the Significance of .K umttve or order, anu at war witillioerty.
uers.
1 suumtt £or tile consiueration of .u1r. il'lill's critic the
.Bul UlllversolOgygow over from Numbers to Forms
following Ol.>Jectwns to Cilristianity aud appe<1l to tile or i:iilapes, anu from these to l::lounds, and establishes
book on whicu it is founueu, in contirmatwn of their a parallel aud conespondential evolution in all tlplleres
trutu:
of .Betnu-. .tlence, tllere arises in tne domain of
1. ltts uuuatur al, self-contradictory, and absurd.
.Ji'orLll, (; pure ai.Jstract J.Yforpllology (or l::lcieuce of
2. Tnat it is bJ.seJ. upon fa1se conception of human .l!'orm; couuterpaning and completlllg the empirical
COllLitLions, llUlUJ.n neeus, and human ol.lligations.
ol:lservatio.ual .Morpilology of HaECKEL and tile
a. '1'11at its uemands Me uureasonaule, and its de- or
naturalists generally; a11d in tile department ot' l:3ound,
nunciatwas are UHJ llst.
tile discovery is maue tilat each vowel and consonant
4. '1'11at its l'lwowgy is a monstrous Fable,-the out- is lauen witll an innerent me!Lniug, from which fact
growtu of .Pag.J.n "llytnology,-and, as a mom! and arises tue co11ception o.t a new Umversal and tlcieuS[llritual LJ pas, lLS ueaclly pO!SOU is UJstilled through all titic Language, Wilicll J.Yfr. .A.NDm:ws dellOlllinates Altne atmuspuere oi. I.Junsteuclom, -paralyzmg tile lntel- watu (Alll-lvail-to), a nallle derived frolll tll.e language
lect, pervertlllg LUe MteeLIOUS, and Jegradmg the life tO itself, and Whtcll signilies the aU-speech-tl>iny, meaning
its own false stanuaru of mural and spiritual "excel- the Uni versd .Language.
lence" U!
'l'J.J.e All-sideLl 1' niwsopy which stands connected
0. 1 ol!jeet to it that it plants itseli directly in the with Univel'sology, .!YLR. ANuw,:ws calls Integralislll
patilW>LY o1 hutn:J.n progress, auJ, wttil a "Thus saitll and tile practical organization of human attairs to
tne LorJ.," forut<ls Lne auvancement of tile race in gov- grow out or. these broaLi theoretical views he uenomiernment, in morals, til religwu, 1n science, and even in uates 'l'HE P A.N'rAHCHY-as a sort of Universal Institue every <lay concerus oi uie.
tute of .tlum<J.aity, wunLieu on t:lcience. He has a1ti. 1 oojec;L tolL tu<Lt it is at war with the principles
reauy procureu a legal charter for a Universtty-"l'ile
of lnll.tvtuual, l::lociaJ, Heligious, and Politteal .l!'l·ee- .L\formal Ulllversity of the .t"an.t>ll'Cily, '' located under
uom, anu tnat conrormity to tts principles involves Act or Congress at Washington; anu is engaged in
Viulattoll oi 11atuml law, a11u au!'ogatwn of natural further elauvrating these tueas, and in fouu..J.ing a
rignts.
.:lclwol of .1:' llllOSO[JllY anu a propaganda based upon
I. 1 object to it that it offers us no absolute Rule of Lilem. He is quoteJ. as autilonty, awng with UOMl'E,
Hi gilt, -tmlt uy Its coue ngat anu wrong are con vert- .:::iP.<:NCEtt anu .d.AEcKEL 111 D1t .Lours J!;LSBERu's recent
iuw terms, meauing one tlu11g to-day anLl a11other and •' Uti.Uisi.;ulatwn of tlw f:icl~nces," which ilas ill turn l'e·
qmte tile opvosiw tning to-morrow, tn accoruance wttil cei veu the high e11commllls or .l::iAEc.ICEL.
t11e varying mooJs of a capricious and altogetJ.J.er ar¢•1111i1JJ• ..
bitrary uesvot,-none tile less capncious, aruttrary, anu
Llespotw, tllaL J.J.e extsts only as tile projected sJ.J.auow of
WE clip the following from tll.e .1.Yauwo [Ill.] Iruie·
·tile l1llllU's ow11 image.
pendent. lt sll.uws our frienus there are alive and
ln.,upport of tt.wse vujections the Bible is my witness; well organized. We ileartily wlsll such an organizaaml tlw utstory 01 L11e Uan~tHl.ll Uuurcn furnishes sut- tion extsteu in every tow11 and village ill oul' land.
1lcwut evtLleuc;e that uo people living in' accordance .Let ,tne fnenLls of tr•ltll and progress, everywhere,
WtLu tlw teJ.eaiHgd anu. sptl'lL of I.Jlll'tstiauity ca11 ue form organizations of a silllitar character, for the purWorthy exaLllple;; ior tlw race.
pose of ui1J:'using and increasing liueral views anu
tiumamty 11a; progresseLl, has developed, has be- vpi11ions. As fast as necessary llleans can be raised,
come uetter, auu wis0r, anLl purer, rwt oy virtue of Jet Jiueral anu progresst ve uooks and tmcts be obUilnstiamty, uut uy tne iuilerent laws of its nature, anLl tallled fol' general reaLling. 'l'ile cost will be slight,
in very spue of H~ Uuri~tmnity, anu its multituue of ailu tJ.J.e r·esults most satls1actory. We will cheel'lully
other ton,·-eilensneJ superstlLwns.
insert in our columns notices or such organizations :
'l'ue att~mpt ou the part of tile 1'imes .to cast re" l'nc t:rc:e-tl!inlrers of tilis city have an organization
pro<Lcil anu oiliuui 011 tile character of tile dead pililos- numuering twenty-nine members. JY1r . .A.. Berger is
opiler, is peculiarly UJ.J.ristla.u. Having no love for .PreciiLlent, and ..:~. J. Heimuolu, l:lecr·ctary.
l'hey
truttt for it~ own sw•e; aau ueing o11ly concer11eU to have school every l::luuuay morning, when lesson~
malw tuat 'tppear true wJ.J.icil is krtowtt to be false, it 011 morality are ta.ag/:J.t tll.e ehiluren, aud at tile meetseclw to forestall puulie opimon in favor of " old opin- ing on WedueSU>IY evening, reailing and arithmetic,
io.u;:~," deaJ. tllevwgw; uad eLJ:'ete creeds uy mi;;t·ept·e- att<.l Tuesday eve.umgs muciic is tungllt. They ilave
sentmg anu ulaeKt:lmllg t11e c11aracter of til<Jtr oppo- regular lectures on tile tirst l:3unuay of each lllonth,
neuts.
ami gene:al discussions on theological questions every
_ l:!o flU· fl'Om being what tho l'iuw would have its .M.o11da.y night."

T

Ull)rresp ondenct.

Jllriendta

WJJJ nave not room to give h<J.lf the friemlly letters we
are receiving from our patrons in all parts of the country,
but are constrained to present a portion of them.
HENRY MILLIKEN, Saco, Maine, [age.d 82,] writes.: "I am
gratilieJ to :,.ee <J.nothe1· bold advocat<> Ill tue 110ldtor trutn
and ngut, trying w ir<Je mental sl<J.Ves rrom tradttwn and
suptH'atition, eoming thro' J:'r1e.st~ 1rq1n ~ne J:ho1e, call.ed.
"tne \Vordof C.Xod." written by nis rnsprrt~.tlOu amisuperror
to all otll.er ooo.k.s. 1 uavtJ studied lG lleeply ior seventylive years, and IJ~en lllllCh to near it explatued, but was
neve1· tully s<Lttslled Wttn the understanlltug 1 could get
of it. .Priests s<Ly it is a .. sea1ec1 oook." ur wnat uBe tnen
is it to us, and why shoult.l it be Jrept in OUl' lleUOJlS \~Jule
religionists <J.re couteudwg as to 1t:; llleJ.uwgl
"'
"' 1 alll a J!'!'ee 'J.'lllnket· and tur many years have
been a reade1· of 1.'/w .Inoesci(Jator, which honvl'al.lle paper
1 hivhty pnze. Its al'ticles <J.re short, tl'utntul <J.nU u~erul.
I wi'h tlo alll can tor yout· p<J.per, but lilY loeatronts ~o l'etired I can do but little. l have ctrculatecl you1· paJ;>tJl'S, but
sectarians are so mucll opposed to ment<J.lltl.lerty tney denounce iteason wnich is my .. vole star." ltecord me as a
, '1' ruth tleek.er."

J. P. E. \VHJJJEDON, Winterset, Iowa, write~.; "Go on my
brother· you lllnst not stop to Llte. And lf you pray, be
sure and" Keep your .vowuer dry." .!:'our iu your grave
aild C<J.uister .rlro . .l.lenilect, ana teacil old llet~.ll!-eutzed
Unristiauity that no lll,m ilas <J.uy l'tgilt to call u-od Jus
father wllo caJ!tJ not mauilis Ol'Ot.uer.
. .
.tiere is a mathematicalproolelll wr sollle btbhcal theologiaa to sulvt~,-' And tlltlt'e went roan <J. W1u..J. fro:n me
.Lord and bl'Ou,;ht Qll<J.ils t1;olll me sea, ant!- let tllem I<J.ll by
the camp, as it W<ll'e a days JO uruey LJil 1-a _llltle3J on GUt~
side and as 1t wete a day's JO Ul'lley [331-a lll'le~J ou tne
othe'r stt.le, J'ound uoouc the camp .as tC wue two C«Uits h~~"
[ 3 teet s inches ia deptn J upon tne face ot the ea1'Lll. .Num. xi, J. .tie1·e is a !lock of quails tnat is wol'tily tlle d<:Jlinition ot some aole tueologian wno .1s not e<J.stlY ten·t~
lieLl. 1 would asK uim-.:lll.PPOSo a stdewalK l.le oll.tlt. of
this flock of quails from the earth to the mvou, one,toot
deep , how wide must it be to use up the entu·e l:lock 1

ViM. W. PALMJJJR, Waupaca, Wis., writes: ."A sister o~
mine ha~ favo1·ed llle wim a copy ot your little snoet !)f
trutn aud usefulness, a.ad .[was wondel'fully t<IKen wtm tt.
.
. .
.[twas "love at Ji~st sigJ.J.t."
Please send me six uvpies of No.2, I want to dtstnbute
thelll among tu<J sKepti<:s of thb vicinity. You ~ay 'J.'lil:l
'J.'IWTH i::l£ii:K£I< ueecls o u1· aid. >:;enll llle tile vape1·s and 1
w111 see wnat ~au oe uone fo1· it. 1 will Uevote vue weeJ<. in
soliciting sul>sCL'lbdL'S.
.
. .
.
My sister m .ll.l.assaenuset!s, tn wntmg to me, spe<J.ks o!

your paper witn a g1·eat ..J.eal or 1nte1'edt lllltll beualt. I
nvrewttil StlnLl yv ll p<J.y fo1· two cop1e~. Vue I suall get
bound and keep the Otiler to lent.! arou11d."
J. F. llJJJGK, West Union, U., writes : "I lind THE TRuTH
SEEKER a higllly interesting little pa.D<ll', lts .ant0ltls are
clear aad di1·ect, wntten in .,n <J.lllllll'aole spu·tt, cleuottu.g
smcerity, and <J. rega1·c1 fo1.· the opin1uus of otne1·s. lll<J.Y It
tive to do much geocl."
D. F. /:i.illlTH, Stun; is, .Mich., writes ; "Some time ago.I
Wl'ote you for a sample eovy ot your vav.,1·, Wlllch you
olJ11ugly ~ent. V'l e nave Uacl ~eve1·e ~ieKne~s 1u ou1· !<J.llltlY,
Wllllllll'6l1lOVed OU\l of llli m<.~mbers (allOY 01 t\VelV yeal'S,)
tJ:olll our midst, wilose ab~eu~<J we <J.re mac1e to tee! auLl
lL !.IUS a.OSOl'l.leLl all OUl' atteUL!OU, .tiUt llOIV We l'alS<l our
oowed lleau~ alter mailY weeJ<J> ui t.lepress1ug auxtety aud
"l'ief anLl l'esumtl ou1· O!Ll places a,;aw. 1Ye ilave cast
:iuout us to setJ wuat we eoulC! Llo ior ·J.'!lli .TlWTH .:l.h:EIU:R
aull naV<l IOUild turee pel'SOUS WllO Wlll lUlU W!Ln US Hl
taKing it fvl' a yea1·... .l!;u~losed please J.Y.lLl vaY lOl' lour
eo ptes a yea1·. 1V e ltKe yo u1· pape1· 1u e\"e1·y leature, Just
as 1t 1s anu sUalleoutmue tv llKe 1t so long <J.S lt matut<J.luS
1ts p1·e~euc fea.L'1es::; _vo::;ltLou."

SAMUEL LYDI.A.llD, Long Lake, J1linn., in sending l1!1-mes
of a mr;:-e e1uo, Wl'ttes: "lJo not 1vr a mollleilt lJe dlscoul'a.ged. lil YOU.L' g"lOl'lOllS WOl'k Ol._?Pl'l3at.ilng me tL'U.tll.

'.l ll~
1

llU\Jl'al, tuillidug mml.lti ot tne country Wlll surely sUStalU

you."'

AMos BENToN, St. J1larv's, 0., wl'ites: I see by the December numue1· ot tne £RuTH i::l£EJ{Ell Lnat yvu are auout to

lllVYe YOUl' \J.UQ..l'i:ljl'~, aut.! .:::;i~nuy

veople's <i«a,·w,·o

J.UuYlll~

to

a.

tle.:::;il'0 to l.llOVe OtlleJ;

fo1·m a euuJUllctwu witil yow: OIVJ.J..

Wd.tt:H'S 1.:::; oue o.r ~ue g1·eat rnea.l:i~
Ul'OS tU l't:HlL101' LUt}Ul j)U.J:t3 U.Uli .ket}j) Ult3lU !l'Oill :::H.a.~n.atlOll,
U.ilU. oy CllU.il~lilg' plU.l.:oe Wt.:H:iOUH1tUll8::) get a cuang;e Ol !Ll.t:HJ.S

\Y 011. tue

ol tue

auu V\Jruap" ~villtl ne ,v one~ Willen J)l't>Vell!S J.JuLu lJody ailLl
mtnl.lll'Olll oeevlllin,; 1o~~ll1zec1. IV 11en you g<Jt to tile meLl'OJ.lJll~. anll e.>:pailLI yuut lltUtl sheet tu LWtue 11s vrestJut
~!<;e, l l 1:3 W ue 110 vecl yv Ul' S UOjtllJGti Will e.>:J.lllllLl lll llK<l
prvpOl'tiOll, Ulltll tiJ.eY OV6l'SJ)l'<Jad all ehl'l~teilLlOlll Wltll
Lllt3 g:lUrlOU.:i hz,;Ut 01 tl'Utll, tiUJ.ll<.H0llt tO bU.llltiil lgilOL'U.ilUI3.,
~UP<ll·~tttwn <LuLl blgvtl'Y ll"om tlltl laad.
1¥ ileil :;uu g-o;t to
~~"IV ivl'J<.J.uvlN you W1l1nvt get 1uto auy <Jutailgllll;; alli-

anee::;. uuleciS you u1·e a uaenelor Ol' \\'Itiowel·. 111 W...J.Juu ease

clo uut Kilu IV mat my ~Olllllll~eratlOll wo utll extend tv yv u
no wevtJl' tmncacety you may gee emau"ted. ..ur~. \'{ uoUuu!l Ol' J.'euutel.J. Ulal11u e11n J)l'OO<LOlY l'elieve you tl·om
any sucu t<J.ugliilg' a!Hauee-Out l ll1~c·o ve1· l llU.V<J got oJ!
n·om tl>e lllatu suOJt>et u1 <iUai'ler;;. ~nclo;;ecl l hancl you

.L

~J..'"i5. btnn~

:.!6 uts

ea.~Ju

tor me seven na.llles 1

yvu inoluUing my own.

St).llt

jn to

'WM. 0. MooRE, Lockport, N. Y., Wl'ites; ."I am glad to
to UeU:l' of you1· determlllation tv enlarge your pa~e1·, auLl
siueel'lY ilvpe it:; eH'eUl<l.LlOn WllllUel'ease ill .DL'OJ.lOl'tlOJl,
.I.UUl' ecltwnals ou tll<l.i.llUl<l .J. euu~tt.lel' mar vets or lltel·a-

.L

t.uJ:e, <.m.L".1.'Ylng- eouvlutiou rn oveL'Y. woru. J:'1.tH£.::lB aece.J,)t
wr tile .l!.ll.ltvl''S tunc! oue Llul!ar !rom your numlJle aclmiL'el·."
A.N UNKNOWN l!'RIEND, in Ann Arbo1·, Mich .. writes as

follvWti: .L l'eceiveu tile vaver you sent llle, auu.isuiJ.;et·ll.ltl
w all tue ~euttmeu!S tuel'etu coutawe<.i. .L ilel'eiVltll seuLl
you Oile t.lUIHLl', uut you ne<Jcl not ~euulne pa.Dtll', mo• s .(
saiLl we seuumentl; are my own. l BmLH not S<Jllclamy
name. 1llo uot want you to knvw my name. l ilav<l Just
10~t ueavlly in a banK ul'l woulLl ~euLl you a l!u·ger sum,
out as tc 1~ l sent.! a mtte. 1;;au ttJl! yuu Ollll tillil": I l!ve
iu a not IJeLl vl ~upel'StltlOn auLl at ways navtJ, aucl l <J.m
Lu'eLl of me uonseu~e. and alll tire<! or tile ~uackJ.e~ th<J.t are
Uj.lvll Llle .DllOple.
.l!'llANK U. Y.A.UGHN, "lleridian, "lliss., writes ; !accidentally g-ut nolLl ot tun;e eoJ.)teS of you!' pape1·, aut.! am so llluell
vtea~ell wttlllt tnat .1. nave Lletel'illtlleU uot to do Wltllo ut tt.
.l!<ilcao~tJLlllud tnt! sul.l~c:nvtton J.>l'We.
We eanphLce before our l'eade1·s many more letters,similar iu teuo1· aut.! import, anll wuiell. nave alfot'Lltld us a.
gl'e<J.t alllo unt of satisfaction., but !o.r: want of room we IU'll
com.l)elled to omit them •
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Js the Bible all a Truthful Uevelation
from God 1
,BY

DR. E. "\YOODRUFF.

Editor: As the title of your paper indicates
thllt you arc a seeker after ''truth," I would advance
a few irnportaut problems for your readers to solve in
~egard to the above heading, as we are commanded by
Paul to search the .Scriptures daily, and see if these
things be so. I would say that I searched the Scriptures two years at one time, and I don't belie\·e they
are so.
The Bible is given us as the Word of God; and it
teaches us that God cannot lie. And if this be so, and
lies are found in. its pages, then God did not either
write or dictate the following passages which I shall
quote, beside 1, 650 more which I might quote of a
similar nattue. It matters not how those errors come,
as long as they are here for us to accept or reject. by
our reason uupsychologized by priest or church influence in their favor.
We are told in Exodus xv. 3, 11 That the Lord is a
man of 10a7';" also in Isaiah xlii. 13, ''The Lord shall
go forth as a mighty man; He shall stir up jealousy.
He shall cry, yea roar. He shall prevail against his
enemies."
•
We 11re also told in Exodus xxxiv. 6, That the
Lord is "merciful and gracious" ; and in Psalms
cxlv. 8, That the Lord God is "gracious and full of
compassion"; and in 1st Cor. xiv, 23, "That God is not
the author of confusion, but of peace"; and in ProYerbs (vi. 17), That hands that shed "innocent blood"
doth the Lord hate. Now I ask if this is not confusion in regard to these various statements of his character, and if so, God cannot be the author of it.
\Ve also find in Numbers xxxi, 17-18, that he commanded :rt1oses as follows, viz: "Now, therefore, kill
every male among the little ones, and kill every
woman that has l'!1own man by lying with him; but
all women and clulclren that have not known man
by lying with him, keep alive for yours~lves." And
there were thirty-two thousand of this class of virgi11s
saved alive, and divided among the soldiers, and tltirty-two of this number were elected as God's share.
Suppose that in our late war, Gen. Grant had caused the same to have been done, what would our
churches have said about the atrocious transaction ?
In Deuteronomy ii. 2-16, God commands his people
to show no mercy nor pity to their captiYes; and in
Jer, xiii. 16, he says their children shall be "dashed
to pieces before their eyes." Their houses shall be
"spoil~d," and their wives ''ravished." 0 heavens!
what vindictiveness is this, from a ''God of love and of
tender mercy."
Again, in 2cl Thcss. ii. 11-12, He sends them strong
delusions, "that they may believe a lie, that they mav
be damned"; in Hab. i. 13, "His eyes are too pure to
behold evil''; yet in :Micah i. 12, while the people
were waiting for ''good," "evil" came from the
Lord; in 1st Chron. xvi. 41. ''His mercy cndureth
forever"; in Ezekiel xviii. 32, he says, "He hath no
pleasure in the death of the wicked" ; in Sam., "He
doth not afflict nor grieve the children of earth willingly"; in He b. vi. 18, it is "impossiule for him to
lie;" yet in Num. xiv~ .22-34, he promises not to
perform that which he had previously sworn to perform. He teaches some to lie, and sends lying spirits
into the mouths of others, yet lying lips "are an
abomination in his sight.'' (tiee 1st Smn. xvi. 2; 2d
Chron. xviii. 21, 22; 2cl Sam. xh·. 2.)
In Exodus he says, "Thou shalt not kill"; and in
lVIatt. v. 9, ''Blessed are the peace-makers"; in J as.
Y. 11, "The Lorcl is very pitiful, and of tender
mercy"; while in Nahum i. !4, we read ''The Lord
revengeth and is furious. The Lord will take vengeance on his adversaries"; and in Dent. xxxii. 22,
"A fire is kindled in mine anger, that shalt burn into
the lowest hell, and shall consume the earth."
Christ says in Ma1t. xi. 28,· ''Come unto me all yc
that labor, and arc heavy ladcneEl, and I will give
you rest"; while in 1\fatt. x. 34, 35, "Think not that
I have come to send peace1 on earth. I came not to
send peace, but a sword. 'For I came to set a man at
variance against his father, and the daughter against
her mother, and a man's foes shall be they of his own
household."
In Luke xxii. 36, he teaches that "he that hath no
sword, let him sell !tis garments al1ll buy one." Again,
(Matt. xxvi. 52), that "all they that take the sword
sha!l perish by the sword."
Gocl says, "he hath no pleasnre in 'the death of the
wicked," (Ex. xviii. 32,) yet he hardens the heart of
nations, that they may be destroyed (Job xi. 20.)
He willeth that all men should "come to the
knowledge of the truth and be saved," so sends them
strong clel usions, that they might '' hclieve a lie and be
damned." (2cl Thess ii. 11.)
He is not a man to repent, yet weary with repenting (1st Sam. xv. 2(), and ,Jer. xv. G.) He clwelleth in
thick darkness. yet no man can approach him by reason of the great light (1st Kings, viii. 12; Psalms
xcvii. 2, and 1st Tim. vi. Hi.)
.
So I might go on until I quote sixteen hundred and
fifty Hat ·~ontradictions which I have copied from the
Bible, and :-till onr sectari<1n friends claim to believe
that this mass of contradictions and absurdities is
the ''Word of God," and want to alter the Constitu11fr.

tion of the United States; so as tcr-admit it as authortiy
to base laws upon, so they can put a halter around the
neck of all such nien as I am, swing me heavemom·d,
while they praise God for giving them power to clear
the earth of all those who are honestly seeking after
tYulh.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Paine as a Writer and Uelig"ious Reformer.
As a writer, Thomas Paine, in my opinion deserves
to rank among the ablest in our l:mguage. Tallcrancl
once defined language as "the art by which men
conceal their 'thoughts." In this sense, Paine was
not a success in tlie use of language. Every sentence from his pen was stamped with his intense incliYicluality, and luminous with the light of !tis own
mind. Aristotle says "he would be a leader must think
as :vise people do, but speak as the common people
do." T!te thoughts of Paine were those of a clear and
sagacious mind, ancl he gave these thoughts to the
world in a style pcculiaTly his own, so plain ::mel
lucid that a child cannot fail to understand him. ln
the simplicity of his style, as J eiJ:'erson retuark» he resembles Franklin yet his style is more nervous and
vigorous than that of the great philosopher. There is
truth in the statement of Croly who says, ''Paine,
like a young Spartan warrior went into the field
stripped to the last thread of prudent conventional
disguise ; and thus not only fixed the gaze of men upon his intrepid singularity, but exhibited the vigor of
his faculties in fnll play." He uses but few embellishments, yet never Jacks for a lntppy illustration with
which to convey the fnll force of his thoughts, some
of !tis similes are unquestionably among the finest in
our Jangauge; all his works abound in passages of rare
beauty and elegance.

read it. Thousands and hundreds of thousands today who from their early education, feel uneasy whenever Paine's name is mentioned hold opinions substantially the same as those advocated in that litt.le work.
They hnve out-grown the errors which Paine so fearlessly assailed, while they are yet influenced in their estimate of his character and writings by the misrepresentions and slanders which ltis critisism called forth,
and which haYe been handed down to these times. Not
only arC' It is politicnl services unknown to millions who
arc enjoying the fruits of his lnhors, but his nantc has
not ceased to send dread to the hearts of men unci
women who would Jecl insulted 1f they were suspected
of believing the principal errors which be assailed.ErtractfJ'OJII a IJi&,oune on PaiJW by B. F. UNDERWOOD.

'"1.'he Nature and Fitness of Things."
"The tultnre aud fitncs~ of thing~ originated in the will and
chm acter of Jehoruh;''-Religious Paper.

"lXTHY not suppose the "nature and fitness of
l' l' thing-s," comprehensively considered, eternal ?
Because they evince intelligence ancl design, says the
theologian in reply. But if "the nnture and fitness
of things" are proof of R designing intelligence that
preceded and produced them, is not the "nature" of
Jehovah and the "fitness" in his being which enables
llim to design and execute his designs, proof of a designing intelligence that producctl kim? No, says the
theologian, Je!towh has existed from eternity. But if
this be true, the ''nature'' of the Divine Being and the
'' fitnC'ss" of the Divine :Mind are eternal, and therefore
undesigned. If the "nature" lllld "fitness" of Jehovah exist undesigned, then a certain " nature" and
"fitness" exist independently of design. If this he
true, design cannot be inferred Jogicnily from the fact
alone that a certatn "nature" and "fitness" exists.
*It was* the power,
*
*
*
*
*
* 1\Iay not the "nature" and "fitness" of this universe
direct11css and irresistible logic be undesigned and eternal ?
B. F. UNDERWOOD.
with which P<tine attacked ReYclatioi.t tbat caused the
influence of the Age of Reason to be so dreaded, and the
author so; bitterly assailed. He examined the Bible in
Science aml Religion in Contlict.
the same fearless spirit with which he had examined
the English Constitution, and he exposed its errors,
HERE arc many indications that we are npproachand refuted its claims to a supernatural origin in the
ing a period during which the truce has been presame clear, concise and forcibic style which hac! served bet~·een science and religion will be broken,
proved so effective in !tis attacks on the monarchical nnd that, whatever the result, the fight will be general
forms of govermcnt and the pretensions of kings. He and severe. Heligion thrives, the chucltes prosper;
took tlle arguments v.-hich had been confined chiefly but, in spite of all appearances to the contrary, there
to the learned, which had been used by those, who is, it must be admitted. a large amount of scepticism
like Bolingbroke and Coliins had written for the edu- 1dtlely cliffusecl among all ranks and classes of the
cated class, and made them, by the simplicity of his people. The researches of Darwin, the experiments
language and the clearness of !tis illustrations. ensily of Tyndall <tnd the teachings of Huxley, Carpenter
understood b1· the common reader. \Vriters more nnd others have clone much within the last ten years
learned had p"rccccled !tim in the field, but none who to sap the foundations of religioug !Jclief. In these
posessecl tlte same happy faculty of engaging the days the apostles of science arc men of great ability
attention, exciting the interest and convincing the and learning, and these high qualtties are quite equalled
understanding of all classes alike.
by their imtustry and daring. A fresh illustration of
the daring of the scientiJie teachers was recently fur*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* nished in the neighborhood of London. At Sion Hill
1\Iocleren sch<;~larsltip and modern research have
added ar~o,rtnnents to those which Paine used. The College it is the custom of the authorities to invite,
scientific discoveries of the past fifty years have put from time to time, prominent men to deliver lectures
into the hands of the free-thinkers new "·en pons with on one or other of the leading questions of the hour.
which Paine was unacq"tJainted. Yet it may be safely On s11ch occasions the audienees are select, nnd the
said that he aclcluccd reasons again~t an objective revel- clergy arc gcuerally well represented. Dr. Carpenter,
ation, wltieh, to-day are regarded as among the it appears, svme few days ago was the honored
stongest that can be urged from the Theistic stand- lecturer. The Doctor is not one of those who haYe
point. It is remarkable that a work written nearly a openly broken with the Church ; hence, no doubt the
century ago, and by one whose mind was so busily honor and the privilege. Tlte audience was large,
and earnestly engaged in other fields of Jahor, should composed mainly of leading clergymen and prelates.
be so free from errors, have so few inconclusive argu- with :;t sprinkling of the professor~ of science. Among
ments, and so little to which the free thinkers of to- the latter was Dr, Tyndall, who is present· sometimes
where he is not wanted, and who never loses his opclay can take exceptionIt is true that Paine Jacked a University education, portunity. Dr, Carpenter took for his subject the
and waR acquainted with neither Greek nor Hebrew ; "Heign of law," a subject which ltas been largely disbut he wrote for the many and not for the few, and cussed from the Christian standpoint by the Duke of
appealed to the understanding and not to the leaming Argyll. The Doctor made short work of the Duke
of his readers. He founded his ar~o,rt1ments on com- and his accommodation theories, declaring, to the.
mon sense which is confined to no language, and not mnazemcnt and alarm of ·his audience, that nature had
on philological interpretations concerning which only never been invaded by anything arbitrary, preternow and then a mind is found competent to form an natural or supernatural ; ancl, as if this was not enough,
opinion. He could not have written a work better adding that liturgies, litanies, collects and prayers
adapted to the efl:"ect intended hac! he been familiar never had influenced, never could influence the course
of the universe, nor mankind, nor a ~inglc indtviclual in
with all the languages of antiquity.
the slightest degree. A fierce and prolonged discus*
*
*
*
*
*
*
* sion followed, the clergymen loudly protesting
Our indebtedness, as free-thinkers to the powerful against monstrous heterodoxy. The worst, however,
and efl"eetive pen of Paine, is unquestionably "Teat. had not yet come. lt W1t~ Tyndall's turn now. "I am
Some who have advanced beyond Paine, antl who speaking"' he said, "to men of education and men of
would not willingly do him injustice, undermtc I learning-to men who have read history and observed
think, his set:vices to the cause of free thought. the course of nature--ancll feel eon strained to ask you as
Their estimate of the value of his labors in this field gentlemen of culture whether it is really possible that
seems to be formed from a comparison of his tlwoJo. you can have any belief in the efficacy of prayer to
gical writings with the more profound and scholarly ntfect this universe itt the slightest degree ?" It is not
prodnctions of libeJ;al minds of this generation. They to be wondered at that ilmotion for adjournment was
seem to forget that his great service to the cause
immediately made, and tlmt the meeting somewhat abfree thought consists not in the value of his religious ruptly came to an end. Time was wh~:n such language
criticism to the learned and critical, but in giving to would have sent a man tc the stake ; but that time has
the world a work containing able, common sense argu- passed ; the age of.renson has begun to dawn, and the
ments against the Divine authority of the Bible, in ](In- Church, if she is to survive and be a ]jower in the
and style admirably suited. to engage the attcn- world mnst be sustained by reason and sound arguancl claim tlte conYiction of the common mind. ment. The clergy must take warning. The enemy is
Paine wrote for the people and the works of no other up and ready for battle. 'fhcre have been giants in
free-thinkers in our langauge, have had as wide, a cir- the Church in the past, and we have no doubt there
ulation or done as much to destroy the Christian are giants in the Church still. They mnst no longer
superstition as the A.qe of Reason. And that work conceal themselves or remain inactive. It is time for
has exerted an influence not limited to those who have them to confront and confound the foe.-N. Y .Herald.
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The following bea.utiful poem, first published a few years
ago,was sent us by a friend with a request that we republish
it-remarking that "for fine poe.tical fervor and sound
pililosopilical reasoning it has few equals in our language."
The estimate is a just one and With pleasure we give it
space. As our friend truly remarked," in this briflf composition tho author lms concentrated the result of all the
advanced sQienti/ic thought on the subject of this most
scientific age. Snell compositions are like "Angel's Visits."
and every liberal should treasure them as evidence that the
cultured thought of our times is tending toward a more
rational viow of that Force which animates tile universe
of matter and mind."

SEEKING GOD.
BY R. H. STODDARD,

(Editor of 'f'he A/dine.)

Wily stand ye gazing into heaven?
What seek ye therei' what hope to find
Besides tllO clouds, which the cold wind
Drives round tile world from morn to even?
'file wan moon, ploughed with ancient soars?
The gracious sun, tile :tlien stars,
The all-embracing spaeo?
Ye look for God?
Have ye beheld him there?
You, or your fathers in their prime?
Or any one, at allY time,The wise, the good, tile fair?
Who has beheld-I will not say his face,
But where his feet have trod?
What have your straining eyes
Discovered in the skies?
Why not look down the Sea?
'Tis deep, and most creative; what eludes
In the upper so litucles,
Still lurking in the lower wastes may bel
Ye look for God, ye tell me. Tell me this,How know ye that He is?
Because your fathers told ye so, and they
Because, of old, their fathers told them so;
As it is now, so it was long ago.
And will be when the years have passed away,
Nothing can come from nothing. Well, what then?·
'!.'he Earth, with all its men,The little insect burrowing in the sod,Sun, planet, star.
All things that are,
l\iust have been made by God!
Why mn.de by Him? Who saw them made?
Who saw the deep foundations l!dd?
The Hands that built the wall?
Why made at all?
Why not Eternal,-tell me? Not because
It must created be:
If so eternal He,But why Eternal?-why not also This?
Why must the All be His?
It was, and fs, and is, because it was l
There is no God, then? Nay,
Yon say it. and not I;
I clo but say
We have not yet beheld this God on Higll:
Not knowing that He is, we live n.nd die I
If wo know nothing of Him, yet we feel.
Wo feel love's kisses sweet!
Tile wine that trips our feet,The murderous thrust of steel:Gladness about the heart when the sun breaks,
Or tile soft moon is floating up tile sl•ies,
Delight Jn the wild sea, in tranQuil lakes,
In every bird that flies:
Andlwt tears in our eyes,
When love, tile best of earth, its last !;:iss over, dies!
But Ho whom we name God, and grope so for, above,
Whose arm, we fear, is Power, whoso heart, we hope is
Love,
On tile worlds below Him,
In tile dust before Him,
We may adore Him,
We cannot know Him,
If, indeed, He be, to bless or curse,
And be not this tremendous Universe l
"Higher than your arrows fly,
Deeper than your plummets fall,
Is the Deepest, the l\Iost High,
If tile All in All!"
\

. TnE Hev. Dr. Newman, who does the official prayfor Congress, and is the President's spiritual adviser, and who has been appointed to a tour around
the world of consular inspection is writino· letters to
the Christian Advocale-a Methodist weekly~ A recent
one from Jnpnn closes with this passage : "Omitting
the Catholic priests and the Protestant ministers engaged in school-teaching, there are in all Japan today but twenty-seven missionaries to thirty millions
of people-not one miRsionary to a million of souls.
'l'here arc less than three hundred followers of our
Divine Lord. Yet the Lord hath spoken it.
"All
~hall know Him, from the least to the greatest." It
1s a great blessing, in this esse, to llave so sanguine a
nature as the Doctor apparently possesses. D. H. C.
u~g

[Fur 'I' he Tmtll Seeker.]

Science.

VS.

Theology,

[Partially Selected.)
Is it not a melancholy fact, that every modern science has had to make good its footing, not only
ag.ams~ slug~ish incredulity and prejudice, but again~t
1
n;Isgmdecl l?Iety ? that the very sun could not find Ins
nght place m the heavens or man prove by bits of
pottery and flint his long tenacity of this earth withon~ a ~lam or of devout fear and futile contradiction?
~s It nght that we should always know beforehand,
nrespective of evidence, what reception every physic:;tl or ethnological theory which ma'>:es large demands
on time, every critical verdict which lowers the elate
OI: changes the name of a Hebrew book, will meet
With. from the clergy ? Even within the memory of
ou~· own generation, how many are the determinate
pomts of change which it would be simply stupid not
to registei' as past 'events in the history of opinion!
What has become of the date, Creation of the world,
B. C. 4004? 'l'he Universal Deluge B. C. 2348 ? Intb
what undreampt of distance has Egyptian chronology
retreated ; yet how many such steps must we repeat
ere we alight upon the first vestiges of man? And
how many more to exhaust the relics of life and death
upon the world. We have learned to recognize the
compoEite structure and comparatively low elate of
the Pentateuch, the progression of religions doctrine
through the Old Testament, its variety in the New,
the mixture of unhistorical elements in both, and of
human opinions long since correc.tecl, and expecta'
tions never fulfilled. In what state of mind would
the scholar be who did not know these things, or the
reasoner who should suppose that they left all as it
was before? And if the Theologians could hut look
with a calm eye upon the past, they would see that
wherever the strife is over, and the field is still, every
advance of knowledge lias been a gain to religion won
at the expense only of deforming fictions. The hammm· of the geologists lias shattered to pieces the cosmogony of JI'I:oses, and Copernicus has cried out with
more authority than Joslma "Sun stand thou still."
Who would now, in the interests of piety, wish to
have back the childish little cosmos of the Hebrew
legends, or the three stories of the Pauline heaven,
or dare to say in snperseding them, Copernicus or
Newton blasphemed ? Who would choose to have no
cosmos at all till six thousand years ao-o or fiino- a
st(;me at Lyell or Herschel for letting in fight or sli~wing life in that vast immensity ? The age of the
world as it deepens, does but prolong its testimony to
God, and make it worthier of his eternity. Its s!;ale
as it expands, does but place us in a temple more
au~ust and worthier of His infinity. Does any one,
whose mind has been enlarged by ancient history, and
whose heart has listened to the old mythologies, want
to have his sympathies reduced again to the "chosen
people," and the divine communication with our race
restricted to that channel? The jealousy between natural science and religion is of very old standing.
From the time of A.naxagoras onward, every attempt
to explain by natural causes phenomena, previously
unreduced, lias been regarded as an auclaciou~ wresting of some province from the gods. The Scriptures
have only encountered the fate of any inflexible writing existing side by side with -evm·-wiclenino- induetions. 'fhe series of questions on which the "confiict
has been renewed in modern times b~tween the closed
·word and the openingworks of God, is as lougas the
chain of the inductive sciences themselves ; and the
result has been invariable-the patience of nature
overcoming the authoritative plea of 1niracle.
Ships are chartered daily to those Antipodes which
Lactantius declared to be impossible and Au()'ustine
unscriptural, and Boniface of .!I-Ietz "heyoncl tl!C latitude of salvation." Witchcraft, so long preserved by
the JI'I:osiac law among our list of crimes-to deny the
possibility, nay actual existence of which "says
Blackstone, "is flatly to contradict the re\'eal~d \Vord
of God in various passages, both of the Old and New
Testaments'' has disappeared from every civilized code
and demomacr.l possession, thoug-h in the Gospels giv~
ing form to the miracles and evidence of the l\Iesshhsl1ip
of Christ, has been unable to hold its ground against the
exorcism of the College of Physicians. 'l'he common
parentage of the human race has become an open
question with tl.le advance of ethnology. 'l'he tower
of Babel faded mto a myth, as the affinity of languages
was better understood. Egypt has tal;:en a strann·c
revenge upon her bgitives by cliscrcditin.,.
thclr
0
traditions, and exposing the proofs of her dynasties and her arts beyond the verge of their floodnay, prior to their Ec,lcn, and now it is doubtful if the
idea of a sudden creation of organized beinO's will not
be relinquished for the principle of gradual moditication.
In the interests of fair play, to say nothinn· of mankind, would it not be better for the clergy, instead of
hawking at geology and schism, and snecrill'"
at the
0
"sh,allow assumpti'on of. science," p1.1t forth by men
of ' bad hearts," to acqmre as a part of their preliminary e:lncation, s~ch of the ru~limcnts ~t least of phys1cal scwnce. r:s W!!l 1~nt themm :~ positl<!n to untlcrstand the chfiicultiC~ m the way of acccptmg their theories which arc forced upon the mind of every thought-

ful and intelligent man who has taken the trouble to
instruct himself in the' elements of natural know ledge ? \Vho can number the patient and earnest
truth seekers from .the clays of Galileo until now,
whose lives have been embitte1'ecl and good names
blasted by the mistaken zeal of pious men whose faculty of the perception of truth has been destroyed,
and whose lives. have been wasted in their effort to
liarmoni~e impossibilities ? It is tl'ue, if philo:Sophers
have sufl:ered, they have been amply avenged. Extinguishecl theologians lie about the cradle of every science as the strangled snakes beside the cradle of Hercules, and history records that whenever science and
orthodoxy have been fairly opposed, the latter has
been forced to retire from the lists, bleeding aru;l
crushed, if not annihilated; scotched, if not slain. ·
But orthodoxy is the Bourbon of the world of thought.
It learns not, neither can it forget, and although at
present bewildet;ed and afraid to move, like an owl
blinking in the daylight, it is as willing as ever to insist that the first cuapter of Genesis, copied though
it may be from the Hindoo Vedas, contains the beginning and the end of sound science, and to visit with
such petty thunderbolts as its half-paralyzed hands
can hurl, those who refuse to degrade nature to the
level of primitive Judaism. Philosophers, on the
other hand, have no such aggressive tendencies. ·With
eyes fixed on the noble goal to which they tend, they
may now and then be stirred to momentary wrath by
the obstacles with which the ignorant encumber, if
they cannot bar their difficult path. But why should
their souls be vexed? The majesty of fact is on their
side, and the elemental forces of nature are working
for them. By doubt they are established, and open
inquiry is their best friend. They have no fear of
tradition, however venerable, or respect of authority,
however ancient. They know the older an idea, the less
likely it is to be true, the lower the plane of intellectual development in which it originated.
.
Science is everywhere our friend and helper. It
leads through laws, to the giver of laws. It points from
the phenomena of life, to the Author of life. It
shows that God is on:· friend, the same yesterday today, and forC\·er, that man is possessed of abilities
and aspirations that ally him to the Divine; that h,e
has snell (:apabilities as ·when allowed free scope and
growth, take him far on into their near 1)resence of
God. Of science we 'leecl have no fear. We sholild •
be glad to help it on, glad to be helped by it. Astranomy has marvelously enlarged our conception of
God, and clone away with snperstitione which dwarf
the soul. Geology tells us how, through the infinite
aeons of the past, our little world lias been under the
forming hand of the great Architect. Physiology
treads with fearless but reverent steps the mystic halls
of the temple of life seeking if it can bring to light
the laws of being. Psychology, with keener insight
and fiuer faculties, teaches us the anatomy of the
soul, and measures the orbits of its destiny.
It has been too much the habit of theologians to set
nature against religion, and underrate the former in
order to glorify the latter.
'l'he antagonism exists only in minds, too narrow to
include both poles of truth, and too prosaic to comprehend tl.w sweep of that cre~tive thought which
so\YS the Immensity of space \nth worlds, and measures the epochs of etern;ty with the evolutions of
force and tht. crises of history. The universe seems
empty only to the vac:•nt mind, and if no chorus
sounds through the depths mid breal~s the solemn
silence of the spheres, it is because the heart is deaf
to the celestial strains, not because the music is not
there. Nature is a sealed book only to those who cannot read its mysteries ; it seems atheistic only .when
God is absent fl'om the mind. It is a revelation writlen by God's hand in a chirography that cannot be
misunderstood. The tables of stone beneath our feet
are covered with chronicles of creative acts prophetic
of l\Ian who has to come and read them, and every
stratum of the earth is the sarcophagus of extinct
species embalmed and laid away to show us the steps
of the creative process, and illustrate the perfection of
the divine ortler. Critics may question the authorship of books, or the correctness of statements, but
the book of nature raises no question as to the authenticity of its documents. Though Genesis prove unhistorical, and Numbers arc too much for our mathematics, no Colenso shall arise to throw discredit
upon the records of the globe, nor question the force
which brought order ~ut of c.:haos. Skepticism may
stumblc.at ll1e stor~' ot. ,Jonah, a.nd resolve the story
of Job mto a poct1c Idyl but It cannot cancel the
gravitation that holds the stars in their places, nor
exph1in :nvay the sweet infiuences of tlte Pleiades,
nor disturb the serenity of that patience which endnrcs all denial, while it poises the planets, paints the
grasses that covers the ticlds, and tunes the tongue of
the lark to praise. "Ask of the earth. and it shall
teach thee," said the old prophets. Not enough do we
question llw nature of her ways, ask the earth for her
m.cssage, and the stm:s for their light. \Ve need not
shght otlter sources of good or truth, bnt to turn away
from this pr~mitive rcvcla~ion. is to close the main
channel of chvmc commumcatwn.
P. HosEVELT JOHNSON, l\I.D.,
F. R Association.
Sag H;ubor, SuJfolk Co., N. Y.
>.
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CLAIMS OF CHRISTIANITY.

N

OT long since we had an interview with a prominent member of one of our orthodox churches,
when ~ dialogue, substantially as follows, took place
between us. We will givt> it here in the conversational
style, as being more familiar and quite as easily understood :
CrmrsTIAN-" Are you aware you are assuming a
great responsibility in opposing the Christian religionthe only system of faith that has been· a blessing to
mankind ? "
OURSELF-' 'We believe we fully realize the responsibility vie have assumed ; but how eYer, do not shrink
from it, as we tirmly believe we are there by doing a
service to our fellow -men. )Ve clitler, how eyer, from
you in not believing Christianity has been such a great
blessing to mankind."
C.-" What charges can you truthfully b;ing against
it ? Has it not taught tile best system of morals the
world has ever known, and has not its intluence in the
world been peaceful, civilizing, and enlightening ? In
short, are not Cln·istian nations the farthest advanced
in know ledge, science, freeLiorn, and intelligence ? Is
not our own Christian government the best the world
possesses ? "
0.-" lt will.take some little time for me to reply to
all your questions. As to the charges against Christianity, they are as follows:
1st. lt is mude up of dogmas borrowed from other
liystems of religion older than itself. It was established by fraud and corruption on the part of the early
Fathers and Popes of the Church. As soon as it obtained the power, it put down by force and the spilling
of human blood, all opposition that showed itself,
whether in wlitten books and manuscripts, or by
spoken convictions.
All the wlitings opposed to
UhrisLianity in the early centuries of the Church, were
hunted up, collected, and burned, and hundreds of
thousands of li.onest dissenters were cruelly put to death,
and thus your •' mild, beneficent religion," we see, was
est\blished by frand, cruelty, oppression, and bloodshed, and for many hundreds of years, it ruled the
European world with a heavy rod of iron, instituting
the'' hellish" lnquitiition, before whose secret tribunal
thousands, yes, hundreds of thousands, and probably
millions ot innocent human Leings were dragged in the
light of Uw sun, as well as in the dead hours of night,
and were there in that secret coucla ve, subjected to the
most demoniac, cruel tortures the mind could invent,
until they were forced to confess crimes they had never
collllllitteLI, and utterances they had never made, and
until lite was extinguished in the most excruciating
agony, and all this for the merely exercising of the
divine right of thinking for themselves. For hundreds
of years this infernal institution was kept up in all its
cruel horrors, until put down by infidel rulers and
generals.
2. 1 also charge Christjanity with inciting and prosecuting the most l.Jloody, cruel, and devastating wars the
world has ever known. Hivers-yes, oceans of bloodhave been shed in the name of this religion you term
beneficent and divine. Look into the history of the
Middle Ages, and read abom the wars of the Urusades,
and how for many years Europe and parts of Asia
were devastated by Christian armies ; how towns and
cities were laid waste, and millions of human beings
sent to untimely graves. 1 make the assertion without fear of contradiction, that mort; bloodshed has been
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committed by Christianity than by all the pagan and
idolatrous religions in the world.
You ask if Christian nations are not farther ad vaneeel in literature, knowledge, and science than other
nations ? I will admit they are, but no thanks to the
Christian religion for it. It has for centuries done
all it possibly could to keep back science and knowleflge, and to keep the masses in ignorance. How did
the Church treat Copernicus and Galileo for inculcating the truth that the earth was round, and revolved
upon its own axis ?
The :first was forced to flee his native country for
his life, and the latter, when he .had come even to
be an old man, was thrown into the Inquisition and
subjected to a series of cruel tortures until, to avoid
death itself, he was compelled to renounce what his
soul knew to be be true, but which after being released,
he again asserted, saying of the world, with emotions
of triumph, " IT STILL MOYES." But the good old
man was so broken in health and spirits, he survived
but a few months the implisonment and cruelty he had
sustained.
Talk about the Christian religion being the patron
of science and education. It is most unfair and untrue. It has opposed every advance made by science,
education, and reform by every means in its power.
True, the Priests have been educated, but the masses
have been kept in abject ignorance and subjection.
This warfare against science and education has been
kept up by Christianity in both its Catholic and Protestant branches till a very recent date, and even at this
hour the Church of England is fighting and opposing
the establishment of free schools for the children of
the poor. The Printing Press was for a long time
under the ban of Christian leaders. It is but about
two hundred years since a distinguished Bishop of
London said of the Piinting Press : " We must destroy
this monster evil or it will one day destroy us."
After all the opposition which the Church has shown
to the advances of science and education, and which
have arrived to their present, status in spite of the opposition of Christianity, it is almost amusing, were
not the subject so selious, to witness the coolness
and impudence with which Christianity now sets up
the claim that she is the special fliend and patron of
science and education.
You claim, also, our government is a Christian government, and is therefore the best in the known world.
This claim is often made, but nothing can be more
untrue. Christianity has really no more to do with our
government than with the "man in the moon." It is
just as our fliend J. H. Beadle, asserts, "Christianity
has nu more to do with the workings of a government than it has with the running of a threshing
machine, or a steam engine." Our institutions are often
lauded to the skies, and the~r praises sung in a song without end, as being of Christian origin, but it is wholly
untrue in fact.
Our most valued institutions, voting by ballot, trial
by jury, &c., are NOT of Christian origin, but are teutonic, and existed in Germany at least 500 years before
the Christian religion was known in the world. England obtained them from that source, and we obtained
them from England.
No well informed person will claim Republicanism
and popular representation to be of Christian origin.
In past times it existed only in heathen nations. The
government of Christianity has been mainly lodged
in Emperors, Popes, Prelates, Bishops, and Piiests,
and has been of the most despotic character and totally
unlike the system of government so prized by the
American people. Thus you see how unfounded is
the claim you set up, that this is a Christian government.
Your claims for supelior morality for Christian nations are equally untenable. Christians have engaged in
wars, torture, and cruelty to a greater extent than any
other people, and in ~o case have they been more moral
than other persons. Murdering, robbing, stealing, swindling and all similar oflences are more frequent in
Christian nations than in many which know nothing of
Christianity.
We are told by travelers that, in heathen China and
India human life is quite as secure as in our own boasted country, and theft much less common. It is not at all
unusual in China for shop-keepers to leave their stores
open and ~o awa;r and leave them. The ~oods arc
L

marked, and if a person wants an article, he looks at
the mark, leaves the right amount of money, takeg the
goods and goes about his business. yY' ould that system work in Christian New York? Why, if a merchant here was to leave his store open for half .a day,
his entire stock of goods would be carried off; and
it is doubtful if either counter or shelves ·would be
spared. So much for Christian morality.
C.-" I think you are severe upon ns, and somewhat
unjust. You allude to many wrongs of the Catholic
Church. which we are just us much opposed to as you
are, and we do not claim them to be Uhristian."
0.-0, but you cannot deny the Uatholic Church being a Christian Church. She is absolutely the founder
of Christianity and the mother of Protestantism. All
your stock in trade you obtained from her-dogmas,
creeds, absurdities and all. Luther, the father of Protestantism, did not protest against these, only against
the authority and power of the Pope. In fact he wisheel to be Pope himself. I cannot let you off so. The
Catholic Church is really the true and only tme Christian
Church. Your Protestant affairs, divided and subdivided into so many fragments, is only a plagiarism upon
the original, and does not possess an equal right to claim
a direct succession from St. Peter. But as you adopt all
her dogmas, I cannot release you from shaling in her
ignominy."
C.-You are very sweeping in your denunciations;
but tell me, do you not think that Christianity was of
Di>ine origin? Do you deny the divinity of Jesus
Christ, and that his teachings and injunctions are
of a higher character than was ever taught by any
other individual ? "
0.-" I certainly think Christianity was not of Divine
ongm. There have been fully three thousand different systems of religion in the world, and they have
all been. of human origin, and Christianity is no exception to the rule. It of course possesses many good
features, and so does every system of religion that has
ever been established, beginning with Buddhism,
Brahminism, and coming down to ~Iahommetanism,
Quakerism, and Shakerism to Mormonism. They all
teach much that is good, but all are of human origin.
As to Jesus, if such a person existed, he was the
son of God, the same as all other men are. We cannot for a moment believe that, in his case, the Deity,
who presides over the immense universe, having in his
realm countless millions of worlds much larger than
this, ever as our esteemed friend, John Syphers, states,
condescended to engage in the " over-shadowing business" with the young, black-eyed, curly-haired Jewess
.aiary, and that Jesus, half God and half man, was the
result. We can just as easily believe in the mennaid
story, of a being half woman and half fish, which
sailors so often have asserted they have seen-authoity, by the by, equally as reliable as the story of tl!e
Ghost and Mary. Both seem to us rather fishy. We
entirely doubt the possibility of a ghost becoming the
father of a natural, mortal child. If Mary did become
a mother before she was married, we adhere strongly
to the belief that it was entirely by a natural process,
the same as thousands of other unfortunate girls have
experienced. If in this day a damsel should become a
mother, and it was claimed that the child was by a
ghost, who on earth would believe it ? And why
should we believe such an impossibility any more because the fable is nearly two thousand years old, and
rests upon the ''baseless fabric of a dream "-for, mind
you, Mary never told this tale herself about her interview with the Ghost. Matthew said Joseph dreamed
it. That, it must be confessed, is a very weak foundtion to build such a structure upon as Christianity
claims to be.
As to Jesus and his teachings, our opinion is this :
He was probably a reformer, and led an itinerant life
wandering and strolling over the country with a company of followers, none of whom seemed to be en·
gaged in any legitimate manual lttbor. Much. of his
teaching was good, and much strikes us as being de•
fective and erroneous, the same as many other reform·
ers have taught before and since. Upon the whole,
what is called his code of morals, may be said to be
good Vl'ith clue exceptions, but a very small portion of'
his utterances were original. The world had heard
them before. The "Golden Rule," for instance, which
is always admitted to be the most sublime of a.ll
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utterances, was taught by Confucius, another Reformer and teacher many hundred years before Jesus
came upon the earth, and nobody claims he was any
more God than other people. Jesus said nothing but
what is quite possible for man to say, and we think
utterances quite as sound, sensible, and divine have
been given forth by many Reformers, Philosophers,
and Philanthropists."
C.-" 0, l see how it is, you are only an infidel, an
unbeliever in revelation and divine government in the
world. It is of no use for me to talk longer with
you."
0.-" I beg, my friend, you will not stop to call
hard names ; ponder well what I have said, and if the
effects of prejudice and early education can be removed from your mind, and your eyes O]Jened to
see the truth as it is, please have the candor to em·
brace it, and you will not have occasion for regret_
Good day."

SOME DO NOT LIKE US.
Among the hundreds of complimentary and appreciative letters touching our course and position which
we are receiving from kind friends in all parts of
the country, we now and then get one of an opposite
character. Not long since we received the following
choice, elegant, and "lamb-like" (?) little missive from
a clergyman in Illinois, to whom, at the suggestion of
It friend, we had sent two copies of THE 'fnuTH SEEKer:
Srn-You will please keep your infamous, blasphemous, low slang, and slanderous sheet at home ; " tllou
ememy of all nghteousness ; thou child of the DeviL"
"Wilt thou not cease to pervert the right way of the
Lord."
J. W. lHLEY.
It might have been the _intention, as it doubtless was
the animus of this little messenger to. demolish us entirely, but we are happy to say we still live and
breathe and hope to for some time to come.
We have also received a much longer letter, and
written with similar taste from another clergyman,
Mr. R. H. Howard, of .Milford, li'Iass. As it fully covers
a closely written sheet, and contains little else than a
captious arraignment of THE 'fRUTH SEEKER for giv_
ing utterance to its honest sentiments, and as we have
much matter in hand that would give better satisfaction
to our readers, but which we cannot possibly find room
for, we will not bore our friends by inserting it here.
Suffice it to say, our clerical friend is very censorious,
and charges us with many faults of expression, style,
and taste, as well as being "narrow-minded," "illiberal," " deluded," "dogmatic," "prejudiced," "embittered," showing hatred to the Bible and its distinctive tenets,'' &c., &c.
It is quite possible we may have in some instances
not exhibited the best taste in the world, allll used expressions not the choicest that might be selected ; as
we do not profess to have arrived at perfection, but we
think at all events, we come us near to it us our two
clerical friends under consiuerution. lf, however, we
can learn anything from their suggestions, and thereby
remove any defect in style, we will be glad to be benefitted thereby.
We do not, however, expect to please these friends
in scarcely anything we cnn say or do. They belong
to a class that we had not the slightest hope of suiting
when we commenccu the publication of this sheet.
We are attacking their errors, slwwing up the hollowness of their pretensions and representations, the false.
ness of their claims and assumptions, as well as sup.
. ping the foundations of the system whenee they draw
their supplies of "bread and butter"; and it is not at
all singular or to be wonucrcu at that they are displcnseu
with us, nnd dislike our manners and expressions. We
have not the slightest expectation of meeting the up.
provul of this class, or winning their good opinions.
Should we do so, and should they as a class fnvor our
cause, it would alarm us and be to us proof positive
that we were wrong, and must needs " right-about
face."
No, we repeat, we _have fully abandoned the hope of
pleasing the clergy, and every expectation of winning
their approval. Our pathwnys diverge widely, and we
cannot journey together; but if we are only fortunate
enough to gain the approbation anu support of the true
lovers of humanity-the advocates of mental liberty
p,nd progression, and those who are seekin& to come
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to the truth as it is in Scien~e, Reason, and Nature, we
shall feel fully compensated, and will not seriously
mourn the lack of the esteem and approval of the
class which we regard not only as "dead-weights"
upon society, "brakes" upon the car of progress, but
great impediments and hindrances in the advancement
and happiness of mankind.
There are, of course, " exceptions to all general
rules." Some mem\Jers of the clergy are aiming to
benefit their fellow-beings, and though mistaken, in the
course they have adopted to effect their object, they
m·c ·nevertheless good men at heart and in intention.
W c wish not to wound the feelings of such, and honor
the goodness of their intentions. But take the Priesthood of the lust thousand years and more, as well as
those of the present day, and we honestly and sincerely
believe them to be the greatest enemies to human progress the world has known, and one of the heaviest
curses we have had on earth.
Suppose, for a moment, that for the last hundred
years only, and confined to our own country alone, the
money and labor that have been dcvqted to supporting the Priesthood and building churches for their
occupation, had been used in estab'lishing schools and
institutions of learning-suppose the time and talent that
have been consumed in listening to the millions of sermons upon antiquated dogmas and doctrinal points upon
which the churches have long been divided, had been
spent in hearkening to the real truths of science as contained in Astronomy, Geology, Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Physiology, Mathematics, and kindred branches, would not our country be much fm·ther advanced and
vastly happier than now? Almost every individual
might then be a student or master of science, understanding the laws of our being, the laws of health, the
laws of physics, as 'yell as the laws of our land, having vastly -more of true knowledge of nature, of wisdom, and of God. When this state of things comes to
pass, man will be fully able to do his own thinking
and his own praying. He will understand the laws of
his own being, and prescdbe for himself when sick ;
he will be familiar with the laws of his country, and
will thus have but little use for Priests, Doctors, or
Lawyers, who subsist upon the ignorance, misrries,
and misfortunes of their fellows, and are really nonproducers in the hive of human industry, and dead
weights upon society; and they would be at liberty to
engage in other useful occupations, joining the great
muss of producers, thereby lessening~for others the
necessary hours of labor and toil.
Is this state of
things desirable ? We put the question to the candid
reader,-Would not teaching and listening to the
truth be a use of time vastly superior to spending days,
months, and years in listening to senseless dogmas, contradictory creeds, and the useless 0 rubbish of a false
Theology?
Look through the streets of this great city and
ubroau over the land-see the almost countless magnificent temples of religion with towering spires _that
have been reared with the hurd enrnings of the laboring classes-what. a tax they have been upon the people ; what an expense to keep them all supplicu with
fashionable Priests to expound dogmas to fashionable, aristocratic congregations. In what way are the
poor and down-trouden benefitted by this course ?
Is mankind made happier thereby? Would it not be
better were the churches all schools of Science ? Is iL
not eminently better to teach truth than falsehood ?
W c long to see the day when Priests will become
teachers of Science, and when the grand cathedrals,
churches, and chapels of the land will be converted
into schools of Science which will be open and free to
all, nnu when knowledge nnd wisdom will overspread
the lund.
Our clerical friend, 1\'Ir. Howard, seems to regard
himself us something of a Prophet. He says he wrote
a letter to TilE RADiCAL, predicting its failure, and it
illustrated his prophetic pre-science by ,failing. He
now writes us in a somewhat similar way, and the inference is, he predicts 'liilE TIW'fil SEEKEU will also
Jail, and the pretliction he deems to be tantamount to
the uvcut.
It is our opinion there were sufficient causes for the
failure of TilE RADICAL, aside from the prediction of
.l\Ir. Howard, and that it really had nothing to do with
the matter. We beg, hereby, to assm·e our clerical
!l"ieud that we hllve uot 1the _sli~Ihtest obiection to his
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Iprophesying, and praying, too, for that matter, against
THE TRUTH SEEKER, if it will afford him the least
gratification in the world. If he will only insure us an
addition to our list of fifty paying subscribers, he shall
have our full consent to prophesy and pray against us,
so long as his breath shall hold out.
ONE of the signs of progress is the founding of the
Training School for Nurses, by "noble New York
women" by voluntary contribution. We learn from
the New York T1·ibwne that for six months the ''Training
School has been a triumphant fact." A "men-y-making" was held at Bellevue Hospital on the evening of
Dec. 30th, at which was displayed" in ·ward 26, which
is lined on three sides by the beds of suffering wo·
men, a Christmas tree-the first Christmas tree Belle·
vue Hospital had ever harbored-beneath whose sparkling light stood Sister Helen and her band of fourteen
nurses. Carols were sung by the Sisterhood, and then
their Superintendent gave away pretty or useful gifts,
remembering the Warden, the visiting clergy, and the
house physician; calling the nurses in turn; present·
ing to every baby-and there were seven-a package
of neat clothing ; making glad the hearts of a dozen
maimed and diseased boys with such toys as they
never before dreamed of possessing, and finally dele·
gating to the Sisters the distribution of articles of ap·
parel to every patient in the five female wards."
Such an institution cannot be too highly estimated,
and we hope to give fuller account of it in future.
1\'Iay its first Christmas tree not be the last I
IT will be notice'd by our readers that in additiollTo
increasmg the number of our pages to sixteen, we have
also enlarged the size half an inch each way. Our
friends will appreciate this. They are doubtless get•
ting more original reading matter for the money than
can be found elsewhere. It will be observed, also,
the style in which THE TRUTH SEEKER is gotten up is
strictly ji1·st-class, vieing with om- best publications,
We trust in matter and style it may please our readers.
OwiNG to having to buy much new material, and
getting up the paper new in every respect, om- printers
have been unable to get out this number as early as we
wished by a week or more. It will be our endeavor
to get our succeeding numbers out by the first of tho
month.
IN consequence of the enlargement of our sheet,_ our
readers can easily understand it is absolutely neces•
sary the price should also be increased. From our old
subscribers we ask the additional sum of twenty-five
cents to entitle them to THE TRUTH SEEKEU to the
end of the volume. Upon receiving this amount we will
mail them a copy of THE CHILDHOOD Ol!' THE WORLD
-a book that sells at 50 cents. l'Ylany of om· readers
have sent in the additional sum, and have received the
Premium. Several kind friends have sent in fifty cents
additional, making their subscription up to one dollar,
not availing themselves of om· favor to old subscribers,
This is pure generosity on their part, and is more than
we require. \Ve will remark to our patrons that as we
wish to revise our list and have all subscriptions com•
mencing at the first number made uniform, and to close
at the same time, we will thank all who have not al•
ready done so, to send in the little additional sum of 2/J
cents that we require. vYe trust none will feel we are
asking too much for our sheet. It contains a larga
amount of reading mutter, and costs a great deal of
money to get it up. lt is ·the wonucr of many how
such a paper can be furnished at so low a price. The
margin of profit is small, unu the list of subscriptions
should be large.
Oun readers will plca~e IJcar in mind at all times
that we are not responsible for aught that may b•e said
by correspondents, contributors, or advertising patrons,
Wc simply give space in our columns for what they
have to say without enuorsing their assertions.. Out
readers must in all cases judge for themselves. W 6
arc responsible for what is said under the euitoriul
head anu nought else. vY e hold our columns open to
the discussion, pro and con, of all legitimate subjects,
and will doubtless publish articles that we may no\
fully coincide with.
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The Council of Nice.
In the very interesting communication of D. B.
1Iortimer, No. 2, he, (so far as my researches warrant
me in my conclusions) falls into the usual error of
attributino· tlte c·monization of the o·ospcls to the
Nicene co~mcil· otlterwisc he is correct
'
I am incline'd to the opinion that this belief lirst
originated from the assertion of Happns in his Spnodiem ~o the council at Xice, that the books \Ycrc pnt
prunnscuously u nde!' a table antl the Lor<l besought that
the spurious mi!!;ht remain and the inspi.tecl get 011 the
table, which ha}1 penecl.
~
The Council of Lnodiccu in 3G:3 o·•wc a cat·1lo•rue
which \YtlS the first cnnoni'cai Scrlpu;res, or, ;atlfcr,
adopted Origcn's liot; tlutt is, the Hebrew books and
the Apocryphal Barnell.
The tllircl Council of Carthage adopted the list of
Augustine, "who li''ed about B75." The list is ''liebrew books: Tobit Judith the ·wisdom of Sulomon
Ecclesiasticus, 1st ;md 2ucl' .:IIaccalJces;" nltlwugh til~
Christian F:1ther, .Jerome, a presbyter and monk,
rejected the apocryphal books upon the grounds that
they were not inspired. J crome is reported, A. D.
393, the same year that the Council of Hippo convened, which clecre.ecl that the books of the Nc 11• Testament be four Gospels: Acts ; Epistles of Paul, thirteen; one to the Hebrews: Peter, (\Yo; John, three;
James, one; Jude, one; and the Apocalypse of John.
In the year A. D. il!JG, the Council of Carthag·c
adoptecl the same as Hippo, but inc:luclecl Hebre\1-s
among Paul's fourteen epistles. This catalogue a few
years afterwards was coulirmecl us that of the. Sacred
books by a decree of Pope Innocent I, which clccitlecl
the canon of the Latin Church· but but the synod of
Aix, A. D. 789, " would cxclJ.;clc the Apocalypse.''
The great reformer, .i\Iartin Luther, excluded Hebrews,
James, Jude and the Apocalypse.
The Council of Trent confirm('d the canon of
Hippo and Carthage. It com·enecl, I believe, A. D.
15'13.
·
As late as the time of the great historian Cassioclorus,
placed at I think, A. D. (j(j(j, Dr. Lardner says.: '·The
canon of the New Testament had not b10en settled
by any authority that was cle~isive and universally
acknowledged, but the Christian people wel'e at liberty
to jnclge for themselves, concerning the genuineness
of the writings proposed to them as apostolical; and
to determine accord inn· to evidence."
I might gh·e other qt~otations from eminent Christian
Fathers, to show that the New Testament has no foundation to the elaim of plenary inspiration, but space
will not permit.
The object of the Nicene Council, A. D. 525 (the
clate of the Nicene formulary, as written on it, was
· 1 S · t
J une 19) , was no t t 0 se ttl e tl le canomca
cnp ures,
but what is called the Arian controversy and some
less important disciplinary matters. In fact we have
a right to believe that the object of Constantine, the
the bishop ancl Emperor, was to strengthen his Empire.
This first Christian Emperor had boiled his wife to
death in a kettle of water, murdered his son, nephew,
two brothers-in-law and father-in-law; and afterwards
his course proves that if he was a Christian in lllMI'Y he
was not in practice.
This controversy originated
between Arius ancl Alexander, Bishop of Alexandria;
the latter believed that ,Jesus' generation was from all
eternity and co-equal with the Father. Arius tmd his
party believed he had a beginning. The orthotlox believed the Son to be clerivecl from and of the Father,
not of similar, but of the same identical essence.
The Arians held that he was created out of nothing by
the power of God, and was the first created being.
Both the contending parties believed Jesus to be the
Sou of God, and so called him. Constantine attempted
to quiet Arius ancl Alexander by sending them letters,
but this failed, and as the excitement was great and
both parties increasing in numbers, he convoked a
council at the town of Nice, a city of Bythina, which
is now a village called Izneek, or Iznik, at Lake Izneek in Asia .i\Iinor. 'The number of members who
attended this council was three hundred and eighteen.
At the close of the council he brought before them the
written accu8ations which had been pTescntecl to him,
and in their presence bmnccl them without reading,
and ordered large sums of money to be distributed to
the citizens of the provinces, and bestowed gifts to the
members. He wrote to the rulers of the provinces,
ordering them to give money to orphans and widows
in every city, and also "to those who were consecrated to the divine service," and stipulated the
annual amount to be distributed. I would like to
give a list of the twenty canons of the Niccne Council
but my paper is now too long. lVIy object has been to
call attention to the prevailing error thrt the Niccnc
Council decreed what books were canonical, or, if I
am in en·or, to call out those who have explored the
great ocean of antique literature. 'The acts of Constantine in some instances, were generous and noble ;
in others, so devilish that it covers him with infamy
and crime. Notwithstanding the clouds that cover the
history of the origin and early progress of the Christian religion, by the destruction 0f all books that r;poke
unfavorably, no matter how true, of the origin of
Christianity, putting to death those in whose possession such books would be found, &c., the destruction
of the thirty volumes of Porphyry, giving no doubt a

truthful history of all that relates to tlu) Christian religion, there yet remains incontrovertible proof that
the Christian religion is built upon a very slippery
foundation· I might say with no foundation at all.
No charge of untruth could be brought against Parphyry ; indeed he was callecl ~lie "virtuous Porphyry," on account of his unimpeachable character.
The Christians, not satisfied with burning Porphyry's
books,_ comn~itted a more damnable. act, in \\Titing the
. most SillY,_ '."1lc tra.sh, and senc!mg 1t out to the wm:ltl
[as. t~~c. :~'I'~ lings o~ Porpl~YJ_T,_ 1·1~ or;le~· to. mntlc, h_m~
ap11e.u 1Jtl~culous ,mtl to cd~llJ Hiute lum. ,lntl clestlO}
Ins great mfiuence of w!uc~1 they were well_ a\Yare.
Th_e~l death to any person .lll \Vl~ose po~sc~olOn tmy
wntmgs adverse to the clarms of Chnstwmty would
be found.
Th_e inqt~isiti?n J?ersecution. and all the
tortures th~ wJckeclnnagmatton could uwent were
r;sortccl to m orcl.cr !O advance the cause o~ orthodoxy.
~here was no pnntmg pr~ss to shed a smglc ray of
h12;I~t to !he _clarkcne_cl mmds of the masses.
The
cllnnely msp1red scnpta was locked up• on the dusty
she! Yes of the libraries of the p_riests, "·hose brea.d
and butter dcpendep upon the 1gnorancc of thCJr
deh;clctl follo,Yers. fhe school-boy of a c~ozcn. years
of tne present clay po~sesscs more genera~ mtelhge1~cc
than chdmany of then· Presbyters and B1shops. 1_et
am?ng them. were some le~rnecl men for the age 111.
wlnch they hv.ecl ; but the. 1gn_orance of th~ masses
cannot be clcn_lCd, a!"ld the pohcy of tl~c Pnest~ was
to keep the1.n 1gnorant. _In the }:ear }4,4, the 13Jsl!op
?f London 11.1 a eonvocatwn of Ins clergy, when allnd111~ to the p.unti~g pre~s s~icl =. "If we do not destroy
t~ns cla_nge1:ous mYcn.twn 1t Will one d~y destroy us."
Centunes smce that t1~1e the nobles~ mmcls of any age
or country have. been u~carcerated 111 loathsome dungeons for uttenng: sentmwnts one lnmdred-folcl less
ofi'c~~ive than this comm~micat.io!l c.o~tains. Truth
was crushed to the earth, '. bu~ 1t IS r~smg now
How easy can the llll]}l'ejuchced nuud s~c the way
that orthodoxy progressed. How easy 1t was for
Ch~·isti.anity, so-~allecl, to advance in the morning
of 1ts mfancy, w1th the thumb-screw, rack, and all
~he dev_ilish clevices aided by fire ancl sword; sustained
oy the ~nfiuen~e of the army of l~zy deacons, presbytcrs. pnests, bishops nnd monks. Its march could not
be els~ than omvarcl. The black catalogu~ o_f c_rim~s
conumtted to advapcc the cause of ChnstJUmty 1s
enongh to soften tHe. heart ?f stone, }~et there. arc
some _goocl.moral sentunents, mculca~eclm the B~ble,
that Its wnters borrowed from the Hmcloo Sunscnt.b~1t I have wdttcn entirely t?o long a letter. and
chgressecl greatly from what I mtcnclecl when I commencecl.
. Truly yours,
A . .i\I. Bun~s.
J\Ianhattan, R1Iey Co., Kansas.
''We 8tand corrected," hy the information onr friend has im-
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parted m reference to the canonization of the New Testament.
From what we had heretofore read upon .the 8Ubjcct we 8tlpposed this was performed at the Council of Nice, in tl;e fourth
centnry.-[Ed. Truth Seeker.]
[For The Truth Seeker.]•

"Let us

Pray.~'

1fn. EDITOR :-The discussion of prayer ns a tllcmpeutic A,qent, is interesting as well as laughable! I have
been highly delighted, as well as much edified by it~
discussion in your sprightly little Truth Seeker.
There has been more written and spoken on tlmt subject since Prof. Tyndall submitted his very sensible
proposition to the consideration of the clergy and
thct·eby threw a fire brant! into their camp, than 'there
was for fifty years previous to that time. In fact if
you will take notice, there are no thoughts that now
come with any awakening power. or that stirs up the
public mind to any extent, creating agitation and controversy, hut what comes from the liberal side of the
house, from free-thinkers and progressionists. Preacher.s, with their olcl stereotyped stories, miseralJ!c doctnnes and laughable superstitions, have long since
ceased to haYe any attractions for the public mind
or to create the least excitement whatever. "Playe;l
out" should now be written in large capitals upon
the front of every pulpit.
Prof. Tyr~clall said a great clcal more than he thought
he was saymg, and struck an aln:.ighty blow at the
chains of olcl superstition, when he uttered his p1'aye1',qau,qe to the world. He thereby gave a punch into
the great religions Hornet's Nest of the world that
s~rved most _etl'ectnully to bring the old stinger; lmzzmg about Ius cars from every quarter,
Henry Ward Beecher,
America's grcate~t preacher

conclescendccl to low personalities, and made fun of
the Professors mouth. He said it lookecl like the
open embrasure of a fort. Now Henry IV urcl may
be smart, bnt I don't think that he is such an' awjnl
good man after all.. The same God who made I-Iemy
Ward Beecher, macle Prof. Tyndall ; then if J\Ir.
Beecher has no better breeding than to poke fun at
)lr. 'l'yntlal, he is only making fun of that God who
!s. the author of t~wm both. The _Professor's pl!oposrtwn ~o the Amen can clergy c:ontams the very essence
of plnlosophy, reason and good common sense. If
prayer is a Thereputic Agent, as the preachers affirm
then it must be established by a scientific test or de~
terminated by systematic trial.
'flle clergy knew
very well that they could not stand this kind of a
test; they, therefore, became enraged and pitched
into the Professor without mercy. But the subject

of prayer is, indeed, a very interesting subject; I love
to study it ; the desire to pray, arises from the organ
of veneration. People who have an undue development of that organ, think that they must be on their
knees nearly all the time, and feel a great relief of
mind, or sot1l, when they pray. This relief, they
interpert as an answer to their prayer, and think in
their ignorance that it comes from Gocl. That a
certain kind of relief docs c:omc to the mind i~ certain,
for I know how it is myself. Exercise the prnyCl;
organ, and \VC Jcel relieved Jor a certain length of
time, and then \Ye feel unea~y until \Yc pray tlg·ain.
This relief is the only answ<'r that ever came to prayer,
all t.he big stories toltl of it.:; eJikacy to the contrary
notwithstanding. \Yhen the stomach· calls for food,
we ~at and feel relief, which lasts for n certain length
of tm1c, nntl then comes back upon us 1\gain. It is
precisely so with prayer ; exercise that organ for ten
minutes in vocal prayer, and we Jcel great relief and
case for a certain length of time, until the organ
gathers up its exhausted magnetism again, and then
the person begins to feel as though he must clown
on his knees and pray again. This can be eontinned until the person becomes an entlmsiast
if not a mono~naniac, upon the subject o[ prayer. I
know plenty of church members in whose heads the
org<lllS of reason have sunk away into g-reat holes
from the want of exer.cisc, while the organ' of veneration and snper~tition stick ont like ~horns.
Such
ignorant people do really work tlremseJyes up into the
belief, that God or J esns, or some spiritual beino·s from
above cloes really hear and answer their prayer~. But
our race is now rapidly cleyc]oping ont of all this kind
of ignorance. Henson and mental philosophy hare
now driven out innumerable hosts of clark chimeras
that ha,·c long danced through the craniums of men.'
The Heathen who prays to a crocodile. gets just as
goocl ancl direct answers to his prayers, as cloes the
Christian who prays to an imaginary God.
But to me the most sickenwg ancl heathenish prurt.ice
th~t any fool "·as ever guilty of, is the act of mumbling
a httlc old, stale and stereotyped prayer over his
food at table, IJcforc the ignoramus thinks it safe to eat.
. The ancient practice of healing the sick by the laymg on of hHncls, and Jil'!lffU' was extensive and
suc_cessful, bnt it is . to-tlay much more e,·en, by the
la~:mg on _of !.rantls,1tllllll-'. the prrt!fel'. The therapeutic
efi1caey, 1t 1s now drscun·recl resides m the
ma,qnetic t'ntlucnee, imparted from a healthy positive
medmm, to the siek negath·e im-alicl. Jesus who
was a strong healing 'lrwdimn cured upon this
principle. . A sick negative person on one occasion
touched Ins garment, and immediately he asked
who touched him, for, he declared that
he felt
virtne (magnetism) go out of him. T0 the irrnorant
yeoplc these things looked like miracles, but ~ve who
have soh·ecl the mystery low1v they are accorclincr to
natuml prindplc8.
lt is reported in the blble
among other big stories, that a certain man who was
supposed to have great inJlueuce at the court of
heaven, prayctl that it might not rain upon the earth,
antl that for the space ot three years and six months
it rained not ! Now the most t:casouablc, as well a~
the most l~oncst c.01~stuctiun that can be put upon
that story,1s, that 1t 1s a rcr;nlar oltl-fasbionetl wicked
orthodox, sublime, devili'sh, u'nti-hyth'opathic whop'ping L-I-E !
'
Any man who wouhl bring a drought upon the
world of three years duration drying up all the
streams and rivers-causing the death of the
entire vegetublc \YOrltl, and per conseqncucc, the death
of men, women and children, as \Yell as animals,
merely to show what prnvcr he po:;essccl in the
praying business, must have been wicked beyond
all thought, yea the clcvil himself must lJC a saint
when compared with him. No Gotl that ever existed,
would answer such a prayer as that, knowing what he
was about .. The prayCJ:, of thousand of gootlmcn and
women, dymg With th1rst prayed to the almighty
for rain, yet their prayers all weighed notltinor \vben
put into the balance against olcl Elias. Life wr~rlcl become extinct upon the earth long before the three
years could roll around, and even old Elias himself
would become rather clry and conclude that. he had over
clone the thing belore his long prayed for Forty-two
mouths of dry weather could roll around ! If God ever
did paythe least attention to any such prayer as that He
must not blame rt.nybocly hut Himself for iillnrr this
this world full of atheists and infirlels. This wof-Icl of
ours could not stand any such a clrongl1t as that now
and if not now it never could. Even six weeks of
tlrongltt now creates great alarm, and what think yon
would he our condition if one should be cnntinncd
three years and a half?! 1 13ut enough of this "loner
dry spell·" I_ pause for n reply.
"'
Niy concluswn upon the whole matter is this that
if prayer has to be taken ns a therapeutic agc'lt. Jet it be
in everlasting small Jiomcopathic dose8 I
Yon will
please remember that t.his advice is given by one
who as a pious Campbelli~c has used prayer on all occasions ancl in almost every concoivahlc way nncl
manner. But my conviction is now firmly fixed that
the people of this world will in their onward strides of
progress and knowleclgc yet learn the great lesson,
t.hat the powers above have hacl quite enough of "lip''
and that to pray with our hands and feet in the form
of righteous deeds, will now alone bring the answer.
JOliN SYPIIEitS. Streator, !J,Ls,
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the Age ................... :........ .50
History and Philosophy of Evil,
paper.............................. . 50
Hayward's Book of all Hcligions. 1.75
Helen Harlow's Vow. by Lois
Waisbrooker .... .. . ... . . .... . . . . . . 1.50
How to Bathe, by E. P. i\Iillel', M.
D., paper.......................... .:Jo
Hedged in, by Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps
1 "0
History 0'f'tlie'r 1it8iiecil~fii':i:i8\·oi: ··'
opnwnt of Europe, by J. w. Draper, J\l.D., LL.D................... 5.00
HnnutnPhysiology, Statistical and
DnutJnienl; or. rl'he Conditions
anu Conrso of Life of 1\I<tn. bv J.
W. Jlrapor, J\I.D .. LL.D., ()50 iJp.,
cloth............................... 5.00
Hobbes' Works. 16 Vols., Hoya.l
Bvo ................................. 25 .00
History of European i\Iorals, by
Lecky............ ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 6.00
History of Rationalisin in Eu 1·opP,
by Locky ....................... ·.... ·LOO
Higher Lnw, by :i\lnitlnnd.......... 1.75
Heg-d's Philosophy or History .... 2.oo
HalJ'-hout·swithl\Io<lern8eientists,
clot.h, J~mo., rP<lueed to .......... 1.50
History of Amoriean aocinlism,by
.J. JI. Noyes........................ 3.00
Histcric Americans, by Parker .... 1.50
Hi~ niarriag-o Vow. by l\lrs. Cot·bin ................................. 1.50
Injurious InttnPnees of 8ehools... .25
Important'l.'ruths,aiJookforovery
ehild. ... . .. .. . . ..... . ..... . . ... . . . . .20
In.flul'neo of Christianity on CivilI?.at 1011 ...• .. •... .. ..... ..... ...•...
.25
Is Hom:tnism Heal Christianity'/
Two Essays, by Francis \V. Ne,Ynutn and J.!'. E. Abbot............. .10
Is the Biblo Diviney by s. J. Ph innay,paper .......................... 35
Is tlwre tt Devil'! 'l'he argumem
pro and con........................ .25
Incidents in my Life. first series.
by Dr. D. D. Home. Introduction by Judgo Edmunds .......... 1.50
Inlldel; or, Inquirer's Text Book,
by Oooper ......................... t.oo
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16
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Jun~~~e ~u'~iriask.e'ci; "cii-: "i'hoi{{as
P~Line the author of the Letters

of Junius and the Declaration of
Independence.....................
Jehovah Unveiled; or, the Charactc
·tr_, of the Je Wl·sh D e1'tY D e I'meJ a eu '{"< .......b....... "i..... .... .. .
oan o "rc, 11 wgrap 1y ..........
Kunt's Critique of Pure Beason ...
King David and his 'l'imes.........
Key to Political Science, by John
Senff ...............................
Koran, with exiJlanatory notes, by
George Sale, svo .. 670 pp. Best
edition yet published.............
Law of l\iarriage, by C. L. James.
Looking Beyond, by J. 0. Barrett.... ....... ......................
Life Line of the Lone One, by
Warren Chase.....................
Life of 'l'homas PRine, with critical.his
andwritings,
cxplanatoryobsenations
of
by G. V<tle.......
L1fe of Jesus, by Henan............
Love and its Hidden History, by P.
B. R~1ndolph............ .... .. . . . ..
Lyric of the Golden Age, by T. L.
Harris ... . .. . .... . .... .. ... .. . . .. . .
Lo,!falized Prostitution, or !\farl'lage as it Is and as it should Be,
by C. S. WoodruiT, l\f.D ...........
Letters to Elder tiiilcs Gntnt, by
Moses Hull ........... ·............
LiYin~ Present-Dead Past, by H.
C. '\ right..........................
LLes lYiiserables, ])y Victor Hugo...
ibrary of Mesmerism, by Wells ..
Love. from 1\Iichelet ................
Life of Fourier, by Shaw ...........
Life of Pnrker, by Weiss, 2 Vols...
Lessons for Children about ThemselYes. by-~· E. Newton, cloth....
Ll\ oetures on the Bible, by Voyscy..
dodern Thinker. Nos. 1 and 2
each ....... ·:·: ..................... :
llfentul l\Ir'cllcme, by EYans........
l\IhnisNtry of Angels Healized, by A.
'· C\Yton .. · .. · .. · ...... · ...... ·..
1\fanual for Children (for Lyceurns), by A. J. DaYlS, cloth.......
IYI:t,.Affinitr, and other Stories, by
III lZl<!C f!)te~L. L ........ i:i'c"....
ondi" edinms H!J. Jts aws an
tions, with brief instructions for
~1e Jokm'i}ion ff Spirit Circles,
'I Y : ·El owe 1 D
... · .. "t" b....'l., .R.·
"' orlWla, ' eYen ays a , Y . .
Hazard ................. ·...........
1\fosmerism, SDiritualism. Witchcraft, and l\Iiracle, by Allen Putnam .................. ·.............
liiart'ied Woman: Biogmphies of
Good WiYes, by L. Marin Child..
1\Iodern American Spiritualism,
1SJS--18GS. by Emma Harding-e....
Moral Physiology, byRD. Owen..
l\Iyths and 1\Iyth-makers.byJohn
Fiske .... · .... - ... ·.................
~Iystery of Matter, by Picton......
tiiorning Lectures (twe11tv. discourses), by A. J. Davis .. : .......
l\Iodiums and l\Iediumship, by T.
R. Hazard ..... ·· .. ··· ..... ·........
i\Iental Cm<1 ............ ·..........
l\l\I ar~n·~lom. oft· 11Ia nV, by11neLacle. ....
J nn s ""ge 1n 1\8 1 or c ·
one1on
Edition .... ·· .... · ..... ·· ........ ··
RI<tll anu his D"·elling-place .......
dan in tlw Past. Present, and FntE)11lr~l·1bs'l-l D~·,·lft~1'oBllucelmer, elegant
l\Nfill's ,"·\utstbiogmphby ..,.,, ...........
I ow 1 1Jys1ognomy, ,. ,,ells, gilt ..
Nebulm. l\Iotcoric Showers and
NCtomt;tsL
.... · .. , "r'r" .. · ....L... f.......
a ure·s aws m ·uman 1 e; an
NExposition of"~piritnalisdl. .....
ow Testament" 1ral,Ios an i\Iotlern Miracles.......................
Nature's Divine Hcyelations, by A,
J. DrtYis .... · ........... · · ... · ......
Night Side of Nature, by Crowe...
Oriental llolig-ions, by Johnson ...
Origin and Develnptncfit of Helig-ions Belief, Heathenism and
?\Iosaism. by S. ll. Gonlll. ........
Olcl 'l'heology 'J'urnod UIJsi<le
Down. br 'l'. B. 'l'aylor, ,\.::\l., paJll'r.................................
On tho Vision of Heaven. by Prof.
Newman...........................
Orthodoxy False ;;;i nl'o Rpi ritualism is 'l'rllt\ by Wm. Denton....
Origin of Spel'it·s. by Drtnvin......
Origin or Cl\·ili~<ttion and Pl'imithe Condition of l\[,w. hy Sir ,J.
Lubhtwk ..........................
One Jleligiou. Many Crucds, by
Winans............................
Pilgrim nnd t:ihrinP, hy l\Iaitland ..
Photographs of Dr. L. Dtwduwr..
do., Large 8izP. rt'dltC'etl pri(·f~ ...
Philosophy n( Sp{wial ProYidenc·cs, by.\. :r. D:nis, pa]wr........
Paine's Politienl Works.:! Yols .. of
about 500 pages cneh ..............
Philosophit·al' ])ktionar-y nf \"nltairc. Fifth Anwrkaa E1L, S7G
octavo ])<Lg'I'S, two steel plates.
Larg~st an{ltnc-n.;t eorreet edition
in tho Englisl1 lan"uage. CuntninsmoremattnrthnnthoLonJon eilition. which sells for ten
doll:trs .............................
P01;sons anu Evonts, by A. J. D:tVIS..................................
Planchott-the Despair of Scienee,
by EDes Sargent..................
Penetralia, by A. J. Davi& ..........
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IPhilosophy
of Sviritual Intercourse, by A. J. Davis, paper....

PositiYe Primer. being a series of
familiar conYersations on tile
2
Religion of Humanity. Reduced vl'ice...... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
Pl t ' Ph d
I
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.60

.75

l'l~tg.~ Di~n~ ~~d n~r'~~~f~v~~·ks:: ~:~~

Plutarch's l\lorftl's, 5 Vols .......... 15.00
4 p
rossimos's Heligious Experience,
by R. D. Owen ........... · .... · ... · .05
50
1.
P']:~';'~;;1e }Sgr~ the Inner Life, by 1 "
Philo. ~ophy 6i"ci·eatio~·. by.· ··i'iicis: .ao
Pmn.c, through Horace ·wood,
1.50 16
mechnm, pape1·.... .... .. . ... .. .. . .35
Poems of Progress, by Lizzie Dot en ................................. 1.50
.35 4 Parturition without Pain, by :LYI.
1.00 12
L. Holbrook, llf.D ................. 1.00
2.00
Pentuteuch-Abstract of Colenso.. .25
1.50 20 Progress of 1\eligious Ideas
through Successive Ages, by L.
1.25
J\iaria Child, 3 Vols ............... 6.75
Physicall\Ian, his Orig-in und Antiquity, by Hudson 'l'uttlc ....... . 1.50
2.75 40 Progressive Songster ............. . .50
.25 2 llauical Discourses, by Denton ... . 1.50
Havalette, and the Hosicrueian's
.75 12 1 l;tory,2 Vols.in o1w, byP.B. Handolph .. .. .. ...... . .. . .. .. . .... .. . .. 1.50
1.00 12 Radical Hhymes, by William Denton ................................. 1.25
Habclui's of
Works,
2 Vols............
1.00 15 Religion
Humanity,
by Froth- 3.00
1.75 20
ingharn .... .. .... . . .... . . .. .. . .. .. . 1.50
Heligion of Inhunutnity, by Hm'l'i1.50 16
son................................. .20
Heli_g-ious Demtmds of the Age, by
2.00 20
i\f1ss Frances Power Cobb. 12mo.,
paper
50
Radkal ii;·oi:ilelns: ii:Y':B'ai-toi: :::::: 2:oo
1.00 16 t:itrauss' 'l'he Old Faith and the
New, )Jreceedeu by the author's
.25
Prefatory Postscript. 12mo...... 2.00
Songs of the Sun-lands, by Miller.. 1.50
.50 ·1 tlll!lermttural, Hi!>lory of the, by
2.50
\I m. How1tt, 2 Vols............... 3.00
4.00
Spirit Works; Heal, but not ::VIirac1.50
ulous, by Allen Putnam.......... .35
1.50
Soul AHinity, IJy A.B. Child........ .20
6.00
t:ia~an, Biography of. by A. K.
liTaYes .. ...... ... .. ......... ..... .. .6o
.50
Sermon from t:ilmkOBJwarr•s 'J'ext,
.10
by Denton ........................ .
Sacred Gosvels of j,ml!ula, by A.
1.00
J. Davis, doth..................... .GO
1.25 14 Sunclay not the Sabbath ......... ,.. .25
S'e,;'\al Physiology, by 11. T. Trall,
.2o
J\I.D .. · ...... · .... · .... · · .......... · 2.00
Self-Abncgntio• i~ts; or, The 'l.'rue
.70
King and (.lueen.... .... .. . ... .. .. .50
Soul of 'l'hings, by Elizabeth and
1.50 20
Wm. Denton....................... 1.50
Social EYils, by lllrs. ?II. l\I. Ling.. .25
8piritual Philosophy rs. DiabolS ism, by 1\lrs. 1\ing................. .25
.25
Diriturtl Delusions, by D. D. Lum 1.50
t:itrauss' Life of Jesus. Very rare. 12.00
.10
Sdencc of 'l'hought, by Prof. C. C.
EYerett............ ... .. .. .... .. .. .. 2.00
Secret History of the French
.30
Court............................... 1.25
Sartor Hesartus, by Carlvle.....
... .75
1
1.25 16 t:iongs of Life. by a. W. 'l ueker .. _. .2o
8cience of Evil, by Joell\Ioody .... 1.75
2.75 32 t:ipirit l\lanifest<ttions. by J. 8. RyG5
m<w
10
.
Syntagl;;,i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1:oo
2.oo
t:iystem of :\atnro; or, La11·s of the
3.50
Moral •.·wd l'h,·sical Wol'lu, by
B~tron D'Holb·:cl1 ................. 2.00
1.50 18 Startling Ghost ~Stories, from authen tic sources.................... .50
.10
SeH-Contrallictions of the Dible... .25
1.50 18 Spiritualism tL 'l'est of ChristianG.oo
S' ity, by D. W. Hull................. .1o
efenn; or, T'10 J\Iental Constitu2.00
tion, by Merton .................... 1.00
1.50
Spiritualism, Discussion of, by Fish
and Dunn.................... ... . .40
3 co
§cciec:nco
Il\llOI\\t·ledlgel,"byllit<'ic.hte:. 2.00
1 nee off
o •1g l s. Jy '!C 1 e....... 2.oo
2.25
t:itrangc Discoveries respecting the
5.oo
Aurora ttnu reeent Solar Researehcs, by Hichard A. Proctor.
·25
S :F.lL~.8 ..... · · · .. · ·.... ... .. ... .. .. . .25
Ileetr~1m Analysis E"Jliainecl.nncl
1.50 20
1ts UbeS to Keien•cc' lllustratl•d,
With a colored plate and several
.GO
"·oodeuts...... .... ....... ......... .25
Spel'trnm Analysis Disc:ovcries
:1.50 48
slto\\·ing its Application in l\Ii~
1.25 20
eroscopical Hesnarch anu to Dis5.00
eoycries of tho Physical Constitntion and :Movements of the
Hoanmly Bodies.
l'rom thO
2.00
Works of t:iehellen, Young\ Has~oe, .Loclcyer, Huggins anc otllers ................. . :. ... .. .... . . . . .
25
.75
,1 w 'J'rnth about Love ............. 1.50
1 1"' 1'astand Fnture of our Planet,
.10
, , by \\' m. D<•nton................... 1.50
1 ran:?fonnations of Insects. by P.
.10
J·L DIUl<<an .. F. R S., elegant, il1ustmt"d· hxtm glided ........... 7.50
2.00 24
The' t:iun, by Uuill<•min, illustrated .................................. 1.50
3.00 31 'l'he Yeslal, by )lrs. }I. J. Wilcoxson................................. .25
1,:;0 3~ 'l'n<alise on the lntolhwtual, ~lora.!
1.50
and Koda 1 1lan. a yalnable \York,
.~5
by H.l'nwell. ...................... 1.25
1.00
Tale or a l'hysit·an, llr A. J. Da\"iS,
.J_,fgiW..._.~·'".:,; 1 ·1 ;.:,,· · ;,·r·l· ;,·.• 1· 1:~·1. 0..11....1)·)·:l·/e·11· :_ .75
.~lO
.)', ·•
·
'
.,
<'rimeli....... ... . . . . .. . . .... . . . . .. . .60
5.oo 1.00 Th<· li<'lation of \YitciH·raft to He,li:..~inn ... ........ ........... .. .... .. .15
'Jhc K<ot'll<'e nf Cilrbtianitv ....... a.oo
~eJH~ Patrian·hs. h)· Frothiniduuu .. 1.00
rl,lw Ptnalll(~;-;. b:,· Frolhing-han1.... l.Ol)
'l'lJOu;;-l!ts ol' tlw Emperor lllnre11S
c\llrPlius ........................... 1.00
'l'yndall's Frag1>~ents of t:ic-ience.. :!.uo
5.00 60 ;1>ntlal1' L ~ght nnll Eleetri<'itr ..... 1.:!5
1 yndnll's 1'<ll'ms of Water ......... 1.;;u
1.50 18 'l'yndnll's Heat as a l\Iolle of :\lotion ................................ 2.00
1.25 16
( Continu.ecl on paue 13.)
1.75 24
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':rliE T:B.tJTH SEEKER, rJANUAB.Y. 18?'4.
We particularly request our friends in giving name
Donations to The Truth Seeker Fund,
and post-office address to write plain and legible so we
SINCE OUR LAST ISSUE,!
can make no mistake, we sometimes have to puzzle a
THE removal of THE TRUTH SEEKER to this great long while over some names and then can hardly decide JOSEI'H_F. REYNOLDS, Waynesville, Ind ................ $2.50
J OSEI'H KINSEY, Cincinnati, 0..... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
city, where expenses of all kinds are necessarily what they are.
·
R. B. SOUTHERLAND, Paris, Ill.......... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 5.00
heavier than in other localities, our expenditures are,
W. C MoonE, Lockport, N. Y........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
WE
wish
to
encourage
friends
to
work
for
THE
as a matter of course, materially increased. To meet
UNKNOWN FRIEND, Ann Arbor, Mi0ll..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00
this, we ask for an enlargement of our subscription TIWTH SEEKER. Those who after this date will send THus. L. JA.cKSON, Saginaw City 1\'fich.... .. ........ .. . .75
..ist. We request that every reader of our paper re- us six names to be added to our list with $6 00, if the MORRIS EINSTEIN, Titusville, J'n.... ... ....... .. ........ .75
I. W. SPRINGFIELD, South Wolfslnrg, N. H............ 1.00
solve himself into a committee of one, to do all he can subscription commences with this number, or $4 50 if R. MciNTOSH, Davenport, Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00
with
No.
1,
in
addition
to
regular
premiums
to
subto obtain other subscribers to our sheet. It would
GEo. A. LEEs, Morganstown, W.Va.................... .75
seem that almost every reader can get one subscriber, scribers, will be entitled to an fifty cent book he may CHAs. A. GURLEY, Pulaski, N.Y......................... .5.00
while many, by making proper exertions, may obtain select in our list, or any nUlllber of small pamphlets G. W. GnOGAN, Pendleton, S. C.......................... 1.75
JosEPH BoLTON, Brookdale, Kan. .. . . . . ... .. ........... 3.00
a dozen. ln some towns our friends have dune making up that amount, or they will be credited with
WE wish to here express our sincere gl"atitude to the
that
sUlll
upon
any_
larger
work
they
may
wish
to
nobly, and sent us a much larger list of names than
friends above named for their liberality. We esteem it the
we would have supposed possible, and in such cases purchase.
more because it was unsolicited. We htwe not used it for
If they will send us the pay for twelve subscribers any personal object, but in diffusing truth and light, and
it cannot be expected great additions can be further
made to ow· list. l:lut there are hundreds and thou- they will be entitled to an extra premiUlll of one dol- we have had no trouble in finding ways to employ it.
If other friends feel able and disposed to do anything in
sands of towns in our country where our sheet has a lar in any book they may select.
this way, it will be gratefully received and sacredly approHow many will work for THE TRUTH SEEKER ?
limited circulatton or none at all, where, with a fair
priated to the cause of truth and progress.
exertion on the part of fnends to the cause, it can
IN our next issue we shall commence acknowledging the
IT will be seen upon reference to our advertising
be immensely increased. Our sheet is new-this be
receipt of all monies for subscriptions and otherwise,
coimnns,
that
we
keep
for
sale
a
full
line
of
Liberal,
ing the fiHh number of its issue only-and we have
from the beginning of the year, It will be satisfactory to
not yet had time fur our list to get as large as it should Progressive, and Spiritualistic Books. We intend keep- our patrons to know their remittances come safe to hand,
be, and we here state in confidence to all interested, ing everything in the line that is called for. Wilen and we have not the time to write to each one.
that it is not yet arrived to such proportions as will our friends wish to pmcllase books, we request them
make the paper self-sustaining, anil we appeal to our to send to us for tllem. Upon reception of price
Book Notices.
friends to i.lu all they can ful· us. lt is our ambition with postage, we will promptly mail to them, in good
BASIC
OUTLINE
OF
UNIVERSOLOGY. By Stephen Pearl
order, any book they may wish.
that THE TRUTH l::lEEKEl' become a " big success."
Andl"ews. An octavo volume of over 800 pagss-being an
In addition to books named, we will hold ourselves introduction to the newly-discovered Science of the UniWE have received several articles we would gladly in readiness to furnish, at Publisher's prices, any verse; its elementary principles, and the first stages of
give place to in tills number, but space will not permit. books, whether Scientific, Literary, 'l'lleulogical, their development in the Special Sciences, together with
We give in tills issue two articles on prayer, which we Legal, Historical, Biographical, Poetical, or Miscella- preliminary notices of ALWATO [aid-wah-to] the newly
trust will be found interesting. 'l'lle theme is a prolitic neous, that are to be had in this city. We propose to discovered Scientific, Universal Language, resulting from
the principles of UNIVERSOLOGY. This work, by one of the
one. A large n!llllber of contributions upon it has give special attention to this line of business.
ablest thinkers of the age, enters an entire new field of
reached us, .induced no doubt by the discusswn upon it
All orders and communications addressed to the thought, and must be well studied to be fully appreciated.
in the earlier numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We Editor of this Paper, No. ilil5 Broadway, will meet It is truly a rich addition to the literature of advanced
thought, aside from its claim to being the exponent of the
shall endeavor to make room fur all as fast as possible. with prompt attention.
principles of a new, Universal Science. Price, $5.00.
Our frieni.ls will, of course, accoru us the right to give
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS AND BEprecedence, as to time, to suc.l:l articles as we deem
A LIMITED n!llllber of friends have recently written LIEFS. By Morris Einstein. An able review of the Hisof greatest interest to the reader. And should some us for our photograph, which we cheerfully sent them, tory of Religious Opinions in all ages of the world, givcontributions be found not meritorious enough to though it was dil1icult for us to understand of what par- ing fact and information relating to nearly all creeds and
find admission, we ask. our friends nut to feel hurt Licular benefit our picture could be to them. We have sects of different nationalities in the centuries of the past.
thereat. We, of course, must be the judge in tills a number of them which are said to be correct coun- The reader cannot help feeling well paid for its perusal.
Price, $1.50
business. Oommunicauons on all subJeCts are wel· terparts of ourself, and will say to our readers if they
THE NEW TliSTAMENT SHOWN IN ITS TRUE LIGHT. By
come, and when our sheet is issued weekly instead 01 wish one of them and will send us twenty-five cents we
monthly, we can of course publish a much larger n!llll- will mail it to their address ; tho' in ,this instance, J. P. Whipple. A Pamphlet of nearly 100 page~, being a.
compilation of passages from the New Testament of a conber of cuntributeil articles.
probably, we shall always feel that we get the best of tradictory character, and are so arranged in opposing
columns as to readily show their antagonism. Price, 50
tile bargain.
cents.
1\lANY copies of this n!llllber of THE T.Ru'.rH SEEKER
OWING to the pressure upon our columns, we are
THE foregoing books are for sale at this office.
will be mailed to parties whose names are not upon our
compelled to omit our serial article upon the lliBLE,
RECEIVED-THE LYCEUM, a neat, attractive, eight page
subscription list. To such we appeal. If they are in
which we had prepared for this number. We doubt Monthly for Young People of a liberal character, presentfavor of the measures we advocate, and approVe the
nut, however, our readers will be fully comvensated ing Religion free from superstition. Published by A. P.
course we aim to pursue, we respectfuliy request them
in the matter we place before them. Our llible arti- Bateson, ToLEDO, OHIO, at 75 cents a year, with a Premium
to each subscriber of Glodd.'s Childhood. of the World..
to send in their names to be adueil to our list-to enroll
cle will probably be resumed next month.
THE MooNLY VorcE-a small sheet of somewhat peculiar
themselves with the noble banil of Trutlll:leekers who
charactBristics, and devoted to Scientillc, National Reconare helping us along.
As we find it more convenient to have our mail struction. It is outspoken in its principles, which doubtOur terms are One Dollar a year, and when it is rebrought to us several times a day by faithful carriers, less will suit those favoring the right of revolution and
membereil that to every subscrii.Jer we send a Prethan to go, or send to the Post Otlice for it, we have reform. Send for specimen. Published by Uobert Sinmium of a good fifty-cent Bouk,-ULoi>D's UH!LDHoou
nickson, Trenton, N.J.
given up our box. · Our friends, therefore, will address
oF THE W ol~LD, it will be seen it makes the price oi
us at No. 3il513ruadway.
A correspondent in the P lliladelpllia Bulletin thinks
our paper very low inueed.
the tcstilnuny of the Rev. N. Slleshadrai, in regard to
We have plenty of .Nus. 1, 2, 3 and 4, and those who
·AT1'ENTION is called to the advertisement of S. S: the value of foreign missions, should put to ~ilence
. wish to begm at the beginning will by seniling us
JONES, Cllicago, Publisher of the RJ!).LIGIO P HlLO- objections to them. What the specific testimony was
seventy-five cents, be eutn!ed to THE 'l'Ru'.rH l:lEEKER
.::lOPHlCAL JOUKNAL, a paper second to none in we have not informed ourselves. It is our intention
to read a full report of tile body befol"e which it was
to tile end of the first VOlllllle, togetiler with the prethe country in the tieli..L ol' Spmtualism and klaterialism. chietly given, wnen we shall be more enlightened in
nulllll. We want at least a thousand new names bewre
It will be seen he proposes to send it to new sub- this particular. In the meantime, it is our conviction
ow· next issue.
scribers for three months at the very low pl"ice of that, inasmuch a.s it takes more than one swallow to
make a summer, so it will require more than one natwenty-five cents.
I•.r is with a feeling of pride we contemplate the able
tive convert to Christianity, whoever he may be, to
convince reflecting and critical minds that the
corps of contributors wnich THE T.BU'l'H bEEKER has
OUR Spiritualistic friends are referred to the PRO- millions of India are to speedily change their religalready been fortunate enougn to secure. The list comion, or tllat the enormous expenditures in the cause
prises some of the ablest tilmkers ut our country and \.:H{b.::lSlVE SoNGSTER, by H. W. WEsTCOTT, Pllila- of .i!'oreign Missions, iu view of the calls of humanity
cielpma,
a
popular
collection
of
songs
adapted
to
age. With weak .h:ditorial ability even, such au array
in all Christian countries, are not both foolish and
1'
or talent cannot fail to give the paper a hign cnaracter Lheir use. It is meeting with good sales and is highly wasteful.
approved. Price fifty cents, or $4.50 per doz. We
fur ai.Jility and deep tlluugilt.
Drugs and Medicines.
()ummunicatiuns tendmg to reform and free tlluugllt nave them for sale. •
are solicited,
WE would suggest to our friends, when they remit
us money, that in aU cases when the sum is three dollars, 'or over, they do so by P. 0, .l}luney oruer, registered letter, or draft on some bank. in tills city. :U
a letter containing money is lost there is no rei.lress. It
is a dead loss . ....,If however tl1e letter contains a money
order or draft and is lo.it1 the money can be o btainei.l
b,y a. duJ?licate,

WE trust our readers will look over our advertising
columns, we believe every article therein advertised
worthy of confidence. llru. R. H. Slllllllway's card we
commend to the special. attention of those wanting
seeds. We know of what we speak. We were pretty
neavily in the seed businesa a year ago and purchased
of blr. Shumway a thousand dollars worth of his seeds;
we teated them thoroughly in our planting and found
them true IW.d reliable, Send for his Oa.ta.!ol'ue.

DRUGs aud medicines will be used, probably, as long
as the world stands; aud it is, therefore very important,
in these days of adulteration anil cl'l.eating, to know the
exact quality of the potations with which one propose:~
to heal his bodily ailments. b'IB:ssns. J ouN .If. H.u:NHY,
CURl~AN & Co., wile occupy a full page on the outside
of this issue with their advertisement, are a reliable 1irm
and deal only in such goods as are either well known
by their trade-marks or can be safely recommended.
'!'heir stock, as will be seen, embraces an immense
variety, ,adapted .to the best trade in the city or coun•
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with the principal Magaof this country and
.05 1 zines andbyPeriodicals
which it is enabled to supply
.10 1 Europe,
publications, together with e1ther
.10 1 these
edition of THE TRIBUNE, at a very markad
reduction from the regular subscription
price. The periodicals for which subscriptions may be sent, at any time, to the THE
TRIBUNE, are given below, with the regular
.25 2 price
of each, and the reduced price of! the
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With THE TRIBUNE;
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Three Plans of Salvation ..........
The Hereafter, by Hull. Parser ....
Testament, New shown in i true
light, by J.P. WhipEle ........ ·. ·.
Unwelcome Child, y Henry C.
Wright. Paper ...................
Unconscious Action of the Brain,
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Stephen Pearl Andrews ...........
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Seeds!! Seeds!!
FLOWER SEEDS !l
CARDEN SEEDS!!

BEST SEEDS IN AMERICA.
Buy fresh Garden and Flower Seed direct
from the Grower. postage paid cheaper
than you can grow them. I want to supply
every Liberal in .A.merica. Patronise your
Liberal Friend. I undersell any firm in
America. I want everybody to send for my
free Illustated Catalogue, and be convinced
that a little money will buy a pile of Seeds.
ADDRESs,
R. H. SHUMWA~,
Scc1l GJ.•ower,

ROCKFORD., ILL.

LIBERAL LITERATURE,
For Children & Youth.

Every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER who
has a family, has felt the want of a Mn!l'nzine for his children, that should insp1re
them with a desire for a knowledge in regard to their own being, their origin, true
mission in this life, and destiny, and yet be
free from all dogmatic creeds or blinding
final ties.

'THE LITTLE BOOUET."

AN ILLUSTATED MONTHLY I\fAGAZINE, is intended to supply. this pressing
want and its great success thus far proves
how grAatwas the demand for such a work,
and it is now eagerly looked for in thousands of families.
'l'erms, $1.50 per year. 1 Specimen
copy, 15 Cents, 4 Specimen coples.L50 Cents.
Send .for it! Don't forget it! I our children will admire it! Address,
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Cultured Free Thought.

11111 lliDDX,
A

WEEKLY PAPER

DEVOTED

TO

FREE AND RATIONAL RELIGION.
It is the object of THE INDEX to give
public utterance to the boldest, most cultivated and most matured thought of the age
on all religious questions, and to apply it
directly to the social and political amelioration of society. It is edited by
FRANCIS E. ABBOT,
assisted by
ABRAHAM W. STEVENS,
and many able and distinguished contributors,
Every liberal should subscribe for THE
INDEX, as the best popular exponent of
Religious Liberalism. Every Christian
minister and every thinking church member should subscribe for it, as the clearest,
most candid and most scholarly expositor
of the differences between Free Thought
and Evangelical Christianity, and as the
best means of becoming well informed of
the arguments and the movements which
the Church will have to meet in the future.
Professor l\Iax Mueller, of Oxford. England, in a letter to the Editor published in
THE INDEX for January 4, 1873, says:
"That the want of a Journal entirely devoted to Religion in the widest sense of the
word should bll felt in America; that such
a journal should have been started and
powerfully supported by the best minds in
your country is a good sign of the times.
There is no such journal in England,
France or Germany, though the number of
so-called religious or theological periodicals, is as you know, very large." And later
still: "I read the numbers of your INDEX
with increasing interest."
Send $3 for one year, or 75 cents for three
months, on trial.
Address THE INDEX, Boston, Mass.
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Tyndall,
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Herbe1·t Spencer,
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J. Stuart l'liU,
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unique in their way.
The Schuylkill
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One of the most exquisite pictures which
it is possible to <'onceive is contributed by Science,
Mary Nemn, to Illustrate lines from JoaThe Arts,
quin Miller.
Medicine,
Rip Van Winkle.

A disquisition on this popular American
legend IS illustrated by four designs by Mr.
Davis.
Evening on the Deleware

Theology,
Law,
History,
Biography,
Literature,
RoJD.ance.
Poetry.

is a most perfect picture, by Thomas Moran. It shows that American pastoral
scenery has ample charms for poetical ilAnd all Miscellaneous Subjects fur
lustration, and needs only to be properly
nished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by
treated to have ~his fact fully recognized.
Express or Mail as directed.
The Melancholy Days.
Adurr.ss
This picture is strong and full of poetical feeling, and is a very fine illustration of
D. M. BENNETT,
Bryant's well known lines.
335 BROADWAY.
Olden Time Southern Life.
New York.
Mr. Sheppard, a Virginian artist, gives
us a glimpse of the_llatriarchal phase of
American slavery. He has chosen a Christmas scene when the "servants " present
themselves for the usual presents, and
good wishes and kind fr,eling rule in every
MONTHLY
breast.
A SIXTEEN PAGE

The Truth Seeker.

A 'Coon Hunt

is a second contribution of I\fr. Sheppard's
and one of the most striking in the work.
The New England Schoolmaster,

another of Mr. Davies' designs, represents
the old time Yankee school-house, with the
master ·• so kind and so true."
The Illuminated Cover.

The cover of THE ALDINE ALMANAC is
the richest specimen of the medireval style
of illumination ever produced in America
THE ALDINE ALMANAC Will be sent to any
address, in roller, bv mail, post-paid, on
receipt of the price, 60 Cents.
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Science, Morals, Free Thought, Free
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Sectarianism, Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism,
JAl'lES SUTTON &; Co,, Publisher•,
Bigotry, Creeds, Dogmas,
58 1\Iaiden Lane, N.Y.
Superstition, False Theology,
Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies, Privileged Classes, Oppression, Tyranny, and everything that
degrades or burdens Mankind mentally
or physically.
For the purpose of placing a paper, acknowledged to be the leading exponent of " Come now, and let us reason together.'
Modern American Spiritualism, in the
Let us hear all sides.
hands of all Liberalists.
Let us divest ourselves of pn1udice and
effects
of early education.
'
The REI,IGO-PHILOSOPHICAL
Let us "p1·ove all things and hold fast to
JOURNAL will be sent
that which is goocl."

Bpitituali~nt.
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handsomely printed, and ably conducted,
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as A. J. Davis; Maria M. King; Prof. B. F.
Underwood; Hudson Tuttle; llfrs. Tuttle;
Dr. H. T. Child; Dr. E. D. Babbitt; Dr. Talmage; Dr. Fahnestock; Judge Edmonds
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to the advancement of the human race.
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showing up in their true colors, all shams
and schemes of dishonest tricksters,
whether in or out of the ranks of Spiritualism. The regular subsciption price is $3.00
per year. Those who avail themselves of
the prAsentoffer to become acquainted with
the paper for 25 cents, we confidently
believe will re-new at the regular rate,
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:cHICAGO,tiLL.
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Praying.
especially~he

HE religious world,
Christian world,
sets a hi.,.h value on the snbJect of prayer, what
T
do they expect to accomplish by this ceremony? Why
pray at all ? From the remotest a."'es to the present
time mankind have been impressc(l with some vague
idea that there is a power above and beyond themselves who is subject to influence, who can be changed ; w'110 ~'orks to perform. things that seem to be beyond the powers of man hnnself. In all these reflections, man loses all sight of himself, seeming.Jy wrapped up in the single idea of some remote, unmense
power, that can and will perform acts hy the simple
askinO' which, in reality, is what constitutes a prayer.
'Th:G' cltaractcristic we find in the low and .ignorant
portion of the human race; and beyond them still
lower if possible we find human beings who have no
thougi1ts nor cer~monies that can be construed into
acts that partake of a religious character. Some savage races seem filled with ideas that can be cOJ.tstrued
into incipient relicrious thou"'ht. These entertmn what
we would call spif.its, that is~ they say that th.ei.r friends
and relations return to them and become ns1ble; yet
they have no idea of a future state of existence away
from the earth, nor any idea of a God, but simply the
vision of departed people. This is then a step of
mental development, which has grown to be one
of the greatest, if not the greatest influence that
prompts the civilized races of to-day.
It is a cmions study, and one of the most interestincr that can occupy Mle mind of mnn at the present
til~ e. To see the religious ideas that now prm'ail among
the human family, to examine its growth, the varied
forms it takes and the force it seems to exert among
the several ra~es, from the lowest to highest, is certainly a study worthy the attention of e:-ery man.
Prayer, then, presuppose~ that there IS a power r~
sidincr somewhere to rece1ve prayer; that there IS
a wa~t of something which we cannot obtain without
aid-it matters not whether this want is necessary or
useful. In fact, the prayers of the intelligent arc
always of a creneral nature, but of the unlettered they
are direct appeals for special things, 'vhile others of
a more advanced intelligence, and conscious of tlw
forces of. nature, look upon prayer as a stilf remaining
weakness belongin<> to our ancestors, who v.-ere unconscious of these la"7s, because, being in a state of barbarism they had not yet learned the position they
held in'relation to them. It is a singular fact, nevertheless true, that of the cidl!zed races, there are men
who, by a process of reasomug, and a clear conception of their relation to the laws of nature, and their
own orcranism, deny tl!C pr,~priety of prayers because
they pgrceive no !?ower, can ha.ve conce1~tio~1 of a
being that can possibly answer, (!Jrectly or mchrectly,
any request so made. There :are, ?n the o!her hand,
other races low in the scale of mtelligence-m fact, but
slia'htly rm~1oved from the brute cre:.ttion, though hum;'n in outli11e, who,:c brains are so low in con~~rma
tion that they can haYe no conception of the utility of
prayer. Tlms extremes :ne_ct-onc because of. the
highest development of hram rorce, bceomes conscwns
of the non utility of prayer, while the other, from a
low organization of brain' can have no conception of
prayer at all.
Thus the subject of our discussion remains with
those we may call tne middle classes, and with them
it assumes all phases conceiYalJle ; this fact, we claim,
can be shown to be consistent with the law of mental
development; we see it in the first place as a fact in
the human family; as a whole, '"e can see it in our
children, who have not the least ide:t of prayer until
they are taught and forced to exercise it, and it must
be continually impreBsed with not a little hiring and
with fear to keep to it, and even then in early life
they aba~don the form, though the impres»ion remains to some extent in after life.
As remarked, praying presupposes something to
prl.ly to. Now the qnestion arises, to what do we address prayers ? The whole resolves itself into ideas
or conceptions ; that is, we have an idea that our
wants should be expressed, and adtlresscd to a conception of something that we have been taught can
help us and can hear our pet.itition, and will return
us, to s~mc extent at least, what we ask for. In this
conception consists all that we can have-it is our ideal
of the highest power in the universe, the Alpha and
Omeo-a of all things.
•
In ~'lll our conceptions of real things, we, of necessity must ~i ve them form or slmpc; for we can have
no c:oneeptlon of anything without some ideal form,
though it may be vngue, yet so?1e form. it must have,
and here then comes the pomt, the 1deal form to
which >vc address pra.yer is the image of a human
being, formed in our brain, not clearly and distinctly
as we nwv suppose it to be, were a picture before us,
but a va,tue conception of a human form. Thus the
object to wh lch we address llrayers is an image of
man, the highest conception the brain can have, hecause man himself is the highest of organizations,
and can have no conception higher than himself, as
no spring can tise higher than its fountain.
Thus our conception of God, to whom we address
our supplieations, is a human image. The Pope
looKs upon Him as a grLat popr, ; kings look upon
Him as a greaL king ; the people, as a venerable old
man, with long white hair and beard, and l'llddy face,

beamincr with her.lth and benevolence; an(l the negro's cgnception is an image i:Jf himself, . 'L'lms eve.ry
race that thinks of God, has a conceptiOn of Hm1
after their own kind.
Artists are supposed to have t!1e inost perf~ct conception of ideal objects, and it IS thus God IS represented, though most getterally.a~ the venerable old
m11n, conforming to the popular 1dea of the mass of
the people. :Hoses represents God as a m~n of war,
eating, drinking, and talking; his conceptiOn of God
is of the earth-earthly-a human monst.er.
In connection with the subject the thmkcrs naturally ask themselves \Vhy conceive God to be an old
man ? Why not a Zvoman ? Indeed, would it not be
more consistent to consider that the author of our beino· was a mother inste<td of a father ? There is but
on~ reason, and that is the male is connected with
force, power; the female, with weakncss,,.submission;
conditions that really result from educatwn, not from
any inherent difl:'erence governing sexes.
A further reflection would require us to ask, Why
should we consider God to be old ? There is no age
to eternity-years, no, nor ages n~told can be imagined in connection with the Infimte. 'Why not represent God as a young man, glowing with health and
vigor ? picture Him as a mighty hm:o, ~-hose very
eyes flash the fire of youth and detcrmmat1on-a very
Sampson, or Hercules, sustaining a universe, .such
would be the thoughts rushing through the bram of
an enquirer. From .the above considerations,, the c~n
clusion must be obvwus to all, that the teachmgs of a
personal God, as has been done for ages past, is a terrible delusion, the simple fact that all we have to conform to our desire;f, yearnings, ideal conceptions, are
but so many attempts to deceive ourselves into the
belief that these vague conceptions are representatives of a reality; yet this fact, as plain as any fact
can be has been used, and is used to this day by men
who, t{nder other circumstances, we would place the
most implicit contldence, who are learned, can use
fluently many languages, familiar with the sciences,
are an ornament to their race and age, yet with an unflinching eye and firm voice, can teach other fellowmen that a ''a)!:tte conception of their brain is, without a doubt, a posith•e fact, the image of the living
God, the Creator of the Universe and of the human
race, and all that exists; this is, I say, the most astounding of all subjects that now occupy the attention
of the thiul,ers of this age.
We are aware that it is one of the hardest things in
our nature to divest ourselves of the errors of our
early education. This particular has engrossed the
attention of our race from the remotest ages, and at
the present time '"e are not only impressed with this
teaching during our life, but we have inherited more
or less of the influence of these dogmas from our ancestors, so much so that our very flesh and bones seem
to imbibe them as naturally as a duck takes to wate~
.
This ideal Deity has heen, and is now, the greatest
stm;nbling-block against the advancement of the 1mman family. Out ot this mere creation of our brain,
has grown one of the monster institutions that has
made its mark through the world, one of indiscriminate misery to millions of poor deluded creatures who
have been sacriiiced to its rapacity; no crime in the
power of man to commit has been left undone, the
earth is reeking in the blood of its victims, shed to
appease the imaginary wrath of this phantom of tbe
brain.
Religion, thou hast thy foundation in this
same phantom, it is all of thee ; designing men make
usc of thee to impose upon the ignorance, credulity
and weakness of mankind ; men wonder, mourn, and
cry in agony: Oh! what is the matter? Why is there
so much misery in the world ? Whe do men persecute each other ? Why is the world one vast madhouse, nation arrayed against nation, family against
family, brother against brother ? Reader, ask thyself, can you account for this ? Can you attribute
this universal brutality of our race to any other source
than religion-a system founded by evil-disposed men
to aggrandize themselves at the expense of human
weakness and our confiding natnre, Religion, thou
hast destroyed nations, thou hast destroyed peoples,
thou hast and do now divide the inhabitants of the
world in continual turmoil against each other, all to
sustain this vision of the brain, of a venerable Old
~Ian!
.
Look around you ; why all this poverty and distress? \Vhy do the toiling tnillions groan at the oppression that ~urrounds them? They feel this pressure ; they know that something is wrong, but the
battle for life presses so hard upon them that they
haYe no time to seck the cause, and if they complain,
these designing men meet them with a well prepared
dogma, amuse them with a song or prayer, until their
senses reel beneath the blow. By long experience
the priesthood have ~uccceded in lulling their dupes
ihto quiet submission until they have reduced nations
into priests and paupers, ending in moral and political death. Look again, see the vast edifices looming
up all around you. Who pays for them ? \Vho but
you, the toiling millions? know yon not; that you
arc robbetl incessantly by the men who officiate in
that splendid building raised by your labor; and as
they increase, your misery and poverty increases in a
grestor ratio? Y e toiling millions! what do you get
in return for all this ? answer if you can. W c will

answer it for your eyes are dim with toil and sweat;
yom tongues are tied with trirk-words given l~y a
priesthood sustained by you! Go there, the pnest,
beautifully dressed, will amuse you with forms and
ceremonies that yon have often seen befoTe; he will
approach with a pretty little piece of bread, place it
on your tongue, sa~ a f~w trick-words; the. organ ~ill
peal forth its mclo(hes till your very b.lood tmg~es With
delight, you feel safe, and fear nothmg for lus holy
hands have touched you.
This very institution, built by your labor, resting
on your igi10rance and fear, is used to forge chains
that hold you still tighter in their toils. 'IV ould you
live happily? then believe not, hut know and be satisfied. \Vould you enjoy life? then leam how to
liYe not how to die. Do you prefer truth to falsehood? then study nature's laws ns they ctl'cct you.
Have you a conception of a higher morality? then
aim for it thyself. \Vouldst thou have a God? Thou
canst be thyself a god in all things hut living for~~

L~W

Carondelet, j)[o.
1'1' is evident that the Dean 'of Canterbury docs not
understand the regulations of his Church, or has sufficient O'Ood sense to perceive their absurdity and disreo·arcl them. Dming his attendance at the Evangelical Alliance, he was so unmindful of the rigidities of
Episcopal customs, as to join a Presbyterian and a
Methodist clergyman in the administration of the
Communion. It was very improper, and ought not to
be countenanced under any circumstances, say the
advocates of ecclesiastical exclusiveness. It is a cnse
in which Church authority, notwithstanding the usual
deference within this body tc Sacerdotal dignitaries,
appears to be superior to the individual, even with the
imposing prefix of Dean to his name.
The .New York Tn'bune has indulgently permitted
two or three of its columns to be devoted to communications upon tlte subject, mostly on the conservative
side, and has probably a half-bushel more ready
for publication, not to mention the matter which the
affair has already furnished for newspaper articles in
numberless journals, secular and religions, and is likely
to for some months to come. Bishop Cummins, who
has been brave enough to defend the Dean on the
ground of Episcopal Canons and historic precedent,
has provoked so severe animadversion that it is rumored he has withdrawn from the Episcopal Church.
"Behold how great a fire a little matter kindleth. '·

REv. DR. Pmm, who approves the action of the
Evancrelical Alliance in rejecting the Universalist dcleO'ate~ is discussing with the editor of the lndepende;;,t th~ position which "hell" occupies in the orthodox system. The Dr. thinks it is to he regarded as
the base. Bnt the l'ndependent thinks it llOSscsscs only
what is termed a subordinate relation. It is gratifying to learn from this exponent of 1110dern orthodoxy,
that its dimensions are contracting rather than increasing. "\V e Temember when heaven and hell was
considered about equal, only the latter was much
more commodious and densely inhabited. It is our
impression that it is destined ere long to become even
more insignificant in Orthodox conceptions, so much
so that there will be no one, not even the editor of the
l'ndependent, to acknowledge that he ever believed
in it.

:Mrss LoursA }f. Ar:coTT, whose stories are always
healthful and entertaining, has recently sent forth a
capital little story, entitled "\'fork," whiclt we commend as suitable reading for the young of radical
families. The Rev. 'l'homas Power, one of its principal characters, who prays on Sunday to "Our
Father and 11other," is very suggestive, not only in
this particular, but in others, of Theodore Parker, if
it is not intended for that great apostle of truth and
humanity. The popular literature of this class is so
frequently rendered offensive by the mixture of cant
and the intrusion of current religious crudities that
there is reason to rejoice at the success of what is so
free from these defects.
NEAULY nine hundred vagrants in New York city
were taken to the station-houses for lodgings on a single night a short time since. 'fhe founder of Christianity made a virtue of poverty, and his followers,
we read, had '' all things common." If their nominal
s•.tccessors in our day were more disposed to imitate
them in these particulars, than to outdo each other in
showy living, building costly churches, and sustaining sensational frauds in the pulpit, the amount of
such misery would be very materially lcssenc(].
GAIL HAMIJ/I'ON says in the Independent, ''If I am
ever on speaking terms with ,Joseph, I mean to ask
him why it was that during the twenty odd years of
his prison life he never communicated with his father.
His brothers deserved no better, but the poor old gentleman was blameless, and it would have been such a
comfort to him to know that an CYil beast had not devoured the lad."
IT is reported that the injured feelings of his Holiness the Pope, in his adverse experience, are being
relieved by the substantial sympathy of generous donations of money that flow towards him fron1 all parts
of the world,
D. H. CLARK.
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Attractive New Books. SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
'rhreading My Way,

A SCJENrlFJC AND POPULAR EXPOSJTJON

Or Twenty-seven Years of Autobiography.
By Hobert Dale Owen, author of that remark>tblo work, which is having such an
enormous sale, entitled the "Debatable
Land between this worlcl and the next."
This ncw"rork is a 1nost fascinating one.
It is a narrative of the flrst twenty-seven
years of the Author's life; its adventures,
\'lTOrs, exporionees; together with remin!sconcos of noted personages whom lw met
forty or fifty years since, etc .. etc.
"All lilt-. Owen's elut]Jtors are remarkable
not only for tho attractiveness of tho incidents, but for the li&ht shed on llHLIIY imvortant socinl and mrlustrial movements,
and fort,,. noble sincerity and good lmmor pon·n•!ing them." *,1,*A beautifully
printed anti bounrl volume. Price $1.50.

OF THE

Fanny Fern.

A Memorial volume by Jnmos Parton;
containing >L short biogranhy of 1\Irs. Parton ["Fanny Fern"] and selections from the
very best and most vo pnlar of her writings. Beautifully printed an<l bound, with
illustrations by Arthur Lumley. A charming volume for the Holidays. ***Price, S2.

Jessamine.

Another SJi!lendid new novel, by l\iARioN
HARLAND. ·-**Price, $1.50.

Old Curiosit:y Shop.

The eighth volume of ' CARLETON'S NEW
ILLUSTRATED EDITION" OF CHARLEs DicKENs' WoRKS, [tho best, cheapest anrl handsomest edition in the world.] P~·intecl from
new. reliable type; exquisitely illustrated by
the original artists chosen by Dickens himself; hamlsomely bound and solcl,at$1.50 per
volume.
---

A Wonderful Woman.

An intensely interesting new novel by
JV[.u ANGES FLEi\IIN<i! an thor of "Guy
Earlscourt's Wife. **-'Price, S1.75.

Bill Arp's Peace Papers.

A new comic book by the great Southern humorist. "Bill Arp," who gives us,
in a series of irresistibly funny, satirical
papers upon Wnr, Politics, and our Domestic llelatwns, one of tho sha1'pest books
ever printed in this country. ***Full of
comic pictures, price $1.50.

The great interest now being felt in all
subjects relating- to Human Development,
will.make the book OE' INTEREST TO EVERY
oNll. Besides the information obtained by
its _Perusal, the practical bearing- of the
vanous subjects treated in improving and
giving a higher direction and value to lmman fife CAN NOT DE OVER-ESTIMATED.
'£his work contains the latest ancl most
important discoveries in the Anatomy and
Physiology of the sexes; Explains the Origm of Humnn Llfe: How and when lVfenstruation, _Impregnation, nne\ Conception
occur; g1vmg the laws by whwh the num-,
her and sex of offspring are controlled, and
valnable information in regard to the begetting an~l rearing . of _beautiful and
healthy cl11ldren. It 1s h1gh-tonecl, and
should be read by every famlly. With
eighty llne engravings. Agents wanted.

THE TRUTH ABOUT LOVE.

,.Betsy and I are Out."

A Thanksgiving Story in verse, by 1\Irs.
N. S. Ei\IERSoN; embodying her famous
ballad of "Betsey and l are Out," which
has gained snell celebrity and been so
widely copied throughout the country, as
hy another author. ***Price, $1.50.

Edna Browning.

Another new novel, by liiARY J. HoLMES.
One of the best she has ever written. ***
Price, $1.50.
--

Josh Billings' Almanax-

J osh Billings' groat Farmers' Almimtx
for the yea1· 187!-one of the_ richest and
most humorous little hits of tho rlay.
Jo~h Billings has •Jxcolled himself, and
everybody ought to have n copy, to drh·o
awn,ytho ''blues" with. ***Paper covers.
Prieu, 25 cents.
1HJ 'J'hes" bookR beautifully printed and
bountl. KniLl ~,-,,r;-w!wt·e-:tnd sent by mail
FHEE, on rueeipt of pl'ice, by
G. W. CAHLE'l'ON & CO., Publishers,
l\f:l<lison s,!Uaro, New York.
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"A proposed sexual morality based upon
the doctrine of Evolution and recent discoveries in l\feclical Science." "~'his is by
all orlds the most striking and original of
all the recent works on the sexual relations. No person wlio wishes to keep up
with the last word can do without it."
12mo., cloth, Sl.50.
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DR. BUECHNEH'S FAl\WUS WORK.

ON

BY R. T. THALL, M.D.

Loyal Unto Death.

A deeply interesting new ENGLISH NovEL. One of tho best stories that has avpenrod in London for many a clay. ***
Priee, $1.75.
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FORCE AND MATTER.

BEING A SERIES OF

FAMILIAR OONVERSATIONS

Fundamental l?roblems in Sociology,

SYNOPSIS OF TABLE OF CONTENTS.
Chap. I.-The l\iale Organs of Generation.
Chap. II.-TheFemale Organs of Generation.
Chap. III.-The Origin of Life.
Chap. TV.-Sexual Generation.
Chap. V.-The Physiology of ·lVIonstrua~
tion.
Chap. VL-Impregnation.
Chap. VII.-Pregnaney.
Claw. VIII.-Embryology.
Chap. IX.-Parturition.
Chap. X.-Lactation.
Chap. Xl.-'l'ho Law of Sex.
Chapter XII.-Reg-ulation of the number
of OITsvring.
Chap. XIII--The Theory of Population.
Clmp. XIV.-'l'ho Law of Sexual Intercourse.
Chap. XV.-Hereditary Transmission.
Chap. XVI.~Philosophy of 1\Iarriage.
This work hns rapidly passed through ten
editions, and the demand is constantly increasing. No such complete and valuable
work has ever before been issued from the
press. Prof. Wi!Ller,ofCornell University,
says it is the best work yet written on the
subject. Over2o,ooo sold. Price, by mail, S2.

A POSITIVIST PRIMER,

THE

RELIGION OF HUMANITYDedicated to the only Supreme Being man
can ever know, the great but
imperfect God,

Trubner's latest and best (London) edition,
(From the 12th German.)
12 mo. Cloth. Price, post-vaid, $2.50, .
Being $1.25 less than the same book was
ever sold for in America before.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF DR. BUECHNER, 25 cents.
VERY LARGE,
"
..
Sl.

N 1T

H U l->1 A 1
y'
In whose image all other gods were made,
and for whose service. all other gods exist,
and to whom all the children of men owe
Labor, Love and WorshiJ).
12 mo. Cloth. 75 cents.
N.B.-Any one who will send us or9ers
for SlO worth of above books, at pnces
given, with the money, may receive in nddition to be sent pre-pairl, Sl worth of our
assorted pamphlets- Any one sending s~o
worth with orders for any acoess1ble penodicat' or obtainable book advertised recently by any American publisher or importer, shall ]lave them at such adverti~ed
price and S! m our pamphlets, all of wh1ch
will be pre-paid to any place in the United
States.

THE RELICION OF INHUMANITY.
BY FREDERICK HAHIUSON.
Price, 20 cents.
"This is a caustic criticism by this able
English Positivist upon a sort of new-fanglet high Calvinism."

A LECTURE ON BUDDHIST
NIHILISM.
BY P.ROFESSOH l\'I:AX 1\'IUELLEH, of
Oxford University, England.
Translated from the German. Price 10 c'ts.
It is cbeerino- to learn so much that is
good of the religion held by the majority
of mankind, on such unquestioned authority >ts that of Prof. Mueller, an<l in the
brief space of this neat little vamphlot.

TJIE ESSAYS READ BY
0. B. FROTHINGHAM, JOHN WEISS. E. L.
'YOUMANS, JAMES PARTON.
And others, before the meeting of the

FREE RELIGIOUS

DR. L. BUECHNER.
~IAN:

FUTURE.

A Popular Account of the results of recent scientific llesea'l.·ch as regards the
Origin, Position and Prospects of the Human Race. 'l'ranslated by W. S. DALLAS,
F.L.S. Cloth. 12 mo. $2.50.
CONTENTS.
INTRODUCTION-WHENCE Do WE CoME?The Antiquity and Original State of the
Human Race, and its development from a
barbarous beginning. -WHAT ARE Wll '/Present Position of llfan in Nature, his developmental history and production from
the egg cell. Origin and G-enealogy of the
Human Hace. WHERE ARE WE GoiNG?Future of l\Ian and of the Human Race.
Govern'ment. Nationalities. Socie_ty. Capital. Labor ancl Laborers. The J<'amily.
Education. Woman. Marriage. Morals.
Hcligjon. Philosophy.
APPENDIX.-Scientitic Evidence, containing Notes, Explanations, and additions of
the text.
The fore12:olng works are ke})t for SALE by
D. !VI. BE;\I'NE'l'T, 'l'n!lh 8ee/ce1· Oi'llce. 335
Broaclway,l;-ew York.

The Philosophical Works
OF THOl\fAS HOBBES.
Edited by Sir William 1\folesworth, Bm·t.

Longman's London Edition. (Uncut.)
Averaging500 pages to a volume. svo. Cloth.
ELEVEN IN ENGLISH.
FIVE IN LATIN.
Indispensible to a Free-Thinker's L1brary.

ASSOCIATION

Held in Cooper Institute, New York, Oet.
1:115 and 16. In Pamphlet form. 85 cents.
I (J! rom the 'Tribune revorts.)

IN THE PAST, !'RESENT AND
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SET

The English Life of Jesus.

THE ESSENCE OF RELICION.

THE ESSENCE OF CHRIST IANITI.
Translated by :!YIAIUAN Ev_~Ns ( l\Irs. G. H.
Lewes). author of 1\Iiddlenw.rcll, &c., &c.;
Translator of Strauss's unrl other like
works. Cloth. $9.
THE HELA TION OF

WITCHCRAFT TO RELiCION.
BY A. C. LYALL.
Very interesting to the thoughtful. 15 centB.
Clllt!STIA~ITY

AND lUATERIALI8M CONTRASTED.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
A handsome forty-five page l)amphlot. 15
cents.
J1f1·. Undenvoocl's best Lectw-e,

TUE

I~FLl'ENCE

OF Cllltl81'IANITY ON CI\'IL!ZATION.

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
In Paper Covers. Price 25 cents.
Popul:t!' fallacies concerning this •Inestion haye no Inore honest nnd fearless exposition t!Jau is given us in this hanLlsomc
JmmJlhlet. l\Ir. Un<lerwoocl has treated
this n1oinentous then1e with dignity, f'tt.nclor nucl grace, yet 11·ith that vigor 11·hieh
has nutde hiln so popular on the platf,)l"lll
among- the liberals of the West. Nur docs
lw la•·k in erudition. Hll is \ll'ofuse in
quotations from st:mda.rd histones, largely
Christj:m, and shn\1·~- conc-isely but: cl!:at'ly
fron1 thmr o"·n tesLI1110ny what a dragupon civilization that stul)endous fanaticism ha.s lleen.

MATERIALISM ITS H!SlORY AND
INFLUENCE ON SOCIETY.
BY DR. L. BUECHNEH.
Anthor of" Force :uull\fattnr," •· ;',Jan.'' &e.
12 n1o.

PHl-iCl'.

25 eunt.s.

Dr. Buechner has the gift. of''""" CX]losition. His generalities are put will! praisoW•ll'thy neahwss, his well-sekete<l exam!lles clinch them hal'll,aml jt1st i11 the right
place.
He is mninyntly l·udicin.l, weighing carefully anLl fmrly t 1e arguments 'for and
against, nnd deliverin~ judgrnent ~~fter inclol)O!Hlont in vcstigation. ''his Ll!llll!lltlet, from its bold premises,
and swooping oonelnsions, will eertainly
be regarded us stnrtling in its defiance of
received opinions.
WlmteYor may be one's opinion as to the
oxtreme Yiews of the author, no one can
read his little work without feeling that ho
is in the presence of a man o! tlne intellect
and of W!de calibre.

Pdcc $25.00

JU§'l' RECEIVED FROlli LONDON,

NEW PUBLIOATIO::-.!S.

GoD THE IMAGE OF 1\bN.
Jllan' s Dependence upon Nature the Lnst ancl
Only Sow·ce of Heliaion.
Translated from tho GtJrman of LUDWIG
FEUERBACH, by Professor A. Loos.
12 mo. Cloth. $1. PapBr, 60 cents.
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Address ASA K. BUTTS & CO., 36 Dey St.

BY THOl\IOS SCOTT.

12mo.

Cloth. Price. pre-paW, s2.

CHARLES BRADLAUGH'S PAPER.
"THE NATIONAL

RH:FOR~IER,"

AGENCY IN Al\IEHICA.
Astt K. Butts & Co., take pleasure in announeing that by rc<'<'nt arrangements with
i\Ir. Bracllaugh they become agents in
Americ·a for the sttl•) of ttl! the Pamphlets
and other works of BraLllaugh, Holyoake,
Watts, and other celebrated English FreeThinkr'l's. A full snp]Jly of \\'hich is expe~tecl to reaeh us next month: and _are
>tlso authorized to receive subSeiptions for
"THE ~YATIONAL REFOBJliER."
A Secular Arl\·ocate and Free-Thought
Journal. Edited by CHAHLES BRADLAUGH.
Price, post-paid, $3.50 per year; Single
Co pies 10 cents. Address,

ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey St., New York.

PROGRESSIVE SONGSTER,
By

W~I.

H. WESTON,

Comprises a collection of some of the
bnst anrl most vopular selections of the
day, (<wer 200 pages,) arranged for the uso
of Kpiritualists for the Lecture Circle or
Lyt'OUl)l. rrhese "GoalS" are adapted to
fa mi I itn- melodiC's. :tlld is intcnLlocl to take
th" vlaeo of more ponderous music books
for general usl'.

SECLECTIONS.
SWEET BY -~\.ND-BY.
t:iTmVING Fon THll HIGHT,
.
I Air: Hal/11 '1·owrd the Flag.)
BEAU'J:Il'UL HIYEl\.
l\IoTHEU KISSED ;\IE IN niY DllEAM.
ltllST FOI<THE \VJlAHY. DREA~ING TO NIGHT.
HOME ABOVE.
lAir: "1Jome Again.")
Hor..n~ OF THE .AXGELs.
lAir: "Stm·oftheErening.")
LovE AT I-Io~m.
NATURE's CALLS,I Air: "Nel/11 Lee.")
Holi!E, SWEET HmrE.
SmrETIIINf> SwEET TO 'CHr:<K OF, By Ordway.
\VAITIXCT BY TH:~ HIYEIL
NEAHER ::\IY Gon To 1l'HEE.
T.i::~\.cHIXGS sHAL.L
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HENRY E. BOWEN.

THEODORE CURRAN.

JOHN F. HENRY.

JOliN F. BEHltY, ClJB.B.AN & CO.,
United States Medicine Warehouse and Mineral Water Depot.
Druggist's Sundries, Fancy Goods, Perfumery, Specialties in Imported Articles, Etc.,

Nos. 8 & 9 COLLEGE PLACE, NEW YORK,
Scovill's Blood. and Liver Syrup
for Scrofula, Rheumatism, Virulent Eruptions, Gout, Neuralgia, and Kidney Diseases. The only nuedicine in existence
which penetrates with unerring certainty
to the fountainhead of these maladies in
the circulation, and by disinfecting and in
vigorating the blood removes their cause,
is ScoVILL's BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP. The
number of diseases generated by infiamatory and poisonous matter in the blood is
much greater thae is generally supposed.
It not only includes disorders which affect
the skin, the glands, the muscles, and the
bones, but flikewise many nervous complaints and a variety of distressing ailments to which females are especially
subject.
Price $1 per bottle.

Carbolic Salve
for Cleansing, Purifying, and Healing.
This article is so well known that it is only
necessary to caution the public against
imitations. Remember that it requires a
partic·ular p1·opo,·tion and a careful admixture of the carbolic acid with other ingredients to produce a salve that maybe relied
upon. The genuine only guaranteed.
See that it bears the fac-simile si~nature
and private proprietory stamp of John F.
Henry.
Price 25 cents pe1· box.

Edey's Carbolic Troches.
Among the various remedies for coughs
none enjoy a higher reputation than
EDEY's CARBOLIC TROCHES. The fact that
they are well spoken of, that they sell
where they have not been advertised, and
that they bear out their favorable reputation. places them above the ordinary list of
medical preparations. For Coughs, Colds,
Asthma, and as a disenfectant and preventative against contagious disease they
are a specific.-Price 25 cents per box.

Comstocks's Rational Food
for Invalids and Infants is highly recommended by Prof. Wm. A. Hammond, M.D.,
late Burg. Gen. U.S. A.,162 West 34th St.;
Prof. H. B. Sands, M. D .. 5 East 13th Street;
Prof. J. M. Carnochan, M. D., 14 East 16th
Street; Dr. Agnew,39! Fifth Avenue; Dr.
Sayre, Fifth Avenue and 3dfu Street; and
many others. Price; Large size, 65 cents.
Small, 35 cents.

Foutz's Horse and. Cattle Powder.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF

I

Dr. Mott's Liver '!?ills.

CONSUMPTION
CC>N"QUER..ElD.
HE cheering fact that Consumption is not necessarily a fatal malady is at last
recognized oy observant members of the Medical Profession, as well alii by the
public at large. 'l'he Experience ot: Twenty-Seven Years, has proved to the
satisfaction of the people of America that

T

The number of _pills made in a single
day in the United States is enormous. It
is easy enough to make a pill; but to
make a good pill ah! that's the difficulty.
There are cheap, harsh, drastic J?illS, that
are nothing more than a cathartiC and of
even less benefit than a dose of salts; but
a good medicine, like D:a. MoTT's LIVER
PiLLS, which contain no mercury, that do
not merely empty the stomach, but which
penetrate to the seat of disease, is a desideratum indeed.
Price 25 cents per box,

Dr. Roger's Vegetable Worm Syrup·

DR. WM. HALL'S

BALSAM FOB THE LUNGS
not only for all diseases of the Throat and Lungs, which. if neglected, usually terminate
in Tubercular Consumption or Chronic Bronchittis, but also for both these terrible
scourages of the human race, if resorted to before the resistant power of the vital system
has been utterly prostrated. The OJ?eration of this wonderful pulmonic is twofold. Its
powerful tonic and vitalizing propneties tend to Strengthen lhe Patient's Hold on
Life, while its direct effect is to neutralize the inflammatory and pustulousJ>rinciple in
the blood, by which virulent diseases of the Lungs the Windpipe, and the Bronchial
Tubes are produced and fostered.
Dr, W:m. Hall's Balsam. Cor the Lungs, is, in fact the Only Saf'e and Reliable
Cure Cor

Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat, Croup,
Hoarseness, Whooping-Cough, Asthma,
Pneumonia, Bronchial Irritation.

One great blessing of our age is the facilityfor procuring remedies forvarious diseases, carefully _prepared and ready to be
administered. Jo'hn F. Henry, Curran&;
Co., of New York, have a list of nearly
one hundred articles which they manufactured in their laboratory there, and
among these there is none of greater
value to children than DR. RoGEBs's VEGETABLE WORM SYRUP. Pleasant, palatable,
and effective. Price 25 cents per bottle.

Dr. Bennett's Sure Death
to Rats, Mice and Vermin. Rats and Mice
are sly and cautious, but they are caught
napping sometimes. When hunger drives
them to desperation, they cannot resist
the temptation of poking their noses INTO
DR. BENNETT'S SURE DEATH when mixed
with butter and spread on thin slices of
bread. It is a powder and net'Pr detm·oriates
as many of the pastes do. Price 25 cents
per box.

Oxygenated Bitters

anq all acute affections of the Air-passages, the Pleura, and the Lungs. It contains no
Opn•:m nor other deleterious drug and can safely be administered to the most debilitated
adult or the most delicate child. It strikes at the very root of pulmonary disease and a
few doses will merally cure an ordinary cough or cold inside of forty-eight hours.
The Array ot: Proot:s establishing the efficacy of Dr. Wm.. Hall's Balsam t:or
the Lungs in every species of disorder with which the Breathing Organs are affected

cover a period of

'

TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS,
and constitute a mass of genuine evidence which no man will venture to question or
~~g~

$1.00 per Bottle.

.

for Dyspepsia. At certain _periods ot life
a tonic IS a necessity: but there is danger
in using stimulants that injure the organs
of digestion while ~iving temporary relief. To obviate th1s and present to the
the public a tonic free from alcolwlic poi.son, Dr. Green prepared the OxYGENATED
BITTERS, nearly th1rty years ago. A sure
cure for Dyspepsia and all kindred complaints. Price $1 per bottle. ·

Kellogg's Worm Tea.
A poor little sufferE'r was almost suffocated to death the other day by worms. It
would have been a terrible death: and yet
it was easily arrested by the use of KEL·
LoGO's WoRM TEA, which can be procured
at any drug store.
.

THE MERCIFUL MAN IS MERCIFUL TO HIS
BEAST.-Horses and Cattle are sources of
profit, and for that reason (if for no other)
Dr. Wm.. Hall's BalsaDl t:or the Lungs is the Old and
they should be well cared for. By the
timely use of FouTz's HoRsE AND CATTLE
Only Reliable Cure t:or Pulmonary Diseases,
0
0
1
PoWDER the life of many a valuable ani"~h: !:Sgc;t~?~h!s~ ~~1~tft g~Te been 1 1 "
mal
may
be
saved.
Price
25
cents
per
l~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_.===----------------------------------------=d.l
Price 25 cents per box.
package.
,.

SPECIAL AGENTS FOR

Saratoga ~~A'' and High Rock Spring Waters, Park's Balsa1n f'or the
Lungs, Bro'Wn's Ja~naica Ginger, Marshall's Catarrh Snuff,
Burnett's Cocoaine, Rus~ian Hair-Dye,~~ Stop-It" f'or the
Tooth-ache, and a thousand other articles.

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.
ADDRESS ALL ORDERS TO

JOliN F. :S:ENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
Nos. B &. 9 College Place, New ~ork.
LONDON, 37 Newgate Stre.et.

DEVOTED TO

SOIENOE, MORALS, FREE THOUGHT, FREE DIOUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY, LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUOATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANOIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RAOE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcrart, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance Monopolies, Aristocracies
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and:Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

•'Come now and let us reason to tether;" Let us hear nll sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all things and hold fast to that which is good."
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camps, one rich and the other poor. Apropo.~. the Cb-

Jloles and !}klippings.

temporary says that at a recent congress, the Labor orIganizations
represented seven hundred thousand men,

.
. .
. ~til organized and numbered as completely as a German
. THE last numbe-r: of the E~mhurgh. Re'Vt~w. m ~. cnt- army. With universal suffrage, we may soon see in
1que. of Dr. Strauss s a~rgressJvely antl-Chnst 1an Con- that country a state of things long ago foreshadowed
fesswns" thus throw-s overboard the O~d Testamen.t. by Blackwood, viz., "an election conducted on the
It says-" We are not Jews, a~d there 1.s no reason m principle of a strike."
---------------- -=~cc.=------·---------- the world wh"l" we should be wmghted w1th the burden
of understanding and defending,'at all risks, the Jewish
Mff:· WM. CRoOKE!!, editor of. the Quarterly Journa!.
OUR PLATFOR~".
lU
Scriptures." And aga.in-" We simply offer what UP- of &ieme, an~ also of the Chemwal Nf'!!J8, .a gentleman
E extend the right hand of fellowship to liberal rears to us to he a simple historical fact; viz., that the whose reputation as a cool-headed, scJe!ltlfic observer
minds of all grades ann clnsRcs, We ask them Jewish Scriptures no riot belong to us, and that we are stands secon.d to hut few or none. has m the .T~muu;y
not to an opt our special views anrl opinions-to see in no way responsible for them," and mnch more in the nu~?ber of h1s journal a long ann elaborate art!cle, m
with our pves or to understand with our re?.son. We same strain. It sp-ertks of the great chrmga which has wh1.ch all the. ~ost marvelous phenomena ;vln~h a:e
are not ''hide-bound," nor do we ask others to "mea- come over the minds of our "pious folk," during the attributed to .sp1nts are rep:esented as occurr!ng m h1s
sure their wheat in onr half-bnshel." 1Ve embrace. as last twenty years. ann accuses Strauss of "purposely o_wn house, m broad ~ayhght, and .succeedmg p~~er
in one ln·otherhood. Liberals, Free Religionists. Ration- selecting the grossest forms of Christian belief, where- CJrcu_mstances. as he thmks, prec]udm!! the poss1lnhty
alists. SpiritualiRts. Universalists, Unitarians, Friends, with to point his moral."
of tnckery. These phenomena mclu~e a co~al n~ck
Inficlels. Free 'I'hinkerR, and in short all who dare to
In the same article occurs the following delicious bit lace standm~r on end, a pendulum set m motwn l!J a
think and judge for themRelves. J"e~ ns compare our of ahsnrditv. Strauss having said that there would be glaRs case firmly ~ealed to the wall, ha.nds bemg
views; let ns cam·a~s each other's opinions and rea- but little objection to the expression ''God" as being evolved !rom lummous clo~1ds, and plnck.mg flowers
sons, and see which has the better way. We have no applied to tJiat Power which moves all things, were it and passmg. them arcnnd ~n broad dayhght, th~se
creed or dogmas to ask others to snbscribe to, but are not that such a designation implied to the minds of hands graspme: your own ~1th firm pressure, ~eehng
in favor of independent thought, free enqniry, freP most men a person, tiie Rem'ew exclaims-" Would you sometimes c<?ld and sometnnes warm, and dJss<!lvspeeGh, and everything that tends to brenk the chains have ue worship a thing? We know of no alterna- ing away . m the grasp:. also the lengthemng
of mental honda9'c. i'!norance and superstition. As it I tive. All I?Xisting beinQ:s must be either persons or and shortenmg- of the medmm (1\fr. Home), ~ter
is not possihle or dAsirable that all persons shonld think thinrrs." We wonder if Light, Heat and ElP•tricity are the manner ?<f a telescope, &c. ~r. Crookes thmks
exactly alike. we do not expect to bring others to our "pe.rHons" or "things." It seem~. according to the one of two thmgs must be trne-e1ther these -yonders
standanl of thought.
Re1·i w they are either one or the other.
must have occurred as related, or that a considerable
We wish not needlessly to wol!nd the feelings of
' . ·
,
.
. ,
.· "'
number of t;dncated and cool-headed o?Fervers m?st
any. hnt hold to spPaldng frankly what we hon-estly
T_r.~ Gl ange mo; ement hasgiOwn rapJd!) dun~- the have b~en se.Jzed, at.the s.ame moment, ;v1th a capac1ty
helieve to he tmc. 1Ve are not in favor of a ''milk past~ car, nnmbermg now some. seve!! hnndred thous- for seemg tlungs wh1ch d1d not really ex1st,and farther,
and water" diet for mpn an~ wom,-,n, bnt something and memhP:s.
~owa leads Wit~. eighteen hundred seeing these non-exi~tant. movel?ents at the same rnamore positin• and substantial. We are firmly op- !!ran.ges. 1\-IJssoml coml's. _next "1\ Jth .one thousan?. ment. and all 11;greemg 1n tl.lClr acct;mnt ~f them.
posed to priest craft, the errors, superstitions and false There are .only twenty-fom 1n New Ym k, and none m This last alternahve seems to h1m more mcred1ble than
creeds of past clark ages, and in favor of trnth and ~onnectJCut and Rhode Isla_nd. Th\re are a good many the first, so he believes that the phenome1_1a rea!ly ocprogress.
m the South ..Son!h Carolma st~ndmg- ahead. These curred. He has in preparation a volume, m wh 1ch he
,
seem to be gomp: mt? co-oper!lt10n, the Iowa Granges will give us his theory, which, it is intimated, will be a
having bought a sewmg-machme patent and started a new one.
Demands of Liberalism.
reaper factory, both o( which enterprises nromise to
IN Franre from 1867 to 1869 one half the inhabitIIE following nine propositions by Francis E. Ab- save the farmer m~tny a hard-earned dollar. The Southbot. of Tlie Inde.r, we endorse most cordially, and ern Granges are maldng arran)!ements to market their tants could 'neither read nor write, and this one-half
they are approved by liberal minds all over the cotton and procme their supplies on the co-operative furnished ninety five per cent of the persons arrested
country :
principle. Apropos to co-operation. few people know for crime.
Statement of Crime in the Province of Bavaria.
1. We demand that ('hnrches aml other ecclpsiastical the dimpnsions it has assumed in Enghmd. The last
(per 100,000 population.)
property shall no longer be CXPmpt from taxation.
co-operative rongress reported a rnemb!3rship of over a
Churches
Bch'l H's
Crimes
2. We dcmanrl that t!Hl employment of chaplains iT1 qnnrt.er of a million, with a yea.rly bus mess of over fifUpper Bavaria
15
5!
667
congress, in state legislatmes, in the army and navy, t"\" millions. And the surprising part is, that although
J,ower navarin
10
4f
870
Upper Franconin
~
7
444
and in prisons. asylums, ancl all othPr institutions sup- tl1e articles in which they dealt are mostly provisions,
I"ow<~r Franconia
5
1n
384ported by public money, shall he discontinued.
the business was done, both wholesale and retail, for
Palitinnte
4
11
4lll>
3. We demand that all public appropriations for Jess than five per cent. profit, including interest on capLower Palitinate
11
6
699
any sectarian-cdncational-charitable institutions shall ital. The wholesale store at l\fanchester handled upThus plainly indicating that freedom from crime dewards of three millions of dollars' worth of provisions, pends rather upon the abundance of school-houses,
cense.
4. We demand that all religion~ Rervices now sus- at a cost of less than one-half of one per cent. When than the multiplication of churches.
tained by the go\'Crnmcnt be abolislwd : and especially we reflect that wholesale profits here are perhaps five
In the United States, the illiterate person commits
that the nse of th~ Uihlc in public. schools, whether os- per cent.. and retail fifteen, we see a saving of some ten times the number of crimes that the educated one
tensibly as a text-hnok or avowedly as a book of relig- seven millions of tlollars yearly. The leaders are san- does.
ious worship, shall he prohi~)iten.
.
J guinc
that the good princip~e of C?-operatio~-to help
In the New England States only seven per cent. of
5. Wt! demand the nppomtment, by the Presldcnt . each other-is capable of mdefimte extensiOn. Ger- the· adult population are illiterate; yet eighty five per
of the Uniten States or by the governors of the varioNs I many reports some fifteen lmndred "people's banks," cent. of the crimes in those states is committed by this
states, of ail religious festivals Or fasts shall Wholly I owned by the poorer cJaSSPS, and loaning something small minority. In the twenty millions of native
cease.
over a hundred millions of dollars to themselves. Other American popi1lntion living in the twenty one states
6. 'Ve demand that the judicial oath in the courts nations of Europe report progress-Italy, to a marked havina: non-sectarian public schools, only 3 per cent.
and all other departments of the government shall be llegree. In reading the reports of these congr<lsses, are illiterate, 1 and 7-10 per cent. are paupers, and! of
abolished, and that simple affirmation, unner the pains one is led to indulge a hope that, in some remote fu- one per cent. criminals. Massachusetts presents in 1,104,
anrl penalties of perjury, shall be established in its ture, the Congress of the United States will exhibit a 000 nati've inhabitants, only 71 illiterate, 49 paupers
tithe of the good spirit, .!';ood sense, and ~bsence of bun- and 11 criminals. Thus again we see how in _free
stead.
7. I'Ve demand that all laws, directly or indirectly colUb wllich is shown in these co-operative congresses. schools we possess the great conservators of mora !tty.
enforcir,g the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath
Of the fifteen million inhabitants of Spain, twelve
TrrE employers of labor in England have banded millions can neither read nor write. But we should say
shall he repealed.
8. 'Ve demand tlmt all laws looldng to tl1e enforce- themselves tocret.her to resist the nemands of the that this instead of showing that Spain was unfit for n
ment of "Christian" morality shall he abrogated and 'l'mcles' Unim~~- It makes one tired to think of the republic' shows that a monarchy was unfit for Spain.
that all laws shall lJe c·onformed to the requirements number of pound8 sterling which the association repre- If, after' a.ges of royal and priestly domination over a
of natural morality, equal rights and impartial liberty. sents. It not m1lv embraces the large innividual man- country vrl1ere kings and priests have had everything
9. 'I'Ve demand that not only in the constitution of the nfnctmers · but the great associations, like the Man- their own way, the Spanish people arc ~till in such a
United States and of the several States, but also in the chester cotton-spinners ·and the iron and steel ma~ers, state of ip:norance. we should say that 1t was about
practical administration of the :;amc, no privilege or have joinecl en miiR8e. The London TiTlf-&~ says-'' You time that kin,!!S and priests were shown the backdoor,
ndvantn,ge shall be conceded to Chrilltianity or any other are both m•p;anized now. Lahor and Capltal. Go a hear! and helped to get out as soon as possible.
special religion; that our entire political system shall ancl fight ·it ont!" The 611ectator aays that it should
be founded and administered on a pnrely secular basis, think that the-employers might hnve been satisfied with
and whatever changes shall prove necessary to this the pr!lsent state of afl'airs, since it bronght them wealt~1
end shall be consistently, unflinchingly and promptly without limit and that they may see some day that 1t -MosT of the shadows that cross ourpnth through life
made.
··
was a ba.d trhi~g to divide the kingdom into two hoetile are caused by our standing in our own 1~
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.
TERMS, s1.00 PER YEAn, DATING FRoM No.5, on ANY BuBsgquENT
NuMB8R;
75 CENTS A YEAR, IF BEGINNING WITH
1
0
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"'Beliefs ofthe Unbelievers.~'

human life and when viewed in the fierce light of our return as effectually as the flaming swore! in the
the scientist's analysis, the historian's research, and hand of the cherubim "who guarded the wa7 to the
AN EssAY READ BEFORE THE NEW HAYEN RADI- the criticism of the modern rationalist.
tree of life." The Savior in our system, rs not a
CAL CLUB, BY HuGn B. BROWN.
This inevitable work of disintegration in our mod- .pcrsqn either of celestial or terrestrial birth; but it is
URABILITY and permanency, as applied to dern religions systems has alrea~y .beguu. The hand that intluence for good exerted by whatsoever or whomforms of matter whether oru·anic or inoro-anic, of the iconoclast is busy demohslnng the sacred be- soever, that awakens in us aspirations for a purer and
better life ; that induces us to leave a low nnd sensual
natural or artificial, ;rc but relath~e terms, com';'eying i liet,s of the past. .
, .
. ..
.
the idea of immutability and long continuance, as!
Our J!'~ther, ~n l~eaven rs, bJ: the mc_ver~n~. and plane for a higher and more intellectual one ; and
comvlrecl with thin«s of less stability or enclnrauec.
matter-of-,act scwntrst, resolved mto the. mexorab~e, substitutes unselfish aims and purposes for personal
As ~een from the "stnncl-point of our limited exist- invisible and impersonal forces of the umverse,. wlule a"'"Tandizenwnt and self-seekinp:.
enee, unaided by science or by the cxpeTienee of the the most sl!-crecl and revere~ ~r\1.ths of .the past, ~n the '"1'he Doctrine uf the immortality of the soul finds a
past. nothing could appear more substantial and en- last analysrs of . modern cr?trcrsm, clrsappear ~.~l the place in rationalistic philosophy when applied to a
during than the forms of inorganic matter by which we figments of Persran and Indwn mythology and Onental man as a species ; but individual immortality, or conare surrounded; but seen in the light of modern science myth.
.
.
. scious identity separate from a _material or!;\'anization,
all are phenomenal and transient, existing only as
The theologJC_al rublnsh of the dcncl l?ast that hn_s being as yet an umlcmwnstratcd faet, basel! solely on
the visible manifestations of causes which are them- been accumulatmg for ages under the blind and dog- tradition, analogy and intuition, instead of on positive
selves invisible and comparatively unknown.
matic teachings of the clmreh,_ cvery~vhcre encumbers knowledge, cannot be admitted as a truth; its proper
This law of change, whose eficcts are everywhere !he intellec~ualplane-befog~mg,the JUdgment, e~S][tv domain bcine; as yet in tire unknown, and probably the
appnrent to the observing, in tl~e degradation of_ the mg the mmd, an_cl_ obst~·uct~ng the . grow~h. of r~le~s unknowable~ The denial of this ploasing idea a place
solid granite by the elements-m the accumulatiOns founded on posrtJve ],no\\ ledge ,md JatJO nahstJC in the order of nature is no clonbt highly offensive
to man's egotism :mel pride of race, yet stern facts
of strn,tifiell rocks by deposits from oceans and rivers methods.
•
.
.
. . .
-in the elevations and subsidence of sea coasts-in
What to clo wrth tlus effete dcbns of ~np~rstltwn, admonish us that we can only "reason from what we
the chanO"e of climate, and in the configuration of the or how to remove or utilize the ole! materral m order know," mal that we 5honlcl
earth by"aqueous, electric and volcanic forces, is no to nmk~ room for th~ new temple_ of -truth, whose
"Lot Go<ls attend to that wliicli Gods must knO\V;
less apparent in those human and artificial institutions fo_nndatwns are t<;> be lard on the basrs o~ rea~on and
Man's onlY care relates to things below."
relating to governnient, religion, mmals, customs und scwnce, are quest~ons of grea~ t~nd practical mtcre~t.
The
Pantheon of mmlern thought, however, like its
the arts, which are but the outgrowth of human nePer)taps a solutwn of our drfficulty m~.Y be fom;clm
cessities and the measure of our progress.
pursumg t_he analog:y between the mat~ual of ot_u. old ancient prototvpe, stands ever open to receive from
Of the pre-historic mttions which are known to and dec[tymg manswns, and _the old rcleas, opr_n~ons the realm of the unknown that which scientific reThe highest
have flourished in the infancy of the race, few or no and beliefs that make up the mte.llectual and religwus scm·eh shall clemonsratc t.o be true.
traces remain except snell as m()clern philology has systems of the pas~ •. and npplymg to the latter the niche in the temple will be awarded to the immortaldiscovered in the lano-uao-es and relio-ions of modern same methods of utrhty and economy that are so sue- ity of the soul "·hen it presents itself endorsed by science aml susceptible of demonstration.
nations. Of many ";'!rich succeeded them, even in cessfully applied to th~ form~r.
.
The idea of re!!;encration in the sense of growth and
historic times, we know comparatively little. So
"When, from the efiects. ~f de~a_y, or from tlw minextricably blended are fable and fact in the meagre creas~d 'Ynnts and necessrtres of rts owner, the ole~ development froln a low to a higher plane of thought
records that lnwe been preserved of the past, that the mansiOn rs t? be removed to make roo!? for a bett_cr nncl action, resulting from an awakening and quickacutest historian is unable to separate the true from one more smtec~ to th~ means a~cl reqmrements of rt~ ening of the conscience and mural sense, finds an
the false. For the knowleclcre that we possess of the master, the bmlder, m subservrence to the ends. of appropriate place in the new religion of positivism.
remote past, we are inclebteclless to the historian than utility and econ?my, selects such of the old mt~.tenals Ree;cnerution in this sense, although attainable in a
to the philologist, the antiquarian and the archae- as by re-acl~ptatwn nne! cha?.gc of place nne! users fit.to measure by all men, is nevertheless limited in its
ologist, who by patient and indefatigable labor, be worked_mto the new edr:f!ce. Just. so. may. we, oy highest results to comparatively a fe"'• whose organhave wrung it from the inscriptions on the se- r_e-ad[tptatwn and change of use nn_cl srgmficntwn, utr- ization, tempcmment. and social surroundings are of a
cret chambers of its mausoleums from the W[tlls lize much of the old thought-mntenal, and thus make nature most favorable to its conditions. They who
and monuments of its buried and l~ng lost cities, and the transition more easy, for those who h_nve not are regenerated in this sense may be known of all men
from its implement:o of husbandry and weapons of wholly outgrown the false and erroneous beliefs and by their unselfish aims, generous impulses, humane sentiments, and earnest ett'orts for the welfare of their
war.
dogm~s of our. i~tellectual infancy. But
~ow
lBut thouO"h the nations and the individuals of work mto our btulclmg such erroneous conceptions fellow beings. It should ever be borne in mind, howwhich they ~vere composed have ceased to exist, and ~sa personal God and devil, a future .local and bu~·n· ever, that regenerntion is simply an expedient arising
are succeeclecl by others, their mental achievements mg hell for some, and a heaven ?~ rmmor~al p~nty from the imperfect and nm]cvelopecl condition of the
died not with them; for in a sense, thought made [tncl glory for othe~·s? How utrhze specral. pr_ovr- race; for when man shall have been properly yenemknown is immortal. The totality of knowledge deuces-total clepravrty-free moral ngen?y-~rcanous ted, then there will be no need of regeneration.
Having shown that a pe1·so1wl Got!, or Divine begained by mental effort becomes the common property atonement-the fall of man-:-resurrectiOn from the
inO" can have no place in the curriculum of the modof the race, and is made the basis of new combina- clead-sncrecl bo~ks-ancl the like?.
tions and higher and greater mental achievements, as
In the new phrlosophy the old rclea of a personal er~' school of thought, it might be inferred that divine revelations must be cleniccl also. But not so; the
the brain aquires finer texture and higher capacity.
G<;>cl-th~ great first cause, author and ?reatoy of all
¥Ve are·accustomed to boast of our Christian civiliza- thmgs:-rs resol~'ed by the ~lchcmy of science mt? the new philosophy recognizes and welcomes the div:ne
tion and arro"ate to ourselves the credit and O"]orv of collectrve encrgres of the umverse-the uncreateclmex- revelations of 'Wture as interpreted by science and
in·ve'nting --ancl"' originating everything that" clistin- arable and inevitable la1o, inhe~·~nt. in and inseparable endorsed by,reason; for all tnt! h is divine in the sense of
guishes us from the savage tribes of Africa or Ameri- from :matter and co-eternal wrtn.rt, ceaselessly out- the highest excellcnc(' am! csalte<l capacity of mine! reca. But how empty the boast and arrogant the claim wor!'-mg all the changes and efiects we everywhere quiTed for its discovery and application. Sacred
books, as such, whether Christian, Persian, Chinese
will appear when we read the history of the past in see 1~ n.ature.
.
.
.
that spirit of trnth and candor that will permit us to
Thrs rmp~rsonal God ?f S~rence, as com~)are~ wrth or llindoo, we cliscarcl as relics of the cleacl past ; but
perceive and acknowleclgc that any excellence, tmth the theolog!cal conceptiOn, _rs not onl_y mor.e m. ac- in the book of natw·c, that ever lies open to the inor knowledge could possibly exist in the world before corclance '~'rth nature an.cl scwnce, bnt rs an lllfimtel;Y speetion nne! stully of the whole human mce-a boo!;:
the advent of ou1· civilization. And when so read we nobler obJect of worshrp than those of the world s that cannot be falsified by the interpolation or forgery
of the cunning priest, or converted by mr arrogant and
shall see that for half our knO\declge, many of our historical religions.
desr,otic Church into an engine for the mental enslavearts, and all of our religious ideas, we are indebted
God of the granite and tho rose!
ment of mankind ; and from whose pages all the lesto the civilizations that have preceded ours. Have we
Soul of the sparrow and tlae bee!
sons and duties of life may be learned, we sincerely
improved on the fine arts of Sculpture and ArchitecThe mighty tide of being fl0ws
believe. For if through ignorance we misinterpret its
ture, as known to the Egyptians and Greeks? Have
Through countless channels, Lord, from Thee.
menning, we yet !cam by our failures, and the penalty
we apy system of philosophy, ideas of government,
It leaps to life in grass and flowers,
of error is proportional to tbu fault ; no etenml and
codes of law or morals, that were not known and taught
Through every grade of being runs;
dismal hell awaits us as a punishmcmt for our misby the schools of Greece, India, China, and Egypt?
While from creation's radiant towers
takes.
Have we improved on the geometry of Euclid?
Its glory flames from stars and suns."
But it may also be urged that if there be no Divine
Even in t~e arts appe~-taining to war, commerce
The devil, from being an invisible personality au- being who can hear ami answer prayer, and be conciland n~echamcal constructiOn they were in some re- tagonistic to all good-"a roaring lion, seeking whom iatc<l or pleased with the worship of his creatures, then
pects m aclyance of ~lie m_oderns; and are known to he may devour,"-ever lying in wait for the unwary, all such words as prayer or worship arc unmeaning
have b_een m possessiOn of arts !hat ~re now lost, and to lead them from the paths of vir-tue into those of sin terms, having no significance except to the philologist
for whrch we have as yet sought m vam. In fact, we are and ruin, becomes in our new philosphy simply the who will regard them as the geologist regards the fossils
to-clay inclebte~l to th~ A_ncients for _th_oug~ts, hints, impersonal and symbolical representation of that of c.xtinct species, mere relics of a !Jygonc age ; for why
crude conceptiOns, pnncrples and ongmal rcleas, the which we call evil or that condition or state that is should we pray if there is none to hear and answc1· ?
development of whi~h_l_tav~ been so conducive to the seemingly opposed' to that which we call good; but and why worship if there is no being that requires or
growth of modern CIVJlizatr?n·
which, properly understood, is not a pr·inciple or final- apprecitttes it? The fallacy of the objection lies in the
Nor need we look cxclusrvely to modern times for ity, but simply the inversion of the principle of good- assumption that the sentiment of worship necessarily
the noblest and purest specimens of humanity. The one of those numerous instances of that universal requires a personality for its object. Worship in that
possibilities o~ human natt~re, as respects its capacity duality in nature J1y which everything has its opposite sense is of the lowcsr and grossest type, having its
f<;>r ,great acluevements, vrrtue, coura_g:c, and magna- in appearance but not necessarily in essence.: .as light origin in selfishness, ignomnce and fear, a~ may be
mmrty, have never been better exemplified than by the and darkness, shadow and substance, posrtrve and witnllssecl in the n bsol ntc despotism of On ental ancl
anc!el?-t.s. In the practi?~ of moral virtue and in the negative, right and wrong, truth and error.
barbarous comts, where the will of the despot is law,
exhrbrtwn of all the qualrtres that exalt and adorn huIn imitation of the fanciful and not unuseful conceit and before whom his subjects cringe or fawn. to propiman ~ature, where in modern _society shall we find the of the Greek mythology, the varied conditions or tiate his wrath or obtain his favor.
supenors of Zoroaster, Confucms, Socrates, Gauclama, moods of minds inimical to health, happiness, love,
Worship in its tmest and noblest sense is the natu·rPythagoras, Plato, Solon, Thales, Seneea. and Pliny? truth, honesty, sobriety, charity, and the like, may al spontaneous ancl irresistible athniration of the soul
But! as we have before s~icl,_ no human institution is well each be typified by one of the imps or little devils fo'r any quality, sc;ntimcnt, aetion _or thing, whcth_cr in
a finality-we outgro.w our mstrtntions, beliefs, customs of old mythology a~ the devil of disease, of despair, of the nbstract or the concrete. He rs a true worsluppcr
and systems of !'elrgwn, as a :y<;>nth outgrows his gar- hate, of falsehuocl, of intemperance, jealousy and of the beautiful who is cmaptured at the gorgeous
- ments-that whrch met the spmtual or moral needs of pride to the end· that by associatino- low and imper- spectacle of the rising or setting :sun, _at the loft):, or
our fathers fails to supply the wants of their sons. feet c'onditions wlth that which has c~er in our minds snow-capped mountains, the ever throbhmg pulse of the
The idol or dogma which.awecl the superstitious and stood for the essence of everything essentially bad, we restless ocean the beauty of nature ns seen in the vaunt~ught souls o~ the _senu-barbarian, becomes in time may be led instinctively to shun those low conditions, riecllandscap~, or of art as Cl11JJoclied in thcmagnilicent
the Jest m_rcl_ scofl 01 Ius descendants.
and aspire to a higher and more perfect development. temple: He is a true worshipper of ':irtue ami courage
The relrg:wn that we were taught at our mother's
The dismal hell and glorious heaven of the ole! who admires the character and cJwnsl!es the memory
knee~? believe and revere as a special ancl imestima- teachings become in the new, conditions, here and now; of those noble men and women who in every age have
bl_e gift _of God t~ man-a revelation of his perfect in one or the other of which, in a degree, we all arc, lived suffered and died for the welfare or the mce.
wrll-wrthout achmxture of error, and a perfect guide accordinO" as we are in or out of harmony with the
"Prayer "says the poet, ''is the soul's sine ere desire,
ancl mle for our conduct in life, and in which we laws of o~r beino-· obedience to law beino- the only uttered
~nexprcsscd," and its true func~ion is n.ot to
wo~tl fain have reposed and found rest for our souls salvation from sf~, and passpor-t to the joy~ of heaven. importune and tease the suppos~cl ruler of the umvm:se
--:thrs. fond hope, aln;s! s_oon withers and dies when
Violation of law being sin, the inharmony resulting to suspend its laws for the partrcular benefit ?f an mtrred Ill the complex, mtncate and prosaic affairs of from jts infraction exclucjes us from paradise, and bars Si!!;nificant being (as compared with the totahty of tlte
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universe); but its true significance and use is, to beget
in the prayer those conditions and moods of mind and
heart that are essential and necessazy to the actnalization of that whi<'h he so earnestly desires. He who
longs and prays for virtues and qualities which he has
not, or has in a limited degree, docs really by the expression of the aspiration assimilate him~elf to .that
condition that makes the realization of what he so earnestly desires a possibility. In this sense the modern
thinker worship and prays.
1\-t:iracle, of course, is not recognized in rationalistic
teachings in the sense of change or suspension of the
laws of the universe ; but miracle, in the SCi1Se of
phenomena caused by the operation of occult laws, is
not objectionable to the rationalist. '!'here are many
profound and hidden mysteries in natnre into whose
arcana no prying scientist has as yet been able to
penetrate ; though thousands of curious and keen eyes,
whose powers have been enlarged a thousand fold by
the telescope and microscope, are in every qumicr of
the world directed to her operations in all their varied
dcpmiments, yet comparatively few of her great secrets have been wrung from her tenacious grasp.
. Indeed every operation in nature, whether its law
is hidden or known, is a miracle just as wonderful as
if it resulted from a. change or suspension of law!
Who can explain how the rose draws from the damp,
clark soil, its brilliant colors or sweet perfume? or even
how a simple blade of grass grows? Who can Pxplain
the origin of life; or revenl to us the secret of attraction, of gravitation ; or tell us why the needle in variably points to the pole? Yet these phenomena are as
miwh miracles as if the laws of the universe had been
suspended or changed for their production.
Future rewards and punishments appertaining to
future time here, or even in the possible hereafter. and
in the sense of result of obedience to, or violation of
law, is a doctrine approved by reason and common
sense. N othililg can be plainer than the fact that the
law of conditions obtains in all the depmiments of natnre : there can be no effect without a cause; and that
which is, exists because the condition of its existence
preceded it. Like causes, also, will invariably produce
like effects.
In the economy of nature every law of our being has
a penalty attached to its violation, which penalty will
follow as surely as effect will follow cause. That this
must need be so, is apparent to every one who reflects
on the nature of things ; nor can we imagine a condition of life· based on any other plan. It follows that
conformity to law secures happiness, which is the rcward that nature bestows for obedience; violation of
law, on the other hand, entails pain and misery. which
is the penalty or punishment inflicted for its infraction.
Nature's punishments, however, are not eternal,
arbitrary, or disproportionate to the oficnce, and will
have an cud here aud now ; and if the violation has
not been so great and continued as to permanently-injure
the organic strncture or weaken the mom! serise, the
injury or suffering may cease when the sinner ceases
to sin.
But as in the erection of every grand edifice there
are stones so miEoehapen unsightly or defective that no
skill nor labor can fit for a place in its found:ttions or
walls, so is it with the m:ttcrial-the accumulations of
ages past-that presents itself for a place in the grand
temple of rationalistic philosovhy that is now being
erected. Ideas, opinions, dogmas and unproved truths
there arc in great numbers that will not bmtr the inspection or test of the great master-builder REASON ;
beliefs and dogmas conceived h tlte infancy of the
race, moss-grown with age, and still venerated as
truths by the learned aHcl wise, which nevertheless are
so nnsouncl, unreasonable and false that no change
of signification, sense or use can 1it. them for a place in
the modern temple!
What then shall we do with the doctrines of total
depravity; vicarious atonement: free moral agency;
resurrection of the body; original sin; creation from
nothing; dGstruction of nutttcr; special creation ; fall
of man, etc? vV c will dispose of them as thtl builder
disposes of the waste and useless material that encumers the ground after tho building is completed; bury
them out of sight ; consign them ns rubbish to the ragbag of pagan mythology ; and thus make room for the
squared and sound granite hlocks, that exact thought
and scientific research are busy quarrying from the
rock of truth ; for
"Thoro is nothing so good ns tho NEW;
Thoro is nothing so poor as tllo OLD.
llottor tho morning's silvery dow
Than tho evening's rivor of gold ;
llottor-a thousand folcl."
, THE Cincinatti Comme1•cial tells of a literary re-union
in Boston, at which 1\>Ir. Bratllaugh, R. vV. Emerson,
Vice-President Wilson ttncl others were present. Mr.
Emerson read a manuscript poem. Mr. Bracllaugh rc_marked that he had drawn much of his inspiration, in
the way of self-reliance from Emerson. Upon which
the Commercial says-" The self-reliance is so pleasing
a feature in Mr. Bracllaugh's character, that it is interesting to know where it came from.,.

If it is true that "nature abhors a vacuum," why are
so many heads empty, or nearly so ?

[For the Truth Seeker.]
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rogress.
llY W. R LuKE:N"S.
VERY good sermon was preached at the Pres byterian Church in Sterling on Thanksgiving Day,
by Rev. E. W. Clark, Congregational minister.
It is a gratifying sign of the times that clergymen have
the courage to utter cheering words of progress in the
face of the · cold conservatism of the chnrch. They
have ever been so completely tied down by written
creeds, infallible books, and ancient usages that they
could not expand with the general growth around them.
Hence, in every age, they have been the deadliest foes
of progress. Every reform that has worked itself up
to public acceptance has done so in spite of their determincd opposition. This opposition h,as extended
far beyond their proper domain of theological thought,
into the regions of pure physical science. Largehearted, strong men have patiently watched the unerring operations of nature, and, after laborious research,
have discovered the Jaw which governed that particuJar department to which they had directed their attention; but not unfrequently have they been compelled
to retract, or suppress their honest convictions of
truth, and the clearest demonstrations of science, at
the mandate of ccclesi:lstical tyranny.
But still more has this spirit of intolerance manifestecl itself in matters pertaining to theology. No
wars have been so cruel, so bloody, so devastating, as
those urg-ed against religious progress. No persons
have suffered so dire and unrelenting persecution as
those with whom thoughts calculated to bless their.
kind have originated. · Cruel and wicked imprisonments, inquisitorial tortures, and excruciating physical
torments of the stake have been applied in vain to
quench the light of truth in the human soul. In all
these transactions, so completely calcu)atecl to mar
the beauty of the human character, tbe clergy, the
priesthood, have led the way. There is not a page of
history but is blackened with crimes instigated by this
class forthesuppression of truth. Even on our loved
soil of free America, men deeply imbued with puritanical religion have hnng innocent men and women for
the heinous crime of preaching "peace on earth, and
good will to _man."
Bnt our clerical friend,l\Ir. Clark, seems to have
forgotten· the many exhibitions of religious intolerance
that in all the ages has '' de1Llt damnation round the
land," and dwells on that of political tyranny. He
says :-''Great evils have been divulged in high places
in our land, but the press has scattered light, and an
indignant people have been aroused to utter their deep
indignation. If vice, 'to be hated, needs but to be
seen,' then we have risen above the past into greater
light. Tyrants hated the light, and have crushed it
out when in their power. Even a governor in America, (Governor Berkely of Virginia) iu ~675, to rivet
his despotism, uttered this sentiment, which sounds
so strangely to-clay. "I thank God that we have no
free schools nor printing-presses, and I hope we shall
not have for a hundred years, for learning has brought
heresy and disobedience and sects into the world, and
printing has divulged them, and libelled governments.
God keep us from both ! · "
Bnt did the reverend gentleman forget, or did he
not wish to refet· to the fact that Cotton Mather, in our
·own country, near Boston, mounted the scafi'olcl on
which stood the little, frail form of the innocent
Quaker preacher, Mary Dyer, who was about to be
hung for heresy, and so vehemently harangued the
mnltitude who exhibitecl signs of rescuing her, that he
thus kept clown the popular spirit of righteous inclignation, until the hangman had performed his office ?
W oulcl not this look strange to-day ? Quite as much
so, one would think, as Governor Berkely's desire to
suppress free schools and the circulation of newspapers ! Especially when we remember that schools are
not as free now as the-spirit of progress will yet have
them.
He deprecates the action of a governor of
Virginia two hundred years ago, and contrasts his despotic sentiments with the freedom now enjoyed in educationalmatters. But has he forgotten that only forty
_years ago three millions of our own people were kept in
the most bmtal ignorance, not by the merely expressed
wislles of governors. hut by laws passed for the express
purpose of keeping them so, and affixing heavy penalties on any one who would teach them to read what
they professed to regard as the word of God; and that
the church and clergy of this nation were the strongest
bulwarks behind which this nefarions oppression found
shelter? Yet such was the fact. There were a few
honorable exceptions, but a majority of the clergy
north, and all of them south, sustained the institution
of slavery with all its abominations, until Outside philanthropic influences had ripened public sentiment for
its overthrow. Then the clergy modestly say:-" We
did it all. The abolitionists all run into infidelity."
vVhat a beautiful example might have been found in
this, where the whole body of the clergy, from being
the direst oppressors of a race, were converted, inside
of forty years, to a quiet acquiescence in its enfmnchiscmcnt! It is not more than twelve years since a clergyman of this city placed in my post-oftice box a pamphlet, written by a brother minister, in whicll the writer
advocated from the Bible the practice of systematically
brutalizingthe minds of three millions in our own land
-closing by legal enactments, so far as legal enactments could go, enforced by the death penalty, every
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avenue through which knowledge could reach their
benighted minds. This man preached from the same
pulpit in which Mr. Clark spoke, on Thanksgiving
Day. What an appropriate example this would have
been of the spirit of progress, seeing that he was then
standing in the same spot in which the other preacher
stood, only a few years ago.
But I am glad to see one clergyman break through
the shackles by which they have been so long bound,
and take a step in the broad and beautiful highway of
progress. He, I hope, will rejoice at the growth of religious freedom everywhere, and be one of the last to
join in that priestly alliance whose aim is to insert a
theological clause in the Federal constitution, by
which the best and wisest of our citizens will be excluded from office, and even from full protection of
eq~al laws. I hope tha:t if he ever speaks of the Spiritualists, he will not apply to them the undignified epithet of "skunk," as his neighbor minister has done;*
that he will not speak of "the unhallowed foot of a
Universalist soiling the floor of the house of God ! "
nor boast that his ancestors helped to hang the Quakers
in Boston, but that he will welcome the growth, everywhere so visible, of free, honest inquiry after truth, in
the realm of religious thought as well. as elsewhere.
Dungeons, fao-gots, Ecumenial Councils, infallible
Popes, Evangelical Alliances, the modern mad-dog cry
of infidel-not one nor all these combined, though great
hindrances, can keep back the expanding love of truth
in the human soul. Tk£y will only discern their impotency who try it.
Progress is the law of the universe. Philosophers
assure us that our solar system. with its suns, planets,
asteroids and comets, was, in a very remote period of
time, a chaotic or nebulous mass, occupying the vast
space included within the orbit of Neptune; that in the
slowly revolving cycles of time it gradually assumed
its present position, which is by no means a fixed one.
Change, growth, a nearer approach to perfection, is
still the law.
So of our earth. Geologists say it was once in the
condition of molten lava. When it cooled to the proper degree, vegetable matter appeared. Still later, when
the conditions were favorable, the lower animals came
into existence. Then came man, who, prone! of his
superior intelligence, claimed authority over all. Only
a few years ago (compared with the age of our globe)
men thought and wrote that God created the world in
six days; that the innumerable hosts of stars, which
modern science demonstrates to be suns, surrounded by
systems like our own, were created to give light -by
ni).!;ht, as the sun was to give light by drty-all to accom-.
modate this speck in the universe, the emih. But in
the progress of science, thinking men have r.bandoned
this legendary account of creation, as they have the
mythological stories of ancient Greece.
Christmnity is divided into hundreds of discordant
and warring sects, each, however, claiming the Bible as
divine authority. They quarrel over matters of trivial
importance to the welfare of man, and announce clogmas, which, if true, would make progress impossible.
But wherever the spirit of investigation has uncloaked
these absurdities and iniquities, thither they will rally
their divided hosts, and for a time forgetting their former fends, fight side by side, as though they were .at
peace at home. At no time are they so firmly united
as when they make common cause in opposition to the
progressive spirit of the age. Still, with onr educational advantages, our free presses and better governments, we are vastly in advance of any age that has
preceded y.s.
It is not in the genius of the church to advance. It
is purely and rigidly conservative; Yet it is not possible for its individual members to remain stationary.
Immobility is not the law that governs mind or matter.
They catch the sweet notes of progress, and are lured
on to more elevated fields of thought. New sects
spring up, embodying new an elmore exalted aspirations.
These furnish higher ideals for others, and so the work
goes on.
Quakerism was a step in advance of its clay. It asserted the right of private judgment in its full significance, as it had not been before by Luther or any one
else. They called it "the light within." This light
they put above everythmg else. No authoritative book
could come between them and it. But Luther concedecl
the divine right of a book. His idea of private judgment was only to be used in examining that, not to examine the fact of its infallibility. What Quakerism
lacked was to carry out its original thought to its logical import. The world lost much by its settling down
to a cold conservatism. It was ori~inally a progressive
movement, but it organized. It sazd-" Thus far shalt
the spirit of progress go, and no farther." But the
forces generated by the founders of this sect have radiated far beyond the limits of their own organization,
and are warming thousands into new life. Spiritualism
is a necessary ol.l:'-shoot. Spiritualists and other radiMls arc now full of the right life-let them not suffer
a Eimilar fate. But those who now claim the name of
Quaker arc theologically either as stationary as milestones, or are going backwards.
It is a dark future that has no hope of a better time
coming. Divest us of all ideas of progress-say that
man cannot improve-that he is to be the slave of
priests and theological dogmas-that capital is always
to rule labor and trample its victims under the iron
heel of oppr~ssion-that slavery and war shall still
spread their desolating influences among men-that
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poverty, lntempenmce, injustice, fraud, and all the
long train of vices which now so fearfully corrupt society, shall ever abound-that the human ~oul is so totally depraveo that it f'!ln never throw off these-then,
to me, thl:~ earth is a hell, its n·eation a sham and a failure, and its Go(l a rlemon. But God and Nature are
not at fault. :Man has the capacity for progress.
There has been progress, and there will be progress,
until all wrongs shall have ceased to he--until all tear~
arc wiped !m:Uy. When mankind will so understand
t~1e laws of henlth that living itself is happiness; when
11ghteousness shall rule the hearts of men, in~tead of
cunning, cruel deceit, our hi!:rhest conceptions must be
realized. Onr brightest ideal of to-rlay will be the actual of the future. This glorions consummation we
should all aim to bring about .• It cannot he done without thou_!!"ht, without lahor, or without sacritlce. Whoever is sticking in the ruts of old nead formalities, is
directly in the way of progress. We who propose to
move must pass him by-over his dead body, if necessary. We must not he terror-stricken at obstacles, however fonnidable. Everything that opposes must be
battered down. We are opening up n highway for
those who come after us. The dreary chasms plowed
out in the cold glacial period of superstition must be
bridged over, and the moss-covered boulders of a false
tl1eology removed, prepar::ttory to laying the track. on
which the car nf prowess is to ride trium]Jhantly to its
destination- Truth and Light.
Let us not lag back, but .Joyfully help on the glorious
work. We need not be discouraged. We have many
helps our forefathers had not. The homogeneous influences brought about by increased facilities for Intercommunication will not only soften the religious asperities of the sects, but will do much towards bringing
an end to CITor, than which nothing is more wasteful
of the fruits of industry, or which entails such long
and bitter enmity between nations. Thus in the g-reat
train of Nature, the cupidity and selfishness ofc.man
are made to aid progress by extending a net-work of
steamships, telegraphs and railroads all over the globe.
If the physical man has gradually, through myriadE
of ages, climbed from the grade of the lowest animals
to his pr~sent position, hiscmentality l'eeping pace, at
a11 ~imcs, w:it11 his organism, wlJa.t may not a few generatwns brmg to us, with our acf'umulnted opportunities for progress? Then it w1.1s blind impulse, s:ow in
its operation. Now we are drawn forward by the most
beautiful and prophetic visions of the future. We
who are here now will soon leave the wnrk for others
who come after us, with still better. opportunities than
we. Let it not be said that -we have lived in vainthat we have left the world no better for onr being in
it.
Rock Falls, Ills.
•Rev. Mr. Smith. Methorlist. used this lan.::uage in speakng of Svlritualists and Universalists of this place.
[For The Truth Seeker.]

Have we a Free Press 1 No. 2.
BY ICONOCLAST.
lfR. EDITOR :-In my last communication, I referred to certain facts that I should adduce in connection
with the subsidy of the so-called "Free Press " of
New York, in the interests of "Rings" generally,
thereby proving that it was indirectly the supporter of
the worst species of fr~ucl, corruption, and venality,
and which subsidy consisted of annual cash payments under tl1C guise of necessary advertising patronage ; and had intended to elaborate upon the
matter, and go into a general detail of figures, !:hawing exactly how much each journal received per year,
from the great" Blatherskite "-(whose real pr:inc1ples,
coated and gilded by a self-sacrificing (?) "enterprise," consisting up to this time principally in sendmg out commissioners to 'Timbuektoo to scrape acquaintance with explorers. lift their caps, and then
herald with a blast of reportorial eloquence, a fact
that, when divested of itg superincumbent superfluity,
can be summed up by Dr. "Blnrney-stone," is living
shll, I l.Jelieve,) clown to a penny evening sheet about
the size of an ordinary lousiness circnlar, whose merits consist of about three-fourths of its space being
devoted to valuable information, consisting of adveritsemcnts, and the remainder a jumble or trash unworthy the columns of the meanest a~pirant to light
literature, which ever lived and died· in ignominious
infancy, and which its ragged agents thrust into the
pul.Jiic face and bawl into the public auricle with a
persistent, intolerable, and varied yell that has become
as much a nuisance as its "journalistic erudition has
become an outrage on the sense of an enlightened
public, but which professes havi11g a larger circulation than all o1her evening papers combined." Immaculate newspaper" professor."
It would, I find, however, take up too much of your
valuable space to abide by my former resolution as to
figures in detail. I will, therefore, content mysQJf
with giving a few in bulk, from which your readers
can judge the aggregate amount which was filcl1ed
from the pock ts of the tax-payers, in order to secure
the predominant influence of the "Ring thieves."
From 1867 to 1871 inclusive, this city had claims
presented for payment of advertising to the amount
of over $5,000,000, or over $1,000.000 per annum; and
an illustration of the enormous fraud perpetrated and
connived at by our most prominent journals, is seen
in the fact that since the "Ring" and its power was

overthrown, one single paper, established and con-

rluctecl by the tax-payers, hm: fulfilled all the municipal advertising required, and that, at a cost of only
$22,000 per annum, and it is nrlmitted, in official rlocumPnts, that this journal performs its duties far more
efficiently, and meets the requirements of tbe public to
an infinitely fuller extent than its nineteen expensive
predecessors.
Now, no sane person can deny that when tlJC above
vast sum was approprinted to this purpose, the
claimants were f1illy conscious that it was wrongfully
~ bstxacted from the already burilenecl poC'kcts of our
citizens, nor that there "·as a tncit understanding between the t"I"I'O cliques that for the money so pairl
an equal value, at least, shonlrl be renrlerecl in
fulsome praise, atrocious sycophancy, nnd boistrous
laurlation of the intrinsiP merits of the "Ring Bosses,"
and that the leading lights of the most nnsc,rupnlons
combination that ever clisgrnf'ecl a municipality; thr
favorites of, and electives to power by the lowest and
most disreputable scum that rver infested a city of
political vagnboncls, were fully known to these bribed
journals in all the unp·arnishnl atrof'it~· of enmity to
the purity of moral and politiC'al principles ; and yet,
in the face of thi!<, "Boss Twrccl." and " Slippery
Dick" Connollv, with their nmltifnrious hercl~ of unsf'rupulous depredators were hailed by the Press aF
demi-gods of politif'al wisdom nnd beneficence. nne
the most estimable and rip:hteo11s custodianA nf the
public welfare and moniPs. thus doing as much in aiding the growth of the vile institution of "Tammany,"
as did the principals themselves.
And now, as a glaring t'virlence of the instnbility
of the principles of the" Free Press,'· as an eviclencl'
of its elasticity- to the benefits of partizanship, end~
of these journals vie with the others in claiming the
laurel of ... Refonn;" m1d impelled by a ri!-'htec:ius in·
dignation, towering from the summit of their own
unassailable fortress of exalted purity and inclepemlence, heap showers of vituperation upon theil' contemporaries for their tardines~ in showing tlJCir false
colors. And even the journal thnt was foremost and
most conspicuous in the nmks of refonn, and actually quoted authorities and figures in exposure and denouncement of the frauds and corruptions of the
Ring, was far from 1Jeing actuated by unselfish and
pure motives, and did not unmask the villainous organization for the sake of truth, anrl in the cause of
the public interest alone. It needed an incentive.
which was antagonistic to .~e{f and pecunia??/ interests ; for it is well-known that, had a certain bill presented for payment been honored, it would have still
gone on, hanrl in hand, with the brotherhoorl of iniquity, and its trnmpet of reform still would have
hung upon the walls of silence. Fhrouded hy the golden cobwebs weaved by the prolific spider, of the genius "Tammany." and a greenback qnietns would have
rested over all its pent-up eloquence. But nmo that
the Ring is fallen, there is at last a bnnrl of Jnity,
and in order to cover up their own misdeeds, bitterest
enemies join voices in a simultaneous and tumultuous
howl of inclignation against tl1C fleeing and imprimnecl band of robbers, who were their most powerful
friends, who made them great and rich, and secured
them the power to create and destroy reputations at
so much per column, and through whom they are now
enabled to claim the title of " The Great F1·ee P?'e81<
and Palladium of our Rigllts." So much for lllis element of the principles of the "Free Press," passing
from which, we will now iflance at another featureits stand on the labor question.
Did the weat dailies of New York city give a fair
and comprehensive consideration and analvsis of the
sense of the large meetinrrs held by the working- men
in consequence of the late Panic? Certainly not! They
sneered at and ridiculed the canse and its aclvo.cates ;
upheld the monopoly of capital against an avalanche
of the rights of labor, and, barely touching upon the
just causes of complaint whjch existed, denounced
the whole fabric as weak, ill-advised, and untenable,
and gave the workmen to understand that the only
remedy to their grievances was to abide quietly the
issue of events, and not to irritate their rich masters
hy an assumption of power thev could neither command nor maintain. We all know the unanimity
with which they hailed with delight the recent outrage upon worlrmen at Tompkins' Sqnare, when they
were mercilessly cluhhed and driven from the public
park .in utter violation of the Constitution of the
State of New York, as well as that of the United
States. Not one paper had the manliness to denounce
the attempt to prevent them from meeting, which
right they possess equally with the Chamber of Commerce or Board of Trade. Thus we see that the
Press, with all its boasts of freedom, have not the
honesty to, and clare not impartially and truthfully
cliseuss the merits of any question until it becomee
popular, because it iS' itself controlled by capital, and
the honorable stand it might take and professes to take,
is overthrown by private prejudices and a decided
leaning to the dominent party as a consequence
But, from present evidences, the time is surely
coming when the representatives of labor will combine in one undivided and detennined purpose, and,
as WENDELL PHIJ,LIPS so graphically stated during
his lecture on Dec. 14th : "Lab01' will tear capital to
pieces unless we have co-operation; unless we !lave labm·
taken t"nto a great co-partners/tip 1oitlt capital,, and his
words will assuredly prove tn1e, for there is a restless
tide bea.rini on toward a revolution, w~ich, w:P.e11 it

reaches a certain point, will be.eome resistless and
sweep down the heaviest barriers erected against its
progress by all the Ol1posing force of capitnl. And
when that consummation Fhall take plaee, then that
plastic tool of reform-the Press-will bend the lmee
to the new cause, fawn and bow to a new power. and
with its mual exquisite coolness claim for itself the
honor and g-lory of the vict!YI"'!f, and sweep all its former frienrls into the ol.Jlivion, where it will loudly assert, it lwd al?cay.~ con8t"gned tll<m, in principle.
There is much connected with the mnuPgcment of
Labor clemonstrntion, that is questicmnble and productive of evil to working- men, ancl the principle feature is the dnminent and selfish influence of "Tmdes
Union,q,'' srven-tenths of such org11nizations being
controlled by an unscrupulous and self-interested faction, ""hose influence upon the mind of the working clement is geuernlly ill-ndvised and disastrous to
the cause of lal1or rrform ; but, at present, it is a necessary evil, rroductive of Ferne p·oorl in promoting
11gitation it is tme ; but tlJC workmen themselves hold
tlicir own power, and their cause would be mlH'h l.Jetter aclvnnf'ecl by quietly sul;mitting to slight rrstrictions, comequent on some just ground, ancl remaining
at work for the sake of their fnmilieR, meautime
meeting in their leisure hours and discussing- questions
tending to their amelioration, and systematically preparing and uniting for the inevitable strwrgle, Yet
never to submit when attempts are made to prcYent
their meeting and discussing among themselves open
ly and publicly.
Our independent journals wax eloquent over the
mistakes of labor demonstrations, and yet have few
words to spare on the abuse of capital and dealers
therein, which were the sole came of the injustice
placed upon the working- class. The Northern Pacific swindle was the direct cause o[ the failure of
JAY, CoOK & Co., which was followed by the clownfall of otlJCr commercial structuJ"es whose only foundations were the saving-s of the poor, And yet what
journals come out bolclly in rlenunciation of the presPnt reigning and insatiable Railroad Kings? None!
They are too much engaged in heaping abuse and
odium upon tl1e fallen ma!!nates, simply because they
are fallen, and leave those remaining to wage their war
against justice, economy, aucl public nghts, because
they are still powe1iul. and tlM?·e is s01ne money 01' influence to be got out of them. This being the case, it is
not difficult to perceive what an anomalous founda-:
tion the "Free Press" has for its building.
I mentioned in my"last the sentiments which "\"\'ere
shared by many promin~nt editors, but disguised
through a CO"I"I'ardly ienr of a false public opinion,
and as evidence, I inay quote the case of an editor of
a certain popular illustrated paper in this cit~', who
recently received a visit from a very eloquent Republican orator, lntely lecturing here, and whose anti-religious views are notOI"ious. He was int·ited, and cordially received at the residence of the editor, and mutual exchanges were made of their consistent beliefs,
nn account of which appeared in said paper ; but the
editor lJein.e: too eautimts and modest, or ashamed to
state the nctual facts above related, gave the matter to
the public as an inter17iew lield by a rep01'ter at lds t·is'itm·'s lwtel, and ?oritten up b.11 said 1·ep01·ter. Thus he
gave himself the gratification of promulgating his
men opinions without any fear of l.mrning his fingers
thereby. Truly a fit representative and shining exemplar of a "F'ree and independent Pn'iB."
The want of honesty and fearless independence
which preponderates in our journalistic departments,
was vi.gorously demonstrated by a very prominent
iournnlist-the editor of one of the most influential
New York evening Republican papers, in conversation
with a well-known reformer and Free-thinker. "Ymt,
sir," bP remarketl, '' m·e to be em:ied for being z'n a po~i
tion uhere you can say}ust v:l,at ym1 mean, &ut a,~ f01'
v:e alz"tors, we aTe a set of d--d lz"le1'a1'11 p1'0slitutes."
Can anything call a blush of shame on an honest
cheek more than this ? Can we longer C.fPCt the
standanl. of free and independent liberty over its
world-wide rep1·e.~entatit·e8-onr newspapers-without
feeling that we arc supporting a living lie, which is
fnst undermining the foundntionH of our pl)hlic inst itutions ? If this question were put to debate, and
polled, it is needless to question which Rirle woulcl
carry the vast majority, '' Olfes," or ·' nee.•;'' for while
we point in condemnation to the restriction of the
Press by monarchial powers, we find, almost without
an exceptiOn, that our favored press is bouncl down
and trammellecl, volwntm·iltJ, by the po1rm· of money
and self-interest, based upon adherence to a eomhination of double-dealing and chicanery; incleerl, an embocliment of the worst elements of moral and political abasement. That the public welfare is ignored,
corruption and peculation fostered and protectecl, a~
that that which should be the most nohle of all our
institutions-the American Press-immolates itself on
the altar of pelf, submits itself to the uictution of
unscrupulous demagop:nes and literally "prostitutes"
its virtue, its purity, and its power to the shrine of
Mammon, and in the sonlid effort to swell its own
exchequer, reaps a harvest of universal dishonesty,
hypocrisy, and deceit, and will soon impose the necessity of a reformation or revolution upon the masses
of .the American people.
In my next, I will show up some of the tricks,
dodges, and interviews of " Our Free Press."

New York, Jan. 1 22, 1874.
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JJI'iendla flion·espondem:e.
WILLA.RD TWITCH: ELL Svraouse N. Y. writes; Your paper
looks and reads so well, is so dtettp ani is so m u~h
needed, together with the fact that I re;l a desirH to sustain
e 1·ery means of human gmt!e as well as divine, I enclose
the subscription for two copies.
c 0. KING, Lo(Jan.~par/ Itld. writes. Find enclosed $1.75
for't,vo mo1·e copies of the "'£RUTH HEEKU:R," which send
with my copy to my ltddress. l:lend back numbers. •.rwo
more human beings have picked tltHSettles from their eyes,
and now see with the clear vision of free me11.
Mns. ANN E. HUNT, Sha1·onuille, Ohio, writes: "I like
your paper well. Youluwe undertaken a herculean task
and deserve greltt e.t·edit for the fmn·loss manum· in whicll
you prosecute the work. Y.ou have put your.shoulder to
tile wheel and 1 trust rou WJllnot des 1st nor g1 ve bacJ( until! the car of superstition is movod >tW!ty."
DR. J. l:lconEY, Shell Rock, Iowa, writes: "Go on Mr.
Editor, your monthly will bo sustained. Have no fears;
brig lit stars of lib<Jr•U views tH'e springi!tg up e~·erywhe1·e,
ami are already roilectmg the gJonous ug-ht of truth auu
freedom. Your help is mueh needed in tne wide iield ot
liberal views. ~'lie four numbers of ~'HE 'l'RU'l'H :::lBEKER
now out, are doing much good by cleal'ly exposing the
dogmas and heatlwnisli s uperstitwus and t11e false and
ummtuntl Jd•Jas, Wlll<Jh tu·e yet being taught by priests
wno assert tll•tt liod ll>ts callet.i tt10m to uuiold his word
and they are sure to get tho money for it."
MA.X PRACHT, St. Lon is, Jllo., Writes: "Fl'iend Bennett
aa 11 friend you must be. to me whole human raee in gene~
ral, 1md will tlwr<Jtore P<trdon the appl1eation of tne term
from au entire stt·ang-er, allow me to tll~tnlc you for t11e
noble stanci you lltwe tatcen on tlie sit.l.e of freedom and
universal oou1mon sense.
1 liave receiveu u sample copy of your spicy little sheet
thro' ttw klnciness of ttmt" rare old radic11J "-Woodward'
tJ1e hu.niwaro man of Uttiro, 111., and am mucli pleased
witli it u.nu wisll you every success in your uudertaJcJng.
1'o make this in pal't good l enclose yom· subscription
price."
W. H. SAWYER, Jllokelumne Hill, Cal., writes: "I have
received the lirst nuJ.Uber of your paper and am very much
pleased w1tll it. H gives me great pleasure to learn tllat
our glorious cause is progressmg aud J. trust it willuever
cease. until the l!tat ve;;tige of superstition and priestcratt
is wiped from tue earth."
C. 0. KING, Logansport, Ind .. writes: "I consider THE
1'RUTH l:IJ>EKBH tne best paper for its size and price I
have ever had the pleasure to read. l!'or years .£" went it
blind" in we Old beatBn tracks ot superstition; but wnen
mu.u learns to tu1ntc for himself, it is surprising how light
breaks in upon nim.
·
·
J. W. MATHEWS, Nuwie, Ind .. writes; "I have been
taking YOUl' pape1· from the st.·u·t and now enclose twentyllvtl cents IO!' tuc> euJm·gtlment.
I don't stle hOW you are a ole to publish so much for so
small a pr1ce. H. llowever, you linu you caunot, don·t fall
to come out and ~>tY so anu Wtl Will come to your reuef. 1
II!U poor 1nyselt auu cannot do a greu.t ueal !Jut Will cueerfully do a1J 1 mu1 rather tnan h11ve your excellent paper
fat!. 1 like well tne course you t>tKe. 1 am a raUJcaJsph·Jtualist u.nu m1tKe it a POint to support all JibeL·al pa!Je"·s."
l!'RED. WELLINGTON, Sa(Jinaw Oil//, Nich., Writes: "The
first two numoers or 'l'HJ> 'l'RUTH t;.;EKC:R 11ave come to my
notH·e t.Jy tlltl Kllldness of It frwnd OI mine Ill tn1s town.
ll1ail its appettratwe with JOY and vrlde. and pJe<.lgu you
all tne sup.vort lu.m able to give. 1 Ietll me groat Importance of Jauor be111g aone ill tile Held you llttVtl clwsen;
and regret tllcn·e are l!Ot tnouSall.ds oi just sucn pape1·s Ill
circuJuuou all over our Janet. to nasten tne bL'IISut day
tllat IS uawmng upon us-enougll to giVe assurance to tlltl
tim1d tnat are aw<LKened, tnat uo harm Will come to tneJ.U
by giving expression to tnetr sentiments aud opiulons."
· JoHN DIDIER, Basco, Ill., writes; "When I saw your
brillmnt paper ad vert1sed 1n tne 1t. P. Jourual 1 dee1ded at
once to se11u iof It, for 1 tlllrst after trutll-1 am dymg tor
tb.e want or it. 'l'ue llrst tnree uumoers I reeei veu gave
me muun life, but it e>Lused. J.Ue noLtL Jmle pain to see you
were 1n feat your eJforts would not btl duly supporwd;
but .No.4 set me <til ngnt; u.uu 11001 conlidem no 1V mat 1uJ
Lovtn·s of ·.t'rutn wil111uvo u

.uann~r.
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sJmll 1i ve. 1t would mcteed be a pity mat so bngllt anu
true~ a production suoulu huJ. 1 am PIOU.Sed to see It grow
su tu.st. Wnatl douole its su-:e in rout· montns I with a pro. mise. too, ttHLt it slut.H tH·e long- btJ elutng"tH.l t9 a wee.a:ly I
liasten it, '111' • .J;;J.itof, to tltis consummtttwu; 1 would Juce
it mucn oftener. A ,j,llOntlt's space 1s most t<>o great between numbers-we W>tnt our meats closer to;:-et11er. lnBC!'ibo me a pennanem patron to the weekJr, wt it cost
wnat it may. 1 feel prouu, 1\lr. .i;;dtwr, tnat a person or
ab111ty had the courage~ to pnt.JJish <t paper so netJdtuJ anu
110 wortnr tite patronage of every JlbeL'al person. J;;n<JJoseu
l hanct you twenty-live cents-nay, 1 wtll make it ntty-for
tile euJargmcut."
D. W. CROSBY, Webslet·, Jlfass., writes: Your specimen
copies of 'l'a.: 'l'RUTH :::lEEK.,;u wllicn came to my !tdtireso;
ll18t (oatuntay) evenmg, gave me tool! for rellectiou to-llny.
liad mey come <H <tny oUltH' tiJ.Ue. tllan oaturdny evening J.
tear 1n tile hurry of busmess 1 snoutunever even Jmve
seen tneir title and tne wasttl basket would. l!ave coutauwct
what 1 suall now endeavor to keep moving ior tll<J goocl
tney htwe done to me tmd will llo. .!;;very versou wno Jms
tlie boiduesH to b>tttw maufuJly anu put.Jlicly against tne
Wicked luHwery-uusehoou against tneir honest prineiplcs-Jyiug. wlwu trutn slloulu oe spoKen instead, ueceJving the tuunlonned, wnen they tlwJ.Uselves ur<> as positive
th>Lt tlle doetrines tney prmtcn are lals<J superstitious ol
l'riestct·nJt anu mjurious to tne pubuc us we are ;-1 say
wnoever batues ag->Unst· these ortnou01>x monsters, Jms my
lwany sympatny !t!lll support.. 1t is lime sue11 pt·ieswraH
should uo uroKon uowu-tlwlr kmwery exposed to uw
open day-the aets of tneir lives neld Ul) for Ultlil' own
Unurch members to ro1Lu and let tile people Jutow whose
Gou is 'l'HB uoD, 1tt1d ortnocloxy will Jmve fewer followers
tllan uow. lJo your duty manJulJy, fearlessly and trmllful!y; uot in ang-er, but 1n tne llereor tones of unblusJung
~'ru.Lh, aud .Liberty,ludepeudeuce, JustiCe will be bene1ltteu by your existence."
H. CHAFFIN, Acton, ltfass., nearly so years of age, writes ;
I thinK 'J.'Hl>l '.l'lWTH i::IB~>KBU a noble paper, <tnd very mueh
neoueu at uw present time. l tatce two cop1~s of :L'he 1nve~'wawt·, one t,ol' ulstnbutiou, !Llld l W!Ult yours for tne
same purpose. 1 Wlsll to do wnnt 1 mm to oenellt the WO!'ld
W.tnle J. su!l am in it.
DAVID ANDERSoN, Los Anoclos, Cal., writes: "lam an old
man and c1mnot hove to stny here muel1longer to read
but ll!Jr.e your paper and hertlbY subscribe for 1t one ye!Lr.
A. ~ciend a.lllo jotn.e with me, and sends for an addJ.tional
00~.

T. H. CALLAHAN, Bu.ff1Jlo N. Y., writes thus: I am very
much pleased witll the straight-forward course you take
to seek for truth .. Your ideas ar.& plain and simple, and a
fooi need not err Ill understandmg them, and tile wisest
can ponder them and gather wisdom. The time has come
Wilen the civilized world will make a mighty effort to break
the chams of mental slavery, and liberate humanity from
the bondage of priestcraft, bigotry, superstition, and ignorance. We sliould not despise small tllin,.s, particularly wllen they point in the right direction. Tne 'Jruth &eker may be like the fabled mouse that severed the strong
cords that bound the mighty lion. If lhee Thinkers wish
to accomplish anything worthy of a great cause, they must
unite all the scattered elements of power and "fight it out
on this line if it takes all summer;" and when we have
united and made one or two advances we will find the enemy's apparent stronghold but a shell that might have
been priclced and coll!tpsed long ago if we had been united
in a solid phalanx. 'l'nen !say, Tt·nth Seeker go on. Hoist
your ling in every city, town, and hamlet, and when the
people see your colo!'S they will flock to your standard
with wo1·ds of cheer and the needed shekels.
L. W. BILLINGSLY, Lincoln, Neb., writes as follows: I
am well pleased with your paper, style, tone and matter.
'l'he llrst number alone with its fearless and logical editorials is worth the sum you ask for a year and 1 am confident when the merits of your paper are known to the great
liberal element throughout our couutry you will receive a
cordial support. Now is a glo1·ious era in Liberal Reform,
IVhen we have such men as l:lpencer, Buckle, Tyndall, Darwin, Huxley, Mill, and a host of other leading minds of the
age with us, a majority of whom stand in the front rank
of science, against whose subtle skepticism founded in science the ortlwdox clergy cannot ad vance any tenable arguments-only clamor, We must be patient and charitable in
converting those who stin cling to tile old dogmaa. Your
Mtel'Prise must not fail, for those of us who have individually spent hundreds of dollars during the years we belongeli to the orthodox "fold," can certainly spend a few
dollars in aidin~ you in tlie diffusion of light. I will be
one of one liunared or one hundred and llfty, who will
give t<ln dollars each, to be invested in a power press and
type upon which to print THE TRUTH SEEKER, e1ther as a
stockholder or otherwise, as may be deemed most practicable.
That is the kind of talk and sympathy which hasmeanin(J
in it. Who else will talk the same way? [ED. T. 8.]
J P. E. Wa:EDON Winte1·set lowa, writes: We like the
style of the TRUTH SEEKER and !>ope it will get a circulation of one hundred thousand before the first year is up.
if tne people want to be untramelledsouls lflt them take
the TRUTH SEEKER, It has found th'l right rood that
leads to tliat result
K P. BA.SSETT, Toledo 0 .. writes; Please send me your
cheerful little sneet. which, jud;.{ing from the numbers
f have seen is not only a '!'ruth l:leeker but a trutn ilnder
as well. If I remember correctly, it was Bacon who said,
"who will commence witll certainties shall end with
doubts. but he who is content to commence with doubts
may arrive at certainties," and Petrarch said well "to
question and doubt with judgment i<> a good part of our
!>nowledge" ,-truth not sU:lliciently appreciated.
1n wisning suc.,ess to your objects and aims Jet me intimate tliat my admiration of monogamy is soJ.Uewhat
modi lied by the fact that it has eve-r been used as an en;:me of intolerable pUt'ttanical oppressiOn to the weaker,
and a. e1oa..,: co liconttou;;nd3d to tile ::;ccOll..{d!" pd.rcy: to its
bans. It appears to me th,re!ore tllat "social reform" is
absolutely reQuired in some approved form.
DAVID PoRTER, Salem 0., writes; I have receiver! THE
TRUTH SEEKl>lR and am J.Uucn asronisneu with its spky,
liberal and radical senti.uents. 1 W<tS not a.vare oi it><
e.(istence until 1 receil·ecJ it 1n company with tne Boston
I.westi(Jatot· and index. I regard ita;; a lull cousin to thelat'er and tne nep!HHV to the former-tue tnree papers consritutin,g a tdnity-tlie li!l'est!.(JaWJ' beingtne fa,ner, the lnde.c
the son and f1·om apveat·anc.; you avlJear to oe a holier
spirit than tne one we rea.1 of, 'fllere is no doubt that you
wtJJ ba an Improvement on tne oJu 'l'rinity t.Jeeaus.; then:
is little dangdr or Josian .1:', .liendum Of lioraoe Seaver
<.>utting the ilevil into any Judas 1searioc to oetray t11e Inde.c. A.nu you cet'CHIDIY llaVd oetter sense rnan to try to
J.u.mn all tuose who mtg-ht speak against you as tlie tloly
linost Js satd to d 1; tlidU 1 nope you will bd enauled to
spread your sails to mo~a forward anJ upwards and. onward, to he.v close to tne line anJ If any ar<'l ar1·aid of the
cuip;;, Jet tnem ··stand from unti<J!'." 1 do most solemnly
<tn~ smcerdy p1·ay for your suc~ess to th.; amount or one
uollar for one ytlar's suoscription and 1 hope t111tt thoU·
sancls will "go and do Jitcew1se." 'l'ne harvest is tl'Uly
··eady. " l'hrust in your siCKle" and J. nave uo douot that
oy anotlier yem· it Will become a mower aud reaper. "'J.'JJ.e
ho<td of lltmutulty" is sicK and tno whole ll-'a1·t raint With
tile tooJish, Cl'Ude and barbarous uo,.mas taugnt by the
UnrisLian Uhurcnes. "LeL us nave more ll~htl" 1'1' ehtand
in ueeJ of it. •'t;ttll there is room," not onlY for you, nut
>uso otJ1ers in the S!Lllle train. 1 hope the .LweraJs of this
eountry will sustam 'l'HE '.!'RUTH t;.:.,;K.:R till llJ.l are enabled to ery out," ,l!;urekul we nave found it."
·
BENJAMIN F. STANNER, Detroit, Writes: "I welcome THE
TRUTH o.:J>KJ>R as an iud.ispellSII:>le VIS1tor, and WOUld say
many tlliugs to encourage you, but fet11' it uugnt uniJ.Uattl
in nattery. 1 have rt.m<l many of the winking papers ot
tne tanu, Put yours thus far metlts my bcdt avvrobation.
t:i'Jwutd It continue to Jill tlle measure, I shall t.ry and tlnd
tile meaJJ.s to pay for it.
JoHN HAUGHEY, Jamestown, Ohio, writes: "All hail to the
the 'l'ruUl I .Let all men exclaiJ.U· All hail to the 'l'rutnJ
t;uccess to TH.: '!'RUTH i:l:EBKJ>R, for it auvocates a cause
tllat Jo, tllese many years has been near to my heart.
H neu 1 lirst saw your sprigntly little sheet, it tilled me
witJ1aspirations of joy. Altnough 1 am now eigHty-live
yea1·s o1 age, I still aclJ1ere to truth and science. I would
Htce my kind respects extended to Jolin tiypners. I Will
u<J mu"h pleased to see llis "l'unoh inw tne 'l'lteological
Hornet's nest."
J - A - of Naples, Ill., w!'ites: "Tile enlM·ged TRUTH
SBEKER is received >tncl!I.tUCh appreciated. 'l'ne mechanieuJ "gt.t-up," tlie well wntten ou1toriaJs of your signiilcaut, wterestiug, free-tllougllt.and Jiberal-mwded monthly P>wor, 1 tluuK cannot fnu to secure purmanent, intelligent, and numerous subs<Jrlbers to keep alive 'l'H& 'l'RUTH

THE following was intended for the December number.
but want of room precluded its admission. The same was
the case also in the January number. It probably, is still
in time. ·
[For the Truth Seeker.]

Common Cause, a ''Serious Mistake."
MR. EmTOR:-Under the captain of ".A. Serious
Mistake," .Brother Einstein in No. 3 of your paper,
essays to take up the gauntlet for the Boston. Investigator, disappnving of my protest against Materialists
making " common cau~e " with Sptritualists. Friend
E., I apprehend, has entirely misconstrued the point
involved in my critique of the policy advocated by the
lnvBI!tigator. lie dilates on the advantages that would
accrue, if Liberals of all denominations would fraternize in one harmonious ( ?) body to th \'!·art the encroachments of Christianity. I am sorry that he has
lost his time to prove what no one has ever attempted
to gainsay. Has it never occmTed to him, that to the
successful consummation of this desideratum no liberal does in the least object ? No infidel is so blind
as not to discern that if a union of all liberals could
be effected, "Orthodoxy," and its concomitant .evil,
prelatism, would soon lle of the tllings tllat wel'e.
But now let him revert to the few remarKs 1 proffered
on this subject (in the October number) awi he will
perceive that I endeavored to point out tile ilnpossib'ilt'ty of the proposed coalition. .A.s to its desim.oleness,
nothing was said. I contended that the princiyles of
spiritism and materialism being decidedly antagonistic, would inevitably cause fnction if tile respective
parties came in too close contact ; that if an alliance
was consummated, one or the otlter, or both would
have to close down on promulgating their doctrines,
lest an unavoidable rupture should sever the parties
before they were fairly joined, and that that would be
the finale to " our Common Cause." Therefore, I
maintained, it would be most conducive to our best
interests, that each 11 paddle his own canoe." Tho
most etlectual "plan ot campaign" in my estimation,
is for Materialists to attack ecclesiasticism, say in the
front, while Spiritualists assail it in the rear; .l<,emale
Suffragists and Free Lovers (I say, long may they
wave !J may take the right flank, and tllC ''property 1s
robbery," twlders (to wnich 1 cio not subscnbe,J take
the left. Free l{eligionists, being of a more meeK and
passive disposition, may constitute the Heserve <luard.
!3ut as for all int.ernl!!l.gling promiscuously together,
which they of necessity wowu be forced to uo, ll' they
rallied under one banner, I for my part beg to be excused.
What shocking violence it would do to the
taw: "Birds of a fent!Jer," etc. With clue respect to
the multifarious ·co- worKers, not in a cummo ;< wuse 1
but against a common enemy, (mind you, brother B.,
there is a point of great dinerence involved,) 1 would.
liSk you: On what platform could t.b.ey all stand,
without clashing with each other ? Wliat set of resolutions or'' artiCles" could be framed to wllich tlley
all could subscribe? Only one plank could be consistently endorsed by all antt-priest classes, to wit: Hesolved, that Christianity is and alW<tys lias been, a
great barrier in tlte way of ltuman progress.
'.Co
which all well-wishers of humanity Will say, Amen.
.But besides this which all c>m "embrace," tnere are
otlier priuciples and resolutions to expountl. A plat•
form consistmg of merely one plank wuuJu be a mo;;t
ridiculous a.tl'mr, but l>rother ,!!;., undouutcclly llad l.Jut
this one in view, when he penuetl his caustw l?J reply
to my remarks. 'l'lle result of promulgatlllg tile l'tl•
maining views of the various parties cuHdn.:tmg wlth
each otuer, would require no great perspwulty to tore·
see. The Babel of ·'·uin, turmoil ami contuswn" t.b.at
would ensue, would be a vcrit>ttJle feast for our ortllo·
dox adversuries to behold. 'l'l1eref01·c 1 say let each
of the various legions of Liberalism nght its· battles in
its own way. l agree with .l>rotller ~ .• in regaruing
them all as Vllluaule aux!liane~, uut tliea· untlt)odlll
doctrines debar them forever from stall(.ling on one
platform. We can never form a more t.Jindtug lmisou
with Spiritists than the frail l.Jand atfords wuw11 now
holds us together-the solit11ry " planK " rererred to.
There are ninety-nine points ot variance l.J~tween
them ant! Materilllists, to one of fraternization.
"Principia, non homines." ls .Brother K allSwered?
HERMAN

W E'l'TSTEIN.

Harvard Ill., Nov. 26. 1873.

TO THE DEVOTEES OF LABOR.

''Where of Rome's faded grandeur her ruins are telling,
Where Atliens' proud tem pies reflect back the sun.
In Palmyra's streets, now the jackal's lone dwelling,
Are recorded the triumplis by industry won.
There is not a land where science has liourished,
t;c:~>KER.
There is not a land that the arts have adorned,
1t appears to rne your removal to New York was a wise
But your \'alor has guarded. your industry nourished
!trran;:-ement for the o;uocess of yout· paper. As for myThrough honor and glory, tho' degraded and scorned,
self 1 am a Jibe1·al f!·eu-tninKe!·, but not an Atlleist, ancl I
ueem it my r1gnt tO lielp on the 'l'J.WTR tillliKEB. J;;ncJosed
lind $J.50 for toU!' subsuribe!'S.
Your labor in peace, like a bright, living fountain,
Mns. JACOB MARTIN, Uau·o, Ill., writes-" I enclose $1,00
Sends rivers of wealtll to replenish the earth,
donut!Oll, aud won1d be gbtd to add seve1·al Jlgn!'es to t11at,
And in war,like the storm-beaten rock of tlie mountain.
were J. nolo. l'lotwHnsmuulUg the rellllU'KabJ" II) propneYou ward off the blnst from the land of your birth.
ey made bY tllat Jenm.ed e1e1·gyman JaLeJy l nope and tnink
you Will suc<Jeed. 1 would tUaKe uprophecu to tnate11ect,
But when pea.ce once again o'er your country is shining
out da1·e not, of course, arter wuat nas al!·eady been d.one.
For the wealth you bestow they repay you witli sneers;
lt.li. l:ltoddard's poem, and .ur. J onnson's article, "l:lciAnd the wounds you have borne in her cause, unrel)inlng
ence vs. 'l'lleo1ogy," are botn Sl)lendid. 'l'.b.e ,l:)oem,l thill.li:,
is one in & tlloW~and--iltl'O~. t.noughtNl. te.llder. bo,PetW."
hw:ratitu.de bathes with a.dversity'11 tears."'
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IVE cheerfully insert the following excellent poem
Letter from an 'Esteemed Friend.
by l'viACKAY at the request of a valued friend in Iowa.
W'ashington, Jan. 9, 1874.
The reader will doubtless agree with us that it is richly
MY DEAR FRIEND: I suppose you are getting setworthy a place in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
tled in your new vocation ~s.eqitor, and I hope it.n!ay
be a pecuniary success. 'llns Ill the present IS of llliEternal Justice.
portance because, -as old age approaches we naturally
THE man is thought a knave or fool, or bigot :plotting wish to be assured that we shall not be paupers, dependent on charity, which is usually very cold. I
crime,
Who, for the advancement of his kind, is wiser than his would rather die to-day, than look forward to dependtime.
ence. But then, a.,.,tin, pecuniary success is not all
For him the hemlock shall distill, for him the axe be that is desirable. jjivery one possesses more or less inbared;
fluence on others, upon evel.'y one with whom we come
For him the gibbet shall be built, for him the stake pre- in contact· and these acting from intluences thus repared;
ceived codimunicate to others with whom they associHim shall the scorn and wrath of man pursue with deadly ate and so on and on through the cycles of eternity.
aim;
And envy, malice, spite, and lies. shall desecrate_. his As 'you drop a pebble into the sea tile circle widens
and widens indefinitely; just so with influence. The
name.
But 'l'ruth shall conquer at the last, for round and round position as editor, co_ming in . contact with so many
we run,
minds is to the future very 1mportant. Now, I do
And ever the Riaht comes uppamost, and eva is Just-ice not believe in the plenary inspiration of the Bible any
done.
more, perhaps, than you do. I believe that all trmh
Pace through thy cell, old Socrates, cheerily, to and fro! is an emanation from Deity, and therefore inspiration.
Trust to the impulse of thy soul, and let the poison fiow. I believe we are endowed wilh reason to sift aml jutlge
They may shatter to earth the lamp of cil>Y that holds a of truth, and that reason should not be trammelled.
The Golden rule is not the more sacred to me because
light divine,
But they cannot quench the fire of thought by any such it is found in the Bible, but because my innate, Goddeadly wine;
O'iven sense of justice accords \Vith it; hence I make it
They cannot blot thy spoken words from the memory of ~ rule of life. I also believe that every pure-minded
man,
truth-seeker, aspiring after the Infinite, is, according to
By all the poison that ever was brewed since time its his capacity, as really inspired to-day as any have been
course began.
To-day abhorred, to-morrow adored. so round and round since the creation of the world.
But the lower types of moral development perhaps,
we run,
Ancl ever the Truth comes uppermost, and ever is Justice can only be restrained by fear; love being a higher,
nobler and more spiritual eleruent. Now, when you
done.
break the old restraints of fear of eternal punishment,
Plod in thy cave, gray anchorite! be wiser than thy a hitrher restraint of goodness for the sake of goodpeers;
Augment the range of human thought, and trust to ness~ of purity for the sake of purity, and a higher
yearning and aspiring towards the Infinite us the founcoming years.
They may Cttll thee wizard, and monk accursed, and load tain of all purity, truth, love and goodness should be
thee with clispraise;
substituted, or, in proportion as you remove restraint,
Thou wer't born Jive hundred years too soon for the the moral basis will be lowered, and society will grovcomfort of thy days.
el in the dust of sensuality, insteacl of being led up
But not too soon for human kind: Time hath reward higher, in accordance with humanity's divinely given
in store,
aspirations. Now, when you knock away the ole!
And the demons of our sires become the saints that we platforms, when you expose the falsity of old beliefs,
adore.
The blind can see, the slave is lord, so round and round give them a broader, higher, nobler platfoJ!ll if you
would have the influence you have exerted such as
we run,
And ever the wrong is proved to be w1·ong, and ever is shall be a source of comfort in the gteat beyond to
Justice done.
which we are rapidly tending. l\Iy yearn.ings after
truth, purity and goodness are as great to-day as they
Keep, Galileo, to thy thought, and nerve thy soul to ever were in any period of my life, and my desire to
bear!
They ma,y gloat o'er the senseless words they wring from do good is greater as my outlook is greater, and my
views broader. I really, sometimes, feel a touch of
the pangs of thy despttir;
They may veil their eyes, but they cannot hide the sun's inspiration ·when I Ulll listening to 1t1r. Hinckley I
mericlhtn glow;
often wish you could hear hilll. I wish you could
The heel of priest_ may tread thee down, and a tyranL have heard him on the law of Cause am! Elfect, as real
work thee woe;
in the !lloral as the material world. I believe you
But nm·er a truth has been destroyed: they may curse it would have assented to every word of it. You would
and call it crime;
find your spirituality only dormant, not extinguished.
Pervert and betray, or slander and slay, its teachers for
'
MARY A. BABE.
a time;
But the sunshine, aye, shall light the sky. as round and
round we run,
]For the Truth Seeker.]

a

And the T1·uth shall ever come uppermost, and Justice shall
be done.

And live there Now such men as these, with thoughts
. like the great of old?
Yes; many have died in their misery, and left their
thought untold;
And many still live. and are ranked as mad, and are
placecl in the cold world's ban;
For sending their bright, far-seeing thought three centuries in the van.
They toil in penury and grief, unknown, if not malignccl;
Forlorn, forlorn, bearing the scorn of 'tho meanest of
mankind.
But yet the world goes round and round, and the genial

The Word of God should be Perfect
and Unalterable.
would be but little use for us to know tlmt the
Inow.TBible
had been God's word once. It must
so
It should not only have been perfect when first
b~

penned, but so perfect. that it could not become imperfect. What advantage would it be to know that
God had written a book, but that men into whose
hands it had passed, either by carelessness or design, left out a number of God's words, and I did
not know what they were, or how many, and that
they had also added words of their own and I had no
·
seasons run.
·
certain means of !mowing what they were ?
And ever the Truth comes uppermost, and ever is Just-ice
Is it likely that God would cause a book to be writdone.
ten, containing the most important truths on which
the destiny of millions should hang, and then allow
it to be tampered with in this wayY Yet the books
[For The Truth Seeker.]
of the Bible have been thus dealt with.
All co!llmentators allow that passages, and even
THE BUDDHIST'S HOPE.
chapters; have been added. King James's Bible, the
one now in common use, was published in 1611, but in
BY CARLOS TEWKSBURY.
1'711 was corrected by Bishops Tenison and Lloyd, thousands of errors having crept into it. JHore recently the
On the roaring sea of Adar,
British and Foreign, Bible Society, after having circuWe shall see them come and go:
lated millions of copies of it, have clcclaretl that a
We shall sec them cross the river,
faithful examination of it gives serious doubts whethe1·
Where the silvery waters' fiow.
it can truthfully be called the vV ord of Gocl. W c m·c
told by the American Bible Society, that there arc
In our lives we loved each other;
150,000 lllistakes in our English version of the Bi bic,
Ancl the night watch tells us true,
which would only be one hundred and twenty-seven
That no cunning, stealthy weasel*
mistakes to the chapter, and three to each verse. .
Bit them-ere our last adieu.
It is indeed a sac! discovery to be made in this late
Thus we guarded well the treasures,
clay, that we lmve been• mistaken in all the past, conWhen the witch sought to elude~
cerning the Divine wishes of the Almighty. If God
writes his will in a book, it is absolutely necessary
In the dim light of our «hambers,
that he sh(mlcl give us an English Bible. And if we
Stealing through the solitude.
can't get to heaven without one, it is his duty to give
So we know when Buddha calls us,
us one ; and faith or no faith, it is right to demand it
We shall shout our glad refrain;
of him.
And upon the stormy mountains,
- The Hebrew language is so far gone it is impossible
Hunt the Ermine there again.
to find a man capable of translating it for us. It is
written altogether in consonants, without any division
• It is said when a Buddhist dies the frlomls watch the corpse to prevent
its bdng bitten by a witch, which usually comes in thu character of a white of the words, thus-hwghqrswnpfl'clmtrvstw, &c.
easel. lf it succeeds the aouls of the watchers are lost.
And these are not all th~ difficulties in reading·the He·

brew language. Each Hebrew word has from eight
to fourteen different significations-not less than an
average of ten. So that, after we have found out what
the Hebrew word is, we have to rnn one of ten chances
of getting to heaven.
We read in "Progression of Religious Ideas," Vol.
3, Page 299, that "the habits of many Jewish copyists created other obstacles. They were prone to sacrifice correctness to the neat appearance of their manuscripts. If they made a slight mistake, they left it
uncmsecl. for fear of a blot; and if they wrote part of
a word at the end of a line, they often began the word
again on the next line, in order to make the lines ap·
pear even." Deliver us from a book that may be the
very means of seducing us into tlamnation !
'l'hen we have no evidence that the persons through
whose hands it was hamlecl down to us were honest
Mosheim, the Christian historian of the church, tells
us tile early fathers countecl it pions to lie and che.at
for the good of the church. If the Bible is a revelation from God, does it contain the whole of his will,
or only a part ? If we can learn some portions of his
will without such revelation, why not all? You cannot but acknowledge that the Bible writers erred in
their conduct. Moses, on account of his error, was
not permitted to enter the promised land ; David
ackno\vledgecl. his sinfulness ; Solomon departed
from the fatth ; Paul rebuked Peter because
he was to blame, and Pan! acknowledged that
he was far from perfect. And, since they erred in
their conduct, they must have erred in their judgment,
or been wilful sinners. If they erred in judgment,
what was to prevent them from writing their errors ?
And if they were wilful wrong-doers, what confidence
can we place in them as infallible writers of a holy
book ? Did the writers of the Bible know they were
inspired of God to write it ? And if so, how did they
know it ? How did they know but that it was a mesmeric influence of some mortal, or that it was the inspiration of an angel ? If the latter, was the sngel
infallible ? and if so, are all angels infallible ? If
they are, does it not imply that they are all gods, since
infallibiliiy means perfection, and none are perfect
except God?
OMcago, Jan., :l874.
P. S. REPLOGLE.

The Brain and the Telegraph.

T

HERE is a wondrous resemblance between the
nerve tissues of the human system and the wires
which permeate a continent. There is also a very
intimate dependence of the one upon the other. At
the base of the brain, in extensive convolutions, lies
the great centre of sensation. All the blood vessels
are in connection with it. By inter-action, the one
with the other, all our nervous power is produced.
Branches of nerves, from numerous ganglionic centres along the spine, connect with main nerves running to the great centre station in the cerebrum of
the brain. The nerves of smell, the nerves of sight,
the nerves of hearing, the nerves of touch, all with
peculiar functions, have their termini in the head. ·
It is a splendid telegraph system which n8eds no repeaters but has a duplex. There is not a pebble enters the shoe, or a pin probes the back, or a bug
gnaws the epidermis, bnt it is known at headquarters
and at all the offices. The simple call of a fica,
cleacl of night, awakens every office at once, and makes
the chief executive officer jump. There's a system
for yon, you automatics !
Nuw this brain telegraph is the reigning king of all
work, but of none more than the telegraph. It is a
part of its machinery, and its finest specimen. It is a
willing, worker, but a much abused one. Often
cheated of its oil and rest, it works on nne! docs its
best. But it has conditwns. There is a point at
which it tires. There are influences which swerve
its action. There are sounds which change its direction. There are thoughts which prolong themselves,
like the bullet, long after it has left the rifle. To all
these susceptibilities of the- brain the telegraph is
harnessed. It concerns all that so susceptible an organ be kept fresh, and healthful, and umlisturbccl in
doing telegraphic work.
We believe the worst errors occur from wearied
brains, maLle weary by unnecessary weakening of
its powers. In certain cases the action of excessive
care and desire for accuracy so presses, as to cause
the very error it struggles to avoid. 'l'he most expert
and conscientious operators have maclu some of the
very worst blunders. Sometimes the brain of an operator, from the very action of a lively imagination,
prophesies a coming word and writes '·millions"
when only "thousands" come. Sometimes where the
word" _Mary" comes, he will substitute "Sally." It
comes more sweetly to him. Many an operator has
to stop when the bugle in the street plays "Nanc"y is
my darling,'' or go on at the peril of putting "Nancy"
in an ordet for whiskey. What shall we do with this·
brain ? W c must care for it. We must give it pure
air, and quiet, and rest. We must let it sleep regular
hours, and limit and vary its work. \Ve must recognize its claims for healthy food to do healthy labor.
In fine, all this means that good health is necessary
to a successful telegraph system. It means, also,_
that it is everybody's business to be as healthy as he
can.-Journal of the 1'elegraph.
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exclaimed a thousand and one times-" Thus sa:ith the
Illustrations of the Sun's Light,
Lord ! " and it is now swallowed for the truth, and
Heat and Distance.
considered of Divine authority. This alone is suffiHE question of an existence beyond this life is one cient to destroy all confidence inrelig.ious ?Pinions,
E will next consider the sun's light. This we
that has engrossed the attention of man, more or in the absence of moral goodness. It 1s clmmed that
may compare with the oxy-hydl'Ogen light,
Jess as far back as the history of man. Although in after he was deacl he was entombed, and a great stone which has but 1-146 of its intensity, or with the elecplaced
against
the
door
of
his
sepulchre,.
and
that
on
mm~y cases very vague, yet if tme, the question is oue
tric light, which is but one-third as in.tense. '!'_he
of importance, and worthy of our candid attention. Sunday morning His body could not be found . After heat by sun is also co~parablc. The e.stm.wtes o.f 1ts
this
it
is
claimed
that
he
was
seen
and
talked
w1th,
but
There are facts in ftwor of one, and there are facts
total heat are very vanable but that wh1ch 1t furmshes
which arc not ; and many of those that are, are more only by a few. 'l'his again clot~e~ the question not on!y to the earth we are able to ~1easurc and arrive at exact
with
mystery,
but
is
a
contradiCtiOn
to
the
laws
of.
exisresults. Sir John Herschell has found tl!at the heat
or Jess clothed in mystery, thus making it doubtful, if
no more. 'rJwreforc the materialist stands upon fair tence. If it were the self-same body, co~pose.d of the which falls upon one square mile, when the sun is in
same
flesh
and
bones-a
literal
body,
as
IS
clmmecl
by
the zenith, is capable of melting in one h?ur 26,000
and honorable ground, when he asks for the proof.
'l'he relin·ions world o1Ters its testimony. Each one has our Christian friends, such a body could have bee11 seen tons of ice. There are 50,000,00U square miles on ~he
by
all
who
came
in
contact
with
it,
therefore
the
claim
surface which the sun shines upon, and the heat wh1ch
his theo;;'y, and each denomination Llenonnces the other which proves they arc destitute of a knowledge of of a litem! resurrection is denied. Should any one it receives would be sufficient to mise an ocean sixtywish
to
know
the
cause
why
he
was
seen
only
lly
a
six
miles deep in one year from the freezing to the
th~ fact, and if not a fact, it remains an imaginary
few he had better ask some well-informed Spiritualist, boiling point. That received lly the earth is but a
theory.
As it respects different nations, civilized or uncivil- such as Judge Edmonds of New York, and if he is small part of the light emitte~, for 72,000 earths Co';Ild
be placed in the earth's orlJ1t. The ]Jlanets recetve
ized, the Jew, Christian, Hottentot, Indi!tn, lVIoham· unalJle to tell, the quc~ti~n rcma;ins a mys~ery..
Here our honest Chnstmn agam urges his cla1~1, !lcl- only the 227-lnillionth part of it.. "What, then, bemcclan ancl all, believe there is un immortal existence.
This is a favorable fact, hut they do 11ot ngree, and the mittinO' the appearance of the mystery, but claunl'Jg comes of the rest ? The stars, wluch are also suns,
Christians arc widely divided on this subject. One the fa~t that Jesus was seen by twelve ditl:'erent men, are giving out a large amount of heat, only a portion
portion will tell you man has no ill!mortality about and also by five hundred others, after he arose from of which falls upon their planets. WI! at becomes of all
him but it will be meted out to him sometime in the the dead. Besides this, Moses and Elias were seen and this heat which is radiated into space ? '!'hat is a quesfntu're and only a few will be benefited by it. None tallwd with after they had been dead at least one thous- tion which is yet unanswered. But to return to the sun.
but th~se whose names are found recorded in the boo!{ and years, and this should satisfy any rea~onab~~ man. The heat which is actually given out by one square
of life will have part in the first resurrection. 'l'he Here our Christian friends again contracl!C.t th~n· own yard is estimated to be equal to that evolved lJy six tons
rest of the dead will have to lie over for one thousand claims. If 1\'loses and Elias had the benefit of ::n ex- of coal burnt in one hour. The light and he11t of the
years, not having had their names recorded in the book istence, with a body, previou~ to the re.surrec.twn of sun travel at the same rate, and probably the magnetic
of life anti at the end of the thousand years, the an- J csus then the claim of Jesus s resurrectiOn betng the power also, yet it takes eight minutes for it to pass th.e
gel G~lJricl IJ!IJWS his horn again, and the slumbering first fruits of the life beyond the grave, is completely space between us. If the sun gave out sonnet, and 1t
dead arc awakened, and come forth, and are burned void. Suppose that Emanuel Swedenbo~g, -Judge Ec~ urrcloulJtcdly does .give out so~md,,it would take thirup as stubble ; while those w:ho ~~e to i.t in time. to monc1s, and five t-housand others as truthful as the wn- teen and one-llaU years to bnng 1t to us. But there
have their names reo·istcrecl, CII.JOY life and1mmortahty ters of ths Bible should assert that they have seen is, strangely enough, a gap whicn it cannot pass. If
to all etcmity. .c\3Jothcr portion will tell. you .that and talked with 'those whose lJodics are dead, what those old heathen who prayed to the sun could have
immortality belongs to man, as a part of lns bcmg ; would our Christian friends say to it? We should known how many, many years would have e. ap~cd benevertheless, the largest po.rtion of n1an~il.1d will no~ be hear a simultaneous cry from every pulpit iu the land fore their petitions would have lJeen h~arcl, 1t 1t were
benefited by it, being cast mto a lake of .fire ~ncl bnm- -"It is all a delusion of the devil-it is false ! " possible fur the sound to have pas~eo that g-ap, theY:
stone, tllld there welter out an endless hfe of torment ·what can be moTe inconsistent on the part of our might have desisted from their devotwns. It a Toe! ~f
and misery, without favor or on~ clr?p of sympathy Christian friends than to deny the only facts that prove metal were connected lletween the earth and sun, 1t
from a kind and loving God. (Here JUStiCe demands me that which they profess to believe ? One thing more: could take 300 clays for a sound to be transmitted from
to say that this lake of fire and brimstone i~ fas~ coo~ H Jesus was the very and eternal God, all that. can be one to the other. There was a very nice illustmtion of
ing off and if the weather don't change, m tm10 1t claimed in reference to him is no evidence of lmlllor- the distance between us which had been given by an
American whom he did not know, but which is lJased
may f1~ezc ~vcr,) They will also tell you when man tality when applied to lllan.
We might as well stop, for the further ":'c go the more upon the rapidity with which a sensation is transmitted
dies it is only his lJody that is dead-the man, woman,
inconsistency
we
find,
and
the
less
confidence
we
1eel
in the body. He said if a baby >1t its birth had.an.ari? so
or child lives, and goes immediately.to th~ bar of God
and is there judged. A small po,.twn w1ll be placed in the sayings of those who .cl~1med to be the ~rac!~s long that it could touch .the sun that even 1f It hv~cl
of
God.
Skeptics
and
matenallsts
are
perfectly
JUStifithree score years and ten It woulcl never know that 1ts
at God's rio·ht hand to enjoy heaven and happiness
throuo·hout ~n endles~ life ; and the remainder (far the able in their demands for more tangible evidence of fingers were burnt.-R. A. PROC'l'OI~'s Boston Lecture.
man's
immortality
than
mere
belief,
bused
upon
the
the l~ro·er number) will lJe cast into hell (this lake).
They"'will also tell you that at some future time, the sayings of a few fanatics who lived in the da_zs when
False Religion.
dust· of all those dead bodies will llc hunted up and the "earth was fiat," and it would have remawed so,
UST before the presidential election of 1872, I was
put to<rether in proper slmpe, and the souls (which they if the religious world had not been overpowere.cl by
ret)lrning home from New York on the Harlem
claim "'are the real persons) who are in heaven or hell, seientific truths demonstrated by facts. l'here 1s no
as the case may ue, will also lle hunted ~lp anc~ re- inconsistency in' an iu1iLlel's disbelieving the sayings of railroau. At a station a few miles from the city a
ancient
fanatics,
while
Christians
deny.
the
present.
gimtleman entered the cars and seated himself by. my
placed too·etlter the same as before the chssolutwn.
Tllis the/ call 'the resurrection ~ay of judgment. Therefore the demand is-Test the questwn, the same sicle. He was quite atlable, and soon entered mto
as
Professor
'l'yndall
proposes
to
test
the
efficacy
of
conversation on various topics of the day.
What tins judgmeut muOlwts to, IS more than I can
As we passed Chappaqua, the home of the late latell. Here we might cxtcncl our remarl>:s to .any lenqth prayer. If the doctrine of ma1_1's immortalit_z has n~
better
foundation
than
the
cla1ms
for
the
etlicaey
of
mented Horace Greeley, I asked him his views on polin reference to theories, lmt as they all adnut or chum
pmycr,
the
materialists
have
tl!c
fi?ld.
.
..
itics. He was decidedly against Mr. Greeley. He
that the destiny of man is a fixed fact at the death of
The time is comin"' m1d now 1s, when bhnd fmth cared nothing for the politics of either candidate, but
the body, we close on theories. .
. ..
must
yield
to
demon~tratecl
facts,
belief
gi~e
way
to
it wnsGrcelcy'sreligion. "Why,"said I, ".i'ILr. G-reeley
This last· is a,; universally believed as a bel.wf In :tilother existence but as a belief proves notlnng; the knowledo·e superstition be swallowed up 111 an en- is a Universalist." "Yes, I know be is, and that is
li.rhtened
t~nderstanding,
living
witnesses
accepted
in
just no reli .rion at all; to think of a man being at the
contrary claims' held by the Ch~·istians destroy the superiority of their theory. No fact can be proved ex- phtce of the mythical 0:.1es of th~ past, a .present God, head of om!" nation who lJelieves that all will be StLved!"
cept uy facts. .Therefore the ~act of ~ man, wo~~a~, instead of an ancient one. A live calf Is better than I ventured the rcmm·l• that I thought such a man well
or child retmnl!JO' and reportmg the fact of then ex- a ~leaulion. He, she, or whoever refuses to have their fittecl to represent the model nation of the world. for
istence beyond t!H';'gravc being denied by the Cllristil~n claims tested by fair and honora~le means, let them liberty and fr~eclom, and \vfi:S much more .co.m1~at1ble
worlu, gives the lie to the whole .the~I:Y· Here, I w1ll withdraw their demands, and not 1mpose longer upou with the principles upon wlnch the repubhc IS founclsay, is a lamentable fact. All SCICI_Itlfic trut!1~, almost the credulity of man. Therefore Jet the eiticacy of ccl than the orthOLlox churches, which are the aristowithout an exception, have met w1th oppos1t1?n from pmyer and the doctrine of the im!llortality of man go cmts of religion. \Vashington, Jeffe1·son, and Lincoln,
the religious world, thus proving that. what 1s called before the world and submit to a fair investigation. three of the most celebrated presidents, were Free
religion blinds, stultifying the percept1?ns of men to \Ve ask who says amen to this! lf God, who is Thinkers.
.My companion was shocked, grasped his umbrella
such 11 degree that thousanlls, yes, nulhons of hun~an claimed' to hold all things subject to his will, can .ue
beings have been put to death under the. most r~v~ltmg prevailed upon to suspend, change, or ~titer that wh.lCh nnd luo·gtwe convulsively; grew reticent; objects out
circumstances, and that, too, m~\le~· a firm lJchrf .t!1at woulLl have taken place if it hmlnot been prayed for, of the ~vil~l.ow on the otller side of the car attracted
God's service was being done. I h1s was the conchtwn it is high time it should becon~e a dcmonstr~tcd !ac~. his notice, and he shortly left the ear without even
of the reli(}'ions world from the clays of Allel down Ihith, in the absence of the fact upon wh1ch 1t IS a "Good Bye."
.i'IIy fellow tmveller had imlJibed this "Christian"
throuO'h g~nerations to Zechariah, whom the J cws based is blind and dead.
In ~onclusion, we would call the reader's attention lJolief doulJtless, from the Bible, the fountain-head
slew between the temple and the altar, ~nd it would be
done now, provided they had the nutkmg· of the Ia ws to an example in reference to the efficacy of prayer. of nc~rly all crecLls ; yet the old Testament docs not
and the execution of them. Here let me express my It.is a well-known fact that the Christian. world, both contain a partwraph tllat refers to a future state; and
thanks to the gocl of progression ! Killing and stoning clmrciles ancl individuals have in one sohd body sent the New 'l'estt~nent will be searched in vain for any
inliLlels, nmtcrialists, anLl honest men are among the up their prayers to God, 'as the voice of one man, for such doctriues or tenets set forth by Jesus Christ.
One sect takes a passage literally, where it suits its
thino·s that were-thanks twice over! Here steJ!S up the last eighteen Jnmdred years-" Onr Fath~'r, who
a clc~out and honest man, who snys lw firmly llehcves art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name_; ::r~y kmgdo~~ illiberal creed; another passage is in eontmdiction to
that Jesus is the Christ and the very eternal God ; ~hat come ; Thy will IJ<J clone on earth ~s 1t 1s m heaven. it-that must, be understood spiritually. But the worhe tauo·ht immortality, and that. h~s bo~ly was l'tiiseLl Will our Ullristian friends claim this prayer has been ship of the Bible has ani vcd at its acme. Fifty years
from to-Lby the BilJle wil} pot lJe read. or. rove_red ,?nofrom tlw gra vc, being the lirst fnuts of the resurrec- answered?
I now close by snlJscribing myself a truth-seclier, in half as much as now.
I he trne pnnc!plo 1s, My
tion. Tlwreby the door was opened, and the way to
conscience is my ere eel," ''To do good (what l would
eternal life maLic possibl~. Fo_r m:gmuent's sa.kc, we the strictest sense of the word. 'l'ruly yours,
Woodhull, lll.
IsAAC PADEN.
that others should do unto me) is my religion." God
will admit all the facts clmmecl Ill l11story, lloldmg onwill never arraign any of ns for what we have believed,·
ly the right to dispute an oninion. It is claimed that
it will ue for what we !lave done. As Pope aptly exJesus taught immortality. If so, l~c taught \~hat ~1?
·
IN the papers of modern date in which the ''Spanish presses it:
ses (who was supposed to be Gods mout11-ptecc) .Llul
"For modes of faith let graceless zealots fight;
not and from this fact the Jews were uncler no ollhga- acconnt" of the Havana butchery, purports to be
His can't be wrong, whose lifo is iu the right.''
tio~s to believe him. Next, he was put to dea.tll,, and o·i ven it is stated that some twenty or so of " the dewe ask by whom ? Was llc put to death by m~~lcls luded' prisoners" were by the m~nipulations of. th~
That Wtls indcell a lJcautiful saying of a devoted Quaand m~terialists? No I 'l'hesc were the only fr10~1cls priests "suddenly converteLl, rec.e!VeLl hol~, unctiOn, ker that he "wished to Llo all the good he could as he
he had on earth-they op~n.cLl ~heir c~o~rs and ~eLl hun. and they were doubtless "now m heaven.
Could common sense and humanity be moTe mocked went along, for he never expected to come ~his way
How was it with the rcl!gwmsts of Ius d~y ? T!ICY
again." Lut us do all the good we can, and hve to ad·
were his enemies and put him to death, 111 the firm and insulted? And yet this is pure Orthodoxy.
vance the day
'l'o all such insulting-not to say blasphemous abbelief that he was 'in league with the devil.
.
"When righteousness shall reign,
Take these facts and they prove that he who 1s now surdity-we cry away with it ! !
And all seek their neighbor's gaiu."
As if it were in the power of any man, be he pretenclaimed to have be~n a teacher of trnth (and the treatJoHN R WETHERELL.
ment he received proves h~ was). was co?demncd and tious and presumptive, priest or layman, to atl'ect patriota
DEVOTEE.
West Pitt~jield, Mass.
put to death b,y the authonty of the pr1esthood, that or privates beyond existence of life!
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way for the p-ossibility of animal existence on the known as the plainest and simplest facts of nature, as
earth.
the statements he made were in direct contradiction to
Before this took place, the atmosphere surrounding the unerring tmths which science has brought to light,
the globe was so surcharged with carbonic acid gas, the claim of ''divine dictation" which has been set up
A JOURNAL
that no animal could breathe it and live. Upon these in reference to this legend or fable, must utterly fall
deposits of coal,· we find numero!IS strata of rocks of to the ground. And as w~ remarked at the begini.ting,
varying tl!ickness, amounting in many cases to hun- the entire structure which rests upon this very inseD. lli. BENNETJ.', Ed-itor and P1•op'r.
dreds of feet. It required great length of time-prob- cure foundation must topple and fall with it.
No. 336 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. ably milliops of years-for all those deposits to take
As we have other matter~ crowding for admission
place, for the lower orders of animal life to come into to our columns, we must defer a further consideration
'fhe .Bible.- No. 4:.
existence, one after the other, before man appeared of this S\,lbject for future articles.
WE will resume the examination of this subject upon the earth ; and the remains of human beings are
,.. - , .,
where we left it, in the December number of our pa- found imbedded in some of the lower formations,
Moral Cowardice.
per. We will further examine the Bible account of where they must have laid for many thousands of
NE of the most lamentable features of society as
the creation of the world, and the entire umverse as years, and from periods much more remote than the
now organized is the want of moral courage which
well, and see, if we can, how it compares with the Bible dates the creation of nil things.
revelations of science, truth and reason. If it does
Owen says that the age of om planet, as indicated is educed lly people claiming to be intttlligent, imlinot harmonize with these-if it contradicts the uner· by geology, is ''a period of time so vast that the mind, pendent and honest. The .Priesthood has acquired
ring teachings of science, it will be very safe and pro- in the endeavor to realize it, is strained by an effort such control, tllld the Uhurclt wields such a powerful
per for us to pronounce the account defective, untrue, like that by which it strives to conceive the space di- mtluence that there are comparatively few, possessing
and consequently not from God ; for, as we remarked viding the.solar system from the most distant nebulm." sutlicient boldness and independence to avow what
in our last con~ideration of this subject, God is not the 8ix thousand years, nor ten times that length of time their real convictions are. Talk with a large class of
author of falsehood, and whatever statement or ac- would, in his judgment, cover the period since the people about the incon~istencies and absurdities of
count does not comport with TRUTH we may unhesita- planet we occupy existe9,. Dr. Buckland says-" .Many Clmstian dogmas, and many or them wpl adm1t in a
tingly pronounce not of God, but of man.
extensive plains form, as !t were, the great charnel- sort of ~ub t•osa way that they really have no confiWe do not especially object to the Bible account of house of preceding generations, in which the petrified dence in the claims set up by .Priestcraft tllld many
the creRtion, as a legend of olden times, written in the exuvim of. extinct races of animals and plants are dogmas of the church are not all of their way o(
early ages, when man had made but little progress in piled into stupendous monuments of the operations of thinking, but tht:y do not want to make themselves
the investigation of the truths of science and the laws life and death, during almost immeasurable-periods ot conspicuous in coming out tllld denying the generally
of Nature. In this view of it, we arc perfectly wil· time." According to his views, sixty centuries is but recen'eu opinions.
ling to accord to it all the consideration to which it is a very small portion of tl!e time that has elapseu
.Mr. W eak.-knees if pressed a little will admit he is
entitled. But when we are required to believe it is the since the world began. He again says-" The truth is ,ifraid of displeasing lllrs. Urundy-that he does not
infallible word of God, and given by him for the gnid· that all observers, however vai"ious may be their specu- wish to be the sui.JJect of her critiCism; neither does
ance and salvation of the world of humanity, we em· lations respecting the secondary causes by which geo- ue wam to take a J>osition antagonisuc to 111r. and .Mrs.
phatically raise our protest, and fear not to state in logical phenomena have been brought about, are now Upper-crust, or lllrs. Ten-per-cent, and her beautiful
plain words our honest convictions.
agreed in admitting the lapse of very long periods of time llaughters, nor does he want to Llisvlease the Rev. lllr.
As we observed in a former article, Genesis is the w have been an essential condition in the production of Cream-cheese, and the fashionable cotto;rie of exquisitebase upon which the whole Bible is founded. these phenomena." Lyell, the distinguished geolo- ly dressed !aLlies and gentlemen who weekly cmJgreIt is referred to repeatedly, and endorsed by gist, thinks "myriads of ages" necessary for the pro- .::;ate and worsu1p iu the sofa-seatell pews of his church.
subs~quent writers and authm·ities throughout the duction of the phenomena existing in the sub-strata of !'hey are mauy of them patrons ot !1is, and he has a
Book, including :Moses, Jesus and Paul; so if the our globe. Prof. Sedgwick says-" During the evolu- ieariulmisgivmg that ii he shouiLI be hone~t enough
foundation gives way, all that is built upon it will in- tion of ccntntless S'Ucceeding ages mechanical and chem- to acknow iedge that he has no 1mtu in the errors tUILl
evitably go with it. If the base is untrue, the entire ical laws seem to have undergone no change, tribes of ctbsurdities o1 the creeds they hulu to, tnat not only
st1uctm·e is umvorthy our confidence.
sentient beings were created and lived their time upon would their patronage .tall ott but he wou!LI not be as
Let us briefly, ·on this occasion, begin the considera- the earth." Prof. Hitchcock says-'' The globe must .uuch respected by them as now-they might think
tion of the "six days' work," in which it it said our h!lve existed during a period indefinitely long anterior ae was au iuJiLiel or a spirituali~t and he would cease
world and all other worlds were made.
to the creation of man. We are not aware that any prac- to· be a fashionable member of csociety. Oh! no I it
The first verse in the Book says-" In the beginnin{J, tical and thorough geologist doubts this, whatever are would never do in the world for him to give exGod created the heavem and the earth." This is ex- his views in respect to revelation." Prof. Denton says- pression to his -real views and opinions. He would
tremely vague, to say the least. When was the " be- '' No geologist pretends to speak of less than miltions of wse "caste'' at once and he never could endure the
ginning" ? Wilen did God begin ? When did any- years for the time during which the various formations eertainloss of reBpect whkh such a course would enthing begin which has ever existed ? According to that constitute the crust of the earth were deposited." tail ; and thu~ llC passes through life-a lh'ing tie to
the Bible, it was less than six thousand years agoThus, it will be seen, we have a serious disagrec- ais honest convictions. ()an a more pitiful state of
that in the same week he made the world, he made mentof authorities. i}loses-or rather some unknown tilings be imagined? Is it not sorrowful to see a
man.
The age of this man (Adam) is 'g:iven ; person, who is supposed to have written the Book of •nan sell himself-views, opinions,-llis soul even for
when he begat_sons and daughters; their ages are giv- Genesis-asserts, and (itJs claimed by Bible-worship- popularity and money. If any class of human beings
er. when they begat other sons and~daughters, and so pers uy the divine authority of God himself), that it is cleserves .our pity and contempt, it iH this, yet our
down, giving such data that we :find the entire time less than six thousaudyears since the beginning of the country is full of such. They arc in the ()hurch and
smce the beginning of the existence of the world, of existence of any po:.;tion of the universe. Now, which uut and even in the pulpit. Header we have in our
the universe of God, less than six thousand years.
shall we believe-those learned geologists who, by !llind's eye more than one member of the clergy who
·what person of intelligence can entertain such a closely studying the unmistakable chirography of does not in his heart believe the senseless dogmas he
proposition for a moment ? What ! the sun, moon, ~ature's God, read the ineftuceable truth that this preaches and vociferousiy expounds in his pulpit every
earth, and the countless worlds revolving in space less earth on which we dwell has existed for millions upon t\unday. Do you not know of just such cases, where
than six thousand years of age ! Is God no older millions of years, or shall we take the mere legend, for position, adulation and a fat salary they sacrilice
than that? Could he have been before "the begin- penned by an unlearned man in an ignorant age-an_in- their own honest independence of thought and pass
ning" ? What are we to do with the assurances given congruous account, written by a person unknown to tlleir lives arrant hyprocrites ~ There are, unfortuus by geologists and scientific men who hfii"e exam- us, and though he did not claim to write by supernal nately, many cases of this kind. '!'his confession has
ined the great volume of the revelations of the Deity, dictation, we are enjoined by an interested priesthood been made to us by one of them: "and we are comas exhibited in the strata of rocks and the various to unquestioningly believe to have been written, or at "pelled to preach What we do !tOt really believe." '!'IUformations of which our earth is composed ? They least dictated, by the Eternal Deity of tile Universe ? ly there is many a skeptic at heart among the blackgive us unimpeac4able testimony that this earth of
'Vith us there is no need of hesitation. We im- coated gentry, though they may piously turn their
ours has existed many millions and prob:tbly billions mensely prefer to take tile real handwriting of tile eyes upward and assume to be reverent, devotional
and trillions of years. To go no further back than Eternal, as portrayed in the various strata of rocks and sincere.
the '' fused state," when the earth for immense eras forming the crust of our earth to the tale of any unIt requires not a little moral conruge for clergywas in a molten condition, it required millions of years known individual, or to the legends handed down men to acknowledge their real, honest ._opinions and
for it to cool down sufficiently so that water could be from any barbarous age.
bslief, but some few have clone so and thereby honcondensed from a state of vapor, and remain in fluid
Herschel!, with his immense telescope, discovered ored their manhood, but. they have in most cases
form upon its surface. Inconceivable ages were re- nebulm whose lights, h~ calculated, must have trav- .Jeen dropped by their parishioners and left out in the
quired for continents to emerge through the oceans of elled for nearly two millions of years, before it reached cold, while thoHe who are sycophants, hyprocrites
water that surrounded the earth, and for the smface of our planet. If it required that length of time for the ,tnd "living lies" are "clothed in purple and fine
the rocks thrown up, to be converted, by the action of light he saw to reach tl\is earth, there can be no truth linen." It is a sad truth that "thrift too often follows
the oxygen of the air, and the trituration of the waters, at all in the fable that the entire universe was spoken .a,vning."
into soil, from which the exuberant vegetation should into existence less than six tlwusand years ago.
In the ranks of skeptics and infidels proper also we
spring up and furnish the material for the immense . Nothing is clearer to intelligent minds than the fact l>lush to confess there is a great want of fearless, outdeposits of coal now found in many parts of the globe; that what is styled the Bible account of creation is tospoken, honest expression of sentiment. There are
and also to use up and utilize the excessive quantities tally unworthy of credit and belief, and that, as it was a noble few who buldly hold up their heads among
of carbon .in the atmosphere, and thus prepare the written by a. man totally ignorant of what are now their fellowmen and fllllr not to uttar their honast
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covictions. Though contemned and despised by the
fashionable aristocracy of the church, they are independent enough to take the stand they know is right,
and to maintain what they firmly. believe to be truth.
Such men and women are an honor to the racethe very" salt of the earth,:' and would that the number be greatly increased.
'!'here are people
elilough of liberal views in this country if they would
only have the inuependence to "speak out"-if they
would let their "light shine," to be a power in the
land, Yes, if the Liberals of America will "hold up
their heads," boldly utter their honest convictions-if
they will organize and work in concert, and have due
respect for th.emselves and their honest opinions, they
will be an influential body .of men, and women-they
will be capable of doing a great amount of good and be
as thoroughly respected and honored by the upright
and good as any organization in our country.
We
surely have nought in our views or convictions of
which to be ashamed, neither of our associations.
The great and the good men of the past lead us ori,
and the ablest, most learned and scientific men of the
present are our companions, We can in confi.U.ence
look to as patterns and guides Jefferson, Franklin,
Washington, Adams, Paine, Allen, Kneeland, Parker,
Lincoln anu others of our own country, and Hume,
Humboldt, Combe, llfills and many others of Europe
who have passed aw<~y. In our own time, we have a
host of bright lights-powerful scientific minds, both
in this country and in Europe of whose associations
we may well be proud and among whom may be
named, Tyndall, HuxleJ, Spencer, Darwin, Buckley,
Fronde, Bismarck, Bmdlaugh, Conway, Emerson.
Garrison, Phillips, Sumner, anu many, nu1ny more.
We assuredly have good company and there is no reason why we should be moral cowards.
Friends and Liberals, let us arise aud "buckle on
our armor," let us boluly meet in conflict the enemy
of light and mental freedom, let us work in union and
harmony, in spreading light and knowledge. Let us
not be ashamed of the "faith that is in us" but do all
in our power to bring those groping in darkness and
error to the glorious truths which we have found.

Not· is he unlike the recruiting sergeant who, in
times of war, when the ranks of the aTmy are thinned
by bullets and disease, seeks to win recruits, and with
the shrill, stirring music of the fife and drum, and the
fervid appeals of eloquence to the patriotism of his
young hearers, discourses to them of the glory of
serving their country, with promises of rich bounties,
until he gets his dnpe to write his name on the appro-'
priate document, and is duly enlisted, when he is
marched oft; at the point of the bayonet, to join the
serried ranks of his future fellow-soldiers.
·
'l'his occupation of the revivalist is thought by many
to be of the highest grade. 'fo work upon the fears
and ignorance of the credulous and weak-mmded, they
regard as doing the greatest service to God. It does
not strike us in this light. We think if. these wouldbe teachers would appeal to the reason and intelligence
of their hearers, instead of their fears and gullability
-if they would instruct them in the truths of science
and nature, instead of haranguing them about an angry God, a malicious devil and a burning hell, they
would do them immensely greater service and it would
be far more in keeping with the spirit and genius of
this advanced portion of the nineteenth century, than
by filling their minds with the obsolete dogmas of a
benighted age of the world.
We think we see a sharp business operation in all
this zeal for proselyting. The expenses of::running
the church are heavy. 'l'he priests must have liberal
salaries, the church anc.l all the appurtenances must be
in keeping. The wear and tear of a church is much
the same as the wear and tear of other mundane institutions. Death and removals are constantly lessening
the numbers, and unless recruits are obtained by proslyting, the roll of names will soon become small,
and the expense too heavy upon theni. Hence the desire for new contributing members. The preacher
must be paid, and other expenses must be met, and
money is found to be jnst as necessary to get to heaven
with as in making our journey throug}llife.
Suppose for a moment tl}e pay should be stopped
and not a cent more given to the priest, how long would
he continue to preach and pray for dying sinners ?
If he did not get a dime in return, might we not all go
to the devil, for all effort.s he would make in our be'rhe Season of Proselyting.
half ? When the money stops, the preaching and
EvERY season of the year has its special duties p.xaying stop also.
assigned to it. In the spring the farmer plows his
ground, and puts in the seed. In the summer, he culOfficial Intolerance.
tivates and tills his soil. In autumn, he gathers his
T the instigation of the Young 1\Ien 's Christian
crops, and stores them in b,1rns and cellars for winter
Associaton the police of this city recently underuse. In winter, he feeus his stock, provides his fuel,
and all that. Each seasun brings its' cares and duties, took to break up the Sunday evening operas and theaanu atfords full employment to the most active and tres of the· quiet German portion of our population.
The movement was based upon an old effete law that
industrious.
At this season of the year, our pious Christian has uselessly encumbered the statute books for many
friends are most busy in m11king converts to their years. The Association aforesaid with its usual seccause. It is, strictly speaking, the preacher's harvest. tarian officiousness undertook to annoy the German
In the winter, they put forth their greatest etlorts to clement alluded to, close up their p~aces of amusement
increa11e the number of their members, to extend the when they have for many years been in the habit of
" means of grace," to induce men and women to join pleasantly passing their Sunday evenings.
The Police as observed undertook to second their
the church and help defray its expenses, which, by the
way, are too heavy for a few to bear alone. Whether efforts, duly notified the proprietrs of the Operas that
it is because heaven is supposed to be nearer the earth their places mnst not be opened on Suday evening.
in cold weather than in warm, or whether it is because Upon learning however, fhe determination with
at this season of the year business- is dull, and men which the, Germans meant to defend their right to
have more time to attend to ''getting religion," we pass their Sunday evenings as suited them best, ami
cannot say, but frequent evening meetings are now fearing to encounter the opposition of an element so
being held all over the country ; stirring and sensa- powerful a2 the German, very wisely concluded to
tional sermons are being delivered by thousands. not cary out the programme, and "discretion proving
Persm1sive eloquence is employed., and with great in- the better bart of valor" they decided not to molest
genuity. '!'errors, threateuings and denunciations are our German Friends.
It is perfectly right that the Young Men's Christian
also hurled in immense volumes from the pulpit. The
anger of an offended God, the loving-kindness of the Association should have the privilege of keeping t:lunSon, the comfortings of the Holy Ghost, the malicious- day as they think in harmony with their, convictions,
ness and sclteming devices of the devil, the agonies of bnt it is too far along in the nineteenth century for them
an endless, burning hell, are all held up auu pJrtrayed to undertake to compel other people to conform to
in the most vivid colors, before the distempered minds their ideas of propriety and to square their conduct
of the listeners. Every ingenuity is exercised, and by the standard of morals and conscience they may see
every agency employed that will persuade souls to fit to set up. Every man should have the rigllt to
"come to Jesus," or, in other words, that will induce mark out his course through life so long as he does not
the simple "ii.sh to come into the net." '!'he revival- intefere with the rights and privileges of others. Keepist preachers are not unlike the zealous auctioneer, ing Sunday should be left entirely to the conscience of
who is urgently trying to dispose of his wares, and each individual in so far as he does not disturb others in
cries out to the crowd at the top of his voice-'' Come their devotions. Those who believe it perfectly right
up I" " Walk up 1" "Tumble up I" "Any way to for them to do on Sunday what is unobjectionable on·
Saturday or Monday must not be prevented from exel'get up I"

A

cising this pr vilege whether he be Jew,
Mahomedam or infidel.

Gentile,

Organization.
HE efficiency of any body or class of men is greatly increased by being duly organiz.ed. This is
.so well understood that it is not necessary we should
enter into an argument to prove to Li bemls the propriety of organizing. If they wish to be useful in disseminating the benefits of light and truth among those
less favored, organization is of the highest consequence.
For social and instructive advantages; also, it cannot
be too highly commended. Every city, every village, every community where there are six or ten or
more Liberalists and Spiritualists, they ought to effect
an organization, and meet as often as once in a week
for discussion and interchange of views ; tQ listen to
discourses, or the reading of some instructive matter,
that will elevate and improve the mind.
o these
meetings those seeking for truth should be freely invited.
We are pleased to see in many localities, a movement in this direction. It speaks well for the vitality
of our cause, and looks as though having found the
truth we are willing to share it with others.
We have recently. been applied to by a few friends
for a suitable form of organization. This is a simple
matter, and probably something like the following
will answer well. It can, of course, be modified to suit.
FoRM OF ORGANIZATION.
We whose names are appended to this paper, for
the enjoyment and furtherance of mental liberty, and
for promoting the cause of truth, hereby join together
in forming what shall be known as 'fHE LIBERAL AssOCIATION of - - - .
.
Believing it the right of every individual to hold to
such views and opmions upon theological and religious subjects, as to him or her may seem most reasonable and true, we prescribe no set of ideas or doctrines to be arlopted or supporte(l. In this respect,
every member shall enjoy perfect freedom.
The object of this organization is for social advantages, and to aid the cause of truth and progress.
'l'he admission fee into this Association shall be the
sum of one dollar, and this money to be used in defraying the necessary expenses of room, fuel and
light, or for purchasing books and pamphlets as may
be decided by the Executive Committee, and the
books so bought to be the property of the Association.
For the government of this Association, the following <>fficers are to be elected for --months by a majority of members present, at a meeting held for the
purpo~e of election: A President, a ViCe !'resident;
a Secretary, a Treasurer, and an Executive Committee
of three members.
'!'he duties of the President shall be to preside over
the meetings of the Association. The Vice President
to act as President in the absence of tho first otlicer.
The Secretary to keep a minute of the business and
meetings of the Association, the account of monies recetved and expended, as well as to correspond with
public speakers and others as may be necessary.
The Treasurer to keep the funds of the Association,
and to pay them out only upon an order from the
chairman of the Executive Committee. The Exective Committee to transact the bu~iness aflairs of the
Association, such as securing room, fuel, lights, speakers, publications, and whatever may be deemed necessary. The Executive Committee to elect a chairman of its own number. The President and Vice
President may, or may not belong to the Executive
Committee.
Monthiy or quarterly dues for defraying necessary
expenses may be graduated by the Executive Committee subject to the approval of the majority of the
members of the Association.
Something like the foregoing will answer all practienl purposes. A set of By-Laws may, or may not Jae
adopted as deemed advisable.
In localities where a room cannot conveniently be
obtained, meetings may be held at the houses of members in tum, or if any one or more members have convenient accommodations, and the liberality to have
meetings held there-all right.
lYe urge our Liberal and Spiritualistic friends nil
over the country, to effect these organizations in every
locality. Great good and mutual beneJits will grow
out of them. We will cheerfully publish the account
of any such organizations that may be sent to us.
lYe await reports.

T
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LET us here remind those who subscribed for six:
months, that this number completes the term for
which they subscribed; and that we hope they will
decide to renew. Let such send us fifty cents and
they will be entitlad to the papet· a year from the be-ginning and THE PREMIUM.
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The Air Around

Us~

and its Laws.

HE atmosphere, aptly described by Guyot in his
excellent "Plqsical Geography" as a
ocean
T
of air, at the bottom of which we live," is tile subject
"va~t

of a large and handsome volume, Tlte Atrnosplwre,
translated front tlw Frenclt of Camille F'lamnwrion
(Harper & Brothers), in which a prodigious body of
information has been digested within moderate limits,
and, by means of well-executed chromos and wood
en~:,•-ravings, made attractive to the general reader.
It
forms the latest adllition to a series of publications
whicll have sprung into exisicnce within the last ten
or fifteen years, ami of wllich the aim seems to be to
awaken a popnlar interest in the science of Physical
Geography. The author, who is one of the most successful and daring of modern French aeronauts, has
had no little practical experience of the subject on
wllicll he writes, and is fortunate in obtaining for tile
editor of the English tranlation of his work so
accomplished a pllysicist as J.DIES Gr,.usmm, F. R
S., himself :he most scientific aeronaut, perhaps, of
his clay, at,d tile nutllor of the best book on aerostatics
yet produced. Mr. Glaisl1er must also posess some
skill as a condenser. He has cut down M. Flammarion's book to one-half of its original dimensions, and
has made short work of the author's tine writing,
whic;ll, he justly observes, "ill accords with the precision and accuracy that ouo·ht to be a characteristic
of scientific information, eve~ when expressed in 1<111guage free from technicalities."
A vaster or more comple:s: subject the writer on
physical science could scarcely select, and ~I- Flammarion has chosen to consider it from every conceivable
point of view, and with a wealtl1 of illustration which
lends a speciai interest to his work. "Tile earth's organization is so ordered," he says, "t.llat the atmosphere
is sovereign of all things, art.d the savant can say of it as
the theologian said of Gou : "In it we live and move
and have our being.' " Our planet revolving in space
may be likened to a cannon ball launched into the ail· ;
and by imagining this cannon ball surrounded by a
thin ring of smoke not more than 1-200 of an inch in
thickness, we may form some idea of the position of
tile atrnospllere around the terrestrial globe. Plants,
animals, and men derive from it the first elements of
tlleir existence ; it is the medium of sound, the channel in wlliell our words travel, and tile vehicle of language, of ideas, and of social communications. The
inllalation of it supplies us with three-quarters of our
nourishment, and the particles of air incorporated in
our organism, after escaping either in perspiration or
in the process of breathing, are reincorporated in sorne
other organism, eitller of plant, animal, or man.
The atmosphere which we breathe extends about
thirty miles above the surface of the earth ; but at its
extreme limits the air must be as rarefied as beneath
the exhausted receiver of an air pump, since at a
height of seven or eight miles only, the region is
reacheLI in whicll the power of sustaining human life
ceases. Bcyonu tllis belt there probably exists an
atmosphere, corn posed of the Jightcst of gases, of a
width of two huntlrcdmilcs or more ; and theoretically
the maximum limit may be extemlecl to tile enonnous
distance of 21,000 miles, where tile centrifugal force
which tile atmosphere acquires as it rotates with the
globe would cause tile outside particles of air to be
hurled into space, so that there could be no further
possibility of an atmosphere existing as such. vVitlnn
this vast aerial region occur many phenomena of whi<.;h
we can form no adequate idea by simply judging them
-from the surface of our globe. Snell arc the shooting
stars, the aurora borealis, and a variety of luminous
wonders which we frequently witness without having
tile power to submit tllcm directly to the test of experiment. vVe have indeed no proper observatory for
tllat purpose, nor ean we ever hope to obtain one.
The balloon may perhaps enable man to ascend a few
thousand feet above tile denser strata of air, which are
in immediate contact with the globe, into a comparatively rarefied region ; or he may climl.J lofty mountain peaks and attempt a closer definition and analysis
of atmospheric phenomena ; but he must pay tile penalty for the slight addition he would thereby make to the
sum of human knowledge by the impairment or destruction of his vital organism. Mr. Glaisller once ascended in a balloon to the prodigious l1eigitt of seven
miles, and narrowly escaped with his life ; but at elevations very considerably less than til is, nine persons out
of ten succumb to a variety of indispositions. The
breatlling becomes ~tecelerated ~tnd laborious; the
pulse quickens, there is a sensation of plenitude in
the vessels, and sometimes imminent danger of suffocation and hemorrhage; enervation is experienced,
accompanied with painful headache, an irresistible
desire to sleep, and general physical and moral prostration; the digestion is impaired, severe pains affect
the legs and knees, and walking or motion of any
kind becomes after a time impo~sible.
Singnlary enough. however, these disturbances are
not regular, nor do they oeeur all at once. Much
depends, probably upon the strength, the age, the
habits, and the previous life of the individuaL They
seem to have greater eiiect upon Alpine climbers than
upon inhabitants of other mountainous regions. Thus,
at the Great St. Bernard, the monastery of which has
an altitude of 8,117 feet, most of the monks become
asthmatic. '!'hey are compelled to descend frequently
into the valley of the Rhone to regain their health,

and at the end of twelve years' service must quit the ages. Paris isnearly entirely built of chalky microscopmonastery for good, under penalty of becoming quite ieal skeletons and tortmsc shells, the rough chalk in
infirm; and yet there are whole cities in the Andes ami some places being so full of these remains that a
Thibet where people can enjoy as good health as any- enllic inch contains 10,000 of them. Everv clay and
where else. Boussinganlt, whose knowledge of the hour this absorption of animal and vegetable life
mountain ranges of South America ,_vas not leRs cxten- proceeds.
\Ve inhale the living microzoa, several
sivc than that of Humboldt, says that "when one has species of which are the fish or our blood, ami the
seen the activity which goes on in towns like Bogota, vibriuncs, which attach themselves to our teeth like
ltlicuipampa, Potosi. &c., which have :\ height of from barnacles to a ship's bottom; aml with these the dust
S,500 to 13,000 feet; has witnessed the strength aml agil- of microscopical anilllalcule~, so small that it takes
ity of the toreadors in a bull fight at quito, which is 75,000,000 to nwke a gmin, and the 110 le~~ minute
9,5;11 feet high; when one has seen young nmltlelicnte grnius of pollen which, germinatiHg in our lung~, furwomen dance the whole night long in localities almost ther the spreml of parasitic life to :1 degree far IJcyoml
as lofty tts l\Iont Blanc, where De Saussure hat! scarcely that of the normal life vbible t.o our eyes, The highthe strength to read his instrument, and where the er regions of the air arc Jillcd with corpuscles convigorous mountaineers fainted; when one remembers v~ved thither from the earth's ~urfaee by winds nml
that a celebrated combat, that of Pichinclta, in the storms, or projected from voleaHoes_ These arc the
Andes of Ecuador, took place at a height as great as familiar ·'motes that people the sunbeam," mnl in
that of Monte Rosa(15,000 feet), it will be admitted the phenoenma connected with the orgnnis1n of plants
that man can become habituated to the rarefied :tir of uml animals they probably exercise a more decided
the highest mountains." The conclusion at which the action than is connnonly believed. "The uuaginawriter arrives is too broall. The hi.r!tcst inhabited i tiou," says our author, "mny conceive very readily,
spot in the world is the Buddhist cl~ister of Hnnle though not without a certtlin disgust, what is con(Thibet), where twenty priests live the year through at taincLl in these morsels of dust which 1\"C arc constantthe enormous elevation of 16,532 feet above the sea ly inhaling, and which have bl•en _aptly llenominatecl
level; and there are cloisters on the slope of thcHimma- the refuse of the atmosphere. They establish, in a
laya varying in height from 14,76± to 16,±04 feet. certain sense, a contact between individual~ fur rcThese spots mark the limit of human habitation, n ncl movet\ from each other ; and thougl1 their proportion,
an additional elevation of one or two thousand feet their nature, and eonseLlnently their etl"ects are so
would sooner or later prove destructive to human life. varietl, it is not too much to attribute to them a part
In the equatorial regions it is estimated that at nn of the insalubrity which generally manifests itself in
altitude of 18,000 feet a man could live for ten or all great agglomenttions or human beings." By the
twelve days, but no longer. A year or two ag-o .i\I. interchange and mutual absorption of the minute parLortel, who had several times ascended to 14,000 fe.et ticles of which each organism b composed, the whole
upon .i\lont Blanc without discomfort, and \\·ho human family nrc brought into rel:ttions more or les~
doubted whetller another 16,000 feet would superin- intimate, and t.lle atmo:spherc is the great medium
duce unpleas·mt symptoms, went to the summit to through whicll this is accomplished. lt cnnscs Dives
judge for himself. The result satisfied him that he ami Lazarus to be of one sub~tance, ami links togethhad exceeded, in his own case at least, the limit cr all created things.
beyond which it is safe to ascend. As it was the
'l'o notice in uetail the subdivisions of ltl. Flammathe last straw tllat broke the camers back, so the last rion'~ work would require far more space; tllan we can
few hundred feet in elevation may likewise put the spare, since each page is crowded with lletails. From
mountain climber lwrs de combat.
tlmt portion devoted to light and the optical phcnomN otwithstanding that man may become gnHlually ena of tile air we qnotc, llowc\·cr, his remarks w1th
accustomed to the attenuated air of high elevations, reference to the iutlucncc of the evening light in the
certain animals cannot live there. Cats perish at an construction of cities. 'l'owns he observes, grow in a
altitude of 13,000 feeL But some classes of birds \Yestwo,rd direction. Two thuusaud years ago Paris
soar to great heights. In the Andes the condor, in was situated on tlw northeast slope of Mount ::3t. Gentile Alps tb2 eagle and the vulture hover above top- cvicvc. Under the l\IcroYiugian !dugs it began tu
most peaks. The condor has been seen as high as move to1vanl the west and has unceasingly mlv:mcccl
29,500 feet, or nearly a mile and a half above the in that direction ever sine e; the wealthy clas~es showAconcagm\ of Chili, the loftiest mountain in Amcri- ing a clecided tendency to migrate west,mrcl and to
ca. ·why he goes there, unless for the mere pleasure leave the castcm district to the laboring populations.
of spreading his pinions in the vast and solitary re- This remark applies not only to Paris but to most of
gions of the upper air, it would be difficult to PXplain, the great cities of Europe-London, Vicuna, Berlin,
since food or sustenance lle can never find there. St. Pctersburgh, Turin, Liege, Toulouse, .Montpellier,
But less ambitions and enduring birds, such as the Caen, and even Pompeii. A fact so universal cannot
griffon, the vulture, the eagle, and the kite, >l"hich be due to accident. Becttuse the Seine tlows westward,
seldom rise lligher than 10,000 feet, find feeding it does not follow that Paris must take the same eligrounds at that elevation, where certain classes of rection. The Thames J;lows to tile east, but London
insects arP abundant. The coleoptera predominate in has none the less extended to the wc~t hkc Paris. In
the higher Alpine regions, and thither are wafted li:l59 Dr. Junotl, in a paper coutril.mted to the Gomptesnumerous other families, notably neuroptera and but- Hendus of tile French Academy of :Sciences, attempted
terfiies, which soon perish among the snows. The to explain the tlnomaly by "<I theory derived from the
seas of ice are often covered with them, and there are in1iuence of the wh1ds. The cast winu, he said, raises
also certain kinds which appear to travel ·freely as in the greatest degree the barometrical column, wllile
high as 13,000 or 16,800 feet. In his aerial voyages the west wind lower~ it most, aml therefore inumlates
J\L Flam marion has met with butterflies at heights to tile eastern part of a town with deleterious gases, so that
which the birds of European latitudes do not ascend, the latter quarter has to put up not only with. its own
and Dr. J_ D. Hooker noticed some at l\Iount J\Iomay smoke and miasma~, lmL a\8o witll those coming from
at an altitude of more than 17,700 feet. That fragile the western portion_ As people prefer going where
insects sho~lcl be capable of life and motion in re- fresh air r~ to be found, they natumlly move westward,
gions whither few of the strong-winged birds clare or to the quarter from wllieh the wind blows most
venture seems certainly an anomaly in the history of frequently. The objection to this tllcory is, that the
animated nature.
wind i~.;not the same in all countries. l\L Flammarion
The fundamental elements of the chemical constitu- is inclined to regard the fltct of towns growing in a
tion of air are oxygen and nitrogen, but other ele- westward direction as an evidence of the attraction of
meuts, such as carbonic acid, may be impregnated light. People as a rule take their promenade of an
with it, under exceptional circumstances, to such a evening and n'ot of a m~ruing, anu always, or ne;u-ly
degree that the atmosphere we inhale, instead of pro- always, in tile direction of sunset. This disposition
muting ~ife, may produce certain almormal conditions has led to the formation of crardcns, country hou~es,
of it, or cause almost instant death. Emanations from and places of public resort, '7tnd by slow degrees the
the earth, the abundant source of earbonie acid, are wealthy population of a large dty extends toward the
often met with in volcanif'. regions. At Pouzzoles, setting sun.-N: Y. !:Jun.
ncar N a pies, is a grotto famous for its exhalations of
carbonic acid, the anaesthetic efi"ects of which are
remarkable. The keeper has a clog which lle places, seDEAlt TRUTII SEEKEU :-Will some one of our clercurely bound, in the middle of the grotto. The animal displays evident fear, struggles to escape, and ical friends please answer a few plain qucstiuns?
Fir~t-Ha~ the world of humanity been matlc any
soon appears to be !.lying. His master then takes him
into tile open air, where he gradually recovers. There better by your i)l·eaehing, ancl is the end to which
can be no society for the prevention of cruelty to ani- your labors have been dircctctl any nearer accomnmls in that neighborhood, since it is well known to plished th~tn it was twcl vc hundred years ago ?
Second-Can you direct me to any one great reform
visitors that one of these dogs has been for three years
or more almost daily subjected to this merciless exper- towhiell the clergy was not strongly opposed ?
Third-If you cannot, please tell me in what respc~t
iment. \'V e have here a clue to many of the mysteries and jugglcries of the. ancient oracles, and it is not your prayers and preaching have bettered the conchtion
of humanity.
Yours truly,
at all improbable that the ravings and convulsions of
/:J!wll Boclc, Iowa.
J. ·w. UuNNINGHAl\L
the Delphic pythoness were produced by the priests
through the agency of carbonic gas. By this cheap
trick, tile nature and effects of which would be immediately apparent to any modern physicist, the fortunes
of the ancient world were in no slight degree conA BosTON paper has the following neat way of distroll eel.
posing of the case of a clerical criminal :-"Rev.
In absorbing into our lungs the quantity of air neecs- John Hn~chinson, the swinclling Episcopal clergyman,
sary to sustain life, we inadvertently inhale whole by the lnndnes~ _of Judge ..;\-~drich, is now permitted
hosts of microscopical animals, which are in suspen- to _listen to t~e fmthfulmomtwns of Rev. Joscpll H.
sion in the atmoBpherical fluid, and even portions of Olmch, for etghteen months, at our House of Oon-ecantedeluvian animals, mummies, and skeletons of past •.tion."
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Astro-Theological Lectures, by Hev.
Hobert 'l'aylor ........ · ............
A Kiss for a Blow, a book for chi!dren, by H. C. Wright. Small
Edition ..... ···· .. ······· ... ··· .. ···
Large Edition .......... ·............
An Eye-opener, by Zepa. Paper
Covers .............................
Allegories of Life, by lYirs. J. S.
Adams ...................... , ......
Bible in the Balance, ])y J. G. Fish.
Blasphemy, by '1'. B. Hazard.......
Bible in India.......................
Beliefs of the Unbelievers, by
Frothingham......................
Bcttor Views of Living, by A. B.
Child...............................
Brotherhood of Man, and what
Follows from It....................
Both Sides; or, God and the Dcvil's
Prophets, a discussion between
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Buddhist Nihilism, by 1\Iax l\Iuller
Buechner's Materialism............
By-and-By, by E. Maitlaml.........
Bible Exposed. Erasmus..........
Buechner's Force and l\Iatter ......
Bastian's l\Iodcs of Origin..........
Beginnings of Life, by Basti!tn....
Buckle's History of Civilization...
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Body and l\fiml, by 'Mttutlsley......
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Correlationof Forees,byYoumans
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Ape, by Professor R Virhow, of
Berlin..............................
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Confucius ami Chinese Ulassi~s...
Child's Book of 1\oligion, by Frothingham...... .... .. .. .... .. . ... ..
Confessions of an Inuuiror, by J.
J. Jarves. Very interesting ......
Curio us JVIyths of the l\Iiddle Ages.
by Gould...........................
Confucius' Lifo ancl 'J'cachings, by
Legge ..............................
Clergy a Source of Danger, by
Jamison...........................
Christianity before Christ, by 1>I.ll.
Craven.............................
Criticnl History of the Doctrine of
a Future Life in all Ages and Nations, by Wm.lt. Algor ...........
Contrast~ Evangelism andB])iritua! ism Compttrod, by !\loses Hull.
Criticism on the Apostle Paul, in
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by M. ll. Craven...................
Conjugal Sins a:.;ainst the Lmvs of
Life ttnd Honlth, by A. I{. Gm·dner, A.lYI., M.D.....................
Constitution of lVIttn, by George
Combe ..............................
Common-sense 'l'lwughls on· the
Bible, by Wm. Denton.............
Common Sensei by Thomas l'aine
Christ Iclea in l"istory, by Hudson
'l'uttle..............................
Chester Family; or, 'J'ho Curse of
the Drunlmrd's Appetite, byJulitt
l\'1. llrioncl, with an introduction
by Henry c. Wright...............
Christ anll tho l'eoplo, by A. B.
Child, lVIJ).........................
Christianity and lVIatorittlisrn Contrastod .......... ..... ..............
Christian Amendment, by Abbot...
Christianity no Finnlity ;or, Bpiritualism Superior to Christianity,
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Chapters from the Bible of the
Ages, by G. B. Stebbins, Detroit
Mic~ .• 400 pages tinted paper ... : 1 50 25
Chnstmmty, its 6rigin and Ten- ·
dency considered in the Light of
A~tro-1'heology, by D. W. Hull..
.25
OhnstianPropagandism by Abbot .10
Claims of Bpiritualism, e;:nbracing
the Experience of an Investigator, by a lYledical lVlan...... .... .. .25
Oor~P\}lsqry EU.ucation, by Abbot.
.5
Ohn.stH1UltY. by S. B. Gould........ 2.00
DICtiOnary (Webster's unabridged) 12.00 ex
.Pocket, llexible cover.. 1.00 10
Descent of 1>Ian, by Darwin, 2 vols.
($2 per vol.)....... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4.00 48
D,weuport Brothers- their ltemarkable ancl interesting History
150 20
Diegos'is',' by' itev.' i.{oi)ei·t"•r~i:Yioi.' '
written by him while impl'isimeJ
for bhts[llwmy. This work is an
account of the origin, evidence
and early history of Christianity
2 oo 32
Day of' i.io'om: 'a'i>o'etieui 'i.iescrlp: .
tion of the Great and last Judgment, with other poems, from the
sixth edition of 1715.......... .... 1.00 12
Devil's Pulpit. by Itev. Hobert 1'aylor, with a Bketch of the Author's
Life .... · ......................... .. 2.00 20
DDeluge, by Wm. Denton .......... .. .10 2
awn, a Novel of intense interest. 1.75 24
Dvtth and the After-life, by A. J.
'tv!S .... · ....... · ...... .. ......... .75 12
Debatable Land, by the Hon. RD.
Owen .......... · .. ·........... .... . 2.00
D~~ B~rtol's new book, the ltising
E 'ttl 1 .................. • .... .. .... .. 2.oo
'ssay on 1>Ian, by Pope, cloth,
Egl[t .......... · ............ · ........ · 1.00 82
nr Y Social Life of Man........... .25
Error·s of the Bible, demonstrated
by the 1'ruths of Nature, by Henry C. Wright, paper............... .25 4
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E ·
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mgmas o
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Exeter Hall, a 1'beological Ho60
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Character and Destiny of the
ltaf.le, by H. c. Wright .......... .. .50 4:
Elective Affinities, by Goethe .... .. 1.25 16
Electrical Psychology, by Dodds .. 1.50 16
Fe.ar of the Living Uod, by "L'r·oth-"
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other World, by Hobert Dale
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Free Thougllts concerning Religion; or Nature vs. Theology, by
2
A. J. Davis, paper................. .50
Faithful Guardian, an Insvira1.50
16
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Fountain, by A. J. Davis .......... . 1.00 12
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Fugi~ive Wife, by .Warren Chase ..
God m the ConstJtutJOn, by Bratiford ............................... . .10
Good Sense, by Baron D'Holbach. 1.00
Gates Ajm·, by Miss E. S. Phelps .. 1.50 16
G•Ltes Wide Oven, by Geo. Wood ... 1.50 2Q
Gist of Bviritualism, by Warren
4
Chase.............................. .50
Gosvel of Good and Evil, by Bil5 20
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God Idea in History, by Hudson
1'uttle .... .. .... .. .... .. . ... .. .... .. 1.25 16
Gibbon's History of Home, 6 vols.,
sheep ............................... 10.00 ex
Geology of the Stars. by Prof. A.
Winchell, of the University of
Michigan, author of Bketches of
Uroation.............. .... .. .... .. . .25
Gre"'s Creed of Christeutiom ...... 2.50
Harbinger of Healtli, by Antirow
J. Davis ............................ 1.50 20
HMmonial nian; or 1'houghts for
the Age............................ .50 4
History and l)hilosophy of Evil,
pnper .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .... .. .... .. .50 3
Hayward's Book of all Heligions. 1.75 24
Helen Harlow's Yow, by Lois
Wnisbrookcr .... .. .... .. .... . .. .. . 1.50 20
How to Bathe, by E. P. l\Iiller,l\f.
D., paper.......................... .30 4
Hedgetl in, l)y Elizabeth Btuart
Phelps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50 16
History of tho Intellectual Developmeutof Europe, by J. W. Drapor,l\I.D., LL.D ................... 5.00 60
HuuumPhysiology, Btatistical and
lJymunieal; er, 1'lw Conditions
and Conrso of Lifo of l\lau, by J.
W. l)mper, l\I.D .. LL.D .. 650 pp.,
cloth............................... 5.00 60
Hobbes' Works. 16 Vols., Hoyal
8vo ................................. 25.00
History of Eul'opoan .Morals, by
Lecky .... . . .... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 6.00
History of Uationalism in Europll,
by Lecky ........................... 4.00
Higher Lmv, by JVIaitlanti.......... 1.75
Hegel's Pliilosophy of History .... 2.00
Half-hours wiUu\loclorn Scientists,
cloth, 12mo., reduced to.......... 1.50
History of Amorican Boclalism, by
J. H. Noyes ........................ 3.00
Historic Amel'ieans, by Pttrker.... 1.50
His l\Iarriago Vow, by l\irs. Corbin................................. 1.50
Injurious Inlluoncos of Schools... .25
Important 'J'ruths, >L book for every
chiltl .... .. .. .. . ..... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .20
li~llnl)HCO of Christianity on Civil1zatwn .... .. .... . .. .... .. ... .. . . . .. .25
Is Homanism Hetd lJllristianity'/
Two Ess>tys, by l•'mncis W. Nowman and I•'. E. Abbot.... .. .. .. .. . .10
Is the Bible Divino'/ by S. J. Phinnoy, paper......................... .35
Is there a Devil'/ The argument
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Incidents in my Life, llrst series,
by Dr. D. D. Home. Introduction by Judge Edmunds.......... 1.50 16
Intltlel; or, lnQ.uirer's Text Book,
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Impressible Conflict and the Unity
of God, by Emma Hardiuge and
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Is Spiritualism 'J'rue? by William
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Irreconcilable Hecords of Genesis
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Junius Unmasked; or, 1'homas
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K~nt's Critique of Pure lteason .. .
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Ke,Y t<;>, Political Bcience, by John
Benff .... .. . ... . . ...... ...... .... .. .
Koran, with explanatory note~, by
George Bale, svo., 6"70 pp. .~:~est
edition yet published.............
Law of l\iarriage, by C. L. James.
Looking Beyond, by J. 0. Barrett.................................
Life Line of the Lone One, by
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Life of Thomas Painebwith critical and explanatory o servations
of his writings, by G. Vale.......
Life of Jesus, by Henan............
Love and its Hidden History, by P.
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Ly:ric 9f the Golden Age, by T. L.
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Legalized Prostitution, or Marriage as it Is and as it should Be,
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Letters to Elder Miles Grant, by
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pa_per .... .......................... .50
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Ministry of Ange s Realized, by A.
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My Allinity, and other Stories, by
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H.Hazard ......................... . .10
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f!IHE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY, 1874.
Many co pie; of th;-;~-~~e of THE TRUTH SEEKER will be I
mailed for inspection to many who are not subscribers.
If they approve of our object, and feel willing to help in the
BY DAVlD H. CLARK.
WE wish to express our warmest thanks for the cordial progress of truth,.free-thought and reform, we solicit their
TrrE Episcopal breach widens. Another prominent
reception we have met with sin.ce our advent in this great patronage and aid.
clergyman, of Wheeling, W. Va., withdraws because
city. Kind friends have taken us by the hand and made
WE intended had space allowed to :insert in this issue of its ritualistic fashions.
us welcome to this, our new field of labor. Our acquainTrrE sacred literature of the Chinese " says James
tance of course is not yet as extensive as it will be, but we THE SYLLABUS AND EXPLANATION of the exercisf's held Sunhave found many arclent, liberal, intellectual friGncls who day morning-s at DE GARMo HALL corner of Fifth Avenue I Freeman Ciurk, in his "Ten Great Rehgions of the
speak the kindest words of encouragement to us and wish and Fourteenth St. this city, at which STEPHEN PEARL w·orld," "is perfectly free from everything irupnre or
us a full mead of success. May we for years move along ANDREWS. instruPts a large class of eager, intellectual, offensive. There is not a line but mio·ht be read in any
thinking men and women in the intricacies of his newly family circle." Can as much be said of the Christian
together, steadily, tranquilly and firmly.
rliscovered Science of UNIVERSOLOGY and ALWATO, the Scriptures?
TrrE Church of England is getting in a bad way.
WE feel indebted to the kind friends in many plaees, for ~~~ter being a .new la?~uage founde~ st~·ictly upon a
the interest they have taken in our cause, and for the ~renter perfectwn of Sewnce than exrsts m any known At a late crowded public meeting in Co-operation Hall
names they have sent in to be added to our list. Many ~a~guage. T? eve~-y sound-:every vo,~·el ~nd c?nsonant ar·e Pestwic~, ~or . the purpose of considering the best
have done nobly and w~• hereby extend our thanks. .tccor.ded ~n r.nherent meamng and SJg?rficatwn. and u11- means_ of brlngmg about reform in the Church of EngWe wish, by the by, all ouc 1mtrons could feel the same in- on thrs prmcrple words are composed m such a manner I land, rt was declared that the establishment was m
that no surplus letters are used, every letter having its , such a condition that it must be mended or ended.
terest for our paper that ~ -''-'.o of them exhibit. If it were
so, our list would soon be ,i:J ni,led. We are cheerful how- r~al ~nd p.erfect sound, and every one carrying its inherent 1 Not only, it was said, wa~ the_ E_vangelical party crying
srgmfkatwn.
1 out for reform, but the ntuahstJc also.
"\:V e remember
ever, and indulge pleasant lloi.Joa for the future.
We feel an increasing interest in these lectures and I something about ptrtting new cloth into old garments,
reccommend all to attend who can make it convenient to and tl~e rent•being made worse. The Church of EngWe have several contributed articles in type which we
do so.
and, like all other forms of Christian ecclesiasticism
are unable to get into this number of 'l'HE 'l'RUTH SHEKand superstition, has become so aged and worn that it
ER, We trust our friends will be patieut with us. We
We cheerfully call the attention of our readers to the cannot be mended, and therefore it is destined to be
will make room for all as fast as we ean. We realize the
CuRE AND LIBERAL INsTITUTE of Gan:ers- ended.
necessity of our paper being converted to a weekly at an CHAMPION·
t>ille under the control of WM. R. EvAxs. P1·esidt>1it and i IT is gratifying to notice that the Grangers aim not
early day. If friends to the cause will hurry in the names proprieto1·. From the information we have we are enabled I only at prot~ction from. the do~nin_ation of corp'lrations
so as to make our list of such proportions as to justify to say it is an institution in which the various diseases of and the adJustment of matenal mterests, but com pre·
this change it will the sooner take place.
the body are successfullytr11ated and the mind improved by hend also edueation and social and intellectual ima first class school, in which is taught by able teachers all prov~II_l~nt .. HenrY: Thomas Buckle, in his great work
.A. word to our Canadian patrons. As we have to put a the higher English Branches, ancient and modern Jan- on Clvrhzatwn, desrgnates farmers and sailors as espetwo cent stamp upon each paper we send to the Dominion guages, Phonography. Commercial business, Drawing, cially predi~posed to superstition. If such be the case,
our friends there will see the propriety of sending us the Painting and Music. Bo.ard at reasonable prices is fur-~· ?O ~ore effectual means could be employed_to render
stamps for a year together with. rne twenty-Jive cents for nished with good accommoclations of bathing rooms, &e. machv~ the te?dency. . A tl~orough edu~atwn of the
additional subscription. We furnish our paper so low,
The Institution certainly covers a wide range aml it I people IS ess~ntral_to then· rehef from the_rl_ls they suf:
we cannot afford to put a two cent on any of the papers we seems to us worthy of patronage. We may have more in I fer. Educ~tJ~n wrll d_o for _them what religron cannot.
send out.
·
reference to it in our next issue.
,.Our schools a1e ruore rmpor tant than our churches.
For full particulars send to Wm. R. Evans. Carversville,
G&.,.ERAL 0. 0. HowAIU) has been an ardent admirer
BY a new law or a new ruling we are required to put a Pa., for a circular.
of the Young }'Ien's Christina Association, and the
stamp on each paper for our subscribers in this city. We
-Y. 1\I. C. A. an ardent admirer of General 0. 0. Howare satislial our p,~trou3 will nl)tallo\'1' us to stancl this exwill still thank our friends to send us the names of 1 ard. In the army, according to the testimony of one
pense. It is not very heavy, but in the aggregate amounts Lrberals who ought to take THE TRUTH SEEKER but do not, / of the most gallant p:enerals of our late war, lGeneral
to something. If our city subscribers will send us twdve that we may send them .-pecimen copies. It will however Joe Hooker) he was distingtrished for a profuse display
cents each it will pay their postage for twelve n urn ilers and suit us much better if they will send us the names of bona I of religious mottoes in his tent, a jealousy of his brather ofticers. and his diligence in seeking to undermine
wlll be chaapclr than the formtlr way of paying the carrier fide subscribers, accompanied by the cash.
-!heir reputati_?n~; for more attention to prayer-meetor at the Post Office. Let it not be forgotten.
THE WESTERN SuN.-This spicy, brilliant. literary pa- 1 mgs_than a farthful observance of the demands of the
:More recently he has been distinguished for
~·We request from our readers a careful reading of the ar- per has very recently removed from St. Louis to this city I servrce.
t icle on the Second page of this issue, entitled BELIEFS oF and is at' present published in the same building with TH~ 'failing to give a satisfactory account of $200,000 and
THE UNB&LIEVERS ." It will be found able, clear, forcible 1'ImTH BEEKER-tha office being next door to us. Mrs. over, belon_ging. to the government. Of course these
Laura tl. Webb is Editor and Proprietor, and she writes u?lovely.thmgs Ill r~gard to the General might be assoand in the best style of English.
both prose and poetry with a facile pen, and imparts much crated With some ~rserable unconverted worldling like
We are informed that R. Peterson Esq. of Paris, Texas of sprightly piquancy to her interesting paper. The ours~lves. '!h_ey srmply show that a person may be a
lectures every Sunday evening in a hall of his own in that Western Sun is usually considered to be a declining !urn!- p~aymg Chnshan and one a! t!re lights of the <?burch
town upon scientific, moral, liberal, and theological sub- nary, but in this instance wo trust it will be an ascending wrthout any necessary superwnty .of character Ill conjects. We think little more could be asked of a man than to one-that the bi·illiant orb will rise to the zenith and long sequence.
HENRY WARD BEECHER does not believe in laying
furnish hall, fuel, lights and ideas, free of charge. We bless the earth with its bright rays, Published weekly, at
33 per year.
so much stress upon the blood of Christ as some of
wish every town in our Union could boast such a man.
his Orthodox brethren. The sanguinary conception of
THE LADIES' OwN.-A Progressive, Literary, Household Christianity it gives is distasteful to him. The Rev.
MANY patrons have forwarded us the additional twentyfive cents which we ask for the enlarged paper: but there ':nd Fashion Monthly, Edited by iii. Cora Bland, and pub- Mr. Dunn, in the Christian Adwcate, objects to his low
estimate of this element in the "plan of salvation "
are quite a number yet who have not. We again request lished by JII. C. Bland & Co., in New York and Chicago.
This l\Iagazine has some forty able contributors, who and, in order to show that it is the sine qua non of tl;e
such to send in the small amount, that our entire list
may consist of paid up subscribers. Rl3member, we send rank among the best writers of our country, and it deserv- Christian system, quotes such passages of scripture as
as premium a fifty cent book to every subscriber who sen do e~ly occupies a high position with the literary public, and these:-" The blood of Christ cleanseth us from all
us the additional twenty-fivecents. Those whose subscrip- nchly deserves, as it receives, a liberal patronage. Terms, sin," "·without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin," &c. This reminds us of an Episcotion begins with number five or any subsequent number $2 per year.
palian clergyman west., who, in preaching before a
and have sent us fifty cents will send us as much more or
SOON TO APPEAR-THE lNTERNATIONA.L.-A new organ of convention of his church a year or two since told his
their subscription will be for six months only.
the Internationals and the working men of America.
brother ministers "always to dip their pe~s in the
It$ Object-The establishment of the Universal Republic. blood of Christ when they sat down to write a sermon."
THIS n urn ber of THE TRUTH SEEKER is the last those are
Wit_h all due allowance for figurative speech in this
Its .Doctrine-The Golden Rule.
entitled to who subscribed at the beginning for six months.
Its Basis-Justice to Labor, Liberty, Progress, and last mstance, these advocates of the sanguinarv Gospel
We hope all of this class are so well pleased as to continue Equality.
appear to us to be better logicians and to have clearer
their patronage towards the paper. If the six months'
apprehension of Christianity than the distinguished
Will be issued weekly, at $2 a year. Address
subscribers will send us fifty cents, they will he entitled to
preacher of its modernized presentation, and the class
G. W. MADDOX, 42 John St., N.Y. City.
to THE TRUTH SEEKER to the balance of the year together
he represents.
with the fifty cent premium. May we not hear within the
A SPECIAL discouragement connected with missionnext two weeks from each original six months subscriber? DONATIONS TO THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER.
ary work in India was adverted to by Rev. C. B. LewSINCE OUR LAST ISSUE,
is, late of Calcutta, at the annual meeting of the EngBOOKS, BOOKS! There is probably no way in which a
.\.Monroe, Rockport; Ill .. 25c.; F. W. 8hafer, Breakabeen, lish Baptist Missionary Society. The cause of failure,
few spare dollars can be bette~- invested than in the pur- ~Y. 25c.; 8. F. Hill, Florence. Mass., 50c. ;Henry j\'£. North as regards the number of conversions, 1llr. Lewis atchase of useful instructive, books. We wish our 1 almyra, N.Y .. 50c.; l'rlrs. Jacob ~Iartin. Cairo, Ill.; :s 1.oo; tributes to the strong conviction ·among the natives
readers to remember that we keep a full suppiyofLiberal, ·"\· Farns\yorth, 1\L D. East Sagmaw. :11-Iich. 25c.; L. G. that there is no moral responsibility, aud that evil as
l,odd, Unwn GroYe Neb .. $1.00; Dr.A.A.Beel. lliadison
Spiritualistic and Scientific books on hand forthe accom- Ga.
,$1.5~ R. lt. Wallck. Washin~ton, D. C, 25c.; R. G c
~ well as good is the work of God-in other words, that
modation of such of our patrons as wish them. We will 111, Elmrra. N.Y. 25c.; F. EbeTI, Holyoke Mass 21ic ~~ God is the author of sin. This universal belief, he
Chase.
Baldwinville,
N.
Y.
25c.;
Dr.
C.
G:
Stutzman
·Ell{
furnish any books to be had in the city at publisher's
~JCk,, J:'a., 25c.; l\1. Roane~. Oli~, Iowa, 25c.; :11-Irs. R. G. asserts, has n very strong hold on the minds of the naprices. Those wanting books of any kind will do well to l>,etJ,
Trpton, low~. 25c.; Oliver Gardner . .New York l\1ills, tives, and is a serious obstacle in the way of the
send to us for them.
·'!· ..t.. 25P.: ~-H. Sh~may, Rockp()rt, Ill., $1.75; Dr. John D. spreading of Christian truth. Now when we recall
Khne, !lien den, Mmn., 25c.; W W. Shearer l\1eriden such declarations of the Christian scripture as these-We cheerfn!ly recommend to our readers A. C. !VIAe Mass., 75c.; J, H . .Nusser, l!ittburgh, Pa., 50c.; H.() Beck: "I create the light and the darkness, the evil and the
map. Hru!'swrck, Ind. 25c.; Henry .Bosworth. l\Iass., 25c.
DONALD & CO. PI!INTERS, 335 Broadway this city. They
E.~- ~mg, Albany, N. Y., 25c.; John Abbott, Naples, good.
I the Lord do all these things." "And the
do excellent Printing; they are cheap and prompt and Il,l .. ?oc., J<;>hn .Haughey, Jamestown, Ohio, 25c.; lJ. P. Lord hardened the heart of Pharaoh." '' Therefore
''ailing, Tnpoh, Io)va, 25c.; Aden Gauntt, Cha~rin Falls
first class LIBERALS besides. They get up THE TTUTH 25c.
:. H. tl. Bacon, !Vhlforp, Mass., 2oc.; W. R. Evans, Carv: hath he mercy on whom he will have n1ercy and whom
SEEKER for us; and will be found competent to do any job ~rsvrlle, Pa., ~2.00: lJr. C. P. tlanford, Iowa City Iowa, he will he hardeneth," and numerous slrcir pas11ages;
::>1.00:
J. Dubors, Jr., Rondout, N. Y. 25c. · C. Welliver when we remember also that one of the leading docfrom a book down to the smallest visiting card. 1'hose
'
'
'
wanting a neat job of work will do well to send to them Hrushy Fork, Ill., 25C.
trines of the Christian church has been, and still is,
Many thanks to our kind friends.
and receive satisfaction.
that "by the decree of God, for the manifestation of
It was our intention to give the Cash Receipts of the his glory, some. men and angels are predestined tmto
month of January, but there are so many items, the print- everlasting life, and others foreordained to everlasting
WE would request our contributors to try and not spin .er's figures become exhausted, and they could not get death," and that '·their number is so certain and defiout their articles to an undue length. Articles a column more of the right font unless they waited for them to be nite that it cannot be either increased or dimimshed "
or so in length stand a much better chance of being read made, which would require a day or two ; and as we are it is difficult to see how conversions to the religi~n
than lenghty, tiresome ones. We have many contributors ready to go to press. we Will not delay. As it is not of which these zealous missionaries present to the people
who wish to be heard and we request all to be brief, terse very much oonseciuence that these items be given, we will of India, is to materially help the matter, in the par11d dlreot.
Mt 4old back the paper on this aocoun,t.
ticular referred to,
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. FEBRUARY. 16?'4..
Tyndall's Heat as a Mode of Motion ................................
Tyndall On Sound ..................
Tyndall On Uadintion ..............
Thndall's l:lix Leetures on Light ..
T o God of Science, by Abbot .....
The Present Heaven, by Frothingham ................................
The Sabbath, b1' Parket· P(Jlsbury
Truths for the imes, by Abbot ....
The Merits Qf Jesus and the Merits
of Thomas Paine as a Substitute
for Merits in others. What is the
difforenco between them'/ by H.
C. Wright ..........................
The Inner Mystery, an inspirationa! Poem by Lizzie Doten .........
Tho VoieL·B. by Warren Sumner
Barlow .............................
T Jwologlcal and 1\iiscellaneous
Writings of Thomas Paine ......
Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the
S~irit World .......................
To acco and its Effects, by H Gib-

2.00
2.00
.50
1.00
.10
.05
.10
.10

.25
.20
1.25
2.50

Tk~n~e~{~e·:· or: 'bi8~a.;;·.;s · 'c;rthii

.75
.20

Brain and Nerves, by A. J. Davis,

D.111. BENNE'I'T,

335 Broadway,
New York.

Seeds!! Seeds!!
FLOWER SEEDS II
CARDEN SEEDS I!

BEST SEEDS IN AMERICA.
Buy fresh Garde.n andFlowerSeed~ direct
from the Grower, postage paid, cheaper
tlutn you can grow them. I want to supply
every Liberal in America. Patronize your
Liberal Friend. I undersell any firm in
America. I want everybody to send for my
free Illustrated Ctttalogue, and be convinced
that a little money will buy a pile of Seeds.
R.' H. SHU111W,l.'\.,
ADDRESS.
See(\ G1·o"U"er,

ROCKFORD., ILL.

LIBERAL LITERATURE,
For Children & Youth.
Every reader of TH.E TRUTH BEEKER who
has a family, has felt the W!tnt of a Mtt&'!Lzine for his children, that should inspzrc
them with a desire for a knowledgB in regard to their own being, thejr origin, true
mission in this life, and destmy. and yet bu
free from all dogmatic creeds or blinding
linalties.

'THE LITTLE BOQUET."

AN ILLUSTRATED .MONTHLY 1\IAGAZINE, is intended to supply thiE? prefising
wunt and its grout success thus lar proves
how grHatwn~ the demandforsuc)t a work,
and it is now eagel'!y looked for lll tlw usands of fum !lies.
.
'.l'el'ms, $1.50 pc•· yen•·· 1 Specunen
copy 15 Cents, 4 Specimen C?Pies 5o Cent;s.
!:!end for U! Don't foraet ttl 1 our clnldren will adm:ire itl Address,
S. S • .JONES,
oth Ave:J and Adams St..
UlliOAQO, ILL.

FIRST 'ISSUE. 1874.

A Magazine and a Newspaper.

THE

BOTH FOR LITTLE MORE THAN THE pRICE
OF ONE.
THE NEW YORK TRIBUNE has completed
1 arrangements with the principal l'llaga1 zines and Periodicals of this country and
1 Europe, by which it is enabled to supply
these publications, together with either
edition of THE TRIBUNE, at a very marked
reduction from the regular subscription
price. The periodicals for which subscriptions may be sent, at any time, to the THE
TmBUNE, are given below, with the regular
price of each, and the reduced price of the
combination with THE TRIBUNE;
.
20
Publh1hors' With
Wlth
Weokly Seml. w.
r;~~!~r Tribune. Tribune
24
Harper's Magazine ..... $4 oo
$5 00 $6 00
Harper's Bazar..... . . . . 4 oo
500
600
6 Hurper'll W (•ekly.. . . . . . . 4 oo
500
600
Every Saturday ......... 5 oo
5 75
6 75
2 Scribner's ML'nthly .... , 4 oo
500
600
St. Nicholas ............. 3 oo
4 25
5 25
Littell's Living Age ..... 8 oo
8 50
9 50
8 Atlantic Monthly ........ 4 oo
500
600
14 Galaxy ................... 4 oo
5 00
6 00
2 Scient1fic American ..... 3 00
450
550
4 Appleton's Journal. .... 4 oo
500
600
Popular Science Monthly5 00
5 75
6 75
New York Medical Jour560
6 00
nal. ................... 400
4 Phrenological Journal. 3 oo
400
5 00
3 DO
4 00
The Science of Health .. 2 oo
NewYorkWeekly ....... 300
4 50
5 50
Leslie's Illustrated News5 oo·
6 00
Chi~a~e~r
~ 5 00 6 DO
600
Leslie's Lady's Journal 4 oo
5 DO
Leslie's Boys' and Girls'
Weekb: ............... 2 50
4 Do
5 00
60 Pleasant Hours .......... 1 50
3 oo
4 oo
Boys of America ........ 1 5o
3 oo
;~, oo
20 Old and New ............. 4 00
5 oo
6 oo
2 Go dey's Lady's Book ... 3 oo
4 25
5 25
8 The Nursery, ........... 1 50
3 oo
4 00
Blackwood's l\ia.!>:azine. ;~, oo
5 oo
6 oo
The Edinburgh ueview. 4 00
5 oo
6 oo
12
Make your own selections from this list
and remit either by money order, draft, or
registered letter, directly to THE TRIBUNE1
. and you wiH receive ooth Magazine ana
12 Newspaper.
Adrress,
THE TRIBUNEf, New York.

1.00
1.75
Three Plans of Salvation .......... .10
The Hereafter, by Hull. Paper .... .55
Testament New, shown in its true
light, by J.P. Whip~le ............ .50
Unwelcome Child, y Henry C.
Wright. P~er ................... .30
Unconscious ction of the Brain,
and Epidemic Delusions, by Dr.
Carpenter, author of ··The Microscope and its Revelations,"
"Human Physiolo~y," &c ........ .25
U~it,Y of Natural P enomena, by
Sa1gey ............................. 1.50
Universology, Basic Outline of, by
Sttlphen Pearl Andrews ........... 5.00
Uuiversolo<>y, Primary Synopsis
of. by S. P. Andrews ............... 1.50
Voices of Prayer, by Barlow ....... ·.25
Vestiys of Creation ................ .75
Vital orceci How Wasteq and How
Preserve , by E. P. 1\I11ler, M.D.
Paper. 50 cents. Cloth ............ 1.00
Volnu_'s Hnins; or, Meditations
on e Revolutions of Empires,
with biographical Notice, by
CountDaru ........................ 1.00
Volney's Researches in Ancient
Vivid Truths, a book of great research an.d. interest, ·by A. B.
Church ............................. .50 2
History, 2 Vols. Very rare ....... 4.00
Whatever is Right, by A. B. Child,
M.D ................................ 1.00 16
Wolf in Slleep's Clothing, by Moses
Hull .............................. :. .10 2
Walt Whitman's Leaves of Grass. 3.00
N. B.-Any one who will send us orders
for $10 worth of the above books, at prices
given, with the money; may receive in addition, to be sent prepaid, $1 wortll of our
assorted pamphlets. Any one sending 520,
with orders for any accessible periodical
or obtainable book advertised recently by
any American publisher or importer, shall
have them at such advertised price, and $4
in our pamphlets, all of which will be prepaid to any pl!tce in the United States,
All the foregoing books for sale by

TE~&~;·r<:;,v.· of' neiiili: i5¥':Fliu'ie1:::

RARE OHANOE TO SAVE MONEY.

coi-iler:::: :::: !

Cultured Free Thought.

IBD JIIYDBX®
A

WEEKLY PAP.ER DEVOTED

'1'0

FREE AND RATIONAL RELIGION.
It is the object of THE INDEX to give
public utterance to the boldest, most cultivated and most matured thought of the age
on all religious Questions, and to apply it
directly to the social and political amelioration of society. It is edited by
FRANCIS E. ABBOT.
assisted by
ABRAHAM W. STEVENS,
and many able and distinguished contrib-

A L DI NE A L MANAC.
A BROCHURE OF

G. L. HENDERS0N & CO.,
BAN J(EllS,
LE ROY,

MINNE:30TA.

Will loan money for Cn,v'italists, secured
by l'iJ·~t l'llortgages ofn 1mprovedf farms,
upon short time or or a term o years,
Pitying 12 per eent. semi-annually. All exense for Abstrncts.and Hecording paid by
orrowcr. Colleet10ns and ltenuttanccs
on such loans. maqu to any_ part of the
United Htatos Ji·ee oJ oha1·ge.
HEFERENCL:S ;-Allen HI" ph en& & Co..
Bankers, New York; S. l'l~errill, Presicle11t
People's .Bank, lJes 1\Iomes, !OW!L: . Gilcllrist &Co.,llicGregor, Iowa; C1tyNat10ne.l
Bunk, Uhtcago, Ills.~.Jl1ilwauke~. Nationul
.Bank, M1lwaukee, vv 1s.; Morns Altman,
NewYork.

g

A~ERICAN

BOOKS!!

ART,

'WUh Illustrations .by thA best American a1· D. M. BENNETT, Editor Truth Se~ker.
tists. designed and e:ngravedexp1·essly
for this work.
Wishes the Public to remember he is
Will Be Ready Jctober 15.
THE ALDINE ALMANAC has been gottPn Up prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal,
regardless of expense, with the purpose of
making it beYond competition, the most and Progressive Works of all kinds .
beautiful publica.tion of the kind ever atBooks by the fol.Wwing JJfodetrn .A utlw7'8
tempted in this country. Unlike other almanacs. it is not filled with second-hand kept in Stock :
cuts but is purely original. Et'erY desian
Huxley,
has been made and e:ng1•aved by the best artists
Darwin,
.ap1·essly }'cJ1' its illustrations.
Tyndall,
THE ALDINE ALMANAC is truly national
Hel'bert Spencer,
in conception, and will be at once accepted
J. Stuart 11IiiJ.
as the standard for taste and accuracy in
every section of the United States .
Fronde,
L. Fucrbacb,
LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS.
Dr. Louis .Buechner,
The Calendars.

:Hr. John Davis, a young and rising artist, who is beginning to be recognized as
the coming draughtsman of Ame1·icu, ha.s
contributed liberally to the embellishments
of this ALMANAC. His set of twelve calendar borders are admirable, and entirely
unique in their way.

I

The Schuylkill

is represented by a splendid full-page cut,
from a drawing of Thomas Moran, the
strongest landscape artist in America.
The Outcasts of Poker Flat.

Tbotnas Buckle,
Louis Figuier,
Sir Juhn Lubbuck,
Cbades Bradlaugh
Robt. Dale Ovven,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
A.J.Davis,
P•·ot'. Wm. Dento11,
B. F. Underv.rood,
Hudson Tuttle,
Henry C. Wright.,
D•·· A. B. Cltilds,
11Iotria 111.· King,
1'11· B. Craven,
D. D. Hotne,
lli. au<l D. W. Hull.

A synopsis of Bret Harte's inimitable
Western sketch accompanies three illustrations by Mr. Davis.
·
.As welt as nurneroua otller autlw1'8.
·
A Tropical Scene.
Books on
One of the most exQuisite pictures which Science,
it is possible to conceive is contributed by
The Arts,
l'lfary Nemn. to illustrate lines from JoaDledieine,
QUin Miller.
Theology,
Rip Van Winkle.

·A disquisition on this popular American
legeml1s illustrated by four designs by l'llr.
Davis .
Evening on the Deleware

Law,
Hist.ory,
Biography,
LJterature,
RoJD.ance.
Poetry.

is a most perfect picture, by Thomas liforan. It shows that American pastoral
And all Miscellaneous Subjects furscenery has ample charms for poetical illustrahon, and needs only to be properly nished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by
treated to have ~his fact fully recognized.
Express or Mail as directed.
The Melancholy Days.
Address
This picture is strong and full of poetiD. M. BENNETT,
cal feelmg, and is a very fine illustratwn of
Bryant's well known lines.
335 BROADWAY,
Olden Time Southern Life.
New York.
Mr. Sheppard. a Virginian artist, gives
us a !)'limpse of the __Ilatriarchal phase of
Amencan slavery. He has chosen a Christmas scene when tho "servants " present
themselves for the usnal presents, and
good wishes and kind feeling rule in every A
MONTHLY
SIXTEEN PAGE
breast.

The Truth Seeker.

A 'Coon Hunt

is a second contribution of l'lfr. She])pard's
and one of the most striking in the work.
The New England Schoolmaster,

another of l\Ir. Davis' designs, re])resents
the old time Yankee school-house, with the
master" so kind and so true."
The Illuminated Cover.

u~0rs.

Every liberal should subscribe for THE
INDEX, as the best popular exponent of
Religious Liberalism.
Every Christian
minister and every thinking ehurch member should subscribe for it, as the clearest,
most candid und most scholarly expositor
of the differences between Free Thought
!111Cl Evangelical ChristianitY, and as the
best means of becoming well informed of
the arguments and the movements which
the Church will huve to meet in tho future.
Professor :Max Mueller, of Oxford, Englund, in ·a letter to the Editor published in
THE INDEX for Junuary 4, 1873, says:
"That the want of a Journal enj:irely devoted to Religion in the widest sense of the
word should be felt in America; that such
a journal should luwe been startud and
powerfully supported by the best minds in
your country is a good sign of the times.
There is no such journal in England,
France or Germ!LnY, though the number of
so-called religious or theological periodiculs, is as you know, very !urge." And later
still: "I read the numbers of your INDEX
with increusing interest."
Send $3 for one year, or 7b cents for three
months, on trial.
Address 'l'HE INDEX, Boston, 1\Iass.

BOOKS!

The cover of THE ALDINE ALMANAC is
the richest specimen of the medireval ;;tyle
of illuninatwn eYer produced in America.
THE ALDlNE ALMANAC Will be sent to any
address. in roller, by muil, post-paid, on
receipt of the price, 60 Cents.
JAl\lES SUTTON & Co., Publishers,

58 l\Iaiden Lane, N.Y.

DEVOTED TO

Science, trlorals, Free Thought, Free
Discussion, Liberalism, Sexual
Equality, Labor Reform, Progression, Free Education,
and whatever tends to
emancipate and elevate
the Human Race.
OPPOSED

TO

Sectarianism, Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism,
Bigotry, Creeds, Dogmas,
Superstition, False Theology,
Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies, Privileged Classes, Oppression, Tyranny, and everything that
degrades or burdens Mankind mentally
or physically.

.For the purpose of placing a puper, acknowledged to be the leading exponent of "Come now, and let us 1'eason together."
Let us hea1· all sicles.
Modern American Spiritualism, in the
Let its divest ow·s~ll't'S of P1'£ifudice and
hands of all Liberalists.
effects of eal'l!J educat10n.
'I.'bc R& [, Qfi)-PHILOSOPHIC.\.L.
Let us "Pl'ot>e all thinas and hold fast to
JOURNAl, will be sent
that which ·is aood."
to
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1\J~t~'v
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-

MONTHS FOR 25 CENTS.

The Journal is a large eight-page paper,
httndsomely printed, and ably conducted.
Its columns are illled by such able writers
as A. J. Davis; l\Iaria ~I. King; Prof. B. F.
Underwood; Hudson 'l'uttle; J\Irs. Tuttle;
Dr. H. T. Child; Dr. E. D. Babbitt; Dr. 'l'ulmage; Dr. F:tlmestock; Judge Edmonds
and many other brilli!tnt und sciontilic
minds. The Editorial eolumns are bold and
fearless in advocating everything tending
to the advancement of the lnuua,n race.
And eQuully as prompt in denouncing and
showing up in their true colors. all shams
and schemes of dishonest tricksters,
whether in or outof tho mnksof Spiritua.!.
'rh
.
'· t'
· ·, -3 0
1Sm.
e regu 1arSU>JSCr1p wnpneo 1s::;.
u
per year. Those who :wail themsehes of
the presentofl:er to become ac<Iuainted with
i tho paper
. . for. ,25 cents,
, . we conli d entl y
believe will re-new ut the regular rate,
whicll is us low as such a paper can be pubI' h d
ADDRESS s. s . .JONES Editor
1s e ·
•
•
•
Adams Str. & 5th Avo.
CHICAGO ILL
,_
.

D. 111. BENNETT, Editor & Publisher.

AIDED BY AN ABLE CORPS OF
CONTRIBUTORS k CORRESPONDENTS
f1·om among the leadina rninds of our country.
Terms: 75 cents per year, beginning with
No.1; or $1.00 yer year, commencing with
No.5, or any subsequent number.
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.

To each Subscriber will be presQnted as a
Premium a valuable 50 cent book, CLoDD's
CHILDHOOD OF THE WoRLD, a re-print from
a late London edition. It gives a succinct
und instructive account of :niAK in the
"Early Ages" of the world. und in style is
well adapted to the fbpprehension of young
and old. Any person sending us the names
of six subscribers, with the cash, will b~ entitled to an extra premium of any 50 eent
book they may select from our list. If
twelve names, 1tnv book worth one dollar,
or that umount will be allowed on any other
work they may desire.
'/'hose /1·iendly to tile objects and pu1'pose.9
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, are 1'espectfully l'equested to aite it their suppo1·t and encoura(Jement.
Sample Copies Free; Send stamp for Postage.
Address D. ;\1. !3C:N NETT,
No. 335 Bl!IO..WWAY, NEw Yo.ax••
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ITN keeping with our aim to make this paper a free jour- I rule to deceive in almost everything, to cover up every SUJlposed divine law restrains them. B1tt light and
nul. we give place to the following article. bearing upon error, to hide under the deceitful smile the aversion of liberty do march on apace, unci all the sneers of society,
the subject of ;I[AnRIAGEA-'<DDrvoncE. It"·ill be found con-I th_e heart, how impossible it is to becm~e acquainted all man-made laws, all the threatenings of the pricstsiderably in advance of the views generally entertained. 1 w1th. even the most momentous questwns of future hood, cannot stop them. Tell me, sweet-souled, beaubut will bear a careful reading, and will afford matter for happmess! \Vho would marry a person whose ah_nost tiful woman, bowed beneath the !JCcl of theological
thought. Its length has made it necessary for us to abbre- hourly speech was caustic, bitter, cine! and peev1sh? bigots, ancl chained for life to a mo~mtll}n of unconviate it somewhat, and in some instances we have broken Lovers never exhibit such qualities. It is only after trollecl passion, whose very presence msp1res fear and
the,connection, but wo trust have not impaired its gist and the terminus is rC'ached1 the engine housed, and ~he loathing-tell me how many times you prayed for
meaning.-EmTon TRUTH SEEKEn.l
fire put out-only after bemg safely entrenched heh!nd strength to resist the tempter, and for God to inspire
the legal and holy tie, that the storm of pent-up pass10!1 your 'heart with a love for your husband, after the noIndividual Liberty.
bursts. Then who shall say that after long expen- ble-soulecl, n·fincd, sympathizing man whose acquaintonce and knowledge of each other by living in wed- ancc you hacl formed, hat!, nt your entrenty,gone from
BY L'INCO~'NU.
lock, pnrties are not as capable of acting for their own your sio-ht forever. Then tell me how the prayer was
*I hole! *thnt ancient
*
*precedent
* should
* no*longer best interests, as before "the vail was rent before the unans"~rablc, impossible, and how little likelihood
temple ? "
there is that your heart cnn ever be "changed."
.
longer trammel the spirit of this enlightened nge.
Give my ideas the force of lnw, and who would mnrTell me thou picture of manly strength nnd noble
Perhaps the rules nnd customs established by a blas- ry for money, lust, spite, convenience, or any other intellect, b'ound by the man-mndc tie, which "none
phemous l\Ioses, a self-sufficient bloody David, a Con- motive but love? Well knowing that love alone could but Gocl can put asunder," to a woman whom you hnd
ftwius, l\fahomet, Zoroaster, Cmsar, mtty hnve been perpetuate the tie, who, thnt truly loved, woulcl throw only had opportunity to become acquainted with
excusable in their age, nnd necessary with the barbarous aside affection ? Where then should we see a mercen- through the medium of society, with all its deceptive
hordes giYen them to control; especially ns they hnd ary father selling his youthful daughter to a rich lib- nrts, ancl whom you belieYecl to be full of vigorous
violntcd every fundamentnllaw of huma;-,ity, by ag- ertine-wcll knowing that with suffering "'ou!tl come health both of mind unci body ; whom you thought
gregating all the wealth into the hands of the few, thus self-reliance nncl liberty? Then would our courts be to be' all that you could desire in intellectual attainenslaving the mnny, rendering them unfit for self-gov- purged of the moral pests known a£ divorce suits, ments, but who proved to be a stufl'eclmummy, a~1 imernment; but with us the laborer not only polls nn brench of promise suits, nclultery prosecutions, and becile, lo"·-brccl, course:sonlccl, sht~rp-tonguecl vixen,
equal vote with the millionaire, but is often better in- the thot<sand disgusting details of such cases.
full of mental and botlily dcfonmty-tcll me, how
formed. \Ve live in nn nge thnt should give ideas to a
Divest the marriage contract of its religions ideas much would you give, if umn's and God's Ja,y, and
musty cob-webbed old world, instead of paying ful- brought clown from the clark ages of civil nne! religious I soci.ety's cn.stoms \YOt~lcl allow yon to tn~{e to w1fe the
some reYcrence to its effete ideas, borrowed from a bondage, mental clegraclntion, abject slavery for the patient, fmth~ul, lovmg crct~tnre who 1~ worthy of
superstitions and ignorant age.
wife, nncl consequent low condition of moral and so-l your Jo,:e ? . fhen throw ns1tl~ the chnm of ~ clead
Especial!~· should the old enslaved past be banished cia! sensibilities of all, nncl let love be the only tie that past. L1vc m the present, trustmg great Nature s God
from the family circle. fts reign wns ever most cruel binds hearts together. Then imagine the result.
for the future.
.
.
.
there, and this age of equal rights for all can ill afford
Are we no wiser than the ages of the long ngo?
It has been the policy of pnestcraft and km!,\craft,
its tyranny longer, in suppressing emotional· unci nat- Who now would tnke counsel of thnt little insignifi- for ages, to refer to precedent for example m nil
ural sympathy nnd love, ancl in authorizing in their cnnt theocracy that two thousand years ngo elnsterecl matters of civil and _religious. govcrnmen!.
For
place brutal lust unci loathing.
around the isolated green spots at the eastern extrem- a long tune they tned, by uupcnal ecl1cts nncl
Whnt right hns the Stnte to attempt to regulate do- ity of the J\fecliteranean, in matters of agriculture, th:ological nnat!1emn~, to st?P. _the. onward m~rch of
mestic relations? 'Whnt interest can the public have in science, education, civil govemment, or any other sec- scJC_nce, eclucutwn! light,_ Clvllizatwn and liberty.
private family affairs? \Vhnt possible goocl can mar- ular matter? Why, then, shall we assume the utter Galileo hncl to abJure _science, and _declare that the
riage or divorce Jan·s do to the people?;
infallibility of their opinions in matters of theology world was flat an~ ~t~ttJOnary. The mveJttor of sawLong ago the priests arrogantly assumed the right, unci domestic affairs ? The wonderful intelligence of mills met the J~rolnlntwn of law when _he commenced
in the name of Gocl, to give' woman to man ; nay, to Jewish law-makers concerning marriage nnd clivnrce work, been use It took n":ay the occnpntwn of laborers.
bind woman to mnn, who, in a great majority of cases loses some of its poetry when we place the several When men· began to cltscoyer ~h~ fact thnt the.y were
had been bargained nwny by a parent, who, without laws, susposed to have been mnde by nn all-~cise nncl slaves only bee~ use they were Willing slaves, then· proincurring nny of the consequences, assumed all the unclwn,qeable God, in juxtaposition. Compare Denter- gress toward lig!tt wns barred by the. thunders of the
responsibilities; and the priest was called ir: to go onomy xxvii, 22, with whnt science has clcvelopecl, Vatican. B_ut _w1th th~ nc!Yancc of light· ancl ..know~;
through his disgusting farce, and to pronounce it the and the barbaTous code of l\1oses with our present eclge, all tins IS changmg. Anathe1~tas nnd bulls
work of God. Tenaciously still our present-day preach- iclens ; then ask why do people cling so closely to arc ft.tst los:ng their terrors, and w1th !he change of
ers cling to the idea that by some divine right they mar- part of a code and ignore the rest. Compare the act wl!at IS called LAW nne! the custo_ms of socJety, all these
ry people; not knowing what is the fnct, and what near- oi Ruth, in crowding herself into the good graces and e':J!s would be mntcnally u~otlificcl.. Let us clo away
ly every State recognizes, thnt the parties concerned do other attentions of Bonz, and finally marrying a mar- w1th nil these cruc~e oppre:;swns winch no,~· bear upon
the mnrrying,-not the priest or magistrate, and that riecl mnn, with the present iclens of chastity nncl mod- the weak and unfortunate. Let us '':ork m harmony
no license is required, no ceremony needed, to marry esty, and then ask why this example of Jewish life with Nature's Great Laws. l't!et ns str!ve, by nil means
a couple.
was put into the word of Gocl. If put there ns nn ex- in our power, to render mankmcl happwr.
But, says one, if this custom prevails, and people mar- ample, whv condemn people of the present clay to a
ry in this wny, how "·ould you prove the marriage, so life of forced celibacy, because it is wicked to do as
[For the 'l'rnth Seeker.]
as to hold people to their contract. I answer, I would lluth clicl ?
not thus hold them. No ontsicle power can compel
THE QUESTION.
Was not Esther, and all her family, and the whole
them to live together unless they wish to do so. Then Jewish race, much blessed and exalted, because she,
Why go, one day in seven,
why maintain a legal t1e when no other exists?
at an opportune moment, when the Persian king was
To a temple made of elay?
"But," sny the horror-stricken religionists, "would sobering off after a long debauch, came in nnd shared
Where the earnest soul doth dwell,
you break up the holy bond of matrimony?" Let me his bacchannlian lusts, after Vashti, his lawful wife
Is the sacred place and day.
say once for all, that I recognize nothing holy but nud queen, had refused to have anything to do with
what experience has proved, or mny prove conducive the drunken brute ? Do not churches of the present
Why drone with solemn. mien
to the happiness of the world.
One bright day out of seven?
clay play theatre inside the altn1', with the " Cantata
Another asks, would you like to hnve a low, mean, of Esther" as a piny? Why, then, do our Christians
Every morning brings a life
designing villain, induce your daughter to marry him, denounce in such unmeasured terms the person who
That should say" Well done!" at evfln.
ancl then having- no law to bincl him to keep his mar- now does the act that Esther did, only in a less disWhy sit with anxious ear,
riage covenant, desert her? Let a Yankee reply by gusting and public manner?
'l'o hear a man intone
asking a question. \Vould you not rather. than have
Did not God cmmr,and the Jews to force into slavish
A sermon built upon a text?
your daughter bound to such a villain, eompt>lled to prostitution thirty-two t~ousand young girls, after
But the bricks arc all his own I
live a life of slavery and degraclntion, that slte should having murdered before their eyes their fathers, mothhave the privilege of leaving him ? Now suppose the ers and brothers, taking care to reserve to the priests
Why raise that old bruto fear
State should not intefere in the marital relation, and their tithes of such property, according to Bible wriThe unwilling hea.rt to win?
ancl no self-constituted priesthood assumed the right in ters ? (Num hers, chnp. xxxi.) Then why docs the
Soul is its own reward
the name of God to give woman to man; what would Christian denounce so fiercely the natuml act of perIf it virtue choose, or sin.
be the result? When parties propose to enter the sons who vol~mtarily do what the "guide of our lives"
Is Love, then, born of Fear,
sweet stnte of matrimony, they would at first be care- so forcibly sanctions ?
Or of the loved ono the desire?
ful to become acquainted with each other, well knowDoes not every Christian "sing the songs of David
If it love not, shall we say.
ing that any deception would avail nothing, as soon and the Lamb ? " Yet clid not this same David marry
"Soul, we punish thee with fire"?
they must know how they had been deceived; hundreds of wives ? And did he not have a grand
and no power of law being there to bind them, the tie harem, into which he yearly forced the choice of JewWhy, theologians, write
would he broken. So too those who were married ish maidens ? (II Samuel, chap. v., 13; I Samuel,
Your sermons by the cord?
would be kind, forbearing and faithful, well knowing chap. xxv; II Samuel, chap. xv, 16.) And what of
Evermore the truth within us
that no law was nt hand to bind a helpless woman in the toi8est ma11 who ever lived or shall live-Solomon ?
Hcfutcs them by a word,
slavery or to holcl a peaceful man in wedlock with an Howmnnywives and concubines did he have, in order
untamable shrew.
·
"Howhose love of virtu"
Saying,
to inspire him to write such beautiful words ns are
So the partners who fine! that their health, strength, contained in the " Songs of Solomon ? " (I Kings,
Than of evil is moro strong,
inclination, or nature, meet no corresponding recip- chap. xi, 3.)
In this life, or that immortal,
rocity from t11eir partners, would not be bound lifeCan novor come to wrong."
A book that teaches such principles, coming from a
long to effeminacy.
low, degraded people who practiced such villany,
Why
force to outward forms'/
So the poor enfeebled victim of. brutal lust would ought not to dictate tons in matters of religion, social
Each soul has its own sharo
by a word be free.
economy, and domestic relations. It is no criterion
Of the Good, the True, tho Beautiful,
The beautiful picture of forbearance, love, trust, and for us to judge by in anything, and we are thrown up'.l'hat we worship everywhere.
protective care, exhibited by a man or woman whose on our own means of information, to instruct us ·in our
partner is au invalid, and who,-stultifying nature- domestic relations. Then let us throw aside the bloocl'Tis the purity of heart,
mortifying the flesh-protects, loves, cherishes, for- thirsty tearhings of the most degraded, insignificant
And tho beauty of tho soul,
bears with, and preserves alive for years the invalid theocrats that ever lived, nne!, permitting, no thought
That shalllivo, and form a part
partner, is sweet heyoncl comparison ; and I believe of unkindness, cruelty, lust, depravity, or fcm· to enter
Of tho oternal, endless whole.
there would be more such instances if no one could upon our minds, let us live together according to the
Du Quoin, Ill.~.
,T. E. P.
say "it is their duty by law; they but clo their duty." laws of Nature, with no motive but the happinc·ss of
Is it unfair to say that divorce should be at least as all, the individuality of all, the love of all; the proeasy ns marriage. By law perfect strangers may mar- tection of the weak, the preservation of the beautiful,
Tho following lines may be thought iuoverent by om·
ry. At hc•st, as now conducted, neither has the least and the universal brotherhood of the human family.
Christian friends but they contain tho pith of Christian
chance to know the other. If both would be perfectly
I know that I am writing what is thought in secret Theology.
honest, and iet nll their faults nnd failings, both men- by large numbers of the enlightened classes. There
Tho Great Whang-doorllo
tal unci physical lie known, still it would be impossible are millions of couples who :would put into immediate
Sits on his Golden Th1·nno,
to know eneh other's ideas, sentiments, and aspirations practice my iclea, (their iclea, too) but that they fear to
Sticking pins in the people.
before marriage. But as it is the almost universal be the first to break the ice, or that the fear of some
And grins while they groan~

"
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Attractive New Books. SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
Threading My Way,

ASCIENTIFIC AND POPULAR EXPOSITION

OF THE
Or Twenty-seven Years of Autobiography.
By Hobert D::tlo Owen, authot; of that reFundamental I'rob:ems in Sociology,
markable work, which is havmg such an
enormous sale. ontitlctl tlw "Debatable
BY R T. THALL. M.D.
Lantl between this worltl and the next."
'l'his new work is 11 most fascinating one.
The groat· interest now being felt in nll
It is a narrative of tho first twenty-seven subjects relating to Hum::tn Development,
years of the Author's lifo: its adventures, Will make the book OF INTERES~· TO EVERY
errors, exporionec::;; together 'vith rmnin- ONE. llesicles tho information obtained by
isconces of noted personages whom ho met its ,r>erusal, the practical bearing of the
forty or fifty years sinoo, ot<J .. etc.
vanous subjects treated in improving and
"All llfr. Ownn's ohnptors aro ,·omarknblo gi\·ing n higher direction and valutl to hunot only for tho attn1div<moss of tlw inei- manlifo CAN NOT BE OVER~ ESTIMATED.
donts, but for tho li;:ht shccl on mnny im'l'his work contains the latest and most
portant so<'ialnnd industrinlmovomonts, important discoveries in the Anatomy and
and for the noble sin~ority and good lm- Physiology of the sexes; Exvlains the Orimor pervading tlH.nn." *,r:*A beautifully gin of Human Lifo: How and when 111enprinted and bound volume. Prieo $1.50.
strnation, Impregnation, and Conception
occur; givina: the laws by which the num!Jor and.sox of offspring are controlled, and
Fanny Fern.
A l\Iomorinl volume by J::tmos Parton; valuable information in regard to the becontaining- a short biography of 1\Irs. Par- getting and rearing of beautiful and
tun ["Fnm1y Fern"] and selol'tions from tho healthy children. It is high-toned, and
vory best and most JIOJlUiar of her writ- should be read by every family. With
ings. llonutifully priuted aml!Jound, with eighty Jlno engravings. Ayent.~ wanted.
illustrations by Arthur Lumley. A clutrmSYNOPSIS OF TABLE OF CONTENTS.
ing volumo for tho Holidays. ***l'rice, :32.
Chap. I.-~'he l\Iale Organs of Generation.
Chap.
II.-'l'he Fe malo Organs of GeneraJessamine.
Another s\Jlcndid new novel, by MARION tion.
Chnp.
III.-Thc Origin of Life.
HARLAND. ·'**Price, $1.50.
Ciuw. IV.-Sexual Generation.
Chap. V.-The Physiology of MenstruaOld Curiosit:y Shop.
tion.
Tho eighth yo]umo of ' CARLE'lvN'S NEW
Chap; VI.-Impregnation.
lJ,LUSTRATED EDn'ION, Ol!" 0HAHLES DICKChap. VII.-Pregnancy.
ENS' WonKs, [the !Jest, chunpost, and handChap. VIII.-Embryology.
somest oLlitinn in the wnrlLl.] l'rintod from
Chap. I:X.-Partnrition.
now. relinblo tYJJO :ox<Iuisitcly illustrated bJ1
Chap. :X.-Lactation.
tho original artists chosen by Dickens him-t
Chap. XI.-'l'he Law of Sex.
self; handsomely !Jounclnndsolll at$1.50 per
Chapter XII.-Hegulation of the number
volumo.
of Olfsprin~.
Ch::tp. XIfi--Tho Theory of Population.
ii. Wonderful Woman.
Chap. XIV.-The Law of Sexual InterAn intensely interesting now novo! by
l\IAY AGNES .l<'LEi\IING, atitbor of "Guy course.
Chap. XV.-Hereditary Transmission.
Earlsconrt's Wife. ***Price, $1.75.
Chap. XVI.-Philosophy of 1\Iarriage.
This work has rapidly passed through ten
Bill ArP's Peace Papers.
A now comic book by tho great South- editions, and the demand is constantly increasing.
No such complete and valuable
ern humorist. "Bill Arp," who gives us,
has ever befo1·e been issued-from the
in 11 series of irresistibly funny, satirical work
press.
Prof.
Wilder, of Cornell University,
papors upon \Var, Pulith·s, and our DonlessrLvs it is the best work yet written on the
tic Helations. ono of tho sharpest books subject.
Over
20,000 sold. Price, by mail, $2.
ever printed in this country. ***Full of
comic pictures, price S1.50.
·

Loyal Unto Death.

A deeply interesting new ENGLISH NovEL. Om' of tho lwst olr)rics that has apr>e::,trecl, i~ London for many a day. ***
.Price, ::;I. Ia,
--

,,Betsy and I are Out."

A Thanksgiying Ston in vorS<\ by 1\Irs.
N. S. E~mnsoN; om bodying her famous
balh1d of "Betsey ::tnd I are Out," which
has gnincd such celebrity ami boon so
'Yidely eo pied throughout tho country, as
by another author. **' I'ric0, S1.50.

Edna Browning.

Another nnw novnl, by ~L1.1n: J. HoL;.ms.
One of tho best she has over written. ***
P1·ico, S1.50.
--

.Tosh Billings' Almanax.

Josh Billings' gn~at Fanners' Ahninax
for tho· year 18H-ono of tho riPlwst and
most humorous l\ttlo hits of tho day.
Josh Billings has excolle<l hims~f, and
evcrybodr ought to have a copy, to drivo
away thfl 'blues" with. *** Papor covers.
Priee, 25 ecnt~.
Air' 'l'hesc books beautifully printed and
bound. Sold evorywluJro-anLl sent by mail
POSTAGE ~·nrcE, on ror,oi]lt of price, by
G. W. UAHiiE'l'ON & CO., Publishers,
~ladison Square, New York.

NONPAREIL MILLS.

FAHl\I FEEl), BONE, DitUG
AND
HAND-G ltiNDIN G. ALSO CO'l"l.'ON -SEED
HULLEUS,
71 _E 1V ::i I Z Ji) 1'-.'.
Air'Illustmted l'aml{hlots llroo. Addruss
J. l:i~DGEBEEH, Painesville, Ohio.
'l'HE

THE TRUTH ABOUT LOVE.
"A proposed sexual morality based upon
the doctrme of EYolution and recent discoveries in Jlfedieal Science." "This is by
all odds th<l most striking and original of
all the rocent works on the sexual relations. No person who wishes to keep up,
with the last word can do without it. '
12mo .. cloth, $1.50.
WALT WHITMAN'S BOOKS.
LEAVES OF GRASS. New Edition. 50!
pp. Bound. 53.
Al:i A S'l'IWNG BIIm ON PINIONS FREE.
Just out. 75 cents.
DE:VIOCRATIC VIS1'AS. Political Essay .
Prose. 75 cents.
Also a fow cories of John Burrough's
NO'l'ES ON WALT WHITjyiAN Al:i POET
AND PEHSON. $1.
English critics consider Walt Whitman
the greatest American Poet. lladicalism
has had no grc'ater 1'.9et since the d11ys of
Pope and Sheller. He is the poet of the
hero and now.
~'he new volun1o of "Leaves of Grass"
includes "Passage to India," and "Drum
Taps."
~
A few copies of "Loaves of Grass."
Early edition. 400 )?P· Inolcgnntbinding.
l'rico $~. "Drum 'I nps." In cloth. U6 pp.
GO cents.
HALF-HOURS WITH MODERN
SCIENTISTS,
Containing valuable Lectures and Essays
by Wttllaco, lloscoe. Huggins, Lockyer,
Young. 1\Iayer, anti Hood. !'rico, $1.50.

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN:
OR
A Code of Dh·eclions for Lhoidina most of
The Oldest Reform Journal in, the
the Pni.ns nnd Dangel'S of Ghild./Jem·i.na.
United States.
CONTEN'l'S.
1. Hmtlthfulncss of Chilcl-Bo::tring. 2.
Is ]mblishod overy Wmlnosday ::tt
Dnngors
of
Prevontions.
3. llferlicnl Opin84 WASHING'l'ON i:l'l'l:Ell'l', BosToN, llfass.
Bu Josi.nh P. ,1[e~<~l•un. Jr:dil!'<liJy llm·nce ions as to eseaping l':tin. 4. Preparation
for
l\Ittternity.
5.
Exot·dse
during Preg)Senflt'l".
nancy. G. 'L'ho Sitz Bath anll Bathing gonontlly.
7.
What
FooL!
to
Eat
and wlmt to
Pl'ieo s:uo por annum. Single Copies
7 cents. t;po(~rnHlfl uopies Aont on roecipt Avoid. 8. 'l'ho l\lin<i during Pregnancy. 9.
'l'ho
Ailments
of
l't·ognancy
nnd
their Hoof a rl\vo-Unnt Htatn p t:o pay ~he Postage.
rrlw "INV B~:rJ:IU1Vl'OH ,, 1s do\'otutl to tnodios. 10. Fonutle Physieians and An·esttwtics.
tho Li!Joml nanso in ltuligion: or, in nthor
"l'ttrlttrition wit/wnt
wonls, to Univot·saD[oiitalLiherty. ltHio- ' 1\'lwt is snid nbout
.l)ain."
pont in nil Hs Lliseussious, disl~nnling suIts
grntuitoliS
ch·,mlation
should be a roporsliticHLH tlworio:-; of whtLi _uovtn' ea.n lJ~
known, it devotes its •·olutnlls to things of c'ogni?.eLipmt of tho Wom:tn l\Iovomont.this world n.tnnn and le;cves the noxt, if II~J.{{~·;;· com·so recommended can not fail to
thoro be ono to u'tuso who have ontored its
unknown Hll'ores. Bt. lit)Vi Ill-:' that. H is tho bo bonolll'i:ll.-JJeec/uw's Uhl·istirw. C'l<ion.
CL)ntains sug-~ostions of tho greatest
dnt.y of mot'Lals to wol'lc for ·Llto intorosls of
tlti:,\ wol'ld, it eonflnos ilsolf to lhiugs of valno.-~fliUon's (}ofrlt'n AyeA work whoso OX<_'.oUuneo surpas:sos our
this lifo entirely. lt has :tl'l'il'od at tho ]JOWOI'
to COlll!llOlHl.-Nt'!O ror/.: Jfttil.
ag·o o[ ·12 yoa.t·s. :Ltid nsk:-; fut· n Rnppot·t
'l'ho priee, by mail, $1.00, puts it within
from those who :tro fond of suund to;csontho
roaeh
of all.
ing goo<l ru:tding reliable news, aneedntos, seiencc•, art :md a usuful fa.lllilY THE ~ELICION OF HUMANITY.
jounml. Jloarlor! ploaso soml your subBY 0. B, FHO'l'HINGHAl\1.
scription for six months orono year; and,
(SECOND EDITION.(
if you 11re not satislled. with the way tho
TVith Pilw Steel Enara,,-inys.
"INVESTIGATOH" is eonduetcdwo won't
12 mo. Cloth.
Price, post-paid, $1.50.
ask you to continuo with us any longer.

BOSTON INVESTIGATOR,

1
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I

A POSITIVIST PRIMER,
BEING A SERIES OF
FAMILIAR CONVERSATIONS
ON THE
RELIGION OF HUMANITY.
Dedicated to the only Supreme Being man
can ever know, the gre::tt but
imperfect God,
HUMANITY,
In whose image all otl1er gods were made,
and for whose service all other gods exist,
and to whom all the children of men owe
Labor, Love and Worship.
12 mo. Cloth. 75 cents.
N.B.-Any one who will send us orders
for $10 worth of above books, at p1·ices
given, with the money, may receive in adclition, to be sent pre-paid, $1 worth of our
assorted ]lamphlets- Any one sending 520
worth, with orders for any aeceRsible periodicttl or obtainable book advertised recently by any American publisher or importer, sha][ have them· at such advertised
price, and S± in ourpam]lhlets, all of which
will be pre-paid t0 any place in the United
States.
THE RELIOION OF INHUMANITY.
BY FHEDEHWK HAHmSON.
Price, 20 cents.
"This is a caustic criticism by this able
En~J:lishPositivistu:\lonascrt of new-fanglet nigh Calvinism.'
A LECTURE ON BUDDHIST
NIHILISM.
BY PHOFESSOH l\IAX MUELLEH, of
Oxford University, England.
Translated from the German. Price 10 c'ts.
It is cheering to learn so much that is
good of the religion held by the majority
of mankind, on such unquestioned authority as that of Prof. l\Iueller, aml in the
brief space of this neat little pamphlet.

THE ESSAYS READ BY
O. B. FROTHINGHAM, JOHN WEISS. E. L.
YOUMANS, JAMES PARTON.
And others, before the meeting of the

FREE RELIGIOUS

ASSOCIATION

Held in Cooper Institute, New York, 001.
14, 15 and 16. In Pamphlet form. 35 cents.
(From the Tl'ib11ne reports.)

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
THE ESSENCE OF RELIOIOi\1.
GOD THE !MAGE OF MAN.
Man's Dependence HJ)On J.'ntw·e the Lnst and
Onlu Sow·ce n.f Rdigion.
Translated from th<l German of LuDWIG
FEUERBACH, by Professor A. Loos.
12 mo. Cloth. Sl. Pap~;r. no cents.

THE ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY.
Translated by l.\L~lliAN EvANS Ci\Irs. G. II.
Lewes). author of l\Iiddlemaroh, &c., &c.;
Translator of Strauss's and other like
works. Cloth. $9.
THE RELATION OF

WITCHCRAFT TO RELICION.
BY A. C. LYALL.
Very interesting to the thoughtful. 15 cents.
CIIIUSTIA~ITY

HD MATER!AJ,!Sil! CONTRASTED.

BY B. F. UNDEHWOOD.
A hmu.lsomo forty-Jh·e page pamphlet. 15
cents.
Jlb·. Unde>·wood's best Lectw·e,

FORCE AND MATTER.
DR. BUECHNER'S FAllfOUS WORK.
Trubner's latest and bcst(Lonclon)eclition,
(From the 12th German.)
12 rno. Cloth. Price. post-paid, S2.50,
Being $1.25 less than tlie same book was
ever sold for in America before.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF DR. BUECHNER, 25 Cents.
VEI\Y LARGE,
"
" .
$1.
DR. L.

BUECH~TER

lllAN: IN THE PAST, PRESENT AND
FUTURE.

A Popular Account of the results of recP.nt scientific Hesearch as regards the
Origin, Position and Prospe~ts of the Human Hace. Translated by W. S. DALLAS,
F.L.S. Cloth. 12 mo. $2.50.
CONTENTS.
INTllODUCTION-WHENCE Do WE Coi\m?Tho Antiquity and Original State of the
Human Race, and its development from a
barbarous beginning. WHAT ARE WE?Present Position of Jlfan in Nature, his developmental his tory and production from
the egg cell. Origin and Genealogy of the
Hum::tn Race. WHERE ABE WE GoiNG?Future of Man and of the Human Haec.
Government. Nationalities. Socie1)'. Canit:al. Labor and Laborers. The :Family.
Education. Woman. Marriage. 1\Iorals.
Religjon. Philosophy.
APPENDrx.-Sdentific Evidence, containing Notes, Explanations, and additions of
the text.
The foregoing works ::tre published and
sold by ASA K, BUT~'S & CO., 36 Dey St.,
NewYerk.

The Philosophical Works
OF TIIOlVIAS HOBBES.
Edited by Sir William 1\Iolesworth, Bart.
Longman's London Edition. (Uncut.)
Averaging 500 pages to a volume. svo. Cloth.
ELEVEN IN ENGLISH.
FIVE IN LATIN.
Indispensible to a Free-Thinker's Library.
ONE

SET

ONLY.

Price $25.00

Address ASA K. BUT'l'S & CO.,

36

Dey St.

JUST RECEIVED FROni LONDON.

The English Life of Jesus.
12mo.

BY THOMOS SCOT~'.
Cloth. Price. pre-paid, $2.

CHARLES BRADLAUGH'S PAPER.
"THE NATIONAL R:FFORl'tiER."

AGENCY IN AUEHICA.
Asa K. Butts & Co .. take pleasure in announcing that by recent arrangements with
T\Ir. Bracllau,o;h they become agents in
America for the salo of all the Pamphlets
and other works of Bradlaugh, Holyoake,
Watts, and other celobmted English F1·eeT!Ii11kP1's. A full snvply of wltich is expected to reach us next month; and are
also authorized to receive subsciDtions for
"'L'HE NATIONAL RICFOR.1£F:R." ·
A Secular Advocate and Free-Thought
Journal. Edited by CHARLES BRI.DLAUGH.
Price, post-pa.id, s:>.50 per year; Single
Copies 10 cents. Address,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey St., Now York.

PROGRESSIVE SONGSTER,

TUE ImUENCE OF CHRISTIANITY ON Cl\IUZATION.

Dy W.ili. H. WESCOTT,

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD.
In Paper Coyers. Price 25 cents.
Popular fallacies concerning this qncstion have no more honest and fearless oxposition than is given us in this handsome
pamphlet. l\1r. Underwood has treated
this momentous theme with dignity, cnntlor and grace, yot with that vigor which
hn.s made him so popular on Uw platf,Hm
amon~r the libernls of tho \\'est. Nor does
he laek in erudition. Ho is profuse in
quot::ttions from standard historil'S, largely
Cinistian, and shows concisely but clearly
from their own testimony what a dmg
upon civili?.ation that stnpendons fanaticism bas been.

Comprises a collection of some of the
best and most popular selections of the
dnv, (over 200 pages,) arranged for the use
of Spiritualists for tho Loeture Cin~le or
Ly(~eun1. 'l'hese "Gcn1s', nro adapted to
familitcr melodies, and is intended to take
the place of more ponderous music bookP
for general use.
SECLECTIONS.
SWEE'r. BY-AND-BY.
8THIVING FOll THE HIGHT,
(Air: Rnlly 'round the Fla(J:i
BEAUTIFUL HIVER.
J\IOTHEH KISSED l\IE IN lilY DHEAM.
llF.ST FOHTHE V{EAHY. ])BEAMING TO NIGHT
HoME ABOVE.
lAir: "Home Agnin.'')
HolliE OF TilE ANUELS.
1Air: "8tm· of tit e Et'enina.'')
LovE A~· Ho~m.
NATUHE's CALLs,HoME, SWEE'l' HollrE.
(Air: '?.'el!u Lee.")
So~IE'l'HING SwEET TO 'l'HINK OF, 13y Ordway.
W.nTING m: THE HIYER.
NEA.nEU ~t:Y Gon TO rrHEE.
EIU!OH'S 'l'EACIUNGS SHALL ]\[OULDER IN
THE GRAVE.
(".Air: John 1JJ'Ol! n.")
S'VEET SlSTET! SPrurr. ContE, (Air: .AnteJ'ica.)
Do THE l:iPil:ITs oF THE LovED ONEs
HouND us. (:\ir:''JJo tfleu J!iss me nt Home")

MATERIALISM: ITS HISTORY AND
INFLUENCE ON SOCIETY.
BY Dn. L. BUECHNER
Author of" Force anti i\Iatter," "1\Ian," &<'.
12 1110. Paper. 20 eonts.
Dr. Bnoc·hnor has tho gift of oasr oxnosition. Jlis :~enernlitios arc pnt with praisoworthv neatness, his well-~elt1etod exanivles uiinclt them hard, and just in tho right
Jllaee.
Ho is Cininontly judicial, weigh in~ earcfnlly and fairly tho arguments for and
against. and <loliycring judgtnent after indopondont in vostigation.
'l'his pamphlet, fl·nm its bold promises,
rtnd

SWOPDillg" l'0Hf'}llSil)llS,
rcgai~Liotl us stattlin~ in

will n~rtnin\y
its doiianeo uf

be
rocoivcd opinions.
·Wlmtover may bo one's opinion as to tho
extrnmo views of the author, no ono can
read his little work without feeling thl}t ho
is in the presence of a man of fine intellect
and of w1de calibre.

1

illESSENGEU'S :\NGELS,

(Air: "8tm· 8]Jttngle Banner")
I liEAll THE ANGELS SINGING.
. .
L\ir: "Rver of 'l'hee ")

l3ound in Cloth & Board Covers,
Per Single Conv, 50
Wholesn.le, $1."00 Per' doz.

·

c~nts

•

'

Sent by :\tail, PMtage-p::t'id, on r<'coipt of
Pri<'c.
Sold by
,
ALSO llY
D•·· J. H. RHODES,
D, M. BENNETT.
918 Sprinl! Garten St
(Ed. Truth Seeker,) Philadelphia'
335 BROADWAY, N, Y.
Penn, '
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~111-fordti
Chung-Kung ~ke~.about perfect virlue.
(;'
~
I The Master said: It is when you go
THE fear of doubt is the renunciation of 1 abroad, to ~ehave to every one as If you
faith.
J AS. MARTINEAU. ' were receivmg a great guest; to employ
the people as if you were assisting at a
IT is the soul that speaks, and the reason great sacrifice; D.c.t to do to others as you
which listens, to thA knowledge which God would not wish done to yourself, to have
himself conveys. Providence has granted no murmuring against you in the country,
to all men this voice. The avenues or chan~ and none in the family." Chung-Kung
nela through which divine information said: "Though I am deficient in intelliflows to the soul ~an be closed or obstruct- gence and vigor, I will make it my busied by sin or superstition. and spiritual ness to practice this lesson." Isze-Kung
darkness thus intervenes. The only means asked, saying: "Is there one word which
by which the obstruction can be removed is may answer as a rule of practice for one's
by removing thfl cause. DAVID NEWPORT.
life?" The l\Iaster said: "Is not reciprocity
NATURE's seers. running their eyes along such a word; what you do not want done to
the line of the moral law. catch vistas in the yourself, do not do to others."
future brighter than thosewere that now
CoNFUCIUS.
are fading from the Old Testament page.
It was said of Pythagoras, that to him
And Nature's prophets, putting their ears the harmony of tne spheres was audible
to the ground, hear the murmur of nobler music.
revelations than were ever given to the old
There is far more testimony to prove the
oracles.
Humanity's heresiarchs are fact of miracles, witchcraft, anrl diabolical
lordlier than inhumanity's priests. The possessions in times comparatively modsoul's image-breaker is. diviner than the ern than to prove the Christian miracles.
prelate's worship. Knowledge distances St. Bernard, of Clairvaux, Is a case in
faith. Human solidarity more than makes point. He lived in the eleventh and twelfth
good the catholic communion.
centuries. His life has been written in
0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
part by William Abbott, of St. Thierry,
GIVE me the liberty to know, to utter. and Em aid AbbOtt of Bennevaux, anrl Geoffrey,
to argue freely according to conscience, Abbott of " Lygney, all eye-witnesses of
above all liberty.
the saint's actions." Another life was writAnd though all the winds . of doctrine ten by Alan us, Bishop of Amsen, and still
were let loose to play upon the earth. so another by John the Hermit. not long after
truth be in the field, we do injuriously by the death of Bernard, both his contempolicensing and prohibiting to mis-donbt raries. Besides, there are three books on
her strength. Let her and falsRhoou grap- his miracles, He cured the deaf, the dumb,
ple; who ever knew truth l•Ut to the worst the lame, the blind, men possessed with
in a a free and open encounter.
devils, in many cases before multitudes of
He hears what pray! ng there is for people. He wrought thirty-six miracles in
light and clear knowledge to be sent down a single day, says one of these historians,
among us, would think of other matters to converted men and women that could not
be constituted beyond the discipline of understand the language he spoke in. His
Geneva, framed and fabricated already to wonrlers arP. set down by the eye-witnesses
our hands, Yet when the new light which themselves. men known to us by the teetiwe beg for shines in upen us, there be those mony of others. I do not hesitate to say
who envy and oppose if it come not in first that there Is far more evidence to support
at their casement.
the miracles of St. Bernard than those
JOHN :MILTON.
mentioned in the New Testament.
ALL things are linked with each other
THEO. PARKER.
a'nd bound together with a sacred bond;
In Egypt, in Asyrla, in Judea, the dream
scarce is there one thing quite foreign to
another. They are all arranged together was the favorite Instrument of divination.
in their proper pkwes, and jointly adorn Egypt was preserved from a famine by a
tlie same world,
'J'here is one orderly dream. The Book of Daniel asserts that
graceful disposition of the whole, there is coming events were clearlydiscloserl to the
King of Babylon by a dream, and the conone substance, one law, and one
common to all intellectual beings, and one seQuence of the promised land, with a retruth. as there must be one sort of perfecc cital of its ultimate boundaries was made
tlon to all beings who are of the samfl na- in a dream to the great Hebrew expectant
ture, and partake of the same rational pow- In Genesis. Even at the dawn of a more
spiritual dispensation the miraculous coner.
MARCUs ANTONIUs.
ception of Jesus was announced in a dream
ANY place where the mind of man can be
to Joseph; Peter's warrant for the admisundisturbed is suitable for the worship of
sion of the Gentile converts into the Christhe Supreme Being.
tian Church, was of such stuff as dreams
THE vulgar look for tlieir Gods in waare made of.
WESTMINSTER REVIEW.
ter, the ignorant think they reside in wood,
THE time appears to me to have come,
bricks and stones; men of more extensive
knowledge seek them in eel est! a! orbs, but when it is the duty of all who, being qualified
in point of knowledge, have, on mature
wise men worship the Universal Soul.
THERE is one living and true God, ever- consideration, satisfied themselves that the
lasting, without parts or passions, of infin- current opinions are not only false but
ite, power. wisdom and goodness, tlie mak- hurtful, to make their dissent known-at
least, if they are among those whose staer and preserver of all things.
He overspreads all creatures. He is en- tion or reputation give their opinions a
tirely spirit, without the form either of a chance of being attended to. Su~h avowal
minnte body, or an extended one, which is would put an end, at once and forever, to
liable to impression or organization. He the vulgar prejudice that what is called
is the ruler of the intellect, self-existent, (very improperly) unbelief, is connected
pure, perfect, omniscient, and omnipres- with any bad qnalitles, either of mind or
ent. He has from all eternity been assign- heart. The world would be as;tonished if it
ing to all creatures their respective pur- knew how great a proportion of its brightposes. No vision can approach him, no est ornaments-of those most distinguished
language describe him, no intellectual even in popular education, for wisdom and
virtue, are complete skeptics in religion,
power can comprehend him.
As 1t thousand rays emanate from one many of them refraining from avowal less
flame, thus do all souls emanate from the from personal considPrations than otherwise, though now, in my opinion, a most
one eternal soul, and rctnrn to him.
mistaken apprehension, lest by speaking
HINDoo VEDAs.
The Saxon Thanes, so we read, came to- out what would tend to weaken existing beliefs, and byconsf'quence (as they suppose)
gether in a great building, open on all
existing restraintq, they should do harm
sides to hear tho Christian missionary tell
instead of good.
JOHN STUART MILL.
his story. They listened with attention,
~4

and when he had flnished, one of them
rose and said: " Bro. Thanes, this man has
come far to tell us of God and the future.
If he has anything to tell us, let us hear
him. For to me it seems that one life is
like the flight of that little bird, which last
flew into this hall, oht of the dark night,
flashed through, lighted for a moment by
the blaze of our fire. and then out again
into the darkness on the other side. We
came out of darkness. We go into darkness. If he can tell us anything. let us

hear it.

REv_._J. F. Lovmmw.

CHRISTIANITY neither emphasizes 'the
equality of women within her own sex, nor
her right to all the opportunities she may
decide to claim. It was not till Christianity
found Greek refinement, on Its way to the
west, and met there the superior reverence
for women among the Teutonic races, that
Europe began to entertain a better opinion.
The literalif;t has always been right in
rnaiataining that ·human slaven· anrl the
subjection of women can be clearly vindicated by the text and practice of the Bible.
JOBN Wms.

DR • WM • HALL'S

.
BALSAM
FOR TI·IE LUNGS '

Itlon
"This book, original In aim and.exeouhelps to meet a want long felt. Giving

the best tl)oughts from a date far older
than tllfl Bible to our own day, It must tend
to break up idolatrv of a book. to banish
THE GREAT .'\.lllERICAN CONSUl'IIP• bigotry, anq give higllflr wisrlom and truer
TIVE REl'IIEDY.
freedom and spiritual ~ulture. It should
NOT
i
bl dl
beineveryhomeintheland."-WMDENTON
· t'
an ncura e sSold also by
·
Consump wn 1s
ease. Physicians assure us ofthisfact. It
D. M. BE:"! NETT,
Is only necessary to have the RIGHT REMEDY,
335 Broadway,
and the terrible malady can be conquered.
New York.

.

Hall's Balsam is this Remedy.

The Magic Bottle.

It breaks up the NIGHT SWEATS, relieves

FuN for tho little folks, and big ones too.
the OPPRESSIVE TIGHTNESS ACROSS THE LUNGS A great curiosity snnt to any address (postand heals the excoriated:mrfaces which the paid) on recoipt of 50 cents. Address
venom of this disease produces.
J. A. AUSTIN,
335 Broad,vay, N. Y.
While life lasts there is hope.
It may not be too late to effect a cure even
after the docto1·s have given you up.
HALL'S BALSAM is sold everywhere, and
may be had at wholesale of the PRoPRIEToRs, JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO., at
their Great Medicine Warehouse, 8 and 9
College Place, New York. PriceSlperbottle.
HALL'S BALSAM is also a sure remedy for
Coughs,
Colds,
Pneumonia,
Bronchitis,
Asthma,
Spitting of Blood,
Croup,
Whooping Cough.
and all other diseases of the respiratory
organs.

10,000 Agents Wanted.
MALE AND ;J!'EMALE. New, fast-selling
household arhcles. Constant and profitable e!nploymentwill be given. Sene stamp
for Circular. Arldress WM. I. HEDDING & Co.
309 BrNiclwny. Now York.
'

VIVID TRUTHS,

C

Myster;RDispelled;

·As wny God repents. loveR, hates. and hRfl
anger; why Luke. 8: 11, is "the wm·d of
God." with the evidence; why 1\Iatt. 10: a4 to
38, 2nd 'l'h~ss. 2: 11, 12 are" glad tirlings of
gn•at joy": why J er. 13: H. 15. Hev H · 10 11
and the like. causes "joy anrl peace in believing"; why Melehiserlec has no father or
mother; why Jesus had a Virgin for one
and is the Lamb of G!)d to take away sin:
and why John was Ius forerunner; why
Also Proprietors of Scovill's Blood and life, mind, and power arc the caus" of all
causes; whytlu• rPsearch in itq compilation
Liver Syrup, Carbolic Salve, Edey's Troch- is worth m~ny doilars: why it pays at only
es, Oxygenated Bitters, J\Iott's Liver Pills, 50 cts. or a cir~ular free, from A. B. CHURCH
Columbus, Ind.
'
&c.
.
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO ..
I offer 53.47 on BRie of Burner
8 and 9 College Place, New York.
to eook. bake, and iron on any
·ook stove, or separate; it
·mn•:s money; ]Jrice $4. A smRll
CHAPTERS
ize to cook oysters, heat glue,
.tn<l for other uses; price $2.75.
FROM
\Is''• tho most convenirmt Lantern made; price 7o ctq, A free
<'iJ·,·ular t.Plls thA rest.
AN
AusNT WANTED in every town
FOURTEEN CHAPTERS.
that all can Inspect, test, anrl
Selected from Hindu Vedas, Buddha Conwish. It :pays to address A. B.
fuclous, Egyptian Divine Pymander Zoroumbus, lnd.
aster, 'l'almuds, Bible, Plato, Pythagoras
J\Iarcue Au,reli~s. E_pictetus, AI Koran, Lu~
ROBERT WALLIN,
th~r. Scandmavian J!:ddas, Henan. Taliesin,
NO. 453 NOH'J'H TENTH S'J'HEET,
1\hlto~~ Penn, Adam Clarke, 1\Iary Flet,her,
PHILADELPHIA. PA.
F. W. 1~ewman, Tyndall, Max lHuller Eliab
Hicks, Channing. Garrison. H. C. 'Vrif'ht Keep~ on a variety of Liberal Books and
Lucretia Mott. Higginson T. Starr Kmg: Paper; also. an assortment of Stationery.
Bushnell, Parker, Davis, EmmaHardinge
Wallin will also act as. Agent
Emerson, Denton, 'J'uttle, Abbot, Frothing~ forN.B.-1\Ir.
THE 'J'RUTH SEEKER.
ham and others.
Gospels and inspirations from many centuries and peoples.
"Slowly the Bible of the race Is writ
Each age, each kindred, adds a verse to it."
EDITED AND COMPILED BY
G. B. STEBBINS, Detroit, l\Iich.
li,'our hundred pages; bound in doth.
Pnce $1.50. Enclose$1.75 per mail to the Editor, and lt will be mailed, postage paid, to
any address.

THE BIBLE OF THE AGES.

Opinions ot' Journals and Competent
Pe"rsons.

"It has an Introduction and an appendix
from 1\Ir. Stebbins' pen, is a very handsome
volume. and in its arrangement and preparation gives ample evidence of the research
and laborious study involved in the wellexecuted task of it& compilation."-Det1·oit
T1·ibune.
" This excellent compilation clearly shows
that inspirational thought, feeling and utterance have not been conflncd to any one
book, period, nation or race of men; but
that from the earliest to the latest times
throu!<'houttheearth, tl)ere have been greatly enh~;:htened souls, with clear perceptions
of an mfin itely wise and benellcent overruling J ower, of what constitutes essential
goodness, of the worthlessness of a ceremonial piety, of the binding obligations of
justice mercy, and truth, and of the capacity of the soul for immortality..... It should
be widely read."- Wm. Lloud Garrison.
"We are struck with the general good
judgment evinced in the preparation of the
volume ......... He has done a real service
to the times in bringing together, within
four hundred pages, so many noble and
pure thoughts. 'l'hey will refresh many a
wearied spirit with the eternal truth, and
quicken to lifemanyaman and woman who
repelled by the exclusiveness and conserva~
tism of the churches, have been hitherto
ignorant of the better fellowship that links
into one great brotherhood tlie wise and
true of all periods. All minor defects in
plan or proportions, we gladly overlook in
consideration of its mAny and great excellences. Whoever buys it will receive many
times the worth of his money."-]'. E. AnBOT, Editor" Index,"
"It is the delight of 1\Iary's heart and
brain, as it will be a source of Light and
Life to thousands of your fellow men.,'-A,
J,DAVIS.

. applicants. Thi:; h
one of the larg~!.t and
most instructive Catalogues published. It h
printed on tinted paper, contains 2~0 pages, over 2e0 illustrations of Vegetables and Flow-

ers, a !Jeautit'ul!y colurcd plate,
and is invaluable to Farmer, Gardener
and Florist.

Ad,l:-css,

D. :M. FERRY & CO,,

fo!i•.Nhmrn n.nd }"JorhtM. DETROIT, MICH.

.., 50. The
AGENTS WA:NTED
$1..,"'· QQ f Or"'·
Ladies' Own

The ablnst and most sensible Literary
and Fashion 1\'lagnzine in America, Is furnished to subscribers at $2.50 !t year, with
two superb oil chromos, in seventeen colors, or $2 a year with one chromo. Agents
make good wages canvassing for it. A
complete Agent's outflt (both chromos and
samples of Magazine sent for only 00 cent!;,
or one chromo nnd samples for 40 cents,)
Address 1\L C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
208 Broadwny, N. Y., or 287 West Madison
Street, Chicago.

Look Here!

Look Here!

You must have the Gmnd French Secret
of Love, and the Science of Book-keepingtwo of the beHt and cheapest books out.
25 cents each, or both for 40 cents. Address
ALLEN JOHNSON,
Guntersville, Ala.;
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Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degr!ades or Burdens MankindMentally or Physically .
., .
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•'Come n,ow. and let us reason 'tof!ether;" Let us hear a,ll sides; Let us div~st ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education,· Let us "prove all things and hold fast to:: that which is good."
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Tlw !-ouis~ille Gourkr~JO}trnal is responsible fo~ the j ..As N o~h c~rsed Ham till he turned him black, and
followmg on modern chanty. If Lazarus had hved kmked h1s harr how much swearing will God allow
to-day-;-sot down in some man's door, and that man's a bad man to d~?
'
_ PUBLISHED MONTHLY.
dog. had come along and licked old Laz's sore, I'm satis·
TERMS, $1.00 PER- YEAR, DATING FROM No. 5, OR' ANY SuB- fled with all the 9hristian feeling.he.has, 4e'd station- · If Christ blasted a fig tree, by cursing, because it
would not bear figs out of season, how much cursing
SEQUENT NUMBER; 75 CENTS A YEAR, IF BEGINNING WITH house Laz. and lick the dog for lickmg Laz.
would it take to kill a scrub oak? Was it any
NJ). 1, VoL. 1.
Clergymen
in
some
parts
of
Germany
do
not
apTo EAOll SUBSCRIBER WILL BE MAILED, AS APREMIUM, A pear to be well paid, judging from' the following ad- more evidence of wisdom on Christ's part, to curse
the fig tree for not bearing figs out of season, than it
50 CENT Boox, ENTITLED, CHILDHOOD OF THE WORLD.
vertisement which recently appeared in a Hessian
CANADIAN SUBSCRIBERS WILL SEND TWENTY-FOUR CENTS journal: ".A minister's wife, aged forty-two years, would be for me to curse a scrub oak for not bearing
apples?
J. M. F.
EXTRA FOR POSTAGE. WHICH HAS TO BE PRE·PA.ID.
the daughter of one of the superior clergy, desires,
l1aving previously obtained her husband's permission,
RATES OF ADVERTIStNC.
.AT a recent social gathering of the Baptist society,
ONE DOLLAR PER INCH, FIRRT INSERTION. 75 CENTS FOR to obtain employment as a cook, in consequence of at West Dedham Mass., the kissing game of "drop
the pressure of circumstances."
the handkerchief" was played. Rev. S. T. Frost, the
SUBSEQUENT INSERTIONS.
We would recommend this dergyman and others in Pastor, was there, and remarke.d that the church was
the same straits, to emigrate to New York or Brook- built for the "house of God'' and not for kissing parties.
lyn. " It pays" to be "in the service of the Lord "
Deacon Soul meekly asked, " wherein was the
here.
harm"?
"0 yeil!" retorted the Pastor, ''you and your three
The numbers of daily newspapers in London,
REv. M. JoNEs, of Union Grove, Wis., is to be ungodly sons, would tcrn the church into a card
tried by an ecclesiastic court for failing to meet his room."
are twenty-four. In New Y ork, twenty-eight.
·
.As the Bible is full of cursing, and as God was just debts. Mr..Jones followed the .business of miller
''Knock the old fool down," said one of the sons.
a~way~ swearing at something, why is it wrong for on week days, and preached on Sundays. Last sumThe members present took sides in the quarrel, but
smners to ~ 0 the same?
J. M. F.
mer he purchased large quantities of wheat and wool were nearly all opposed to the Pastor, and he has
on credit, and now the farmers want their money, been induced to resign.
Then we presume, the
.A CoLORED man living near Huntington, Tenn., but he fails to pay it over.
young people will continue their ~ising business.
claims to be the father of sixty-five children. What a
patriarch!
.A PARIS physician relates the particulars of a curi.A VIGoROus quarrel and fight at times, has been
THE Geo1gia Granges, have organized a company ous case he has under his charge. It is that of a raging in an orthodox church at New Prospect,
for shipping cotton directly to Liverpool, without the young girl, eighteen years of age, who is afflicted ·ulster Co., N.Y., twenty-tliTee miles from this city,
iut~vention of brokers.
with what is termed nychatopia, that is to say, ahe between the Pastor and a part of the church on one
lo5es the-faculty of sight in daylight and recovers it side, and the balance of the chur~ on the other, for
.AN envious writer in the Winsted Times desires the in darkness. .Although her eyes do not present any
last five years. During this pt6tracted contention,
school committee to investigate the conduct of a school special morbid character, she is forced to keep her the
numerous lawsuits have been conducted, first by one
marm in that town who allows a young man to sit with eyelids closed during the day, and ~o cover her head and then by the other side. The church has been many
his arm around her waist in school hours.
with a thick veil. On the other hand, when the shut- times locked up by one party and broken open by the
WE see by a despatch from Omaha, that twenty car- ters of a room are henneticallyfastened she reads and other, sometimes with sledges and chisels; the personal
loads of tea passed through that town in one train writes perfectly in the deepest darkness. She feels property of the church has been carried away in the
from San Francisco.
Enough at least to supply no pain beyond a slight lassitude when the solar light night and secreted, and the sheriff employed to hunt it
several happy tea parties.
·
strikes her visual organs.
up and make levies upon it. Assault and battery have
So extensive a Roman Catholic revival is said to be
A LADY in Polighkeepsie found a little girl in tile been committed by one party upon the other. Denuuciations,threats and gross charges of a criminal characin progress in Holyoke, .Mass., that several a~ditional street crying bitterly, and asked her where she was ter,
criminations and recriminations have been used by
confessionals have been opened, and confessiOns are going, as she was too small to be alone.
the contending factions. Both the male, and female
heard til rough the entire day. Some interesting re"Down~town to find papa," was the artless answer.
•members of the church have actively participated in
citals are doubtless made.
'·What is your papa's name?" inquired the lady.
these intense quarrels. On one occasion during an
''His name is papa."
animated quarrel on the steps of the church, in which
THE. Spiritualists of N. Haven Conn., are said to have
"But what does your mother call him"?
-nearly all the members participated, a resolute sister
planned a co-operative community, in which all prop"She,calls him papa too."
gave a powerful blow to an opposing brother in the
erty is to be,peld in common; but the difficulty is,
"What do you want of papa?"
.
they- have not funds enougl1 to buy a farm, and are
''I just want to kiss him," answered the sweet child. abdominal region, which is said to have taken his
wruting for some friends to render the necessary as- Just then an older sister of the child who was search- breath and doubled him up like a jack-knife.
.An appealed suit has recently been decided against
sistance.
ing for her, came up and took possession of the little
THE· Rev. Mr. Hammond the Revivalist, has been runaway, and told the touching story that their father the Pastor and his party, bat amicable relations have
doing a profitable business m the west recently. .At .Al- had recently died, and the little one being so anxious to not been re-established and the contest still rages.
ton 111., .where he preached three weeks, a collection see him, and wearying with waiting, had started out Verily how these Clrristians do love each other I
wa~ taken up, which netted him $600, besides what he to fiud him.
IN the range of mountains in Western North Caromade on the sale of his hymn-books. 'l'ruly, the
serving of Jesus pays him we\1 tllese hard times.
.A BOY medium is giving Spiritualistic seances, in lina, known as the ''Fox Range," a most singular pheBoston, and his powers of mediumship or trickery nomenon exists. It is a "breathing cavern." In the
Da.SNow, of Providence, R. I., Superintendent of are ve1'y great. He uses the usual cabinet, which summer months a current of air comes from it so
Health, and a well-known statistician says the recent hides his movements from the audience. Put into it strongly that a person can't walk against it, while in
moist, open, fo.,.gy weather, was healthier than the with a rope in his lap, in· one minute he is so intri- winter the suction is just as great. The cool air from
sharp, dry, cold weather usual in the winter season. cately bound that it takes five minutes for the commit- the mountain is felt for miles, in a direct line from the
lie has no confidence in the old adage, which says a tee to untie him. .A coat is sewed upon him so tightly mouth of the cave. .At times a most unpleasant odor
mild Christmas makes a full churchyard.
around the wa1st,that the circumference is less then the is emitted upon the current from dead carcasses of an.AN Iriah Catholic Priest was recently seim in a very head; but in a twinkle It is off him without a stitch being imals suck;ed in and killed by the violence. The loss
drunken conditiou at the Fulton ferry about one broken. Waxed cords are tied so firmly around his of cattle and stock in that sectio11 in winter is accounted
o'clock at night. By. the looks of his coat and hat he wrists, that they cut into his flesh, and his hands thus for in this way: They range too near the mouth of the
had been down in the gutter. .Au Irish policeman fastened behind him are tied to a staple. His head is cave, and the current carries them in. .At times, when
k
f h'
w·.n
·
· tied to another staple and his feet to another. Thus the change from inhalation to exhalation begins, the
1 no t some 0 f tlle pwus
too char~e 0
un.
Sls- hampered, he is shut up with a knife in his pocket, air is filled with various hairs of anbn~o~ls ; not unfreters pray for him?
1
but upon opening the door, the cords are found cut qnently bones and whole carcasses are found miles
IT is said Marion Grange 391 of Hamilton County, from the staples, leaving intact those encircling his from the place. The air has been known to change
Iowa, has seve1·ed its connection with the State aud wrists. Others of his performances are equally won~ materially in temperature during exhalation from
National Granges. · They claim that the machinery of derful. ·The boy's name is Dewitt. His mother con- quite cool to unpleasantly hot, withering vegetation
the order is expensive and useless and for the.gain of ducts the exhibitions, which are said to be remunera- within reach, and accompanied by a ten·iole roaring,
a few individuals who Wi'sll to live on salaries paid by tive;
'
· ..
gurgling sound, as a pot boiling. It is unaccounted
the farmers, 'add to use them for political ends ; that
'.rhe facts to say the least, are remarkable, and if for by scientilic men who have examined it, though no
worthless patents· for agl'icultural machinery are being· spirits can do all this, it seems to us they ought to be explvration can take place. It is feared by many that
palmed on them at enormous prices, alia that the able to impart to the world, facts and truths vastly a volcanic eruption may break forth there sometime.
Such things h~ve ·occurred in places as little expected.
chiefs of the order are tyrannical and usurping.
more important than these three rope feats.
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·, !/Iommunications.
'' Under which King, Bezonian 1"
UR German friends and fellow citizens in New
O
York _have
greatly agitated of late at the
attempt of the Pohcc Commissioners to close the"ir
be~n

places of Sunday amusement and r~creation which
pract~ce, though ?Ontra~y to a~ existing law; h'as been
attempt
with its
provisiOns, from the date of its passa<re in 1861· for
the reason that the authorities were afrald of alien~tin athe G~rman populati?n, in that critical period o'f
our history when their services were so · essential in
the suppression of the rebellion.
,
The late attempt on the part of the successors of
Tweed and his gang of thieves to compel a compliance with an obsolete and puritanical statute was made
at the instigation of the Jesuits of the Protestant
· qhurch known. as ~he Young §len's Christian As,sociatwn-an orgamzatwn as dangerous to the liberties of
the people of this country and of the world ·and as
~n.scrupulous in its methods to accomplish it~ ends as
IS Ita prototype of the Catholic Church
'!'his modern Protestant institution ·like that of the
Catholic Soci~ty of .Jesus, is the forelorn hope I of the
Church; and hke the latter, was called into existence
at . a critical period of its history wl1en its very
ex1sten_ce wa~ tl~reatened with .destruction by the new
revelativns 6lf smence and . the rapid progress of freethought, as was the Catholic Church by the assertion
of th~ right of private judgment by Luther and his
coadJutors.
Unlike its <?!lt~ol_ic J?rototype, its members are generally men, of mfenor mtellect but equally ent llusiastic
though less sec!·et in the propagation of their faith .
They are men IU whom emotion -and sentiment· have
u_rsurped t~e. place of reason, and who prefer superstitiOn to positive kn~riYledge, whose ideal is in the dead
past, and whose ~mds are dwarfed and perverted by
a na!row, asce~IC, an? partial philosophy, wholly
un~mted to. somety as It no:-v exists ?r to the age in
WhiCh we hve: ~nd wh_ose bhnd devotiOn to authority,
makes progress Impossible and mental liberty a crime
I~ i~ of such that the Torquamedas, Bloody Mary~
P~nlhp Seconds and A! vas are made,-men in wlwse
mmds the act'Ual and the p1·esent are overshadowed
by the coi_~templation of the ideal and ·the futuremen, not mherently bad but terribly in earnest and
all th~ m~re dangerous to liberty by reason of their
consmentwus devption to their ideas of duty.
The attempt of Philip ?f Spain to coerce the p_eople
of the Netherlands to relinquish their religious beliefs
and customs and adopt those of Spain, and the cruelty of _the Duke of Alva in enforcing the royal mandates difler only in the degree of force used from the
attempt~ of the Y. ¥· C. A. to .deprive the German
populatiOn of th~ir Innocent recreations and compd
an outwar~ obseryance of institutions ~nd religious
customs With whiCh t_he:r ha:--e no sympathy. The
wrong: as far as the prm_Ciple IS concerned· is just as
great m the one case as m the other
It is of co':lrse useless to attempt t~ argue with men
who have abJured reason, and who have constituted
!hemselves court, jury, and prosecuting atto·rney
m the case,. and· .w~?· :while ridiculing the claim of
the Pop~ to mfalhbihty, are daily asserting the same
pre!Ogat!ve the_mselves by compelling others to square
thmr actiOns With conceptions of right 'and duty in
whicl_I they do not acquiesce.
.
.
'!Ius atteml?t on the part of these Protestant Jesuits
to m terfere with, and circumscrilJe the liberties of the
people must be met and defeated now when it can be
t~one wit~ the agencies that the law and the Constitut_wn provide-neglect it untH~ these means are taken
from _us, a';ld we shall be compelled to regain our lost
liberties With other and deadlier weapons
. T_he Liberals of every school must · sh.ake off their·
!nd1ffer~nce, and awaken to tile magnitude of the
Impendmg strugg_le ! 'fhey must cease' flghting.eacli
other, and. orgamze for more effective and concentrated actiOn ! _It s~ould ~e the policy of liberals
~very where to Identify their cause with every class
m the country that are down-trodden, oppressed and
wronged. They should make common cause with the
w_or~~ngman, who_ should be taught that liberals are
!us :nends .and alltes, an~ that Christianity, if not in
a g1eat m~asure responsible for the wrongs of which
h~ co~plams, has. at lea&t no remedy for them ; that
Ins b1tte1 est enenues and oppressors are ensconced in
tl~e velvet pews of the Churches while he shivers in
Ins ?arret, and th~t the tall steeple of the Cathedral
ev~1ywhere casts Its shadow on the homes of poverty
at Its base !
..
,.
Woman struggling for sexual and politica' equalit
should not appeal in vain to liberals for :1dp ; bit
~he should be made to reali~e the fact, that the greates_t obstacle to her enfranclusement is the teachings
ut. the Church, and that the only hope· of the 'speed
trml';lph of her cause lies in the emancipation of· hi;.
se~ from the thralldom of superstition. · ·
·
u:reater effort must also be made to reach ' the
~asses of the people, by the same a&"enciesso effectIvely used hy these religious orgamzatrons-namely
tile .Pre.ss and th.t~ ~'l.osti·um.. While they are' mining,
we must countei mme,-wlnle they :tre riveting chains
per~utted to contmue Without opposition; no
havn_I~ been made to enforce a compliance
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for the,l{~mati mind, be ~uts the task to (Ussemi~ate
the truths that will make men free.
Liberals owe this to themselves no less than to the
victims of superstition. They have too long allowed
themselves to be insulted, maligned and ostracised,
and their principles misrepresented and distorted by
hireling priests and canting bigots. It is time that the
people should be taught how they have been deceive'd
by their religious teachers,. and. what a ''worthless
heap of old opinions"~has been pa:Jmed upon them as a
so called divine Revelation, and while prating abont
peace and good will to man, have "brought instead
onl;r dissension, discord and hatred !
.
New York, Feb. 1, 1874. Hum! BYRON BROWN. ·
[For The Truth Seeker.]

Letter to a Clergyman.

· Y~t fn their ignorance and blindnt!ss they imagined
themselves a peculill.r people-the only chosen of the
Lord ! They had the lowest and poorest idea of who
God was and of what he was, of any nation d'Yelling
upon the face of the whole earth. They never rose
above the idea of a big personaljGod of the he, or masculine gender. I suppose this was the reason why
they were called Hebrews-that is, a great, big, vulgar
race of He-brewers. They created their God in their
own image, and firmly believed, in their foolish hearts
that they could please him by burning bulls and ram~
before him. I should call that a bully idea, ;and the
religion .that required it a bully religion. The,r say
that
this day, when a bull sees a Jew, he begms to
paw and roar, and, with tail erect, makes at him, se.eking for revenge upon geneml principles.
.

to

Ipausejor a l'eply.

And then of those great, vulgar, woolly, horny
BY JoHN SYPHERS.
butting rams! How many thousands of them we~
·ROTHER P-'-; The followii1g thoughts passed slain''to appease or please their God? The·p'rice of
through my nund after hearing you preach Sim- wool was always very high in Judea, owing altogether
day evening last. Y.ou read for the evening lessbn the to the ±act that so many rams were slain in that connfourteenth chapter of Leviticus. Your discourse was try for God's sake. Their God must have been very
on· lllan being ''fearfully and wonderfully made." I mmbunctious, to require the death of so many inno·
came home, sat down, took up my Bible and read the cent rams before he coulj look upon his chosen chilwhole Book of Leviticus through. And oh ! what a dren with favor.
long and disgusting catalogue of heathenish sickenin oI paltse .f01'. a reply.
.
rites is. therein set foi:th ! Now' if you thi~Ik there i~
I think a law for the '' prevention of cruelty to anino. h~athen~sm in. the Bible, as soon as you get through mals" would have come in very good play about that
readmg this article, get down your old, dusty Bible time. It is said that a Jew, to this day, is always verv
and read said Book of Leviticus through. The fat of careful how he approaches a flock of sheep, knowing
the anima}s that were slain for sacrifice, along with that those butting rams have many grudges against
the entrails, and other parts of their bodies was him on an old score. Now, in all this I do not wish
burned by the Jewsj01· a sweet-smelling savo1· w{totlze to make fun of pure, natural, spiritual religion-far
Lo1·d l
from it. A religion that spiritualizes us, both soul and
Now, if lou will notice it, this great and mysterious body, is a good tiling to have, and lam happy to be
"Lord" ~ the Jews was always great on a smell ! I in _possession of a very liberal share of it myself. I
shouJd thmk that he must have been awful hungry could not, nQr I would p.ot live a single day without
yea, well-nigh starved, if such disgusting things coulti it. But it does not come, nor indeed can it come
have smelled pleasing unto him. 1Vhat a queer nose through cant, or ceremonies, or rites, or material
~e must have had! _The nasty, sickening stench aris- ordinances, or blood of any kind-not even the blood
mg from the burmng grease and other parts of ani- of the Lamb.
mals would make any white man sick at the stomach · The Jewish priests were always on the rampage afan_d "heaye up :J on~~;h." How st~·ang~. it is then, that , t~r bulls, goats, rams, red heifers, turtle-doves, young
thmgs which stmk m the nostril~ of you and me or p1geonti and even innocent little lambs, to ofi'er up and
any other man, should smell so sweet when ther fall burn in sacrifice before their God. Sacrifice was alupon the olfactori~s of the ~ord !
·.
ways a wonderful thing-a "big thing,'' among those
What a great difier~nce m. nose_s! God may have !!Teat, animalized, materialized, externalized Jews.
succeeded pretty wei! m copymg his own image when Eook at the case of old Abraham. He became a crazy
!te made m~n, put It ll!ust be conceded, if Leviticus monomaniac upon the subject of sacrifice, and came
IS _true, that m one par.tiCular at least he made a great within an inch of killing his own child-his pure and
mistake, and that was m .the nose.
innocent little, blue-eyed, curly-headed ISaac-for
I pause fo: a nply.
.
.
God's sake ! Do you suppose that God ever com1 have often thought how little these .Jews lived in man'ded that old fool to do the like of that ~ No not
~he spirit, _but oh. how much they lived aud abounded for a moment ! Old Abe was crazy-a cl~ar ca~e of
m the ammal ! What herd_s and droves of animals lunacy, and he should have been sent to the insane
were dest~oyed every :year m sacrifices by this igno- asylum upon gener~l principles.
rant, ~elf-n_ghteous, pufied-up and superstitiOU!; people,
I pause j01· a reply.
who. 1ma~1~ed thems~lves the only people of God !
What beautiful specimens of civilization those JewTheir rehgwn was neither Mosesism, Jewishism nor ish ordinances were anvhow!
Christianism, but pure .Animalis-11<. The prea~hers
Circumcision for instance-wasn't it a nice little
say that the d_eath of ~h~se animals foreshadowed the arrangement? God who formed the perfect and
·d~ath of Chnst, b~t It IS now well known that they beautiful organism, must have certain parts of. it cut
did not refer to his deat~ any more than they did to away with a bloody knife before he could look upon.
the death _of Georg~ "'}V aslungton or A _braham Lincoln. them with favour! Little babies eight days old! If' there
The BooK of _LevitiCus, called by Ignoramuses the were certain parts of the human body he wished cut
word of God, Is ~ull of ~he rankest heathenism to be away; why did he not leave that particular part oft' when
found anywhere m the literature of the whole world. he created man ? Why did he not make the human
Ipause.for c; ~eply. .
body so perfect that it would not need any such trimFor very tJ:IIlmg mistakes ol' omissions in carrying ming and cutting ?
out the. detmls of many of their heathenish rites the
I pause for a reply.
·
.Jews were commanded to cut off thousands of their
The scape-goat afl"air was another nice arrangement
fellow-.Tews ~rom among ·the people, and you know -beautiful to contemplate (in a horn)! Now suppos~
that to cut off a !llan from among t~e people was shn- that you were foolish enough Bro. P.-to have a couple
IJ.IY to. cut off Ius ~~ead ! A merc.Iful an? forgiving ?f buck goats brought to the d?or of your little church
God, I_ndeed, who_ wIll ex_ecute c;arntal pumshment for m La salle, Ills. and there with great solemnity, you
the c~mie of m!lkmg a shght mistake in carrying out were to lay your hands upon them and confess the
t~e ~mute details of a heathenish, devilish rite! The sins of your congregation, (which I presume are numtJme•.Is almost here, when the bigo~ed, foolha~·dy cler- ~rous eno~gh) over the!fi and then send them away
gy "Ill be ashamed to stand up before the enlightened mto the Wilderness or mto the lonely woods up the
people and _read aloud the Old Testall1ent scriptures. Vermillion H.iver and there turn them loose to starve
!'use~ to th1~k, when I was preaching Campbellism, and die; now would not we consider that man crazy
th~t If _the Bible was th~ w~rd of the great God of who would. think: that his sins had been carried away
this umverse, that ?f comse It was all decent andre- by these said Go-Its? And· you yourself would soon
~pec~able, and that It was allJ?ure gold; and if we cut find a committee appointed to wait upon you, and a
mto It at random anywhere, It would open out rich as special train chartered to speed you away to the Luan o!~. pone. But I got glol"iously cured of that su- natic Asylum at Jacksonville.
perstJtion, for once, when I arose before a large audiI pa'Use for a reply.
ence and _opened tl1e Book at random, with a triumphBut you say. ''Dispensations have changed!" Yes
ant fi~urish,_ I stumbled upon a portion so vulgar men will change dispensations and alter them to suit
and. d1sg~~t1ng that I compl~tely broke down in the the growth and progress of the world in knowledge·
re!ldmg, and caused. the audwn~e to hang their heads but God never changes. If he required scnpe /::oa~
with shame-e~pec~ally the lad1es. After that, I al- and sacrifices once, he requires them still, and 1f he
ways looked before I leaped.
does not require them now then he never did require
I haye often laug;l~ed. t? think how lucky I was that then~. It ~akes no difierence what the bundle of old
they did n?t put me m Jail, ct la Geo~ge Francis Train, Jewi_sl~ wntmgs ?aile~ the Bible says upon the subject,
merely because God allowed obscemty to be put in his for Jt. Is now bemg discovered that that Book knows
great Book. Yes, Brother P-.-, and it did not take the least about the true God of nature and of science of
very, close obseryation to discern your blush while any book in the world. How long, oh how long will
reading. the portiOn of s?~ipture of your choi~e-the it yet be before foolish men will learn that the only
fom~eenth chapter of LevitiCus. The slayi~Ig of great true sacrifice for sin, is to quit sinning all others bein
roanng, vulg,H l~ulls, butting rams and stinking goats' humbugs? Silly priests have in· all a~cs of the worl~
CUt a. veryc_ou~j)ICUOUSfignre ih that heathei,Iism 1 whicJ~ racked their brains to elaborate way; and means by
tlounshed 111 J uden about th~ time of Christ. N 0 which they could make ,ig'norruit 'people believe that
wonder the .Jews were hated s? mtensely by the Greeks they could take some short cut upon their sins; that is
a11d Ro.muns. :~nd other enhgh~ened nations ar,ound to enjoy what tlley call the pleasures of sin and yet
them, for r~hgwusly they were the lowest and mean- ,have some door left open by which they could escape
est of mankmd.
·
the consequences of the same. Hence the Jewish
I pause .fo·r a 1·eply.
priests got up the scape-goat arrangement to tha~ ·end,

.
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Modern,' sects have gotten :UP. a system' of faith 'and angels, if it had notbeenforthe~onst~·Qusdoctr~ of suggest the propriety of using some other term as
pnLy~r; :fo~' th~ same' put~ose, 'w,hich they claim is ,!1 theology, which has ever h.eld us b(l.ck in ci:vilization applied to. us,; F~ee-Thipkers- ,and. ,Truth :seekers, in
vast Improvement upon the old scape-goa~and. sacn- and progress.
· '
·
· ·
place of that indefinite word infidel. I dissent from
.ficial'ati'angement. ·The C~~:mpb'ellite sect}1ave gotten
IP,~sefor a reply.
its use as being an ambiguous term which manJ· use
rlp a ~ystem of faith, rep!mtence and bapbsm fo)l 'the
St1·cator, IUs.
and misunderstand as an opprobrious· epithet; whereremissiOn of sins which they say. works well,· and is' to
as it only represents the opposite of fidelity tQ any
------~-. i
r, h
tMir ·~oli1s most wholesome doctrine ahd very'fuil of
theory, system or pli'nciple ; and also to the· relation
COI\lfort., I believe Alexander, Campbell' took' oht a
[For The-'lli'uth Seeker.] ·
any being bears to another, either human or' di\>-ine,
patent upon· thiS peculiar piau' of salvation froni sin,
good or bad. · Virtue is infidel to vice and viCa versa,
Christian lnfldelity.
which is sometimes called ltydl·opathic salvation and
and so of truth arid error and all other antagonisms.
b;(,said patent they seek to monopolize all the water
MY DEAR TRUTH· S:Ji:EKER :-iY~si{ ce'rtaihly. Why Let us r~;tt}J.er claim to be humanitarians, rationalists,
pi"ivilclge~ of; the Bible I The ddctrine o~ t_he forgive- not ? You propose, allow me only to "dispose." Of free-thinkers or skeptics as we are, towards all that.
ness of or escape from the co.nsequences of sm has done course I will ''wiite" an' occasional article for the Truth presents tp u~ no signet of truth.
niote injury 'to the human race than 'any humbUg' ever Seek.er. Cause why : . I am after. truth myself, :wou
While I as a radical. Quaker practice fidelity toset atloa~ ?Y the Heathenized mi!lds of the dark· a~es. see. '.'I do not genetally like "continued stiiries," yet
It is Iiptlnhg more noi~ less than setting a premium I have "put a head" to this article "big" . eilough for a ward what I understand to be genuine Christianity I
upo11 sin.
·
book. I will give you probably three short chapters. am an infidel towards the ·(so-called ) evangelical·
Christianity of our day as are leaders in this F1·ee
1 paUIJefor a 1·eply.
So, with this int~oductory note,. here g9es for·,·
Religious movement, or the editvrs of · The Inde:c,
Hence the p;reat evil dune by the doctrine of a vicariCHRISTIAN INFIDELI'l'Y; No. 1.
Abbott and Stevens in America or James· Martineau,
OUI:l atonement. Priestcraft has not been slow . to
The term "infidel" is .in commoh. use with Christian M. D. Conwav, Charles Voysey or the Manchester
take every advantage of this weak spot in human people in this country,' as a· term of reproach. It Friend in England.
nature, and have·proceeded to manufacture for the meansnothing, astheyuse it.
.,.,;.,. i
·
•·
So on the other hand orthodoxy is infidel to free
people .innumerable recipes, and presented them.: to
The primary meaning of the . word "infidel'' is enquiry and gen·uine Christianity or Free Religion.
men declaring each and every one to be a never-failing unfaitliJul. A secondary signification is unbelieving. Surely that church is infidel that robs God of his perantidote to sin. What untold. millions .of dollars have A wife may be unfaithful to her husband, and yet a true fection by placing his justice and mercy in conflict
been paid to those quack Doctors of Divinity for their believer in hia faithfulness. .A· husband:· may be per- with each other and underates his love, wisdom and
numerous humbug plans of salvation, and lying: recipes fectly confident of his wife's fidelity, an:d yet ·be him- power by teaehing he would not forgive the .debts of
for- the forgiveness of sin.
self unfaithful to he1·. Just spin 'theology and 'religion. man's trangression upon repentance and return to
Now we believe that sin exists. It is the v.ioiation of -A man may believe all the church doctrines; and obedience without other payment, and could . not detnatural) law says Paul. But .man's progressioa is practice none of .them.· 'Very well. · The secondary vise means for man's restomtion and final salvation
eternal and all , sins .will eventually be, outgrown. meaning of '~infidel," as' unbelieving; is the generally witho.ut punishing the innocent for the ~uilty and sac1'heological sins, are a lmmbug, but 1·eal sin is a viola- accepted meaning '·'in these ·our days:"· We· must not rificing the just for the sins of the unJust ; and the
tion of natural law, and from its penalties there is no however, entirely ignore its primary signification. By American church has· demonstrated her infidelity by
escape. "No. f0'1'g·ioene88, of stn," is the motto of .the "Christian infidelity," then, I' mean both Christian justifying and practicing chattel slavery as she has done
new religion which must soon possess ,the. world and unfaithfulness and Christian -unbelief and with· both until recently (and still would at the sonth had their
ride triumphant over .all the old forms.
significations of the -:erm in view, I do not hesistate· to confederacy succeeded), also by furnishing chaplains
If we sin .we rnnst suffer until the debt is paid. Man pronounce the .strohgest "Christian believer~' the very for the army and navy-and by sending her sons to a
can only sin against himself; there is no such a thing biggest "infidel"·about.town.: :
.
military school to perfect their education. Nor has the
as sinning against God. When this doctiine takes
Does any disbelieve that pronunciamento? "If any, church as yet ever acknowledged the error of countepossession of .our minds we .will keep our eyes , open, speak ; for. him have I offended.,. But, to the proof nancing and sustaining the institution·of slavery. If
and look well. to our steps,. and go slow and sure .and in the case:
such a church is a child of God, she must be a· truant
safe.
1. My Christian friend claims the Bible as the basis child, Instead therefore of acknowledging ourselves
To live a. pure natural, temperate and harmonious of his faith. And yet he almost entirely ignores the infide~s, let us join issue with those who so regard us,
life, •will alone save us from the suffering consequent Bible. He s,ets up his common absurd "English Ver- before the heavenly tribunal of wisdom, purity and
upon the commission of physiologicaL sins.. We do sion," with its thousands of errors, as the Word of God. love ; and ask a decision upon our charge of infideluot deny the atonement .for sin. We believe in the There is not to-day a Chiistian in the. land that would ity against them and theirs against us. Admitting
atonement for sin; but the question is who. shall atone accept a fair and honest translation· of ·the . Bible. ourselves infidel only to that which is evil, while they
for them? We answer that. they. must. be atoned for There is none that would swear by the· Book unadul- 1:\,re infidel to much that is good.
by the person who commits them and not by Christ or terated. There is, perhaps, not a Christian preacher to
I now forward you samples of my humble producany other pt;rson.
,
~
be found who believes the fin'st 'l!erse t"n the HelYrew Bible: tion, being eight pamphlets on different sulijects, in
'l'here is no proxy in religion,-no middle men. "the gods created the heavens and the earth"-the gods which will be found my understanding of Divine
Every, tub must stand on its o\Yn bottom, if it !taB any. plural and with a little g. Nearly every one of the perfection and human capabilities privileges and
It logically follows theu from these .premises, that fundamental doctiines of Christianity is built upbn a duties. You will please to dispose of these productions
vicarious .atonement , or .theological atonement, is a mistranslation.
as may be deemed propar. Som·e are best adapted to
momtrous lie, a cheat and a fraud, forced down the
2. The Christian claims "Jesus" as the founder of his the wants of radicals, some to conservatives and some
gaping throats of an unsuspecting and credulous theology-the author and finisher of hisJaith. And yet to biblical worshippers and their creed bound associworld.
no Christian has any faith at all in Jesus. His faith
ates-.
SAMUEL KEESE.
Man alone can atone for his sins, and he must do it all rests in "Christ"-a fictitious being,-Paul's :old
Great Neck Queens CO., N. Y., Dec.15, 1874,
IJy. a severity of pain and .sutl'ering which, you bet, he Hindo god incarnate in Jesus· of Gallilee. .Tesus was a
will not soon forget.. We outgrow our sins and their Jew. Every Christian utterly ignores the teachings of
[Will The Index and In~estiaator please copy ?J
consequences by a gradual dev11lopment out of them, .Jesus and replaces them by the absurdities of Paul.
The above communication would have appeared earlier
which if not done here must be done hereafter. The The Jews are followers of Moses ·and .Jesus. Chrisbut in moving it acoid ently got mislaid.
sudden . spasmodic, instantaneous, camp meeting for- tians follow Moses and Paul:
We take occasion to say here. we have on hand the pubgiveness of sins is one of the many . delusions now
3. The chiistian says. we believe the Trutli <uut he
rapidly passing awt~.y.
never stops to investigate the grounds of his belief. lications above alluded to and will be happy to send them
I pause for a ·reply.
He says that his religion is true-the only true religion, to any of our readers. Their titles are TltP -Giturch and PeoBut another monstrous proposition of yoW"s Bro. P. mdeed. He will not attempt to prove it true. He says ple lOc., Con 0i/.iator, questions and answl"rs 15c.. Key to the
was that.man is at present a total wJ,"eck, totally de- that "God" has reveale~ this and that. He give no Conciliato1· 20c., Theology Sim:pl·ified 25c .. .Mo..al and Religpraved, a great heap of !llOral ruins. . This false doc- "evidence" for a "revelation." He says that his sins ious Essays IOc., Old Testamt"'IIS Gospel I5il., Tl·ee known
trin has done our race more evil, than all .the wars have been all washed away in "the blood of Christ," by its fruits lOc., The et•ils of the dau and theit· Remedies oc .,
that ever cursed the world. Both :children and adults yet, he boasts of being still "a sinner." Are not these and several smaller tracts.
are,~atzwalty, both pure and holy. Man's fall has IJeen so many "marks of the beast"? Is not this the very
The Reader can gather a favorable idea of the sentiments
a gradual and glorious, fall, UPWARDs! From the worst form of infidelity 1 Some "particulars" next advocated in the publications and the Q:!anner.of.treating
animal world, he has .slowly progressed up tl1rough time .. Very truly',
I. J. STINE.
subjects by the perusal of the above article. [Ed. T. S.J
countless ages .unto what we now se!'l him-tke e~·own
Dec. 12. 1873.
and glm·y oJ creation:! 'l'he fall of oui· reputed first
-------parents in a garden, is another of your big theOlogical
[For The Truth Seeker.]
[For The Truth Seeker.]
fables. Even the word "garden" could not nor did
not exist until horticultural science was born, which
God
in the Constitution.
Infidelity .Analyzed.
did not occur until many thousand years after that
MR EDITOR : Some years ago Congress passed restime. '!'he garden of Eden with all its glories is ahead
FRIEND. BENNETT, 'fwo numbers of thy paper have
of us, and.not behind us IJy any means, and if our race been received and carefully read, beca't1se of its lutions aginst the twiu relics of barbarism-slavery
meets with no bad luck, in its upward strides of pro- appropiate name, knowing the need there is .that the and polygamy. Now it appears that the Christians of
gress and development we will. pass into its shady host of enquirers should really seek truth. instead of the United States want admitted, two other twin relics
bowers by and by. lf we run our minds backward looking for confirmation and authority for the sys; of biubarism viz., God and the Biule. But before we
over, the history of our race both written and un- tems. and usages prescribed by their Fathers, on a consent to this would it not be well to ascertain what
written we will find that man.becomes mentally dark- platform of their own or others' devising, which. they God they .wish recognized, whether it be the God of
er and 'darker, and physically lower a11d lower, until have stepved upon and mean to defend, as is too much the Jews, or the God of some other nation; or the God
he merges down into the animal that now stands next the aim of students; and what they seek they find. of Nature. If it is the latter then. the book of Nature
to him, and from which he originally sprung.
Hence ignorance and error prevail, not on:ly in must be adopted; if the God of the Jews, then the
What is man anyhow but a highly developed animal? spiritual things !but criminally so in regard to the Jewish legend or Bible so-called, which would IJring
possibilities and duty of preserving health and the back the same relics of barbarism, slavery, and polyg1 P"usefor a 1·cply.
But Bro. P. if you had given your mental faculties, means of restoring· it when disturbed by any infra'ction amy, for both are upheld and substantiated by the
and reasoning powers, anything like ·half a chance, of the laws of life. The further perusal of it has God of the Jews and his holy divine word. And as
they would have long ago lifted you out of Lhe theo- helped to confirm my conviction that the number of he is from everlasting to everlasting, the same yesterlogicai , mud,, in winch I pla,inly see you. are still those who are real truth seekers is in our day rapidly day to-day and forever, in whom there is no variableincreasing, perhaps more so in the religious· than in ness or shadow of turning, the presumption is that he
wading.
.·
But 1 know how it is myself, that the all powerful in the health department of research. · Though a will require the same of the . people of the United
argument with· preachers may be put thusly, "I can- member of the societr, of Fiiends I have been a Truth States as he did of the Israelites; if not, then he is
not c;lo anything but preach: A living I must have. Seeker from my childhood-from early youth inte- changed, and a respecter of persons, which he declares
Bread and butter, clothing and a living for a f!l'mily rested in the various reforms of the age-an advocate he is not Now I would recommend to Christians and
m·u8t be had · therefore I will preach on·a,nd av01d the of liberty, equal rights, temperance, puiity and peace, Congress to consider. well what God they adopt, for
disturbance' consequent upon the introduction of new -for the last fifty of the eighty years of my life a there is a wide difference between Gods. Common
doctrines or a ·change of views." · 'l'he clerical life is minister in said Society I am still inquiring and, sense would dictate the God of Nature for natural bethe hardest and meanest life that ever any man lived. finding new truths and ne)V applications of truth, and ings; instead of looking beyond Nature to Nature's God
can now fudorse the aim of thy little sheet and the who is incomprehensible, finding him within the realm
For I know how it is myself.
P. R. WRIGHT.
Man. would have been a race of philosophers by end sought by its originator and with itfe"' exceptions of Nature.
thiil time. and now been standin& on the plane of the the contents of the numberll received. But I would
Swn Bernadino, Oal.
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If thou hast not conception of a truth,
Can'st thou asst~rt it boldly? if forsooth,
Thou hast a faith in something still unknown.
May it not better.far be let alone
Than fetter man with superstitious fear
Of God's swift judgments, as life's end draws near?
Brooklyn N. Y.
0. E. VAIL.

[For The Truth Seeker.]

Religious Dogmas Reviewed.
Upon the ruins of Religious sects,
A monumental pile of Heathen wrecks,
That fiourished with a rude, barbaric age,
Smearing with bloody hand, the historic page,
Christianity began-and grew, apace,
Claiming its worshippers from every race.

TradiUon furnished a Creative Hand
That, with a tyrant sway took free command
All things from nothing, into being hurled,
Proclaimed himself the maker of the world?
The heavens were finished with its starry strain.
The Earth was glad with fruit and golden grain
When man was made, as potters shape their ware
From clay. and from his rib a 'voman fair.
And thus the parents of the human race
Found themselves naked. living face to face.
While in their garden home, divinely fair,
A crawling serpent, sought the luckless pair.
The woman was beguiled. A simple taste
Of fruit forbidden, cursed the human race.
And unto Adam thus th·e .. trreat God" spake:
"Cursed be the whole creation for thy sake,
Thistles and thorns bestrew thy path of life,
And sorrows multiplied beset thy wife!
Out from the garden of an angry Lord
Betake thyself. and with a murderous horde
From thine own loins, possess the cursed Earth,
And henceforth be thy children cursed at birth I"
The earth was peopled and the tribes were cursed
Simply because, this "God" created first
And strongest, in the soul primeval,
A thirst for knowledge, both of Good and Evil.
If 'tis a fable that we here recite,
Millions have worshipped it, with earnest might,
And sought to clothe it as a .. God's" behest. A story of himselF-to man addr11ssed.
From whence his Godship came, \vith what design,
From what beginning when there was not. time,
From what condition. out of nothing thought
Before the elements of thought were wrought
From particles that yet had not conceived,
And yet this God of Genesis believed.
The multitudes of men, who own his power
Ask me; who made this earth-a star, a tlower?
Who, sends the sun with such life-giving strength?
Designs each season. with its certain length'/
Ripens the tlelds.-rewarding laborers' toil
With life sustaining cereals from the soil?
Was it that God who forced poor man to fiee
The fair realm of knowledge? was it he
a·
Who sent the devil in a serpent's guise
Stronger than man-with flattery and lies?
Was it that God, who, sorrowful and sad,
Because the works of his own hand were bad,
Sought vengeance in the storm. and rising tide
To drown his children-cruel Fillicide?
Or sent to Earth a scourging brimstone fire
Burning whole cities to appease his ire?
Or palming Moses off, as Pharaoh's God
In vesting Aaron with a serpent rod,
lJiseasing:cattle. scattering lice and hail,
With reckless purpose and with ~;~ad bewail?
Is it that God who with a changeful mind
Repented of the evil, which inclined
His hand to dip in Fillicidal fray
When Moses led all Israel astray?
"Yes it is he, that came with outstretched hand
To bring a reeompense throughout the land
For sin, and wickedness, that man might learn
The good to do, !J.nd all things evil, spurn,
Reward obedience. and punish wrong.
These are the powers-only to God belong,
He guards the world. the sky, the earth, the sea:
From Royal throne his will doth govern me, ·
Hears prayers-and answers. I have faith. to think
He guards my every footstep to the brink
Of that eternal life and doth control
The present and the future of my soul."
Alas! dear man; if you will thus receive
A Fabled God, with power to grant reprieve
From sin-a God so mighty that himself had need
Of no creator-or of properties, indeed,
Of which, to form the earth, the sky, the sea,
The grand magnificence of Life to thee,
Cans't thou imagine with thy swifted thought
How such a God could be himself, self-wronght?
"Imagination, hath not power to save
The soul. beyond the portal of the grave,
And with a finite mind could not behold
lnfinite God, e'en were the worlds unrolled
And opened to the atom-searching tenseMan, cannot go beyond where finite ends."
Then if you cannot scan the mighty powers,
That tp.oulded continents O:f tinted flowers;
How can you hope to prove 'Tis God who wrought
Endless creation and himself from thought'/

[For the Truth Seeker.]

Have We a Free Press 1 No. 3.
BY ICONOCLAST.

BELIEVE I have shown, in my previous articles,
that a really free and truthful Press does not exist
in this country. It may be possible that. it does not
exist anywhere, for I have recently read an article in
the London Examiner; bewailing the lack of a true
freedom, purity and integrity, such as should animate
the greatest educational power in England.
l'Ir. Conway, also, in a recent letter, intimates that
the great London papers are controlled by Downing
Street ; and refers, among other facts, to the significant one, that ''no trace of the fine reception and
deep impression made upon the people of the United
States by CHARLES BRADLAUGH, has appeared in any
of the London papers."
'' The National Reformer (Bradlaugh 's paper) prints
every week one of his piquant letters from here, and
extracts pro and con from our papers here.
But thus
far, no reader of the great English newspapers could
have discovered from them that Bradlaugh had left
his own office at home."
The fact that Mr. Conway is a contributor to the Index, and notices the mote in other papers, but not the
beam in its own InrleJ'.'s eyes, l~Jads me almost to the
conclusion that editors of journals, like other mortals,
have their infirmities, likes and dislikes, and cannot
see themselves as others see them. The fact that
Bradlaugh's lectures, being ignored by his cotemporaries at home seems flagrantly unjust, whilst right here
in our own country a lecturer delivering lectures
throughout the country (who likewise prints a paper
containing accounts of the tour by large numbers of
Western papers) is entirely ignored.
Our great d!lilies, as well as many weeklies, studiously avoid mentioning the name of the lecturer, or
the enthusiasm created by the lectures ; and the extrn
free papers, including the Index, have not a word to
say, and it is even doubtful if they would print the
facts referred to, even if some Conway should attempt
to draw the comparison.
·
If it shpuld be said that the lecturer referred to, and
the subject of the lectures, cannot be compared to Mr.
Bradlaugh and his theme, I reply, with the greatest
respect to and most intimate relations with Mr. Bradlaugh, that the parall~lism between them is complete.
Both are editors of radical journals-both are hated,
feared and condemned by a large majority of the
people of the country wherein they live-both
utter the most extreme anti-religious or theological
doctrines-whilst their special discourses bear upon
social and political problems. Will any one point out
the difference ? And will any one tell me honestly
why Mr. Conway should think harshly of the papers
that deal so unjustly with Mr. Bradlaugh, and yet
forget that the very same treatment is being extended
right here, to one whom I have shown to occupy the
same ground, only with the difference that the latter
is a woman? Mr. F. E. Abbott of the Inde;r. is an
honest man-he has everywhere shown himself to be
such. Will he not assume the role of an honest editor,
and endorse the views of his able contributor, or explain to us the difference referred to in the above ?
The New Ycrk Trihune is presumed to be an honest
paper, as so it is-honest of~~ kind. yvel!, >ye were
all surprised one day last fall, by readmg m It an attack on and exposure of the character of Senator Carpenter, in which it gave (or pretended to give) the
particulars of· immoral and scandalous conduct on the
part of the Senator. Whether they were true or false
is not here to the· point. The question we are here
treating upon is-Was this expose in the interest of
trutli and justice, or was it revenge for the arrest of
some of the 11-ibune correspondents, who refused to
tell where they received certain information affecting
certain questions of importance to the Government ?
Presuming the charges to be true, would the Tribune, for the sake of its truth alone, have exposed
them ? Rather, was it not an outgrowth of a purely
personal matter ? May it not be referred to the adage
-"When rogues fall out, honest men get their due ? "
The snppressio veri, so regularly indulged in by our
Free Press, is fairly illustrated by the following, which
actually took place in this city within . the last few
days:
•
A number of gentlemen, wishing tQ.form a club for
the purpose of discussing and examining into a new
discovery of a scientific nature, met at their. rooms,
whim, to their astonishment, a female reporter walked
in and stated that she had been sent there by the editor
for the purpose of reporting proceeding~.. Upon ob·. jectiori being· made to the presence of any reporter,
and ripon being closely questioned as to her instructions, she stated that she was told to 'ridicule' the proceedings, which uppears to be the technicality for suppressing on the one hand arid exaggerating upon the
other. And this from a leading New York daily!

I

The " interviews" which are now becoming infinitum ad nauseum, ai;J.d which are, in most instances,
based upon one gram of truth and two. of allowances,
and in many of them pure allowances, or assumptwns
without even a shadow of truth for their foundation,
are another evidence of the viciousness and corruption
pervading that which ought to be the' 'holy of holies"
in its devotion to the truth.
In the New York Herald, as well as the New York
Sun there have lately appeared labored editorials bearing ~pon the forthcoming biography of the late Chief
Justice Chase, in which it is stated that Judge Warden, an intimate personal friend of the Chief Justice,
had an understanding with 1lim in regard to private
memoirs which were to be published.
'
It appears· that during the lifetime of Mr. Chase, he
had kept a complete diary of his thoughts, "unfaithful many tnnes to the hfe he seemed to lead in the
eyes of the public." This diary was left at the death
of Judge Cl!ase in the possession of Judge Warden.
It appears, furthermore, that some of Mr. Chase's
friends wish to suppress many things contained therein. The reason given by them for this anxiety is
that "Judge Warden is one of those cold, reasoning men from whose hand a character comes forth
clear, sharp, and may be, cruel sometimes, in the ji®lity of delineati<m, and that he would paint Mr. Chase's
portrait faitlif'ully from the studies G~ himself had
jolted down in Msjournals; and that Warden would
chisel out with his pen a literary statue, in which
there would be but little toning of wh~tever angularities Nature may have left in moulding him." (Italics
are ours.)
If ,,.e put this objection into plain English, it says,
''.We cannot trust you with publishing the truth about
our esteemed friend, which he himself entrusted you
with but we wish to suppress a portion (tone down),
and ~esire to produce and bring out our portrait of
him and make it as unfaitllful (untrue) as we can, and
tim~ add another great· man to American history, which
in order to do, we must create." The Herald in concluding says-" It seems that Warden is anxious to do
the same thing with the memory of Chase, and to
write a life of his friend with as little 'toning' of the
<rreat man's ' angularities ' as was found in the Herndon-Lamon-Black 'Life of Lincoln.'"
'!'his sort of literary U88aasinatiun must be di8Couraged, or the memory of deceased public men will be
in greater danger from their friendly biographers than
from their political foes in life." And it then decides
that Warden is unfit to become the historian of a
statesman'~:~ career I The Sun also agrees to and acquiesces in this judgment. Now it this be anythi'ng more
or less than offering a premium to all histiorians to lie
in place of telling the truth, then I do not know the
meaning of words. And when those that are sufficiently interested with the particulars of the above affair will take the trouble to inquire more minutely into
the truths to the publication of which the objection is
urged, and will notice their frivolity, their trifling
weight ur importance -being nothing more than every
day family occurrences-it will be more wondered at.
lt will then become utterly incomprehensible how
intelligent-yes, even educated and highly cultured(!)
people can thus tacitly encourage downright falsehood
-pure lying, and that our G1·eat Free Press can publicly assist and aid in their work. I could furnish you
witli fact upon ~act to establish the charges I bring
against the Press, but I have already taken up very
much more space than I had anticipated, and will
close this by promising that in the next I will close
this seiies by endeavoring to show a way by which
this universal lying and deceit can be turned into the
path of truth and honesty.

"Common Cause."
Mr. Editor. I gravitate toward~ an Infidel as naturally as a duck takes to water. It is because I like an Infidel, aud especially because I like the articles of Mr.
Wettstein's tha~ I propose to say a few words about
his article on "Common Cause," in the October number. What I shall say, will not be done in a fault-finding way for I admit the right of every one to say just
what he thinks. He says: "I, for my part am a
radical advocate of materialism, who is willing to
fight it out on this line, till either it or its antipodes
is placed lwrs du combat.''
Again, "I cannot sustain
the policy advocated by the leading Infidel papers of
this coun-try, to make common cause with the furthest remove of our antipodes in doctiine-Spiritualism." Fight supernaturalism as much as you please,
but I deny that Spiritualism is supernaturalism. All
the manifestations of Spiritualism are natural, perfectly so. The cJmmon cause we should make, is
against the encroachments of Christianity, and against
the Bible as authority. We must. unite against our
common-foes. for they are not only strong and well
organized, but determined to put us down. '!'here
can be no fight between· Spiritualists and Materialists,
though we may drift as far apart as the antipodes,
for both use reason and not authority, as a weaponi and
it is authority that we must fight, and not free thought
in any form. Mr. Wettstein speaks of the church as
being a decrepif and well nigh extinct relic of barbaricageg, It is undoubtedly a relic of barbarism, but
I fail to see the signs of dtJcrepitude. Orthodox. evangelical religion is the ''power behind the thronP" t•)day, in· this our boasted land of freedom.
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See the attempt to crush out free speech, ·and a
free press by the persecution of Mrs. Woodhull, Geo.
Francis Train and John F. Lant by the Young Men's
.Christian Association, under the sanction of the Gov-.
'ernment, and b11cked up byFederal'power. Donttell
roe the power of the. church is almost extinct, when
a roan can only get office by and through ;.he influence
of the church. Don't tell me the power of the church is
waning, when those holy men wh«? took· part in Credit
Mobilier go unwhipped and unhung. Dont tell me
the power of the church is on the decline, when at her
bidding, the mails are violated, and criminals are
granted a longer lease of life, that they may make
their peace with the old mad God of t-he Bible. Dont
tell me the church is decrepit, when Infidels are forced
to pay taxes that the churches should pay, and to help
support "men of God" as chaplains in our Army and
Navy, and in all our public institutions. Is that decrepitude manifest in the attempt of orthodoxy to pn't
its abominable, tyrannical God into the constitution
of the United States, and have him recognized by
enactment, so that we may have. an ~~Act of Congress God ?1' Is this weakness manifested by having
prayers offered in all our 'PUblic schools, to the obscene God of the Bi~le ? There are no visible signs
of weakness in Christianity, and if we preserve our
rights ago.ints its encro11ochments, we must make common cause against her.
I would not have THE TRUTH SEEKER a Spiritualist
paper, as we already have enough of them, and good
ones too, that are dealing sturdy blows against the
Phariseeism of orthodox, evangelical, shoddy Christianity. And now Mr. Editor, you will <find the Spiritualist will stand shoulder to shoulder with the
Materialist in supporting your paper. In the December number, I saw the names of no less than six whom
I know to be Spiritualists, who had sent in their subscriptions to you. In your list of regular contributors, I find three, (and I don't know everybody either).
The only ones ·who are active in this part of the
country, in fighting the despotism of 01thodoxy, are
Spiritualists. 'V e must unite and make common
cause against our common enemy, for old veteran
Infidels have not yet driven in their pickets, and the
grand army of Spiritualists is ready to form and
make a grand assault along their whole line.
1
JoHN M. FoLLET.

KIND NOTICES.
THAT staunch, earnest and ever reliable 'Paper, The
Boston InveGtigator in a late "issue gives us'the following
friendly notice.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"The Liberal paper by this name which has been
published heretofore in Paris, [Ill]. comes to us now
from New York to which city it has peen removed and
from whence it will be issued in future. It is a handsome paper, of good dimensions, containing sixteen
octavo pages,flarge size), published monthly at $1.00
per year, by 'D. M. BENNETT Editor and Proprietor.
The number before us is well filled with able and interesting articles, and as TIIE TRqTH SEEKER is devotea to Reform and Free Thought, it deserves to be
successful. We hope it will be."
"In the great city of New York, with its million or
more of people, this new Liberal Journal ought to
flourish·and endure, one would suppose. But similar
Journals have failed, time and again-not because
there are not Liberals enough, but because they are
careless, indifferent and parsimonious. They let their
papers die for want of support: but we hope THE
TRUTH SEEKER may prove an exception.

IN THE GAZETTE [PAlUS ILL.) Bro. Shoaff thus
notices us.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Dr. D. M. Bennett's New
York TRUTH SEEKER, for January hl\8' been received.
It has been enlarged since he left Paris, to a sixteen
page paper. It is full of "anti-damnation,"-no "fire
and brimstone" hereafter; but gives consolation to all
-the saint as well as the sinner. Our citizens here
know the Doctor. They have the privilege to put
him in the scales and weigh his ideas. If found
wanting, make him '•ante"; if correct give him credit.
If you like his doctrines take his paper.
TrrE TRUTH SEEKER comes to us the present year
enlarged and presents an attractive appearance. It
also has a broader platform, abler contributors, and is
a vast improvement upon the first issues. The last
number (for Februaiy) is its best, and will compare
favorably with any other Free Thought Journal.

-Nauvoo Independent.
A "DEAD BEAT's DIRECTORY" has recently heen
pul)lished in Chicago, for the benefit of ~rocers,
boardin~-house keepers, butcl~ers &c. It gives ~be
names of all persons, who habitually neglect paymg
their bills and sponge all they can m any one place
when they apply to another. The list contains the
names of actors, insurance agents, c.>nfidence men,
lawyers, preachers and. sunday-school teachers.
Is it not a pity, nll.mes of pious preachers, should be
found in such company?
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Jlriendlg gJorrespondence.

J. A. RUTHEBFOBD. Honeu Grove Texas, (aged 75,) Writes;
I can't. express how well THE TRUTH SEEKER pleaees me.
To my great surprise and delight No. 5 was gummed and
cut. That made me laugh,said I. "the world does move."
AMos BENToN. St. Mary's 0 .. writes: I am pleased to I have been taking THE INVESTIGATOR for some fifteen
say that THE TBUTH SEEKEB, which was very much years and it has done more toward making a man of me
admired and praised by free-thinkers before it went to than all the other papers I have read • . . . ..
Ne"!V York and enlarged to twice its former size now
~lai!Ds an increased admiration, greater than the increase
JAMES H. PABKS, Tolona Ill .. writes: I am glad to see a
Ill SIZe.
paper that is fparless in denouncing Christian philosophy,
I was much amused by Brother Syphers'" Let us Pray" I have never before seen a paper which so nearly holds
espeqially at his saying he ·• knew plenty of Church mem- my own views as yours does. I have looked and longed
]lers m whose heads the orgavs of reason have sunk away for such a one but was not able to see It till THE TRUTH
mto great holes from the want of 'exercise, while the SEEKER came to my hands. I inust have it. Send a copy to
organs of veneration and superstition stuck out like me for a year and another to my aged mother at Orion Ill.·
horns." This figurative language reminds me of what an
flCcentric individual used to relate of a very steep high
E. A. WITHERELL, Knoxville Ill .. writes: . , . . . .
bank or hill-side, on the face of which was a large hole Work like a hero, and don't :.et discouraged, for you have
extending into it. a great distance. He said "the face of truth on your side, and a million Americans wish you
this hill at one time during a very heavy storm was washed success.
away so rapidlY that the hole was left sticking out some
ten or fifteen feet." May it not have been the hollows of
D. Hio:am. M. D.. Mungerville Mich., writes: I like the
the head whieh Brother Syphers' saw sticking out like name. style, object, spirit. grit, tone and price of your
horns instead of the "bumns."
paper very much. Consider me a subscriber for a year,
Such a paper is appropos to the times. The masses need
THos. B. .ToHNSo"!il. a venerable friend of Stirling Iowa, cheap literature yet having the ring of truth. Strong and
"IITites: Your papflr has made such astir in this neigh- steady bloWR against hoary error in church and state beborhood. some ladies belon~ing to the Church have torn fore it will loosen its grip on the throat of the masses.
up and burned several copies of it; but the world still Work on then faithfully and when you fall, others
moves. And since the Pope of Rome is· crying out for equipped by the truths you utter will sound the clarion
llympa.thy and support, 'tis only a matter of time when notes of truth. until in" the good time coming" the world
lesser lights will follow suit; so look out for a. shaking shall be made free.
among the dry bonPs. This burning is rather old and I
am unable to calct1late how many burned copies of _your
RoSWELL CALKINS, Daysville -N. Y.. writes: I am well
paper it will require to disprove one scientific fact. Some vleased with the brave but gentle TRUTH SEEKEB.
people are simple enough to think Thomas Paine. tinue on good Brother in the good work you have begun
Thomas Jefferson and a smnii sheet like yours cause all and your numerous friends will bless you.
the trouble in the churches; but it is no such thing. It is
education and scien~e. This is the food that supports
J. A. LINDBERG, Fort ])odge Iowa. writes: The January
all skeptics and unbelievers. Sciance teaches us that the number
of your paper is just received and I must confeRS
water from our Iowa springs is quite as pure both for soul I was surprised.
and disappointed. Surprif•ed to
and body as that taken from the river Jordan, Science see it so much pleased
and issued from New York,
and common sense teach that blood is blood, and wine is (the Dec. numberenlarged
did
not
come in time)-plea.Aed-yef\
wine and what is good for saints inside 11. church is good perfectly delighted at it<> enlarged
and beautiful
also for sinners outside. If any change has taken place in appearance. but disappointed to seeform
it printed in New
tht>se respects we ought to know it.
York
instead
of
Chicago.
I
do
not
question
your judg-'
Science teaches that a bath is good every day, but com- ment in selecting the place you did; but I think
we Westmon sense does not advise cutting a hole through the ice erners
would
rather
have
you
among
us.
Chicago
bAing
"'n a cold winter day and immersing th<1rein a. delicate our commercial Cllntre we would gladly have your paPer
person to the peril of life and health. Science teaches printed there. But its appearance and contents malre full
that the sprinkling drops of spring showers are equal to amends for the increase in distance.
any holy water in the world.
We think we can -serve our Western Friends, "whose
The numerous idolatrous practices and deceQtions ofthe
church have caused men to enquire and Reason and name is legion," as well from this point as any other,
Science are ever ready to instruct the enquirer. Srience and we wish them to still consider our sheet as of Western
and free education are clogging the wheds ofevervjuggerbirth.
ED. T. S,
naut in the land.
·
S.F. WooDWA~ Osborne. O.,writes: I like the title of
WM. T. WELLBORN, Forest Oity Ark., writes: Your paper
is winning its way to the hearts of our most enliglitened yeur sheet and .L like its brave fearless spirit. Go on
·citiz€lns. I herewith serid you as subscribers the names Brother, hit error and hit it hard. How else are you to
of our Mayor and the Judge of our courts. May great suc- find the kernel of truth but by craeking error's adamantine
shell? I hail with pleasure every manifestation of liberalcess attend your.noble enterprise.
ism. let it come from wherA it may, for if I read the signa
of the times aright, we need noble manly minds and brave
IsAAC PABNALL. St. Catherine's Canada, writes: I am very and generous liearts to nourish, suoport and defend the
much pleased with your paper. It is like flashes of li~;ht tree of religious liberty planted on this continent by such
appearing in this priest-darkened community. I w1sh men as Thomas Paine. Thomas .Jefferson, Benjamin
you every success.
Franklin and Alexander Hamilton. 'Press on then in the
good work you have so nobly begun.
GEO. W. CHAPMAN, M.D., Wanconda Kan .. Writes: When
your paper first appeared I considered it one more failDB. A. M. SPAULDING, Brushy Prarie Ind., writes: I. see
ure; ann when you announced your removal to New you
have changed your location and greatly enlarged
York, failure seemed certain and I feared you were un- your paper. All right. go ahead. we are with you! We c-anstable and too enthusiastic; but by the last number I very not get along witho'ut THE TRuTH SEEKER. We need a little ·
plainly <;ee that you are on the road to success. You are
in thiR corner of the moral vineyard. I must tell
giving us many exrellent articles. Mr. Davis' article on light
you what I heard one of our preachers say in a sermon
money is alone worth a year's subscription. If THE TBUTH recently. He said "the moral upright man, one noted for
SEEKEB keeps on in its present noble course. it will not be his upright conduct who did not make a profession of
long before it will be a great power in the land.
·
religion. was the worst a.nd most dangerous person in
community and God would do right to take him hence."
JOHN DIDIEB. BasPo Ill., Rending in the names of five What kind of doctrine is t)lat?
new subscribers. writes: I feel happy that I have sucIt is about in keeping with much of the. senseless·
ceeded in raising a little club for your excellent paper,
I thought I would wait until I had ten names to send in, mouthings which a hired priesthood busy themselves in
but I find it no easy matter to get that number when so presenting to their gullable hearers. Such ridiculom.
large a proportion of the people are bigoted, and· hypocritical church members. I find many who are unwilling utterances are often called "droppings from the sanctuto ]et any new light into their minds . . . . . . I do ary." They are more truly the droppings of aSininity.
sincerely wish THE TBUTH SEEKEB would come to us every
ED.T.S.
week, and hope yon will make every effort you can, looking to that end.
.
Miss ELLA E. GIBBoN. Barre. Mass.. writes: A copy of
your paper has been kindly sent me for which receive my
JAMES G. WATTS, OscPola Iowa, writes: I am well thanks. It is a matter of rejoicing to every liberal mind
pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER. and heartily wish it was to know that the means for propagating the truth are
a weekly instead of a monthly. Enclosed I hand you one increasing. therefore. I hail with joy the advent of THE
dollar for the enlargement in place of twenty-five cents. TBUTH SEEKEB, so significant in name and so luminous
I am ready to contribute more whenever it is necessary to with promise for the future. ·Long may it seek the truth
and long dispense it.
your success.
It gives me pleasure to observe that a large portion of
En.T.S.l
[Many thanks to our kind friend.
the articles in the number before me are full of pith and
directed
against the superstitions of old theology and the
Mns. L. H. GUBLEY, Danville Ill., writes: Your devotion
of the Bible. Strange as it may seem to some
to the noble principles you advocate and your opposition authority·
reformers
no Permanent progress can be made. in any
to the evils which exist in society are worth trel:ile your direction, no.
even in science. till all faith in the book
•rice of subscription. We take other liberal papers but as a revelationnot
from God or a superior being as a book of
hail THE TBUTH SEEKEB With Cordiality as a true friend authority is destroyed.
So thoroughly was I convinced
to humanitY.
of this fact, when I was "born again" in 1851 that ever
since I have labored for that end. To devote a journal to
WM. D. BRISTER. New York Mills N. Y., writes: Your P.rogress and reform and at the same time to endeavor to
patrons here are delighted with your paper. I hope soon 'keep in" with the popular churches and conform to
to send you more names.
their ideas looks to me like trying to wear a pair of old
boots over new ones. to hide them withal.
LEVI WooD, Kalamazoo Mich., writes: I am much
pleased with your TBUTH SEEKER and I also haar others
GEo. W. LoBD, Rincon California. writes: THE TBUTll
speak high),y of it. I hope you will soon be able to issuf'l SEEXEB
well here, it differs so much from the old
it weAklY.. It is just the kind of reasoning a large class of and worntakes
out t_heology. It is the living testament of our
people like. The truth of the matter is, the masses are small commumty
at Rmcon.
becoming disgusted with the dogmas. creeds and nonI think I have gotten you about thirty or forty subsense of old theology. There is a demand for something scribers
in
Los
Neitos
and San Bernardino counties.
more consistent-more tangible-something more within
We feel under special obligations to this Brother who
the comJ)rehension of the human mind; and such we find
in THE TBUTR SEEKEB.
has taken so warm an interest in THE TBUTR SEEKER.
Had we such an active friend in every community our
W. TWITCHELL, 8vrar.use N. Y.. writes: I here~ith en- sheet would assuredly, be on the high road to prosperity.
close not twenty-five but fifty cents, 11.8 the additional
[ED.T.S.)
.amount of my subscription. .l: am glad to get your excellent pal?er at one dollar a year. I like its plain and
persuasive style. so well calculated to arouse torpid
D. H. SPICKLER. PUBLISHEll. Franklin Grove Ill., writes·
minds and convince the candid enquirer. I prefer the I would not do without your paper if it cost ten dollars
deep thundflring roll of truth to metaphysical g)'mnastics a year.
which may be likened to the beautiful Aurora that plavs
in captivating forms and colors in the cold midnight
CRABLES A. GUBLEY. Pulasl•4 N. Y., writes: I am about
heavens over a slumbering world,
on the cars a good deal and I am surprised at the favor
with which liberal opinions are received. The seed seems
DAVID STI!.ATTON, Franklin Square 0 .. writes~ I amfroud to be falling on good ground and destined to bear an
to say your papers cont~in the best free thought have hundred fold. The country however is greatly lackin!> in
seen. 1 heartily endorse the _principles you itdvocate, I organization, and houses to meet in for disseminatmg
liberal views.
canno~bll without THE TRUTH SEEKEll.

Con-
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-hiiarity. and. enjoym~~-t.- i~ probabiy' th~- cause of its ccpt and believe in Jesus, but claims the fullest spiritselection_~~;s; \1';~\l~\&_ta.j.n ff,l!ltiva~,- ~ p~ev!}nt .\its subjec.ts ual freedom· for its members, and since even those
AID to have been on this day 1873 years a9o at , from beconnn~- att!icll.ed ~ta -a -b.eathep fest1_vnl. . ·Justm Unitaijan ministers who claim to be. ,and ·really are·
Bethlehem (see Luke ii.) and also in the c1ty of Martyr Tertulhan or Origen do not mentiOn 1t, nor the true representatives of Unitarianism do not confcs~
David. Luke also says the shepherds "found .Mary, Clement of Al~xaudria" a learned Christian over 200 nor claim such a 'belief in Jesus, Unitarianism' itself
Joseph and the babe lying in a manger "-a queer place years after Christ's titne, who also aflhn1s no one knew is decidedly 1tn-Christian, and hence
refrisal of
for the second person in the Trinity to be born ! even his birth, the first traces of if appearing to come Mr. Fox is emphatically wrong.
Think of parents and child lodged in an ox manger from Egypt~.
. ._ . .
.
"
. . · It is this belief in Jesus, and not the practice 'of· so
without bedding, fire, or any comforts for the accoucheAnother Important Jnstoncal fact 1s, the Clmstum called Christian morals;· this belief in_· the Divinity of
ment of the virgin at this inclement season of the year. Era" owes its:oricrin to the Roman· monk, Dionysius Jesus, and not a life in conformity with'his teachings
:we might-say corn could be planted, or wheat sown Exigures 525-yc1~·s ·after our present A. D. was fixed and example; this belief in salvatwnby l!is blood and
Dec. 25; and be as consistent, ns to say a vir,.in was uport- the Dionysin~ Era baing used previous to the not,by the merit of our works, that ·according to the
made pregnant by the Ghost ; and the maker of tl1is and time of Ethelbert, a. t:laxton king, who dated a public teachings of the Church, make the Christian. But
all worlds was born of a woman in a ,;table, and his document "in the 605th vear of the Incarnation of U nitarinnism does not demand this, nor do Unitarians
name was Jesus Christ.
Christ." The hbtorinn of this nge, nnd subsequently believe in either of these doctrines, consequently the
What kind of worship real wise ·men could give to a Bede, Pepin, and Charlemagne used nnd brought this Secretary of the U. A. and the editor of the Christian
baby, or what the benefit of making presents of gold and mode of reckoning into use, making A_ D. 1. to agree Regl~ter are in reality no more Christians than are Mr. F.
sugar-plums to a new-born child, can only be guessed ! to the Roman calender A.. U. C. 754, which is four J_<;. Abbot, ,Mr. 0. B. Frothingham,·orMr.J. W. Potter.
This squallin~ baby God : this to be, mighty king years too lute, absurd as it may appear ; the evidence of The real difference between the latter gentleman and
of the Jews, Is supposed to have been a real person, history, of Josephus, and the Bible, if Jesus was born the former is merely that they lack the honesty and
born of a woman 1873 years ago, ancl was the blessed Sa- durino- the life time of Hemd confirms it · hence Jesus straight-forwardness of the others to disclaim what
vour, and both God and man. •: I~ he was, is he n?t both , was born 'B. C. 4 ; !Hid A.. D. 1 has ~o connection they do notuelieve. The refusal of Mr. Fox and of the
God and man to-day ? If so,It Will puzzle the WISest to with his birth the matter bein<T brou ...ht nbout bv king- whole Unitaraian Association if they sustain him-to
reconcile the idea of etl'rnal ages and almighty God. Jv and chui·ch. authority. Aftgr all, "'Jesus is a 'star, 'if enroll Mr. Potter aggmvates bnt the pharaseeism and
as born of_ a woman! .
.
.
.
john speaks the trntli in Rev. xxii-16 imd 2tl and hypocrisy, the outrageous assumption and usurpation
Many will scout the Idea thiS baby God could be both a star 11 nd a lamb ride in the heavens to-day, us much of the act. It is not •m-Christian ; no it is more, it is
man and horse! B_ut why not as easily a~ both Go_d as ever they did in Job's time, and sing as loud as ,Job ~m-Unitarian, and the whole Unitarian Association, if
and ~an ? !he Scnpt~re says,_ "unto you. IS b01:n tins xxxvii_i_ represents, antl is probably as much tlesh and in unison with Mr. Fox, better go back into the fold of
day_I~, the C1ty of. Dav1d a _Savwr, winch Is Chnst the blood to-dny all ever. If not, can any one tell why 'I the Church aud be what some of them seem to covet
Lord.
And a sign was glVen, b~t not fro~ Beth_JeAnd 'if he is, and tlesh and blood live after being so much, Evangelical.
.
h~m. Oh no.! lt was from the C1t,t of David, a e1ty dead, does the spirit within really ever die ? If such
But would even this make them true Christians? AcWith twelve s!gn;;, and. not ~ro~ any mty ever located on now lives in the person who said, "my God, my cording to the above fundamental dogma of the
the face of tin~ earth, It bemg .m the ~ky as any one can God, why hast thou forsaken me" have not all lm· Church, according to their own decision-yes ; but
see from tl~e signs of the Z_odu~c, or Ill most almanacs manity good cause to expect to live after death ulso ? according to ot'her minor, lei's fundamental and Cath-the one for November bemg Ill human form down to
Are not all humanity also incarnated? This and the olic, though not less decided doctrines of the Church,
the loins with a bow and :tiTO~ in his han~s, the rest question, "if a man die shall he live again'"
(Job no. The dogmas and doctrines of the Church, even
a horse, and called Sag1ttaunus, or the s1gn spoken xiv-14) must now have attention. Facts in nature will of the Protestant as well as of the Catholic Church,
against. Of this same sign the 147 Psalm sa,p, be examined showin~r Christian sectarianism to be are, in the main, still what they ever have been. The
''The Lord delighteth not in the strength of the horse, selfish depri'vin()" inthtite justice from beinG" JUST TO Church has never changed, nor will it ever essentially
or has any pleasure in the legs of a man." If so, why Ar,L hls,and her ~hildren.
"'
change. It is merely its members, the individuals-the
make them ~ This same sign called J esuti Christ, is
Christians that do change often, fast and in most
"the Lamb of God, (in the Zodiac) that takes awav the
'l'he foregoing is from the advance sheets uf my work essential
points. Not Christianity, but Chdstians of
J
Vrvm TRUTHS, which will be found of extensive research
oin of the world" in March, and a calf inApril,-hence -Price 50 cts. Cir(mlar Free.
to-day are so unlike the Christians of the past centucalf worship, (see Exodus xxxii) so also in July is the
A. B. CHURCH.
ries that, if some of the saints or martyrs of the early
Lion of the tribe of Judah, and in August a virgin. In
Colu-mbus Ind. Dec. 25, 1873.
Church, or even some of the Christians of a few cenfact, all the twelve months have an allusion in the hible
turies · ago, could come back again on earth, they
to allegory,and not rationally explained otherwise. Now
would hardly recognize any more their Christianity
[For The Truth Seeker.]
where the impropriety of saying Christ is a horse, a lamb,
in that of the pre!!ent Christian; or, as J. E.- Lume
a calf, a lion, virgin, &c. when the scriptures say he
said, even Jesus, if he were opec more on earth, would
Who is a Christian -~
has been worshipped as such, and Webster gives the
not recognize his own Church any more, and he in his
definition of Lord as "a female in the Saxon ton:,>"Ue."
MR. EDITOR:-It must be evident to every discerning turn would be exconitnunicated:,by hm:.
Even "Aquarius, the water bearer," the first of the observer, that not all of those who call themselves,
In fact, sir, if one coiild divide the Christians of toroyal signs (January), the Janus of Paganism, and Christians are Christians. But it is not every one of day, not as 'to what they ostensibly confess, but as to
John vii-38 alludes to a believer in him, by saying ''out this large class of nominal Christians wilo has the •believers and not believers in tile genuine doctrines of
of his belly shall flow rivers of living water." Such a honesty and moral courage to publicly and decidedly the Christian Church-how small would be the numtru~ wr;rk:ing believer would· be valuable to farmers and disclaim the name, because he has ceased to believe as
ber of the former, and ilow ov,erwhelmingly large that
millers in a dry time, but dangerous to come in con- a Christian, or in the essential dogmas and doctdnes of the latter. And still they all call themselves Christact with, unless good swimmers, A world of mystery that constitute the Christian. as Mr. F. E. Abbot, 0. tians. But here my main-question rises again, "·ho is
respecting Christ has existed from the first allusion to B. Frothingham, J. W. Potter and a few others have a Christian'!
b.im. Paul in Col. i. says, "the mystery of Christ has manfully done.
been hid from a?es, and from generations, but is now
The Christian Register (Unitarian) has (as also Tile Of this prevailing ·rapidly increasing skepticism withmade manifest,' and explains in Gal. ii, that all about Inde.1:·of Jan. 1,) lately published an important corres- in the Church, as to her vital dogmas and most imAbraham and many others was allegorical, while Reb. pondence between :Mr. G. W. Fox; the Secretary of portant doctrine the Church laments daily and devises
xi. says it was all by jaith,-no reality in the matter. the Unitarian Associ,atiou, and Mr..J. W. Potter, a all possible remedies, from an endeavor of putting
Paul also refers to scripture (Gal. iv. 30) which of cOUll!le Unitarian minister of New Bedford, :Mass. The occa- God into the constitution to Evangelical Alli>lllCes,
must have been in existence long before his timt-'--aye sion for this correspondence was a request of 0. B. while we Liberals look complacently on, and the
"for ages and generations," these we have, being written Frothingham's to erase his ~arne from the Year Book more earnest and 'better of us do our very best to
long after Paul's time. It is well to remember the con- as a Unitarian minister, because he had ceased to be a promote Free Thought, Investigation and Skepticism,
ception of Isaac was similar to Christ's-that Sarah was Christian or a Ullitarian minister either. This induced Reform, Morality and Happiness.
But, Mr. Editor, this state of the things is not renot only the mother of the Jewish nation, but others also Mr. Fox to address Mr. J. W. Potter (and others) to
if the Bible is true, and barren at that. So was Rachel, disclose whether they were Christians and claimed stricted to the Christian Church alone; it is the same
so was Sampson's mother, so was Anna, God's grand- still the right and wish to have their names enrolled in with every Church or form of religion of every civ·
mother,-each conceiving by the word of an angel-pre!- in the Year Book af< Unitarian ministers. Mr. Potter, ilized nation of the globe. It is the same in Judaism,
ty well for barren folks. Bnt even AbimClech, his wife, in his letter to Mr. Fox, stated that he, . though not Mohammedanism, Buddhism as well as in Christianity.
and maid-servant bear children. (Gen. xx.) And claiming to be a Christian; yet considered hil;nself in The Jews, Mohammedans, Buddhists (especially Eaststranger yet, God seeks after the secret parts of wo- affiliation with Unitarians, and a Unitarian minister. Indian) are no more like their brethren of a few ccntu.
men, (Isaiah II. 17). History informs us the Greeks, On this, Mr. Fox assumed that any one who is not a ries ago than the Christians of to-clay arc like those of
Egyptians, Hindoos, and·P!lrsians observed Dec. 25, as Christian IS also not a Unitarian, and refused, on that a similar past age. The ignorance prevailing among
the birth-day of their Savior-for they have one as well ground, to enroll Mr. Potter in the Year Book as Uni- them all in pa,st centuries has vanished to a most gratifying extent, and with it the superstitious beliefs of
as Ciu·istendom,-hence the inference is strong, that at tarian minister.·
·
some age of the world, either from tradition, or force
Now the question arises, first: Who is a Christian? men. Education and knowledge have exprlled darkness
and ignorancelfrom the minds, and general infonnation,
of law. or both, Dec. 25 became the birthday of the and next: Are Unitarians Christians?
Stin -"our God who is a consuming fire (Reb. 12")-it
The correct answer to the first question, )Jut which, investigation and the result of Seience rendered plain
being well known the Sun was once worshipped
a at the same time, also answers the second, whe the fanaticism and bigotry of the old beliefs. Our PupGod.
divebted of all individual opinions and definitions, lic Schools and n Free PresH will do the rest to eman}'losheim in his Ecelesia.~tical History Chap. iii. says, must necessarily be: he is but in reality a Christian cipate mankind from the thralldom of the Church
"the year of Christ's birth has not been ascertained, who believes in, all the doctrines and dogmas which and ecclesiasticism.
Mouurs J<}rnwrll:IN.
Titusville, Pa. Jan. 6, 1874.
after the most laborious researches of the learn·ed"; and the Christian .Church, as only Authority (and herein
Gibbon chap. xv says, neither Pliny, Seneca, or other even a higher one than the Gospel) has promulgated,
noted men living where· "the greatest phenomenon declared to be the Faith of .the Church and in which
that moria! eye could witness since creation " she requires ali her children to_ believe. This obligarnakes mention of it. The whole world for the fir~t tion can no more be invalidated by any of the maniComplimentary ~etter from a Friend.
one hundred years after the time assigned for Christ's fold dissensions of the various churches, than the
BROTHER
BENNET'l':-Aftcr carefully reading the
birth, are as silent as the grave in the matter, not being further question which may be raised,: which is the
heard of until a long time after. Now add to this, that Christian Church, can modify it. For there is at January number of •.ruE TRUTH ·SEEKEit I mtist canno less than twenty-four other persons calling themselves least one fundamental dogma in which all_ Christian didly say that there is not a paper publi~hed in the
"Christs--Messiahs" have had their thousands of zeal- churches and all Christians believe, aud which gives whole country that contains as valuable 1incl instructive
ous adherents from the 2nd. Cent. to A. D. 1632. Sab- them character and Ifame: the dogma that Jesus is moral literature as Tm!: TRUTH SEEimu, . and I know
alia Sevi being one of the last -"the Lion ot ,Judah" the Christ, that he is J)ivine, and the Savior by whose whereof 1 speak, as my table is supplied with twentyand a perfect ''wheel horse"; the other Rabbi Morde- sacrifice all those. who belillve (thus) in him 1tre saved. five or thirty different periodicals each ;yeek and I find
cia, soon found himself "played out." Remember On this fundamental dogma the Catholic as well as all none of them so sound in prinCiple ·and truthfulness
also Mahomet has his 164,000,000 of followers, the various Protestant churches, with the sole excep, ns your paper. Success to you in your noble work,· and
as fianguine as Christians, and Jo. Smith and Brigham tion of the Unitarian, are built up. Hence any one your friends! trust will lend you a helping hand, that
Young theirs,. while the millions of the Jews deny the who does not believe in this cardinal Christian doc- you may instruct the great mass of people onward towhole as having any truth for their basis of faith and· trine is not a Christian. Viewed in this light, there- wards the right source, to science; morals, truthfulness,
t)w Pagan world are as consistent. Another historical fusal of Mr. Fox would be quite legitimate, logical and progress, and the pure light of mental liberty.
Enclosed find -·- - · cash, and apply it as suits you
fact is. that Christmas was never heard of until about 350 correct, if Unitarians generally did believe in this vi•
years after Christ's, assumed birth. The Pagan Saturn- tal dogma and if Unitarianism itself we~c not a protest best for 'doing good to Ol!-r people, R. H. SRUMW AY.
a.lia being from Dec. 17 to 25, and being made a day of against it. Btlt since U uitarittuism doc~ .not thus ac·
Rockfurd nt.,Jau., 20,,187.4..

Of December 25th and Christ's Birth.
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Syllabus of. the Sunday Exercises.
At De Gt,tqnp H~ll,. 82 ,Fifth 'aven~e, corne~pf · :i~t~

Letter from an Iowa Friend.
And what is the v.se of. converting tl:le heat:l:)en, if they.
MR. EDIToR·.-! anl deli"ghted. WI"th the, spm""t man!·- are now lookr~ ·tippJ:!. lJy the Mo~t'cl!jgh with Ill! great a
degree of favor·as 'the Christiati '? · '
When rain or sunshine is prayed for, and obtained
stre(lt; morning, at 10~-o'clock. A sci.;Jntific se11non, feste~ as well as the ..ability. displayed .in riddlin~ the
Hophistry and knave1y of a self-interested and ta:x:-ex- immediately, who aa1·e·say thit they are not in natura!
by STE~~N .lj'l)JA1lL A'7'D~lj:WB, in exposition of Univer- onerated priesthood.
' ·
,.. '
· · '· order of natur!l, W!?teadoL;tn~wers. to prayers?
sology, ln,tegralis.m, ~~ond the Pant11rch~l ~gin:e; ~ th?
There is but one sentiment uttered in the two nu:inThere as. noJ evidence; then; that prayers have been
Comlllonwealth Qr Vniversal Institute of Humanity, bers received which I mtnnot:heartily endorse; ·and answered in regard to changes in the physical world.
and of. the general scope of the Sciences ; with some that is in the article by friend Herman W etts.tein. And what of the moral, or mental ? A man prays for
Ile is a materialist, and of course does not believe in a peaceful mind, and become~ wonderfully contented.
appropriate literary andre!igi!J~S exercises illust~ative c?nsci~us i!mnortality ; and as it seems tg me fro1~ He prays that he may be happy, and, accordingly,
of the purposes of th~J l'fiew Catholic Church . ..(The Ius artiCle .m ~o. 2 of. the TRUTH SEE~R, he don t troubles brin1r him only joy. He prays that he may
desk will be occasional~y.filled it\ }he absence or by w~nt to b~heye It even If true. ~e sa:ys: _The c~asm ·.become good, and immediately vice is a stranger. He
d1spanty 1s to~ gre1;1t to admit. of.Its bemg bridged prays that the thoughts of wrongful acts in the pas.~
tile consent of Mr. Andrews by otlH~r clistinguisbt:d of
over br, any e1_1gmeenng feat Withm the _sp~ere of ,will trouble him no more, and forthwith his mind is as
Scientists and Reformers.)
m?r.tal. . That Is, the chasm bet~een mater1ah~m and ·calm and serene as a summer morning. What is the
sp~ntua]lsm. The phraseoloj!"y IS ~00 dogmatiCal to cause of these changes ? Did God produce these reNTEGRALISM is the name of the New Philosophy, SUlt my taste. I was once a Methodist, forty-fi-ye yea!~> sults, or were they the results of his: own thoughts ?
coupled with Universology, which covers the ~go ; tho!Ight I was honest, and snppo~e~ I beheved m
But what of the heathen, again ? He, too, prays to
whole ground of Nature, Science and Art. ART is the I~rnortaht.J:. The argume_n~of Mat.eriahsts.aud scien- his inanimate idol, and feels a contentment that riv.tls
effort, through labor, to realize our ideals. RELIGION tlsts, upsettmg the authe?tlmty of Bible testimonY:, ~n- that of the Christian. There the mme phenomenon is
is the result of the reflex action of our highe11t ideals settled tim~ supposed behef, and I bec!!:me a Matenah~t observed, but cannot be ascribed to the dead or living
on our conduct. by stimulating the earnestness of our and rem3:med so fo~ many years. Fmally, I c~e m God. Is it not imagination, or thought, then, that proeftorts to realize, or to attain to them; exciting, espec- contact WICh tlie widenees-n?t the h~arsay testimony duces these results? As we think, so are we. No
iallY the unifying sentiment, or the sentiment oftlte unity of p:~~t ages, but pal]~able, sensible testimony otto-day. matter to whom we pray, or if we pray at all ; if we
o( mankind. It is. in other words, the worship of the t!lat friends a~~ relat1yes W:ho. have pass.ed the myste- believe, our desires shall be forthwith realized.
Most High, meaning, thereby, not necessarily a person- nous _bourne. do s~ll e:cuJt Ill a consciOus state; B:nd
A man has. lost his purse or his watch, but yet, not
al God an ideal Heaven in another world, or any spe- ~hat ~s sufficient eV!denc~ to me that I sha]I als.o hve aware of his Joss, he is happy. ·He bas lost his wife or
cial d~finite form of conception ; but simply that m a h1gher and mor? sublm!-ated SJ?here, :Which, m the child, but yet, being ignorant . of the terrible fact, he
which is The Highest, whatsoever it be to which each ?conomy of N!l'!ure s Law, IS PJ,"OVIded :With &urround- laughs and is the gayest of the gay. A man is walking
individual mind has attab~ed, as 11n ideal. The woman !ngs and conditi.ons for onward unfoldmg 1\~d. gro:vth on the very brink of a precipice, but it is dark,· and he
who c'asts her infant into the river or the fire, or the !n knowledge, wisdom and love. ;And as Spmtuahsm. knows nothing of his danger, so his thoughts are happy
devouring jaws of an idol ; the scientist who labors, 1~ tl~e :v-ord use~ to express a belief or knowledge of· nnd at ease. Why is this so ? The men think it is all
from-the love of truth, to discover new truth; or the mans Immol"tah~J:· I !lm, of course (for want of ,a right with them, and as they think, so they feel. Bnt
atheist who devotes llis life to blasting what he be- better term) a. Spmtu.ahst. .
.
it may be urged tlu~t this is so frolll the fact that belief
lieves to be the deleterious delusions of the Christian
!he err?r !nto which lfne~d W~ttstem .~as uncon- is the very essence and esseritial element. of prayer.
or any other bith, is as t1·nly religious in his devotion scwusly ~lid, Is, that the. _eng~?eenngfeat;· -of the. ev- But do we not also see that it is just as valuable an eleto what he conceives to he the truth as the most devoted !<lences g~ve~ throu?h _sp~Itnal!smfor ~an.s consc~?us ment without prayer? Then what is tl1e need or value
Christian. The truth of opinion is another matter, Immorta,\Ity IS. a!f · WI~hm the ~phere .(coi?-trol) of of prayer? None whatever.
and belongs to the region of inquiry and instruction- ?lortals.
Tills. IS a tmsconceptwn on h1s part.. ~an
Now for the second reason prayers could not be auto Science rather than Religion. .It is a perversion of Is an agent or ms~rument, u~ed to pe11ect conchtwns swered. No power can do two things antagonistic to
the meaning of religion to make it consist of dogmas, to produce the ev1denc~ to sight, heanng and touch ; each other at the same time and place. Two good and
which must of necessity, undergo change from age to but has no more cmi.Scwu.~ control of the phenomena sincere Christians pray for things directly opposed to
age with tl;e mere increase of Intelligence. It is the tha~1 Mother Earth ha~ whwh way water shall r~n, or each other. Not knowing the wants of the other, they
first object of the New Catholic Church to educe dis- wlncl! course an obJect shall ta~e, when proJected pray for their own wants. One wants rain, the other,
tinctify, and definitely fix this fundamental conception from Its surface. I am also surpnsed that he should shine· one wants wind the other. calm-at the same
of Relio-ion as the common elementary ground of ignom the assist~ncewhich S~iritualistshave rendered time. 'Both prayers c~nnot be ai1swered, and if one
Unity fgr ail ~ects and. Special "?eligions, in ~he _High- and are rendermg, to emancipate the world from the is wl1at becomes of the others ? Two ship11 on difierer Religious Life, and m the Higher Orgamza~10n of tightly-rivetted shackles ~f y~iestcraft. The -noble e~t sides of the ocean are going to sail for the other
the Religious DevelOJ?ment ot the F~ture; !~!- hr- and ~enerous-hearted Mat.~rtahst, B. F. pnd~rv.·ood, side. The passengers on each pray for fair winds and
monv with Nature, SCience and Art. rhe edifice to says m a late lecture (I doh t pretend to give his exact fine weather, Each have a number of ftiends on shore
arise on such a foundation will be rightly entitled to words), .th!lt spiritualism bas done as much, if not who most earnestly pray for their welfare. Prayers:
be called THE GRAND RECONCILIATION,-'' Tltejinal res- more, Within the last twenty years1 to free t~!l world the sincerity of which. none dare doubt, and yet one
titution of all fMngs."
from the grasp of a selfi~h and b~g~te.d priesthood, ship at least mU!Jt have adverse winds. What becomes
It is the mistake of the Church, at this day, to con- th.an all other causes ~ombmed. T~1s Is 11_1- acc?rd~nce of those prayers ? The res~It is jus~ as if there were
tinue to teach Dogma as if it were assured knowledge; W1tl1 my own experience. There Is nothmg like 1t to no prayers. Prayers accomplish nothmg. Acts work
and, the mistake of Science to attack Dogma as if it make priesthood and. prie~tcraft cra'Yl into their thet;- wonders.
Trulylours,
•
were essentially en·oneous. J?ogma. held as h;rpoth- logical dens, and while Iudden beh!lld the cowards
Fm·tDodga, Iowa., Dec. 21st, 1873. J. A. U<'DBERG.
esis reinforced merely, by fatth, but held subJect to castle, to stammer out their shrieks of holy horror.
In truth, it is the solvent and pulverizer of church
revi'sal and imp~ovement with advanci~Ig ~nowl~dge,
is-perfectly legitimate, even from the Sc1entjfic pomt of creeds ; a key that unlocks the 1iddle of the ages ; the ,
Injustice, Rank and Indefensible.
· view · and. so soon a.s it ceases to pretend to be Sphinx which moulds from the ashes of past phenoman thing ~ore, will be accepted and cultured by ena a c~ntemporaneous evidence of man's future existThe statutes of New York embrace one law so odorScfence
Faith is not Knowledge and should not ence ih conscious individuality. That my friendW- ous of swindling and intoierance that it is strange that
be clai~ed, as such. The very word, ''I belietJe, can demonstrate that this life is the culminating point it ever found its way into the books, and stranger still
of man's existence in this sphe1·e, is conceded at once. tliat it should have been permitted to so long remain
confesses that "I do NO'r knmo."
The scripture phrase "Now we see through a glass, So can I. But that he can demonstrate with his gross unrepealed.
.
darkly but then face to face," is as applicable to the scalpel and crucible, that Nature's alembic has exI mean the statute exempting $1500 of the rich
unfolding future hi_gher ~nowledg~ ?f. this world, as hausted her refining and sublimating powers on this priest's property from taxation, and tl1e consequent imto the other life beheved m by Chr~stians.
.
. sphere is to say the least, problematical Finally, position of the sama·amount upon the shoulders of the
The recognition of the con~ecratwn and devo:wn of why F~ie~d W--- should be so intent on ''paddling poorer and non-exempt pnests, and others. In other.
the whole being to the worslnp of The Mo;St H1g]•, or his own canoe " alone, straight into the vortex of an- words . the State takes monev out of very poor pockof whatsoever highest ideal, as t:he e~sen~1al basis of nihilation is, to me, queer. Fraternally,
ets to put into the pockets of .such priests as happen to
J.P.E.W-.
reli ion is at the same time, the basis of a true !lid
be rich enough to claim exemption.
uni~ers~l r~ligious fellowship ;. now for the first tm~e
Who did this job? Was it Republican or Democratic
ro ounded and scientifically defiD:ed. Upo~ .this
influence?
[For The Truth Bellker.l
p ro~nd and upon no other, the Umversal Rehg1ous
Whichever it was let it be speedily blotted out, and
~econciliation of mau~ind ~ecomes possible-the colet every one having property that is taxable pay li.is
PI·a.yer.
operative unity of all, m a _hie;her and ..broader se~se
own taxes; like a gentleman, and not play the beggar
tl an that in which the Chnstmn world IS now begm- ONE reason why we deny the efficacy and value of upon poorer people.
.
n~ng to aspire after Unity; asl .bJ: the .discoyery of
prayer is, thnt there is no evidence that proves.that·
Instances are not wanting where those who hm•e
Universology, a similar reconciliatiOn ol all mte_llec- a prayer e_ver. was heard and answered by _God, e1t.h~r preached but are nolo engaged in other vocatioNs avail
tual Conceptions is effected ; and as, by Pantar_ch1s~, directly or md1re~tly. And another ~e~on 1~, that .'t Is themselves of this unrighteous and unjust if not unthe ractical Orchestration of all Human Afia1rs Wlll absolutely impossible that God, adm1ttmg his ommpo- christian law.
b a~complished. The measuring reed. the cubic struct- tence, will answer all the prayers that are sent to him;
In one· instance where the ex-priest claimed and is
u~e of the New Jerusalem; and the governing force and if he canno.t answer all, he must answer none:
believed to have availed himself of this odious statute,
f the Mystic or Sacred numbers, ~s r~vea.led to t~!l " ~et us examme some of th~ prayers, ~nd consider the property actually did not belong to him but to his
?mteri or VISIO
· · n of St John are realized m tl1e exactrli- their answers. The case of children praymgfor food, wife.
. ts
'
•
•
• a very frequen t· one, w h ere persons
·
· th em
·
f Universal
Science
The N ew Cath o1w
overh earmg
If this is Christianity, away with it.
caltionls .o theret"ore THE CH~ItCH m• THE GRAND have bmught them what they prayed· for-why ?
FRANKLIN.
C
'· IUrC t IS ' ND FrNAL
' RECONCII,IA'rroN.
•
h
•
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d
•tJ
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d
t
t
b
Partly for c anty s sa e, an. pa1 . y m or er o es a ·
Interior State of New York, Dec. 20, 1873.
IN~~G~~~n! to the New Catholic Church involve.s !ish in the mi!ld of the Chlld fRith in the efficacy ~f
.
tl"
of ceremony and does not uecessan- prayer. But did God answer those prayers ? It IS
htt~e or nlun~ration from.a~y other rcligiousorsecu- said he did, indirectly; for, if the children had not
The women of Ohio and other States have recently
ly ema~~~ep1nore than to be a citizen of the United prayed, no one would ~ave overheard . them, !ln.d
Jar body' 1 Yd s citizenship of the individual states of they would not have received what they did. · Tins IS been putting praying and psalm-singing to a new usc.
States P.:C~ u ~t is ~ocially and, .religiously as The true, but was it ne.cessary to pray to qod .to _obtain The employment of these agencies has hitheeto been
the. Um, · es are olitically. and as the Pantarch,r will these results ? If It was, the~ P!ayer I.s vmdica~ed. in tl1e direction of worship and devotion, hut now
Umted ~ia:& t"10 ~ities e pluribWJ unum. Withm its But let
see. A heathen child Is praying to an 1dol they are turned upon drinking-phtces, to stop the flow
bei for a
n Ii ion~ and sects of the world are of wood or stone. A k!nd-heart~d heathen hears his of lager, gin, and whiskey, and in several instances
pa e, Jh~ ot ~~~~ ~nd higher cla.~se8 engag~d in con- prayer, and brings the _ch!l~ what It prayed for; Who by importunity and persistency have succeeded,
rega~ e as
r ·ous education of ma.nkmd. "T!te answered the prayer m thts case, God ·or man ? Cer- though failing in others. This may be the best usc
ducti~g ~he .J~,:r- New Catlwlw Ch·urch" will be fur- tainly not the god .of. stone-he had no power ; and these agenciee can he put to ; and if they prove a
~nstitu.tion °J • ts
'
·
ccrtninly not the Christian's. God-:-he was· not asked. permanent stopper to the gin-bottle-if they will
ntshed 6~datf\'·c~~~ Strong Holds will not be subdued Then the man answered the lh"ayer In the last case, and break up the infernal whiskey traffic pf this C!lnntry.
T~;!.~ . . ~~~ncin them in the spirit of a Negative consequently, the man answered it in the first case. our opinion of these exercises will be greatly increa~
by Fnmply dTh
·1fbe ea~ily and even gladly and Or is it claimed that God answers the prayers of the ed and we will say, "pray on, sisters!"' We fear,
Infideht~.
ey WI andabsorbedor a)lnexed, by be- heathen too? 'l'hen does h~ not sanct~on the praying ho~·ever thio; o-ood effect will be only transient and
g~t=/de~d:dc~~el.r owu .~phere.
..·.. . . ·
to idols, aud consequently 1s 1Wt ll :'Jealous .~~ " ? ceasing to be 'n ""novelty, will Roon entirely gul.Jsiclc.
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It is the same in mir· courts. They are conducted family, a,nd they a1:e le_ft.to starve,, br; 'llt best; to get a

lht lndh $ ttkn,

for tile benefit of the rich man, and the rights of the ladleful of soup, while the rich are rolling in wealth
poor are very slightly regarded. If a rich man or a and_luxury. ·Is this justice, human or divine? Is it
A JOURNAL
rich man's son commits a crime-say a murder-it is not just as right the poor should be protected as the
almost impossible for justice to be done him. If con- rich ? . By Nature every man has an egual righ~to the
viction according to evidence ·and facts is secured, by munificence which she affords, whether it be. in the
D. M. BENNETT. Editoo• and P1•op'r.
some legal quibble a new trial is obtained. Some wit- air, wRter, land, or any of the products arising from
No. 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. nesses are spirited away, and upon the second or these. No man is justly entitled to such commodities
third trial the culprit gets clear, or, at most, confined and substances which constitute wealth beyond what
for three 01; four years in State Prison, where he is he produces by his own lab01,. What he gets l:)eyond
Wrongs ofthe Times.
MONG the many evils with which our Chri~tian treated with respectful eon~iderat ion, or perhaps ·par- this, is by a species of robbery or theft.
Here we can see at a glRnce the oppressive wrongs
country is cursed, .none l'tand out with such doned out hy n kind-hearted Governor; whereas a
prominence-none are so subver~ive of honesty, honor poor man, under the snmP f'ircumstnnces, would not which afflict our country, as 'ive!l as other lands-the
and the public weal as the prevalence of fraud and stnnd one chance· in a hundwd of escaping the gal- oppression of capital over labor, of the rich over the
corruption, which shamelessly stalk through our land. lows. Thi~ is the juRI ice we have in our criminal poor. Is there a remedy, do you ask ? And does it
consist in a revolution by force ? We answer, there
It is found in our churches, in our legislative halls, courts.
It is but little Jwttrr in oth~·r le.!C;>II trials. Here is is a remedy, and it is not in a revolution, by blood, or
in our national, state and city governments, in· our
courts of justice, in, our political purties, in th.e con- the case of Trinity Chuff'h of this city, the richest physical force. It is In educating the masses to see
duct of the press, in the management of railroads, church upon fhis coutinclit, which owns propRrty in this their tme rights, and " seeing, dare to defend," by
insurance companies, banks, and corporation~ of all city valueil at $60,000.000-much of it, by-the-by, (to working in concert, seeking honest men for public pokinds, together with the various monopolies and or- tbeir shame be it said) is rented for the ba·sest l•f uses sitions, and insisting upon the enactment of just laws,
ganizations having relation to capital and lnhor. All -brothels, drinkinp: ilens and p:ambling- hells-and which will afi'ord equal protection to all, and· that will
·
are reeking with fraud a~d corruption of the foulest whose only title to ·this vast amount of property, we equalize the wealth of the world.
When Charles Bradlaugh arrived in this. city, he was
kind. It need not be asked where this state of things are creditably informed by one who knows, rests on a
exists, but rather, where does it not exist? Credit Mo- paltry mortgage of twenty-six pounds, and which waited upon by a delegation of the workingmen, to
bilier, salary grabs, rings, railroad subsiilics and name- mortgage never borQaa signature of any Idnd. It extend cordiality to him, and confer with him touchless other fradulent schemes are cases in point, so far wonld be supposed at a glance that such a claim as this ing matters deeply concerning them. In the course of
as our National Legislatm•e is concerned. J\'lilliPns of to valuable property could be easily set aside. and it the interview, they alluded to the existing- oppression
dollars are i; this way yearly stolen from the people, restored to the rightful heirs. Not so. Trinity Church of capital over labor, and depicted the wrongs under
and placed in the pockets of the rob hers·; and many has too much money for justice ever to be done her which labor struggled. He replied by saying-" I am
of these dishonest legislators pass current with the poor bnt honest opponents. As soon as an action is not supposed to be acquainted with the institutions of
commenced, attorneys are retained, judges are tam- yom·country; I have come to learn them. You have,
public as "Christian statesmen. ·•
The system of "lobbyism" is now reduced to such pered with, juries are suborned, the press is subsidized, however, the· ballot. It is the proper remedy for the
a science(if so uoble a word can be reduced to so base the cases are dismissed on the most trifling pretexts. evils of which you complain-why do you not use it?"
Here is the whole thing in a nutshell. The ballot is
a use) that no legislation, however important, can be and the publici~ i1ardly allowed a tmthful statement
enacted except by the aid and ll.Ssistance of certain of facts. Thus tyranny and oppression, though clad the true remedy for the working men of this country
rings and retainers, who demand exorbitant prices for in sacerdotal robes, stalk unimpeded through our land. and it is really their own fault if they do not use it in
Did we say the press was subsidized-the bulwark of defense of their own rights.
There are some
their services. The acts most necessary for the people
are often most difficult to be passed, because the in- our freedom-the palladium of our liberties ? Ah ! 28,000,000 working men and women in this countryterests of some rich monopoly or corporation will his is mournfully true. It is as ''deep in the filth of a greatly preponderating majority, aRd if .they work
thereby be prevented from making vast profits off the corruption as others are in the mire of fraud." It in concert, what can they not accomplish? By this
fawns upon the wealthy .and opulent, and "turns the power, honest legislators and other officials can be elecpeople. Here is a case in point:
The president of a Pennsylvania coal-mining com- cold shoulder" towards the needy and lowly. Its in- ted, just laws can be enacted, the poor laborer can be
pany informed us a few days since that some varieties fiuence and services are in the market for the highest protected, and the rich millionaire, whose thousands
of coal can be mined and placed upon cars at a cost of bidder. For money they are "mum," while thieves have been amassed by the sweat and blood of the toil
seventy-five cents a ton, and that with proper and and· robbers are 'despoiling the people. For money ing masses, and whose aggregations constantly make
practicable railroad facilities it could be brought to they Close their eyes and open not their mouths. Hun- the poor poorer, can be made to disgorge until there
this city for one dollar per ton, thus costing, laid down dreds of thousands (directly and indirectly) yes, mil- is, to some extent, an equalization of that which conill this great market, less than two dollars per ton ; lions of .dollars, have been Used in this city by dishon- stitutes wealth. Let the excessively rich be excessively
whereas, owing to railroad monopolies in transporta- est men, to bny up and subsidize an equally dishonest taxed, even to ten or twenty~five per cent. annuully,
tion, it is seldom sold here at less than six dollars or press. ·And the same foul state of things exists in all until it ceases to be profitable to be excessively rich.
What busip.ess has any individual with $50,000,000,
$6.50 per ton, wholesale, showing at a glance how other cities. It is indeed sa<l thnt this glorious memuch the citizens of this city have to pay for their dium of intelligence and liberty should in this nine- or $10,000,000, or $1,000,000, while these hundreds of
fuel more than ·they ought to. This same principle teenth century be so basely prostituted, and be so rec- thousands of honester i.}nd worthier people have not
reant to the real ne,eds of the people.
ten dollars 'in the world ? He did not make it by his
actuates all the railroad monopolies of the country.
How is it with our aristocratic churches ? Through own industry, but by the toil and life of others. What
Not lor.g ago, a company applied to the Legislature
for a charter for a railroad for the express purpose of their mediumship is it as easy for a poor man to get to right has one man with thousands of acres. of land,
transporting coal to this city, pledging themselves it Heaven as for a rich man ? Suppose a poor, plainly- while millions of equally deserving people have not a
should be done at a cost not exceeding one dollar per dressed man humbly steps into one of these magnificent foot of ground ~1pon which to raise a hill of potatoes?
ton. Should not such a charter have been granted ? fashionable temples to worship, is he welcome there ? There is wealth enough and land enough for all the inIt certainly should, but it was not. The rich railroad And does the polite usher show him to a velveted seat ? habitants of the world, if properly equalized .. But it
monopolies saw at once it would seriously affect their Not much. That road to Heaven is not for him-he is is held by a few who never earned it, while millions
immense profits upon coal transportation, and the rather pointed to the door, and directed to the "little upon millions are toiling from year to year for a mere
measure must be nipped in the bud. Tens of thou-s- church around th-3 corner." It is doubtless well these miserable existence, and theit· labor going to increase
ands of dollars were immediately distributed among purse-proud monopolists, who appropriate to them- the already excessive wealth of ~he few. Then it is
the members, and the measure was effectually killed; selves the wealth of the world, the bankst, the rail- perfectly right to form laws in such a way that this
It is
and, in consequence, the people of this city will for roads, the most eligible landed and city property, the excessive w:ealth can be excessively taxed.
years be compelled to pay three prices for this neces- costly churches, &c., cannot monopolize as well the only necessary that the laboring men and women of
,, sary article of fuel.
seat~ in Heaven and the roads leading there. If. they t1tis country should throw off the trammels of wealth,
So it is with hundreds of measures designed to ben- could, there would be no possible chanqe for a poor priestcraft, all aristocracies and mottlpolies, and become educated free men and free women, and they
efit the masses. It 1s almost impossible to get them man ever to reach that blissful land.
'fhe most cruel wrongs and injustice are found to ·have, as we have already said,, the power in their own
enacted, fo:r: rich corporations a~d monopolies, who
wish to retain control of the a.veniles which bring exist between capital and labor, between wealth and· hands to cause such laws tCJ be made as will meet the
wealth to their coffers, at once use thousands of dol- poverty. The SIJ.me unjust discriminations are made necessities that exist. 'fhey cannot learn any too soon
lars to defeat measures designed for the people's ben- in favor of the rich and against the poor. Thus the that among the cmel oppressions under which manefit.
·
rich i/.re constantly becoming richer, and the poor, kind labor, priestcr.aft is by no means 'the 'least. It
· There is a. life.insnrance company in this city (there poorer. The rich man and the rich corporation are taxes heavily the )lard earnings of tile poor, it tramare unfortu11ately'. too• many) whose management is protected by law in their wealth acquired by fraud or mels the intellect, and" in this and many other cities,
conducted '\Vith recklessness and dishonesty which robbery, and the poor man is not protected in his right influences elections as well as the enactment of laws.
The corrupt political parties of the day will have to
dema.ll4~..f~islative . examination. If a. petition is to be furnished honest labor., In times of panic and
made to that honorable(?) body that the management financial hardship, such as our country has passed be abjured, and an lw1U!8t working men's and. tltinking
of .the company be looked into, twenty-five thousand through during the last few mo!lths, the rich man. m~n's party inaugurated. Intelligence must be indollars or more, belonging really to the patrons of the worth his $100,000 or $10,000,000, is protected by law creased, demagogues and time-servers must not be
company, are.despatched to the Capitol, the members in 'every dollar he has succeeded in grinding out of the promoted to be law-makers and legislators. Good
are liberally bribed, and the investigation is effectually face of the poor ; while, as we have just said,. the men and honest must be sought out to fill these posisquelched. -This is the kind of legislative justice we poor man is. not protected in his right to be provided tions, and the· working men of tJ1is country must
get.
with honest labor, by which to ·fee·d himself and' hi learn to think and a~t for· themselves.
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A.. Penny's Worth of Advice.
We recently received a postal card with the following delectable missive, written upon it.
Coulterville Ill .. Jan. 187~.
Mn~D. M. BENNETT: Brother man; I have just read
over number tlve of your paper. called THE T:nuTR SEEJtER, and think you have given it the wrong name. Its true
name is The Blasphemer.. If the Bible is all a lie, I am as
well ofr at death as you are, and if it is all true, I am infinitely better ott. When you and I shall meet at the
•· judgment seat" you w1ll remember I told you this. and
warned you to· flee from the wrath and curse of a rejeoted Savior. Now is the time; then will be. too late.
Farewell-it may be forever.
JOHN J. MILLER.
Not to be outdone in courtesy, we say farewell, to
Bro. Miller if he will leave us. We appreciate his
good motives in writing us to flee "from tl~e wrath to
come," but think him mistaken . about the coming·
wrath. Our Deity does not get wrathy 1 and we have
no necessity for fleeing from him, nor by any effort
we can make, can we get away from him. ·As to the
"judgment seat" we think we are before it now, as
much as we shall ever be. The laws of Deity never
cease to operate : they are always in action. Those
who perform deeds of uprightness, and honesty and
·
Vlrtue, receive the benefit of the same as they go
along ; while those who act dishonestly and viciously,
are equally as sure of meeting the direct consequences.
In other words they are judged as they progress
through life, and the results of their conduct are not
deferred a thousand years,- then to be recalled and
recounted deed by deed.
We would that friend Miller, could have a better
opinion of Deity, than to think him wrathfully pursuing his erring children, and dooming them to neverending torture, for the mistakes thev make in life.
To charge such conduct upon God, we deem far more
''blasphemous" than the views we entertain.
Unlike our friend, we believe every human being
has the divine right of embracing truth, or what to
him IR.ay seem truth, wherever he meets it, without
any <'ranger of incurring the anger or vindictiveness
of the supreme power of the Universe. It is not to
us a lovely religion, that consigns ninety-nine-hundredths of the human family to endless punishment, for
not being able to believe theunreasonable and repulsive
dogmas, which a designing priesthood, for two thousand years have been chaining upon humanity. We
think we have found, "a more excellent way" and
w->uld gladly have our friend, as well as all others,
equally fortunate.
~Ve have also received this pious, little note from
another Illinois reader.
Sf!ndoval, Feb. 13th, 1874.
DEAR Sxn; I think the ladies in Ohio and elsewhere
ought to pray for the demolishment of your vile sheet as
well as for the demolishment of saloons. Hard to tell
which ijl tho worst.
Yours Truly,
D. C. BEAVER,
This friend lets us off lightly. If he proposes nothing worse than that ladies pray for us, we will not
complain, as we have no fears of such prayers having
any injurious effect upon us. We are sorry however
he thinks TuE Tl~UTH SEEKER a '' vile sheet" and
that he sees any likeness between it and a drinking
saloon. Drinking saloons take away men's reason by
inflaming the brain and injuring the mind while THE
TRUTH SEERER aims to develop reason and improve
the mind and give substantial food for thought. It is
a pity our Christian friend is so dull of apprehension.
In this connection we will give another letter from
a friend in Chat;nbersburg Pa., whither through the
Anwrican News Company we had sent specimen
numbers of our paper.
To the Editor of THE •r:nuTH SEIIX:BIB:
The small Parcel of Truth Seekers (some twelve or more
in number) which you sent to this benighted town to be
sold by our Book and Periodical Dealer (Mr. Currider)
have been sQuashed by one of the two Catholic Priests here.
•rhe fore part of last week I saw them lying on the counter
along side of Harper's, Frank Leslie's. Bonner's Ledger,
Poliee Gazette, and a bundle of other more worthless
trash, and I must confess that I thought a. new· era had
opened in Chambersburg when a truth-seeking paper had
ventured to· intrude itself upon the only counter in this
place where sueh things are sold.
I bought one as a matter of course. Saturday evening
I called again and not seeing any ·• Truth Seekers" on the
counter I inQuired if all had been sold, to whlch the clerk
replied that they had been torn up or otherwise destroyed
by the Catholic Priest:
The trashy, obscene pictorials were still there. unmutilated by the Priestly '.ftUKers;· Thess do not h:ijure his

calling; but rather stre~gthen it. The constant reading
of these senseless stori papers . .Perverts the .i:notil.l taste
and keeps the people ignorant of their ttue standing in
souiety. Should there 'file a general taste for such reading
as the ~BUTH SEEXER contains, the Clergy would have no
employment. IsitanywonderthenthatsU<ihmensh!>uld
guard their own pecuniary interests.
.
·
To live the life of a Theologian is much easier .and far
more respectable than dirty toil. I predict therefore tVfr.
Editor, that the kind of labor you have chosen for yourself in tryin~r to establish a. paper ];lased on truth and
common sense, ;will be up hill work. The Clergy aFe
always on the lookout for such outgrowths of enlighten·
ment, so as to nip them in the bud,
.
I know not the extent of your .means. but this much I
know. that should the Pope's hireling who· dj3stroy~d
your little sheet get hold of your spare· change he would
destroy that also, if by so doing he could cripple you the
more.
1 repeat. 1 know not how you stand financially, but
should your co:ITers be low (and I have reason to think
that there are but few who embark in your perilous vocation who have not a low beginning and but seldom: reach
a high level) the friends of progress everywhere should
at once contribute of their means a fund sufficient to
make ita. success without peradventure. It is not .right
that one man should take all the risks· of such a precarious business. We are all. well aware it takes a man of
considerable pluck to -attack popular superstitions unaided. and when a man once does so. we may safely set
him down as one worthy of confidence.
J. B.
In this instance 'we see one result. of ·the teachings of
Christianity. One of its teachers, who professes humility, uprightness and guidance from heaven, maliciously destroys our property, because we dare utter
the truth, leaving unmolested Tlte Police Gazette, Day's
Doings· and Tlte New Sensation. These. sheets do not
show up the nefarious pursuit of the priests which
THE TRUTH SEEKER does. The same vindictiveness
vvhich this Catholic Priest' exhibited in tearing up our
papers would he employ in tearing us in the same
way and in ·destroying our type. &c., did he dare to do
so. It was such as he, who, a few centuries ago submitted hundreds of thousands of human beings to the
horrible tortures of the rack, the wheel and the stake
for simply opposing their priestly designs.
But thanks to the advances made by liberalism, education and civilization, the power of these priests to
wreak their vengeance upon those who dare . oppose
them is materially lessened.
We shall continue
to give utterance to what we conceive to be trutl! regardless of their enmity and maledictions, and we have
confidence that THE TRUTH SEEKER will live despite
their animosity and hate.

Velocity of Light.
HE speed with which the light of the sun and the
fixed stars travel through space is held to be 200,000 miles per second-thus requiring eight minutes
for a ray of light from the sun, (95,000;000 miles distant) to reach the earth. The immense distance of
nebulae, discovered by HERSCHELL, may be partially
realized by his statement that it was so great that
2,000,000 of years were necessary for light from those
luminous bodies to reach this globe.
As much ns our wonder is excited by this distance
and this velocity-it is equalled by the immense
quickness of electrical light. For many years philosopher,; disagreed ns to the.length of time necessary for
a "flash of lightning" to make objects vi,;;ible to the
eye.
Various attempts to!determine the duration of
the flash have been made with varying results. Faraday, without any apparatus for measuring the time,
thought a second was required. Prof. Dove employed a revolving disc, and satisned himself that single
flashes of lightning often consisted of numerous instantaneous discharges. It is well known when the
electrical light strikes a swift moving train of cars, the
wheels, though in rapid motion, strike the· eye as
standing still, every part being distinctly visible,
showing the effect to be instantaneous. .
Prof. Ro.od, by repeated experiments, and by means
of perfected apparatus revolving with great rapidity,
has demonstrated that light produced from a single
.spark from an electrical machine, sufficient to make
the letters on a pnge of a book visible to the eye in a
darkened room, is produced·in less than one-millionth
part of·a second. These experiments have even been
carrie,d to such perfection, that Prof. Rood, now
claims that distinct flashes or sparks of electrical
light ate made'"Visible to the eye· in the almost incon1-

T

prehensibletspace:of one-four-billionth ·part of. a sec·
on d. That comes as near being instantaneous as the
mind can well conceive.
How much idea had Moses, or the person who
wrote the book of Genesis, of these facts of distances
and velocities, or as to that matter, of any of the
truths of science? Had the writers of the other books
of the Bible, any more knowledge of science thari
Moses?

To the Friends of The Truth Seeker.

a

IN letter from L. w. BILLINGSLY Esq. Uncoln
Neb., published in our last, occurred this paragraph.
·
'
"Your enterprise must not fail; !for those of us, who
have individually spent hundreds of dollars, during the
years we belonged to the orthodox fold, can certainly
spend a few dollars in 'aiding you ln the diffusion of
light. I will be one of one-hundred and fifty, who will
give ten dollars each to be invested in a power press and
type, upon which to print THE TRUTH SEEKER, either as
a stockholder or otherwise as may be deemed most practicable."
We have since received the following two letters
bearing upon the subject which we lay before our
readers en tire.
The first is from Bro. Herman W ettstien, whose
fifty cents as subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER
was the first to come into our Treasury, .who is now the
first to second Brother Billingsly's generous proposition.
. HABVAl\D, ILL., Feb. sth, 1874.
FRmND BENNETT: A thousand thanks for the intellectual
feast you regaled us with through the superb contents of
your last paper. I hardly know in what terms to express
my admiration for the pithy effusions that adorned its
columns. I feel as though I must tender you my heartfelt thanks, which I hereby do. Who would have thought
that so many gems could be crowded into one issue. From
the very "Notes and Clippings," down to the last line of
"Individual Liberty," all the sentiments expressed therein are unalloyed jewels, worth more than their weight in
gold, (my remarks on "Common Cause" excepted, of
course.) The sensible remarks of "L'Inconnu," relating
to the emancipation of man and womankind from marital
bondage, I regard as invaluable. If people could only be
made to see the principle involved, the damnable curse
of legal resttaint, binding woman to man, husband to
wife in violation of the nobler instincts of their nature
-when uncongeniallv mated, would soon be of the things
that were. But the masses have, through pulpit and
preAJS. been carefully educated to believe that the object of
"Free-Lovers," is lust and sensuality. The contracted
minds of the dupes of priestcraft cannot elevate themselves above ideas connected with vice and brutality, de_monstrating their own vile and low nature. While to
Free-Lovers ideas of sexual indulgence are of secondary
consideration; they desire that all human beings should
be joined together in the holy bonds of mutual love and
affection; that a harmonious assimilation of congenial
temperaments can alone secure to every individual the
greatest boon of happiness, can alone induce husband
and wife. unfettered from degrading resttaint, to love,
cherish, and protect each other. None· but the low and
vulgar need the yoke of government; the noble govern
themselves. I may give you my views upon this matter
in a more explicit form ere long. I sincerely hope that
you will soon treat your subscribers with a weekly issue.
Now that we have tasted· the sweets your good and sound
judgment is capable of serving to your customers, our
appetites have become sharpenod for a more frequent
installment of such palatable and savory dishes. The
long interval of four weeks between the luscious morsels
hardly appeases the gnawings of our hungry "souls."
We crave the delectable preparations oftener,let the cost
be what it may. Now that you have the ball a rolling so
nicely, why not venture out with a ·• Weekly?" Propose
it to ·your readers; let all in favor of it notify you on a
"postal" of their willingness to remit difference on cost
the moment matters are arranged. Those not able to sustain a weekly issue, may continue their paper monthly,
I believe two-thirds, if not three-fourths of your subscribers, will vote for sustaining a week:_ly TRUTH SEEKER.
A small matter of a dollar and a half or so, for the remaining five or six months on the first ye&r, will secure a
weekly edition of the sprightliest periodical in the country; nay, in the world, affording its patrons an invest~
ment that will repay them a hundred fold. Then let all
send in their names who are in favor of this" move."
Brother Billingsly's o:ITer to be one of a hundred and
fifty to give ten dollars for the purchase of a "powerpress," with the" appurtenances thereunto belonging,"
meets my cordial approval. It has the ring of the true
metal about it.· Write my name down for the same
amount.
Now let other whole-souled Liberals step forward and
show what they are made of, and we will soon have an
"engine" that will batter down the remainiUK walls of
Continued on paoe12.
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CONDUCTED BY J. H. RHODES,· l\I. D.
To the 1·eaders of THE TRUTH SEEKER.

.
N· accepting the responsibility of conducting a deP. artment in this most ~luable paper we feel that
. .
, · .
'
. .
we are·entermgmto a ne¥< field of labor, and one which
will require much thought and judgmept to perform it
to the satisfaction of the proprietor and readers of the
aper. But as we have the promise of aid and assistP
.
.
. . .
.
.
ance_ frop1 fr.Ien<ls; Ill spmt)ife, an~ also of fn~nds m
earth life, we feel that our labors Will be made hghter,
·
·
·
as "many hands 'makll light work."
.
.
Spiritualism an:d its application to I he· progress and
.
"'
.
.
.
hberty of all humamty, w1th equal rtghts for every man
and woman, socially, legally, and politically, will be
onr aim believin"' that God will be no respecter of
'
"' .
S . •
.
.
fi
persons.- We procl~tm that pmtuahsm IS ~1te r~
foundation upon whwh all reforms must be bUilt, as It
. is as broad,as the l~niverse, as high as the heavens, and
embraces the planets and ~ystems and all co.nditions of
.
. .
_.
.
life; that It g_o':erns and controls al 1 sCiences, phi1oso-

I

phies, and rebgwns, and makes them subserve the progress of bumani(y. · It says to them-" Come up higher,
and live your best life and you shall hav~ your reward
.
h
l'f
· '
f
r th' l'f
1 · h 18
In t ~t 1 e w ~tc . to c~~e; or as yott tve IS 1 e,
you make your; own conditiOns for the next."
IFor the Truth Seeker.]

DEEDS VERSUS CREEDS.
BY HoRACE w. RrcHAn ns.
This is what the angela wach" Better by far to work than preach!"
This is what they always say" Better by far to work than pray t

Better .a kind and loving deed,
Than priestly cant or priestly creed;
Better a loaf to a hungry one,
Than mumbled prayers or organ's tone.
Better for cold a good, warm fire,
Than all the prayers beneath church spire;
Better by far to dry the tear,
Than cause its fiow through slavish fear.
And this great truth our minds must store,
Loving deeds are the open door
Through which God's angels enter in,
To purify a soul from sin.
You better thus a soul can draw,
Than drive by fear of broken law;
And all the bolts of wrathful Jove
Will fail to win like deeds of lut•e!
Philadelphia, Jan .. 1874. •
[For the Truth Seeker.]

Astrology.
'MR. EDITOR:-In reading your platform, I was mnch
pleased to find that you had opened the columns. of
your pape~ to the ''_God of Science and '!ruth." _I
therefore propose to give your readers a senes of articles on a science in wliich I have been a student for
many years. I know I shall meet with severe criticism and many opponents. but, like you, I am a seeker
after truth. I have sought it in vain in the bottom of
wells (geology of the earth) where many wise heads
tell us it is to be found, but it is only half of nature,
and we look in vain there for all the truth. So I turned
my eyes from the darkness of the well to the starry
world above, from whence comes the light. Lo and
behold! I find it in all its purity; written by the hand
of Deity, traced from star to star, and in language so
plain that, though a fool, one may read, and understand the laws that rule and govern all there is in nature, be it the animal, vegetabfe, or mine1·al kingdoms.
Althou;rh I know it is the fashion of the day to rail
at .and vit~perate that science (which is the foundation,
mother antl father of all the sciences known, studied,
and tauo-ht to-day) and all who dare to say a word, not
in· its f;vor, but in favor of examining into its merits,
with a view to ascertaining what were the grounds our
honest ancestors believed and strictly. followed, but
that which we conceived fit only for contempt and ridicule. But I have long outlived the days when I, like
many others, thought myself at liberty to laugh at and
condemn what I did not understand. The world, l
hope, will forgive me if I make bold to advise all who
value truth to spend a few days (and but a few will be
necessary) in examining the principles of the science ot
astrology-the Jaw ofNatureand of God-and•appl;v·
ing it to their own individual cases, before they jom
the herd of learned and unlearned bigots in pledging
their word to tl false assertion-viz., that astrology is
an unfounded science.
If any person will take the trouble to examine into
the merits of the science, and finds that the prejudices
of his educatio11 a~ainst it are well founded, ~d that

1 h
'll h h
th
d Much nonsense llas been spoken and written and preached
has no claimstotrutl,t en.wl. e .ave. ~,proJI,. a·boutwhat is andwhatlsnotwomanlvby thosemenwho
Iitsatisfaction
of knowing that his opinions in ~e ma.tter
it."-Georue .William Ortrtis.' lectuce
Iare. based, not U{>!Jn ot.her~' assertions, ~ut upon, ~iH/... know not)ling about
Tinw
and ·in the New."th t
.' a.re .the result. o.f.. m v.esti o-atw. n. and.. ex., "ne.•riment, . w lu.c.h. •"" ll'"omen in the. Olden
k
d' . ' 'bl I t
d
0

l alone convinces of truth or error.

But 1f he find,-con' viction flashing witl1, lig-htning forc.e ~!Jon his mind,
!hat astro. l.og:y, no~wi.thstanding pr~JUdtce and a bus~,.
IS a truth founded m nature, and IS mdeed !!-noble SCI~,
ence, given by a benevolent creator to enhght~n man
in his wandei·in"'S and enable him to shun the vwe and
folly which his" passim~ and ignorall:ce thr.ow i? l~is
pathway-the?- Will he, If a spark of ptety exist WI~un
his bre~t, otler thanks to tlu~t creator for the blessmg
he has discovered and can enJoy.
This is the "age of inquiry,, and yet prejudice continues to press her leaden foot upon the neck of exam'b
h · ·
ination 'ill this S?ience. I can only attn !lte 't e pltlable fact to the Circumstances of there bei?g bnt few
publications on tlwse parts of astrology whwh are the
most easily acquired. Nativities, atmospherical and
mundane astrolog-y alike demand much time ~nd study
to penetrate their arcana, and a good educatiOn to follow their practice.
But horary .astrology may be.
quicklv learned by any person of even moderafe ability, and well understqod within three months, and its
truth fully demonstrated. . Th~ t~e and educated astrologer scorns all secrecy m hi~ science. . Those who
make of it a mystery know nothing about It.. He proceeds with certain rules, which all may learn if they.
will take the pains to do so. His skill in astral science
like real skill. in every other branch of us.e~ul knowledge, has a direct tendency to promote a sp1r1t of mo?eration and reserve, of caution or confidence, and will
give advice and protection in. our hour of need. .<\.
full knowledge of its teachings will always forewarn
us, and so forearm us.
In my next I will give a few predictions touching
public and private affairs for the ensuing year, from
the 21st of l\'Iarch 1874, to the 21st of .March, 1885,
based upon the positions of the planets at the time
of the entrance of the sun into the first point of Aries.
M. A. ELLIS,
Philadelphia.
Student in Astrology.

Sensible remar ·, an sens1 e ec Ul'll. a. eompare
'With'Philip Sydney, ·..;v!lo s·aid,-" The greatest glory of a
woman is not to be talked abeut among uten," and Dr·
Fulton. late 'of Tremont Temple Chureh. Boston, who
argues th!lt ·.. ·a ·woman hall no right to IJt, a nH~n." As. if
she could 'bet to hew!
ARTICLE in the Oreed of The Nmoto
Ba.ptists, in l'/.flo,
11
"We believe that a woman hath no right to Mt either in
teaching or governing in the church, while we would by
no means exclude them from unbosoming. themselves. to •
the church either in case of grief or joy." •
Indeed I how very condescending and humane I •· Uilbosoming themselVes to .the Church!" .3uppose they did not
wis.1l to,had they a right to refrain. What was the church?
Jfi>n and women were not excluded from unbosoming
the~selves to the ehui:ch t what a privilege! Wonder If
they had a right to pay their taxes, to make donations and
bequests to the church, and to work for the benefit of tho
church In their hofnes, that is, cook tqrkeys and other
goodieS and· makt.< comfortable the preachers. delegates
.and guests at the annual conferences, preachers. meetings,
&e; Women ha\·e "a right to act" generally on sueh occasions; an\1 it. is not expected that they will "exclude •'
men from participating in these luxuries so amply provided! And yet it is affirmed that the Bible and the Christian. religion is the friend of won1an, and has elevated
her to her present exalted('!) position! Whatever she is,
llhe has become in.spite of the Bible and the Christian religion; not in consequence of it.
Neither have the Baptists improved very much in liberality within the last hundred years.-for in The Baptist
Qua1·te.rly for January, we find in the third article that the
"unregenerate heathen and the unregenerate christian
are alike given over to eternal damnation and torment.',
Well well. what else could be expected
' ·
'
REV. E. E, HALE's new book-" In His Name." Is being
criticized,.andjwhy should it not be, If we are to do a good
deed "In His Name" who lived eighteen hundred years
ago, instead of in his name or her name who lives and
[For The Truth Seeker.]
sufl'ers to day, if for Jesus' sake we are to be good and do
good and ·not for humanity's sake, We might as well go
Extracts, Queries and Comments.
back to :,the dark aA"es and done with it, and not call ourByE. E.G.
selves reformers or liberals or make any pretensioi~J: to
MY opinion is that the first architect of chu~ches was imvrovement, since we thereby endorse the foundtft'lon
the devil, and that when he got men to make such plans of stone of the orthodox scheme of salvation.
churches as have prevailed, he laughed, and felt that he
The Christian Register says-" At the la.ot meeting (Jau.
had a hold on Christianity that could not be shaken oil'
28,) of the Bos.ton Liberal League the ablest and most
very easily. .And he had.-Henry Ward Beeche1·.
Query.-Why did an Almighty God, if Christianity was prominent speakers against Tax Exemption assailed the
his peculiar forte., sufl'er the devil to plan the architecture churches. very direetly. It was said that' the churcheo; may
of his churches and get, and keep, fiuch a hold on Chris- do a little to better morals, but their main effort is devoted
towards vain superstition.' If this is to be understood as
tianity as to laugh-hat hat that l! over his folly?
an authorized intimation of the dominant lJUrpose of those
MY Creed is progressive, trel'l-liklil, or .metalline. * * * who are agitating in behalf of non-exemption; if thl'ir real ·
No Christian has a right to dictate a creed to others.*** war-cry is not 'Equal Taxation,' but ' Down with the
When any man's creed becomes fixed, iron-like, dogmatic. churches.' because they are nuisances to be abated, many
it is not worth so much to him. or the world aa one kindly of the friends of non-exemption may excuse themselves
impulse.- W. H. H. Mu.rrav.
from any other training in the ranks of the auti-ehureh
Query.-Is God progress.ive? does he(?) grow like a tree? militant."
If no Christian ha.B a right to dictate a creed to other5;
WE read in an ancient book, (Bible, John, vi. 66. l From
have they a right to put them to death for makinA" a creed
of their own and following it? If not, then, 0, Christian that time many of his disciples went back, and walked no
church and Christian men, what a· long catalogue of more with him. Comment is unnecessary. Will Th~
Christian crime have you to answer for in your bloQdy Christian Reuister go back, because some of us, Christpersecutions of those who would not obey your human, like, say, that we cannot eat the dead manna of the C'hureh
infamous creeds, dictated by y-:,u, projessedl1;, by the to-day, but must have the living bread which cometh down
from heaven?
authority of God.
Josh Billings' Parody.True, no creetj. is worth one.kindly impulse.
In Adam's sin
· SAYs Ret•. Mr. 1lfayo in his "·Peril of our Public Schools-,'•
We all jined in.
"The Bible is either put out, or so formally and conTo which a lady ttcquaintance of ours responds.tl'mptuously used as to be of little avail!" Goodl what
! did'nt jine in,
business has it there anYWay? "And the1e is a growing
I can't guess the sin.
party pledged to change. entirely its (tne schools) character and office,'' No. not that, but this "urowing party"
are" pledged" "to make it a purely secular school of inH. H., in her ''Bits of Talk," is impressed wit11 the
tellectual discipline and knowledge, confined to the children of Nova Scotia, who are superior in appearmaterial side of our American life,". just as you fear; and ance, size, and health to tl1e children of the New
just as if s.hould be. "But if the pupil loses God-'• England and Middle States. There was scarcely a
Whose God? the Protestant'R, the Catholic's. the Mormon's. sickly one among them ; such brilliant cheeks, such
the Chinamau's, the Brahmin's, the Pagan's God! When merry eyes, such evident strength; broad-slwuldered,
you put the Bible and Gog into the Public Schools and into· straight, and sturdy, and their faces wore a quiet, unthe Constitution you put in the Bible and God of the harrassed expression. The climate hal! undoubtedly
majol'itv, whether it be Jewish. Christian. Mahomedan or something to do with this, the air being Jlloist, and ·
Pagan, and in the practical administration, the peculiar the mercury rarely rising .above 80° or falling below
idea of God and the sectarian Interpretation of the Bible 10°. There are no public schools in Nova Scotia, and
or bibles :believed in by the majority, will rule. Cannot in contrasti~~ the state of the children with a similar
you see that, Rev.Mr. Mayo, and other reverends, who.are class in the united States H. H. comes to the broad
so anxious to keep your bible and you1· god In the public conclusion that it is better to have no schools at all
schools. and get vour bible, God and Jesus Christ wtth the than to have such public schools as are now killing
Constitution? Take care, or else you may do m:oi:e than off our children. In Massachusetts more than twoyou think, for if you succeed, should ever the majovity fifths of all the children die before they are twelve
become 'ryndallites or Darwinites, the Bible of Nature !1-lld years old. In Nova Scotia the proportion is less than
God of Nature or science. would be the administrative one·third. In Massachusetts the mortality from disreligion; or should the Catholies, whom you so despise,. eases of the brain and nervous system is eleven per
ever become the majority, their Bible, their God, their' cent.; in Nova Scotia it is only eight per cent. So it
Jesus, would rule the United 'states, and 110 forth. What seems that to have rosy, ruddy, calm children we
do you say to that?
must recognize our schools, and taking Nova Scotia
for an example, no child should be sent to school
"WE HAVE no right to insist that women shall bf\ !looks under seven years of age, or kept in school more than
and housekeepers any more than to Insist that a. man six hours a day, with an hour's intermission, and no
shall, b& a shoem~r, or follow llollY .otheor OCCUj;)&tion. lea,r,nin~,l~s4?nB ou.t of sohool allowed.
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land, . become such through their , own .wickedr
There arl'\.~!laJiul."oppression~, burdl'\ns, and slavness, laziness and' corrtt\:Jtion,' \ind'if the c'ondiiion''of cries ,'everywhere.".. If you will devote a liber:!!-1 porThe':RiCh"1tlail
La~~rus~'.'
! '
bett~arSls' one to· open ·'the· :pea1~Iy· gates'·of· the
tion of your. jOurllal tQ the ~ciel!tifiq' discus~~on'"of" the.
,
.
'.
Jerusalem to us ; and richesd!!dod clothes and food· Labor and Capjtal problem, I think you will be ap:Mn. EDI_'l'Olt: I l1er~by sepd YO!;!,!!- s~prt,,ess~y 011 a are.a'! effectuf1~.q~r,th()reto,;,$hy let u~ t1,1rp beggars preciated and supported. Workingmen are said to
text of Scripture, that Js very pri,)CIO~s to thlf. mmds of ru;'~ ,g:lft,J up, ~o11e~,t,1 yi}"tuous,. indtl~tJ·y,,and. contract, c.ompri~e seven-tenths o~ the entire pop~lation; if. so,
orthodox 'Christians, as tliey"think it conClusively so!I\e;loathsolne disease such as beggars often have, they represent 28 milhons of souls m the Umted
proves the endless damnation of mimons hf our race! and .go out and' ·'lie· down in the street; and see if •some· States.. How exceedingly few papers there are that'
By way of, introduction, it )llay be well ;to, inform good Christi~n will not take 'us and; lay us: dowri·l i?entify'~~ten~~elves :wit}I the cause _of these .2~ .mil-.
your readqrs whQ I am, s<;> thn~ they may, li::n:ow ~o,w befor,l!. S(;)me rJ(:h, mall's .door·" a,nd see 1f ,some . p9or 1 lions.. On the other lianil what a legton of papers'ate
~u~h weight to attael1 to wha~ I sllY or to. giye t~ :plY dog will JIOt cu~~ ap.d lick O\.lr soret~," and w~ die .and i devoted 'to ti1art1mon', speculation, monopoly and' the
facts and arguments. In bnef then; r am an' 'old get '''c11-rried'to 'Abtltba'm's bbsom"-'aliai the orthoaox ',degradation of labor. Then fear not to take a bold
man; neady seventy years of age, born· 'of orihoddx heav'e'li. Would ii/ not be·the chea'pest and· shoi·test I and fii·m imd 'unswerving stand for the rights of
Christian pat~euts 1 ,f'(close communion baptist) .. and. ~ayto _ge_t there?' The· lesson thilt:we are to. learn Lab9r., .You, will n.ot qe forsaken by those 28 milbrQUjl"ht up at the "feet ofGat~wliel" so fa,~·assl'\v.ere, frp!ll t)l~s1s th,at .Qod. (the orthodo:x,God) likl'\8 poor lions. Theyarelookif\g everywhere for true friend.~
religwus training was concerned, was "'born again" fo!ks, paup~r~l.)?etter~h~p. r~ch me!ll apd ip, P,roqf pf to their' cause. "ManY; are ca1led,but few are' chosafter the formula 9f the Church, nt the age of sixtePn tlus we find their GdaJS' ltnxwus to· have heaven filled en,". The true leader has not yet appeared before· the
nnd united (with , some twenty others) wi'th , ·tlie with someoody, even 'ifthey~ be paupers ·and· beggars: masses. The' true gospel of Labor lias not yed'ound
Baptist Church, nnd " raJl well. ,for a season". and We find: in. the parable of the " king's' son·~ in a preacher or revelator. The first right of Labor is
"S(jarch~d the Scriptures qaily to s,ee if these things Matth~W. xxii, ~to 13, ." 91e king,se~t;·his, ~ervan~s a the right No,t'to be oppressed_-· as it is, and always has
were su:" , I s'oqn found· that they were "-'NoT so";, second time (for those that were mvtted the first ~1p1e been oppressed.
'
for when our nunister told us tlmt God always knew would not come) saying" go ye into the highways,
The next is' the right to ftee itself from its oppresor fore-k11ew all things, every thing that was to take and bid
ye shall find to the 1\u\rrhige"' arid they sorR by· ariy means, and at all hazards, the right· to
place in the Universe, to the end qf time(~) and went out" and 'gatheredi in as ·mlhiy as' they· found,· choose and apply the effectual remedy.
through all eternity, and thus told us that God always bo.th bad, and good, •: &c., and. when the king came in:
The right to labor is a contemptible and servile senknew who would be lost, and then said thnt God' had and saw "a man whicltl!ad not on a wedding garment" timent. "Give· us work, we want work," is the pitiprovided a plan by which it was possible that 'all might the book says, the king ordered liimto be bound hand ful cry ·of· legions of slaves. Oppression and fraud
be saved, (which was the general and particular style and ·foot, arid 'to "be cast into' outer ·darkness, the' have caused such a cry. Talk about the "dignity of
of pr('aching) ll!l,d tlwn. addt,Jd to thi~ ,cqntradictory orthodox'liell: Two things ·here p1efit attention and labor,'' when the masses are suffering with want,
jargon, the plam doctrme of <~electiOn arid repro-. excite my•wonder. -F;irst :that.; in .this mixed multi. whilst surrounded with luxury and abundance, the
bation"; 1 repeat that · when 'I heard· all · these tude (for the reader must. bear in .ll!ind that " they fruits of their own work.
Their true demand
strange doctrin,es advocated, !'could not: help. seeing gathered ill 'liS ·many 'as. iney' found, both good shoultl be, " Give us what we have produced,· give .us
that the doctrines of "free salvaHon"-aa taught• .by and bad") there was only orie '·poor unfortunate OYJJ" own,· we: want the fruits of our own work."
.
the revival ranters-was a very great and foolish soul that was •not> ·in uniform!' It ·always· seem'ed
Not servile anul pitiful begging to be continued as
lie, and I here repeat what I have often said, in to me very remarkable. that ·all· this pro!llil!cuous serfs, but peremptory command that their natural
puhlic and private, that the man who believes in the assembly, gathered from tl~ose t)lat loitl'\r and lounge rights· shall be respected. The cause of Labor is only
senseless jangle of " election and rep,robation'' as about .our high\\;ays (save 'one) should hilv~ been beginning to loom up.
taught in Homans ix, and then stancls up before the "a~ed' and equipped" so as ·to pasir'inspection by
Perth A 1iwoy, N. J.
people and tells them that it is possible for all to 'come the kmg: I can only acCt'UUt for 1t from the fact the
to chrh•t to be saved. tells a very great lie, atjd if he orthodox God is so anxious to hlfve his. house .. filled,
is not extremely stupid, he knows that he lies. This is (see Luke. ~iv: 16 to 24.} that he di~ ,not inspect their
plain English. Believing this, I could not remain in the wardrobes very Closely. Luke here mforms u~ that the
What and Where is Truthl
Church and not be a hypocrite, so I ''fell from King sent: outi 'his· servants "into the highways and
grace" 'and was told that I was a' "back slider." hedges to compel .them (whether they clesired or
l\IR: Em·roR:-The t1tle of your TRUTH SEEKER augNow I confess to the sliding, but it is not.ba<'k sliding.. not) to come in ~'that my house may be filled."' Go_d's gests the old question-old yet new-aud asked from
I slid forward, into the .ranks of such infidel philanthro- I se:vants. (the1 clergy M the present day) are lab.ormg the days of Pilate to olir own. It is not for me to solve
pists as, Theodore Parker, WD?. Loyd Garrison, R.. with great ~eal to compel the ".poor and .matme_d. it save in some .limited and part.ial degree, for the
W. Emerson. Abbott, Fr,atlnngham, Weiss,, Rev. halt and bhnd to come· and ·g-ramously permit Chr1st finite cmmot reach all the infinite; aud as man is made,
.John Pierpont, Gerritt Smith and, the other promi-· to wash their robes and make them "white in the' <'Ould he answer it ft:lly he would be more miserable
nent leaders in the three great. reforms of' the 'Nine; ~>lood .of ~he L~mb" so t~at ~e may take them home than the Persian king who wept because there were _no
teenth Century, viz : Anti-slavery, · temper!t:riCe · an Ill tO ~1s _Fathers house, Ill to endle~s glory. In proof more worlds to conquer. To enlarge the boundaries
woman's rights, and I find that very .many: ,of ou~ ofth1s, JUs.t look at the· fact that every murderer or of our knowing and being is happiness, hope and l_ife.
foremost men in all benevolent enterprtzes slid out other crumnal.that has beeu sentenced. to death on the But surely we are on the verge of a O'reat revolutiOn,
of.some of the orthodox churches. _ , · .'. , , . . ,, gallows for the last two hundred years has been visited none the less real because no roar of cannon or ratThe reader'willl).OW see w'l).ere I aq~, .and why I, am by the clergy (generally, of tlw.denominl1tiou,to ,which tie of inusketry is heard, in regard to the "What is
what I am. I have made the Bible a life-long study, he,, ,the m
.. ,m;ct,er!l~ belonged) .,\J<nd. has,. been told .by Truth?" so far as motals and religion are concer~ed.
and the more I study it the more I find' to loathe and the~ that tf they wo\lld only repent anc~ call on· Long have we been directed to some outward authonty,
abhor. I accept all the good 'it teaches and· reject the Chnst fo~,mcrcy, .. that he would ~reely forg1v(' tlJcm, 1 some creed devised by theologians, some book wntten by
evil. Many plain declarations of ·the Bible are. so and take ,them rtght up tq glory ~ust as soou us the men fallible as we all are, and told that the vo'icc of the
~erverted b:J:' the clergy that they lose their true and hangm~? s rop~ .had;· broken the1r murderous neck,~ living soul was to be sttbject to the word of the mal! lo?g
hteral mean mg.
.
. ,
an~ o! su?h Is· the kmgdom of t~e orthodox heaven.. . gone; that the thought of the past was to hold ~ Its
The text I .refered to Is fotmd in Luke. XVl. 19 to 30. Tht~, IS nQ Joke, for, every attentn;e obse.rver on thiS grasp, like the grip of a dead D?an's hand, the hfe of
Here we find the parable. of the "Rwh man and subJect knows that II\Ore than, n~e,tenths,of all .the the present. We are outgrowmg all that, and creed
Lazarus." This is a precious parable for Christians murdere!·s who ha':e, been execut~d m t~1e Umted. Stat~s and book are to be judged by the soul greater t~an they
to contemplate. "rhy? for it teaches that somebody (at of _.A;menca h~ve gwen cm;~f~~mg evtdence to th~1r are. How fortunate is this ! Ominous of. hght a1_1d
least one man) is in hell and one beggar in heaven. spmtual advtsers that their .peace waf\ made wtth growth of t.ruer lives larger thought and htgher, WlSI shall not notice tliis 'parable any further than to God" and ~hat they went "frolll the gall?ws to glory." dom an'd harmony. What does the l'world of mind"
see if I can find any good and sufficient rea~on why .l\Jy letter IS al_I;~ady muc,h long~r than I mtended, and within us tell of the great problems of life a~d i~?lor
Dives should be sent to hell, and a dirty, rotten, ·ul- I close b.y saymg that my_ obJect has. been to show tality? What say reason, conscience, and m~mtwn?
ceratcd beggar should llc scooped. 11p into Abraham's (and. I thmk ~have shown It) that many of the great What of that within us whjch aspires to the R1?,ht ~nd
bosom rtlia.Y the "Kingdon1 of heaven; " 'Let us see leadmg doctrmes, creeds nnd dogmas of the churches the True ? And what of the "world of matter wtthwhat ,~e can learn in regard to the lives of these two nre false, unjust, inconsistent and. gr~sslf wicked. out us to be explored and tested by inductive science?
distinguished gentlcmeu, that should consign therri to More anon. Truly yours for truth and JUStice,
· ' 1Vhat ~f the facts touching this life and the life beyond,
diverse conditions beyond the grave. I do not know
T. J. 1\1ooRE.
tested by·our powers and faculties?
ns either of these men are mentioned anywhere else
Better indeed, to be investigating these que~tions,
in the Bible, at least that anything is said in .regard to
F
E F ·B d
freely, fearlessly, yet with reverent spirit, than to be
what they said or did. Hence we must find cause for
.
. . rOill . · · .. O.Y .•
·
making idols of "holy books", and trembling bef?re
their reward in what"is affirmed of. them in this chap1\'IR: EDITOR::.':. w'ii(y.ou se.nd me a sample number gnastly creeds as an idolator bows before the shrine
ter, before their death, Well what is said about the of the TRUTH SEEJrER, 'as.. enlarged f I o.bserved your of some hideous god of stone or wood.
If your good TRUTH SEEKER aims to keep in. th~s
rich man ? Something horrid did you say ? Oh flo ! advertisement in WoOdhull's Weekly, and am pleased
nothing of the kind. Here it is all in the nineteenth with the programme: "Science, Morals, Free Thought, high work, and I only 5end this brief word to wish 1t
verse, which reads thus : "There was a certain· rich Liberalism 1 Sexuitl Equapty,, Labor Reforn1, a,ud .success; you surely will not be put in prison, or be killed
man, which was clothed in purple and :fine linen,' and whatever tends' to elevate and benefit the lwman for heresy. Even the Y.oung 1\'Ien's C.hristian ~ssoci.a
farecl sumptuously every d'lly" Great. Heavens! is ·race," and opposed· to ''e~erything that burdeili m· tion will not try that, and every word yon pnnt wlll
this all the sin charged.against this.man in this"bles,sed enslav.es mankind, tnentally•:or physically."
be read; for somehow people read these . "he~etical"
book,, to send him to the endless hell of the orthodox
I sent for sample ()f your paper (while you ~vere .in· sheets eagerly. I am afraid pious people even steal
<;hurches ~ Yes !\tis is.all. :ttOJtly thi& and nothing Paris). It is all right, but ,pidn't come up, to my re- some of my liberal journals, spiritualistic and others,
more." Let'us analyze it n little. and see.if we cannot quirements of an advttrtced radical 'refoi·tn paper. for I often fail to get them. Well if in this way the
Htrain a little wickedness, just· one drop to justify his Too much theologiml controversy. When I first good spirit "maketh the enemies of man to praise him"
awful sentence~ Yes .. h~re we .have three !?rave emerged out ..of boyhood and. stmday school, I was and to keep these poor.sou!s, all ~ell. ~iving thoughts
charges, fir~t he was' nch ; seco.nd was well dressed, greatly interesteq in sud1 reading,. but that was !t somehow mterest and msptre, and therefore all earnest
J.m'>bably neat and clean, nnd, third liv.ed wcllL"fared· qt,Jarter of a ceAtury ago.. ~01'', I am so fnr ad- and free truth-seeking has life and light.
sumptuously every day," that is, he dressed and lived as vnnced that such'· rending is to me, fiat, stale, lind unDet1·oit, )ficlt. Jan., 19, 1874.
G. B. STEBBINS.
well as most; of our clergyman do who.'get salaries of profitable.'· If "olcl: theology", was stone" dead aiid
five, oight,'·~en,_ fifteen ~nd twentJ: ihotlsand dollnrs a buri~d, therp .WO~Jld still ·be enormous "monopolies
yentl. lftlns nch man 1s to be forever damned for and oppressio,ns'~ 1'\V'e~-ywhere. There are live and. m()·
,ft. CORRESPONDENT who has visited Nova Scotia
being rich and living "sumptuously." will not all 'meiitous quest1on·s, which' have no connection with
dch .men. wlw live .thus, share the same fate ? ·, Rea;son theology. though· f.hey'have with morals, jtlstice, and cannot agree with H. H. in her preference of Nova
and justice say ~es. ~- B. We hruv,e no ~"ight. to! go tighteousneiis;' · Sncli is· the problem •of Labor· and its Scotia children. ':J,'heirs is the stolid health of the ox,
beyond or , outstde. this chapter., to .find out' the right.s as .rela·t·!Jd· W cap.it.al ·and, monopoly, sexology, not the quick, nervous. electiic health of the young
American.' They make fine ornaments-many of
character of these two men. ,But hold.on dear reader! political equality, etc..
,
and see ,if .we don~t :find. some deeds of heavenly
No·departnient of 1'~fotm can make any substantial them are extremely beautiful-but they are expresmercy, done by this ·heavenly _f~~<vored .~eggar; 1 or mther effectual ·progress, while 'capital, monorjoJy, sionless ornmne11ts indeed. They 'grow up to be
search the Bible through and find nothmg ,to en- and caste. continue to interpose theit resistless power quiet ·unener~etic men and women, and the result is
i1ghten us on; .this. !!Ubject, from which I can even and influence. Therefore, the fwniiamental Jn·oblern of that Acadia, though settled in the sixteenth century,
dr~w any .inference; but that he had led a lazy, society is Capital, P1·opm·ty . . Have these any 'l"igl!ts as is far behind Kansas in development. Nova Scotia
indolent lir"e, and waa 11 dirty, idle, stragg.Jing, vaga: an independel).t or dyiHimic element in society, when has never produced a great man, unless the late Joseph
bond.
Is this.: not geJierally the .character of not identical with the interests' and well:being of Howe be called one, and he was of immediate New
Engllllld deScent.
beggars? Nine-tenths Of all the beFs of the Labor?· I main·tain they· have not.
··
·

and

·New

I

all

I
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organized superstition, and strike.terror into the hearts
of mankind's deceiver-ecclesiasticism. What are a paltry ten dollars towards such a bene':olent object to those
who woulJ. not feel its absence any more than they would
the removal of an extra heavy feather bed from on top of
them during a sultry Summer's night? Would they not
feel the more comforlnble for it? And would the consciousness of having done a good daed not afford them
more inward satisfaction than retaining what might not
do them or their fellow-beings any particular good.
Therefore, let all who can, step forward I
•
Yours fraternally,
H. WESTSTEIN.
SIOUX CITY, IoWA, Feb. 10,1874.
FBIEND B~NNETT·: I would write of several things, but
must defer for want of time at present.
I see L. W. Billingsly, of Lincoln. Neb., says he will be
one of a hundred and fifty who will give ten do~lars each
to invest in publishing THE TRUTH SEEXEB, either as a
stockholder or otherwise. I write to say that I am another
who will join with any number of individuals necessary,
who will agree to pay into a fund, forming ~ joint-stock
company. the sum of ten dollars each per single share,
the money to be expended in purchasing press and material sufficient to prin! THE TRUTH S~B-~e l!ress and
· aterial to be furnished to the parties publishmg such
:aper, so long as they sha:ll keep up the enu:rprise. free
f all rental or charge, smd press and material to be the
~ropertyof the company. and be returned to them again
when ths'TBUTH SEEKER ceases to exist, as an infidel publication; further agreeing that the publisher shall have
the use of this material as a free donation while the paper continues to be published, either as a monthly, weeklv,
or even dailv, if possible.
Writing in such a hurry, possibly I have not made my
statements clear, but you will see the point. For such a
purpose I will subscribe one share of ten dollars, and I
do believe that in sixty days the TRUTH SEEKER may be
published in a free. office and on a ~ree _press, and bei.ng
relieved from this Item .of expense, It will be sure to live
and grow. Now, Brother Bennett, fix up . this proposition and present it to your readers. I believe there are
one thousand readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, who will
take a "share" in this enterprise in just fifteen minutes
after it is presented. Who will not pay the interest on ten
dollars just to see THE TRUTH SEEKER grow? Why, it is
worth ten dollars just to witness the loo)l:s of blank dismay on the faces of the priesthood when they look over
and read even half a column in THE TRUTH SEEKER. They
only have one hope, which is, that it will fail for want of
support. I feel just as though there were one thousand
readers of the" LITTLE OHAMPION,"who will not let them
hug this consoling idea to their hearts for another sixtv
davs.
· th"IS d"Irecti on WI"th Cannot there be so meth"Ing done In
out waiting for the March number? Can't you send out a
proposition of this kind to your subscribers before that
time if you could only get a few names who will endorse
it to ~tart with, I believe this money can be raised right
away.
Please say what you think of it, and write to Mr. Billingsly in regard to it, and see what he thinks of such a
move. I know it can be accomplished. What" Infidel "
would not invest ten dollars-if not twenty-to have the
satisfaction of knowing that the Truth has a "Free Press'
in New York? Yours for progress,
A. FoBBEBT.
These propositions from our kind friends, touch
us closely. We feel the more grateful as they were
entirely unsolicited by us. Such liberality we trust,
is fully appreciated
Without wishing to descend to personalities, we
will state to our readers, in a sort of sub rosa way,
that our means are limited, and not what are necessary
to purchase a suitable press and type, and keep up the
publication of a paper.
In removing from the west to this city, we fully
appreciated the fact we were incurring no small risk
and responsibility, but feeling encouraged by kind
friends and patrons, we were impelled to press forward and reach the goal of EJuccess.
True, we have felt pained at the apathy and indifference manifested by many liberals. We have spent
hundreds of dollars for postage stamps for mailing
speclJ:!len copies to liberals in all parts of the cpun~ry,
from whom, we.have never received a reponse-no
sympathy-no aid-no encouragement. If one in ten
of the liberals of our land, would allow us to add
their names to our list, it would contain many more
than it now does. Thanks, however, to the generous,
noble few, who have freely given us their support,
we have been'enabled to give our sheet a fair circulation, .which is increasing every day. There are
thousands of enquiring minds in our country, who are
thirsting for words of freedom, truth and progress,
who never yet heard of THE TR11TH SEEKER. When
it is more widely known, we look for material additions
to onr list.
A.s anxious as wo are to make THE TRUTH SEEKER
a weekly in plac~ of a monthly' as soon as it can be

done with prudence a~d safety, we are s'o ~ell aware.
of the expense of issui,ng a weekly paper cop.taining
as much matter as this does, we deem it not advisable to 'Undertake it,· without a considerable augmentation to our visible means. A.s soon ae. 'these di~cul·
ties can be remo~ed, we will not interpose any ob.jec·
tion to the change.
Here are a number of friends, who propose to assist
us by advancing the means necessary to purchase a
suitable press and type, upon which THE TRUTH
SEEKER shall be printed-an independent sheet. The
proposition of our Western ·Friends, has been laid
before a few Friends here in the· city, and in each case
warmly seconded. It will be seen· several amounts
are named. These are from such only as casually called
at our office. The matter has not been named to
others.
We would here request all our readers, to notify us
by postal card or• letter, whether they prefer TH
'l'BUTH SEEKER as a monthly or a weekly, and whether they will be willing to remit two weeks· before
the issue of the weekly is commenced, the sum of
THREE DOLLARS, the yearly price of a weekly paper
of the size of the present 'l'RUTH ·SEEKER, We shall
of course always make an effort to give our patrons
the worth of their money.
We present here a form of agreemnt, which we
trust will meet the wishes of all who desire to assist
us. To every person who contributes. money to this
fund, will be sent a certificate, of the amount so contributed which can be made transferable if desired.
Every person who con\ributes to this fund, can select
some person in this city to represent his interest, in
case the paper should by any means discontinue, or
any other change shall be deemed best.
This list will be kept open, and we shall with anxiety await the responses of our friends. A. good opportunity is afforded to those who are disposed to aid
THE TlluTH SEEKER to become an independent, permant institution in the city of New York to do so
with safety to themselves.
THE TRUTH SEEKER FUND.
We the undersigned hereby agree,· and for this purpose do affix our signatures, to pay D. M. BENNETT,
the amount set opposite our names, for the purpose of
purchasing a Cylinder Press and type alid necessary
appurtenances for printing THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
other liberal and reformative publications, and with a
view of converting the paper to a weekly as soon as
he deems it prudent to make the change. '!'he purchase to be made in our collective name, and to .be
owned by us, and to revert to us, or our represenatives
should the publication of THE TRUTH SEEKER as a
liberal journal for any cause be discontinued. The
money to be called in ten days before the date set for
publishing the WEEKLY TRUTH SEEKER.
L. W. Billingsly,· Lincoln, Neb.,
$10.00
Herman Wettstein, HaTVard, Ill.,.
10.00
A.. Forrest, Sioux City, Iowa,
10.00
Morris Altman, New York,
50.00
A.. K. Butts,
"
"
100.00
Henry Hiepe, Hoboken, N. J.,
10.00
A. Friend, Sonman, Pa.,
10.00

prepared, called "A. PuNCH intd the great religious
hornets' nest of the ;wpxld by one,~ho is not afraid of
being stung." · H~ design~ also to publish a monthly
paper called THE LITTLE HEBETIC." The price will
be one dollar each. Those who feel inclined to patronize our liberal, hu~orous and earnest ~,riend and
to have more of his spicy, witty hits at popular superstitions and errors are requested to direct. a postal card
to him. at . Streator Ill.; saying which of the two they
will take or both. We can assure our readers there
will be a "richness" about them that will fully compen~ate them for th~ pri()e asked. Send in your names.
1~:

•., ~.n~

THE Editi;;;·-~f the Premium Book we have been
sending to our patrons,-" Clodd's Childhood of the
World," is getting exhausted and we will probably
have to substitute some other book. We will send in
"'ace of it to all who desire, THE EssENCE oF RELIGION
'Ly Ludwig'Feuerbach ·a powerful and popular German
writer of the liberal school. His works are highly
valued. By the kindness of the translator Profe8sor
A. Loos, "in reducing the copyright, we are enabled to
offer this work to such of our patrons as prefer it to
THE CHILDHOOD oF 'l'HE WORLD. Those who prefer
the latter work, in cloth, can be acco,mmodated by
sending in twenty cents extra.
WE have sent out several of our photographs to
those who applied for them. We have more left
should others have the curiosity to see them, Price
twenty-five cents. We do not advise any one to spend
their money in this way.
IN the matter of Books, our friends are requested to
remember us when they wish to purchase any, whether liberal, spiritualistic, scientific or miscellaneous.
We will always furnish them at publisher's prices.
The moderate profit we make upon the,m assists in
" oiling the machinery," which, we confess, runs
rather dry. A little more of the lwricatur can be applied without injury.
WE notice by some . of our exchanges thilt Mrs.
Woodhuil has attracted much attention in the West,

where she has been lecturing for several weeks. Many
papers speak of her as drawing large houses, and enchanting her audiences by her eloqu«mce and earnestness. Her utterances are bold and radical, and she
brings home to society many startling, unpleasant
truths. She seems to be making many friends, and
dispelling mnch of prejudice.
WE wish again to call the attention of our Canadian
subscribers to the matter of postage. We ha,ve to pay
it by putting a two-cent stamp upon each copy we
s~nd there. It is not right for us to stand this expense nor can we afford to do it. We do not propose
to pay our subscribers' postage. We will thank them
to send us the sum of twenty-four cents-the postage
for one year. If they will attend to this, they will not
hear from us again on this suject.

ON the 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th of April next a discussion will take place at Paris; Texas, between R.
Peterson and Rev. Laurence W. Scott.
P«toPOSITION 1. The religion of Christ, as taught
by his Apostles, is of divine ori~Pn.' Scott affirms.
2. The Influence of Christiamty has been unfavorWE are compelled to omit in this issue, No. 5, able to civilization. Peterson affirms.
of our series upon the Bible. There are so many
other articles demanding admission we could not find
We are a~rain compelled to omit several articles we
room for it. It will probably keep perfectly well and would gladly insert, would space allow. Our correspon'dents must bear with us patiently. We will do
answer just as well another time.
,the best we can in letting all be heard.

flditorl Jloles.

WE wish to express our gratitude to the kind friends
in various localities who have interested themselves
in behalf of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Many have got up
clubs and done much. to spread the knowledge of our,
sheet. If such interested friends were .more numerous·
and every community could bo~~:st one, our list w,o!lld
number many more nameS'thap. it does .. We re~pect
fully ask our friends to.d,o all they can for us. All
understand the necessity of giving THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER
an extensive circulation. Where a liberally disposed
person is known not to be a subi!criber for this paper,
let him be urged to inscribe his DJI,IIle upon the " roll
of honor."

A.. C. Mcl;>onald & Co., will soon publish, in pamphlet form, the "Scientific Sermons," delivered by
Stephen Pearl Andrews, on Sunday mornings, at De
Garmo Hall, this city. Price 10 cents singly, or $6
per.hundred," Address A.. C. McDoNALD & Co.,
335 Broaqway, N. Y.

IN our last issue we gave an article on " The Brain
and the Telegraph," copied from The Journal of the
Telegraph. We have since learned these precise views
therein contained, were first enunciated fourteen
years ago, by our friend, Dr. E. B. Foote, author of
" Medical Common Sense," ano " Plain Home Talk."
The latter valuable work, containing over 900 pages,
treats upon' almost every subject pertaining to the human system, habits of men and women 1 causes and
preventions of disease, our sexunl relations and S6cial
Brother JoHN SYPHERS of Streator Ill., a man who natures . and has just been published. We have it for
believes in ''stirring up things" proposes in the course sale. Price, :W:ith a splendid chromo-" Throw Physic
of the present yea.r, to publish a book, he has already to the Dogs "-sent prepaid to any address, $3.50.
p
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LATEST REDUCTIONS!

Books at Half Price !
From the ·following miscellaneous list of
Standard and Popular Books we will fill orders, post-paid, to the amount of $10 for
$7~50, or $6 by express. Orders by express
to the amount of $30 will be filled for $15,
cash' in advance. We send no goods C. 0,
D., unless expenses both ways are paid in
advance:
As a. Strong Bird on Pinions Free.
Just out ................. -(..............
75
A Winter in Florida, by L. Bill. ........ $125
A Positive Primer,12mo, cloth ..... ·....
75
A~geline Gusbington - Thoughts on
Men and Things ................ ,..... 1 50
Autobiographic l:lketches. De Quinoy 150
A Father's Advice. A book for every
boy......................................
20
A Mother's Advi<le. A book for every
20

Bfli~fs. oi' tile .uD.i:ieiievers,"i>¥"6'. "li:

Frothingham .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .
Benedict's Wanderings in Ireland.
Scotland, Italy, and Sicily, by E. W.
Dawson .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .
Brick Dust,., by M, M. Pomt~roy_.........
Christian l:'ropagandism, F. E. Abbot,
Christian Amendment, F. E. Abbot....
Coningsby, or The New Generation,
by the Rt. Hon. Benjamin Disraeii..
Catherine. A. l:ltory by W. M. Thackeray ............................ ,.......
Childhood and Manhood o,f th!l Spirit
in Jesus, with New Years Gift, 0. B.
Frethingham ..... ...... ..... ...... ....
Childhood of the World, paper........
Confessions of an Inquirer, by J. J.
Jarves ..................................
Compulsory Educa:tion. · AbtJot........
Climates for Invalids; L. B1ll.........
Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
giving their Cause, means .of Prevention, and methods of Cure.......

D{)~:~s!~.;. !~. ~~~·i·e·~~~.'. ?.~~-s-~~: .~~-~

20

2' 50
1 50
10
5
60

110
20
50
·150
5
125
25
50

Dyptheria; its Nature, History, Causes Prevention and Treatment on
Hygenic Principles, etc.;............. 125
Democratic Vistas. Political Essu.y..
Prose ................................,...
'75
Footprints of the Creator. Hugh M1H-·

Fi%i'iillii~esiiioD.!i ~·r:Eil:giaiid.::·.·:.: ::: ~·~

F. W. Robertson's Sermons............ 4 oo
"
••
Life and Letters. . . . 2 00
"
Lectures .. and Addresses.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 50
Fear e>f the Living God. Frothingham ............................ :.......
5
Faustina. From the German ........... 150
Festus. A Poem. Large 8vo, full g1lt 6 00
The'same in plain cloth................ 5 00
Female .Biography...................... 1 50
Fernando De Lemos. A Novel......... 2 00
Edmund Dawn. A Novel. ....... ;...... 1 50
Essays on the Poets. De Quincy ...... 150
Great Preparation. Dr. Cumming.... 2 00
Great Tribulation
"
"
. . . . 2 00
Great Induatries of the U . .3........... 3 50
Great Consummation................... 2 00
Gibbon's Life and Le.tte.:s.. .... ...... .. 1 50
Gustav Adolph. A Novel.............. 1 50
God in the Constitution, by A. B. Bradford....................................
10
Hugh Miller's Miscellaneous Essays. 2 00
Hans Brinker, Mrs. Mary Dodge's new
story ................................... 175
Hints toward Physical Perfection
Jaques ................................. 150
Herald of Health for 1868, '69, '70, '71,
and '72, b"und in cloth, each ......... 300
History of Plymouth Church, Brooklyn from 1847 to 1873. Illustrated.... 2 00
How'to Bathe. PaP,er, soc. Cloth.....
75
Hammer and Anvil. Spielh!J.gen...... 2 00
H'eadf! and Tails for the Wise and
Waggish .. , ..... :.".'."::".,.... •·:· ... 15025
House on Wheels ....................... .
Hawthorne's Italian Notes. 2 Vols.,
each .................................... 200
Half-Hours with Modern Scientistsd
containing valuable Lcct~res an
Essays by Wallace, Hu_ggms, Roscoe, Lockyer, Y,oung, Mayer, and.
Rood ........................ , ........... 150
History of the Devil, by l.lanwl Defoe,
author of Hobin!!Oii Crusoe.......... 150
Incidents of My Life, by 11. D. Home,
1st series............................... 150
Do.,.2d. series ................... ,.,.. ;:ri;.. 1 50
"Two very remat·kable books.
,.,he
history of the most wonderful Splrituall\Iedium in the world."
Les flliserables. Victor Hugo. Cloth,
complete .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .... .. 2 5'o
Longevity; its Sources,&c .......... : .. 150
Love (L' Amour.) Michelet............ 1 50
Lecture on the Bible. Charles Voy-

lQ
Lfr'
:
r
ail:d'.D8aiii·: ·A ':Novei:: ::·.::: :.:::::: 15o
Men, Women, and Ghosts. M1ss 1:1;

Phelps ................................. , 150
Man and his Dwelling PJaee....... .... . 150
Man-Where When(•e, and )Vhlther.. 100

MM~~i~cana~~-.~~~:~-~~-. -~~.~i-~~-~ · -~~

Mother Uoose set to music............
Mark Uil<lersleve. A novel............
Maurice. ·A novel. l!'rom ~be French
Materialism, by Dr. L. Buechner......
New Hygenic Cook Book ..... : ......... ·
Nonsense. M. M• Pomeroy, ('llrick ')
Narrative Pav.ers, &e. 2 V.ol~,. De
Quin~y each .. : .. ;.....................
Owen's' Footfalls on the Boundary..
·•. Debatable Land ................
0. 0. Ke!'r's Papers, 4 vols. il! 1. ..... ,..
Plato's Phrella; or, The Immortality
of the Soul, cloth, 12mo........... ... ..
Poems of Collins, Gray, an:d Beatt1e,
~2mo, cloth, 289 pp.....................
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Poems of Howitt, Cook, and Langdon.
12mo .. cloth, 589 pp .............. _,,, .. 175
Practi(>al Treatise t>nLabor. Henry B,
Wright ................................ . 200
Poems ·of Alfred Tenny_son .......... .. 2 75
Present Heaven, 0. B. Frothingham ..
5
Problematic Characters. by Spielhagen .................... : .............. .. 200
R'!Lthe's Manual of Gymnastics. Illustrated. For instruction in Classes
and Private use. Dio Lewis's System
Explained. By W. L. Rathe ..........
Signs of Character, or New Physiognomy. Long svo. Cloth, gilt extra .. 600
Scudder's Dometic Medicine, 2 vols. 600
Shakespeare's Sonnets ............... . 100
Spider and the Fly..... . ............. . 1.25
Secrl't History of the French Court .. . . 75
Sartor Resartus. a Clothes Philosophy 7.5
The Tin Trumpet ...................... .
75
The Essays read by 0. B. Frothingham. John Weiss E. L. Youmans,
James Parton, and other'S, before the
. meeting of the Free Religious Asso. ciatioil •. held in Cooper Institute,
New York, Oct. 14, 15, and 16. In
pamphlet form ...................... .
35
The Tree' of Life, or Human Degeneracy, its Nature and Remedy, by I.
Jennings, M.D ....................... .. 125
Tennyson's Poems. Large 8vo ....... . 3 75
Thiers' History of the Consulate and
the Empire ........................... . 125
The Bible Argument against Women
stated and answered ................ ..
10
The Relation of Witchcraft to Religion ................................... ..
15
The Religion of Inhumanity ........ ..
20
The Religion of Humanity, by. 0. B.
Frothingham, with fine steel Portrait. '12mo, cloth .................... . 150
The Voices. A Poem. W. S. Barlow. 125
'.rhe Essence of Religion. Paper ..... .
50
The True Church by Theodore Tilton..Full gilt, Richly illustrated ... 2 50
The Essence 'of Christianity. 12mo,
cloth. English Sheets....... .. ..... 800
Tobacco and its Etiects-BeingaPrize
Essay, showing that the use of Tobacco i~ a p!J.ysicaliimental •. moral,
and SoCial evil. Br. enry Glbbonst
M.D .. Editor PaCific Medical ana
Surgica.l Journal ............... ; ..... .
20
The Man "'ho Laughs, by Vict,o,rH:1l-go. Paper ..................... : .. :; .. . 125
Tennyson's La.st Tournament. Full
gilt .................................... . 100
Tom Thumb, A Juvenile ........ ; .... .
50
The Cloven Foot. A novel, by 0. C,
Kerr ...................... : ........... .. 150
TlHl G.:>d of Science. Abbot.... . .. ..
10
Through Night to Li!rht. Spielhagen .. 200
The Hohensteins, Sp1elhagen .. ...... . 200
The Inn of the Guardian Ange1...... . 125
The Paradox ...... : .................... .. 175
The Caisars. by De Qui. ncy .. , ........ .. 150
Tales and Sketohes,llugh Miller ..... . 175
Truths for the Time. AbbOt .......... .
10
The Sabbath. Pillsbury .......... , .... .
10
The Woman of Businesa. A Novel. ..
75
The Question of Hell, b]' A. Puritan .. 100
Unisons of the Liberal Faith, by 0. B.
Frothingham .... ·.... ; .. • ............. .
20
Vital Forc>e, how Wasted and·how Preserved, 11aper, 50C. Cloth .......... .. 100
Woman, (La Femmes,) Michelet ...... . 150
What I Know of Farming, by Horace
Greely, 12mo, cloth ................... . 150
Zimmermann on Solitude ............. .
75
. Also, excellent editions, at publishers'
prices, of most of the works of Pope, Shelley, Shakespeare, John Keats, T. B. Macauley, T ..Carlyle, and other standard and
popular authors.
ASA- K. BUTTS,
36 Dey Street, N.Y.

JUST OUT,
THE MARTYRDOM . OF MAN,
BY
WINWOOD READE.
Full 12mo. Cloth. 555 pp. Price, postpaid, sa.oo.
It is a splendid book. You may de11_end
upon it.- Charles Bradlauoh to the Pub-

lisher.

THE QUESTION OF HELL,
An Essay in Ne1o Orthodoxy.
BY
A. PuRITAN,
Cloth, i2mo., price 75c,
This is the ablest Treatise on .the burning
theme which has been publlshetl yet.
Pub\ished and for sale. by
·. ·
'
. ASA K. BUTT!:! & CO ..
.
36DeySt;,NewYork.

GRAN.O OFFERS
$12 00

2 50

&
AGENTS WANTED
. , . .1.0r
., .. ~ The
Ladies' Own
1 00
The
ablest
and
moat
sensible Literary
1 50
1 75 and.Fash!on Magaz!O:e in America, is fur1 50 nished to subscribers' at $2.50 a year, with
25
30 two sup!Jrb oil chromos, in sevimteen col150 ors, or. $2 a year with qne chromo. Agents
make good wages. carivassfnll' for it. A
150
1 75 cOmplete Agent's outfit (both ch~omos and
20Q samples of Magazine seritfor only 60 cenf:B,
ll 00 or· one .chromo' and' lla111ples tbr 40 cents.)
1 25 Address M. C. BLAND & CO., Publishers,
2os·Br6adway, N. Y~, or· 287 West Madison
1 75 Street. Chicaeo;
' ' ··
·
· · ·
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RARE OHANO$ TO SAVE MONEY.

A Magazine and a News"Paper.

BOTH FOB LITTLE :MOBE THAN TH'ii: pBIOE
OF ONE.

THfHfAVENSANDTHffARTH
T~IJIUNE

EXTRA NO. 9,

(NOW READY.)

Contains Biz-Lectures on Astronomy.

By Richard A.. Proctor.
I. THE SUN.
II. '.rHE SUN's FAMILY OF PLANETS.
III. COM;ETS AND METEoRS.
IV. THE MooN,
V. WoNDEBS OF THE STAB DEPTHS.
VI. BIBTH AND GBOWTH OF T¥E SoLAR
SYSTEM.
The Extra also contains lectures delivered at the Anderson School on Penikese
Island. but. never before published,

B:y Prof. Louis Agassiz.

.

,
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THE NEw YoBX _TRIBUNE has compJei:ed
arrangements with the principal Magazines and Periodicals of this country and
Europe, by which it is enabled to supply
these publications, together with either
edition of THE TRIBUNE, at a very m!Lrl):fildreduction from the regular subscrlptl,on
price. The periodicals for which suQsCrlptions may be sent, at any time, to the THE
TRIBUNE, are given below, with the reg~lar
price of each, and the reduced price of the
combination with THE TRIBUNE;
Pnbllshers,

With

With

' r;Wc!~ ~~~~- Efirlt!~'!e

Harper's Magazine ..... $4 00 $5 00 .$6 00
Harper's Bazar ......... 4 00
5 00
6 00
Harper's W ~ekly...... .. 4 00
5 00
6 00
Every Saturday.. .. .. .. . 5 00
5 75
6 75
Scribner's Monthly ..... 4 oo
5 00
6 00
St. Nicholas ............. 3 oo
4 25
5 25
Littell's Living Age ..... 8 00
8 50
9 50
Atlantic Monthly ........ 4 00
5 00
6 oo
Galaxy ................... 4 oo
5 oo
6 oo
Scientific American.; ... 3 00
4 50
5 50
Appleton's Journal. .... 4 00
5 00
6 00
Popular Science Monthly5 00
5 75
6 75
New York Medical Jour50Q
600
naL ................... 400
500
Phrenological Journal. 3 00
400
400
The Science of Health .. 2 oo
300
550
450
NewYorkWeekly ....... 300
Leslie's Illustrated News600
500
paper ................. 400
600
500
Chimney Corner ........ 400
600
500
Leslie's Lady's J ourna.l· 4 00
Leslie's Boys' and Girls'
Weekly ............... 250
400
500
Pleasant Hours .......... 1 50
3 00
4 00
Boys of America ........ 1 50
3 00
4 00
Old and New ............. 4 00
5 00
6 00
Godey's Lady's Book ... 3 00
4 25
5 25
The Nursery............. 1 50
3 00
4 00
Blackwood's Magazine. 4 00
5 00
e·oo
The Edinburgh Review. 4 00
5 00
6 00
Make your own selections from this list
and remit either by money order,..draft, or
registered letter, directly to THE TRmUNEl
and you will receive both Magazine ana
Newspaper.
Adrress,
·
THE TRmUNE, NewYork.

I, FIRST LESSONS TO THE ANDERSON
SCHOOL.
II. THE ABT OF TEACIDNG.
III. THE BEST BooKS TO STUDY,,
IV. CLASSIFICATION IN NATURAL HIS TOBy,
V. GLACIAL HISTORY OF THE CoTTINENT.
iVI. NoTABLE WoBDs oN VA.RIOUS ToPICS.
The Proctor-Agassiz Extra takes the number and place in THE TBIBUNE Extra Series
of the "Credit Mobilierd" Extra, and will
hereafter be substitute for that in the
"Library for One Dollar," unless otherwise
ordered. Price, post-paid, to any address
in the United States, 10 cents; twenty copies
to- one address, $1.50.
..-The Series of 14 TBmUNE Extras, now
.p_uol!shed, by mail to any address in the
Unied States for One Dollar. Circulars
giving details of THE TBmUNE Extras, free.
Address,
The Tribune, New York.
..-Now is the time to subscribe for THE
WEEKLY TBmUNE. Single copies, one year
$2; Thirty Copies., to one address, S1 each,
and extra COPf to the getter-up of the club. 1 Vol. Cloth. pp. 201. $1.25. postage 25 cts.
Specimen coptes free.
Address,
The Tribune, New York.

THE PASSIONS

THE WORD,

ex

IN THEIR RELATIONS TO
HEALTH & DISEASE.

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF REFORM. Translated!romFrmchof IJr.X.Bourueois,
Favors the abolition of speculative income of women's slavery and war government; regards aJl claimsto property, not
founded on a labor title, as morruly void,
and asserts the free use ofland to be the
in.a.lienable J)rivilege of everyhuman beil).ll'one havingthe right to own or sell only h1s
service impressed on it. .Not by restrictive
methods~.. but through liberation and reciprocity, THE WoBD seeks the extinction of
mterest, rent, dividends.1 and profit1 e:x;c!lpt
as theY. represent work aone; the aoobtwn
of ra1lway1 telegraphic, banking, tradesunion ana other corporations charging
more than actual cost for values furnished,
and the repudiation of all so-called debts.
the princiJ)al whereof bas been paid, in
the· form of interest

By HOWARD F. DAMON, A-.M.,M.D.

NOTICES OF THE PRESS.
It is a work which has come none too
soon, and can a circulation equally among
the young and middle-~ed none too widefor it treats in a judie.wus way topi!Js of
primal importance, not only to the lnexperiene.ed, but to those long in the married
state.-The Commonwealth.
Its spirit is eminently good, and its statements are worth pondering,--Boston Jourr-

n~arried women

can read it with pr_ofit.
The subject is one on which there is great
need. of light.-Moore's Rural New Yorker.
The author sets forth the beauties of
true love-not passion. He thinks marri· E. H. HE"-WOOD. Editor,
age the only true consummation of loveTERMS 75 0ENTB ANNU.lLLY, IN ADVANCE. the only safeguard to society and h~jalth.Rutland Daily Globe.
.
Address,
It is free f:::om sensationalism"'and is a
work to be commended.-Lowell _~~a.ily GouTHE WORD,
rier.
Princeton, Mass.
A careful examination of the book will
satisfy the refiectin~ reader th!l-t the author
treats
this most serwus and difficult topic
G. L, HENDERSON &: CO.,
with great professional ability, and with a
BANKERS,
clearness and propriety of diction, and a
cogency of argnment that cannot fail to be
LE ROY, MINNESOTA.
productive of much good.- Boston Globe.
Will loan money for Capitalists, secured
A very judicious treatment of a very delby First Mortgages on Improved farms, icate topiC.· It is fUll of information, deals
upon short time or for a term of years, practlcallr with physical and social sins,
paying 12 per cent. semi-annual,ly. AJ,I ex- shows their results upon the s.ystem, and is
pense for Abstracts and Recording pa1d by a powerful medical plea for VIrtue and soborrower. Collections and Rem1ttanceli . cial morality.-Providence Evmino Press.
on such loanlj,._ made to any part of the
PUBLISHED BY
United States Jree of cha.rQ.e.
REFERENOES;-Allen SttJphens & Co.,
JAMES CAMPBELL, Boston .Mass.
Bankers, New York; S. J4errill'i Preside.nt
.People's Bank. Des Momes, .owa:. Gll'clitist &Co., McGregor, Iowa; City National
Bank Chicago, Ills.; Milwaukee. National
Bank' Milwaukee, Wis.; Morris Altman,
Nl'wYork.

Seeds!! Seeds!!
FLOWER SEEDS II
CARDEN SEEDS II
Will be mailed

:BEST SEEDS IN AMERICA.
Buy fresh Garden and Flower Seed!! direct
from the Grower. postage paid, cheaper
than you can grow them. I want to supply
every Liberal in America. Patronize your
Liberal Friend. I undersell' any firm in
America. I want everybody to send for my
free Illustrated Catalogue, and be convinced
that a little money will buy a pile of Seeds.
ADDRii:SS;. ·R· H •. :SilUlUWA"i•
Seed Grower.

ROCKFORD., ILL.

FREE to all
applicants. This is
oneofthel~tand

most instructive Catalogues published. It is
printed on tinted paper, contains 220 pages, over 200 illustrations of Vegetables and Flow-

ers, a beautifully eolored plate.
and is in valuable to Farmer, Gardener
and Florist.
\ol

Address,

D. M.FEiBY & CO,,

, Sef'darue• a•d J'l•rl•P, DETROIT, KIOH.
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l'f.h'e Truth Seeker:J-:---~.ftl y-r
,
;~;~e~;tho~~r:~~~-~lffi cf i'.!! ;~. · _,)' ·)· ~r f.-·.l~ .. rw.or
'""'o:rwnon Sense. '
·' ·
~

!

HROUGH the entire d_omaiu of ponderable and imT
ponderable
of the.eill.
$, Pf
.
~emmingthevaulted!lky;.whetherof_t~eir: Ihii.A~ti.oJ;lsi 1,;-li•;
1

matte~,wh.ether

-\l~rs

iJ ; '

)

Let Orthodoxy gloat !Lnd grin,
Let pious fools deride; ..
.. "1.' :
- · ' 1 ., '
-,..
,calJ! e'f~.:Y ~~1\)-ne act a sin ''.
i )'flq;t .}.q(\v~ ttt;e Church aside; .
The Church may wrap its virgin•robf'A ,.
Around its whining cre-\v;
- 1 And.11dvertize to all tbe world'
" j{o,"'~ its chose~ few. .

..

.. . . .

· --orne sent to hell and. eternal punishment, and so1p.e to
·heayen and eternal bliss, the same as man ?
Tlih·q-:-Are goats irretrievably ''foreordained," and
'' elected," and '' p}'ede8~ined,f !Vit"Q.e great 'Yis.GOW:·!l!l1-:d
mercy of God fi:olllt1le-fom1Clti.fi6ri of t'!ie wo'r1~:; to 'b'e
eternally. damned without benefit of clergy,· while
sheep are ajl irrevocably f_oreordained tO heaven,.ll-8.. ~n. ·
dicated in the :New Testal)lent. w:llerl) ~t 1:1ays t!J,e
"sh.eep '',are to be separated, fr. om the ." goat~," .,t.he.
latter being sent to the Jeft-viz., to hell, ? . . , . ,, .
Fourth--:W:]Ien Golll conde)nned the Wo~l~ iq, .b.e
drowned for. it~. sins, all ex;cept :ijoah .~nd hisfn~p.y
and·. two of a \imd (another-account su,yll seven) of all
the bensts and birds and reptiles-all living things-:-;to.")e
saved in the ark, were the beastR and reptiles and bil'ds
-especially the poor, lovely l,ittle bll.1ebirds, swallows,
robins; doves, snowbirds.. quails, arid cai:jaries, with
their sweet music, and chick-a-dee-dees und hoh·o'·
linksc.....were they all doomed: to die with wicked man,
for: :·the .same reason that he Was doomed-thl\t is; on
account. of their oft-repeated and God-daring sins 1
Fifth-If they were not put· to de11.th on acoount1 of
their slns; for what were they r.ut to death ~ ·., ' '·
Sixth-If they were not killed· for their s\ns, wa.S it.
a fair specimen of divine love, justice, and me1•cy,: to
thus "i\~antonly kill them, without any good cause ? · ·
Seventh-If God designed, .t:oimprove the world 1by
drowning all but Noah and his family, does not thesequel show that it would have been a better job to h111've
cleared o~t the whole· lot, an\1 created a ne'r and bet·
ter..ra,ce, l/.S Noah proceeded to .get jolly drunk1 act very
improperly, and set a very bad example to the "rising
generation" immediately after the flood was .over ?
(/oslwcton, 0., Jan ...l, 1874. A SEEKER F()R '.r:Rtririr.

m the character of atmosphere, electrw1ty,, agne.t1sm; 1' ~! fi, \
heat, cold, chemical action, or reaction, or combinations, educing differential forms, as rock, crystal, diamond, water, plants, fruits, animal and human bodies, .
composed of brain, n'erves, bones, muscle, and, 'their , ·
manifestation in action, thought, sensation, reason,
·While we outside the magic ring.
love, sympathy, &c. all are governed by absolnte and
Are drifting hellwatd down,
inflexible Law. Now, what is man's manifest duty as
au intellectual, moral, social, and organic being, subThey've nought to do" but chant and sing.
sisting in a world" where Law reigns supreme~ . . . [,
.. , ·· : A;nd on us sinners frown.
.
. Most assuredly to acquire a thorough knowledge of
· ·Now 'vhen in judgment all must sit.
the Laws governing in every department of Nature, .. ..
· The·sinner by the saint. ·
'l'his offers a :field .for research so vast that he need
. . . ,. 1: 'Yh!ln all adco~ts are balanced up, ·
have no fear of exhausting all the chapters of this 1 ·
· ·· Who'll'.m~tke the most qomplaint? .
great Book, very speedily. The persistency and TeguWe don:t,ex;pij&t to find the streets .
Iarity of Nature's forces, is the bed-rock oil which all
McA<ffi.mized with gems,
·· ·
sciences are built.. Without this, there coUld be
We don't believe celestial sweets
Are all of prayers and hymns.
no Sci~nce. .An acorn might produce a mole, and a mole
.a Baobob: and the plowshare of ruin would turn )lllder .
the fairest hopes of the race.
'· ·' · Our friendw\vhile dwelling here below
But thanks to the " Great First Cause least' under"
:: 1",! , .H\l<~e lle~n so duped and sold,
· sure guarantee that, " accor din
'.rhat when the gates are opened wicte,
stoo d , " t 11ere ~sa
. , g as
man sows, so shall he reap. ••
· ·
·
· They'.ll scrabble for the "gold.
In this light the farmer reaches the Science of
, Such.ava11icioua eurses then .
.AgricUlture; the Phrenologist, the Science of ~lind,
: ;Fr~:tp. ~~la~ons old and gray,
Religion and :Morals; the Chemist, the S9ien¢e , of · · ·· · , "To find their glorious golden dreams
Chemistry; the .Astronomer, the Science ·of. AstronIn sadness melt away;
·
omy. &c., through the· entire circle of Sciences. And
. Let us maintain in our defence.
man's highest happiness consists in placing himself in·
' While.on the downward slope;.
harmonious relations to natural law; and Nature. will
Reliance firm on comm<in sense·.
[The·following excellent and well-expressed sentiments,
shower her benisons on his devoted head. Hell, dis- ·
Whiflh is om' only hope. · ~ ·
by.-Momus Co'rToN, Esq., are of fundamental-importance.
cord or misery, is antagonism to Nature. Heaven;
1
and should have a permanent place in tha memory.]- X.
·
•
• n::G. PALllmn.
x~~
... ·'.
happiness, unmeasured bliss, is harmony with Nature.
If man in an honest and reverent pursuit of. Truth,
Lite.
reaches a boundary, beyond :which his little· lamp
[For The Truth Beaked ·
throws not one flickering ray, let him not 'de:;pon,d.
The ·Bible vs. Pro. vidence~
·That life is long· which answers· life's great· end."
Does he see effects whose causes he cannot divine?
··If it ill allowed that the great o\)jectof e.xistence
W:ith li?e and plummet. let him take h~s soundings, and
BY P. S. REPLOGLE.
is "to e;pei'ience happiness, persons naturally will be
Withk.nhis ReasoNn burmshped and active by persistent
may be ask'eii":':How couid the Bible have existed interested :to know how to obtain·and• secure·it. .. If
u8e,
ock ·at ature's
so 1o~g and swa,re d .sue11a m1g
· hty_m
· · fl uence· through · the r_es_ult · of ,·,,J·ury· is unhappiness,· the' p·erso·...
... ·wh· o
h
h" ortals, and ·take note pf her
responses; an d w en Is· ,careful effort, has been a de- ~lithe past ages,. Without the over-ruhng hand of Prov, desires: to f,!Scape fnom it naturally will prevent: him.Self
quate to the prize, he will reach his reward: " He· Idence ?
.
.
.. from being injured by himself and by others.
must seek .after Wisdom as for hid treasure, and dig for it
I answer by brute force and auth 't
The Eden .' It may be ·asserted that persons do not agree in reas for &'<'1q..:• Let np Olfl~ ~pect the jewels of Wisdo~. o:f:t)i~ chur~h.which prevailed in pas~~/e~ was lighted gard}q what con~titutes happiness, a:nd the nieans to
who will not pay _the priCe..
'~~ .. "by t~n tlioiisimd fagot piles, upon which the soUls ·of be u:Zed to possess it; but J"eason and experience teach
InAher r¥!ht hand she holds.to men·,·'· ·, •·.\ ·. · · th.inkerswent.'·up tO' heaven arrd the luridglar_erevealed that:he who would be as nearly perfectly happy as• his
happy
years;
f orests of . g1"bb ets, on w h'ose
· ghastly arms ,swung
· a Clrcum.stauces
·
·
· ']d b c ng
· 11tcous
·
·
Andlen
in er of
left,
the prize
of fame,
.. . .
WI"ll a ll ow, . s1wu
111
The solvent of his fears.
..
hundred tl1o.u.sand (so-called) heretics ! , Then it was thought, word, and deed...:...:,that he niust be governed
Labor before. rest, '.liravail lief ore llirth is the :fiat Of that. religion,· allied with its shadow; fanatictinn · caine by truth, justice, and righteousness. In order to be
Nature. Virtue brings happiness and 'vice misery .. forth. i~tO ··the light in all its ulceri.ms and gha~tly de- and to do 'tim's, be should earnestly labor; with a
Can the leopard change his spots? Can we reap the f~rmtty, &ll;d, propounding dogmas reeking-with-the teachable mind, to k.Qo:W"the.supreme la:ws imd "iinplicrewards of Virtue by following the ways of .Vice? ~hrue of p~1estly selfis~ness and blasphemo\).s in their, itly ob.ey them ; he must sincerely desire to learn his
Can fields be clo~hed with golden harvests without mterpretationof the will of G_od, sought, by' atrocities duties, and diligeutly·perfornithem.
the labor and skill of the husbandman? Can we unutterable, .to. (;!l"ll!lh · humamty and create .a race <lf .. , To.! exp·erience the· highest ·quality and greatest
change ~his irrevocab~e procedure of nature by prayer? slave~.
'
.
.
amo'l,ll)t of happiness demands perfection of .character
Nay ven~·fi. "~cc?rd1~g to what we sow that ··shall .· ;r'his monste~ ;~rrayed natiOn. against nation, .and and an existence in a perfect state of society. · God's
we reap.
This 1s w 1se and beneficent. 1\>Ian can st~ewed the plams qf ~nrop~-:With ,the wreck of .ar- wilF-ruan's duty-'-may be learned from the many
calculate his chances, and predicate results. Hence IDles, Ie!lving the. bones of mill~ons, to whiten the. des- books of 4ature, experience, and reason ; from. the
w~ hav~ .a fin;n base for Science in Reli!cion, }~orals, olate waste.· ·_There, ami~st the;_angry,shouts of. com- comparatively few and less known pages of intuition
anl:l Spm~uahsm~ a~ well as in physica1 organisms. bata':'ts, t~~ ·roar of engmes qf:. qea,~h, .the .ilames. of lind'1J18piration ·; from all the sources of past and pr~s1-fo.w, let 1t be diStmctly understood that these for- burmng ,Cities, the smoke of which . concealed crimes · ent revelation, by which the Deity mamfests himself
ces,_ p~inciples, or at<tivities, are the' La~s 0 {. God, at wh!ch, d'emons hid their abashed faces, the cry of to those who sincerely desire alid earnestly labor .to
op_eratmg. t;hroug~ every department of .J'!"atlire. In th~ widow .and orphan, the wail ~f .ul!sP~~~able. !LU· kno!"" him and them.selves, and to learn their relatio_ns
. this , de1hutwn, I mclude mmd, soul, spmt, as posi- gmsh of the hopeless mourner, this lDSil.tiate· monster fP h1m and other ~x1stences, and the cons\lquent duties
tively apart ?f. Nature ~s the globe beneath ~ur feet:. sat ,ip tribunal, _in her blood-stiJ,ined g;arwep.~s .. H.er· ~nvolved and required to be performed.
M. C.
;An? . so I?OSitively active are thes.e Laws m every throne covere? With the bones of heretical ma.I'tyrs ; her' ' 'North Hampton, N. H.
mdiY'dual~ty that ·~~ey become .. th~1r . own executors. footstool, chame and manacles; her eyes rheumy with
Hence no mterpositiOn . by a supenor· power, become.s t~e dust of the sepulchre ; her face wrinkled with pasnecessary in the reward of ·virtue, or punishm~nt of swn·; her' mouth gory with h.\lr feast of human flesh
Which Bible 1
'•.
crime.· Nor can either be despoiled of its fruits. Let' .-'-She datred. to proclaim the will of God ! Dared ?
the test be apJ?lied. A man lives in violation of the !'-Y, and with her sinewy hand bound the unfortunate·
·~'.Ij:E l'~llowing was" ~ddressed to a reverend Bible
laws of happmess, many years. Can he in a few mfidel to the rack, turned the tightening screws agent employed in soliciting subscriptions for the book
h;our~, or days, reach the results ?btainable only by a ~hrust the he!~-ted ir.ons into ~is flesh, tore the quiver~ he deemed so essential to the world.
_life-time of truth, honor and fidelity? Old Ortho.doxy '?g ~erv~e With w)l1t~-hot pmche~s •. shriekii;~-g, fiendMR. WOODRUFF BIBLE. AGENT-What kind . of
says Yes. How? By repentance and faith in the blood hke, m h1s ear-" Believe, or be damned ! ,, ; ·
'Bible :do you give to the people? ls it the Vulgate
of_Je.sus. Then he does not reap as he sows. How is
Chicago, December,. 1873.
. ..
(Catholic) King James ;·or the Baptist Billie .made in
this? Can. a mansow ~res and reap wheat? The
England in 1869? "There have been over fifty tranlaBible. says he shall be. jvdged a~cording to the deedtt
·
ti9ns into the various langua~es ; and yetlou eay it is
done m the body. But says the priest if he repent' his
. [For· t!>e Truth Seeker.]
. ,. '
··' ;
the word of God! Now, if It is the wor of God · it
, evil deeds are canceled. Then, ,this 'repentance staves
, N:ut-cracking.
.must be infallible. ·Webster says:-"Infallible is i~ca~
·off-the penalty, !Lnd h,e goes unwliijrped of justice. He ·
p~ble 9f lllistake; not liable to fail or disappoint." Then,
:so:ws to ·:the. ':*md, and :when weedf!;, brambles, and
MR. EDITOR;-In .N<o. 3 of THE IT:auora SEE~ER, f.f the Bible is, or was originally the word of God, tell
· bhght, a,re t"jliCk about,lum he survpys his fields, sor- page 2, lir. Irvin !Lsks th~ ques~lon whether beasts have me if you can,. what right had men to translate, revise
·rows over misspent years, and lol his fields wave with souls. _If Mr., I. IS a beh~ver m, he e,vidently is p.ot." ,and inteipe_rt it for us? If_you will let 1'ea.Son gUide
golden harvests.. Dh! I see, says: -the·priest y 0 u,·don}t .~ ,<;;areful '!IJ.Il!d,_er .of. th,c Bible, or he woUld have found you, you will acknowledge It to be full of errors, and
understand. God's plan ill to reform in en. ' . Grli.Dte'd.- ,
affir.ln\';tr~;~. !H~.s:5~i;; to his question in the 28th verse needs. a ~horou~h purging to purify it. .This BaP.tist
,But releasi~g a man ~om the legitimate effects of vio- o the 21st Chapter o:f Numpe~;~;, '~:ereja11.;l~!tt beeve.s;: ;~s~o~~tl'!~ which has so recently !Jlade the new B1ble;
·lated law, 1s not God s methiid .of reform. It is offer- ~sse~ anfl sheep: are ,,_,allow~cf; tC!i \IJ~ve,, sq~b,Y di$~; ll~cl!-~t~tdtW· the commencement of the new translation,
ing"a premium on crim~, with an: ~scape-goat to dodge l)lSpiratwn. Are they particular !avorites w1th God that there. were over twenty-six thousand errors within
th~ p~na!ty. ~very- pam and_twmge of a guilty con- over allthe rest ()f !lis. brute c~eation, that they should [ the lids of King James's version. No. wonqer it contains
sCience, ill God s. !'c.e~~~ent Withh1· us;· Baying ''.tliis iS' have so~ls. and .. the balance not X I don't b"elie'v'e it. su'ch-' a'Iriultitude of errors, when we consider it ,was
the way :walk_ye mIt. _. .And all the prayers of alt the I. take It for.. granted that all tlt~ngs have· a soul'' and made in the dark ages, when ignorance covered the
WO'l'ld) vmced m one m~ghty agonizing petition never yet ~he orthodox sects deny all brute· creati~n ~ a earth, as the waters cover the great deep, I think you
has, nor never will, abate one "-iota, of Nature'~ penal- soul, In. the face. of the divine record above quoted r vilify the· cha,racter of Gpd, when you say, he is the
ties, or rewar?-s. Yet prayer is of inl)stimable value to And this suggests
·
·
author of the Bible. He cannot err; th~tn·cfore, his
A FEW MORE NUTS FOR THE CLERGY TocR.A.c:K:
·:vorks are·perfect, ~nd a perfect wor~ needs no revisman. _Ex?er1ence demonstrates this. But its philosophy _Is <;treek to the church. arid sounding brass to : First-'-.A:.dmltting the Bible testimony that beastS Ion.· A. Bull was.Issue!l by P?P~ Pms 7, at~Rome,
the SCientist. I?- myne.xt;).will_!;le.monstrateits phil- have souls, are they not responsible to God f
h. June 29,·1816, agamst Bible so~Ieties, den~uncmg the
OSOphy j ShOW ItS ava!lablhty, Ill ,perfect harmony "daily life and' conduct , the sa· • ,···
· •· ·
,err l the me:vement as a crafty deVICe, by WIHch; the very
with law, and its vast practical util,ity;
alike his.creation ? . , . '
!Jle. ft.ll man, a
e~ng folindation:s of ."eligion are, U:nd~~ined. The Pope
' Mill . M.i' h
D; HIGBIE, M ..l>. '. .. Second-J.n ~he divine economy, are not .J>easts t~ be w~ half. right. ,
'Ungetr'D II, 'IC •
JUdged accordmg to the deeds aone the liody, aud . OlatJj, Onondaga Co. N. Y . .
0RRiil BARNES,
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BEING _A BERms OF
DR. BUECHNER'S FAMOUS WORK.
, . , Threading My Wa,y, . 1:
AsciENTIFIC AND POPULAR EXPOSITION
· FAMILIAR eo1vviRSATioi$ · Trubner's latest and best (Londqn) edition,
Or Twentf-seven Years of Autobiography.
OF THE
ON THE
· (From the 12th (l:erman.) . · .
12 ino:.L Cloth. Price, 'p'ost-paid, $2:50~
By Rober Dale Ow\ln. !J-Uthor. of that rePun'd'ametlta.l l'roblemil in Sociology,
R E L'I G I 0 N 'O'F HuMANITy
markable work, wh1ch 1s havmg_ such an ,
,
.
Being :u.25less than the same book, was
1
enormous .sale, entitled the oo Debawble \
. , BY R. T. TRALL, M.D. ,
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"PA," said ,a ·Baltimore boy, "What is
Mardi-Gras they are talking so much
about?" "Shrove Tuesday," said the wellinformed father." "And what is Shrove
Tuesday?" "Look in the Dictionary." He
looked and saw-" Shrove Tuesday"-the
Tuesday following Quinquagesima Sunday,and preceding Ash Wednesday," Then
he knew all about it. What satisfaction the
boy must have felt.

"Elder Robert Reynolds, the old Baptist
minister of ~feLean county, who whipped
ENGRAVERS' BOXWOO]),
his daughter so unmercifully a few weeks
MAPLE. MAHOGANY & PINE.
ago, in what proved a futile effort to coerce
her into marriage, has been tried by the
church tribunal, which body, after hearing
Types, Presses, Inks, Bronzes,
proof and giving his ease mature deliberation, caused his name to be stricken from
IMPOSINC STONES.
A YOUNG man in Indiana sued his father
the roll of membership." Should he not for loaned money, which the father claims
have had more severe treatment?
was his own property. The latter's counIN the Ice Harvest on the Hudson River sel, in summing up the ease of his client,
within the last month, 8,100 men, 1,375 boys. remarked; "Twice has the prodigal son
COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR PRINTERS.
581 horses, and forty-one steam engines returned to his father's house; twice has
were employed. Misgivings were felt that he been received with open arftls; twice for STAMPS, PATTERNS, AND BRAND LETTERS,
the crop would fail, but the last cold snap him has the fatted calf been kill Ad. and now
Cabinets, Gases. Stand.~. Galleys, Sticks,
removed them. Ice eight and nine inches he comes back and wants the old cow."
Chases, eto.
in thickness in plentiful supply has been
A THoMPSoN, Conn., clock company has
secured.
recently shipped a curious clock to San Vanderburgh, Wells & Co.,
"God does not kill the Devil," says· the Francisco, to be placed in· the tower of the
Rev. Mr. Bailey, of Springfield, Mass., in greatest hotel on the·Continent. where it
110 Fulton Stl'eet,
answer to Gerald Massey's question," be- will furnish the time for 500 dials, which
AND
cause the Devil is to be an agent of punish- are to be operated by compressed air carment hereafter." How these divines cling ried in pipes over the building, It has 500 16 and 18 Dutch Streets, Ne'v York.
to this darling doctrine; that the Devil is rooms. and each room is to have a clock.
to burn souls for millions of years to carry
SENT EVERYWHERE.
out the designs of the Almighty.
Elder S. Gordon writes to the Barbour-
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There are 5,000 more poor people unemployed in this city now than in any previous
year. James Gordon Bennett, Proprietor
of the Herald, has generously donated $30,ooo towards feeding them. We know another person by the name of Bennett, who
has a paper with a smaller circulation. who
could not conveniently give this amount,
were his disposition to do so ever so good.
JOAQUIN MILLER, in a letter from London
to The Independent, says he " knows an
American there who makes a good living
by writing tracts for a Christian society,
but who is about the wickedest man he ever
knew." He doubtless writes sweetly" about
Jesus."
A couNTRY editor exclaimsLives there a man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself has said
" I'll pay before I go to bed,
The debt I owe the Printer?"
Yes, there are some we know full well,
Who never such a tale could tell,
But they I fear will go to -well,
The place where there's no Winter.
SAID a bright little seven-year old to his
maternal relative: "Marna, if I am a right
good boy, and say my prayers and sing
Psalms all the week, will God let me go to
Hell Saturday afternoon, and have a good
time with the boys?"
BATH, N.Y., enters its protest against one
of its clergymen attending a masquerade
in the che.racter of Mephistopheles. It
might be a very proper character for him
to assume.
THE Louisville Courier-Journal suggests
to the friends of humanity everywhere, that
if we are to have a national association for
the suppression of newspaper poetry, the
corner-stone cannot be laid too soon.
AT a late Printers' festival the following
toast was given: "The Printer-the master
of all trades; he beats the farmer with the
Hoe, the carpenter with his rules. and the
mason with setting up tall columns; he
surpasses the lawyer and doctor in attending to his cases, and beats the parson in
the management of the devil."
SAID a Frenchman to a Swiss, "Why do
you people always fight for money; why
not for honor as we Frenchmen do?" " 0,"
said the Switzer, "we are a good deal alike
after all-we both fight for what we need
most."
GRiswoLD, the "fat contributor," offers
the following among other limits to the
kind consideration of the excellent Mr.
Berg, for the S. F. T. P. 0. C. T. A, To encourage trout to write poetry-as he has
seen some very pretty trout-lines. To protect ants from their nephews and nieces.
To abolish mosquito bars, as they make
the little fellows very irregular at their
meals.
MANY years ago a good, old-fashioned
Deacon, "speaking his faith in meeting,"
said: "Brethren and sisters, there is 11 new
kind of religion going around. They say
everybody is going to Heaven, and that all
mankind will be happy; but, Brethren, let
us hope for better things."

ville _;j{ounlain Eaale~ I wish to say:
"I HAVE labored as a minister of the Gospel for the last thirteen years; have traveled over sAveral mountain countries, and
have baptized over one thonsand persons,
assisted in organizing several churches,
(to say nothing of the numerous funerals
and weddings presided over,) and in all
that time have received but $10, which was
given to the Creasy Creek church." There,
now, is the kind of preacher for you. Ho'Y
would our fashionable, aristocratic New
York and Brooklyn preachers like to work
for such pay, or $10 for thirteen years?
What a crown this faithful man must have
laid uv for him.

THE following dialogue was overheard
the other day in Vicksburg: "Say,Jim, I'se
noticed somefin' in dis town, is you?" "I
dun no whedder I is or no, Si; what is it?"
"It's dis: Is you noticed when a strange
dar key comes here dat 'mounts to sumfin'
de white folks say, 'Who is dat colored
man?' but the collud people say,' Who is
dat nigga?' Jim, a nigga ain't got no
senE<e, no how." "Dat's so, Si, sho's yer
born."
IN Cooperstown they tell a story of an
English joker who once visited Fenimore
Cooper. Cooper was then the most conspicuous man in the little town. One day,
while Mr. Cooper was dining with the Englishman, he poured out some n.ative wine
-wine from grapes raised in his own garden. Taking up a glass, and looking
through it with pride, Cooper remarked,
"Now, Mr. Stebbins, I call this good, honest
wine." "Yes, Mr. Cooper, I agree with
you, it is honest wine-' poor, but honest.'"
1\lr. Cooper went on telling his "Injun"
stories.
SAMUEL JoHHsoN was always drawing invidious comparisons between Englishmen
and Frenchmen, we need scarcely add to
the disparagement of the latter. His friend,
Dr. Adams, found him busy one day with
his dictionary, and said, " This is a great
work, sir; how are you to get all the etymologies, and how long do you expect to
be doing it?" "Sir," said Johnson. "I
have no doubt I can·finish it in three years.'
"But," said Dr. Adams," the French Academy, which consists of forty members, took
forty years to compile their dictionary.''
J ohneon. "'l'hus it is, this is the proportion;
let me see-forty times forty is sixteen hundred. As three to sixteen hundred, so is
the proportion of an Englishman to a
Frenchman."
DEAN SWIF'l"S RECIPE FOR COURTSHIP.
•
Two or three dears, and two or three sweets.
'l'wo or three balls, and two or three treats,
Two or three serenades, given as a lure,
Two or three oaths, how much they endure,
Two or three messages sent in one day,
'l'wo or three times led out from the play,
Two or three tickets for two or three times
Two or three love-letters writ all in rhymes:
Two or three months keeping strict to these
rules,
Can never fail making a couple of fools
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WE have for some ttme been of the settled opmwn
of public officers. The drunkenness of public men is , that pr~yer has no e~ect t.o chang,e the operatwns of
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lute proof, be compelled to relmqmsh thts posttwn. A
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·t · d this item . " A horse friend writes us from the interior ot this state, giving
per con ame
. ·
two instances whdre an excellent pious "schoolfo,rty-two year~ old has t~ drag a famtl~ t~ c~urc~l ma'am" claimed she had received direct and literal
Ukommeqt~.
1
8
e~ ery Sunday, m ~outh Durham, M'tl. • ~fte. hts .1\ ee~ answers to her prayers. The first instance was in refwork. .Ami that s what, ,~hey call Chustmn prety, m erence to money. She was in the habit of opening
BY D. H. C.
that part of the country ·
.
.
. . her school with prayer, and being particularly short
REv. DR. S. M. EDDY believes in the resurrection of
In our country towns, durmg a revtvnl season, tt IS in finances and money being due her from another
the body, and defends the doctrine in the Methodist not uncommon to see 3:n u?blanke~ed horse stand f?r district, wh~re she- bad previtmsly taught, she prayed
Clwistian Advocate. It seems to us full' as comforting two or t):tree hours slnvermg outstde. of a church, 1.0 that the Lord would cause the money to be paid her.
to be assured that, in some instances at least, the body the evenmg, when ~he thermo~eter 1s. at zero. It ts She had hardly completed her -devotions when the
will not survive the present.
'
thought to be very .tmportant, m such mstance_s, that ' door opened, a trustee entered from the neighboring
one should b.e rehgwus and pray, but very umml?or- district where she had taught and paid the money due.
THE . churches, as usual at this season of the year, tant
as to his care of the dependent lower creatten.
'
when there is much enforced leisure, and many at a There is an adage that a merciful man is merciful to
On another occasion, during" a cold spell of weathloss for pastime, report a great number of "hopeful his beast, which is but sa; ing that all reli~on which er," she got entirely out of fuel, and, though she had
conversions." A correct report in regard to the larger is worthy of the name, involves a regard for duly notified the trustees of the necessitv for wood,
part of them a few months hence would probably read our dumb relations: Mr. Emerson expresses the none had been furnished. She, however, li'ad recourse
hopeless ones. Nevertheless, the zeal must be com- same idea when he says, •· A true discharge of duty to prayer. She prayed God to cause some wood
mended which is willing to put forth so abundantly its requires us to consider whether we have done so to be sent to warm the room and to remove the disellergies, though it pluck only here and there a brand to our dog and cat." Paganism discovered this before comfort of the scholars. · In a very few minutes a man
from the burning.
Christianity came into existence, and hence Hindoo- drove up with a good load of wood, and she was fully
I. S. KALLOCH, who fell from grace as a Baptist min- ism, for example, has no occasion for societies for the convinced it had been produced in consequence of her
ister in Boston some ten or twelve years since, and has prevention of cruelty to animals.
prayer. It might look so, but it proves most too
been n pushing politician of late years in Kansas, has
much. The trustee who brought the money lived over
recently become repentant, and joined a church in that
WE are reminded of a letter published by Frederick two miles away, and had nearly reached the schoolRection, of the persuasion referred _to. It may be u n- Douglass in a Philadelphia paper, two or three years house when the prayer was made. So also with the
kind but we fear it may be suspected that Mr. K. as- since, in regard to the churches' assuming that the ab- farmer-he bad come nearly two miles with an ox team,
pi res' to be one of our Christian statesmen.
olition of slavery has been accomplished through the and if she had not made the prayer at all, It is hardly
.
..
agency and prayers of Christian people. Mr. Doug- J)robable be would have turned back with the wood.,
I
f
f
1
BosTON is one o t w oremost Cities on ~ te conti- lass denied the claim, and said that the " church and
·
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progress
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nent In en tg l enmen n
•
~ome
s clergy were usually the enemies of reform ; but when and would have arrived J'ust as soon had she not
We will wait for proof a little stronger
1 ~ tl1ose of J)arts of tire coun- the victory is assured, very coolly seek to appropriate ]n·ayed at all.
ct't'tzens are very muc h l'l•e
try wliicll are not distinguished for enlightenment and the honors.,
before we change our position.
.
f
S
T
h ,
WE have with us. u. goodly number of the
progress, and hence the recent action of its School
.ttee I'n excludt'ng women fronl I'ts board, after
AT the 1ast annua1 seeswn o t 1re tate eac ers
d
Comml
·
A
· ·
f p
1
·
ti1 R
G
p "Heathen Chinee," and to their credit be it sai , they
they had been elected to the position.
ssoClahon
~nnsy vama, - e
ev.
eorge · are a quiet, ordet~l•. industrious element in this
,
. .
. .. . , .
Hays, D. D., Prestdent o_f 1-Vashmgton and J~fferson
~~~E people of Sag Hat bor, L._ I., arc cu cul~tmg a College, read a paper entttl~d "Every-day Logw." ~t cosmopolitan city.
hey have recently been celebrapettt.wn to the ~oar~l of ~ducatwn to re-estabh_sh the was, in the main, mterestmg, thoughtful and practt- ting the festivities of their "new year'' which seems
readmg. of the Btbl~ m thm_r schoo~~- They c!atm t.I~e 1 cal ; but 110 better illustration of the absence of lol:\'ic, to come some six weeks later than ours. Their sea~·eputatwn of tl!e vtllage wtll su~er unle~s _thts desn_e 1 even among the_ ledrned and cultured class to _winch son of hilarity \\'as preceded by a few clays of fasting
IS g~auted. IV til ~ot t!s reputatwn suffei, m the estt- the nuthor belongs, could be found, than certam por- and humility worthy the most pious admirers of
?-~~twn of man~ fatr-Imnded and thoughtful persons, tions of it present. Take, for example, this passage : saints Ignatius and Polycarp. 'rhis season of pentf 1t should be .
.
"The Bible is built up exactly as inductive science ance was succeeded by festivity,- dancing and mirthT~E Brooklyn P_resbylery have passed r~solutwns is built up. It offers its facts without any theory, in all within reasonable bounds, at their head quarters
of dtsapprobatwn m regar~ to _the preaclnng of the t,Jte historical books and after that offers its theories in onllfott Street and Baxter Street.
A
i
Many of these Chinamen have taken unto themQ ua1{Cress, M'ts_s Sara h . Smt1ey, m tl te Lafayette
.
. ve- the doctrinal and c evotional, and then tests itself by selves wives after the fashion of their Christian neighnne ~resbytermn chmch. They _also charg~ .~t to its predictions. Every test of scientific inductions
c
"avmd ~11 such causes of offence m th~, futme. . It justifies our faith in the teachings of Scripture."
bors, anll as but few hinawomen have come to this
was a plam case, a1_1d 1~o one to whom the Holy ScnpNow, in reply to this we would ask, what are the country they are compelled· to look to other nationtures, are aut_honty m matters of con~uct ~nd prac- facts in the historical books of the Bible, to which alities for their help-mates. They have selected
s I d p
chiefly from the "Irish persuasion" which is numerld b t D
t p 1 tl
ticc sl!ou o .1~~ ·
oes no au • te 1?- pt ·e . a os- President Hays refers ? Are they, that the world was ous in this locality and the madames, we are happy
tie affirm that women should keep silence m the made in siv days· that E_ ve was created from a rib of
' 1 "
1 "b
d · b d'
9"
"A d 'f
~
•
to state, speak well of their lords and affirm that
churc J?s, anc
e _un °1 0 e tence · . ' n 1 Adam; the story of a universal deluge; of Joshua "Chinamen are really good people." ·with their
they wtll !ean! fi:nytlnng, let ~h.em ask thmr husban~ls co_mmanding t_he sun to st_and still ; of God ta_lking
f 1
'f
at home, for tt IS a shame for women to speak m wtth Moses upon a mountam ? &c. And what IS the ~briety, industry, honesty and peace u ness, 1 they
church."
value of the theories in the , , dG~ctrinal and devotional were only believers in the theory of ''salvation by
blood," and bowed down to the symbol of the cross,
GmtAJ,D MAssEY doesn't think mt~ch ?f the devil, books," if built up on such facts ?
they might be counted first class Christians.
and consequently, the profe.ssors of Pnnceton ColFurthermore, ~e deny that there are any predictions
lege' don't think much of Gerald Ma~sey .. TI!e p~:>et in the Bible excep!ional in kind to what are to be
NATURAL ANTAGONISMS,
w 1ts to have lectured to the students of the mstttutwn found in other anCient books, or that were ever fulBY CLINTON RoosEVELT.
referrcd to, on Charles Lamb, but th.e orthodox pro- filled in the sense which Christians have m!lintained.
THE THINI'l'Y OF Goon,
fessors, having read or heard about Mr. Massey's lee- The belief in prophets belongs to the superstitions of
Benevolence, Wisdom, PotoM',
tures on the devil, compelled the students to cancel the ancient time, and that any one still believes in them,
engagement. '!'his simply sl10_ws that the professors according to the Biblical conception, simp!¥ shows
Constituting life and all we hope for.
are more friendly to the devil than they are to Mr. how much we are influenced by the superstitions of
THE TRINITY OF EVIL,
Massey.
the past to-d~ty.
Ine1·tia,
Darkness, Coldness,
TliE report of the Connecticut Temperance Union to
President H!l.fs supplies another illustration of the
Constituting death and all we fear.
its ninth annual convention in January last, is an ex- need of logic in every-day life, iu the fact that his
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Ukommunications.
On the Moral Value of Christ and
the Gospels.
BY Hucm BYRoN BnowN.
N discussing this question, it will be assumed that
such a person as Jesus Christ did live and teach in
Judea as narrated in the Gospels ; although as a his·
torical fact his existence as a person is not supported
by sufficient corroborating proof as to render it even
probable; which is indeed passing strange, if, as is
currently believed he was the "Son of God" charged
with the accomplishment of so great a work as the reuemption of man !
_
But whether a reality or a myth, there exists a sin·
gular unanimity of opinion among all classes in Christendom,-sinners as well as saints, that he not only
existed, but that he "spoke as never man spake ;"
that in character, no man of all the ages can compare
with him; and that his teachings are the purest and
best that ever was, or ever can be conceived. Indeed,
were 'it left with the multitude to decide, who of all
men that have ever lived on the planet has conferred
the greatest benefit on the world, and who of all the
ages was the best, the wisest and the noblest man, the
the verdict unquestionably would be, Jesus of Naza·
reth.
But experience teaches us that popular opinions are
not always correct ones. History is full of examples
of the fallibility and mistaken judgments of popular
verdicts. Men, and their works are frequently underrated by their contemporaries, and deified by their
remote posterity.
'' Vo.e populi is not always vox
dei," and the cry of crucify him, to-day, is often
changed to Hosanna to-morrow ! Washington, for instance, was undoubtedly a true patriot and a noble
specimen of a man, but by the con stan~ iteration of
his virtue and good deeds by a gratefu1 people, he
comes at last to appear to a succeeding generation of
American youth as something superhuman, without
any of the imperfections and failings inseparable
from human nature !
By hearing a constant reiteration, and assertion of a
proposition or statement we come gradually and imperceptably to assent without reflection or examination
to what is so frequently repeated, which when said or
asserted for the first time would have been promptly
challenged or denied.
Without deshing to detract one iota from the just
claims made by Christians for their Gospels, or the
founder of their religion, I must nevertheless dissent
from the extravagant opinions generally held on this
subject, and will endeavor to show by fair criticism
that neither in his life, or in the character of his
teachings is there to be found that extraordinary degree orvirtue or wisdom that justly entitles him to
any higher rank in the estimation of the world than
what should be acco'rded equally to the founders of
some of the older religions, and to many of the Pagan
philosophers, and modern scholars !
In order to determine what is the true value of
Christ and his teachings, I submit the following criterion of criticism, by which to judge of their relative
merit: A code of morals is valuable, just in proportion to its practicability, and adaptability to the
needs of men in all conditions of life and to all times.
The true measure of a philosophy or of a system of
religion is the good accomplished for the race, notonly by the repression of evils by inhibition, but by
inciting conditions of mind and heart favorable to
the development of the moral and intellectual
faculties.
Virtue, or the highest excellence in the individual
is measured by the purity of the motives which govhis acts,-his love of justice and abnegation of self,
and a supreme devotion to the welfare of his fellow
men.
Tried by our first canon of criticism, the moral
code of the Gospels is found deficient in every pal"ticular.
It is not practical, nor adapted to the wants of men
in all stages of their development ; as for example,
take the doctrine of non-resistance. What Christian
nation, community or church, when smitten on one
cheek turn the other for a repetition of the insult, or
when a part of their goods are wrongfully or otherwise
taken, meekly surrender to the taker the remain-der?
Would not its practice by the individual result in the
snbjection of the innocent and virtuous to spoilation
and contumely by the undeveloped low, and vicious
part of the race? Would not its effect be to crush out
all manhood, and virtually to offer a premium f~ injustice and crime ?
The teachings of Christ in the matter of marriage,
besides being very contradictory, are for the most
part_ impracticable, and,not at all adapted to man in his
varying conditions of developruent, nor are they in
harmony with the facts of human natnre.
The Shaker, for his celibacy, the Perfectionist for
his complex marriage, the Catholic for his indissoluable union, all find ample authority in the Gospels for
their respective opinions and practices in relation to
this institution.
His teachings on the subject of
divorce, are the crude conceptions of an ascetic, ignorant alike of the facts of human experience, and of
the laws governing the subject of which he treats.
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His views on this subject ha~e not only been dis- ety, (and who w~Il say tha~ they are not ?) why not
proved by the results of huq~an -experience, but this have promulgated an exact measure of equivalents,
sacrifice of the individual to an apstraction, contra- that would make it possible for men to do justice to
diets one of his owil principles, namely, that the ·'in- each other, which cannot be done for want, of it?
stitution is made for man, not man_ for the institu· Or, if it was impossible for divine wisdom to do this,
tion. " All legislation formed on his _ideas of divorce he _might at least have done as well as the founder of
-have been a source of incalculable m:sery to thousands the- Egyptian religion, who made the attainment of
without any corresponding- advantage to society, and heaven depepd on an honest and square record in earth
it will be observed that the more enlightened and life !
progressive States are beginning to disregard his inHad our gospels contained such 11 provision, there
junctions, and are basing their legislation on scientific j would either have been an empty heaven, or more bonprinciples as revealed by medical and social science, 1 esty'among those who cnll themselves Christians.
and on the needs of men _and women as shown by j lf slnvery and war are deemed to be ·curses, why
human experience. The injunction to love our ene- was not tile former distinctly denounced and inhibited,
mies is a requirement that no person can obey. 'rhis and the Iatt~r, except in cuses of self-defence, prohibthing is utterly impossible, and had its author ited under pain of the displeasure of the Dcity~Y And
known anything of the laws of mind, he never could if, as we nre taught in the gospels, the eternal welfare'
have said anything so absurd ! We can refrain from of the race, as well as their present happiness, depend
doing an enemy an injury, but we have no power to on the knowledge therein contained, why did not the
love only that which is lovable.
author !timselj make provision for the compilation, anHis requirement that we should " take no th-ought thentication and disseminntion among !til nations of
for the morrow" for the reason that as providence_ truths of such transcendent importance to the race ?
provides for the wants of the floral Kingdom, and the A mere maa, burdened with a great thought, a noble
animal creation, the necessities of man will be sup- cause, or a new truth, would so have done. l:;hould
plied by the same agency, would be disastrous in its n God have done less ?
consequences, were men fools enough to follow it; as
That the Christ of the gospels possessed in a degree
was very generally the case in the early ages of the all the qualities of a reformer and a good man, as reChurch, when ignorant and driveling monks, and quired by my third rule of criticism, cannot be denied.
squalid ascetics mumbled their prayers and counted But in this he wa5 no more prominent or distinguished
their beads in monasteries, or disputed with wild beast-s than hundreclj of_ other men, who have lived both
the solitudes of the deserts! Indeed, "the realizations prior and subsequent to his time. Many of the pagan
of the Christian's ideal would be the destruction of civ- philosophers, and nil of the founders of thtJ older reilization" ! Progress and culture were simply impossi- ligions were as self-sacrificing, as pure in life, and as
ble so long as such ideas held possession of the mind, devoted to the interests of humanity liS he; and their
and just in proportion as they have been discarded teachings, so far as they are known, were as pacific,
have the nations advanced in knowledge, and in ma- consoling and helpful as his ; and have been for ages
terial prosperity.
· and are still moulding and shaping the lives of mil:
The prominence given in the Gospels to the duty of I~o~s of th~ human race. Popular opinions and realms-giving, and its exaltation to the rank of a first- h~wus beh~fs are not the growtl~s of an hour .. Back
class virtue in the individual has been productive of the dommant thought ~d.behef of to-d~y Ires tl~e
only of poverty and mendacity.
accumulated force of. the op~nwns of c~n~unes. Th1s
Had Christ possessed a tithe of the wisdom attribu- re-acts upon our bram, until the convwtwns become
ted to him by his followers and admirers he would almost a part of our own natures._ Could we free our
have emphasii':ed Justice rather than indiscriminate minds from the dominant a:nd overshadowing idea of
and unsystematic alms-giving, and would have taught C!rrist. as a superhuman person, and ·come to regard
men to help their fellowmen to help themselves, h1m s1mply as a man, the ~cales would fall from our
rather than to depend on the charity of others ; and ~yes, and :ve shol!ld see h1~ as he really was, and
instead of inveighing against wealth and its posses- JUdge of h1s teachmgs as w~ Judge those of other men.
sors, without which no civilization is possible, he
The for(!e of e~r~y educatwn and our hereditary bias
would have taught men that wealth was a social towards the rehgwn of our ancestors, are such that
power, and that it should be obtained honestly and compa.ratively fe_w become so entirely eman.cipated
used for social and scientific purposes, and not exclu- from 1ts ~ubtle mflue~ce as t.o be 3:ble to wetgh and
sively for the gratification of individual and selfish judge of 1ts real ments as d1spasswnately as they
ends.
would that of some of the dead religions of the past.
Another marked defect in the teachings of the T? those who have fully emancipated ~hemselves from
founder of Christianity is, that they are nearly all e.x ~h1s glan;wur tha~ attac~1~s to those bom and educated
cctthedra. He seldom or never appeals to the reason, m the fa1th, how ms1gmfican_t, weak an~ faulty do the
and does not seem to recognize the fact that human gospels app_ear wben compme~ ~v,en With some_ of the
beings have such a faculty. His appeals are almost works o! Ius professed follow.ets. not to mentwn the
exclusively made to the emotional side of our nature, prodtu;twns of the great. gemuses of. the world, b?th
from which fact it comes that the emotional rather of anetent and modern times. Imagme the receptwn
than the reasoning class ~f minds are particularly at- tlu~t :would awa~t the go~pels and ~he founder of our
tracted to him. This also explains why the chief reh~pon, had th~1r advent m the wotld ~een postponed
devotees and supporters of the Church, are, and ever unttl ?ur day . Would he have ob~amed as great a
have been found am on~ women, who, as a rule, are foll?wmg as the _fou~der ?f Mor~uomsm, or attracted
developed almost exclus 1vely on that plane of their to h1mself any h1gher class of m~n~s than that system
nature. I do not here affirm that the emotional, has _done..9 W ?uld not the mllhons >yho. now ~ee
either in man or woman is a defect in their character. ~othmg faulty m the. _gospels, ll:~d noth~ng_ tmpossl.ble
It only becomes so, when it is so prom in en t as to m the story. of the mn aculous bn th of Uhnst, be the
exclude reason as the controlling faculty of the mind. first to _rep.udta~e the one an~ la~g_h_to scorn the other?
But what I deem the greatest objection to the teachThere remams on~ other c~ltletsm to make on ~he
ings of Christ is, the persistant ignoring of the higher, results o~ the ~ach~ng ?f C~lrst as ~om pared With
and constant appeal to the lower and selfish motives s~teh anetent teachets of morals. as Zo10aster, Confuas an incentive to right action. He nowhere appeals cm.s, Socrates, Solon, Py-tha~oms, Thalcs, Senec.a,
to the dignity and nobility of human nature; he Ar1st?tle and o~het·s, whwh IS, .that no IP:eat, ev1I,
never ur~es men to do right for the love of right, and crushmg despotlsn:-mcnt~I, so eta!. or pohtteal-h~s
because 1t is right, and to refrain from wrong doing resulted from .~hetr teachmgs, wlnc_h cannot be sa1d
because in the nature of things a violation of law is, of. those of Chn~t. _Who ..can measme the mental anper se, wrong in itself; but instead, the appeal is gmsh and. pbyswal su~mmg that ha~e resulted from
made to our selfishness, and to our fears.
th~, followm$ P.asiiiages m ~he gospels .
The inducement held out for right action is q. rewm·d
He that oe!zeveth and IS ba pttzed, shall be saved;
of mc1it, to be given in a future state of existence; bu,~ he that b~heveth no~ shall be damned."
and the threat of eternal torment is added as a further
Go out mto t!te !ugh ways and the hedges, and
inducement to be good and to refrain from doing compel them to come tn, that .ml house may be filled."
wrong, while, at the same time, he fails to offer us an . "Whatsoever ye s.hall ~m on earth shall be bound
absolute rule of right, which is absolutely necessary in m heayen ; and ;;hatevet ye loose on earth shall be
order to know what is right and how to do it. The near- loosed Ill heaven.
.
.
est approach to this is the Golden Rule (so-called), and
"Depart from m~, ye cu~·sed, mto,everlastmg fire,
of which he is not the author; a rule which, though com- prepared for the ~ev1I and l~1S ang~ls.'
paratively a good one, is still defective, in that it" con"But . t~ose m1?e enem1~:g wh1?h ":ould not that I
stitutes each man's sense of right a standard of shc;>uld rm17n over them, b11ng Inthm und slay them
right action for him. Thus each man's phine of devel- before me.
.
opment, no· matter how low, vicious and imperfect,
"~ come not to bnn~ J~eace, but the s'~ord. ''
becomes a me!l.Bure of right and a rule of action.
It IS upo~ tl1ese and smnlar pu~sa!les wh_wh men have
This may be the best that man can devise, but the so long b.e~teved to be com~numcatwns from.God, that
Son of God should have done better !
t!1~ Inqms1t10n ":as estabhshed, and _by ~vhwh all rc.
- .
..
,
hgwus persecutwns and wars were JUStified. From
Bu_t m the h~ht of tire clm.m that the gospe.s are a hence came. that f!larful doctrine of a~ eternal hell,
record of the ltfe and teachmg~of II: god:man. they and that ternble engme of mental dt•spottsm, the Catha:e remarkable more for _what the:f. fat! to nnpa~t and olic church. N 0 language can express,- no tongue tell,
disclose than from the 1mperfect10n and pauetty of no pen describe the snflerings endured by the race, by
what they do teach.
reason of these and similar teachings of the Bible !
If it were desirable (as all must admit it is)
Is it, therefore, unreasonable or unjust to conclude
for all men to he temperate and sober, why were not that the author of sentiments so prolific of evil con.
wine and all intoxicating drinks, and the'use of narcotics sequences conld have been no other than a fallible
generally, inhibited, with the physiological reasons man and by no means the wisest gl·eatest most profor such prohibition, instead' of making wine, and com- foun'd and helpful of all the men
~J,ll tl,J.e' a~es I).S i.e.
mending its use by example, if ~t by precept ? If claimed by the Christian church ?
- ' ·
honesty and fair dealing are desirable in human soci·
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Recollections of Frances Wright.
was at an· times to the effect that she labored for the finely.-formed head, unadorned exeept by its own nat·• Take him for all in.all,
sole. purpose of advancing knowledge and that she ural nnglets, her g~rment of plain, white niuslin, which
preferred
a building thrown open to 'all who mig
· ht hung ~~;round her m folds that recalled the drape of
The world will never look. upon his like again."
choose to enter.
a q-reCian st~tue-all contributed t6 produce an eltect
SHAKESPEARE,
0
unhke an:ythmg I had ever seen before or ever expect
OMETHINGmore than half a century has elapsed
·V;P~e occasion of her lecturing in New York Fran- to
see a gam."
'
since ' there' stepped
ashore
from
the
packet-shi'p
f
nght
.was
met
by
that
intolerance
and
.
wn or Which the unscrupulous leaders of the church . As a writer of. pure and elegant English composi"Amity,' t 1wn 1ymg at anchor in the harbor of New ha_ve ever been proverbial. Both the pull)it and the twn, Frances Wnght had few superiors. Aside from
York, a lady of no ordinary character. Every linea- ~ml.Y p:ess endeavored, by misrepresentation and in- he~ labors as a public lecture~, .she ":as ever busy with
her );!e~, aml all who are fam11tar w1th her writings of
ment of her young fa~e (for she was b~t twenty-three tmudatwn to
t h
f
ears of age)d ga.ve evHl.ence of
preven Post,
er in rom
speaking orleader
being a rehgwus nature, either in her published books in
. pre-emment force of h eard · T'he Evening
an inflammatory
Y
~aracter an mte11ectua1 ab1l!ty; and this, together recom~ended." riot, fire and bloodshed;'' and on th~ the Free ft:nquir~?·, or in the Boston Investigat01·,
w1th herquee.nly.s~ature and eult1vo.ted bearing, evinced assembling of her audie~ces, the· wily emissaries of bear us out m saymg that few authors have don~ more
n~~:O be an llldlVlclUal Of more than common distinC;; the ChUr~h Were busy Circulating incendiary tracts to awaken the human mind to a realizing sense of the
h
F
W .
representm15 the lecturer as endeavoring to inaugurat~ utter worthlessness and even danger of the reli()'ious
systems of the_ w_orl~, She at all times associated"'with
at woman wa.q ranees nght, subsequently so anew the vwlence of the French revolution
T
intimately identified with the history of Reform in this . It ":as whil~ delivering one of her superb addresses persons ?f d1stmctwn, and was the . intimate and
valued
friend of such men as the elder Owen General
country, and whose name stands without a parallel in m Philadelplua, that this intrepid woman did much to
'
·
the annals of female political agitators in any land. arouse pu~lic opinion to a sense of the danger to lib- Lafayette and Abner Kneeland.
Frances Wright-then more properly :Madame
She was unattended, save by a younger sister and ert:r attendmg an unwarrantable and dangerous innoonly carried a few letters of introduction from friends vati?n: It had become the custom of the evan elical ~'Aru.smont-died suddenly in the year 1852, at Cinin England to parties in New York. Her mission in Ciuistlan
in that city (as also in Newgyork cmnatl, at the comparatively premature age of fiftythis country was wholly that of a disinterested reforni- and we believe in some other cities) to stretch on th~ sev~n, her death resulting, it is believed, from a fall on
er, and at that clay no individual perhaps in Europe Sabbath, ponde!·ous chain~ across such thorou'ghfares the we a year previous. Thus ended the career of one
was better calculated by ability, wealth a~d social po: as.were accessible to thmr respective places of wor- of. t~e most remarkable women it has ever been the
sition to act the part of a reformatory missionary than slup. The actuating. motiv~ for this act was to stop pnv1lege of t~e ~istorian. to chronicle. There is bnt
she. Descending from a long line of wealthy and cul- tum_ultuous travel durmg servwes.. This strange anom- one character m history With whom we are disposed to
tivated Scottish ancestry, she had been provided with aly m a po];!ular government, when viewed in its tern- couple her 11:ame, and .that one-although from the naevery advantage of edueation that culture could sug- porar:r s1gmficance alone, was sufficient to attract the ture of. t~m! respective· surrounding circumstances
gest or opulence place in her way. Surrolimled at all attentiOn _of the lecturer ; but when she reflected upon very diSSimilar-Is the lamented, the venerated
times by rare and extensive libraries, with unrestricted ~he alar~mg condition of religious oppression of which :M:adame Rol~nd; Alas ! that she could not have lived
access to rich museums and galleries of art her facili- 1t w~s likely to be the precursor, all the indignant en- to see the begmmng of the con!'ummation of her hopes.
ties had lacked nothing of rendering her' an accom- thuswsm of her nature was aroused. She had been But s_he has passed away, and let us find solace for her
plished lady and erudite scholar. The first two years 'descanti!l& upo!l that inestimable boon to every free- loss m the kn?wle~ge.that the generation which has
in this country were devoted to making a careful an- man, rehgwus hbe_rty, and hall held her audience spell- succe_eded her Is enJoymg the blessings which her laalysis of the manners, customs and institutions of the bound ?Y her snbhme eloquence, when, with splendid ~or d1d so much to wm. And let us ever bear in gratepeople, the result of which was ultimately embodied drama~~~ effect, she advanced to the front of the stage ful. regard the name of this most virtuous, this most
in a work published in England, entitled "Views of and r~1smg h~f hand, after a moment's ominous silence; estimable woman. l'!Iay no wanton tongue ever disA. 0. GENUNG.
Society and Manners in America."
ex?l~umed- Do :you ask me to name an instance of turb her sacred memory.
It was not, however, until she had revisited the Uni- reh~ous tyranny m America to-daJ ? Go witness the
ted States, in 1824, that Frances Wright placed herself chams stretched across your streets " The result was
squarely before the people in the attitude of a public terrific. The immense audience cheered as from one
[For The Truth Seeker.]
instructor. We shall pass over her political career in- c_ommon throat, till ~he edifi?e trembled to its foundaA Word from Iowa.
teresting as it was, as matter irrelevant to the obje~t of twn. And the startlmg remmder was not suffered to
this sketch, limiting ourself more especially to a brief pass unheed~d, for soon those odious engines of relignotice of her writings, lectures &c., of a rational . or wu.s .oppressiOn were missed from their accustomed Joanti-theological character. In the year 1828 after hav- ?ahtws, 3:nd the ':ery fact of their past existence took
Dear Brother Bennett. I hail your little paper with
ing abandoned a cherished experiment
slavery Its place m
grim pages of ecclesiastical history.
joy, and I am thoroughly satisfied it is designed to
As a pub he lecturer, few women in any countr fill a niche in
literature which has long been
emanci1)ation, at what is now Memphis Tennessee she
removed to New Harmony, Indiana, w!{ere she as5u'med have equalled this remarkable individual not forgef- vacant. If I may J.udge from the _few copies I have
the management of a liberal journal called ''The New
that sple?did galax_y of female orators' of our own seen, the name of your paper might appropriately
HarmonyGazette,"but subsequently changed to "The ume. In
connectiOn we cannot forbearquotin"' be change to Truth Teller, for I notice by its numeFrce Enquirer," and finally 'removed to the city of New from. authontws contemp?raneous with the period o'f rous correspondents and
that. it fearlessly
York.
~er ~1fe. The followmg 1s taken from an English pe- tells the truth so plamly, that thmking minds
At the time of which we write, religious liberty was n_odiCal : "The news of her arrival soon spread thro' cannot mistake its meaning. I notice as I travel in
at a low ebb in the U nit~d States. Ortho"dox Protest- the town. Feeling anxious to see a woman whose elo- my missionary work, that liberal sentiments am' free
1
it is true, long ago unburthened
had g?ne so far to effect a revolution in the thought are in the ascendent. Wherever I go I' meet
ant Christianity had,
itself in a marked degree of the atrocious intolerance mmd ?f.
I em?raced the earliest opportunity crowded houses, anxious to hear something that shall
of the Romish Church, yet. it was all-powerful, and its of sohClti?g an mtervww. I was received with the assist them in gaining their release from th'e grasp of
character was to an alarmmg extent mischievous and greatest kmdness. MadameD'Arnsmont is among the the dying hand, and help them to extricate themselves
aggressive. Sectarian theology was considered every- tallest of women, being. about five feet, ten inches high. from under the crushing weight of the putrid and rotwhere of paramount importance, and no means were She w_alks erect, and IS
handsome. Her ten carcass of orthodox superstition, bigotry egotism
left untried, by clergy or laity, to advance the interests brow IS broad and magmficent . her eyes are large . arrogance and pride, and give them the truth support:
of the church. Those degrading "revivals of relig- her face is masculine, but well for:ned."
' ed by science, reason and common sense. I find that the
ion," so frequent now, were doubly so then. and the , And this gracef,?l encomium from the pen of l'!Irs. harvest is ripe, but the laborers m·e too few. Oh how
"Cloristian Party in Politics," bavmg for its' cardinal rrollope, an English authoress of wide celebrity in much we need more working men in the field that
object the inauguration of a union between Church and "Domestic )lanners of the Americans :"
a the famishing, doubting lovers of real truth
be
State, was fast becoming a dangsrous organization. lady of fortune,
and education, whose youth strengthened, encouraged and built up in a
Those who are only conversant with the decline and
been passed m the most refined studies of private of the just and right path to freedom and a true lifu
gradual disintegration of modern Christianity (so-called) hfe, should present herself to the people as a public
Old theology is too far behind the p1:ogress of the age.
can with difficulty realize the character of the church lecturer, would naturally excite surprise anywhere and to any longer satisfy the demands of· the public.
of that. day.
the nil r:;tlmim1i of the Old· World itself would h~rdly is so little gullibility now a days, that even long "proFrances Wright had hitherto devoted her faculties to l1e sustamed before such a spectacle· but in America tracted efforts" fail to augment the memberships of
furthering the interests of reform by practical experi- where women m·e
by a
shield of in: but yery few of the churches, and the increase in the
mcnt, but now there seemed to open to her ever vigian effect that. can hardly be de.Is so small as to be a matter hardly worth menlant sight a new field of usefulness, ancl' she resolved scribed.
Miss W nght of Nashoba 1s going to lecture tw~Illg.
cr· .
to throw the whole weight of her al1ilities into the at the Court House,' sounded from street to street and
'I he
young
old, .are.
to learn,
arena of religious controversy. She therefore placed fr01n house to house. I shared the surprise, but not that rehgwi_I IS
1a thmg Which IS m the market, for
the subordinate editorial management of her journal in the wonder. I knew her extraordinary gift of elo- sa.le, the
P!l- d, and to the!ll. a free gift if they
the charge of Robert Dale Owen-the gentleman sub- qnence, her almost unequalled command of words, and Will ?nl_y re<:mve It npoJ?conditiOns stipulated, but
seqnently so prominent in the republic of letters-and the wonderful power of her rich and thrilling voice . thnt It IS an mhrrent prmciple of the soul, possessed to
repaired to Cincinnati, where· she began that remark:· and I doubted not that, if it WllS her will to do it
a gr_eate,r or less degree by all, and that instead of
able series of lectures which have since rendered her had the power of commanding the attention and en- get.ti!ig It, they would. be,, nnd are happier in doing
name a household word amongst all lovers of the lib- chanting the ear of any audience before whom it was reh,gwusly, and cultlvatmg the germ of goodness
.
crty of the human mind. This course included many her pleasure to appear. I was most anxious to hear whwh they already
of the more important cities of the Union, and every- her, but was almost deterred from attempting it: by the: The masses are begmmng to earnestly thinj{ for
where she was met with a degree of estimable enthusi- reports that reached me of the immense crowd that
and who ever knew a real earnest thinker,
asm by her friends and vindictive contumely by her was expected. After many consultations. and hearin,. that did not be.come a free man?
few who preenemies, of which history ttft'ords no precedent nor that many other ladies intended going, my friend Mrs':
to be thinkers, who are makmg crutches for
paralleL
·
P-- ancl myself decided upon making the attempt, crq~pled orthodoxy, are n~w _look~d upon as old
Throughout all her lectnres, however-by the way. accompanied by a party of gentlemen, and found the fogws,,1 by a yery large maJonty. of all the people.
outlook IS cheering for the
both of a religious and political character-this difficulty less than we anticipated, though the bnildin There s.no mistake,
invincible woman ever maintained that heroin di"'nity was crowded in every part. We congratulated
lovers of truth and
of address so characteristic of the natural
selves that we had had the courage to be among the
The prayers of
cannot save the
When threatened with personal violence by the fanati- number, for
my expectations fell far short of the :world from the approachmg crlSls. Free thought is
cal myrmidons of the church and of political dema- splendid, the brillinnt, the overwhelming eloquence of m the vanguard, and the stronj!:holds of creed and
gogues, she exhibited a degree of composure and fear- this extraordinary orntor. Her lecture was upo•l the dogmas tremble\ as well they may, for reason is
lessncss that won for her plaudits, even from her ene- nature of. true knowledge, and it contained little tlmt stronger then faith! !l'nd
sense is revealing
mics. 'l'o use the langqage of an anonymous writer- could lJe objected to by any sect or pnrty. It was in- the errors of superstitiOn, and scwnce is demonstrating
"Probably no man, anil certainly no woman, ever met tended tts an introduction to the startling theories con- the truth.
with such furious opposition. Her views, as announced tained in her subsequent lectures, and could alnrm on!
Go on
good brother, and the lovers of free
in her paper, had ,made her generally known, and be- by the hints it contained that the fabric of human
will rally around the standard yon have set
ing somewhat new, and 'anti-theological,' brought dom could rest securely on no other l1ase than that of up, until THE
a power in the
down upon her head the rancor of religions bigotry." huma.n knowledge.
land, a rock agamst which the tide, wmds and waves
Her acknowledged ability and social status were at all *
* * * * * * '* ,.. ,.. '* ?f
system of a? empty
thus revealed
But to return ;to Miss Wrigl:ft. It is impossible to m Its
def?rm1ty, shall beat m vain.
times sufficient to secure for her, audiences made up
from the best circles in society, ancl her friends often imagine anything more striking than her appearance
Yours for the truth.
DR. C. P. SANFORD,
urged the propriety of her 'speaking in fashionable Her tall and majestic figure, the deep and almost sol:
State Missionary,
halls, charging a fee for admittance. But her answer elllll expression of her eyes, the simple contour of her
I. S. A. of Spiritualists.
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We cannot bind ourselves to our own barbarr.·:• cus.
toms, which have been fostered by th~ ~hurch : up.
held by the Bible. Who kept four milliOns of .man
beings in bondage, sold them like cattle when they
pleased, and did not allow them to call their souls
their own ? Who but Bible believers ? And who
countenanced them in thus sanctifying tlw robbery
and foul wrong, and gave the pretended sanction of
heaven to this blackest crime ? }Iinisters, with the
Bible in their hands, who preached from "Servants
obey your masters," and placed God's foot on the neck
of the trembling slave. No heathen nation ever had
a system of slavery more barbarous than that in America, and the eorner-stone of that institution was the
Christian church and the Bible. Our late war was as
barbarous as any of those of the nations referred to.
Our love of finery and gewgaws shows a barbarous
taste. Our syst11m of punishing criminals for revenge
by choking men and women to death, is no better tim~
the practice of the heathen. Our rum-shops, houses
of prostitution and gambling hells cannot be matched
by any heathen nation on the globe, if we believe the
missionaries who have written upon the subject.
· The howling and jumping at camp-meetings andrevivals are as foolish as the pow-wows of the Indians.
The heathen have no more foolish doctrine than the
dogma of the Trinity-God his own son, and Christ
his own father ! The hell of the heathen is no hotter
than the hell of the Christian ; the devil is no more diabolical, and their God is no more changeable, impotent and mad, than the boasted Christian God of the
Bible.
·
·
Our civilization, if it is superior to the civilization
of other countries, is not due to the Bible, but exists
in spite of it. The progress, civilization and morals
0
soD~ ~~~is~~e ~et:e o~e~~~!~t~~ys' proceedings, there which Christendom has manifested, has been, and is
was a murder trial pro 0o-ressing in the next building, of due to the fact of the inherent goodness of human nawhich the leading papers contained a min.ute account, ture, in the first place ; to happy intermarriages of
with columns of testimony and speeches of counsel in tribes, bloods and races in the second ; and to fortufull. Note the contrast. Here, on one side, was be- nate geographical and climatic situations in the last
ing conducted a case upon which, to a large extent, consideration. Because of these, and in spite of his
free speech depended, as well as a free press; the right religion, the Christian has, in most places, beconie
to publicly declare the truth with good motives and a civilized and enlightened. But Christianity has not
justifiable end-something very important to define, made him so. If there is anything good and noble in
understand, and forever settle in this republic, in- Christianity which is founded on the Bible, it is there
volving principles and questions almost new to this because it cannot be separated from humanity. It,·
new country-of which the public receiveu very mea- with the clergy, has ever been clogs on the wheels of
gre reports, and in most of the papers found none at progress, and it is only those who have thrown it away
all. ·whilst, on the other hand, a murderer was on as exerercising no authority, who are in favor of the
trial (of which we have so many now-a-days) and the highest civilization, freedom and equality, without redisgusting minutire were spread before millions of gard to sex, race or condition. (Bible Christians toreaders regularly every morning, with the usual day, as a mass, are opposed to female sufftage.) In
amount of embellishment and exaggeration, iu the the past the Bible was used to defend slavery and inmost sickening manner.
temperance, and Bible belie\'ers only came out on the
Why this discrimination ? In answer to this ques- right side of those questions when the battle had been
tion I was told by a reporter that ''murder trials take fouo-ht and the victory won. Bible believers oppose
well with the public, and make papers sell." Is this scie~ICe and reform to the last, but when they triumph
the solution~ Can this be a true and correct answer? in spite of their opposition, they are the first to shout,
Is it possible that this holiest of powers thus panders "Glory to the Bible for what it has accomplished!"
to the lowest and vilest instincts of the low and deWhen we read the papers of the day, and find
praved ? ·who are to blame, if the public really de- therein, almost every week, accounts of hanging (lemantl such news? I- answer, the newspapers that fur- galized murders, in which Christian ministers take a
nish the supply.
prominent part); of outrages in the Christian South,
Another qnestion forces itself here upon the mind. and of all the crimes and murders in our _land, we ask,
Can Woodhullism, ·in its worst phase (assuming it to What have we in our Christian civilization to boast of?
be all its enemies insist upon its being) be worse in its A tree is judged by its fruit, so we will judge Chris·
tendency than ·rnurde1·? If not, then why should a tians.
•
murder trial, with all its stereotyped and stale informWho burned John Rogers (in 1555) for difference of
ation, be so fully r·eported, and the late trial barely al- opinion?
Juded to ?
Who kindled the tires at Smithfield (in 1553) for the
Oh, that the press would· but be free, and publish purpose of killing heretics?
" the truth, the whole· truth, and nothing but the
Who rqasted :Miehael Servetus to death ove~a slow
truth ! "
fire (in 1553) for heresy?
·
Who are holding conventions to memorialize Congress to so alter the constitut!on of the Unfted,States,
Truth Seeker.]
that it will !hake God the chwf ruler among niPn, the
Civilization vs. The Bible.
Bible his law, and Jesus Christ the recognized head of
BY P. i!. REPLOGLE.
government ?
Christians-tho~e that call the Bible the inspired
E are often told that we are indebted to the Bi- word of God.
ble for our civilization, and that those nations
Who burned Joan of Arc, the :Maid of Orleans, (in
that do not endorse this book are not civilized. Those 1431) for claiming to be inspired P.
·
who hire ''men of God" to do their tltinking for them,
Who burned John Huss (in 1414) for believing in
hear it from the ''sacred desk," and, pmTot-Iike, they Wickliffe's Bible ?
repeat it without asking if it is true. If true, and if
Who burned five hundred persons as witches at Geall this 'were the result of reading and believing the. neva (in 1515) ?
Bible, it would not prove the Bible to be divine. A
Who burned one thousand at Coma, in Italy (in
book may be useful, though merely human.
1516)?
But where is the proof that we owe our virtue, libWho burned seventeen hundred persons during the
erty and enlightenment to the Bible ? The Abyssin- term of thirty-nine years in Scotland (between 1564
ians have had the Bible in their possession twice as and 1603) ?
long as the Anglo-Saxons, and yet they are a race of
Vfho executed three hundred and forty thousand in
barbarians still. What did the Bible accomplish for England and France, between the years 1600 and 1680?
the people of Syria and Asia :Minor, who were first
This was all done by Christians, who believe the
blessed with it ? So little that the Koran superseded Bible to be the inspired word of God, and that thme
it the :Mohammedans being superior in almost every who cannot believe it ought to suffer the endless torrJspect to the Christians. whom they conquered and ments of hell.
converted. \Vhen the literature of Greec.e and Rome
REV. :Mn. Drx, pastor of Trinity Church, this city,
was supplanted by that of the Bible and the Christian
fathers a night of mental darkness spread over the (the wealthiest Episcopal Church in this country,)
world 'which was not broken up till the invention of preaches that "Protestantism as a moral system is an
printi~g and the revival of pagan literat11re.
entire failure," and that "any form of Catholicism,
The civilization of the Chinesg, Hindoos and Jap- that denies the right of private judgment is better than
anese is llifferent from our civilization, but .in some Protestantism." The first part of his proposition
respects it is as high, and those nations are not much strikes us as true, and the latter as false. For a salary
behind us in some pf the things of which we boast as of $15,000 a year he ought to preach better Protestant·
evidence of our higher civilization. If they fall be- ism. He is evidently leaning towards the Catholic
low our standard in some respects, in others they are church. Should not his Protestant breth1·en take hun
above us.
to task?

the streets of Boston with a rope arotmd his neck, and
would have hanged him.
/ Leading editorials find their way into newspapers
•
•
1 now
on Herbert Spencer's " Sociology," and other
OFFER no apology for c?ntmur~g these papers, 'lS j kindred subjects, when "brought out" by certain
the numerous letters recmved evrdm~ce the mter~st houses · whilst not a word can be read of the Sociology
created in this matter, an~ are expressive of ~urpnse of unpbpular persons in our midst, who have been for
and indignation at the chrcanery ~nd corruptiOn per- a mueh Iono-er time developing a system of thought of
vading onr so-called Free P1·ess, "·.Inch I have re~ealed equal impmi.ance. But the mode of publication whi~h
through your columns_, and calling for fu;ther facts the httter are compelled to adopt, in order to sustam
and informati?n. I >nll pas_s O\'er many of the ques- their enterprise, being unfavorable to its wide recogniti~ns a~ked of you, :Mr._ Edr~?r, an~ ?Ontent myself tion, our journals ignore, or, which is more rrequently
wrth grvmg exact figmes p,~Id em t~m _newspapers, the case o-rossly misrepresent them calhng them
which I had intended to onnt, but grve m answer to "hare-br~i~ed speculations and viciou~ philosophies."
certain doubters.
_
Why ? Is it not because it takes money to '' adverDuring the fiyc ~ears from 1~6·1 to 1871, t~e fol 1ow- tise p ,,
ing sums were pmd. out to crty papers, bemg only
Nine-tenths of the reporting done for newspapers
about ten per cent. of the whole number. .
throughout the land, purporting to be verbati1n reports
Wo_rld ................ 129.01?
Com'l .Adyerhser .. · 1~g-g~~ of trials, debates, etc., are so absurdly false that the
Da!lY News.-········ 431 - 62~
TDelegramt. · · · · · · · · · · 153· 897 JJarticiJJant rarely recoo-nizes
the scenes and statements.
0
Darty Star
. . 218.47,
emocra . · · ·. · ·-. · ·
·
f ·
t·
Express ... ·.·_·_·_-_-_-_-_ .. : 123.019
Mail................. 1~-~o! The reporters are not always to b 1arne, or m mos IllHerald............... 67.580 \ Til)les .... -.......... _5a.;oa stanees they do their duty; lmt when the report re_achSun ................ -.- 68.917
Tnbune · · · · · · · · · · · · 38 ·'41 es the office it must be " doctored "to meet the vwws
Critics may compare the fignr~s and decide for them- of the powe~ behind the throne. Many times the pubselves the amount of value recmved by the taxpayers. Iication of the truth or falsehood depends solely upon
I now present a tab!~ which shows the am~:mn_t of personal considerations, and in all cases must it "suit
reduction made upon brlls presented by the drffment the market" i. e. be popular and respectable(?) ·what
members of our great "Free Press."
paper had the co{rrage to give anything near like a r~Am't claims. ReJuctions. port of the late interesting, and, iu many aspects,.VI15.402
tally important t-rial of Woodhull and Claflin? Yet
Daily News ..................... 73.760
Daily Star...................... 67.756
44.521
the reporters were all in court, busily engaged in takWorld........... .. . . . . . . . . ... . .. 51.401
23.387
inf notes, during the entire time of its duration.
Press~
BY ICONOCLAST.

Have We a Free

No.!.
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I

-~:~;~;~t::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::.;
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Herald.························· !~:~~~
~!:~~
Telegram
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 23.175
T" s
6.196
lme · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 23 • 05 .~,
_
11 480
Sun.···························· 30
737
Tribune························
·
a. 134
This may criyc somewhat nearer the amount of actuat ral·ue "re~eit•ed, and exhibit the price of '' skilled
talent" necessary to ~ct such jobs ''put through" the
legislature.
~Again, there is now a bill before our Iegislatur~ to
pay a million of dollars to certain ne:Yspapers, w!Hch
is well known to be a plan for robbmg the treasury.
All the ad vert ising bills 1hat were based upon any honnest foundations, were nudited and paid. The claims
now presented are those which were rejected, because
they were simply impudent swindles.
Here we can discern the ani-m,ts of the furious onslaught now being made by these journals upon
our present mayor and comptroller, !IS they
constitute the rock upon which these bills were
split. A company styling themseJyes the "I_ndustrial Exhibition Company" recently obtained a charter from the legislature, proposing to give two and a
half millions of dollars for what is geuPrally conceded
to be an absolute swindle, and which was really killed
by our present mayor and c?mptr_ollm:- The support
of nearly every newspaper Ill thrs City had been secured by the piacing of stock in the publisher's hands,
ostensibly in payment for adYertising this fraudulent
scheme, and thus to buy!out the great Free Press and
Palladium of our rights(?)
.
'.rhe outraoreous conduct of the police at the late
workino- me~'s demonstration in Tompkins Square.
has sca~cely been referTed to by the press, in its re~Ily
ferocious character ; although by my own observatiOn
represent!ltives of nearly every city daily were present.
A deputation of working men has been before a commit tee of the legislature, seeking redress for this gross
intPference with their rights, and demanding an investio-ation of the police department, claiming that the
F~deral Constitution prohibits the enactment of
any law "abridging the freedom of speech. or the
rio-ht of the people peaceably to assemble." I am
cl~sely watching the papers to find some among them
that will assist in securing the investigation demanJed.
Surely this is asking little enough, but as yet not a sin5le paper has printed a word in favor of this movement and most of them do not even mention the mat-ter a~ a common news.topic, thus stifling-an important
issue of the times.·
Eut when the day an-ives when the working men are
a power in the land, then mark the sycophancy and
obsequious servility with which they will be met and
treated by this monster of corruption. Was this not
the case, with few exceptions, during the reign of abolitionism ? Where now is the "organ of the South"
that so glibly quoted scripture in defence of slavery ?
Woman Suffrage, Social reform, etc., have been treated
in a like manner, but no sooner does any subject permeate the public mind and become '· re~pectable ''
than every paper becomes its champion, and vigorously upbraid one another for not doing so sooner.
:Mark the meekness which accompanies the publication of the long speeches of Susan B. Anthony, }Irs.
Blake and E. Cady Stanton, in· favor of woman suffrage, before judiciary committees of various states
and the Capitol of the nation. Five years ago they
were ridiculell and sneered at, and why the change ?
Has this paragraph anything to do with it ?
"The chamber, the galleries, the lobbies and· the
ante-rooms were crowded with the most prominent
and leading ladies and gentlemen of the state."
:Men of prominence and respectability indeed ! as
those men were called who stoned Garrison through

whe~re8:~~ ~N:~~tv~~:it:~~~~~sa~~~~~ t~~~~lJ f2{~l~
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subscribers. In the meantime, if I can dQ anything for
the cause here, command my services.
r, ,t· THE TRU'!'H[SEEKER.
ALEX. BADLaM, Calistoga, Cal., writes: I cheerfully subscribe for two copies of your valuable paper and urge our
BY HoRACE W. RICHARDS.
frie:q.ds to do thf' same. ,I am prepared to endorse it,
R .. M. CASEY, Pendleton, 8. 0., writes: THE TRUTH SEEK- commg to us, as It does, With so much kindness and geneWhere seareh for truth ye seek?
E~ Is slowly gaining ground in this benighted, priest- rosity-no body's organ, and nobody's enemy-dispensing
Where find its place of birth?
ridden State. Some of the clergy are borrowing 1t from truth and justice to friends and foes alike.-Just what is
Think ye 'twas born on Sinai's peak?
us .. pqor, hell-doomed infidels," and .the way they pray needed at this time, and JD<lmething I take pride in.
for us IS enough to create a hub-bub in Paradise,
0. CoOLIDGE, Ashland, Oregon. writes: I have seen most
Th«re given to the earth?
G. W. DoLaN, Silverton,. Oregon, writes: I am in posses- of your subscribers here atid all are well pleased with
sion of your valuable paper; allow me to assure you it is r,our paper. I vd•l• ·'t thousand of them could be pubThink ye its eternal fire
all its name indicates, and· could not have been cast upon lished every da: ··" •·-' ,;cattered broadcast over the land.
Flamed first on Hebrew pages?
better soil than this little :place.
L. W. BILLINGSLY, Lincoln, Neb .. writes: Permit me to
Think ye it could alone inspile
\f. B. DELaNO, South Barre. N.Y., writes: Your paper congratulate you upon the improvements in style and
is JUSt the thing for this age, "Don't give up the Ship.' It matter of your paper. I regard it now as the best liberal
The priests of by-gone ages?
must and will live. Go ahead I Legion is the number of paper published. . . , . . . I admire your irrepressible pluck, and, at my earliest leisure, will endeavor to
your patrons in coming time.
up a club for you. It was a wise move of yours to go
Hath it no record true
SaMUEL CRUMP, Pittsford, N. Y., writes: I have no doubt get
the great commercial centre-New York, where you can
Save in the ancient time?
you find it "up hill" business. starting so radical a to
through
the great channels of trade reach readily a large
paper. There IS not unity and interest enough among
Could none but pagan Jew
and establish a great emporium of liberal
liberal. thinkers tq well support a paper or lecturer. population.
literature:
for if we can only get the people to read and
Receive the word sublime?
There IS hardly a Village but what has more or less "here- diseuss both
sides of the question, thoroughly, then the
tics" in it, but they do not take interest enough in pro- battle of mental
freedom will have been won. I drilled
gress to do anythin« to help it along.
Was God asleep 'till then?
for fourteen years in the orthodox ranks. and when I of
HoRACE
M.
RICHARDS,
Philadelphia,
in
a
letter
says
"I
my
O'Yll
accord,
commenced
thinKing independently and
And through the eternal years
like your paper much. The platform is broad enough for applymg the ordinary rules of evidence and logic to this
Could none but Hebrew pen
Humanity to stand upon, and its utterances are bold and religion of Jesus Christ. it would not stand the test. and I
fearless. I wish it mueh success. and bid you God s:peed ceased to be a moral coward. After that, b_y accident, I
Record tho birth of spheres?
carne across that grand work of Buckle's Introductory
in your work for the race.
J. P. E. WHEDON, Wi.ntm-.~et, Iowa, writes: We are well to the History of England. then Draper's "Intellectual
Nay ! Far back beyond their ken,
pleased With THE TRUTH SEEKER and hope YOU will soon Development of Europe," full of noble thoughts; but I
Beyond the reach of story,
):>e suf!iciently eneourag!Jd, by inc~easin~ support, to sei:J.d did not feel I had got to firm footing until· I struck the
1t to us every week. Th1rty days 16 deCidedly too long to Philosophical. Works of that intellectual giant of free
This grand old earth gave birth to men
fast for the mtellectual food with which it comes freight- thought, and who, in my mind, stands without a peer in
· Whose lives were filled with glory I
ed ; and you need not be over anxious to feed it to us in this century-Herbert Spencer. His inexorable logic has
homeopathic doses either, for a great number of poor sent consternation into the ranks of the clergy. !.have
souls (?)are dreadfully bilious, orthodoxical!y. and need with great pleasure read their futile replies. You have
Their voices joined in morning hymn,
ponderous. treatment to save them from John Milton's many valuable works in your published list. If the libeThey, too, knelt low on bended knee
rals would use one-half the zeal in the distribution of
pandemomum ·
these as is shown by God's ele~t in distributing their reAnd reverently prayed to Him"Let Gods attend to that which Go.ds must know.
ligious tracts, they will then have done a great work for
Man's present eares relatfl to things below."
The God they could not see.
humanity.
E. C. KATTELL, Binuhamton, N. Y. writes: The sample
R. B .. HUNTER, Pitt.qlnu·g,' Pa., writes: Although a poor
copy
of
your
:paper
you
sent
me
reads
so
well
I
have
no
They sought for truth, and found it, too,
man, I think I can afford to give ten dollars to aid in
hesitancy in :predicting success in your undertaking. buying
a "Power Press" upon which to print THE TRUTH
For it is written ·everywhe1·e,
Never was there a time more propitious for such a.J?UbliAs the T. 8. is the best liberal paper I l1ave yet
cation. Thought has awakened from its Rip Van Winkle SEEKER.
And we can read its record true
seen,
I
shall ehellrfully pay tile additional sum required.
slumber and needs the kind of food you furnish.
In earth, or sea, or viewless air.
should you decide to issue it weekjy.
p. R. BURT .. JJunleith, Ill., writes: I am highly pleased DR. H.llf. PARKHURSl', Ballwin, St. Louis Co., jl[o. writes:
With the S,pe~lmen nu)llber of THE TRUTH SEEKER ! have am
glad to see your young paper 1n·owing so rapidly.
Each soul can kindle its own altar-fires,
seen. It }S JUSt what IS wanted-a cheap. sound and thor- IWhat
a giant it will be in the near future. and what seroughly hberal paper, free from dogmatism sustained mons it
No other need we call.
will preach to the world from its broad_platform I
by truth, common ssnse, logic and scientific' facts. EnI
"join
with the sentiments of Messrs, Billingsly,
And as our souls to Truth aspire,
closed find. seven dollars to pay for your paper for the Wettstien in"
and Forrest: I also agree to the agreement you
accompanying names.
So on us will its mantle fall/
publish in No.7.- Write me down for one share of $10.00
J, Q. ADAMS, Platt.•mouth. Neb., in a lett6ays: I think m the " Truth Seeker Fund." By all means let THE
philadelphia. March, 1874.
your paper contains more good sense in one number TRUTH SEEKER be a Weekly-! wish to be a subscriber
than all the sermons I have ever heard or read. Do not from No, l. Draw on me at sight when you are ready to
be discouraged about the enterprise. Give us a little time "forward march ! "
to work for you and I hope you will soon Jae able to issue
DAVID P. SoPER, HorneJ', ]fi.un, writes: I received your
it weekly.
[For the 'rruth Seeker.]
much weleomed paper, and think it a perfect gem, and
AARON BERNTRIGGER, Rockfield, Ind., among other thingS will try and get all tile subscribers for it I can.
says; The only fault I find with THE TRUTH SEEKER is
To John J. Miller, Coulterville, Ill.
Jacon REEDY, Toledo, Iowa, says: I <.'annat express in
that it does not come often enough.
the ~ratification I feel for the labor you and others
MARIE DE FORD, Cmvker Citv, Kansas, writes: A,fter an words,
EAR SIR: In your letter of January last, to D
are
in the cause of religious liberty. Sevenof two months I was heartily pleased to lind on teen bestowmg
years
myself and one other were all the infidels
:M. BENNETT you say, "If the Bible is all a lie absence
my return the courageous little TRUTH BEEKER awaiting in this partago
of
the
country. but now I can count them by
I am as well ofi at 'death as you are, and if it is all true my attention. It did not take me long to discover its new scores. Put my name
for one share of the Cylinder
I am infinitely better off." I have heard this same and enlarged a:ppearance in full dress and "jam full" of Press stock, ($10.00). Idown
shall do what I can in the way of
first-class
articles
of
reading
matter.
At
first
.jl;lance
I
old stale assertion made by "scribes, pharisees and thought there must be some mistake; that ou1· ' TRUTH soliciting subscriptions to your paper.
W. W. WALKER, New Bedford, Pa, writes: I think your
hypocrites" of the church hundreds of times, within SEEKER" mnst have got in the "wrong pew," but a little
the lust fifty years, and. I suppose the pr.ofessedly pi- investigation proved the fact, that, altho' improved in last issue the nearest to perfection in its line of any peand dress and apparently quite aristocratic in style, riodical I ever saw-clever, concise, fearless, firm and
ous geese wno uttered 1t really thought 1t true. But looks
it was TRE TRUTH SEEKER still. And while I congratulate true. Success to it.
uothin~ can be further from the tl'uth. It is true that you upon your success, it is my ardent desire to see you
H. S. BacoN, lllilforcl, J[ass., writes: Sueeess to your
your B1ble plainly teaches three "p~ans of salvation," hold out faithful to the end, that you may unflinchinf<"ly brave little sheet and may you within .the next decade be
viz saved by O'race, saved by fa1th, and saved by attack.and level to the dust the ignorance and superstitwn compelled to employ one of the most mammoth presses
to disseminate such principles as it now enunciates. You
wo~ks. Now, I"am well aware that professed Chris- which you have determined to wage war against.
J. WARNER, Patch Grove, lVis., writes: I have perused are producing a gem worthy the support of every intellitians don't pretend that they are to be saved (!Y works .. two
numbers of your paper and must Slty my admiration gent liberal. Go on, ·and success shall attend you,
No, sir. They intend to be saved by the ~loo~ of and approval are accorded in full. Your correspondents
THos. C. GrLMoR, Chelsea, ")[ass, says: I have received
Christ "-to make him a scape-goat for then· sms. E. M. Davis, H. B. Brown and "Iconoclast," please me your spicy sheet and like it much. It is not only a Truth
Seeker but a Truth Speaker as well.
They say " Our own righteousness is as filthy rags." hugely.
H. H. BURTNETT, Camm·qo, Ill., says: Go on and we
SaMUEL LYDIARD. Lono Lake, .Jlfi.nn., writes: Your
This I ha~e often heard believers assert, and I am wilpaper gives universal satisfaction to its many readers in will do you good, as we believe you are in tho right. l\Iy
ling to believe that there is a great deal of truth in it. this locnlity. I have heard many speak of it in the hig-h- pnper does not remain in my office an hour after it is
read. Some troubled soul whose eouvietions are not
Infidels expect to be saved by works, and ~o not <.st terms.
depend in the least on the blood of y.:>ur Chnst, or
J. W. DRAKE, M. D.,JJ,uel·, N.H.• writes: A neighbor who strong ~nough to induce him to Rnbseribe, still has an
itching
to see what your J?aper says. 'l'hey will "come
anybody's blood. They depend entirely on their own received two sample copies of your paper handed them into the fold," by and by. You know it takes time to revoto me, and I read and re-read them, and now number me
works. And your Christ is represented (R~vclations among
your patrons. .Allow me to ~ay I have f!lund no lutionize popular ideas and to ex<'hange superstition for
xxii, xii) us having said, •' ~eholcl I come qmckl:~;, and publiention so much 111 harmony With my ow11 1deas as truth, especially when it involves the thou~,rht among people that it is cutting loose from the only anchor that holds
my reward is with me, to g1ve .every man uccordmg as yours; in fact they ar~ mine only a thousand times better them
their moorings. 'riley C;annnot renlize at ·once
expressed. Stick to the text at tl~e head of. your paper and that tttobark
his WOR]{ shall be,"-not according as his faith shall you
will ri<le smoothly ·upon tho JJiaeid sea of
will wield a power that Will dernohsh the walls of "Heason," and
theil· eenscien<>e, when vroJJerly balanced,
be.
theological superstition.
will be amply satisfied with the understan<ling and conAnd now as to your boast about your being infinitely
W111. SissoN, Port Hope, Uanada, 'Yrites: Yom· "Friendly templation of the "knowable." Hut time, an<l such efbetter off at death than Brother Bennett will-" if the Corr<'spondence" column, of th1s month, shows the forts as you and other eurnest wol'kers are making will
Bible is all true "-it is all mere Christian rant and marked fnvorable opinion 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER is receiv- eventually drive the most objectionable features from our
ing, and were every subs~riber to express an opinion I
creeds.
braggadocio. If you have been more kind, loving, think there would be no d1ssent. For myself I am plea5ed religious
I write this to give you a word of encouragement, and
and charitable to the poor and needy tlntn Brother - I am delighted with the articles it contains, and long as opportunity olfet·s I will tt·y and give you encourageB-- has then von will be "better off" but not infi- may it continue to diseminate tile truth and batter down ment of a more substttntial character.
that " degrades mankind mentally or physicnitely.
no; ·your <?hristia.n idea tha~ ~here is to everything
ally."
·
There are three discoveries which during tile last <iUarbe 1111 infinite difference m the future conditiOn of any
ELLA E. GIBSoN Barre, .Mass., writes; Your February
of a century have entirely <:hanged the vosition of
of the Iutman race, iR too absurd and ridiculuus to be number is so far 'superior to ltnything I have seen in th!l ter
mttural seience-the medtanieal cr1uivalent of heat, spccbelieved by any but superunnuat~d old women and shape of tt radical paper that I must congratulate you truin analysis. and tho Darwinian theories.
its appearance and the talent you have secured.
little children who have been tramed up (or down?) ur,on
It would take 1,245,000 globes as large as tile one we in\V hat ( admire most is the out-spoken frankness of its
in modern ortlwdox Sunday schools. The pharisee~ writerR-iiO few words us0d and so direct to tile point. habitto make one er1ual in size to the sun. !ts don,; it.\ is but
greater than water. Jupiter thelm·ge~t ol the planets
and hypocrites in the clmrches of the pres~nt day, (and Not a foolish Benteuce or second-rate >trtirle in tile whole little
is 1,400 times that of' tile earth. lts density is neurly the
their name is legion, ·vid~ the number of pwus '• salary number but filled with pith, every line striking hard same as tho sun's.
blows ui)on old theology that must" tell" where tile paper
grabbers," Credit Mobihers and JaJ:" ~ook.es) ur_e ~a bor- is eircu lttted.
"Tho receiYed theory resvecting the creation of tile
ing clay and night to check the nsmg t1clc of liberal
Solar i:lystem," says Herbort~pen<Jl\r .. is unmistakably of
GARLICK, Sil••e1· City, Iclaho. writes: Bein~shown l9W origin, You may clearly trace it bauk to vrimitive
thought and to ricliC'ul e and denounce everytlnug thut byWM.
an orthodox neighbor a copy of THE 'l'1m1.'H SEEKER. mythologies. Its I·emotest ancestor is the doctrine that
dares to' travel outside tho old, time-worn ruts of their in a tantalizing mannnr, as being tile kind of ;t paper for the celestial bodies are personages who originally live(l
me
I was led to examino it and I soon found It was in on the oarth-a doctrine still heW by some nell'roes Livingdilapidated creeds.
.
reu}ity the very paper I had long been !no king for, and stone visited. i:lcicnee httving divested tne sun and
Hoping that you may so demean yourself as to be onlooking
around and talking with a few fri.-nds I learn- planet<> of their divine personalities, this old idea was
as 1rell off at clcath as Brother Bennett,
ed there were enough of us to take ten copies, whose ·suceeed<'d by the illPa which even Kepler entertained, that
I anr,Very truly yours, in search after every truth names I here give you,
the planets are guided in their eourses IJy presiding
HENIW D. CosEY. Chelsea. Mass .. writes : Enclosed I spirits-no longer themselves gULls, they are still keJJt in
and all truth
T. J. MOORE.
sond you fifty cents. I Jecline tho consi(leration which their orbits by gods. And when gravitation eame to <lisSta!:field,
il'Iarch 15, 1874.
entitles me to a discount. A dollar is but a poor compen- pease with these eolestial sleursman, there was begotten
sation for the satisfaction altorded me b.Y reading your a belief less ~ross than its pttrent, but partaking of tile
edifying paper. It is so plettsant to perceive reason,.lilm same essontml nature. that tho phtnots were originally
Dip the hand into 11 finger glass until the \yate,r in it is a monitor detecting, checking and battling priestcraft. JaunPhcll into their orbits from the Ure1ttor's lmnd.
warmed one degree. An amount of energy IS Withdr~wn fraud and' oppression. 1\'Iay success crown your efforts. Evidcutly. though much relined, tlw anthropomorphism
tram that hand sufficient to proiect that water. to n hmght I have mv little shoulder at the wheel of r.rogress in this of current hypotlwsis i>' inherited from the aboriginal
f 772 or if the degree be centigrade, to a heu:rht qf 1,390 locality, and as soon as I can get their 'courage to tile anthropomorphism. which descl'ii)e<l gods as the stronger
~eet above the earth's surface-three times the hmght of sticking point~' I shall send on the names of a few new order of men."
St· Pa.ul's.-:7'ynclall.
J
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Wasted Resources.
BY D. H. CLARK.
It is impossible for an observing person, not under
the influence of a blinding zeal, to fail to perceive the
wastefulness of popular religious expenditures. There
is one virtue which Christianity, be it said to its
praise, has always nurtured-the virtue of giving.
This has always been regarded as in a high degree
meritorious. But not only has it been, very ~argely,
misdirected giving, but the impelling motive also has
detracted much from its nobleness. It has been very
generally believed that it is possible thus to atone for
one's moral delinquencies; to make his peace with
heaven-to purchase his future salvation.
The
"Teater the sinner the more munificent w'ere his benefactions. The idea is not yet altogether obsolete.
The same motive, doubtless, is more or less consciously behind much of the giving \tmong religious
people to-day. :Much of it is of an unthinking character-simply in obedience to the ecclesiastical requirements, or because it is a religious fashion. The
church is thus the recipient of vast resources. That
the uses to which they are put do not show a
commensurate wisdom is too plain to be disputed.
One or two recent incidents in my experience,
although trilling in themselves, tend to confirm this.
I had occasion one day in the latter part of last summer while in Philadelphia, to take a trip of a few
mil~s from the city. I was early at the depot, and
one of the first to occupy a seat in the car. I saw,
however that some one had been there before me, for
the .seat~ were profusely bestrewn with tracts of the
most ultra-orthodox description. I regret ihat I have
lost the one which I put in my pocket for a curiosity
to show my radical brethren, or I might insert here
some passages from it. It bore, I remember, this caption "A Good Bargain," and was intended to warn
the l' unconverted" against ''the wrath to come," being literally interspersed 'with such scriptural extracts
as this, "what shall it profit a man if he gain the
whole world and lose his own soul," etc.
I felt the depraved interest of an impenitent and
hopeless unbeliever, to notice the effect, so far as it
might be visible, of these exhortatory leaflets upon
my fellow-passengers, and accordingly withdrew into
an imaginary" loophole of retreat," lto borrow Cowper's expression,) to take observations. As the time
approached for the starting of the train one a~ter
another came in. It was now the young school Miss,
with an armful of books, who took up the tract, gave
a careless glance at it, and threw it on the floor. It
was now the merchant returning home from a day of
business in the city, who brushed it aside with a similar indifference. It was now a matronly group, engaged in animated conversation, who had just concluded a shopping expedition and. took their seats
apparently quite oblivious of the before mentioned
distribution. It was now this one, and now that, until the car was well nigh filled. I ran my eye along
the floor and saw these appeals to those "out of the
ark of safety " scattered from one end of the car to
the other, many of them already so soiled and begrimed with foot-prints as to be almost unreadable.
I gave a searching look around me to see if I could
discover any one reading one of them, but looked in
vain. I doubt whether any one showed them so much
defm·ence as even I, a free thinker did, by putting one
in his pocket. There were one or two reflections
awakened by this, what some may deem insigni;ticant
occurrence which I have attempted to descnbe, that
has caused it to linger in my memory.
It was made clear to me that the most startling appeals-or what are intended for such, of the perishing religious creeds fail longer to stir responsive
emotions or interest in the larger portion of their adherents, wlaen conveyed in this printed form at least.
I suppose that the aggregate cost of the tracts thus
scattered "in prayer and faith" was small, and if a
solitary instance of the kind occurred would be
scarcely worth ·mentioning, but when we consider
that similar exhibitions are not rare, the question
arises >Vhether in view of the calls of humanity everywhere, in view of the fact that men and women starve
every year in our great cities-that persons are often
sent to prison for stealing the necessaries of life, and
this, too, within the shadow of costly Christian temples, palatial residences and luxurious Christian
homes, there are not other urgent works of "salvation " though, peradventure, wholly related to the
present, to which these expenditures might be devoted
with greater wisdom and profit.
I have yet another little incident, not altogether
unlike the foregoing, that may be subjoined in this
connection, as it affords similar testimony. I was in
the city, to which I have referred on another occasion, and lodged for the night at a hotel where I am
in the habit of stopping. A porter showed me at
bed time, to my room, and was about to leave 'me
when I discovered that the bolt inside the door was
bent, rendering it unserviceable. I called his ~ttcn
tion to it, when casting a look about the room in vain
for something to restore its shape, he took very uncon411medly, a Bible from a table and began to pound
&he bolt as if insteaal of "the precious volume book
divin~" he were s~mply applyi~g a ponderou~ hammer. · He aooomphshed hiS obJect, but not until one

18~ 4.

corner of the book was pretty effectually knocked to
pieces.
'
I remarked "that is rather rough use to put the
Bible to, is it ~ot ? " He replied, "nobody reads it."
This was perhaps an exag~erate~ st~tement. But I
am persuaded; from what Is obywus m most of such
instances that after due allowance has been made, for
very rar~ exceptions to the ~eneral rule, there :vas
much more truth in the porters words than our Bible
distributing societies would ~e ready to acknowledge.
There were in this hotel, I Will say, a hundred rooms.
There may have been, for aught I know, double the
number. Now putting these books at one dollar per
volume which would be about one half what books
of the ~arne style are ordinarily sold for, there would
be $100.00 appropriated here to this little better than
useless purpose. I am proceeding upon the presumption that these books were a donation from a Bible
society, as they are generally in such case?. I do not
believe from what I know of the proprietors, they
would have been purchased otherwise. An extended
acquaintance with the operations and resal~s of Bible
and tract societies would show, I feel convmced, that
the examples which I have submitted exhibit the average product of these popular religious expenditures.
But there are various illustrations of such wastefulness that are even more striking-what could be more
wasteful than the foreign mission system, when one considers its enormous expense and the insignificant fruit
which it yields. Its history, from the time when Innocent IV and Louis the Pious, in 1248, sent their mendicant fri~rs among the Mongols, has been a continued sucC(lssion of failures. Its record is one of the strangest
marvels of our marvellous humanity. In any other
cause than that of religion, the energy which has been
given to these endeavors would have been long ago
exhausted. And yet these efforts of perverse fanaticism first under the Roman Catholic Church, with all
their' attendant inhumanities, and then the Protestant
~o force upon the people of other lands, frequently
upon semi-barbarians and savages, a religion but little
better in the f')rm presented, if not inferior, to their
own have been perpetuated for centuries. It is annou~ced that there is amiually expended by the different Protestanlil..missionary societies of the world the
sum of $5,00~00, and that the average cost of each
soul that is thus won to Chiist is $1,311 (one thousand
three hundred and eleven dollars). The sum expended in the eleven 'years between 1857 and 1868 was
was over $47,000,000. It has also been demonstrated
that it takes seventy-five per cent. of the money
raised, to run the machinery of these operations,
in other words, three dollars out of every four to get
one to tlie missionary station. The Rev. Dr. Newman
in a recent letter from Japan to the Christian Advocate closes with this passage: "Omitting the RomanCatholic priests and the Protestant ministers engaged
in school-teaching, there are in all Japan to-day but
twenty-seven missionaries to thirty millions of people
-not one missionary to a million of souls. There
are less than three hundred followers of our divine
Lord. Y ct the Lord hath spoken it, ''All shall know
him from the least to the greatest." It will be seen by
this quotation that the enumeration here presented
does not include the whole number of the actual missionary force. Roman Catholics are left out of account, as non-Christians, needing themselves to be
converted, though claiming no less strenuously to be
Christian than the Doctor himself. So of Protestant
clergymen engaged in teaching. Twenty-seven missionaries' and three hundred adherents. ''Yet the
Lord hath spoken it," &c. It is ~rtainly a fortunate
circumstance that those who have taken in hand the
"little job" of changing the religion of Japan have
this cheering assurance, for, according to all intelligent calculation, the prospect otherwise, would be
anything but encouraging, Nevertheless, we confess
that such a repoi"t looks to us as if the church were
hard pushed to find employment for its money and
energies. If we suppose that each of the missionaries
just referred to, receives a salary of $1000 per annum
-which is a very moderate supposition, the whole
sum thus expended would be twenty-seven thousand
dollars annually. Twenty-seven missionaries to three
hundred parishioners, in proportionate divisions
would not give a very exacti_ng charge, numerically
speaking, to each. But it may be said that much of
the time and labor of these ''heralds of salvation" is
given to the dissemination of the Bible and tracts.
We have seen some indications of the value of such
work at home. Can we expect better results under
such circumstances as those in view? It may be said
that teaching is also on.e of the occupations. "Is there
not something of the kind," one is tempted to ask,
"still remaining to be done even in our Christian civil·zation ? " It is stated that there are over five millions
of persons in the 1Jonited States, under ten years of
age, who can neither read nor write, that there are,
or were according to statistics in 1870, in this single
State of Pennsylvania in which I am writing, 75,000
children through the neglect of parents, or one cause
or another, who are growing- up in idleness and ignorance outside of our excellent school system. In
New York city the number ranges from 20,000 to
60,000>. Even in Massachusetts, probably the best
educated St.ate in the world, the average age of leaving school is 11 years. The reports of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics of Labor show that though
the statutes of the State prohibit children under teli

years of age from working in factories, and demand
that between • and .fifteen they shall have three
months schooling in a year, the law is very freely violated. So, it is perceived that there is a work of
education unperformed at home, and likely to be for
a long time to come, that is anything but insignifi.
cant.
To be concluded in our neaJt.
[For The Truth Seeker.!

History and Principles of a Real Homestead and Government.
MR. EDITOR : I wish to publish in a series of numbers the history and principles of the Land Reform
agitation, first in your TRUTH SEEKEH, and then in
book form. I have preserved one of the very few complete files of· our Land Reform papers, that I can hear
of, for reference, called the People's Rif!hts, the Worlcingman's Advocate, and Yottng Amm'lca. These papers were edited by George H. Evans, printed and published with his own means,· and kept up for five years,
when the common parties embraced the measures
which resulted in the present Homestead Laws.
In the winter of 1844, he came to New York city
with his printing establishment from his little farm at
}Iiddletown Point, Monmouth Co., New Jersey-a
place as obscure as Nazareth, the nativi~y of Christ, in
the o-eography of the world-and proclaimed that each
pers~n's natural wants gave a natural right to a share
in the soil and that it was the only true salvation of
man from pauperism, crime and misery.
THE THREE MEASURES OF LAND REFORM.
He called about six persons around him (myself included) and suggested his plan of agitation. It was to
publish a paper urging the three measures of the
" Freedom of the public lands to actual settlers in limited quantities," as a Congressional one, the." Homestead Exemption " and '' Land limitation. of the purchase and sale of the already private ownerships," as
State measures. These measures were to be presented
to the candidates of all parties, with our votes, in case
they pledged their advocacy. But when none acceded,
we gave our suffrage to nominees in our own ranks,
with the view at least to hold the balance of power or
to defeat opponents.
THE PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENT 0]' LAND REFORM.
This was the first instance in the history of man of
organizing a movement for the arrest of the monopolizing traffic in land. Thomas Paine had hinted at
the necessity. for each man to have an access to the
soil, William Cobbett and . others carried the thought
further, and denounced the tmmense monopoly of the
land by the aristocracy of Europe ; but it was George
H. Evans who came forward with the fully-developed
principle that each man, from the necessity of his natural wants, was entitled to a needful share of the soil
and appurtenant elements. This struck down to the
bottom of the evil, and, of~course, was but "a still,
small voice," but it will end in the most thorough reform that has agitated mankind .. All previous so-called
reforms have only been a change ·in the form of the
accursed evil upon which society and government are
founded. The supposed reform of the feudal system
was only a change from that in which the serf had
some hold on the soil, to that of a rent-racked tenant.
The supposed reform of chattel slavery is only a change
to that of a hireling, starving slave. And the so-called
reform of absolute monarchy is nothing more than a
change to a constitutional monarchy and a representative republic, which is only a division of power, that
can far more strongly oppress the toiling masses.
Thus every supposed reform, heretofore, has only been
a modified form or phase which the alienation of all
rights have been undergoing. And such is the ignorance of man that the culminating point of evil is not
yet reached. Fox and deer-hunting lords are grabbing
the common and other lands for hunting grounds in
England and Europe, which, justly belong to the landless people.
A :MONUMEN'l'AL BUST TO G. H. EVANS.
Let us, then, continue our agitation by every possible means to instruct all mankind in the true principles
of their rights. · I can see no more efficient means besides those of newspaper anu oral discussion than that
of erecting to the memory and principles of George
H. Evans, a bust and pedestal in Central or Prospect
Park, with his name, "Homes for All," and "Erected
by his appreciating friends," carved upon it. To give
it a start I will contribute fifty dollars towards its erection.
LEWIS liasQUERIER.
Greenpoint, March 1, 1874.
[l'o bo continued.!
-------.~~------

SUNDERLAND ON THE W ANE.-The Chaplain of the
Senate, Dr. Sunderland, is just now exceedingly unpopular. The feeling against him has been growing
for a couple of months on account of his preposterous
prayers. He is a vain, conceited, showy and garrulous little man, and makes use of his position to pray
at everybody and to air himself on all occasions. The
feeling against him culminated at the Sumner obsequies in the Senate. He made a very long and magniloquent prayer on that occasion.-Troy Timea.
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to escap~ ~ o~t. into the great world, and acquaint our- they know, you know. The art of printing they also
selves w_1th Its ten thousand inimitable beauties-its said was his devilish work, yet they thought' .they
forests, ~ts lakes, its rivers, its cataracts and cascades, would beat him at 'his own game by seizing hold of
By JoHN .SYPHERS.
oceans, Islands, seas and continents. God who had his great art, and publis]1ing God's book the Bible
HA YE to laugh to myself, even to this day, when power to creat~ a universe, certainly could i1ave done and thereby tum his discovery against him~elf. They
I tlunk back to my boyhood days· and remember much better b,y us than to shut us up in a little garden declared, also, t~a~ the Devil invented lightning ro·d~,
the scenes of fear and mental anguish I passed throu!Th less t~an II; mi!e square, on a world twenty-five thous~ yet ~hey were willing to have them put upon their
being constantly rendered miserable by the instr~c~ and m1les mc1rcumference. · What did he in:tend the meetmg-houses, to keep God from striking down his
tion~ of my parents and Sunday-school teachers con- other portions of it for, I wonder~ He even did not ow~ houses with hi~ own lightning, if he should ever• ·
ccrnmg the end of the world, the day of judgment cr~ate any clothes for us, but left us naked, like the get m a pet and feel mclined to do so. The devil, too.
the 1devil, death, hell, the grave, &c., &c. · Oh ! ho~ ammals. And I guess, if the truth were told we were mvented t~e ·_telegraph, and now runs it upon general
many sleep!ess nights have·} passed-all curled up un• nothing more or less than animals and ne~er would natural prmc1ples. Yes, the devil has almost annihider my qmlts and feather-bed-trembling. in every have arisen to the dignity of manho~d had it not been lated time aild space by his inventions. When friction
nerve, for fear that I sl~ould die before morning and fot· the "kindly assistance of a friendly devil. He- matches were first invented orthodox people cried out
go to hell, there ~o wa1l and howl forever, gnashing good old soul that he is-let down the bars, and gave "Behold the work of the devil! Now we shall soo~
~y t~eth and spoutmg _reel-hot flames from my mouth, t~s a chance to escape from the narrow confines of that see every man settino- his neighbor's house and barn in
kwkmg the fire-brands m every direction. I can't help h~t~e cabbage-patch out into the gre>tt world-thus flames! "; And they ~ailed tlilim "Lucifer's matches,"
but laugh now to thinli what a little heathen I then glvmg us a chance to expand, to progress in wisdom, and I beheve they are by many so called to this day.
All the great reformerfl. of the world were first sent
was, and weep to think what big heathens my parents knowledge and power, and work our way up into the
and teachers were. I became pale and wan, and manh?od and ci';'ilization which we now enjoy. If out on their missions by the devil. At least, so their
really do belie':e that I sl!oulcl have died, if my mind there Is any one thing that I know better than another ~rthodox opponents affirmed, and you know they won't
had not got relief. The 1dea that the Devil was con- it is the fact tha_t I shall never be able to fully repay he! Martm Luther, John Calvin, John Newton John
stantly on his· roaring rounds, looking out for me or the debt I owe him, for the many ten thousand kind- Knox, John the Baptist, John Wesley and Jol~n Syanybody else that he could lay his devilish paws upon nesses he h~s shown_ to our race,. in other ways and phers were all pushed out before the world and inwas constantly before my mind. The harder I tried manners besides helpmg us to overleap the narrow spired by Satan!! And therewas.Jesus, the barn,
bridge and house carpenter of Judea who starved
to shake it off, the stronger its hold upon me.
.confines of Eden.
I possessed a. very timid, sensitive organization and
Look through the history of the world, and' see what him~elf fo:ty days and forty nights t~ superinduce
was always very uneasy when I was out in the w'oods he has done. What great inventiljl or discovery was medmmslnp, _they declared that he had a devil, and
alone, and was always very careful to avoid dark ever made, but what the orthodox swore was the work cast out dev1ls by Beelzebub, who was notoriously
known to be the great head boss of all devils ! But
hollows and lonely places. I never could muster the of the Devil? .~
nerve to venture a_Ione into such places, for if I did, 1
Now take another look, and see what God has done. Jesus, the great Reformer, when he had abandoned
felt almost certam that the "old hell roarer" would J:o.ok at the nations he has destroyed. Look at the the saw, the. square and the jack-plane, never to take
get after me. I have often imagined that I heard him etttes he has burned up-that is, if the Bible tells the th~m up agam, l?~ked at ~he po01: fo?ls_ with pity, and
coming, roaring, over the hills after me and then oh truth. Look at the wars he has carrie(fi)on · look at smd unto them, If the light winch IS m yon be dark:
Lord ! wouldn't I cut dirt for home? '
'
his jealousy and revenge. Look how relentless and ness, then oh how great is that darkness! " '' Woe
The tallest running. and, I think, the best tirne ) unforgiving, even to his own chosen people, the Jews. unto you, scribes and pharisees, (orthodox) hypocrites!
ever made, was when I was a boy about eleven years He. could Rever rest eas;y:, nor sleep :well of nights, How can you escape the damnation of hell ~ " But
old, running from an imaginary devil. Down from unt1l he had destroyed thmr great cap1tal, the city of the i~orance and religious intolerance of his times
the hills and woods I flew-over the fences j leaped J~rusalem. He declared that he would bring against made It absolutely dangerous for any man to make such
like a deer-bareheaded and barefooted shoes and hat his people from afar a fierce nation, who would reduce punches as that into the p;reat religious hornets' nest of
left far behind. As I approached the h'ouse my Aunt them to the great extrmnity of eating their own chil- his day, so they went for him on general principles
Mary Ann, who was living at our house, ~ame run- dren ; a_nd all for some little, petty, imaginary ofl~mce, 3;nd, as they thought, were doing God service, by set~
ning out to meet me, crying at the top of her voice, amountmg to nothing more, perhaps, than making a tmg the "rough-scufls" and ''blood-tubs" on his
'' J uhn, John ! What on earth is the matter ~"
mouth or crooking a finger at him. · Ancl if his pl·each- track, wh?, backed up an~ "egged on" by the priests,
" Matter enough," says I ; "don't you hear the devil ~rs are to .Pe believed, he has not improved much with- hunted h1m down. Puttmg him through the farce of
coming, roaring over the hills after me ? "
m the la"t five thousand years, for many of them a mock trl'!Ll upon a trumped-up indictment, they conThen Aunty exclaimed, "Oh, John, John ! you little stoutly affirmed that he burned the city of Chica!To! demned and killed him, shamefully nailing him to·a
white-headed fool ! Don't you know that is Neighbor But if he had wanted to si!J>w us a good test of 'his cross. The punch which he gave into the hornets' nest
Jones's bull~ Look, yonder he is, now, coming down power, why did he not burn up Lake Michigan~ It proved his ruin and cost him his life. With him nonthe hill. Go back to the ridge and finish gathering wo,uld have been so easy then to have argued that no- resistance wa8 a great virtue. If it had been' I I
your hickory nuts and chestnuts, and never let me see body but God could burn water. Bes1des, in burning s_hould have spunked up to_ the devHs, and sold i:ny
you act the fool so again. There is no devil roaring up the city he destroyed much of his own property, in hfe to them as dearly as poss1ble. I would have said
about among these hills--I don't care if you "did hear he shape of God-houses. What induce~nt is there to them, "Look here, my good fellows, you must learn
the preacher read it in the Bible last Sunday. And to dedi~at~ their new temples to him, which they are that with me the first great law of life is self-preservabesides, if there was one, I am sure he could never now bmldmg? Have they any pledges that he will tion. N~w stand back, or some of you will get hurt!"
But so 1t goes. Even to-day there is a new spiritual
catch you, judging from the way you came down that not soon destroy them again ~ He is liable, according
lane. You would .be much more lilrely to catch him, to the_character ~rawn of him in the Bible, to fly into ~ispensation flowil!g in upon the world, 1bringing with
It the demonstration of man's immortality, and the
than he you. I would be quite willing to risk five a passwn at any time, and smalih tliings!
dollars that in a fair race yon c,ould 'beat the Devil.'
A being clothed with the power that he has, should 01ihodox preachers or rather" soul-roasters," I should
Go back, go back, you little white-headed simpleton never let such angry passions rise. It is absolu.tely dan- call them, swear upon their (un)holy altars that it is
and bring home the nuts you have gathered."
' [Je?"ous. He does things, when those spells come on to a dead certainty and without a doubt, the work of
Any parents who are ignorant and wicked enough him, that would hang you or me higher than Haman ; the very DEVIL HIMSELF! 'Tis laughable ! Poor
to teach their confiding children such nonsense, are yet we are !)Sked by his. self-constituted vicegerents to blind bats ! It would t~ke a thousand shocks from
committing an unpardonable sin, for ";hich they can- fall clown and worship him for tl1e same. Now my the great batteries of etemal damnation which they
not be forgiven. Snch teachings, where they are worsl1ipful organs won't work a bit, when I direct them preach, to knock ofl or even to loosen the scales from
really believed by children, take the sunshine. love and towards a being who is so full of vengeance towards their eyes. No, the world will never be able to give
beauty all out of their young and innocent lives, and his children that, for almost ~ny trifling offence, he the Devil his due. There is too much due him on the
force upon them a blue, barren, unnatural, miserable will reduce them to such straits as he declared he old score, and the debt is running up fast for he is doexistence, and fill the young mind with clouds, shut- would, in the fourth chapter and twelfth verse of Eze- ing wonders for us in these modern ti~es. Gerald
~Iassey need not ask any more wh;~: God don't kill the
ting out tlte pure sunlight of love and truth. In times kiel.
of old, they say he went about like a roaring lion,
Take down your dusty Bible and read it. I dare Devil. He can't do it. The Dev1l is the best man of
seeking whom he might devour. But what has become not quote it, for the Bible has been declared by our the two. He has p;ot the inside track in his great race
of him ? I hear little or nothing about him any mol· e. courts to be an obscene book, and to quote it without with the Lord, and he is able to keep it.
In fact, we owe him for almost everything that we
Has he quit the business, or has he caught all he w~mts~ note or comment has become absolutely dangerous. At
I gues~ he has quit his roaring about on the earth and least, so thinks George Francis Train, and others who have and are-i. e., the orthodox say that he 'ie the author
of these things, and of course they won't lie. In
gone home to reconstruct his hell-hole, sweep dc;Jwn are pretty good authority. I used to quote the Bible,
his smoky walls, whitewash and fix up things, making but dare not do it now. I only give you chapter and consideration, then, of his great services to our race
them decent and respectable, a fit ab6de for the com' verse. No, I cannot worship auy being who would -for his many inventions and discoveries, I move that
pany now crowding into his domains. His business serve his own dear children such a mean, dirty trick, we take steps immediately towards rearing for him a
has prospered so unexpectedly that he has now beaten ns to force them to use such peculiar shortening in monument-an alabaster sliaft of fame, whose lofty
the Lord at his own game. Re now gets almost all their biscuits and ''flap-jacks" as he said he would, heights shall pierce the stormy clouds and lift its towering head to heaven, bearing in golden capitals this
respectable and thinking people of brains. · About in Ezekiel fourth and twelfth.
'
ninety per cent. of the whole human family now go
But look at the noble record of the Devil. Through inscription :
SACRED TO THE MEMORY OF
straight to him at death-that is, according to the his counsel we gained the privilege of a world, while
teachings of old Orthodoxy, for she swears by her sa- God only gave us the privilege of a garden. His ClU"Se
cred altars that the thing is simmered down to this- upon man w'as that he should eat his bread by the
THE DEVIL,
" Come into the c!iurch, m· go to hell I"
swelat of his brow. This imaginary curse has clone
Whose deeds-whose glorious deeds,
"Believe (us) or be damned ! "
more. to make la?or unrespected than all thin~s else
Have rendered his name immortal !
And now, as the scientific world-me!). of true combmed. The B1b~e says_ tl!at God avenged hnnself
knowled"e and civilization-will, as a general thing, upon Satan by_knockmg oft h1s trotters, but how many
Streator, Ills.
lll1ve nor~e of the church in theirs, therefore they are l~gs he lost .1s not stat~d, for as to whether he w~s a
the "Devil'.~ meat," sure.
~)!J?Cd or a ~1uad1:uped IS yet. an unsettled ques~wn.
. .
.
They say Luther tln-ew an ~nkstand_ at the Devil, but ~I-s t~·ue In_s rat~ons_ ~er~ a litt_l~ rou_gh 1 as l~1s ?~ll o~
J. H. 1\fAEDIER, the recent distmgmshe~ German ashe dudo-ed it. The old ag1tator nught have known fm e '"as dn t .f01 bl cald~st, dn t f~1 dmner, dn t for tronomer, who for many years acted as Director of the
that hebould not hmi so hard a case as the Devil, even s~tpper, and thrt_ all the tnne .. B~rt If th_e Lord really Observatory of Dorpat, Hussia, gave special attention
if he had hit him with an inkstand. Why didn't he d~d do ns the Bible says l~e did, ~n makmg- Satan eat to the determination and displacement of the fixed stars,
take n brick-bat, a flatiron or tt hatchet ? The Devil dirt, then all I have to s~y I~, that_ It only adds another the gral'ld problem of modern nstronomy. His obserlaughed, no dou~t, when he saw the great reformer to_ ~l~e gre~t n~mber 0 ~. his il~~·ty tnck8 I But t~e P~eas- vat ion~ led him to a hyp?thesis of _the constitutio~ of
coming at him with such weapons!
l1l e ,m~ li<tppn~ess dellved f!Om the self-conscwusness the umverse, very starthn o- to Ius contemporanes.
,
But 1 believe in giving the Devil his due. In f!lct, ~f h~vmg perfor~ned agreat and good act, more tlu~n ~He conceived there exist~ a grand celestial body,
almost everybody says he believes the same thmg. lepald Satan fm all the legs he_ ever l?st. ~ut s~nd which he called the Central Sun,,about which the fixed
q,'he only question is, What am his dues? I have been legs must have _beeni:estored to _hnn agan1:, fm·. m after stars and their planetary systems revolve just as the
Iookino- over the accounts a little lately, ·and find that 11;ges we ~nd lum gomg; abou~ hke a roanng hon, and· planets turn around our sun. He asserted this Cenwe nil owe him n great deal. His clues are immense, hons don t cra:vl. on th_e1r belhes,_ you ~no~.
tral Sun, to be the centre of the entire universe and
much more I feRr than we shall ever be able to pay.
But the Dev.11 18 n? fool. He IS a setentific old cuss-. believed it to be the place of sojourn of the Divine
It was he, y'ou will' recollect, who helped us out?[ the t?mer, ful_I of m;entwn and progress. It. was the D~- Being._ He annually published the 1:esu!ts of his obscrape, when our first parents were penned up m the j VII that dlscovere~ s~eam, you know-~t least, ~he OI- servatwns and thus afforded great atd to the various
. garden. Through his agency alone we were enabled thoclox people satd lt was th~ work of the devil, and students of the science.
•

~'Give the Devil his Due I"·
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will aga~n take a brief ~iew of the Bible
W Eaccount
of creation, and decide if we. ca_n

ence in days' works ! ·u it required Deity to employ
himself five days to make this small world it must
necessarily have occupied him millions and billions
of years to make and regulate the entire boundl~ss
universe ! How brief is the account o_f the making
of these innumerable suns and worlds .. It is all comprised in five words, '·He made the stars also." How
little the writer of the book of Genesis knew of the
immense number, size and distance of these suns and
revolving worlds, how little he knew of the size and
distance of our own sun, how little he knew of the
motions of the earth and other planets which revolve
around the sun as well as. turning upon their own axis.
How little he knew of any of the many truths which
unerring science has brought to our knowledge.
It would seem no sensible person could believe an
ac.count showing so much ignorance-such a great
want of knowledge, was ever written, or dictated by
Deity who is believed:to be the source of all truth and
all knowledge. Why should we continue to call it a
perfect, divine account when it is so clearly an imperfect human account ? Why should we award it a
divine origin, while it•nowhere claims it itself and
nowhere shows it is in the slightest degree entitled tu

el over the roads, the merchants who transport goods,
and the farmers who ship their produce and stock to
market. By these wrongs the prices of goods, produce, &c., are unavoidably increased, which have to
be paid by the consumers.
It is perfectly safe to say, if our railroads were hon~
estly built and honestly conducted, if this "stockwatering'' had never taken place, if the stock of our
railroads was to-day at the honest priees it should be,
and not hundreds of millons too hig:t, our f~res and
freights over these roads would be less than half what
they now are. The farmer could get much better prices for his wheat, his corn, his cattle and hogs; the
merchant could transport his goods at greatly reduced
prices, and the travelling pultlic could ride two thousand miles for less money than it now costs to ride a
thousand. In this way ·millions of dollars could ·be
annually saved to the people of this country, which
now, by a system of gross fraud and dishonesty, are
literally filched from their pockets.
·This great injustice is not unknown to the leading
press of the country, but (for reasons well understood)
it opens not its mouth. It is under the pay of the railroad monopolies. Hundreds of thousands of dollars
are by these railroad kings yearly paid to the press,
and it can hardly afford to speak the truth about these
enormous wrongs. As for us, we owe the railroads
nothing, and hope to so continue. We dare speak
what we believe to be true, and to express the wrongs
done· the pe0ple. We conceive it will be but simple
justice for the government to appoint a set·of capable,
honest commissioners (if we can ever succeed in getting an honest government) to appraise the true value
of the railroads of the country, estimating as accu·
rately as possible what the roads could be constructed
and equipped for, and then for the stock of the road
to be reduced to their figures. If this is done, a fair
interest can be allowed upon the real cost of the roads,
the country will no longer be compelled to pay millions of dollars per year as interest upon large amounts
of fraudulent stock, increasing vastly, as we have
shown, fares and freights.
1fe propose to have more to say upon this subject,
laying before our readers statistics and authenticated
facts, enabling all to see the frauds that have been perpetrated.
Since the above was put in type we learn the railroad magnates have decidei to again increase the
fares and freights thus farther adding to the burthens
of the much abused people, compelling them to pay
increased interest upon these excessive valuations,
watered stucks and fraudulent operations. The fable
says it was the "last feather that broke the camel's
back.'' The patient public is the camel-excessive
fares and freights are the load placed upon it, and the
rail road manipulators are the task masters. When
forbearance ceases to be a virtue, let these fraudulent
task-masters beware of the indignation of a long injured people.

whether it is an account given by God or whether it
is a legendary narrative handed down from an ignorant age.
According ~o this account the first days' work was
to make light, or rather to separate it .from darkness,
calling the light day and the darkness night. Light
was undoubtedly of the greatest consequence before
much else could be done and a natural supposition
would be that as the sun is the great source of light
for this globe and this system, it necessarily would
have been the first object to create, even before the it?
.
•
earth. But the account says not. The earth was
And this is the "great corner stoBe" upon which
made, the waters were made, the firmament (if any
body can tell what that is) which divides the waters rests the fabric.f)f the Jewish and the Christian sysabove it from the waters pelow it, was made, the tems of theology ! • What an imperfect foundation
earth was caused to bring forth grass and herbs, upma which to build an edifice. And this proving so
yielding seeds, and trees yielding fruits before there faulty and imperfect how slight the opinion we must
was any sun. Reader, is it at all probable that this have of that which is builded npon it ! It is n·ot
earth existed long eno~gh for vegetation, including strange that upon further examination we find the
grass, shrubs and trees to grow and perfect fruits and book full of faults and errors and that the system of
seeds before there was any sun in existence ? Could religion founded upon it is equally full of imperfecthere be any fruits, any trees or vegetation of any tions and falsities. NOi" can we wonder that the edikind without the sun ? Most assuredly not. I!! it at fice builded upon such a foundation is already ~bow
all likely that the sun which is the centre of a large ing signs of decrepitude and decay and is crumbling
.
number of planets, satelites and a5teroids which re- and falling to the ground. a
In this view of the accou.nt of creation we have
volves around it and which is much larger and more
important than all of them put together, was not in aimed at brevity. Much more could have been said
existence until the earth was old enough to bring with propriety. As we however wish to examine the
forth vegetation, trees and fruits ? We think not. book in other j:lirticulars, we will not dwell too long on
The ablest astronomers hold the sun really, to be the the first chapter.
parent of the entire solar system, and that it absolutely furnished the material of which the smaller
Railroad Frauds.
bodies are composed. It must be admitted then, that
REAT as have been the benefits arising from railit is a bungling, unreliable account which makes the
roads, as much as they have enhanced the value
sun younger than the earth and that says vegetation, of the landed property of this country, and as convenseeds and fruits were produced without any sun.
ient as they are as means of travel and transportation
Another very absurd feature in this account is the the frauds connected wlth them are so enormou~ that
great disproportion between the different days' worll;Jl. whether they have beeri most a blessing or a cut:se, is
For instance one day's work consisted in saying, "Let an open question. It is at all events safe to say they
there be light" and separating light from darkness are not near as m.uch a blessing as they might be, if
and naming one day and the other night. Another honestly made and honestly conducted.
day was occ•1pied in making a firmament to divide
Among the tens of thousands of miles of railroads
the waters above from those below. The third day in the United StateR, there is scarcely a. mile free fro in
was occupied in gathering th"e waters together and fraud and dishonesty. This system of fraud begins
making the dry land appear and in causing the with the projection of a given road; it predominates
growth of the vegetable kingdom.
during the course of construction, and continues in its
The fifth day's work was the making of fishes and running operations after.
birds. The sixth consisted in creating the animal
The Temperance Crusade,
As a rule, it may be safely stated that our railroads
kingdom that lives upon the land, including man. cost two or three times as much in construction as they
HICH was inaugurated by the women of Ohio,
But incalculably the greatest days's work was done on ought to. Roads that can be made for $20,000 to
a few weeks ago, has spread over that state as
the fourth day when the sun, moon and stars were $30,000 per mile, have been made to cost from $60,000 well as a large po;·tion of the country, even to this
made If it occupied tl)e Lord five days to make this to $70,000. This excess goes into the pockets of the great city as well. In many. places good has been
earth and what pertains to it, we can hardly conceive president, secretaries, and other manipulators. Many accomplished by the check it has given to the inferhow he could do so much in one other day as would men, with very limited means, after being "railroad nal liquor traffic. Many have quit the business,
be necessary in making countless millions of other men" for a few years, haye become immensely rich. pledging themselves to engage in it no more. In
worlds. Jupiter, one of the planets in our system is Can it have been all honest ?
other instances fierce opposition has been raised by
four!een hundred ti~nes larger than the earth, Saturn
When a road is partly constructed and money has the movement and sometimes force and slight bloodis more than a thousand times as large, while others to be raised to complete it, the bonds of the road are
shed.
of tha planets are much larger than the earth. The thrown upon the market and sold for fifty, sixty, and
'l'he praying and singing bands have exhibited a
sun is millions of times larger• than the earth ; and seventy cents on the dollar, as the case may be, and
great amount of earnestness and enr-rgy and must be
there are millions of other suns and other worlds, hun_dreds of thousands of dollars of the stock is placed credited wi~h honesty of purpose of a self-sacrificing
vastly larger than the sun.
to the credit of those in the "ring, "without valid con- character. It is anything but a pleasing occupation
It is now believed by the most learned astronom~rs sideration. The game of ''you tickle me and I tickle for ladies to stand on the sidewalk before a· dtinldng
that what have been called fixed stars are suns aflord- you," is played very extensiVely inthis business.
saloon by the hout·, on a bleak, wintry day praying
ing light tq other systems of planets like ours, which
We have heard much of the "watering of stock," and singing. The prayers for the saloons to be
revolve around them-and that these stars or suns are and there has been mu<'11 of it in existence. The 11tock closed, we infer, are virtually addressed to the rumnot really fixed, but are themselves all revolving of 'many roads by this process has been doubled, seller rather than to God, who is suppo8ed to have no
around a gnui.d immense central Bun, so far removed trebled and quadrupled. The Tich profits o.risin·g from interest in continuing the whiskey traffic. If the
as to be indiscernable to us. The latest, modern tele- this gross fraud" go into the pockets of a favored few, prayers were solely intended for him it would seem
scopes have brought to view immense numbers of and the people have the bill to foot, in paying heavy
advisable for them to be ofl"ered at home or in a more
these distant suns which were before totally unknown fares and heavy freights.
congenial place, where the comfort and health of
to the inhabitants of this globe.
The interest on all this fraudulent stock has to be the supplicants would not be endangered. If it is
We are again impelled to exclaim, what a differ- wrung from the masses of the people-those who travthe prayers offered to God that produce~ the closing
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of drinking dens, is it not to ·be regretted that it reit would be something like this-" Make the great,
That ''Cylinder Press Fund."
quires such a quantity of praying to affect him and'
the suggestion of a few friends, in•our last num- liberal element of this country less impecunious,
that he could not see the propriety of stopping these
ber we made a proposition to our patrons to aid make them less ·apathetic and indifferent, and more
saloons before being importuned so much about it ?
us in establishing THE TRUTH SEEKER upon an inde disposed to aid the organs advocating their views.
One feature in the matter is not a little curious.
pendent basis, to help us buy 11 cylinder press, type, May ten thousand of this body be inclined to contribIt is not confined to any special church or creed. &c., for printing it. We realized it would be better if ute one dollar each per year in subscribing for THE
()atholics, a dozen varieties of Protestants, and nonthe paper could be printed on type and press belong- TRUTH SEEKER, Amen."
descripts engage in it with equal earnestness. SkepIn view of the fact that liberal papers have never
ing to itself or its patrons,:and we hesitated not to
tic's, unbelievers and Infidels are also working zeal- make the proposition. Some of our friends thought been liberally sustained, aud that nearly a score of
ously in the cause. They raise their hands and voice one thousand subscribers of THE TRUTH SEEKER would them, though able and true, have in the last thirty
in prayer to tlteir God as fervently as the church mem- for this purpose take stock, to the amount of ten dol- years been allowed to starve and die, it might be supber does to his; and some claim the movement is thus lars each. We were not quite so sanguine, but thought posed a man could not be of sound mind, who would
to be the great means of reconcilil:lg not only the two or three hundred might feel so inclined
deliberately start another. But sometimes devotion to
conflicting churches but also church and anti-church,
We must, however, confess to not a little dis ap- truth, hop/! and a desire to benefit his race, will impel
believers and unbelievers. Would it not be a singu- pointment. Our readers are not as much disposed to one to undertake what a strict regard for dollars and
lar thing if this temperance movement should really come to our assistance as we gave them credit for be- cents and the indifference of friends would not advise.
· usher in the grand mitlmium of which we have heard ing. Several have written they would aid the cause
SHALL THE TRUTH BEEKER BECOME A WEEKLY ?
so much P We are anxious to see all the possible to the amount of ten dollars, but the number is far too
We are reneiving a good many letters bearing upon
good that can grow out of it and will cheerfully give few; and being satisfied the proposal is not a popular this subject, a large majority of which express a prefdue credit, but we have our misgivings as to the one with our patrons, we shall no longer expect its erence for th:e weekly, while a portion advise the
permanent good. We fear some of the hardened old success.
monthly. We incline to' the opinion it will not be ad
sinners who have been selling whiskey so many years
We sincerely thank those who manifested their gen- visable to change it to a weekly before the end of the
in this city will not pray down "worth a cent " but erosity, and feel no. unfriendly feeling to those who volume, which will be in August next. If our friends
will prove to be like the "inhabitants of the valley " ·did not. We were simply mistaken in the estimate we will aid us in getting our list up to five thousand by
on a certain occasion, when it was said,, "And the had made.
that tim.e (and certainly it ought to be done) we will
Lord was with Judah and he drove out the inhabitOne distinguished liberal paper, published' in Boston, issue a weekly and a monthly both, thus giving every ·
ants of the mountains, but he could not drive out the has a capital stock of $100,000. We asked for less reader a chance to make hi~ own choice. If all localinhabitants of the valley because they had chariots of than one-thirtieth that amount, but asked in vain. ities would do as well as some have done, this result
iron."
The request is hereby withdrawn. We shall continue could be more than accomplished in one month.
The Rev. Dr. Deems, of the "Church of the Stran- the publication of THE TRUTH SEEKER as before, and
We return our grateful thanks to those kind friends
gers,'' thie city, who is zealous in the work, in speak- use our best efforts to make it a readable, acceptable who have worked in behalf of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
ing of the object of the temperance praying and paper to our patrons, trusting it will eventually have and we respectfully solicit every reader to help us get
singing said, "The object is to change God," imply- subscribers enough to enable it to pay its own way-the new subscribers. There are thousands who ought to
ing thereby that God has heretofore been wrong upon incomes equalling the outgoes, which up to this time take it who do not. Please send us in the names of
this subject--that he has either been on the side of has not been the case.
as many bona fide subscribers as possible, as well as
the rumseller, protecting the nefarious business or at
When we removed to this graveyard of defunct the names of those who would likely subscribe if they
all events has been indifferent and negligent in his journals, we were fully aware many papers with a could see specimen copies.
duty. The reverend gentleman's purpose is to con- larger circulation and a much larger capital than ours,
--------vert God to be a good templar or a genuine Washing- had sunken beneath the surface, to rise no more, and
As we are going to press a convocation of clergymen. o
,.tori.ian teetotaller.
we were equally conscious that heavy expenses had the Congregational stripe. have gathered together in our
·
sister city, Brooklyn, at the call of the Rev. Buddington
The intention, of course is to induce God to attend
been what had "done the business." Consequently, and the Rev. Storrs, for the purpose of trying Henry Ward
more closely to his duties, to take sides against the we resolved to make our expenses as light as possible, Beecher, for the grave offence of dropping without invessale of whiskey and to help crush down the traffic, and let strict economy take the place of capital; and tigation the name of Theodore Tilton from the church list
when there will be no more gin shops-no more rum- with this in view, have led almost a· hermit's Jife in who was four years ago a member of Plymouth Church
and voluntarilY severed his own connection therewith,
mills, and every thing will be lovely. We, however,
this great city. We sleep and eat here in our office, The first named gentlemen have for some months been
are skeptical, as we said, and fear things will continue
and· once or twice a month treat ourselves to a "reg- busying lhemselves not a little with the conduct of the
to move on much as they have heretofore done, un- ular square meal." To keep expenses down, we attend affairs of Mr. Beecher's chureh and evidently not just to
less men can devise better systems of reform than to all the details of our business ourself, not even em- the taste of the latter gentlemen. Near one hundred
have yet been devised.
with a vast aggregate of talent and ability have
Playing a boy to go of errands. Of the five hundred divines
congregated from many different states for the purvose
The Rev. Dr. Crosby of one of our prominent
papers published in this city, we are doubtless the only of weighing and investigating this momentous queschurches, in his public sermons upon the temperance editor who is absolutely "boss and all hands."
tion.
crusade says the total abstinence party are in the
To a casual observer it would have the appearance of a
We manage to put in sixteen to eighteen hours a day
wrong-that when the Lord was on the earth he did of faithful service, in despatching what we find has to tempest in a teapot, vieing perhaps,. with "the great
not teach total abstinence, but on the contrary not be done. We have also found it necessary to deprive works of the little Tweedle;" but in reality there is a prinollly used wine himself, but made it!for ethers to use. ourselves of the society of our bosom companion, ciple involved-that, of individual sovereignity, whether
churches, like individuals, have the right to manage their
He also insists that the doctrine of total abstinence because .we knew our meagre income would not own affairs in their own way.
to-day, is doing the cause of Jesus Christ immense justify our living in this city as other people do. It is
harm ; and says "it puts an interpretation upon God's fortunate, probably, we have no children to cry for
IT is a settled conviction with philanthrophists-a conWord never intended. Thousands perish by its bread, Friends who know the course we are pursu- viction forced upon them by experience-that reformatory
means. By its representations of ihe Bible the total ing say we deserve to succeed, .and we are much of .the sanitarymlilaSures must accompany preaching and teaching. It is of llttle use to talk to empty stomachs and scanabstinence cause plunges more men into ETERNAL same opinion ourself.
clothed backs. It is also well understood that IJhe best
DAMNATioN than any vice in existence." 'rhis ultra and
This much we are doing that THE TRUTH SEEKEH tily
way to help people is to help them to help themselves. In
absurd position of the reverend gentleman is creating a may live, and we are still hoping it may ultimately this
view one of the most practicttl and commendable
schism among his brethren of the cloth-some wish have subscribers enough to make it self-sustaining. enterprises of this city or elsewhere is that of the" Free
to go the whole figtu·e and deny the use of fermented We ask for little more. Kind friends sometimes write Training School," at 47 East Tenth street. Here girls of
and distilled liquors in toto, while others in view of us, wishing us a circulation of 100,000. It would culture mid refinement, as well as those less favored in
the practice and example of him whom they term probably be well for the country if this could be the these respects, can be taught cutting, sewing, basting, overating machines, phonography. cooking, washing, irontheir Lord and Saviom·, advocate the moderate and case but we will gladly compromise on one-tenth that ing, etc., etc., and then be helped to placeli wherein to exjudicious use of those fluids. Thus they are having nmu'ber-yes, we will be glad to get one-twentieth. ercise their newly-acquired knowledge. But as yet all
it pro and con, and as it is dnngerous to decide when And in view of the fact that more than twenty de- benevolent institutions are of the "mint, anise and cum"doctors disagree," we will let them fight it out with- nominational journals are published in this city, hav- min" order. The true condition will be when society itself shall be organized into one grand benevolent instituout interference from us.
ing a circulation of ten to one hundred thousand each, tion-in fact, become a ProvideD. co over all its members
at three dollars, it would seem a free, liberal paper, at from the highest to the lowest ; when every child, from its
one dollar, ought to be patronized to the number of very birth shall be surrounded by influences and teachCHARLES SUMNER.-Since our last issue a great illtlll five thousand, especially when it is claimed liberalism ings that ~hall serve to call out and hal·moniously develov
has fallen. Great in intellect, great in erudition, great and free thought are fast gaining ground in the world. its cavacities to the utmost-its higher as well as its lower.
And it is through such institutions as the one we speak
in powers of oratory, great, perhaps in correctly judg- Appreciative, congratulatory letters are grateful to us, of, that the chango is largely to be made. These are some
ing the truth and falsity of creed~ and dogmas but but, unfortunately, they do not pass current with the of the reasons why, with the press generally, we commend
the "Free Training School" to the notice of the benevogreatest of all in his noble, magnanimous defence of printer and paper-maker.
lent public, and why we exclaim, with Dr. ~rime, as he
the rights of the down trodden and oppressed. When
We are, however, much like the boy who led the did in a lett.er to the Observer-" Help these women l"
~hall we see his like again ?
horse to water, but was unable to make hirn drink.
We can get up a fair, creditable paper, and present it
ANY one having a copy of the" Science of Society," by
WE are compelled to omit several communications we to the Liberals of America, but we cannot compel Stephen Pearl Andrews, published some twenty years or
would be vleased to insertin this number, but which Rvace them to take it and sustain it. We think if we were more ago by Fowler & Wells, can, if they wish, dispose of
will not allow. We ask our friends to be vatient with us, vouchsafed one prayer to the ruling powers of the it at a good price, by bringinfl it to the office of 'rHE
Universe, with the assurance it should be answered, TBVTH SEEKER.
We hove to serve them all in due t~,me.
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CoNDUCTED

BY

J. H. RHoDES, l\LD.

l Wlw is authorized to take subscription.v fO'!' tllis paper.]
Spirit Manifestations.
N the last number of THE TrtUTH SEEKER I saw a

I short account of the spirit manifestations through
the mediumship of De Witt Hough. The closing remarks were these "The facts to say the least are remarkahle, and if spirits can do all this, it seems to us
they ought to be able to impart to the world facts and
truths vastly· more important than these mere ropefeats.'' True, but it must be granted that even this
teaches a lesson which is this: That the medium is controlled by power -outside of himself and that the power manifests intelligence; that it has hands with which
to work; that it obeys, in this case at least, when requested to perform certain acts; that it manifests that
which is necessary to constitute a human 1>eiug. And
as the intelligence is not embodied so as to be seen by
the natural eyes of any except clairvoyants, must we
not take their evidence as the solution? And they testify that they appear to them (the mediums) as human
beings; that they see them work with their hands and
hear them speak. We will give to the readers of this
most valuable ·paper, in this article some of the manifestations we have seen and in which we as medium
took little part. And here let us say that we have
been a natural clairvoyant fre>m our birth, twenty-seven. years before the advent of the Rochester knockings, that in our boyhood days we saw spirits and
talked with them.
DeWitt Hough and his mother came here about five
years ago; since which we have witnessed many wonderfnl manifestations coming through his mediumistic
powers, sometimes while he was sitting in a cabinet,
sometimes in the room with the audience, having the
light extinguished while the manifestations were being
made. A committee was always chosen by the audience to securely tie the boy, usually using about sixty-five feet of common clothes-line. His hands were
secured behind his back by waxed-ends, fastened
around the wrists and tied to a staple in the back of
the cabinet; and when secured to the satisfaction of
the committee, a guitar, tambourine, bells and a m9utb
instrument were placed in the cabinet, and' the
door of the cabinet was closed. Immediately the bells
were rung and the instruments played upon. The
medium would call for a light, the door be opened,
the committee would examine the knots, and find all
secure as before. Then a common finger-ring was
placed on the boy's finger, the door closed, and the
sp rit was asked by the boy's mother to place it on De
Wiitt's nose. Upon the doors being opened, there it
would be on his nose. Sometimes she would ask to
have it put on the top of his head, or in his ear, or
from the nose back to the finger, and it would be clone.
Solid iron rings were put on his arm, when he was
perfectly secured, so as to be physically impossible for
him to use his hands.
I have seen him covered with a wire netting as low
as his waist. This netting was woven very fine, so as
not to permit room for a finger-ring to be put through
it ; and his hand being covered in the same manner,
all the above manifestations went on the same. Even
the small iron ring, which it was impossible for any
one to get over his hand, would be put through the
nettng and on his wrist. All these things were done
at his mother's request, thus showing it was a power
that understo?u human language. We claim they are
the spirits of those who once lived and walked on the
earth like ourselves. 'l'wo years ago, a .veance was
held at Institute Hall, which was then occupied by
the Spiritualists for meetings. There were present
several mltchinists, and they brought with them a new
pair of ·steel handcufis, which had been made on purpose to secure the medium with. They chose their
foreman as one of the committee to secure DeWitt.
His mother told them if they put the handcl!fiS on
they would have to remove them, as the spirits did
not claim that tirey could remove them from his wrists.
The chairman was a very intelligent man and a good
talker, and when the manipulations were going on, he
sai<;l that neither spirits nor mortals eould remove them
whole without the key, and so he would de!'y the powers; but if they did not remove them, he would not
believe but what it was all trick and deception. But
if the spirits had alone done all"tlris, they could free
the medium from the handcuffs as well.
We were sitting far back in the Hall at the time,
and one of our controlling spirits saill to us, ·'if you
will go up front, take a stool and sit at the corner of
platform, lean your l'lght arm on it,. we will remove
the handcuffs from the medium, at the time they put
the knife in his pocket with which they cut the waxed
th:·eads, so when he steps from the cauinet he shall be
free from the handcuffs and thus show to this commit tee that spirits can make their own key with which
to unfasten this lock of which so much hns been
said." \<Ve accordingly took our seat as directed and
were controlled by our guide. When the medium
C"!.lled for light and tire doo; was opened! he stepped
out free from the handcuffs. You can rmagine the
eurprise of not only the committee but of many
others, as it was the _first time handcuffs had ever bee.q

removed fr:om)Iill) in t9.at,:way,:l, ~ ,s,u~pose we -were golde;0- stairw\ty to. clasp .Q.an~s ,with the angels, a~d
twelve feet froni the' cabirlet' at 'tlle ·trme. On two teachmg us that we are'' .one With then;t and they With
other occasions when we w'ere present, handcuff~ w.ere -lt.ls-our Fath~r in t_he mrdst," and that in. blessing even
put on him and each tim_e. t_hey were.removed Ill the: the least of Ius chrldren, w
..e are _enlargtng _and enno1 w hll
same way.
.
.. .
,.
., . ·'-. .·, bl'rng our ,own sous,
"te seaImg our f ar th b your
They have been put on him man:l: bthe~ tunes but wor"k:;; pf love. to God11nd love to man,
.
have not been removed on any other occasrons as far ·
.
In behalf of the Comm.rttee,
as we have been able to learn. In our next we shall
HENRY T. CrrrLD, M.D.,
HENRY B.' HowAnti,
endeavor to give facts that , are of mor~. value to . · LYDIA A. ScHoFIELD; Sec1'ela?-ies.
0/Ud'l'man.
humanity. These .are only to show this phase. of
manifestations which to some are the most 0 ·0 nvincmg
Astr·ology.
d
of spirit power an presence.
··
MR EDITOR: As per promise I send you and ·yom
·
' J. H, RHoDES,· M. D.· 'readers the predictions of events for· the ensuing year
Philadelphia, March, 1874.
from March 20, 1874, to March 20, 1875.
'l'his horoscope is set for the ingress of the Sun into
the first point of Aries·, on the 20th of March. I set ·
Short Letter from ·Dr. Child.
the figure the 10th of Jan. 1874.
.
THE motto of Gales and S~aton, .in the Qational InThe time for which it is set covers a large part of
telligencer, which we read almost fifty years ago, and the time of the forty-third Congress also of. the fortywhich seemed very good, was'
· ·. fourth, so will have reference to the doings of both.
"TRUTH AND HER MINISTER; REASON, ARE .THE That all may understand, I give the following explano:~>"LY (}UIDES WE FOI,LOW."
:, .
, . .
.
ation of the terms. I use .. By the people I mean the
If we seek Truth, we must follow her minister, Rea' ri1asses generally, those who hold-no offic:e or .power
son. Let me congratulate you and tJ\.e world o_n your under government. By the government I meap the
paper, its title, and its cheering words.' . May rt con- national Congress. By the !·uiers I mean those who
tinue to pour forth the truth to all seeking, It is not hold any kind of official position in Congress, Legislamy intention to write an article for you at this time, tures and elsewhere.
·but to send you the report of 0ll: 1~ R~lief Cof!lmittee,
I do not send these predictions for-th as perfect in
which is as follows. I think you wrll hear from me every particular.
again.
HENRY .T.. CHILD, JH. D.
· From the figure of the planetary W ofld, I find the
No. 634Race st.,
following state of afiitirs foreshadowed·:
· ·
Philadelphil!.·
At the moment of the ingress I find the Zodiacal
.
.
.
. .
'sign of .Libra ascending, thus making Venus who is
Re'fl,o~·t.of tl~e Rehef) C,om~1ttt;e ojt!le FtrstAssocwtwn of lady of that sign, lady or ruler of the year. But the
Sp~nt.uahsts of llnladelplua, ltfa1'ch, 1874.
.
, sign· of Libra being a movable sign, Venus wi11 not
Realizing that a financial crisis with )ts trmls W!fS _, carrv her rule throughout the year, but yield it up on
upon the corirmunity, the First Association of SP.irit-, the 21st of June, to Mars. As Scorpio the sign of·
~alists of Philadelph~a appointed ~ large commrttee '!tfars wi!I be the _ascendant at the ingress of the Sun
m November last, winch was orgamzed about the 16th rnto the first pomt of Cancer, Mars becomes ruler
of that month. We applied to the Committee on City. for the rest of the year, as the sign Scorpio is a fixed
Property for the use of the second sto.ry r:oom rf .sign.
·
,, '
· · ·
Spring Garden Hall, north-east corner of 13th and
Venus governing the first part of the,year, will be
Spring Garden streets, which was kindly grantecl'to found at the ingress near the western horizon, weak
us free of charge. We commenced operations there by being in the sign of Aries, in seven degrees of the
on the 16th of December, and have received by dona- •Sun. Thus is she shown without dignities, and presents
tion and purchase the following articles: , .
. . to us, the first thing, woman, and her cause. How
2778 loaves of b1'ead, of which 777 were donated; we wish we could spea\ otherwise .than we now do;
4931 pounds of mush, of which 526 were donated ; 300- but we must give thmgs as iVe find them, acc;!ording to
pounds of beef ; 200 potmds ·of scrapple ; 5 barrels of the Astral science, and for woman it is bad. Many
beans ; 7 bushels of potatoes ; 1 bushel of WrJ?-ips.; 15 infirmities and misfortunes befall her. Discord and
pounds of sugar; 5 pounds of tea; 10 jars, of pre- controversies spring up around the domestic hearth,
served fruit ; 1000 garments ; 137 pairs of shoes ; 4 and many a proud head will be bowed in shame and
blankets; 2 comfortables.
•:
sorrow. Woman is disinclined to marry or become
For the collection of funds, we have held a number mothers therefore abortions will be epidemic, and
of public circles and meetings. .'l'hree public enter; many fa'tal. Though Venus is weak by her combustainments were given and private donations were so- tion of the sun; in her detriment by the sign Aries,
Jicited. · From all these sources we have realized the still she is in her own house, the seventh and westc>rn
sum of $610.31, as follows :
angle.. B~ virtue of ~his position she is ~trong to
Donations ................................. .-.$230_93
make' trouble and excrtement. Restlessness among
From circles held ............... , .. .. . .. . 63 .80
women ; they do many untoward and strange things,
Exhibition of.Tableau ..,_.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . • 72_28
turn matters "topsy turvy" generally, and ·I fear
give serious injury to therr cause.
Entertainment Jan. 29 · ..... " .......... "" · '102.o7
I find c~wcer on the cusp of the tenth house, Cancer
131 06
21
Feb. ~ · • • • · • • • • • • · • • • • .. • • •
'
the sign of tire moon; thus making the h1oon signitica10
17
From box at )J.all ....................... .' ....
··tor of onr rulers and Congress. 'l'he moon is in
·
Taurus, in her exultation, but Venus is also lady
610 31
•
Total .... " .. ·· .. " .. "" .... " .. "·
of that sign, and so ruler of the eighth house, where5
94
96
And haye paid .out.. " .. "·"· • .. · - ·
in we find tire moon. This is the house of death.
1
·
· ·
Here the moon is received into the bouse of Mars, '~
15
35
·
Leaving a balance on hand of.··
disposed of by sign of Venus. While Venus is her'fhe Committee made arrangements to distribute self in turn drs posed of by Mars. The moon thougir
food and clothing froni the hall daily except Sun- strong in her exultation is weak by position a.nd asdays from two to four o'clock. ·There Ims been an pect being in exact square of Uranus, near the square
aver~gr attendance of eight mem bcrs of the Commit- of Saturn. The moo11 represents our rulers, and thus
tee daily, since its opening. We,?ave had under our we read her position in evil aspect of two of the
care three hundred adults, and over one thousand unfortunates, Saturn and Uranus, disposed of by the
persons have received relief', some regull\,dy·and oth- hot, fiery Mars. ,Those three unfortunates, strong by
ers temporarily. Mo't of these have been visited by position, being in the South, North and Western
members of the Committee..
.angles, our rulers will ignoi·_e, in "tot?" the just deAmong those relie:ved have been many interesting mancl of the people, do nothmgfor therr benefit, make
cases-several very aged, and quite a nuinber of sick no change for the better in the finance department,
persons ; these were especially visited' and cared for. fgnore all reforms, and wind closer and closer the
Most of those, however, who ·were assisted by us, chains that lead to Monarchy. · 'l'emperance, and
were persons who bad been deprived ?f the means of education will receive but little, if any enc )Uragedaily existence by being unable to obtarn employment. ment, from National or State Legislatures. The
The Committee feel satisfied tha~ the labors assigned people are: $1lll_ed and lulled into quiet by false prom:
to them have not only been benetieml to· those to whom ises of caprtalrsts and our rulers. M~rs, the god of
we have rendered m&tcriaJ. aid, but' that we, too, have war means destr:uction, disposer of the nioon (Conbeen blessed in our labors..
.
o-res~) and Venus (the people) in the western angle the
We were more deeply impressed than ever with the domestic house, standing in square of Saturn who is
important fact that the most efficient ·aid i~ to enable in the fourth house, north angle, house of property,
persons to help themselves, and we have sought to do his presence there means destruction. Uranus, in the
this, as far as in our power lies. The aged· arrd sick tentir that of Congress. and the nation's honor, also
are still under our care, and we propose to.continue brings destruction and disgrace. Our rtilers carry a
our labors with these, and such others as may come high hand, and do much towards filling their own and
under our notice.
friend's 1~ckets, and leaving the people the empty
The Association having been granted the use of Lin- dish to hold. Almost every member of the fortycoin Hall, we shall bold public meetings or circles every third and forty-fourth Congress, when it adjourns will
two weeks, for the purpose of raising funds..
be followed by the contempt and curses of the
Feeling grateful for our opportunity ~f thus bestow~. people. ·
.
·
·
ing aid anll sympathy, little though rt be, to those
Thus far I have explained causes and will now give
in need, and realizing more fully tlian ever the prac- efi'ects.
·
tical work that underlies :the religion of Spiritualism,
Durin" the Spring of 1874-Much disaster to comtouching as it does the de!lp and hid pen spJ:i:qgs of life merce clepression of property, lands, &c., railroalls,
!yin(!; at the foundation of ail.huma';l ~;cist!lnce,_ ~er- banks' stocks of all kinds depressed, all railroad
ceivmg every need, and holdmg wrtlnn rts drVJI)e affair~ remain unsettled and uncertain. Sadne,ss and
grasp the supply for mariy demarrds,' while erecting 'trouble to the fariner by shoi·t crops, much of 'which
the ladder between heaven and earth, leading us up its will be injured u the harvesting.
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Terrible wind, hail, and thunder-st'orms, sweep over
land and water doing much damage. A wail for the
dead, shipwrecked and lost at. sea.
Crops better in the South than the West or East.
Louisiana's troubles will co!il4inue. Disease of the
throat, breast, and stomach, cholera, typhoid and
malignant fevers rage among the people. Much mortality among hogs and sheep.
New York to be scourged by fire and disease. Chicago, and St. Louis suffer the same. Philadelphia
does not escape. Many eminent men succumb to the
reaper death. A crowned head will fall, and Rome
loose her Pope. Much excitement in church affairs.
Sumner,* Wilson, and H. W. Beecher be ready. If
they do not go through, will come near the gate of
death.
·when the forty-third Congress adjourns
and the forty-fourth meet, two members will be missing, having been gathered to their fathers.
Now we would speak of the old world, and farther
of our own country in our next.
Russia, Prussia, and Arabia, meet with troable
and excitement. Russia with severe trouble in the
fall. England. meets much difficulty in her African
policy, the Ashantee war hangs heavily on her hands.
Sickness, sorrow, and perhaps death in the royal
family of England. Sorrow and care press heavily
upon the royal families of Russia, Prussia, and Portugal.
As March closes, and April passes more financial
trouble in the United States. In May and June look
out for extensive fires in London, Paris, New York,
and Charleston, S. C. Excitement in financial circles
caused by forgeries or frauds, seriously affecting New
York and London. Violence and possibly murder
resulting.
Drought sets in, in the East and West, in the United
States, slso the Southeast. In July, excitement in
France, efforts made to place young Napoleon on the
throne. The Czar of Russia suffers misfortune.
In August, another financial crisis sweeps the land.
Paris and London. New York and Philadelphia tremble under it. In September France still in excitement
and internal commotion which continue to the end of
the year. Much trouble and excitement in England
throughout the summer and fall. Mischance to the
Prince of Wales.
In my next I will speak of persons as affected by
by the planetary world.
Many.no doubt will laugh at this. But I ask them
not to forget that the science of the stars is the law of
God, by which he rules and governs the universe.
Written by him in the book of time, and as each passing star turns the leaf, we read the will of Deity, and
be~ome acquainted with the construction and workings and mysteries (so called) of God, and as we pass
from star to star find them no mystery at all, but instead ourselves standing as it were, face to face with
Deity, and he explaining his great works to us, of the
mundane sphere, and thus we learn, that those great
ponderous bodies in the far distance, seeming but
twinkling stars, flying with lightning speed through
the immensity of space, were not made for nought.
But in their rapid flight, send forth a current of electric force, that carries with it to qther distant worlds,
an influence that operates for good or evil, on whatever it falls, according to the source from whence it
came. That source and its effect is what the astrologer professes to understand.
MRs. M. A. ELLIS.
Astrologist, 825 Spring Garden St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
*Sumner was in usual health when this article was
written and in this office.
[Fol' The Truth Seekel'.]

"Worlds Witl.:out End--Amen."
FRIEND EDI'l'OR : Many years since, on the east end
of Long Island, a darkey, who had spent his life in the
place where he was born, was sent by his master
around the bay-ten miles across, thirty miles around.
Darkey was gone a week. When he came back he
was another dm·key entirely-more than head and
shoulders above his former associates.
He never
thought the world was so large.
Such is humanity in all ages and all stages of progress. When a man discovers a new item of truth (new
to him) he is in ecstasies of delight. He shouts Eureka/
He has found it-the whole of it-and woe to him who
says there is any truth beyond !
" 1Yorlds without end-Arnen!" The discoverer of
this sublime truth had ns good u title to e1treka as any
discoverer. He clapped on the padlock-amen-signifying ne plus ult1·a. But now look here. In worlds without end, why not allow us to 1ind new atOP"!S of truth,
all along ? And why not bless the man or woma!l. wh_o
contributes to the common fund? The probalnhty ts
there are lots of tmths in store, to be revealed before
eternity runs down.
At your service-respectfully,
PREN~'ISS.

THE Scientific Ame1•ican predicts that the time will
soon come w'hen ice will be manufact~red in 3:ll our
great cities at a dollar a ton. Manufactured Ice at
three dollars a ton has for some time been in the
markets of New Orleans.

The Science of Government.
BY

CLINTON ROOSEVELT;

1
1. The science of government is the science bf motive powers.
2. Motive powers are of two kinds: physical and
metaphysical.
_
'
s. And whereas in physics· motive powers operate
directly as the substance and inversely as the squares
of the distances of space,
4. Metaphysical and physical laws being the complement of each other, and acting and reactmg,
5. Metaphysical powers operate in time as physical
force operates in space, according to the laws of -attraction and repulsion. Note the most peculiar illustration of this law as seen in the operation of a fragment of a loadstone on the needle of the compass of a
mariner, the small fragment of loadstone deflecting
the needle fl'om the northerly direction more than the
whole mass in the mines more distant. Thus men
really believing in eternal rewards and punishments
still give way to the neat' temptation and begin not
to fear till death approaches. Nor do the exceptions,
if any exist, destroy the general law where majorities
govern. Hence every system of government, by law,
religion, force of arms, or false· philosophy, relying
on the reason of other instincts of mankind fail to effeCt_ good government, or even a systematic advance
of the sciences. . For little thi~s are great to little
men, one contending that the proper study of mankind is man, another that the proper study of man is
fish, and still another that a whistle found in an Indian's grave in Mexico, or Chili, or Peru ought to take
precedence of universal science. But a universal chaos of conflicting. interests prevails. Government is
broken down. Th·e law itself violates all contrp,cts by
a legal tender and under a false plea of absolute necessity. For the necessity arises only from previous violations of the constitution which created a depreciated
currency, and made it ruinous to those who, while being obliged to sell in a valuable currency a large portion of their products were compelled by the taiiff to
pay high prices for supplies for their plantations.
They demanded to be let alone according to the Free
Trade theory, and not be· compelled to sacrifice their·
interests· for the benefit of Northern or Eastern manufacturers. Thus civil war arose from the conflicts of
selfish interests, which now require to be harmonized.
So also in Wisconsin, the La· Crosse & Milwaukee
Railroad Company is said to have bribed all at once
the J.egislature, the Executive, and the Judiciary, and
left the people as so many sheep without a shepherd.
And like causes have evm;ywhere induced like consequences.
Nor can any instance be adduced wherein a Legislature has been assaulted by a combination of monied
corporations that the corporations have not gained
their points fo.r their own selfish interests against the
people, unless met by richer corporations-as when
the union was racked by the conflict between the
State Banks and the Bank of the United States for the
possession of the funds of all the people in the Treasury, to be loaned out to the people for the benefit of
whichever party might bribe highest to obtain it.
1'he history of these contests is the true philosophy,
which thus teaches by examples. But every occupation, trade, calling, aud profession, with hardly an
exception, has a like interest with the ordinary politician to prey upon the commonwealth. The lawyer
has it to his immediate self-interest not to prevent
litigation, or he would have no occupation. The doctor of medicine has it to his present interest not to
prevent diseases. He is paid the more the more his
art is needed. His pay should depend upon the
freedom from disease in any section, and because
the malaria from the squalid abodes of wretchedness
aflects the inmates of the palace only, the love of
present ease and indolence and selfishness allow nuisances to be created, and pay physicians to cure
that•which it was the duty of the politician to prevent, by a sound sanitary system.
The .merchant has it to h'is present interest to purchase provisions and forestall, to raise the prices on
the poor. '!'he mon ey-maker has it to his interest to
make five, ten, or twenty paper dollars for every one
of specie ; he proposes to reap usury, reaping thus
what others sow, and gathering what others strew,
taking, in fact, the forbidden fruits of other's toil
and ingenuity, without yielding in retl.trn a fair equivalent.
·
This, according to the Oriental style of teaching is
the ori~inal sin : Robbing an orchard, or stealing.
But, says the Rev. Lavater, do you ask me what is
the real hereditary sin of human J;Vtture ? Shall I ttnswer, pride, avarice, or ambition? I tell you nay,
'tis indolence. "'Vho conquers indolence will conquer
all the rest. But the original evil is negatively selfexistent in want.
The Science of Government is necessary to overcome want. The true name of the Devil, who goes
about the world seeldng whom "he may devour, is
Want ; under whatever forms he may appear.
In the original chaos all was dark, and cold, and
still, until God said ''Let there be light." Light is
caused by the vibrations of the one original element
by which all things are created. .
The Sciences of government and knowledge and
happiness are all consistent with the laws of feeling·

lt

and acoustics and optics and chemistry, ~s,may be demonstrated.
,
.
There is a universal consistency. Indeed no man
can find a dividing line betwee,n natural philosophy
and chemistry, however that Liebeg says that chemistry weighs and natural philosophy measures.
All we know we learn by the more or less rapid or
altered cun-ents of the one element by which light
was first created.
Thus, too near the fire we burn, and too far from
every source of heat we feel the pain of freezing and
discover thus the genial warmth between the two extremes by shrinking from both extremes as· leather recoils upon a bed of ·coals. The medium most agreeable to our several natures we term good.
But various species are by nature fitted for various
vibrations as are all of our senses, and the same things
which in one conditioil of our bodies are good for us,
become evil, and come to good as the conditions of
our minds or bodies change. Thus the filth of cities
which produces malaria, disease and death if let alone,
produces flowers, fmits and cereals, for the support of
life and. happiness if transported to the country round
about and covered in the soil. And this law is univer'fhe or~anization of .society should be consal.
ducted accordmg to these foregoing principles. It
should be so organized and conducted that it may
be to the direct self-interest of each trade, callin~ and
profession, to act consistently with. the greatest mterest.s _of all, as in an army in ac~.ion-every blow the
soldier strikes is as much for the Lenefit of others of
the army of which he iR a part as to himself. In the
meantime each has his own pay and spoils to dispose
of, as he pleases to suit himself, without injury to
o_thers. All the wants of man must be supplied in the
ord!)r in which wants arise. First, by the creating
arts and sciences, consisting of agriculture, manufacture and commerce ; second, by the conserving arts
and sciences, as property invites the aggressions of
the men of prey and indolent ; the conserving are war
for protection against foreign tyrants, law for protection against domestic wrorigs and tyranny; and ·the
third order consists of the refining or perfecting arts
and sciences by education in the Universities, &;c.
These are physics, metaphysics and politics.
~Ien should be elected only to the lowest grades,
and rise as in the army or navy, and go out at last to
form a senate or court for the trial of impeachment
and correction of errors. Having p11ssed through all
the grades, and in possession of the highest honors
and a competency, they will have no inducement to do
otherwise than right, and will know what should be
done in all circumstances, from long practice.
A new kind of money must be made, without which
science or civilizatiml." cannot well advance, and by
this system it will not be difficult t:> make a true
meas-qre of values, even of paper, without which it is
impossible.
At present there is next to nothing to hold society
together but an independent press, appealing to the
common sense of right in man. But in what consists
the rights of man ? · No man can have a right to do
wro;ng. The rights of man depend therefore : "First,
on benevolence or will to do right ; second, on intelligence, because no man can have a right to wrong
another or the commonwealth by ignorant presump- ·•·
tion, which sets at naught all law more than by any
other selfish, animal propensity. Law being well
defined by commentators as a rule of action prescribed by the superior, and which the inferior is bound
to obey, and he who controverts this first principle of
law advocates what leads to anarchy.
But now, the press is also subject to the private selfish interests of monopolists, and the reader has nothing to rely on but the honor of the owners of the paper he takes, and for this see ''Iconoclast," in the last
numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.

From Talmage's Church to the Grave.
On Sunday evening the Rev, T. De Witt Talmage of
Brookyn pl'eachecl a terrific sermon on futur~pu'shment. Uany of the concrregation Wel'e deeply
ccted.
Among those preseutwas 'illiss Mary Lincoln, a y ng lady
whose horne was in Rhode Island. but who was visiting
her friendR in Brooklyn. When she went to the ehurch she
was ap)larently in her usual good health, At the conclusion of the discourse she fainted and was carried out of the
church. Before her friends could get her horne she died.
The young lady was the daughter of wcaltl!y and highly
respcct!Jd parents, who were ovel'whelrned with grief at the
news of her death. Coroner Jones held an inrnwst, which
resulted in >howing that her death was caused by heal't·
disease hastened by mental excitement. The remains of
Iiiiss Lincoln were taken to her home in Rhode Island in
charge of her parents for burial. N. l': Sun.
We do not wish to charge the Rev. Mr. Talmage with
killing this young lady; but tho excitement produced by
the horrible doctrines he enunciated doubtless excited the
heart disease that ended her life. ~'o those who re>tlly believe that ninety-nine hundredths of the human family are
doomed to eternal and agonizing torments, >tnl that
thflir own chances for being of this larger proportion are
highly probable, it is hardly strange their minds should
be seriously affected. Many a one has been driven to the
lunatic asyluru, by hearing these doctrines proclaimed
from the pulpit. Will clergymen never cease teaching
such abominable nonsense-thus destroyiug'the peace and
intelligence of their simple hearers, and often shortening
life?-[Ed. T. S.l
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MAsCULINE CRoss and ANCIENT SEX WoRSHIP.Another curious and remarkable work Mr. Butts
offers for sale. By SHA Rocco. It gives. most lucidly, the origin of the symbol of the cross, founded,
as it was, in the ancient worship of the masculine
sexual organs. It is not, perhaps, just suited to juvenile minds, but to the mature, studious, and curious
it will prove of great interest. We will also be pleased
to furnish it. Price, $1, in cloth.

CAPT. GEO. W. LLOYD of New Rochelle N. Y.. has left
with us a photograph of tile arm chair used by Thomas
Paine. and in which he was accustomed to sit and read
and write during his life time. In the same picture is
represented a piece of the head stone at Mr. Paine's
grave as well as a likeness of the dead philosopher.
Those who would like to have a good representation of
HoMEs FOR THE PEOPLE :-A Bureau of Colonizathese relicts can have the same by remitting us the sum tion has been formed to furnish homes for all who
one dollar. They will be sent by mail, postage free. Size work on the lines of rail roads in the West. All who
of card 10 by 12 inches.
wish to improve their condition can have maps and
papers free by addressing
Bureau of Colonization,
J. P. SNow, Manager.
JusT OuT-A Nezo Liberal }donthly. A new sixteen817 Broadway, N.Y.
page publication, entitled THE FREE T~KER, edited
by Dr. Fr. Leiss of this city, has made ItS first appearance. It is handsomely printed, and contains purely
original matter of a high order in the scientific, antiDonations to The Truth Seeker
reliO'ious and philosophical spheres.
FOR FEBRUAIW AND MARCil.
D"'r. Leiss has for many vears edited a German freethought periodic~l called Der Flreid.enke1', and is emiOliver La Tourette, Waterman, Ind., 25c.; F, Hillennently an able writer.
.
.
.
kamp, Toledo, Ohio. 50c.; G. H. G. Stackhouse, Grass
'.Fhe price of the new Enghsh paper JUSt out IS only Valley, Cal;< 25c.: S. D. Dye, Tama City, Iowa, 25c.: Otto
Wettstein. nochelle, Ill., 25c.; James Royal. Rochelle, 25c.;
two cents per copy. or twenty-five cents per year on Henry
l\Iills. Sacramento. C;J.l., 25c.; J. W. i'iiaekie, San
ordinary paper, or tbjrty-five cents on the better <;p~al Francisco, Cal., 75c.; W. A. Shrader, Paris. Ill., 25c.; Unity. Certainly very cheap for a paper of such ability· known Friend, Excelsio,r, Minn .. $1; H. G. Fisher, Carthage, Ill., soc.; E. G. Core. Lewiston, Idaho, 75c.; James
Addrebs
Dr. FR. LEISS,
A. Wilson, New Albany,IInd., 25c.: John Threlfall, Center331 West Fourteenth st.,
ville, Cal., 25c.; J. B. Davenport. Boston, Mass., 50c.; HenNew York.
ry Veatch, Evansville, Ind .. soc.; i\Irs. Susan i'ii. PikA,
Vineland, N.J., 25c.: J. G. Watts, Osceola. Iowa, 75c.; E.
Marquis, Green Castle, Ind., 40c.; Rev. 0. B. Frothingham,
$5; A. D. Cornwell, Salem, Wis., 20c.: Henry Rennyson
ANOTHER NEW 'PAPER.-In two weeks or thereabout THE and others, New Orleans, 75c.: John Chappelsmith, New
Harmony, Ind., 25c.; Thos. Mumford, same place. 25c.;
CHAMPIO:!>< OF HuMANITY, a new eandidate for popular fa- Samuel
Crump, Pittsford, N.Y.. 25c.; J. A. Lambert, Niles,
vor, will make its appearance. By an advertisement in Mich .. Thomas Sugar, Moline, Ill., 25c.
another column, it will be seen it is devoted to the cause of
mankind, seeking to elevate the race mentally and spiritually. It is. in faet, on the spiritualistic plane. It will be
'rhe following is pronounced by competent judges·
edited and published by Lessie GoodP.ll Steinmetz and to be the best system of finance yet presented. For
John Brown Smith, weekly, at two dollars per year. We conciseness and precision of expression it is rarely
vresume it will be ably conducted. We wish it every suc·
cess-more, in fact. than our own sheet has won ; and as surpassed.-:-[ED. T. S.]
Sviritualists are quite liberal in their patronage, we see
The Principles and .Attributes of a True
not why it should not do well.

}'inancial System.

,
l l
IT is safe to predict that every Iibera1 m the anc
will sooner or later read that brilliant summary of
universal history, just published by Asa K. Butts, and
entitled ~·The Martyrdom of Man." We could scarcely
have supposed it possible for any writer, however
gifted, to put into one volume-reasonable in size and
price--so much reliable infonnatwn, sound logic and
inspiring thought as nlr. Reade has given ns here. ·No
mere synopsis of Hume, Gibbon, .and all other freethinking historians and philosphers, would be half as
readable as "The nfartyrdom of Man." Mr. Butts is
safe in saying that he will refund the money to any
dissatisfied '' truth-seeker" who reads it through. See
advertisement.
We also have it for sale.

MR. C. P. So:\rERBY is a great acquisition to that
rising publishing house-A. K. Butts & Co. It is understood that he left a much more lucrative position
as superintendent of a department in a prominent
house in this city, mainly out of devotion to the liberal
cause and faith in the future of free-thoul$ht literature.
To hi~ belongs the. credit of that splendid typographical finish which makes the latest publications of this
house such models of the printer's art. We refer especially to '' The Jiartyrdom of· Man," a reprint from
the well-known London edition, and the "Masculine
Cross."
''TilE QUESTION OF HELL!" What a question it
is or rather U!aS! For the days are gone when salvati~n from hell was a question which was answered in
the awful din of war ; when to kill the body, and so
save the soul, was the best duty of a Christian. Rather than that their neighbors should taste the pains of
hell the Puritans of the olden time-say two hundred
yea;s ago-would burn, banish, hang or drown as
witches and heretics those who differed with them on
this question. Yes! to keep up the bugaboo of hell,
for eighteen hundred years Christendom has wasted
millions of lives and millions of fortunes. Even now
its cost is momentous in fears and doubts, in priests and
churches, in missions, and in literature of all kinds.
Hell is the very foundation on which Christianity rests.
Sweep it away with gusts of human sentiment, fill it
up with common sense, or bridge it over with logic,
and this entire system of religion tumbles about the
ears of its votaries. In this light we welcome the latest and ablest work on "The Question of Hell," written under the pseudonym of " A Puritan," in which
deep disguise we think we recognize one of the readiest and brightest of onr Free Religion friends. Mr.
A. K. Butts will give any of us "Hell" for seventyfive cents, and we think it never was sold so cheap before.
We also have the work for sale.

BY J. B. WOLFF.
.
nation needs and den~ands a true monetary
system. ·what and how It .shall be sec~red have
n.ot been settled. The cou~try .1s fioo?ed '~Ith theanes, and Congress abounds 1~ bills.whwh Wil~ n?t be
as ~mrrent as greenbacks. f'!ns subJect has prmCiples,
axwll?-s, methods a_nd cond~twns.. A thoroug~ understandmg of these IS essentili:l to the const.rncti.o~ of a
sound system. I have no time and no disp.ositiOn to
contro.vert the so~h1s~s and schemes cro,ydm& to the
fro~t m the pub he. mmd. I shall en~mCiate formula
which cannot be disp?ted, and .descnbe a system as
complete as the conchtwns can give.
PRINCIPLES.
1. No nation should have an interest-bearing debt.
2. No financial system (currency) should be based on
such a debt, as that is practically an interest-paying
currency.
3. A financial system based on debt must fall when
the debt is paid, and to be permanent must perpetuate
the debt and interest.
4. A true financial system must be constructed on
principles and securities independent of the form of
government.
5. It is the function of the supreme government of
any country to furnish money, and regulate its finances.
6. The legal value of money is from the fiat of the
government-its indorsement and authority.
7. The equitable and commercial value of moneyis
in the equity of redemption and responsibility of the
power issuing it.
8. The security must be dollar for dollar in intrinsic
v<>lue or commodities for use, which i.~ the only .final
equitable redemption.
9. The material for money is of no value except cost
and endurance.
10. A mixed money of unequal legal and commercial
value, of great variety of figures and denominations,
diversified locality and rt~sponsibility,. as under the old
system, or as in greenbacks, national bank notes,
State banks, compound interest notes as proposed by
Mr. Sumner (ridiculous), and convertible bonds-if! adverse to simplicity, difficult of management and subject t.o great ahnse.
11. Money should increase ttt a fixed ratio-determined by the increase of population or business, or
both combined, and never be subject to the caprice of
commerce or men. A principle should never be
violated.
12. No redemption of money will be demanded in
other than commodities, except when there is a large
excess (which should never occur), a foreign balance
(which sl1ould not be), or a failure of the government
itself.
13. A public debt being against a sound public
policy, and especially a debt created by and for a single class, doubled by conspiracy, as was ours, the gov-

ITHE

ernment has a ri~ht to cancel the debt whenever it
can without impairing the security, or seriously damaging its creditors.
,
14. All financial institutions, all partnerships, and
all individuals doing a cre~it or trust business, implicating general business, should be required to furnish absolute guarantees, equal to the amount of cur-·
rent liabilities. It should not be possible for Banks to
suspend or break, or for Insurance Companies to defraud their patrons.
AT'l'RIBUTES.
Definition. Money is a promise to pay-an evidence
of indebtedness-a substitute for substance-a convenience for commerce.
The qualities of a true financial (money) system for
any country within its own jurisdiction are:
1. Absoluteness in the security or equity of redemption, not in anothor form of money, but in articles of
use--actual commodities.
2. Universality.-It should pass without discount.
This is unattainable by local money. ·Universal confidence comes of absoluteness of security, and knowledge
of that fact. V miation in value is an inevitable attri·
bute of local money.
3. The face of every note should•be of one configuration, except the denomination. This would simplify the process of familiarizing, and mar the work of
counterfeiting, as well as reduce the expenses.
4. All money should be of equal legal and commercial value in all transactions, and the power issuing
should never discriminate against its own money. (The
Government of England receives the notes of its bank
for public dues, !lnd yet is only a stockholder-does
not own the bank.
5. Su.fficiency.-Therc should be enough and not too
much-better a deficiency than an excess. About $30
per capita is enough for our country, or $1,200,000,
000. There is no reason why this amount of bonds
should not be cancelled by currency, and thus unload
the people.
.
6. liixedness.-Its increase should be gradual, by
a fixed ratio, determined by a rule, and its redemption
if in excess, by an increase of taxes.
7, Fluctuation is just what we do not want. Bills
of exchange, letters of credit and receipts will always
supply any temporary demand as they do now, and
perish with use as they should, l~<aving the volume of
currency undisturbed. A three pm· cent. convertible
bond would be an interest paying currency, as no
man would give up his bond paying interest for currency wt paying interest. Besides it would fill the
land with depots of redemption and issue, multiplying offices and thieves, and complicating the whole
system. Banks and brokers would spring up like
weeds in a fertile soil, 01" frogs in Egypt.
UNIVERSAL il!ONETAHY SYSTE)f.
1- The use of money in general commerce is the
payment of balances.
2. To do this conveniently the material of the money must have or be accepted as having intrinsic value.
3. Gold being so .accepted may be adopted as the
basis without deranging our ideas or practice.
4. The universal Trade :Money must have uniformity
in weight, fineness, and denomination.
5, It may he in coin, or bullion.
[For The Truth Seeker.]

Nuts for the Clergy to Crack.

I

N view of the fact that God selected Moses the murderer, Jacob the cheat, Lot the adulterer, David the
licentious man, and Solomon the whuremonger, as his
chosen men, are we to admire his choice ?
·
Can we look up with confidence to a God who ate
''calf" with Abraham, wrestled with Jacob, got mad
at his chosen people, commanded Ho~ea to marry a
prostitute, and told the Jews to sell bad meat ?
As God accused the prophets of ·being liars, why
should we be asked to place any confidence in them ?
As God admits that on certain occasions he deceived
the prophets and that they prophesied falsely, can we
place any reliance whatever on any of the prophecies?
If we cannot rely implicitly on the prophecies, are
they of any account to us ?
As God commanded Isaiah to go naked three years
that he might prophecy, are we to conclude that he
could prophecy better while naked ? (Isaiah xx, 2).
When we think of the especial diet prescribed for the
prophet Ezekiel by God, is it to be supposed th!it we
will have much respect for the God who prescribed,
or for the prophet who took the prescription ? (Ezekiel iv, 10-17).
Is a God who requires the constant praise of his
creatures to keep h.im good-natured, worthy of worship?
·
As constant praise would disgust any sensible person, must not. a sensible God be diHgusted with so
much praise?
Is it not degrading to think that we are required to
kneel in the dust to an imaginary God ?
As the ladies of the country are praying to God to
put a stop to the liquor. traffic, are we to infer that they
think he has been slack in his duty in that respect ?
Is a God who does not know his duty until told by
his creatures, worthy of confidence ?
Owmbridge, IU.
J OIIN M •. FoLLETT.

THE TRUTH SEEE:ER, APRIL, 1874.
On Behalf of the Universal Freethinkers' Association.

[For The Truth Seeker.]

"Only a Few Thousand Years."

MR. EDIWOR : The following preamb,le and resoluThe proudest self-worshipping scientist must admit
tions were adopted by a full vote of the delegates of th~t there was. a time.. a few thousand years ago, when no
am mal orgamsm existed on earth.
J. C. F.
the U niversal F reethinkers' Association, here in convention assembled. in March, 1874, and continuing its
No "m1tst" there, Friend F--, not a bit of it !
Not only the "proudest self-worshipping scientist,"
sessions during the entire month. In accordttnce with b~t eve~ coml?on every-day fol~s, including many a
the vote above referred to, I transmit this to you for pwus Bible believer, know that animal organisms have
publication.
DAviD HoYLE,
existed upon the earth so many long eons of time that
Chief Secretary U. F. A,
it is impossible to fix a limit in figures beyond which
No. 75 West Fifty-fourth st., New York.
one can be positive that none did exist! Even in the
W?w?'crts, The First Universal Freethinkers' Con- carboniferous age "A few air-breathers occupied the
d d
land. They were of frog-like affinity, and of very
h ld t N 1 · 1869
gress, e
a
ap es m
' ac1mow1e ge · and ap- low reptillian rank." Then came the cretaceous a!J'e
pointed this organi:>mtion as its successor, and
with its monstrous reptiles, its beautiful Ammonit%s'
lVlwreas, We, in convention here assembled, do and its great selachian fishes.
'
agree upon and decide to convene the SECOND UNIVERSAL FUEE'l'HINKERS' CONGRESS at Philadelphia,
After all these had lived and died, and naught save
Penn., u. s. A., on the fourth day of July, 1876 , at here and there a fossil remaining to tell that they ever
'l
f
were, then comes the tertiary epoch, with its grass and
1Je it
noon, 'I
· I't s f rm't an d fi owers ; an d . 1n
· th'Is epoc11, a new
' edIerc
'rl ore
t th'
c
t'
·
t 001
gram,
R
1
11
. eso'!l • . Ia . lS onven IOn S~ue a pro ? to a race of "organized existences" had birth and beinO'FICet.lunkms tlnoug~~ut the world, dir~ctm~ then~ the true mammalia. From this race sprang man, the
to foun clubs at once, ,mel ~h.at each s~pam~~ group of crowning point of all the hi hest d noblest f N
clubs so formed by the diil:erent natwn~htws of t!rc ture's begettinO's,
'
g
an
aworld elect a secretary to corr~spond w1th the cluef
Concerning "'man's antiquit R
Wh 1 k
S~cretary of the U. F. A ..' Da_v1d Hoyle, No. 75 W:e~t When, during the tertiary /e'rio~~·moree~~~ a~~
~:!ty-fourth st., New York City, U. S. A. It IS fur- DRED THOUSAND YEARS ago, the Irish elk and rhino/more
.
.
. ' ceros roamed through the forests of France, tt human
lesolved, That tlus c.onventwn do hereby reco/Smze race dwelt there.'' Agassiz estimates tllll age of a huaJ~d end~r~e .the f~llowmg gent! em en as Secretanes of man foot and jaw, found by him in the coast limestone
present exi~ti~g branches, to W!t :
.
..
of Florida, at one hundred and thirty-five thousand
D. ~'[. BENNET!, Secretary of the English bwnch of years ! And scien. tist after scientist tells the self-same
the U. F. A . ., 33o B~oadway, New York..
tale. .A-fter repeated efforts on the part of both sciM. STEIN, Secr~tary of the 9'e~man btanch of the entist and theologian to make science and theology
U. F. A., 58 Goerck st, New l' ode
.
.
agree nearlv everfr sound thinker on l:loth sid
1
MARC THRANE, Secretary of the Scandmavran branch
'
J
•
" •
•
,
·
•
, es,
Ias
Ill
cou~e to the cone ns1~n that rt cant bed~~·
They
f tl U :B' A B . 63 Cl.
, I~cago,
· .
. .
be"'m to see that the first chapters of Genesis are only
o 1e · · ·' ox
And that all clubs of different natwnahtws that fi._p1
d t. d't'
Th t
f tl
·d
d h
gar en an
. the f uture a ddr·ess t 1wmse 1ves to tw es tan f1a t wns. t d fie at 1eo t 1e Ada
may be f orme d m
d Et e
their own n11tional Secretaries.'
tslerpenond; eorf'uolur relpu ed thrs parlen st, d t m afn if' v~;
·
.
b
1e w
app e an
e enc ran e ree o I e 1s
Resoh•ed, That extra exertiOns shall be made y the all fiction- ure unadulterated r 1
'
different foreign .members of the parent ~ssociation to
That Agfssiz' did not believ~e i~ Old Granddadd
c;eate and orgamze French, Spanish, Ita.han, and R~s- Adam we can plainly see from the following observl
sran clubs ~nd branches, ~soon as possible, for whiCh tions ~hich he made concern in the Unit of the race.
ext~·a .exert10n a premmm 1s offered by the parent As- ,, That the different types of Bre humanyfamily have
somatwn.
.
.
an independent origin, one from the other, and are
Resol~e~, That tl~e follo":mg gentlemen, havmg held not descended from common ancestors, I still maint~e P?Srtlons of Vwe-Presidents. und~r our former con- tain. And this idea I do not apply to Negroes only,
Sti~ntwn, are. endorsed and thmr actiOns approved by but to the Indians, the Chinese, the Hindoos, the A usthi~ ConventiOn, and that .the~ be. requested ~ 0 send on tralians, &c., as well. In fact, I believe that men were
thmr reports .to o~r ?href . emetary, David Hoy.le, created in natim•s, not in individuals." So thee sees
as so.on ::s thr~ n.otrce IS rece.1Ved, and t~at the dutws Friend F--, that many of our "proudest scientists •'•
of smd V ICe-Ptesidents remall:l as ~er~~tofore.
do not admit the Lilliputian chronology of " a few
DR. THEODORE KLEIN, Zunch.;. Witzerland.
thousand years," which had birth and bein~ only in
~LFRED IVEIGAL, London, En,land.
the old Jew book-that relic of an ignorant and bar9A~T. CHARLES AnMsTRONG, box 8,000, Chicago, barons past which we have long, long ago out own.
Illmois.
Respectful¥;
JoHN POLLACK, Pesth, Hungary.
ELMINA DRAKE SLEN~R.
PRoF. OTTO MEYER, Tacna, Peru, S..A.
SnoiDville P1tlaski Co.. Va. March 12 1874.
Crm. ScrrWEl'."'DIMAN, Hespelar, OntariO, C. W.
'
·
'
'
DR. ZoELRR, Callowhill St.·, Phil. Pa.
(Our esteemed correspondent, Mrs. Slenker, has
PROF. SHULTz, Yorktown, Dewitt Co., Texas.
effectually used up the 6,000 year-old fable. It is perfectly idle for Bible sticklers to longer claim that
HuGH B. BROWN, 267 Broadway, New York.
•
JAs. SCHROEDER, Esq. Guttenberg, Clayton Co., 6 000 years ago neither animal man the earth
lo\\ra.
,
.
.
,
,
, nor
G. KLAUDER, Box 309, Henderson, Ky.
the umverse existed.-ED. T. S.l
S. JANOWITZ, 137 W. Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.
J. NussEn, Box 170, Birmingham, Bucks Co., Pa.
Stine and Milligan.
Resolved, That each club shall be represented at the
next Congress by one or more delegates in person or
A LIVELY TUIE AT ARRINGTON.
by proxy.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER :-You know StineResolved, That we extend the hand of fellowship to
Liberals of all shades, and FrefJthinkers of every " Stine, the Kansas Ltmatic," as he has been chriscaste, and that we especially extend a cordial invita- tened ? Do you know .Milligan ? Well, Milligan is
tion to all Liberal Leagues, Free Religious Associa- pastor of tbe Church of the Covenanters at Tipton,
tions, Liberal Spiritualists, and all anti-theological Kansas.
At Arrington we engaged Stine to give his three
societies that work for the emancipation of the Hu-·
man Race, to become members of our organization, lectures on the origin and evidences of Christianity.
.Milligan, hearing of it, came five miles across the
and communicate with us. It was
Ordered by the Convention assembled that all country-not to hear, but to oppose. "Free discusSecretaries of the various nationalities now existing sion" had been announced. Owing to interruptions
or that may be formed in the future, together with by .iVIilligan and some of his friends, and an ignorant
all Vice P1·csidents shall communicate at once with young lvlethodi~t preacher, our lecturer with difficulty
our chief Secretary David Hoyle and receive got through at half past nine o'clock ; when }iilligan
from him our amended Constitution and By-Laws, took the floor and occupied it for three mortal hours,
showing our object aims, and means, which shall al>:o with a string of personal abuse, and without either
be published in all our Free Thought Journals. It Is attempting an nrgument for Christianity or a refutation of any argument advanced in the lecture. At
furthermore
Re8olned, That tt copy of these resolutions be sent one o'clock in the morning the meeting broke up in a
row.
for publication to the following journals :
The second night came, and the ''Christians" again
BosToN INVESTIGA'l'OR, INDEX, TnuTu SEEKEn,
rampant. Milligan had proposed a debate.
'l'rm FREE1'HINirER, GOLDEN AGE, W OODHUJ,L were
Stine had acceded. Milligan's idea of "a debate,"
AND CJ,AFLIN's WEEJU.Y, BANNER OF LlGrrT, HE- as he expressed it, was for Stine to give his lecture as
r.ww-PnrLOsoPHICAL JouRNAL, 'rHE WonD, DER as well as he could nuder protests and interruptions,
FREIDENiillR, REFORMATOR, PIONEIU, AND NA'l'IONAJ, and for Milligan to be allowed all night if he wanted
it, to reply without interruption. Stine, "for the sake
HEI•'OR~lER, London, Eng.
of peace," accepted the situation. Milligan might
By order of the Convention.
have his own way. Stine would give his lecture.
DAvm HoYLE, Chief Secretary U. F. A.
When he was done he would stop, and Milligan might
75 West Fifty-Fourth St., N. Y.
occupy all the rest of the night in replying in his own
way. To the fliends of Free Thought it was now
painfully
evident that the "Christian plan" was to
A GREAT man under the shadow of defeat, is taught
how precious a~-e the uses of adversity. As an old prevent the lectmer from being heard at all. But
oal{ tree's roots are strengthened by its shadows, so Stine had taken them in their own craftiness. \Vha t
all defeats in a good cause are but resting-places on would they do? The lecturer's "pile" of :nlannscript
and "many books" indicated the fact that Milligan's
the road to victory at last.
CHAa. SUMNER.

I"

°

"all the rest of the night" would probably be the
smaller part. Stine lectured amid the wildest confusion-half the time not heard by anl one-for full
five hours; and at half-past twelve o clock,· Milligan
moved an adjournment for himself and his friends,
and in a row broke up the second night's meeting.
" Christianity" was d.esperate. " Infidels " of the
different 'classes trembled for the consequences of
the third night, and proposed to postpone. But
Stine was determined. "I will give my other lecture," he said, "I 1n1tst be protected. Fall back on
the law. Have the constable, with a posse, to keep
order." It was done. Stine occupied an hour and a
half on the "Absurdities of Christianity," arul tlw
people listened. The Christian Theology was thoroughly reviewed, its doctrines individually tested. by
history, philology, and philosophy, and the whole
"body of divinity" reduced to a vampire's skeleton.
There was no disturbance. Only the little Methodist
preacher winced and groaned whenever anything was
said which his miml could comprehend, and Milligan
asked the constable before the lecture was fairly begun, to ''stop that sort of talk, and arrest the lecturer for blasphemy." The constable declared his
business there to " keep M.r. Milligan quiet." Stine is
a hero at Arrington, and invited back. Milligan refuses a fair debate. " Christianity" will need a great
deal of doctoring at Arrington this sun)mer.
TWEEDLEDUM.
Arrington, Kansas, March Hi, !874.
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Extracts, Queries, and Comments.
By·E. E. G.
THE METHODIST PREACHERs' AssOCIATION in New York
d ·
"
· ·
·
'
has eCided that the Scientists have mvaded a pro.
'th wh'1ch th ey 11ave no th'mg to d o, wh en th ey turn
vmce
WI
their attention to spiritual affairs."
. .
.
Indeed! andhavenotthepreachers mvadedaprovmce
with ':liich thP:Y hav.e nothing to do, w?en th~y turn th.eir
a~entwn to science m order to reconcile thm~ revelatwn
With the facts and phenome?-a of Nat~re and life, and had
they not ~etter attend to. th~Ir preachmg and let God take
care of his own revelatwn 1
"CHRIST's babes should grow up to be men in Christ
.Tesus."-SPURGEON. How can a uirl baby grow up to be a
m.an in Christ .Jesus? Can Mr. Spurgeon tell? I long fo"r
the time to come when all the world will not be" men,"
and" he." I have always been glad (being a woman), that
that monstrous three-headed (God-head) orthodox God
was a man and not a woman.
The New York Times consoles itself with the following:
"If we cannot prove that there is a God in the method

demanded by the Mills and other philosophers, they cannot prove that there is not one."
"They" dont wish " to prove that thete is not one," for
if a fact it will prove itself. In the great coming future.
science, by unfolding the truth in regard to creation, so
called, will leave such a God nothing to do or nothing to
ever have done. Positive and negative forces, Nature's
electrical batteries, magnetism, motion, heat, attraction,
and repulsion through evolution, will throw Sut'h a crca.
tor, with his six days' work, of twenty-four hours each,
entirely into the shade; for it will be discovered that they
could perform the work without his aid, even to forming
the human race with the small intelligence th!'Y have had
to boast of, to say nothing of the crude beliefs entertained
upon this very subject, which are bad enough to contradiet the claim of any vm·y large amount of intelligence in
the original.
"CHILDREN come from God like snow-llakes."-1\<Irs.
J\forse in Woodhnll J; Clajli.n's Weekly. Is that true?
"THE Testament of the .Jews· asserted no man had ever
seen him (God) save 1\Ipses, and he was permitted to see
only' his back parts.' Fancy' the back p!lrts of Omnipotence'l What !ln idea. To the Spiritualists the Deity is all
face!"- Woodhull J; Claflin's Weekly, Fancy" a Deity all
face." One idea is as ridiculous as tho other. Besides, the
Testament of the Jews does not assert that" no m!ln had
over seen him save l\Ioses." (See Exodus xxiv. n. 10.)
"Then went up 1\<loses and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and
seventy of the elders of Israel; and they saw the God of
Israel." (Sec lith verse.) "The nobles of the chiluron of
Israel. also theysawGod." And there are seventeen other
places in the Jewish <Old) Testament where pel·sons saw
God and talked with him. notwithstanding it is declared
by Jesus in the New Testament, John v. 37, "Ye have neither heard his voice at any time. nor seen his shape;" !lnd
in .John i. 1s, and 1 .John iv. 12• and also in Timothy and
sevoral other places in the New Testament it is rccorcled,
"No man hath seen God at any time." How sweetly the
ScriDturcs blen<l and harmonize! surely, no one ne<:>d
orr therein! Search them, for in them 11<' think yo h:wo
etemalli/P. Who has a right to question or reject such an
infallible record? Does it not bear on its every page the
impress of Jehovah? Bah!
'·THoUGHT made known is immortal," says Hu;::h B
Brown, in his excellent ess!ly published in the Febi:uary
number of THE TRUTH SEEKEU. Yes, if the thought is
truth. All truth is immortal, whether made known or
not.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, · .A!PRIL.
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Waggish·.-..............................
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Hans Brinker, Mrs. Mary Dodge's new
story ................................... 175 Rev. Dr. William lit. Taylor,
Rev. W. R. Alger, oi Boston,
Hintsll' toward Physical Perfection,

H~~if:J.~e~r· H:i:iaitli. ror ·i868; ···oii.'•7o: ·i7i:

·~~·seeds!!

· BuyfreshGardenandFlowerSeed= direct
from the Grower. postage paid, cheaper
than you can grow them. I want to supply
every Liberal in America. 'Patroni~e your
. Liberal Friend. I undersell any firin in
America. I want everybody to send for my
fr.ee Illustrated Catalogue, and be convinced
that a little money will buy a pile of Seeds.
ADDRESS,
R. ll. SHUl'll'WA.~-,

~IND-

(Oct., Nov.,,and Dec.,numbers ;free to.new
subscribers who send in their names now.)
($2 A. YEA.R WITH ELEGA.NT PnEMIUMS.)

The October number cont>tins Cicero's
Essay on the Rules of Health, written 107
years before. Christ, showing:_
WHAT PnODUCES INFIRMITIES OF BODY.
(This Essay is worth a year's subscription.)
HOW TO VENTILA.TE OUR HOUSES,
. (T. Sterry Hunt; LL.D.,)
See<l Grower,
TEA.CHING CHILDREN SEnF-KNOWLEDGE CON
CERNING SEXUAL MA.TTEns,
HOCKFOHD., ILL.
CURE OF HEADACHE.

..................................

_- - - - -

THE WORD,
.A :MONTHLY JOURNAL OF REFORM.

The November number contains
THE RIGHTS OF""WOMEN,
By Herbert Spencer.
PHYSICAL EDUCA.TION OF DELICA.TE
CHILDREN.
CHASTITY AND HEALTH.
CAUSES A.ND CURE OF CONSUMPTION.

Favors the abolition of spe~ulative income of women's slavery and war government; regards all claimsto property, not
founded on a labor title, as morally void,
and asserts the free use ofland to be the
inalienable p;ivi.lege of everyhuman bein~ Among other things, the December Number
one.havingthe right to own or sell only h1s·
contains
service impressed on it. Not by restrictive
THE niGHTS OF CHILDREN.
methods~ but through· liberation and reciENLIGHTENED MOTHERHOO~
procity, 'rHE WoRD seeks the extinction of
NERVOUS DISEASES.
mterest, rent, dividends. and profit, except'
CUBE OF DYSPEPSIA WITHOUT DRUGS.
as they represent work done; the abolition
of railway, telegraphic .. banking, tradesTHE PHYSICA.L EDUCATION OF YOUNG
·union and other corporations charging
GIRLS.
more than actual cost for values furnished,
MOBA.L A.ND, PHYSICA.L BEAUTY,
and the rHpudiatioi' of all so-called debts.
By Henry Ward BeechE'r.
the principal whereof has been paia, in
the form of interest.
WEAK LUNGS, A.ND HOW TO MAKE THEM
STRONG.
E. IJ."HE'irWOOD, Editor.
HOW SEWING MACHINES INJURE.
TEBMS 75 CENTS ANNUALLY, IN ADVANCE.
&c .. &c.
Address,
) THE WOHD,
OUH OIL CHHOMO
Princeton, Mass.
is entitled

° CHAMPION OF HUMANITY I "!e~i~ur~r~!:~~s:n ?rt~~ ~e
A Weekly Paper, devoted to

SPIJEliTUA.L UNITY, EQ.UA.L RIGHTS
FOR JUAN AND WOJUAN,

Self-Sovereigntv and the Principles of Httman Life.

field, painting a landscape. He has for a
mome11t left Iris brush, to chat. with a pre~
ty girl near by. A cow has discovered 1\Is
picture. aud is licking off the paint, while
her calf has poked its nose into the art~st's
tools. and tumbled them all on the ground.
Just back, a bull is attracted. no doubt, by
a huge white umbrella. spread, and .fasten
ed to a stake drove into the ground, to keep
the sun from the picture maker. It should
be in every farm'er's library.
This Oil Chromo will be mounted and
sent, postcpaid. by mail, to every subscrib
er of THE HEIULD OF HEALTH who
sends us $2 for 1874.

THE CHA.MPION OF HUMANITY Will discuss,
from the standpoint of free thought and
investigation. the causes which p1·oduce
spiritual inharmony, unhappiness, disease and crime in society, and will fearlessly advocate the adoption of those principles which tend to utilize. elevate, and
spiritualize the race, earnestly laboring for
the realizat-ion of an era of reason. justice
a.nd peace.
It will U!)hold a high ideal of possible
Or we will give. when $2 are sent, THE
attainm~>nt in all the walks of life. which HERALD OF HEALTH and a copy of
will be promulgated with the enthusiasm
Pres. Robinson, Brown University.
anrl devotion of earnest nature~ .. In the
President t:a~npbeU, Hutger's College, Spiritual domain, it wit! advocato the Unity
R.ev •.Dr. Stephen H. Tyn¥, Jr.,
of Hnman-it-y and the Knowlr.due of a F-uIn 1 Volu~nc of 850 Pages.
t-ure J!Jxiste.nce; nnd ina1orality, the -da,i!y
.
Rev. Dr. ·Robert Crook,
_'l,rchbishop l'llcCloskcy,
practice of cha_stity, ho1~esty and sil!-<;erit.v
It is print<Jd in new type. on good paper
and other eminent preachers, the whole m. all the relatwns of l1fe. In. PobtrcB. 1t contains a porlrait, Sketch of his Life, and
occupying more than an entire page of Wlll _advocate. tlr~OU(rh educatwn, moral a Glossary, together with his Poems, and is
THE TnrnuN'E. This series of "1'ribune suasiOn, pea~-e prmmp,les !1-!ld .tl~e advep.t 1 the most marvelous instance of cheapness
l:lermons" will be continued. at least, <lur- of tho good t1me wpon each mdividnal Will of which we have a[ly knowledge. For $2.50
unf?lded suffic1ently to be.come a law we will senrl THE HEHALD and both pre
ing the present season of ;p,opular in~erest be
unto lumself or herself ; a.nd lll Industry, miums
in religion. THE DAILY :rRIBUNE Will be that
which will render to tho pro·
mailed to clergymen for 75 cents per month, ducerjustice
the Jpgitimate prod nets of labor. In
or the Monday's paper only in clubs of not Physical
Clubbing.- We will send "Harper's
Development, it will advance
less than ten, all to on€ address, for five whatever is
calculated to diffuse a knowl- lllonthly," "Weekly," or" Ba.zar~·and THE
weelcs, for 20 cents per co~y. . .
edge of the laws of generation, and the HEUA.LD. with premium, for $5. Tb.e sam~
Address,
THE TRIBUNE,
best
methods
of preserving or recovering for the" Galaxy," "Atlantic," •· Scribner's,'
.
New York.
health. In the Social Helations it will in- "Old and Ne11·."
We will send THE HEnALD and" Weekly
sist on absolute equalitv between the
G. L. HENDERS0N & CO.,
Sexes, thus raising women to . that inde- Tribune" for $3.50; " Agriculturist," $3
"Our
Young Folks," S3.5o, with premiums.
pendence
and
freedom
which
will
make
BANKERS,
"THE HEitALD oF HEALTH contains," says
prostitution impossible in or out of marLE ROY, MINNESOTA.
riage. and which will enttble her, in oppo- the 'l:lcientific American;'" more sensible
. Will loan money for Capitalists, secured. sition to the demands of lust. to obey the articles than any other magazine that
comes to our sanctum."
by, First Mortgages on Improved fl!,rms, mandato, "lree!) thyse.lf pure."
THE CHA.l\IP!ON OF HUMANITY Will place
upon short time or for tl term of years,
$2 A YEAH, WITH PUEMIUM.
paying 12 per cent. semi-annually. All ex- its editors a11d contributors upon a platpense for Abstracts.!Jond necoifdiiig JD.IJ-.id by form of er 1uality in re&l:nrd to free diseusborrower. Colloctwns and Hemlu.ttnces sion as its columns Will be open to correon such loans, made to any part of the spmidents to advance new ideas contntry
15 Laight St., Ne'v York.
United Statesf1·ee of charae.
to the general tE'nor of its advocacy. B-revREFERENCES;- Allen Ste-phens· & Co., ity emidot·, and the presentation of views
Bankers New York; S. MerrilJ., President expressed in appropriate langt~age, and
Peo_ple's' Bank, Des, MoinBs' · .10wa: Gil- devoid of obnoxious personalltws, are
SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY.
chnst &Co., McGregor·. Iowa; 'city National the requirements we request.
By. R T. TRALL, :III.D.
Bank Chicago, Ills.; lllilwaukee. National
The p~per is composed of eight pages,
Bank' Milwaukee, Wis.; Morris Altman, and will be published weQk}y at a price to
Synopsis of Cont.ents: The Origin o
New York.
suit the times. Send stamps for spPcimen Life; ~cxual Generation; .The Pl!,Ysiology
copies. Sttbscription priee. pay_ablc in ad- of Menstruation; Impregnation; l'rcgnan
vance, $2 for one year : $1 for s1x months; cy; Embryology; Parturition; Lactation
50 cents for three months; or six cents per Tl!e Law of Sex; Hcgulation of rhc num
single copy.
ber of Offspring; The Theory of Popula
.&;
I')
AGBNTS WANTED
Club ra.tes nt $1.50 each. per annum. Jtion; The Law of Sexual Intereourse; He
'-~·
.LOr
'-1.
• The Ladies' Own forxtr.J"
ruditury Transmiosion; Philosophy o
five
or
more
copies.
1'he ab!flst and most sensible Literary
Marriage.
•and Fashion M~a.zine in America, is furLESSIE GOODELL STEINMETZ and
An elaborate illustrated advertisemen
nished to subscnbers at $2.50 -a year, with JOHN BlWWN Sl\IITR. Editors and Pro- of this work in the July "Agriculturist'
two superb oil chromos, in seventeen col- . prletors, aided by an able corps of contrib- for 1873. Prof. Wilder, of Cornell Univer
ors, or $2 a year with ono chromo. Agents utors.
sity, s:ws it i~ the best work yet written on
make good wages canvassing for it. A
All comrn uniaations and business cone- the snbject. 20,000 sold. Price, $2 by mail.
complete Ag~nt's outfit (both chromos_ and spondence should be addressed,
8ent with THE HERALD OF HEALTH, With
samples of Magazi;g.e sent for only 60 cents;
Premium, for $3.50.
·0 r one'chroino antl samples for 40 cents.)
CHAlllPION OF HUJUANITY,
'Addre!isiM.·
c. BLAND & co., •PUblishers,
WOOD & HOLBROOK.
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·
P. 0. Box 3008,
208 Broadway, N., .Y.•1;«;>;r; ~87 West a ison
15 Laight Street New ·York,
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Street,Ohioago.
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Greatest Premium Yet,

The Wor·ks of Shakespeare

WOOD & HOLBROOK

GRAND 50 OFFERS

$1"' 00
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fdds and §ind~.

IT is related that a justice of .the peace i 1:1 · ~Select List of Books published and
one of the back towns of Lewis .county, for sale by Alia K. Butts & Co.
New York, on being elected justice of the
· THE QUESTION OF HELL,
sessions, was asked what he thought ought
to be done with a man guilty of arson. He
An Essay in New Orthodoxy.
thought gravely for a few moments, and
BY A PuRITAN.
then answered that he should be in favor
12mo.,
price 50c.
Cloth,
of flnil!g the fellow and make him marry
This is the ablest Treatise an the burning
the girL theme which has been published yet.
A PAPA in Greenville, Kentucky, has a
daughter !{ate, and Kate has a lover disTHE ESSENCE OF RELIGION,
tasteful to papa. On the lover's birthday
Kate bought a nice gilt-edged box of perBY L. FEUERAOH.
fumery for a gift, and put into it ''The conSecond Edition. 12mo. Cloth. I>I>. 79.
tents are as delicate and innocent as your
75 cents.
love." Papa got hold of the box before it
was sent, and changed the contents for botEPIDEMIC DELUSION8,
tles of soothing syrup. Kate is now heartbroken by the continued and unexplained
A LECTURE WITH VALUABLE APPENDIX.
absence of her lover.
By Dr. FREDERIC R. Jl!ABVIN.
THoUsANDs of young trout about two Pamphlet form, 25 cents: Clotil, 50 cents.
inches in length were recently thrown up
to the height of thirty feet from an artesian
THE SAFEST CREED,
well in San Francisco, 145 feet deep.
and
A YOUNG man. 'illiterate but polite,' on
being invited to attend a wedding. sent a TWELVE OTHER RECENT DISCOURSES
OF REASON.
note in response saying, 'I regret tilat circumstances repugnant to the acquiesce will
By Rev. 0. B. FRoTHINGHAM.
prevent my acceptance to the invite.'
Cloth, Beveled. Tinted paper. 12mo. $1.50.

REv. J. L. YENNER, of Crestline, recently
committed suicide by cutting his throat.
His religion seemed to fail him.
THE B?··idgl'port Fanner gives an account
of a clergyman belonging in New Haven,
who was seen on the streets of that city,
whose legs were so badly affected he could
but partially control them. He had evidently been partaking of a "spirit" not
u from above."
A Nashville newspaper suggests that the
liquor dealers may have their. revenge on
the women crusaders, by organizing male
praying bands, to besiege the miliineryshops andi..implore the keepers tilereof to
give up tileir ruinating and vain-glorious
calling.
RETRIBUTIVE justice sometimes clos<Jly
follows the perpetrator. A mischievous
Brooklyn boy recently threw a snow ball at
his aunt, dodged in an area to secrete himself and sat down on a scuttle full of hot
ashes. It is needless to add he immediately jumped up again.
A GooD old deacon was much shocked by
a question asked him by one of his boys,
who was reading the family Bible, "Father,
THE
is God a fool?" "What do you mean by
A SPANIEL named Curly is the regular
asking such an absurd question?" "Why mail carrier between a settlement called
I was reading here just now, that' God is Lake of Two Woods, Dakota, and the Minangry with the wicked every day,' and here nesota line twelve miles away. Letters and
AND
in another place. it says' Anger wrestles in paper~ are placed in a sack and tied about
the bosoms of fools.'"
1 the dog's neck ; he is told to go, and never
1
A PENNSYLVANIA CATECHISM. Scene.-Bi- fails to. ~each his destinatio~. Arriving,
BY SHA. Rocco,
ble Class in a back-wood's Sunday School. ~he mll.llls overhaule~. the fa1thful servant
A Curious and Remarkabl~ Work,
Superintendent.-" Mr. Sydenbender, you 1s. treated to _a good dmner, and started on
containing the
do not answer your Patechism correctly, hls return tnp.
let me begin at the beginning."
Two years ago two barrels of live perch
Traces of Ancient Myths,
' Who made you?"
were placed in the pond at Tisbury, Mass.,
in tile
".Oat was God."
which have increased so that now seining
Current Religions ofTo·Day.
"Who redeemed you?"
is profitable.
"Well, dat was God, too."
A CHICAGO clergyman preaehed a sermon 70 pp., 26 Illustrations 12mo., paper, 75 cts.;
cloth, $1.
"No, it was Jesus Christ, his son."
in a billiard saloon, last Sunday. He made
"Oh! den 'twas de poy. I all us tot 'twas nineteen points.
It contains an original chapter on the
de ole man."
Tmi women of Iowa are rapidly prepar- Phalli of California, which will be new
A WEsTERN man says he has found that
even
to scho Iars.
·
wood lasts much longer in cold weather ing for the ballot by instruction in parlia"It is full of tile deepest researches and
mentary
debate
and
general
business.
to let tile women cut and aplit it. What a
soundest scholarship, and is cleanly withThere are nearly 2,000 granges in the State. al. but it is not designed for immature
brute!
in which 25,000 women are entitled to votes· minds."
"Do you say, waiter, you have no tooth- In the 7,000 granges ,in the whole country
I>icks about this hotel?"
NOW READ~.
there are nearly 100,000 women.
"Well, we used to keep them, but lately
THE cabbage orop will yield twice or
gentlemen have got in the way of carrying
them off when they got thro' with them and thrice the income of the tobacco crop with
one tithe the labor bestowed on the latter, INFLUENCE OF THE PHALLIC IDEA .IN
we don quit keepin 'em 'any mor.'"
The increase of our German population
THE RELIGIONS OF ANTIQUITY,
THE Rev. C. L. Thompson of Chicago, dehas ereated a demand for cabbage wliich By Hodder M. Westropp and 0. Staniland Wake.
clined a $5.000 call to Louisville. He acwould astonish those who have not studied With an Introduction, additional Notes and
knowledged the offer to be a generous one,
Appendix by Alexander Wilder, M. IJ.
and that the feeling that prompted it was the. produce trade. In all the large cities
are· manufacturies of pickles and sauer- 1 vql. svo. beautifully printed on superior
grateful to, him, but he added-" None of
paper, cloth extra. $~.00.
ihose things move me." Promptly came krout, which are ready to contract for
crops to almost any amount. The
These vapers were read before the Anback the response, "We have just voted growing
great cabbage fields in this vicinity are in · thropological Society of London, attracting
great interest among scholars and persons
$500 to move you and your family.''
New Jersey and on Long island.
of cultivatien. The whole subject of PhalDoN'T borrow trouble-just wait patiently
lism is here condensed and set forth modHENRY W ABD 'BEECHER often says very estly yet exvlicitly, and its connection with
and it will come fast enough of itself.
things. Being recently queried as the ancient world religions accurately deA WESTERN Debating Society has been sensible
o whether "dancing is wicked"? he said, fined. The Biblical student desiring to understand the nature and character of the
discussing this question, "Which eat the t
most fowls, ministers or owls?" At last 'It is wicked when it is wicked, and not idolatry of the Israelites during the Commonwealth and Monarchy, and the classic
accounts the ministers had it, and will wicked when it is not wicked. In itself it schelar
endeavoring to comprehend the
h as no more moral character than walking, ideas andprinciples which underlie mythdoubtless keep ahead.
wrestling, or rowing. Bad company, un- ology, will find their curiosity gratified,
A LITTLE girl asked her sister what timely hours, evil dances may make the ex- and they will be enabled at the same time to
"chaos" was, and received for answer, "A
·
·1
d
perceive how not only many of our modern
great piece of nothing with no place to -erC!se ev1 ; goo company, wholesome systems of religion but our arts and archihours, and home influences, may make it a tecture are to be traced to the same archaic
·put it.'great benefit."
source.
A MINISTER· officiating at a negro wedA BRiGHT little girl recently solicited her :***Sent postage free on receipt of price,
ding, who wished to hehumerous,said: "On mothPr to go up s.tairs with her at bed time
J. W. BOUTON, 706Broadway,
such occasions it is customary to kiss the and hear her say her prayers ; her mother ap 2
New York,
bride. but in this case we will omit it." To not finding it convenient put her o:fl' by
which ungallant remark tile sable bride- saying "Jesus could hear them just as
groom pertinently replied:" On such occa- well." "But, Ma." returned the little
Hollow objects when beat upon resound
sions it is customary to pay the ministers doubter, "Jesus can't turn o:fl' the gas."
with a deafening noise, What then should
be expected from the blows struck by
ten dollars. bUt in this case we will omit
A BRooKLYN girl of six summers says
it.,
the reason the man on the new fractional
The Gilded Age,
S~MKINs having wedded and settleil. currency looks so mad. is because he is
down, accumulated a slig.ht scar over his only put on a ten-cent stamp instead of a but an unearthly din from the belabored
heads of those who have been hit by it. But
eyebrow, the cause of wbtich it is unneces- fifty-center.
"In spite of rock, and tempest's roar,
sary to state•: but an inquisitive acquaint-·
In spite of false lights on the shore,"
AT Fort Wrangell, Alaska, the average
ance askerl him whether it wasn't a mark
In spite of those whose heads are sore,
temperature during the winter has been
of the chicken-pox. "Worse than that,'
40,000 COPIES
thirty degrees below zero. The colde'lt
replied Simkins," it's a mark of the hensnap was in January, when the mercury have been sold in SIXTY days; the public
peck."
like
it
and
ask for more,
'
congealed.
It is the most rapid sale of any book on
AN observing woman says she was never
record.
A
few
more
peals
of
thunder
from
so much inclined to laugh in church as
THERE have been deep snows in the
a certain portion of the press and we will
Sunday, when, walking down the broad mountains of Oregon during the past win- have to duplicate our plates to supply the
aisle after service, she saw tllat every ter, and the spring will "Open with disas- demand.
lind the book and see "how It Ia yOUI'llelf."
woman ahead of her was using her left I trous fresh'ets.
Agents supplied from office near them.
hand in arranging that portion of her
'!.'HEBE are two ways of getting rich: one
dress adorning her back. and before she hy adding to our possessions, the other by For information, address the publishers.
AMERICAN PUBLISHING 00,
was aware of it, found herself similarly diminishing our desires. The latter is
Hartford, Conn.
employed.
easieet, readiest and best.

Masculine Gross
Ancient Sex Worship,

Ancient Symbol worship.

Mark Twain and Warner's Book.

THE

Martyrdom of Man.
BY WINwoon

REM>E.

12mo., ·Cloth, 543 pp. Price $8.00,

post-paid.
Over 500 Topics are treated in the most thrilling manner
CoNTENTs:
Under the head of ·• War," we have
"Egypt, The Water Harvest, tile Sources
of the Nile, Philosophy of Leisure, ~gri
cnltural Monog"amy, Inequality of Men
Famine the Mother of Astronomy Cruelt'
the Nurse of Civilizat.ion~ Trial of the Dea~
the Painted Tomb, Chilaren of the Desert'
the Ho':se of War, the terrible Sahara, Pha:
roah trmmphant, Egyptian country house
the Luxury question, Theology Stops the
Way Empire of Ethiopia, the India Trade
the Persian Shepherds, the King's Harem'
0!-'igin of Gr!Jek genius, the Religion. the
C1ty of the Vwlet Crown; the University of
Egypt, Seraglio intrigue. Retreat of tile Ten
Thousand, Tyranny of Athens, Alexander
at Babylon, .Two Faces under one Hat, A
Greek Volt11.1re, th.~ Purple Trode, Discovery of the AtlantlC, Introduction of the
"A, B, C", the Colonies of Carthage, the
Gardens of the Hesp_l)rides, Home Rule of
Rome, the Hsuse of Baal, Silver Spain, the
Poor, Hated old Man. Roman Baden-Baden
Cato's little Farm, A dissolute Prig Africas
place in History, Civilizing War, '
Under the head of "Relill'ion "-Ghost
worshiP. Divine hybrid~~ Idolatry' and Dollatry Who made God? 1~ature in the Nude
the. Sheik Abraham, Moses in exile, the Del:
ph1 of the Hebrews, Pope Samuel A Gvdmtoxicated man, A pious Brigand, By the
waters· of Babylon, The character of Jehovah, Simprones, Origin of the Devil A monopolized Deity, Bright side of tile character of Jesus.}park side, the Miracle Doctor
the Ghetto, nonie sleeping, Heavenly mu:
sions. Episcopal saliva, the Wonderful
Well, the Truce of God, Achievements of
Mahomet, Negro States tile African hut.
Dance ordeal, Schooh Philosop!J:y of Salt'
Bagdad of the West. l'legroes in Mecca the
Black Prophet, Turks in Africa,
'
Under the con&ideration of "Liberty" be
~hows us: The Ancient Germans, the Castle
m Academy, the Serfs, the Monks Crusades. Venice, Arab Spain1 the Hill of 'rears
Orthodox j;eography, Inaia, Prested John'
Lisbon reJoices, Maiestic crime, SlaverY in
London. the Methodists,.. Giants and Pigmies, Thomas Paine, votton Neck and
neck, W. L. Garrison, Rebeliion of the
North, The Lost Cause, Future of Africa
F~ture of tile Earth, Origin of Man, Tailed
Mmds.
. In the consideration of "Intellect." he
mtroduces, The ChildreR of tile Sun Origin of Life, Histor_y of the Cell Da\vn of
f!.eason .. qrigin of. Love. The Gh'ost ReligIon,. Ongm of Pnests, Invention of Hell,
MusiCal Conversation. The why, The utility
o~ the 1\ff<:Jctions. Breeding Laws. Death of
Sm. Ongm of Chastity, Rome and China
the Buddhists, the 4ge of the Rosary Wa~
in the Future, the Expedient of Religion
Fallacies of the Commun~ American Pros:
verity, Inventions of the .tmture, Theory of
the Soul. Duties of a Creator, The Theory e.xvl,oded. Should tile Truth be told? Christmmty Exposed, the Catastrophies of Progress, Moral Value of Hell Fire, True sources of Morality. ~u!-'i9us virtues of Theology, The True Rehgwn, The Last Sacrifice.'
Of this The IJaily Graphic says:
. "As a composition. this work is brilllantly performed, It 1s as interesting as a
well-told romance, and if circulated widely
would do much to popularize history."
The Hartford Evening Post, of March 20,
says:
"It is scarcely necessary for us to add
that the book is dangerous in the highest
de~?r!Je. In the hands of a person whose
op1mons are already matured it may be
harmless, and, as a curious instance of
speculation run wild, is not without Interest. But to younger readers its mischievous theorizing, pernicious untruth and illogical reasoning. render it every war undesirable ; the more .so that its bri li~JrD.t
rhetoric and its very audacity give it a falfl.l

charm."

CHAS. BBADLAUGH says: "It is the best
thing Trubner (the great London Housel
ever published, It is a splendid book."
Address

lcl tf.

A. K. BUTTS,
86 DEY STREET, N, Y.
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Do you care for the
health of the females
and children, the aged
infirm, and invalids of
your household? Then
for their comfort
greatest blessing of
the day,

THE WAKEFIELD EARTH CLOSET.
Is any member of your family confined
to the room with wasting disease? Remember that you may have in that room an
uncontaminated atmosphere by using

THE WAKEFIELD EARTH CLOSET.
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"Come now and let us reason tof!"ether;" .Let us hear all sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all thin_Js and hold fast to that which is _tood."
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A COUPLE in Colebrook, Mass., tied their sick child
AN exchange says that a Chicago murderer, who
was to have been hanged the other day, was reprieved to the bed and went to church. They were gone four
hours, and, when they returned, the neighbors, atfor one week to allow him to "get religion.''
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.
tracted by the prisoner's cries, had broken in the door.
"What
a
mockery
!
"is
the
comment
of
the
paper
The
parents were arrested.-Exclutnge.
TERMS, $1.00 PER YEAR, DATING FROM No.5, OR ANY SUB-·
Not long ago two children were in this way burned
SEQUENT NUMBER; 75 CENTS A YEAR, IF BEGINNING WITH from which the proceeding was obtained. But there
is no "mockery" about it if it be true, as theologians to death, somewhere in order that their parents might
No.1, VoL. 1.
teach that the .penalty of sins committed can be "get religion."
''By their fruits ye shall know
To EACH SUBSCRIBER WILL BE MAILED, AS A PREMIUM, A dodged by a mystical process of belief.
them.'' In other less prominent, but more numerous
50 CENT BooK. ENTITLED, CHILDHOOD OF THE WORLD
.
.
.
and equally decisive cases, church-going is decidedly
or to one entitled THE ESSENC~ OF RELIGION.
. A CHILD thirteen years old was almost buned ahve demoralizing, as for instance, when a prominent citi
CANADIAN SUBSCRIBERS WILL SEND TWENTY-FOUR CENTS m St. ~oseph, recently. She told her m~ther that hm' ,zen of Washington named Bliss thrashed his daughEXTRA FOR POSTAGE. WIIICH HAS TO BE PRE-PAID.
~ead sister had appea;ed to her, an~ wh1le thus ta~k- ters at a private ball for the "sin" of dancing. In his
mg, she sunk away as m death. While the hearse With defence he based the proceeding entirely upon religiRATES OF ADVERTISINC.
the. coffin was on 1ts 'Yay to the grave, a cry ~as heard ous grounds, making the church responsible for his
ONE DOLLAR PER INCH, FIRST INSERTION. 75 CENTS .FOR wh1ch the mother believed cam~ from the child. ?'he blackguardism. A bliss-ful family that must be l
SUBSEQUENT INSERTIONS.
coffin was opened, and the ch1ld found to be alive. And yet liberal thinkers who dare attempt to reform
She was taken home, and recovered her strength rap- those social absurdities of which our homes are cursed
idly.
are attacked by those who "cry peace, peace, where
By recklesf!ness of this kind it is probable that in there is no peace'' for endeavoring to destroy the
this christian country many lives are annually sacri- peace of families ! It is the chnnh and 1ts teachings
CHIEF Rabbi Astrue publishes in France an argu- ficed-more so than to Juggernaut. In Paris these religious and social, which is the wolf that fouls the
ment that the Bible story of Jonah is a fable. He things are better managed, every corpse being placed stream, and then basely tries to shift the responsibility
aims to show that the book was written at least two within reach of a bell until no possible doubt can ex- in exactly the wrong quarter.- A. Oridge.
centuries after Jonah's time, and was intended simply ist that death has taken place. In many details of
CLERGYMEN seein to get into trouble with as much
practical life the French might advantageously be our facility and to be equally as weak and imperfect as
to teach Jews the sin of exclusiveness.
teachers ; though it is the choice of a servile press to other men. The distinguished and brilliant Divine in
A TRoY cremationist asks, wouldn't it be pleasant misrepresent them to the AmeriP.an people.-A. 0.
our Sister City, Mr. Beecher, has certainly not
to receive a despatch something like this some day :
eseaped his share of the annoyances incident to this
DEAR MoT.HER: William died at noon ~o-day. Ashes by
THE London Chemist and Druggist prints the follow- life of temptation and besetments. Eighteen months
JoHN SMITH.
mail. Yours, in sorrow,
ing as a specimen of Irish ailings as they are some-. ago serious charges of a very delicate nature were
THE St. Louis Globe speculates concerning the obit- times met with in the chemist's shop : ' I have a very made against him and published broadcast through
uary of the future. We append one or two speci- bad stomach and sickness about my 'hart ·and great the land. 'fhese .direct charges have never been
heat rising up true me and sweeting in my face and denied, but it is well understood they have caused the
mens:
"Charles Pupker ; 3! pounds ; cremated .Tuly 9, at the but of the troth (throat) alys stifling me and all gentleman much uneasiness and not a small portion of
the trouble of the wourrld in it, and verry bound in the his salary as "hush money." Out of this business
1875.
.
"For wife of above see third pickle bottle on next bouls and a pain in my head, and I douse: allways be grew the recent convocation of august and learned
incline to discarge my stomach. and i never can, and Doctors and Divines to in(juire into the doings of the
shelf.
i have often a great griping and a great bast(?) in my reverend gentleman,-when with exquisite skill they
"Little Tommy. Burnt up Sept. 16, 1876.
"Jane Matilda Perkins. Oct. 3, 1877. Put up by lung, and i dose be belshing up every minut." The illustrated the process of " how not to do it," and in
the Alden Corpse Cremating Company. None genu- same journal prints the following prescription, which the language of The He1·ald decided "the Reverend
was brought not long ago to a druggist in Yorkshire : Doctor had not done anything, but he must not do so
ine without signat1.tre."
any more.''
"Too pennorth Oil of Vermins
A BAND of prayino- sisters recently congregated in
Wan penorth Seraph of Eyelets
The case of the Rev. Dr. L. D. Huston and his vilthe rooms of t1e Y. M:. C. A., and offered up prayers
Wan pennorth Seraph of Squeels."
lainous crimes in Baltimore are still fresh in the
for the conservative clergymen, Crosby and Beecher.
minds of the public and it is unnecessary for us to
IN some districts of India it is the custom to hold recall them. They were too demoniac for repetition.
We fear the prayers of the pious sisters will do as
little towards changing the Reverend gentlemen what is k11own as a devil's dance, when strings are
Another Brooklyn clero-y:r;nan, the Rev. Tunas Titus
named, as they did in praying down the rumsellers in passed through the flesh of young men on both sides Kendrick, pastor in the <1'rand St .. Methodist Church
of the body. The dancers sometimes die from their has recently had his meed of tribulation. He has
this city.
injuries. There is a resemblance between this custom
THE Courier Journal notes this unaccountable <tnd that of the Sioux Indians, who at intervals have been arraigned and tried for drunkenness and other
omisswn : "Everybody who has any right to speak feasts and dances, in which young men who aspire to conduct unbecoming a "shepherd of the fold." The
on the subject has been heard on the currency ques- be warriors have strings of buffalo hide pa~sed through worst of it is, the charges were proved to be true.
tion except the Rev. Byron Sunderland, D. D., Chap- the flesh on both sides of the breast, t.he ends of the His brethren and sisters testified they had seen him
lain of the Senate. He generally explains pending strings being attached to a cross-pole, or to bu:ffalo intoxicated on several occasions and in attendance at
legislation in his morning prayers, and invokes the skulls. The would-be braves must dance without food balls and other improper places. A verdict of
divine interposition according to his own views ; but or drink until the flesh gives way and they are liber- "guilty " was rendered against him and he is expelled
he has been singularly reticent on the currency ques- ated from torture. The two customs may have had from his charge. And now we sec b:? the public papers he has been guilty of the same and other bad
tion.
the same origin.
'
conduct in other places where he has resided and
GREEJ,EY's '"Vru,:-It will be recollected, there was
Many sects of religionists have made the sad mis- preached.
some trouble in the settlement of Mr. Greeley's will. take of thinking divine goodness is pleased and plaQuite recently several of the Reverend gentleman's
1'he oldest. daughter was educated in a convent cated by penance and torture inflicted upon the body. partial friends have decided to have him for their pasagainst his wish, the youngest was not, but was Mr.
tor drunk or not drunk. Another portion of the
Greeley's pet ; by the first will, the property was
CHRIST A FREE LoVER : According to a sermon church are determined he shall not preach for them
divided equally between the two daughters, but dur- recently preached in St. Paul's Church, this city by longer, and have put a new patent lock on the ehurch
ing his sickness, a will was dmwn up, giving all the the Hev. Cyrus D. Foss, D. D:, and reported next door to prevent any of the Kendrick party getting in,
property to the oldest dnugh ter, but the court set· this morning in The Tribu1U!, Christ was a Free Lover. and have also obtained an injunction from a judge to
last will aside. Comment is unnecessary.
The term does not necessarily mean one 1nust have prevent l1is preaching longer. Thus the "Saints''
more than one love but that he may love whom :Jte are having it, and time will decide which.side wins.
LI'I'ERATtrlm as a profession is not especially remu- chooses.
however seemed to have many loves.
In this connection we give an account of a "wicked
nenttive in Germany. The late Dr. Strauss, author Hear the Christ
Reverend Doctor :
clergyman" of Wilkesbarre, Pa. :-"Early in the
of the well-known "Life of Christ," a book of which
''When
Christ
bep;an
his
ministry
women
were
n,mong
present
year, the Rev. R. H. '"Villiamson, pastor of
repeated editions have been published, had an income,
it is sahl, not exceeding 400 florins, or a little more his readiest disciples-his warmest loves. How he St. Stephen's Episcopal Church in that city, was
than $200 in gold, on which small snm he and his wife delighted to heal and touch and comfort women ! charged with frequenting houses of ill·fame, and with
manngc(l to subsist comfortRbly, if not luxuriously, '!'here 1vas a company of women in Gallilee who fol- other cendud unbecoming a ministe1· of the gospel.
His french compeer, Ernst Renan, rose, on the other lowed him. A large number of the followers of the He denied the char(Tes, but the vestry, acting npon
hand, from poverty to wealth and luxury by the sale Savior wlw 1·eceived projeasiona of !tis love were women: what they considere8 strong proof, deposed him from
When men despised Jesus and judged him worthy of his pastoi·ate and lately appointed a committee of inof his "Vie de Jesus."
death, the daughters of Jerusalem followed him. vestigation, and last week Mr. Williamson appeared
A PRIEST lately eloped with a young girl in San And again when he hung upon the cross, over against before them and confessed to his adulterous habits,
that cross were the women who loved him."
No final action has yet been taken in his case.
Juan del Rio.
·
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Cremation.
BY HUGH BYRON BnOWN.

Read at the fi1'st meeting of the New Yo1· k Gremation Society.

N the decline of Polytheism in the.Roman Empire and substitution of the Christian faith in its
O
stead, a marked and corrresponding change gradually
manifested itself in the customs, habits, and amusements of the people.
It was inevitable that such a change should take
place ; for the laws, character, and manners of a nation are in a great measure the result of its religious
faith. The deepest and most sincere convictions of a
people bear always to its institutions and customs the
relation of cause to effect. How far these changes in
the habits and customs of the people that followed
from the transfer of the popular belief from the gods
of the Pantheon to the Jewish Jehovah, is still a matter of dispute. Some, no doubt, were more humane
in their character than those they displaced, while in
other cases those that fell into disuse were far less
harmful than those which took their places.
Among the number of those whose disuse and disappearance the world has cause to.regret, and for the
restoration of which all radicals should earnestly labor, is that of CTemation, as practiced by the Greeks
and Romans, instead of inhmnation, as introduced
and everywhere practiced where the Christian faith
prevails.
The advantages of this pagan method of disposing
of the dead over that practiced by Christian nations
are many, and at the same time so obvious and practical that it is a wonder that inhumation should ever
have supplanted it, and having done so, under the
pressure of imperial edicts and ecelesiastical teaching,
that there should not have been ere now a revolt
against a custom which is not only at war with the
finer feelings and physical welfare of the living, but a
positive dishonor to the dead!
It is not true, as is frequently said, that "it matters
little to us wha~ becomes of our bodies when we are
dead" ; for our thoughts. on the final disposal of our
bodies (and who is so thoughtless that is not frequently reminded of his ''latter end "?) have, like all our
earnest convictions and feelings, a modifying influence
on our character and actions.
To many sensitive persons of lively imagination and
esthetic tastes, to whom the care and adornment of the
body amounts to a passion, the thought of its final
disposal and the loathsome process of decay through
which it must pass before it reaches its ultimate elements is more horrifying, a thousand fold than the
thought of death itself. 'rhis sentiment is particularly
strong in women, and in persons of culture and poetic
temperaments. .
'l'he dominant loves, tastes :and aspirations of our
souls are not conditioned like our bodies-they project
beyond the sphere of our present state of existence,for :
"E'en in our ashes live our wonted fires."
"Make me .look pleasant to my friends ! " was the
request of Phcebe Cary, one of America's sweetest
poets; and many a request in last wills and testaments
of eminent men for such a disposal of their bodies
have been made, as in the case of Robert Morris, of
Revolutionary fame, which was never complied with
by reason of an adverse public opinion or prejudice
derived from Christian teaching and long-established
custom.·
Besides, what a cruel and needless aggravation of
the feelings of surviving friends to be compelled to
witness the interment of the remains of their departed
relatives! The body of our de~tr friend, which iu life
we have loved and caressed, is hidden from our sight
amid .tears and choking sobs, and left in its ''low
green tent" to the slow prqcess of decay, where for
years after in our imagination we see a loathsome object which embitters and intensifies the bereavement
and checks our thoughts from dwelling long or frequently on the memory of our "loved and lost."
No such repulsive associations cling around the
practice of Cremation; but on the contrary, how
poetical and how soothing to the feelings of the
bereaved is the thought that the constituent elements
of the loved one will soon be absorbed into the vegetable and floral ki'hgdoms that beautify the earth; and
that perchance the very flowers that shall bloom on
the trees that her dear hand planted may be a part of
that very hand! And that rose-buds, forget-me-nots,
and lilies yet to bloom, may be perhaps but parts of
her own dear form transformed into those symbols of
beauty, grace and love of whwh her earth life was a
living exemplar!
We he!tr much of the efficacy of a faith in Christ to
rob death of its terrors; but how.ever.much an absorbing enthusiasm for an historical person or a noble
cause may bear up the mind in the prospect of dissolution, it is certain that for the majority of men a disposal of the body in a way which should preclude the
possibility of the process of decay, and reduce it at
once to its ultimate clements, would in a measure rob
''death of its sting," if not ''the grave of its victory ! "
No needless and cruel laceration of the heart, and
horrifying association in relation to death, or t,p the
memory of the dead, were known to the pagans of
Rome. Their lives were not haunted with the spectre
of dissolution and decay. And of. the pagan's death,
rather than of the Christians, it could be said : " He
wrapped the drapery of his couch around him, and
lay down as if to pleasant dreams."

To the sumvmg relatives nci gloomy and heart
depressing associations clustered around .the last resting-place of the departed. The' loved form "to memory dear" was indeed ''lost to sight," but it was reduced at once by the purifying element of fire, no
thought of impurity or decay attaching to its return to
its ultimate elements.
With such a disposal of the body· the memory of
our departed ones need not as now have in it an element of repulsion that tends to repel and avoid the
subject of death, rather .than to invite communion
with the memory ef the departed, by which repulsion
the living fail to comprehend and realize the beneficent
purpose of the one, or to learn the lessons of wisdom
taught by the other.
We hide away hastily in distant cemeteries the forms
of our depai·ted friends, and strive to forget them.
The Romans enshrined the ashes of theirs in costly
and beautiful urns and placed them in the most conspicuous places in the niches of their temples-in their
gardens or in their dwellings, where the living might
daily and hourly be reminded of the departed, and
ennobled. by the memory of their virtues and heroic
deeds.
We surround the burial of our dead with gloom and
sadness, which is intensified by our theological conceptions of future misery in another state of existence, which uncertainty in relation to the weal or woe
of the departed adds still another ingredient in our
cup of sorrow, -they surrounded and associated the
ashes of their dead with the beautiful in art and
poetry-cherished them as household gods, and
thought of their ''shades" only as happy immortals in
the •'Elysian fields."
Seeing that it is the order of nature that all organic
bodies shall be resolved back into the inorganic elements of which they are composed, after the mysterious principle of life within shall have become extinct
to be again converted into other forms of life, why
leave the material which nature so bountifully furnished from her great store house to the slow process of
dissolution, when the economy of nature everywhew.
rebukes the delay and is retarded in her operations by
our failure to cooperate with her.
If the material of which our bodies are composed,
is only a loan from our dear mother, nature, are we
justified in withholding the loan so long after it has
become due?
Should we not rather use the knowledge that science
reveals to us to facilitat.:l her operations for the benefit
of the tide of life that shall succeed us ?
The practice of Cremation is also peculiarly favorble to that ancient and in many respects benefiC'ent
custom of the worship of the dea([. This ancient
rite, like that of Cremation, has become obsolete
wherever Christianity prevails. Yet if, as some assert,
man is a religions animal, and muPt worship something, how much more rati<ilnal the practice and ennobling the results on himself. were he to cherish the
memory of his ancestors, and worship the genius of
the good and great of all the ages, rather than such a
·conception as the Jewish Jehovah ?
Religion has been defined as "the effort of man
to perfect himself." How could he better perfect
himself than by the lessons of experience, as evolved
in the history of his ancestors, and by the imitation of
the virtues of the good and noble 0f those who have
preceded him? The great French thinker, Compte,
understood this, and reccommended to his followers
ancestral worship as a substitute for the blind worship
of an unknown God.
But the sanitary aspect of this question of the disposal of the dead is one of great practical interest to
:he living. It is a well-known fact that the accumulation of bodies in old cemeteries in London and other
large cities, have been and still' are prolific sources of
disease, especially of a typhoidal character. The exhalations arising from these receptacles of the dead,
have long been known to be most pernicious to the
health of the neighborhoods in which they are located;
for they not only vitiate the atmosphere of the localities in which they are situated, but at the same time
poison the springs from which the wells of the neighborhood are supplied (when the water is not brought
from a distance) by the percolation of the rain through
soil saturated with decaying animal matter.
The experiments of Reichenbach in graveyards,
while studying the subject of odic force, revealed the
fact, that even from new-made graves there emanates
a phosphorescent substance, which sometimes assumes
a shape resembling the human form from which it
proceeds.
Such facts indicate the imperative necessity of substituting CTemation for inhumation, and we shall some
day look back with wonder and astonishment that a
mode of interment so shocking to the feelings and
baleful to the health of the living, should have been so
long tolerated by an enlightened people !
By this ancient method of disposing of the dead,
those horrifying occurrences of premature burials
would be rendered impossible-a fate so horrible, and
yet of so frequent occurrence, that men of the strongest nerve cannot contemplate it without a shudder.
It cannot be urged against this method that it is not
practical, or that it would be attended with circumstances repulsive to the feelings of the relatives ; because, there exists powerful chemical agents, known
to all chemists, by which a complete and clean reduction of a body to its primitive elements may be made

in a :very short space of time ; so that, without publicity, and in perfect accordance with the bpst iiJ;terests of society, and without anything to excite or har.row the feelings, the bodies of our departed might be
removed at night, and in a few hours, by a very rapid
and inexpensive PfPCess (which latter is an important
item to the masses), returned to us, purified and urned,
ready for such a disposition as the tastes and means
of the survivors might determine. •' It is a consummation devoutly to be wished."

Religious Extravagance.
NE great objection to religion is, it costs too
much ! That is the text on which the popular
press will preach during this century until reform be
effected. "'vV e wonder and laugh at the religions of
the past and of the so called heathen, because of their
many Gods, and their worship of idols. Might not
they wonder equally at the three Gods of Pr'otestant
Christianity, or the numberless gods and idols of that
Christianity which comprises a vast majority of Christians, Roman Catholicism ? For. do not the great
number of saints, and the "virgin mother of God," and
their pictures and images seem to the four hundred
millions of Booclhists and Brahmins and the two hundred millions of Mohammedans as false gods and idols?
But the oppression on the people of all these religions
from their great expensiveness is rarely taken into
account. Italy is full of churches, any one of which
contains enough wealth, hiddeR away in gold and silver images of Mary and the saints, and jewel adornments, to pay off her great public debt and run the
government for a year. The wonder is there is the
least vitality left in the people there.
Protestantism is cheaper, but when we estimate
its expense we find it almost intolerable. Throughout
our vast agricultural districts we find the people deprived of nearly all amusement, cramped in their
means of education, and bound in ignorance on account of the tremendous expense and wasting divisions of sectarianism. Over three hundred millions
of dollars are locked up in church buildings during
six days out of seven; while an equal sum is annually
paid out to defray expenses of keeping them up ? A
very large proportion of the people take no part in
these church expenses, and their influence is lost altogether. Were it otherwise, were there no religious
sects, and no expensive church establishments, every
little community could and would have its public
building for amusements and instruction, wherein
men of trained cctpacity would amuse or instruct the
people. All the leisure time and holidays would be
profitably employed, But we can not support these
immense numbers of costly establishments and have
means to devote to any but few and cheap recreations.
Instead of having-locked up this vast sum for use but
one day in seven, we would have daily employment
for it. Instead of elaborate discourses concerning the
size and structure of the fishes' throat that swallowed
Jonah, or whether whales were ever in the Mediterranean sea, or howling exhortations on the terrors of
death and hell, how diJl'erent the themes and
speakers!
If the early simple forms of Christianity prevailed
against all the power and fashion of the world, under
the apostleship of twelve poor men, ignorant and
coarsely clad, does it require now these thousands of
co3tly temples and the expenditure of countless millions annually ? Has Christ the arisen Son of God
less power over mens' hearts than when, as the poor
son of man, he had not where to lay his head? Is the
word of God so hard to understand that each little
seed of each hamlet through the land, must hire a
man, at a thousand or more a year, to rack his brains
through the week in order to explain it on Sunday ?
But what should we be without Christianity? What
was Greece, what Rome without it? What are Italy,
Spain and Abyssinia with it? Read Pliny's letters,
written when every foot of Italy was a cultivated
garden, where are nobler sentiments, purer momls,
tenderer humanity ? Read the twelve tables and
Institutes. Where better laws? Even in the treatment of that foul blot slavery, feel ever from the
newly springing fountains of paternal power, taking
its origin in patriarchal religions and maxim~ of war,
it surpasses in humanity the laws of the model Christian slave republic of the nineteenth century. Then
as now the foremost men in reforming abuses were
infidels to any religion. In all that makes us better
and happier men to-day we owe more to Voltaire,
Frederick the Great, 'l'homas Paine, JeJl'crson, Franklin, Garrlson, Lincoln, seven infidels, than we owe to
the countless thousands of priests that droned through
the past century. The brightest lights of science, the
foremost men. of the age, the Mills, Huxleys, Darwins, Tyndalls, Spencers, W allaces, Leckeys, the
men who ·hold to-day the eye t'mcl mincl of this generation are infidels. In every leading pulJlic print arc
published and proclaimed infidel doctrines, that fifteen years ago not one of tlwm dared to even print.
From the cold pinnacled intellectual heights, where
the rays of youth first strike, the light has slowly
travelled downward, until soon the very pits shall
be illuminated. And be assured when this is so, a free
.people will not much longer expend such vast sums
without having a reason why.
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The Mysteries of The Universe.
BEING AN EXPOSITION OF THE RELATIVE MERITS
AND DEMERI'rS OF MATERIALISM AND SUPERNATURALIS~L
,.,
.CHAPLER IX.
Continues to show tlte Foll!y of Ascribing Tangible Realities to wn lmmate?'ial Supernatural Agency.
Reason and Assumption are antagonistic elements.
They are arch enemies and constantly clash with
each other. Reason gathers all the evidence pro and
con which may be bi:ou!lht. to bear on any proposition,
carefully seeks to discnmin'tte between the justness
of the one, and the fallacy of the other, is ever ready
to reject what is not capable of demonstration, or
what no longer ought to be regarded as a rational
inference, even if before its final rejection it had been
entertained as an " immortal truth. " The organ of
reason well deserves to be desi~natcd : "the king,"
•or suprem~ judlfe ?f the m~ntal faculties. It invites
.the host of confiJCt)ng doctnnes to place their respec>tives claims before its tribunal for adjudication ; it
•challenges the world to disprove the validity of its
decisions, it craves to be shown thmr fallacy if such
~ltm·e be/ lends a willing ear to all charges mid disputations which may be produced against them, and
even thankfully acknowledges and corrects any errors
which may be pointed out therein. This very act of
its exercising or exerting its function is indicative of
its innate desire to seek the truth, to· accept and adhere
to nothing but the truth. It has no fixed or pre-established code of tenets, but is ever ready to revise or abrogate, to retain or repudiate, as the acquistion of new
gems of truth, unfolded by systematic researches into
the plexiform meshes of nature advises the one or
necessitates the other. Reason indulges not in the
fabrications or empty supposition, but instantly seizes
all· predictions relating to either material or presumed
spiritual existencies, and subjects them to the most crucial test. It has no immediaie preference for any idea
it may generate, new and novel as they may be, but regards them at first with guarded and unfilial distrust.
And now let us analyze the nature of assumption.
To say that it blindly accepts all it engenders, is what
the signification of the term implies ; what all who
habitually indulge in its exercise cannot but admit.
'Ve assume only when we believe what is not capable of demonstration, or of which there is no perceptible or rational evidence. Tile objects of assumption are visionary, creations of fancy or of heated
imaginations. It is therefore diametJically opp1.0sed
in its function to reason which wrestles onlv with objects, of the existence of which we are apprised by
all our senses. Assumption delights in its own creations, which. are as ephemeral as the mental action
which engendered them. Like a mother and her
child, it revels in the contemplation of its offspring
malformation thou&"h it be.
'
It is mislea.ding m its ten~lency, smoth~ring reason
the .moment It would exert Itself. To blindly accept
and adhere to a supposition, t.he validity of which is
not within the limits of demonstration is to quench
reason by brute force. A conjecture requires no mental effort whatsoever, a thousand wild chimeras and
utopias may find birth in a tolerably active brain.
Only when each one is subjected to a rigid scrutiny,
is 1·eason called upon to exert itself. We may therefore accept it as an incontrovertible maxim, that to
doubt is to foster nnd develop re 1sou, while to bl'indly
accept is to strangle it.
In the domain of nature we find formations of matter, while in the so-called or assumed spirit world, we
find l'reations of mind. The former constitute the
universe, being as illimitable as ethereal space from
which they emanate ; (This is nq assumption, for it is
capable of demonstration,) while the spirit world depends on the evocations of the human brain from
which it sprang; which gave it birth and being, de·
'jlendant and ignorant as it is of nat.urallaws and its
own capabilities. Material formations are therefore
entirely distinct in their nature from the immaterial
formations of mind. 'Ve cannot study both at the
; same time. One or the other must be discarded in
·our investigations. ·we must keep undeniable realities
in view and nothing else. Either illusion or certainty
:must he thrown overboard. ·we must start from the
right premises. As ye place the arrow, so shall it .fly,
·Choose :ye between material cxistencies and immaterial fanCies, between reason and con,jecture, between
t·cality and illusiott, between truth and .error. 'l'o
retain spiritism in any of its phases indicates a g1·eater
Teganl for the imaginary than for the rea], a prefer•encc for assumption to reason, a determination to adhere to error mthcr thnu accept the tmth. They per·ceive spirit in every force, design iu every adaptation,
awe-inspiring them to such an extent that they dare
not qncstion the divine origin of animate and inanimate "creation." How can they therefore ever hope
to comprehend the uniutclligent nne! undersigning
forces of the universe ? Idealism wields the sceptre
within their minds, allowing reason no admittance.
We ~tre Slll'l'OlllHled on ull sides with problems of
the real and tangible, the existence of which no one
in his senses can deny. We have the whole field of
the heavens the vast realm of a densely populated and
limitless space before us, affording· many generations
to come, opportunities whereon to exercise ·their
strength, but which presently demands our undivided
attention. Within its vast domain we can discern

naul?ht but material' substance, nothing, be it ever so
sublimated thai through an aggregation of its particles
may revert into a spirit substance independant of a
m~terial and animate body. Why then assume the
ex1stence of such? None but diseased brains manif~s~ing an ~bnormal, unhealthy action en'gender
VISIOns, causmg morbid excrescences of the mind.
Annihilate the brain, eqtirpate the human race from
the face of the earth, and where would be your spirit
manifestations? Action of mind upon mind, mesmerism, magno-electric influence, nervous disorders
et~.! explain all phenomena ignorantly ascribed t~
spmts. Ten thousand millions of ages hence when
this globe will have become uninhabitable, incapable
of producing. conscious life, its heat and other vital
for~es haying, with those of its parent body, been
radtated mto space, or absorbed by other systems
around which they may be gyrating, where will the~
be, I say, the countless millions of souls which, presumed to be immortal, once inl1abited it ? If it be
said, that tihey may manifest ·their presence to the
inhabitants of other spheres, (to keep warm), I say,
where are the immortal Spirits of other defunct solar
systems which enjoyed their brief period of life producing vitality long anterior to the time before our
system began to form ? Where are those "immortal
spirits ? " Why do the spirits of our departed friends
inform us not of the present whereabouts of the
countless numbers that must have once inhabited
other globes. Why do they not communicate, and
reveal to us " indefatigable searchers " the mysteries
of creation, in which lore they ought to be well versed
by this tillle, if the doctrine of." progression·" holds
good. But our "mediums" receive no such revelations and knowledge, until we "in the .flesh" have
through systematic researches, brought them to light,
thus shewing conclusively that "mediums" depend
on mm·tals living for all they behold or communicate
while in a somniloquent state, and not on '' departed
souls." as erroneously supposed. What opposite
extreme has therefore the most solid foundation to
rest upon. Materialism has the entire and · incontrovertibly existing formations of endless sp'ace and eternity to sustain it. But what has idealism and spiritism to '.<fall back" 'upon? If conjecture, imagination, hallucination, transmigration, mesmerism. legerdemain etc., m·e something, with credulity, blind faith
and ignorance· back of it all, 'then indeed has Supernaturalism something to sustain it. Proud array of
glorious nothings. Wonder if they will not eventually succeed in vanquishing materialism and conquering its Army of the Universe?
Hm'Va1'd Ilt., March 7, 1874. ·
H. WETTSTEIN.
To be continued.
[For The Truth Seeker.]

Christian Infidelity,

No.

2.

MR. EDITOR :-There are people who boast of being
"infidels." The term can mean only ttnjaithful to
some trust, or ttnbelieving in some good. I do not
know any good man can allow himself to be recognized as an infidel. It is full time that the word, if
used at all, begins to be properly applied. It is, by
virtue of its primary signification a term of reproach.
A man cannot be ''infidel to that which is evil."
Christianity is a humbug. It is not true. It ignores
true manhood, That is ''infidelity.'' Is the man
who opposes infidelity himself an infidel ? Christianity would force its "God " its "Christ " 'nnd its
·'Bible" on all men. Is the' man who resi'st's' the imposition, an infidel ~ Christianity teaches, as its cardinal doctrines, a " Fall of Man " in the garden of
Eden, and "atonement by the blood .of Christ." According to '' Genesis" man 1•ose by eating the forbidden fruit, even to the dignity of ''the gods," and,
according to the Gospels, it was the man Jesus-not a
god "Christ "-who was crucified at Jerusalem. Is
he an infidel who would hold "the church" to its own
records, against perversions of the sense of the plainest stories ? Your correspondent, Samuel Keese, is
exactly right in suggesting "some other term," and intimating that aw·C!~w·ch has "demonstrated her infidelity."
·
Miss Ella E. Gibson, also, in THE TRUTH SEEKER
for lliarch, gives expression of the right spirit, w4en
she writes: ''No permanent progress can be made *
'* * * * till all faith in tlte book as a revelation
from God, or as a book of authority is destroyed."
The "Bible" is the Christian sti·ong-hold ; not "the
Scriptures," but "the Bible "-·i.e. the commonly-received JWI''Ve7'Nion of old Hebrew and Greek writings.
Take away, to-day, the Christian-Infidel "Bible,"
and substitute aj£Litliful translation of the Hebrew and
Christian scriptureB, and '' Christianity" may be buried
out of sight to-morrow. I repeat from No. 1, "nearly
every one of the fundamental doctrines of Christianity is J.nilt upon a udstmnslation."
,
•
Christianity claims ''only one God." For this there
is no warrant in "the Scriptures." Christiall:ty has n
local "heaven" and a local "hell."
Neither is
to be fonnol. in the Scnptures. Chr.istianity has n
"Devil." In what ought to be "the Bible," there
is no Devil. Christianity make sno distinction between
Matthew's "Jesus," and Paul's "Christ." To him
who can read understandingly, "the Scriptures," do
make a distinction. Paul's epistles were evidently
written to substantiate Christianity.
The gospels
were evidently written, in opposition to ~au!, aga,inst

Christianity.
Yet Christhi.n infidelity claims the
Gospel, and Infidel infidelity gives them, up.
'rhe infidelity ·of Christianity in translating "the
Scriptures," as the few following '' texts '' will. showi
ought to be squelche(l .
"In the beginning God created the heaven and the
earth. "-Gen. i. 1. True reading: "On primal matter
the gods were working at the heavens and at t}le
earth." "Thou wilt not leave my soul in hell."~Psl.
xvi, 10. True reading: "Thou did'st not deliver my
life to Saul." "Many are called, bnt few are chosen."
-Matt. xxii, 14 True reading: "Dissenters are many,
Eclectics are few."
Christian infidel l stop, and
think.
I. J. STINE.
Leavenworth, Kansas, Ap1'il, 1874,
[For The Truth Seeker.]

The Thorough Principles of Rights,
Wrongs, and their Remedy.
MR. EDITOR : As the natural wants of all human
beings for food, clothing and shelter are equal· in quan•
tity, endure through life, and are separate.from each
other person, their rights arc therefore equal, inalienable and individual; thus the three great constituent pl'inciples of a full, complete and perfect right,
are those of'equality, inalienation or perpetuity, and of
individuality in co-operation, while their respective
opposite wrongs, are those of inequality or monopoly;
of alienation or a transitory possession, and of a con'
fused or hotch-potch commixture of all the rights to
personality and property.
But it is a most astounding fact, that all the institutions of society and government, through all ages,
have been founded only upon laws and customs grow•
ing out of these erroneous principles. Hence all legislative enactments and kingly decrees, hav:e only been
general deeds of conveyance, conveying away rights
from the many to the few. Political and religious
priests, i;::;stead of being con tent with their natural share
of the soil, grasped at the whole territory between them·
selves, and as feudal lords, turned the mass of the
people into serfs or chattel slaves, and who have now
assumed the form of landlords and tenants, boss capi·
talists and hirCJling slaves, officers and vassal voters
and conquerors, and hireling soldiers. Thus all the
pretended and boasted reforms among mankind
through all time, as yet, have only been a change in
the form or shape of the same erroneous principles
and institutions.
But not satiated with grasping at most all the soil,
and more than four-fifths of the product of the labor of
the valuable producing masses, this double priesthood
pretend, that the inherent sovereignty and morality
of mankind, are the gift of an unknowable' spiritual
existence, through a graduated scale of political
officers ; beginning at a king and endrng with a
hangman on the one hand; and also a graduated scale'
of religious officers on the other, beginning with a
pope and ending with a martyr-burning monic Thus
this system of Godology anchored above the clouds
becomes the infernal model by which kings and
priests tyraiinize over the mind and happiness of duped
humanity. These demoralizing or tyranny-breeding·
Gods then, must be dethroned, before the true landed
and democratic self-government of the people ·can be
established throughout the earth in the place of monarchies. Were then this obscure roosting place of
the Gods broken up, and all the clerical profession
turned into moral and scientific lecturers, with the untaxed church property used for schools and lyceums,
it would not remedy one-half of ·the evils of society.
It would still leave the great mass of the soil and the
prouuct of the labor in the grasp of the aristocratic
few, while producers would still live only by their
sufl:erance. This too, would give them the power of
legislating only for themselves and property.
The only thorough remedies then for the whole of the
evils, is the establishment of the thorough principles of
the right to life, labor, sovereignty and homestead, as
equal, inalienable and individual in organized townships throughout a state or nation. In these, as every
family would have their equal, perpetual and individual homesteads subject to no liability to alienate by
any debt, sale, tax, mortgage, &c. but only to be exchanged for each other, there can be no rent-racked
tenant or hireling slave. Tlms the erroneous relations
of landlord and tenant, employer and hirelings would
become abolished, for all will be self-employed upon
their· homesteads. So also, the accursed relation of
gencml and hired soldier murderer would be' destroyed; for all would volunteer in resisting aggressive invasion. Neither would the ust111Jing relation
of officer and vassal-voter exist, when all could meet
in proper person in town hall and vote directly for
law &c. without the intervening so-called representative oilicer; for neither sovereignty nor morality can
be delegated or reprcsen ted.
It seems then, that the transition from the present
erroneous form of all the institutions of society and
government cau only be effected by instructing all
the small holders who have about an equal share in
homesteads to retain them, until all others having the
means, in country o1· city, can also secure homes only
by purchase, and when they hecome the majority, by
simply signing a constitution making them all inalienable, entirely superceding the present form of society
and government.
LEWIS MAsQuERIER,
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To Burn or Not to Burn ;
OR

CREMATION

EPITOMIZED>

HAT the question of burning our dead mu~t soon
become one of the most absorhin~ discussions
of o~r age, must b_e agmitted by all intelligent readers;
that 1t. must be fa1rly treated and scientifically elucidated IS also beyond doubt, and that the times are ripe
for ~rt!ition is evidenced in the fact that two Cremation
Sometws are. forming in this city, while others have
been formed m England, Switzerland, and other parts
of Europe.
O_u~ Jo~1rnals have of late given up many columns
to r_1dwu!mg and lampooning the subject-which, to
an mtelhgent observer, is a certain indication of its
popularity.
I propo~e t? state as succi~ctly as space will permit,
a_ll the obJectiOns that are h1rly urged against Cremat!OJ?., and compar~ them with the many advantages
whwh can be claimed in its favor, then allow your
readers to draw their own inferences: .
1st. "The first objection that we meet, naturally
comes from the so-called infraction of the religious
sentiment.
This may fairly be admitted without the least fear
?f i~s p~oducing ~n1 effe~t, it has no weight as an obJeCtiOn m determmmg tlus 4.uestion.
During periods of epidemics when deaths occur
fre~uently. and interments are' so rapid-as well as
durmg wars, earthquakes, conflagrations, etc. etc. the religion of the deceased is regarded as of 'little' or
no value.
All are treated ~like, be they Jew, Gentile, or In.
fidel, and many t1mes all of these are thrown into
holes in the ground together, with barely sufficient
earth to escape mutilation by being fed upon.
But. the Christian objection can be met with the
Christian reply, that the doctrines taught by the Christian Bible are, that " Flesh and Blood shall not inherit
the kingdom of Heaven." Again, "For that which
befalleth the sons of man befalleth beasts even one
thing befalleth them-As one dieth so dieth the other
yea, they have all one breath, so thdt man hath no pre:
eminence over a beast-All go unto one place all are
of the dust, and all turn to dust again."
'
Unt_il our Ch~is_tia~ oppo_nents show that our present
1
materml form1 1s md1spensible to salvation and ·show
it too, from evidence outside of the lids of the Bible
it is idle for us to quote other passages from thei~
sacred (?) book. They may also be told that the
Greeks and Romans practiced Cremation whilst believing in immortality.
In place of religious sentiment-which we discard
as irrelevant to our present investigation-we recognize the natural instincts of affection.
The 2d objection is purely negative in its nature.
Say our o~ponents:-" Why do you stop half way?
. Why go no further with your economy and utility ?
Why do you not produce glue from the skin of our
bodies and lime of our bones ? "
In reJ?IY to. t~is, we say: We have no objection to
your domg th1_s m any case .over which you have control-we admire your economical and utilitarian spirit, and approve of your suggestions, but we shall advocate in general terms, the adoption of the survivor's
views, or orders of deceased in all individual cases.
Objection the 3d. That murder and assaults will increase or multiply, because Cremation prevents traces
of poison or violence from being discovered after
death, is not so serious a question to deal with, as
would upon first blush appear. Statistics prove that
only one corpse out of 27,800 is exhumed, for the pur.
pose of detecting crime, and in most of the cases referred to, the evidence elicited from its dissection was
of a highly conflicting and dangerous nature, so much
so, that it i& most invariably discarded, and in one case
out .of 238,460 deaths was there a con':'iction had upon
testimony torn from the grave, provmg conclusively
that this last objection is J:lOt well taken, and should
be dismissed from further consideration.
':l'hu_s have I epitomized, and briefly answered, all the
obJectiOns that have as yet made their appearance in
opposition to the plan proposed by Sir Henry Thompson.
1st. The advantages are almost innumerable. As
to Sanitary conditions ; for, that, the millions of dead
animal matter wliich fill our cemeteries in the suburbs
surro_unding this city, and all other large cities, poison
the mr we breathe and the water we drink, is indi"s·
putable.
I presume it is well known to most of our readers
that dead animal matter goes to make up new life
somewhere.
"The eternal god Pan;
Bideth never in one shape ;
But forever doth. escape
Into new forms."
_Then, why should we hinder and delay this inevitable _economy of nature._and retard its operations,
by heapmg layers of earth upon the decomposing
bodies?
Why not assist ~n hastening the new vitality ?
~hy J?.Ot len~ our aid, and apply all our latest scientific du!covenes, to hurry on the new life ·changes
which I)l.Ust come ? and thus prevent the deadly
vapors and miasma from rising out of the ground,
and not allow the ponderous, and solid body to lie
uuder earth until dissolved by rain.

T

. 2nd. The danger of being bttried alive, thus avllided,
to me the st'rongest atrgument injavm· of Oremationthe dread of prematu1·e bu1-ialr-tlw fear of being hurried
un~r earth, w~ilst in a trance, or the possibility of a;wakemng too late, 1s to rue conclusive _argument why this
da~gerous and. unnecessary style of interment for
wluch we are mdebted to the silly Jews who "borrowed" it from the Egyptians-should be abolishedthe sooner the better. Here let me state tll.at I prefer
t~e ancient method ?f Cremation to that suggested hy
S1r H. :r'hompson, s1mply for the reasons just stated.
By h1s method my body may be burned in his ironbound Cylinder whilst I am writhing in ronscions
agony, the awakening or "coming to" may have taken
place too late-I may be burned alive which is not
much of a gain over being buried aliv~. Nothwithstanding Sir Henry Thompson assumes to assure me
that the completeness of a properly conducted process
would render death instantaneous and painless, if by
nn unhappy chance I may be so circumstanced.
But the_ ~~cient method _completely prevents any
such poss1b1hty-the body IS burned in sight of the
mourners, features exposed and in full view and if
our bodies can be consumed to ashes withou't manifesting any sign or movement, then and not until
then are we certain that life was extinct. Such an
annihilation of a life organization is devoutly to be
preferred to any that now obtains.
3d. The expense involved in our modern style of
interment, falls with a heavy hand upon the poor.
They are often compelled to deprive themselves of
p~oper c?mforts, in many cases to pawn their last
p1ece of Jewelry, or token of affection fro]]\.some dear
relative, for the sake of ''getting up a stylish funeral "
even n?W our ne:vspapers hawk about the price of "A
splendid hearse o carriages and satin trimmed shroud
at $60." When this money is not. forthcoming it
must be borrowe~, begged or got at some way, and in
mapy cases has 1t come to the knowledge of the
wnter, wher~ t?e funeral expenses were paid by one
who utterly d1shked the deceased person-and in some
instances, were enemies during life-but who being
the only member, however distant-of an impecunious
family was called upon for the money to do that
which should be a duty and a sad honor only.
By _the new ~eth_od of Cre~ation a body weighing
say 1o0 pounds 1s d1sposed of m three hottrs at a cost
of one dollar, and the ''ashes to ashes dust to dust "
remaining after incineration-about tl~ree and a h;lf
pound.s avo~rdupoiS-:I)l.aJ: be neatly urned and
worshipped ~n memonam if so desired by surviving
relatives or friends.
4th. A very important advantage we thus derive by the adoption of Cremation is that we take out
of the hands of designing Priests, ~nd, and cunning
Cl~rgymen, an~ wily ~b~i's a powerful weapon
wh!ch they find 1~ the pl:eJudwes of the ignorant-and
whwh they use w1th ternble effect when standin~r over
the remains of a loved child, or a venerable parent.
How sanctimonious they drivel and drawl over the
ceremonies-:-how dole~ully they roll their eyes upward
and stare With long·Vlsaged and unctions gaze into
the eyes of the bereaved, as much as to say-" In the
last moments you must all call upon me "-"I am now
your only consolation "-"Lean upon my strength for
it is the Lord's" etc. etc.
Take away from these demagogues this hold they
now have over the hearts of those wedded to the absurd funeral system,and you destroy one of the strongest holds of priestcraft.
Deny them any more power or privilege at the last
moment, when the mind is overtaxed, the body worn,
an~ the soul v.:eary, and you take from designing
pnestcraft-theJr ''Deathbed Confessions" and their
innumerable ."Pio_u~ ~epentances" with which ~hey
have deluged all ClVlhzed countries and maligned the
memories of great names.
'
I have thus hastily, and briefly and in a popular
sen_se, condensed all the _considerations that may fairly
be mtroduced _for or agamst the question, and in view
of the formatwn of a Cremation society in-this city
ask its perusal.
M. A.
New York, April 18th 1874.
P. S. Since writing the above I find t!Iat one of
the lately instituted Cremation Societies in London
has been formed on the following basis :
"We disapprove the p:escnt custom of urying the
dead, and des1re to substitute some mode which shall
rapidly resolve the body into its component element~
by a process wh~cp. cannot off~nd the living, and shall
render the remams absolutely mnocuous. Until some
better method is devised, we desire to adopt that usually known as "cremation."
And in tlw same advice the opinion of the Bishop
of Manchester on this subject is given thus:
. '' Cre~ation certainly is quite as decent as the practJ~e. of mterment, f~r anything I see, and urns contammg, the ashes of the dead are more picturesque
than coffins."
M.A.
~

CBE~rATION;. it se<'!ms, has. already been inaugurated in
our sister mty, Philadelphia, Dr. Francis Opdyke, who
recently lost a son, a compact having been entered into
between father and son that the survivor should cause the
body of the other to be cremated, had a furnace constructed ln the e~llar of his house; in which an iron box
or coffin. contalnmg the naked bod7 was inserted. One
and a half cords of wood were used m the process and in
a ~ew: jlours the body was completely resolved into its
pnmltive _gases, save about !1- quart of fine, gray colored
ashes, which were deposited man urn and sealed.
I
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[For The Truth Seeker.]

/ Joseph Barker vs. Joseph Barker.
BY ICONOCLAST.

J

OSEPH BARKER delivered his first lecture m
this city at theY oung Men's Christian Association
Hall, the evening of the 16th. He is heralded and atl·
nounced as the "Converted Infidel Lecturer," "the
Ablest Expounder of the views of Paine and V oltnire "
etc., etc.
'
He has, u~doub~e~ly, both th_e m?r.al and )ega! right
to change Jus rehgwus or aat1·rehgwus prmcip!es as
often as his coat. I find no fault with him on that
score, only I have the same right to demund of him
proofs of his sinlerity, as he demanded of Thomas
Cooper when he left our ranks and joined the church.
'rhe calls made upon him by many of his old infidel friends, for Mr. Barker ..to:make known the arguments and influence tliat reconverted him, or the
causes that have produced this change, remain unanswered. I have then nothing left but to publish
the enclosed letter, written by Joseph Burker in answer to the silence of Joseph Barker, and beg him to
erase the name of Cooper, where it appears in the letter, and insert Barker, and answer it. A review of his
lecture of last evening, contrasted with his debate
with Berg, at Philadelphia, will appear for his criticism, in the next number of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Philadelphia, Dec. 28, 1859.
'l'o ''Iconoclast : "
DEAR FRIEND : In reply to yours, I would state thut
Thomas Cooper's conversion is exciting considerable
attentio!l just now. I knew Mr. Cooper. I have
he~rd lum l~cture, and read.some of his writings, and
twwe or thrwe conversed With him freely on religious
subjects ; but I never learned from him the grounds
on which he then rejected Christianity and Theism
nor have I seen any statement of his reasons for now
regarding them as true. I confess I should like to receive from him an account of his conversion, and if he
should see this letter, I hope he will be so kind as to
gratify my wish.
I will gladly give him in return. should he desire it,
an account of my conversion from Christianity and
Theism, with every particular as to the considerations
or arguments by which I have been influenced. I
have studied the teachings and the history of the Bible, and of Christianity in particular. carefully for
more than thirty years. I have read every work of
any note, in favor of the superhuman origin of the
Bible and Christianity, and exercised my own judgment on the whole. And the result is a full cunvic·
tion that the common Orthodox doctrine on the subject is not only without any foundation in truth but
is exceedingly mischievous in its influence. I co~fess
I cannot conceive how a sane man, of averacre intellect, and reasonably acquainted with the fact~ of the
case, can, after having been once freed from early
Christian prejudices, ever become again a believer in
the truth and supernatural origin of the Bible or Christianity. If there be anything in the universe more
plain and evident to me than every other thincr it is
that the Bible and Christianity are of human "drigin
and that many of their teachings are contradictory'
foolish, false, and injurious.
'
What may happen to me in the future if I should
outlive my reason and my memory, and become in
intellect, a child again, I cannot tell ; but I can'not
conceive it possible, while I remain a man, that I
shonld ever again become a Christian believer. I
could just as easily _imagine mJ:self becoming a con·
vert to Mahometatlism, Buddhism, Manicheeism or
any other ism, not excepting the most foolish or n'Ion·
strous in existenc, as a convert to Christianity. If
Mr. Cooper has mei. with something in favor of the
common belief of Christendom, or against the views
generally entertained by those called Infidels I
should like very much to know what it is. Or if 'he
has been converted by other influences than those of ar:
gument,I slrould like to learn what those influences arc.
Meanwhile I may state, that though all my preju·
dices, all my worldly interests, all my friendships all
my social and family connections, all my hopes 'and
fears with regard to the eternal future, and nearly all
my tastes and habits, were formerly in favor of a be·
lief in Christianity, I have become, and that not sud·
c~enly, but gra~u~lly and ~Jowl~, and without any as·
Sistance from vwwus habits or Immoral connections,
and without any abatement of my love of virtue or
my hatred of vice, and without any temptation of
wealth, or fame, or power, and in spite of ten thou·
sand prayers and struggles to the contrary, a disbeliev·
er in the fundamental doctrines both of Judaism and
Christianity, and in all supernational revelation what·
soever. I believe in man and the universe-in all nat·
ural phenomena, and in the existence of invisible powers equal to the production of all those phenomena ;
and I believe in natural law and human tluty; but in
angels and devils, in the Christian's hell and heaven,
in his special or miraculous Providence, in hi~ person·
al, conscious God, and in his supernatural theory of
man's origin, duty, and destiny, I do not believe at all.
From a Christian of the devoutest kind, and a believer
with the strongest prejudices, I have be<~ome, through
the mere force of evidence, so fa1· ns I can judge, a
disbeliever in the superhuman origin and in the gener·
!11 truth and excellency, n~t of Christianity and JudaIsm only, but of all the religious systems on earth.
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II{' the writings of Christians, Infidelity is often represented as the result of a depraved, heart or a wicked
life, llr of ignorance of the Bible and its teachings, or
of a want of prayer, or of a want of an acquaintance
with history ; or of interests, tastes, pursuits, or associations unfriendly to a favorable or just estimate of
Christian doctrine and Christian records, or of some
other similar cause. In my case it can be traced to
none of those causes. Nor can it be traced to disgust
with the inconsistencies of Christians and Christian
ministers, or to a want of an acquaintance with the
more rational and less revolting forms or versions of
Christianity, or to ignorance of the writings of Christian critics and commentator!!; or to resentment against
the intolerance and cruelty of Christian Churches and
priesthoods; or to the diJl'erences of Christians amol1g
themselves, and the bitterness of their conduct towards
each other; or to any other cause but the want of all
evidence of the truth of Christianity, and the infinite
amount of evidence to the contrary. My unbelief cannot be U·aced to the waywardness of youth, for I continued a Christian of one shade or other, tili .after I
was thirty-seven years of age; nor can it be traced to
the weakness of old age, for I am not yet fifty-three.
It is not the result of a love of novelty, for I have never relinquished a Christian doctrine, or parted with
any portion o( my Christian faith, witltout reluctance
and pain. Truth-the force of truth-and the force of
truth only, has converted me from Christianity, and
mttde me a believer in Nature alone. If prejudice, or
passion, or interest, or love of popularity or power, or
a regard to the worldly comfort and prosperity of my
family, or any other consideration whatever but a reverence for the truth ancl the right could have controlled
me, I should have remained a Christian to this hour.
Everything else lured and tempted me to a blind, un·
questioning, or forced and hypocritical acquiescence
in Christian doctrine. Truth alone, too powerful for
all opposing influences, forced me into heresy and Infidelity, and compelled me to become its minister and
its martyr.
And the truth that converted me I am prepared to
present, when called upon, either to Mr. Cooper in
particular, or to mankind in general.
Hoping that l\1r. Cooper will compl;y with my request to Iurnish us with a full and partiCular account
of his conversion, stating fully and plainly its nature,
its exten\ and its causes, and thus afford us an opportunity of reclaiming him from error, or of correcting
our own misconceptions, and trusting that free inquiry
will ultimately lead mankind to real knowledge, to
genuine virtue, and to true happiness,
I remain, yours, very respectfully,
JOSEPH BARKER.
P. S.-In a report of Mr. Thomas Cooper's lectures
at Bradford, he is represented as saying, "Even admitting the existence of a moral sense in man, he
needs an infallible guide, and such a guide he has in
Christianity." I deny that Christianity is an infallible
guide, and contend that man does not need an infallible guide, and am prepared to maintain this view
against Mr. Cooper, through the press or on the platform.
J. B.
Private letters ought never to be published, but I
am anxious to know if Mr. Barker is as willing now
to defend his present views on the platform, as he was
in 1859, if so, let him siO'nify his assent. I will engage Cooper Institute or §teinway Hall, and pay rent
for every night he will make the attempt, and meet
him there and then in debate.
Iconoclast.
FuNCTIONS OJ;' THE BRAIN.-Recent researches made
in England appear to establish the fact each convolution of the brain is a separate organ, though &everal
of them may work together, and often do ; that the
great motion centers are collected in the front part of
the brain ; that the muscles of the jaw are moved by
the convolution jnst above the ear, where the phrenologists locate aliu1entiveness; that the mttin, if not the
sole use of the cerebellum is to move the muscles of
the eye, which is thus more amply supplied with brain
power than any other portion of the body of equal
size, and that epilepsy is caused by a lesion between
two convolutions of the brain.-Trilntne.
This seems to prove the truth of phrenology to a
certain extent. The concession that each convolution
of the ''brain is a separate organ, though several of
them may work together, and often do," tallies remarkably with observations made in numerous cases,
psychometrically (clairvoyantly), by Mrs. Annie Denton Cridge for over fifteen years past. Yet both
phrenology and psychometry are regarded by most of
our so called scientilic men as quackery, and those
who .made them their specialt,r. arc looked upon in
much the same light as was Gahleo by those who were
then considered the great lights of the age-the uni. versity professors, clergy ad literati.

From a microscopiettl examination of the blood of HB
lunatics. by Dr. H. 8utherland of Lonqon, it ap)Jears that
the blood in the insane genentlly contams an excess of tile
wbito cor])uscles, and tlmt its red corpuscl~s froquently
show no tendency to arrange tnemsolves m rouleaux.
The co-existence of these'two abnormal characters in the
blood indicates according to Dr. Sutherland a very low
degree of vitality. In ten men. sufferin~ from general
paralysis whose blood was found to exh~bit one or other
or both of these conditions~flve died withlll three months
after their blood was examined,

5
Way of the World.
MAN.

The Primeval Cup of Guilt.
0B A SuFI-PoLEMIO AGAINST CALVIN.
From Alger's " Poems of ·the Orient."
A MYSTIC cup was mixed of Adam's guilt,
And o'er the world and through the ages spilt.
It every brightness with a darkness tinged,
The earth from out its orbit it unhinged,
It burst discordant through volcanic vents,
It wrenched all nature's breast in earthQuake rents,
It woke in wasp and brute all hatred's brood;
It stirred in each fierce breast the thirst for blood;
And when in course terrific it had run
Through every lower grade beneath the sun,
Its drops on human ~enerations dripped,
And all their worth and virtue from them stripped.
Out from that cup tlae direful stream still flows
Of poison, blackness, blasting fire, and Woes,
O'erspreads creation with a pall of gloom,
And rises slowly towards the brim of doom.
Some sprinkling from that cup has spotted all.
And plunged them in a hopeless common fall,
Condemned past hope to writhe in tortures fell,
Which ne'er can cleanse the destined hosts of hell.
One little sin that mystic cup did fill,
And ret it poureth on and poureth still
The tainting horrors of all pain and ill ;
Nor will its dreadful pouring stop at last
Until the final flame the world shall blast,
And the everlasting sentence hath been passed,
When man's poor race exists on earth no more,
The frightful flood shall cease its issuing roar.
But then t.he boundlesss dregs of that <~mall cup
In horrid hell shall all be gathered up,
To seethe and howl in endless anguish dire,
The food of deathless worm and Quenchless fire.
Whose wails and dashing waves' eternal diu
Proclaim in glee the victory of sin.
0, that I the God of heaven had been l
Instead 'of letting evil triumph theu,
When foul temptation's false and fatal tricks
The man beguiled the cup of guilt to mix.
I would have snatched the enchanted goblet up,Have snatched the mystic draught of that strange cup
From ignorant Adam's trembling hand and lip
Before he could have drawn a single sip,
And dashed the sea of fire it latent held
Down Satan's throat, the while he baffled yelled !
In glory thus I would have crushed the plot
Which now with failure doth creation blot.
For Satan's proud success is blazed abroad,
When evil thwarts the primal plan of God,
To make a world of fairy mount and glen,
Possessed for aye by pure and happy men.

If he wears a good coat,

Lift him up, lift him up ;
Though he be but a bloat,
Lift him up.
'..
If he has not common sense.
And can boast a few pence,
. Lift him up,
If his face shows no shame,
Lift him up, lift him up ;
Though crime 1s his name,
Lift him up.
·
Though their disgrace be his sport,
Let_your daughters him courtLift him up.

·~

WoMAN,
If woman once errs.

Kick her down, kick her down,
If misfortune is hers,
Kick her down.
Though her tears fall like rain,
And she ne'er falls again,
Kick her down.
If a man break her heart,
Kick her down.. kick her down.
Redouble the smartKick her down.
And if fn low condition.
On, on to perdition,
I):ick her down.

The Pope's Visit to Heaven.

P .A.UL LANDAU, a publisher of Berlin has recently been sentenced to imprisonment for publishing in
his journal a satirical article written by Dr. Johannes
Scherr of Zurich, in which his Holiness the Pope is
represented as being troubled with conscientious scruples, soon after the promulgation of the dogma of
"The Immaculate Conception," resolved to pay a visit
in person to the court of Heaven in reference thereto.
He accordingly took the keys of Heaven with him
and after a brief interview with the door-keeper SaintPeter, he immediately proceeded, without ceremony,
to call upon the First Person of the Trinity, who,
unfortunately he foand just about to take his siesta
and in no humor to be disturbed. With the want of
affability ascribed to him in the Old· Testament
accounts, he sur lily inquired of the Pope, "what is
wanting, that I should thus be disturbed at this inopportune moment P" Whereupon the father of the
church meekly informed the distinguished personage
of the nature of his business. Who thus responded,
"Knowest thou not, that since the introduction of the
Christian Calendar, I have nothing more to do with
the affairs of· your terrestrial rookery, for the reason
that all such business. with all the debts and credits is
given into the hands of my Son? Away! Begone!"
Chagrine!l and irritated at this uncourteous recep·
tion his Holiness immediately repaired to the apartments of the younger member of the firm, by whom
[For The Truth Seeker.]
he was received with great .affability. When, however, the pious fatherinquired of this dignitary how
My Experience.
the news of his deification on earth had been received
When I awoke to consciousness of thought.
in heaven, the Son moodily answered-"That is a
And reason first assumed supreme control.
very ticklish and difficult affair, which it appears beI met a mass of teachings which I" ought"
longs not so much in my department as in that of the
By pure faith absorb into my souL
Holy Ghost !-go and ask him.'' Still undaunted, the
Perfect omnipotence of the" God of Love,"
good father called at the next door and announced
"Free will " iii man, for evil or for good,
himself to the Holy Ghost. He was however com(Although the allegory of the tall
pelled to wait several hours as the latter was busily
Told how the fiend won earth before the flood),
engaged at the time with a microscope, endeavoring
to discover a gerni of reform in old Catholicism.
Though one man's mind illuminate the globe,
Vexed at not finding what he was looking for, he
Give untold blessings unto all his race,
came into the ante-room where the Pope was patiently
Reduce their miseries a thousand fold
waiting, and with features red with .indignation, thus
He's lost forever if he hath not grace.
unceremoniously chided our good father. "Ah ! thou
And if another liveth like a fiend,
comest just at. the right time. I have long kept a shot
Narrow of mind, from love and kindness riven,
reserved for thee. How canst thou presume to come
If he will but acQuire "faith," the end
before me after connecting me anew with this old
Must place him inevitably in heaven.
libel and base calumny, that I stood in unseemly relaAnd this I was commanded to believetions to a lnghly respe~table young woman, who beThese things formed part of their most. Christian sides was married to a brave industrious carpenter,
doctrinedescended from a very respectable house, just as if I
May he who died for love upon the tree
were a gay sprig-in-the-field of a heathen, Greek God?
Forgive his partisans s neil bitter mocking I
Begone, or I will call on some of my big angels to
explain to thee the mystery of the unburned ashes
I told my thoughts. "Fool! atheist! infidel!
which thou hast not yet dogmatised." Chop-fallen
Blasphemer l" A few niore such tender names
and depressed, his Holiness returned to his ''prison
Were my reward, because my inmost heart
of the Vatican," but whose soul strings were soon
Told me of God I could not be ashamed,
aroused to. the proper syllabus and ex-communication
Then came some back to me with" higher light,"
pitch by the argument of Peter Beck who said, "it
Thought prostituted-still in Jesus's namematters not whether -the "Grobian " (boor) up there
Striving to reconcile discord with right,
inspire your Holiness or not ; sacred and profane his·
And screen their ideal fiend from human blame.
tory abundantly proves that the world can be governThey were much clearer and more logical ;
ed without any Geist at all.''
The hideous skeleton of their Juggernaut
The word "Geist" here nsed as applied to the Holy
Much better covered by its veil of· cloud ;
Ghost has the signification in German, of mind, intelBut to the longing soul they offered naught.
lect and spirit ; and Dr. Scherr intended not only to
say that intellect is not a necessary qualification for
Then in the" outer-darkness" Of pure thought,
I met a few (predestined to be damned)
rulership, but that the influence of the Holy Ghost can
Wot·sht'ppittg Truth alone: who ever sought
be dispensed with in the Councils of the Vatican.
'l'o make earth realize a heaven for man.
Dr. Landau in his defence denied that any unjusti·
d
l'b t
fiable satire had been used and that the article comWith them I learns to know true I er y,
plained of was no nearer reprehensible than the writ·
(The lost key of the paradise of God)
ings of Goethe and others .. He took an appeal to a
And, with their aid. my own theology
higher court against the decision of imprisonment ;
Wns nourish;,d_ well by science a,nd free thought.
,.
"- "
..
so tlJ.!.l ~~S!_llS p.ot y~Pt tinis\l{lU,
, Braa~l~~n~ :tV, .Y,
S~D.
DR.

•
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Corne ttp highm·, my Christian friend ! you are lookI am not in possession of correspondent statistics in
regard to our own country, nor are they readily ~~;vail ed upon by all sensible people outside of your priestWasted Resources.
able to me, but when we read the reports of nusery ridden clan, as being· at least eleven centuries behind
.
and crime which our newspapers every day prese~t, the true work.
The Ink-yes, the ink-spilled on TnE TRUTH
BY D. H .. CLARK.
when we consider that in New York alone. there 1S,
To further verify the charge which we make of the accordinO' to the statement of Vice President ·wilson, SEEKER once a month in teaching the true Science of
wastefulness of foreign missionary expenditures, let more ro~dyism than in all Europe. That,, a~ their Life, will do more to save your soul (if you have one)
us tal'e in connection with the above admission', the utmost capacity, its churches would supply s1ttmgs to than all the "blood" ever shed from Jesus Christ
testimony of the Abbe Dubois, who after he had spent but a fourth of the population, so that three fourths down to :Mary Dver. Close your accounts with the
thirty years in the missionary field expressed the are practically shut out, whether they are ":illing or "bloody" heacleCt editors of Christian (?)papers and
doubt whether he had ever seen a genuine convert to not. 'l'hat its tenement and cellar populatwn num- be somebody by taking THE 'l'IWTII SEEKER.
w.
Christianity. Take also these words of the Rev. Dr. bers about half a million. That a single blocl>: is repWinlct8ct, Io1oa.
Spencer a distinguished Episcopalian divine, in his resented to have contained 382 families. That out of
book e~titled "The East," in regard to Syria, "I 916 of the adults in that block 605 could neither read
frankly avow my opinion that the missions from the nor write and out of 614 children but one in 66 atChristian Civiliz:ition.
various bodies who contribute to tht'l support of the tended school. That in the same block were thirtyGrace, Right Reverend Bishop Ryan, lias been
gentlemen laboring in Syria can never be productive three underground lodging houses, and twenty grog
delivering himself of a lecture on "The dangers
of permanent results. I was astonished to learn how shops, and that during five hours on Sunday two of
little has been done." An article in ''The Christian these grog shops were visited by 1054 persons-men, which threaten our Chnslian Civilimtion."
'Ve arc led to believe that the supposed advent of
Examiner," a few years since, thus speaks of Sir John women, boys and girls, it looks as if, in ord?r to labor
Bowrings representations in respect to Siam. "The for the "conversion of the heathen," there 1s no need Christ, ushered in suddenly a wonderful change in
human action ; that through his teachings the world
Romish Church, after two centuries' labor has not five to go abroad.
.
thousand converts, while the American missionaries,
The effort which is being made by some persons of was i·eyolutionizcd. and all old civilizations disapwho at first rejoiced over the country as Immanuel's more zeal than practical foresight or wisdom, to in cor- peared like mist before the sun.
These representations arc wide of the mark, and
laud now report the Siamese have entirely refused porate certain theological dogmas into our national
the gospel . . . . . . Fifteen years of effort have constitution, is another cxan:,ple of the wastefulness are ·designed to deceive, or at least to suppress the
created no Siamese Protestant church, and brought of the popular relisious expenditures. Could the1·e truth on the subject. The Homans at' the time that
forward no reliable Siamese convert. Such devoted, be any project more utterly useless ? J\iore calcu- Christ is said to have lived, were masters of the
fervent, systematic, self-sacrificing efforts could hardly Iated, should it succeed, to breed discord, alienation world. They gave laws and impressed their civilizahave been made among any of our heathen at home, and ultimate ruin in a country constituted like our tion on all neighboring nations; and at that time the
and not yielded a hundred fold; but then it would not own? And yet a paper has been established as the Jews were subjects of this most powerful of all nahave brought the immediate fame of this abortive organ of this foolish and fanatical movement, with tions, and more prosperous and happy than they cv~r
aggression upon heathendom. Should the missionary its editor (salaried I suppose) and other attendant ex- were before, because the Romans would not permit
establishment at at Bangkok be abandoned but for a penses, besides large sums of money collected for the them to carry out their usual persecuting habits, and
few years, no memorial would remain of their labors purpose. Verily there are religious spendthrifts as in fact, compelled them to conduct themselves peacebut the graves of those that have fallen in this forlorn well as irreligious ones. The saints have a faculty for fu~
'
Tile Romans were called Pagans, that is, they
hope.''
the misuse of money I!S well as the sinners.
Bayard Taylor has expressed his estimate of these
The custom of erecting magnificent buildings, with worshiped imaginary deities that their poets described
expenditures as follows :
"Notwithstanding the their costly appurtenances devoted to the worship of as governing nature through various objects, for inefforts of many zealous and devoted missionaries who God, to be opened but one day in seven, (as if this stance, Jupiter was the great gpcl that controlled the
have been sent to Chil1a, the number of genuine con- were the only day on, or way in, which he could be thunder and lightning. Ceres was goddess of grain,
verts is very limited. The Chinese nature appears to worshipped), from which all but the affluent or gen- corn, etc. All nations at that time had their Jupiter.
be so thoroughly passive that it is not even receptive. teel are practically excluded, belongs to the same Great heroes, and those that had benefited their race,
A sort of listless curiosity leads them to fill the chap- class of extravagance. The dim, religiops light that were canonized and deified.
The Romans at the time of Christ were the highest
els of the missionaries, and to gather in crowds around comes through vari-coloured windows, and falls on
those who preach in the public places, but when the velveted or satinecl pews, the grand· swell and melo- type of civilization then existing, ancl had outgrown
cxhortation is finished, away they go without the dies of organ tones, the vestments, rites and cercmo- to a great extent, its anthropological religion. They
least ripple of new thought in the stagnant waters of nies are pleasant things to the eye and ear. They had grown in wisdom, and saw the weakness of their
their minds. Whether missions in general repay the gratify and sooth the feelings-perhaps inspire the system. During this time Christianity was working
vast pecuniary expense, and sacrifice of life and talent heart, but there is a diviner worship, and more gen- its "·ay by espousing the cause of the poor, and availwhich they exact is a question conceming which I nine sacraments. So long as there are giant wrongs ing itself of the discontent of the masses ancl, in fact,
have strong doubts."
around us to be extirpated, social problems settled, ~o endeavoured to establish communism, and by this
What is the religion which it is sought with so long as humanity in our midst is suffering and op- means gained some popularity. For some three
much effort to displace ? J\iax J\iuller, one of the pressed with grievous ills, so long as there are ignor- hundred years the contest raged between sects, who
highest authorities, affirms of Buddhism, the most ance and licentiousness, drnnkenne·ss and starvation should be first, and who were the true saints; the
widely prevalent of faiths, of the countries to which imploring us for rescue and aid, those things arc but Arians who denied the divine character of Christ,
were for a long time con~idered the true Christians,
our missionaries are sent. "Besides the five great luxurious diversions.
commandments not to kill, not to st_eal, not to commit
That there are good and noble persons in all the and the:y were divided into two classes, one declara?ultery, not. to lie, not to .e;e~ drunk, e':ery shade. of churches no one will deny, that they are in some de- ing Chnst not to have had a real existence, and the
ywe, hypocnsy, ~~;ngcr, .suspwwn, gree~mess, goss!p- gree a help and benefit to the world is evident, but other that he was a divinely inspired man only, their
mg, cruelty to ammals 1~ guarded agamst by specml when all due allowance of this kind has been made, opponents were the 'l'rinitarians, who finally obtained
precepts. Among the v1rtues r~commended. a~e rev-. and one perceives what centres of enYy, jealousy, power through the Emperor Constantine, who eserence. for par~nts, care for .ch!l~re~, subnusswn to contention and rivalry they are in these latter days, poused the Christian syatem, because the Pagan priest
~uthonty, .gr~titude, mo?eratwn m t1me of pro.s~er- especially in country towns, at what a sacrifice of refused to give him absolution, for he had murdered
!ty, cquamm1ty at al!. time~, the ~u~y of forgivmg absolute sinf'erity and expense of sensationalism, nearly all of his family ; but the Christian priest
msults an~l not renclcrmg enl for. evil. Rev. Howard Jesuitism and intrigue, in the majority of instances, gladly granted his request, and from that time he
lYitt!col~, m a vo!ume of travel.s m t?e East, also says they are kept alive, their indifference to the most vital favored the Christian system. "And produced at last
of 1t: 'Its cloctrmes and practiCal p1~ty bear a s~ro?g problems and interests of society, their antagonism to a civilization wnich was really the civilization of·
resemblance to that ?f th~ :a;oly Scnptures. Did Its progress and true mental and spiritual development, Christianity, being essentially different in every respeople ~ut act up ~o.1ts prmmples of peace and love, it is difficult to I'ejist the conclusion that if they pect from the civilization of Rome, Greece and
OJ?p~essiOI! and mJ~ry would be known no more should suddenly become extinct, and mankind, freed Egypt.''
This is a bold statement, but is it true ? The Chriswithm tl.Ien· borders.. .
. from the limitations of dogmas and ecclesiastical eus~pcakmg of the Bnm~se.boatmen he.affir!lls that Ill toms, should be left to their own natiYe perceptions tian system availed itself of the crimes of the Ropomt of temper and moiality they are mfimtelysupe- of what is best and the unbiassed pursuit of lmuwl- mans, undoubtedly, succeeded wonderfully in buying
rim·. to the. boatmen on our Western waters. "In my edge and truth,' amid the advantages of the enlight- up the masses, as well as the rulers by offering them
varwus tnps, I have seen no quarrel nor heard a hard enment of this time it would be a gain beyond esti- a scape-goat Jesus, through whom they washed out all
word," and further, ''I saw no intemperance in Bir- mation
'
sins, purifying them from all crime, a la Constantine.
mah though an intoxicating liquor is made easily of
·
--------But what became of the Romans ? This peculiar
the juice of a palm."
[For The Truth Seeker.]
Christian civilization, so different from pagan Rome,
" A man may travel from one end of the kingdom
I k
S ·
Bl d
succeeded admirably in destroying all of the nations
to the other without money, feeding and lodging as
n as a aviOr, vs.
00 •
by the same process, " Divide and ·Conquer," was the
well as the people.
·
has been declared to the world for over fifteen watch-word then, as it is now.
"I have seen thousands tl'lgether for hours on pubhundred years, that "without the shedding of (in- ::"rations ure not made in a clay, and in their dying struglie occasions, rejoicing in all ardor, and no act of vio- nocent ? ) blood, there is no remission of sins ; " but gles, centuries elapse, so with mighty Rome--in about
lence or case of intoxication.·
exactly what its philosophy is lias never been defined six hundred years, Christianity had succeeded in re"During my whole residence in the country. I never and I begin to doubt if it eyer will be. After testing ducing Rome and Greece so low in the scale of intellisaw an indecent act or immodest gesture in man or the "blood" recipe for near 2,000 years, and failing gence. that for about seven hundred years, they were
woman."
in every instance to "remit" one sin, it is high time to most effectually blotted out from among the nations
Hon. Israel S. Diehl, late consul at Java, in a recent resist the attempt to palm it upon the world any long- of the earth : and history ·says, had not Arabia and
lecture, is reported to have said: "In all the millions er, What is Sin ? Is it a violation of law ? If not Egypt during this time taken up some of the knowlof these Asiatic people, drunkenness and rum·shops there i5 no sin. Well then, sin, we will say is trans- edge that "the peculiar Christian civilb:ation" had
are unknown. The same is true of swearing. If a gression of law, and the act which transgressed lias almost destroyed, we at this day would not be enjoyman swears, the first duty of .any man that hears him become an eternal fact. Ah! I see tohy now, that the ing a civilization made in spite of, and directly opis to knock him down. Imagine what would happen "blood" theory has failed and mt•st, because it can- posed by the Christian system. In what respect does
if such were the practice in this country. When they not undo a fact. 1'hat would be dislocating cause and the civilization of to-day differ from that of Rome ?
want to say anything bad of a man they say "he is efl'ect, and when that occurs, look out for splinters.
Is it in architecture ? Show a specimen that is not an
as dirty as a Christian." "Turn now from this picIt is one of the most unaccountable things that ever inferior copy of the Roman? Is it in oratory? Why
ture and glance at this of our Christian civilization. presented itself fur consideration to the reasoning fac- do we nse the Roman orations as our text-books ? Is
It is said that there arc in London, one of the leading ulty in man, that the moment an orthodox theorist it in history? Who excels the Roman historian ? Is
centres of this missionary zeal and activity, one mil- begins to talk about his church ''blood" to save souls it in poetry? Where does t.he modern muse, excel
lion four hundred thousand persons who never attend he must stop l0ng enough to puft' out the last spark of that.of pagan Rome?
public worship. One hundred and fifty thousand reason and common sense he ever had in his brain.
The civilization of to-clay, is the result of our inpersons living in profligacy, one hundred and fifty If the bibiolators would take the TIWTHS which Jesus creased knowledge of the Arts and Sciences, and
thousand drunkards; one hundred thousand pauper is said to have taught, and try to be benefited by !1is protestation against the church of Rome. All nations
children. That one hundred thousand crimimtls life and character, the intelligence of tlw wurld could yet strongly influenced by this religion are struggling
emerge from its prisons every year to renew as a gen- tolerate them a while longer : but to daub themselves to free themselves from its deathlike embrace, even
eral rule their depredations upon society. 'fhat it has (imaginarily) in his "blood," like a troupe of assas- Rome itself.
·
twenty thousand thieves, twenty five thousand beg-. sins, and claim a" remission" of their'' sins" thereL.T. W.
gars, and ten thousand gamblers..
by, is too heathenish for any bu.t :;1. Hottentot.
CMondelet, Mo.
[Concluded from last number.]
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Another Serious Mistake.
MR. EDITOR : In the February number of THE
TnU'rH SEEKER, Mr. I-I. Wettstein repeats and defends
again his intolerant notion that we Liberals, or at least
~faterialists, cannot and ought not to make "common
cause" with Spiritualists, and thinlts that I, in demonstrating against his pernicious niaxim, in your issue
of October lust, have "entirely misconstrued the point
involved in his critic of the polic;y advocated by Tlte
Inve<vtiuatm·." Now, Mr. Editor, m my reply to Mr.
Wettstein I had not said a word about the Invest1'gator
or its policy, because I had notlting at all to do with'
or to say of it, but very much with the policy advo~
cated by Bro. W. And while he ''is sorry that I have
lost my time to prove W~lat no one has ever attempted
to gainstty" (the dcsvrablcness of a union of aU Liberal
forces) he is not only opposed to a union with Spiritu·
alists, but likewise to that with eitlw1· of the various
branches of liberals. 'l'owards the close of his last
article he counsels thus: "Therefore, I say let each of
the various lfgion.~ (l Libera&' fight its battles in its own
way." (Though the italics in the foregoing quotation
are my own, the passage shows clear enough that Mr.
,V. would not only have Materialists and Spiritualists
but also "each of the various legions of Liberalism
fight its own battles in its own way").
Now, although terribly blinded by his prejudices,· it
cannot well have escaped the notice of our narrow.
minded brother that the forces of the opposition are
united, strong, watchful and zealously active ; that
Liberals, on the contrary, are disorganized, indifferent, and, therefore, weak and almost powerless; that
the few energetic Liberals have to fight" the battles of
t.he various legions of Liberals" ; have, therefore, but
slow and partial success ; but that, when atl "the
various legions of Liberals" were harmoniously united
in their warfare on superstition and error, and their
pernicious conse~enccs, they would soon conquer
them, establish in their place beneficial reforms, make
Truth and Freedom, Reason unci Right reign, and
bring about an improved state of socie~y. a new era of
happiness, And he ought, moreover, to know that
just us long as " the various legions of Liberals will
insist on each figllting its battles in its own way," or
not fight at all, but looking on indolently and letting
the small but noble band of t?'lle Liberals do all the
fighting, just so long can, and will but small and in·
sufficient advantages be gained over the opposition because united; just so long can. and will, but tardy progl'ess be made in reforming, liberalizing and improv·
ing society. ·
.
~fust you not yourself, Bro W. admit the correctness of this tr·uilmi, and can, will, you any longer insist on your suicidal policy, that "each of the various
leO'iou§ of Liberals fight its battles in its own way,"
But, Mr. Editor, our wise Brother has found another
strong(?) argument against me. ''With due respect
for the multifarious co-workers," says he, "not in a
common cau.,e, but against a cmnnwn enemy, (''mind you
Bro. E.," he admonishes me, "there is a point of
great difference involved) I would ask you: On w)1at
platform could they all stand without clashing with
each other? What sort of 1·esolutions or ''articles"
could be framed to which they could all subscribe?
Only one plank could be consistenty endorsed by all(?)
anti-priest classes, to wit:-Hesolvccl, That Christian·
ity is and ever has been a great barrier in the way of
human progress."
I-I ere our "liberal(?)" Bro., puts a whole string of
weighty questions and a "Hesolved" which I will,
with your permission, Mr. Editor, answer in the order
as they stand.
First, the "great difference" between the common
cause and the common enemy, is, in my humble.opinion
just this: "The common enemy are the MEN who oppose our common ca7tBe-no matter whetber conscien·
tiously or otherwise-and whom, it will be admitted
on all sides, we will have to fight only as sucli. opJhJBition
or ltindmnce to om· common cause-no more and no fur·
ther;-while our common cauBc must be the object, null
its ,9uccess the end and aim of the fight. ·when that is
gained, the fight of and ngainst the common enemy mnst
cease; but the fight, the work for the common cause
must still go on for ever and ever ; for our r.rnnmon
cause in anotlwi· word is-Pro,q1·ess. Is not that juHt
the" great difierence involved, Bro. IV.?"
Mr.' W. next enquires "On what platform theRe
multifarious co-workers all could stand without clash·
ing with each other ? Permit me, Mr. Editor, to post·
pone my answer to this query for a moment. I will
prt>sently come hack to it ngmn nfter I shnll have ttt·
tended to Bro. IV.'s "Resolved, that Christianity is,
etc."
·
L1 this '• Hesolvecl," Bro. W., is as unjust against
Chl'istianity as he is in his exclusion of Spiritnnlists,
thus making ''another serious mistake." No nnbiassecl man will deny Mr. Editor, no truth-loving und
honest one can c1m;y, " that. Christianity is and alwavs has been (yen, inorc, and always will !:Je) a grent
barrier in the way of human progress." But what·
ever the sins of bhristianity may be or may have
been whatever and how numerous its crimes, equity
and fairness will st.ill admit that not all the sins, and
crimes and barriers are concentmted in Christianity
alrme · that otlwr that all religions share or shared
them to a very gr;ent extent with ~t ; that the evils inherent in Christianity arc gerwr"lc, are older, reaeh

deeper, bra~ch f~rt?er than either Christianity or this
?r that specral rehgwn-that they are rooted ~n Religwn, so-called, itself.-And thougf.to Christianity and its
infi~ence for the last two !housand years, or near that
penod, has been productrve of more evils, perhaps,
than other religions, affected at least us most ; yet all,
anti-priest classes will not so hastily single out 0/nistianity alOne, but declare it guilty in ccmmon with other
reZigionB. There are, further, many, and by no means,
CYJ'thodox, Christians who would yet not agree with
Bro. W. 's resolution, whom he, however, would consequently class with the "common enemy." And yet
tlte.1e Christians are Libemls, soldiers in the. welfare of
our "·common cause," and of no small service to it, if
we will acknowledge and accept, and not repel them
by such bigoted notions as Bro. W. entertains.
And now, Mr. Editor, I will answer Mr. W.'s enquiry as to ''a platform on which all could stand without clashing with each other," I will point out to him
a platform broad enough for all. It is the platform of
Free Religwn although put by him, "as of a more
meek and passive disposition," in the back. ground or
reserve in his "plan of campaign." It admits all tllose
to membership who will make ''common cause" with
it, who are willing to u;ork in, and help promote the
''common cause." No questions as to. Beet, belief, in
God or no !liod, mortality or immortality, Materialism
or Spiritualism, or any·ifim," being asked ; no shib·
boleth introduced. What do you say to such a platform, Bro. W. ? Jew and Christian, Mahommedan
and Buddhist, Greek and Barbarian, Materialists and
Spiritualists-all can stand on it '' without claslJing
with each other."
We Liberals and ,Infidels all complain bitterly of
the intolerance and injustice of the "common ene·
my "-01'tlwdoxy-and there is too much, and too just
cause for this complaint.
But such intolerance is
characteristic of bigotry and orthodoxy alone, and
should never disgrace the mind of a Mate7ialil!t, or of
any Liberal of any school. The first plank in a truly
Liberal platform is a due 7'ega?·dfor the n'ghts and convic·

tions of otlier·s.

blind, Bro. Vv., we can never mal.:e all men think
and believe alike, nor ought we to make them if we
conld:-it would be the death of all improvements,
reforms and progress. But I am quite apprehensive
you will have to learn your first lesson in Liberalism
over again, before yoti can be a true Mate1·ialist. Tole1'anee, in its fullest, noblest and best sense, ought to
animate every Liberal, and to inspire his thoughts and
acts. '• Do unto others, etc." is the great fundamen·
tal law of Infidelity and Liberalism, of Spiritualism
as of l'IIaterialism. Or do you, Bro. W., expect and
propose that the gigantic work of Libemlirnn, the fight
of Radicals, the improvement of Reformers can be
carried out, won, and established by Materialists alone?
What blindness! What narrow-mindedness!! No,
lamentably infatuated Brother, no mw division of the
various legions of Liberals can ever successfully fight
the battles that require the united str·ength of all clivi·
sions, and even they can but be victorious when fighting lumnoniously-not under their sepa1·ate generals,
but 1mder o1w chief, when a.Zlied for one J.YUJ')Josethe destruction of error and superstition, and the
reign of Truth and Reason, of Justice and Freedom,
of universal Brotherhood and Happiness.
But our befogged Brother again exclaims, terribly
frightened: "The Babel of din, turmoil and confusion,
that would ensue would be a veritable feast for our
orthodox adversaries. to behold." What a childish
fright! Let us give our adtersaries this veritable feast
of a lwartu 1mion of aU the various legions of Liber·als,
and-soon there will be no adversary any more ; certainly none to 1•ejoice at it.
.
:My article has already grown too long : I must bring
it to a close whatever more I could wish to say to
demonstrate and expose Bro. W. 's most illiberal and
pernicious "policy."
Yours, for Tolerance, and
True Liberalism,
MoRRIS EINSTEIN.

The Bible of Nature, and our Religion.
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nothing ; it rests on no principles ; it is proceeded by
no authorities ; it bas no data ; it can demonstrate
nothing ; and it admits of no conclusions. Not any
thing can be studied as a science, without our being
in possession of the principles upon which it is
founded; and as this is not the ease with Christian
theolo14J, it is therefore the study of nothing. Geology will give you knowledge and satisfaction on the
subject of the creation of this earth, as it has to all
who have investigated it.
Would you be healthy? Study Physiology ; W oulcl you know the laws of mind ? Study Phrenology. And if you would know the condition of man
after death, listen to the living testimony of your own
spirit friends, who will satisfy you that the writers of
the Bible were as ignorant on this subject as they
were regarding the revelations of modern science.
The foundation of true religion does not rest on the
Bible, but on man's nature, and is as enduring as
that nature itself.
The religion that consists in teasing God, in begging
for tavors, in mumbling childish prayers, in trying to
pray ourself into heaven because we have not the
moral courage to work ourselves into it, 'in dozing
every seventh day in some fashionable, soft cushioned
church, in howling like a dervish in revival meetings,
in denouncing every disbeliever in orthodox dogmas
as an infidel and bla.spbemer,-such religion as that
might die and be buried, and the world would be the
better without it. It is not the religion for men, it
cannot fit us for this world, much less for the next.
It is a fiendish inquisitor that grips us by the throat,
and demands that we believe m a black devil and an
eternal hell before it loosens its hold. It wars with
the best feelings of our nature. We see in childhood
the innocence of a new born flower ; but orthodoxy ,
comes with a long frowning face, and gravely talks, of
''depravity and original sin," ab though God had
stamped his children with the "Devil's Seal.'' It
dooms to eternal torments the noblest names of which
earth can boast. This is the kind of religion or dogma we oppose. The sooner the grave ;closes over it
and something worthier takes its place. The relig:ion
that consists in being good and doing good is a part
of our very constitution, as much as our love of the
beautiful.
It knows no sects or parties, no priests, or thirtynine creeds. \j does not believe all truth is shut up
in a book, big or little ; bnt looks for light within,
and without.
It does not go with a clark lantern to look for tmth
in a mummy-pit, among the withered, dusty cobwebbed dead, but is out in the sunshine gathermg the
flowers that our universal mother has'.8trewed everywhere. This is the religion that can give us the
sweetest pleasure while we live, and comfort us when
we die.

The· Creed I did'nt Learn.
HIS blessed Sabbath morning, March 29, 1874I've had my breakfast-No earthly want have I.
As the morning sun climbs o'er the mountain to cheer
us with its benignity, my deeply religious soul receives a thrill. I am wafted back to the days of my
first childhood.
In the spring of 1807, in St. Armand, Province of
Quebec, nenr Banens, in what is now called Dutch
Street, I went to school. The teacher was a surly, re
pulsive old Scotchman, with a sore leg. Every Thursday
afternoon we were drilled in the catechism and creed;
to me the whole thing'' as absolutely odious-I did'nt
learn it-I didn't mean to. But this blessed Sabbath
morning, that creed, or something like it, so long sub·
mer<red:_covcred np by thrilling scenes of succeeding
yem~-comes floating up in its pristine freshness ;
another of the marvels of memory. And now, being,
as is my wont, in a religious mood, and not otherwise
absorbed, I'm just going, for my own edifi~ation, to
see how well I can repeat that creed. And, masmuch
as the mental effort is for my own edification, commcr
justice forbids my requiring yon, my good friend&
to be mLaudience.
CnEED :-''I believe in God, the Father and Mother
Almi,.hty and in Jesus Christ, their dutiful Son-first
-bor';; if'you pleal).e,'among many brothers and sisters
"born ~f the Virgin ~fary "-all are vi1·gins, who never
prostitute their highest prerogative-the reproducing
the likeness of the Eternal Parents-to gratification purposes. "He crucified "-subdued his animal propensities, bringing his everJ: action . ~ord, feeling and
thought into fmrmony wrth the :Drvme Affiatus, upon
the Thrbne of God, in the sanctum sanctorum of his
own soul. And in as much as like him-we overcome
-with him, will we reign.-Amen."
Thc~e hav'nt I done pretty well for a youth of
scventy-~ix winters ? I t.Irink so.
As for the Commwnwn of Saints, I believe in that,
of conrse I do-but not in the Forgivemss of SinsSin is law's infraction.-WllOever is so stupid, as to
;ioiatc the law of his or her beina, may as well make

T

HE question is often asked, "What are you going
to give in place of the .Bible?"
l~eader, I have no desil'e to take this book away
from yon ; I am only desirous th·;t you should have
rational views regarding it. It will serve the purpose
of a mile stone, to show us the i"ate of our advance.
But. if you wish a book that has no errors, no contradictions, no falsehoods nor absurdities. If yon wish
a book that is really infallible and does not make the
nuthor of it a changeable being, nor a tyrant, study
the great book of Nature-the Bible of Nature. This
is my Bible, 11.ncl it is the only infnllible one in exist·
ence. It does not recognize any such thing as "for·
givencss of sins.'' It saith, '"l'hc guilty cun never go
clear. All must reap what they sow and each for
himself must work out his salvation."
If you wish to study the history of the world in
which you live, and to learn how it came into its
~
1
presPnt conditions, don't fritter away your time in ~~oi~\~.~i~;· ~~~~-~ ~~ ~~YJ~~i~:t~:~·. ~~b~a~~;, ~~~ei~
reading and studying the first and second chapters of heaven, that ever will abroaate the relation of cause
Genesis, with tlte notes of modern commentators· or
~
theologians from Stackhouse to Albert Barnes ; for and ejf'ect.
h
K' d
f
you will know less (if possible) than when you began.
As flesh and blo?d cannot i~ ~rit tht~te brondg omA.sok
The stud"
of
thcoloo-y
as
it
stands
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God.,}
see
no
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Ill the re&ur"'ectwn of ,,
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The Bible.-No. 6.
HILE we have the account of Creation, in the
first chapter of Genesis under consideration,
we will, with our readers' consent, call further attention to the work said to have been performed by the
Creator on the "second day "-to wit : the making of
the firmament. Our object in dwelling upon this subject is to show to the candid reader that the person
who wrote the book Genesis really knew very little
of what he was writing about, and that he could not
have been inspired by the architect of the Universe
who it must be admitted should have accurate knowledge of what he had created. The language is-"And
God said, 'let there be a firmament in tke midst of tke
waters and let it di'Oide tke Maters j1·om tke waters," and
God made tke firmament and divided tke Maiers Mkich
were under the firmament from tke Matm·s Mkick were
above tke jirma,ment / and it Mas so."
This account was evidently written by one who believed the ancient Hebrew idea o,f the firmament was
the true one-that it was a vast transparent arch of
solid material placed at a limited distance above the
earth which was capable of sustaining an immense
volume of water which by this firmament was held
from pouring down upon the earth and drowning every
thing terrestrial. In this firmament it was thought
the stars-minute objects, compared with the sun and
moon-were set, as diamonds and j.ewels are set in a
ring. That above the firmament tll'e throne of God
was situated and when he stamped his foot upon the
firmament the whole heavens were shaken. That in
this firmament were holes or windows which were
opened more or less to let the waters through which
operation produced rain. When the :flood was supposed to take place, these windows were opened widely that the waters might rush through rapidly and deluge the whole earth in the shortest space of time.
It was not known then, of course, that the earth
was a sphere, and that this "firmament " in order to
"hold water " must necessarily entirely surround the
earth and sustain such a vast body of that fluid in
comparison to which, the bulk of the earth would be
'an insignificant atom.
In the light of modern science, this idea of the firmament is to us extremely clumsy and absurd as well
as entirely devoid of of truth. We now understand
the process of evaporation of moisture from the surface of the earth, it arises in the form of vapor and
when it comes in contact with the colder air of the
upper atmosphere it condenses, and in the form of rain
and dew descends again to the earth, and this operation is repeated thousands upon thousands of times.
Nothing can appear more ridiculous and false to us
now, than the idea that rain is produced by the water
above the firmament trickling through "gimlet holes"
in that imaginary something, or regulated perhaps by
faucets or something of the kind, the same being open
and shut by the "weather clerk" up stairs. By this
theory no provision was made for the water upon the
surface of the earth to ascend and get above the firmanent again, and as a consequence the water by the
repeated addition of rains must constantly increase
until in time the whole earth would be covered without any chance of drainage or escape.
If we only lay aside the superstition adhering to ancient traditions and legends we must inevitably see that
this entire account of the firmament, which the story
says God busied himself a day in making, and in which
he set the sun, the moon, and the countless millions of
stars, which are themselves suns and centres of numberless ·other systems, is in every particular false,
and worthy only an ignorant, barbarous age, before
science had taught the world the simplest truths of
nature.
We object not to the story as a legend of olden
times-in that view we willingly accord it all the ven-
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eration due it, the same we would to any similar fable
of ancient times, but when we are required to accept it
as a revelation fr~m Deity-together with the thousands of other absurdities and falsehoods with which
the book abounds-we most respectfully and decidedly object. We cannot possibly throw away reason,
science, and common sense, and substitute in their
place such a tissue of clumsy absurdities and impossibilities as priests and bible devotees demand of us.
It is indeed most singular how people of average
intelligence can so easily believe the idle fables, and
groundless stories which have been handed down from
the dim, dark ages of the past, when there is such
slight proof to sustain them and such meagre probability
of their being true. Why should they take unquestioned, as the infallible dicta of the Almighty, that which
is only the imperfect and untrue narrative of an unknown man belonging to an age of great ignorance
in the long ago ? Why should they discard and set
aside the unerring teachings of science as unworthy
of confidence and belief, and hug to their bosoms the
shadows, the fallacies, the absurdities and chimeras of
an age of darkness, superstition and error?
Why, even, should it be believed that Moses was
the author of the book of Genesis, when it was no
where asserted that such was the case, neither in that
book or any other in the Bible that succeeds it-while
he neither asserts it himself nor any other bible writer
asserts it for him, and while it narrates events that
occurred at least two hundred and fifty years after his
death? Is it simply because some Jewish priest or
some Romish priest assumed it was the case and so
asserting, we feel bound to acceed to it ?
It matters very little to us whether the book was
written by Moses or some other person, but this much
we cannot fail to understand, that it could not possibly
have been dictated by Deity, for it contains errors and
absurdities too gross for him to be the author ~f. God
we must believe to be the source and origin of truth
and that from him error and falsehood cannot emenate.

Rail Road Frauds. No.2,.
our attention is directed to this question
T. HEthemore
more we are convinced great wrongs have .

been perpetrated and that immense sums of money
have been squandered and dishonestly used. It is
not a difficult matter to arrive at a fair estimate as to
what rail-roads can be constructed for, and then, if,
with this estimate, we compare what is claimed our
roads have cost it will be easy to see gross frands
have been committed. We have taken some pains to
ascertain from authentic sources the cost of the material and labor for rail road buildmg, and will present
it to our readers. A portion of the expense can be
pretty definitely arrived at while other parts have to
be estimated and averaged. For instance, excavating,
grading, bridge-building, land damages, etc., vary
greatly in different localities. We, however, make
a liberal allowance, being fully up to what the average roads of the country can be honestly constructed
for.
To illustrate the price at which railroads can be
made we will state we were recently informed by the
President of a Pennsylvania Coal Company th~t his
company built a road in a broken part of that State,
and when entirely completed, the grading and superstructure including ties and rails did not cost, to exceed $5,000 per mile. The raile were of courne not
the heaviest.
We will here give an estimate of the cost of construction and equipment per mile, of a single-track
road with a heavy rail. The ,.prices are such as
govern within 200 miles of this c'Tty. Farther away,
freights will have to be added on the iron, engines
and cars:
90 tons Heavy Rail. 36lbs to the yard @$67 ...... $6.030 oo
2,400 Cross ties @soc .............................. 1,440 00
880 Fish Joints, 15lbs. eaeh-13,200 lbs., @ ak, . . 462 00
9.600 Spikes, about t lb. earh, 6.500 lbs. @ 3~c.... 206 oo
Laying ties and rail, per mile.................... 500 00
Actual cost of Superstructure, per mile ...... $8,638 00
Why does the Christian world adhere so tenaciously
Grading, masonrv and bridgea, per mile...... 7,500 oo
to the belief that the Bible is the word of God? Is it
Land damages, 6to 10 acres
"
·• ...... 2,36~ oo
because it is older than all other books or that it is
Depots and freight houses
" · · · ... 2,500 00

purer, better or more moral? Is it because the writers
of it are better known than those of other books,
or that the nations which have acknowledged it as
divine, have oeen more peaceful, inoffensive, and
heavenly than other nations of the earth? No, it is
for none of these reasons.
'l'he Bible is not so old as the Pymander of Egypt,
the Shuster of Persia, the sacred writings of the
"Celestial Empire," or the Vedas of India. It contains no better morals than those works-no higher
proofs of divinity but on the other hand, more that is
obscene, vulgar, and immoral-more that is bloodthirsty, cruel and warlike than either of the books
mentioned. Its writers are no better known, and its
truth no better authenticated. The nations which
have claimed it as the Word of God have been as distinguished for wars, bloodshed, brigandage and robbery-have been as deficient in the high qualities
called" Virtues" as any nations in the world's history.
It is held to be the "Word of God" because Jewish,
·Romish and Protestant priests have so taught the
people. They have made it an engine of power and
rule over the ·masses, and with which to· compel the
payment of tithes and exactions for their own benefit.
It has, for centuries been held as a terror over the
trembling, ignorant souls who had!not the freedom and
independance to think and judge for themselves.
But the world is progressing, Priestcraft is gradually losing its power and with the advance of science
reason and truth, blind faith in a written and printed
"Word of God" will pass away and men will look
for truth and knowledge to the unerring and chage_
less volume of nature, which requires neither priests
nor translators to explain and expound it and which
can be equally understood by all tongues and peoples.
As mankind become enlightened as to the true
Deity which exists in Nature and Science-the more
they study the great and true volume which that Deity
has spread out for all to examine and admire-the less
they will be led and controled by Priests, and the
veneration they have long entertained. for the myths
and superstitions of the past will gradually fade
away.

~~c~~~t~!e~~~~ee: ~~!~~· :;;ll~~: '@ ~~-.~::::: 4 .~~ ~

Passenger ears, one to two miles,@ $5,000 .....• ~.fiOO oo
Freight cars, (box) two per mile,@ $800 ......... 1,600 oo
Platform cars, one per mile..................... 600 00
Making a total per mile of ................ $30,000 00
There are parts of roads, and perhaps entire roads,
where the excavation, graduation, masonry and
bridges cost over the sum of $7,500 per mile, while
there are tens of thousands of miles of roads in the
West, on which the graduation, etc., never cost onefqurth part of that sum. Excavating costs about these
figures-earth, 30 cents per yard; ordinary rock, $1 ;
very hard rock, from $1.50 to $2.00 per yard. It is
not a difficult achievement with these data, -for an engineer to measure a given length of road and ascertain
pretty accurately the cost of graduation. We have not
placed the land damages high enough for the vicinity
of cities and towns, but taking the average of the
country, with the fact that the "right of way" is often
given the company we are satisfied our estimate is
liberal.
It is true, also, on many of the older roads, expensive depots and excess of rolling stock will exceed our
estimate, but it must be remembered these have been
in nearly all cases paid for, out of the earnings of the
roads, after years of time, and are not properly ineluded in the original cost ot construction.
It will be borne in mind the above estimate is for a
>!lingle-track road. For a double track an additional
sum of $8,638 per mile, should be added.
To give our readers a practical idea of the dishonest
cost of roads with .their equipment, and to show the
heavy excess of fraudulent rail-road capital the people
of this country are to day paying interest upon, in the
way of fares and freights, we will give some twentyfive of our prominent roads in various parts of the
country whieh are, by the by, no exceptions to the
four hundred and twenty-five mil-roads of this conntry, stating their cost as reported by themselves, and
published in Tke American Rait Road Journal. We
give the number of miles of the various roads inclnding branches and extensions, and subjoin what we
conceive to be the excessive or fraudnlent co!lt1 which
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money has gone into the pockets of interested parties
-presidents, directors, superintendents,' contractors,
legislators; and a horde of "leeches" who are using
their best efforts to suck the life-blood of an overtaxed people, in the form of money exto.rtorted for
unj_ust fares and freights. The game among rail-road
sharpers has been to rob, steal and swindle to the fullest possible extent.
The cost of rolling stock is included in this statement.
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die of $171,702 per mile, or over $850,000 in the five which would print a sheet a little more than two feet
miles J What was done with all this money ? Why, square, at the rate of 250 impressions per hour, was
of course, it went into the pockets of those not justly going out of use, (we can ourselves remember seeing
entitled to it, and the people have the bills to pay in one used) and improvement has succeeded invention in
way of fares. If the road had been made at honest this· great engine of civilization-the leveler of kingprices and the capital stock held at honest figures they craft, priestcraft and blind superstition, until now
could carry passengers at two cents each, and make a there are presses in use capable· of printing sheets four
liberal profit upon the investment, or, if the five cents feet .square, on both sides, at a speed of 25,000 per
were charged, as now, the excess could go towards hour. There is ho excuse for man longer to grope in
paying the heavy expenses of our city government. mental darkness, while these engines of truth (or we
Total
No,
Cost Excessive
The management and tactics of this road will fairly might properly say, ' angels of light') are so busily
Name of Road.
cost
per
excessmiles. vm·mile. mile. ·ive cost.
illustrate the practice of rail-roads generally.
engaged, day and night, disseminating intelligence
Atlantic &G. W.
425
$190,570 $125,000 $53,120,000
The Press of the country knows much of these and knowledge over the earth.
Baltimore & Ohio
103,070
380
50,000 19,000,000
Boston & Albany
Recently the Pneumatic Tube has been brought into
350
97,207
35,000
8,750,000 monstrous wrongs, but it, says very little,-the railCamden & AmboY
92
102,808
50,000
4,600,000 roa.ds are good friends to it and pay it large sums of use, by which small parcels, letters, etc., are conveyed
Central Pacific
1,222
111,381
65,000
80,000,000 money yearly, and it cannot afford to speak against its
a number of miles in a marvellous short time.
Chesapeake & Ohio
428
62,015
25,000
10,600,000 friends and patrons. Occasional1y, lt blurts out someWe have seen in our time the starting, growth and
Chicago, Quin. & Bur. 1,281
45,281
15,000 18,215,000
thing that approximates the truth, but never fully perfection of many inventions, improvements, ma&N.W.
1,383
40,636
15,000 20,745,000
R. I. & Pacific 613
46,846
18,000 11,034,000 meets the case in all its enormity. One of our leading chines. etc., which have been of immense utility in
Cincinnati S. & C.
110
46,958
15,000
2,550,000 city dailies did, the other day, have the independence saving hard manual labor .and expediting business.
Delaware L. & W.
115
135,000
50,000
5,750,000 to say, that more than $100,000 were yearly paid by
We cannot, of course, mention a tithe of the valuable
954
113,499
55,000 52,470,000
Erie
the R.ail-road Companies of this State to our corrupt inventions of our times but prominent among them
Hannibal & St. Joseph 275
8~.082
45,000 12.375.000
Legislature for favors received, and it did not state are reapers, mowers, threshers, steam plows, sewing
705
Illinois Central
48,310
20,000 14,100,000
Kansas Pacific
672
52,356
22,000
14,784,000 ltalf tlte tmth.
machines, knitting machines, daguerreotyping, photoLake Shore & Mich. S. 1,136
66.312
30,000
We do not occupy the position of the general press : graphing, the multitudinous applications and uses of
34,080,000
Marietta & Cin.
284
84,624
45,000 12,780,000 -We ask and expect no favors from the Rail-roads,
india rubber, improved saw mills that will tnrn out
Michigan Central
388
63.240
25,000
9,700,000
and we claim to be free to speak. the truth as we see it 250,000 feet of lumber per day, planing and other rna-·
42,680
12,000
Milwaukee & St. Paul 1,110
13.320,000
Mo. Kan. & Texas
642
55,293
20,000 12,800,000 on all subjects ; and as we do honestly regard these chines for wood and iron, and thousands of machines
N.Y. Cent. & Hud. Riv. 740
86,185
25,000
17,800,000 excessive rail-roads frauds as great wrongs against of all kinds and variElties that we will not weary the
Ohio & Mississppi
393
30,000
87,737
n,79o,oo 0 society-a direct system of filching from the pockets
patience of our readers by enumerating here.
100,000
524
Pennsylvania Cent.
40,000 16,960,000 of the entire public, we shall not hesitate to speak out
We wish however, to briefly mention one grand in76,827
P'ts'bg, Ft W. & Chicago 468
30,000 14,040.000
boldly upon the subject. It is a matter that concerns vention that has recently attracted our attention, called
627
20,000 12,54.0,000
Toledo, W. & G. W.
55.319
1,032
60,000
Union Pacific
108,486
61,926,000 all. Every man woman and child in the coun.ti-y is the "Diamond Saw" (for sawing stone) and which is
After allowing the full amount necessary to con- directly affected by the enormous frauds here alluded, now in use in our sister city, Newark, N. J. It construct these roads the average of the swindles and mis- to. More remains to be said.
sists of black diamonds set in a belt of metal,
---------appropriations of funds amounts to over $30,000 per
with joints which run edge-wise with great velocity,
mile. Some idea can be formed of the enormous
Advances in the Arts and Sciences.
and is capable of sawing blocks of stone five feet in
wrongs the people suffer under, when it is remem- THERE were Arts known and used by the ancients, thickness at a speed of four inches per minute and
bered there are some 50,000 miles of rail-roads in opewhich nqw are unknown to the world and are with great perfection. By the same process and simration in the country, and if the same average of ex- called "lost arts,'' and among them eml;alming the ilar apparatus, stone is worked in almost all conceivcessive cost applies to all, the enormous and appalling dead stands prominent. There are other arts which able shapes, including ornamentation, carving, scroll
sum of $1,500,000,000 is re11ched-a sum more than are practiced in great perfecrion now that were nearly sawing, &c., &c. This great invention is yet in its
half the amount of our national debt. It is not claim- as well known thousands of years ago, and among infancy, and is bound to do much towards revolutioned this enti1·e sum "has been stolen and placed in the these, architecture, sculpture and pottery stand out in izing the stone business for buildings and for all artispockets of cliques, rings, insiders, thieves, members bold relief. There are many other arts and inventions tic purposes, bringing that article into many uses not
of legislatures, lobbyists,· etc., etc., though a large that belong peculiarly to our own times, and have heretofore known. It saws all kind of rock, free
per centage has been thus ill fated, but we do claim been inaugurated or greatly perfected within the past stone, marble, lime.·rock, sandstone, as well as the
that this money has been STOLEN, SQUANDERED and fifty years.
hardest granite, not excepting even plate glass or
MISUSED, and that to the public it is substantially the
Those of us whose memory reaches back half a cen- emery rock itself. It performs its work beautifully
same as stolen, if it has to pay interest in the shape of tury, have seen great advances and improvements in and seems capable of running for years without appaexorbitant fares and onerous freights, upon the enor- the useful arts and sciences, We have witnessed the rent wear upon the diamond points. It is an invenmous sum of money, so fraudulently expended; and great utilization of the· power 'of steam, and the steam tion of Herbert Cottrell and a company is organized
if the rail-roads of this country had been constructed engine. 'l'rue, it was discovered more than fifty years to manufacture the machines and to introduce them
at honest prices, if honesty; and integrity had been ago but was comparatively little used up to that time. into all parts of this county and Europe.
the rule of rail-road managers and manipulators and a. \Ve have seen stea.mboats and steam ships spring into
Great as have been the strides in the field of arts and
fair interest allowed for an honest cost of construe· existence, and extend commerce and travel upon every ·inventions-much as science has done towards ad vane.
tion, the American people would not be required to ocean and almost every na.vigable river upon the face ing the human race within the last half century-nupay half the amount in fares and freight, they do to- of the globe. vVe have seen the system of railroads merous a.s have been the improvements which the
day; and we could have more than double the amount started and greatly perfected and extended, until a!- ingenuity of man has perfected, much yet remains to
of roads without a dollar more of capital employed.
most every civilized country in the world is permeated be accomplished, as great fields of discovm·y remain
Seven per cent annual interest, (the legal rate of with those iron rails, croRsing and tunnelling, moun- before· us as we have already explored. As much prothis State) upon the above appalling estimate of frauds, tains and rivers, the "iron horse," snorting alike over bably will be accomplished in this direction in the
amounts to the enormous sum of $105,000,000, and hill, valley and plain, carrying people and freight at fifty years before us as in the fifty years we have just
this sum the people of the country are forced to pay a rapidity of from twenty to sixty miles an hour, un- passed through.
annually in excess of what they ought to pay-the til hundreds of thousands of miles of these roads have
Among the inventions and improvements which are
poor as well as the rich-every one who rides over come into active operation, running in everv conceiv- before us for future development may be mentioned.
the roads, who has freight carried over them, or able direction, at all times of day and night, summer The utilization and control of electricity as a motive
who buys the goods so transported. We are thus, and winter, in sunshine and storm. We have seen power. The travening of ordinary roads with careveryone of us, taxed to support this gigantic iniquity. cities and villages and manufactories without number, riagcs driven by stea1n and other motors. A partial
To further illustrate the flaarant rail-road wrongs spring )nto existence all along these arteries of life. navigation of the air in a vessel under the control of
we will call attention to one of our city Street rail- We have seen millions of acres of idle land brought the navigator. The successful decompos~tion of waroads. There are some eighteen lines of street rail- -mto fertile cultivation, and productive farms by the ter, using the liberated gases for purposes of light and
roads. in the city, and they are probably about equal in thousands and tens of thousands established where a fuel. The production of rain by scientific processes,
honesty, but we will at this time speak only of the few d~cades ago the savage, the wolf, the buffalo and at any tim>e and place desired. The employment of
Sixth Avenue line, It has five miles of double track deer roamed unmolested.
the waterfalls, cascades and wate1•-powers of the connroad, without a culvert, bridge, excavation· or imWe have set>n electricity "put in harness," and try, for the condensation of air, pumping it into imbankment. The right of way cost the company noth- made to do duty round the entire globe. The mag- mense reservoirs and conveying it in pipes for miles
ing. It has no engines, depots or machine shops, yet netic telegraph has grown up in our time and extend- to towns and cities for driving engines, propelling main the sworn-to report to the State Engineer it is ed its wire arms over all lands and into almost every chines, ventila.ting hospitals, theatres, ]Jnblic halls and
claimed to have cost $2,000,000, or $400,000 per mile! country, and under the ocean from continent to con- churches, obviating the explosion of steam boilers.
For the superstructure alone, consisting of ties, bed tinent, carrying intelligence for thousands of miles
These and numerous other improvements in the arts
sills, rails, fish-joints, spikes, and the labor in laying, it with the velocity of lightning.
and sciences are to be efl'ected in the future. The huclaims cost $191,702 per mile. Responsible partit>s toWe have seen the printing press and the art of print- man mind is capable of performing the task, and judgday stand ready to contract, and give first-class seen- ing-the greatest of all arts-emerge from primitive ing from the achievements of the past it is safe to asrity, that they will put down in good order a similar imperfect beginnings until it has reached the grandest sert that there are thousands now alive who will liVQ
road for $20,000 per mile. Here is a barefaced swin- proportions. Fifty years ago, the old Ramage Press, to see much of this accomplished.
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innocent ; strangle the tmiling child upon its J?Othe(s Whether the bible is true or false, is of no consequence
knees : deceive, ruin and desert the beautlful girl in compari§on with the mental freedom of the race.
By CoL. RoBT. G. INGERSoLL, Peo?-ia, Ill.
who loves and trusts you-and your case is not hopeSalvation through slav.ery is worthless. Salvation
AN HoNEST GoD IS THE NoBLEST WoRK OF MAN. ·less. For all this, and for all these yon may be for- from slavery is inestimable.
As long as man believes the bible to be infallible
EARLY every people have created a god, and the given. For all this, and for all these, that bankrupt
god has always resembled his creators. He court established by the ,gospel will give you a_ ~is that boolr is his master. The civilization of this een:
hated and loved what they hated and loved, and he charge ; but deny the existence_. of these dJVme tury is not the child of faith, but of unbelief-the
was invariabl) found on the side of those in power. ghosts, of these gods, and the sweet and tearful face result of free thought. ·
·
Each god was intensely patriotic, and detested all of ~iercy becomes livid with eternal hate. Heaven's
All that is necessary, as it seems to me, to convince
nations but his own. All these gods demanded praise, golden gates are shut, and you, with an· infinite curse any reasonable person that the bible is simply and
flattery, and worship. :Most of them were pleased tinging in your ears, with the brand of infamy upon purely of human invention-of barbarian inventionwith sacrifice and the smell of innocent blood has your brow, commence your endless wanderings in the is to read it. Read it as you would any other book;
ever been con~idered a divine perfume. All these gods lurid gloom of hell-an immortal vagrant-an eternal think of it as you would of an~ other; get the bandage of
have insisted upon having a vast number of 'priests, outcast-a deathless convict. reverence from your eyes ; drive from your heart the
and the priests have always insisted upon being
One of these gods, and one who demands our love, phantom of fear ; pt!sh from the throne of your brain
supported by the people, and the principal business of our admiration and our worship, and one who is wor- the cowled -form of superstition-then read the holy
of these priests has been to boast about their god, shipped, if mere heartless ceremony is worship, gave bible, and you will be amnzed that you ever, for ono
and to insist that he could easily vanquish all the to his chosen people, for their guidance, the following moment supposed a being of infinite wisdom, goodother gods put together.
laws of war : "When thou com est nigh unto a city nes~ and pnrity, to be the author of such ignorance
These gods have been manufactured after number- to fight against it, then procklim peace 1tnto it. And it and of such atrocity.
less models, and according to the most grotesque shall be if it make thee answer of peace, and open
Our ancestors not only had their god-factories, but
fashions. Some have a thousand arms, some a hun- unto thee, then it shall be t_hat all the people that is they made devils ns well. These devils were generally
dred heads some are adorned with necklaces of liv- found therein shall be tributaries unto thee, and they disgraced and fallen gods. Some had headed unsucing snakes,' some are armed with clubs, some with shall serve thee. And if it will make no peace with cessful revolts; some had been caught sweetly reclinsword and shield some with bucklers and some have thee, but will make war against thee, then thou shalt ing in the shadowy folds of some fleecy cloud, kissing
wings as a cheru'b ; son'le were invisible, some would beseige it. And when the Lord thy God hath deliv- the wife of the god of gods. These devils generally
show themselves entire and some would only show ered it into thine hands, thou shalt. smite every male sympathized with man. 'L'here is in regard to them
their backs ; some were jealous, some were foolish, thereof with the edge of the sword. But the women, a most wonderful fact : in nearly all the theologies,
some turned themselves into men, some into swans, and the little ones, and the cattle, and all that is in mvthologics and religions, the devils hav.e been much
some into bullE some into doves, and some into Holy the city, even all the spoil thereof shalt thou take unto more humane and merciful than the gods. No devil
Ghosts and m~de love to the beautiful daughters of thyself, and thou shalt eat the spoil of thine enemies ever gave one of his generals an order to !till children
men. 'some were married-all ought to have been- which the Lord thy God hath given thee. Thus shalt and to rip open the bodies of pregnant women. Such
H.nd some were considered as old bachelors from all thou do unto all the cities which are very far off from barbarities were always ordered by the good gods.
eternity. Some had children, and the children were thee, which are not of the cities of these nations. The pestilences were sent by the most merciful gods.
turned into gods and worshipped as their fathers had But of the cities of these people which the Lord thy The frightful famine, during which the dyln5 child
been. 11-Iost of these gods were revengeful, savage, God doth give thee for an inheritance, thou shalt sa-ve with pallid lips sucked the withered bosom of a dead
mother, was sent by the loving gods. No devil was
lustful and ignorant. As they generally depended alive nothing that ln·eatlteth."
upon their priests for information, their ignorance can
Is it possible for man to conceive of anything more ever charged with such fiendish brutality.
hardly excite our astonishment.
perfectly infamous ? Can you believe that such direcOne of these gods, according to the account,
These gods did not even know the shape of the tions were given by any being except an infinite drowned an entire world; with j;he exception of eight
worlds they had created, but supposed them perfectly fie~d ? Remember that the army receiving these in- persons. The old, the young, the beautiful and the
flat. Some thought the day could be lengthened by strnctions was one of invasion. Peace was offered helpless were remorselessly devoured by the shoreless
stopping the sun, that the blowing of horns c~uld upon condition that the people submitting should be sea. This, the most ~arful tragedy that the imaginathrow down the walls of a city, and all knew so little the slaves of the invader; but if any should have the tion of ignorant priests ever conceived, was the act,
of the real nature of the people they had created, that conrage to defend their homes, to fight for the love of not of a devil, but of a god, so-called, whom men
they commnnded the people to love them. Some were wife and child, then the sword was to spare none-not ignorantly worship unto this day. What a stain such
so ignorant as to suppose that man could believe just even the prattling, dimpled babe.
an act would leave upon the character of a devil!
as he might desire or as they might command, and
And we are called upon to worship such a god ; to One of the prophets of one of these gods, having in
that to be governed by observation, reason, and expe- get upon our knees and tell him that he is good, that his power a captured king. hewed him in pieces in the
rience is a most foul and damning sin. None of these he is merciful, that he is just, that he is love. We are sight of all the people. Was ever any imp of any
gods could give a true account of the creation of this asked to stifle every noble sentiment of the soul, and devil guilty of such savagery ?
little earth. All were wofully deficient in geology to trample under foot all the sweet charities of the
One of these gods is reported to have given the foland astronomy. As a rule. they were most miserable heart. Because we refuse to stultify ourselves--refuse lowing directions concerning human slavery : "If
legislators, and as executives, they were f!tr inferior to become liars-we are denounced, hated, traduced thou buy a Hebrew servant, six years shall he serve,
to the averao-e of American presidents.
and ostracised here ; al).d this same god threatens to and in the seventh he shall go '()tit free for nothing.
These deities have demanded the most abject ~nd torment us in eternal fire the moment death allows If he came in by himself, he shall go out by himself,
degrading obedience. In order to please them, man him to fiercely clutch our naked, helpless souls. Let if he were married then his wife shall go out with him.
must lay his very face in the dust. Of course, they the people hate-let the god threaten; we will educate If his master have given him a wife, and she have
have always been partial to the people who created them, and we will despise and defy him.
borne him sons or daughters, the wife and her chilthem, and have generally shown their partiality by
The book, called the bible, is filled with passages dren ~hall be her master's, and he shall go out by
assisting those people to rob and destroy others, and equally hon·ible, unjust and atrocious. This is the himself. And if the servnnt shall plainly say, I love
to ravish their wives and daughters.
book to be read in schools in order to make our chil- my master, my wife and my children ; I will not go
N othing is so pleasing to these Gods, as the butchery dren loving, kind and gentle ! This is the book to be out free. Then his master shall bring him unto the
of unbelievers. Nothing so enrages them, even now, recognized in our Constitution as the source of all judges ; he shall also bring him unto the door or unto
as to have some one deny their existence.
authority and justice!,
the door-post ; and his master shall bore' his ear
Few nations have been so peor as to have but one
Strange ! that no one has 13ver been persecutgd by through with an aw I ; and he flhall serve him forever."
god. Gods were made so easily, and the raw materi- the church tor believing God bad, while hundreds of
According to this, a man was given liberty upon
a! cost so little, that generally, the god-market was millions have been destroyed for thinking- him good. condition that he would desert forever his wife and
fairly glutted, and heaven crammed with these phan- The orthodox church never will forgive the Univer- children. Did any devil ever force upon a husband,
toms. These gods not only attended to t.he skies, but salist for saying, " God is love." It has always been upon a father, so cruel ani so heartless an alternawere supposed to interfere in all the affairs of men. considered as one of the very highest evidences of tive ? Who can worship such a god ? Who can
They presided over everybody and everything. They true and undefiled religion to insist that all men, bend the knee to such a monster? Who can pray to
attended to every department. All was supposed to women and children deserve eternal damnation. It has such a fiend ?
be under their immediate control. Nothing was too always been heresy to say God ''will at last save all."
All these gods threatened to torment forever the
srp_all-nothing too large ; the falling of sparrows,
We are asked to justify these frightful passa:;es- souls of their enemies. Did any devil ever make so
the flatulence of the people, and the motions of the these infamous laws of war-because the bible is the infamous a threat ? The basest thing recorded of the
planets were alike attended to by these industrious word of God. As a matter of fact there never was devil, is what he did concerning Job and hts family,
and observing deities. From their starry thrones they and there never can be, an argument, even tending and that was done by the express permission of one
frequently came to the earth for the purpose of im- to prove the inspiration of any book whatever. In of these gods, and to decide a little difference of
parting information to m~n. It is _relat~d of_ one, the absence of positive evidence, analogy and experi- opinion between their "serene highnesses" as to the
that he came amid tlmndermgs and hghtnmgs, m or- ence, argument is simply impossible, and at the very character of "my servant Job."
dcr to tell the people that they should not cook a kid best, can amount ·only to a useless agitation of the
'l'he first account we have of the devil, is found in
in its mother's milk. Some left their shining abodes air. The instant we admit that a book is too sacred that purely scientific book called Genesis, and is as
to tell women that they should, or should not, have to be doubted, or even reasoned about, we are mental follows : "Now the serpent was more subtile than
children-to inform a priest how to cut and wear his serfs. It is infinitely absurd to suppose that a god any beast of the field which the Lord God had made,
apron, and to give directions as to the proper manner would address a communication to intelligent beings, and he said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye
of c\eanin<r the intestines of "a bird. .
and yet make it a crime, to be punished in eternal shall not eat of the fruit of the trees of the garden ?
When the people failed to worship one of these flames, for them to use their intelligence for the pur- And the woman said unto the serpent, We may eat of
gods. or failed to feed and clothe his priests, (which pose of understanding his communication. If we the fruit of the trees of the garden ; but of the fruit
was much the same thing) he generally visited them have the light to use our reason, we certainly have t~e of the tree which is in the midst of the garden God
with pestilence and famine. Sometimes he allowed right to act in accordance with it, and no god c'lfn hath said, Ye shall not eat of it, neither shall ye touch
some other nation to drag them into slavery-~o have the right to punish us for· such action.
it, lest ye die. And the serpent said unto the woman,
sell their wives and children ; but ''>generally he
'fhe doctrine that future happiness depends upon Y e shall not surely die. For God doth know that in
glutted his vengeance by murdering their first-born. belief is monstrous. It is the infamy of infamies. the day yc eat thereof, then your eyes shall be opened
The priests always did their whole duty, not only in The idea that faith in Christ is to be rewarded by an and ye shall be as gods, lmo"IYing good and evil. And
predicting these calamities, but in proving, when they eternity of bliss, while a dependence upon reason, when the woman saw that the tree was good for food,
did happen, that they were brought upoiJ. the people observation and experience merits everlasting pain, is and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be
because they had not given quite enough to them.
too absurd for refutation, and can be believed only by desired to make one wise, she took of the fruit thereThese gods differed just as the nations differed : that unhappy mixture of insanity and ignorance, call- of and did eat, and gave also unto her husband with
the greatest and most powerful had the most power- ed ''faith." What man, who ever thinks, can believe her, and he did eat. . *
*
* . * And
ful god, while the weaker ones were obl!ged to con- that blood can appease God? And yet, our entire the Lord God said, Behold, the man is become as one
tent themselves with the very off-scourmgs of the system of religion is based upon that belief. The of us, to know good and evil ; and now lest he put
heavens. Each of these gods promised happiness Jews pacified Jehovah with the blood of animals, and forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life and
here and hereafter to all his slaves, and threatened to according to the Christian system, the blood of Jesus eat, and live forever. Therefore the Lord God sent
eternally punish all who either disbelieved in his exis• softened the heart of God a little, and rendered possi- him forth from the garden of Eden ~o till the ground
tence! or suspected that Rome. other god might be his ble the salvation of a fortunate few. It is hard to from, whence he was taken. So he drove out the
superiOr; hnt to deny the existence of all gods was, conceive how the human mind can give its assent to man, and he placed at the east of the garden of Eden
and is, the crime of crimes. Rec\clen your hands with such terrible ideas, or how any sane man can read the cherubims and a flaming sword, which turned every
human blood ; blast by slander the fair fame of the bible, and still believe in the doctrine of inspiration.
way to keep the way of th~ tre~ of life."
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According to this account, the promise of the devil
Man having always been the physical superior of droves of devils out of his unfortunate countrymen,
was fulfilled to the very letter. Adam and Eve did woman, accounts for the fact that most of the high Casting out devils was his principal employment and
not die, iui.d they did become as gods, knowing good gods have been males. Had woman been the physi- the devils thus banished generally took occasi~n to
and evil.
cal superior, the powers supposed to be the rulers of ackli.owleclge him as the true Messiah; which was not
, 'l'he accom]t shows, :(lowever, that the gods dreaded Nature would have been women, and instead of being only very kind of them, but quite fo1-tunate for him.
education and knowledge then just as they do now. repre~ented_ in tl~e apparel of. man, they would have The religious people have always regarded the testiTlie church still faithfully guards the dangerous tree luxunated m trams, low-nec.ked dresses, laces and mony of these devils as perfectly conclusive, and the
of knowledge, and has exerted in all ages her utmost back-hair.
writers of the New Testament quote the words of
power to keep mankind from eating the fruit thereof.
Nothing can be plainer than that each nation gives these imps of darkness with great satisfaction.
The priests have never ceusecl repeating the old false- to its god its peculiar characteristics, and that every
The fact that Christ could withstand the temptahood and the old threat : "Ye shall not eat of it individual gives to his god his personal peculiarities. tions of the devil, was considered as conclusive evineither shall yc touch it, lest ye die." From every
Man has no ideas, and can have none, except those dence that he was assisted by some god, or at least
pulpit comes the S!lflle cry, born of the same fear: suggested by his surroundings. He cannot conceive by some being superior to man. St. Matthew gives
"Lest they cat and become as ~ods, knowing good of anything'Outterly unlike what he has seen or felt. an account of an attempt made by the devil to temj:>t
and evil." For this reason, religion hates science, He can exaggerate, diminish, combine separate, de- the supposed son of God ; and it has always excited
faith detests reason, theology is the sworn enemy of form, beautify, improve, multiply and ~ompare what the wonder of Christians that the temptation was so
pl!ilosophy, and the church with its flaming- sword he sees, what he feels, what he hears, and all of nobly and heroically withstood. The account to
still o-uarcls the hat;ecl tree, and like its supposed which he takes cognizance throuJrh the medium of which I refer is as follows :
"Then was Jesus led up of tl~e spirit into the wilfonncler, curses to the lowest depths the brave thinkers the senses; but lw cannot create. Having seen exhibitions of power, he can say, omnipotent. Having lived, derness to be tempted of the devil- ·And when the
who eat and become as gods.
he
can
say,
immortality.
Knowing
something
of
time,
tempter
came to him, he said, ' If thou be the son of
If the account given in Genesis is really true, ought
we not after all to thank this serpent ? He was the he can say, eternity. Conceiving something of intelli- God command that these stones be maue bread.' But
first schoolmaster, the first advocate of learning, the gence, he can say, God. Having seen exhibitions of he answered and said, 'It is written : man Fhall not
first enemy of ignorance, the first to whisper in human malice, he can say, devil. A few gleams of happiness live by bread alone, but by every word that proceedcars the sacred word liberty, the creator of ambition, having fallen athwart the gloom of his life, he can eth out of the mouth of God.' Then the devil taketh
the author of modesty, of inquiry, of doubt, of inves- say, heaven. Pain, in its numberless forms, having him up into the holy city and setteth him upon a pinbeen experienced, he can say, hell. Yet all these nacle of the temple, and saith unto him, 'If thou bP
tigation, of progress and of civilization.
Give me the storm and tempest of thought and ideas have a foundation in fact, and only a founda- the son of God, cast thyself down ; for it is written
action, rather than the dead calm of ignorance and tion. The superstructure has been reared by exagger- He shall give his angels charge concerning thee lest
faith ! Banish me from Eden when you will ; but ating, diminishing, combining, separating, deforming, at any time thou shalt dash thy foot against a st~ne.'
first let me eat of the fruit of the tree of know- bcautifyi~g. improving or multiplying realities, so Jesus said unto him, 'It is written again thou shalt
that the edifice, or fabric, is but the incongruous not tempt the Lord thy God.' Again the devil taketh
ledge!
Some nations have borrowed their gods ; of this grouping of what man has perceived through the him up into an exceeding high mountain and 'sheweth
number, we are compelled to say, is our own. The medium of the senses. lt is as though we should give him all the kingdoms of the world and the glorv of
Jews having ceased to exist as a nation, and having to a lion the wings of an eagle, the hoofs of a bison, them, and· saith unto to him, ' All these will I give
no further use for a god, our ancestors appropriated" the tail of a horse,. the pouch of a kangaroo, and the thee if thou wilt fall down and-worship me.'"
The Christians now claim that Jesus was God. If
him, and adopted their devil at the same time. This trunk of an elephant. We have in -imagination
borrowed· god is still an object of some adoration, created an impossible monster. And yet !he various he was God, of course the devil knew that fact and
and this adopted devil still excites the apprehensions parts of. this monster really exist. So it is with all the yet, according to this account, the devil took the
omnipotent God and placed him upon a pinnacle of
of our people. He is still supposed to be setting his gods that man has made.
Beyond nature man can not go, even in thought, above the temple, and endeavored to induce him to dash
traps and snares for the .purpose of catching our unhimself against the earth. Failing in that, he took
wary souls, and is still, with reasonable success, wa- nature he can not rise-below nature he cannot fall.
Man, in his ignorance, supposed that all phenomena the creator, owner and governor of the universe up
ging the old war against our god.
To me, it'seems easy to account for these ideas con- were produced by some intelligent powers, and with into an exceeding high motmtain, and offered him
cerning gods and devils. They arc a perfectly natur- direct reference to him. To preserve friendly rela- this world-this ;grain of sand, if he, the God 0f all
al production. Man has created them all, and under tions with these powers was, and,still is, the object of .the worlds, would fall down and worship him a poor
the same circumstances would create them again. all religions. Man knelt through fear and to implore devil, without even a tax title to one foot bf dirt !
Man has not only created all these gods, but he has assistance, or through gratitude for some favor which Is it possible the devil was such au idiot ? Should
created them out of the materials by which he has he supposed had been rendered. He endeavored by any greac_ credit be given to ~his dei_ty for not being
been sunounded. Generally he has modelled them supplication. to appease some being who, for some caught With such chaff ? Thmk of It! The devilafter himself, and has given them hands, feet, eyes, reason, had, as he believed, become enraged. The the prince of sharpers-the king of cunning-the
ears, and organs of speech. Each nation made its lightning and thunder terrified him. In the presence m.aster of finesse, trying to bribe God with a grain of
gods and devils speak its language not only, but put of the volcano he sank upon his lmees. The great sand that belonged to God !
Is there in all the religious literatme of the worlrl
in their mouths the same mistakes in history, geogra- forests filled with wild and ferocious beasts ; the
phy, astronomy, and in all matters of fact, generally monstrous serpents crawling in mysterious depths ; anything more grossly absurd than this ?
These devils, accorclidg to the bible, were of varimade by the people. No god was ever in advance of the boundle~s sea; the flaming comets ; the sinister
the nation that created him. The negroes represented eclipses ; the awful calmness of the stars, and more ous kincls,.:__some could speak and hear, others were
their deities with black skins and curly hair. The than all, the perpetual presence of death, convinced deaf and dumb. All could not be cast out in the same
Mongolian gave to his a yellow complexion and clark him that he was the sport and prey of unseen and way. Thl;l deaf and dumb spirits were quite difficult
almond-shaped eyes. The Jews were not allowed to malignant powers. The strange and frightful diseases to deal with. St. Mark tells of a gentleman who
paint theirs, or we should have seen Jehovah with a to which he was subject ; the freezings and burnings brought his son to Christ. The boy, it seems was
full beard, an oval face, and an aquiline nose. Jove of fever ; the contortions of epilepsy ; the sudden possessed of a dumb spirit, over which the dis~iples
was a perfect Greek, and Jupite!· looked as though a palsies ; the darkness of night, and the wild, terrible had no control. "Jesus said unto the spirit, 'Thou
a member of the Roman senate. The gods of Egypt and fantastic dnmms that filled his brain, satisfied dumb and deaf spirit, I charge thee come out of him
had the patient face and placid look of the loving him that he was haunted and pursued by countless and enter no more into him.' " Whereupon, the deaf
people who made them. The gods of northern coun- spirits of evil. For some reason he supposed that spirit (having heard what was said) cried out ~lJeing
tries were represented warmly clad in. robes of fur; these spirits differed in power-that they were not dumb) and immediately vacated the premises.. 'fhe
those of the tropics were naked. T)le gods. of India all alike malevolent-that the higher controlled the ease with which Christ controlled this deaf and dumb
were often mounted upon elephants; those' of some lower, and that his very existence depended upon spirit, excited the wonder of his disciples, and they
islanders were great swimmers, and the deities of the gaining the assistance of the more powerful. For asked him privately why they could not cast that
Arctic zone were passionately fond of whale's blub- this purpose he resorted to prayer, to flattery, to wor- spirit out. To whom he replied : "'fhis kind can
ber. Nearly all people have carved or painted repre- ship and to sacrifice. These ideas appear to have been come forth by nothing but prayer and fasting." ] s
there a Christian in the whole world who would besentations of their gods, and these representations almost universal in savage man.
For ages, all nations supposed that the sick and lieve such a sto1y if found in any other book?. The
were, by the lower classes, generally treated as the
is, these pions people shut up their reason
real gods, and to these images and idols they addressed insane were possessed by evil spirits. For thousands trouble
'
of years the practice of medicine consisted in fright- and then open their bibles.
prayers and offered sacrifice.
In the olden times. the existence of devils was
In some countries, even at. this day, if the people ening these spirits away. Usually the priests would universally
The people had no doubt upon
after long 'praying do not obtain their desires, they make the loudest and most discordant noises possible. that subject,admitted.
and from such belief it followed as a
turn t~eir images off as impotent gods, or upbraid They would blow horns, beat upon rude drums, clash matter of course,
that a person, in order to vanquish
them m a most reproachful manner, loading them cymbals, and in the meantime utter the most unearththese devils, had either to be a god, or assisted by
with blows and curses. "How now, dog of a spir- ly yells. If the noise. remedy failed, they would im- one.
All founders of religions have established their
it,'' they say, "we give yon lodging in a magnitlcent plore the aid of some more powerful spirit.
To pacify these spirits was considered of infinite claims to divine origin by controlling evil spirits and
temple, we gild yciu with gold, feed yon with the
suspending the laws of nature. Casting ont devils
choicest food, and offer incense to you, yet aft<>r all importance. The poor barbarian, knowing that men was 11 certificate of divinity. A prophet, unable to
this care yon are so ungrateful as to refuse liS what could be softened ·by gifts, gave t:J these spirits that cope
with the powers of da.rlmc~s, was regarded with
we ask." Hereupon they will pull the god clown and which to him seemed of the most value. With burst- contempt. The utterance of the highest. and noblest.
in!? heart he would offer the blood of his dearest
drag him through the filth of the street. If in the child.
WltS impossible for him to conceive of a god sentiments; ~lie most blameless and holy life, commeantime it happens that they obtain their request, utterly It
unlike himself. and he naturally supposed that manded but httle respect, unless accompanied by powthen with a great deal of ceremony, they wash him these powers
of the air would be effected a little at the er to work miracles nnd command spirits.
clean, carry him back and place him in his temple sight of so great
This belief in good and evil powers had its origin in
and so deep a sorrow. It was with
again, where they fall down and make excuses for the barbarians then
with the civilized now : one the fact that man was surrounded, by what he was
what they have done. ''Of a. truth," say they, "we class lived upon lmdasmade
of the fears pleased to_ call, good and evil phenomena.. Phenomwere a little too hasty, and you were a little too long of another. Certain personsmerchandise
took it upon themselves ena affectmg man pleasantly were ascribed to (J'oocl
in your grant. Why should you bring this beating to appease the gods, and to instruct
the people in their spirit~, while those affecting him unpleasantly or
on yourself. But what is done cannot be undone. duties to these unseen po\vers. This
was the orio·in injuriously, were ascribed to evil spirits. It being
Let us not think of it any more. If you will forget of
the priesthood. The priest pretended to stnncl be- admitted that all phenomena were produced by spirwhat is past we will gild you over again blighter than tween
the wrath of the gods and the helplessness of its, the sph·its were divided according to the phenobefore.''
He was man's attorney at the court of heaven. mena, and the pbenome~n; were good or hac] as they
Man has never been at a loss for gods. He has man.
He carried to the invisible world a flag of truce a affected man. Good spmts were supposed to be tliC
worshipped almost everything, including the vilest protest and a request. He came back with a com- authors of good phenomena, and evil spirits of tlic
and most disgusting beasts. He has worshipped fire,
with authority and with power. Man fell upon evil : so that the:idea of a. devil has been as universal
earth, air, water, light, stn.rs, and for hundreds of mand,
his knees before his own servant, and the priest, takin(J' as the idea of a god.
ages prostrated himself before enormous snakes, advantage of the awe inspired by his supposed infh~
To be contilwed.
Savage tribes often make gods of articles they get ence with ~he gods, made of his fellow-man a cringin"
from civilized people. The Todas worship a cow- hypocrite and slave. Even Christ, the supposed so~
bell. The Kotas worship two silver plates, which of God, taught that persons were possessed of evil
''HE who sows the ground with care and diligence,
they regard as husband and wife, and another tribe spirits, and frequently, according to the account, gave attains to more religious merit than by the repetition
manufactured a god out of a king of hearts,
of
ten thousand invocations."-Zoroaste1·._
proof of his divine origin and mission by frightening
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READ "VIVID TRUTHS," by A. B. Church. It Contains
more facts touching TheologY, more Interesting and ImOn the Character of God's Holy Servants.
portant truths than ·can be any 'where else procured for
BY DR. E. WOODRUFF.
the same money. price 50 cents. Sent by mail free of postOwn<G to the pressure upon our columns we omit age. We have It for sale.
. Mn.. EDITOR :-Sir, THE TRUTH SEEKER is a conthis time our usual FRIENDLY CoRRESPONDENCE and
stant visitor to my table. I find it well laden with
WE
ask
special
attention
to
the
adverascment
on
our
truth,
boldly spoken, and as I once spent two years
also several communications we have in type. We
beg our contributors to still be patient with us, we last page, of onr friend Dr. E. B. Foote's valuable Medical analyzing the Bible, I thought a few "facts " from
work. entitled Plain Home Talk and J,fedical Common its "Holy" pages on the above subject, might be of
will give admission to all ~s fast as we can.
Sense. Besides ];lrescribing most excellent treatment for use to you, and for the religious world to read and
all diseases. it contains a vast fund of useful knowledge· ponder, that they may know the Purity and Piety of
God's Holy' Servants, most of t.pem God's chosen vesWE hardly need to make an apology for occupying
sels, from among his chosen people.
THE
CHAMPioN
OF
HUMANITY,
spoken
ol'in
onr
last
ilas
two pages of this issue with Ingersoll's 01·ation on the
We find David to be "a man after God's own
Gods. We have been frequently requested by our made its appearance and is a sprightly, well gotten up heart," who should "fulfill all of God's will," and
sheet. Its articles are ably written and we trust its merits
''the meekest man of all the earth. "-Acts xiii, 22. Yet
patrons to publish it, and as we cannot give our read- will be duly appreciated and sustained.
i David is a liar,-PMtlm.~ cxix, 29; 1 Barn., xxi, 2; a
ers better matter, we' cheerfully comply. Those who
· ·"· / deceiver, 1 Sam. xxi, 12; his wife n liar, 1 Sam. xix,
have read it will readily excuse the room it occupies
WE feel little like boasting but we wish to inf~ 14; an adulterer, 2 8arn. xi, 4, 5; a gambler, 1 Oltron.
in view of the satisfaction others will derive from it.
our readers THE TRUTH SEEKEH is now printed upo ·.. xxiv, 3, 7, 18; xxv, 8, 9; a swearer, 2 &rn. iii, 35;
its own type.
murderer, 2 Som.. iv, 10; 1 Sam, xvii, 49-51; xviii,
29; a polygamist, 1 &m. xxv. 39-s4, 2 Sam. xii, 9;
THOSE to whom this paper is sent as a specimen copy,
When we removed to this city, we did not intend to anrl complaining of a venereal disease, Psalms xxxviii,
we hope will. if they approve our course and objects. and start a printing office, knowing our capital was insuf- 1, 11; and also that he had his kingdom ransacked for
can afford the sum of one dollar a year to help sustain an ficient. We found however the parties with whom the handsomest girl, who was put in bed with him,
organ like this. devoted to the cause of truth and free we contracted to get up OUl' Paper for us, were defici- while .Qn his death-bed, to excite his amativeness; but
thought. will allow us to add their names to our list.
it was '' No'go," and he •exclahned, "vanity, vanity,
ent in proper material and we advanced them money and vexation of spirit ! " 1 King.~ i, 1-5.
from time to time to buy new type, &c., for the purAnd yet he has the effrontery to say that he "kept
IN calling attention in our last issue to The Freethinker pose. Not finding printing profitable they have re- the ways of the Lord," (whatever they were,) and had
published in this city, we erred in giving the number of
not departed from his God, 2 &m. xxii, 21-22. He
the street of its erlitor Dr. Fr. Leiss to whom subscrip- cently relinquished the business; and we ;vere rather also
says, he is the son of God's handmaid, 1
xvi,
tions should be addressed. It should be 310 East 14th St. forced under the circumstances to take the type our- 16. See also 1Kings xv, 5. where he says he never did
Send in the sum of 25 cents and secure the able little sheet self; whereupon we added more material toit, rented anything contrary <-o God's commands, (except in the
for a year.
other rooms in the same building and are now getting case of stealing Uriah's wife), all the days of his life.
up the paper under our own control and supervision;
Abraham we find as a liar and deceiver, Gen. xx,
2; he married his own sister, his father's daughter,
WE hope our friends will not forget that we are preand
we
find
it
more
satisfactory
than
being
connected
Gen.
xx. 12; he taught his wife to lie, xii, 12-13;
pared to furnish Liberal. Spiritualistic. and Scientific
Books of all kinds as low as any other party. We have with a "job office." We have all the pharaphernalia Sarah, his wife, slept with a king all night, Gen.
for sale all the works advertized in our pages as well as of a well appointed printing office, save the Cylinder xx, 1-6.
Isaac, is a liar, Gen. xxvi, 7.
numbers of others. Sent by Mail to aU parts of the press. In doing th,is, we have however been. comJacob is a liar, Gen. zxvii, 19; an adulterer, Gen.
country. We are grateful for the patronage of friends.
pelled to incur some indebtednesss. To assist us to xxx, 16.
Rachel, a thief and a liar, Gen. xxxi; 19.
discharge tllis indebtedness, we ask our friends to send
Simeon and Levi, sons of Jacob, are murderers,
Two numbers have reached us of a young Western Lib- us the names of all the subscribers they can.
eral monthly paper edited and published by .T. W. Eighmy
If every subscriber we now have, will obtain an Gen. xxxiv, 24-27; the sons of Jacob, liars, Gen.
xxxvii, 32.
M.D .. Brownsdale, Minn. It is conducted with spirit and
Judah, the son of Jacob. an adulterer, Gen. xxxviii,
ability, and as this Age needs yet much liuht we wish it a additional name for our list, they will render much
full meed of success. We trust our Western friends will service to the cause. As many, however, will fail to 15-18.
Moses, a murderer, Ex. ii, 11-15.
see that it does not lack the necessary means of support. do this, we hope others will send in two, then five or
ten names whenever possible. Such funds shall be
Phineas, a murderer, Numbers xxv, 7-8.
Joshua, n murderer, Joshua x, 26; and a gambler,
xviii, 8-10.
IN calling attention to our New Advertisements. we beg sacredly devoted to the cause of truth.
We are prepared to get up in good style and at
Shamgar, slew 600 men with an ox-goad, (and I
our friends not to overlook that of Follett & Hill referring
to sewing machine needles &c. The senior member of reasonable prices, books and pamphlets should any of presume never raised a sliver,) Judge.~ iii, 31.
the firm is our liberal brother John 1\I. Follett who writes our friends see fit to give us a commission in that
Sampson, an adulterer, Judges xvi, 1; a liar, Judges
xvi, 7-10.
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. We request our friends who line.
Micah, a thief, Judges xvii .2.
need anything in his line, not to forget him.
Samuel, a murderer, 1 Sam. xv, 33.
Abraham, an adulterer, 2 Barn. xvi, 22,
CoMPLIMENTARY:-Such notices as the following from
A NUMBER of our patrons who originally sent us fifty our revered cotemporary. The Boston Investigator, are
Solomon, a murderer and profane swearer. 1 Kings
cents. have failed to remit the additional twenty-five cents very grateful to our feelings. It can have no better wish ii, 23-25.
asked in consequence of the enlargement. We hope none for our welfare than we cherish for it.
Four hundred of God's Prophets, tell lies, to one
think we are asking too much for the paper, We pre"THE TRUTH SEEKER," our New York Liberal cotempo- that tells the truth, (I suppose they had never subsume they forgot our request. We shall send the paper rary, is improving with every number. Its last issue con- scribed to THE TRUTII SEEKER, 1 Kin,q8 xx, 6, 20-23.
Elisha, cursed, and swore atlittle children, 2 Kings
a year to those who subscribed for a year whether they tains choice articles, editorial and communicated, and
send us the twenty five cents or not. As. however, we among the latt'3r is a very interesting one on Frances ii, 24; he was a liar and deceiver, vi, 19, and viii, 10present them with a valuable fifty cent book. in addition Wfight. which we shall transfer to our columns next 14; ro.de up to heaven in a two-horse wagon, 2 Kings
to the enlargement, we trust they will not be losing very week. "The Truth Seeker" is a large, handsome, and ii, 11.
Solomon, an illegitimate child, 1 Citron. iii, 5.
much if they send us that additional trifling amount.
able paper, and deserves more support than it receives.
Nehemiah, a fighting and swearing man, Neh. xiii,
Puplished monthly by D. M. Bennett, 335 Broadway, New 21-28.
York. Terllls, $1 per year.
liiANY of our Canada subscribers seem indifl'enmt to the
Isaiah, walked naked three years, Isaiah xx 2-3;
matter of postage. They must know we are required to
an adulterer, viii, 2 ; the proP,hets and priests get
place a two cent stamp on each paper we send into the
drunk, stagger and vomit on their tables, xxviii, 7-8.
Cremation.
Dominion. It certainly does not belong to us to pay postJeremiah says that every one of them, even from
WE
hardly
need
call
the
attention
of
onr
readers
to
prophet to priest, dealeth fahely, Jer.. vi, 13; God says
age on ·the paper. It is hardly possible our patrons there
think we ought to furnish a paper like THE TRUTH SEEKER, two articles on this subject on pages two and four in that they were liars in his name, and that he Rent
at fifty cents a,sear and attach a two-cent stamp to each in this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The subject is them not, xiv, 15; Both prophets and priests, are
paper besides. We have called attention to this point an interesting one at this time and is attracting much drunkards, adulterers, profane swearers and liars, saith
the Lord, (and he ought to know), Jer. xxiii, 9-14.
before, and hope not to find it necessary to do so again.
attention in this and other cities of our union as well
Zedekiah prophesied a lie, in "the name of the
as in Europe. The thought of burning the body of a Lord," Jer. xxix, 51 ; Zedekiah and Ahab are villains,
NEw 0RGANIZATIONs:-We have received notices from friend may slightly shock the feelings at first blush, adtllterers and liars, saith the I~ord. Jer. xxix, 22-23.
friends in several localities of new Liberal societies re- but it certainly is a more sensible disposition to make
The priests of Israel are adulterers, and highway
robbers, Hosea vi, 9.
cently formed: some of which notices. we fear. have got
of
it
than
consigning
it
to
the
damp
earth
to
moulder
mislaid. It gives us much pleasure to receive informaThe apostle Peter, a cursing and swearing man,
tion of the life and activity of our friends in various and decay, and to be fed upon by worms.
Mark xiv, 71; he is a liar, Luke xxii, 57; he carries the
parts. It looks really. as though the cause of truth is
V\r e have joined one of the Cremation societies keys of heaven, and lets in, or keeps out, whom he
gaining ground and the spirit of progress is infusing formed in this city; add while we care but little what plea,.qes, Matt. xvi, 19; and yet Jesus says l1e is unconverted, Luke xxii. 31-32; Mark and Luke are not
new life into our brothers and sisters of America,
disposition is made of our body, when we are done Apostles, Luke vi, 13-16.
H. 0. KRUSCHKE OF BERLIN, Wrs., writes of a society of
Judas, was a thief, John xii, 6.
.fifty or more members formed in that place and describes with it, as we have no fear of our spirit's burning in
So you see what pure hearts and clean hands the
enthusiastic meetings held there with the hall tastefully sulphurous flames after we "cross over Jordan," and
decorated, &c. &r.
inasmuch as under any Circumstances all bodies must unadulterated word of God . has come through to get
to us. I wonder if our churches would like to trade
1\fRs. JACOB l\IARTIN writes from Cairo, Ill.. that a so- inevitably decompose and the gases and substances off our Free-Love lecturers of to-day, for the above
ciety of over seventy rnembl'rs under the name of "The rntering into their coni.position must return again to clique of pimps, whore-mongers, murderers, thieves
Liberal~Reliaious .Assor>iation" 'has been organized tilere
the original sources and conditions from whence de- and liars of old, who wrote and kept the Holy Bible
and is in a flourishing condition.
to regenerate_fallen man with in these latter days.
L. Linton. President. Mrs. Marie Woods, Vice Prest. rived, we much prefer our body to pass through the
If David, who the Bible says, is a liar, deceiver.
Charles Slack, Secy. Jacob l\iartin, Treasurer. Mrs. purifying element of fire than the slower process of adulterer, gambler, swearer, polygamist, murderer and
Jacob Martin, Cor. Secretary.
corruption, putrefaction and decay. In the view of who died with the venereal disease, is a man after
A similar organization has been established in New economy and healthfulness, also, we regard _the process God's own heart, I want notding to do with him or
·Orleans, but we cannot at this moment lay our hand upon
his God. And if the priests of to-day are from his
the document giving the names of officers. We heartily of Cremation as vastly superior to inhumation and seed it fully explains the many grave charges against
wish each society thus formed a useful11nd prosperous slow decomposition in grave, tomb or sepulchre. We them, from Henry Ward Beecher down. More lll\On
career.
therefore expect to burn.
Grarul Rapids, Michivan, April, 1872,:~-'
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Efficacy of Prayer.

.Astrology.

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER :-An early copy of your
paper having fallen into .ny hands I noticed a lively
discussion on the Efficacy of Prayer. Myself a Spiritualist, my sympathies are with the liberal.side, and
argument, the agitatio_n of a subject, is the best
means of progress. Still I look upon prayer and all
other superstitions, ~tnd perha:ps I might say all the
beliefs of the world, as props to the mind in its
growth-leading strings whi~h may be too rudely
snatched away-ideas which have a work to perform.
The most liberal opinions of the day may not be absolute truth, may seem to the world five hundred
years hence to have been the darkest superst.tions.
From the beginning the truth abroad in the world has
been partial and relative. Absolute truth is God, is
divine, infinite. The finite mind can grasp no mGlre
than its own ideal. Since then we all see through a
~lass darkl:y, since each one has some dear conviction
m which hrs soul takes rest and comfort, and to lose
which would leave him tottering and overwhelmed,
why should we de~ to destroy another's conviction
so long as it is a comfort to him and answers the need
of his spirit? It is perhaps true that the toil-worn
mother starving in her garret, may waste her strength
in fruitless prayer!!. But do they not comfort her?
Like Sisyphus, can she not say, "I have at least a life,
time of liope"? Islwrfnitl1, her aspirations upward and
outward from her hard, bare life, nothing? She is
w~ary and faint, her little children may run to p10ther
With every want and every need, but to whom shall
the mother turn for _her help and strength? Vl'e
never cease to be children. Parents ~mrselves, we.
may always mourn for the gray heads la1d awny from
our sight, the ministering hands, the ready feet, the
unselfish Io:e of the poor old mother we must henceforth hve wlthout. Lonely and heavy-laden the mind
?reates for _itself so~e belief, ~orne divine and tender
Ideal to winch to uplift appealing hands.
" Absurd,'' says the philosopher. No, the pathos
of life is never absurd. Let the child cling- to something till its own feet can support it. Few during the
earth life attain to such perfect spiritual stature as to
walk wholly alone, The bravest, unless hardened,
have their weak days. Most minds are childish stillthey cannot stand strong meat-it would only injure
them, there is no sustenance in it for them. These
new truths are to many like the too bracing atmosphere of the mountains, chilling to the heart, paralyzing to the brain.
For this reason alone I would not destroy one's
faith in prayer But another reason presses upon me
. ·
.. .
.
.·
Another fa1th 1 another superstitiOn 1f you w1ll, (I_ 'Y1ll
not quarrel With the word), but a. helpful snperst1t~on
~n~ one not yet rendered _en_feeblmg !tlld trammellmg
m rts effe~ts by_ age ; nor IS It one engendered m~~ely
b~ t)le ex1genc~es of a past and barbarous. condrtwn
of l~fe and retam.ed thereafter fro~ generat1?~ to ~eneratw_n from lutbit or fear. It IS th1s, the Spintu.ahst's
d~ctrme of praye_r. By the eurnest concentrat~on of
mmd, by _the desire of the heart strongly proJected
forth, whwl1 we Pll;ll pra~er, do w_e not attract to us
those elements of hfe winch const1tut_e the suf)ply for
our need ? Supply and demands bemg ~ ~xed law
~verywhere, doe~ not the need of the spmt draw_to
~tself the supply 1t craves, ~-a va?~um dr~ws the mr?
'~ature ab!wrs a vacuum m _spmtual t.hmgs as well
as m mater~al: Th~ _soul crymg_ alo_u~ for help a~tracts sustmnmg spmts whos~ hfe-g1vn~g po:ver 1s
comfort, new s~rength, new hf~,- ne:v mce~t1ve to
effort, a l~armonwus mental conditiOn 1s ~upm;mduced
from whwh flows a ~ore perfect matenal hfe, even
though the exact obJects prayed for may not be
obtained.
This brings me to another thought collateral to but
bearing on the one under discussion. 'Ve do not
always know what our heart's desire is. All the lower forms of desire which our material J:fc brings-are
but typical of the craving at the root of life, the eternal longing of the finite for the infinite. "God is nn
unutterable sigh at foe bottom of the soul," says a
German philosopher. We fancy some immediate
good is the object of our great desire. But that obtained we still hunger·. Is that hunger ever satisfied,
that voice of the soul's crying ever stilled ? Never,
save when some' unhealthy lethargy steals 'upon the
soul and wraps it away for a season from its divine
birthright, to long, to suftcr, to attain, to aspire! 'l'he
· nearer object of matedal life which we promise ourselves will still our craving is merely a stepping-stone
on the eternal pathway we begin to tread at the first
outreaching for something above, beyond, fairer than
ourselves,-the first cry of the spirit of " 0 life, 0
Beyond l Thou art stra11ge, thou art sweet." Thnt
Beyond which environs, possesses and inspires us is
so super-vital, so strong, so positive that it renders us
negative, receptive to it and desirous of it. Prayer
is the often erroneous expression of that desire, the
placing ourselves in a receptive attitude to what our
inner life needs ; express that need as we m1iy, it is
real, vital, and help-compelling. Mistake its object
as we may, what that object typifies will gravitate
towards the strong tleaire for it.
E,
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Friendly Criticism .

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER :
MR. EDITOR : In the March number appears a com"It has been too much the habit of theologians to
* *
*,
munication on the above subject, which attracted my set nature against religion.
attention and my pen. Whether your contributor un"The antagonism exists only, in minds too narrow
derstands the subject or not I do not know, but with to include both poles of t1'1.lth, and prosaic to compreyour leave, I present the following:
bend the sweep of that Cll"eative thought which sows the
immensity of space with wm·lds, and measures the epochs
ADDRESS To M. A .. ELLIS, Btttdent in Astrology:- of eternity with the evolutions of fm·ce and the crisis of
In this age of free inquiry even Astrology mei:its a history."
patient and candid hearing as a claimant for investiThe above quotation is from the pen of P. Rosevelt
gation-as a cand!date for a place among the sciences. Johnson, M.D., No.5, vol. 1, of the" Truth Seeker;"
Denials are as foolish and as absurd as assertions . the italicizing is mine,
unless fortified by fa?ts. Astr?logy-· has suffered as
I am one of the persons to whom he alludes, and if
mucl~ .froii;l the·assertmg enthusiast as rt has f1·om the there are two "poles to the truth" I am •·narrow-mind·
denymg b1got.
.
.
ed ; " and whether I am too prosaic or not-I cannot
There. have been few mdependent thmke~-s among comprehend the sweep of that "creative thought"
the students and professors of astrology. L1ke theol- which th!W)r. has given us in the sentence quoted.
ogy,_ it is made subse_rvient to the ipse dixits of au- I would like very much to criticise the logic of the
!h?nty of bo?ks and 1ts arrog_ant professors. I h~pe Dr.'s whole letter but 1 w.ill not tresspass upon your
1t IS not so With :y:ou. That ~·.1th the m?desty, whrc~ room. I will, however, ask the Dr. for his proof _or
usually accompames true ~ent, you studw~ for tr~t.h s references, to support some of the assertions, and msake only, and not for vanrty, or for morbid ambitiOn sinuations, that I suppose are meant for assertions, that
to be a reputed prophet.
he has made. From the sentence I have quoted to the
But I was pained to see the word Sci~nce br?ught end of his letter, I sum up the meaning to be thisout so prommently, flaunted so oste~ta~wusly, m the (and if I do not sum it up right, remember that I am
face of those who do not even ro?ogmze It as a _theory. "narrow minded.") Nature teaches that there is a
Truth can alw~ys take care of Itself when faithfully God, it is in fact a revelation of God ; and while he
presented _even m the form of a theory.
admits that nature is a sealed book to some, yet no
Genethhacal astrology, ns you truly observe, re- one will question its teachings. He says in a preceedq~ires considerable _time, s_tudy an~ mathematical_at- ing paragraph "Psychology, with keener insight and
tamments. To obvrate th1s you drrect the ~ttentwn finer faculties, teaches us the anatomy of the soul,
of ~he trut~ seeker to horary astrology as bemg more etc." Now, Dr., I will defy 'you to find one sin_gle
eas1~y a_cqmred, as a short cut mto the arcana of ce- thing in nnture or psycholoo-y that teacnl!l! any thing
lestml mfluences. Now, as an astral student, you that you claim. From that •"~ chirography that cannot
o~_ght to kn?w that horary a~trology has as little to do be misunderstood" select one thipg, fact, or sentence,
wrth astral mfluences-genm~e astrology, as ~1ave the that says there is a God. From that anatomy of tlie
grounds of a tea-cup _or It mampulated pack' of cards. soul tell us one single fact of the soul.
. Horary astrology is simply a form of divination,
I ~ould judge, by the Dr ..'s style of reasoning, that
hke geom!l~cy, _cartomancy or. a~y of the many sys- he has been orthodox in his day. The principle difterns of drvmatwn or fo;tune t~l~mg.
ference between his and the orthodox religion being
I! uses the ever changmg posrtwn~ of the stars and in the data upon which his religion is founded. He
theu aspect to each other, and the s~gns and ho~,~es o_f soars in a realm a little higher than any one that difthe figure 0,~ the heayens, the_ lunar nodes, the part fers with him, and one that can never be reached by
of fortune, etc., as ~ts .stocl~ m trad~. These may ?r an atheist. I am acquainted w.ith a number of orthomar _n_ot ha~e the Sigm~catw~s claime~ for them m dox ministers of the gospel who are more liberal
natryrties, fm horary ~~:stro_logy IS symbohc~l, bu~ g~n- minded than he; and with whom I can fellowship
ethhac~l astrology claims to be effectul'll-:--rllustratmg with a better grace because they renson from a differactual_mfluences 0 ~ the stars:
. . .
.
ent standpoint and study a different book ; but the
I will say nothmg, -~t present, on nativities. or o_n Dr. and I study the same book, the language of which
18
mundane or atmosphencal astrology, one at a time
is unmistakable the Dr. says and his deductions are
enouth. Can_ Ytfu demonstt~a~e. t~at the pn;r~ of for- very different f~om mine, and 'he says I am "narrow
1
tune t'ats ~nyCm uence, ?r t':fia t rash an exislenco as minded" because of the difference·in our deductions.
an en 1 y .
an you sewn 1 ca11y s ow us 1ow, or
"
.
that the lunar nodes can effect anything except in
. T~e Umverse seems empty1 only to the vacant
eclipses ? By what lnw in science do you divide the mmd, th~ Dr. snys,_ and 1 unaerstand, or suppose,
signs into twelve, the houses into twelve ? By what that he thmks all ~mds vncant that have not the as·
law do the planets and signs arrange themselves so suranc~ that th~~e 1~ a Go~, an_d ,~soul_, and, that to
they may indicnte the whereabouts of articles lost, such nund~ the Umverse IS vord . ; mm~s as brond
whether Susnn mny marry J o, or a law-suit be success- as the Dr. s should not be so e~~:s1ly_ dec~Ive?. The
ful, etc. ? Do you pretend that horary astrology Dr: seems to have a very extens~ve rmagmnt1?n and
claims to be dependent on astral influence ? If you so rn :tact have all these ln·oad mmded peo~le hke the
do, you differ from many distinguished astrologers. pr., people t~at ?ave gran~ suJeeps of m·eatzve_thouf!ltt/
By putting forth the claims of horary astrology as 1!1 fnct a behef 1p a CJ:od IS fo_unded on the Im~gma
proof of astral influences,. you endnnger the successful twn,_ and. Go~ him-or-Its-self, IS !1- creature Pll:rely of
progress of Astrology as a science.
the 1magmat~on ; whether there IS such a thmg, or
Even in the higher branches of astrology its ndvo- not, ~s God1 rt mus~ be so, as :W~. have ~o knowledge
cates have enough to do to prove astrology a science. to g!-11de us m fo_rmmg 11:ny opmwn of !urn;_ and even
Encumbered with the crudities and absurdities of the the 1_magmatwn rtsel~ fa1ls to. find ~ny consistent con
middle ages, and a SUlJerstitious regard for medeaval cept1on of such a be1_ng ; laymg as1~e, fo~ a m<;>ment,
authoritv, it is hard indeed to distinguish the truth.
the proofs that there IS !1 God, th_e~·e IS not m ~x1~tence
But now when it has ventured into the pages of TIIE to day, an ~ssay, treatise, defimt1_on or ~~s?npt~on of
THUTH SEEKER something may be done towards let- God t?at wrll .sta!Id the test of JUSt _cntiCism; 1~ the
ting daylight into its dark recesses, and none will more D~- thmks there. IS, or that he cnn grve one, or rf. he
gladly assist in doing 80 than
thmks he can br~ng_ forward any proofs_. that there Is a
Vox STELLA.RUM.
God, or any logw rn support of anytlung of God, I,
for one, would be very glad to have him do so; not
that I care a "straw" whether there is one or not, any
'l'HE Prodigal Son was the subject of a sermon in further than I wish to learn all that is true from the
Belchertown, Mass., recently, and was discussed in a very love of t1'uth itself.
FRED. WELLINGTON.
graphic and novel manner. The reverend speaker
Saginaw Oity, Michigan.
represented him as leaving home arrayed in silk hat,
broadcloth coat, kerseymeres, gloves, and boots in
the height of Parisian fashion. After· a life of unparThe population of the world is 1, 288,000,000. The
alleled sin and extravagance, he was descried one cold different
religions stand thus :
morning "out in the middle of a lot on a rock, his silk
Pagans .................................. 73S,ooo,ooo
hat knocked in, broadcloth out at the elbow, French
Christians ............................... 286,ooo,ooo
calf boots out at the toes, kid gloves missing, hogs all
1\Iohommedans ......................... 26o,ooo,iloo
around him, and he chewing the husks."
Jews..................................... 4,ooo,ooo
'l'he Christians are subdivided thus :
AN interesting balloon nscension has recently been
Catholics ................................ 1Ss,o6o,ooo
made in France. }L Croce Spinellf and l'II. Sivel
Protestants .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 98,ooo,ooo
embarked on the balloon Polar Star from La Villette
Catholics are subdividecl thus :
at 40 minutes past 11 on .March 22, in the presence of
Roman Catholic .............. : ........ 15o,ooo,ooo
a large gathering of scientific men. The aeronauts I
took with them instruments constructed specially for
Greek
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38,ooo,ooo
the purpose of mal,.ing observations at a great altiThe Protestants are divided into ·near 300 denomintude. 'l'he descent of the balloon took place nt 6 ations. 'l'he Pagans are divided thus :
o'clock on the evening of the same day at Bar-surBuddhists............................... 4,ooo,ooo
Seine. 'l'he altitude of 7,400 metres was attained,
Brahmins, Confucians, Parseeists, Taons, Feticists,
which has never been equalled save by Gay Lussac
in France and Glaisher in Englund. At that point the &c., 338,000,QOO, the Buddhists being the most numerthermometer was 22 above zero, and owing to the ous of all. Buddhism is older by many centuries than
extreme rnrefaction of the air the aeronauts would Christianity, and, while it has many more adherents,
not have b('en able to breathe if they had not carried it has had far less of bloodshed and oppression. In
mo1'als it is, to say the least, fully equal to it.
some oxygen with them in bags.
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CONJUGAL SINS
Against the Laws of Life and Health,
and their Effects upon the Father,
Mother and Child. By AuGusTus K.
GARDNER, A. 1\L, M.D., Late Professor of Diseases of Females and Clinical
j\'[idwifery in the New York Medical
College. Twentieth Thousand. Revised Edition, with new Preface.
.Just Ready. One vol., 12mo. Cloth,
$1.50; paper, $1.00.
ENDORSEMENTS AND OPINIONS.

From REV. DR. JOHN TODD, author of. the
··Student's lYianual," etc., etc. "Yon have
done well, and I hail every attempt to lift np
or hold back poor humanity from evil most
praiseworthy. Were you to h'"ar all the
confessions about 'Conjugal Sins' which
might be made, your ears wonld give out
under the wail."
"It is a sound, earnest book, written with
knowledge, purpose, and feeling."-New
Ym·k T?'iuune.
"There is no topic properly within the
range of the title that is not. treated with
c.omv,etent l}Uthority and excellent discretion. -N. l. Herald.
" The author's words are of great import,
and deserve serious attention. They are,
too, so delicately chosen, that they can give
no offense to the most fastidious."- Et•ening
Post, (Ohicaao).
"It is unexceptionable in tone and calculated to be very useful in its advice. We
hope it will be sold and read and its counsels heedecl."-Oonm-egationalist (Boston),
"It is written in the best spirit, scientific
and moral, and it ought to be read by husbands and wives, and fathers and mothers."
- N. Y. Indep&ndent.
" - I t is elevated in tone, thorough and
yet delicate in treatment."- Home Jow·nal,
N.Y.
.
"No parent will f:lil of reading evary line
in the book with the most absorbing intuest. It is a boon to woman'kind."-llall's
Jottl'nal of Health.
•· No one, young or old, should be without the important information it contains."
- F1·ank Leslie's lllustraled Paper.

&nt 11ost-pnid on receipt of price, by

G. J. MOULTON, Publisher,
60l-3t-my

103 FULTON ST .. NEW YORK.

J. M. FOLLET.

E. B. HILL.

SEWING MACHINE NEEDLES.
We will send by mail, post-paid:
Singer Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
Wilcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
All others for seventy-five cents per doz.
Sewing l\Iachlne Agents and Dealers Please
send for circular. We want the patronage of every " liberal" in America.
Say you saw this Adv. in the TRUTH SEEKER.
FOLLETT &; HILL,
TV!wlesale and Retail IJealers in
Sewing-l\Iachine Attachments, Needles,
Oils, etc., etc.
12t CAMBRIDGE, HENRY CO., ILLINOIS. my

Spititua1i~lll·
.For tile purpose of placing a paper, acknowledged tc) be the leading exponent· of
J\Iodern _-\merlean Spiritualism in the
hands of all Liberalists.
'
'l'he RE [,Q!:l-PH[LOSOPHIC,\.L
JOURNAL will be sent
to Ne·n.r Subscriber.

THE

THE WORD,

Martyrdom of Man.

A .MONTHLY JOURNAL OF REFORM.

BY

w INWOOD

R~ADE ..

l2nw., Cloth, 543 pp. P1ice $3.00,
post-paid.
Over 500 Topics are treated .in the most thrilling manner
CoNTENTS:

Afir Select List of Books published and
for sale by Asa K. Butts & Co.

THE QUESTION OF HELL,

Favors the abolition of specu•lative inAn Essay in New 01·thodoxy.
come, of women's slavery and war government; regards all claims to property, not
BY A PURITANfounded on a labor title, as morally void,
and asserts the free use of land to be the
Cloth, 12mo., price $1,00.
inalienable privile~e of everylmm!tll beill~
This is the ablest 'rreatise on the burning
one having the rigntto own or sell only h1s
service impressed on it. Not by restrictive theme which has been published yet.
methods, but through liberation and reciprocity, 'fHE WoRD seeks the extinction of
mterest, rent, dividends. and profit, except THE ESSENCE OF RELIGION,
as they represent work done; the abolition
of railway, telegraphic, banking, tradesBY L, FEUERACH.
union and other corporations charging
Second Edition. 12mo. Cloth. pp. 79.
more than actual cost for values furnished,
and the repudiation of all so-called debts,
75 cents.
the principal whereof has been paid, in
the form of interest.

Under the head of ··War," we have
"Egypt, The Water Harvest. the Sources
of the Nile, Philosophy of Leisure, Agricnltural Monogamy, Inequality of Men,
Famine the Mother of Astronomy, Cruelty
the Nurse of Civilization, Trial of the Dead.
E. H. HEYWOOD, E<litot'•
the Painted Tomb, Children of tho Desert.
the Horse of War, the terrible Sahara, Pha- TERMS 75 CENTS ANNUALLY, IN ADVANCE.
rolh triumphant, Egyptian country house,
Address,
the Luxury question, 'l'heology Stojls the
THE WORD,
Way, Empire of Ethiopia. the lndia Trade,
the Persian Shepherds. the King's Harem,
Princeton, J\Ia.ss.
Origin of Greek genius, the Religion. the
City of the Violet Crown, the University of
Egypt, Seraglio intrigue. Retreat of the Ten
Thousand, Tyranny of Athens, Alexander
at Babvlon, Two Faces under one Hat, A
Greek Voltaire, the Purple' Trade, DiscovA Weekly Paper. devoted to
ery of the Atlantic, Introduction of the
"A, B, C", the Colonies of Carthage, the SPIRITUAJ.. UNITY, EQ.UAL RIGHTS
Gardens of the Hesperides, Horne Rule of
FOR JUAN AND WOlliAN,
Home, the He use of Baal, Silver Spain. the
Poor, Hated old l\Ian. Roman Baden-Baden,
Self-Sow:r·eionty and the Prindples of IfuCato's little Farm, A dissoh1te Prig, Africas
man Life.
place [_n History, Civilizing War.
THE CHAMPION oF HUMANITY Will discuss,
Under the head of "Religion,"-Ghost
the standpoint of free thought and
worshiJ;>, Divine hybrids. Idolatry and Dol- from
investigation,
the causes which produce
latry, Who made God'/ Nature in the Nude. spiritual inharmony,
unhappiness, disthe Sheik Abraham, l\Ioses in exile, the Del- ease and crime in society,
will fearphi of the Hebrews, Pope Samuel. A God- lessly all vocate the adovtion and
of those prinintoxicated man, A uious Brigand. By the ciples
which
tend
to
unitize,
elevate.
waters of Babylon, The character of Jeho- spiritualize the race, earnestlylabol"ir>gand
for
vah. Simprones, Origin of the Devil, A monopolized Deity, Bright side of the charac- the realization of an era of reason, justice
ter of Jesus. Dark side. the Miracle Doctor, and oeace.
It will uphold a high ideal of possible
the Ghetto, Rome sleeping, Heavenly Illusiom;, Episcopal saliva, tile Wonderful attainmPnt in all the walks of life, which
Well, the 'l'ruce of God, Achievements of will be promulgated with the enthusiasm
Mnhomet, Negro State~ the Africnn hut, and devotion of earnest natures. In the
Dance ordeal, School rhilosophy of Salt, Spiritual clomain, it will ndvocate the Unity
Bagdad of the West, Negroes in lllecca, the of Humanity and the Knowledge of a F'utu?·e Existence; and in Momlity, the daily
Black Prophet, Turks in Africa,
practice of chastity, honesty and sincerity
Under the con&ideration of "Liberty," he in all the relations of life. In Politics, it
shows us: The Ancient Germans, the Castle will advocate. thorough education, moral
an Academy the Serfs, the Monks. Cru- suasion, peace principles and the advent
sades. Venice, Arab Spain, the Hill of Tears, of the good time when each individual will
Orthodox geography, India, Prester John. be unfolded sufficiently to become a law
Lisbon rejoices, Majestic crime, Slavery in unto himself or herself ; and in Industry
London. the Methodists. Giants and l'ig- that justice which will render to the pro~
mies, Thomas Paine. Cotton, Neck and ducer the legitimate products of labor. In
neck, W. L. Garrison, Rebellion of the Physical Development, it will advance
North, The Lost Cause. Future of Africa, whatever is calculated to diffuse a knowlFuture of the Earth, Origin of J\ian, Tailed edge of the laws of generation, and the
Minds.
best methods of preserving or recovering
health. In the Social Relations it will inIn the consideration of "Intellect," he sist on absolute equalitv between the
introduces, The Children of the Sun, Ori- Sexes, thus raising women to that indegin of Life, History of the Cell, Dawn of pendence and freedom which will make
Reason, Origin of Love. The Ghost Uelig- prostitution impossible in or out of marion, Origin of Priests, Invention of Hell, riage, and which will enable her, in oppoMusical Conversation. The why, The utility sition to the demands of lust, to obey the
of the Affections. Breeding Laws. Death of mandate, "keep thyself pure."
Sin,_,Origin of Chastity, Rome and China,
CHAMPION oF HuMANITY will place
the JjUddhists. the Age of the Rosary, War its'l'HE
editors and contributors upon a platin the Future, the Expedient of lleligion, form
of ectuality in regard to free discusFallacies of the Commune, American Pros- sion. as its columns will be ·open to correperity, Inventions of the Future, Theory of spondents to advance new ideas contrary
the Soul, Duties of a Creator, The Theory to the general tenor of its advocacy, Bre,;exploded, Should the Truth be told? Chris- ity, candor, and the presentation of views
tianity Exposed, the Catastrophies of Pro- expressed in appropriate language, and
gress. J\Ioral Value of Hell Fire, True sour- devoid of obnoxious personalihes, are
ces of Morality. Spurious virtues of The- the requirements we rertuest.
ology, The True llcligion, The Last SacriThe paper is composed of eight pages
fice."
and 'Vill be published we12kly at a price to
suit the times. Send stam]Js for specimen
Of this The IJaily Graphic says:
copies. Snbst'ription price, pnyable in mlvan,~e. $2 for one year ; $1 for six months·
"As a composition this work is bril- 50 r•ents for three months; or six cents pc~
liantly performed, It is as interesting as a single copy.
well-told romanee, and if circulated widely
JJGr Clnb rates at $1,50 each, per annum
would do much to populnrize history."
for five or more copies. .
'
The Jim·tford Et•enina Post, of J\Iarch 20,
LESSIE GOODELL STEINMETZ ancl
says:
JOHN BHOWN i:lJ\U'l'H, Editors and Proaided by an able corps of contrib"It is scarcely necessary for us to add prietors,
that the book is dangerous in the highest utors.
All communications and business con·edegree ; the more so that its brilliant rhetoric and its very audncity give it a fatal spondence should be addressed,
charm."
CHAnJPION OF UUJIIANITY,
CHA.S. BRADLAU(;H says: " It is the best
P. 0, Box 3008,
thing Trubner (the great London House)
New York City.
ever published, It is a splendid book."

CHAMPION OF HUMANITY:

3 MONTHS FOR 25 CENTS.
The Journal i;o a large eight-page paper,
handsomely pnnted, and ably conducted.
Its columns are filled by such able writers
as A. J. Davis; Maria J\1. King; Prof. B. F.
Underwood; Hudson Tuttle· J\Irs. Tuttle·
Dr. H. T. Child; Dr. E. D. Babbitt; Dr: Tal~
mage; Dr. Fahnestock; Judge Edmonds
and many other brilliant and scientific
minds. The Editorial columns are bold and
fearless in advor,rcting everything tending
to the advancement of, the human race.
Address
And equally as prompt m denouncing and
showing up in their t\·ue colors, all shams
A. K. BUTTS,
and sch!'Jmes of dishonest tricksters
!Yhether m or out of the ,auks of Spiritual: lei tf.
36 DEY STREE'l', N, Y.
ISm. The ref>ular snbscnvtionpriec is $3.00
per year. 'l'h?se who avail themselves of
the present oiler to bccomeacr1uainted with
the. pape': for 25 cents, we confidently
bel!eve. Will re-new at the regular rate,
which IS as low as such a paper can be pub\
lished.
ADDRESS, S, S. ,JONES, Editol',
Adams Str. &5th Avo.
CHICAGO. ILL.
A'r
ROBERT. WALLIN,
Dwrwin
Hall,
Paris,
NO. 45:l NOUTH 'l'EN'l'H S'l'HEET
LA,IAH
Co.,
'l'EXAs.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
. '

1,000 Infidels Wanted. ·

J&i b~~~~~

J&Q~ialtl:~~~

EPIDEMIC DELUSIONS,
A LECTURE WITH VALUABLE APPENDIX.
By Dr. FREDERIC R. MARVIN.
Pamphlet form, 25 cents; Cloth, 50 cents.

THE SAFEST CREED,
and
TWELVE OTHER RECENT DISCOURSES
OF REASON. .
By Rev. 0. B. FROTHINGHAM.
Cloth, Bevel eel. Tinted paper. 12mo. $1.50.
THE

Masculine Oross
AND

Ancient Sex Worship,
BY SH.A Rocco,
A Curious and Remarkable Work,
containing the

Traces of Ancient Myths,
in the
Current Religions of To-Day_
70 pp., 26 Illustrations 12mo., paper, 75 cts.;
cloth, $1.
It contains an original chapter on the
Phalli of California, wb.ich will be new
even to scholars. '
"It is full of the deepest researches and
soundest scholarship, and is cleanly withal. but it is not designed for immature
minds."

NOW READY.

.Ancient Symbol Worship.
INFLUENCE OF THE PIIAJ,LIC IDEA TN
THE RELIGIONS OF ANTIQUI'rY,
_ By Hodder M. W estropp and 0. Staniland Wake.
With an Int,·oduction, additional Notes anrl
Appendix uv Alexande1· Wilde>', Jlf. IJ.
1 val. svo. beautifully printed on superior
paper, cloth extra. $2.00.
These papers were read before the Anthropological Society of London, attracting
great interest among scholars and persons
of cultivatien. 'l'he wholu subject of Phallism is here condensed and sd forth modestly yet explicitly, and its connection with
the ancient world religions acr•uratcly detined. The Biblical student rlesirilig to nndei·stand the nature and character of the
idolatry of the Israelites during the Commonwealth and Monarchy, and the classic
scholar endeavonng to comprehend tho
ideas and principles whieh underlie mythology, will find their curiosity gratified,
and they will be enabled at the same time to
perceive how not only many of our modern
systems of religion but our arts and architecture are to be traced to the same archaic
source.
***Sent postage free on receipt of price,
J. W. BOUTON, 706 Broadway,
ap 2
New York,

Mark Twain & Warner's Book.
Hollow objects when beat upon resound
with a.deafening noise, What then should
bo expected from the blows struck by

SERMONS.

The Gilded Age,
THE NEW YoRK DAIL)C TRIDUN!~ of ~fan
day, Febnmry 23, con tams rllports of. sermons on the 1,reccding day by
but au une!1rthly din from the belaborecl
heads of those who have been hit by it. But
Rev. Or. Willilun lli. T~tylor,
"In spito of rock, and tempest's roar,
Rev. W. R. Alger, ot Boston,
In sJJitc of fulso lights on tlwshot·c"
P1·es. Ilobinson, Bl"O"W"n Univt~rsfty.
In spite of those whose lwnds are sure,
P•·cshlcnt t.:tun}Jbcll, H.utgct·'s {)ollt~gc
Rev. Dr·. Stephen H. Tyng, Jr.,
Rev. ·Dr, Hobert Crook,
_>\rchbishop lllcCio•key,

'

and otl.wr eminent proachors, the whole
~ccupymg more than an entire na;::e of
I'HE 'l'RIBUNE. 'l'his series of "Tribune
~or mons" Will be continued, at leust, dur!ng th? )!resent season of ,nor;ular interest
m !'cllg!On. 'l'uu; DAILY l'umuNE will be
Keeps on a variety of Liberal Books ancl
mailed to clergymen for 7G cents per month
BY R. PETERSON, AND OTHERS,
or the Monday's vaper only in clubs of not
Paper; also. an assortment of Stationery.
Every Sunday Evening.
less than ten, all to one address, for Jive
N.B.-Mr. Wallin will alRo act as Agent
weAks, for 20 cent~ pAr co~y.
for 'l'uE 'l'ImTu i:lu:u:Imu.
ALILit·ess,
'IHr~ 'l'mnuNE
1.000 Infidels Wanted to Locate near Pari
New Y01:k.

40,000 COPIES
have been sold in SIXTY days; the Public·
like it ancl ask for more,
It i..q the most rapid sale of any /)()ok on
record. A few more peal~ of thunder from
a certain portion of the press and we will
have to duplicate our plates to supply the
demand,
Rend the book nnd soo "how it is yourself."
, Ag.ents supplied from office near them.] or mformatwn, address the publishers.

AMERICAN PUBLISHING 00,,
Hartford, Conn,
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Attractive New Books.
Threading My Way,
Or Twenty-seven Years of Autobiography.
By Robert Dale Owen, author of that renuLrkablo work, which is having such an
enormous sale, entitled the "Debatable
Lttnd between this world and the next."
This new work is n most fascinating one.
It is a narrative of the first twenty-seven
years of the Author's life; its adventures,
errors, experiences; together with reminiscences of noted personages whom he met
forty or fifty years since, etc., etc.
''All Mr. Owen's chapters are remarkable
not only for tho attracti voness of tho incidents, but for tho li1=1ht shed on many important social anu mdustrialmovemonts,
:wd for the noble sincerity and good humor pervading them." ***A beautifully
printed and bound volume. P_rice $1.50.

FannY Fern.
A Memorial volume by James Parton;
containing u short biography of lVIrs. Parton'("Fanny Fern"] and selections from the
very best an~ most popular of her w~it
ings. Beautrfully prmted and bound, wrth
illustrations by Arthur Lnmloy. A charming volume for t11e Holidays. **.*Price, $2.

Jessamine.
Another sp,lendid new novel, by MA.moN
HARLAND. '**Price. $1.50.

Old Curiosity hop.
The eighth volume of "CARLETON'S NEW
ILLUSTRATED EDITION" OF CHARLES DICK·
ENS' WoRKS, [tho best, eheapest, p,nd handsomest edition in the world.] Prmted from
new. reliable type; extiuisitelyillustrated by
the original artists chosen by Dickens himself; handsomely bound and sold at$1.50 per
volume.

A Wonderful Woman·.
An intense!}'. interesting hew novel by
MAY AGNES FLEMING author of "Guy
Earlscourt's Wife. ***Price, $1.75.

Bill Arp 's Peace Papers.

LATESTREDUCTIONS!

Books at Half P rice.
. '
From the following miscellaneous list o!
Standard and Popular Books we will fill orders.post-paicl, to the amount of $10 for
$7.50,.or $6 by express. Orders by express
to the amount of $30 will be filled for $15,
cash in advance. We send no goods C. 0.
D.; unless expenses both ways are paid in
advance:
As a Strong Bird on Pinions Free.
Just out,..............................
75
A Winter in Florida, by L. Bill ......... $125
75
A Positive Primer, 12mo, cloth.........
Angeline Gushington- Thoughts on
Men and Things ....... ;............ . . 1 50
Autobiographic ~:>ketches. De Quincy 1 50
A Father's Advice. A book for every
boy.............. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
A ~other's Advice. A book for e'\ery
glr l ..... " ..... ' " .... " .. " ... " . . . . . . .
20
Beliefs of the Unbelievers, by 0. B.
Frothingham . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
20
Benedict's Wanderings in Ireland.
Scotland, Italy, and Sicily, by E. W.
Dawson ................................ 250
Christian Propagandism, F. E. Abbot,
10
Christian Amendment, F. E.Abbot....
5
ConingsbY, or The New Generation,
by the Rt. Han. Benjamin Disraeli..
60
Catherine. A Story by W. M. Thackeray .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
60
Childhood and·Manhood of the Spirit
in Jesus, with New Year's Gift, 0. B.
Fr0thingham .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
20
Confessions of an Inquirer, by J. J.
Jarves....... ... .. ..... .. ........... .... 150
Compulsory Education. Abbot........
5
Climates for Invalids. L. Bill......... 1 25
Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,
giving their Cause, means of Prevention, and methods of Cure.......
25
Dyspepsia; its Varieties, Causes, and
Cure .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 50
Dyptheria; .its Nature, History, Causes Prevention and· Treatment on
Hygenic Principles, etc............... 125
Democratic Vistas. Political Essay.
Prose ................................ :..
75
Footprints of the Creator. Hugh Mrll-

A new comic book by the great Southern humorist. "Bill Arp," who gives us
in a series of irresistibly funny, satirical
papers upon War, Politics, and our Domes- Fii-1~'tim'Presi3ionii
tic Relatwns, one of the sharpest books F. W. Robertson's Sermons............
ever printed in this country. ***Full of
"
"
Life and Letters....
comic pictures, price $1.50.
Lectures and Addresses. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Fear of the Living God. FrothingLoyal Unto Death.
ham .... .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
A deeply interesting P.ew ENGLISH Nov- Faustina. From the German ....... ·.·.
EL. One of the best stories that has ap- Festus. A Poem. Large avo, full grlt
Qe~red in London for many a day.
*** The 'same in plain cloth................
Pnce, $1.75.
-Female Biography........ . .. .. .. .. . . . . .
Fernando D~o~ Lemos. A Novel........
<' Betsy and I are Out."
EdmundDawn. ANovel. ...............
A Thanksgiving Story in VflrSe,by l\Irs. Essays, on the Poets. De Qmncy......
N s. EMERsoN; embod{·Jng her famous Great Preparation. Dr. Cumming....
ballad of "Betsey and
at·e Out," which Great Tribulation
"
"
....
has gained such celebrity and been so Great Industries o.f the U . .3...........
widely copied throughout the country, as Great ConsummatiOn...................
by another author. ***Price, $1.50.
Gustav Adolph. A Novel..............
God in the Constitution, by A. B. Bradford....................................
Edna Browning·
Hugh l\filler's Miscellaneous Essays.
Another new novel, by MARY J. HoLMEs. Hans Brinker, Mrs. Mary Dodge's new
One of the best she has ever written. ***
H~~~~y i~~varci
'P8i:rection:
Price, $1.50.
J11ques....... ...... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .
Josh Billings' Almanax-.
Herald of Health for 186a, '69, '70, '71,
Josh Billings' great Farmers' Alminax
and '72, b)und in cloth, each .........
for the year 187-1-one of the richest and History of Plymouth Church, Brookmost humorous little hits of tho day.
lyn from 1847 to 1873. Illustrated....
Josh Billings lias excelled himself, and How 'to Bathe. Pav.er~ soc. Cloth.....
everybod~ ought to have a copy, to drive Hammer and Anvli. l:>pielhagen......
away tlw 'blues" with. ***Pavor covers. Heads and •.rails for the Wise and
Waggish...............................
Price, .25 cents.
House on Wheels........................
Httwthorne's
Italian Notes. 2 Vols ..
.e:»- 1'hcse books bo[],utlfully printed an~l
each ........................... , .........
bound. Sold ovcrywhe_rc-anJ ~cnt by mml
Half-Hours
with
lVIodern Sc1entJsts
POS1'AGE FREE. on recerpt of Jll'!Ce, by
containing valuable Lectures ana1
Essays by Wallace, Huggins, RosG. W. CAHLE'l'ON & CO., Publishers,
coe, Lockyer, Young, Mayer, and
l\Iadison S<Iuare, New York.
Hood ...................................
History of tho ~evil, bJ;' Daniel Defoe,
author of Robmson Crusoe ..........
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,
Incluents of My Life, by D. D. Home,
BANKERS,
rst series. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .
Do 2u series............................
LE ROY, MINNESOTA.
very remarkable books." "1'he
Willlottn money for Capitalists, secured "'l''vo
history of the most wonderful Spirby First Mortgages on improved farms,
itual
Medium in the world."
upon short time or fo_r tL term of years,
lVliserables. Victor Hugo. Cloth,
paying 12 per cent. senn-annually. All ex- Les
complete .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... ..
pense for Abstracts and Hecording paid by Longevity; its Sources, &c.............
borrower. Collections and Hemittanees Love (L'Amour.) 1\Hchelet ............
on such loans. made to any part of the Lecture on tho Bible. Charles VoyUnited States free of eha,·ae.
HEFERENCES;-Allen St,>phens &. Co., Lff~Yaiid':Dcatir: ··A.. "Nc,·,;~c:·.: :::::::::
Bankers Now York; S. l\ierrlllt Presrdent Men, Womon, and Ghosts. Miss H.
l'oople's' Bank. Des Moines, . owa:. GilPholps ..................................
ehrist &Co., ~Ic<Jregor. Iow:t; Crty Nat1omtl Mttn
and his Dwelling J>Jaco ... ·.·......
Bank, Chicago, Ills.: 1\Iilwnuke.:;. Natwn:Li Man- Whore, Whence, and Winther..
Bank, ~lilwankoo. Wis.; Morns Altnmn.
New York.
M~fi~~~~r~~Llln.~~~~ ~.r.i~~~-~-~ .. -~~-~:i.~~~-~. -~~
Mother Got•se sot to music............
Mark Gil<lerslovo. A novel. ...........
Maurice. A novel. From the French
.JiftLterhtlism. by Dr. L. Buechner......
I"}
AGENTS WANTED Now HygonidJook Book...............
~.
Or~.
The !-adies,' Own Narmtrve Papers, &c. 2 Vols. De
'l'ho abi<Jst atu1 most scn;;tbl_o L!tomry
(Juincy, eaeh ............. :.. .... .. ....
and Fashion MILI-:tL>:ine in AmorlCtL, 1s f\(r- 0. 0. Korr's l>apers, 4.vols. In 1 ..... ·: . .•
nishod to subscrihors at $2.50 tL year, wrth Plato's Phteua; or. Tho Immortahty
two superb oil chromos, in scventc1on colof the Soul, cloth.12mo ...............
ors or $2 a yem· with ono chromo. Agents Poems of Collins, Gray, and Beattio,
12mo, cloth, 289 pr........ .... .. .. .. . ..
rmdw good wages canvassing for it. A
com])iete A~-:ont's outfit (both chromes and Poems of Howitt. Cook, and Langdon,
.r
tf
1 60 o ts
12mo. cloth, 589 PP ............. ; .. .. .. .
samples
of ~,agazino
sen or on
c n • Pr·actr'c"i
'I'r·eatise on Labor. Wright,..
or one chromo
and S[],mplos
for Y40 .cents.)
w
Address M. c. BLAND & co .. J>nhhs\wrs. Present HefLven. 0. B. l!'rothingham..
208 Brond\\'ay, N. Y., or 2~7 Wesl i\ItLdtsuu Problematic Uhamclers. by SpielhaStreet, Chicago.
gen ..... · · .... · · · · .... · · · · · · .. · · .. · · .. · ·

;;r.Eiig.ia.iiti·:.·::.:::: ~ ~

··rii.Ysicar ·

..

OFFERS
GRA.ND
,., f
50

$1 00

.

4 00

2

oo

1 50
5
1 50
6 oo
5 oo
1 50
2 oo
150
1 50
2 oo
2 oo
3 50
2 oo
1 50
10
2 oo
1

75

150
300

2 oo
75
2 Oo
5o
125

Rathe's Manual of Gymnastics. Illustrated. For instruction in Classes
and Private use. Dio Lewis's System
Explained. By W. L. Rathe ......... . 100
Signs of Character, or New Physiognomy. Long svo. Cloth, gilt extra .. 6 00
Scudder's Dometic Medicine, 2 vols. 6 00
Shakespeare's Sonnets ............... . 100
Spider and the Fly..... . ............. . 125
Secret History of the French Court .. .
75
Sartor Resartus,a Clothes Philosophy 75
The Tin Trumpet ...................... .
75
The Essays read by 0. B. Frothingham. John Weiss E. L. Youmans,
James Parton, and others, before the
meeting of the Free Religious Association, held in Cooper Institute,
New York, Oct. 14, 15, and 16. In
pamphlet form ...................... .
The Tree of Life, or Human Degeneracy, its Nature and Remedy by I.
Jennings, M.D ....................... ..
Tennyson's Poems. Large avo ...... ..
The Bible Argument against Women
stated and answered ................ ..
The Helation of Witchcraft to Religion ..... : .................. _. .......... ..
The Heligion of Inhumanrty ......... .
The Voices. A Poem. W. S. Barlow.
The Essence of Religion. Paper ..... .
The True Church by Theodore Tilton. Full gilt. Richly illustrated ...
The Essence of Christianity. 12mo,
cloth. English Sheets....... .. .....
Tobacco and its Effects-Being a Prize
Essay, showing that the use of Tobacco is a physical, mental. moral,
and social evil. By: Henry Gibbons,
M.D .. Editor Pacrflc llfedical and
Sumical Jo<1rnai. .................. . 20
The Man who Laughs, by Victor Hugo. Paper ............................ . 125
Tennyson's Last Tournament. Full
gilt .................... :· .............. . 100
Tom Thumb. A Juvemle ............. .
50
The Cloven Foot. A novel, by 0. C,
Kerr ................................... . 150
The God of Science. Abbot.... .. .. .
10
Through Night to Light. Spielhagen .. 2 00
The Hohensteins, Spielhagen ........ .. 2 00
The Inn of the Guardian Angel. .... .. 125
The Paradox ............................ . 175
The Cresars. by De Quincy ............ . 150
Tales and Sketches, }I ugh Miller ..... . 175
Truths for the Time. Abbot .......... .
10
The Sabbath. Pillsbury ............... . 10
The Woman of Business. A Noyel..
75
The Question of .Hell, by 4-· Pun tan .. 100
Unisons of the Lrberal Fmth, by 0. B.
Frothingham ......................... .
20
Vital Force, how Wasted and how Preserved !)aper, 50c. Cloth .......... .. 100
Woman' (La Femmes,) Michelet ...... . 150
What I 'Know of Farming, by Horace
Greely 12mo,cloth .................. .. 150
75
Zimmermann on Solitude ............. .
Also, excellent editions, at publishers'
prices, of most of the works of Pope, Shelley, Shakespeare, John Keats, T. B. Macauley, T. Carlyle, and other standard and
popular authors.
ASA K. BUTTS,
36 Dey Street, N.Y.
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EARTH OLOBETB.
The Great Blessing of the Age.
Comfort to the Sick ~nd Feeble.

THE WAXEFIELD

Is one of the latest inventions, and has
many advantages over all others. The simpie act of closing the lid brings the earth
forward and drops it directly in the centre
of the pail, thus insuring the absolute certainty of covering all the excrements. This
is of vital importance. It also has a dust
or odor slide, a child's seat, and an extra
large reservoir for dry earth or ashes.

THE WATROUS,

ltw. 9Jodt ltibuut.

OPEN.
CLOSED.
Is simple in construction, automatic in action, and being entirely inodorous, may be
used in ani room in the house without offense." When not in use it is a handsome
piece of furniture with nothing about it to
indicate its purpose.

THt HfAVtNS ANO THE EARTH

THE WATRCUS:
( With Arms.).

TRIBUNE EXTRA NO,. 9,
(NOW READY.)
Contains Six Lectu1·es on .Ast,.onomy.

By Richard A. Proctor.

2 00

I.
II.
III.
IV.
150
V.
1 Go· VI.

THE SuN.
'.rHE SUN'S FAMILY OF PLANETS.
COMETS AND METEORS.
THE JlfooN,
WONDERS OF THE STAR DEPTHs.
BIRTH AND GROWTH OF THE
SYSTEM.
1 50
The Extra also contains lectures deliver1 50 ed at the Anderson School on Penikese
Island. but never before published,
2 50
1 50
150
1

~g

150
1 50
1 oo
oo
1
1 50

175
1 50
25
30
150
~ oo

125
175
1 75
2 oo
5
2 oo

CLOSED.

OPEN.

A CHILD O.AN MANAGE IT.

By Prof. Louis Agassiz.
IT WILL LAST A LIFETil\IE.
I. FIRST LESSONS TO THE ANDERSON
SCHOOL.
LATEST AND SIMPLEST lMPllOYMENTB.
II. THE ART OF TEACHING.
III. THE BEST BooKS To STUDY,
A Necessity to tlte Aged I
IV. CLASSIFICATION IN NATURAL HISTORY,
V. GLACIAL HISTORY OF THE COTTINENT.
VI. NoTABLE WoRDS oN VARious Torres.
Should be in every Guest Chamber !
1'he Proctor-Agassiz Extra takes the nu!nber and place in THE TRIBUNE Extra Sen!3s
of the "Credit M:obilier," Bxtra, al).d wrll Et,e:ry Hotel, Hospital and Public Building
here!tfter be substituteq, for that m ~he
should use them,
"Library for One Dollar, unless otherwrse
ordered. !'rice. post-paid. to .any address
in the United States, 10 cents; twenty copies
to one address. $1.50.
DRY EARTH FURNISHED ON REASONABLE
.e:»-The Series of 14 TRIBUNE Extras, now
CONDITIONS.
puolished, by mail to any addreS!} in the
Unied StateR for One Dollar. Circulars
WAKEFIELD,
from $25 to $40,
giving details of THE 'FR~BUNE Extra~. f_ree. PRICES · { WA THO US, from
$16 to $33.
Address,
The 1.hbune, New l 01 k.
~Now is the time ~o subscr:ibe for THE
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS FREE.
WEEKLY TRIBUNE. Smgle cOJllBS, one year
$2; Thirty Copies, to one address, $1 each,
and extra cop¥ to the getter-up of the club.
The Wakefield Earth Closet Co.
Specimen cop1es free.
36 Dey 8t1·eet, New Ym·k.
Address,
The Tribune, New Ym·k.
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PLUCKY.-A young man, who lost a leg in
he war, recently got the other so badly
crushed on the railroad, that it had to be
amputated. During the operation he said
cheerfully to the bystanders, "I thank God
I have two strong arms left to get a living
"with."
THoSE young ladies who make up thei1·
faces do not always find young men to
make up their m~nds.
A QUAINT writer says; "I have seen women so delicate that they were afJ;aid to
ride for fear the horses would run away;
afraid to sail for fear that the boat would
upset; afraid to walk for fear the dew
would fall; but I rarely saw one that was
afraid to get married, which is far more
riskful than all these put together."
"CEsAI\, can you tell me how Adam got
out of Eden?" "I spose. he clum de
fence." "No, that want the way." "Mabbe
he borrowed a wheelbarrow and walked
out." "No; ~till wrong." "Den I gubs it
up; how was it?" •• Why he went into the
apple business and got snaked out."
A PAPER from the interior, relates of an
.Indianapolis wife who was very nearsighted, and who was requested by her
husband to put a patch upon the seat of
his pantaloons, which were badly worn.
The good wife in hunting over her patehbasket, came across a buckwheat pancake,
which one of the children had dropped
there. Mistaking tb,is for a firm piece of
goods, she proeeeded to sew it firmly over
the hole in the pantaloons aforesaid. It
being of a very tough character, held
well and did good service until unfortunately one day the husband was exposed to
the rain and got wet. The cake becoming
saturated, a damp. chilly sensation was
communicated to the adjacent parts, which
much alarmed the good man, and thinking
he was attacked with that terrible disease
'Cerebro-spinal menigitis,"-one of the
premonitory symptoms of which is a
chilly sensation running down the back to
the lowest extremity of the spine-he sent
at once for a physician, who proceeded to
examine the patient and discovered the
cause of alarm. The husband was of
course relieved to find he had not an attack of the dreaded disease name:d, and his
only regret was that the Indiana laws were
so changed he could not easily obtain a divorce from his nearsighted wife.
ONCE upon a time, and not a thousand
miles from somewhere, there was a good,
pious deacon, having a comfortable allowance of the good things of this world,
n the habit of loaning his money at a
good rate of interest to his less fortunate
neighborR. One of the latter class called
upon him for a loan of a thousand dollars,
and the rate of interest was negotiated at
nine per ·cent. Now this worthy deacon
was in the habit of marking down the rate
of interest he thus obtained'upon the wall
of his room. A near friend looking over
these memoranda, noticed the 9 per cent.
charged, and thus chided the good deacon:
'Brother, how can you have the heart to
charge a friend 9 per cent interest? What
will the Lord think of the extortion of 9
per eent.?" "Oh," said the deacon," it will
be all right with the Lord, you know he
looks down from above, and my 9 will look
to him like a 6, and he will think that a
very fair rate of interest."
HYPoTHETICAL PRAYER.-"0 Lord, if there
is any Lord; bless my soul, if I have a
soul, and save me from hell, if there is a
hell."
As the commotion at Bald Mountain has
subsided, and no volcano or judgement
day evolved, some of the pious souls who
were hurried into "getting religion in fear
of the day of wrath so near at hand, and
that Gabrial was about to blow his horn,"
are now said to regret the haste which actuated them to enter the ranks of the regenerate<!, as no calamity has befallen
them, and they might otherwise have had
such a good time by remaining longer in
the service of the Devil. Since, however,
he rumbling has commencRd again, they
will doubtless find it advisable to go in for a
new installment of "religion."
SAID a good, pious aged brother, in
peaking his faith in meeting, with the peculiar intonation so common in former

TE:E, TRUTH SEE:KER, M.A.Y, 1874.
times: "My Brethren ,andSisters-ah; I &lll;
now an old man"ah·; for forty years have
I been on the Lord's side-ah, arid now I
stand with one foot in the grave-ah, and
the other all but-ah."
IN a negro revival, a zealous brother in
his prayer said: "Oh Lord, we pray you to
curtail the power of de Devil on dis earth."
"Yes, yes Lord," shouted another brother,
"cut his tail smack, smooth off."
A SPORTSMAN, who had been out hunting
in an extensive piece of woods, got lost,
and when he found his way out, he had become extremely hungry. Fetching up to a
pious deacon's house, he readily accepted
an invitation to dinner. Sitting down to
the table, he proceeded at once to load his
plate with the food with which the table was
supplied. "Wait, my good friend," said
the deacon, who wished to say grace, "we
usually say a few words before we eat."
"Go ahead," said the hungry man, "say
what you darn please, you can't turn my
stomach,"
IT is said that tall men live longer than
short ones, though their· years may be no
more.
A WIDow being cautioned by her minister against flirting, said she knew it was
wrong for unmarried ladies to flirt, but the
Bible was her authority, It said "widow's
mite." She was flirting awfully at last accounts. Her pastor acknowledged that
"widow's mite."
THE darymen are discussing the question, "Is butter of the first rank good butter?" Strong arguments are being made
on both sides.
A pooR man, who was ill, being asked by
a gentleman whether he had taken any
remedy, replied, "No, I ain't taken any
remedy, but I've taken lots of physic."
AliTER a recent freshet in Connecticut; an
editor telegraphed another at the scene of
action." Send me full particulars of the
flood." The answer came," You will find
them in Genesis."
DANBURY asks this startling question:
"Can the watermelon be successfully cultivated on sandy soil, in a town of 4,000 inhabitants, and a theological institute located near by, containing 120 students studying for the ministry?"
CHURCH singers are said to live by luck
and chants.
A ROMANTIC couple in Iowa paid twentyfive dollars for the privilege of'being married in a circus ring, the performance being temporarily stopped to allow of the
ceremony. If there is anything in signs,
they will lead a rough-and-tumble life.
IT was an Irish coroner who, when asked
how he accounted for an extraordinary
¥UOrtality in Limerick, replied sadly: "I
cannot tell. There are people dying this
year that never died before.. "
"How far is it to Club Creek?" asked a
traveler of a Dutch woman, "Only shoost
a little ways." •· Is it four, six, eight, or
ten miles ? " impatiently asked the stranger." "Yaas, I dinks it is," serenely replied the unmoved gate-keeper.
AN exquisitely dressed young gentleman.
after buying another seal to dangle about
his penon, said to the jaweller that he
would-ah, like to have-ah, something engraved on it-ah, to denote what he was!
"Certainly, certainly," said the salesman,
"I'd put a cipher on it."
THERE was a young wife at Chicago
Who to get a divorce did to law go,
And she smiled sweet as honey
As she asked for alimony,
This handsome grass widow of Chiago.
You may talk yourself into a bronchial
affection, but you can't convince a Vermont woman that there won't be a death in
the family if she dreams of seeing a hen
walking a picket fence.
"Let us go to prayers," they say now in
Ohio, when inviting a friend to drink. •
THE Brooklyn Argus is of the opinion
that a kind word "will always go further
than a flatiron or a potato masher.
A LAND agent in Colorado remarked to
an inquiring emigrant that all that was
needed to make the place a paradise was a
comfortable climate, water, and good society. " That is all that is lacking in hell,"
was the reply.
"Give the Devil his due, Pat, 'and where
would you he?" "Alone, your honor."
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· SCOVILL'S

BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP!

'98.

All cutaneous. eruptions on the face or body· VICTOR HUGO'S LATEST AND GREAT. ·
indicate
EST NOVEL.
. .

An Impur'e Condition of the Blood,

and this may or may not be ScRoFULA; but
in either case the disease is nothing more
-than an INSIDIOSUB POISON that
BURNS LIKE A TERRIBLE FIRE, f
as it courses through the veins, ,sowing
seeds of death with every pulsation.
In this condition of th ngs something Is
needed AT ONCE TO CLEANSE THE BLOOD;
and
SCOVILL'S BLOOD AND LIVER SYRUP
will positivelu effect this desideratum, expelling every trace of disease from the
blood and system, and leaving the skin
SOF1.', FAIR, AN]) BEAUTIFUL.
Hundreds of certificates attest its value
Price $1 per bottle.
JOHN F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
Prop_rietors, .
8 and 9 College Place, New York.
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It is the order.of nature that mankind· should be !eave to Ius postenty ~Iihons wrung from the earn- When the Union School was organized a Board of
elevated by misfoJ1iune and that happiness shall grow mgs 0{ t\~usands, ";~Ue t~~ actual ;pr~ducers. 3le Education, cousis~ing of seven members, were elected
OUt ,Of }llisery and p~~oi~ ; , the prosperity of, one gene- SCR!Ce f·f e I to pl'O'VI e, t\J.e~selves: ~Ith the,, neqes- amo';Jg who¢ I ~~ill a. cert~Q. cl~rgyman, said to be ~
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relatwe of Bngltam Young of Salt Lake, and certainNo 'right 'is' secured 'without a StiU 'IJ no ~one E:!r: That: any hUlfl~n confi!CI!:n.qe !jhould b~! so unen~ght- ly for shrewd cunDing· andL domineering tyranny he
come and abolished without opp~fiti~n no g~od at- r;:ed and )ei'Vti;e~ .ad~ tf!dr!Jgard wel\lth as ~XclUfliVel;r resembled the ..Mormon-light·v,eryclosely; said clergydpr~.P~! ,Yo.it e~n, 1'V!- ~al :V~o·hllPP~';ls to posses~ It, man, preached ~;_erJI!ops in which he acyvocated the emtained:withdut lin effort. The simplest 'things orpnvileges'wh:ioh we accept. without a thought .had to be' an e IS dmg s~ e ?J; hlS/nd~~idual gratifi,catwn1 With ployment of "earnest Christian teachers, II and warne,Q..
fought' for,· •and wrenched from the grasp of those n~tr~ga~ t<! e c.~,~>d-s 0b SOCI!Jty fdom whe:Qce ~t w~~os his hea,rers of the ,danger of patronizing schools where
whose interests· were deemed to be endangered or in- ~h :mfe th WI1 • one ay, e_rell'afrd_e, as we~?~ regard t~':lche,~·s .wer~ e!illployed who were not "earnest 'dbri~
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The· great problem for solution and settlement in
the fifteenth· Gentury was that of religious libert as· .Theee~~rah~U;hoJt. ?f ";ealt:jl.J~ t.he I:!a~d!! ~f ~,~e)":, In the meantime the So~o.ol B.oard employed the
against anthoiity, as embodied in Romanism. ~he ~ ~lways b~,. ~n.ll: gr~at lll_llS:sure1 ,mev'Iif!oble m ev~po two teac.;hers ·who were Spmtua.hsts for the second.
great Q,chievement of the eighteenth century ·was the h1g~ s~ate of Civi1IZatwn, and do what we may oy term, said t!!.aQhm."l! ,Vff:l.~e. never -ac~n~sed, 'so far as 1
solution by our fathers. of the question whether there' leg~slatwn to counteract it, the most efficient remedy have he!lr~, of sa.y~ng or doing anything in the school
could be a church without 1a bishop, and a state with- after all will 'be fopnd :in .an enlightened public senti- room which 'indicated their religious sentiments but
qut: ~ k,ing ; and that of our. own time, was the aboli- ment that shall. ~o9k upon , a man w.ho regards. his the simple fact that they enjoyed the ri!Ehts of a' free
t1<!n, pf chattel slavery. and the repudiation of::the wealth as wholl;r indhddual, instead of social, as a republic, and entertained such religious ideas as pleasprrnciple of; the right ot·property in, man. .• , , ,, _,,. human monst~os1ty 1 a social pi~te, a Legree of. com- ed them b~st, ·'YRI! :m~re ·,than religious .bi~Eotry could
. Tl\e.~ext.rgr~t ,question that challenges the .atten, merce, '!ho, ,like hls.pr_ototype m Slavery, !lhould: be• tolerate, and I am mformed by· a member of the
t19n of,tl!~.FPX~d ..!llld which.will not down at the: bid, held .up ,m. th.e ,Un?le Tomls .of. the future . .to: the' scorn School Board lfthat said teachers were refused the
din~ of a subsidized press, a wealth-serving pulplt,.. or and md1g!lat1on of an outr'!ged commu!lity. . . • . s~co.~d. term ,qf school, which they; had been epgaged
by wc~wP.~tent and, pur-blind s~a~e~men, is, .the equitH~~ diffei~ent to-~':'.f i mlg~~-t~~ -~09Ial,l!lli;J) moral to teach, :o¥,Rfl9,0~Dt of their religious opinion~. ' '
a\~1~ ~d~I~StlJlen~ ~d ho~est dlVl~JIOn of' the profits cond1t.1?~. ,of ..the, ra9~· l:J~ve .~·~~~· hadtl1ef<;m~d~r; of. · .Then every dep~~;rt1;11ent of the school was supplied
ariSII)gyolh the JOmt e!forts of' labor and capital,-in our 1'ehgwn, _mste~~;d ·of te!l?hm'~. d<_>gtp.!ls ~ng l¢~,tdin.'~t w1th '' e~rnest C~t:nstian teachers," who were 'supposed
IL word, tlle· labor questiOn.
That labor has never re- U)ert to waste thel~ energieS ~n specula~I!lg on the to be ·entirely<sati¢actory to. the Rev.,.G. :H, Sunflower
ceiveif iui equitable share of the wealth it creates is a:, unknown and the unknowable, t~ught them the value & Co., and the second term opened with a ·programme
fact that few wiiJ deny and none can sricces~fullydis~ of w~alth, r~ther thail 'to despi~e it, and made the in- of. morning. religious exercises which !might-·Sliame--·
prove. That a mo.tistrous injustic~ is daily being eenttv~ to Its. ac9.uisition the $ood that co?ld be ac- half. the S~nd~y-~chools in .the county,. the exercises
done· everywhere ·to the real creators of wealth needs cornphshed With Itnf.or ·hmnanity,·;and not simply the cqn~nsted IJ?; smgmg, se118atwnal songs from Sundayno other proof th:m that furnished by a eomparison· of selfish and individual ends that dt might subserve. sc~~olhy.wn'books, reading a chapter from th(r Bible,
the condition of the laborer, everywhe1;e with that/of ~he mountains .of wealth heaped up' by our million- an'd reci'ti~g the_ Lord's :f>rayer in concert; in additionthe :capitalist.
~
aires; which ·are. burdens,. ana frequently a curse to the child~~n were ~ked to bring Testaments and com' wealth being the product of labor, it would be' natu- their' possessors,. and .which when left to .their. heirs mit verses to memory to 'be recited iil school.,.' '' ' ''.
ral to suppose that its cr<!ators would be its prinCipal c~·~ate a monied aristoeracy;·that makes the equality. of•
Wbeti it' became generaily known, that 'sb' much at~·
possessors·; but this is not the case, any where ·and Citizens in the•State·atld• before the .Jaw an:impo88ibilit1J· tentin;n was,given,to:religious instruction, many. of. the
never. has been .._.By cunning legislation, nnd f~r the would, if wisely adm'inistel'ed,for :the benefit of thos~ pR,J;e.nts,objec;:teq,' ~nd a petition signed· by Ii}.ore ,ilian.
want of any eqmtable measure of equivalents in the whoRe labors. have contributed to its accumu}ation, fifty: IIl!Jq .wa,s pres,ente,p. to the B9ard of Education:
co~merce of ~ankind, the wealth of the world cen- trans~orm' ·society from· tJje ·p.~ll·'it' now is' )tO ·a: com- ilsking that •' the Practice of Reading or Rec~tingpor
tJ'ai;i~es i'n the ~arids of ~.few persons, who did not; paratiVe paradise •!_ 'Want need: hot' be 'kn'own hi any tions of th. e Bible in the School, _should be disconand'couldnotglveaneqmyalentforit.
rivilizedcominuhity•'and'()rilne 1't'h'(linevitable'atten\l- tiniled."
· · '' · ,· · ·
· · ·
· · ,.
·:
·~bil~ a f~w possesf\ ~v:e.cyt)ling thl\t money cari af!t ?f 'pov~rty af!d i~norance· tdight' •be reduced to' 'a· This petition thoroughl;r. aroused the superstitious
pl:irc_l,lase, the real producer has scarcely su.tHCientof ~mmum. •'I'be homes of· 1ihf:l''i/fbducers qf' wealth bigotry of' the place, nothmg of that nature was left
tlre,'f!'lalth lte c\'t~~t~d ~o,su,pp~y his coars~~t a~d com- InStead. of being' as"n0W 1 iti' garrets ,'and teiieriient dormant, and the whole class of people, who, becaUEe
monest needs, ·and m t1.mes of· commercial disorder is houses ·s~rr!?uiided ·.by ·s,qi:talot: ·~nd discomfort· niight they}1av.e, s9, much, di;f;llpqlty ,in .bcliev~ng, their own
of! en oh the ·verge of starvation. It is no answer to be replete With allthe'cqmfoi'ts and'conveniences of ·a: religi,on, haye not the sljgl~Wst .confidence that it can
thts statement to say thnt the poverty of the laboring firs~-cl~s •h_oteL · '\'Yit!les~' 'tl~e. Industt:I~I Palace. at stanq pn.it~,.<pvn. ~f:lrit~1 .ancl therefore strive to give)t
classes is the result of. their improv1dence and want Gu1se; m ·France, an mst1tu~u,m qonce1ved"and bjlilt every unfarr advantltge, and are ever willing to main·of thiift; because it'C!ah be ea~ily ~>hown ·.tl;at the ave- by Mr. Godin for his workmen, in 'which ftom twelve tain their, religious. interests at any sacrifice· of 'the·
rage'wa,~es of !Dec~aiii~S. an<! labOrers (aJi,1.wance being to fiff6lei;t hundred. p,ers.on,s ,a:r.e pJ;ovi}led w}.th a health- rights of· their'. neighbors, rnised the cry of "Godle8s
ma_de for loss of time·, s1ckness, ·&e.) is· tor the fornier ~ul, comfortable a~ d. agree,able P-?m!J, where ~ay. ]Je schools," and' stigmatized· the petition,ers 'RS' conten'lptn<;!t' 'over t\Vo'dollars. fO'r eitelt workj~g day; and for found th<;l. cpnv:en1epc;:es i).n~. eAJOym,ep~f! whiC4, !ll'e uous. · The result has been a sort of cOln}'lrOiilise, fhe:
the latt~r. abcmt half that sum, which at, .the exorbi- gen.era!ly onl;r within th!J n;acp. qf ~h.o!!e. w):w,~~e.ri.cl:!; chapel exercises are very much .reduced in quantity
tant prJCeil ·?h!\l'g~d for,.ever)ithing they consume, is while .mv.ol:vmg .n,o el~m,ent_l;l.of m,er,e_e}W.r,ity,::~t. res: a.J;ld ~!Jld, Qefor~;ninfJ 0'\~lqc~;. parents who wish .can
hardly·sufHCJent to obtain the necessaries of life for pects ~nd1v1d~al frc:;edp~;i and ;n,llltut~ins capital ,a,n(l get ~4.~ir chil<;lren eXfQS.ed,. althqug;h ,excqsed children
the~elves and ~a~ilies. Saving,' except iii a few' ex- labor m relatwns.o~ Pllr.fe<?t ar~uty, !'ild at tlw •. fi!ame h~y~_,oeen,~~bjt]<;:teQ. to tre11tme.nt designed .to repriceptwnal cases, 1s 1mpossible. ·
··
·
!ime of perfect just1qe, wh~le. sec~ring t,O ~h~ q!li>ital- mand ·-~~% fpr not ,~~:ttendi-!JP: Chapel. .~nd, w1thal,
A_s a·proof; (if proof were. needed) that there fs no 1St ,an adequate re~u~n fm:,lpfl ou~ay; .' .. ' ' '' ''
'.' the very piOUS QJ!d VIItuous School Boal·d hav.e in-.
eqmt~tble measure of eq.uivalen~s. in the'eli':chnnges J:ie- ;Another conspicuous example: of a•mmi endowed cluded,''_EvideMes of .yhiistianity," in the eata:lolf\ie
twl)e~.men, a,ud as a further Illustration of how the Wlth· grllat Wea}th and :wh.o·realizes that his:,wealth of studies... How·sadand unfortunate that people who
W:?rkmp; men get the :W?rst of it everytin\e they deal is ·only hi 1'in trust fot h\lrnMity. is' Peter Cooper.of are. otherwise .wor~hy·!!hould embrace• a religious· faith·
wttl). those. .who ndnumster to their needs .take the New ,York city~:, I& is simply; impossible: to estimate. whiCh r.enders then: moraJ. sense so ,defective that they
CU~~eof ~he attendance of a physician' 011: the~selves 'or the amount of good that that man •hils ..conferred ·on. become thoroughly uncrupulous In the course they
members of their. familics,~for one visit of a few ,;in- his. fellow men bY, t.h._e judicious_ and_ help.ful qs·I)·S to ad_.opt for 1 promulgati-ng t·.hei:r_ d. o_. ctr)ne. _Sad,d~r still
utes,. the physician wm charge an amount that will whicn he. has; 'ttp}Jlied' the' bul'Jt '6f ~is fo'rtuil(ll, ,' li;ad t)j~t' ~.eo pie,· #h'o. ~re,. oth,ef\Y'jf!e. '.i~t~,Iigeilt · slipuld ;be
take the mecftanie a 1Jl1Wle dOiy to earn/'
.. ' !.
the rest of"tb:~ lnlllionaJtes' of'th~".clty lie'eii jti1bi:ted' helli. In men taT bondage, arid kept Ill' benighted
igno4
:rhere iS. not; and n~ver has been, in the J>Ublic con- With the Sathe spirl(arld love'
theit'race'"l:\ow d'i,f: rande; rlpoi:i"religious Subjects, by'ptiests, 'who a're'
SCience a J:USt COI:JCeptiOn of right 'in tne matter of tJie fe~~nt :Would h_aV~ be(lri_ the )iv'es ~~·~ p~arac~e~s onJil !ntet~sted to the ful! e~ent of their Salaries," in keepi
remuneratiOn' of labor;' an~ i~. c.;onsequ,ence; a)l our t01lmg' masses of · the, city. ·' T)jose dens of, 'crime . mg·' the·breath <!f1life m churches," but ,whose usefullaws, customs and u~ages chscnmmate in favor of the and bhieders of pestilenqe.::.:.tliti' teMwent,hmises....;.tb~' ness to maRkind IS questionable. .. .. .
. , · . ·'
capital class as ag!!-inst the laboring:, . .
.. . . .
homes of the'iv'orkers itlid prodUcers of wealth would. 'Yet ,SO .it.is, .and the. scho.ol which :We are heavily
The mostess~J:ltial 11nd necl)ssary thin~ to promote never ~iy~ bad,.~n'e:i~i!tence';, but in theil:;pi~cdhere, taxe~rto.support, is. converted dnto. a 'Home-Mission •
the p~ce, happ1!les~ and virtu~ of mankmd is the dis- would have existed Industrial Pali:ices in wh)eh !l.ll the. Po~Jt. ·.at..the demand .of· .a. favored church and clergy,.
rove;y and apphca~1()n of a prmeiple that will make it con:lfort~, tio~vente'llces and.' erijoy~e4ts. ;Y?hlcb::h:i~l>:e who in this village ha~e forty th?usand dollars. WQ:r.th ..
possible: for m~n t{) exchange their labor Qr its pro- home attractive; would, have been. Rfl co,ri,~pi«uQU$ a.s of. p~opert;v: e:x;e!llpt .fr9m ~xatwn. Wer11 they not.
ducts on an eqmtable ba~is~·· ,
· ·
· · · · · misery,·. disco~fort ,aiid s.qual<?rno:W !J.lt!l· ·: .· · ; . enslavedb[ a. t~~ol~m" .whiCh corr,odes,.' e~;tts put, and
N? science ~as _n:tiLde less i:ir'ogress, ai~,d has b.een: Who ca~ douJ;!t t~at thiS pl;!.Il~nthmthst. enj\)YS more' d~stl'()Y,~ ~l the nbb.les~ Impuls~s of. the natural _hear~,
st~d1~d to so httle.pt'lrpose·as that of S'Jciol(lgy.. The real ha:ppmess m one day, ftom ''Witnessing the good Withers._a!ld benumbs all the noblest. faculties of the'
)Jl'I~CipleF! govermn~ the exchanges of mankind are t~at he IS doing, 1\lld ~he,h.appin,~SS h~J~.~on~w·Iing on human.mm~, they WOUld not ha,Ve the sha~e}essness
as 1m perfect and.as IiH!quitabie as were those known his. fellow:r_nen,, th_· an IS ,enJ~.ye_.d}n ll., l_I_.f~·ti1Jle by.~hos~, to J:!l_ ak:e. so msol~n.t a demru.td:,
and used by the ~~ople. of antiquity. For the want ":ho regard th~1r wealth as ~a_?Dg no, oth~1·q~ higher
Grotoni'Tompktn~ (Jo, N.Y. :
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2. "Thou shalt not make to thyself any graven
P,l'~l!-Ph,e.s.. ttmnteljtgi)?.Ie ,~qgtp!IS to, doz.y and listlE;lss, image." And Truth spake, '.i!nd1 said: "Ignorance is
· .
·
·
·
· ··· ears,., .. .B?t4ort1:lodoxy:and n~di<;~ls s¢e. th(lir,b~;qther~ the father of idols;· and 'crafty men· build them tem1!. i~ Inof~ ~inp?'r.tlij_tt. for 'each' ~n(liv~d!t~i. to k~ow and ~1sters !til ;over C~ristendo~ cru!llied .li\l.lll:orse]essly pies for gain: The· god. of nature fills the husband ..,
. , the .dutles, obhgatHms, and responstbthttes of the unde~ the ~ron heel .of <?PP.r.es.sion:-the young ~nd. man:s garn,er, but the servants of false gods rob him
· prea·en~ l10ur, than .anything of whatever character beauttful, drtven by the .false. sy,.stem of society,;wluch of hts mcrease. Truth bows her knee to no god, hut
that hastl>receded it.· If we liv.e up to our highest both arc VPlwlding, t() bart~Jr theit; b,ea:11ty Jor the. dec~ption :would worship the. deviL Justiceg:ives the
C?nvictfons ·,of to-day,. ''We have done' well, acted mea:ns. pf Sl!bSiSt!lnce ; , Y:et. on,e Wi~ go JQ J;l,is .church qev1l his due,. and to the gods he makes no discount,.
ri9~ly, abgels' can do no niore," It is·well to iearD. ·an and,preach on t!J,e ~rent iJ:nport"nce of infa~t.baptism" for a,re, not. the cl.evil's-four pecks. equal to. any god's
we Cttn'. of the past so, long as it intcrpofies no o.bstac]jJS aqd. the' other. rep.mr to the .f,ree, meeting~. ana~ ta~k. of, bushel, e-yen• by weight !'·. Justic,e scorns praise,. but.
to the study of Q\lr present duties. w~ learn' from the,J~o:v~m~~ts of the sp,irits Hcyqnd,tlle ~rav:e;..
' va!litY)OY:~S ftat.te~y•. Hones~y n.ever wore a ma.Bk, or
the niis.t~'Jfcs',, as well ·a~ the· sqccess~R of: 'the· p~t.'.
MY, fn(;ln!;lli!. these are questions. tb,l!ot tins. age oug~~ paid htrehngs to smg her praiSes."
But the end. ,of all such knowled,!te Is the improve- to settle forever. , 'l'he relations that lab.or stands to
3..'.~Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord, thy
riJ.ent of. the pre'simt. It is far more iniport~nt that capital is' one of t,ransc~ndent itpp~rtance with wP,ich God, in v('in." And Reason spake and said: ''In thy
we ~ake: ~opd ·history, than to learn that of other we sho\lld g-rl\pple 'TU)w, l),Ot at .some. Jature All.y,,but, conve:rsatton thou shalt not use .the wor!;l God, least
.
'
times: . We' are too prone' to look back for precedents ?W:W,, It is Q.e,~~~opdec:lby hii,D.W:l;to ~rudg~l! ovthisli~e. peqple t~ke you_for a liar.'' '
for. our gqidance now.; forgetting. that we ourr.elves m ceaseless tOil ,while .tyrO:nlly eats up .the fruits Of his . 4. ...Stx,dayfo!. shalt thou labor,~·. etc. And Prude11ce
' .
hft;rd,iJ;Id,ustty.' . It is qeman~~d.;by l;lf;l,r; tWh()Iit.,you,in .Spllke an~ said: "Six days shalt thou labor f!.nd do ~all
are m~n;· as well a,s they to whom 'we look..
.. ln'no. :d~Jpar'tu)ent sci nmch as h{ t11a~ whi~h .men y~nl\" pr1c:le CJ~tll a. serva.nt girl; w4R: ,performs. YPlll'· that thou hast to do,. but on the seventh day thou shalt;
call ·religioiJ, :1\re we so disposed to look ba<)jt; <:I1rty w<:>rkfor a pttw11ce per week, wbile yquturn, up 110t let tb,e cattle stat•ve or the poor man leave thy
'varf)s for:the golden age. ·Mechanics, agr~cultunsts, yciU:r !lOBe in aristocratic pride as though,EJhe .were 11ot do.or without brea!}, for on tl).is day thy corn groweth ·
men of· sci¢uce 'do not g-et their models from remote' yinu sister, .It is de,D).anqed by her .wb,o .'i!! ,driven .to i~ thy fi~ld and tl:Je rain fal}e.th on. it, that it ~ay, not.
agcs.of antiquity. But in religion we regard ·the lnen shame and deg.J;adation,because we do ,not. reconstruct dre; netther let thy hogs .break mto thy vmeyard.,
of the earlier centurie'l with such deep veneration socb)ty oil a l119re just ~nd )l:qmane ;J?asis.' i ' '
least thou also :co~e t<?. poverty., :\w~,at~o~ver thy
that we' ding tenliciously to their most superstitious
Tb,ere certamly, are present 'questions, enough to hand findeth to, do lt W,Ith all thy mrght. . ::£'he pru-.
th'oughts in the 'ip.tedor. of our daily· d!lllt man taketh care .of the provender of his as,s. ":
notion!! and clothe thel:le ideas aS far as possible with occupy
tl!e. ideJ,l.tical words in. which ~h~JY . were. , orlginal1y avoc,iations without going back to the dark 11.ges of the
5. "Honor thy father,", etc. And·Ju;;tice said: ''Honol'1
1!-ttere~. . Yet we find eve~ ern:~~ peculiar to men past, Qr g!p'~ng .wit~ anxious eyes to}V;at;ds the unseen thy father and, thy }lloth.er least t)ley become poor .and
committed. by .those veople m the cauRc of religion ; and unknowable future. If we love not our brother· np .op,e.to do the.m honpr; As th!ly m.ade a smooth patl.1
tJicwerpetr~t?rB claiming direct divine sanction for aJf who'lll·*e ha\.:e ;see~.bOW shall W(l lqye him ,w:honi for t~y litt!e feet, Jar, not a stumbling blopk befOl'C
their enormities. . .
.
.
.
we. have. not, seen t. If :we lo'Ve !lot O\Ir. ne1gb,bor ~em m ·their old age. · . . . ,; ·"
..
.
.Ev~ry, man h('S his Ideal whtc~ he Is tcy,\ng, to actu- ~hJle h\)IS here how ~hall we lqve hlU1 when.)le Ra~ses. , 6. :~Thou ~halt do no murc~er.
Nor tempt people·
a!tz~. mto practiCal life. The htgher,, th~ m\)re. no)Jk to tb,a,t, o~er country.b~y'1nd th;e ~omp ?.. Are the poor, to dnnk pOison or play With· vc~omous. serpents, .or
hts .Ideal, the more elevated Will be. his. character. the needy.and the fnendless.wilhng to .fo.rego ol}t love· cut off thy:haud or pluck out thmc ov.~n eye., no, not
I\Ut hqw is it ,possible to progress, if oUr ~deals are and kii!dness here t1Iatwe niay Joye their spid.tsin the even to .please a god." · . . . .
. ..
dtav.ln'from ihe m?r~ ignortm,t pa~t i esp~cially when· fllt11re? , Or 'fo1,llil it .not, bP; better. to. bin~ up the· 7. ·~Thou shalt,not cqmmi~adultery:" Wtth anyllla,n
the crude; superstitious nottons ol' the people who broken heart now? fo infuse mto th~ sorr.owmg .soul or allY god or any Ghost, lest some one should say I
liy~d fo11r .or. six. 'thousand years. ~~u. wit~; peculia!·, a little gl!¥lness while it is :Ye't'with us.. ··:Let, ue f,l,lltUI am God's kinsman,' and the people. make a saint of,
dtvtne authority. Whoever dQes. this must mevitaj:Jly. the law of each day, and the futu~rt'l will all be ngh~.. them and worshtp .them.
.. . .
.,
partake, to some·extent. of the charac~eristics.pf th()B!l I am aware tbat. these tb,eological discussions may,do . 8.. •,• Thon shalt not stea)." JustiCe spake and Bald :.
wh9m ,,b.~ .~a5 t~k¢n for his patterns, whether ;t,l~o~e Ij:Iuph towarcls' turning' the thoughts of meiJ ip .new "Whosoe;er takes every tenth shock of corn from.the
~llaract_en8tiCs ~r~ good or bad. .Insteacl of prog~ss- cha.';ln~ls, an~ thereby Ies.sen t]le amount of pjgotry poor. man .s field, 11fter.. he h('s reaped t~e small pro- .
mg:We woul~ raptdly retrograde, tf we res,orted to the. by :WhiCh thet~souls. ~~:re ?ramp!Jd and tortured from d!lce of his farm. leavmg hts .Iambs, .hts cattle,. a~d
same mea)ls Ill other departments of knowledge ... Yet their symmetncal propprt1011S. . .
·
.
.
his a~~ too, to want for food, l;n eaks .th1s comn~and.
we se~.. ev~n .~troilg intellects. w~o dare. ,not trust their, · :Bu.t w.hafhigher bles~<edness can mortals experhm.ce.
~·
Th,~m !'halt. n_ot bear false w.ttness agams.~ thy
ow.n mSpJra:tions, but ar.e. contmually. quoting ~o.me than. · tha.t o.f domg present good t.o those who need neighbor. Except It be for the honor .and glory of
old sayings·~hlj.t ought .to ·have been coiiSidered obso- our kindness ? Every effort we make in this direction thy God., .1
.
•
.
'
lete 'cen~urle~ ~go. In this respect we r'un .· coinlter to, enlarges t)le .capacity for still higher good and nobler .10. ; ':'Thou shalt not ~ovet thy net~hbor's house or.
everythln'e; 'else, in nature. 'l'he 'birds, the fisnes and· enjoyment, and elevates our idei\IS far aboye tho~e hts wtfe " Reas.~m then spoke and sat~: "r:rhou mayquadnipeqs. have the same habits perhlips that animals whp live only for self.
est covet thy ·~~tghbor's daughter or ~Is mm.d, as one
Qf t1ie same kind had centuries ago. But they do not ~
.~
.
w. E. LU~NS. ' may be thy wife, a~d an help to thee m thy old age., i
i01itate them, though tlley closely resemble· them.
An(! tl!e Reverends were very wrathy that Trut]I
Tlte.y' act._~Q_U:t.J;lH~h: QW!1 nature to. !lay, , 'l'JJ.e.;x .kno,w,
. [For The Truth Seeker,]
.. and .·Justice were there. a~d they came a~ay, and
not, ,and care not how those 'dili'wlio~preceded 'them. ·
''"
Honesty, Reason and Chat'lty came away with them,·
The acorn germinates and grows till .it 'be.comes the
.
A. Remarkable Dream. '
and old Satan would h~~;ve come too •. hut the Hey"'r·
towering oak of thE), forest j bqt not b~ecaiise oaks
it .cru;n~ to: pass 't~u~~ I,. ev~n I,' drcll,t~lcd a ends. conld not sp~rc him, so ~Ie With Hypocnsy.
g.J;ew and flourished six thousana ·years ago, but be- . dream, and 'YIH)~her. m the body or out of the Vamty; and DeceptiOn stayed~ wzth the Reverends to
C"tlse it ~contains within itself the' principl!ls of its liody I caimot tell: But Io. and behold l was In a large help them along.
own.' vitality. Ate we not as great personages .in this. city, and there was ,a ,wultitude .of people gat.hered toAnd· I awoke, and behold it was the EvangcJic,l.
grand. old univers,e. as the animals and,' the ~~ees ? gcther, and·. there came. men from all nations-even Alliance thai I had been dreaming of.
Why not t!J,en exh~btt tile same spontane,ity as they? from, the i1tter,most parts o.f the earth; and they came
T B JoHNSON
Live tile tlile life.of the present, and press forward to to teach and preach and cal~ upon all men to worship
Sterli'nn, Iowa.
· ·
·
newer, higher 'and grander thoughts than it was possi- one of the gods of the people even ;as they did wor...,
ble for them' to 'experience whom we are now errone- ship: Now there are many goods t)lat people do;worously ti·ying to imitate: The grea~· men in history ship, but these people .called themselves Reverends,
!For The Truth Seeker.]
were not those .. whose 1ueals were m the past. No and said tl~eir god was the true god; so .the Reverends
A. Mistaken View.
man ever becomes great, or bas any of the elements brought fortll a book and re.ad, wha~ they.calleq, the
of greatness in his cll.aractet who merely imitates. •ren Comman'drilents, 1 and sa~d:
•
THE following Resolution was discussed with conSnch'a one lacks tile innate force· which IQ.akes great ' 1.. ,, !'am 'the Lord,, thy God, that brought thee out siderable animation and defeated by almost a unanimen. The greatest merit of Jesus consisted in his of the land of Egypt and out of tlte house of bondage.. mous vote at the last meeting of the Elba Farmer's
independent spontaneous action, free from the tram- Thou shalt have no. othergods but me.'l .And then Club in this county.
mels '6f a11th'otity, yet men foolishly think to resenthle T~th spoke, a~d Batd: "Art t\lou the: .god that com"Resolved, that universal suffrage and universal
him by trying to illl,itate hini. ·
·
. '· · IIJ~nded· the. c~tldr~n .of I~rael, to .s~eal .and borrow intelligence are indispensible to, and form the basis
In taki~g our ideals f~om· the past we perpetu.nte eyery oneof hts netghbor, Jewell!\ of stlver an<l jewels, of a Republican Government, and that in order to
the errors of 'the more igporant, lig~s. .All the ,r~;Jli· of golq, underfalse pret~n~~s, and thereby caused the establi!lh securely and permanently this basis the·
gious· persecutions that h~ve stained the character of people to sill: and do ev1~ ? , And, Reason spake and· members of The Elba Farmer's Club are in favor of
man through all tim,e 'have collie ·from :thi~ prolific said '"If ornaments of stlverand qrname11ts ·ot gold what is termed a "compulsory system " of education
source of, evil. 'It was this spirit that reigned through. were nece8sary for the jou.mey through .the wjlcler- in the United States.,
t~e dark ·a,~es. :No individual dared, except· a~ 'the ncssst why n?t send .ti~E)m. w1th t,~Ie n!amm,. so.the peoThe Resolution in my opinion is an important one
nsk of hill hfe, to utter a new or noble thought. ' The ple sm not m obtamm~ them? .. 1 hen spoke Truth; and doubtless will interest the thoughtful reader of
priests' of 'the new religion of Christl.anity we're ear- again; and. said: '• Is. thui the God that hardened; Pha-' THE TRUTH SEEKER.
nest in tlieir c:l~termination to J>revent the spirit of. raoh's heart, that he would not let the. people go, .t)lat
I would like, Mr. Editor, to .read your views upon
progress' from getting· a-foothold on. eai"tli. 'l'hey sent h'e might. te~eh the peo]Jle barbarity by el~ying the it in your invaluable paper. Also the views of your·
armie~;~ of fanatica,! crusad'.lrs to murder and destroy first-b~rn m every household, a~d thereby cause deat.h able con-espondents upon this subject. " Let there
the. i~:fidel Mahometans, w~o ,really possesset;l niOre to the mnocent that knew no sin, and ·bY. ~bat let thts. be light"
and those who have eyes can see.
1
of the elemel).tS of goodness.than tl1emselves., . Every wt;ath an,c;l vi.J;tdictiveness be known to future ap:~f! ?"
A. J. WARNER.
one w]>.g ttttered a new and important ·thought was The reverends answered not~. ,Then Mercy .enqtured
:Eugene Knox Co. fll.
thru.st into pdson to'be slowly'tortured, or burnt di- "Art thou· the God that sent two, bears to teaf and
'
'
rectly' .at the stake. It is. said that in' tlie ·r~igh of mangle forty-two children for what they ihonght harmWE regard the Resolution eminently correct.
Philip IT: of Spain, eighty thousand ·human beings less diversion ? or. was it that god that commanded Universal suflrage and universal intelligence are assur- ·
were !llO:.ughtered to prevent )hen from havirig a higher the people to bake their bread with human dun~ and edly the true basis of a Republican Government. we
ideal than that of the church. Eveh after the reform: eat thereof ? " ·And Faith spoke, and said, ... Is 1t this
ation, though Luther assert~d 'the right of 'private God that put a lying spirit into the mouth of the pro- decidedly are in favor also of ·what is termed'' Comjli.clgnieii.t1 '. tli11 · Protestnnts ·still strove to 'fetter·~ the phets, and said 'If the people are deceived, have not I pulsory Education." Ignorance is the greatest evil
h!lmO:n)llind to the P~tSt. Calvih in th~ P,lenitude of the Lord deceived them ? ' ':Will the dove lay her eggs in· our land and provisions should be made that every
l11s bigotry burnt Serv:etus at the stn.ke; and the much in the eagle's]air, or the cony bring forth her young child reared here should receive a fair edt! cation.
boasted Purit!lns 'hun&' .innocent 'Qua}rers ·in Boston, in the .hole of the fox ? ''' But the Reverends spoke
· ·
the'most enlightened ctty'in America.
··
not a word. And Justice spoke. again, and. said, '• Is
__________ [ED. T. S.]
· The iuime spirit is abroad ln our land to day, though this the God that afflicted poor .Job, a man that was
TilE lawyers of Indianapolis are torturing their
shorn· of. its power to burn and hal).g, and subjeCt to perfect in all his dealings, that loved to. do right and
inquisitorial torture tliose who dare to reject the eschewed evil ? Was it .to please a fiend that he was brains over an extraordinary problem. Some years
dogmas' of the church·. 'but it flings .with' contemptu-' robbed of his sons and his daughters, his. oxen, his ago a lady· of that. city· wa!l married, and four ~1onths ·
ous scO'rn the name of ihfidel on the truest and tioblest camels and sheep, and all that he had; or was it to thereafter '!!eparated from her husband,.was divorced.
SOns 'and, daughters of great natUre ilOWOll 0Uf gfob,e. pi ease a fi(md that he .was: alflicted With SOI~eS from and remarried in a month, aud four months thereafter
· In looking over this· green' ea.rth the e.Y.e. rests. not the crown' of his head to the soles of his feet? .. ' 'Truly gave birtll to a child by her first husband. Quite reon a spot a ro9d square' on all its beautifUl slu:fa.ce is it said, the ways of some gods are past finding cently ·the second husband procured a divorce, and,
the.custody of the child was awarded to him. Now
Where t}lere' is ·even an ·attempt to do justice to our out,"
f~hll~Jw, ili~!l· • Ciuelty, wrong and. oppre~sion e.very-. . Then . the .:llev.crcn«;\l! r~n4 tlw l?~IJOn£1· rotnmffJ~d comes the first husband and clnims the child. Wh()
js entitled.to its possession ?
'IV sre ·'pre'Vails.: Or~hod~xy pn~s~s ,uy htm wli!'f hl\8 l!lent ;
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The Debat:e

at' Pn::ris;:~exas.

umty of feel~ng?• Can. "!'e, r~astln·. ~x·ce~t. fro!p.Wliat
FRIEND BEN!S'~\IIT,&Tlle;.del:ilite,,aiinounced in the
BY A.. B. CHuRCH.
we know or can conceive? Has not like produced March number of ;opr paper, to come off at Parilj.
HIS country is called one of fi~ee thought and its like iri ·all past time lip to this ? Is: anythingof T~x!t~· on the 6th o April, between~; Peterf$'on, t.rey,~
expression, but lacks much of it; for,
·· coi:Js,eqtience 'known to the contr(u:'y~
' . ,.. , .. . eralist, and L,
Sco~t, Campbelhte :preacher,' oil.
. 1st. According to ,Bibles and history, "God's chosen 'If' we admit' ·a God of Infinite· Power exzsts m the following" propositions!· ".The Religion.· 'of bnrist,'
people" have existed over: l'i,SOO yelirs, ·attd ln1!dels; mituridM idea is instaritlfn'ullified·ti:>'our human pet~ as Taught by hi£! :Apostles; is 1of ,Divine Origin"; .imd
so called. equally long, the Cathol~cs ·over 1800'yeai's,,' ceptioiis, when.' it ;cai:niot cbi:J.cllive o,f any power. that "The Influence 'of Christidhity has beeri Unfavorable'
and the different sects· not 400 years old; and yet 'they' can make a'straigh~ stick Wi'th one end orily'; or,make t?, Civilization;". took: .P~ace· ~~coi'4iJ1,gl~. ~~q 'i:!o~:
assail their progenitors and "brethren in Christ" with' oiarden :fiowei's 'grow fishes; or''to'.m~ke ·either deliver tinUed for ·sev~n •succeesive nights. Mr. S., and'his
opprobrious epithets, and do so continually, as if they ~ speech on the l:iel],efits of free th'o'tight and its exj);z:es~ friends~ more' espeCially the preachers Of' t~e. vilH~nis
had the truth-others much error!- '
sitin~;.:..:..the past to' be the present, arttl: the 'fut\7;re·: a churches of this place_:were, vei'y Simguine 'b:f an
2d. It is well known, that no one can give expres- fish to pi:ench on ·tb'e benefits of a belief in Jesus; to easy victory; and' the latteq~entlenieii'.'( th~ 'parsoris)
sion to their religious, and· many thei;r poli~ical cOn'-' say,· by damn!-'-I am:sick-;-aild •' thus saith the Lord." were corist!mt in their conferences\vi.tJ.l1th~r ~hampi
victions,· 'but what ·exceptions; strife and In in, any Fro,m tliis it is plain 'to be perC(iiveil the idea ()f ".all on, furnishing voh:pnino,us autliqrities; un'ti,l. the de·
cases ill will, i,f not hpstile ~eeliz:t.(?;s 1 are manifes~ed;,:-'-: thi.]iJ;s with .God are Ji?s~ib'l'e'" mtisr b~ receiyed wi.th bate'bep;an.
. · ·
' ·
· · ·. ' '· .. · '
3rd; All females are demed havmg a free vmce:'m some reservation: . It;IS 'llMY' to say. God, orJnfi,nite,
The' first night, the. house. (The Cb,risthin <:{1!,i#ch)'
this boaste? free goy-ernment, yet. ~re_ cem~el.led to p~we~ cbt!ld.'.mak~ ,all ·,worlps ahd thi:z;1g~ · ~nt, ~f.P,'is' was crowded with people of bot1z sexes. Nearly all
pay taxes; JUSt or unJust, and to keep silent.. own Infimty; co~tl\:1 ... overshadow" a Jew girl, an~ s<;i· the ministers of the various chim)hes ·~ere'in'littend4th. So long its the· 'huinan 'mind is' stu'ltified on· on, btit biirexperiimce, reasOn· and common· seiise, as ance. But, strilllge· to relate, after, that I).Ot' 0: ~ingle
theology, and equal rights and privileges denied: to also that of.all'h'rimapity thelworl(lover, will not per-' preacher niade l1is 'appearance. ·They ''abandoned'
one half of humanity, jui\t so ·much and 'so 'long this· mit the firm c·onv'ictlon al1d the mind's full assent, jre(! their champion like. rats· are said,' to "<t~s~rt:. !\ sinking
· '· · from all dmtbt, ·that the s~c,OI).d pers:on in the·Tri)iity~ ship: W:h~ther. i.t was thf!-t they .~a~ sudde.~ly .1ost
country lacks of being what it should be. • · ·
I was tat1ght, "hell is 'a lake of fire and brimstone God'.s equal-could be produced, as stated in th'!) gas- confidence m their man, or bad unde~-rate4 ~~s .~dver• , , .. .
with infants in it not a span· 'long." A~ter ·thi~,I pels, ai:iy inore· t?Ian t~eycah· believe a;1isli can F.itlk.. sary1 deponent saith not.. .
•
1,
learned people ~ere t!11t~d to support this doctnnc FroII). thidoregqirig,· it _appears evid~nt, th~t all t,liin.gs :. ~r. S.. beg~ll: by reiJ:dip,g f~o.m a l1t~lP, b9ok comwhether they beheved It ornot.
.
·
in'riature; 'the nlirid ·itself. and even 'God' or 'Infinite plied' by Alexander Campbell, pmportmg to be_ ex~
_I well remember, though; on!y a· bOy; ~he gz:ief and 1 power (so' cailed) ar,e: '\nd~r ine;xi>r!lb]!l;jri!lvo.ca~l~,: tracts, ,ni!ii~ly fro}ll' :Dr, L:U·.dper'~ ,gre11t 'York
dismay•of my mother when thiS tax was remitted by u'nch~t?gable, nevei: endiP:g;'law~ fpl~ '\V,hi<;:l! ~here· 1s. t:welve vo~u.:r;nes, on the_ credibWty 9f tl;te Gospf~l~, t.o
popular vote.
.. ..
. no·escape for aJl tbm,gs·hvmg, ,or for God himself. · • the effect that Josephus, Celsus, Porphyry, J:uhan and
The same .spi~it exists to-day in -the efforts of·." G~d ' "":hat!, <?an God die?." say~ s~m~.. Cei:tainl:y,. he: T~bezias corropora~ed ..t~e Chri:st!a,~?-. ~tor:r; ; together
in the Constitution" meJ), such 'recently asserting·'In can, 1f- the· Jews· ever kllled h1m, which all Cimsten-' With a few otil,{!rs: Plmy, ,Tacitus, etl)., W!Jrethe burthis section, ''that all uribe!ievers ?f t~e Bible ought doin 'j:>rofe:Ss to believe~· ·,.It was
Sbn, ,; 'you' ~dy;: then of his' so~g <iii' the :tlf.st proposition 'to the' ~.nd. ..
to be sent to the~Penetentiary, antl with the power "Iiot God." . Very well ; . was he' m human form? · As a matter of co'!-rse, I.t w;as an ea~y ,case ,foi; Mr.
would be sent there," and this was given to the world You say "Yes." Well. then,' how do you kilbW this? P., who bad'Latduer's, llfichaelma's, Jones'.~,'Eil~€ilb
in the columns of a _new~pap~r; ~hat ·~free coun- "We were taught so;' ~e~itle's. this, :we have' the N:ew ius's, l\fosheim'~ 1 .et,c., ~t~~~ ,'t::omp!ete wo~ks; to refut€il,
try W!l would have wzth such men to rule, and ·Chmch rr:~stament for· authprzty as ·also that 'Of the Church. and. show up the nnhecihiy o~ this mode of argument.
and State u!lit~d' as they ~ish, . .
.· '
,· ·• .· and all good 1 p~ople~'' 'Jnd, Iwa~· tanglit: the sam~i, Lardn;er· hi!fself co:nd~m.nJng~ ae,'a ba,se for~~ry, th.e
The fact IS,,_n~ allpast time, ~agans, Jews, ~ah~:ll;n- but the result IS far'-far froni umty, and IS the same, .~~~P, quoted pa'\sage ff01Il. Jo~eplius., ~ane~ repudietans and Chnstians h11ve mamfested t.he same spi~It, everywhere ? · .Tlie "Te~~amei:It aut}Iority", s~ys wh~~. atmg .th~, so-c~1led lett«r of Pnate t<;>, '!'~beri~a ; ~d
more· or less-aye, became so overbearmg, oppressive God-'-or his equal, called Jesus-:-was dyin"' on the tlie lymg, forg:mg, and corrupt praetz.ces of. th.€il ,early
and troublesome; that reaction occ]Irred. From such· cross~ he said '•My God-my .God, whyhastthol'ifor- Chzistia,ns to bolster up tP,eirfai~h; as d~thl]f3<l.byMo·
cause, the Jews lost their power, From the same saken me ? ",' · Can God forsake himself, becorize·soine, slieim', et,c., etc. ·
. · .
·
· ·· . ·. '
cause, the Athenians lost theirs, the appeals III!d elo- thing else, and be alive aild now 'sitting .at' his right
But the cr,owning defeat of the Gosp~l'l}d,Vocate' oc,
qne~ce of .Demosthenes; failing ~o·. arous~ the UJ?~thy h;and, or ~hat ?fa God,' and' be ~ow.1'flll:krng jriterce~- curred U]Jon the .~~~t _night. Durin,g tlie .i¥,sci:i'ssion on
of his counti-y. ·so, also; the Romans their power, for szon· for smners.? for you. and for me·, bedius·e I'won- the· second. propositiOn, +'fr. P. had m,as~ed tog!)ther
Cicero,_ with. all his wisdom an~ effort, with others dez: how ihany labor pains his motlier'had at ~is birth', a 'l;>l~~k and ~lbodr C!L~II-!R~.e pf .tJze pe~s~cu~~~p~ perafter.hnn; fa1led to prevent tl:re. fall of Rome·alfd tl:~ or whether he' z:equired any so?thing'syrrip >yhen. a -petrated by ,tlie f()llo...ve;rs of tl!e,:pl¢ek:8f1:d1<;>:w;ly t(}Empzre. . . .
·
. .
.· , baby god, or made boys' pia:r things, a!ld was cai,Jtam ward Pagans, Je;vs, anfi. eyen.llrm~n~~t tlijliDS~lyes, m
The same spmt caused the loss ?f Papal power; f()r, ove: other. boys •. : as state~ m ..the reJected gospels, past ages. Their qrusa~Qs, mq~nsitions 1 ma~sac!es.
Luther was ·a· ·strong adherent to zt, and did not wish· besides·other wonderful thmgs there noted?
wars, etc.:. Mr. S., put m a plea of cohfes~non and
to leave it; or bre:~k with the Church, but it' had beIt is asserted "God is everywhere," then of course avoidance'.: That· was not the result. of. pure,. b~t
come so corrupt and its influence so extended, with all in a whale, a louse, a buzzard, a hornet's nest, and in adulterated· Chzistianity.
That his church,· (the
freedom of thought and its expression 'banished; t'l).at· ~he hornet-in ,as\):f(l'lt,iP,a;r;l},t}!'~!l: l;lpm~y ho~se, ~d C~i-istian) ha.d nevez:. P€3r~ecut.c~, !):Dd hence thea~
such could no longer be endured-hence the.R-eform- m hell-must be a she as well as a he 'hence disptttmg things could not be laid to Chnstiamty, but the coration ... .
.. .. .. Christians' have many things ~o tMaf.ti'' and think of, ruptions of it. Mr. P. retQI1ed by readih~ fi:oln the
Henry VIIlth, of England, wa~ appealed to for aid:' besides conten9;irr&:
as if· they'were .th!r parao-ons'of New Testament a nU!p ber of th()se blood-freezmg, pas0
the Pope raved because of a refusal-this ·had'no'· perfection. '''.
..; : • ' '
.. '"."'I ·
· sageSfrom·JM:atthew,·~tike, John; Ga,latian,s,'Corinth. ·.
more ~ffect, on the lofty mind of Henry'; tli~il ,the •S.ome, ~on~end ·that ':solid~;· :tr;u!cls;· :ga$, and· spizit, ians; etc., w~ere Chlist'!lays 1ze <:fine to. send, a, ~word,
bark of a puppy dog, so J,)lther dubs hi!Jl.· ;w1t):z ~hl1 which exist ni nature, are convertlbki'Iito each other· notpeace ; .)Vhere peoplE) are. to ,pe accurs~ii I~ t]Iey
title ''Defender of the Fait~,'' an~ from this circum- that by cdnstant l].~tion and. interaction, with 'th~ fore~ p;ea'ch. any 'other gospel; ..'f)lere. C)izist depz'an~s that.
stance and date Pro~estantism p;ains .a foot ~old! ~nd of attraction and repulsion ii}Jlerent in,'; matter, are, hiS e~emies are to ?~ s1~I~; )"her~ fathllz:~ are COIJ?-commences to hurl Its anathem~s evidently Imbib~g from this cause hel,d in balance, thus prodU:clpf(mo- manded to 1wte tb,ezr children, children to llf!,,te thezr
m_nch of the turbulent, tyrannical chara~ter 0~ .ItS tion,' life and . an w~n-IdS' atid i tliiilgs' 'that 'exist, and parent~? ~isters to. ltate .~4eir brothQrs;, !iJ:~d. told an
friend and .pro~ect?r, The Pop~ to ~day, IS stnvmg that·by no possibi'lity'cau't,h'erebe•any cause se'parate an~.cdote df a te.mperanc~1ecture:,,who ~ad c'4ar~ed
hard to mamtam, ~f not. to regam. h~s los~ power, as from ·the 'al:iove"four' 'iiamM· elel):Ierits'." '.'.It' must ·te· to the use of whis)l:y, an,1mdless,lzst of ,cnme~c-:J?m:
also. to ext~~d what he has; notwzthstnnding the r~- frankly admitted there, is' 'milch ·appeataJ?-ce of truth, d~r~ ro~bery.. ars?l!•etc.,. wh!lrJlpon,,a ;red-no~ed_Indi
belho?-s spmt of Fr:t~ce a.nd Italy. T~e clergy m in this a~sertion.. W~ ,Jti;t'ow: Ii!~ e_:Xists,· an'd~hat:wi'th-' VIdu3;l, ~n ther.ear, pa~t o~ the house,, got li-P and,as;ked
Amerzca are also stnvmg for:-qwre. power, hence be, out' air 'matter' an'd motion m cdmbinatiol'l'· no life per:nusswn of the t~mperance speaker to make a few
ware,of. the "God-in-the-Constitution~'men!" yes, .. would be' manifested·:'·· '•'' . . , ·.. ~,. ', · 1''' ·• ,, • ·:remarks:. Heh\liditihish!uidalarge:fiaskQf.whisky,
bewa~·e!! ~
.
. · .
, .. ·
What ·is Life'?. I vi~w 'to be a question iri it~elf.l la:~~~led "Simpkin'~ So,ur ~1!1.~~", !1Pd sai.d,,, 1'-:I:I:e ~dIt Is ~videl:lt .the nnmense sums raisfld among all hence, for the present, :¢att~r and spirit is fulnn<;mg~ niitted all tbe lectUl'er ha~ Sflld aboHt ~he e'11,s of ~n
people m ~ui](hng ?o.stly places, as also .the .1!!:r~e fer attention. What is spirit?' jt is' n'ot J)iatter,' and:' temp.erance;. but, t,hose ~vi}~ !JX<;>Se n?t f.r~mthe ;us~ of
amounts pazd to a pnvileged class. to do the talk;mg IJ;J. th'at'i~all we' kilow 'about it. And what is matted it· genume whisky; but .~rom, adl!-1t!lrated · whiskies,
them, has not reslt~t(;ld in uni~y and. gp!ld JeeliJ;Ig. is· nbt spirit, and th~t if! all we khorv aboiit :that ~ither'.' ~dthat if p~~ple~pjlld ju~t let, th~se. ,ifilJ?~re whisLet every one do thmr O'Yn praywg and.thmkm!S, an<;l. ''Whew ! ail abominable idea," some may' ·~ay; or;· kie~. alone, ai?-d. dii11k not]Img,, b\lt ,~Imp~m~~. Sour
th~s prevent the ·!lnsJave,m~nt, (lf the human mmd. ~o · "don't· 'I know ·th!l difference between '!i pret'ty girl Mash, 'he. woul?- g)far\l:nt(le .that ~hllfe :iVPU\d l,>.e. no
pnestly rule, _such bem~ an msurmountable .bar .tof:t~ee and a side· of sole. leather?'' , No,~ir, you·do not, of mq~e: crlm~s laid. tp the efl'~<\t of ~h~sky-;-; that,?zere
1
thought and Its expressiOn,. as alHo to ~he attamm,ent ~atter in itself-'-ih its real cs~ence U! betw'een the. was, n:ot ,a he~dacJ;t.~ ,i~' a''\Jaz:r!ll.o~ hi,s. ~,his~f·
et.c.
of. a pure, free, and glonous, .. l'tepubhc such a,s we g-trl an!l. the l~atb,er you do ... A few y~ar~ ago, the And here, Mr~ P. 1 polnted to Ju~ ?PP,Oz:t~nt, and ~e
might have.
.
.
; · . : ·once' VISible matter th::tt 'contnbuted t'O pr()dupe the mar}l:e,d, ~hat h,e·.l+\l:.~.!i '\J~ttl~ <:>r,~~~Jil~,zn's Sour)tfa~h
As all should haye th~ nght to be sovereig~s, and to girl, existed ·in the soil, 'wheat, c 9 r~,, P,<it~tqf!~. cp~ee1 , Qhnstzamty; ;y-a;z:rantdd 1 SIIJton;J1Ur~1 , 1\~d ,~qt. to c;:ut ffi,
confer delegatedrzghts, ~nrl thus rule, the~·ttfpre~peed sugar and· even the pld cow,,her.:n'nlk:,'gras~.~w;ater;·
the !3Y~ !'. ·· · , , .', ... · , . :·. . .·: ., . ,,,, '
· bone, musCle, blood, ~erves, 'etc, etc., therefore, tlte · A:gaz,n, M~: J>, tup:zed ,t? the,~~'f Te~tam~J?,t, .a~d
the day :when no female IS exclu~ed hex, nghts.
.As th_e future ~an o~l~ be s!lrlluse? ·by th<; past, :md. essence of an that contnbuted tO sustain ~thf3 Hfe orthe rea,d, q1ve1·s :pas~l\ges :fr.o¥ M:at~hew1 ,1\i;q.r).\: a!ld, J;qhn,
w!th this hasty viewrit IS ~lamly evzdent a new school girl, or the old cow with her hide, and mu~J;l else nqt;. about :wh~t a ,Ill:aJ:l c9~0. .d,o: I( he ,ba, ~l}Illi,; He
of tl~oup;ht must anse, With [ar ,mqre e_x;ten~~d per- noted; must be •copsitrered~ and yet thtl esseJice o;f'mat-, could f(lmqv.e; a mountam, cast, out d(3VI1S, ra~s,e t~e
c~ptwns, and become extens1~e 1 bef~refr~e expre.s- terre'mains''ui:i,krio}VJ?-·'.
·· , .. .' ·. 1 · " ' ' · : . dead! ands~Id}1e::jlad ltbabyvpath:J,dbeenasle(l'Pin
A:ll -will,agree· that mind 'appearst~ exi~t In matter,·' the VIl~age !P-:a:ve,Y:a,r4 for sor;n~ fifteen ye~rs: ,If .¥,r.
sion .c~n be had, and huma!litj attam to ItS· proper
conditiOn to ~e enabled to. discuss. the great problem, and if life·i:s no~ ~eparate·and ij:l~ep~i?dgn(of, matter,' S: was. a: true ~eliever, ~e P,.ad .the :promise l;l.f. Chnst
of ~.future exiStence cal!Jl.ly, and With a coq:nnell~ab~(l then each·passmto'the grave, in eter'iui:I'oblivion.·· · that he Cou~d. do even gre::tter.things tl).an, ~e qid, and
spin~.
.
.
. .. .
. ..
· .
..
' . ·
'To,be continu~d. "'i, .. '"' . . . prop99e!i 'to ~0 at ODG!l .~o the <;:~meteryl !J:lid)~~ ,Mr. S.
It ~s eVIdent metaphysi.cal disqm~Iti~ns have·hither·' · r •
•
·· ·
•
•
.
• ·· • •
• , •
sh<;>:W hu; f~I~h , py his ,1"brks, . Mr .. ~· Mc.l~p,ed the
to_fa!led, f~r humanity IS :yet adnft· m a stormy sea, •
. · · · . . ,,
. . . : ' . . · · . ' o;ffer.,, 1\,ga~p, Mr. ;P. read, ,wh~re C~1st say~,; 11 ~hese
With but famt hopes of· finding a safe, .secure ,harpor. ·
THE strangest descnptidn of hellis·tha't·of Heinnch · Signs shall follow them that b<;Jhe:ve; m 1!1Y• np.me shall
Now supP()s~ we look to _!1atur(l alone :for. a !>,?,l,l!-ti<;>p1 Heine. . "Hen,•: he tsays, "appeared to me like Agreat they take lip sm;pents, aJ?,d, i{ t~(lY: di·~~y,· '::tn~r' ,de~diy
and all who w1sh, take a Bible under one arm, andre- town:kitchen ·mth"a'n endlessly lo!).g''stove, 6i:i'which thing it' sh'all 1 not hurt them,". and' l).fter)6II,le ap,proliabl.e or ~he best ~istory~e:x:tant, under the other, as were placed three rows·of iro,n pots; a4d.in',he\le sat. priate co!!-1ID(ln~s,' ,deliberatelY: toqk:ftoJ:h bis.':r.~st
:tn aid, WitJ: DO _Pne~tly rule,. 0~ any, embargo OD the the damned and .were pook,ed.' Jn· tl;ze thir,d l'OW ~at the P,O.cket a' ]I~le Vzal, ,Which ~~ Said ronyai~ed a ~oluti<;JD
1 t9 ]nil
rntellect to mterfe_re m the _least.•. ;This agr~ed. O!li we hea.then, w~~.· hke' the J ~'!s; could take nopatt m 's.al~' of strychnm&-enqugh, the drlJ.~@:'B~. t~ld :lnm.,,
have the W<;>rld with all things VISible and mVIsible-'-' vat~ on, and innst b_urn forev¢r. ~ I h'eard one 'of the I at-' fift¢e,ii: I'nfi<].els~ ,. He poU':red ,t.JI'e, ;fl;lji,I<;l. iJ;JW a. tu,mbler,
before, behmd,_ above, .below an~ everywhere. Do t~r, as·a square-built, bu~ly d~VIl put fresh c<Yal under. prese,n,~edJ~ 'to. Mr. S;, an.d.,JJl tlie p.os~ splemn roanthey not constitu.te Umversal ·Bemg? Are theJ: not his kettle; cry o11t·fro~ hitpot: 'Spare, me! I was once' neJ,';, cillle'd t~poh, hil;!l, ii!, ~he, .P.all,le, pf t)le, ~od .J;z~
all the GOd there Is? Does not such govern all thmgs? Socl'ates; the wzsest of ,l:hortals. I taught t'rlith arid adored ·the Ch!1st h!l worsh,ipped, 11nP. the Bible he
D~es. not ~h~ idea of an Invisible Supreme Being as justice, and ·s.:tcrifice!'f my''life'for !'lrtu~.' But' the' beli'ey~'d in.~os-#alllt~:this.,',''d<ta¢11y thipg;',' an.<i prove
ex1stmg ·distmct, .from matter, !lo more· harm. th~~· clumsy; stupid ·devzl went· on With his work, ,aQ.d to ~h~'~udience :~hat. M. 'VII!!.. a .~rU\l behe:ver, az;td tl~at
good? H~ nottlie e~ect of ~uch Id~as on ~~mamty, m· grumbled, 'Oh, shu~ up th~re! .411 heathen mustburn, he')i,ad: f~ith .a!! it grain of :r;nust~!l.se~d. · :JirM: S. ~n:
a~lland~ ID all past time, With their conditiOn to d:liy; a!ld we· can't make an· e:J~:cept10n for' the sake 'of a di!W~Iitly ·;r<;J~~se4 ~I;ze ,profj:erqq,, 1Q.o,se, to,.~~e.m.~xme,
g1ve evidence to prove that such do hiHllh aud arc sm~le maR,' 11
·
• ·I amusement' and laughter of the spectators.
·'
Paris, AprillB, 18'1'4.
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FRIEND BENNETT:
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Isnatch,pe;n, paper and ink, . ' ' ' 4
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'• th oue:hi'
i
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?
'Tbwritealineasquickaswink;'·
an·o ld Tme'm
ls·marc·fibmt·epa'st
·,,:
Toletyou.knowiamwell.
Ca'ns•t'thou stay the simoo'n's d'eatli~dealili.gblast I '.
.And on Long. street I do dwell, . .. .
.
Will a sweep of 'thy hand send•backward 'the tide, . .
,: : {YJ>~~t~fi~:~~~o&lo~1~~~lfu~~~~~·
.To the s~1i~.i,~s 'tha:t elia~~e~.llie steep'thouP,t:J:ip:~s; side.?
I left your paper fOr him to learn,
,,•· , ·
AndinhisplacegotJohn.M.Sturn,
,;
1
Will darkness' return? ·The siin cease·to shine'? ' 1 •·
As gp·od aninJldel as ll'flF you saw,
0 N•·t· ·
Itt b ... · d .,.,..t·h.i ? '
F.ormoldc.reedshe'!l;pick. aflaw.
· r <i Ul'f'lrevo · o o eywor s' 01 , ,ne. , :· · · ·
:,
, , , . . .,,
, .
"
..
Will 'tliy voice·liush the' music' o~ un:D.un\:pioireil s:Plieres?
· :·., For.cunning priests who hunt.a fleece
1
Will it lerigthen, or shorten;'tlie' in,coming'years,?' I ; ! .
'''
:Will till! so,m~. a~tful s,tory, .
'.
: :,, ·· . .,. ,
..
, 1: ,,., ·· ,,,
. ,. '••:,.
.. ' Andtobegmlllthey'lltalkawhile
·
·· ·
'
·
Of heaven's immortal glory; ·
''Will'spirits'that'liavefied theb~'eaftliiyabode; ·· ·
,. ,I r ,,, , Andby,thebyyou~llhearthem:cry,
'Re-inhabit'~heitforriis at.~h~b.ec~.'O'r'th!/nod·r ' ,..
, .... · is1~·'tgft~:':lni~~~~ciJ~iiilygi~e,'.
., A:swe!Imilgll,t'tlioutryli.!l'tb'esetocontrol, ,,, 1 ' ' '
I•
'Andyou'llbe'forgiven.
'
.;,
:As tb;' stai}' ihe rltiirliTi 'of 'a: 'h.urnaii'Siii,tz. ' , ·'' · " '
,
,
.
,
.
,
..
..
, ,, · ,
. , ·
. -''" ·1 •.•
'"
•
·"'.TP,at's*~at'.sthemattei/'.i\Xr. Editor)wiisllor~in
Though born in Sin, and ·raisedlin despair, ·
,..
the wrongt1me 6Hhe moon to be a 'poet, and there is another cause-I never had but· .three months schooling all
The Soul of li God lies sluinbei'irig there.
, tQld. so 'jyhel).:YO'\l get.ILnY.writing from me you,wU.Ulnd
·I'Then'this be'the iessorr;'O'man in'thypl'ide, :- :''
bad apellmg !lnd.bad gramma.I: no doubt.. , , .,. , 1
. Gdd's'Wreqltsthatnbw di'i1fdoWhhiuii!ui.ity's tide.
'' Iwill ~D.<i##ejusthe'r~ :' ·: ''
.·.• ' •
I
.. •:•··!\ hi. 1 •nl: ·;,··, '·':
~":; · • •
~
;..
: i~,
···:W:henaJady 1gets·s.talled.inagutter
..
'\rhy brothers, th:fsisters.!are alfin ;HiE! care;
, . ;In the.J;llidst,9~ 1L pop~lQl).IC\ stre(lt,
•· The' highest, the !ewest; ·His' love edual•shar'e;- ·: ·"
. L1ke a fiy·that'Is stranded m butter,
'/•
. ·'And has' to uncover'her fur; '
' ,,.
-'' ..And 'Souls·'tl!at seem buriedi in Si'li.'s 1deejj.B'st tomb;' ·
..'., . As gently the crinoline• she lifts•, 1.. , , , .
' il:/1. the'ir hearts' nold the the uerm: of'blossorn and bldom.
, .:Andgiv~s it he+ g.raceful~stsweep, 1 •,,
·' ;"' ·::
, ,. : ,., ' • · · '· ·I',·· ·
' · . · . •· ., ·'
·Is a, fellow to blame Mr. Editor ,
1
1· · l'' · "d'!:f, .:,, g[i:
· · · · "J/J'
i' 1
"~~' , . , , ' " ' , " ; ' '
, ;~~~foh:~eafl~~:y~ree£~rg:1rthiii,
''
[n .,: '
. ' fttn '{fr:'
'tlf·f·t,S,nQ.ttll#tf~_
~aY .. mr,Dear Sir; i&;it a. sin?,
.~.
f'. .
f¥.
; Nay, Bro. Dodge; we camrot 'consider turn:ing· the .eyes
"'
•
•
•· \i
th k
.. ,, .. ,
.
,,,
,
·;.
• •. ;~···
,.•.towardanmterestingobJectobe·asi'n:,nor·c·an•·we,.·in
1
1.M. BAL.·,D~N:. Washington,]), :O..... writes:· ;You.are doing'. seFiOus blame WOuld be i:n'c'urred thheby..:,;,(Ed.]' '
· ·Andmountthevaultedskies; ' ·
'I "'
a15.re~ttwork;Brot'iierB. Goon. Youaremaking.asplen-' ·
·
.
··'·. • · ,.,,
''' ·
Trust not in Bibles, nor in Priests,·· ,,,,:
'·· did ii:J.vestmentl'or the life to 'come, tJie·tnouglit of' which . EDW;UUJ PALMER, Castine Maine,. writes: I feel a pe;r;son.
.,, •·
'iii eternity will be anever~failin"'iitte'aili'.' · · '•·; ··1·
a!' interest in' THE T:RuTH SEEltER. It is the only paper
To gain' a Paradise:
"
.
. .
I have read for years that I o'arr'fully aPJ:it'eciate. awl I
But harmonise yourself with law,' ''" '"
I
,). ; ; n:nwi:E'E, M.It Mu?ige~il(e', Mich.'. ~'rit~s: t 'am much
cannot resign the idea of 'having our paper p!ltcedi·UPOn
,
" pleased with THE Tn'oTH' SEEKER.'' Such 'an "outspoken, an independent, solid basis that will ensure it~; prosperity,
· · To shun disease and pain:
'
·
· ·
,, I
Candid sheet ShOuld be SUStained; , " '
. .
It Cannot pros :Per Wifuouta SUitap!e C!J.pita!'for a foundaAnd from the fount Of wisd/mldraw;
·
·
,
·· ' · ·
tion.' The'CirARIOT TRUTH S'E:E:KEiimust h'a'\'e wheels of its
'The light you may attain.'', ' . ,
..
·w. R WooD, CoshiJ'cton;·o:. says: You;'ar6' :in'aking THE own· and no<t bil carried'in a hearse'
:l
•· .•.
That,whenlife'sfltfulsceriesa.reo'er.
TnuTRSEEKER•an·able;valuable•pa:per.. ' .. . . .
.
. . . : , ' . ,.
·•j''
..
'
..... R. · .... ·' ·Pu'.b'''.r~z'
'd
•
,
.
·
·
D.R.BuRT,JJunleithlll;,atthecloseofa·rreiidly'letter,
·Beyond the reign of death.'
'·
·WARREN !CHARpSON,, .e .'0 > '- 13 orq o, wrttef'!: S~me of ·says: ·•'' Couraye f.riend CouRAGE, you ·'must expect rough
Jmmortai on the spirit sliorii,
the miners of:,thls• ·loca~lty. have been stoppmg at my . :coads and·rough w11ather, but let the sacredness of the
housll, an(! saw some·C?J2les of your pape:r,. and· are much, ;cause inspire YO¥ "~Yith an untiri~g industl!y ,aqd energy.
,'In love's Elysium rest.'
.
'.pleaseli!.')Vltb,tlie samfl. I s~nd YQU th,e Price 0~ t4e ;pap~r Remember the WilliS almost ommpotent.
Anendless chain of love enhvines,. , ,
for three of them. They mll doubtless find a nch feast m. . • · .. ·
·
. · ·
· ·
·• .
·
, The varying grades of m.
them among theirJim,elyhillsand''.'alleys ·in piJrusin:~ the. : JA.lirns M. PRATT, P!·att, Ill., writes: lam so well pleased
. . .. . ,
, ..
!!'ems you .are publishmg, I fil).d mmers are a free,thmk-•. with your l?aper I :woul:l not. take the price of a year's subRedeeming power l All hearts'e,nsh'dne, , ,
1!]-g set of mort;als, and when In town wont go. to, ch~rch scipt10 n'for a'single copY I hope your puccess may be a
·· Witb'iove'sencircling' g'em. s . · · :....
wo~t):l a .cent. .... , . Truth seems to love.,the light, .perfect'one. · ·.
· .· '· ·
· .
. · · · · -'
bracw~rmountam·air here amongthe old RockyMoun....
. .· ·.• · ;
· - ,, ,
... ,
.
Celestial
I · Ange!i'c 'charm l
., . . .
tains, and is• rattli!lg and•shaking old fOgyism out of in!j:p.. ·, 'w.,w, RICIIMGND, .Atlanta,lll,; writes: Tl;le Anril andl\'Iay
.. , .. , What tra,nspprt thqn.can.~?.tgive.l : , .
.. ,!1ere.
. .
· ., ·: • · ··: • ·' ·.. • · . • ,. · k:"
' 'Nos of THE -TRUTH SEEKER are absolutely rich and ,racy.
E.nravtu
... rlng,t~~;.m. thatglows-~d warmsJ, i1 ... I find ,I,l;la,ve, more; bqrrowets for .mY,,ra(ll\Jal,free-· The:periisual oftheir col'umris affords me a ''feitst'of'rea. ' thought paJ?el's than I can .supply. 1 hope to send you .a ·son and a flow of soul." I like the· paper immensely and
And all my ):>emg .fills l.' · •:
· ·
new subscn.ber now.and theD?. · I ·can .say of· you~ pa,pe.r, hope it will. meet with the success .it justly deserves-a
So,stre~ll\i:Q.g down,from.I?Pirit spheres',
•..
as the· extatlc poetd1d of his 1deal Chnst,
· • '·
brilliant, permanent. enduring prosperity. J shall keep
Ether!'lalcurrents.flow.;
, ., .. ,..
. ,,, "·Itshalldesce:ndlikeshower!i:'
...
aflleofTRE TIWTR SEEKEnforfuture and'fre'qiiep.t perA,ndmyri~dfriends:witb,hopeandcheer,,
,, "·I'"''' :...Uponthe.frmtfulearth,·-· .. ··"
'.,,usa!.
·
· ·
··
· ·'•'
'dome greeting us.. b. elow.·
.. ,,· .•' ,·
..
,, · ·
. And i?Y and ,peace lik<;~ flower,~
;: , ;J,othn f!ypberd's article qn :· Gitve. the Devil his Due.'' is
·'
·
S
·
·
in
'ts
th
to
b'
th
qm
e
§l>ICY
an
as
amusmg
~ r,ue.
,
May cb,ildreri share hl;\i,s•heritage, 1 • ·' ••
' ,
·1 ,
1 :
'B~ib~~ it 01,
inounfJ.ins ·
· ·· ·
· Mr~ Editor you ate laboring ill. a noble. cause·. 'Your reAlof.ty,lucidbrain;;:
,.;•
·:·•, Shal!Trnth;thehllraldgo,
·'
·:·
wardmay be deferred, but·in:'the end it is sure. ·The
Transmittlld from their parentage,• .
, ,, , i
"· • .A:nd Frilt~dOm's• rills like fountains, .. ,·,,
shackles. of religious superstions ·a nddprejudice must be
,•·:
· · F om hill and v lie flow "
·
bJ;Oken and the.~eople of.this .fair 1.an redeemed, regenA!lou1.withoutastain.·
·.·• <i
.,.,.,,
. " , . , . , • . F ······,·a
Y
· .·. · .. ';
eri!.tedanddisentbralledfrom.a.worsethan"Egyptlan
Parents 1 See here within·this glass f:
, .Go on.in .the course you ha¥e ·commenced-Gods!IH3eding; bo,hdage." Success to :Your efforts.
· ' ·
· ·' · ·
Reflections most sublime:: ,
and riddle the. oldSebastol,lol.of. superstitj.on and, bigotry;
., .
·
until its fr'oW:ning, sliado'ivmg,'blighting walls 'and battle.J oRN 'DooLEY, HarnJ)ton, Va. writes: I ·am a ·subscriber
A wealth of mind; whose boundlessness,
menta shall be· ra.Zed, and itS site made'to·yield sustenancll· to your paper and w,hile reading its sacred· pages J;. have
, O'er leaps the bounds of time,·
:
to suffering, dowti-trodde:ri. humanity.
· · ·' · ·
fal}en in love with you and.oneof your contribut9rs, J\'Ir.
Then see to it-all, who·would bring
· R J LA:MBimN Oliester Co' Pa write's· ·A 'gentlefuan of ·John' Syphers. If'it does·notput you to ahy trouble, you
The race to lofty heights ,·
·
•W ~t.Chester pl!i.eed in: my• hand' number of your TRUTH will ,please tell him that whenever it suits his convenvience
SE]!ti{ER.. ;tread it with m.uch p~ea.sure,.for. its out-spokeD' to raise that monument to the memory of the Devil,,apoken
· Full harmony in laboring~ ;
,,.
independence, We :have ortlioQ.oxy on the extr.eme, and. ,of in the April n.umber, I will insure him 1000 subscribers.
Embracing equal rights.
\ve'want'liberalism equal in: zeal, jUst as your'j;iiLJ)ei' proc
T. B.CuRA.s, Eldorado, Iowa. 'writes: ·l:send you til for
:y.e architects and buil'ders'gt.ilnd,
claims;· 'so 1 forwatd my subscription' at once. ·I can· not
,
h' 1
,,. conlliste,qtly subscribe to the creeds• {tnd Ido.gmas o.f:. the THE TRUTH SEEKER to be sentltoJ. Huntzinger, t lSIJIICe,
· day, and belillve everyone ought to do something to adc.. whp, I can affirm, will. be a pe1•manentsubscriber.. ·There
· •Display your seience here·;·
In rea.rJngltemples for the man.·'·
vance truth and mental freedom .. I have ll'ive:o, 1to my are others here whose naines I ,l).ope to be able to send you
.. , Th'e Prince 6t coru:ing•ye 111:s~ · ·
··1 •
West Chester frierid the amount of subscription 'for four soon. I will do' all I can for you; but it is slow work, for
copies of yourlpa1Jer, to be sent to: acquaintances of ru:in:e; this is a religious, self-righteous community. I• am often
·· :
· ! ·' And ·daughters equal to thei~ sons;' .
I say to them, read and ,cir~ulate. and. if ..you.llnd you have scandalized by the uood people here; but then I know how
·: · Fair princesses sttbliine •;
'' ' '
·' ·'
received in valu¢ the pricu o~ the papBr, pay for it, if not. it is myself. for I :was a Christian ten, long years, until thr~e
In wealth of, thought and depth of Jove ' "'
not. I intend to forward otliers oii'th'e' saoe conditions yea,rsagq. I was \!berated by E. P .. Hammon~ the.fireatrevi.d'di'vi·ne.
'r'missicJ'n
,,,
,
.
..
,.
•
·'!'here
must be·pion:eers to introduce"new seed and nEnv vabst; smce which I have taken Thelndf!X. lw1 send for
',•"
Thel
1~
ide.llS, and:I have ne.v<jr known .the tr~e .s·eed when· once• Y,\>Ur paper for myself as .soon as I can spar~·the <money.
· Cti.n teason•s'light ali fade a~'d' dh{
' ' ·,. · ·
taken 11 oot fail to fiounsh; I !earn,edongmall}',th," Quaker Sickness prevents my domg so now. I want It very much.
:. ··:
A d 1 •8
t
· bl
trade, but have ceased'long since to follow it. I look upon for I want it to read. I am a stranger here comparative;n
qve e'? ~an,cpg {ss~. "
. , :, 1· l
all sects: as trades and apprenticeships;ltiarn~d in Sun- 'ly; but I think I will not be so long, for everybody is
day-schools, tract-reading, &c.. :People, want rllliabl.~ evic nointing me out as "the man that is trying to circulate
Be l:llotted dtit m endless night,
·•· ',; 1 'With allthe'llopes of year~?''.
.' '
.
dence ,to btl examined impartially to awaken, ,them to a Ben neWs Iillldel paper."
··
,. •
I' I
What I All our'treasure.d
wealth o.f tl.i.ouaiir,·
sense of their deluded condition, and, the more such is
I am just recovering from three felon!! at ,once. and my
1
• • • ·'
• •
"
•circulated the better.
·
.
··
·. comforters tell me that" God sent them to m·e as a punoitr quenchless ,love of 'fr\ith ; . · · ·' .,·
·
,·
·
· ishmentfor my unbelief." I think there is another cause
;, 1' · 'Exi;lirewlthus'ibetlw'nsnutredoutl
· ·
'Wi.I:.'GAnLrcK,SilverOiiv.Idaho,writes: I am deli.ghted
·
·
·
.
·
'"'
·
· · · ·· t·
· · · · · · ··
'with'th'ew.ay'in which you show up the" Holy Churches,"
E: 'A.· PREscoTT, Ba,tl!, .Maiue, writes: .Jam very 'much
' A~dperish !)>S, he, brute?, .. · .
and·hope you will be sustained until ~hurllhes· arl>l·tax~d pleased with YO'\lr paper.. It shows cleurlv. the errors of
:E)Ieqtric.~ife fn surges rolj. , .,
.,
the same as other property.. :.! would hke to see the clergy the·past and gives more light than old Theologians ever
...
· Through mattei;'s wide domain.;· ,_ , , ..
<'o.mpel!eQ.·to.pa¥ a li,ce;nse t,he S\).me as. attorn~ys, ,and.!J-lS.o ·dreampt of. I hope your subscibers may :multiply verY
F,l~m.e,s'u.p' w,'a.• r.d. th.rou, g',h, .'th,eh.um.
b.e·reQ,vired·lessen
to give
bond,s.for good
.. ThiS
might fa,st.
.
"' an s. ou,,1,' .'
•matenally
'seductwns·.
I ·ambehavior
more than
persuaded
.'
'II 1,''
, ". ,. ,, , , , , , J;Id 1<;\)n,~?wous ,life rpmQ.~l).S .. , , . . ,
.the cause 'o!i truth'is gainin~ ground, a11d the nunibe'r ot ' R MclNTOSII, 1Javenpo1·t; Iowa., wi-ites: Your paper !w.s
·.·.• •. . r.; W);l.a~.e.~er Is.,-,~s !'Jomething..the"Q~•. , ; '" ,
ithose who ~re satisfle(! th!l:!'!II~le is not the.w,ord o! ~od is much im'provedand pleases your readers here. If a little
·
ihereasiqg every, day, Lo.~g may they continue to lp.c;reas.e; were pains taken by your friends it would doubtless have
''
,, : ;,
q, I,, .I!<!-.P,ig~,qr loW ,dt;~gree ;
•
iS the heartfeJt'deSire of yO)ll' humble servant;
. ,
. a 'fi,deeirculation,
,.
, ·,
, ,,
'
, ,, ·' J\~~~ IlJ.!/I~terip. ~t~ e11d.less chain,
':D~vui Wn~GiiT, ])es'Moi,;,a~ • .1o~a. ~mong.'other thing~. ·MATTHEW RoMER,llfartinsville, Pa., writes: I like lour
• ': ··
·'says: "I feel like doing an a\:erage share lmvardf{ sus- journal better and better each suceeedinf;l: issue.
am
1• , · Enr.o~ls; eteriJ,~ty., ",:
... , ~ntel!lgence and. cqnscio:uslove,,,,,
1, • ·
tainilling Liberal Publicatibns. (five, I niean .GIVE, for 11ea!ly delighted with the May number. I w1ll do all I can
. ,,, Ol,ltwroug!lt,the S!llll!3lin.map. .; ·!.
, ,,
when>we merely ~:,pay'':our,subscription it:iS not oi~ino: <to get new subscribers for it I am so glad you com•
~Us 0 nlyJ?a,ying. ,l,wil~ ~!LY '.rRI)l.,T!).UTir SEEB;En PIJ:S, a!- menced the publication of Ingersoll's "Otation on the
Frqm notlung, nought but nothing comes,: ·
ready arnved to grea~.~l· pe~fec.tiOn· t~an I expect.ed m s~ qQds." It is alone worth the price of the paDer.
, 1 , .~s truth since law began.·.
' 1 •"
·short a th'ne. 'I certamly w1sh It contmued success. When
:, . :j<)!Tect, :we .trace to J>i:Imal cause; .,, .
, :.
I was young, (say thirty, years• ago•)! learned to bear per- 'JAMES M. Woons, Kniuhtowus, Ind., writes: Your Apri 11
And cause implies effect.,
, , , ;1 , ,.. ,,
secution fqr th,e "abolition of. Ameri«~an· slavery," and number is g•rand and your subscibers here are proud o
1:1inc!l 1857 for the abolition of Priestcrl).ft,, Su,~erstition~ . it. I atn sorry the thinking class of the United l:ltates do
•. ,1. : . 1 And when we've mastered every law1 ,..
ldolatry,' &o; The abolition of slavery was a success, anu not now liberally speak out and help the cause. Count
.
,,. 1, •
We may their eaus 11 d~tect, ., ,. :
. , , · ·,.
now,• (aftel'lyears of p(lrsecution,)I feel that my most san- myself and other subscibers here iu favor of a weekly.
guine.hopes
in. the. complete success of ·Liberalism is· '
'
,
.
1
,,
~hen let us not. with .impious eye,
·· ., · '"
about to be realized•. Much, howeve~ •. depends upon the ' J. A. RuTHERFoRD, Honey Grot'e• Texas; writes; I love to
· 1Peer. intooawful realms;
· ' 'i 1 '·
n:be1;il:lityOfLiberals;wli~tgoodtj.oes noise do without dol- re.!ld. THE .Tl\U~R 1:'\EEKER, . I hoye that l and. i~ may live
. Cdntentthatprogress·litts
high(' · ; · ·., •.,,
lars?··.Liberal friends send' on 'Y'olii'dollarsand you need ·mlu'Ir,years yet. Itls young and am old. I thtnk I am a.
·· ·
not ask•whether Liberalism wiU: succeed,: It will be. sure Spiritualist. I have not seen much,but I have 'l"ead mnch:
'O'er error?s dark d omain!!.' '· '·
tp, E!UCQeed,., ;r dol;!,.. o~cll!ozpor,~or_al'l'!'e!lklf "~BUTII SEEXEn," and have concluded that I can't mthstandsuch a "cloud
Mu.~~~~~ll~,'·¥ich~' .. ~ ... , ,
,
D.HI1s~·,W:;n
b~~qetor~l'~~u·iskltbe,sure,tha.~ltw~l b~aullta.ined,
of witnesses,"
!I'

'· L
For The Truth Seeker. ,,
'
I
'
· IaNo11ANbE'anderrorstand,
. '' '
•·· 'At many a,temple's,ga;te ;... ·..
'With gory battle-ax han~.:·,
:, .. ·
Truth tq smite and ex~crate: ' '
, ..,, 'ToilinguJ)'thes,teeP,s, of.th;,n,CiJ....
: ,·
·
Th t thf l
d th b
·
e ru u an
e ravll; · ·
· ",TP,ro,ul'!'hev'i·i·la~d lind ey'ry cHme, . .
. .".· ,.. ~.ave sO,Il«.h~.maukind, to. save. _ , 1
:rr
T=
;, ::.,q~yeutter!}q,welltheh;.de~jpestthough,t,.
,,
.To r\ng through coming ye~rs,,,
1
.. ,, .. Withbigotryanderroffeught;.
, .
, 'Mldpovertyandtears;
Bu.t,i.n.thlsnin,e,teenthcentu.ry,;
''
,,, A.f~Jarles~hostarise;.:
..
'With science to~: tb,eir panoply"'
.
. Old superstition dies.·
'Mid ancient•mounds •. and mystic scrolls,
Seekers.of truth appear;
1;
~.Theageof.mnn is thence unrolled;
One hundred· thousan(l. years;
' ,<
. Some who lived as years .have passed,.
;: .
From out the viewless air : '
:On photog~:aphs their image.cust, '·
Their .endless life.declare...
''' ·
The fall of man is proved•a•myth,<'
'";'
Atonement, priestly fraud!;'
:1:il
.Thll way of life is nature's· laws;· · ·'
! ',.<
Their·fountain is i!:i God.
1• "
Wou!d.youset:mreuntneasured·bnss/
·
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']'he Nature aud Destiny of th_e Intellect.
BY A. 0.

GENUNch

HOBABLY no question of human iiJterest luis
P
elicited n greater degree of careful, persistent,
and untiring thought, than that concerning the nature and final destiny of the thinking pi'inciple in m141.
ln every age of his habitation on the earth, of which
we have any account, wlmtl1er we reflect on remote
antiquity, on the dark· and cheerless. period of the
middle ages, or on the science-illumined days of our
own time, we find man ever busying himself in a
ceaseless endeavor to explore succeslifully the mysterious labyrinth of his own brain.
'
Nor does this fact furnish occasion for surprise when
we submit for conSideration the remarl.mble nature
of the phenomena ·emanating from· that- reservoir· of
thought ; it is indeed difficult. to entertain a more
sublime conception·than that of man in the full p~s·
session of the mental faculties, and we do not -marvel
at Paley who, as Liebeg said of Dr.·Buechner~!'net;e·
ly promenaded along tlie"border of natural sctencefor falling into the error of confounding adaptation
with design. To the casual thinker, thereis nothing
remarkable attendip.g a contemplation of brain substance, white and gray, together with its outlying
system of ramifying nerves ; to such an observer,
early erronious education, added perhaps to long
continued possessio:r;t, has. -rendered them wholly
without interest, and as long as they continue to per·
form their office, he has little need to· inquire into the
nature of their operation.· But· when by careful :te·
search and systematic reflection, we gain some insight
into the natme of the relations existing between physica! and mental organization, how marvelous seems
the result of their combination; what wonderful processes, and what intricate manipulations of mental
force are being enacted in the laboratory of the human
mind ; with what unening accuracy the several organs
of the external senses perform the).r .respective. functions. The grand sweep of the intellectual powers is
only bounded by the material universe itself, and they
embrace ·every object in nature, from the minute
animalcule that sports in a drop of water, to the orbs
which roll on their· ceaseless rounds through the
depths of space. A number of infinitesimal rays of
light quit, say .the "fixed star" Sirius; after speeding
for centuries on their course through illhnitable spai:ie,
they fall upon the upturned retina of a. human. eye.
How wondrous the result; instantly they are conveyed
through ·a piece of mechanism more accurate than
that ever fashioned by the most skillful artisan-;
thence flashed·along the optic nerve, till finally they
arrive at the brain, and mind takes cognizance of that
distant world!
But meditations such as these only serve to awaken
enthusiasm, and such ari emotion is but little calculated as a rule, to stimulate inquiry into the nature of
cause and effect. '\Then we take into consideration
the illiteracy of past times, and the powerful systems
of belief with which a true intllrpretation of the
nature of the mind has had to contend, we no longer
wonder at the fact that the thinking principle has so
long been looketl upon as a distinct entity, and that
the animal organization is but the instrument through
which it performs its wonted operation. · From such
a deduction it is no more than natural that the philosophy of the past should be impregnated with a theory
that mind, unlike the body, is indestructible ; and
that man, once brought to a state of conscious existcnce should remain conscious through all eternity.
The 'scholar of antiquity, as well as he of somewhat
later times, could only grasp the subject from purely
metaphysical grounds, and was ever at a loss for ari
experi-mentum crttsis which would place the subject
strictly within the limits· of demonstrable knowledge.
Since man began to discriminate between life and
death, this subject has been rendered abstruse and
Jnysterious by craft and sophistry ; the true character
of the intellect has ever been wrapped in the glamour
of ·the superuatural, and it was not until psychology
and physiology were studied together by tile devotees
of untrammeled science, that this hitherto inexplicable problem .became intelligible. For this reason we
need only take a cursory glance at the eventful pages
of the world's history to become convinced, that in
all ages and among all races, man.has ever been found
engaged in an almost desperate search after the key
which is to unclose to him the wierd myste1ies of an
after life ; a. majority, perhaps, of mankind, has over
placed implicit credence in that system of belief ·which
bali! made such pleasing de manus on its credulity; the
philosopher in his meditations. the soldier on his crusades, the cowled monk at his aves ; the learned and
the unlettered, the opulent _and the lowly, have._each
and all been sustained in a childlike .depen~euc!l <m.a
life beyond the grave.
·
·
.
Yet when we submit all the evidence tending to.
establish the reality of such .an existence that the
world has had to offer, to the careful and candid
analysis of the senses, how utterly wanting in all'true
principles of loo-ic seems the reasoning of_ its m.ost
able expdnents. "if we except the somewhat questiOnable disclosures of the ''mystic rap," little ni.ote _has
been presented than an appeal to early preju!lices, to
the feelings, and to the imagination·; and v1ewing the
subject apart from all .objective revelation, and' in the
light which science is shedding on every q1iestion: of

human interest, there is·s·carely an atgument ad~anc~d the morning with a flush of spirits and energy; his
by the advoc·ates.and applogjsts 0 t sud~ an existence first meal confirn1s -and re-enforces the state. The
worthy of any serious·attempt at refutatiOn.
mental powers and susceptibilities O:re then at theh
It is impossible in Jan article of these limits to pres- maximum ; as the:'nu.tlition is ilsed ·l'p in the system,
ent any considerable number of t.be facts tending. to they gradt'lally fade, but may be renewed once and
illustrate the identity_ of mind and body; a brief no- again by refreshment and brief remissiOn of toil.
tice of those most familiar must sufll,oe. .
. .
Towards the end of the ·day lasstt!ld.e sets in;· and
From the: v!ll'Y nature of his ·terrestrial existence, fades into the deep unconsc~ousnes& of l~ealthy sleep."
ma 11 is unable to take cognizance 'of iniything whic!J The brain, being the great seat of all sim~ap.on-aided
may occur -to his rational faculties after th.e lJody IS and supplement~d by. the n~rvous. ~ystem, muscles,
ready for the sepulchre;. the only course wluch would &c., also affords very mtere!\tlll~ J?,roof of. ~he subj~ct
furmsh ind]lbitable proof of vital uoncomita~J.Ce exist- ive relation of mental to phys,wal functwns; a tact
ing between body and mind-that _of sept~ratmg them frequently met with in the practice of mQ.diclne and
and observing what effect such an act would exert on surgery, is that a:blow upon the 9raril,uui·dften eft'ects
either, is of course del)ied l1im, and to acquaint)1im- seriously and permanently the action of.. the mind,
self with the nature_ of. his final destiny, he must and has also been known to restore it to its normal
necessarily confine· his po~ei:s to a wreful systeui of condition, afte1· meeting:with injury, either natuJ•al
obServation; reasorii~g, _.ai:l.tJ analogy. 'l'he only field or accidental.. : An·d every' physiciair ·is fatuiliar with
open to such ·an inquiry is that embracing "the laws the symptoms of abnormal ttetion of 'the mind which
aoverning consciousness in animal organization, and always accompanies typhus fever. ' On the other
t'o explore' this wide aomain he·mJll!t look, to the seat band instances are not wanting to·nlustrnte the deof consciousness itself; what ..that seat is, and. the pendence of body on mind; all--are familiar with the
true character qf its.cpncomitants should certai,nly be fact that mental sufi'ering not unfrequeritly pt·oduces
of interest
every s1ilcere lover of truth, simply for insanity, and with it the train"of abnormal physical
the sake of truth itself, and regardless of any beli.i'ing changes so often met with in that disease; and when
it may have on cherished opinion or creed. · And to not producing so marked a derangement as lunacy,
arrive at any rational- conclusions reagarding tbe fate severe mental labor or trouble, is often followed by
of mind, after the body ceases to fw·nish Its fitting serious bodily afiliction and everr )llalformation. And
tenement, every force found to exert a deviating mftu- again long continued mental suffering· even changes
cnce on cerebral activ_ ity
be of great importanqe, the structure of -the brain.
·
and must necessarily ·submit Uself to a critical method
But in considering. the inter-l'elation of mental and
of tfivestiaation.:- · .
bodily functions no series of filets are -of; gren~er 1mThe utt~r want in times past, of systematized infor- portance than those relating to the action of the blood
mation concerning the facts made known by modern upon the brain ;: says Richard A. P~·octer in this con:research into the laws of nature, has furnished· occa· nection-" It is now a well established physiological
sion· for a degree of charlatanism in philosophy, and fact that mental action i~ a distinctly physical process,
the fact of man's being possessed of a superior rank depending primarily on a cliemical reaction between
in intelligence, has been pointed out as evidence that the blood and the brain, precisely as muscular action
he is therefore entitled to a distinct place in the econ· depends primarily on a chemical reaction between the
omy of nature; but it will hardly be necessary to blood and the muscular tissue~. Witheut the free
state to the intelligent reac;ler that this view is whollr circulation of the blood. in the brain, there can be
untenable and .erronious:· In considering the cond1- neither thought nor sensation-neither Clllotions nor
tion of man's mentality after .death, we must inevita- ideas." And this is certainly true; the cerebral circubly speak of it as identical with that of the entire lation is Qf vital importance in fur)li8hil1g nutrition
animal kingdom; what is applicable to the one is cer· to the brain.. and we ciUl not conceive of iis existence
tainly so as to the other, forthe _line of demarkation be· in a state of animtl.lion without the co-operation of
tween instinct and reason is so ill defined, and so indi&- this indispensable adjunct ; and as mind ia not known
tinct, that the most careful observation and the most sub- to exist apart from bt'ain, it follows that on a cessation
tile_n!asonin~h~ve failed to detect a ~ifference between of the arteri~l flow of blood to that organ-and its
thelr.respective methods of a:ctioh. No fact, brou~ht consequent decomposition-the thinking ptinciple
to light by research in the study of comparative becomes extinct.
anatomy is more apparent than that the brain of man
Nor is it tnl.e that mind and body act on each other;
and that of soi:ne of_the higher vert~brates are very this is no paradox when we explain that neither is
similar in their· construction, arid the inference must ever permitted to pursue its course alone. Of mind
be that the:physiological action. of that organ is also apart from body we have absolutely no knowledge;
similar in both. Instances in substanti11tion of this from our earliest acquaintance with' these agents we
latter resemblance nrc not wanting-, and apropos of tlnd them ever in the closest relationship, and in all
the subject Prof; Agassiz has aptly mquh·ed : "How our sensations of bodily wants, oi: of · mental prodoes the delight of a dog who· starts with his master ceases and concomitants ·as the judgment, the memfor a· day's hu,nting differ, except.in childishness of ory, the emotious and the passions, we ever find them
expression,·from that of the hunter himself." Indeed, oue and the same. · To quote again froni. that in comas the psychological developeinent of man and of parable thinker, Prof. Bain: "It·'would be in com pat.
animals becomes better·un'derstood, the· cliasm between ible with everything we know of the cerebral action
them gradually lessens, and will 9:ohbtless one day to suppose that the .physical chain ends· abruptly in a
wholly disappear; and shou,ld .such a view ohtnin in physical void, occupied by an immaterial' substance ;
the realm of· ascertained scientific facts, the very which immatetial substance, after ·working alone,
terms which now seem to so fittingly convey an idea imparts its results to the other edgfl of the physical
of the distinguishing characteristics of mental pro- break, and determines the active response-two shores
cesses in man and· in animals will become meaninglesM,. of the material, with an intervening ocean of the
and must. in their present signific~ttioi:l., fall into dis- immaterial."
nse; words more expressive of the true chamcter of
No; these agents are· not separate and distinct ;
the several types of intellectual force being used in every fact made known by unerring science forbids
their stead.
. ··
the idea, and the degree in wl1ich they mutually interIn· the 'vho1e range· of material organization, there mingle is no less .apparent thun tlte blending of the
is no example of two agents so intimately united as intricate pulsations of the light ray in th.e solar specmind and body,. without· some mutual relation or trum ! If absolute precision in scientific demonstraadaptation; everywhere in nature we find this law tion is to. exert any inflttence in de.ciding upon quesholds gooJ, and the fact, although not furnishing con- tions e1l'ecting human knowledge, cert~tinly the ideocl~sive evidence thnt they may not exist apart, yet tity of body aud mind is established beyond a peradviewing the matter from analogy-a methOd of study venture.
.
,
:..
in this case Of great value-such a circun:istance seems
But it will be. urged howeve~;, .that this, view is in
altogether improbable. And a very well understood direct oppositioll' to our wishes and aspirations; and
fact in physiology is that the growth, character, and that .such a pl~ilo~ophy is c~aracterize~_. l},y all th~~;t is
health of the mind depend largely on the comlitiqn of dark and foi:b1ddmg. But m answm; to, these obJecthe body ; and that vice versa, these same concliiions tions Wll will say that the tempqrary comfort and conof the body depend in no wise less a _measrh•e .on tl1e solation afiorded by a b!llief founde<;l in error, is more
state of the mind. As a basis of. reasoning. bearing than made up by the enduring satisfaction of knowing
on tlie first of' these propositions, we have the follow- what is true.. Mr. Gradgrind's exclama~ioii of "Facti:!,
ing data ; who bas not remarked the influence which srr, facts," is veo/. much to the point. . '
the vicissitudes of time exert on the mind of an indiArid even were it conced!ld that. alonwng for. immorvidual,· from the hour he enters the wotld till he quits tality furnishes credible· evidence
'1ti\ final accomit ; and why this influence if the_ physi~al organization plishment, tllis very fact carried · out
its logical
be not first ef!ected :? Not only physiCally. but. men- sequence, removes ·the subjeci into th~ realm of the
tally, man is constantly changing-constantly develop- Iidiculous. Who doubts for instance, tliat the mean·
ing or deteriorating, 'from the time he assumes the est creature in all animated existence~ in common
embryo till he is ready to be ·laid. in his final resting with the most exalted, feels; so far
tlle nature of
place.. ' First. we l'CCognize him -in tl1e weakness and his mentality permits' •him to tllke cogrlizance of the
Innocence of childhood·; then iu the bloom and ~igor fuct of existence,- an intense interest 'in ·]tis' own pbrsi,Of youth; again' in the dignity of middle life; and cal and mental longevity, a'nd that Md ·hethe optwn
finally in the decline and dissolution of old age ; and of deciding on his own fate, would continue to live
furthermore as testimony bearing on this poi~t, we through all the cycles of eternity. : · 1have_the Joll9wing instai:l.C!ll!, ,the application of which
But we·do not· admit that the fact of tM perishable
is. too 'self-ev1dent to. need any extended illustration ; nature of the mind is altogether uncomfortable to
they are as follows·; the dependence of our mental contemplate. We know that this lille does not prove
health_pn the state of _the stomach; hunger and ;reple- to all an unalloyed blessing, aud·that,tolmany a poor
tion; physical injul,'ie• _and disease; and sleep.;. be- mortal afilicted-·in body or mind, dissolution is wei·
sides .many others which :will readily occur to the stu- corned as a harbinger· of,,rest :;· then .who• knows-were
dent. (jf . the ,subject;·.,. I.q. this connemio!l..Alexander •}V9 n:s~:u~ec:l .of a fUt}lre life-;-.that /!!)lC!l,:-~~ .~~~~tCJ?Ce
Bain has aptly observed, ''A healthy Irian wakens in would ·prove a happier cond1t10n ? As an 11lustratwn,
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osov,hy or ma.teriahsm-w~'c.!t by' the way 1s. ()ftly a It~rnet,, tQat ,th1s, bfg, 'bui!::!l~b()o: .!"-!f ·a _sca;re,. has no word...:.,Su6s'titution'·; 'or '.Testis Cii'rist died "in my stead."
-tei'Ul• oesignatmg the theolOil.c~l asp eat Qf :~Cie'nce- more foundation ·in 'ttuih lOr reality, ·than: has 'the old Spurgeon. What_p,art. ()f Je~]lS dij1d? His bodyf Then
we-can dp, no, better t4a~;~. subJ()!ll the; foUow1ng f.-om · b'elief in· ghosts, ·witchils·and dev-ils.::. i" , r, ' if a subStitute our 1J6dies-81tbuld 'riever die. On the con •
•. ~~ ~bl~, w~i~~~· :. _'~Let us ~o,n,sider. t~e s.J:t~rt P!!-n.&-,_, ~he ,, I':We _do not. see;k to reyer:Se 1thersituations of •.men- trarr :'Ye il're told:!that-it-i~ Of~?;:s,!luls fl"' s,ayes fr_?m:~~~'
, tr1~1ng ,b,()d~ly pam, ~he not mo~e t~~ ~l!p~ent~ry ~n,~ :w;<;>,m,e,~, W,E(,on).y;A~Il•1;eJ?Nl1tPPi s~~ ~q~a~, rJghts Jllour sbulS: thendthe died m our steaif.-Jaisntistitl!lteLit
· resrstance, and then the' leng; ·long,. tin(ilsturlled .!l.na pnvllege,s; _equal e.'ducati9nal_ai:ld, gove\·nme~tal is l).i_s s~1;1Lthat J:llU~,>t.have.,d.ie!l, ~lse 4~ ,co:y\d q.pt have
'l'epoSilt'' th-e• sweet .• slumber of' •unco'nSClCil.USness;. -the' 'facilites 'and-powers!' t We (io 'not 'wisb: hei\ to 1fotsake be'en' a'\ sulfstitiite'' for' ''iidulii I ' it 'is. strange ' ho\v these
absolute, •i;lOmple~e, Un~Ul~pas!je,d res~! ! J:.iet)lS imagii:let !the' nur~ery ;or the• kitchen; •s1i{)'uld:cireu~sfmices aom- prie~ts ai:ld -l)}l,·'S get mi~tld :U,P ,i~; ~heir piec;>lOg}'( :;.~nd
1
a dFea~~~~s, d~ep,,.g_m,et ~le~p,Jr?m w;hose,e!llb~ace pel Pr ~nclme h.l!r,,to,ftnq)wr.;pc9,1;1ipatiPn:~ete,,· A ret not strange,
since it is patchwork, each bunglmg,
no .?lam~I'. ?an, ,awaite .us.; th~ .ent1~e fo~~etful~e~s. of, cOW-J;\~t~~t J~p:\}Se¥;~\ll?~r. ~-J'\lsf,,~~· V\1-_ll.]-ll't\1~ t?, f.!Oc~ety, un!l.edged theologian h~J:ving contributed his pieile !
all suffermg, regret, or d1sappomtmerltl; 'in short· that· and ~ust fi.B deservmg ,of due prruse. and .res_pect, as a What wonder,.thll.t there__is.f!.tn_ess In .j:he whole, since each
Rereile '·repose whereindhe tired, ~r~, exhaus~ed'' :g_ood farmer, lawyer or"m:etihaiiic;· Dllt -~¢'think i~ 'nOt i~d~vid1;lal's idea was but a. llrote~t ~ain~t B,~ ,pne
·fr~me,.the ]larasaed, tor.tured, troubleQ,,mi_nc;l, ,are ahke• ll'lght ·to-confine alHwomen'or. a'ny;.wo1J1an•to:therkitchc 'else'~ idea 1 ··· · "' -· · · -' ·'- · .··
. - -' -' ,~ I
o~I~vio~s o~ this. ~o,rl,d~s ~ai'11 ,\l~q, d~.atl1}~~~ lp~~ ,its, ,flg; P~~ Jl~rs~cy, 1!-ny,ll\Qre. tha,p, w,e, -vy-<mtd !J.ll,m,en _pi,", 1\ny- , ''"WINE gladdena the hilatt-of: mail;" sais the Psalmist ;
st1_ng ~~~ supersbtiO!lits ~os~ Pp~~rfill weapo~ I
man to tJ:te ~~.ffi!-,; ,t~e, ?~~~· o,~ 1Jl!l ;)";Qr~ 1>.~11c~ :, ,;Let: !~and he knew: as much as you do. what is. proper and per, And· even so.·;: >fh1s s~b~ect· has too lo~g ·lJeeli.' 'ob- ~acl1 !tJ.!Fl ll~(ila":e an e~qai ~~~ce everY,WlJ.e~:e, a~ taste ,~isf!i~le.~'- Tlif~Je;!pisl~ Times o,n-~he. W.o?ll<~?M's TffNHtJ'fPfiCe
scured by wortliless ·trad1tlon. and by fallaciOus-reason- or lnchnlttloh' may leail th'em, ··If 'a man and' -woman Movement. so did· Uriah's; Wife gladden h~s (the PsaJm•
•~.·.!l·g.• -.• It:.l). tim~ that ,m&Il~in~, ..s h. ()nl~ fr.el) ,ltse.lf ;from, e.b te1' into> a Jifeipartnership; oolle. d!niarria~e,-·11\nd -sh. e isF~> 'll~ltrt: bu't'sh'aii' everr 'imi.:n 'b'~catise of t'!i.at steM 1his
tbe ,~h~a~l qf. I~nor~rc, : clH~a.n_e.~y,, !t<nd. f~~u~,, .~p.d pr()V,~s, mqre, !J()AJ,pettjn~: ;to, .~t,~end, ~QnP.A~t;n<;le ma~ters, 'neighbor's'Wifti and 'kill her husband tci concea.lthe dee'd?
pl~ce. tlu~ questiOn On)l. baSIS cpru~en,~,u~ate ~yltt~he Jh~n)w, ~J;lY,: ~01~, .IJ:\~0~ h.eR ~,?}.,ay~,:qtl:f:8£fl/ ~q, :a\Jc;mt Didn't David know: what wa8 ·~pro.·oper. :and permissiblle"
, , " , ..· ·., : them?·:· -f~d h~r 1c~o1c~ of;o;~t-~oor ~~rk~,iJ;lsq~ 1f .~h~, c;>p.tht~ ,"woman g,u~stion!':llll Wflll as in,thC) ~·-~ne'! bus_i. march of-·human i~provement~-·'
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, ,children• any.more W~Ii ,forilie~ to; do ~o 1l•;·No hon~s.t rCjpresented to be, a13 patterns m an-ythmg, wtmight as
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- ,,, · ' ~~plo_y.m~ll,l,tl!j,jl!lgv~qw,g.prJ-?eJI~HWg., ,lt;Is_~be.llp~rtt well lay aside morals at o:nce, and be drun.'kards; f'ree.
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'' Mns. S-~, I hear. that you .believe in Woman's women should be compelled by law or custom to bear: ··•Jirecy.-t~'a.~ : 8 ;.· e -f~f ~r.fpi·.~ <lf.~···~h 'ii!:P
Rii!:hts_! . That you want to tui-h the :world topsy-tu~·vy, child~elh .n~rse ·~l1e .sick, ,qr ~~teJ;l~ tp, th~rllg~q;,, and;,, f .~ svr},:.._.? b. ,e,sw?~ ~~~rk\;.~a~ t!
e" J~
~tnd· liave the women take the place··c>f tb:e· ml!n,' and inan sho~ld never feel that' he is exempt' by virtue of o Judea . t e father of ___ . ~ s1
-;> __g o !J.r,res
do the :work. on the fal'm, attend town:meetmg8;and 'hiii'MeX'r rj1:()ili ttiosli'cafes'aH<i'duties '\Vhibh 'we'iilFowe for defamation those wM ·have'hbel'led· 'l'ns clhiractter'for
elections, vote, l19~d C?ffic.e, and: b~CQ.I~~e.~lgar, cparse,, tb !dne-~·another' O.s :lleiPers: Of OU.!fl'kirld. ·. :: •AS to toWn- \nearly-three.t~ousand years., ·, ,
. ''. · ···.·
rqde an<;l masculine ;, ~hilc the me11 the.m.~ely~" d,?. ;the_ meetings;:eleetions,. iVotittg., etc, ,:it-is;nm; only Wtiman's, 1 :IN: Miss EliZab.eth Stu~r:t :P~flp,s n_ew. Ill:~rr~ag~. ~.J;e·
kitchen work, scrub, bake; wash, sb~ and take
<l~re p).jv:ilege-'Q~t, l)cr: DU~Y:;.. .tp Jl!-.JF\!1, p~.;t il;ltt.hf)I11,.,all! ,m.,.~~. Y.••-vre.flqd. the fol!-. o., WID.&:.:;-: ¢.?:?· reco.1m~~ ~t W~lthe
of the children!"
' ,,, ' I .•1-. • N<\thing
cramps' an4Aa:rro:Ws the intellect ~iuqn~ !lutr_?f ev~~y ~an, a,~d_ ?f ev~r~ wom,an o-1~,1'~ ~ ~-~.~f
~'am .proud to say; Harri~t, .that I ·~mt a beheyen:m tinu'a:1'collfi.niili~nt inhhe sewi'ng~rciom; 'hu'f.sb.rJ: and'' indlVldual se~VI_ee to an mdhrid~~t God;·and Y,ClU h~Hf lt
,Woman's Rights, .}'[ep's, .Rights,, I phild~·en~:~' l't!g~s. kitchen,! nev-er a'llowingl<U}e·mfud''to'd"'illl upon: any- to ;be ·thenespecuthtim! of marriage tO ~~l;stt tmen and
~n~ E9.u~l ~ights ! ,I,n the}ig4~s :of ~y~r.v,)mat~lqg,, ,thing :br~ader _9r, wider~ .~h~n, tb,e ,little dj,minutive .womenJn the purs-q!J.nce oJ s-uch a~eJ:Vice.,, : "- , • -,r
hvmg ·existence. Every orgariized bel'ng,- m 1ts o'Wn sphere of ,hom!\ _ ,If we would b,a'l[e wqmen pf .great MerCIJ ,o~ us! _What are. we co,mmg_ to ! N~t. ~qp,~\mt
nileure, ·demands; 'and is' el!-titled to; all'~t needs. I& its ;com rir~h~ilsive th\ellect~ · h{ilid~' 'el/lttire~,. 'and :truly' ~th a_n_ effort to p~t; Go~. into ~he, Nationaf 9~~-spiP,J~ion
h~ghest development.- It 1s t~-ue. thllit .-the; sm:ong1·:tpe ·refin~d," 6l,pa:bl~'' at :rea'tirlg 1 a.nd'. guidi-M' ·ou~ '.future '!!;~d haVlng h~~ '~lready m our sclnools: scho~l~bObk~ ~hd
vigorous and the fortunate, wlll, •n most .G~~e~, ,crow& ruen :and women. tlley: mt~st :mrx:• and>mmgle· w 1th :tb,e' 'most everythmg ?Ise that slio~ld be of -a ~ur.~ly .sect~·n~
out .~b,e w,e~k, the pun;r ~nd, the unfortm~at~~' A'P~!lnt; great .\\loild ,,of thip.k~e. a.nll· 1dqers;; tlhey; :QJ.U,~t., bx al- •cl!-a,ra<~ter,_there 1s an_ atte~Upt to .foist hlm ~~to; the ,'XIJ<?'1'sows1 'its thousand_s of tmy seetls; each one of W~l~h lo;w.e,d ,to enter,our ~egis~a.~iye ,blt.l,lt;~,.n~~ as flpe(.:tators. r:{aqe rel_ahon,so t~at !19 poor fo?l pould, even get ~.1/i!-:ff!Jd
would in turn produce an?ther plant· as periec~ ~s !ts i'nerelY, but.· as· -participators, ~1i tlle' great business·. of_ W!-~out,. subscrfbmg .t<?. a reltgu:ms cr~?9-·: .~~~ l;n.n,c;l ~g
1
parent, .under fav~r~ble' cu'<?UHlstmwes,• .but, 1 as 1i 1s,, lliw~makiilg a'nd 1awlexec1h,ing,· ~so :tlt~t th.\lY inay'h&ye' h1Irls~lf !L~d herself prt~ke it :the es,v,~cl,al _a1,~ '' ~~ tli~1r
111 _tpe prese~~ coqd\t10il of thiP,gll, Rn.lY.a s~all Pl'O~\)r- 1new idllii.S generated! lliU!l-born' m.theJ.r- mmds: by;JriC· ·marr1ed hfe to· render such service. - to: a~- mlllvf~lial
tion o~them even vegetate at al~,.and of tl~e,se Jew, tjon.witll o~er _greJJt,minqs,.of;tb,~ ,day.. -~ ~o,t;hese God as -.th!liile _cr~ed-make_rs .and creed~mongers m~ht
o~ly' now and .then O_!!e of the .str6ngest
and m6st thiP,gs, m~kipg ~e,r 1c!'JII,I;~e a.n;<:l .zy,}g.a11 1;fuat)~. al~ ,11on- elect 1 Pshaw, it i~ the busmes~ ?f ,J;U~~Xr-!-ed, p~o,pl!l to,l~ve
VIgorous Teaches maturity. The rest are 1 cro~ded-o~t 'se-D.se: .No pure, .true cultUred mlhVIdual,either man. sensible, honest .1~-ves, get a. ,hv_1n,gl }lay t4e~r d,ebts. g1ve
of existence.,byltheir:-UlOJ:e fontunate coml)tl.~lOD,S-~nd or woman. can be Joltrse 'or' vu1gai !'' Who would their children a g(u)d e!lucation, set a good e;:rample
ki,ndred. ;rust so,pf.:l;i_sJ!es, ins~cts and all ~~·~a.q~~e; im!l.o-ine such :an anomaly as a coarse,i<iude, orrv:Ulgar before them: if they happen to •nave children, and if'they
tlte_ law that ens~res the :• survival of th~ ~ttest.• " de.s- e:xJJ~essiQn. frpm ,the ,lips ofr,!!_Uc~ ·Il;len, ~s 1 E~er&l.>n, -have-not, if they choose, adopt some little waif thtown-bn
troy!l all that are weaklmgs or su~er1lJ!ltle~.. ~ut !n llaw~p.orne 9r swnne.~ ?:. 'gf!lUC4 ~ppl~n ,a.s Ernes~me t)le ·O_cean of a boistero)lS society; -~ll:d ~oing ,otbe..r; gopd
tlle -human race we see a new order oil thmgs, the legit- L Rose · Lucretia Mott or your own loved and samt- deeds to humanity instead of J;luild,mg up s()me sectarbm
. imate offspring of Reason ,and.- Consci~~~i9u11ness., ed.'mother'? d Why th~J· 'fear it 'fU' the educated and 'church' \vliich win' gene~;uly be'fouiJd'to bt~ the'r~sult' of
Faint nnd almost hn~erreptible in s'?~f! of. the .lC?:vvest respected' mothers -and sistcl!S~ ·of" ·the' coming rnce, the 'rbc~gnitton: bf alife of "ini:Ii\liduaiservice'to'ltn, filc:Hvof, the barbaro~s. rf\?es, w\l .t~ace Its de_v~lop;ment wlle!'!-rltll shaU be !lqn!U.~,,
., ... ;,- . ,
,,. ; ! . "
idual God," and·" an especial aim ·to assist n1Einl•an.d
through to sem•;-c~vihzed, CIVIlized·. and ~nlif;ht.ened .. 'fi,th .?ultl~~\l anq,.r~HP.~lfi~IIt,, cq~se~ess ~n~ :vul- .women in the purt;~uance of such a service 1.': How would
classes, and on .still. further to the most.~efined•and- ~I'lty-;!1-rop ~rom every one as .somet'Q.m,g not at all ,such a. wopt.an vo~ on the,phri~tian ,A.men,.clll\~J?tl:fl?,,pf
cultu~ed 0~ these ; aml; ther.e, .we. ,fi,n4: the ld,e~ ~le'iel- a'kiri tC? th'eilil: Men s~oUld 1 be as ·&"Ood, tender; re~ned, course 1~ its fayor, and (lonside.~;it her·~ d\-ltr,:· ':0- k!'fCh
,O~<fd 111 all 1ts. ~ullness; ~ha~.T'fglLt_ l~,no.lqng~~- ~-cqllse- nioral; polite;: and ~rtuous,< · as. they- demand•·1t of all other women to do the same. We tJ:ustwome,n wql not
quence of m1gh( I Actions . ar~ no .lon~er ruled Hfd ,wo,ma~ tq b!'. :Eqqal•ty Illl\l!!lS ~ll~POII Qn_e_,leve}, and 'get the franchise ·until they are educated l)ut of non"sense
s~ayed by o~tw!-U'd add ta~~Ib!e01a:wsi'edbut~at ~- ~r,ocl~~ms 1 Ylt:tlf~, 1!-fi<} gCj>\),d,n~~.~ to p,e,?f l).Q ~ex;.. , , into common sense, Woe to us. as a nation, if. they do.
lu~he~- law-t e mwar mo~I or
.an· uca
con
... , , , , , , . .,ELM:JN.A; p. SLE~Ipm,
, ."•MucH, of the land give_n. ,to ]!jew York c,hurches. ;~or
sc~~~wusness,bg~~er~~~
~~~~!g~dof~~~ past when SIJUI:Oville, :f'ulaSki Oo:. ~a . . I •. . • I ' .
s~~:creci_ purp,o~ea ha~ b~en le~se,d, .fOJ: lo!lg. pe,:cio,c).~. to
3
"
ow,J7· ~. ~c r:"tli~ri ·a·brute land'jorOO'W·asthe'
,!:~ To. be'contin"Wid: ,.
k~epers '<?f g,r:og~e,ru~s, g.~~l?l~ng .~ell.s, and h~¥f:le~.of
~~: bfa:ctf~n ya~J the weak" the pi:~y.of·the 'stron·g;l ·<I;.· ,-,, - ,,,,, ·''
-,'
· "'"'>!.J- ··•
·'"'
prostitution. The members and ~1'11stees ·have knov.:n
woman·being'.physicallythe,mostdieeble·•ofthetwo, _,,:
· ····'·:-- ',,;,::' ·
:·,.
this~llalon~;butasth~ren~v.:asbig,andcash,theysald
· d. th
overl'e"
reducing -her . to
Ex,tr.acts;.•Queri~s. ,. . ~({.Comm.ep.ts._.. nothi!lg,unblnowpu)Jhcopmion-has.forceclthemto-turn
n1an.obtal,lle
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thCjprOP!l Yo e eruse.
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subjec;tion andeonstituting himselr ruler _and lord;,
and this '' ~int m:ice sectii·ed he 'sqbn 'road'e hims,e.lf her,
Sacred purposes I 0, ho"' sacred l S~cred_ ~ t _~1r
1
!IU 'etior ~n all thirigs.' He allowed her to: learn only·
:OME-.one has written ·":In :this .. great -temperance v_ockets! _Howthese~ristians need lookmg att:r_bythe
sn~h thin s as contr!buted to make her .more ;-qseful.or,
siptp!}n that ls now 5 •W\Ieping, qver th.e COI!-ntry, I see smn~rs, instead of bemg looked up to I · Preachmg -and
leasing, fnhis ,eyes,,aq.d kep~ from h.e:r .all else, be- all rnq.uniting for .the, co~HPC?.n g~od, of .the ~!J.ole with-. praymg .. on .sala~ies, to save souls frolf!l the wra.tli to
~ause he knew 'knowle<ige was .power.' . ,H~ ,made out res11e~t to, creed or pafo/, and whe,n .~en can ~trike C()~E\ (ahas Hell) m anot?er :wor~d tllat no one ~.n~s _to
the laws and made them in Ids oion favor, ~akmg n9t hands't(lgether,"'&il'. '•I t'h·ough\dt was a ~doman's cam- ex1st, J-tn?- at the s~me ti]lle fittiP;g t~em to becon;t~ ..Its
only herself as It is· pmperty but' her• ~arni!lgs 1.as his pai<gh'. How happens' it thltt'tiiey•Are left out in the cold? !~habitants, ~rovidmg theirdoctrme ~~ true ! .w~; not
own;.:and·even the·children. she•bore(lill pam and Sllf- Because it is sb•commoti to· call all the world: "he" and give-these s1nners· the ~se of _t~ese groggenes ~e ..
feriQ.g-1\'ere Jl.Ot .hers, qut h~ to d,o ,,yith a13 he clw.se I "him": Is that it?. - ,, : ,,
.,, i 1 : , .
·rent free as· they-do their preaching- and pra.yel's wlien
ile advanced' step by step in,,tlle. sc:ale 'o!~ei!lg• she
w. ,&; .a.'s W,e,e;~l!.ll\~ tl!e ~qllowing, U'P?n the salllje .sub-, they~: go out i~to-the bwe-ways and hedges an~;uompel
keeping,·' or being kept, at d~lC. ~~s~nc~. lti ,hiS r~r. jec~; ,"Altho~\l'h ~e. We~klY,_~oes_ ~?~ belle~e, thl!t ~he Lord them to come m?" And are these some of th?, ,O,erl~ral
He endowed colleges; theolog~em m~titutwns1•med1cal islikel't'to be injured by the women of ~li10, for theY cer- 'benefits of Ta.x Exemption of Ch~rch pr?pe~t,Y, . th!Lt. ~he
schools seminaries 'etc., etc.• -.:voted away. ·a~d .t~~tJredi taib.l+'liav€rnot taken'h'is·tiaine "in vahi" as is proved :by· Christians and Clergy boast of·_and which "·pre:oel'Ve good
}VO~!llll!! pJ,"operty '~p .S~f?t~~p..tllem, _b.~t .~ev:eJ: a~I?vr-ed_. their success.'~ •Neither did Elisha take·the name:of God morals!' .and are their' •:protection "'? No w?nde'r' 'they
her to enter one of t~em a~ .a !JUPil: · ~~ hc;ll~ the, .i~:\'14-!l wJje-114!>1 i'-'_OilrSi\d;the. ,littleJlhildran.in, :t,he li&IJ.l~ of, fight ag&nst the repeal of the .law ! ~f all this. property
retns qf power, v!?t~d Iumself lilt? all.tlie bffi.cel!; ·tt.t~de. tlle ~or,d ~.· fP,~", '/~C?, 11;>efl:r~ ,c'tmenftP.t pp~,e1 '1'\'00!l an,~. ~c;>re ~as taxed, they would ~h. av~ a p~aportiO~_ate:lel:l,B ,am.01;1-nt
the· laws•to smt lu:rhself and sus.ta1n. :Ium 'in. hrs po~ItiO:o!> ioh-Y and ~wo children ~hem 1 ' ~he,r«fs -~u~eE!ss!, Does of " sacre.d" re~t·m?ney to, put Into the_ _rre8fUF! o~. ~he
as. :chief. and .supreme:nUl~!r; of iall. -;tlt;;was,v:e~:y,ea~y;. eve'ry liucHls'~ 'Hi 'tlle• nalxui' 'of tliil 'L'orCI: i>rove that- the Lord," wherewith to convert souls (i.e! get, them tn.~o the
tLfter ha:v:i!Jg 1forced :WOID\1!-l.I~to sqb~(\c,ttpn, bYr,superwr .. cauee is just- or 'the !mea&U:re JjustlflabJel?': The'n'the SU!J• Church: "Sacred truly I 0, how sacred!
,
,
phy~i?al streng~li, to retam tlirt.~'!-l?~'IOrftr .O.r beco,1J~ cessful martyrdoms of fanatics _in,the name. ~f the 'Lord IT seems that another ''Beecher" has. got ·into trouble
mg m the e~d lintellect-uatly stronger.
ln~elhg~nco
Wl 1,prov!ls t4e r;i~pteousn!lss of 11ibe,411ed I, ~f ~aj;, ~s true- then an:d this time it is a cousin of ·.Henry Ward's, the•• Rev.
1
11
1
always rule. -. '; ·.· · '' '- " ' : • ' .r, 0" "' '"'
..$.6 rAb~\s·i'l)- ~,f!,'i,~~ll-W:Ill: ,sl).pu~~-~~X~ beensuel'~~-sful.tor L; Beec)ler, D.D.~ of Nyack, New York, a,njl_~tll~or ~is1!ing
~.', ',rl'h~ pen~~ mtght!er .tbap, ~hc;lt .sword;.; . :W:haJ t~e, 'they to'O l:oU:.H.t and, tr~s_ted in :the, name' ?f ,the Lorcf or :pretty Mrs. )V:~ssels, who ~ndignant)y InJqrpt!)d.hCl5
~word,,qfpby~JICal strepg.~h.:M:yn~~eJ;s, t~e-J?ell ,~n .t ~ the Bibl'e atid dht'istia:nrt~_. ' :" · - ' 1 ""' 1 - '-"
barid, who cB,l\ed ~e Reyerend to account at a pub!~~ 'tea
1
1:\t~l~e,c,t stllve to ~e~dngi. . .
sup;::#~tas~fo~egs~s' , '· Ilf' Ftance ·tiheyate dls!kssihg the q'ue~tioh wliethe~ it party" in _thEi P,arlors of theY. M: c. A. ; which wh~D: the
premely a~ t~~wlt ~e
~e:. di:tance1between; him••: ,is'l'ighltfor a mail to•ki'lh11 fliitllless wife-~' '' ~ ··' '·:' .,
D.D., demed.,the· enraged husban~- sl~i>p~d him ·in__ lhe
· he ~an da1ntmn t, ~ pu~:~~~~i::
ls I1-4tne-tJ;1ntNf i~;~, ;Law 1_ i : Goqtfl, , Why, Ill:! Pi dit>~uss whether .~t is.)Yl1ong for ,!!-:wife face, say,ing,.,-- 'T}ttm.IJOU say ,my. ~·ife ltett.!J: Woe,·to;the
0
se 11-n wo~Q.II_. "·; - · · · : ' , , · · .· ·. ' to,k~Jla,fl).ithless:hUSbllp~?
_ . . , ,;,; 1, , • -, ,., . ,~innerswhenthe\lai?-tsare,sl:!Cb,Jlad,l!ractic!Umor~~:lW.sl
an~ l~~{>e~s~o~ lfll~rth 't to :tl1e 'uJin'ifiatel'f ''it seems 'tn 'America t#e'W~liirikt;op ClubS disc,uss~.
:~C!tn, a man Preachin,g and kissmg are, often, synonym.ous, 1fqugh
.t ,IS-, n?. marv~:f' ua dations :0 f: 11-ll''societ -' to'at- marry his 'aunt?"''or "Is·tt: moral,' or ih- any sense in not always discovered by the- kissed .P~rty betray~ng ~he
!Ike l~stroy:nfe
0
0 ~~e•w~lil~n~ ltei' ibii:tli•right o/iibe'rty• accordance" with irevealed t'elig.l'on:to .Jtill tofu'~ mother-in- kisse~ ! SuppoSQ all the hus~an~s. who are_ kissed ~Y
_ emp
r~s Gener tion ftel' , ei!atiop. age after, law·~!' . .Gpqq,ag~'n, But IWhY dQn't the: women .disl)l!-Ss women not their wlves;should•IRdignlm,tly repo;t.to their
:n~ ~U:~~~~ man: o:IJ,i ea,to h~~ :irr,qp,ef spjlere' (P} .'',Pil:~,a..womap. .Il!-itljr,Y,her, un~le ?,.'.'1or.,~',Is)t. in accc;>rci-.. sp~u.se~. and they sQ.quld avenge theb; h~sband s wrongs
gd.t -~- !li' b' 'i~ ·sexes· that ·sq:ii' would '1o'ose every ance with ruvealed religion 01: our o-wn, feelings to kill by publicly, slapping the .ltisser in ~e face. Pray,_how
' 'bharmabfmod~sty; Virtue~· beauty'and femininitY if she our tather-in-law?"
''
··
m11-n-y women would get slapped, and who?
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----------~h---~- th---cJ·--h---~--· :;~ng~hi~h·;;;b~-~~~~-~f~~~~·~ld~ogen~~itro~, , .. ,·, . Arr.~i~~m~~t of fl;ie~tcraftr '·' , .
,_ ".; , t ·. .~ W~t," . .'. ~~- ·~.,--,:·! . ,. : :~~~; ·.c~!"~o~:; ,Pli~S.~~'?:ro~.~· ~l!W'.'~~d, ~~;~t~J o~re~. ;:A S·fa~. bac~ in.yJ.e,.ages ,of .ant.iq)lltif,,,~ '}1~,)l,!}ve

~lep!-ent!\ 1p .mn~~ler.J?t;~PP!"W~n,. ll}PSt ot,:whtc;!i,,are :.t}._., any account of the human race,·we, :find,; there
nnt earth at all,.JUOli ~sually. found inrthe form:of"has'been"ll:.class of·menwhi:J 'h'ave1clalimed!',P,'eculiar
"·d~st-':' -·The·. ~l'b~o,~?,n' ,of, --~bs?Wte .-~~~1i; i~ th~: .Pr.~v!t~~e.s, ~~av~ dss~\u~i:l' au~hol~i~Y. o:f~:~~~i:r·:.:r~~~Qw. . •. II
. _ • 11
' ,
·.
. _
~ 'lmw~n:body; is liu't 11-l'f~'w, dtipce~ ap'd ~n(\ a~ounts to .~e~; ,Juwe ms1~ted u,p.on.,bemg obeyed ~ud.J~JV,er,ed;
',M. _!;:[f:N;f'E,TT, Editor <in.d )?1·ozii.' · ': 1}ess ;t4ilt?-. -~"#t91' p~r: ~~U.t';fltr t~e ~ w!w~e,, Ii~ati!'l'r,, .'.rhe have •required, support from· their more;\ industJ:ious
No:-·
'BROJ»..DWA y· NE' • .···yoRK' g;eatbulk_<is•madeof,~e ~aasesjustln~ed~ in,acom"''b~'l;lthren,'_~~;rl.d_have dem~~dedimmtt~ty fr_on~·~~~e·m.e·,
,
. .
. ··
.
•. !
. ·
. ·',. . ·. )u'YY·. . . · 1 btrted 'statii •;· but wheli' this· 'acdounll w!ls· WI'ltten hoth:' ·mal' &hd Iaborwus avoc!1twns .. of II.~e., They have m
.
.. .
'
.....
I
•
,., ; ·' •• '
I . , . ' ,,.,._ ,, • , , .. Wg''{vk~ k'n:owii'abi:nit'~1.Yk~ri''1lyar6'<1-lin,:<lat~bW, :p.o( all~gCil ~lai~e'd, to' have direct aut~orit1r-'fr\lin,'~he
. • ·. . '
The Bible..~~o.;
'd. ;:' ~~ ' ·any·:·i?(;ih,~'~!~n;_k~t~:~t~e,·,·~ll\~P~.e..:of' ~~mill'~;:iiaf!. :god~:; ai~d th~y have assumed -thaNhey were, del~g~t.w
. ·
. E call .a:ttimtio~· for a few 'm?mimts,'
"il,~: iJ,c-, brought· t~ light;,ai;td.df G?d.-did l:llot .unde~~~a~d-~ ~Y' ~d -~nd il!mplllissi~:p.e~, 'b:f' th~se. gO"?~: to 'Pt~?l~iF.: to
. couut m Genes1s o:f,,the creat1onof mllnl to see·. 'thing' a1) 0 ~t l~ms:7 or''tJref:scte~ee ·of ·Cheilitstry, :ve 'thei~ fell.ow-me,l). wha~'Y-~s req1med of then:t,,an~,l~ave
· if we can ~nd · i.t t~ be· a ·rea~_on~ble .tr~~h~~l, ~cc,~unt:, ?u'~*: 'D.,oi, 'p~J$~»~·~ ~~' ~o? :~~~f<:hJ· ~~~f!t;~~: 1 ,:; ;. ~ ;J, '' ·. . pr,of~~~ed tJta~ .ill.ey ]rad,', mor{l,. influen~e ,wi~P, .:th'ese
It s¢em_s this creat1on' was·a, partpf the SfXth'or [l'ast, ,.Wl"Wp.,, howe-yell,, It :Wit!\ ;tlJ.w;.dis.cp;v~r.e!l t)l;a~, ~t was mystm11ous deities than. all the•world:besidest I"": • · ·
. day 1s -iroi;k;· ! As .ey'ert Uvi,iig' ~~--~~iut~ i of)~~' el!-~~h,' I not :good for ..A.dam fto bei .ill one' anP- ·it twasdecided 'to ' tr_iley 'have iir 'fact b~ep the in~~nto't~ attd 1~anltf~
. cattle, creeping. ;thil;igs. a,n.P,. p~~!!t1!' ,were.. lnf!.de ;i]l. ,the .create' 'woman for '!lim; 'tlio~Iil 'there 'Was doubtless .t'urei·s. o'f gd~ i wankirld luis k\io~n: little ~~ . *othlng
fore .part .of·_. this. :d~:V:· _before' rman -was ·undertaken,\1[I?i~p.!Y.. ·~~~~; pi~W~t~ 1 ilf.';~~icA ,.8/i,~-i;u #'a~. c::.?rl-· ~~~i~tive to these g~ds ,save. what. th~. p~~xilege!'J, ·~dsto
we may well'suppose"tt•got to·be along tbwards 'eiren:_lJOs{ld"tP,e Lord.•GQQ. -saw,fit1t<1 ,~11,ke· aJ).Oth,er matef!-al cracy have told them. They have mam~ged the_,:t.msi·
i:ng bei:'oi'e' God : srud: · ·u
its '1ma[ie 'ma!£," · :rli~re andi an6theF process:1 He· }'mt tAidam• into. a deep •sleep, ness so adroitly that they-have maintained great and
s~ein!l. t~ l;le\t ~Ughi clis<.\~ep~n\ly fi:ll, the ·n~T~t~~~. 1•• i'he· •ivheh1he: p~rform~<f vei-y ~dlffib'i!-1t' 1surgi'ea'ld opei'!ltitm almost supre!lle control .o"l[er the minds and bodies of
fu~;~t nhapter, ~ith th~ first thnee :vers.es of •the secon:d .. ~~~ 1tp!<?~.'.?,ii~,3>p~,·6~'-~is/f#>~; ,-#.#M~tdo'i,?~ )i,1~,man their fellow-m~t;~!. ~!1!; "R.y;l :~:r;ea~, invectives, and
chaptetrpurpor'ts to give ·a· comprehensive "account- 'of, Jhe 1, !llighte!'!t,; i:nj)ilJ:Y,. ~d ,o~, i t4~,, rib ~e for!lled· a denunciations· have succeeded 1;11arvelously iq keepth~ 'c'r~atioi:t of_tlie e~'ti'l'€' nniversef-'th~'.s\ins; st~rJ-y; woman~ I It ' "" • .,, :.! "i_d ! '!· •[>ll<l' ,.! !,!;rnd '' ''·' 1
}n{dhehrtmari.'.raqe'''fri, .an ~bject_ 'cond\tp:m '~f .\gi).O; .ofbs;
'the
mo'oh'~hi;I
'eahP.1 :~n'Ciu~hlg
,veget:atim1, aniJ '' ·,••I•'J
•Wishing,!l:~tof'i b6urse,
lo ·ire'at .thil!l
stibjecli'~ltli:
~u r~nc~, terror..'.imd.'.~ia:v~ry •. It
'b~~~: thej~;'qbj~ct
·
· '
' · ·'
./,,,
,•.>!-· -.
··~ "! '•tl IJ
'J~)'J
-!i; 1 ·i·~ 1~1
:mals aJ!.d m8Jll.:, Jn the.. ~7,th .yerse. it:s~ys.. Gad .created, ,d.1-ie ~ElY~r~.iJ,~,e ~iiQ.,; ~eF,iW~~n'¢~~~ 1"~- W.~ pop,~tr~ne~:: to• ·and aim to hold the•mll3Ses .in ignorance; to·diseomiteman in ltis own image ; in tlw iinage of 'God; created•'!l,e ,remark that_ ;it. see~s to. us t~attuib: bo,ne, ;would .not ''ri'anc'einvestigatioil an!l ihqit\l"y, ttb:d'~hey Jiave assumed
ltiifn'/ male d,nd fema:te drea'fefl-TiB'the1Ji; · We !ir'e ll)ft t0 be ·first rate materia}. olit .Of'WlliCh!Itt>'fOtiD· a 1WOmlln. •I \h:e' ri O'Jlt tO teil tJielr fello*·m~n all'. 'the'y- 'needed :to
s~~p?s~ ~yJ~i~.: ';f.d~. 1q~~ .}Rt~.?~ii~.';Wer~ ~r~~t-' .:!!~' ~~~: ~?.~! :c.J}~b~~~;.}~.~ ': ~f?Ii,ii:~~. ~~~~~ ~~~·,p~ssy ·: k~o:W~ab~ilt the gods· ~~d h~av~n; ~s. ·w~n. ~~ demons
~4 ,at_. tpe Ba!pll. tw~.e .~n4. ~n .thfil- .s;,t):lle.. JP.!111P~l1,,t;he, :parr., t~l\l.rovp~e£!, ,¥;Y,fl!!llfJ~rrclt1 J~ps,, 1 ,tl\~..sw.~~iuJg,, :and bell: ' They have :V?rtu!&lly sa1d •to: ·thetr .. du'p.es :
original -plan being. :to.: have male 1aind \female· of ·the -p~tlpitatin-g .·bosom,, ~ogetlier:with ~til .the,,','littlervfiria- ':..< It;ls ~illiece!isary·for'Y,o•r to approach! the' 1'go~1 · or
human spe?ies: the sam~ as· ili' -~rdther · v.lirleti.es of tions 1'. and·et ·eeteras•oJlfwhi.ch a. certain ·g()·o'd deaebn ')l,~v~ ill;~ercQ,qr~e· Wi.i;h, ,tl~em.·, :we ;will ~w.t J?r' yd11; and
· an~~i 'Ii:f~ ... ·, ~e ':~re R?~:, ~q~~: t9~~~ ~\ ·,~!}at ~:~at~rial ,lilt~.~?. ,hiM~. ~~ i~~P-r~?,#~~oJ;I;;~9/fW, J?e.!Jid~tf1f.t~~ :f.rom .-~,ill ~!,to the gods.~: t.hat need~ to be., ll!ti!l,. a~~.. \¢!1
G;o.d ,fo:~;me.<l;!ma~. an\'1 W.OI).lWf ;, _1?1-l~J!l: tfie,;n,e.x:~: c.l1~tP·, ,\I, ,p~ec;:,e of qry,bpq!h ,:weml,l,iqg ~pre~ ()~,four f?pp,ces_. •proclauh to you•their·wiii and commanBs; 111nd this .1s
_ter,; ';hlch ·is ~ eviden;tly .llhe: product~n ,of 1 ano.t.her., ha:" •a~':ays. been:.a mjys~ery:oo -~ll' t •B?ue, ~ :composed; :a¥,
~-~1ed' t,o knb~: ,'~or ·these,' ~:iSh:lte~.st~~; se:v~
i:ndiVIdua1-the ·style ·arrd' Htnguage bemg matenally ·prmmpaHy ··of lime; ·'Wltlt• som~·; carlion· and,, a·-· small c\)S on ..our p~, .we .~)mil). of .you m .r~tptn, ,1mpbm
~i~~· ~e '_ll~life. a _v-e;~t. -~i.fi'ei·~nt;. ~9co~~l\ ···..?-'}i~r.~· 'p~rc~~t~te ?f' I P~.~·sR~~r,?~~! :' :rr?~. th~~e· 'IriM~t~~ls i ~b~dienc~; u~que~tioning -~~bmission, ,and de~O\lt ven."'J,fl are told_ '.'The [Hrd G;pir- (1~. ~he. :fh:~t \)~!t]_)t~~ J~ .~!td, _h()w1 ~~ ~Qlll4 q~i ·I\Qs~~qllJJ ~Q.~:OnY,Ilrt .~II t~e, pydrog!jn,. eration,: arid we-modestly- demand that: you: g1Ve us the
been Gad, I pn(y) f.orm.ed '!rU!fTJ,. of tiw d,us~ of. tlUJ ground, . oxy;genl .nitrogen, l &an &c! j r;whieh 'necessarily enters. 'fii'st :fh;iitf1' of't611 crops; the 'fattest. of your floCitil,
1
and breathed -into !tis nostrils tl!e.weatltoflifi ~· -um~t man. ~tri.it~· tne"bodt af·a ~w-6m.a-n:rweighifig, sa:Y:· on'e•hun&ea
e -;;:ti.n.est · f>( ;Jour upenf!, si),ks, · "Wa~:~ls;.
·'~jirs,
1
becritrM•a liunp soul.'' ,:_- .··_:' ' · .•.: :; :·.
'.~·;< ' :., '. , ~~~d 't!Yeri~f.~f~-;~?.upcl~~·,~~~'.\wrj'fei·s. 'df'_~~e 1iook' of ,f~~---~~rselves and our families., We, of, course, exAs man has.~ll$s.. ~ll/t,Jl~rL~?~opw~,,~ni.J?lals ~ild; ;g~~e~is,),iavegi~w;t.us_no,cl"!J-~, ,. ,_,· , ...
. ''p(;lct you: to be unstinted in your donations, n~d
"J;Ire~~otP,~~ th.e; .S!Itme ail(,, ~t,, i~. ,g~t\lr;t~ -,~o ,I!~P~Osf:\ .P-is, · .· ~~~rhas do~btless,-~een noti-~ed :by so~e.of our..r~ad-·
'Wil.~ _Io~~ to. ri~. as y~ur 1 'ni~~~ai?rs,_·your 1.~~
breathi:ng raP,prn:utus was .. gotten np m a •stmiJar, way- ·~s tbat '"'We' are ·sbghtly ;llkeptical" on I stlme- pmpts.. ·g~y~rs, yqtJ.r. gwdes , an~, ru\ers, ~!lll}eplbeJ.;, ve, ,deto theirs, but ·accord_ing t_o_ this·. acbob.nt. it •se~ms·
·the.--~
en: \Je~~'r~
;: 'a'ri,d -\f~'ca)\.n,otl
tie~p'11( We'ca~ir~t
·~e- ~maud !humble submi'ssion on your part to all OU).' d:iims;
f
I '.
l .•
J
1
i!
II . • l
~- ~'
~
t>roce~s w,a~, diJfer~ll~}o~,j~v:e: ~te ·p,~~tl,,~m¥~~ ~!;>1()ut ,~!J'f~.~~_ifi,tale,.P.P!i,~o 1~1:\ ;w~nqq, ~~:e?'htb,t~?,;too,~u_ch; an~·;f~ili~~ i~·- thi~: th~': .eurs~s ?f til~· ~oa~ .a~~ ~he
~.!)..~: ,+t~:~;a ~od ~r~~~:t1).tpg mi.o.: ~P-,e P,.o~t:q~~~ pf.. )l,or!!es,. •lgmorrun?e! contradie~IOII! ~d: ,a;b~urdity,,.to, c0~~mce, ~i}];1g~~~l!-~s ?~ h~~ven will be h"?-r1ed upon' yo~: 11 ,
, ,P,attle, hogs,, she!lp,, dogs,. cats, totJ.cli!, frogs, snakes us that It 1s a revelatiOn frqm·ltl:te God 'of•th~hlrtiVilrse, .. This, .ppyileged. class of which we are speaktiJg,
·and t~e entire ~ist ~f- ~~.i~ated •lif~fnnd :~.o~thst~nd-:,: ~P~ t/;ve# .~ift~,e~}JPJigW~ii¥;~~t: 1WJ~t~\9~g! ~~~iopal: .h~t~ he~n -kn~w~ ·in-~e w~rld ~s F1~st.•: though ?iher
. in~ tb'11;1 t~eY hav:e cont1!lued ·to pr~athe'_fi'om thlit 'cta.y_ ."Q~mgs ... [1~ ,IS yas,tly. ,ellfl~f:\1:; :rPP. _us t,o tlmiJF: .th¢re .~as appell'ations' liave frequent!}~ •been ·apphed 'to• ·.them ;
.' i() ~his. apd ju~i a~ .~¢ei~~t~Y. ~8 tl?-.e.'~uin~n f~~~·
-~eenJ . ~?me!, ~ista~e:. ~ba~t' rt~~s bei:ng·, t_lie. ;''"Word .o~ ;~,dm:eti~e~',' 'O,ratil~~~ .s?ineti~~~ _Derv:is~s;' ·.soptet~~es
. ,. By the.. s~c(}nd, cP,n.ptElr 1t .~eem~ .Go!11 .Qi!J~gm!tlly..t'le" · ' God''';· 'that 1t 'Wits, wptten,! by s~llie 1per!;!6n' or persdnsJ Se.e_r,s a\ld .Prophets, sqmet1mf:\s ~opl~s .·an~ ,'f11a.rs,
1
signed· maiil to' be of• the :maseuline •gender-• only\ :for who we~~- n'Ot" gods; :out' irierelfllieli ai:id" #ith'' V'e~·y :sometimes Fathem ·and :Elders, soniet1mes Bishops .and
·that is 'the way he •made,'hnn:; 1and 'h~ remahi~'d. this rilc1~ '3.nif1ik'iteci imfJrm.~~:tio~ ~~ th,at~, 1 • ., , • ,
Prelates, ·and' sometihles· Cardinals. and Popes. In
, way i'or ,s?!h~, :~J~~;)~#fo.,/~$·o~gA. ·a~)~~$~ ··r~-~ .9;'o~-~ to
For our use, t~~J·~~\V\~~t,igati<?ns and res~arches of' ,~9~eiii)J.mes thei,Jt\\Y~b~e~ hli·~.e~ M;~~,is\ets;·P5~~.9h·
.. plant .a, _gar;de:J?, w, ,tl}~ ~a~~e.m .p~rt Q-.f; Ede»; ~pd :P~J1se Professors Lyell, Hitch~o~_k, Dana, Denton and other .e.rs 1 · .Pastors,, Qljlrgwi~!)n, . Rev:ereuds,., (tnd_ l,hvm!Js.
trees .and plants .to gll'OW::beari:ng fL'llit,to:eat,and>•to eminent geologist~, relativ~to th~ great afe ,and anti- They ha-ve •beeri>rlumerous in all syis~ems oLr.;eligion,
·• •look •upon, aiiter which· the• Lord: -~d rp·l'a~ed< <man in quitytot lt'J'ie :'caJ.h~e- 1p1iilo~b\fuiils ·~iia &Jcoveries· 'an <I 'irl ~n· ~~nn"etl bf 'beliefs. ·Of the itl1ree •·thousand
this ga,rd~n. to: ?r~s~ , a~d, ·kffP. ;_'\t ·,' Th'e,n;~ it_·_ :s.eems of. ~arwin, Spencer/ ahdl otlier. 11cientists, _as. to the: 'AJifet~~~~~~i~~?~bWfiiqted upon ~~-11 ~\l'fu.it~ !~~u~; all
,tl¥, ,L0·.d ()(Jd formpFl qu~. ~~~;Ur'??.!-'!i(f ~Vf-.1?,Y beq~~~(J.t: the origl~;. ·development' rand .e~~lu.twn_ ,of,. the - 1 d1ff~nt, rbav.e,had ,the~r Pr~ests-tP,eir '' hply ~.en,':'-rm-ei! who
. jiel(l,and every .fowl of .the. tfl!fl. aruJ, .b1:ought tltem,%nto· fotms of ·ani'ffial ·artd human 'life are· so''iiiticlf" more• ·have professed· toc'know aU :about· God,and: the un·
1
• -1 .Adara fiJ;;Bee Wltat Jte •WOuld call .tltem ~' and .wltatsoevm· · i:afionaJ; sbfetttiti,il;: Sensible ., aiJ'd' truthfuJ"'than 'tbis ltrii:rwhl \voJ:I·d, a1ld' ba'v'e "lissumed to'ilnpailf thi's kl:rOW 1·
· .,Aa?~ ~lled 'evdfY t.i~~~tl ·cre,at~r~(; t!~~t ~~ar 1.~~~e ·~'fi:a1fU!' ·piuh!sy, ,'sl,il>-.sli?4, :Wi:~#i.i,lif,, )in'P,?s'sipi~ :.~~tii~~ -~~!?1:1',; .Mli;.~: tq', ~he;r· ~red~pu~ :follower~:· ... ': \' ~ /,. ·~'.'., . , ·... ;
.tMreof. ~0.~ ac~9,~;dr?~ }~, ~hJ¥.. ~w·;v,. ~~ .~¥~:.~ell,?,nd .that.we.greatly pre:{er .them .. · They,ponvtnce c;>;mu:~a-, ·,r They,have in .aJtages bee,n ,~n un·p.ra9.\1C\IP.g ,qlass;
chapter Adap:~. was ;rl).3.d!).bl)forl) an:lL.<IK ,th,e qeast~,. of• sori ·of tbeir· 1Superiority and• truthfulness and-we•:are •havitrg neitlier· cultivated· ·the' -earth~: nor ·tooded ·-the
the field or fow Is, of!the air, for. WCJ have oust seenr ·the I ~ound.t~ accept :~ei~ t.e~c~ings: 'I ,1:: Ji .' d r . ; . "' ."{.. . ': ;ttoc'k,~~ ,: . ~he~.'H,av~· I lll1;,ays. 'li~~~ 'upb~;: t,hli'}~~;Mr' ,a:'nd
Lord •God formed them out of th:e grouna and• brought
Ch:nstians tell: US' thlS Blbl~' natrativ~ 1 of 'the 'crea- tq~l or, others, al;ld ·hllve absolu~elf. b!il\)n c't~ad weights
1
them· tO. 4:aa1IL as he': ±fl~'d~ :t~~ll:\ td; i be n~~ed.' . ~¢! ti:6p; :on_''fhl?P: ~~eit' ~fate#: ?~~~~~I:i$i~)i, 'is ¥6v~.~~q; is . :and;' 1' d~~d; b~at~ ,; in .the: socl~ty of.' the ~~~rid~ f~~(IJng
..cording to. th~ fJ.rst !!lJ.apt:er tP.!lse we:r~ ~I IA\14\l b.~fqre1 JI\QSitiy\llY ap.d apso~J;ttely ,th,e. iWQJ:cl q~ ,Qpd.ll;~d, .QJ..at i~ ··'llporr the best tjle · earth- -afforded, and:• seat·cely•-lifting
1
Adam· was com~enced_ and }113 was t.he 1last WOr~ per< Wei -do .:llQt believe· it, ~e !must I :b~·~b. ~ll h~ll for~ver,: ~ ;~'p#~er pr~~~~e ,a' grit\1 ~r 1Wreat,;. ~ IJi~~:~~~ ?,f .c~·n,
':formed on the last day. •<Query: · WhiCh'aecount•Is· the' though·they'Ilresent·us 'not11 tb:e' shglttest·prbof· ett-he:.:, ,Q.,qill.p~·PflaQs qr'pot,.toe~..
,, . , .. , ... , ,, . · .
. •r~il.l' word· (W 'Go'd ? ., And V 'he· wti;lte ·bqth ·acco1,1hts ~6stti\re 'of Citctl.D:J.stari tiill)liiit 'th'fs);,tdcy was '.ioriften, .i, tllhey: haw.e .no:t only,orlgin~ted: the thousand$~~£ ,4if:h~w came hE) to.W:rit~ t!1~~ So 4~tr~feq,t~y:'?i,;
i .• ~y.9od (n~ ~ll,IJ,~.~ ~\l-.d .a,nY,~H'i~g ~~·~0 wft~.'K
we ·ferent·gods''l:lelieved ~n, in an ages· of 'the world; but
Well, after a,ll these .al'!-imals ·~d birds .W!l'fe .mad~· ,h~~e to.burn,fo:r:illQt bjjlieving .1t, ·w~;y b:u'f!tl- it -~s, ; .. fo~, ;~~·W:a1,1Y, s~~~:~llls,',?~ ':fWij:?n 'w:i~~ 'Y~i~Ji hUWa!l'itg~as
male and f(jmal!l ~nd ...pJants,;lJ,nd tre.es wel'e .made •believe.It; we•ca~not/"'"'." ' · ·. ··.·.; •.. • ., 1 • · ·' ;: 'iieen,cur.~~d, .. t N<;>J;.~~Jhis the,le\}st ~yj1t.h~Jy1 tmve, m·
1
(po~sess~g ;ai~o _• th~ ·,-~-~Ie,' and _:fie~al~· el~nients~ i~' :; ' 1(1~-.-~~~~~l :~~~~~Jfi:'~~~~r' ;t,~~es ;;re~; Wi:e~~s.; ii~~ut flicted on, the race ; they have be~n the incito!.'~ ,of ,dis·
seems to' have, be'en dulcoveretl ~hat' Adam had 'no. t)i,e ~u nnng, as m)lcll as W!l do t~e .stpry_ 1iself.. We' 'seD:siofis the• proiD'otel.'s' bPdist:iord\ the instigators of
, •
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:·~~~a:~~fta!/!ri~a:t:~hg~1~~1:r~~fh:~.::~ti~J:J, ~:;~~!tt~;!,~~t~~t~!~~~t~!0~~i~h~~~i:.i:~::~~:~: ·~~~t~~tj~~~;~~~:~·~~~~f~a;l.o;~~t.:Jts 't~rJ~i;:

'to ,ma,ke a .woman: that .Adam might· have company,
for them to believe. dlt •iS: <m:rr opin-ion,aJso,' that those• e;vi:nced .the. -most .cruel;.: merciless,, 1blood-thiratiY .and
. The acc.ount says· Adam~ was fornied' of •Vlie dust_ or" 'Christians ·1mow 1M niuc'h' a-g "tO" 'lvhat'
win •in the- 'fieb.disl1''1iraits ·eter kn-own in :hhinan• nlial'acterr ·They
. tliii ·gi'OU:nd: ''This' i:d!J;terial was· do\ibtle~s' as pieniy future do with us, as :we Idi~W a:~·lt<i:wiik~ he 'wtn 'do have committed and .caused to b.~ ~o'tlunitt'ed '-.intttders
' Jnl:fna~c1:V. an~lli¥i,' ~lit w~ s~b.mit, ;t,',that i~e.'ac~: with 'tli~m:; ~nfi tP:~(~~ jqst·;~oi,h,ing:~~·jai(\ :; ,. :, .',',' , :. Wit~qtit, .'P:ulli1:1J~; ,bi)~h,','lq. p~bli~.'1 ~1{4, ,i:J#i~t.~;' . :-fhey
. , countjs -not tr.1,1~ .. W.Ja.ile.hqman J,Jodies possess a certain• . .In -our:~ne;Ktl; we tWill·· ·take.u ..briefliv.iew .of,.«.Jife in:_ ha'Ve instigated\ri:n the.plent~tude. of .,thefr, gocl~~ess; as
por-tion. of ellrthy_;in.attell it•really forrifs! but·a•small 'Edi!n'':a:nd·~t?·et ~Ui:~s tliat'gi'cw·in't}J!it'idcality>;i as 'just observed\' th'6 bioBt 'bi'dbdy1 aiid detvttstatilng!Wars
percentage of tlieir'org'ai):izatioh. Mali is con:lpilsed1 'welhta•paylotir'passiiig'JrespectS to 'his''iiatiu!ic lnaj:. 'the 'woricFlias kn'own, ahti"l:itive cau~ea;· tivkrs nnd
bf many ~l'~~it~y~ -~~~#e)lt~ khqwn: iJ1, ~~e_rl;ti~fry,' esty:...:1lie Big shiilce: " .. ,,,,., ' ,',' '
,oceans :P-uniaP,,.bip'qci' i~ ~.~·'.si)ni~ct.·;:ap~$g,D,e~iper
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, ~h~ ,~!ll~}?ss.~~p~~! Ro~.~~r .?uP,~f~g -~¥fallt~, ; , :, , . ~~e w?~l~ t~, ~h~~~ .~x~e~~, o~_,tho~s~d~ ?f mip!o~.s .of of fraternal human conduct towards theirfellow-men,
A~.l!;f~'\~ .~. f!Uf~Cj .as )9~g:craf.~ p:~~.Ji,ll!J\1. :o t~f{human., ~~llafE1'-7~1nPOfCfi's~ln,g ~~~~.on,s;/m?.i~i~}~np~les. 'a~d withoutiregard to invisible.goMo'r lie-rlls which have no
,.. r~~op~, I>r!estCl'aft bas.· been , a, .thousand/ .times grea.ter. m4i:vidUI,l'sJqr, ~l,i,f;, se,t;Y,H;!es Jh\'lY.;~,Jlmfu~~}O, R!i~~~~yen- existence in ·fltcti !Rndi!ih.'e \Wrld•W611ld lbe vastly more
l •<:True,• kmgs •have subdued nations, de,.-astated· popu-. •ly. and. God-inspired,: while in.I'Ilality their, 'conduct has moral th&\1, no:w., /fh.ey;:w~n~]li Jw:f~llyp,ble tQ do their
~o~'S ~lfl~,. ~~p~Y ·~p\i,~tr.~¢s; ~e~troy~d t~~ ~a~b_rs .' ~nd, ,bee~ fitted 't~ tlie•c~.aracter .o~· ~en'l~nsincarnate: , ,'. . o~n 1th~Rk;i~~ 1]-pq Pr\l::Yi,%, 1 \l,qd,p\\;Y~ P.?P ,~e, ,sli~htest
:-Wtlaltp. P~. ;rp.~py: peop~e,. ,~o~l~d ~aqk ,fpr .~eP,-t;tme!j, the. , _O~r lan~ge, t?1~Ofll~ ID;f:\;f ~ee!D so;n:ieW.ll.'t. extr~~a: use for !J. p~IQ.pered, ~).~signing, and most expensive
.. .,wheel$ of. progl'ess and·CIVili~atiOn,:·and.have drench- ,gap,t,pu~ it 1is 1siwply,the. t!,'Jtth 1,anq w,e.~.~Vf:l ;npt ,ut- :BriE\~t.h'!ibd, '' .: .'~ · ·.· ''.' .' ·. ·.' ~'' ', ··.•; ':
1, ed the earthin human ·blood; but· Priests· have done tered a thousandth part of what can 1be·b.e ~;aid in per·. ~s.gre~tiY:'~s,''t4e',W:~'rlci. :h~·. Impro~ed, as;:D.iil~h· aa
~~~l t;Jiis'lmd m~re. ' ,They, ha~e in'Ci,~~\1 ,Jf;~ngs and' 'ty- fec.t keep~ng ~~h: -the facts of· history. It)s certainly the ;PriesthOod ~ve advanced! •theY' !really have DO
.: ~!).~W. to thf;, w~rs !tll4 !i!lB:Ug!lte,l{S ~\l.f;Y, ;h!i.V,!1. COIDIQ.~.tted;. :our. wish to 'mis·state ':arid: over'-st'ate nothing, '' The, Sirperiority''ifi' rl;iorality I a~d virtue 'o\'er. other. men.
; tbQy 'have infiR1lled the I passions I ,of l .the. dignorant :#iit~,. 1~: :aW ppns~ieiJ,ce; 'is··,~~~ ~Ji'oqgh; ~ii~ ~~er~ is.. '~~~Y.:' spteli iiav~: :~ ~Jtd~l~ ·g.~~e,d :f?.r, galA, IJ,ll e,cp1al
'· •masses,· · and··led· them on··
tb,e ·work' of· carnage.- ,not. the· slightest .necessity. fol' ;d~wing. upon .the. ~m-: an~iety fo:r: .appla:u!!e, ,as great .a !'leaire fQr pgw.er llild
~~-~6'od~lte4,',~~ ~~ath. 'Th.ey ~~Y,~. fi}Mi~~~~d tJie' 'mpst· ,a@n~~i?n•· ··-It}s·tr~ly: ~~i i.a~pallin~ t~o~g~t t?:re~l~ze · :dom_au.r; .as:m.uc~ fondness. for plea~~r~l as 1~~?1~ t~_tn
'' n~eq~l)~~. ~v,l\. c;ruel,W!tl'B. of w4H1h Wf; P,avll. an~, ac- t~~- ,wr~pg~ ,till~' 8l.IJB~ o~: PI~,n' ~~~;v~·. P,~rRe~~ated ljl,J;>O~ ',d~l?e ~.~ ,P~~S-~??· ..~~~ as re,a~y to' ~~1.~'. t~ tef!l?,\!ltipn
,.cou)lt; ,and. the ilnost fiendish massacres, assassmatiOns, "~\l~a,IJ,I~Y,, 1\nji,,J1qw, P.WPMh~y :t?-.IJ.i"ie r~tM4~d. t.h,elpro1, 'lfl ~W:Y1 p,l!JS~.or:weH W~~I}WOr}j],. """" ,dq ; .,.,) , , .
1 andmurdera.that have ev-er J;leen•committed:'
:· ·:. '' .. gress,of, the r,aee. ,,'~hen it:is;r(;lmel;lilbered how many . ,,fl:l;l~Yiiare,a.s, IJ.mf.ul, !1!8.- d.esignblg, a11q .use• as.n.mch
. 'fh?, in. the ~Ieve11th, ~nd, '~)Vel.ftli' c.~ntut~~s 'liJ.'Stiga" i-niquitieS :llild• absurditie~Jthe'Jiha'VIe fastened: upon' the• clinnh;Ig and •finesse i:ri :acbi:eving•thei"-' purpuses ·and in
tc,d,tlie
war~
.the, OrW!~~s.'~tgi'inilt
tl,i.(;l,l\{pJ;ia~me· ·_Iilimail.' Mell.ect~
'it is e#otikli'tQ
make.: the ..,, blood of ()afryb:ig out' their plil:ns· as aii:}dJorti'on · 'ot humahitv.
11
· · ··
; ··
'
- ." ·
·
· ·,,,:<". -1·
"':!· ··t·: ._.::·
t: ·l·.,j .·. 1 •;'-.·•-~ ·-:., ... ~. 1\rt-:··t /1'' ·(;";!.-. • . . :=·•u.;.:;·qll: 1::· .!! 1 u,z;J:·~. \J:·.:i. 11J!';·: ····':
,dan8 ,of I:Jle. East, the iMoors of •Spam> -and• ..the W al- an hon~!!t m.!loi,I, .9?11~ ~·. ;a.p.Q, ~11¥~~ )pill,.~·.~~~~~ .tl:tf;l~ 1a~. pi! ,Yl~~~I~g t.? .IWP~<;W~~ ,,In:fiueiJ.C~E\, I!)., ;yy.~a.lFIJ.f;lSS In
~~nses of Fran~e, ~nd pther. ~?up.trie,s;~br:W.hi'~li tnil' ,the most unmitigat~: enemie!il poor, huma.n ~atulle has· withstal.l\Ung, the l:Jesett_UeAts ,of life,.a,n
. din their prone1
.~~~n~ ·of, h~II1~n; p~Il'igs .'\fer,e: sl~~n.~ ,i.Wil,, 1IV,~~n .J;'>l,?;<>d had to·contend w.it~., . '. , . : ' • ' ' ,
:: ;' .. ,' "·,, · .·
ness to wrq~g; ~~d: ?.u~p!libl!l C0~~uct, •the:y- ~r~. ~~t suflnp,u,g\1. spil~f;d 1to fioat aij, .the .f\\llpn ·9f the• world,?~ 1 It i' ·•/,ILthe
.we'alth of 'which' Priests
have·
robbed the · perced~d
by any port-Ion ·of ·tlj.eir
fe,low~Iilei\: · They
' ,., .· • · • ·• ' l ' ' I •.y·l 1" ,..
•..J'
.·
• ''-'.'··.·of· •· • :··1
: ' (·
-~· I . · · •', , f
j' " t ' ,, , I• • 11 : .•,
1 w.as Priests, and in their. interests ;w,as the whole:den'lo-: ;yyqr~q-i~. ~41' ~aqti<JH~ .~4¢'i.~P~Yf1 1 l,ai,4, ppo~ ~nimkin.di, ~,.11-iJ\l}R ~~' p~tter,; holiijt, ll.~d,:p,ur_e):, b~;IH/i~se, cJahns
'Iliac~~ bloody wot:k prosecuted. d 1 1'! · " · · ''. "' ' " , if .the·t\me,, toil;- and ;.e:ffo~ :which ,.they h&ve. u8eddn IJ.re. ~asele~s::and ;false.,, !!They have. ab'Q.ndantlyproved.
•·' Who wits J~. ,i~· ·,the ·~f~lff~, i~~~Hfi)~~HtH'~~~ J~d· :bi~?fug·~~?n·,thei ID;in~~'and~?~Is?~e~ce~., of'm~~(deJ' th~m;selves n,nfi.t·.~~n~ci~n.?~-k~~pers· ifor t.~~~ ·~ell~w
.. ~onductl)il. tl!~. mfel'll~l,, J;nquJSI~on,, ,for •~li~ 1.~~1 and bas~~g· c~~-e~s.~. ~~g,r~d.m~, <I,o,gn:~,f!8,, Wid 'wqr!!C ,tpiu). ,l,lse~ ~en,, ~d ,t~;t~t ,m "V,Irt~.~~ 1llqr~l~t;y;~ ~~~~ ma.~li?o4 ~hey
, 1punishment. of.,Heretics; ;which was . kept up for •·:fiv~ .l!l~~. i~;l,octrine,s;, Rti,q,b~e1h jll!(ld iri .enligliteping .~liPJ$d, possess no superiority:; ,,~J,uli;f .lW,~~~~li~ f.o.r ~ender,
hundred years, .and• · before 'Wliicli hellish . cQtii:t'were. ,in elev.~ting tlteir ,views.I and opinions, in establishing :yellow-legged ,cbickenl!. ap.d .pretty, .women. has '·pass, ~rg¢e'd, ~t\di;~~~rs' ~f: dat,~~d;tii~ht,'q?.¥P.t~e~~ ~~pt~· ~ch'oels·of soi~n~e; o'f art,• ~nd of tl'\lth; inP,rop!.Ulgat~ ~~into·~ PFov~r.b<_ ·. • : ~-·. : · •.. ,': ·; ,·:. .' '·, · ; ,
... l?er&. qf. ipn(lcen t, liefenceless , p~~pn&l anljl ;w;l!e;t:~, 1bY, :~g·~~~ pri,!];Ci~!es1
'J?(la.c~1 ~~~ev:oleri~~ ~il;d , ~~~~er1 , .'..
:vpsn ~ot, t?; e~~g-~~afe t~ei~ ,~hor~'C?/'Il~?.gs,1 or to
i, unuttera,blec cruelties of: the:rack'~ Jthe. whc,el; .pinchers~, .pj.ty,1 vir,hat , !~r.P~,l'!lr4is¢ Jhis ,pr,i,e~t-!ii<l.li!JP::'forlc;l wpp.lli. ,mls~eP,~e~e.nt ~e\r .ffi-Ottye~l WH' ~V:!1n t.q,. t~l). Jhe whole
thumb-screws, faggots .aird ·fir~,' and'. nl.l.m~less "o~er 1\~W b~hPWi in:finitely:bettei: and happier the human ,ti·uth ,CO:j!Cernil!g them;; bUt WlliWill in thjs ·Connection
· '<?~~o.li~a.~· ~n~(lnt'if>n~ 1 ,'*~Y ·f~¥e; in~dfl., t.o~ ', ,~9.%'ess .. family! would: be to;U~~: •. : ~hy; if :~e, :~i~ply, had .the ·give a few i~stan~~S\ •deriv~d :Jlr~ aut~Ei~t.ic• . $oUr~es,
cnmes they ne:er committed, and when! ~it4.~~t; .a·~ ~~~.~1..~~~~-t: ~~s,~el)~ p~id t())~es~Pfie~~sfotjorg~!i:ing; .wh~r~;ou.r ,mode~.~l~~g,r,I.lJI:':e -~~ow;v- W~ms,e1;re.s -~e~k
~ · C!hance .of :makmg a. defence! ·or• of cO'l!lfPontmg: their, ~'/!B,, ~o~: ~ravtnU;,~(J;l.f~ OV<t of,P.ururtto;y,,: ~or. plfl:fqrrn- , ~:p.~ l)ri~lllf:\1, pr.qyp1g, coi?:c~urivE)ly to: tlie lf~PfeJudiC
·ll.dCl:Isers; hundreds 'of "thousands ''.bf'' these haple'ss, .inDJ'Ili(J.BB(!S, ;li.>Ii< :the ·!'lead, and .for granting indulgences .ed; tha,t .they are. unworthy the reverence • and·· obse,, ~el~le~s .~?rt8J.~.~e,~El·-~9r?~d (;!~~· ~f: ~he: :.~\i.rJd: ~y, the to .their, s~~ple• du~es, to co.~~it ,~~or~l cond¥ct; we· · ~uio~s~es~ accordedt~em. . ~d ri~ht ~e~~ the, ques.~~~fP~l!~P. pf the nwst ~er.F~}'# .cruel tie~, of WhiCh: the could bmld a' schOol'house m every to~},I~P, ip;; the' twn ari~~~·.1ffhey- ,a.r(;l not h~tter .?t: ~o~Ie~, o! ~ore
mmd can co~ceive ?. It w~·PRIESTB-"'-Inim ~ho• claim- U n~~eq , St~fflS,.,!ffi-d ~11 .asylu:n!,t.fo~; d,efltitnte wi,dows $?dly. than ~th.eJC m.E)n, ..vr~.r. '\VIg_ ~h~I,J.' silly~. mf~ttnated
ed ~o be h9lier than other'ii),en; lind 'to' l:ie1 tlie'·~edia~:: ~Wi. ho.llle~~~ .QW~an!l. in 1ewery .countN" in the land. 1 If,· fol),owers still continue-to .revere: .and !libsolutely .wor1
Ms be.twe~~: ~<?it a~(!•.p;taf.-~ ~,
•
:b~d ··:th~ ·har,d:e~~d 1 ~ea~nre~ }h~~ h_ave been' ship}~em:th~~ un,?er the·. m~~ta~e.~ · b~~ief,' .tf~'t,' :they
;,'.. :, . : , .. ',', ' , •
W~o.:w.(lr~,t'\1,6 a,utJlpJ"& llli!AIIP&~~gatw,s.of t® J.lOto- ~u~g;from· the·-p~tie~t·~tid deludeil-'Pe<;>pl~ by tllese ~~-,men of, God,. and.~upenor to all oth,~rs?. ,
11
riotis .massacre on. St.· Bartholomew~s 'da.f .jn:Pa.Hs, in ,Pr~e~ts f.or tearliing ere~?.~ t:jl~t jl.r~ yij.ip., and: doginas •.. u. s, ~EN.A,T~¥ ;B,RO~~qyy, of Tei?-,nesl!ee, ,wgo /VR;S
1~72;, ~~en'· .~li~~s~~~s . in~9.ce,ii~: pe1P~~;,'P,len; ;ro,, tha.t .a,r,~J~l~e, togethe;r wit!J., the.. cost·· of •temples, pa·• {~~ ·a~ci-IftltGa~~r~~{~1Th~'st~~~~~~~sbo~~:P~~:
,'lfl~n,,. ~';ld .?~d~re,n,, 1 1f~~e crq_~1~Y 1:p;IUfH~:r;~d . ,R,\l;d .}V\illt• godas,·~osq~es, ~~the~r~~s.~' ~d.. 1Ch~rches, JJ;tat, have lishe.d some y~ars ago; uses this language in reterence
.. ~o.~ly, .l.t~~aSf!IP.!l>t~d, .a,n,d. fq~ .WP.I!<h, a;bo~n!1,1a:bJe ,sl!l!lgh- ~ •been ·'?U.Ilt ·at. t~~~r ·.~I~ta;~~?~·. V{e could . et:e~t a ~all, t<;> c_l~r~y]D.en 'n t1Ie ~outh..... '• I .have. ,no hCil~tancy iu
.. ter..tl:!e :Rope oordered. specmllthanksgt'V'lng to. be 'ren,;, o~ sd~~<:e a~,~ pq.~q~twn}~ e.v~ry t~~n. ~'!l.c;l village in sa:p11g, ~.I ~ow: c;l?; tq~t t4e w,o;rs~. men who, m,ake
dered in all·IIis churches imd Te Deums and''" Mass- tlie.nabitaqle world-we coW,d reclaini all ;the waste. tt:ac~s upon Eiou~herJ;I s,Oil are Methodist, P:r;esbytenan,.
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Baptist and Episcopal clergymen, and at the head of
es . to. be yerformed? It was PRijliSTS:-;:-~!le. to. ~d sw~mp land~ In· the.Un~ted StateB-'-make comma- the~ ~9r miscl!ieflil:ie 'tlie Methqdis~s,".[p,. ]:87.~ ,"A
th~~r J;!Is~ric~l, .bloody chm:acter. 1, 1 , .,, • . , •
• ~hous.bigl?ways li?- ~very neigho~r~bod,, an,d construct maJoritY of .the dergyp1e11 hav;e. actfld, ppon the princiMany similar fiendish and inhuman crim,es · have' r~P~?II;ds a~ d. te,ekraph. lines l~~w,~·g ~J.nd. con,:pecting. ,Pie that,t~e kinl$dom, of ~eir Pi'v:lne M;ast~r is of this
·,, th'ey been ~uHtrof; 'b~th '?W, ~l~rg~ ;a~~. s~~ll sc!l1e, f~om ll.':!lry1,city., .~qw~, e,nd, 4ai_Dlet<
,. · . ·,. . ~a()r~~d 'j~~ih~~;.Pf~~ue~~~ A:f!J.~g t~~~ hahfsk:!~
, ~~~w~ ~~~~?t:~<i~,StQP,,toW;e~~IP!l\a 1 t~tMf;l,,,?r,them .• :.lt;:may he ·~!aimed t~a~ PI·~estcraft p_resented}ts [~.19q:r ~,'B;~te, ~a.~· allp~j.rts ,of the s!u~, tte
History, however, IS full of ~;uch recitals. and IJ;IS.t~tnces. _worst fea~u~es :m :olden iimes,. before, t~e Il)troductwn w:orst ~I!t~. <;>f :W,f;ln p.r«f pre!lcp.ers., ,, .1'1:tey,4a,ve· ,done
... <wit)Iout number, c~n be giV'en ·if desired.:,; ··:: • I
:, 'b.~. th~ ,<;J~rist~lm,, r~~igi~D:· ,.This ·is .·not'·. so.· Though F~~(l t1 bph~ ~lJ?Ht, ~h~ I'I~J!1,<,?raple.. state o_f. t)l,ipgs ex.. As. ~a~y tho.~~a~ds .a~~· ~.r~lio~s o.t~.n11~o.~~~~ lives as, . the. ~llwish f~ies.~s !)"ere culp~tble in. ili:e .extreme, and lf~ri)~ tli~ii\:~y?~~~~~i~~~~~;!J;h;:A:~; £t!~~~~~~~
., t~e P~~!!t,~'h-~ve ,?\lf;ll). ill,~ ~el.\1\~·~f, takil).g1 ~ltllout.~~~ow some of. them speCim~n~· of. d?pra~ty I,n. h~wan form!. ~!}is ~?rk, q_f . pti~c~ief. ar(3 thf;l i ,:Metlj.odisA ,preachers.
! •pf,~easo~,qr, J,ustipe, as,wp,c\1. as .t4ey. have done towards though many of the pagan Priests we1'e Ign9ran,t, ,p,ar- · ~rave ~n ant~{\Ipat~qn o~ .w.ar,_.aq4, .pr,o:p_e, ,,to ,ife:pUilcia. dest~::oying.thepeace and quietnes~ ofnation_s,·commu- bardU.s1 :.~nd ·c~el, ~~. ~!ts. tli~ ·c~stiari pr,iest4ood, ·~o:n ~cio~~. o~~a!Jior~s~ ~ven .J,ll th~, pu}p~~l thl)y)Ia~e
nities, and• f~milies, -the greate11t ·evil they have; done which transcended all oth~rl! . in. ,crimes, :depraVity; ., ~RE M:' ~the, fii~.t.to t~e to t~eu;)le.el!!,_. !(p. 392 ]
1
1
:' to lhe \y~r~Mi~~, tJe,ell_ W,' ~~e , d~'\{~~~~-, #;;~Y, hl!o:VE! .9ast an~ hoiWOI': 5· :an~· .if, in .the .la~t ·~~re~ •~e~turi~s ' t~ey .~- ;itll :1~~1\~~ ,~:~;
w~.; gl~~l~~ of mim.
'Hf~I:,thfl ,n:pn,q~ qtp).en ,and :w~men,. and:. kn 'the clogs ?a-ve ~at~r~anr, Imp~o~e~~ .~t ~a.~..~?.t. aris,e,n fr~lll.· ,lmy.. ;; A CLERICAL GENT of Detroit, forsook 'his wife and
. ·and .brakes th~YJ ·have fastened• upon·~he wheels of the mhe~ent . v~tue,. o~ gopd~e~8 :Witl,un,, thel,ll$elVIJS," or, family;: and "'ent away with ·another woman ·land re·Ca..-rof progress, science; lind' c~vilizatioit" 'UD:der ·the . ~heirlp~Jtituqon,Jmt pec~tuse the world hKs advatired: . .sumed preaching. in the far West,· hoping to «'meet all
:: ·.~iyi:p~ ·a~~!?t~~Cy ,frp~~th;~;~pcis:'Y#(ch,. t4~Y.4~v~. ~~p~ ,i~ spfte,.ofthem,·anct they :have been· compelled • to his Detroit friends i~ heaven."· • ' .. , . ',' ·, ·
., . Ji~S~~tl)d, ~
)ia;v:e taught !tl.ld• ~njoined ~;he ~~ost ·~er- .measur~bly kee~ pace'. W~th' the 'pro~riJSS of. th~ .'age. ot;!~~!.~~. !~~L~' ?~p~S~o, 111; ran, aw,~y with anDICiousdoctrmes. Theyhave made·Deityappeart~ As we·t.eD?-arkeq,they,?,!?PQ~e<l.sr.:Ience,,.educa.tion, •'•R····'E p ·w·-p··
. .,:, ··· ... •·.
• .::· · ·.
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· · ·;.1 bl dd-~"'' t:.f•"·b· .. :·• :..-/_ t''h
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EV. · · · ACKARDbadhiSWifeputm anm·
:'.w~~ m' a:s•~ ~ru" .' , ~ r.~"-~~~s, :' ID, ~st~r jt!J-e , ~J.Ve, ~nr, ~eu a ,I, er,y, an. persecute. stude.nts of:learn- •sane. asy]~ wlle'n she was not il}san~, b.ecause she
:.9?~J?ell?,4 their,d\1-J?.e$,, to .accept. ~)le ,p19st a,bhorrent •mg as lo11g; ,and as effectually as m thlm power, but ·wt;mld n~t, ~c~11-owled~~ ~he beli~ved a, part, of the hu·
IJ J<relld!J,aqq. dqgmas ; .ljhey :liaVe· discouraged and. pro- by degrees• they have been compelled to. yield to t}Iese man bmil;f, were· <),e~tined to bu:r;:p ~orever ,in, hell.
; I' hi'bited .free thought and• free investigation 'i theyhil.ve
civilizingaiid, el,~v~ting',in~ll,eq~es, u:ptilnow. they fain ' REV. :Il;P.B;RAIM .. K .. AVER!, '·~ '·promising young
retard ad and kept baclt, fqr th9usands of yeai'~ the· ad-. ~o~ld:: c~"iD,l., they, , P!Wf;l, all, along really been the cl~rgyma11 ?f Ne": :Eng:l\l.n~, ~t will. be remembered by
... ·', :. ·L' : ,.. , ,, ·i·· ·· • •· • · •' · "' •··J,·. .. ... 1 ,. ·
· ·
·
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many, 1,1fte1 se!lucmg b,I!I VIctim, a young lady of pre.,•·i ,r,apR~.
~r. ,~cienq~ 1 , I~~I, ,qlld, Wllll~t ,..~·~~dow., : 'f4ey ,patrons P SCience an .e uca~Ian: Nothing can be vious good, .character,, cruelly murdered her in the
, ,h:ay~, :promoted .IgnQl'llilCe.., and oppo~~d education ; fur~h~r. re~o':~d from ~ustp~11s and Jr~th th~l). ~his most fien~i~h manner, and .left her hanging by: the
•,-th:~y.hav;efavotedtyrmmy•and.ioP,~res!li?n,•and have ,clau~~::· ,, . :
... ,•:; , .·
. .
.
nee~,
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· fuu~ht' to .the bltt~:r:, ~?~· ~ti¢\1Y. ~~<'\ t;i,~Hi~~~i<;>il ...·, ,':q~eY. ,. 1We, ~o 1n,o,t fqr a m.o;J,llent .assert that there have been
A GAT~OLIC PRIEsT, ?f· Evah~vi!le, Ind., ~as proved
·~ 'haye AJ'farted ~h!l·1/-u,w,an, 1i~t\ll}.ect ;: ~p.~y hl\v,e, 1spr;ead. ~nli ,gl), ~o,,si!lcel'e,> ~q~~st men amo~g the :e~et&;.por ~it~e ·~~i ?;ls~~~~/:fr~~:;e!~~s a~d Irnmora~ity
,.a:I!d helCI,a a>all Qf. darkness: ~nd gl?omdlVer_ the en- that ~any are·no~anlim!!' to do their duty ~~;ccording . .If. ltEV• ~ENf.l', of England,g was recently proven
., ..t1re world, and· haver obscured tlle· •sqn bf' light· and' to their best understandmg,. and a):'e commendable ex- !,'llllty of.forgerv. and other criminal conduct .
; ;~r~tli,',a~d p~~gr~s~.. ;;!i~(l,Y.:~a:~t blJ~~4 ·~!ltt~r~ .. and ~~pdon~j~',tp,~'ge.zi:~al rulei .but we do claim they are
Th~ case of th~ Re~. HENRY_WARD·BEECH~ is still
; sl,J..ackl~J~, pPOII, pelud,!l!'l. hu~~tn,; ;b.\'lings,., ap,d~ ,dooll).ed .. engag~q, :· m . ,teaching · falsehoods · and . ·errors,. the fresh .m the ~ub,hc mmd. . The ~barge of 1 his numer0
1 ,.them: to .liv,Qs. pf .th,e ,qwst abject ;sla_ver.y. ·They have: .world would ·b~ 'better ;yithout, .ari'd that thllir h1:flu- d~s luu~ Withdth~ dfemaTlehs of hhis !f~k, has not been
· . d'b
.....1
·
._,j''
'''n'h'sb'erl'm"tb'.''ful'':h.
·
,'·
·Isprove.. oreme,
ateisamanofgreat
' ... claliD~ <tO' ~,th~b~St~I ie~dS•~if~fh~¥U.~1nra~~~:·bu~ ,~~~a e.,, .,,0~, rnf:) . 'lll t,e.past,and 18 miS•: amatiVeneSS is:'Well UnderS~o,od bytho'se~hoknOW
, .hat~:!eai.~t·~~e~Jts to~'~,' (lll~mt~s.n.,'t~I~Y,.Pa:V~Jl:fati ~h~.~~o\1~,1;\W~,hur~fqtm ;the present. U'heyhMTe-not hi!D best. This, howev~r, we do not ~ention as a.
; .;~~~ IP;u~~.. G.?,q and,.hCil!1-Yctfh b,J:lt ~4¢M' rule. andd.nfiuJ.. .w~~? .~~e :'\VOfld: :mor~ lD' the. I>ast, and· t1!ey are not. cnme, ;and it doub~less Is. ~~e,s~~ret qf his ~~at rna~
,..ence .has re~embled. more : tho.;wers• conceptions! of >l!laking 1t mora.l_ to.•day. · Let ;ma.nk;ind '-e fully e_du- nketisttitha?d p~pulala17ty, .but It.~~- e.xp~~tbed Divmes Will
· · · . · · ·• . · . ·
.
v , .
.. . . ..
,
· . · "· ·'
·
·· eep eir a.mm
passiOns unuer st1Ita le .control
. ~~e · ~evilJ ;a~dl ~ell .. ,, Ther ;~~'Ve't~~~d ~.~e 1 p~OP,le. of cated in the truths of science, and ln the superiority
·
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·-- __ . .,, ·
By what 'ingeniou's.:m'etho\is

th~ biS)od is

by m~tligUllnt P,<l,"'~s a,p~ q\ut!!lJ.e~ P)it;hf ~erce p '~i; p01SO:hed \;lo' that "tl're cancer shall"liave food I By
toms. of, the air. No wonder that e e upon d' 'What wonderful· contrivanre~s tlie entire •systl3tiil of
'

't1'entblilig''kiiees-'-th'lit''he 'built altars 'and -~edden~ m~n, is made to pay tribute to Vhis. ,divi,ne :i1'nd
By'CoL.'RoB'r. 'G. INGERSOLL, Pecma lU.
·
them evel"!:with.his t!wn bioo~.' Nido·wonde~ ~hat fo~ charmipg cancer 1 See by, wha,t at;lp."rab;lf. ii?-I!t~u.
- ,
,
·
.'
. ,
implored IgliOlll!dlt.PJ:~ellts,and·11llPU J~ntlml!glCI~ns
'mentalities it feeds itself from the stln-ou.r;tdi.9-g qmvAN HoNEST GoD IS T~ NoBL;EST WoRK oF MAN,
aid No ·wonder t.llat he crawled ~qvehng;)n ~he_ 'e1.1·ng'· da"In'ty" flesh 1 See how it ghtd'uaily' blit'stirely
·
"
·
·
'
·
·
'
''
'
j
,
d '· "· c1 th' e ·n the msamty
•
·
·
"-·
Many writers maintain that an idea to 1 beco!lle dust to t~e t7mp e s p~r,, a~.-.: , e: '~
:hi bitter expands ·and grows! By what marvelous m:ecnanuniversal must be truE,! ; , that \111 uniyersal ,ideas of despair, ,besoupht the ?"e~f ;~o.~s ,,~ 0 h~.a~ _, ~ , , ,
.ism. it, 1s supplied. with long and slender. roots :that
1
a1;e innate · 'and that innate ideas can not be ·false. cry oli•agony•aifli.feli;l', 1'
t f b b
i·each out to the most secret nerves of, pa\n (or 11\US·
' I ··~
If the fact: that an idea has been uniyers~~;l.'proves _,}Fhe.sav!ige,,~ijj,ihe'ell!-erg~Sfl"!l~'astae,~ · ~r a~ tenance and ,life). What ?eautif);ll,<;o~q~s ~~ p'rethl,lt it is inn!lte; and i,f the f!¥Jt, that, a~:Id,ea ~s I~nate, ,1~m,_ g~a,Cf\\l.B;IIY. l<?,s~s. .f~I~\1,. ~n .~s Idrt~s
·~-o li~s. sents 1· Seen.' through the miCrpscoP,e, ,It is a ml~able
proves that it ,is c.orrect, tP,,(/n, .~R-~ b~hev.e_rs m mu~te stOI_I\l, and m t~~~r. pla.~e put~ .a,· m~ eJt~i' ~l~ aifcards ·of order and beauty. ~II the mgenuity ·of man· danideas must admit that the evidence of a god supenor As he advances in knowledge, he g n . a, ;r 'h.
not stop its growth. 'l'hmk of the ampunt o~ thought
to nature and ·of a devil superior' to nature; is exactly· the·petty ·spirits and ·mt ~Mit:•stead--beheves•l ' 0 11e, it must have.required to invent a "my by w.l).~~~~e
the samt:; and that, the existeuce of' such -a de;vil must. ,W.li?ml he .sllp.poses ft~·?fl:llltiui~,-~nd. ::l{Upr~llle.,' '.'~up-, 'life of one mari might be given ~o P,ro~!lce one. c~n
be as !!elf-eviden~ as ~he existenmJ, ~f: ,such a god. ,;f)I_e po.smg,. this, ._gFfiJ:.,~1 ~J?. 1 t\t.. 1\.0 1 pe -!llliP,ei:~O.} •fs~!~tJlri!~ 'ee't ·? }s it J>OsSJ.tile to lo?k upon it a~({ do~6t. tl.iat
truth is, a god was, mfen-ed
,froJU: gQ,Qd, .a.~d ,a d~_v~l, _o'!fer~ ";orsh)P. ~~ fi,~t~~l;JP.a·h~c~a,~~d''E fli'this''sli ..thL're,as des1gn m the umverse, and ·tl~at. the •ltiven1
from bad phenomena. '.4-nd it is %st as natdt~l, and 'At last'.. ~nduig thu e ~ t \uno m h' ~e -,th b ~ tor of this wondQrful cancer must be,intinitel:Y pbw,erlogical to suppose tliat a devil wotiftl cause ha'ppmess,•.'po§ed·deity-i-ft1'1fdtfig•~ha'li eve .Y s~~'tc -a r . e a s · ful ingenious and good?
·., ,.
• ;
11
as to suppose- that 3 god-would produce llliSel'y.' '·Con-, ,lute .. ml)St• of' -nece~aity;,;el_l~r -In! fmll!r.e=:fin4Ung.:t.hc{1t
'We are t6ld that the universe Wfi.S qesigll:?~
aprl
sequently, jf. Rli intelligence, ,in:finit!l ~nq _.sWlrfl_p;!,e,. i!!, ,p~1qann~L bY;:ll;!lr :PP~~!b,Utt.Y .qop,c~LV1:· 9~ '~~-'Whlch 'cl'eafud;· and that it is. absurd to sut>p.bse 't~ut ma~te_r
1
the iJ.llme?iate authbr.,<?f allyhen_o~t:pl\,,H. lS di.ffi;qult ti~~-F~s~.-:- e ,b!l~~ ~o, !1\:lvlls~~ad~e.J. ~ li~~ :elf~·.r"
-lias existed from eternity, but that It IS ped'ectly s~lfto determine whether such mtelhgen~e IS ihe fr!end Jf.e IS !Jurtoililded;' imd ~0 .tip.,u , Up,(!~ n
. "',. , !JYiQ.-e~t that• a gQd has.,
·. ,
,
, ',
, '' >
or enemy of 'man. If phenomena- were •all· good, ·we ,, ~lia·'Pe!lple ate• begmnul'g!~thinkvto reason, and
,lf a, god ~reatt;d the umversc, then, there .must
might say they were all prot'\uced by a •perfectly ben- to mvest1ga~e. S~owly, pam:fllly; 'but
1;b.Q nave bee'n' a .time. when ,he commenced to ~~~~~e.
eficent being., If .,t)ley were all.ba4, wep:pigh~ ~ay -god~.;\lfl"l1 J;>e]p.g dpv{ln; f,liom ,~hfi, e~rth1 ,, ~ Y.tl?·Po,n Back 'of' that tim~ there must h11.ve been ·a~ 7termty,
1 1 0
th'ey were produced by a p_erfectly ~~evolen,t,pp'f~r;, ra~e O(!CaSIO!!-~ .are t~eyl•tf1~~:tm~Y,,tlj.f .~9S~i j llf,l, \lSt' ·during which there' had .existed nothlng-alis?lUtely
but as phimomena iu-!l, 'ils ~hey afl'(/ct !?an, ,bot~!- good' 'lit;~PP'dsed tO Interf~re in- lie... ~irs. 0 . ~e~·,: .n mos nothing-except this supposed g~d., ~ccordmj.>; ~o
and bad, they must be' produe'eci by dW:erent and ·an• !llatter:' •We a_retltt last ~upposed• t~ be free. 'Smhe the this ~eory, thi.s god spe?t an etern.Jty,. su .to sp~!lk, m
tagoni,W;ic spirits· by.one wl10 is sometimes actuated 'ID,f:eJ;l.~Ion of .. st!)amships ,and.•radw~ys,_,so that, the 'an infinite vacuum, aQd m perfect Idleness.
by kindn~ss, .and sometiwes by .m,alie!l; pr all m!lst pro,~Qct~. of ..aH, ,so~p~ries. ~~fl ..1?~. e!J.!l,IlY, Jll.terc1!\n~\ldi ·u: Adrilitthig' that a gotl did create th'e universt!; the
1ed question then arises, of what di~ he creat~ it ? It
be P.roduced. of necess~ty, and. with<:mt refert:nc~, to, the go~s ha,ve, ~m~.. th~ ?~s~n~r .?fd)~od~;~,~~~~
their consequences upon'man.
.,
· ·No~ .tind tlien they kill a chid. ~ecau~.e 1 ~ } 1 ~e certainly was not made of nothin~. ~othmg, conThe foolish doctrine' that all phenomena can be by Its parents. As·a•rule-they have given·up cimsmg sidered in the light of a raw matenal, 111 a n;wst detraced to the intei:feren~e of good.and ev.ij spirits~ has, acoi<:jentS;.On .r~ilroads, -explodiag boiilers; and burst- 'bided failure. It follows the11, tliat' tbe god ·must
been, aad still is ah~ost universal •. That most p~Jople i11g; 1 ~er~sene, ~~ID,PS 1 ·• Pho\ell\1, yello,\V: Jevllr, ;·'\ftd have made the universe ~ut of ~iml!'elf, ~e being. t~e
still believe in some sphit that ca~ chaJ;Jge titll nat-grai small-po:x; ar~, still cons~der~d he~ve,~ly ~eapon!!,, . ut only• existence. The umverse IS material, e.nd if 1t
order of 'ev"ents is proven 'by' the fact that nearly all measles, Itch and·. ague ·a~e ·now attlib~ted to natural WW! made of god the ~od must have been material.
resort to pray~r, Thousands, at' thi; very moment,: ·eauses,' · As• ·~ 'genel'at th~:dg;. ltlie ·~ds· •liave stof?Jled ''With this very thhught m his JPin<j., AnaximandeE of
are proba,hly Implorin""·sorne isqpposed power to inter~, :<i!I"PW!l~g. Phli!4ren; MPePt ~1\:S. ·punishment· for.vwla- 'Mililbls said :- '" Creatio:tt' is the decomposition of the
fere in their behalf."" ,Son;J.e., w~p.t h!lalth, .T~Jtjtor~d; ting, 9~~- S~b-~~tp, '.TP,IlY :~tilf ,)JI!-¥'· so,r:ne ~ttenp~m' tQ iii:finite. n '"
'...
'' .
. > : '"; > ' '" '
some ask that the 'lov!ld 'and {lob~ent be. w,atc:Qed qyer, the a:tl:=;s of .f-m~, ~~q .. ~f .g~p.W~ .~Iid, fi~~so11s. of. .. i [t hfis; 1been dem-onstrated, that th~ e~rth; would •fall
and ·proteCted; some pray fornche~·; ·son1e for nun; IP·e.at wealth~ but ~Idma'(f peo~.~~' ar,e ,le t ,to shrr_k to ~h~ sun, ol,lly f9t the fact,th~~ot 1t,.1s,:attracted by
some want diseases ·stayed;· so mil vamly ask .fo~ food; for them~elves as 'best· th':Y ~lty. · b _wars, ~~tw~en qt'her ,world~, and those worlds mus~ ,b~. attraq~~d .'!>Y
SOme ,ask ,for r!JV~Vals j a few ask :for, :more WISdom,, .-gr,eat;.naf:l.OnS,,;th~ gQd~"Stiili mter.fere; ,,but _m, prize, other·worlds still beyond them, and, .SO on, ~.~~P:?Ut
and now and then one tell~;~ the ~<;U"\1 tp ~o 1,18 he p:\ll); ,· ~gJ:l;t~, :ljh~ best ,~p.p, mt:li .~n, .~RI1\l,~~le~eJ:\le, JB almost end. ·;This· proves the materiaY univerSe to be uifi~1~e.
thinll; )Jest. Thousands askt~be_prot,ecwd.fro/1?- the sur~t?Win., .. ·., ., .. ;i .. , .. :
1.
, n.an- infinite universe has been made: out of an'lDfi·
de:vil; sonie, like David, pray forrev_enge, and .~~¥Ie · 'l~e 'chur~li ca~mbt abandon: ~~~- I!f~~. o.f,,specml ,Wt.e,go~, h()W m,v.ch of ~ego~ is ~eft-?"-. · .. · .
implore; even God, not; ta lead them mto temptatron.i pfoVIdence,, • To ~'V'll :UP that! doctiw~, 18 to gwe u~ all.
The idea of a creative de1t:r t~, .gr~duall;y- be1pg
All $ese .prayers rest upon; and are, ;produced 11Y· ~h~ 1 ,I he .chwch,w,ust-: m~Istr tlu~trpray&:ill answered-that abandoned, and nearly all tr!JlY scientific m~ds !ld·
idea th,at some power- no~ op.l~ caq,, l;lv.t n_robab)y ~Ill,. ~pme po,WeJ; ~~Pel"lor to P.\l:t~ll:~ear~ ~!ld grants .tb,e r~- mit that mat~er must b:ave e:nstcd fro!ll etermty. _ It
change the order of the. m,uverSfl,, ,.Tl»~.•· belief. has que~t qf the .~~ncere an~-11-~ol,f!. C~~tl~fl:, .!t."td t!l~t, tliu~, is i -indestr_uctible; .and the. mdestruct.rble cannot be
been amol/g the g1-eat maj or~ty ·~f i.nb(ls ap.d .p~~;tiops. sam:~ p<iwenii !\?me m;tstenon~, way ,Pron~~s 'for 11:
crea~e<;l. ,It is the crow.ning glory·?~ our century:to
.All sacred li()oks are filled With the acc(),untS 9f.sqch• •; ,.A.-,devout clergyman •sough't--every- oppoftaini~y to have demonstrated the mdestructiiH}Ity and the e~er
lriterfei·ences, -and our.
blb~e' i~ np A:l(ceptiO~ to, j.mpr,e~ upon.t,b.e, IJiind Qf his.\son the•fact, ·~hat ·God nil.l'. '{lersisterice of for!!< Neither matter nor, force
this rule.
·
. · .· . .,
. •.
, , . ~· take~ c"r~ pf..~H .W,s .<tr.~ture~ ;., ~h~~ t)le faJ~g spar,. can: be increased nor'<hmmished. Fort!e can'n~t e~.lst
If we believe in a power, S\lJ?Ei_J.ior t? n!ttJl.r,e, 1t ~s. row ~~;,ttra(!tS,his a~~e.nt~?~·~~~ll t~at, ~~.~. lo:yu;1g kil).d·, apart from matter. Matter exists only in connection
perfectly natural to supp~~e th.a~ lli;ICh po1',er car;r. ,an_d· ness· IS 'over all his ~p1K:s. Happerun~,, o~~- .~a!,,, to. wi,th. force, and consequentlY,, a force apart frol?l.matwill interfer!l in tlu~ affairs ,of, ~~.1s 'Yorld.. If. tlJ.flr~ IS set: al!cJ.iH.ne:wad~g •m•:quest ·of: f~od, ,the .tootl .man ter, and_ superior to nature, ~s a demonstrated ImposJlO i~terferenc~, ()f '}'.hl!;t P.ra,ctic,al ~!l e!l,n, su<?h po:wer p<)lp.ted: out to;, hl!"}fGm ·.tM I->erfect adapt~~IOn ~,f. t~e siliility.
. · · .
. , ., , .
be?· The sc_npt!Jr~s ~rve
th\l_PJ.o~~ won,de,rful !1-c-. cran~1 to; g\lt_;hJs_,~~g_ In,,tllat ,Ip!I,I;lller... ··. See, .. ,jimd
Force then must have·also existed from ete~Iil(y,
counts of d1vme · Interference ~ Aml)la~s t@i: like lie, how J.i.Is le~s., ~re !?rw,e<I. f.qr, ~aHmg I., •. :W'J?.at, and. could not have been• created. Matter,· m Its
men ; springs gurgle fro!;'l _dry' ,b()nes ; ;~\l snll .a.nd a long: sl~ndednU lie ~as ! !(}bs.erve ?lo:w .?-I~ely,he <(OUI/t~ess forms, fr<]m de~d eart~ toth_e eyes of th?se
moon•stop in the heavens 1n orderJl!at Geu!lr(il Josh~a folds his feet when••puttmg· t~em rn or ~rawmg__ ~hem we love, a,nd force 1n all Its mamfestat10ns, fr~m siill·
may have mo.re time to, )llurder.; tp,e sh&doiW ,<?n a ,dial: :o:ut, :<?f the 'YateE I · He :dOes, .not. cause the· ·shgh!est · pie motion to the grandest thought, deny .creatiOn !ifd
goes back ten. degrees to convm~~ a. pe~~)rmg ~~a 11I>P,l,~;,_,,He ,1;9 tJ;II,lS ~na9~11q ~p,~pprq~cl:l ~~e.,fish.wlth,~ defy control.'
·
·
·
· · '· . · .·
barbarous.people that Jl~.~s Ji<:>t.~,<?~~g to.W.,t: pf ~boil; b'u_tgmn~.tJ?.e~ a~:y:n<;>hce ?£ hlB, ~n·.IVIdL .: .M;y,_a~n,
Thought is a .foti? of for~e. We 'waik ·wilh· the
fire refuses to burn.· 'watet positJ,Ye1y declu).es t.o .seek said he,·' 1t 1s IlllJ>08Sible io 1ook at th~~ct b_ir<l Withm,It s11.me .force with which we .thmk. Man .Ill an organits level, l)ut ,stand~ up. like, _a..
~t~n,.s of _sand- reco~izing· •the de.si~n\ 1 'as wel~ ~ail "tlie '~bo?ness' of isin, that cha!lges s~ve~al f_orms of. force into thpughtbecome lit:e • .common' walking stiC]j:s, to grat1fy a Goq,,In,,t;h]Is ·prov(JQ.mgl the mean$ of subsistence.'·· force ·Man·Is a machme mto which we put what we
mere freak· twist' themselve~ into serMnts; andtheri ·~~ Y~s," r(;lplied ,the poy, .~~l.t4h)k ~ see the .goodness, call f~od. and produce· what we call tlH)iight: · Think
swallow e~~:?h, ?th~r ~by;~~Y, of. ex~~c~~·e ;i;' !ll~pnuring· bf' Go~; ·itt }eas~ .sq ~~;, a~t~e ~~aJ?:(l.i~, C\)J?:Cer.~fiq 1;, .but ,of,, that .'wonderfu~ ·~hemistry · by which breatl was
streams, .Iapghmg at tl).e ~tt,raction of, W,!t~tation,,. l'un· a:fter· ·all, 'father,· don.~ f_ou ~~mk_ t~e .ffi;"f~':lg~~~n,.t a <;httnged into the. dmne traged\Y' _of. Hamlet. !.
.. .•
up hill for years, fp,lowmg w~nden11g trij>es frpm a >little tough on the· :fish ?- .' ' 1·; .. •
• .·
, , · •
.
4 god mi}:E!t no.~ only be ~~tenn,l, bu~ he ~ust pe !tll
pure love of: frolic•; prophe~y, becd:~p:eso altogether. ,, ,Ev.ep,,~l:le-advanced reh~(!)rnst,•although·disbeheVIJ?g otgli.nism; capable of ch~ng:.ng other /O~~s fJf f<:>I:ce
easier than history; t~e sons of God' beco~e en!tm- .In.,'W·X,&+.ea:t. IJ.l'»f/~I).t qf )!Itery~r!lnC,e•,bY. the, gods:.m into· thon:g~t-force:·• This IS what' W~ call' ~!)-~mg.
oured of ;the world's g~rls ;:;women are changed 1n~<f t~s age,of the:w:orld, !!HI~, ~¥mlf.s1 tp,at ;m 1$\l, pegm-. ;There:fol'e,, 1f,the. god:;thinks, he must· eat, tllat' IS' to
salt for the purpQse of keepmg a gn~at event: fresh m · mng, S?me god 11_J'Iidf!the laws g.~~er~1n,g; .~eyn,,v(l~Se: :~ay, ·~!l pmst. r:>f .. n~es~Ity h~'Ce .some m~~s·o,f s?-pplythe. minds 9f men. ; an excellent; :artiCle •of brimstone, ,He b~hev:es that -in· C?nseq~ence of t~es'~ Iavrs. a IUan ing tlie,force ',Vlt~ whiC~ .t? thmk. lt IS U~P,osstbl,e.to
is imported from hea'Cen free of duty; clothes refus~, Cll,IJ.' J.ift. a. grlll,l~er W.eight'Witli;· ·tha-n without,' a lever ; conceive·. Of a· 'bemg · wlio can eternally 1mpar~ force
to. wear out ~or _fo,rty yl)ar!l ~. -pi,rds, ~eep restaurants. tha~ ,~Iii~. g?d so, ,ma,d;IJ 111-~tter, .llon,d 1&o !ils.tablished the to >matter,·and yet have ·no means•lof'~lippl,Ying_ the
and feed 'wandermg prophets ·free of ,expei!&!li .,l)ears order of thmgs, t4at two bp9ies, cannpt, occupy ;the f.qrce tbus illlparted.
· . " · ·• ·' •'
tear children in pieces,for l!!.ughifig, at .old, men• iWith. sanl!l'space at the same' trme j ~Q that abody once put , i:t; 'neitlJer matter nor force were: created, •:what
out wigs' j musculii;,I" dev'elfJpmel/t;,11lJiflnds upiii:I, ~he ih,r~o~ion •wil~ keel!' movin~· untH}t' is stopp'etl j ~0 e~iderice have we ~hen, of the e:ld~ten,ce~ of, a, pp-wer
length of one.'s harr ; , d_ead,peqplll ,co.me ~9 li~e1 ,s1m, ~hB:t ~tIS a .. g,reater ~1stance around, t~an·across_ 11; Cir· superior to nature?' The theolog~an. will ~robably
ply to get a jok~ on their, en(lll"!If!~ auq,lierrs ; .w~tcl!es. ~~e i. so tqa,t, 11:, ~pe~f13ct.,sq1;1are, }1~ ;four eq'!-al· .sides,. rl,lply,• '• We ,h~ve law· and order, cause and eft_ect,' a~d
and wizards conve~se fr~~ly With.the sOul!>! of th~ de· II!stea~ of·five. ?r, ~ev~p,, ,.·?'!~ .~?~I,Stft!; -~pat ,,J.t,,tpp,k a pesid~ !iU tlu'!, ,matter could,· not have ·plit· •Itself! m
parted, and <Wd himself b,eco~es a, stone-c~tt~.r .and: dn-ecbnterpolntwil. ~f. proV'1dence t.~ IJ?;~k~ tq.e ~4r:>~e, mqtiol;l." , , . , . .. . , . . . , . , , . ! , I, , ": , < •
engraver,_ after having been'll: 'ta1\or and' dress·mak.~r. greater than: a part;- aild thlt~ ha~ i't Ii~t been !br t~IS' · • . t;3tippose, for. ~h.~. sake C?f th~ .~gume,';lt,. th,!J.t. tlw.r~ Is
The ve1l· between heaven and_ earth 'W'I-s alway~ rent pp~er. S)lpeno~ to, .nature, •tWI~c one\ might. have· ~eew •no bei'I'I~ supdrldr to ·tiatu,re; ·and that matter and rorce
or lifted.· The shado~s :of ·this •w_orld,· the .r~~Iance. ,rpor<'l; thal,l_ t:wfc~, t}}:o,, a11;~ !ltiC~s .. and .. strmgs m1ght have-·existed from eternrty. •Now suppose ·that'. two
of. heaven, and· the· gfal'e o~ hell fu1Xe~· and mmgled h~V:e liall only one end apiece. Like the old ,,Scotqh, , atpm~ !lh~u~d ca~e. t;ogether,.would there be· ~tl ·e~MM
until ~an b~came unc~rtam ail _t<~ whiCh coun~·y he ~vme,. he _thanl~s G;od t~at Su~d~y ~o~~s, ~t ti:W en,d Y ~s. ..~l,lppqse .ther ~arne ;i):l exactl,x opposite di~C
really mhabitll~· ·. Man: ?welt m an- u~real' W?dd .. ,mstead of om the! ~Iddle:of· tlr~ week; .and tl~~_~:t (Ieath 'ttons w1t1~ eq~~l forqe, the~ ~ould be: ~~~pp~<_l, .~~. ~ay .
He mistook. his, J.deii:S,•hls, dreams, for. :r.eal ·thm~s,. ,90)lltB>!I<t the close-·1nstead:ofr .af the ·commencement of· the ·least:· 'Tills would "PEl' ·an· effect: ·If tb1s ~s so, .
His fears became terrible a?d: .malici~U~l mo~sters. '' Uf~, .~~ereb;r, giv:iP:g, ns .H~~: t.o; :Prepare. f()r.tha~ ~oiy, ·then you hav-e •matter,.force and· effe~t 'W1tho'ttt' a'being
Ee Jived m :the ,m1P,st ,of furies ~nd ·farrres,• nJillphs" day and . tjiat I?!o~t ,~oletp)l11 ~r.e.~t.". :I';he~e,;r,ehgtous ,~upet~or: to . J_Jatm:e. ! Now:. suppose· that two ot:her
and na~ads, go'Ql,i,ns an~ _ghosts, Wit~hes and Wizards;. ·people'~ sl:!e 'I?othiii&"'.bpt ~~s1~n .~yerY..~~er.\l,, IW-d, ..r,~r; _a,to~~., j,ust. hk;(l the ~r~t .~'Y'?· .sho!lld come. together
sprites and spook!!;r d,eiti(/S' a~d· d_evilt?.. ,'IJ}le, ob~clll"e: ~on.al, , mte1hgent;' mterfel:ehce• 1n' e~erythin~. · T~e~ und~r· preCJsel~ t!Je s~~:m.e c~rcumlltan<it:s, wop.l,~ _,not
a~d gloomydepths.~«j~e filleq,wi,t;h claw; and.:wm~--:-: ~n~m P~at ~he un~v:erse llas been_;:Cveated,' arld ·~at tl).e• ,tlhe ffil:ect'b~ exactly th!3 same? Yes. · Ll~~ causes,
With be.ak.an4 hoof:-:-With, 1e~r~n,g 1looks and. sneermg ,~tdapt!ltW~ . p~ P,N3Jln.~, t~, ;ep.4&: }S {perfectly·•apparent. :producln~ .like·, effects1•1s wha:t we mean. b'y· Hi.w'alld
mouth~w,ith ~e malice ,of def.ormity,...with ·1ihe •cttn-': ·T1:uij:' floint U:s to 'the .sun11hine, fO, tJ!~ fip,we1i\lr ,tQ•,the 9rqer.. 1 ;J.bf1~l we. hlloye: matter, force, effeCt, law ·and
ning of. 4~~f~d,. a~ ;With.all,the sJfiny forms thatifear '~Pl'III 'fll.infa:tid"~\:1 #11 til~r'Hs ?'( -~,e~l,l'ti:. ~~-\\ /lf;;.pse: 'pJ;dei;: wi~~o~t a j;>e!n~ f!Uperior to .n11tur.e~. ~ow.,. :we,/
can ~aw; and pamt ~pon the shadowy C8,ll.vass . of.ithe,. tn,~b:e: worl~: -'I)M::wevlif·o~crlr ttt tHem th:~~ a ,cancer' lindw that 'eve!y eflect must also be a ~alis~, and, P?-at .
dark.·.·
,
., . ,
• , .. ,.
.·
,,. ;"·' i·•·· ,.,.~s ,!lS .p,::au~~)ll .1n· 1<ts ·developemenhis is'the "real.fes1J; 'ev:eey"caose ilii:Jst ·be an effect; The atoms, coming
It is enough .t9.IPake. one. al?Jl.QSt insan~:~: with pi~Y,}O r?se :? ' tl\at W~ll'M_pe;y,N:e plfJas~ditO .c.alHhe: atl
.. a.pta·.. togeth~Jr. ·did .produce~ .a_n. : efl:ee~. aiid as' e,very' 1 e~~ct
think what man m. the long ,mght,has suffered ;! oiltp:e' ~1on of meaps l;o ;~nlis1 IS, M, appa;Ji,fpt, ~~~~J,lfl,p~,n,cer a~ ll,llns~ ,&Is<;>, be a, .c~US!J, the effect. prodUc~d, by•the•coltortures he has ~D,durud,. 1!Ul"J,'P.Ipld~4, as he suppose'd;. · ·m• ·thil ',Apffi ''rant'? · :Row 'beaut1'ful tne process of lision of the atoms, must as to somethmg else ha.ve
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been: ~--~ause. Then we .hate til.atter, force l ~~ qrdel' ·· tflit~ · .' ' b ~
·dl,
..:
· ·
'cause and effect witlro.ut ·a· bl!ipg ~u{)ei·io~ (d ''natUre'· Bh\! "c:bh~t, u. '!-!1: cnb. ess s,erf.el! .af effiment c.auses, investigate without-reverence, and ·publish: its conclu. _N ~thln&' ·is le~,t .fo~ th~ · sup~rnattib1i bilt ·e~pty ~p'8:ci!: 1J.Ihlife was no· ~~ii!~ng~~n~h~he~!ex~~~~. !I~~f:~~~rms. sions without fear. .Agassiz will no I9nger h~sita~.e .to
H~s thron~ is a void, and h.Is boasted re, aJpl!s Wltho,ut ., i'hC'best minds,' even-"'n 7 ,_ 6 rel;gi'ous·woJ·Id admt't d~clare the Mosaic cps~ogony_ utterly inconsistent
matter Without fo
tli t I
.h t
~ ,....
.,
,
With the demonstrated truths, of geology, an!f wm
1
8; d ~ , . ffi rce, '~ ??- · aw, .Wit ,.ou ~ause,. that in, m,aterial na~une there is .no evidence of what cease pretending any._re:verence for. the J<;wi$ Scl,'ipnB Without .e ect.
•
lihl)y are pleased to call a god -T,b.ey .find their ~vi- tures. The moment science Su(!Ceeqs . iA · ren!lering
· : ut what put all ~his ·matte.r iii tn9~ion ? 'l'f matter deuce' iii 'the' phim:~mena of intelligence and very the church powerle~s for eyil, th_e .real t1iinll;el's, wjll
and force have existed. from etermty, then matter innocently ·assert that intelligence is abo;,e ·'and in be outspoken. The little flags of tru_ce carried_ bn.\1,1_1must ha~ always been m moti~n. 1l'here ·can be no,:fiact, opposed. to nature, They ·insist 'that' man• ·at 'd 'h'l
h
· 'll d' ·
d th
'dl
' force .wit~out motion. Fo~·(!e Is f?re,ver fictive, and lel}st, is Ill I!Pecial creQ;tiOJ:J-" that lie ~as .somewher ~ in I . p I osop ers WI : Isappe~~'- ap. ~ .·. e-co~ai .Y: par
' there IS, and th.ere can be 1,10 CeHs.aboh. :If;,!therefore, hi..s, br~in,' ",-. d, ivine spar,,k,' a 'li.tti'e' port'I' on of the '•Great ~~y will g\ve place to·yif::WI]:-;:lasti~g_ a)lq. Jllliver~al.
matte
d f
h
t d f
t
Fi J
,.,
~
If ·we. a~it that some infimte betng .has ~op.tJ:o))ed
r .an OICe ave ·e~Is e · rom'': ermty, so 'has
r~:~t Cavae."' They say that maher cannot 'produce ~he;destmies.of: p~so~ an!l peopl!ls,, history lJeHqmes
motion. ' In the whole umverse -there IS not •even one· 'thought ; but that thought can produce.matter. ·: 'l'hey a rp.ost .. cruel and bloody farce. .Age ,,aft,er ~ge,. tlJC
atom i~ a state.of I'6st. • ·
.
. .' -. ··· · ' ·; · ··teU us tliat . man has•intelligence; andr1Jlierefore •there strong:llave -~rampled upon_ the weak,;_ ~he .c,r!lfty .and
.A .deity outside of natur~ e.xis~s m.nothmg, and IE\, ~u~~,b!l ap,;.tnt~Jligen<;e ..gl,'e.atel'•~han, his.•. Why not he,artle~s have ensnared: al).il enslave,ci ~hesimpl~ ~~Hl
nothm~. Nature embraces With mfimte arms all mat-_ say : . God has. mtelligence· therefore -tl\ere mu,st be 1ip.pocent, and nowhere, in ,allthe annals of .m,an~in,d,
te~; ~,tnq., all ~orce. That, 'Y4i~h is beY,o~d her. tp~asp .is an'in:t~lligeh:ce. o-~ektei· tlian''nis'?' So 'f.ar 11$' we know :has, any god succored,the c;>ppresaed. .
... , , _.
.desti~ute o~ ()Oth, and ~an hM.~ly ~~ ·'YPI,t~ t~e .wprsipp there Is ll:o mteihgence apart fr6in matter.' ''We can:Man sl:wuld cease to expect aid from on hig'h;~,. ;By
. ~nd ador~t1~n evenc;>f a ~an.,
. _ ., .... .·, .... _..
· no.t· conce1ve of.thouglitjce,xi:Jept as producediwithin a this ~irne h_e should know thathe~v:ep. !J..as. p.o e.a,no
. There ur. ?tone w~y to de.~ollstrat~;tlJ.e· eXI!-!ten,ce: ,J,l,Ji!l,iJ;I::•· L·- . ·,i:. ,. ,,., ,-. "· ;
: .. :, :, . , . . .• , hear, and no hand t,o hel:p.- The ,presen~Is thtJ·Jieces, of a pow,er I~dep_en~ent. of aild ,8~Pe~l()r, ~?. nature, ·, .. '~'-~e .~Gienc~, b;r,.llleans. o~ wh,ich ~h!ly d.emop.s~ate: sary child of all the past. There b.as l,J~Iln _no C,~lj:nce,
.aild tha~ IS by breakmg; If OJ;IIY for plie moment,' ~he' t.h~ existenc'e 'of . an imp(>sst't!Ie jntell.igence, and an and there can bl) no ~nterferel).ce,.
_ , , , ; .· , :.
continm.ty of ca?Sf1_ and ~:!fee~. ·PIJick frolll the· end•· incomprehensible· power,· is •called, metapliysics or.
If a1JJises are -destroyed; ;man must_ destt;oy ~he.~I.
~ess cham ~f existence ()n~ little h!ll\'. ; stop for' one. I theology, The theolggians admit that the phenomena' If.. slaves are freed, man .must free. ~helll.
p.ew
1pst'i'nt .the_ grand· J?r~cesswn, and >'ou . have shown .. pf, matteJ;. ~e~d;_ a,t l6!ist;,-to disprove .the. existenc'l. of, truths are discovered, man. must.- discover. thel11. , 1 f
beyond .all _contra~lctiOn that nature has: a master.. allY, ,J?9\fer superiOr ~Q p,~t~P:Il. becau~e in suc],t phe- the naked are clothed; if the hungry are. fed,; tf ,j~s-1 Change the fact, JUSt· for one second;· that matter .nom·ena we see nothing .bUt. an ·endless chain· of eftl-.. tic.~ is done ; if I~~obor is rewarded ; if. superstj.t\qn if<
attracts matter; ltnd 'a •god appears. ' • · ' · · · · ·
· cieiit· cau'seii-'-nothing'·but tlie .force of..a fuechanioa.I drrven from the; mind ; if the defen~eless are pr9tect'Tlierudest'savage has alwars known· this;fact; ·.and ~ecessity. 'fhey therefore appeal:to what they denoJ:D- ed, and if the right finally triumphs, al1_mJ,l~t ]J.e,.Hte
·f<>r ··that reason· a1ways dema~d~d the 'evidence ·of mate the phenomena of !;!lind to establish this supe- work of man .. The grand victories of: th,a f}ilill'e must
miracle. · The· founder of' a rehgwn -must be able to rior power.
'
be won by man, and by man .alone. . . . . : . _ .
· turn-water·in~o wl~e-c~re with a word· the'b'liod,~nd
Tile trouble i~,, that in thll phenomena of mind we
Nature,· 80 far as we can discern,withou~ pas13jon
lame; and ra1se With a simple tauch the-dead to hie. find the same .endless :cham of -efficient causes· the and without intention, forms, transforms, andre-transIt ~as nece~sary for-.him .to demonstrate· to:the satis- same mechanical ..necessity. Every thought ~mst forms forever. She neither weeps nor rejoices. Sht
filCh on of his ba~bar!an ~Isciple, that ~e was superioll' . hav.e. had an' efficient cause. '' Evezy motive, every produces :man without purpose, a~d. obl!terates h~ Ill
to nature. In tunes of Ignorance, thiS was easy to desire, every·fear hope and· dream 'must have• been without regret. She knows no distmctiOn between
do.- The credulity of the savage ·was almost bound- necessarily prodn~ed, ri'here: is no room in the mind the beneficial and the hurtful. Poison and nutri~ipn,
less, '!-'o him, the marvel_Ious.was, the beautiful,. the- of.,man .for p~:ovidence: or, chance... The- facts and pain and· joy, life and death, smiles and t-ears are.!ilike
mystenous was ~be sublm~;e.. Con~equently,. :e'!ery for<;es governiB~thought•ai:e as: absolute as those gov- to her. She is neither merciful nor cruel, ; Ejl).e can
religion; has. for Its foundation !1- mll'acle--,.th.at IS' to ernmg- th11 motions. of. the planets. .A. poem is pro- not be flattered by worship nor melted by tears. She
say, a VIOI!I-tlon of nat~re->-that. !S to ·say, a: falsehood. duced by the :fGrces of; natur_e, and ..is as necessarily .does not know even the attitude of ,prayer. She
. No. one, m the worlds whole history;, ever attempted and naturally produced as mountains and seas. You appreciates no difl'erence 'Qetween poison in the, fangs
to. substantiate a. truth by .a mirac.lee .'l'J'Uth scorns will seek in vain for .a thought in man's brain without of. .snakes and mercy in the hea~1:s of men." Only
the assistance of miracle. Nothing but ~alsehood eyer itli' effictent' cause. Every mental operation is the through man does nature take cogmmnce of the good,
attested itself by signs and wonders. No miracle' Iiei)essary' result of certain facts and ·conditions. the .true, and the beautiful; and, so far as. we know,
ever was performed, and no sane man ever thqught''Mental 'phimorn:ena are considered more complicated man is the highest intelligence..
.
..
he had performed one, and lmtil one··is pei·formed, _than' those of matter, ·arid consequently more mysteri.And yet man continues to believe that there is some
tliere can be no evidence of the existence· of any o~s: _·Being more !:Jlysterious they are considered bet- power independent of and superior-to' nature, and :still
power superior to, and independent of nattit·e;· .
'tel: evide,nce of the existence of a god. No one infers ·endeavors, by form ceremony, supplication, .llYPOThe church wishes us to believe. Det the church, 'a gc;>d from th~·simP,le, from the known, from what ciisy and sacrifice, t~ obtain its ~id. His best,,ener. or one of its intellectual saints, perform a miracle, is' linderstood, bu't from:: the ·compleX,- from the un- gies have been wasted in the service of this phantoni.
and we will believe.
e. ·are_· told that· Ilature•-·hasi 81 known·, andJncompreheiuiible'.' Our ignorance is God; The hon·ors· of witchcraft were all born of ~n ·ign'orliuperioi·. Let this superior,· for one· single instant, what we know is science.
ant belief in the existence of a totallY: depraved l,Jeing
control nature, and we will admit the truth af your
When we abandon -the doctrine that some infinite superior to nature acting in perfect Independence of
assertions. _
_
, b~~qg CJ,"eated .matter. ,and force, and enac.ted a code.. her laws, and all ~eligious sup~rstition has had for its
We have heard ta~k enough. have listened· to ·of, )aws fot; .~heir go;ver~~,J~t, -l;he_idea of interference basis a belief, in at least two bemgs1 on~ good aqd t)le
to all the drowsy, 1dealess, vapid sermons that we will be lost. The real pnest .will then be,. not the other bad both of whom could aruttranly change the
. ·wish to hear. We -hav.e read your ·bible,· and th,e mouth-pie~e af some. pJ,"etended deity, but the inter- order of 'the universe. The. history of re!fgion. is
W.()I)ks. of your. best minds. We have heard .you~· we_ter of. ,natur~, , From Uuit moment. the church simply the story of man's efl'orts.in all .ages. to av;oid
prayers,. your- solemn groans and ·.your r~verential ~e~;<ses tq exist. T_~e _tap.ers ."\fill die .o.ut upon the_ •one of these powers, ~nd to. pacifY th~ oth_er. Bpth
amens: All these amount to less than nothmg. We dusj;y 1~ltar; , the moths W,Ill eat the. fadmg velvet. of powers have inspired little else th';!.n abJect fl))tr. 'rhe
want one fact.· We beg.at the doors of yaur- churches pulpit and pew; the Bible will takeits place with the cold calculating sneer of the devil, and t,hefrown, of
for just one little fact ... We pass our hats alon~. your . Shastras, Puranas, Vedas, Eddas, Sa~ras and Kol'ltlls, God' -were e·q!tally teni.ble. In any event, man's fate
pews and under your pulpits and implore youfor.aust and the fetters of a degrading faith will fall from the was' to be arbitrarily fixed fo.rever by an un~nown
one fact. We know all about your JP.ouldy: w.onderS' minds. of men.· ·.
·
.
power superior to all lu.w, and to all fact. Until this
and, your stale miracles. We want-a this year's .fact. ' ••.But," ·says the religionJst, _"you cannot explain belief is thrown aside, man must consider himself the
We ask only one. G:ive us one fact for charity.'' everything'; you cau.hot- understand everything; and slave of phantom maJ>ters-neither of whom promise
.Ypur miracles ar~, too ancient, Tl!e· :witnesses -~~av:e that which yo.u .cannot explain, that which you do not_ liberty in this world iwr the next. ,
. ·
been dead for .. nearly two thousand , years, T'~mr· comprehend, Is'my'·God."
" Man must learn to rely upon himself. Readmg
reputation for·" truth. and yeracity "-~ .U1e · n(lighpor;
We. are explaining more every day. We are unde~- bibles will not protect himJr~m.tlle. blasts of winter,
hood. where they res1ded IS wholly ,unknown. to us. standmg· more every day; ·consequently your 'God IS but houses fires, and clothmg . w.IIL To prevent
Give us a ne~ miracle, anti. su_btitanti!lte it .b:f ~t· growin~ i:nnaller·everyday. . . •·
_
.
famine, on~ plo'Y_is wo:t:th a milhon s~rmqns,, and
nesses who still have the ·cheerful habit of hvmg m·
Nothmg• daunted,· the rehgwml!t then Insists, that even .patent medicmes Will cure more. di~cases than
th.is ~orJd. Do not send ~s to Jeiich~ to he~· t)1e nothin~ c~ edst wishout; a cause, except cause, and all the prayers uttered since the. begmnmg of the
.wmdmg. horns, npr put us m the fire With' Meshech, that tins uncaused cause, IS God.
world.
Shadrach and Abednego. 'Do not ·compel us to navi- . To this' we again .reply : Every cause must prodllce
.Although many eminent men ~ave ende!lvored 'to
gate ~e sea· 'with Captain Jo~ilh, !:!or· dine' with· Mr,. .an effect; because until it .does ,pr?d~ce an effect; it is ha~monize ne<!essi~y •and _free _Will, the existence of
Ezekiel. There is no sort of use m sendhig · us"fox not a cause. .Every. effect .must m Its tm·n become a evil, and the mfimte power and go?dness of God,
hunting with Samson. We have positively lost all cause. 'fhel·efore, in the natm·e of .things, there can- they have only succeeded in producmg lear~ed -and
interest in that little speech so eloquently delivered by not be a, last ~ause, for the reason that a so-called last ingenious failures. Immense eff?rts hav~ been made
Balllollm'a inspired .dqnkey. It is worse than-.-useless to .cause would. necessalily produce an effect, and that to reconcile ideas utterly inconsistent With the bets
sho~ us. fishes with money in their .m 0ut:b,s, .and .r.all, effect must of necessity become a cause. The con- ·by which· we are surrounded, and all perso~~ ~ho
our. attention to vast multitudes stuftl,ng t)Iem~!l)ves verse of these propositious. must be tl'ue. Every have failed to perceive. the pretende~ reconCihatwn,
with tiv.e, crackers and two -s.ardincs. We pemand a effect must have had a cause, and every, cause must have been denounced as infidels., atheists and scoffers.
·new.Jriiracle, and we .deman~ it. now. ,Let the 'church ·ha-ye been .an effect. Thet:efore1 t!Iere could. h.ave 'l'he whole power of the church h:as ~een.brou~ht .to
furnish ,!J:t )e!\St on~, or .forever after h,old I.1er P.eace. , bee11 qo first cau,se. .A firs~,q~use Is JUSt as impossible bear against J?hilosophers and ~Cientlsts m or e~· ·to
. Ip,,the ,oldeh tune, ~he, church,_ by· v1qlat:ng the R!l ah,tst·e~!)ct, , . . ., :· ·.. .
..
. . 'compel a demal of the authority of demonstrat_wn,
order, ,c;>f ·nature, p~·p.ved ·the existence of he_r God.
Bey~nd the umv~rse ,th!Jre IS notlnng, and witlnn and to induce so~e Judas to betray Reason, one of the
}.t tp.at, time l,lliracli!S wer~ perf~rmed wit4 ~hf1 ..most th~ ,u~!~er,se .the ,/lu,pe:rn~turpl does not ~~:nd can- not saviours-of. mankind.
.
. " .
as~onis,hi~g, ease.,. 3.'hc,r became .s? con1mon
t~~e exist.
.
.
During ~hat ~rightful,renod known as t~e Dark
church ordered her pnests· to ~lesrs~. . AI). d. ·npw. this
'l'I~e moment ~lies~ great truths are u!ldersto~d and ;Ages," ·Faith reigned, With· scarcely a. rebellwu~; subsame church-the people bavmg· found' some' little admitted, ,a behef 1ll general or .s,J?eCial prondence Ject. Her temples were •' carpeted With knees; . and
sense-adniits, not only,- that she cannot perform· a becotileir impossible::' - FrCIID that -in stan~ men will the wealth of nations adorned he~ com~tless ~hnnes.
miracle but insists that the_ absence of miracle-the' cease their Yain' efiorts to please an imagmary being, The great painters prostituted their gem us to Immorst':ady; ~nbroken march
cause atid'effect, prove the and'W,ill,g!ve tJiei'r ti?I~ and attention to the afl'ai!'S. of taJize her vagari~s, ~hile the poets enshrined .them. in
existence. of a· power superiOr to. ,n:atur.e.. , The fact is,' tliis woHd; · · They· will abandon, th~ idea of attammg song.'· At her b1ddmg, ma':l covered· the E(Ul t_h With
however that the, indissoluble chain of ,cause alid any object by'prayer and supphcat.IOn. 'The element blood. The scales of Justice were tmned with .her
e,fl:ect ,l)r~ves exactly the contrary~'
'' ': '
·.. ,:: of·' oricertainty·will, in a· great measure, be removed gold, and for her use were invented all the cunnmg
·· Sii· William Hamilton,· one 'of ·tlie pillal's· of •modern fr6m: · the d-omain of th~ future;. and .man, gathering instruments of pain. She built cat,hedrals for G<!d,
theology, in :discussing. ·this very •Subject,_ .\lses the f6r-· coora~e from ·a successwn ~f vwtones over the ob- and dungeons for men .. She peopled t~e clou~s w~th
Iqwing -language : .. 'I The phenomena of m11t~er· ta,ken •sti!UctJ.Ons' of nature, will attam a serene grandeur un- angels ·and the earth With slaves. . Foi cent!Iries the
by ,tliell}s.elve~, so ,far fl;m;n ~·iu;rantirig anfinfet:Cnce k~own ~ the ~isc:!iples Of ariy s'!perstition. .Th.e plans world was ret~aci~g its steps-.gomg steadily bac~
to the ·existence of a god, would on the dontrary· uf ruank:md Will no longer be mterfered·with by tl.1e towards. barbaric mght. .A few mfidels-a f~w here _
grourld even'an argument to h-is negation.- • 'l~lie plJ:ep·· ftn'ger of a· supposed omnipotence, and no one Will tics cried, "Halt l '' to the great rabble o~ Ignorant
omena of the m 1tte1·il}l )yorld are su~j~cted-to imrn~ta" :believe· that 'nations or individuals !I-re protecte~ or. devotion, and made it possibl~ f?r the gem?s_ of th.e
~le ~~~vs; _are ,pro?llce,d .and. r!3f.!rodu~ed ~n the sn.me destroy~d by al!y deity whatever •. SCieu.cc, free~ f~om nineteenth ~~ntury to rev?lutiomze t~e. cruel creeds
mvar1able succession, and n1a:rnfest ·only th.e, hhnd:. the cha1ns O( p1ous custom and evangehcal.pr~JUdic.e, and superstitions ·of mankind.
.
·" ,
force of a mechanical necessity:'' ·
'·'·' · • ,, ' will, within her sphere, be supreme. The -nund will ·
7b·be-oottC!uded inourtlo:tt.
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( (Jontintted from 9th page;)
effort enough autheJ1tiC statements of ll. like char~cter, 'l AD~~~~ ~~cnw~~ Pj',T;HE .F~]tLl~.-R,. rx:r~.ll:~RN,
REy; iL D: Fi:EL:Ds, ·Maquoifeta, Iowa, attempted to of ()ilr "W"eak; s1:nfril' clergy dould .l:lli' ~oi)e8t~tlio :fiii 9f ~~ri~. ;J;.aljllax,,Co,,,, ~exl!s,,is t¥~ own~r of ~!l ~~¥hll-Pd
commit 'suicide. . . ! '
:
.
'
I ' ,' .
sever~] sh~et~ iik~ this' a~d ~rolla~ly. sqa~~ely::one .ID,?,st .e~l~i_QTe, J>tiblic ;EI~l,l in the; city. '~e c;hrls.~P.e,d it
REV. J. S. BAR'].'LETT, 'Milford, Ohio, was gui1ty of
.. ",-' · ·· · "· · · · · ·."·. · ··. '"; · ··· · · ·" ·
, .par~q.iniiJ.honor;of thegreD;tua~ural~st,CHAl!LJ;:S,:P,A.R)VIN.
criminal intirtutcy' with a pt'etty married wi:n:nan 'of· case .m ten· ·Of the CI'lmmal ~cts · of· elergymen .are ~n thi'\) ..~~ll. he, or other!'· .every.~unday, fn>:enine,· ,t~)ks
that town; .who had no children;·
' ':·'
. . '' broughtto·l~glrt; The.Y·are"''h'li!illed up" and smotheh!d Liberalism. So far as known this iljl the qnly JilAbl~c.Hall
REv. M~. L!NN, ·of Pittsburgh, was guilty of sev- 'for' the "gbod''b.f .the ,cause" when !it' is 'P.'ossibl!:! to•do .in. tile ,l;Tnited States qwneq, h~. qr, eaHed.a,fter,and,dll:voted
ei.roanl. improprieties with .the ladie~ of hi:s '?~ngrega- so,. ,. Dovptf~s.s
o( o.u. r r~~de.I~',- ~;;n' ~all tp .•mjnd: to tb.e sm:~ad, oCli'1:eethinker.'s .opinio.ns:. Mr. P., wlthin
t
~iie las.t
lliqnth.s bas, deb~ted ;l'{ith tm>, D~v~ne g!lntle. REv. MIRIAM D. Woo:D, •of'D<icatur ·Ga. s'edu~ed'' cas~sn of::clerlCal,pe.ccadlllos;.falhng !under,their•~o·. ,!Den-;much,a.s. h.e i~Daginel!, to, t}!e ;~glory;~'·of common
}!iss Emma J. Chivers.,. Result, a' bou~cing' boy with- 'tice which we· ))ave not Dltm'~rone'd.' : W.e think; how~ .sense,,. He holds blmal:llf ready., .on. deman<l, to talk.• ~ny

'many

iew

ou~:J~~~~J~~~~L~. o~. :s~v~;n~~/G!l·,·.rlnd·~~~~-· ~:~~~r:h:t~~~~t~~ :O:gJ;~~!t:~r~:: ~~~~~~ie~9[h: ·!t~~et~~J:~ ~~\~i.~~~~:s!h;i~i!~~~:~:~i~~~ ;:;,~!~~;

erly from · ;rvrm. ne, wa.s gmlty ·o.f gross· 1tnprop:ri.e.t1es
'
· · ·
' ' ·· • ' :,
. · ·
·
. ,
f th
1"
t f th
1 th ·1 i lid m
with female· s of· his. fold., When' char'g·M with tlie 'of- other m
..· en"':"know nothmg: .more a.b. o.ttt.• God'-have no o e gospe • mos o e popu ar . eo og ea og as.
•
Addrees
as
aboye,
fences; he ··stolitly d¢n:~etl it; an~ asseftell his iil'rio- more influence: with ~im, and"are'~o ml:\~e contr?Ued
.. ,,
-.-.-.-...
,,. ' ·• ,. , ,·'11·id!1.,,,
cence, but when proofs' ll:ccmpula'ted ·and st.arecl :11iniin ·by the pi:incirl1es '(>£: :-v.iiiu~; ~~i:~)jty';.'ipi.~.~ ~lllf:d~itiai
the f~ce, he was c;ompelled t'O c6nfess tq 'B1shop ~eck· , •· ' ·
· · ·: . l · • , . . •
.
•
•
'· TninAsT SPEING }las be~n ma~,ked by mo~{ ~·flaatrous
with that· he ''was )iot 'c:in1y' guilty' 'of 'the'•b1l'ences as ,than.~hel:- feiipw. ~en.'. ·,; ~· .. ~ : ... ,. " '
. I. I!'
hoods. 'iri. the valley, of the Mississippi a InAiitdish-essing
?harged, bu.~ that lie h.ad tis!d ~be'. ~osse~t, ''fhlse~opd' --''In closmg we ~~~ask, IS !Itfor a~ah conduct.· 8•8. ·.w~. ,'?tate 9 ~ tJ:~!,ngs has exis~e<l .. HvndrEld~ o( IJ].iie& OfP\e low
m e11-deayormg ~o·concea,l hlS crnneA; · · • •· ; , , '·:, ~· . :~~v~ n~~e~,, ~~d, Is ~Vo~, pe!.Pet~~~F~.an,d,,~u~!a~nl'ng I~~~;q~;~ h,~v~, .been s~Qille~ged. and Wout~ands. .o~ .f~m~Ues
The embr.ogho. between REv. D~; LU:GD?~ tmd .s~·cn, api,ivrl~kf!,~, cl~~~.th~t O~e,)?,eO)?}e..of.tbj~.c,oq~~y i~rivep ~rp¥J;tl~ei~ ]Jomes. without,!ood or ehe)t~~ tc;>. the
R:F<v. DR. Goo~ENOUG~ andsever.~l o~her. Rf~er,ends, are paying.~he pti.e!lthood o;v,er, six,tymilliona,of,dol" ,~:~ms,ll!- tl).e mtlillii~J,'· 4.glieat amo11-~t o.f.s:u~~J:IJ;l,ll.~nd
ofth,e·Methodist·]3ookConcer~ oftli1s City,I.s'~.en,.·.
'
".· ·.
.
, . . . ,·
:.: •. ,lOS('\QfP;t:<;>Pertyhasbeentheres~lt.
.. ,.;, . :., •. ,;
remembered,. wl:).~n ~~arg~s· o~ dishonesty •. emb~.~.T.I.e,i lars ~nuall~~' Is s:'Y go?~ t?,. be ga~ned .b~;.k~~~~~g, , . <?.n the ~OJ;!ling ,of th.e l~th of ~ay,: a;,most ~c;r\lr,nJul
ment, faJ,sehood, &c~.' &;9· ': ,wer~ ~reely rn~~e a~~~.;nst the~.e . ~~~~ s~~~~ele~ "~~J ,~?D;ceru,ed,, ~~~ IS Jt ~?t ev~J?,t occun;ed near the VIllages of W!).l)a~!jb~r~t. H~tY
each other. ·, · . . · , , .. , . ·· ', , , • . . ·· ,
a~out t~e ~ll,f;!~e, ~yerm~u. g~p.try; W(lre. sP,.q>p:~, pp m, .!l,e~Q,yille ap.d.Leed.s, Mass. .ArC!iervoi,r mad~ ~Y d,lffil,llling.
. REV. ~R. Lr"!DS:Jt~Y, of .~edm11; N. N ..'. w:Inppe~ a their; t"ne .light a11d.,be app. reci~ted by thepllblic,in Mill River for storing :water fo.r d,J;~ving, rqi~ .W~El-lJ.i,the~
httle cluld of h1s three years (•Jdl·for •two hourS:· and
·:·· · ''" ·
' · · ·
· ..
. · ·
·
.
·· · ·
·
.
' · ·' · "" · ~r;::'i~r:heC:~~;:d:~~afi:;; :::~i::(l~~!~~::!
'?.ntil it died:~ 'F,he excuse'.~allegea :pyt~e' ~.~~~re~d thel•rreal character2 "· '' ,,. ., ·
man of God !Vas the Child wotild I.H1t ob~;Y Its; st~p'' '
'' ·
'" · · ·
' 'i ·' · · ,', ',';
straws .. hous!;ls. facto riElS, brij}ges, a;pd evjlf)'thingd~; the
mot~er and say,It.s pmy~rs.. He was impl.:son.~.d at
•···:· :., 1
way. Over•one hun. d.red·andfifty lives.·,we. •e·.'ogt·.•bythe
~~~~~~:.~d calll~ nearben~g;Iyn,c,he~, ~r ~I~fm;I~~ed ''"; ,.·,
"it . ,catastrophe !Pld near $2,ooo.ooo ~worth of· ~~;rty t'leREV. L. D. HusToN, tlie Oli!rical·villain of Baltimore, '''w'' h
,. 'h , .. d ,
. a~' bl
. ti
h' h .sbtrothyedd. Thet stiuddenndests of th~t.dlsasdterwda.s onlyeqva~led
was gl).ilty· of seducing'and· :rtiihirig seve'nil·young. in-, ' ' . .E av? on an manyv: ua e commumca ons w 1c . y . e evas a on·a~ , er~or·l Pt;> ,uee . ., , ... , . ·,
iloceni girls, dau'ghters of wido~s and other 'mym-: w_e are stil~ unable to fin~ roqn;t• for. •Webespe~ th? con-: Many of our C~~ist1an .~r~e~ds w1U. doubtle~s •attr,l,~ute
bers 0 ~ hi~ ·coilgre~atiori; who we.re ~nt to·~iin for'in-. t~nu~· pat1e~ce of om: kmd: frlends .... We•s,hall g~ve·~nser- ,'these ~.ad ~e.s.aubhes to. '!visitations of PI;>v1~ence .for
strnctwn 'm morahty. , Th'e :fiendish mgenmty 'he. em-· tio'? as fast~ ':e ~an. to· such ~s posses.s due .merit.and so~e all WIS~ ~urpose.. We cannot believe ~ny good
ployed in a:ccdn'lplisliihg his vile· purposes'was'eriongh ·which we· thin:k ;nn ~e' appreCJ~ted •by.' our· readers; · ~e·. bemg·would w1llmgly .cause such disaster.s. and we. attrito strike one with horror;,,,,,·. · · · • • ,, . · '
·have several arbcles•mtype:which weare unable, to get m bute them· ·entirely •to. the unsaf~eond1bon· of the' leREV. A. T. 'THOMPSON, of 'Cincinnati; iva:s:guiltyl of· :this number andiwill appear- in our,n&xt•. : ·
/ ,; · ! vees in the.first place and the dam · n~e·secon~. The
numerous criminal' 'intimacies ·with ·ladies . matried' ''
.. , ·
•-'_._,._,·· · ·''•" · ".
... ,,
·Jesson to ·be learned from the events ·IS to have• better
and unmarn.'.ed of hi~ c.onrri'egation•
'···
:·:e,..ano
, ..: th'·"''·
·''e···nt' o'f''c..oI' .'r";;
· · ll.'s·., 0 ,ra'. u·on"' work
danger
o
' as.' well a's·o.f
,
,!!:ross' .'"W:'
.
E gn
er 1n'stal'.I·..m
ngerso
. . perfermed !Pld to•be ·mcite watchful'
, . .where
,
.
intemperance in the use of' ii:ttoxicatipg•Jiquors,:
''onthe God~>·. Ifwill.be coml1Ieted iri."ourriext 'issue, td I.s.p~~gnant.·
' ·. .
.. ' "
' .. :
.' .
~E:v. E .. F .. BER~EY, 'Of St. •Lou.is; was ,guilty' 'of, b~'fon.o:Wed.bi.}l.is,able and sm{f;hing address upon .. iier,
. .
'
Crimina~ hbertles Wlth'the ~oung Iadies••of,hi~·flqak- .esy'' delivered.' to'a la),'ge audiEmce'.in. King'sbu:ry Hall 'A.i.roNGO~r ~uinerQ,US friends.' Ll~~rai 'and' s~~~~~al-.
"the gentle la:r,nbs of .th·e ,fol~•': Am?~g ·oth~rs; was 'p,i{i~Bi:;o; SuD,~a,~, ev~;,May 'a;, if> ;~e'io,~owe<j. ; ~y hls 1' Ar~ ,is tic, are tw,owho are Ast:rol9gers, who firm~y bel~e'V,(l in
Ella C. Perry, ()~ th~Hnm'atu~ e a~e of, eleven ye~rs. . J.:aingmel).tof thfl Church.'.' ~p.qb~s .''Qra¥,\)I).S <;>n)Ium,bqldt the infipel).<;e of, t;he.•planets:;UPO!I this ..e~th and the, inREV:· W A~IIllj'G~oN
WE,wrr,.~.? 81 ~olly, Ml~~., !fDdT,Il.\),mas,;J;'ail;te." .~s st~Ie.i.fu~Iear,fo!-',cible :and ,un- .ha)>i~nts.t;he!:'eof;.and l;llat when t;he planets: ar11 ;in· fa~~i~~~~:e~ ~~ist~¥;on .}irs. L_o~l,aJ GI~en, the :WIfe ,appro~I'J;l,able .. l>{o .r,iber\W! c:;w f~il ~o,fully;l.).ppr!JC~,ate P..is •VO!:'I.).ble,_positions their influence ~s greater than, I,Lt Q.ther
REV. GEo. WAilll'BURN, of the- Lewistown and Brad- . ep.;ul).c~aj;i,ol).s. ·. .A,~te:r. t_h.El/i!l. Orati,~.ns hav!l appe.are!l,: m times. They maintain this science. so strongly believed in
ford' Circuit; A1i.egheriy' County;· N. :y .;•was:: enga:ged the.se columns they WJll be.J,SSJ1,ed.m po,q~Jqrm, , , ,. ,,. . 1 by:tb.Jl ancients; Hypocrates. Pracelsus,and othera~is ;&•true
·
·
..
·
ld'
h
........
..,,..; .. ~,, ... ,·;,·],
t;
one;.andthatby.knowingtheclayandho;urofa·pel1son's
1ll ~ourting, two· .or·more y'Otmg ·a 'Jes ·at :t e"same' '., ' '' ·
·
· ·
birth and examining the aspect and pollitions of theplantitpe; arrd was under promise of marriage. to several·" THosE'\i,thdse eyes ,fan·u.pon this i\itperlind·are rio.t' al- ets.at the time, they can tell what has ,been his fortune
of them.
.
·• •
'
.
• ·reil!dy'subsctibers tcj'~mf ·.T'R'Ii'TH 'SEE:s:lm are 'respeetftilly
h t ·t
b
, .,
· REV. DR. GniswoiD;' ·of Maine,: of ·South Carolina, · 'reci,u\iste'd to'liebome'so; '" ·; :· · · . " 1 • . • ..
·. : .
•· in the past and w a 1 is to e.
"· ,., · ··•
and oth'cr lo~alities;· was! ~oted •as• .a ''ladies' man." ·' 1(aiiy of your'readiirs 'kribw of Liberal enquirers' seek.:. , One of these friends .is Dr. Charles Wint-erburn iof.this
His love ·adve·ntures 'were~ numerous, and., spicy:,, He' i.rii{afteHruth'tlle}i' are •l'eciuestE\d to, use' their efl'drts to' city and the other Mrs. Ellis M. Lilly,-825 .Sp'ring !Garden
was also'very fond' or jovial· ·and·: convivial •company:•· 'infl:ii.ehcetli'eni.''to be patron's of t:'his slle'et.' l3y so 'di>inll: Street, Philadelphia. The latter has never seen us, but upon
. ·He committed the crime of: bigamy,- having two wives' 'th~y will cohfer.it:'iavdr,'ubozi ,tl;i~ ·t~~eibient IJ.rid a'· s:x\Eicial 'learning the hour of our birth kindly sent us a horoscope
·atotl•:.itim'e. ·
· ·. i ··:'
.,
, ·"dne'lipon.'\:>ulrSeiC · ·,'"'" ""
"' :.•. , · · '" ·
withou~navititywrittenout. Wea11ecompelledto•admit
RE'v. W:M. HoLT, n·ear Pat1s;·In.; whipped ·a widow ' ·• n i:·" -•.' · ·· ·, ···~ I · '" '
. ·' · ,, her statements were correct'sofar as thepastis:concerned,
1
woman with plow' lines." ·' •: : " '
· : "· · • · ·. · • · • · • •
•. '': •• • ·. •· • ··! -: · · • · .. ., ! I
·.' :
· though we fail to see how the planets can have much: effect
RE'v. · THURLOW T:R:Esi3ELMAN,· in Annetia1 N~· ·Y.,
PAINE :S:ALL :- e reg~et that our 111I!~teq sp~ce ;wJII al- · ·upon the fortunes of indi,viduals upon this globe. ' : ·
seduced several young ladies of his .flock'; and·,rwhen
)o~us tQ.gl;ve a,'Q~;Ief notJC~ only 0·~ the ,.meeti~~ -of the: ·• Both the friends alluded to, agree that the stars' J;iortencl
unmistakable indications became so ·apparent that he ,;J;I.oarc:t qf, ~·!:'Ustees of the li'~~.elm:ll Fund, held .~n.~oston, ·a·fair success fbr THE TnuTH SEEKER (and we will ·ad~ in
~as <:harged w,i~h the ·Dlatter,· and· about' to • be• tried, .~aysth laf;lt.,,,Werfl• ppesen~.• JoB:~~p,,Mendum,· Hqrace parenthesis that we beleive' this· roily ·vro've t'nie 'il.tbe
he left the j:>Ta\!e ~el'y' ·early •one morning with< th'e gay Seaver, Theodore Savage, anQ. MorrJS:Altman,who also, by, friends .of Ftee Thought in this country will only·sustain
. ,
" . · ''
the sheet'asthey ought;)' ! ·:.
·' ·
" : · • · .'·· • '
Mrs: Hurst,"tlie·wife of a gentlem::u~ who was- absent ·PNxy,,repr~sentedD. R,. ..Burt...
fro'mh6me.
· · · ' · ' · . . '.'· . ··
: ' . ! ·· Tlie.Treasu:r:er ;-eported $ 2ll-;1 64 •47'm.the.treasury. A ."We'callattentio'nto·Mrs.Lilly'scardonprtge'lri: ... :
REv. E. 'G. Rmi3i:iE, of.DeKalb County;.III.·;•seduc- comm1tt~e of three wa.s ~ppomted . to,.·pm:chase ground · ·
..•
.,, ..
ed four ·young ·girls· in· the neighborhood, lind ran upon w~o~.eh.toere~t,a,bmldmgfour:s.torles:high to be called:
. i'
-.. -.-. ,.. : . '·· .
away leaving a' wife and two children behind hini'unJ,. ThePatneMemomq,ZHall and·Invest1gator-Home; thelowe:r
t
.:b.·'
• •. ·. ·.h.. ·:
provided for. A shocking case of scandaious crimi- story to be used for. 'business- puTposes, the seeon:d fi.oor, , .T.wo ~.atrons. !\en Uf! ? ~tuary no~JCes: ;w~t . !l reQ)lest
. nalit:y.' . . .
'
... ,. '•,! ' " " II :i ..l'
!
•fdr .a Lecture·Room.forfree discussion and open.to all to :pub~ISh, tP,\l.m .. we .. ~n~ended of;(lou;rs,e .~o,,,Q.o,,I:IO·but
·R:Ev. B. P~Y, of' Westbqro,· Muss. ;•was· 'guilty comers; and theliPPill' floors to be follev&-•used a.s.a •publi- ,the, notiCe~ have. got mislaid ~tnd we. cannot,now! PL\Lqe .our
of licentiousness with various feimtles conneeted 'with·. cai1Jion· home ·for THE· I:NVEsTid..I.TOR. . The whole cost· not .. )lan,ds )lPOn them.. We· ask the,se fnend~.;t9 PafdP.!l..uf! for
'his'chi:Jrch.'-··'
.
'•"·•.
,-" ..
J,;,.,,<. •toexceed$6!1.000.!• .... , ''"'·'·
··•!
.tlj.e,same•. ,,,.
,..
, .. ,;
R:Ev. MR. RE:E'D, :of Malden;'was ·in.the sam~·.cate- .. We'since learnthe·ground,has 'already been pu:t'chased; : ... ''" ·· .
· •' · ·"
· '''·
gory.
· .''· · .:
',· ... , .. '.' .:· .. ,... ,.,, ·' • ahdthattbeedificewill'sodhbe·commenced;•with•theex•' COMMONSENSE.No~I.• Vol.I;ofa·neatslxteii:b:'~age
RE'v. I. s. KAlr.'LOCH,
·Kansas, while a• :resident of. pectati{)n of completing' iH)y the close of the·J;iresent year:; wil'ekly by tbis title. published in San· Francisco, 'is. 'upon
Massachusetts, visited' a •neighboring· village: with: a rea!dy fw'the next anniversary of Paine's· birthday 1td be· .. our· table.. It is devoted td morality, 'education,' 'equal
womari iiot his wife, and hiring· a:!J:oomin.a hotel .for' 'lreld there.::'' :
.
. '
: ·:. .
. .
'tfgb'ts,:labc:il:-reform aild whatever elevates' lind' en\iobles
a short time;· committed· adultery: with: her· then: and '· •'€ohtributidns fortlie work are stlll needed and all who' du~ rai:ie. u 1has •a dilciciCd bearhlg towards tliil'l3piritual
there, as ·an eye-witness was·~ble· to testify:.• · · . ' · :feel alJle and willing tb ·aJd tlie good· ca'usil ,lire rectiiested Philosophy. we· hrulthih'o't!.n'g chain pip~ ofln'enfl!J freeREV: DR. PoMEll;oY, · Sec11etary of·· the. A~encan ·to sen!I such funds to the , Treasurer J: P.' ·:M:eirdum. s~ dorii arid the rights df'rilim: ·We can hiir'd,IY'havetdb' many
Board ·of Foreign M1ssions,oBoston, ·was.proved 'to··be · Wil:shiiigtori street.'B'd:;;ton;'Mrtss.' · · · . ' ·, · · .,, ·
' ·advocates of the Truth before the' public:· 'ItaniJasrs'to be
a liberal p~tron o~ h9uses ?f ill--fame, .w~ere he•freely; · " We w6'ufd be 'glli.d, cotiid. We also have' a· :Pai'ne ''Hall hi a'f!Iy' conducted iindwe hope the; Liberals a11~ 'S~i~itualusedth~ m?ney his c~nfiding ·flock ha~ '~()na1led for this city. ,
, . ..
.
:' ·
· ists'o'f the Pacific coast will acc'ortl it a gill~erdu~ 'slii;>J';iort,
the ?<'>.~v;ers10nofJoreign·heathen.: By.h1s own cb~2 •··· '·· ·' ' "
,,, .. __,_.. _.. ·• ' '' .,,,,,
·'
'anan'layitprove'·a~uccess.. ···. ·, ·' ,. .., · ·· '' ', .. '
' .
. .. . •·:"' . ,. ' '. ·.:' .... ,.·
fessron he had paid over $6;000 to women •of noton' · .~A'N.k.i.'VE~s~Ili:S:-.w.~.c~n.··gi~e:on.lr'.a ·,b;rie~ n, n.t~q~ oi ·· · ·'
ous character in that city; ·
·
. .,.
. R'Ev: TUNis TrTus K~NDRICK, of Brooklyn, ,bas the a~iyersar~ of THE ;L~qR ~;EFon~. Wq~~·s ,Sp;FFDONATIONS 'To THE 'T.RUTH s:EEx:Eiit: . ..
Very recently·been proved guilty of drunkenness' an,d ,RAGE; l.).nd ~ACE.I\IOCIET~I;I. ).'ece.ntl,Y ,held ip,. thi~ C~t);. ·.'!-'he
, , . .. .. · , , , . , . , , .. . , .. , . .
other immoml conduct.'·' His troubles are· still ·unset- first was iPl.'!lB~ded ·c:>vJlr by E. H. H;mY)VooD of;'~T~ Wol,m"
From Wm. Burlingame, Ripon, Wis.j 2Gc.': John Challice
tied. He is strug'glino"'·to•·gain:·lidmission into.the ,and V:icePres~dent:J:;..,K.
... A.bl~addre{>se~.were.
. ,
L''d' . M' as~~ .• $•,~·:p·
Andrews,
· J:oslyn
u
tr 'tr""" d Payson, Utah, 50c.; P,. Du,nham,, , ee. s,,
:, , .a,vid
1
church from·,, whicli 'J.l'e 'bas been expeiied. l ",. . • , · ·• de1'l.vere...,."'bY s· p ·..,.,.
,.. ro f· H
. nme, E.·. ••·
....,fl', ..,oo •
REv. R. H .. WILtrAMsoN;'Wiikesbarre,·Pa.; (pastor .Dr.,a;nP, ]14:.rs.,Lawrenee,Dr;, and lirs.. Hallo.ck,.DJ,',.',l'rfla~, Wright, Des Moines, Iowa. ,$2; l>jaf1Cr ~ad,en,iiWRPdhull,
ofthe St. Stepben''s li}piscopal Church) was guilty. of vis- •Elder F" W.. Evans,, Mr.•Hanson and otheJ,'s•. A.n.ac'Jjmu·ned ,IIll; :25c.;. Mrll. S. A.U.ndel'Wood, Ohicopee Falls;Miiss,,•50c.;
iting.h<iuses of 111-fa:me·and other• immoral conduct..
~eetingi:. s?~n· to be b,eld,~n1this ~lt"Y wb,en.luf,th,er,sp!)akn &; 'Preiitilis, $1; M."A. WeatHerbee, Da'yton;•0.;'ff; W. S.
·REv,'M:R. ·t;MITli, of'Illinois; a·.few.,.yeai's•·ago :mga,ndaddimon&l ..w.ork;w.IU.bellertormed~:.;, , .. ,,.r
,.,.k:'''', · .. , '· ''I'·'.,,· .. ·'M::'w·'
drowned his. wife i'n·a •sh'allow' ·stl'eam•·by.bolding her :I 'l'HE•WiOMEN'·S· SUPF~AGEI Co:N'VEN.rioN was.presided <J:Ver ~~c. Je,s ..~llW' o,~;f,~ $1; 11;1?: owa 'Frien,d, $5 ;_,J. .··' oods,
head under'water... · 1 ... •.·
• :•
·
, , i · ,
· •byPvesidentSusan.B,:Anthony and·w;a~ addressed ·bY.tht\ Knightstown, lind,, 5oc.; J.
Foster, Qree~ey,C?l., 75c.:
For w.ant of room ahd'from 'a disinclination to f'ur- President.·Dr; Josephine Mix,.Revo.• B.•• Erothinhaiil., :Or•• 'F. o.•Johnsoi:r; White·Water, Wis.; Mo.·' ''
' '·' ...
th~r pu. rsue the subi~~t. as. thi.·.s.'t.'im,e', e, .dec.iirie.exte.n. d-. and·Mrs; ~a1:lock;'J ohn E~ .Wolff Lind others~ ; ' ' . d \ I :'
'fullY ap-pr6Ci8.te 'th~'; g~ne'rositY:of bur kfnd~1fri'ends
•
·:l'.l'HE· PEA:OE 'CoNVENTioN was' addrPF•s, l·by:some of the · .·1 ·. ,
• •·• , •. , ·
•·• ·
• • .. • '' · ,.
ing the recital of similar inst11onces•.. With a lnoder'ate samespeakilrs and• additional ·!':·,.,:.,.
and thank them for the·aa.m!),

:ID§i/ifoi·l ·,: 'Jioft!L: ,, '' ' ;
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·From a Friend.
,.
• •
•
, ·
,
•
I,
'i ·I .. ;EUl.Ve.tJ:le'i,l.riJD.Che~l,t}i~ iop Of t}leJadder?· , .
'
'. 1 • . : · , ' \' 1 :·,1 •t. ~·r-: . ':' '' I ·•.~· '";'• " r; '• ' ·. r " '
EDIToR.TRUTH.
SEEK~ :-'.l'hlS ..<;tty, Is, J\lli!t now · ... , · ... r ... _.,,, "·-..r'·t·_·"" t · th' ldd ·. · ·... _... "·· ·· ·· ·FR_IEND_··BEl'INETT·:=lti'lolr_'u_p' your-paper the ·last
ex
. ·' . .
.. 't" 't f
fdl .
. t·l
.
. . ,.qO.· op, 0 Is. a, ~r.- ... ···r·•·;' ....... ,, ... ,,•, ·-~~· ....,.h....
. .
'
per1~nmn~ane;"c1emen o no.o marysor . . .,
;~_l'id·····'w·"n.l_ ''t·tnit·srtblim:et
.~1:·_· ,,; ·· ... e· J.ssj.1e,'wit 'theexpecll¢tt.ttJ.:~:tt·b.!uJ:igl'ltb'f(f2tbdiscover
· Prof. Davi~ Swmg; D.D., pastor of• tlie Fourth St.;· -" ... Jlq, l·.. ~- ~.ff, 'If., ... s ,.,., . e1.~Y.. :WI).,,, 8.,1,l~_P,oS .some -sins of <>mis~ion whi!!h yo" had commi~ted and
P~esbyter~ar( C)lul;ch (,)f Chicago, .·has be~rt ci~~d to
re~Qlv~. ·P'P.: .h~n~11alll.f'l . 8 <4r "!?:~0 a ..Y~~~?tte~ _D,f ~lfd'.c1,e;tJ.piteix fix.~,~)~
llf~h~. 'Y~at tllo,s.e part~~ular
tryal.p~ charges o:f p.eresy,. a~d.the probability. Is that
-\i,r8 an,CJ. M<e~ns'; .. , 1, . _
. ; :., ·.. . .. 1 .~~,n~;vyer\l, but was agreeal)ly surpnzed to fi~d myself
he Will be ~oun~gwlty and ~xpelledfro~ the church .. ~ .. ,j!,"\a~tl ~? ~r· s~~e.gqod . spmewhe'r~sorrtehow entue1y at fault; for l!.e:t,e:.'dn tl1e fi.t,st Page of your
·' Prof. Swmg 18 a ,young man cow.parat1vely, but he· · ,tp so.l!l_flbo.<;ly," ,liqt · f'ISttln_ ce, m 0 11f P~~!l, 1Je ,nqt a ·paper standing.l:loldly ~Ct'forth wer_e the· facts which
istheabl~st;mai;J. inth!)PnisbYierimfChurch':and if tota1 failure._,······ ''' ·'. ·
,,,,. '"~'! ' 1.'.· 'ltn6ri$htyou might through ~sense.of.mistakenle
he is to be .. judged by the thought of bis sernlons, 'hei '. fth~q_uh~~oth~e~~!:' tlj:~s· v~~orapbl~:-~v!!blplJ~~%11d ,;Jiienb)f,ito'w,ard the cl~rgv, omit to mention: 1 allude
will•r~nk any -orthodox prea<;her in America.' For :...--:-. . () · ~. !J-ffl,, e · .R-IP!!:I,l!'l 0
e re_,\)1,1;,>., ,.II, If .li • to'··:llhe··:riJ.any crimes which have been:cha.rged and
two y~ars pS:s(!~e·ll.a~ been tli.e ptj}pit.lion Of Chicauo!· _to naturahze,.the.;practi.cal: cQlllmon -~en&e of .tne r.e- proven against theclerey and which just'at this time
p·eope
'i o;fallf'th
··
d
·
·u"·th· .. , ·f ··-f!O'th •mote·futl,lre·?··How·shall·tlie"naturaPl.~f'-theelder'l' '""··" ·· ,,,.,
•. -,
•
,.,, . -''i'·· .... ·....... '
. 11;1 s ..an -espeC!a y. ~se o no 31 . be' . d 't'':~
. th~ ",...,._.,tnal"-•'·tir'i.''tt I.e "f''!l.e~.Ill.~.o,pal~ake of ~be_charact~Jr Q _an_;,llP~dem~c.
crowd to he1n· ..him by thousands and h1s sermons are
_ma. e_ 0 i'\~ry;e, . . '• 8-""' •
• •• ,.~.Y,<I .nq. f.. ·. i'l'hep-ress;<:v>Ith some comme)ldable exceptlQns, .fa1ls
11:11 printed i11 t;he leading daily Paper~. .1
' :'How, .J?ay 1suc'4 a~:~ ~!IPU:Il;to.!t'M ..J(Unty.. of ~ngel~i :b!J .. to criiiCise' with· proper severity these cases·oi\moral
• 1This. is tb'e)nmi tha,t has· just bcen on tri11ol fo,r e~anc~pll;t~d.~r-~lll:-~an, from the Impen~usdep:t!l~~~; .·!i.IHpi,qued,ct~~l'f~ny ci'j~~~·:a:~ .~tmim~tl~~:l!Y'. the;
heresy, and the .flloct has aroused our people to a great of tlfe ~~ 1~HaJ.,D}~);eW: ~:1' ou~ !longl,Oinerat.e itiake up· . . clergy which have never•.b~·en.e,xpqsed -~~?: t)ie full light
pitch of excitement:· His chief IU)cus¢ Prof. Patton · :r.o the qll~~Wln, ,o:r, que£1t10ns ,ll,foresal!f, yo~.- cp:Q:if •ofI d:).y; •: A.Ii I instance of this 1kind ()ccurred·oin;a:vilo! t1ie' Intrr,~ is· d~nq;un,ce(l and. sne<Jred at on ~11 D;l~ttee un~ 1m?~l!';fecom~e~d,, thusly/'LettJ:~ most ·i,~g~·~ot:I~.W; m'iles fr6Il)-; t!U~ ,pity;i'fl~~r.e; :r· f?tinerlt"
sides, .and by almost .all the people. .
. . . , :. . . . perf~ct l~no'Wri type .~f ~Hmal}~ty,_ . of the opposit~ per'- .rtlSide,d.;, A pasto;r, enJOJlDg' the conlidcw,ce: of, ,his
All this simply l?rovelj tP;a~ P~esb)\terianiSJ?l has. had I .suru:u?p., .l~ iYP~~ep..s.~, u.~~lected, an~h ap:~ye<;l :w. tp.~ •flock, I f?~~d' '.ofipor~unitie.s ' to: se~nce. n;iil.nif of ·.the
ItS d.aY· .That the .P~op1e WI)l ~nly .tpl!Jrate )~ ,wl,uleit :h~.b.xhme__nts .0_, rvlVln.Ity .... ee~t_. ~:cver():p,?al dlst~:ncf3~; ,feml!-~~_s, ..gf: l\IS 'cotrgregatH~n, -• ll!-al~E;l,Il ·.~n~ 'D1art~ed ..·
keeps qUiet. But If .Jt attempts to. VIndiCate Itself bry: 'qist~nd.e Jacihta.~es. reyerenpe: Keep ,~lie 'Revered con . W)len,. t;!i!}.~ea~ul ~I,'uth· at' ·]~st camE\ to the ears 'of. a
reprimand~ng or expelling ·away;its l~a\ling officers fW 0trfutahlly Inh yotllji~YI~ ~t !'\Y~m ~i;ill f~j~~l,th~~~ fA 6 ~e. ·deacon. 0_f- the chtii'ch, .tbe,,clisclps)li'c;J_s •.il'I;v.olve(~ ~e·
treaS\JI1 to 1ts fun.damentaUaws 1t raises a storm about• · · · . e ,c · osen. ·: lVU:g y, ~$ • c.~n ~u.a .'f. ~I>9:U · YP.~? · .-reputatiOn' of so many members of :rehgwus Jfam1hes
"., .fth "'t'·flth. · h ·· 'h··;·' 'I -1. h.. Sl!J.epmg.orwak~ng-th.e.all-seemgeyeisuponyou.· ·:"r'-'•'t'Ji'···h:"·''h't If, 'li't:·'t · ·'d md·'b' 'b·. -h?
t h eeaJSO· . . e,.m~u. !lts.ows,t cmce!lry_tat.
'Sli'':Ir"_ th ·b'''f''lt'•lil bl
'Wk 'fl'V'ti "lf'al),u.,._!}!<.A_r~ .Ise_. ta .1 '!ao _eee. est :Yt.f3
they are a .contemptible mm~rity.• Prpf. Swmg IS. as; ; .... 0~ u,. ,~.ll,pv;~..ft:1,. .0 ,t na e Y0 u" .,.;:_.~r >R, ,r,~.e ohm.ah.officlals. to qmetly diSIDliJS• tl:\e ~rrmg '';sel'v;:~.nt
d" radical a fr!letv,inker' as Frothiilgham' or Parker and- c1lla~ nnd: llW~; W!ol.h~V,!}.!l.ropger-:-more.: .er!),IC:: rllJA!l· ~of theiLt;>rd." No prosecution or publicity followed.
Pres?yteriani'~in. cann,ot a,fford tQ),oler~;~-~e hiuq~ her.. dl~8:'· ·'W;!l·~pl~~t)lei:p- ~·~e~crve. ;:.~::. · · · ·._._· ·· .,, '.l .6"· • ·.'. _1\.t~,e~p~~ :iv~re 'm~i;l~ t? stjfie. all enquiry.. ~S' 't'o 't_!J.e
pulpit. But 1t IS now very clear< that- If she dares .to. ·
.
:: ,·, · , ' ... ·.. 1
•t P,R~! ~· ,
acl;ualfacts, but'the '' WQI'ld's peop\e "· sorn, ascertmn-,
.t- -." .•.F.·, ·· . · - "''·
·ed them,' and were ..not mealy-mouthed :in. their conassert her authority she· loses all the' prestip;e she has· · ·' . . ·
had: in Chicagp., . EV'i~ently,. the fo~iu. of creed is, ,; . I '. • ",1 • ~~er, t;~pt 1owa ·w~:
'I '; .•. : " ' .4ell;~~%U.:9ri. \;if JlfLSt?r and •saint&. :It is ti~e :¥~ ,greater.
broken and the ~hurch IS. doomed.
.,
. . ..
FRIEND :BEmor~:xT. :.If.. ~0u ha.!e aJ).Y J1'Qe~;al.fnends. Pl.l,bl~q~ty ..P.e .gtven ~o c3;ses ·of P.l;1!l~PY c,rnp.I,n~h~Y, the
Crei(\IS, em pi res, systems rot 1Vith a.ge;
'
',; ,who Wi!Jll ,t.o· '~et: ·It g!>od; ;jldu~atton and, at. th~ •s~e veil• <;>f s~ctl'ty ·~Inch 1s used to sqr~en tne.ll\, _should
But. th,e people ar~ \lver,youthful;
-' · '!1m~ _be ftee·fr~m .'1J,le;:na.p-ow mf!.uen~e_._s oJ1 se!!,ta~'lllp~ • P_~ p<?_l<;llyJorn asHl!':!so tha_t t.l1e p~bhc m,ay}b~ able to
And they shall wl'ltethefnture'spage,
'!Smi send them h!}re,,,,,'l'J!.f3 State Uru,v.ersJt,Y aJ;J.d;l;1w. 1'\E;le tAew Jl)..a)l then• nal>;'ffl.c,efo_rm~ty. ,. ,
.
,
To· our humanity niore truthful.
s<:hOol·il!'locatell 'liere:111I;n the· College ._L:;brary are . : .c . . ~ . ,
•
·', .··-~
.:
• _,;w, .B. S.
·
T. ~·,B.· · many '''lnfid-~1''.'· Woi'ks·and many of .the st)ld!;!nts ·aJ;e , ·, :N,~w Yorfc, •Aprtl· 25, 1874.. Chic-ago, May 15i7t, 1874.
.. freethi~ke~s w1J..o:·o.o,,pp1i:fe.ar ~o _g\v:~ p~~lic e:Xp~es~ion ' _ · _,:, ',; ; .
' ·· · · , ,
, . _ , .. ,
,. .
.
Since the above was receiv~d, we per,c~ive the Prebstery tO· I the_n:· ,th?ug~ts,:r ·~II'~~ InstitUtiOn >IS.l.fl~,~~~hu;g.· ' L,~!'lU~G,E1 OF THE G~p PF:T;aE' ~Ill~.,," Love me,
which tried Dr. Swing. acquitted him: by a vote of fory-ftve There are .h~~~.,at 'pr,e~-~p.t not ~ILl' fr~m sn~ h~nd~ ed or I will •ro_ast you.. Behev'e me oi," be damned."
the Synod to .....hich an appeal has: f:!tud~nts. · ; It, 18 .r~fl',e~Jllll.gl.to fuid suqh, ,l,tp. VJ.Stitutwn · :rri • ,. · '· • •· · ! ' · ·. 0 · ·i.. 'r•· -'- · · "I • · • ·a. ,.
to ftftee.n and upleaa
.,...
"
in. a new .state, .a:tlter .h:1'1.vmg seen so many. narrow .. ,.;'-'-¥<GUA,GE OF T~E fiRI"~.~·.>< .. _IJ-~ goo , • am
been t~ken rever~es the v.erdjctj the Rfiver?nd gentle~en contracted '1i~le·> ·"Gospel Iilill!l" (sectarian Instip!- Iholy. 1;o:u .1\re. a 1:\W.!J~l':. I ql!l a child bf. GoA· You .
will still be pe~n;-Itted to ~lVe utterance to his honestvtews• ti6ns)' preSiae'd' over by si)me'old'' hell fi~U t1iili~' ·~$' . ar~ ;a, ehil~' ·df the dev~l.. l- Will go to heaven. you
an~ retain h~s cqnl;lectio~. wit~ an orthodox! chufch ;}:do_, or. be ;,daril):iijd,l;;:;.:~tadviser to :t4e 'i'hlorie' Qf Will~·go ,~o hell; 0; sm,ner. -~~,y,,<Jon't you co_me to
This to say: the least, IS a great gam. [Ed. T. S.l
. •grace,n sc'attl:lred a:H.bver• our older states.'' ._, 1, ... , ,. ~ QJ;u;;IS~.II.I)..d peas gqq~ as_ lam_~. .
J. M. FoLLETT.
' · .,Sin¢:e f q\trhe, h!Jr'e '11;If!£ve::~~t)evet~l .of tb,~ -~~~ · ;-,- ~pi,r: t4~; Custom House' fetm'rii it, a,pp,~ar~ that
.and .I. ~d, a,Jp.ong: them no ~If. .f!tarved ~litE:ll;, ·•nearly 250;000 lbs., .of Oj;Jj)lni are annually.iihpo;rted into
The Sober Second Thought. · ·· ·• ,dents,
~Uectsi·boundtto:some mus.ty record ofth~ p~t, }ook-. thi):l country-a q1mntity·some' te~ times-·grcater than
E are not disposed to take issue _with the _writers mg b~q~ i!ltq the dark fpr,.ligl:\t, ,b~t they look1mto•the was 1brougl}.t' into ·:tb,e country· ten years· ~go; This
.
_1 • o~ .aJicJ:~nt :s.tocy, .nor wJth', th,e: inventors of fpJJire )Vil'J,\ ~tl!! );>.~igll~ ;P,I;OSpects of·'fr\'led~:JAP."!11J!. mE;lO;. ,fact,S,hows the alllorn.J._il)g._,t!l!l\'e_ a~e}n.(the A$e. made of
modern science. : Self respect emibles us to be-respect- till bonda,ge.' '.t:hese you~~ men hav,e. be:re ll;lli advaiJ.~_. >tlli,s p(;!rnici,ous drug.. It is largely: used as a stimulant
ful.to others: · LE;lt 'us avail ourselves of the f\lcilides tage which' 'tniJ.y:t~o~!l, wP:o have bee~ 'll:~P,t:.4owJ;J. ·~y by 'sm:\:i~J o~- the mo~t br,illi~~t ;minds of the, counti:yqenvable from th!! labqfs..of pur p~edecessors, If we the sou1 d~basmg ,1de~t (,):+ a mad .Prd_, a_ roarmg devil,, bot1t .. male,_ and female-'-num.stf3rs,, )aw~ers, !).Ctors,
can shove the car of .progress a httle further up the and a petroleum. helL .can. apprec1at,e.. 1¥&Y they go ·actresses,: literary ,,people,_ladies,,Qf ,fashwn &c., are
ascending gra,d,e than 9'?' . g~·~at'g~and,:mothers di.41,.
?'!i an,d t1il'pu~li. ,t)le ,go~d"'nfiuences -~f f~ee thol!ght, .. !l;mQng its. devote~s and slaves:.• ..Its stimulat~ng effects
what have, ;we don,e, more tlian Qtir share?
, .· . 1' • prepare th'!)ll~el~e\1' tp b~~:ttle ttte o]~ dilapidated·Ideas are' peculJ.at,' givrpg~ great bnlll~t;I.cy',f~r a' time but
, For scientific discovery,.let us rise above the !ogil of of 'the· past... IP.:. col;l'ipltniY of .some of. t)l,e students -making. inev.itable .wrecks· ofJ)iose who. become its
our early education, into the' serel}e sunshine and gen~- abtive·mentione'd I went,to the town river to see three slaves' It completely destroys .the digestive apparatus,
tie breezes oftlle practical colli,\n,On sense of th~ remote 'yqung. pers~n.s ¢~ !bf~u!?h the. soul' degradin:g ~o~m- shatter~ th.e _nervbu~ .. ~yst~n:i ·and. efi'~m~a~es andfutur:E;l. .
. .
.,
· , , . fpole1:y of 1 .Immersiop.., .Had ,they been. cr~mmals debases tlte mmd.. It IS Jimqh ~ubs_tltut\ldm the place
From this elevated •standpoint,· 1et us take,c first, a about to.be hung they could not have looked more of alcoholic •drinks but is much more insiduous and
back look,. and theti. a fOI'watd,look atwhat is called discopsohite; and ·I did not blame them much, IJ;S it ,qangerou~,. as it can be. used more secretly.' It is
man.
. · .
·
·
, , Wll!! a cold, raw ~~'Y anp,~l;l.e t~ou,gl.J.t that qod req~red more~ palefill than alcohol ~~~more to .·b¢ shunp.ed
On a back look, we fail to discover that any: humans the observance of .such a foolish nte .of them certmnly, :and ~bhon-ed. ·
ever existed. on this little planet, in any better sha1Je· was not· :catculated·to··cheer them much. or give them---.---:-..-·_..~;-----any nearer the likeness. of Divinity, than some whq .~ very e~lted· opiiJjofJ,-~~f their hydibpath,ic 'De,ity, .: ,,, ~·~
is , Reu'gion l
now exist. .
,·
· .
. ..' ., .Yours trUly, ., ;
~' ' ·
,
Fromanoutlookatthepast,-as·wellasthepresent,the ·
• ·· ....
Jon:N. M.·FoLLih'l'.
·• NoT'in~ti>s'es, nor crosses, nor Catholic ereed.
Rev. Tho's Fessenden i~ fully susta,~n'ed in c~~ling us ··:o.q,_nibrtarfe,JimirJ Oo:,:lll.
· ·Notmu·m:bling of Aves, nor cou~ting of beads.
homos "the Human, Brutal species."
,. 1 •
·
·•
The Great Spirit's revealment to the Dakota squaw, ... ·' · · · ·,.
· • · · · · ··. ;,
·
·,
·
· Not'church-going;psaJ.~-s~ngiJ,lg,prayingqr'priests,
1
is sustained-" S!iuaw Papppose have two squaws. in
Ans1ver to "A· Seeker For Truth·"
' .Attendance on serp10ns, prayer-meetings or feasts.
1
she; one earthy.; 'one IIeav:eny.--earthy squa-r grow . MY FR11Nn, you /say;." if I ain a believ.er in, I ain . Norweari'ng a broad-brimand plain "thou" or"thee,"
smart-she do the wijl;wan1. ·Heaveny squaw come up ·not a careful reader .of the• Bible."
·
..
·· ,
slow; but she comq-She manage earthy squaw. This
I·· think you will have to take that to yours~lf as '.Or strait-collared coat. from the world's fashion free.
am Resurrecshlin." . . : . . · · . · . · : .
· ·
ty'd)l ·quote a passage 'froiJ;J. tha.t Book· to show that ·.'. It'is ;not to kneel with ~long, pious face:
Paul's-" That was not first, which is spiritual, hut beasts •have souls, ,You say that !.will· find. it • hi. ' · IOr'sing·sdlemn anthems in some holy:place.
that which is natural;·ahd afterwards ''that which,is Nm;n.bers tl;le 21st chapter and 28th· verse .. Now there. i Iri secret be cradled, or'oli,_a Cr\led .n)irsed,'
spiritual, "-is sustained. . . · · · . ·
. ·· 'is rl.ot anything on that subject in the whole 'Book bf '
·
· •
'"Jesus'--.". Suppose. ye that I am come to give ;peace .Numbers. :. Bu~ :;ri>u.':~ill ~nd those :wqrds in, ,Ecele~i-.
Believe that every outsider is cursed;
on earth-'-I tell.re. nay,"---is fully sustained. ·
, · itstesitb,'e 3rd1cl_la'pter,' and·il8th verse, "I said in mine
~hat:G~4has in Heave~ orda~ne.d us to dwell.
• Compo~nded,, ,as, we ar~, of the ,;ment-al ~n.d huma,n · heart, :~<:>nAernm~ 'tl~~~~tll:te of. the sons of II)._al}, ·th11-t
:But'left c'c)untless millions to drop .into Hell,
-eart)ly and he_ayenly ;- Wm·-:-eternal v1gtlanc~ls God, Illlght.ml),nifel?~ tliqm, an<;, that they m1ght,.see
· ·
!
·
· ·
• ·
our normal·cond1t10n-must be· our normal conditiOn that they thellll!elves are .beasts., .. r ..
-'-till ltuman.•. over the ·bruta:l-the lteaventy,'
over the .. 19.· ~>For ·that which .)Jefalleth the sons· of· man
What Religion Is~
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earthy-lias bbttlined complete .conb:ol. 1
;·.· •
• l:lefBlleth ·b,easts.~J'Ven:.op.\l thing ):>~falleth them as the
' RELXGio~ is lov~ in tl!e he,art and. the iife.,
'l'ill :so much be accomplished, what is called Man, one dieth :so dieth ..the other, yea they •have all one
The soother of sorrow, destroyer of· strife;
is, to some'extehti-be the same more 01'less-raw ma,.· breath so that ·man. hath no pre-eminence above a
teriaZ. N~t till the .dipi'T!{J.. ele!llen~ iv, ,our make l;ip,; b~a,st'for all is vanity;!!}~ ~o unto ~ne place; all are of
The soul.'s best physiCian :t:elieves every pain,
has undisputed supremacy, will truth' sustain Ul;l in. the: dust and an .t)ll.'I\ to dust agmn. Who kn~me,th,
.t\D.d in her di11·k cavern: ·nglits hope .once again.
calling om·selves men and women, in' the'likeness ofth,e- the spirit of man that goeth upward and the spirit of
It curses nt~ one who has doubts of its creed;
•
Heavenly Parentage.
,
' :. . . 1
·• '
t:lie lieast that goeth down~ard to th~ earth?''· . · . '..· ·:
1
Now Jet us turn the long glass. thc·otherway.-Jn . ·~Wherefore·! (A. Erym) jerceiv(;l th!lt. th~re !s . It hun~ up no martyrs to burn and.to bleed;
the.futU?'e what do we see?- .
' , · .,
... nothing better than. that a man should reJOice m his
It tells of no devils with tortures a1;1d chaips,
We see'. Heaven...!. hOt the heavel'l of ElilJhas, the .own w6rks for thlit ·is his portion for who shall bring
No ·h~ll of um,nding. and horrible pains.
Tetilanite, h.eavens th~tt i•are''i}Qt.:clean.''-r~e see' hiJP.tp.se.e;w),iatshallbe·'afte'rhim." . ,
.: . .
It seeks not.to bless men by force or by fe!ll',
clean new heavens;· we see angels -not the,angels of · Now.my.friend:you see that you do not read careTem~n "charge\1. w,itllfolly"-we•'seemenandwomen, tully and"lthinkthat, ·if every body (will read the
But .draws them with loye to a God very near.
w~o, by indomitable', ciiivali·bus' pcrseveranc~, have Bibl~ catefrrllt mld all' ~-f it) it will change their min,ds
· It tells of' the right, ~ill whispers "Obey !
gamed full control over lower law mtluences-,-masters relative .to .the _o,d :filthy book. ,
· ,,
. . ·.·
and mistressesof the situation.·· · '.' ·
'"
I·That'is•what is the matter With me. I l1ave read It · 'To Ii.a~piness, virtue alone is tlie way."
'l'hi~ \vorld it niakes h,appy; and thep, beyond this,
Tliey are not now ~~r~~s. pqo(Mr. _Pa~l-"" W}1e_n t~o. ~1)-Ch ~o.,mak~, a·'gopd Christian,• H?ping that
I would do good; ev1l IS. present-brmgmg .~e 1nto _thls may help .som~ poor mortal out tl,lat J~ a strug, · It points to another·an si.mny with bliss.
·
captivity to .the 'law of sin in my· members." They ·gling fot the immortalitf of the soul, I rem8.\n, a lover
Bright haven of boauty how fair are thy skies I
bring themselves up to their diVinest' aspirihgs. It. of. truth,
·
'l'hou hoine of the good and thou school ofthe wise,
A. ;ERVIN,:
iuiltht. wit4 soma snowing of trtlth, be said:-Tliese' 'Lebanon, O,·egon.
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·.. Josh Bil~gl:?' A..ImanaxJosh Billings' great Farmers' Alniina:x'
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Josh Billi~s has ex!)elled hii;nself,
ey£U'ybodf.•ought to·.ha.v.el a >cOp)<, 1;0;
.away the 'blues" with. *'~<* Pa:Per. cover.s.
Price. 25 cents. . ·
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pense•for Abstracts and Recording paid by
borrower... Collections anc;l Remt.ttanoes
on such loans, made to any part of the
United StatesJree of chargJ!.
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A ·'xo~t R~~rkal/le .W<?Tk, jmlJli.shed in
'· ··'6oth ilw &uzisl• ·and German
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.PART

I ...

'.

This •part treats ori Chronic diseases: CatarJ;"h: ,OhJ;'onic AJJecti.ons of the Throat;
consumption (th,ls .ess,ay on Consumption
shoulll be read ·J;iy everybody); Chronic diseases. of .:the Liver, Stomach and Bowels;
Dyspt;~pfill~; Cpnstiol!-tion: Diarrhea: Piles:
Aches.and pams: Neuralgia; Rheumatism;
AJl'ections of the Eyes and Ears: Diseases
of th~. )feart; Chronic AJl'ections of the
Urinary Organs; Diseases C)f the Kidneys:
Pl'ivate words for Women; Derangements
of. the .l)lenstJ:ual .Function. ·Falling of the
tht;~. Wo.mb ; ,Vagin,a1 aJl'ecti 0 ns.;, Amorous
Dreams.: Man-hating; Sexual Dy:sP.eoPsia;
Ovarian 'Diseases : Hints to the Childless·
Causes of Sterility_: .Local·Diseased Condi~
tion of Man and Wife: Exces~:~ive Amative~
~
ness: Temperamental Inada3]tation: How
OPEN.
CLOSED.
. . •' · ·
·•' to Promote Child-beari1:1g: Yrivate W or'ds
Is,simj)le in cl)nstr,uotion. automati.e in R<!- to Men: Diseases of the Male Organs; Im- ·
potep.cy; ~aralysis ;.Syphilis; Otlier 0hrontion.'~nd_ b~1llg_'',e;ntlral.i ino.din:o_. u.s.·'. ,,ma.r,,, .b..e . lc
Diseases,
·
·PART
us~jl.~n ~~Y. .rC?,?fll'· in the ~out>e w~t'\lp,u~.<;>f
fenl!l'l· ,:Wh!Jn: no~ in u~El;lt.i!j ahandspme
PLAIN TALE:.
pie~e o,f furn,iW,re_wth nothing .l,l,bo.ut it tQ.
This ·part treats of the Sexual Organs· ·
indicate its purpose.
The Causes of their Dlsgrace ; Their Influ:
en~e on Physical Development, and on
health : Their Iniluenoe on the Social Position of Women, and on Civilizatton · (the
philosophy of this subject is fullydisc~ssed
op. .all COJ1<jeivable _points.;) His1'.9ry of Mar,THE WATROUS:.
rHJ,ge ; HI>stqry pf Polygamy: lj:1stoty, Cns-.
t~ms
anq. Prm01ples of the One1da Commu<With, :Arriis.l
mty; · H~story, Customs and Practices of
Mormomsm;. E!J.rlY C~stoms: Hi ~tory. of
Monogamy: The Advantages and Disadvantages of both Systems: Historical Chips
)Vi\ll l'aferen,oe to Marri11:g:e:. Marriage as it
!S m Barbarism and CiVIli?.stion; .M~~rrriage
m the Old lmd New World ; Defects of the
Marriage Systems: Demerits of Polygamy
and Mpnogamy; The Remedy; Sexual Immorality, .Uauses and Cure.
PART IV'
ON THE·IMPRQVEMENT OF POPULA;R MAilRIAGE.
T!Jis part treats of Row Marriage may. be
!Jetterth.an it. is ; What we ~ant; Adaptation
m Marna,ge: What Constitutes Mental ·and
. Physical Adaptation; The Vital TemPera-·
menta: What Combinations are Best; Why
i! ..
•:J
Marriage is now a Lottery: Mental MarriMilS: Physical Marriages:. Philosopl!,y of
A CHILD CAN MANAGE IT.
Elopements; sexual Moderation: Its eJiects
• "j ; ': i ':' l ~''
upon both sexes: Jealouily; Its Infallible
·Remedy; The Interma.~;riage of Relatives·
• 1 IT 'WILL LAST 'A LIFETIME.'
. q..
'
'
Fssaya for Married People: The Wife the
Equal Partner; Sleeping Apart: Conception·
Sexual Indifference ; Lood for Expectant
Mothers ; · Caid to Married People· Child
Marking, its Philosophy: Larger liberties
should
be allowed 1o ladies to contract or
,. A Nece88ity .to the Agei!I. , .
propose marital association; Card to the
UJlmarried.
·
This brief summary gives bnt an inade
:Shou:Id be in ·~very Guest Chamber!
quate
Idea
of
the
interestin~ character or:
; .• ·• l•'
'·
iginality, practicability. and mstructiveness
of
this
wonderful
work.
Evi!-J·y' Hoiez.· Jjospitdz ana'
Building. Every Family wishing
a Meaical Work of
" '' '
should use them~
the
very
Highest
Order.
<'annot aJl'ordto be
. .'
.
without D.R. FOOTE'S
,' ...

A Thanksgiving. !3tory in verse,by Mrs.
N. S. E!I[ERBol(·: embodying 'lier famous
ballad of "Betsey< and "! 18ire•Out" which
has gained· sucli celebrity and .heep. 1sp
widely· COp-ied thtou~liout :tlie' co1intry, a's.
by another author. ..'~'Pnce.-$1:50. . i , .. ,.,·

Will, on receipt of correct date of birth.
JS"" These· books· beautifully printed'ap.'d
and fee, read your history, as given by 'the
planets under which you were born. T'ell bound. So ill everYWherj'l-and sent by,mii.il
POSTA~E
FREE, on.reo,eipt Of price, by
'
what business you are best adapted to· aiitl
most su<~cessful in: tell what part· of the
.
G.
W.
CARLETON
&
CO.,
Publishers,
::
country you will be most successful, happy
'
Madison SQu·are., New'~C)i:*.,
and healthy in: of absent friends ;'of livjng
or dead: of law-suite: of marriage; ofsiekc
nes and· health.
·
Give information on all kinds of busi1.L_I.loLl'
ness: will select every day and hour of the
year that Is fortunate or unfortunate to eaeh
' Lectures.9n.. AstronoJPY. ,
person.
.I. E.&'nTH's .EAsttt)ANii.Fu!rulai iil.
,
· TERMS.'
'(
II. LIFE IN 0THE:R WoRLDS.
Fuii nativity: pnst and future. $10, future
111
.. 0THER,S;oNS THAN OuRS'·'·.,.\ ,
$5. Selecting fortunate days and e'euts foi:
IV. THE INFINITIES AROUND Us.
one year, $3. One question. $2.
All letters of inquiry must uoritain three
postage stamps. Address

ELLIS M. LILLY, . ·

~

PAilT II.

A deePly friteresting n~:W ENGLISH NovEL. One of the best· s1xiries 'tha.t ha~· apDe¥"ed in London for· many.a day. *•*
~riCe, $1.7!)_.
-,,
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PL.AIN.
HOME ·TALK.
.....
A.Nn
·:common Sense.

••. ,

•!

ELLIS M. LILLY,

.OF THE TIMES

. .This Part trilats of Disease. Of .Blood,
marital and' nervous derangements-how
we violate our i:noral natUre.·' The'- food' we
eat, its oonverRion. into bonE', muscle, &o•. :
'I;'he ~iqn,ids we drink: The atmosphere we
hve·m: •The clothes we• wear·: Bad habits
of ,llhild,r,en; and youtll.s: ; , ,:Sad habits_ of
manhood and ,womanhood ; !these essa}:s
ate 1st!artling_in nature and·remarkably illustrated•). 'The• male and female" element
i:Q, naJure; The ethics of.. sexual associatidn':· Prostitution; its moral and__physical .
eJl'ects:: ..'Unbappy marriages: '\\o·hythey
are detrimental to the nervous and vascu~
lar fluids: Wealth· Failures in business;
Excessive study; ·Melancholy; Howto·presery,!1, th~;hE!althof children:. The physio., log'!yal mstructlon. of ,!Jl;\ildren : .Sleep :
C:LEANLINESS; Sunshme·: TherMJeutic
el~>ctl'icity :· Animal' magnetism : Water ;
Woma:u. c;lo.ctors ; ~pa,cious doctors.

Lo:v;aLUnto Death.,., . , . r

A

~

·'
Nearly·l:.oOO· Pages; and 200 Illustrations.
Price, $3;25.
.
IT·contains .. a, full description: of all Disaa!Jij givi')J;J, in plain language adapted to the
the Comprehension of the General Publi.c;
wfth the m'ost Rational, Reformative trentment. It contains a· vast amount of' valuablE) Information not to ·be found in any
other'Medical'Work. ··
·
·
·· "

~1.50,

HEAL.TU GUIDE.

DABS,
AiHEAD
• <1

•:co·N~\!.IN·ING

·j-~,1

NEW and higher science of life; with illustrations. Na•ure's methods of cure·
incomparably s1iperior to drugs I The science of Manipu.lation. Bathing,Foo!l,Sleep,
Exercise; Marnage, and treatment for 100
diseasas : a SELF-DocTo:R worth several
times its price.
·
.· ·
"I like .it immensely."-[Hon, J. M. Peebles, April 14.) ·
.
. ·,
"Of.more ,vah,te than all the old school
medical hooks ever published-"-[F. M, MillikeJ;l, M;,D.I
·
·
E. D. BABBITT, M, D.,437 4th Avenue,·N. ·p
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'rhree Phtns of Salvation.......... .10 2
The Hereafter;by Hull. Paper~: .. · .55 4
Testame)lt Ne!W shQwtOn·'its true'." '
light, pyJ ..P. Wb~IJpte.: .... ; .•. ;. · .~o
Unwelcome· Child; by' Reniy C.'
Wright. Paper................... .30
UnconseiouilAction of the Drain,,
and E:Pideiitic Delusions. bY.'Dr. ,
Carpenter, author of "The MIcroscope and its Revelations.''
"Ruman Physiology," &e........ .25
Unity of Natural Phenomena, by
Saigey·· ..·... ·,.:: .. ,;; . :·: ...... .'..... 1.5U
U Q.i versolQKY Basic Outline of, by
Stephen.Pearl Andrews. , ... , . , ; • . 5.00
UniversolQS'Y,. Primary Synopsis
of, by S. P.Andrews .............. .
Voices of Prayer;1 by Barlow ...... .
Vesti~s of Creauon ............... .
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"KISSING your sw~;Jetheart," said a tri"Did you say widow Maloney will be
·
1
·
· ".-.r. 'ri;,
·
., ::-;
!T
tielj; Sl\n4Yso,i~.in,town; bJ~ckW~Y; and
, . nerBi'ritb't~t'e;fuq~i:lt-.~' 1 ,;',', 1';:,
. fling young man ·• is much like · eat.ing there?"
alla:rouild; timber and· water plenty; ··ootBy rec!lnt. ~ecial, arran'Ji'!lment with! the'f
soup•With rufork"-'it !tiille$ a long' ;time M.
~n-8d' sw,4iellyrtlii'lel ,bp,e1.g,thb.eerth
..e.e':r',:, 'to·o·, ·?", . 1 , .• ,, tOn J>tlq)le,crolJ
to a<ir~; g9od corn\W,d distinguishe author. A. K. BUTTS & '00.1,
get enough,.;' !'
"wheat county.; ftna schools,. male and fe- become the publishers for'America. .of•· ·-:1 I'
AN English cockney said: "The way hi
··Yes perhaps the pig will be there too." male in city; land cheap. '1,000 Infidels
i/•'1'
spells. saloon' is with a hess, a bay, a hen;
"Then Your Reverence I will just say, wa.n,ted._, F,o,_!;, furth_iir.,pa;_r ti_cular,s. addres.·s···..
.
AND·
· :: 1· i.1·'
two hoes' and a: hen."
' widow Maloney there is your .pig;W
· '
·
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DR. ROGERS .
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~:~:~w::Sn~t!:~;t~:; ~':~rt~~~! !:~ ~it~~~~~ t~ :~~eot=!:t~%~' 'V-EGETABLE
·.WORM··,
SYRUp·;
so born.
.·,
, '
... ,,,:
wllom'htfused.persu·asivearguments-toat~:

E!~~~t:~lliWA.~:::
':.':·~
.. 011
. "'·
1"

Some ladies talking of acertaijJ, physician te'ifd,;iihurch.
·
.· '
•. A brave man may suffer pain. when inAN ·ATTEMPT TQ TRACE·,·, · : l
of their acquaintance, 'tb.e question'' as to
•J;63ts no useY said Mr, Ransom' o''i'1ie·_' _,fiieted·upon himsillf. ·heroically; but Jle 'I
THE R:ELIGIOUS BELlEF SOCIA\IU• >
what school he belong.ed 'to, was aised. got"~6~t;~o. d clothes; .If I go th~.~:\'vlt~
CANNOT SEE HIS CHILD SUFFER.
RITES AND HOLY EMBLEMS OF.OER·
'ld'
I will tb
1
and o
..
TAIN NATIONS;,,.;
· ' ·
Onesiud; "Ibelieveheis'alapli.ca.' Said my,p' :.rl!gS ·
·no.. ewe come · ,Y:U
There .is noothei' miiJady,'incident to
· .
BY-,ANI
, , .:
· , 1
.r.

:~~::~b~ =~ h~~~ ~~~!~:,and ·third w~te~~~~=e~~r~~ h~ thia·~;~f~ .~!!~~~~i~~bi!~:::~~~:s::e!:·:~tl:s~~ G~~i~R~.~E"l;~Ji%~Eft J~\~~~~i~ '

THE old, gentlema~. who spent ~ f~rtun~
, . . 't h ~-h lts f
h·
·in en d ea.voring· 0 : a..., eo ·. rom· orse
chestnul'.f\ is ) 101v': cultivating. ~e egg plant
with a 'l?ew-to,raising chlckens·from ·it.
A MonEsT girl recently refused to .wear
low neck .dresses. ''Mamma," said. she,
"that is more than I can bare.'',
,
·
· ·
·
· ··
ON a.ce,rtain occasion in .a western citY
several 'Clergymen were dining together,
and it w.·as.fo)lnd b,,ilfoi'e the mea:!. w:as •over.·,.
a corkscrew. :was needed, and it was not a
little curious· that everycme of tliem h'ad·
oneinhispocket.
,,,
THE National Baptist. knows-a man who

'

not b.e);l\Q~Me and :;vith ':further pe~u.llf
sion.indUcedcMr.·Ranson- to promise•that·
he and his son .William would attend the
foliewing Sunday.'.· .When th!l. da.y' ~rived
the old mari and his son ;with some reluctance started for
ch;uch, when theY..· arrived the, preacher
reading the .hymn
and just, as th!JY entered,th,.e door.t!le line
"Return yeRansom'.dsinners,home".
particularly attraeted the~ old man's attenti~n and t1,1rn(ng to ~i,s llOn sa,id in, an
audible voice" just as I expected. Bill he
don't want us here, lets- go home again."
Andouttheywent.
. 'O:iLI -~"
"i a.i:I!Io
.... ·-A MEBOHAN:T.. ut:
.vwn, wh 0
thoughachurchmemberwasdecidelymore
I'sboastiligthathehasnever~ivenb'isl'Vife
~ tliey have of a. • busm.ess
·
·
a crossword. ln..the twenty. 'Years
man " ,th an d evout ChriB·
·· · • ·.Those
·
·
·
·· .t'1 an, taklnga ~~a1 a.a
t f ri~~
· d'8 h ouse·was
beenmarried.
who know
the· fa.mi
•
ly best give. the the true'reason," h.e doesn't, Importuned ~o ~ay gr!l'ce. Somew~atem, .
·
•, harassed he mclinedhis face•over his plate
dare to.''.',..
and began,
·
·
A ·BAD FAULT Pious sister Dusenbery
· ·
·
·
. , ,,. ·--:. · · ·, .
"RespeAted Sir; Permit,.me to inform
'
discoursing h:~ a cpnfident.iilJ. manner ·to a yoil W'ti have met here to partake ·of some
few friends about good deacon. GiHis, said foQd tQ nimtish .our bodies ~n&:if it suiis
"he wasfn the• main a very gqod,. man but your convi'mieri1eto impart us_ your blesshehadonepadfault-he,wastoomuchgiyen ing, 'WEl, beg, to' assure you we. re.~DAin
to hospitally:/'. ,":Oh," said one of her list_
Most ·i'espectfully YO'lrs, An!en."
eners. "thatJs :rro f~~lt; hospitality is cer-, Good b_OII.-;--." Come Jim, go t;o •Sundaytianly a very good thing and one can hard- school with me.''
ly have too much of it.'' •· Well.'' said sisBad boy.-" D-n the SuhdaNChool,
ter D: ··"I don't know as you understand what do 1 want to go there for?''
me, I mean he is altogether too fo-nd of tlie • Good boy.-" 0 its a good blace to .loo :to;
women.''
we h·a·ve' good mr·,,·;.~,
and the· teach·e'_r +~lls
~
""
A DABKEY ,once attempting to steal· a us a good many·~ '-.;aresting' things~ Come
goose was interrupted jn the operation by •a along."
dog aild was ·compelled to ~eave without, Bad boy.-" Well; don't care if I do any
the goose. The next night iU: tlie midst of how."
a swrm.he attempted it again, 'and just ·as
Arrived there Jim was soon put through
·
th c tech'sm :--The-teaeher tbid h'
to
hewaauponthe·pointofgetting·awa.ywith
e a
I · · ·'
·
rm
the fowl, lightning struck near him and the. stand up. "My son who made you? Just
thief was•nearly frightened out of his wits. at this moment a mischievous boy in the
,
·h · t'ff 'tt i · rearstuckJI'mWI'thapi'nandheJ·umned
Dropping the goose e wen, o m:u er ng
·
"' •
.. Peers to me a great fuss hi made 'bout clapped his hands on .his hinder pa_rts imd
here jus cos a feller wants a little goose:'·',
sung out'" God Almighty!". .
. ·.
·
·
·t
• '
ld. th.e· teache r·.. y 0·ur answer
IS
A ZE.AL.·ous.bu..t ~··g· n· ora'nt negro' ·.·P· reacb;er· '·S. a'
· d tb
h
b .correc
'
in expounding. to' his 'flock as to the as- butjyou nee ·no e so emp atic a out it:•
'
"Now tell me who died to save sinners?"
tounding nature of miracles ')Nt a trifle
,,;_ ·
.·
J' . · 't ·d.
th - ·
confused in the m_attel:: .. 'He said ·.. my' be~ at wis moment' Im rec eve ano et stab
loved friends: the grelitest ·of all miracles in :.the rear. and~:. he. exclaimed -•• J:e-s'us
Christl;' Sa~dtli,eteai:her,"B:ight;b;ilt-lvh.y
wasboutthe'loaves and fisbes-dere·was
··
t
d.. b
. ?;'
·
sooo loaves and 2000 fishes and· de· twelve do youge_ so exe1te "a· out It
..• ·. «~-:
postles had to eat' deDi all, ari.d' de miracle :·Now ten me what is the portion of t.-,!ncis dey !lidll't ,built.'' " ·
· . ··: .' " :· " neis"an:d those who forget God?" Another
It is possible the darkey's rendition answeredthe purpose as w'ell ·as 'an'y; It is
onlyn\i.cessarythe stocyshould be a pig
one. When·ha told·his hearers ·that JonB.h
·
·
..
swallowe,d the'whale they of course believed
n.oth;',>,g like faith. you know.
I•t.' The'"e's
• ~ ~
Two ~e~ being overtaken by' a ·severe
thunderstor'm'in a field took.slielter under
a tree., They were much frightned ·at the
loud' thunder and lightning ·so·; close ~o
them. O;ne turned upon the othAi: ail.d said
"Look here.Jim, .can you pray.';
"No.'' said Jim' " I 'do· not know anyc
thing at all aeout p·rayinJi. , Have ,never
tried to make a prayer since I was· a small
boy.'' Just at this moment'eiilne'·a'louder
clap ·than. ever .which seemed .to crash
through the. t1;e13 over their heads ..
"Well;'~ said the first speaker " something
must be done and that d-'-n uuick too.''
TIMOTHY O'FLAHERTY was, SO fli,r overtaken with the spirit of acquisetiveness as
to appropriate to himself widow Maloney's:
pig.-whereuponthe pious widow reported
the case to good Father ·o'Donohue who
took him to task about ~t. Wishing to iinpr~r> UpOJ11frri.'s mlnq ~!le ~re\l!t WfOUI-\' Ot

\

the

was.

~~=:l::~~e~e~~uf~~H:~d~!~~f!~~

tion ,,. The teacher· told' him his answers

were all correct, but his conduct IE:lingu1ar,
and that he ought to: keep calm and cool.
"Cool· the ,D,eV!'l," said Jim" do You' think
.you could 'keep cool' with boys sucking
pinsintoyour"'-+aninchormore." · ':
Jim was told he might take a seat.
A DEvot7T ·Catholic of -the Milesian persuasion on going to confession had occa-.
siontopassthrQl)gh,one of the rooms.. in
the nriest's house, saw a fat dressed turkey
.
"'
lying upon a table, and coveting the fowl,
yilllded to the temptation and took it for his
own use. As he entered the priest's room,
sudden contrition seizing him said: "Your
Riverence I have brought you this fine turkey wht6h I
Wicked enough to steal
and I now give it to you.''
•
· " I do not want anything that has been
stolen.''· said the priest·" I will not ·ha'Ve' it;'
take it to the man you stole it from.''
"I did, Your Riverence and he would not
recei-:j'l it.'' . .
, .
.
,.
".WEiU'then.IJ>at, as he WOUld' not have-ft,
you may keep it yourself.''
' ~hank you, "lour lUve:reri'ce.''
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.THREE youri.g ladies by the name of Welsh, whose ages
range from sixteen to nineteen, have purchased a piece
of land eight miles west of Dallas, Texas, and intend culPUBLISHED MONTHLY.
tivating it themselves. Not a man. old or young, good
TERMS, $1.00 PER YEAR, DATING FROM No.5, OR ANY SUB- or bad looking, is-permitted to come on the premises.
SEQUENT NUMBER; 75 CENTS A YEAR, IF BEGINNING WITH.
TH~ ·Govermiuint of Gautemala has issued a decree proNo.1, VoL. 1.
hibiting pl·iests and clergymen from wearing the usual
To EACH SUBSCRIBER WILL BE MAILED, AS A PREMIUM,: A distinctive dresses of linig robes, etc., except when they
so CENT BooK, ENTITLED, CH'tLDHOOD OF THE WORLD are. engaged in. the performance of their sacred duties,
or to one entitled THE ESSENCE OF RELIGION.
under fine of from $10 to $50:
CANADIAN SUBSCRIBERS WILL SEND TWENTY-FOUR CENTS
A PETITION has been sent to the French National Assembly
EXTRA FOR POSTAGE, WHICH HAS TO BE PRE-PAID,
asking for the passag(H)f a law providing that every child
sluill have its name and the date of its birth tattooed on
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
O!iE DoLLAR PER INCH, FIRST INSERTION. 75 CENTS·FOR its arm. The object ls to facilitate identification. Parents
.neglecting to have their children thus tattooed are to be
SUBSEQUENT INSERTIONS.
.punished )Jy a heavy fine.
·

A TRUMPETER of a regiment stationed at the Cape of
Good Hope, drank so much one night that he could not
stand up, and whjle in this situation his companions carried him out into the open air, and laid him down to get
cool and sober. He soon fell asleep, and a wild beast happening along, and thinking him dead, lifted him up and
carried him,oft', expecting to have a good meal of him.
The fellow on awaking was horror-struck to find himself
in the power of a ferocious beast, who was making oft' to
the mountains with him as fast as possible. But his fear
·brought him to his senses, and seizing his tt·umpet, which
hung about his neck, he sounded a terrible blast, at which
the beast, thinking he had a dead man to deal with, became as much frightened as the man was with his situation. '.rhe prey was dropped, and captor and captive,
eq_ually alarmed, scampered in opposite directions as fast
as possible.

. Mns. FRANKIE ·AsBJJRY of Sulphur Creek, Cumberland
Ky., will be 103 years old on July 18, next. Her sight
·is good, and she ·,valks about without assistance. Aunt
THIRTEEN hundred Chinamen have been set t~ ";ork on Milly Pace of Marrowbone, in the same county, is in her
a narrow gauge railroad in Califon h. Their "bosses say ·nin"ety-ninth year, and still well and hearty. llfarrowbone
•
that they do more work and less fighting in a given pefi- is the place for long-lived old ladies.
od than the average railroad laborer.
·
··THE following appears on a tombstone in England:
SHE lives in Douglas county, Oregon; has been married "Here lieth the body of William Strutton, of Pardingeight times, has eight living husbands, and resides with ton: buried the 18th day of May, 1731, aged 97; who had
none of them. Her daughter, aged 23, with energetic em- by his first wife 28 children, and by a second wife 17,ownlfather to 45, grandfather to 88, great-grandfather to
ulation, has disposed of three husbands.
As an illustration of the immense resources of Texas, it 97, and great-great-grandfather to 23; in all, 251."

HENRY WARD BEECHER probably gives utterance to more
radical ideas than any; other orthodox clergyman iri the
country. In a recent sermon he said: "The gates of Hell
have opened into this world through ecclesiastical judicatories, and the greatest cruelties have been practiced by
Christian sects, and the world has been presented with a
hideous, bloody-mouthed God, that makes men only to
drown them. The Church dominion in the world has. been
simply monst1·ous; there have been no excesses more abominable than those committed under Chw·ch discipline. The
Chw·ch has been unde1· the dominion of the Devils." Alluding to his position among the Congregationalists, Mr.
Beecher said it was often asked, "Why, as he maintained
such liberal views, he did not separate from them?" "I
stay here," said he, "because there are men that say Congregationalist ministers shall not stand in the pulpit and
say certain things, and I say that they shall ! "
These statements are pointed. An unbeliever could not
state the facts in much stronger language. A man who
has progressed thus far, does not lack much of being a
Liberal.
REv. MR. FRosT, a Baptist clergyman of Chicago, recently preached a sermon upon" the Drama," in which he
declared that the moral reputation of actors was lower
than that of any other class of eq_ual talent. No man. he
said, would be willing to marry an actress if he wanted a
virtuous wife. He would not wish an actor to visit his
family and associate with his children. The sermon has
caused much indignation in the West, especially among
the profession and its patrons. Mr. Frank S. Chanfrau
has written in refutation of the charges made by the Reverend ge"ntieman. In speaking of actresses, he says:
"Her days are given up to study, be she ever so insignificant; her nights are spent in labor, for acting is not fun
to an actress." "The public has an extraordinary idea of
the life of these maligned ladies. They do not live on
brandy-smashes. mint-juleps and bourbon for breakfast
and dinner, nor do they sit around the festive board after
performances, drinking wine until they are carried away
hopelessly intoxicated. The public would not recognize
in the q_uiet, modest little lady. who, with her mother or
sister, friend or husband, steals wearily home to her family, for whose support perhaps she has been laboring, the
actress it applauded" half an hour before."
"These poor girls are maligned because they are not
understood-maligned by men who endeavor to coin their
lies into money by uttering them from the pulpit. Were
any othel' human being to utter such monstrous statements, where is the man who would not resent it?"
Where is the man that will dare to asperse the character
of Maggie Mit<Jhell, Little Lotta, llfrs. Chanfrau, Mrs.
Hoey, Mrs. Thomas Barry, Charlotte Cushman. Mrs. Chas.
Kean, !~Irs. Warren, Fanny Kemble, Jane Coombs and
thousands of others?"
"These slanders against actresses come with a bad
grace from the pulpit of to-day. An actor-a friend of
mim1-has a record which will fill a small volume. It is a
list of infamous clergymen exposed within the last twenty.
five yoat·s. That book is a terrible weapon, How dare
the pulpit utter such slanders in the face of the case of
Dr. Huston of Baltimore, Gilbert Robinson of Springfield, Hendricks of Cb!cago, !dcCarthy and hundreds of
otberl),

i/Jofts and !/llippings.

is stated th!lt one breeder there boasts that he will have
75,000 calves to brand this season. He says that he branded 63,000 last yo a r, and 70,000 the year preceding.
THERE is a woman living in Pflncades Hundred, New
Castle cotinty, Del., who has been married twenty-four
years, and who last weok gave birth to her twenty-third
child, which makes her record out one child per year
since her marriage.
THE Sacramento Bee says : "An old friend tells us that
out of 2,700 sheep on his winter range near Oroville, he
has but G!O left." It is estimated th.at $1,000,000 will not cover the losses in horses, cattle and sheep in California during the past winter and spring.
A PHYSICIAN of skill and experience says a mustard plaster should never be mixed with hot water. but with the
white of eggs; and when so prepared does its duty a~ a
counter-irritant withmrt producing tho anguish of a blister, as by the old method.
"ALAS!" said the nurse who attended tho witty divino,
Sidney Smith, in his last illness,!' I have made a mistake
and given you a bottle of ink." "Thou," said the dying
wit, " fetch me all the blotting paper thoro is in the
house."
BYllANT, the Tennessee murderer hanged recently seems
to have been in an unusually serene fntme of mind. He was
not only sure of going to heaven, but kindly promised to
pray for the unfortunates who were not permitted to accompany him.
·
IT is calc,ulntod that if the body of each of the 269,763 persons who died in tho United States in 1870 was allowed a
full-sized grave, the whole would occupy about 202 acres.
If they were cromatod, the 11shos would make excellent
manure for about a thousand acres.
A CANADIAN writer complains that the United States arc
drawing ttway their most gifted ministers by tho potent
magnet of money. Ho thinks that Canadian churcbos are
tts a rule as large and wealthy as those of tho United
States, and as well able to pay. But thoy don't pay.
STR.ANGE reasons a.re sometimes givon for olll.ciltl acts,
but one of tho most remarkable is that given for tho closing of a post office in llfttryland: "On account of the
death of the Postmnster, tho office at Accoknk, Prince
George's county, has been discontinued."
IT is a boantiful sight to attend an Al'izonn wedding.
The bride in white, the happy groom, tho solemn minister, the smiling parents, and from twenty-five to forty
shot guns standing against the wall ready for use, make
up a panorama not ~Soon forgotten.

~ounty,

JASPER MEYERs, a farmer, living about three miles from
Madison, Iowa, excavated, according to a telegram in the
Chicago Times, a vault containi,ng a number of skeletons
larger and heavier boned than the present human frame.
Men of science, who have visited the place and obtained
specimens, say they belong to the race known as the
Mound Builders.
IT has recently been discovered that the vanilla flavor
may be obtained from fir trees. There is, it appears, in
the juice of fir trees, between the wood and the bark, a
crystaline substance called coniferin, !t glucoside, as
chemists call it, which, when acted upon by oxydizing
agencies, is e11sily converted into vanillin, the chemical
principle of vanilla.
BEAR LAKE, Idaho, boasts of a monster not more than
five oi· six feet long, and covered with fur-or short hair of
a light snuff color. The face of the animal is fiat, very
wide between the eyes and tapering to tho nose, with very
full blue eyes, and ears like those of,'t horse, but scarcely
as long. It did not look ferocious, and moved slowly, diving and coming up again,
IN Indianapolis, the other day, a three-and-a-half year
old child climbed through an attic window and walked
along the edge of the roof, thirty-two feet from the ground,
and there stood, unconcerned, enjoying the prospect.
She was soon by the maid of all work, who pleasantly
called out," Come down; I've got something for you."
"All yito," cried tho little one, and she retraced her steps
and disappenrcd through the attic window in safety.
A KIND-HEARTED gentleman sat by the bed-side of a
wretched, ignorant fellow in a London hospital, to whom
he had often spoken before, when he saw the muscles of
tho poor fellow's face <ruiver, and at last he drew the sheet
over his head and sobbed ttloud. The gentleman felt annoyed, and said he hoped he had said or done nothing to
pain the invalid, as he only came to comfort him. "Sir,"
sobbed out the man, "you are the first man who ever
spoke ·a kind. word to me since I was born, and I can't
stmHl it."
SOlliE specimens of English laces were shown at the
South J{ensington Exhibition the thread of which cost
£160 per pound. 1\fuch of this thread had to be wasted,
not betng sufficiently perfect. The threads of these and
other laces are so 11ttomiatod that tho slightest motion in
tho air foils tho worker, and even when this is impreccptible a north wind has tile same effect. So gossamer-like
are some of the illaments that the separate threads are
almost undistinguishable to the naked eye tmless backed
by color.
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Ufommunicatioqs.
A.n Unbeliever's Reply to a Christian's
Letter.
BROWN.
SuNDAY, May lOth.
FRIEND BnowN:-Sltting In church this morning, and
enjoying the sweet Savior's int!uenee around me. as only
a surrender of soul can make possible-I actually cried
to think of what you, my friend and brother. are losingfoolishly throwing away. I suppose it was reading the
Index newspaper yesterday that made me think of you,
but I felt so badly that I thought I must talk to you; then I
was sure you would laugh at me; so I write to say you
have no Idea of the perfect peace, comfort, contentment
and happiness, beyond telling, that Is possible to you, and
you will not. I am sorry I cannot meet your arguments
and authorities. But, Oh ! friend Brown, Christ is, and
you can find him.
BY HUGH B.

For the friendly interest that my unknown correspondent takes in my welfare I cannot but feel grateful; for not to appreciate and be 1.ffected by such an
expression of the sincere convictions and kind wishes
of another would imply a heart callous to human
sympathy and destitute of feeling.
But, while not indifferent to, or unimpressed with
the views.and feelings of the writer, I must• never~
theless. chssent from her conclusions and vindicate
myself from what, no doubt, appears to her a moral obliquity, or willful rejection of the truth on my part.
My .unknown friend, who, if I do not gteatly mistake, IS of the gentler sex, sorrows to think of what
I am "foolishly throwing away" by rejecting the
popular belief in the divine and mediatorhl character
of tire Christ of the Gospels.
She does not, indeed, specify the nature of the thing
!hat~ am "foolishly throwing away," but I can readily
unagme to what she has reference, as I am not ignorant
of the views of devout Christians both Protestant and
Catholic, in reference to the iut~rior and spiritual relations, or rappoir that may, and ought to subsist be-·
tween all true believers, and their "Savior."
Of the fact that she, in common with the consecrated
Nun, the Sisters of Mercy, and the devout in all the
sects, experience this "sweet influence" whic.', "fills
them with perfect peace, comfort and contentment,"
there can be no doubt. Yet, at the risk of givin<r her
pain, I must insist that both she, and they, are \\~JOlly
mistaken in attributing their ecstasies of soul to the
secret and mysterious influence of an individual wlw is
said to have lived, taught and suffered in Pnlcstine
eighteen l.mndred years ago, but whose very existence
as a man Is not corroborated by sufficient testimony as
to place it beyond a doubt!
The mistake made by my unknown correspondent,
and by the Christians generally, lies in attributing to a
pm•son, who may, or may not, have had an existence
her highest ideal conception of the true, the beautiful;
and the good.
Our Gods and Saviors are only the creations of our
o.wn ~ninds: ,That _is to say, they are only our subjec·
t1ve Ideal conceptiOns, or creations projected and
viewed objectively.
'
'
The ''bright gods" of our Aryan ancestors were the
varying phenomena of the heavens.
These, in process of time, were transposed into personal gods presiding over human destinies.
I:ess cultivated nations represented the same thing
by Images of wood and stone, while we evolve ours
from our own inner consciousness.
My friend, like most of her sex, is developed principally on the emotional side of her nature. She hns
longings for the infinite and aspirations towards 1mman perfectability, aspirations which beget in her
mind an ideal, which, by the force of her Christian
education, she insensibly incarnates in a humfln form
of supposed divine origin, and which she terms be{·
"Savior."
Had she been born and educated in the relirrion of
the Hindoos, she would have written precisely "'in the
same style, but would have named, as her Savior the
gentle Chrishna, the god of the women and childr~n of
that faith.
In the one case as in the other the ideal although
in a measure influenced and shap~d by the' character
of the object worshiped, is no proof whatever of the
supposed divine character of that object ; for a sublime epthusiasm for the right, an unselfish devotion
to duty, and earnest desires towards moral perfection,
are not confined to the devoted of nny system of faith,
but are shared equally by the Pagan and the unbeliever.
Striking examples of this tendency of the female
worshiJ?ers. to . mistake their O\Tn ideal conceptions
for an msp1mtwn from the god man of their religion,
are frequently found in the biographies of eminent
female saints in the Catholic Church in whose warm
an~ impass~oned Ia~guage, addressed to the object of
theu devotiOns, thmr appears a strmwe blending of
human love with spiritual devotion. ,.,
But if there be, as my friend believes, an intelligent
mind in the. universe, that cares for, and orders all
things for the highest good of his creatures, his power
must be equal to his beneficence, and if that power
be infinite, and consequently universal, its effects can-

not be partial.
Why then is not this " pe1iect peace and happiness
beyond telling " vouchsafed to me and others, who
are Open to its reception and need it as much us she?
I, equally with those who are its recipients desire to
poss~ss it; a~d if we have a common parent,'my claim
on him,, or ·Ins !0ve for me,:can be no less than hers, or
for her.
·
.
My inability to see in the universe all that the natm:alist sees, or to believe all that the scientist asserts
to be true, does not in any degree exempt me from
the effect of its laws, or debai: from the advantages
flowing therefrom.
Why should it be otherwise with blessings that only
the creator can bestow?
If I have not the will, or the capacity to become a
recipient of this "perfect peace, comfort and happiness," he is all p·owerfnl, and can supply the conclitions; at least such is the belief of the Christian church,
else why constantly petition the Deity to interfei·e
in the affairs of the world, and to change and dispose
of the hearts of men?
The beauty and sublimitv of the universe as sren
in i.ts varied phenomena, mid the physical m~joyment
which result therefrom to all sentient beings, are common to all according to their capacity. Why should
the laws of the soul be less uni versa! in their character
and operation?
If 1 will not it is only because I cannot. Belief is
not under the control of the will, and if the Sa-vior is
the creator of my mind, he cannot expect me to do
otherwise than to obey its laws. If the condition of
!he perfect peace (a surrender of soul) does not exist
In me, I surely am not to blame for not being in possession of it.
But another thought occurs to me in this connection.
If it is possible for the Savior to shed such a "sweet
influence" over the soul of my sister, why couldn't that
same P!!wm: suggest to her mind how to eflectively and
conclusively meet and answer my " arguments and authorities?"
If he i.~ at all and can influence her in one direction,
why not in a direction that would be for my salvation
for his glory and for her happiness?
·
'
Why, also, if there exists such a power, should such
a multitude of evils exist in the world, from which
millions a1·e daily suffering, and for the extinction of
which the Christian world has been praying for centuries? ·
Heedless alike of the cries of the Nictims or the
pmyers of the saints, the world "wags on" in' obedience to fixed and inexorable law, and wrongs are redressed and evils eradicated not by the intervention of a
supernatural power, but by man ltirnself, whenever this
moral sense becomes sufficiently developed and educated to perceive them, and sufficiently wise and strong
by aggregation to apply the remedy.
·
But let me assure my ''friend" that I, allCl those of
whom I am the representative, are not without a Savior.
nor destitute of ''peace, comfort and happiness."
Unlike hers, however, my Savior is not a penon,
either of celestial or terrestial birth, but it is any and
every influence and example, by whomsoever, or whatsoever exercised or exemplified, that dispels my iO'norance, enlightens my understanding-, quickens my ~oral
sense and incites in me a love of truth and goodness
for thei!· own mkes; and the. conditions of my salvation
are a mmd open and reflective to the lessons of experience-a heart loyal to truth .and duty, with courage to
obey and execute what the JUdgment approves.
OUI· '' happint'ss," however, does not flow from a
belief or trust i!l t!w. meiits or character, (however
excellent,) of an mdividual, who is currently believed
to have lived in the remote past; and it may not be as
demonstrative, or as estatic, as hers, but it is as real
and substantial.·
'
It flows also from a consciousness that we arefl·eewholly emancipated from the mental and spritual
honda!!e, slavish fears and superstitious notions by
which the nwsses of Christendom are still e11..~laved
and which continues because it is the interest of ~
hireling priesthood and an·arrogant and bigoted church,
to retard all progress and to suppress all free tltink:ing
on theological subjects.
Ou1· "peace" comes from our complete deliverance
from all superstitions fears, unfounded hopes and vain
expectations on the one hand, and from a true knowledge of, and reconciliation to our real position in the
scheme of nature, as it is disclosed by modern
science,
Our " comfort and contentment" result from the
lessons of this modern philosophy that teaches us that
we are all the children of our dear niotj:wr nature,
from whose bosom we sprang, and into which we shaH
be reabsorbed when the phenomenon of life ceases
and that it is best we should cease to speculate on th~
unknown and the unknowable, but instead concentrate all our hopes and efforts on the l~e1·e and now.
No ! my sister you arc mistal<en in thinking that I am
"throwing away" anything that is of more value than
that which my material philosophy imparts. It would
be as near the truth to say that the hash-hesh or opium
eater is more truly happy than hG. who is satisfied
with the pleasure that flows from the gratification of
his simple and normal wants, or that the confiding
and m~questioning faiths of childhood is better than
the discriminating conclusions of manhoo:i.
Truth, absolute truth is of far greater Importance

to me and to the world than any ''sweet influence"
derived from whatever source.
It is not a pleasant task to be compelled in the interest of truth to take from such sincere but mistaken
souls as my unknown fri-end, the pleasing though illfounded hopes and beliefs inculcated by her faith;
but that which is not possible, because not in the
order of nature must be sacrificed.
,
"As youth and beauty vanish never to return, this
sweet and consoling illusion must lie taken from 'the
racer'
But nothing is finally lost from this eliminntiol} of
myths nnd illusions from the truth with which they
may have been for ages associated ; everything that is
real and true still remains, and we shall soon learn to
reconstruct our religious faiths on bases of positive
knowledge, ·which is the only real nnd permanent 1·ock
of ages.
[For the Truth Seeker.l

Jesus and the Gospel.
MR. EDITOR :-I candidly believe that the Jesus of
the Gospel never existed. As a common sense man of
seventy years experience, fifty of which have been
given to the study of the Old and New TestamentR,
modern and ancient history generally, and which ought
to constitute me somewhat of a judge, and entitle my
deliberations to some respect, I declare my unbelief
in the Gospel. Had the Jesus of the Gospel existed
in Josephus's time, 'tis impossible that he should have
nell'lected to chronicle the wonderful doings said to
have been performed by Jesus. The rocks were rent,
the dead raised and appeared to many, there Wlls darkness over the land from Ule sixth until the ninth hour,
and his fame went through all Judea and 1111 theregion round about, etc.
There was a man at that time, call him Jesus if you
please, who had his education at Alexandria, in Egypt,
who was that of an itinerllnt preacher ,and doctor.
He performed no wonderful acts whatever, never called himself the Son of God, nor allowed others to do
so; on the contrary he was unassuming and lowly.
All his glorifiers have lived since hi's death, and it is
they, who have despised him, because the Jews when
exasperated by his cutting chastenings had persecuted
him. The Jews saw nothinp; in him other than a charlaton, who associated with the very lowest class.
declaming against the Jewish rights and ceremonies,
and making light of the Sabbath day, which was held
very sacred by the Jews. Jesus and his disciples had
become odious to the Jewish priests, and he knew it,
and was spell-bound and dismayed at their mercy.
His followers looked for nothing better and fled.
Jesus could not have been ignorant of the consequences. Still he persisted in his folly, as many
others have done since his time.
As a reformer he was a good man. Seeing the
fallacies of the Jews he thought himself right in correcting them. 'Tis not at all likely that Josephus,
when writing the Jewish history, would have taken
any notice of the hundred and one fanatics and impostors who might have been crucified for petty crimes,
such as stealing, disturbing the peace, profaning the
Sabbath day, etc. These crimes and their punishment
were as common in that age as our police trials and
punishments for petty crimes at this time, yet no
historian thinks of noticing them. Such was the
character of Jesus at that time, as to cause no commotion, hardly a ripple on the wave.
l hereby declare my belief in such a character as a
mere man, a man only, and nothing more, in every respect a man who has no claims on us whatever anymore than thousands of others. Whether he died by
crucifixion, or otherwise, he died, and is dead, and has
so remained, for more than eighteen hundred years.
In this I am sure and long since have come to these
conclusions, acquired by calm, cool, and considerate
investigation, which I fearlessly assert to my fellow
men.
When l assert that there was such a man as Jesus it
does not follow that he was the Christ, for Christ was
a Hindoo God, and, furthermore, christianity existed
long anterior to the time of Jesus (these are facts) that
the appellation of "Christ" was applied to Jesus is
not true. There never was a person by the name of
Christ, but many by the name of Jesus.
When I am asked if I believe in Jesus, my answer
is, "l have no belief; I have positive knowledge that
the Jesus of the Gospel never existed." If I am asked
"From whence came this knowledge?" my answer is
''From the nnture of things." l\1y reasonings and
logical conclusions, life long deliberations afford me
positive proof, so positive 1 ask for nothing more.
The character represented by the Gospels never existed, but probably. a Jesus did, which was a very different
character, so much so that they bear no comparison,
but are as distant as the North is from the South.
M. M'INTOSH,
Boston Highlands, Mass.
THE Roman Catholics of New Brunswick are moving
strongly for separate schools, and have prepared an address to the Queen on the subject.
A WESTERN editor apologizes for the deficiency of the
first edition of his paper by frankly saying he was detained
at home by a second edition in his family,
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Marriage.
BY B. F.

UND,!lJRWOOD.

Th_ere is evidence, !O my mind convincing, that
marnage commenced m captme, in brutal violence on
one side, and unwilling submission on the other.
The carlie~t condition of man, socially, there is a
reason to believe, was one of pure Detairism in which
every man :mel woman in the community w~re regarded as eqi1ally married to one another. This is a condition that· prevails, to-day, very extensively among
tri~es in those low stages of civilization, through
wh1ch advanced races have passed.
From the community, barbarian warriors went out
on mara•1ding expeditions. They killed members of
other tribes. They captured their girls whenever an
opportunity offered itself. How natural for the cap·
turer to claim a peculiar right to his female captive.
Had he chosen he could have killed her. Claiming
her for himself exclusively, involved no clear, direct
infi:iugemen.t of the comtnunal rights of his tribe, like
talung for lumself alone, one of the women of his own
community. For a consideration, such as I will in a
moment refer to, we can understand how the community would grant the warrior permission to keep
his captive.
The proofs that marriage had this cmel origin
when fully examined, seems irresistible. Marriap;e, by
capture, as a stern reality, prevails very extensively today in uncivilized portions of the world, while the
sy"mbol of c:tpture'can be seen in marriage ceremonies
of nearly, if not quite all, of the great nations of ancient and modern times. Either as a reality, or a ceremony, it" prevails," says Lubbocl•, in "Australia and
among the Malays, in Hindostan, Central Asia: Siberia and Kamskatka; among the Esquimanx. the
Northern Red skins, the Aborigines of Brazil, in
Chile and Tierra del Feug", in the Pacific Islands,
both among the Polynesians and the Fijians, in the
Philippines, among the Arabs and Negroes,. in Circassia, and until recently, throughout a great part of Enrope."
Since individual marriage was the exceptional and
not the geneml custom, and involved a considerable
departure from the usual practice, the community
woulrl be likely to require some compensation before
consenting that the capturer should have the exclusive ownership of his captive. The practice of existing tribes and certain customs of ancient nations, furnish some clue to_the nature of the compromise effected betweeu the community and the claimant of the
female captive.
In Bal1ylonia, according to Herodotus, every
woman was required to offer herself once in the temple of Venus before she was at liberty to marry. The
same custom, according to other ancient writers, prevailed in Armenia, Cyprus, at Carthage, in several
parts of Greece, and in various portio:Js of the ancient
world. Among tribes that have advanced beyond tlw
communal system, the same practice substantially prevails to-day. l\ir Lubbock, among others who have
taken pains to collect facts, and who have given a
great deal of thought to this subject, regards this custom as a clear recognition of pre-existent communal
rights.
lf the view here, but brie_fiy hinted at, be correct,
we can easily understand why, in marriage, the wife
has been subordinate to the husband.
But the view that marriage originated in barbarism,
and even in violent capture, furnishes no argument
against the institution as it exists to-day. It is not
pleasant to contemplate all the stages through which
we have passed frmn savage to civilized life ; but the
results of this slow and painful development are none
the less valuable. Marriage, it is true, has been evolved through centuries of wrong and brutality to
woman, and from the effects of which, by reaction, man
has suffered hardly less than his companion ; but now
in enlightened countries, divested of its essentially
barbarous features, giving us th<J home-circle with all
its refining and elevating influences, developing and
intensifying the affection, and securing to infancy,
and youth, the nurture and care they need, marriage
I think, has come to be an institution indispensable in
the intellectual_ancl moral culture of our race. We
know there are evils connected with it, but they are
no necessary part of it. They are mere excresences
which are deHtined to disappear, as others have in the
past.
With us, to-day, marriage is simply a civil contract,
a legal arrangement by which a man and woman agt·ee
to live together.. Its object is to secure justice to
both parties, to prevent promiscuous and licentious
intercourse between those of the two sexes, whose
chief aim is the gratification of their sensual passions,
and the protection, support and moral culture of oft:
spring. Marriage presuppose~ mutual attachment and
affections between the parties to be united, an acquaintance and familiarity with each other's prominent traits of character, intellectual, moral and physical condition, HOcial standing, prospects in life, etc.
Yet, in view of the liability of the parties to be deceived, and to practice disception in selecting companions, and to aftord means of escape from life-long
companionship with parties who are found incnpable
of preforming the duties and obligations of the con"1pact, a provision is made in every state, whereby the

aggrieved _P:;rty can apply for, and obtain a divorce;
In my opt~non, all the causes for which applications
for separatiOn should be grahted, are recognized by
but ~ew. of the States. This fact, however, instead of
furm~hmg a!! argument against the institution of
n;arrmge, pomts ~o the necessity of additionallegislatJon to guard agamst the evils and abuses incident to
the marriage contract.
.
·
A vast !lmount of licentiousness and much wrong to
woman, It must be confessed, co-exist with our marriage relation, but are the opponents of marria~e prepared to affirm that these evils would cease with the
abolition of the institution. I think not. It seems
~o me l!len and w~en would co-habit as passion, or
unmedmte convemence, should dictate. A few, under
the guidance of reason and conscientious fore~thought
would subordinate their passions to the welfare of
those with whom they associated ; but the great multitude, _regardless of the public good, would mal{e
cverytlung else secondary to the gratification of their
passions. Women, who would be the greatest sufferers,
would find themselves without legal protection. And
homes and family circles, paternal obligations, and
~rotherly and sisterly ties, and the ennobling, elevatn~g and refining mfiuences which spring from them,
With what would the opponents of marriage replace,
~ese?

What may be required in the far distant future I
will not undertake to guess· but for the present I
think marriage a useful insti.tntion and the zeal ~f
those who oppose it, rathermisdirected.
_____
MR. EDITOR :-The following is a rejoinder to an
article which appeared in the Boston ln·vestigator some
time ago, headed, "A Nut for Materialists to Crack."
This class of its readers probably expected a reply
thereunto, so I penned the subjoined response, condensing it, however, or, as Brother Kent has it, "boiling it down," so as not to trespass on its valuable
space to too s-reat an extent. Nevertheless it was refused admittance to its columns. This "Challenge to
Materialists," was subsequently copied by the Religt"o·Philosophical Journal, to which I then addressed the
annexed repa1'tee. This sheet, although its columns
are not open to all contestants, was not illiberal
enough to reject what it was incumbent upon the
"free" lnvestigatur to publish.
Yours,
H. WET'l'STEIN.

Force and Spirit.
[From the Rellgio-Philosophical Journal of May 9, 1874.]
ED. JoullNAL:-That nut which friend Burr gave Materialists to crack in your last number, I regard not of such
insuperable a texture but that it may be cracked, without
any great jaw-endangering efforts. The subject under
consideration may be disposed of, by his merely answering the simple questio11: "Is force and spirit co-essential; i. e., are they identical in their nature? Doe!! he regard the force that draws atom to atom, as endowed with
the same consciousness that animated beings experience
while yet in the flesh?" He holds that ··force" and
" spirit" are synonymous. If tbe various forces that
pervade inanimate creation are conscious, or possessed
of a spirit nature, of what utility or design may then be
the intricate ramifications of a nervous system with its
concomitant magno-eloctro vitality, or animal magnetism? It is not generally received that formations thus
endowed, are alone capable of enj(/ying consciousness,
mind or spirit? Is the mineral and vegetable kingdom
not universally regarded as void of sensation or intelligence. for the very good reason that no traces of a nervous
system have been discovered? Only where certain species of plants approximate the animal kingdom, manifesting consciousness or sensitiveness, will we find that
this, the lowest form of animal life, is due to the inchoate
effort of nature to develop conscious life or spirit through
the agency of a living nervous system. Everything beneath this lowest form of animate life must necessarily
be devoid of sensation or consciousness, because there is
no organism to produce it. Friend Burr, however, holds
that force is consciousness of spirit: if this were so, then
in what respect is the mind, or spirit force of conscious
beings, superior to the forces vervading and governing
inanimate formations, but which manifest no consciousness of any kind. Evidently the human mind, or spirit,
would then be on the same level with the spirit or forces
of unorganized formations of matter. What evidence, or
rationale, <Jan he advance to warrant the assumption that
such inferior forces are conscious within themselves and
of their surroundings? He says: " Force being revealed
by spirit," etc. Revealed by what spirit? Has he ever
observed the particles of a mineral substance, manifest
mind or spirit of any kind? If so. I would like to be apprised of how. where and when; but if such manifestation has never come under his cognizance, then why persist in confounding inanimate forom1 with the consciousness or spirit of animate beings?
You will perceive. Mr. Editor, that I am a llfaterialist of
the ultra school. but friend Burr having thrown down the
gauntlet so defiantly, you would oblige me greatly by
showing him that some of us dare to pick it up. Yours
for truth, be it what It may.
.
H. WETTSTEIN.
Harvard. Ill.
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Supplement to the ''Light of the Age."
BROTHER BENNETT : Respected Sir :-Please permit
me to announce in t11e columns of the TRUTH SEEKER
that the publication of the Ligltt of the Age is inclefinitely su~pended. To our liberal friends, readers and
subscriber~ we 1_1ave only to say by. way of explanation,
that the failure IS alone on our own part. The liberality with which we have been patronized, the kind
words of encouragement, and friendly assistance
which we have received, have far exceeded our expectations or merits. Our attempt in the publication of a
liberal reform journal, advocating free thought, and
opposing theological fallacies, religions servitude and
priestcraft delusion, we beheve to have been the first
and only one west of the Mississippi, a,pd are truly
sorry that unavoidable circumstances should prevent
its success. Our limited experience in journalism,
whi~h has been de~trly bought, will doubtless be of
serviCe to us, should we again resume the publication
of our paper, which we hope soon to do. We assure
our liberal friends and patrons that the many acts of
kindness which they have bestowed upon us will
ever be cherished in our memory ; and especialiy do
we extend our l~eartfelt thanks to our friends, G. L.
Henderson, of Mmnesota, and R.Peterson, of Texas,
who have so generously rendered assistance in behalf
of the work in which we were engaged. "\Ve wish
to add in conclusion, that •our individual misfortune is no evidence that liberalism is not far in advance of Christianity, and is still progressing with
the velocity of time. In view of the brief exist'
ence of our paper, we· believe that we can safely compare our list of su bscribcrs with any list of our christian contemporaries. Many of our noble-hearted
friends have each subscribed for one hundred copies
of the Ligltt oftlw Age, which docs not appear to us
prophetic of a christian millenium, but inspires our
hopes with congratulatory emotions. While it is with
deep regret that we have been compelled to blot out
the existence of our paper, it is also our greatest pleasnrc to recommend and urgently request all who are
friends of mental reform, and foes of religious bondage, to subscribe at once for the following reform
journals, which will be found inestimable fountains
of knowledge and truth.
TilE TRUTH SEEKER, as its name implies, Is a bold
and fearless advocate of the demands of the times,
and a formidable weapon in defense of the ricrhts of
humanity. It is inimical to the degrading infi~ences
of religious devices, and welcomes all new departures
'Or reforms that tend to elevate the race of man. All
who would know the truth as it is, should not fail to
subscribe for it. For $1.00 per year, sixteen pages of
interesting matter is given in each number, with a
premium book besides. A single copy is really worth
the price asked for it.
The Freethinker is an earnest devotee of free thought
an_d an able advocate of liberal reform in religion,
science and art. No one should be without it. It is
a sixteen page monthly. Enclose 25 cents, and address Dr. Fr. Leiss, 310 East 14th St., New York.
The Boston Investigator and Index, both of which are
published in Boston, Mass., are worthy of high commendation, and merit the warm support and encouragement of the liberal public. The former has stood
the test of time, in a mighty conflict with the opposinp; masses for over forty years, and with 11 determination that knows no defeat to success.
We wish, also, to make favorable mention of the
Lycenm, a liberal paper for the young, published by
P. H. Bates?n, Toledo, 0:, at 75 cents per year, and
the Cltampzon of Humamty, a weekly, published in
New York, at $2.00.
We shall refund the amount due each of our subscribers with as little delay as possible.
------ --~· ~- ElGlll\lY, M. D.
JoNAH AND HIS WHALE-Jonah's whale has been the
cause of a very lively incident in the Academy of Science
of Brussels, which has greatly exercised the political
press of Belgi urn. M. Von Beneden, the eminent zoologist
has pointed out in the course of an address to the academy
that the tradition which describes the dolphin as bringing
to the shore human bodies with which it meets is very
ancient and widely spread, and that it bore a resemblance
to" the fable of Jonah." The inadvertent intimation on
the part of the eminent zoologist that ho doubted whether
a human body, swallowed by a whale, would be in good
condition three days afteward has raised a theological
storm. The Professor of tho Catholic University of Lovain demanded in a violent letter that the academy should
formally censure M. Von Beneden. and. the academy
having, with one dissentient, refused to do so, the two
professors of Lou vain have sent in their resignations.
TJ;£E native wines produced in tho United States are estimated in round numbers at twenty millions of gallons.
California, the largest producer, yields one-fourth this
amount, five millions: Ohio about one-sixth, three and
one half millions; New York. three millions; Missouri
and illinois each two and one-half millions, and Pennsylvania two millions. In these six States are produced all
the wines of the counry, excopting about one million and
one-half of gallons raised in sma!l quantities In the other
States. Wines are produced, llowever, in some quantity
in nearly every State and Territory, 2o,ooo gallons a year
being credited to New Jersey, and 5,000gallons to Delaware.
- The annual value o our wine crop is about $14,000,000.
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REVIEW OF THE CONSTITUTION AND DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES OF THE
UNIVERSAL FREETHINKERS'
ASSOCIATION.
llY ICONOCLAST.
NO. 8.
Mn. EDITOR :-Some weeks since I had the honor
of receiving, for criticism and comment, a document
bearing the above title, which I found to be the advance sheets of the proposed published paper. I was
pressed to examine, and consider carefully, the principles thus enunciated to the world, and was challenged to find any fault with it, or even to find any
thing in the history of the entire world to compare
with its truth, force, and logical deductions.
This bold, sweeping challenge struck me with admiration. whilst the very extravagant language used
repelled me from giving it, at that time, more than a
cursory glance. That hurried ~lance at this manifesto
confirmed me in the opinion I then expressed. to wit:
''that it was on a par with the three Jailors of Tooley
Street''
This opinion having been publicly expressed, I am
desirous of publicly disavowing, and taking back, the
hurried exclamation which then escaped me.
At the earnest solicitation of many friends of the U.
F. A., I wish now as pu.blicly to declare, that, having
in the capacity of a Literati, examined the declaration
of principles referred to, I pronounce it a masterpiece
in so far as it may, and must finally, become the platform upon which all freethinkers (and by that word
I mean what it is ~hown to be in the very definition
given by the paper I am reviewing,) will st:md.t.hat the
principles are as nearly perfect as any that were ever
penned; and that, in outspoken truths, scientific definitions, and mo~t ri,gorous and exact termenologies,
it is unsurpassed, and I heartly endorse and recommend it for perusal, and adoption by every freethinker who values my opinion.
Nothing contained in the declaration would I attempt to contradict or change. On the contrary I see
many important and new definitions, which I declare
to be entirely original, and yet so striking as to force
me into wii ling acceptance of the most of them.
I shall reser'l'<l what further I may have to say concerning this very remarkable document (and I assure
my friends that I shall have a great deal to say about
it, in the next and subsequent numbers of the TRUTH
SEEKER,) until your readers shall have had an opportunity of reading Rome of its contents. I here quote
at lenp;th some of the grand conceptions which have
thus started me into this unqualified endorsement.
This Association, deriving its powers from, and
growing out of, the Universal Freethinkers' Congress,
held at Naples in 1869, having subordinate and coordinate organizations, with properly defined powers, seek£ to bring into co-operation all good men
and women of all nationalities, wlw may agree in the
single object of emancipating the human mind from
every species of superstition, and prejudice, for, or
against any doctrine ; and the encourag-ement of the
fearless rational investigation of every sul~ject. It is
neither the province nor the prerogative of this Association to flictate or determine the conclusions to which
the opinion of any member may be conducted ; except
in so far as the inevitable workings of the laws of the
human mind may be scientifically discovered and
demonstrated.
'1'hi5 Association does not affirm that men must ·if
the]J are Freethinkers, cwrive at the belief, that there is' r:u
God, OJ' that religion is r:tfete and should be extinguished/
nor does it affirm that they must wrrit•e at the opposite concl~tsion.

•It asserts that Free-thin king itBelf requires to be
more accurately defined ; the merely dogmatic affirmation of negative conclusions-conclusions adverse to
old beliefs-is as really mere dogmatism as if they were
affirmative ; and that many Infidels, Atheists, and
Deists, among those that claim the title of Freethinkers, are, in this sense as dogmatic, and often as fanat.ical, as the vast majority of theologians.
It affirms that ~ohosoever elenrly d•stinguishes mm·e
belief from p1•oven knowledge, and lwlds his personal beliifs only as beliefs, subject to the fut1u·e critical int·estigation of the pm·e intelkct, has as good a rigltt to style !timself a Freethinkm·, and to be recognized as such, and welcomed to tlte ranks of this Association as he who rejects pm·ticular existing c1·eeds, tenets, or opinions. It
merely demands, upon the part of those seeking admission in to its ranks, mt enthusiasm for truth as paramount over all tradition and prejudice, and devotion
to its discovery and promulgation for the good of
mankind. The U. F. A. recognizes the perfect right
of such, should they so choose, to employ the word
reltgion, as best descriptive of their life-work and purposes. It affirms, nevertheless, that whatsoever dogmas, creeds or beliefs cannot withstand philosophical discussion, scientific analysis and investigation,
and st;mnd argument, should not be accepted by
Freethmkers, and must and ought to be conquered by
the spirit of the present age. The Association also
affirms that the nearest approach towards liberalism
in the published views of the great party of mankind
hostile to free-thought, is perhaps the well-known
theological motto. "In Essentials, Unity, in Non-Essentials, Liberty, in all things, Charity; but that this
motto .is insufficient, and except in its last branch,

erroneous, implying an authority somewhere outside
the individual to deterinine wltat nre essentials,·' and that
the U, F. A. propose the following in contrasts as its
formu~a motto, and rallyinp; cry : In All things not
t1·enclnng on others' 1-ights, LiJJerty, in things Proven,
Unity, in tvlmt can be d.ottbted, free diversity, in all things,
C!writy.
The above Declaration of Principles is in part new,
no doubt ; but what is new in it is deemed important;
and to a certain extent, and in the true scientific sense
Reconciliative / and such as mu~t eventually be th~
basis of combination and co-operation among all
Freethinkers ; or in a word, the practical adjustment
of the foundations of a truly inteUectual social reconstruction ; and of the final joint action of the whole
army of the advocates of mental emancipation
throughout the whole world.
It is claimed by the U. F. A, tlmt this Declaration of
its .Natw·e and Principles is a step in advance in respect
to scientific definition, and as such, is commended to
the careful consideration of the Old School of Freethinkers, and anti-Freethinkers.
Limited space forbids me giving more of this matter, but enot1gh is here presented to furnish food for
thought, and tl!e very best thought of your ablest contributors, and when it is considered that this "Declation of Principles is boldly flung to the breeze, defying and challenging all criticism," your contributors
need spare nothing, and have no mercy.
[For The

Tru~

Seeker.]

Beecher's Sermons.
Mn. EDITOR :-I have recently seen in the N. Y.
Tribune the aimouncement that H. W. Beecher recently
delivered his third course of "Lectures on Preaching,"
in the chapel of the Yale divinity school. This course
is termed " The Preacher's Treatment of Doctrines."
In his first lecture he says: " In a large sense, he felt
himself to be as sound, nay, sounder, than most
men on the fundamental doctrines of Christianity;
the doctrine, for example, of a "Triune God ;" of an
"ever blessed God-man of that God man's lifework, which somehow (?) made an atonement," &c.
Now, I propose to examine ~Jr. Beecher's "God~man's
life work," and see what wonderful things he did.
The reader is requested to bear in mind, that, according to Bible traditions and his own confessions,
"He came on earth to die for sinners ; to seek and
save that which was lost," and as this is a very material point (that is he voluntarily came to '·lay down
his life a ransom for man.") in my arguments, I
wish to impress firmly in the reader's mind. The reason why I am so particular on this point will presently
appear. I now propose to ask Mr. Beecher a tew
questions, not that I expect that he. will attempt to
publicly answsr them, for I have asked him more than
a score, within the last three years, through the Liberal journals of the nations, and he has never publicly
noticed one of them. And the various question I
have propounded!to him can be easily and truly answered by any intelligent Free Thinker. But, if any man
whose brain is muddled with Beecher's old theology;
should attempt to answer, the very first effort would
(as the old negro preacher said,) "Upset all the
Feoloqy in the world. It seems hv the Book that
BeeciJCr's God-man's " life-work" foi· the first thirty
years, made scarcely a ripple in the world's history
if we except a little excitement at its birth, and at ~
later time a discussion with the "Doctors" in the temple. Whe!'e was he 'these thirty years?" I have
heard it stated frequently by men learned in the Scriptures, that he was probably with his father Joseph(not his father God ;) down in Egypt at work at the
ca1-penter trade! ''Hear it ! 0, ye Heavens," what a
grand, sublime idea, viz : J\'Ir. Beecher's "God-man,"
who (the sacred poet says :)
,
. " Framed the globes and spread the sky .
And all the starry worlde on high,"
At work at the carpenter trade, with his human father for six bits a day, building log cabins for the
children of men to dwell in.
Like Brother Syphers, I feel like " pausing for are.
ply."
N. B.-May it not be possible, Mr. Beecher, that
your '' God-man" was attending some theological semi.
nary in Egypt, to prepare for his great "life work?"
Let us see. His great life work was to " sujfm· and
die." I hesitate not to affirm, that tens of·thousands
of martyrs, have suffered a hundred fold more here
than the mnn .T esus Christ did, and died a more cruel
death.
And now let us see how willingly he died. In proof
of his willingness, I only quote Matthew, 26, xxxix.
'' 0 my Father, if it is possible, let this cup pass from
me." He praying three times and " saying the same
words." It is true he added each time " Nevertheless,
not as I will, but as thou wilt."
This appendix to the real prayer, does not help the
case of him who uttered it.
N. B.-The request in this prayer was that God
would save his life, (or it means nothing,) and not let
the rabble kill him. Now :Mr. Beecher, I want you
to answer the following questions, which I put diretly
to you, and I want them answered before your audience in the "Chapel of the Yale Divinity school at
New Haven," or in your own church ..

1st. Did yourtriulle "God-man" desire to have his
request granted?·
2d. Did he expect to have it granted?
3d. When he said '-' ~;~evertheless not as I will, but
as thou wilt,'' did he not know his Father-God would
do just as he pleased, without any regard to his son's
own feeline:s?
· .
4th. If God had answered his sons prayer, and saved his life, so that, instead of being crucified, he had
liv~d to die of disease or old age, would it not have
entirely destroyed and annihilated the great (ridiculous) Ofthodox ''plan of salvation?" Yea, verily.
But we find the great crowning act of this ''Godman" life work on the cross. It is in these words, Eloi,
Eloi, lama sabachthani, which is~ being interpreted,
"My God, my God, why has thou forsaken me!"
Here, Mr. Beecher, we have your wonderful "Godman " in his last expiring breath, acknowlcd~ing himself forsaken of God, and in his death agony mquiring
the cause.
Why do you suppose he asked that question? I
will tell you what I think induced hiin to ask it. I
believe he rather expe,cted he should not finally suffer
death, as he had, by hiding and skulking around from
place. to place, frequently eluded his enemies, and he
thought his God-father would really in the end save
him from his enemies; and when he saw his mistake,
in bitterness of soul asks why he is thus forsaken? will
Mr. Beecher consider my suggestions, and enlighten
us in his present course of lectures, or his sermons.
Yours truly in search of light,
'1'. J. MoonE, M. D.
Stm"field Ills. March 8th, 1874.
P. S.-As I know that Mr. B. will not attempt to
answer my very plain questions to him, and as I am
sure the readers of our paper will desire an answer to
them, I will deputize Brother Syplius to do it, or any
other intelligent skeptic. They may all be easily answered by any honest man whose mind has not been
distorted by ellrly religious training.
N. B.-l take this opportunity, Henry, to] tell you
that your theological doctrines you teach now-a-days
are entirely too thin. Sceptics can see straig·ht through
them, and many (both saints and sinners) believe you
dishonest,-believe that, like a hypocrite, you hide
your real sentiments for fear of losing populal'ity in
the Churches. You dare not tell the "great big world"
tbat you really thin!{ you1' "God-man" did not have a
human father just like other men.
T. J. M.
[For the Truth Seeker.]

"Now Shoot."
Reply to John Syphers, Streatm·, Ill.
You say that I am not posted in this soul business.
You are mistaken ; I am a Psychologist. You say,
to my first question, that the soul is composed of very
fine, magnetic, invisible matter. So far you are right.
But you go too far when you indi1,··idualize the soul,
after it has left the body. You say thnt the soul can
be seen and felt, and that such manifestations are
going on all over the world. Well, sir, I can make a
subject see any departed friend, and feel their touch,
and make water taste like wine or vinegar, or wormwood. Is that water really changed, or is it the imagination? I can make the subject see a cow, and feel
her kick him.
Now does he see a cow, or is he kic]{ed? I say, no.
So it is with your Spiritualism ; there is no individual
spirit of man that can lie recognized after death, no
more than there is rea!ly a cow before my subject, or
that he is kicked. It is all imaginary.
.
Can you recognize a drop of clear water from any
other drop of the same? I say no I What say you ?
But color it, and you can then recognize it ; so it is
with man and soul. You recognize the color and not
the water; and you recognize the body and not the
spirit.
Then pour that drop of colored water into a bucketful of clear water, then can you recognize it ? I say
no I So it is with the spirit of man when it leaves the
body.
Build a fire in your stove, and yon have an individual fire, but can you recognize it from any other
fire? I say'' no, it is all fire." You say the soul
is magnetic. So all souls are magnetic, and can
not be recognized from '!tny other magnetism. Go
to any Psychologist in your neighborhood and he will
corroborate my statement, and if he can find a ~·Jb
ject, he will prove to your satisfaction that all I have
said is correct. Now, my friend, in regard to my
other questions, I do not consider that you have answered them, only to the detriment of the clergy,
whom you represent in my '• Nuts to Crack." But I
thin!' you mean well.
Hoping that this may be a benefit to yon, and to all,
who read it, I remain your friend, and the friend of
Truth.
A. ERVIN.
Lebanon. Linn Co., Ore,qon.
[The above should have had an earlier insertion, as
it lias been on hand a good while, but :we have not
found room for it bcforc.-ED. T. S.]
Continuation of "Thoughts Not Stu) titled" in our
next issue.
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[For the Truth Seeker.]

Questions.
A. LINDBERG.
When I ask myself the question,
"Is the Bible true or false?"
Then I feel there is within me
Something powerful that callsCalls upon my very naturA
On my love of truth and right,
To dispel such idle doubtings
And behold the new-born light.
When I aslc myself the question,
·• Is the story that we read·
Of the six days of creation,
Is that true? Is it indeed?"
Geology springs up and answers,
"'Tis as false as it can be;
This world w'as, for countless ages.
For your proofs come look at me."
When I ask myself the question,
"Is.the story of the sun
Standing still among the heavens
Worth to place belief upon."
Astronomy springs up and answers,
"No; such things can never be,
For the mighty laws of nature
Always work in harmony."
When I ask myself the q~estion,
" Is the story of the fall
And the cursing of'creation,
Covering earth as with a pallIs that true?" Then all my feelingsBetter feelings broken freeIn the tones of real conviction,
An~wers that, "it cannot be."
Fort IJodoe, Iowa.
BY S.

ONWARD-there are ills to conquer,
Daily wickedness is wrought,
Tyran,ny is swoll'n with Pride,
Bigotry is deified,
Error intertwined with Thought,
Vice and Misery ramp and crawl,
Root them out, their day has passed.
Goodness is alone immortal;
Evil was not made to last;ONWARD! and all earth shall aid us
Ere our peaceful flag be furl'd,
And the preaching of this preacher
Stirs the pulses of the world.

Not Dead.
BY HORACE M. RICHARDS.
Nay, not dead; thy loving son,
He waited but the Master's call,
And now his earthly labor done,
He waitS for thee-that is all.
Nay! not dead, thy stay on earth.
Angels have welcome given
To purer, holier birthTo shelter safe in Heaven.
Nay! thy son hath left the clay~
From sorrowing tears hath fledNow dwelling in eternal day.. Born to h·igher life"--not dead,
For him, there blooms a spring,
Where flowers perennial deck the sod.. Where music is the song that angels sing
And light,-the smile of God."

____________.____ _____

Nay not dead! The darksome tomb
Holds not the son you love,
His spirit freed from earthly gloom
Now waits for thee above.
Philadelphia, May, 1874.

rrhe Three Preachers.
BY CHARLES MCl{AY.

There are three preacl1ers, ever preaching,
Fill'd with eloQuence and power.
One Is old, with locks of wl1ite,.
Skinny as an ancborit~;
And he preaches every hour
With a shrill fanatic voice,
And a bigot's fiery scorn;• BACKWARD! ye presumptuous nations;
llfan to misery is born 1
Born to drudge and sweat and sufferBorn to labor and to pray;
BACKWARD! ye presumptuous nations,
B~clc !-be humble and obey!'
The second is a milder preacher;
Soft he talks as if he sung;
Sleek and slothful is his look,
And his words, as froni a book,
Issue glibly from his tongue.
With an air of self-content,
High he lifts his fair white hands:
'STAND YE STILL! ye restless mttions;
And be happy, all ye lands!
Fate is lttw and law is perfect;
If ye meddle ye will mar;
-Change is rash, and ovet· was so ;
We are happy as we are.'
Mightier is the younger preacher;
Genius flashes from his eyes;
And the crowLls who hem~ his voice,
Give him, while their souls rejoice,
Throbbing bosoms for replies,
And they listen, yet elated,
While his stirring accents fall;• FoRWARD! ye deluded nations,
Progress is the rule of all ;
Man was made for healthful effort,
1'yranny has c1·ushed him long;
He shall march from good to better,
And do battle with the wrong.'
Standing still is childish folly,
Going baclnvarcl is a crime;
None should patiently emlure
Any ill that he can cure;ONWARD! keep the march of time.
Onward! while n wrong remains
To be conquered by the right;
While oppression lifts a finger
To ttlfront us by his might;
While an error clouds the reason
Of the universal heart,
Or a sliwe awttits his freedom,
Action is the wise man's part.
Lo! tho world is rich in blessingsEarth and Oc"an, Flame altd Wind
Have unnumbered secrets still,
'
To be ransacked when you will,
For the service of mankind;
Science is a child as yet,

such a paper, you would soon have perished in flames.
But priestcraft is like an iceberg floating into a 1\outhern sea, and will soon be melted away in religious liberty.
LEE LAUGHLIN, No1'th Yamhill, 01'eoon, writes: The
subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER in this vicinity are well
pleased with it; and greatly admire the bold and fearless
manner in which you proclaim your advocacy of science,
reason and common sense, notwithstanding the amount
of popular prejudice, _priestcraft and superstition you
have to contend with. I am glad we can begin to see the
dawn of a brighter, better day. Light from the sun
of truth is surely being shed abroad.
E. B. DAVID, Vanville, Wis., writes; The noble TRUTH
SEEKER, God bless it, comes regularly and is hailed with
much joy. This is decidedly a priest-ridden community,
but I hope to be able to send you some subscribers from
this locality.
G. H. G. Stackhouse, G1·ass Valley,., Cal., writes: I am
very much pleased with '.rHE •.rRUTH <>EEKER. You certainly deserve success, and no doubt you will attain it. Although I am a Spiritualist, I welcome with pleasure every
publication that wars against bigotry, error and superstition. Go on, Brother, battle for the truth; you are bound
to be successful; it is only a question of time.

And her power and scope shall grow.
And her triumph in the future
Shall diminish toil and woe;
Shall extend the oounds of pleasure
With an ever-widening ken,
And of woods and wildernesses
Make the homes of happy men.

Jlriendlu fl[orrespondence.

R. 0: JoHNsoN, TfThite- Watm·. Wis., writes: I have carfully read the copies of ·.rHE TRUTH SEEKER that I have
received, and I consider them emblems of enlightenment,
and as good agents to free mankind from the horrible
bondage of superstition and the false doctrines of those
whom by their" tracts" we know as ministers and priests,
the would-be-controllers of the mind and will of the 1mman family.
1\<I. K. TREMBLY, Fairfield, 0 .. writes: I have been delighted with the reading of your paper, an dam only sorry
I could not have had them sooner. I wish all could read
THE TRUTH SEEKER, without bigotry, as I think I do. I
long to see the day when reason shall guide us on to
truth. A happy time it will be when we can all sit down
and reason together. Thanks for your pttper; may your
efforts be crowned with success.
BRICK PALMER. Paradise Valley, Nevada, writes: I wish
to congratulate you upon your paper and for your efforts
to put down tyranny, and in its place introduce peace and
good will and sociability to all mankind.
This valley will compare favm-ably with any part of the
United States with re~;anl to intelligent men and women;
but so long as preaellmg was tolerated here and listened
, to with profound attention, strife and back-biting prevailed to the fullest extent. But thanks to 'l'he Boston Inuestigator, since its introduction llere, people began to see they
had been misled by priests and their damnable schemes,
. . . . . I am now making an effort to introduce 'l'HE
TllUTH SEEKER. which teaches men to be human, to each
other. ahd when they run fellow-man down, to help him
to rise, by giving him the right hand of fellowship, to help
elevate him to where he belongs.
S. F. Woo!lARD, Osbom, 0., writes: I enclose a dollar
to pay for your paper one year, to be sent to my niece in
Io\Va. She is disgusted with the churches, and I know of
no better paper for a seeker of truth to read than your
TRUTH BEEKER, anll I wish to place it in her hands.
D. JENIUNS, Hannibal, J1Io., writes; I am more and
more pleased witl1 your Truth Finder. Success to you.

~

CHARLES LoNG, .Payson, Utah, writes; I must say I find
THE TRUTH SEEKER to be just What I like,
0. F. HALE, Kossuth, .Kansas, writes: I think THE
TRUTH SEEKER well worth the price you ask for it without
the Premium Book, and you may act your choice about
sending mine.
A. P. HowEs, Pine Bl11lf, Ark., writes;' I must say I am
very much pleased with THE TRUTH BEEKER and will
cheerful! y do all I can for it.
WM. GEllECKE, Norfolk. NP.b .. writes: I am so well pleased with the specimen copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER I received, I must have it regularly hereafter. Enclosed is price
for one year. I will try and send you more subscribers.
G. A. TURNER, Watkins,Iowa, writes: By accident I got
hold of a number of your paper, and being highly pleased
with its liberal ideas and out-spoken sentiment-, I herewith subscribe for it.
R. :Iii. CASEY,Peodleton, 8. C., writes; THE TRUTH SEEKER is still a welcome guest in our village, and I for one
am anxious to welcome it every week. Enclosed please
find P. 0. order for one dollar to the editor's fund. I am
doing all I can for your paper, but I find it hard to get
new subscribers at this season of the year, but I think I
can get quite a number in the fall. I am proud to say that
those of us. who have already subscribed are loud in the
praises of •.rHE TRUTH SEEKER. Notwithstanding our
persecutions we continue to" grow in grae.e."
ldATTHEW RoMEU, Tit!tSt'We, Pa., writes; I think THE
THUTH SEEKER improves with every number. You are doing an immense good through the columns of your paper. I am more than pleased with the bold, just and emphatic stand you take Ullon all subjects upon which you
treat. Go on Bro. Bennett. :r.Iay you see the day when
mankind no longer worship imaginary Gods that make
mental slaves of their worshipers; I hope you will keep
up good health and spirits and that your efforts may be
crowned witn success.
HENRY W. WILDER, Vineland, N. J., writes; The other
day I obtained a copy of yom· paper from a friPnd, and
having read it cnrfully, I must confess, in jm;tice to you
and myself, that it is the best paper that has fallon under
my observation. It comes nearer my id~al of a Liberal
Paper then any thing I have met with. '.rlwugh not rich
in this world's goods, I herewith ~h,;erfully invest the
sum of $1 for your excellent sheet. ~by sncces attend
you.
A. E. HART. Volua Gill/, Iowa, wl'ites: 1 like your paper
very much, and hereby enclose the price for one year. I
do not want to be without it.
J. A. Ru·rHERFoRD. Honeu Grove. Texas, writes: I feel
mueh for the welfare of THE •.rnuTH SEEKER. I delight in
it. and hope it may not soon die. I hereby send you· two
dollars to extend my subscription to it. My friends have
taken away tho last three copies of your paper, will you
be kind e1!ough to send them again?
HORACE BALDWIN; })ft. Yernon, 0., writes: Copies of
your paper have been received and eagerly perused. We
like the bold position yon take, and hopH you will meet with
success in making it a first-class Weekly. Go ahead and
be firm in your purpose. I sometimes fear we do not fully appreciate the civil and religious liberties we enjoy in this country. Honor and praise ever rest upon the
memory of Jefferson and Paine for what they did for us.
If you had lived three hundre~ years ago and published

I

[The following appeared in last issue, but as the printer
committed a typographical error, which marred its meaning, we insert it again and hope this time it is correct.]
THoMAs H. DoDGE, a poetic, ·humorous friend of Oxford,
0, writes thus;
FRIEND BENNETT ;
I snatch pen, paper and ink,
To write a line as quick as wink,
'l'o let you know I am well.
And on Long street I do dwell,
\Vorldng hard for THE TRUTH SEEKER,
1'o get the name of one .John Meeker;
I left your paper for him to learn.
And in his J)lace got John l\1. Sturn,
As good an Infidel as e'er you saw,
For in old creeds he'll pi~k a flaw.
For cunning priests who llunt a fleece
Will tell some artful story,
And to beguile they'll talk awhile
Of heaven's immortal glory; ·
And by the by you'll hear them cry,
'.rhe only way to heaven.
.
Is to believe some creed tl1ey give,
And you'll be forgiven.
·
"That's what's the matter." llfr. Editor I was born in
the wrong time of the moon to be a poet, and there is anothPr <.>ause-I never had but three months schooling all
told. so when yon get any writing from me you will find
bad spelling and bad grammar no doubt.
I will inquire just here:
When a lady gets stalled in a gutter,
In the midst of a populous st-reet,
Like a fiy that is strandOll in butter,
Arid has to uncover her feet;
As gently the crinoline she lifts,
And gives it her gracefulestsweop,
Is a fellow to blame, l\1r. Editor,
If at her ankles he peeps?
Just to see if they're thick or thin,
Say, my Dear Sir, is it a sin?
Nay. Bro. Dodge, we cannot consider turning the eyes
toward an interesting object to be a sin, nor ran we think
serious blame would be incurred thereby-[Ed.l
NoT THE GoD HE WoRsHIPS.-'l'he Rev. Dr. THoMAs, a
prominent l\Iethodist in Chicago, in his sermon last Sunday, spoke as follows;
"Last winter Professor PATTON waxed warm and called
upon the l\Iethodist Cllnrch to take down its banners because GERALD MASSEY lectured in this room. GERALD
l\1AssEY said nothing half or a hundredth nart as bad as
Calvinism. \Yhat, I ask, is arguing against a 'personal
devil ' ..compared with making the God of heaven worse
than a devil? If I believed tho Bible taught any such doctrine, I should, in so far. unhesitatingly reject it. If I believed God were such a being, I should respectfully decline
either love or worship. I shall abide by my moral convictions, and try to keep what little sense I have, if the hea.
vens fall."
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Natural Religion.

HE Religion of Nature, on some fragment of which
all these fictitious systems are built is the only true
system which can unite mankind in d~ty to one God.
dh
t
·
- 1
tbf
'
a erence o onepractica'
tru uland useful system,,
perceptible to the senses, accessible to the comprehension of all men who devote a reasonable share of
time to the study of Nature and her phenomena-a
system based on the substratum of a sound mathematical natural philosophy.
The contemplation of Nature unfolds the fact that
in the crea!ion of this world, Deity designed the hap pi~
ness of his creatures, and he has 80 ordained and
ordered everything, as a general rule, that goodness
produces its own reward, and so does evil. The value
of the crown of religion is a life of practical goodness, and he is the best, and generally the happiest
man, who does ·most good, and he who prefer.; the
public to his private interest, and does most beneficial
public service, is the greatest man.
Thus you see we take a farewell leave of all dream
fable and fiction, and boldly stand up for truth and
praCtical goodness, as the only means of gaining
preferment here, or happiness hereafter
2d. The idea that labor is a curse inflicted on us
for transgression, is an error; no great'er or more un~at?ral mistake ever was made, or a more bigoted, preJUdiCed error entertained by the human race than this
Jewish idea that idleness is happiness, or that it
promotes health, longevity, oris in any way essen tal to
physical or intellectual development.
·
\Ve know that God is the author of creation whether
he is of revelation or not, and that the Laws of Nature
which govern the universe, are impressed on matter
by the finger of Deity, and they are the highest authority to which we can appeal. If we look to nature
what fish in the sea, what bird in the air, or anima\
upon earth obtains its living without labor· the feet
the hands of all animals, as well as man and tiw limbs'
all indicate that they were made for ~ction. This ik
sufficient to show the will of Deity. It is also a very ancient doctrine. Eennius the father of Latin poets
said 200 years B. c.:
That they who toil with purposed mind,
In all their labors pleasure find:
But they whose time no lAbors fill.
Have in their minds no wish nor will.
Idleness is one of the most dangerous and degradinoof all bad habits, because it leads to all othervillanies"
and is the parent of two-thirds of all -the bad habit~
among men and women.
From Theocritus, who lived 270 years B. C.:
So rosy coloured Helen charms the sight,
Our Sparta's grace, our glory and delight.
With her no nymph may in the loom contend,
Nn
nymyh
likeraptures
her the animate
willing osier
bend.
Or with
such
the Lyre.
Whether Menerva the rapt strain InsPire,
Or Dian sporting with her virgin choir;
None
can In
record
their
praise
so well,
As
Helen
whose
eyesheavenly
a thousand
cupids
dwell.
.
.
• d
. .
~.._ ozen SIIDI 1ar quotatiOns might be made to prove
that the mo~t distinguished individuals of those highly cultivated and intellectual times and country so far
from thinking it a disgrace to labor, boasted of their
skill and knowledge in all the arts essential to the comfort of civilation, as equally meritorious with grammar
poetry or any of the sciences, and despised as servant~
and wooden-headed loafers, those who had not this
k nowledge.
No wonder divorce and incontinence were unknown
to such a peopl~.
No robber now with thieving wiles,
The stranger of his purse beguiles;
No ruffians now Infest the street,
the passengers
- To"mob
ld
·
1 they meet.
We cou
not say as roue 1 for these christian
tithes.
But there are many, who, white they admit idleness
deteriorates body and mind and shortens life, pretend
that labor is degrading and only worthy of low groveling minds, and they must have some noblm:, more
aristocratic ·amusement, and play ball, billiards,
croquet, ctrive fast horses or anything that is utterly
useless.
Boys shut up in college, where useful occupations
are unavailable, may play ball, etc., rather than be
sick.
But no prudent man will ·encourage these games
for general amusement; he sees the insane fury with
which boys often rush into these games to the neglect
of all rational pursuits, the time and money lost the
excitement and contention aroused, often resultii;g in
injury and always engendering worthless habits of
body and mind.
Ill habits gather by unsep.n degrees,
.
As brooks make rivers. rivers run to seas.
But when the boy devotes two or three hours per
day to labor in the garden, field or shop, he acquires
a sound state of body and mind, with a knowledge of
the useful arts by which the conforts of life are obtained, and learns that every thing great, good and valueable is the p1•oduct of labor and he will advance faster
in his studies, than if he did not labor.
If people wish their children to rise in the world
they must teach them the practical dutieli of life.
'
To gather gold by every wile,
That's justified by honor.
Not for to hide it in-a hedge,
Or for a train attendant;
But for the glorious privilege
Of being independent.

T

!tis o~ly by experience that they can impress their
Hmds With a :proper sense of Economy, Industr~ and
onesty. Children w~o are not carefully dnlled,
!aught proper self-restramt, respect fer age and authorIty, will have no regard for principle however
sacred; no devotion to the sublime Truths ~f Science
and no reverence :tor Nature or Deity.
,
3d. Th~re is un~ortunately, everywhere a growing
tend~ncy ~nth~ m_mds of the American people to sym-

path1ze With cnmmals, to clamor for their release and
acquital, and even for their reception into society
especially if they have money. l\'Iany contend that
it i~ a Christia';l doctrine, and that all punishment is a
rehc of barbansm, odious and hateful. Against this
doctrine we enter our solemn protest and challenge its
ablest defenders to a fair discussion.
No successful liberal government ever existed without a speci~l article in its constitution for ·the punishment of cnme; not only for the punishment of the
culprit, but to deter others from crime.
~hina~ Hindostan, Greece, Home, England, and the
Umted States all practiced upon the system while they
were prosperous. ·
But when Greece and Rome became opulent, powerful_and currupt, they despised the simple maxims of
their ancestors: "train up a child in the way he should
go and when he is old he will not depart from it" and
allowed their children to grow up unrestrained' to do
as they pleased without punishment and two o~- three
g~nerat!ons, raised in -this way, filled the country
With thieves robbers and pirates who affiliated with
the Christian sects, which taught' these doctrines joined the standard of Constantine, brought on the' civil
war and destroyed their government, which has never
been reinstated.
Precisely so here; an ignorant prejudiced democracy
under a military leader, obtai~ed a political victory'
filled all th~ o~ces with irresponsible loafers, repealed
the naturalizatiOn laws, filled the towns und cities
wit~ thieves and robbers, and changed the whole
])Olley of the government; raised up a generation of
demago&'ues who for the hope of personal and political
aggrandizement, brought on a terrible civil war. But
the G1:eek and Roman Pa~anism, notwithstanding its
plurality of Gods and sacnficial obscenities breathed
into the very hearts of its people the love of Science
Truth and Beauty, devotion to friends and country'
and the daily performance of noble deeds so that th~
integrity and onward progress of the Empi;·e remained
unbroken white pagan worship continued in its purity.
The Pagan religion had some of the noblest and most
glori?us char~cteristics that ever sprang from the
c~·eat1ve ~ne_rgi~S of man. I.t c_onstantly held up to
VIew .for Ilmtatwn, tlie noblest mstances of patriotism
the most undying Jove of country, the constant JH"eference of publi"c to prt'vate I"nt.e1·est, tl1e IIIost exalted
acts of individual faith, friendship, obedience to the
l~ws of the empire, and the practice of every known
v 1rtue.
The very spirit and genius of that religion created and
fostered a taste for the most unparalleled devotion to
the Arts and. Sciences, and inculcated the tlai"ly per·f
d
ormance of noble an glorious deeds, as the only
means to preferment here, or hope of gaining heaven
hereafter. The most renowned consuls and generals
were. often ~overeign hi_gh pontiffs, and the appearal!ce m_pubh~ emblematiC of every practical virtue,
and an mcenhve to the noblest individual conduct
· public bravery. Is it a wonder then
an d most 1wrmc
that they rose to greatness, or that they conquered the
world, or that any other nation should conquer it under similar political and religious influences? Nor
did :he Roman Empire begin sensibly to decline till
the mtroduction of the Catholic religion created a
r~a~u!lable dou_bt in the minds of the people of the
divimty of thmr tutelar Deites, and spread the seeds
of religious licentiousness and discord through the
land. For some time after the Christian religion was
established by Constantine, there were many learned
~agar:s an? great love of literature and country still
hngermg m the hearts of the old Romans ami the
empire still vascillated in nearly the same pbsition till
Theodosius gave it a steady downward tendency
which he did by banishing the last of the learned me~
from the country, and to build the church of St. Sophia
he confiscated and appropriated the revenues established by the Pagan emperors for the support of the Public
Scho<Jls, and !o. cover the dome of that temple he
tore the lead lmmg· from the aqueducts built by the
Pa&'an emperors, to water. the c.ity of Constantinople
which has never been repmred smce, persecuted every
liberal mental entertainment calchlated to adorn and_
embe!ish life; suppressed the schools, put down the
l~arnmg, wrapped the human mind in superstitious
gloom and ignorance that brought on the dark ages
tb~t ~onti~uecl to the time of Martin Luther. Up to
this lime It cannot be denied the introduction of
Christianity was most disastrous to the best interests
of the human race, and the records of the world proved that in Italy, Spain, Mexico and wherever the
Catholic branch of the.christian church is paramount,
they have not and are not now advancing in know!edge or virtue.
'l'hese nations are a living evidence of the incomp_eten?Y. ~f t~e Christian system to maintain a progress1ve CIVIlizatiOn.
Tl~e SUI?erior moral standing of the Pagan church, at
the ttme, Is proved by t)J.e fact that €onstantine applied
to Sopater, the high priest of the Pagan church, for

admittance, but, emperor as he was then, he told him
no-you have wadt;!d through the blood of your four
brothers to the throne, and you have imbued your
hand in the blood of your aged father-in--law and of
your own son, without an. y J·ust cause, and you~ hands
are reeking with the blood of your countrymen.
Some time after he applied 'lgain, but was re.(used by
the same council. He then ·seized Sop9ter, tried, and
put him to death, and appointed another, who took him
in, and he was declared Sovereign High Pontiff of the
Pagan and Christian churches. But the Pagan church
could not see the necessity of Reformation ; in vain
the Philosophers and learned men assured them the
people were disgusted with their dirty sacrifices and
nobody believed in their lesser deities; but the Christian leaders saw their opportunity, and at once abandoned_ the sacrificial obscenities, and the prediction of
future events, by inspecting the entrails of victims and
the flight of birds, &c., but adopted the old exploded
Hindoo and Persian fables of Christ, the fall of man,
and a consequent redeemer, and tbe idea that all
may come in, the vilest sinner may return, &c., no
matter how much they steai, rob or murder, if they
get money an<\ lay part of it at the foot of the altar
they are. par~loned, lionized, received into society,
and are as good as anybody. This article, which they
borrowed from the Persian Zoroaster, greatly increased their strength _and numbers by all excommunicated Pa~ans, and the idea of pardon-the promise
of restoratiOn tQ the lowest and vilest-filled their
church and army with the congregated vagabonds of
the civilized world, and so great was their power that
Theodosius, the third emperor from Constantine suppressed and extinguished the Pagan church alt~geth
er. That the Catholic church erred-greatly erredwhen they substituted the idea that labor was a curse
-tlie fall of man-that a!J were to' be equal, good
and bad, the observance of unmeaning ceremonies
with implicit obedience to the will of the Pope and
clergy, in place of the Pagancreed, which commends
a life of virtue, and the daily performance of noble
and glorious deeds, as tlie medium of gaining preferment here, and of obtaining heaven hereafter, no intelligent man can doubt. To sum- up, we say, first
no man who knows anything, or has any regard foi·
truth, will pretend that labor is a curse, when all created -things proclaim that motion is one of the laws of
Deity, universal as matter itself-the world itself is
movjng, and every created thing, from the planets to
the microscopic animalcule, are in moti.on. WI1y then
should man still be idle, when the annals of all nationa declare that all their towns, cities, railroads
canals, monuments, and every thing valuable, is th~
product of labor, and th_at men ar~ generally happy,
healthy and prosperous m proportiOn to their labors
'· I"t IS
· th e greatest o f a II bl essings ? 4th. The'
aml tuat
idea of the fall of man is another obsolete Hindoo
myth. There is nowhere on earth any evidence o.f
t h e f a ]I of man, or of his ever
having been in a better
condition, generally, than at present. On the contrary, Geology unfolds the fact that life on this planet
b
. t'· I
I.
tl
I II fi
egan m ue ow est zoop 11tes; Ien s Ie - sh real
fish, birds, mammals, and finally man the n~blest
of all created things, and that Deity ha~ stamped on
the face of all created things, a forward and upward
tendency. The histories of these primeval nations
take us back 12,000 years, through gradually decreasing evidences of civilization, till at last we find tlieni
the tenants of the woods, with no literature, no a 1;ts'
nor civilization, and from this savage state the Chinese, Hindoos. and Persians have risen to their
present state.
· 'l'he,re is no question in the whole circle of science
more firmly established, than the fact that man was
created in, and arose from a state of b~rbarism. All
Chinese, Hindoo, Greek and Roman philosophers can
be quoted to this effect, and nowhere is there any evidence of his fall but everywhere proof of his gradual
progress up to his present elevation.
• We say part of Asia, and the most of Europe did
retrograde under the Christian religion, Q\Stablished by
Co1_1stantine from a high conditi~n of Poetry, Or~ tory,
Plnlosophy, sound and moral VIrtue, to crime Ignorance, and bigotry which increased, and under tl~e name
of dark ages, continued to the time of Luther, whose
reformation gave the people greater Iibert y, which is
the sole cause of our prosperity. _But the spirit and
genius of Christianity is opposed to progress, and as
an agent of civilization and happiness it is an utter
f~il_ure .. 'l'heir Bible_. contains no evidence of an;vthing
d1vme, m or about 1t; on the contrary evmythmg in
or in any way connected with it, proves that it i~
wholly of hu.man origi~; a_ histmy of the cosmological
and theologiCal doctrme m vogue at the time it was
written. Their clergy always despised nature and the
material world, as something coarse and vulgar and
supposing their own minds were the measure of the
universe, thought they could reason out all truth from
the depths of their own fancy, and disdaining labor as
a curse, they never approached the first step in true
science, by observation and induction, but reasoned
on for ages from bigoted notions, to worthless conelusions, as they still do. Wherever the clergy exercise influence in any of our colleges, they invariably
disparage the study of nature, and assign the natural
sciences a lower place, secondary to their theological fictions.
But surely men can no longer afford to
be ignorant of their dearest rights, and of the scie~ces

which have raiHed us to our elevated position and of the: sins and villianies of the parents being visited
Which llll!St be f·eg'arcled as the most truthful expon- ,upon the third and fourth gene1-.1tions, tl1ey may
ent:S of \!Ie w~ll of Deitt, . in the org-aniiation and transmit their noble deeds aml good conuuct to adorn
management of the material world, and as the safest ·and decorate the lives of their postetity.
guides in nil our civil and socinl relations.
.
_
Religiously to follow Nature's Laws.
To illustrate this doctrine of universal_pardon, let us
To die if need be in their country's cause;
To
think
they
were
not
for
themselves
designed,
go back fifty years ;' then there were no brble nor
But born to be of. use to all mankind.
·
tract societi!:'s, no sunday schools, people went rcguThe whole infidel crevd, is to believe nothing which
lm·ly to church once a week, we had no divorces, no
murders, or robbers, that is, comparatively speaking, cannot be demonstrated, and practice nothing which
and the few criminals were properly tried and punish- is not 1Jeneficial to yourself, your neighbor and your
ed. But during this fifty ye:u.:s the clerg'y have tilled country; .be honest, industrious, economical and rln to
E. L.
the towns and country with tract and billie societies,. others as you would he done hv.
and sunday schools and established preaching five or
Boonville, J.fo.
six times a week, day or night., evrrywhere, and there
has been a!\ this time an increase of public sympathy
t The tendency of the present age appears to be to elevate
with criminals -,new splendid prisons, with ameliora- the lower class~>s to the rank of the highest. without much
regard
to Qllalificatiim-this is noble and generous and we
tion of discipline, and increase of physical comforts.
hope they will obtain more satisfactory results. than knowtill these prisons are palaces compared with the dwell- ledge
and prudence would lead us to anticipate.
ings of poor honest people. The con8cquencfl of all
this is, that there are now forty times as many divorces
[For the Truth Seeker.!
and crimes of all kinds as there were fifty years ago.t
The fault of all this is in our religion. We all know the
Death-Bed Religion.
character of every people naturally grows out of their
A SHORT EPISTLE.
religious training and principles; their ideas become
the n1ere reflections of the disposition and tone of feel- To Tlffi REv. L. W. Sco'l'T, CHRISTIAN PREACHER,
ing, inspired by their tenets, modified by their daily
SuLPHUn SPRINGS, HoPKINs Co,, TExAs.
educational habits, and surrounding natural scenery.
Sir :-In closing the recent dehat.e at Paris, Texas,
In China, where trial and·punishment promptly follow
even· crime; according to four histories, there is he tween yourself and the undersigned, you took occatwenty times less crime than in any kingdom in Eu- sion to deprecate atheism, and to laud Christianity for
rope, in proportion to tl1e population. That is saving its death,bed felicities. You expounded on the comfort
·a great deal for China, but I know myself that they are it gave tlie mother to feel that her dead infant would
one of the most industrious, honest and virtuous nations be restored to her in Paradise.
Leave being ohtained, I asked you what consolain the world. 5th. The Hieroglyphic of all these
ancient nations represented Venus rising from the sea, tion I"C!igion afforded the mother whose adult son dies
not exactly a personal Deity at first, but the persona- unshrived by priest or parson ? To this plain question of the abstract principle of life-love-the love tion you deigned ·no re~ponse, whatever ! Again;
of thll sexes, etc. That life on this planet began in the you launclwd off in tl1e usual rodomont style oii the
ocean is clearly proven by Geology, and what was at beatitude of the expiring Christian, and when I infirst only intended to aid the common understanding terrupted and solicited you to state to the mulience
to comprehend the idea that life, love and its con- how died King David, "the man after God's own
comitants originated in, and arose from the sea was heart," you retorted with a dogmatic air, thus, "died
ultimately, as the idea spread, represented as a per- for want of breath ! ''
Now, sir, this letter is to impress on yon, if p~Jssible,
sonal godd~ss, the mistress of life, love and beauty and
she was wo"rshipped as such.
Exactly so the idea of a sense of your misery, for so imbecile a reply to so
pertinent and vital an inquiry. The impression left
Christ a11d Christmas was .celebrated by the Hind-Chi upon
your hearers was-that, you either 'did not know
and Egypt, 4000 years B. C. On the 22nd of Sept., or
did not dare to tell the truth concerning the dying
the sun's crossing the line represented the crucifixion,
of your Bible's model saint and your Saand the Egyptians took their god with mournful cere- moments
divine prototype !
monies, indicating; his going into exile, to de~~;redation, viour's
Presuming that you were gored upon the first horn
to the lower regions, etc., boxed him up and laid him of this dilemma I will direct you to 1st Kings, 2: 8-10,
away, but when the sun had attained his extreme where you will·sce that David, at the close of a pro,
southern limits and began to come this way, as he does tracted life-(that would now-a-days be denominated
on the 25th of December, they brought him forth with infamous,)-replete in assassinations, robberie~, pergreat pomp as rising from the dead, as born again and fidies,- adulteries and atrocious cruelties, yielded up
as rising to power and. glory to drive out the winter his very pious soul, solemnly conjuring his son and
signs, Typhon, the Dragon, the polar bear, and to rule successor, Solomon, to murder "Shimei, the son of
triumphant over death nnd the fallen angels. Thus Gera, a Benjaminite of Boburim," because years bewhat was at first only ceremonies commemorative of fore, Shimei had cursed him, David ; and the King's
the sun's crossing the line, going into exile and degra-- last words were worthy of a royal saint,-" His hoar
dation during' the winter months, -and the summer head bring thou down to the grave in blqod !" What
constellations as driven out of heaven, giving place to sublime death-bed raptures ! What immortal l1ate !
the winter signs, spreading the g:loom and death of .'\Vhat divine malice! "Vengeance is mine, saith the
winter over the earth and the subsequent cell'bratior. of Lord," and of course, so says the Lord's annointed,
Christmas und the resurrection, rising again to pow- in every l\ge and clime ! Poor Shimei ; he had not
er antl glory, driving out the winter constellations and souncled the length and depth of his odwm tlwologigiving new life and vigor to the world, became in time cum ! Little dreamed he that one day he wouldJall a
a real religion with a god-son of god-the lamb of victim to Sitch a pious dodge. That the cowm·d fathgod that takes away the sins of the world-became er could bequeath so blootly a duty to Bath-Shebn's illehe was the leading summer sign, then, while the cqui- gitimate off-spring! What a pity it is. sir, that I
noxial point was in it.
don't beliere in the God of this Evangelical cut-throat,
The religion of Brumah, remodeled by Buddha, the so that I might die like a Christian-damning my enoldest in the world according to Max Muller, is pro- emies, and charging my son to shed the blood of an
fessed by thirty-one per cent. of-mankind. It prevai!s old man that has done me no harm, and whom I had
· iu eastern Asia, and the Chinese and Hindoos are re- long ago pretended to forgive !
mai·kable for their devotion to the Arts and Sciences,
But. pmy, sir, how died Martin Luther, the great
and for the elegance of their manners, and the honesty Reformer? '·For want of breath," say you? )ionsieur
of their conduct. The creed of .Buddha comm1mds Segur, in his book entitled ''Plain Talk," page 236 says,
us not to kill, nor steal, nor cnmmit adultery, not. "He died forlorn of God-blaspheming to the very
to lie, get drunk, indulge in anger, hypocri_sy, gos- end." And how expired J olm Calvin, another saint
siping, greediness or cruelty to animals ; commands of the D1(!vid stripl\; the murden·r of the learned Dr.
obedience to civil authorities, to reverence parents. to Michael Scrvitus .? Schurseburgh, (in the same auraise, educate and teach children to abhor dishon- thority) writes- ''Calvin died of scarlet fever, deest conduct, and to love home, friends and country. voured hy vermin and eaten up by nn ulccrens ahcess,
and it is morally superior to the Christian system which the stench whereof drove away every person !" · "In
requires faith in the marvelous fictions of the gospels as 5reat mercy," renmrks Segur, "he gave up his rasa pre-requisite to salvation, and not good actions. and cally ghost, despairing of salvation, evoking the devnoble deeds, as Buddha' does, which has abettPrcffcct, ils from the ahyRs, and 11ttering oaths most horrible
So far there is a similari I y in all these rei igions, be- and blasphemies ll!Ol't frightful !"
And last. but not le>Jst, how. reverend sir, expired
cause nlltional and true-but all their doctrinal tenets
asJwell are oui·s, which are whollyJwrrowed from them, your Saviour-your God! What were llis last words?
are marvelous fiction ; things natural are true, things Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthaui ! "which means," says
unnatural are imaginary-fictitious. 'l'o sum up, we Mark, "My God, my God, tbh;lj hast thou forsaken
say, the Hindoos, and especially the Chinese, \,y experi- me ?" 'rhus, "misfortunes never come singly," is
ence and observation for thousands of years, have an ap ·orism, as applicable, it seems, to gods as men.
established the fact that a tendency in any given Christ is first deserted by his twelve apostles-Judas,
direction is transmissible by cdncation, and this is con- Peter, et id omne rtenus,-and then abandoned by His
firmed by European and American 1·escnrch ; that a God-Father; and that, too, at the very moment
tendency to good or evil 'may be tmnsmitted and be- when He most needed thr.ir combinetl assistance. But
como a Jixed quality by education, upon the principle the monslrOU$ idea of the incarnate demanding of the
tl!at a certain muscle of the body or faculty of the mind man-incamate, whzt he had forsaken Him ! ~l'he
may be developed by giving them the proper ex- ftesh-god upbraiding the spirit-god ! The second
person in the Godhead accusing the Father and the
ercise.
Then let us devote every leisure holll' to teaching Holy Ghost-senior and junior partners in the triune
our children ; lecturing, reasoning, criticising and firm of unparalleled social delinquency ! The Son,
studying nature's laws till we become better-more who \Vas Ins own Father, impeaching Himself of pabeautiful, good, healthy and happy, so that instead ternal unkindness to Himself, of a barbaric character !

May one not e,xclaim with the poet Cowper :
Oh, folly; worthy 9f the nurse's lap,
/
Give it the breast, or cram its mouth with pap,
What, if some Pierce, Jefferson, Adams, Vqltaire
or Torence, in the ordeal of final dissolution had
uttered this or similai· ~rbiage?
'
How grandly different were the last moments of the
Pagan Socrates ! With the dignity of true tnanlwod,
untrameled by superstition, he quaffed the fatal hemlock, laid himself down upon the 1 death-couch and
passed away without a murmur of complaint! '
How died the great-he!Jrted atheist, Lucilis Vonini 'i
At the stake, amid the flames of the Inquisition, he
triumphantly proclaims: ""Your Savior sweated
with weakness and fear on going to suffer death, and
I die undaunted !"
Respectfully,
R. PETERSON.
P'.tris, Lamar Co., Texas, April 28th, 1874.

Astrology.
No.3.
MR. EDITOR: Sm:-As I stated in my last, I will
now speak of the effects of the Planets upon individuals, and do ao, by answering a few questions, that
have been. propounded to me, since the publication of
my last aFticle.
1st. How could I tell of Mr. Sumner's death not
knowing hi8 hour of birth? admitting the truth of
Astrolog-y.
2d. Does not Astrology, (if true) teach fatality ?
lld. Would not the lives of all persons, who were
born in the same year, month, day, and hour, be just
alike?
1st. I set a figure for tl1e noon of Mr. Sumner's
birth; then by instruction given in Astrological works
I corrected that figure to get the hour, which I found
to be near the same hour he died.· At his birth I found
Geminii, in the ascendant, thus making Mercury his
ruling planet; the moon in the asPendant in the time
of Mercury, and Mercury on the cusp of the 10th
honsP, and place of honor. This position of the moon
and Mercm-y, gave Mr. Smnner his towering intellect.
Mercury. Mars, Venus, Herschel and the moon were
very strong in the raGlius, while the sun and Saturn
were weak. The position of the sun and Saturn,
plainly told his defeat for the highest office in the gift
of the people. On the last revolution of his birth,
Janua1y 6, 1874, I set the figure to see what the present year would most likely bring him, and I found it
death, preceded by the following causes :
In the horoscope of January 6, 1874, I found Saturn
transiting the place of Mercury, and also the meridian
of the radius, from the 8th to the 15th of lHarch 1874.
This fatal aspect of the Planets took place, Saturn
still transiting the meridian ruler of the 6th and 7th
house, and in the 6th the house of sickness; also in a
square of the place of Mars at birth, the moon in the
ascendant at birth, but on the 11th of llfnrch, 2:55 P.
M., beneath the earth, in a square of the Sun, Jupiter,
Mercury and Venus, near the square of Mars, a square
of the Sun and Herschel, Mars applying to the squa1·e
of Saturn, Mars also coming to the meridian, in opposition of his own place at birtl1. The Stig, rule rof
the 4th house, (the grave,) at birth, and in the 8th
honse (death,) at his death, with Jupiter and the moon
both under the earth. Thus, with such an array of
evil aspects, we lost the great Sumner, by an untimely
death. Could he have survived those evil aspects?
Yes ! Almost the same had passed before in his life.
Had he understood the science of life, and the laws
thafrule and govern it, as taught by Astrology, and then
lived according to it from his childhood, he would
have lived no doubt to have been one hundred years
of age; but in his ignorance of those laws, he destroyed his constitution, exhausted all the vital forces by
incessant toil and excitement. Thus as age cam~ on
and the Planetary storm fell upon bis system, and
raged (similar to the storms of the elements), he had
no strength to resist.
.
2d. Does Astrolo2:y, teach fatality? No ! it only
forewarns, and so forearms, and prepares us for the
struggle of life.
By a knowledge of it, we can take
advantage of the good and prosperous periods of life
and escape much of the evil.
'
3d. T11·o or more perso!lR born at the same time
will not their lives be just alike? Similar but not alike:
for this reason : the conditions and surroundings of
each individual, has to be taken into consideration. If
one were a king and the other a peasant, with those it
would act thus, what would add new territory to the
king's domains, would give to the peasant a home of
his own, and thus would it be in all the phases of their
lives.
I shall still be pleased to anSwer all questions, and
objections as to the truth of the Astral-science, and
we loo'k forw'lrd to no distant day, w!Jen the stellar
doctrines shall have acquired that. stability of character and utility as to again, as in the days gone by, of
genuine philosophy, entitle it to universal reception,
and when i~ advantages will be loolwd to as the main
auxiliary of sound morals, mtion11l philosophy, and
true religion. In my next I shall ~peak of Atmospherical Astrology.
l\'Ins. l\'l. A. ELI.IS,
825 Spring Garden St,
Pltiladelpkia, Pa.
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':rti:Ej TRUTH
Of~the nature of the "tree of knowledge," which
bore the fruit that cursed the world, nothi~g whatever
is known. No description of the tree has ever been
given ; no naturaiist or botanist has ever seen it, and
whether it was like one of our apple trees, no one can
tell. As the fruit of it produced an effect so unlike
all other fruit the world bas known, we must bonelude the tree was totally unlike any other tree that
ev!)r grew. Why that variety of fruit has not been
perpetuated as otbei· varieties have been, cannot be
told. Fruit from the tree of knowledge, which would
cause mankind to know the nature of good and evil,
and make them as gods, it would seem ought to have
been perpetuated and largely cultivated. It may be
urged that this particular kind of fruit was created
for the express purpose of ruining mankind, and
when this purpose was accomplished, was removed
from the earth,

ties to thwart his own designs and purposes. We are
not told to what variety of the snake tribe this particular one belonged, whether boa constrictor, anaconda,
A JOURNAL
black snake, rattlesnake or moccasin, but we are at
all events, required to believe it had the organs of human :?peech, and could converse· fluently with our
gr(Jat-grandmother.
D. M. BENNETT~ Editor and Prop'r.
1Esop, in his fables, by wiy of enforcing a moral
No. 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
lesson, gave speech to many varieties of animals,
as lions, dogs, sheep, wolves, foxes, birds, etc., but .
The Bible.-No. 8.
we do not remember that he made snakes to talk, nor
did he intend we should believe any of his animals
E come now to the account of man being placreally U~>ed human language ; but in this bible fable,
ed in the garden of Eden ; of the temptation
we are required to positively believe in the conversaset before him by his maker ; of his " fall," and the
tional powers of the snake. .Although we know no
consequent damnation of the human race.
speech can take place without the organs of speech,
In ~eference to this ~arrative, a learned Catholic
and that no snake was ever known to possess these
clergyman of Chicap;o, called 'i Father" Terry, reorgans, we are not permitted to doubt that this parcently, in a sermon, termed the whole story an "epic
poem," or a series of poems, and th!lt it simply is a
There exists considerable diversity of opinion as to ticular snake was a most efficient talker-conversing
"fiction." This is precisely our opinion of the mat- the character of this fruit among different bible be- with such suavity and persuasiveness that he comter, and we propose to express our views with quite lievers. The greatest number profess to believe it was pletely wheedled 'llll" good old mother, and thereby
as much freedom as Father T. did, even should the a litei·al apple like our Pippins and Spitzenbergs, while circumvented God in a most remarkable manner.
results prove equally unfortunate to us. For uttering one sect (the Shal;:ers) insist that the forbidden fruit Very probable, is it not?
For thus using human language, and in '' taking in"
his honest sentiments, his superior, Bishop Foley, was the untimely intercourse of the sexes, and that
has deposed him and taken away !lis official churac- · all the sin and crime the world has since known, come our maternal relative (and really we cannot understand
ter. As, _!low ever, neither Bishop Foley, the " conn- from that source, and c'onsequently it _has ever since what else he was made for); his snakes hip seems to have
cil," the ''presbytery," or the ''synod " hold any been wrong for man and woman to have sexual -inter- been doomed to severe punishment; he was sentenced
authority over us, we will utter our opinions with- course. As, however, none can know anything about to crawl upon his belly and to eat dust all the days of
out fear from .their vindictiveness.
the fruit, these several opinions have but little value, his life. Whether, before this, he walked upright
and it will not compensate us to spend much time like a man, and ate apples, we are not informed, but
The story has truly much the semblance of a fable,
upon the subject. Of one thing we do feel assured, are led to believe he has ever crawled over the surand a fable, too, which reflects no great credit upon
face of the ground upon-his belly, the same five, ten,
the plans, prescience and benevolence of the Creator. that it is a pity that so many millions of human
beings will greedily swallow such silly stories, and and twenty thousand years ago as now. We cannot
If God, from the remotest ages of eternity, had rebase their hopes of happiness here and hereafter upon think the nature of the snake's locomotion has ever
volved in his mind the premeditated creation of the
been changed, nor his diet. If he was condemned to
universe, the earth and man, (as it would seem he them.
The entire story of the fall is improbable and un- eat dust, he has not done it. No one has ever seen
must have had abundant leisure to do, millions of
tenable. Instead of man being created in a high snakes eating dust. They require animal' food and
times over,) and if, after making man and woman
state of perfection, and falling to the .Jowest degrada- insist upon having it alive: They 'arc partial to eggs,
perfect beings, and pronouncing them "good," he
tion, the truth is directly the reverse ; his beginning chickens, frogs, etc., but never obey the injunction to
created a temptation-a snare, calc\).lated to seduce
was low down in the scale, slightly above the brute " eat dust."
them and lead them to destruction, and not themselves
It is marvellous how easy thousands of people becreation,
and after thousands of year:;, h~ gradually
only, but countless billions . of their descendants ; if
advanced until he became enlightened. Nearly all lieve this bible snake story. Is it really so probable
he also created a Devil for the express purpose of aidthat it should be swallowed without hesitation ? Is it
ing him in placing this decoy before our innocent modern scientists agree upon this point, that man
once occupied a plane in existence much lower than likely a snake became the antagonist of the Almighty,
parents, thus luring them and their posterity forever
he does to-day, and that he. has gradually been pro- and proved himself completely the victor in the conto utmost wretchedness and misCiy, it would argue
gressing.
In short, he did not "fall," but a1·ose, and test ? Can it be possible sensible people will ever
that he was either a very bad Creator, or that he was
continue to believe such simple tales and think it the
that
his
nature
is eternal p1'ogression .
. unable to circumvent the machinations of his wily
word of God because it is in. the bible? Such must
1\iuch
proof
exists
proving
the
truth
of
this
position.
creature and adversary, and thus prevent the total deplace a low estimate indeed, upon thei~· God to believe
struction ofhis favorite enterprise. Possibly, when Remains of human beings that lived on the earth in
a snake could defeat him.
former
eras
have
been
found
imbedded
in
rock,
where
God made the Devil, he did not intend quite so forWe think it entirely reasonable fo decide with
midable an antagonist-one able to defeat all his they have lain more. than forty thousand years. From
Father Terry, that the whole story is a fiction, gotten
the
indications
given,
this
race
of
human
beings
were
plans, destroy his creation, and inaugurate a hell
much lower down in the scale of existence than the up by an unskillful person, and by men incorporated
upon the earth.
into their bible, a book written, revised, amended,
. There must either have been a serious defect in the present human race. They lived in caves, and more compiled, translated and printed by men, and in
like
brutes
than
men,
but
were
doubtless
the
progeniplan, or in the power to execute it. God either did
which we can see no proofs of the workmanship of a
not correctly anticipate the difficulties he had to con- tors of the present inhabitants of the globe, who have God.
.
tend with, or it was his express purpose to make an been gradually advancing in intelligence and culture.
This fable has heretofore been preached as liteml
There are, even now, in Australia, New Caledonia,
innocent pair of human beings, and also to make and
truth, and to be taken just as it reads, bu~ inodern
empower a Devil to tempt and beguile these innocents and parts of South .Africa, races of human beings who clergymen and modern Christians finding . the whofe
to commit the enormous crime of eating an apple, have not yet advanced out of the rudimental conditions. story perfectly absurd, often claim it is not intended
which " caused sin and all our woe." If God wanted Some of them live in trees, leaping from branch to tO be understood literally-that the forbidden fruit
man to be happy, why did he create the conditions branch, like apes and baboons. They wander about,· was not really an apple, nor the Devil a real snake.
that must inevitably make him unhappy ? If he did entirely naked in most cases, having no fixed homes
however, matters l,mt little, so far as the principle
not want man to eat the apple, why did he make it, or tribal property, no families or marriage relations. IS concerned. If God made man, and made the
Their
language
is
extremely
imperfect
and
rudimenand place it before him ? If he wished man to retemptation, and made the Devil, and if he knew be-main innocent and pure, why did he make a Devil to tal. They grow to be about four feet high, and come forehand the necessary result of the conditions, it is
render him otherwise ? Did he not know the result to maturity in twelve to fifteen years. It is with great just as much a monstrosity in the form of an allegory
I
of his enterprise before he commenced it, and that difficulty they can be taught principles and ideas, their as if literally true. Besides, there is no authority for
the greatest evil must result from it ? To deny this. brains being imperfectly devoloped.
saying this stOiy is not to be taken Werally just as
is to confess him finite, short-sighted and weak, and
These are doubtless unadvanced races that have re- much as any:part of the bible. Who is authorized to
to admit it makes him a monster.
mained in their primitive, low, ignorant state, while say certain parts are to be t!lken literally, and certain
Upon this absurd fable rests the whole Christian the more progressive races which people the earth other parts to "be spiritualized." If the book is the
structure,-God made man· perfect, and placed a have completely outstripped them.
''word of God," why did he not write it as he wished
temptation before him, sure to ruin him, and created
In view of the many facts in nature, brought to light it understood ?
a Devil also, to aid in lming the victim into the trap by the researches and labors of scientists, which
It is to be hoped the time is not far distant when in··
set for him, and in, con&equence, it became necessa1y pointedly and totally contradict the bible story of telligent persons will cease to look to idle, silly, tales as
for God to come down out of heaven, four thousand man's being made in a high state of perfection, from the word of God, but rather tum their attention to the
years afterwards, cohabit with a young wom'ln; then which he fell and became hopelessly degraded, it study of unerring science, where a foundation of truth
to be born of that woman, and after thirty years to be seems most strange how sensible people can still ad- can be found safe to build upon.
put to death, and all this to appease his own anger, here to the system, founded upon the delusions of
and to remove, in a very limited degree, the effects past ignorant ages.
of the apple-all of which, with suitable pr·~caution,
We will return to the bible story. As the snake figMARRIED.-By the Rev. J. E. Berggren, in the Methodist
might have been avoided.
ures extensively in this wonderful narrative, we must Episcopal church in West Dayton, Iowa, on Sunday eveTo a clear, unprejudiced mind, the whole story ap- not entirely disregard him. Without the part of the ning, June 7th, 1874, Mr. J. A. LINDBERG, of Fort Dodge,
pears most ridiculous, belittling God, and making him serpent the drama would be most defective. For it Iowa, and Miss AMELIA A. BRUNDIEN, of West Dayton
seems God created this snake with powers and abiliMuch joy to the newly married couvle,
very deficient in knowledge, goodness and power.
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J. W. Cunningham's Questions.
they terminated after a time, it was pro~ably no more squelched, and we either thrown into a dungeon; tor~
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH BEEltEll:
owing to the absence' of Christianity- than in the tured on the rack, or bumt nt the stake,' as was the
In the February number of your pl.tper J. W. Cunning- govern-ments of kings and emperors which terminated Christian rule only a few centuries ago.
ham, of Shell Rock, Iowa, asks "Of our clerical friends " for similar reasons.
Thanks, however, to the increase of liberty artd
an answer to three questions. I answer one: "Has the
world of humanity been made any better by your preachIt seems to us it is not the nature of the Christian mental freedom that we are now enjoying t11rougli the
· ing ?" I ask his attention to the following historical state- religion to establish republicanism, and history informs unwearied labors of Freethinkers and Infidels, a!! Well
1
ment:.
us despotic governments have been the rule in Chris- as some liberal-minded believers, we are allowed to
In the year ;1580 substantial and satisfactory republicanask such questions as we please, and to utter such
ism was not known .on earth. Republics had been tried tian nations far more than republics. If it is the office
in antiquity, and failed. They were striven for in the of Christianity to establish republics, how is it, it took opinions as we honestly entertain.
We are able to see but little in the tea'chings of Jesus
middle ages, and such strivings proved failures. The nearly sixteen hundred years to develope this quality or
hope of democratic freedom seemed to be forever blasted. to show it at all? And how is it now that in this city upon which republicanism could be based. Many of
The old efforts for it were defective somewhere. A better
system than Athens, or Rome, or Florence knew, was a project is being organized to visit lc!)land this sum~ his utterances were communistic or somewhat agraneeded. It was found.
mer, to assist in commemorating the one thousandth rian and others favored despotism; but very little lookModern republicanism owes its birth and establishment anniversary of republicanism on that island and which ed ·to true republicanism. ThEJ latter is a mean beto Christian" preaching,"-" preaching" expository of the was not dependent upon Christianity? One thousand tween despotism and communism and rests upon the
words of Jesus Christ in Matthew 18-15-17, as follows: "If years extends much farther back than the sixteenth "soverignity of the individual," a principle which
thy brother trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault century.
Jesus seems not to have specially recognized; nor
between thee and him alone; if he shall hear thee, thou
If, as our correspondent claims, we have in this coun- can it be said he taught republicanism directly or inhast gained thy brother. But if he- will not hear thee,
then take with thee one or two-more, that in the mouth Of try the best form of republicanism ever known in the directly. Such utterances as "He that believeth and
two or three witnesses every word may be estq.blished. world, it does not follow that Christianity is en titled is baptised shall be saved and he that believeth not
And, if he neglect to hear them, tell it to the church; but to the credit of)t. In the formation of our system of shall be damned" and "those mine enemies which would
if he neglect to hear the church, let him be to thee as an government, and in the adoption of the elements or not that I shall reigli over them, bring hither and slay
heathen man and a publican." At the date of which I
speak, 1580, the Christian world was Episcopal almost principles upon which republicanism rests, Christianity before me;" to say the least, have a very slight tenwholly,-the Presbyterianism then existing is of no ac- had little to do. The ballot, and trial by jury, which dency toward individual sovereignity, or toward the
count to my argument,- the Christian world was Episco- may be said to be the essential principles of republi- true spirit of republicanism.
pal ;-that is, its churches were controlled by bishops. In canism, and the basic principles of our own excellent
That Congregationalists, Presbyterians and other
all Episcopal churches the theory is, that" the church inheres in the bishop," arid he is the ultimate decider of all form of government were never originated by Chris- denominations of Christians have uttered some good
church questions relating to discipline. In such churches tians. They are of heathen origin and existed in the sentiments, and favored some good measures, we of
the aggrieved brother "tells~· his grievance to the rector ancient German nations hundreds of years before the course do not deny, but the far greater portion of
or priest, and if the offending fellow-member will not birth of Christainity. England obtained them from their doctrines have been of an opposite character and
abide by the rector's decision. the case is carried to the that source and we got them from Engl~nd.
the exceptions seem much more indebted to the adbishop, whose judgment is final. In opposition to this
The founders of our government were so un-Chris vance of civilization, education and science, which
Episcopal interpretation of the word" church," in Matthew 18: 17. arose, after 1580, a set of men who said that tian, as in our constitution to recognize neither the God, the world has made in the last three centuries, in spite
the Greek word- ekklesia, there translated "church," nor faith of Christianity ; and for this very reason om of the persistent opposition of the Christian Church,
meant the conoregation [of believers!. In this translation Christian Churches wish to have the constitution
than to the inherent doctrines of Christianity which
and interpretation they were indisputably right. Hence
their fraternal disagreements were discussed and decid- changed by putting the Christian's God, the Christian's ruled Christendom over twelve hundred yearP.
ed by the congregation. This made the Congregational Bible and the Christian's religion into it ; and our govWhen Christianity is compelled to admit the superchurch a democracy, a republic. And when there were ernment has very often by these Christians been term- iority of principles instituted and taught by the unno republics elsewhere on earth, in each Congregational- ed an "infidel government." If Christianity was the
Christain world, it is a perversion of justice for her to
-ist church the precious model was found and preserved.
And the Congregationalist doctrine was preached and up- source 'of our excellent system of republican govern- turn round and claim all the credit for the same; conheld by men [clergymen! who so preached and upheld it ment why were not the features of Christianity re- sequently we cannot concede to 1\'Ir. W. that in this
at the risk of horrible tortures and death. Afterwards, in cognized in its formation? Will Mr. W. tell us?
country we are indebted to any phase of Christianity
the cabin of the Mavftower, a state JlOlity was formed on
It seems to us our Christian.friends are very much for the cherished free institutions upon which our
the plan of its founders' Congregationalist church polity.
And it is owing to the copy thence planted at Ply- disposed to claim more than they are entitled to. government is founced
mouth, and eventually followed by every other colony and After opposing the advances of science, education
state of our land, that, to-day, Mr. Cunningham and my- and mental liberty to the full extent of her ability, for
Public Libraries.
self are citizens of a repu_blic instead of subjects of dispo- more than a thousand years, and until she was comtisms, monarchical or aristocratic.
GREAT need exists for public circulating libraI think the above is a sufficient answer to his question. pelled to yield her opposition, now to turn round and
ries of liberal allll scientific books. In this
But let me also tell him, that, as he owes his democratic claim that the Church is the friend and patron of
surroundings to Congregationalist ·;preaching," so he sci.lnce and education, is much like her befriending large city there is nothing of the kind, and in other
owes the toleration or rights of conscience, by which he and aiding for hundreds of years the worst tyr!lnnies cities and towns over the country it is the same.
is allowed, unmolested, to ask such questions as he does.
the world has known, and now claiming she is en- There are many persons who would be glad to read
in such a paper as THETllUTHBEEKEll, to the" preaching"
of Baptists. And our common school system, such an titled to a patent for republicanism as well as that our works of the character named, but it is too -much of
immeasurable blessing to him and his, he owes to Pres- government is a Christian government and our insti- a tax to buy them, and having no access to them othbyterian" preaching."
erwise, they are compelled to forego the pleasure and
tutions Christian institutions.
The three denominations to which I have referred are
benefit derived from their perusal.
It
will,
of
course,
be
remembered
that
this
rule,
which
Orthodox or Evangelical. The writer of this article
Every town in the country of five thousand inhabis not. But he is astonished at the willful ignorance of Mr. W. 's favorite sect, the Puritans or Presbyterians,
otherwise accomplished Liberal people as to the system were fleeing from, was a Gltristian; rule, and an older itants, should l1ave a library association, where young
of Christianity which they attack so ferociously. Evident- branch of the Christian Church, and if this newer men and others, by becoming members can have free
ly Mr. Cunningham, whose inquires show him to possess
access to the works of Spencer, Darwin, Tyndall,
mind and culture, had not the most remote conception of phase of Christianity had made some advances toHuxley. J't'luller, Hobbes, Hume, Voltaire, Paine and
the vast significance of Matt: 18: 17 in modern history. Is wards liberalism, it is difficult to see how Christianity
all other books and pamphlets of a similar character.
he sure he understands better any other of Jesus' utter- is justly to be credited with it.
ances in Matthew and..John?
It may be unkind, just here, to call attention to any . The right plan for disseminating truth is to place it
Mr. Cunningham longs for a" Kingdom of God on earth
within easy reach of the studious, enquiring minds
as it is in heaven." He finds all well-established denom- "old scores" on the wrong side of Presbyterian's
inations opposing further advance in that direction. No ledger.
. seeking for it ; and probably no better way can be dedoubt of that. As soon as any denomination reaches
Has that Church always been the organ of freedom vised than libraries by which persoRs paying a modworldly respectability it anchors just there, and not only and liberal thought ? Was its founder and father, erate fee for membership, can have access to fifty or
never advances of itself but opposes every other person's
one hundred times as many books as they can atlord
advancing. But each one of these well-established denom- JoHN CALVIN, an extremely liberal man? Did he, in
to purchase.
a
spirit
of
generous
toleration,
allow
his
disciples
to
inations is well-established, because. during the first fifty
If liberal, public-spirited persons would act in this
years of its existence, the doers of its" preaching" died dissent from his views ? Was it liberalism; or the
and suffered for humanity what should call for Mr. Cun- incipiency of republicanism, that caused him to burn matter, donating such sums as they could spare, 'and,
ningham's profoundest gratitude, and may well excite in
at a slow fire that amiable and learned man, MICHAEL organizing an association, placing the fee for memhim the humblest admiration and stimulate his most
SERVETUS, because he dared to believe that JESUs bership at such figures as would not be onerous, and
· arnest emulation.
JOHN B. WILLAllD
CHRIST was not, absolutely, the Almighty God and still aid in making up a fund with which to purchase
Still River, Worceste1· Co., ][ass.
books, great and lasting good would be accomplished,
Creator
of the Universe?
REMARKS.-The crowded state of our columns, has
Was it real!y a love of liberalism, and freedom of -greater probably than the same' amount of money
prevented the appearance of the above as soon as we
have desired ; and as Brother Cunningham has had opinion, that caused the Presbyterians of Boston and expended in any other way.
We hope to see the time when hundreds of such
no opportunity of seeing the article we will venture Salem to burn witches, persecute Quakers, hang Mary
Library
Aswciationa may be established in various
Dver
and
drive
off
the
Baptists?
to make a brief reply, leaving the field open to him, to
~Mr. Cunninjiham and onrself, possibly, are vmy parts of the country. It only needs that an active in·
occupy at his leisure.
terest in the matter be felt, a few persons to wo1;k in
It seems to us the premises of our frh':od are wrong; much indebted to Presbyterianism for the rights and
as Republicanism is much older than the Christian liberties we are to-day enjoying, in being allowed to concert, and a nucleus, at least, for a library can be
religion it is rather unfair to claim Christ;ianity as ask questions and express our honest sentiments, but procured, and additional books can be added from
the author of it. Rome had her Republics, Athens we cannot '' see it in that light." If the orthodox time to time.
An enterprise, well begun,_ may be said to be half
had hers, Sparta, hers, ·and other nations, also, had churches, ·including Presbyterians, could have their
theirs, before the existence of Christianity and though way, we would be suppressed, our paper would be accomplished.
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Supposing this to be .true, what is to become of cursed · covered with brambles, thi~tles and thorns,
those who die in infancy? The·]ittJe children, accord- and th;t· man was doomed to disease and deatl1, simOration on the Gods.
ing to this philosophy, can never be developed. They ply because our poor, dear mother ate an apple conBY COL; ROBT. INGERSOLL, Peoria, Jll.
were so. fortunate us to escape the ennobling influ- trary to the command of an arbitrary God.
A very pious friend of mine, having heard that I
There can be but lz"ttle liber(fj on eartlt, w!tile men wor- ences of pain and misery, and as a .. consequence, are
doomed to an eternity of mental inferiority. If the had said the world was full of imperfections, asked
Bhip a tyrctnt in ltectren.
clergy are right on this question, none are so unfor- me if the report was true. Upon being informed that .
The thoughts of mnn, in order 'to be of any real tunate as the happy, and we should envy only the it was, he expressed great surprise that·any one could
\vorth must be free. Under the influence of fear, suffering and distressed. If evil is necessary to the be guilty d such presumption. He said that, in his
the br~in is paralyzed, and instead of bravely solv!ng development of man, in this life, how is it possible for judgment, it was impossible'to point out an imperfeca problem fol' itself tremblingly adopts the solutwn the soul to improve'in the perfect joy oi paudise?
tion. "Be kind enough," said he,. "t.o name even
of another. As long as a majority of men will cringe
Since Paley found his watch, the argument of ''de- one improvement that you could make, if you had the
to the very earth before some petty prince or king, sign "has been relied upon as unanswerable. The power." '' '\Veil," said I, ''I would make good }Iealth
what must be the infinite abjectness of their little church teaches that this world, and all that it contains, catching, instead ·Of disease." The -truth is, it is imsouls in the nresence of their supposed creator and were created substantially as we now see them ; that possible to harmonize all the ills, and pains, and agoGod? Undci· such circumstances, what can their the grasses, the flowers, the trees, and all animals, nies of this world with the idea that we were created
thoutrhts be worth ?
including man, were special creations, and that they by, and are watched over and protected by an ~nfin
Ti:'e originality of repetition, and the Ill:ental vigor of sustain no necessary relation to each other The most itely wise, powerful and beneficent God, who IS suacquiescence, are all that we have any nght to exp~ct orthodox will admit that some earth has been washed periOr to, and independent of nature.
from the Christian world. As long as every questwn into the sea ; that the sea has encroached a !itt! e upon
The clergy, however, balance all the real ills of this
is answered by the word," god," scientific inquiry_is the land, and that somemountainsmaybea trifle low- life with the expected joys of the next. We are assimply impossible. As fast as phenomena are satis- er than in the morning of creation. The theory of sured that all is perfection in heaven-there the skies
factorily explained, the domain of the power, sup- gradual development was unknown to our fathers; are cloudless-there all is serenity and peace. Here
posed to be superior to nature, must decrease, while the idea of evolution did not occur to them. That empires may be overthrown ; dynasties may be extinthe horrzon of the known must as constantly continue most wonderful observer, Charles Darwin, had not guished in blood ; millions of slaves may toil 'neath
to enlarge.
then given to the world his wonderful philosphy. Our the fierce rays of the sun, and the cruel strol•es of the
It is no longer satisfactory to account for the fall fathers looked upon the then arrangement of things as lash, yet all is happiness in heaven. Pestilence m_ay
and rise of nations by saying : " It is the will of the primal arrangerri.ent. The earth appeared to them strew the earth with corpses of the loved ; the survivGod." Such an explanation puts ignorance and edu- fresh from the hands of a deity. They knew nothing ors may bend above them in agony-yet the placid
cation upon an exact equality, and does away with the of the slow evolutions of countless years, but supposed bosom of heaven is unruffled. Children may expire
idea of really accounting for anything whatever.
that the almost infinite variety of vegetable and ani- vainly asking for bread ; babes may be devoured by
Will the reli"ionist pretend that the real end of mal forms had existed from the first.
serpents, while the gods sit smiling in the clouds.
science is, to ;scertain how, and why God acts?
Suppose that upon some island we should find a man The innocent may languish unto death in the obscurScience from such a stand-point would consist in a million years of age, and ~up pose that we should find ity of dungeons ; brave men and heroic women may
investigating the law of arbitrary action, and in a him in the possession of a most beautiful carriage, be changed to ashes at the bigot's stake, while heaven
grand endeavor to ascertain the rules necessarily constructed upon the most perfect model: And ·sup- is filled with song and joy. Out on the wide sea, in
obeyed by infinite caprice.
pose. further, that he should tell us that it was the re- darkness and in storm, the ship-wrecked struggle with
From a philosophic point of view, science is a sult of several hundred thousand years of labor and of the· cruel waves while the angels play upon "their /
knowledo-e of the laws of life; of the conditions of thought ; that for fifty thousand years he used as golden harps. The streets of the world are filled with
happines~ ; of the facts by which we are surrounded, flat a log as he could find, before it occurred to him, the diseased, the deformed and the helpless ; the
and the relations we sustain to men and things-by that by splitting the log, he could have the same sur- chambers of pain are crowded with the pale forms of
means of which man, so to speak, subjugates nature, face with only half the weight ; that it took him many the suffering, while the angels float and fly in the
and bends the ~lemental powers to his will, making thousand years to invent wheels for this log ; that the happy realms of day. In heaven they are too happy .
blind force the servant of his brain.
wheels he first used were solid, a,nd that fifty thou- to have sympathy; too busy singing to aid the implor~
A belief in special providence does away with the sand years of thought suggested the uslol of spokes and ing and distressed. Their eyes are blinded; their
spirit of investigation, and is inconsistent with per- tires; that for many centuries he used the. wheels with- ears are stopped and their hearts are turned to stone
sonal effort. Why should man endeavor to thwart out linch-pins ; that it took a hundred thousand years by the infinite selfishness of joy. The saved mariner
the designs of God ? "Which of you, by taking more to think of using four wheels instead of two ; that is too happy when he touches the shore to give a motlwu~rht can add one cubit to his stature?" Under the for ages, he walked behind the carriage when going ment's thought to his drowning brothers. With the
infiuenc'e of this belief, D,lan, basking in the sunshine down hill, in order to hold it back, and that only by a indifference of happiness, with the contempt of bliss,
of a delusion considers the Iii ies of the field and lucky chance he invented the tongue, would we con- heaven barely glances at the miseries of earth. Cities
refuses to tak~_any thought for the morrow. Believ- clude that this man, from the very first, had been an are. devoured by the rushing lava ; the earth opens
ing himself in the power of an infinite being, who infinitely ingenious and perfect mechanic ? Suppose and thousands perish ; women raise their clasped
can at any moment, clash him to the lowest hell or we found him living in an elegant mansion, and he hands towards heaven, but the gods are too happy to
rais~ him to the highest heaven, he necessarily aban- should inform us that he lived in that house for five aid their children. The smiles of the deities 11re undons the idea of accomplishing anything by his own hundred thousand years before he thou~ht of putting acquainted with the tears of men. The shouts of
efforts. As long as this belief was general, the world on a roof, and that he had but recently mvented win- heaven drown the sobs of earth.
was filled with. ignorance, superstition and misery. dows and doors, would we say that from the beginIn all ages, man has prayed for help, and then
'l'he energies of man were wasted in a vain effort to ning, he had been an infinitely accomplished and sci- helped himself.
·
obtain the aiel of this power, supposed to he superior entific architect ?
Having shown how man created gods, and how he
to nature. For countless ages, evan men were sacriDoes not an improvement in the things created, became the trembling slave of his own creation, the
ficed upon the altar of this impossible god. To please show a corresponding improvement in the creator?
questions naturally arise : How did he free himself,
him mothers have shed the blood of their own babes;
Would an infinitely wise, good and powerful God, even a little, from these monarchs of the sky; from
martyrs have chantP.d triumphant songs in the midst intending to produce man, commenc~e with the lowest these despots of the clouds; from this aristocracy of
of flame ; priests have gorged themselves with blood; possi'Jle forms of life; with the simplest organism the air? How did be, even to the extent tiJat he has,
nuns have fore-sworn the ecstacies of love ; old men that can be imagined, and during immeasurable peri- outgrow his ignorant, abject terror, and throw off the
have tremblingly implored ; women have sobbed and ods of time, slowly and almost imperceptibly improve yoke of superstition?
.
entreated; every pain has been endured, and every hor- upon the rude beginning, until man was evolved ?
Probably, the first thing that tended to disabuse his
ror has been perpetrated.
Would countless ages thus be wasted in the produc- mind was the discovery of order, of regularity, of
Through the dim, long years that have ~eel, human- tion of awkward .forms, aftei·wards abandoned ? Can periodicity in the universe. From this, he began to
ity has suffered more than can be conceived. Most the intelligence of man discover the least wisdom in suspect that everything did not happen, purely with
of the misery has been endured by the weak, the lov· covering the earth with crawling, creeping horrors, reference to him. He noticed that, whatever he
ino- and the innocent. Women have been treated like that live only upon the agonies and pan.s-s of others ? might do, the motions of the planets were always the
poisonous beasts and little children trampled upon as Can we see the propriety of so constructmg the earth, same ; that eclipses were periodical, and that even
though they had been vermin. Numberless altars that only an insignificant portion of its surface is ca- comets came at certain intervals. This convinced
have been reddened, even with the blood of babes; pable of prod,tcing an Intelligent man? Who can ap- him that eclipses and comets had nothing to do with
beautiful girls have been given to slimy serpents ; preciate the mercy of so making the world that all an- him, and that his conduct had nothing to do with
whole races of men doomed to centuries of slavery, imals devour animals ; so that every mouth is a them. He perceived that they were not caused for
and everywhere there has been outrage beyond the slau~hter-house, and every stomach a tomb ? Is it his benefit or injury. He thus learned to regard them
power of genius to express. During ali these years, possible to discover infinite intelligence and love in with admiration instead of fear. He began to suspect
the suffering have supplicated ; the withered lips of universal and eternal carnage?
that famine was not sent by some enraged and refamine have prayed ; the pale victims have implored,
What would we think of a father, who should give vengeful deity, but resulted often from the neglect
and Heaven has been deaf and blind.
a farm to his children, and before giving them pos- and ignorance of man. He learned that diseases were
Of what use have the gods been to man ?
session should plant upon it thousands of deadly not produced by evil spirits. He found that sickness
It is no answer to say that some god created the shrubs arid vines ; should stock it with ferocious was occnsioned by natural causes, and could be cured
world, established certain laws, and then turned his beasts, and poisonous reptiles ; should take ,pains to by natural means. He demonstrated, to his own satattention to other matters, leaving his children wf'ak, put a few swamps in the neighborhood to bre'ed ma- isfaction at least, that prayer is not a medicine. He
itrnorant and unaided, to fight the battle of life alone.
; should so arrange matters, that the ground found by sad experience that his gods were of no
!'t is no solution to declare that in some other world laria
would occasionally open and swallow a few of his practical use, as they never assisted him, except when
this god will render a few, or even all, his subjects darlings, and besides aU this, should establish a few he was perfectly able to help himself. At last, he behappy. What right have we to expect that a perfectly volcanos in the immediate vicinity, that might at any gan to discover that his individual action had nothing
wise, good, and powerful being will ever do better moment overwhelm his children with rivers of fire ? whatever to do with strange appearances in the heavthan he has done, and is doing ? The world is filled Suppose that this father neglectc·d to tell his children ens; that it was impossible for him to be bad enough
with imperfections. If it was made by an infinite which of the plants were deadly ; that the reptiles to cause a whirlwind, or good enough to stop. one.
being. what reason have we for saying that he will were poisonous; failed to say anything about the After many centuries of thought, he about half eonrender it nearer perfect than it now is ? If the infin- earthquakes, and kept the volcano business a profound eluded that making mouths ut a priest would not necite "Father" allows a majority of his children to live secret, would we pronounce him angel or fiend ?
essarily cause an earthquake. He noticed, and no
in ignorance and wretchedness now, what evidence is
And yet this is exactly what the orthodox God has doubt with considerable astonishment, that very' good
there that he will ever improve their condition ? Will done.
men were occasionally struck by lightning, while very
God have more power ? Will he become more merciAccording to the theologians, God prepared this bad ones escaped. He was frequently forced to the
ful? Will his love for his poor creatures increase ? globe expressly for the habitation of his loved chil- painful conclusion (and it is the most painful to whic-h
Can the conduct of infinite wisdom, power and love dren, and yet he filled the forests with ferocious any human being ever was forced) that the right did
ever change ? Is the infinite capable of any improve- beasts ; placed serpents in every path ; stufi"ed the not, ltlways pwvail. He noticed that the gods d icl not
ment whatever?
world with earthquakes, and adorned its surface with interfere in behalf of the weak and innocent. He was
We are informed by the clergy that this world is a mountains of flame.
now and then astonished by seeing an unbeliever in
kind of school ; that the evils by which we are surNotwithstanding all this, we are told that the world the enjoyment of most. excellent health. He finally
rounded are for the purpose of developing our souls, is perfect ; that it was created by a perfect being, and ascertained that there could be no possible connection
and that only by sufl"ering can men become pure, is therefore necessarily perfect. The next moment, between an unusually severe winter and his failure to
strong, virtuous and grand.
these same persons will tell us that the world was give a sheep to a priest. He began to suspect that the
(Continued from our last number.)
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ordet of the _univei'se .was not constantly being throw off the yoke of superstition. 'l'hese are the
changed to assist him because he repeated a .creed. He the .splendid facts that snatched the sceptre of authorobse)\ved that some children would steal after having ity from the hands of priests.
In that vast cemetery, called the past, arc most of
been regulatly baptized. He nO! iced a vast difference
between r'eligiqn and justice, !llld that the worship- the religions of meri, and there, too, are nearly all
pers of the same God, took delight in cutting each their gods. The sacred temples of India were ruins
other's tln·oats, He saw that these religious disputes long ago. Over column and cornice ; over the painted
filled the world With hatred and slavery. At last he and pictured walls, cling and creep the trailing vines.
had the courage to suspect, that no God 11t any time in- Brahma, the golden, with four lwads, and four arms;
terferes with the Ol"der of events. •He learned a few Vishnu, the sombre, the punisher of the wicked, with
facts, and these facts positively refuse to lrarmonize his three eyes, his crescent and his neckhtce of skulls;
with the ignorant superstitions of his fathers. Find- Siva, the destroyer, red with seas of blood; Kali, the
ing his sacred bool;:s incorrect and false in some par- goddess,. Draupadi, the white-armed, and Chrishna,
ticulars, his faith in their authenticity· began to be the Chnst, all passed away and left the thrones of
Bhltken ; finding his priests ignorant upon some heaven desolate. Alan~ the banks of the sacred Nile,
points, he began to lase respect for the cloth: This Isis no longer wandermg weeps, searching for the
was the commencement of intellectual freedom.
dead Osiris. 'l'he shadow of Typhon's scowl falls no
The civilization of man has increased just to the more upon the waves; '!'he sun rises as of yore, and
same extent that religious power has decreased. The his golden beams still smite the lips of Memnon, but
intellectual advancement of Ulan depends upon how Mcmnon is as voiceless as the Sphnix. 'l'he sacred fanes
often he can exchange an old superstition for a new are lost in desert sands; the dusty mummies are still
truth. The church never enabled a Jnnnan being to waiting for the resurrection promised by their priests,
make even one of these cxch1mgcs; on the contrary, all and the old beliefs, wrought in curiously sculptured
her power has been used to prevent them. In spite, stone, sleep in the mystery of a language lost and dmid.
however, of the church,- man found that some of his Odin, the author of life and soul,· Viii and Ve, and
religions conceptions were wrong. By reading his the mighty giant Yamir, strode long a~o from the icy
bible, he found that the ideas of his God were more halls of the North; and Thor, with rron glove ttnd
cruel and brutal tllan those of the most depraved sav- glittering hammer, dashes mountains to the earth no
age. l-Ie also discovered that this holy book was filled more. Broken arc the circles and cromlechs of the
with ignorance, and thai it must have been written by ancient Drufds; fallen upon the summits of the bills
persons wholly_ unacquainted with the nature of the _and covered with the centuries' moss, are the sacred
phenomena by which we arc surrounded ; :md now cairns. The divine fires of Persia and of the Aztecs,
and then, some man had the goodness and courage to have died out in the ashes of the past, and there is
speak his honest thoughts. In every age some think- none to rekindle, and none to feed the holy flames.
er, some doubter. some investigator, some hater of The harp of Orpheus is still ; the drained cup of Bachypocrisy, some despiser of sham, some brave ,}over chus has been tln·own aside; Venus lies dead in stone,
of the right, has gladly, proudly and heroically andlwr white bosom heaves no more with love. Tlle
braved the ignorant fury of superstition for the sake streams still murmur, but no naiads bathe ; the trees
of man and truth. These. divine men were generally still wave, but in the forest aisles no dryads dance.
torn in pieces by the worshippers of the g-ods. Soc- The gods have flown from high Olympus. Not even
rates was poisoned because he Jacked reverence for the beauti!ul women can lure them baclt, and even
some of the deities. Christ was crucified by a relig- Danae lies unnoticed, naked to the stars. Hushed
ious rabble for the crime of blasphemy. Nothing is forever are the thunders of Sinai; lost arc the voices
more gratifying to a religionist than to destroy his en- of the prophets, and the land, once flowing with milk
emies at the command of God. Religion~ persecu- and lwney, is b!lt a, desertwaste. One by one the
tion springs from a due admixture of love towards . myths, have faded from the clouds ; one by one, the
God and hatred towards man.
phantom host has disappeared, and one by one, facts,
The terrible. religious wars that inundated the truths and realitrcs have taken their places. Tlle
world witli blood, tended at least, to bring all relig- supernatural bas almost gone, but the natural remains
ion into disgrace and llatred. Thoughtful people be- The gods hnve fled, but man is here.
gan to question tl1e divine origin of n religion tllat
"Nations, like individuals, have their periods of
made its believers hold the rights of others in abRo- youth, of manhoo<,l and decay." Hcligions are the
Jute contempt. A few began to compare Christianity same. The same inexorable destiny awaits them all.
with the religions of heathen people, and were forced The gods, created by the nations, must perish with
to admit that the difference was hardly worth dying their creators. They were created by men and like
for. They also found that other nations were even men, they must pass away. The deities of one age
happier and more prosperous than their own. They are the by-words of the n<;Jxt. The religion of our
began to snspect that their religion, after all, was not day, and.country, is no more exempt from the sneer
of much real value.
of the future than the others have been. When India
For three hundred years the Christian world en- was supreme, Brahma sat upon tho world's throne.
deavored to rescue from the" Infidel" the empty sep- When the sceptre passed to Egypt, Isis and Osiris
ulchrc of Christ. For three hundred ye1trs the ar- received the homage of mankind.
Greece, with her
mics of the Cross were baffled and beaten by the vic- fierce valor, swept to emp1re, and J ovc put on the
torious hosts of an impudent impostor. This im- purple 'of authority. The earth trembled with the
mensc fact sowed the seeds of distrust throughout all tread of Rome's intrepid sons, and Jupiter grasped
Christendom, and millions began to Jose confidence in with mailed h<tnd the thunderbolts of heaven. Home
a God who had been vanquished hy Mohammed. The fell, and Christians from lrer territory, with the red
people also found that commerce made friends where sword of war carved out of the ruling nations of the
religion made enemies, and that religious zeal was world, and now, Christ sits upon the old throne. 'Who
utterly incompatible with peace between nations or will be his successor?
individuals. They discovered. that those who loved
Day by day, religious conceptions grow less and
the gods most were apt to Jove men least; that the less intense. Day by day, the old spirit dies out of
:t!Togancc of universal forgiveness was amazing ; that book and creed.
The burning enthusiasm, the
the most malicious had the effrontery to pray for their quenchless zeal of the early Churcli have gone never,
enemies, and that humility anrl tyranny were the fruit never to return. The ceremonies remain but the
of the same tree.
ancient faith is fading out of the human heart. The
For ages, a deadly conliict has been waged between worn-outargnmentsfnil to convince, and;denuuciations
a few brave men and women of thought and genius that once blanched the faces of a race, excite in us
on the one side, and the great ignorant religious mass on only der·ision 11nd disguet. As time rolls on the mirthc other. This is the war between Science and Faith. acles grow mean and small, and the evidences our
The few have appealed to reason, to honor, to law, to fathe1·s thought conclusive, utterly fail to satisfy us.
freedom, to the known, and to happiness here in this There is an "irrepressible conflict" between religion
world. 'l'he many have appealed to prejudice, to fear, and science, and they cannot peaceably occupy the
to miracle, to slavery, to the unknown, and to misery same brain nor the same world.
hereafter. The few have said, "Think!" Tl!e many
While utterly discarding all creeds, and denying
}rave said, "Believe!"
the truth of all religions, there is neither in my heart
The first doubt was tlH' womb and cradle of progress nor upon my lip~ a sneer for the hopeful, loving and
aud from the first doubt, man has continued to ad- tender souls who believe that from all this discord
vance. 11-Ien began to investigate and the Church ·will result a perfect harmony; that every evil will in
began to oppose. The astt·onomcr scanned the some mysterious way become a good, and that above
heavens, while the Church branded his grand forehead and over all there is a being who, in some way, will
with the word, ''Infidel," and now not a glittcrine; reclaim and glorify every one of the children of men;
star in all the vast expanse bears n Christian name. but for t-he creeds of those who glibly prove that salIn spite of all religion, the geologist penetrated the vation is almost impossible ; that damnation is alearth, read her history in books of stone, and found most certain ; tlHLt the hil'hway of the universe leads
hidden within her bosom, souvenirs of all ages. Old to hell; who fill life with fear and death with horror;
ideas perished in the retort of the .chemist, and useful who curse the cradle and mock the tomb, it is imtruths took their 11laccs, One by one religious con- possible to entertain other tha11 feelings of pity, conceptions have been placed in the crucibles of science, tempt and scorn.
and thus far, nothing but dross has been found. A
Reason, Observation am] Experience-the Holy
new world has been discovered hy the microscope; Trinity of Science-have taught us that happiness is
everywhere has been found the infinite ; in every the only good ; that the time to be happy is now, and
direction, man has investigated and explored, and the way to be happy is to make o1hcrs so. This is
nowhere, in earth or stars, has been found the foot- enou&h for us. In this belief we ar·c content to live
step of any being superior to, or independent of and aie. If by any possibility, the existence of a
nature. Nowhere has been discovered the slightest power superior to. and independent of nature shall be
evidence of any interference from without.
demonstrated, there will then be time enough to kneel.
These are the sublime truths that enabled -man to Until then, let us stand erect. _

Notwithstanding the fact that infidels in all ages
have battled for the rights of man, and have at all
times been the fearless advocates of liberty and justice
we arc constantly charged by the Church with tearing
down without buildingngain. The Chmch should by
this time know thai it is· utterly impossible to rob men
of their opinions. The history of religious persecution fully establishes the fact that the mind necessarily
resists and defies every attempt to control it by vio·
lence. The mind necessarily clings to old ideas until
pr~pared for the new. The moment we comprehend
tlle truth all erroneous ideas arc of necessity cast
aside.
A surgeon once called upon a poor cripple and
kindly offered to render him any nssistancc in his
power. The surgeon began to uiscourse very learnedly upon the nature and origin of disease ; of the
curative properties of certain medicines; of the ad·
vantages of exercise, air and light, and of the various·
ways in wl!ith health and strength could be restored.
These remarks were so full of good sense, and discovered so much profound thought am! accurate knowledge, that the cripple, becoming thoroughly alarmed,
cried out, " Do not, I pray you, take awtly my
crutches. They are my only support, nnd without
them I should be miserable indeed!" ''I am not
going," said t11c surgeon, "to tnke away yom· crutches.
I a,m going to cure you. and then, you will throw
the crutches away yoursrlf.
For the vagaries of the clouds the infidels propose to
substitute the realities of earth; for superstition, the
splendid demonstrations and achievements of science;
and for theological tyranny, the chainless liberty of
thought.
We do not say that. we have discovered all· that our
doctrines arc the all in all of truth. W c know 'or no end
to the development of man. W c cnnnot unravel the
infinite complications of matter ~tnd force. The history of one monad is as unknown as that of the universe;
one drop of W{lter is as wonderful as all the seas; one
leaf as all the forests; and one grain of sand as all the
stars.
W c nrc not endeavoring to cl)ain tl1c future, but to
free the present. W c are not forging fetters for
our children, but we arc breaking those our ·fathers
made for u~. '\Ve arP the advocates of inquiry, of investigation and thought. This of itself, is an admis·
sion that we are not perfectly satisfied with all our
conclusions. Philosophy has not the egotism of faith.
While supcrsition builds walls and creates obstructions,
science opens all the hig-hways of thought. W c do uot
pretend to Iuivc circumnavig-ated everythinj.\'. and to
have solved all difficulties, but we do believe that it
isbetter to love men than to fear gods; that it ie
grander and nobler to think and investigate for yourself than to repeat a creed, or quote scripture like a
religious parrot, with the countenance of a dyspeptic
ow I. We arc satisfied that there can be but little
liberty on earth while men worship a tyrant in Jreaven.
We do not expect to accomplish everything iu our
day; but we want to do what good we can, and to
render all the service possible in the holy cause of
human progress. We know that doing away with
gods and supernatural persons and powers is not
an end. It is a means to an end : '!'he real end being
tlle happiness of man.Felling forests is not the end of agriculture. Driv·
iug pirates from the sea is not ail there is of commerce.
iVe are laying the foundntions of the g-rand temple
of the future-not the temple of nil the gods, but of
all the people-wherein with appropriate rites, will be
celebrated the religion of Humanity. W c arc doing
what little we can to hasten the coming of the d11y
w!wn society shall cease producing millionaires and
mendicants-gorged indolence and famished industry
-truth in rags, and superstition robed and crowned.
We arc looking for the time when the useful shall be
the honorable; when the true shall be the beautiful,
and when, REASON, throned upon the world's brain,
shall be tllc King of Kings and God of Gods.
----~··--

~--~--

THE London Medical Record says: "Upon the average,
boys at birth weigh a little more, and a girl a little lesH
than six and a half pounds. For the first nine years the
two sexes continue nearly euual in weight, but beyond
that time males acuuire a decided preponderance. Thus,
young men of twenty average about 143 pounds each, while
the young women of twenty average 120 pounds. Men reach
their heaviest bulk at about thiry-five, when they average
152 pounds, but women slowly increase in weight until
about fifty, when their average is 128 pounds. Taking
men and women together, their weight at full growth
averages about twenty times as heavy as they were on the
first day of their existence. !\fen range from 103 poundS
to 220 pounds, and women from 88 pounds to 207 pounds.
CREDULITY IN l'f!AINE. The Lewiston (Me.) Jow·nal of
Saturday, says: "A correspondent informs us that in one
of our cemeteries on Thursday, a body was exhumed and
placed face downward, in accordance with the directions
of a person in a clairvo}·ant state. Tho family had lost
seven members by consumption, and there is an ancient
superstition tlutt to stop the ravages of consumption in
the family it is only neccessary to bury the last victim
face downward. We have heard of many species of consumption, but this one has ghastly priority and novelty,
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winter nnd spring added to our difficulties ; but our edged in our columns, and we will execute our note
list of patrons has steadily increased, until it now nuril.- for all amounts over five dollat'S.
bers several thousands, and we trust THJ;j TRUTH
We pledge ourself every dollar so loaned us, shall
EDIToR TnuT:H SEE:KEn:-The following brief paragraph SEEKER is so firmly established that its existence is be sacredly used for the purposes name~, and shall be
I cut from your last issue.
secured for years to come.
·returned in any .of the ways specified, and the loaner
"This question of the parenta@ of Je~ms has puzzled
many children of older growth. How a man could have
Many friends express themselves highly pleased shall have the privilege at any time within the year,
a woman for a mother and a ?host for a father, they are· with our eftorts, and have manifested a strong desire to designate in which way it shall be returned.
wholly unable to comprehend-'
It is a tough question; but readily solved-and I can do that the paper be changed to a weekly, saying they
We want not thiii money to buy a cylinder press, or
it, if you will allow me the Yankee style of argument. ·
wished to receiv_e it oftener, and that they do not steam engine, for unless we have a very ·large amou~t
If you will reply to the following two questions, I will be want their meals so far apart. We are entirely wiliing of printing to do, it is better to hire it done than to go
able to make you comprehend the above.
1 ·
1
tfi
1. Who married the parents of the first child born into to make the chan~~:e, if a sufficient number will agree to the expense of pure tasmg such cost y ou ts as
the world?
to take the weekly, at the advanced price, $3.00 pin· a press and engine. ·We want the funds for purchas· ·
2. Where did those parents come from?
year; and if thechange is to be made at any time, the ing type, paper, etc., and paying for labor:
It is far easier to comprehend how a man can have a commencement of the second volume seems the
With a reasonable sum, we feel we will be enabled
g host for a father, and a woman for a mother, than to proper time to ·make it. As there are a portion of our to do much good m
· the lme
·
· d icate d . W e h ave
111
comprehend my second question. But if you will answer
· ·
f
that, you will be able to comprehend a gre~_many things readers who prefer a monthly, on account of the price, devoted the balance of our life to the dissemmatton o
which now appear mysterious to you.
we have thought, if a suitable number so decided, we liberal sentiments, and the promulgation of what we
S. G. STYLES,
would issue both a weekly nnd monthly edition, thus believe to be truth, and we crave the aid to carry out
East New York. L. I.
June sth. 1874.
giving every patron his choice, but to justify the this wish. Our own means are limited, and if our
Our friend seems to think he has answered a ques- starting of the weekly a certain. number pledged to its friends will aid us so far us they are able, we will use
the money as economica-lly as possible, and make it
tion by asking two ot\ters; but we are so stupid as to support, is absolutely necessary. .
be unable to see that he has answered the question at
Now, we request every one of our patrons to drop do all the good we can.
'.rhose who prefer to do so, will please remit such
all. If question No. 1 is answered by asking questions us u postal card, informing us whether they prefer a
Nos. 2 and 3 he might us well have propounded to us Weekly or a Monthly TRUTH SEEKER. The cards cost sums to Morris Altman, of this ctty, whose present
the conundrums of "Who was the father of Zebodee's but one cent, and the tax on our readers will be very summer residence and addr.ess is South Orange, N. J ·
children ?" and 1 ' who struck Billy Patterson?" and light.
He is a gentleman of the first respectability and
they would have been as pertinent, as those he asks.
We trust we shall be fortunate enough to retain all responsibility, and is well known to many of our
If an absurdity, or impossibility can be reconciled ·our present patrons; we have none to spare. We readers. He has consented to act as trustee for the
with reason, by propounding totally irrelevant ques- hope the efforts we have made have been of the reception and faithful use of loans and donations
tions, our fnend has found a new way of getting out such a character as to induce our friends to continue for THE TRUTH SEEKER Publishing House. Those
of difficulties for which the Christian world ought to their patronage; and we hope to get many new sub- who see fit to make a donation, in p!ace of a loan, can
extend him a vote of thanks.
scibers from time to time.
do so, and the same will be gratefully acknowledged.
His questions, however, do not strike us as being
Those who do not write us at all, we shall infer are
Those who feel inclined to assist us in the struggle
unanswerable and we will attempt a solution.
in favor of a continuance of the paper, and will take and fight we are making against priestcraft, ignornnce,
_To No. 1 we will reply. The parents of the first the weekly, but we greatly prefer to hear from every and error, have now an excellent opportunity of doing
so.
child married themselves. A third person was un- subscriber.
necessary for the purpose.
By publishing tl~e paper every week we will· have
STILL ANOTHER WORD.
To No. 2. ''Where did they come from?" we answer more room for our correspondents, as well as for
A number of our readers are indebted to us for a
they came from the great source of nature, whence Scientific matter, which we will gladly increase. We
part, or all, of the subscribtion price of THE TRUTH
everything proceeded that has an existence.
will promise our patrons, if they will 11 stand by us,"
SEEKER for the volume now nearly finished, and as
Now that we have answered his questions, _will he we will use our best eH:orts to make the paper worth
we are needing, in our business, every dollar that is
explain to us the process by which a ghost can beget all the money we ask for it.
due us, we ask our patrons to remit the little amounts
a natural child?
We expect not large profits, but we wish the paper named. As we presume our friends do not wish us ·
to be self-sustaining. We hope all will continue their
to furnish the paper at a loss to ourselves, we cannot
CLERICAL IGNOUANCE, KINDNESS, CowARDICE, AND support., and bring as many new names to our list as think they are unwilling to pay us the additional
:MALEVOLENCE. -Some SARDINE, hailing from &1·- possible. We are assured by many patrons THE twenty-five cents for the double sized paper we have
din-ia, N. Y., and signing 0. 0., reads us a pious TRUTH SEEKER is doing much good through the for seven months been sending them, especially as
homily over the errors of our ways in publishing THE country, and we hope all its friends will realize the we give with it a fifty cent premium book to each subTRUTH SEEKER, and thereby leading astray, the importance of keeping it alive, and placing it upon a scriber who pays the full price, nor can we think they
11
minds just weak enough to endorse" the truth firm basis.
wish to have the paper a full year by paying only
regardless of consequences. His ignorance of the
Tho:le who subscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER half a years's subscription. Doubtless many have
logic of the French revolution is only equalized by since the commencement of tlw volume, and decide forgotten "whether they have paid the full amount.
the eflrontery with which he coneigns all 11 Truth to take the weekly will be credited with as many It may be necessary, in our next, to give a list of the
Seekers'' to the pleasantries of the sulphurous baths numbers iu the new volume as they are entitled to.
names from which arrearages are due.
prepared for all such, by the angels of His Heavenly
We again ask our friends, upon reading this article
Father. A single sentence shows the effect and ani- to drop us a line and state what they will do, relative
CoMPLAINTS have reached us from some quarters
mus of the teachings of a religion, having for its ob- totheabove, as we want to know as early as possible.
of the irregulatity with which THE TRu•rH SEF.:KER
jective worship a being capable of creating and thim that we may make necessary arrangements for our
makes its appearance. The difficulty lias principally
damning eternally his creatures for honestly seel':ing business.
with the postal department, but a certain portion may
truth. ' 1 Aslong as I live I shall fight Infidelity with
attach to us. Our list of subscribers has been kept as
Szoord in hand. I cannot bear the thought that souls
A -Pdvate Word.
tlw names came in, and the papers addressed from
must be lost. You probably will never know wlto
Several of our patrons and friends have manifested this list. We shall hereafter have a re-arrangement
wrote this," &c.
a disposition to do something to aid THE TRUTH of the names, having all at a given post office togethHis God is wrathful, revengeful, destructive. Hence
SEEKER, and several have offered to contribute cer- er, and the papers made into packages, which we
-he is ready to fight, sword in hand, and send souls to
tain sums of money towards buying a cylinder press hope will obviate some of the miscarriages complainhell, in order to prevent others from going there. The
upon which to print it. As, however, enough did not ed of. If our patrons will inform us what numbers
letter is well desrcibed in our caption; and we cannot
join in the enterprise to make it a success, the propo- have failed to come to hand, we will cheerful.ly forfavor our readers with a complete exhibition.
sition was withdrawn.
ward them.
Now we wish to make a proposal to our friends of
PAPA's OwN GIRL.-We have commenced the perA Word to our Patrons.
a somewhat different character. In addition to runsua! of this facinating and ably written romance by
ning
THE
TuUTH
SEEKER,
we
wish
to
publish
several
The next number of THE TRUTH SEEKER will comMiss Maria Howland. It is filled with advanced
plete tha first volume. When we commenced its pub- liberal books, pamphlets and tracts. to circulate at a
liberal ideas, which are woven into the s.tory in the
moderate
price.
We
have
not
funds
enough
to
lication, nearly a year ago, we did so with some mismust polished and artistic manner. The plot is a good
givings, and, under many disadvantages. The busi- carry out the enterprise, and hereby cull upon the
one and the characters ably sustained. It is thought
friends
of
the
cause
to
aid
us
by
means
of
a
loan.
We
ness was new to us ; we were unacquainted with the
to be the most interesting novel since the appearance
liberal public, and we could not expect us much con- will accept from those who are able and disposed to
of" Uncle Tom's Cabin."
assist
us,
sums
from
one
dollar
up
to
one
hunclt·ed
fidence would be felt in our sheet as under other cirIt is well gotten up, in its mechanical execution.
cumstances. l\'Iany declined patronizing us altogeth- dollars, the same to be rc,turned in either of the fol550 pages on tinted paper. Published by J.P. Jewett.
lowing
ways
:
er, and others subscribed with. the fear the paper
Price $1. 75, by mail.
1. TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Weekly OT Monthly.
would expire before their time was out. "Confidence
Address D. M. BENNE'r'r,
2.
Space
in
the
advertising
columns
low.
is a plant of slow growth," and we could not think
335 Broadway, N. Y.
3. Books and pamphlets of our own publication.
strange we did not enjoy a full measure of it. The first
volume of our paper-the hardest in journalism, has
4. Other books we have fur·sale.
Having become convinced of the great value, utility
been nearly finished, and no one, we trust, has been
5. Cash at the end of twelve months, with seven
and importance of the Sanatarian Earth Closet, for
wronged out of a cent, who subscribed for it. The per cent. interest.
The receipt of all such sums will be duly ucknowL the use of hospitals, hotels, families, and sick rooms,
panic last fall, and the 11 hard. times " through the

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
we have accepted a general agency for the sale· of
it.
It eflectually deodorizes the unpleasant and deleterious effluvia so thoroughly, that it can stand in the
room for a month, without any perceptible odor arising from it, and the price is so low, there is scarcely
a fttmily in the land who cannot afford to have one.
The most eminent Physicians approve the~, and
different Boards of Health recommend them in the
strongest terms.j They are being intreduced into the
first families of the country.
Henry WaJd Beecher
purchased six of them for the use of his family.
They weigh but a few pounds, and can be Gent by
express to any part of the country, at a small expense.
Pl"ice $5.00.
Box, 15 cents. Orders accompanied
by casli, addressed to
D: M. BENNETT, 335 Broadway N.Y.
will receive prompt attention.
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[WE call the attention of our readers to the following
list of most interesting subjects and topics, which our
friend. B. F. UNDRWOOD, proposes to treat his numerous
hearers and patrons to, as they may elect. We are glad
Western Liberals have so high an appreciation of his
abilities and his efforts to disseminate Scientific Truth
and advanced Liberal Thought.!

EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER : DEAR SIR:
In the 1\'Iay number there is an article by Mr. Wettstein, on "Materialism and Supernaturalism," which
calls for a reply. I was in hopes some one wou!J review it in the June number, but as it was not done I
will briefly do so now.
Radical Lectures.
He says "Reason a11d assumption are antagonistic
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD,_
elements," "Reason indulges not in fabricatiOns or
empty suppostition," and. ''We assume only when we
1. Triumphs of Liberal Thought, and the Duties of Libbelieve what is not capable of demonstration.''
era! Minds.
'One would think by his free use of the word "rea2. What Liberalism Offers as a Substitute for Chrisson," that Mr. Wettstein had a patent on the article, tianity.
and as he is opposed to assumption, we have a right to
3. The Cosmic Conception of the Universe.
expect, that his article, at least, shall be free from it.
4. Evolution versus Creation.
Instead of that it is full of assumptions and bigotry.
5. Darwinism-What it is, and the Proofs in favor of it.
We look for bigotry in an orthodox writer, but it is
6. Anthropology, the Key to Theology.
entirely out of place in a "free thinker," ·or "JY[ateria7. The Origin arid Development of Language.
list." He first assumes that 8JJi1itism, as he is pleased
s. The Influence of Christianity.
to call Spiritualism, is supernaturalism.
That is as9. The Crimes and duelties of Christianity.
sumption No. 1.
10. The Popular Arguments for the Bible Answered.
"Reason and assumption are antagonistic elements."
11. The Popular Objections to Free Thought Examined.
Those,
who
unde•·Rtand
Spiritualism,
claim
that
all
From a Cleveland Friend.
12. Judiasm and Christianity, Outgrowths of Pre-ex~
spiritual manifestations, are natural and not superMit. EDITOR:-Your enterprise in starting a truly natural. Let him prove them to be supernatural, and is tent Heathenism.
13. Prophecies of tile Bible Falsified by the Facts of
liberal paper, at this time, is both commemlable and ·then argue against them, instead of assuming them to
History.
opportune.
be so, and then arguing against the ·assumption.
14. The Gospels Tested by the Ordinary Canons of HisPolitical and religious guardianship controls the
He assumes again, "To retain Spiritism in a!ly of
destiny of the American people, to-day. Gross injus- its phases indicates a greater regard for the imagmary torical Criticism.
tice is being done to our liberal thinking people, by a than for the real. It would no doubt in the mind of
15. Fallacies and Assumptions of Tileologi'ans.
few officious and narrow-minded enthusiasts, backed Mr. Wettstein, be a good plan for thousands of Spirit1G. The French Revolution of '93.
by the press and churchmen.. High is the ground the ualists who have witnessed the different "phases" of 17. Thomas Paine-the Pioneer of Free Thought in
people have assumed ; pure are the principles on ''Spiritism," to give up all they know, and be guided America. __
which they have based their institutions, and great is entirely by reason, and go to him as the source of that
In addition to the above lectures, the following will be
their responsibility ; they have willed themselves free; light.
they declared liberty to be the birth right of man, and
He says again,-" How can ·they, therefore, ever given when desired:
18. A Plea for liHiterialism. (Published in the l1Ule.1:, Inhold in their hearts the power to correct errors, and hope to comprehend the unintelligent, and undesignmake improvements, but how stands their accounts? in£\" forces of the universe?"' I answer: by giving up vestiuator and London Reformer.)
Have the millions who were induced to emigrate to their reason and being guided entirely by the light
19. A True ~Ian ve1·sns a True Christian. (Published in
this country been permitted to enjoy all the bless_ings that is radiated from the intellect of Mr. Wettstein.
the Reliuio-Philosophical Jon1·nal, Chi.cauo Times, and
of the great principles proclaimed a thousands times
But here comes another assumption : "Action of other Western papers).
in the resolutions and platforms of political conven- mind upon mind, mesmerism, magno-electric influnces,
20. Christianity and Intellectual Progress. (Published in
tions? No; the people have had of late no word in nervouR disorders etc., explain all phenomena ignor- the lnvestiuator, Chicauo Times and London Reformm·).
makiug and executing the laws ; not more than five antly ascribed to spirits." That is a broad assumption
21. Fancies and Fallacies About God. (Published in the
hundred men are the sovereigns of the land, and these to come from· one who is so violently opposed to asR. P. Jow·nal).
are controlled by a religious faction on the one hand, aumptions.
22. Naturalism versns Spiritualism. (Published in the
and monied sharks on the other.
Now be asks the question,-" Why do the spirits of
The republic, founded upon the principles of liber- our departed friends inform us not of the present Ghicauo Times).
ty and equality, is being transf?rmed int~ a dogmatic whereabouts of the countless numbers that mnst have
I will visit the West again early in autumn. Societies
heirarchy, under the assumptiOn of bemg tJ_te OI~ly once inhabited other globes? Why do they not reveal or individuals wishing to ·engage me for next Fall and
representatives of law and order, and under t~ns gu!se to us indefatigable searchers the mysteries of crea- Winter, should address me at an early date. I am open
or pretext, they make war upon those who di!J'er Wtth tion ?" I will answer that question as it is answered for engagements this Summer only for Sundays and in
them. Foreign, as well as thousands of native b_orn by Sipritualists.
the East. Address me at 84 Washington street, Boston.
citizens would throw off this unsupportable gum·chanThe spirits reveal to us as fast as we can receive, Mass.
B. F. UNDERWOOD.
ship at the first opportuni!Y·
. .
. .
and as fast as is for our good; and, I will add, that
If this crew of hypoentes, pohtical. and rehgwus nothing can be revealed to those who defy their o_wn
manipulators, were sailing under their true colors- reason and demand that everything shall agree with
Organize ! Organize !
a sect of religious fanatics, of the _old Puritan school, them Spirits, like mortals, are repulsed by "assumpTo
the
j1·iends
of
Civil Equality eVe1'y1ohm·e, gl'eeting:
-they would not have been permitted to control state tions'' ancl conceited dictations. ·whether Spirituallegislatures and cities' throughout the country. Laws ism is true or false it should be investigated. It must
Men and women of America, the battle is upon us
have been ~nacted co:t'ttrary to the spirit of tr.ue. d~m- be to prove its faisity, as well as to p1·ove its truth, in :Michigan.
The importance of canvassing the
ocracy as well as contradictory to true Chnsttanity. and he who in the pride of intellect, tries to sneer it State tlwrouglily cannot be ovei: estimatt;d. J_udge
Tempe~·ance laws are made by which to control !he down will ;nore than find his match. It has been Brown confessed before the Natwrial Social Science.
appetites of mankind. Sunda:y laws are !H~de winch tried for twenty-five years and still it grows.
~urely Association a few days ago: '' that more tl.mn half the
are intended to force people mto submissiOn t_o the materialism has not made such headway that It need newspapers of Micliigan are in favor of the ballot
religious ideas of the purit~ns, who, like !he P~tai:Isees, to boast. But here is another assumption from this for women." Nineteen Senators voted for suffra~e
(who persecuted Jesus Chnst for expressmg his hberal man who assumes to dislike assumption. ''If con- for women in the Territories. Congress will remit
sentiments,) proud of thei~· ma~l~ed hand, taunted as a jecture, imagination, J~allucination, trans1~1igrati~n, the fine of Susan B. Anthony, and thus virtually conSabbath breaker and wme bibber. The extreme mesmerism, Jegerdemam, etc., are sometmg, Witli demn the judgment. Michigan is ali_ve. At the LanPuritan is known from other men by his gait, his lank credulity, blind faith and ignorance back of it all." As sing Convention $2,000 were su~scnbed t~wm;? tl~e
hair the severe solemnity of his face, and the upturn- he uses spiritism and supernaturalism as synonomous campaign.
"$50. and work until the electiOn, smd
ed ~bites of his eyes. '!'his is _th~ class of men, t_o- terms snch spiritists as Gerald 1\'Iassey, Robert Dale one woman; "$20," said another; "here's my watch
day, controlling the peopl_e. It !s ti~le that ev~ry Cit- Owen' and other "tolerable smart ·• men may consider worth $100," said a third. Now let us do our part.
iztm should discharge Ins duties. m uphold.ln)! the thenis~lves convicted of ignorance, blind faith, trans- Success in Michigan means Sll('Cess everywhere Only
integrity of the nation. Instead of per~on.al nghts of migration and sevei·al other " sins'' by wisdom itself men can vote on the question, and they must have
the citizen being respected, and the prmciples of our as made manifest in this curious phase of bigoted in- ,, line upon line." Speakers, documents, sympathy and
fundamental laws carried out, they use the instrument fidelity.
JoHN M. FoJ,LE'l'T.
material aid are needed. Shall they have them?
of o-overnment as a means of oppression. The rules
Carnbridge, Ills.
'\li{ e have speakers who will work if their expenses
by "'which our civil conduct is to be 1:e~lated, te~d
---------~--~-~
are paid, and all the conditions of _success.
.
toward the establishment of a state rehgwn, and VIOThe appeal is to every non-votm,g, tax paymg, enTHE Comet, Mercury, Venus, Jupiter, and the
late if enforced the rights reserved to the people by
slaved woman, and every true man In the world. Are
onr' organic ]a,~s- Moral principles, which are to Moon, are plainly and beautifully seen, every clear you willing to behold thi~ contest without an ef_l:ort to
shape the conduc! of o~u: people, ?an not effeet~ally evening, from 8 to 10, through a good Telescope, on aid in the achievement of the greatest moral trnunph
be taught in form, If positive law.s, m the halls of leg- the top of 143 E. 13th St., one door west of 3d Ave., of all ages? The necessity is pressing, and _we appeal
islation and in the schools, and m the secret confines
especially to our friends who are blessed With means.
of our i)l"ivate homes ; we will. have to e?ucate th_e for 25 centR.
Who will support one lectnrcr for one mouth, ~~r durrising generati?n to that standm;s of pubhc and pnTHERE are twenty universities in Germany: ·Berlin, ino- the campaign? The abundance of the nch ancl
vate virtue winch has been the pnde of those days of
th~ mite of the widow will be acceptable.
which thl'f' fathers of this country reared this noble Bonn, Breslau, Cottingen, Greifswald, Halle, Kiel, KonAddress Lrr.LIE DEVEREUX BLAim, Ch. Ex. Com.
fabric of government, its object being to sec?re ~h_e igsberg and Ma1·b'u-rg, in Prussia; Erlangen, ~Iunich and 106, East Fifty-fiftlt stree~, or
.
,
greatest happiness to the greatest number of Its Citi- Wurzberg in Bavaria; Freiburg and Heidelberg in BaCLEMENCE S. LoZIER, JH. D., PresHlent, bl West
den; Jena in Thuringia; Tnbingcn in Wurtemberg; Gles- Thirty-fourth street, New York City.
zens.
W M. BACKUS.
sen in Hesse; Bostock in llfecklenburg; Leipsic in SaxCl.eveland, 0., Feb. 22d, 1874.
ony; Strassburg in Alsace. 1'he htrgest of these uniA wRITER in the Galax11 gives the following list. of the
A LETTER from Washington says Bertha Gerolf, daughter versities are Leipsic, Berlin, l\'Iunich, Halle, Gottingen,
sermons which Elder Knapp, the celebrated revivttlist,
of the late Pruss ian minister to the United States, who en- Breslau, Heidelburg and Bonn.
tered the monastery of the Visitation, in the District of ' Srn HENRY THOMPSON, one of the most distinguished of delivered during a single week:
~Ionday-The Personality, Character and Destiny of the
Columbia about three years ago, took the final vows on English living physicians, snid in a recent speech that all
Saturday.'Feb. 71873. The same day a nun died within men of action, whether educated or not, required a foil of Devil.
Tuesday-Why God lets the Devil live.
the convent walls who had been immured there twenty- some kind to their hours of blank toil, and went on to
Wednesday-A Prayer-meeting in Hell.
five years, and belonged in the past to a respectable Wash- say that if you take away liquor from the workingman,
Thursday-The Goodness of God.
ington oftlcial's family, so numerous in Washington. you must put in its place some agent of amusement which
Friday-.Tustiee of God in the Damnation of th11 Wirke<l.
Within the same walls are a daughter of the Emperor will give the elevation of spirit and buoyancy of heart furKnapp once described the terrible heat of hell by saying
Iturbide and a daughter of General Scott. A few weeks nished by alcohol. He holds, therefore, that on all days,
ago the daughter of Admiral Sands took the white veil in and especially on Sundays, coffee houses, reading rooms, that it was so hot that if a man were taken out of it and
,this convent. Her father is a native of Maryland and libraries, museums, and pictt~re galleries shOllld be kept plunged into the hottest fire of an earthly furnace he would
freeze to death from the transition,
open to laborers.
Superintendent of the Naval Observatory.
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J. Davis .......................... .. 3.50 48
F.H.A.S...................... ....... .25
c'tVs~~~r~~~,g ~~: .~i-~~:~~-~-~~~: 2.5o
Phelps .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 1.50 16 Ni~ht Side of Nature, by Crowe .. . 1.25 20 Spectrum Analysis Explained, and
Onental Religions, by Johnson .. . 5.00
Confucius' Life and Teachings, by
History of the Intellectual Devel·
its Uses to Science Illustrated,
Origin and Development of ReligLegge.............................. 4.00
o]Jment of Europe, by J. W. DraWith a colored Plate and several
ious Belief, Heathenism and
Clergy a Source of Danger, by
per, M.D., LL.D................... 5.00 60
wood cut..'l.................. .... . . . . .25
Mosaism, by S:B. Gould ......... 2.00
Jamison........................... 1.75
Human Physiology.hStatistical and
Spectrum Analysis Discoveries,
Christianity before Christ, by M.B.
Dynamical; Oy ·~·he Conditions
Old Theolo~y Turned !J.Pside
showing its Application in MiDown, by T. B. Taylor, A.l\1., paand Course of Life of Man, by J.
Craven............................. .25 2
croscopical Research and to DisCritical History of the Doctrine of
W. Draper, M.D., LL.D .. 650 pp.,
per................................. .75
coveries of the Physical Constia Future Life in all Ages and Nacloth .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 5.00 60 On the Vision of Heaven, by Prof.
tution aud Movements of the
tions, by Wm. H. Alger........... 3.50 52 Hobbes' Works. 16 Vols., Royal
Newman........................... .10 2
Heavenly Bodies.
From thd
ContrasJ:,.Evangelism and SpirituOrthodoxy False since Spiritual8VO ................................. 25.00
works of Schellen, Young Rosalism vompared, by Moses Hull. 1.50 16 History of European l\1orals, by
ism is True, by Wm. Denton.... .10 2
coe, Lockyer, Huggins and othCriticism on the Apostle Paul, in
Origin of Species, by Darwin...... 2.00 24
Lecky .............................. 6.00
ers..................................
25
Defence of Woman's Rights, etc.,
Origin of C1vilization and Primi·
History of Rationalism in Europe,
Symbolism Ancient Pagan and
tive Condition of Man, by Sir J.
by M. B. Craven .......... :........ .25
by Lecky ........................... 4.00
Modern 6hristian, exposed and
CJnjugal Sins against the Laws of
·Lubbock ........................... 3.00 34
Higher Law, by Maitland.......... 1.75
explained 16 plates,172 cuts...... 3.00
Life and Health, by A. K. GardOne Religion, Many Creeds, by
Hegel's Philosophy of History .... 2.00
Safest Creeu1 !!-lid othl)r Subjects, by
ner, A.M., M.D..................... 1.50 16 Half-hours with Modern Scientists,
Winans ............................ 1.50 32
0.
B. Frotlungham, .. .. .. .... .. .. . 1.50 20
Constitution· of lVIan, by George
Papa's Own Girl, Marie Howland,. 1.75 25 Startling Disclosures in Spiritualcloth, 12mo., reduced to.......... 1.50
Pilgrim and Shrine, by Maitland.. 1.50
Combe.............................. 1.75 16 History of American Socialism, by
ism, by N. B. Wolfe................ 1.50 20
Common-sense Thoughts on the
Photographs of Dr.,L. Buechner.. .25
J. H. Noyes ........................ 3.00
The 'l'ruth about Love............ 1.50
Bible, by Wm. Denton............
.10 2 Historic Americans, by Parker.... 1.50
do., Large Size, reduced price... 1.00
1'he Past and Future of our Planet
Philosophy of Special ProvidenCommon Sense, by Thomas Paine .20 2 His Marriage Vow, by Mrs. Corby Wm. Denton............... .. 1.50 20
Christ Idea in History, by Hudson
ces, by A. J. Davis, .Paper........ .30 2 Transformations of Insects, by p'
bin ................................. 1.50
Tuttle ............................. .
Paine's Political Works, 2 Vols., of
Humboldt,ThomasPaine,ArraignH. Duncan, F. n· S., elegant, il
Chester Family; or. The Curse of
about 500 pages each.............. 5.001.00
ment of the Church and Modern
lustrated, Extra gilded.......... 7.50
the Drunkard's Appetite, by Julia 1.50 12
Philosophical Dictionary of VolHeresy, bound together ......... .
50
The Sun, by Guillemin, illustratM. Friend, with an introduction
taire. Fifth American Ed., 876
In(l"ersoll's Orations on the Gods,
20
ed .................................. 1.50
by Henry C. Wright ............. ..
octavo pages, two steel plares.
InJuriousintiuences of Schools ... .25
The Vestal, by Mrs. M. J. WilcoxChrist and the People, by A. B.
Largest and most correct edition
Influence of Christianity on Civilson.................................
.25 2
in the English language. ConChild, 1\'I.D. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. 1.00 12
ization by B. F. Underwood...... .25
Treatise on the Intellectual, Moral
Christianity and li'Iaterialism Contains more matter than the LonIs Romanism Heal Christianity?
and Social Man, a valuable work,
trasted, by B. F. Underwood ..... .15
don edition, which sells for ten
Two Essa:t§, by Francis W. Newby H. Powell....................... 1.25
Christian Amendment, by Abbot. .. .10
dollars .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 5.00 60 Tale of a Physican, by A. J. Davis,
man and .1!'. E. Abbot............. .10
Christianity no Finality; or, Spirit- .15 2 Is the Bible Divine? by S. J. PhinPersons and Events, by A. J. Da75
ualism Superior to Christianity, .05 1
vis .................................. 1.50 18 Tg:~~se.itce· 'of' iieiigio·n: by
ney, paper......................... .35
by Wm .Denton ................... . .10 2 Is there a Devil? '.rhe argument
Planchett-the Despair of Science,
erbach
............
......
.....
.....
.50
Criticism on the '.rheological Idea
pro and con......................... .25 2 . by Epes Sargent................ .. 1.25 16 Th:e ~telation of Witchcraft toRe:
of Deity. by B. M. Craven........ 1.00 15 Incidents in my Life, first series,
Penetralia. by A..r. DHvi>- ... . . . . . . 1.75 24
hgwn ......... ............. ........ .15
Chapters from the Bible of the
by Cooper ......................... 1.00 16 Philosophy of Spiritual InterThe Essence of Christi!tnity. ... .. . 3.00
A~es, by G. B. Stebhi11s, Detroit,
course.,.,by A. J. Davis, paper.... .60
The
Patriarchs, by Frothingham.. 1.00
Is
it
the
Despair
of
Science?
by
Mich., 400 pages, ti ntetl paper.... 1.50 25
Positive rrimer, being a series of
The Parables, by .l!'rothingham.... 1.00
W. D. Gunning................... .15
Christianity, its Origin and Tenfamiliar conversations on the
1'houghts
of the Emperor li'Iarcus
Impressible Conflict and the Unity
Religion of Humanity. Reducdency considered in the Light of
Aurelius........................... 1.00
of God, by Emma Hardinge and
Astro-Theology, by D. W. Hall.. .25
ed price·............................ .75
Tyndall's
Fragments
of Science.. 2.00
T. G. Forster...................... .25
Christian Propagandism, by Abbot .10
Plato s Phredo on Immortll,lity..... 1.25
Tyndall' Light and Electricity..... 1.25
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Tyndall's Forms of Water .........
Tyndall's Heat as a Mode of Motion . . . . . ... . . .. .. . . .. .. . . ... . . . . .. .
Tyndall On Sound..................
Tyntlall On Radiation..............
Tyndall's Six Lectures on Light..
·The Safest Creed. and twelve other
discourses, byO.B. Frothingham
The God of Science. by Abbot.....
The Present Heaven. by Frothingham................................
The Sabbath. by Parker Pillsbury
Truths for the Times, by Abbot....
~'he Merits of Jesus and the Merits
of Thomas Paine as a Substitute
for Merits in others. What is the
difference between them? by H.
C.· Wright..........................
The Inner il'fystery,aninspirational Poem by Lizzie Doten.... . . . . .
The Voices. by Warren Sumner
Barlow.............................
Theological and Miscellaneous
Writings of Thomas Paine......
Thomas Paine's Pilgrimage to the

1.50
2.00
2.00
.50
1.00
1.50
.10
.o5
.10
.10

1
1
1

.25
.20

2

1.25 20
2.50 24
75

T~E~~~to~~~1is 'Eii'ect8: i:iy':ii Gib._. ·
bons. M.D .......................·....
The Temple: or, Diseases of the
Brain and Nerves. by A. J.Davis.

T~~\6:~~ro1v· or neatii: iiy':Fig.iiier::

Attractive New ,Books.

EARTH CLOSETS.

Threading My Way,

The f.ireat Blessing of the Age;

Or Twenty-seven Years of Autobiography.
By Robert Dale Owen, author of that remarkable work, which is having such an
enormous sale, entitled the "Debatable
Land between this world and the next."
This new work is moAt fascinating one.
It is a narrative of the first twenty-seven
years of the 4-uthor's life; its a_dventur~s.
errors, experiences; together With reminiscences of noted personages whom he met
forty or fifty years since, etc., etc.
·• All Mr. Owen's chapters are remark;ab~e
not only for the attractiveness of the li).CIdents, but for the li!l'ht shed on many 1m·
portant social and mdustrial movements,
and for the noble sincerity and good humor p11rvading tliem." ***A beautifully
printed and bound volume. Price $1.50..

Comfort to the Sick and Feeble.

a

Fanny Fern.

PAUT I.

gg

BABBITT'S
HEA.LTH GUIDE.
and higher science of life, with ilA NEW
lustrations. Na•ure's methods of cure
incomparably superior to £!rugs l The sci-

ence of l\Ianipulation, Bathlng,Food, Sleep,
Exercise, Marriage, and treatment for 100
diseaSilS : a ·SELF-DocTon worth several
times its price.
"I like it immensely."-[Hon, J. IlL Peebles. April14.)
" Of more value than all th~t old school
medical books ever publlshecl.''-[F. 111, Milliken, llf.D.l Price $1.00.
E. D. BABBITT;M, D.,437 4th Avenue, N.Y.

Josh Billings' Almanax-

Josh Billings' great Farmers' Alminax
for the year 1874-one of the richest and
most humorous little hits of the day.
Josh Billings has excelled himself, ~~;nd
everybodr, ought to have a copy, to dnve
away the 'blues" with. ***Paper covers.
rrice, 25 cents.
u·These books beautifully printed and
bound. Sold everywlu~re-and ~ent by mail
POSTAGE FREE. on receipt of pnce, by
G. W. CARLETON & CO., Publishers,
Matilison Square, New York.

PROCTOR'S FAREWELL
Lectures on Astronomy.

I. EARTH'S PAST AND FUTURE.
II. LIFE IN OTHER WoRLDS.
111. OTHER SuNs THAN OURS.
IV. ~'HE INFINITIES AROUND Us.
AND

BR0 WN-SEQUAR0' S
Lectures on the Nerves.

I. THE NERVOUS FonCE.
II. NEnvous INFLUENCE.
III. INDIRECT NERVE FoncE.
IV. NERVE DERANGEMENT.
V. SUMNER'S SUFFETIINGS.
VI. WHAT NERVES l\1AY Do.
G. L. HENDERS0N & CO.,
Published in full in
BANJfERS,
THE TRIBUNE EXTRA NO. 1
O,
Now READY.
LE ROY, MINNESOTA.
Will loan money for Capitalists, secured This Extra also contains
by First Mortgages on Improved farms, BAYARD TAYLOH'S FAMOUS LETTEH
h)lon short time or for a term of years,
paying 12 per cent. semi-annually. All ex- " SCHLIBllfAN'S J3fscOVEHIES ON THE
SITE OF ANCIENT TUOY."
pense for Abstracts and Recording paid by
borrower. Collections and Remittances And a lecture by Prof. C. F. Chandler on
on such loans, made to any part of the •· The Germ Theology of Disease." Prico
United States J1·ee of chm·oe.
(sheet edition) 10 cents per copy. PamphREFERENCES;- Allen St,•phens & Co., let edition, 20 cents. Fifteen E_xtras (she.et
Bankers, New York; S. llferrill, President form) postpaid to any address 111 the UmtPeople's Bank, Des Moines, Iowa: Gil- ed States for One Dollar, and circulars givchrist &Co., McGregor, Iowa; City National ing full detail of the contents and price of
Bank, Chicago, Ills.; Milwaukee, National all TH.E TBIBUNE E:x:'rnAS free to, any adBank. Milwaukee, Wis.: Morris Altman, dress.
Address
THE TRIBUNE,
NewYork.
·
·
New York.

PLAIN HOME TALK.
AND
Medical Common Sense.
.A Most Remm·kable Wo·rk, published in
both the English and Ge·rrnan
Languages.
CONTAINING
Nearly 1.000 Pages, and 200 Illustrations.
Price, $3.25;
IT contains a full description of all Diseases given in J?lainQlanguage adapted.to
the ComprehensiOn of the Generall'ubhc;
with the most Hational, Heformative treatment. It contains a vast amount o~ yaluable Information not to be found m any
other llfedical Work.

A Memorial yolume by James Parton;
2 containing a short biography of Mrs. Par~
ton ["Fanny Fern"] and selections from t"\J.e
very best and most popular of her wr.lt81 ings; Beautifully prmted and bound. w1th
H illustrations by Arthur Lumley. A charm.10 2 ing volume for the Holidays. *.,*Price, $2.
.55 4

BIOGHAPHY, HEFORM, ROMANCE, POETRY, AND UPON ALL LITERARY
AND MISCELLANEOUS
SUBJEC'l'S,
will be sent lJOStpaid, at the regular )lrices.
AddresR,
D. M. BENNET~',
335 Broadway, N. Y.
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Three Plans of Salvation..........
The Hereafter. by Hull. Paper....
Testament New. shown in its true
Jessamine.·
light. by J.P. Whipple............ .5o 2
Another sr.lendid new novel, by MAlliON
Unwelcome Child. by Henry C.
Wright. Paper................... .30 4 HARLAND. ·.. *Price. $1.50.
Unconscious Action of the Brain.
and Epidemic Delusions. by Dr.
Old Curiosity Shop.
Carpenter, author oJ. "The MiThe eighth volume of "CA:RLEToN'S NEW
~;roscope an~ .its Re,ye!ations,"
ILLUSTRATED EDITION" OF CHAllLES DICKHuman Ph;swlogy, &e........ .25
ENS' WoRKS, [the best, cheaJlest; and handUnity of Natural Phenomena, by
somest edition in the world.] Printed from
Saige Y • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1.50
new. reliable tylie; exquisitely illustrate~ by
Universology Basic Outline of, by
thE> original artists chosen by Dickens himStephen Pearl Andrews........... 5.00 60 self;
handsomely bound and sold at$1.50 per
Universology, Primary Synopsis
of. by S. P. Andrews............... 1.50 20 volume.
Universology, Epitome of. being
A Wonderful Woman.
the latest production upon this
An intensely interesting new novel by
subject, by Stephen Pearl An1\'IAY AGNES FLEMING author of "Guy
drews, now in press,............. 1:~g 20 1 Earlscourt's Wife. ***Price, $1.75.
2
Voices of Pfrcayert'· by Barlow....... _
75 8
-Vestiges o rea wu ............... .
Bill Arp's Peace Papers.
Vital Force, How Wasted and How
Preserved, by E. P. Miller, :ilf.D.
A new eomic book by the great SouthPaper 50 cents. Cloth. . . .. . . .. . . . 1.00 12 ern humorist, "Bill Arp," who gives us,
Volney's Ruins; or, Meditations
in a series of irresistibly funny, satirical
on the Revolutions of Empires,
papers uponWar, Polities, and our Domeswith biographical Notice, by ;oo
Helatwns, one of the sharpest books
12 tic
CountDaru ........................ . 1
ever printed.in this country. ***Full of
Volney's Researches in Ancient
comic pictures; price $1.50.
History. Very ·rare.............. 1.50
Vivid Truths, a book of great research and interest, by A. B.
Loyal Unto Death.
2
Church ...............................50
A deeply interesting new. ENGLISH NovWhatever is Right, by A. B. Child, l.OO
EL.
One
the best stories that has ap16 Qel!-red inofLondon
M.D ........... : ...... ·............ ..
for many a day. ***
Wolf in Sheep's Clothing, by Moses _
Pnce, $1.75.
-10
2
Hull................................ 3.00
'' Betsy and I are Out."
Walt Witman's Leaves of Grass ...
Whitall's llfoveable Planisphere,
A Thanksgiving Story in verse,by Mrs.
by which more accurate knowN S EMERSON; embod_ying her famous
ledge of the position of the stars
ballad of "Betsey and I ~re Out," which
can be acquired in 30 minutes,
has gained such celebrity and been so
than by the more elaborate works G.oo
widely copied throu!;j;hout the country, as
20 by another author. **Price, $1.50.
on As,tronomy in a week ......... .
All the books not mentioned in this list
Edna Browning.
upon the various
Another new novel. by MAllY J. HoLMES.
·SCIENCES, ~TS, THEOLOGY,
One of the best she has ever written. ***
Price, $1.50.
-HISTORY, MEDICINE.. PHYSIOLOGY,

AN EXTRAORDINARY BOOK!
FIF'I·Y YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES

Is one of the late~t inventions, and has
many advantages over all others. The simple act of closing the lid brings the earth
forward and drops it directly in the centre
of the pail,thus insuring the absolute certainty ofeovering all the excrements. This
is of vital importance. It also has a dust
or odor slide, a child's seat, and an extra
large reservoir for dry earth or ashes.

This Part treats of Disease. Of .Blood.
mental and nervous derangements-how
we violat•our moral nature. The food we
eat its conversion into bone, musde, &c.;
The liquids we drink; The atmosphere ~ve
live in; The clothes we wear; Bad hab1ts
-of children and youths ; Bad habits of
manhood and womanhood; (these essays
are startling in nature and remarkably illustrate£!). The male ann female element
in nature; The· ethics of sexual association: Prostitution; its m!lral and_Jlhysical
effects; Unhappy marnages; \\'hy they
are detrimental to the nervous and vascular fluids: Wealth; Failures in business;
ExeesAive study; Melancholy; How to preserve the health of children; The physiological instruction of children : Sleep :
CLEANLINESS; Sunshine ; ~'her;meutic
el..-ctricity; Animal magnetism; Water ;
Woman doctors ; Hapacious doctors.
PAUT II.

THE WATROUs,·

This part treats on Chronic diseases: Catarrh; Chronic Affections of the Throat;
Consumption (this essay on Consumption
should be read by everybody); Chronic diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Bowels;
Dyspepsia; Constipation; Diarrhea; Piles:
Aches and pains: Neuralgia· Rheumatism;
Affections of the Eyes and Ears; Diseases
of the Heart; Chronic Affections of the
Urinary Organs; Diseases of the Kidneys;
Private words for Women; Derangements
of the Menstrual Function, Falling of the
the Womb : Vaginal affections: Amorous
Dreams; Man-hatin_g; Sexual Dyspe}lsia;
Ovarian Diseasl's ; Hints to the Childless;
Causes of Sterility: Local Diseased Condition of Man and Wife: Excessive AmativeOPEN.
CLOSED,
ness: Temperamental Jnada.ptation; How
Promote Child-bearing; Private Words
Is si~ple in constructicm, automatic in ac- to
to Men; Diseases of the 1\Iale Organs; Impotency;
Paralysis; Syphilis; Other Chrontion, and being entirely inodorous, may be
ic Diseases,
used in any room in the house without ofPART III.
fense. When not in use it is a handsome
PLAIN TALK.
This part treats of the Sexual Organs ;
piece of furniture with nothing about it to
The Causes of their Disgrace ; Their Influindicate its purpose.
ence on Physical Development, and on
health; Their Infiuenoe on the Social Position of Women, and on Civilization; (the
philosophy of this subject is fully discussed
on all conceivablepoints ;) History of 1\Iarc
THE WATROUS:
riage ; History of Polygamy: History, Customs
and Principles of the Oneida Commu(With Arms.)
nity; Historv. Customs and Practiees of
Mormonism:· Early Customs; }Ii,tory of
1\'lonogamy; The Advantages and Disadvantages-of both Systems; Historiral Chips
with reference to llfarringe; l\Iarriage as it
is in Barbarism and Civilization; 1\Iarria.ge
in the Old and New Worlcl: Defects of the
llfarriage Systems; Demerits of. Polygamy
, and l'flonogamy; ~'he Remedy; Sexual 1m. morality, Causes and Cure.
PART IV.
ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF POPULAR MARRIAGE.
; T!Jis part treats of How Marriage may be
better than it is ; What we Wt1nt; Adaptation
in Marriage; What Constitutes Mental and
OPEN.
CLOSED.
Physical Adaptation: The Vital Tem})eraments; What Combinations arc Best; Why
A CHILD CAN 1lfANAGE IT
Marriage is now a Lottery; 1\Iental Marri!!};es; Physical l\larriages; Philosophy of
Elopements; sexual Moderation; Its effeets
upon both sexes; JealouRy; Its Infa(!ible
IT WILL LAST A LIFETiliiE.
Uemedy; The Intermarriage of Helatives;
F~says for l\Iarried PPoplc; The Wife the
Equal Partner: Sleeping Apart ;Concention,
LATEST AND SIMPLES'l' lMPROVMENTS. Sexual Indifference; Foo£1 for Expectant
Mothers; Card to 1\Iarried People: Child
1\Iarking, its Philosophy; Lnrger liberties
should be allowed to l.ad.ies to contract or
A Nece.1.1ity to the Aged!
p.ropose marital assocmt1on; Card to the
Unmarried.
·
This brief summary gives but an inade.
Should be in every Guest Chamber l
quate idea of the interesting <'haracter, originality, practicability and instructiveness
of this won£lerful work.
.·
Every Family wishing a ll!edu:al Work of
Evetv Hotel, Hospital and Pnblic Bttildino the
very Highest Ordm·. <'annot afford to be
should use thern.
without DR. FOOTE'S

PLAIN H01tfE 1'ALJ( and
DnY EARTH FURNISHED ON REASONABLE
CONDITIONS.

MEDICAL

CO~BWN

SENSE.

WAKEFIELD. from $25 to $40.
rRICES. 1
I WATROUS. from $16 to s:m.

With each eopy is presenter! a splendid
Chromo entitled "~'brow PhyRie to tho
Dor:-s." 1:epresenting a pretty "'irl adll)inlstermg medicine to some five s1rk eamnes.
Enclose the Price of the lVm·k, $3.25, to

DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS FREE.

D. 1\I. BENNETT, 331i Broadway, N.Y.

Publisher of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and Dealer in all Liberal, Spiritualistic
·, 'W York. ang Scientific Books. Sent post-paid by mail.

The Wakefield Earth OlQset Co.
36 JJeu St1·ee'
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"NoTHING," said an impatient husband,
" reminds me so much of Balaam and his "
ass as two women stopping in church and
obstructing the way to indulge. in their
WHAT kind of ship has two mates and no everlasting talk.." "But you forget my
captain? A courtship.
dear," returned the wife meekly, " that it
The Cheapest and Best.
BEAUTY may excite love, but beauty alone was the angel who stopped the way, and
Balaam and his ass who complained of it."
cannot sustain it..
AN EARTH CLOSET FOR $5.
l:F men had more scruples they wouldn't
ONCE upon a time four clergymen dined
indulge in nearly so many drams.
together, One a Catholic, one a PresbyteTo keep warm on a cold day, women rian, one a Methodist and one a Baptist.
double the cape and men double the horn. The principal dish on the table was a large
IS A DISINFECTANT, A DEODERTHE first law of gravity-Never laugh at baked fish. The Catholic led, off sayIZER. AND HAS NO MACHINing: "the Pope is the head of the Church,
your own jokes.
THE lady who has made a dash has since consequently I take the head of the fish,"
ERY.
and he servered it in the best part of the
brought her husband to a full stop.
meat. The Presbyterian then said: "The Is the Cheapest by Half.
A CALIFORNIA editor thinks the owning
end crowns the whole," and took the tail
of a mule by a fellow poet is a most re· and a third part of the remaining fish.
PHYSICIANS PRAISE IT ! ~URSE-S
markable instance of self-posession.
The Methodist said: "truth lies between DEMAND IT ! INVALIDS, WOMEN AND
A GENTLEMAN refused to celebrate his extremes, consequently I take the middle
CHILDREN REJOICE IN IT.
silver wedding on the ground that he is part," with that he removed the balance of
"not yet· reduced to beggery."
the fish to his plate. The poor Baptist was
"IT is at the foot of women we lay the left without any fish. and taking up the
laurels that without her smile would never plate said: " In the name of the Father, the
Son, and the Holy Ghost I baptize you all."
have been gained.
A PIQUA girl who had a quarrel with a aud with that he flirted the gravy all over
lover remarked to a friend that "She wasn't them.
on squeezing terms with that fraud any
DAP.KEY THEOLOGY.-" Bredden; God
more.
made man out of clay and set him up
A ScRIPTURE lesson from Punch:-Pre- against the palins to dry."
Voice-" Who made the palins? Who
ceptor-" Now can any of you tell me anything remarkable in the life of 1\'Ioses?" Boy made the palins?"
"Shut up, I tell you, such questions as
-"Yes sir. He was the only man who broke
dem 'stroys all theology."
all the commandments at once! "
"Faniw. my child. you have been eating
SAID a pompous husband, whose wife
had stolen up behind and given him tt kiss. currants again, I know by your lips. Do
.. Madam, I consider such an act indecor- you not know it is wrong? Satan has been
ous." ··Excuse me," said the wife" I tempting you, Why did you not say 'get
didn't know it was you." His feelings were behind me satan?"
"So I did, Ma, but he pusned me right
soothed.
into the currant bushes."
A MAN named Button died recently in
Teacher.-" Everything is possible with
Southern Berkshire, Mass., and 'when the
sexton started out with pick and shovel, God; nothing is beyond His power to acsomebody asked him what he was going to complish!"
Bou-" Then can he make a three-yeardo. "Going to make a Buttonhole," was
old colt in two minutes?"
the not very grave reply.
Teache1·-"Yes; He can do that."
A WESTERN orator warming with his subBou-" And would the colt be really three
ject, exclaimed: " There is not a man, years old?"
woman or child in this house, \WIO has arTeach€1'-" Boys must not ask so many
rived at the age of 50 years, but has felt this questions."
'
truth thundering through their minds for
"I think that America will be worth
centuries."
Bouthatcould not stand He!!.-,'Johnny I twenty per cent. more one hundred years
hence
than it would have been without the
fear
you
are
a
bad
boy.
'If
you
continue
.. I TELL you," said a Wisconsin man to a·
earth-closet."-HoRACE GllEELY.
neighbor next day after burying his wife, in this course, know you not, yon will have
"when I came to get into bed, and lay there, to go to that hot place and burn forever?"
" 0 Mother! I could not stand it to burn
The germs of Small Pox, Scarlet Fever.
and not hearing Lucinda jawing around
Cholera, and other contagious diseases are
for an hour and half. it just made me feel forever.''
disseminated
through the effluvia of hu"But you would have to stand it. You'd man excreta, and
especially by privies, waas if I'd moved into a strange country."
be made to stand it."
ter closets and sewers.
Thousands
of
Wells
are poisoned by con"0, then, if I'd be made to stand It it's all
THE most confiding woman lived in
nection with privies.
Providence. She went to an auction, and right, and I am not afraid. If I am made
Sewer gas in cities presses up past the
knowing the prevalence of thieves at such to stand it, I will keep on doing just as I "traps," which are only water-pockets
through which gas rises as through the
places ·asked a nice-looking man to take have been."
air. These gases gather most at the highcare of her pocket-book, containg $80. He
THERE is said to be good in everything; est points of sewerage. Hence, besides
"Tenement House Rot," we hear of" MurIs stil} taking care of it.
and sometimes there may be virtue even in ray Hill" and "Fifth Avenue Fever."
Piles, suppressed menses. puerperal feAN affected young lady, on being asked swearing. A lady.in Ohio, wishing to take
In a large company, if she had read Shake- the cars, hurried to the depot with a child ver after accouchment, and Broken Breasts
are common effects of privy drafts and exspeare, assumed a look of astonishment, in her arms, but was "just in time to be too posure; also deadly relapses after various
and replied: "Read Shakespeare ? Of late." The cars moved off without her and maladies.
Thousand Earth Closets are used
course I have; I read that when it first her disappointment was great, but being a inTwenty
England. Public institutions and whole
pious woman, she bore the aimoyance towns there are adopting the system.
came out."
In India all the Prisons, Barracks.._and
Ifleekly. Not so a bruff, impatient man,
.. WELL. my boy, how did you like the
Hos_pitals of the Bomba:,:, Madras, and .Henwho was left, also, at the same time. His gal
Presidencies have adopted the system.
new school? did you learn anything toindignation was so great., he let off such a
In America several thousand Earth Closday?" inquired an anxious mother of her
string of oaths and expletives as to al- ets are in use, and they are recommended
five-year-old. "0 yes!" replied the child,
all the Boards of Health and distinguishmost make it look blue round about. When by
ed Physicians.
with an air of proud satisfaction," I learnhe had finished, tile lady bowed to him very
ed ' uolll!.' "politely and thanker! him for the favor he
.. 'WHAT'S IN A NAME?" The name JESUS had done her. "He had exactly expressed
SUPERSEDES WATER CLOSETS AND
CHRIST, hel(l in great reverence by millions her feelings."
of his admirers and worshipers, literally
PRIVIES.
APPRoPos of swearing, we are reminded
means .Joshua the Annointed; or in other
Obviates
exposnre
in stormy weather; prewords Oill!-Joshtta; or in still more familiar of an old story of a' profane Vermont far- vents foul air in sick rooms; produces $10
language Greasu .Josh. His followers, mer, who. in driving acartlO!td of potatoes yearly for each user; stops the spread of
cholera; promotes refinement; prevents
however, will not pray to him under this up a long hill, by the end-board of the cart typhoids; looks like a handsome slop jar;
getting
misplaced
a
little,
the
load
of
potaremoves most of .the causes of diptheria,
appellation.
toes were strewn the whole length of the Dlarrhcea, Cerebro -Spinal Meningitis,
A Pwus soul giving expression to his hill. At the top, a neighbor passed him, Piles, etc.; enables hotels to have "an Earth
devotional feelings in a short speech in and, who being familiar with the terrible Closet in every room ; " gives the poor
a priceless boon ; gives the rich exemption
church, said: "I shall never cease to love oaths the farmer was in the habit of get- from "Fifth Avenue Fever;" prevents the
and revere the name of my dear Savior, ting off. expected on this occasion an un- poisoning of Wells and Water()ourses; furnor can I ever forget how His name looks usual effort in this line. The farmer, how- nishes the best Fertilizer; stops the destructive of soils-earth robbing.
in the Bible, as it is there spelled J -e-a-s- ever, upon seeing the potatoes scattered
Send for a Pamphlet.
o-u-s."
as far as he could see, bit his lips and
PRICE $5.00. BOX 15 CTS.
AN Ottumwa boy charged a stump with said not a word.
Sent by express to any part of the coun"How
is
it,"
·said
the
neighbor."
that
you
bla.sting powdel', attached n fuse to blow
it up, and got on the fence to sec the fnn. do not put in some tall swearing on this try.
He isn't collecte(l enough yet to tell how occasion?"
General Agent for the United States,
"It's of no use," said the farmer, shaking
funny it was, although the citizens are colD. M. BENNETT.
lecthJg him in different parts of the his head, "language Is utterly incavable
IJ~ll ~ro~qwlJ.y, New York,
of doing the subject~justice,"
snburbs.

'Health! Economy'!
DECENCY.

The Sanitarian Earth Oloset

THE SANITARIAN

GREENE'S:

Oxygenated· Bitters.
The stomach Is one of the most delicate
organs of the human system; and the indigestible food crowded into it by the requirements of modern society, keep it in

A STATE OF CHRONIC. DISORDER,
which is followed by a resort to tonics and
alteratives for relief. It unfortunately happens, however, that many of the medicines
used for this purpose contain alcohol.
which, poured into a deceased stomach
produces irritation, creates inllamation.
and does more injury than good.
OXYCENATED BITTERS CONTAIN NO ALCOHOL,
but are a purely medicinal preparation,
which, in cases of DYSPEPSIA, HEARTBURN, INDIGESTION, and other like disorders, at once restores the stomach to its

Natural Condition of Health.
The OXYGENATED BITTERS have been
the most popular remedy for the above
complaint for the last THIRTY YEARS, and
still maintain their UNRIVALLED POPULARITY.
Price $1 per bottle.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
JOHN 'F. HENRY, CURRAN & CO.,
Proprietors,
8 and 9 College Place, N. Y

MRS. MARY A. ELLIS,

ASTROLOGIST,
,Will, on receipt of correct date of birth,
and fee, read your history, as given by the·
vlanets under which you were born. Tell
what business you are best adapted to and
most successful in: tell what part of the
country you will be most successful. haJ!tJY
and healthy.· in; of absent friends; of livmg
or dead; oflaw-suits: of marriage; ofsicknes and health.
Give information on all kinds of business; will select every day and hour of the
year that is fortunate or unfortunate to ea<!h
person.
TERMS.
Full nativity. past and future. $10, future,
$5. Selecting fortunate days and events for
one year, $3. One question, $2.
All letters of inquiry must contain three
postage stamps. Address

MRS. MARY A. ELLIS,
825

Spring Garden,
Philadelphia.

ENGRAVERS' BOXWOOD,
MAPLE, MAHOGANY & PINE,

Types, Presses, Inks, Bronzes,
IMPOSINC STONES.

WDOD TYPE.
CO:tr!PLE'l'E OU'l'FI'l' FOR PRIN'l'ERS.
STAMPS, PATTERNS, AND BllAND LETTERS.
Cabinets, Gases. Stands, Gallevs, Sticks,
(Jhases, etc.

Vanderburgh, Wells & Co.,
110 Falton Street,

AND
16 and 18 Dutek Streets, New York.

500 SPIRITUALISTS
(Not Woodltullites,)
Wanted to settle in and around Honey
Grove, Fannin County, Texas, by
J. A. RUTHERFORD and others.

NONPAREIL MILLS,
FARM FEED, BONE, DRUG
AND
HAND-GRINDING, ALso COTTON-SEED
HULLERS.
TEN BIJjES.
ID"" Iliustrated Pamphlets Free. Address

J, SEDGEBEEJl. l'ainel!viHe, Ohio.

DEVOTED

TO

SOIENCE,MORALS,FREE THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY,LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE.
OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,
Privileged Classes; Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let us reason toqether;" Let us hear all sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us ·~prove all things and hold fast to that which is good.''

Vol. 1, No. 12.
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NEW YORK, AUGUST, 181('4.
AT a recent social gathering, in Chicago, numbering
thirty-seven versons, it was discovered that not one in
the cr.owd could correctly reveat the "Lord's Prayer," and
yet they all got'safely home and are still alive and well.

THERE are four conditions essential to success; vuncBisHoP BEDELL of Ohio, has written 1,000 sermons;
tuality, accuracy, verslstency and disvatch,
Rev. E. E. Hale, 900 and Rev. J. F, Mears,12oo. Just think
SUNDAY school teacher-'' Anna, what must one do In what a mass of a,bsurdltles and falsehoods these 3000 ser•
mons must contain. Who has not vlty in his heart for the
order to be forgiven?"· Anna-" He must sin!"
luckless mortals who had to listen to them?
GREAT EVENTS may be traced back to great thoulil'hts, - Tlie vublic taste will some day demand a more rational
which stand in the same relation as obscure vrogenitors quality of menta!' food.
to Illustrious dascendants.
·
A CANVASs is going on in the vrlncival towns in MichiWoMEN that are least bashful are not unfrequently the gan, to ascertain whether a majority of the women want
most really mo!lest. Self-confidence does not necessarily to vote, While the larger vortion think they would like
imply absence of virtue.
to vote on temverance and other kindred to vies if they had
IN the whole controversy on the woman question, noth- a chance: the result of the canvass thus far seems to show
ing truer has been said than the remark of Mark Twain that they are not anxious for the ballot on general questions of volitical volley,
that" Woman is unrivaled as a wet nurse."
THE following gem of. obituary poetry, from the Shell
LoNDoN grumbles at having to vay a dollar a thousand
cubic feet for gas, notwithstanding that bituminous coal Rock$nterprise,is resvectfully commended to the laureate
of the Philadelphia Ledger:
is twice or even three times dearer there than here.
On the plains of far Iowa,
A NEW Provhet has arisen in Arabia, who claims to be
Where the spring time grasses wave,
the Messiah. What numbers of Messiahs have avpeared
Fragrant breezes now sigh low a
at different times, and yet the world seems not to be fully
Dirge ~bove my grandma's grave.
saved,
IN this melting season of the year, many of our fashAN English advertisement offers a country minister's
comvlete vade-mecum, consisting of a miniature testa- ionable clergy, and the most aristocratic of their hearers,
ment, a large silver-mounted spirit fiask, and a strong are abroad in the interior at watering places, or scaling
serviceable cork-screw, neatly fitted in suverfine Russia the mountain sides, or fishing on the many lakes and
streams: or bathing in the surf on the coast. It may be
vatent leather.
expected, they will ret]lrn in a few weeks, enthused with
A WICKED little boy in Denver Sunday school was asked new zeal, lnsvlred with new ardor, and filled with the
by his teacher if ·he had learned anything during the past svlrlt of holiness and vurity, Let us toil for them cheer.
week. "Oh, yes, said he. "What is it you have learned?" fu~
"Never to lead a deuce when you'vegot an ace back of it,"
GEOBGE FBANCIB TliAIN says, Henry Ward Beecher will
was the reply, ·
•
be sustained, because he has Plymouth church to back
OF the two thousand clergym_en belonging to the church him, and Congrelil'ationalism to back that, Christianity to
.
of England, 10,000 are " High Church"; 5,000 "Low back that, and the Devil back of all.
A friend at our elbow says, "All this will do voor Henry
Church"; 2,000 "Broad Church" and 3,000 "Nondescript,"
Not one of the 20,000 has the real truth, and cannot imvart Ward no good-the more his friends try to cover him, the
more he will ultimately be exvosed, and that, with all the
it to his hearers.
A KALAMAZOO Judge went to a neighboring town to see white-washing that can be done, his blackness will only
a man, and telegravhed back to his wife: "Have found be the more apvarent,"
Garland; won't be home in a week." When the dispatch
BAYABD TAYLOB, it is said, is in Egypt vursuing his
reached her it read, "Have found girl, and won't be home travels and making new discoveries, and has somehow
in a week.'! Here let us draw a veil.
come in vossession of the love letters which passed beMICHELET'S LIBRARY was sold at Hotel Pro not in Paris, tween Josevh and Mrs. Potiphar. It is not yet known
on July 7th. It comvrised about s.oo~ volumes, ch!Eifiy whether these discoveries throw any· new light uvon
historical works, and a collection of unvublished docu- that delicate subject. But as the story is slightly stale, and
ments relating to the history of France. There were also we have so many late onea equally as exciting, it is not
vrobable the world will become greatly interested now
many modern books on geology and natural history,
about. Josevh and Mrs. Potivhar.
THE contributions for religious charities, in England,
A CITY, vaper, in sveaklng of the disgraceful clerical
in the year 1873, amounted to ss,ooo,ooo.
If this money had been used for vrovlding homes and scandals in our sister cities, says: "Really this is too terlabor for the poor, and schools for children, how much rible. If our present ecclesiastical systems are to continue, there is reason to fear that the public will demand
better it would have been employed?
that all youths destined for the ministry, should be strictIN reference to the Beecher-Tilton scandal, The Tribune ly set avart from their fellow-beings-by the medical facsays: "Unless this frightful exvosition is answered ulty-in their early youth." The adovtion of this plan,
promptly and fully, the most famous vulpit the world has while it would tend to check the increase of population,
ever seen since Paul vreached on the Hill· of Mars, is would unquestionably throw a great safe-guard around
silenced, and the life of the greatest vreacher.ln the world society,
is ended."
MB, BEECHER's LOVE LETT.i!:Bs,-Said a gentlemen very
IT is said there are $90,000,000 annually distributed by recently, whose business for a long time it was to open
lturists and pleasure seekers, and paid to railroads, hotel Mr. Beecher's corresvondence, "You would be surprised.
keepers, servants, etc. The sum is truly large, but it to know how foolishly some women write to him. Every
might be vut to worse use. Traveling and seeing the once in a while a woman gets a little crazy and writes to
sights of the world, is upon the whole a commendable Mr. Beecher and tells him how much she adores him,
way of using money, for those who have it to svare.
Many are from highly resvected ladieB, who move in the
first society, One respectable lady of Brooklyn wrote
THE starvation incomes of German clergymen are hav- several letters of this character; every sentence was full
ing the effect of diminishing the number of students of of love, He receives love letters by the ream and cord."
divinity in German universities,
Few men are equally fortunate or unfortunate with Mr.
There are still ·very fair ovportunltles for growing Beecher in this line.
wheat and corn in our great west; verhavs some of these
students of divinity would do well to turn their attention ;;.,ANOTHEB CHUBCH SCANDAL has just come to light across
the river in Jersey City, A worthy vastor of the Presbyter!this way,
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an Church, has just been arraigned before the officials of
the congregation for having seduced one of the sisters ef
his fiock-il.n "innocent lamb of the fold.'' What naughty
preachers we are having now-a-days, to be sure? If things
keep going on this way, what will the churches come to?
If the pastors are setting the examvle of seduction, adultery and promiscuity, what can be expected of common
members? The world will have to become emancipated
from the rule and influence of designing and sensual
priests and clergymen before it is just right.
AN ExcELLENT INSTITUTION is the Woman's Free Training School of this city. Here venniless women and girls
are taught useful branches of industry and when they
become competent are provided with good situations. A
few days ago, the managers gave a free excursion to
eight hundred women and girls. who belong or have belonged to the Institution, to Rockaway Beach, on the
southern shore of Long Island, when tlie day was vassed
in bathing, eating clam chowder, swinging and other
amusements. Many of the .girls in the company, saw
for the first time, on this occasion, the broad exvansive
ocean, and, for the first time, bathed in its waves and were
tossed by its billows.
What an interesting sight it must have been, to see six
to eight hundred girls and women in the briny water
at one time, pitching and tumbling in the saline fiuid and
disporting. themselves in every conceivable manner. It
was truly a gala day for them-one in a thousand.
IN the Whitehall Times, we see an account of the accident that befell little Willie Cummings, who lost an arm
by being run over by the cars,
When the lad was taken home; his arm was brought
after him. It was thrown into a vail, when the poor little
fellow' screamed with vain, The severe& limb was then
placed in a box and buried in the garden, Shortly after
little Willie comvlafnedof a pain and queer feeling in the
severed hand. He said that something was crawling on
the inside of the hand. The limb was exhumed, when a
large worm was discovered in the valm of the hand. A
large jar was then obtained and it became necessary
to crowd the arm in, when the sufferer fairly went Into
a paroxysm of pain, The limb was placed in a jar val'tly
filled with alchohol, and then replaced in the ground.
The little fellow complained that his arm and fingers
were in a terribly cramped position, and that the little
finger, and the next one were growing together. The jar
Was then taken UV, when the limb was found crowded
and crampe!l as described,
This is remarkable, although such instances are often
related. In this case the little nine-year-old lad was Ignorant of what disposition was made of the limb. The
lad is very low at the Vl'esent writing, and some doubts
are entertained of hill recovery,
THE REV. LLOYD CoPLAND, it seems, has been getting
into trouble at Indianapolis. He was first emvloyed to
fill a pulpit temporarily vacant in Unity Church, and was
afterward regularly emvloyed. He claimed to hail from
Boston via Cincinnati. He was educated, eloquent and
capable of edifying and enthusing his hearers-in short
he was what is termed a" pleasing vreacher.'' The ere:
dentials he had vromised should be duly forthcoming,
however, failed to arrive and his fiock were naturally distrustful that everything was not right with him. Some
were in favor of retaining him, one lady, in varticular
was warmly in favor of retaining, but he was finally informed his resignation would be accevted; he accordingly resigned,
He ~ubsequently visited this lady friend, and thanked
her very warmly for her frlendshiv, and exhibited singular veculiarities. He extended the interview so long the
husband of the lady suggested he had better terminate it,
when the reverend gentlemen fiew into a violent passion,
and cursed the lady shamefully, and all connected with
the church and continued ]lntil the husband deemed it necessary to eject him, which he attemvted to do, when the
"gentle pastor" drew a revolver and fired, uvon which
the gentleman summarily knocked him down and then
ejected him.
It was subsequently found that the gentleman had been
guilty of many falsehoods and mlsrevresentations.
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How the unsuspecting ~ncl guileless child is cap- mtelhgcnce, thought, ex~mmatron, , drscr:J P 1Hll?n, tract, !Jutwbieh· is··rather encouraged by the State as
tured, ':taken in." ami his youn5 and .virgin .mind so research, moral conrage and honesty,-quahtreswhreh tendino· to publish the union which is o'nc of the r'ebefogged, muddled, ·distorted and biased, from the arc not general_ly_ characterist.ics ei.ther of i~noran~ or quircnfcnts of the Jaw.
trammels of whichfew succecd.in freeing themselves, llad men ; font JS easy to SWllll Wtth tl1e ttde, hehe\'C
Yet how few. even. among .liberal and free-thin kin"'
some of us know to our cost.
as the crowd believes, tliinl~. as )'~:nn·· gran~father: people have;',ll.~,,y:et-cdiycsted theniseh,eS;@f,th().notio~
'It is a part of the cnnningscheme of the Protestant thought, b~r~. not S? easy to swim· agam_st,,t~e trde of that a religious ceremony is somehow necessary to
Jes11its no less than their Catholic prototypes to fore- popular opmron,thmk and speak, your own thoughts the validity of a maninge.
stall public opinion in favor of religion and the church and
·
.
.
Just ns n!Jsurd would it be for two persons, who had
by falsely insisting, that all v,irtne, morality, tmth ancl
•" Bear the spurns and contumely that patient ment conclhdcd or consented to nn ordinary !Jusine~s congoodness . are derived solely and entirely from the from the unworthy takes.:'
•
· . . ; :·
' . . : tract, to call in a third pm:ty to }n·onounce it a bm·aaih,
Christian Billie; that without the teachings of that
The second metho.d . employed ._!Jy the ch~rrch to and vroceed to lecture them on their J:espective duties
''blessed !Jook '' our civilization would !rave !Jeen im-. extend and perp~tuat~ r_ts jJOWer: IS lly sbapmg t_he growing out of tlre transaction!
··
possible, and we would have been to-<iay in the same ~ustoms and hal>Jts of ~ people .m accorda.ncc Wtth
\Ve shall never cll'cet.ively and completelyemanciJow and degraded condition as· are the lowest allll rts d~g~uas; an~ cs~)ecu,rlly .so Ill the .c:cremon:y. of pate·' ourselves from the thraldom ·of superstition
rudest tribes of central Asia and Africa.
marnage, lly wluc1t rt seeks not only control of the m1ti1 \\·e are wise and' bold enourrh to set aside the
The youth in these sectarian schools are not allowed parties to it !Jut over their offspring as wiM:
· customs and i<rrHlre the habits ?founded on nml
to- know (if indeed-it is known to their instructors) _It has been tl~e policy of the chttr~h frori1 its_earli~st S)Jstained !Jy, the'Ologic;tl association and dogma'; and
what some afterwanls find out to their great surprise, Ius tory to acq';lrre complete po~sessro~ of the mdn:nl- to this end let every. free-thinker discountenance
that we know nothing more in relation to the science nal commencmg at the baptismal- font and endmg relil!.·ious exercises at fnnemls un<l make. it a condition
of ethics than did the peoples of remote antiquity; that .only when his body is laid in consecrated ground.
iu liis wi!l that none shall be JWrfornied over his own
many of the ancient..nations had sacred books whose
This was inevitable in the days of men's ignor'ahce; body; and above all ll-t every one de~irouf< of entering
teilCI~ings contained all that is good in om'B, with when the human mind was completely u'nder the do~ the married relation dispense with the religions cerelittle or none .of its coarseness and ubsurdities; and that minion of superstition aiid which contii1ue·d unbroken mnrw anrl with the services of one of its mmisters, and
the. practice of moral virtue is by no tneans confined up ~o tire Reformation', which, in ;1, U)easure, .relDcx~;d adol1t instenll the sensihl~ ...dignifictl and strictlylep;al
to either the anQient Jews or modern Christhms; !Jut, on the-rron rule of the church,. unci whrch hl}s !Jecn-grow-, method emploFd l,Jy_ theE nend.s or Quakers of man·ytile contrary they are persistently taught .that every in<r weaker aud weaker ever sinGe, in· pi·oportiol] as inq thenwelve8, and t.lJ\lS avoid the sanction of a11 asthing good, true and desirable depends intirely on intelligence and free-tlwnghthav .. obt.aincd.
snmed t\uthority, anti of being parties to a theological
the Christian l'eligion as derivell from God in the inBut the. customs of a people are the outgrowth of farce.
'
·
spired pages of the Holy Billie !
its religious convictions, whiCh are always the most
- - - - -....~---In time this falsehood so persistently reiterated intense, and frequently, as in our tirpe, continue
comes to be generally believed, and become& a power to exist long after the niass of the people have outForce.
in every community so that even Frec-thinkerH, who grown the theological . errors and. beliefs on which
.
. .
know !Jetter, rather than seem to !Je opposed to good they are founded, and tile most etl:'ectuill -!Jlow
In one of his lectnrcs B, F. Underwood says:
morals and the proper training of youths allow their tltat can !Je str.uck at superstition is -to• :subvert
"J\>Iodern science has -demonstrated that what is
children to !Je inveigled into these nurseries of the its ancient customs by ignoring them and substituting ti·ue of matter is equally u.nd ncccs~arily trne or' force.
church, where frequently ill-informed youths of others in accordance with reason; science an'd com- It is neither increased uor lesscncd,-ncither comes
both sexes, and sometimes persOJJS of more advanced monseuse. Forinstance;itisawell-knownfacttoevery from nor passes into nothing. It is transmuted, !Jut
years, !Jut wholly w 1thout scholastic attainments or law-student that the whole history of English law never creatl'Ll nor extinguished. As every form in
fitness to teach, ·twd influenced simply by a blind zeal is little else than a recot·d of the struggle of the :::ltate the material world is from the great stol·e-honse of
for what they deem the truth, pervert the minds of the against the usurpations, extortions, arrogant claims matter, to which it sooner or later returns to enter other
youth committed to their charge and implant therein and despotic power of the church.
combinations and to assume other• phases, so every
not a love of goodness, virtne and truth for their· own
Death has ever been regarded by the priests as the motion in the Universe comes from the great reservoir
sakes; but only as the~e principles are interpreted churclies' oppoituriity, ariq so indus'triou'sly did_ they of force, to which this quantity is nt length ret.m·ned,
and seen through a sectarian creed or obsolete dogrm\s. work the mine in England up to the time of Hemythc to re-appear in other plact'S and in other modes,-the
In place ot sound and accmate knowledge their minds· Eighth, that more than one, half bf :ill the lands in the sum· total of force, like that. of matter, r:emitining unare filled with a lot of old rubbish and obsolete ideas kingdom were held by theehi.rrch, obtidned· from ely- changeably ami etcmull~' the same. The school-boy
whicl~ has. to be unlearned before anything useful ing' n.en by priestly influ'ence·and. under the dictation is'ilow familitiJ· 'vith illustrations of the convertibility
and practical can be learned.
'
of the chmch. The same state of affairs existed iii eve- and persistence of force, such, for instance, as .the
The results are just what might he expected from ry Catholic counti·y in Enro]'>e, and also-in the Catholic conversion of heat mto mechanical power In steam,
such training-snell as do not join the church before cou!1tries of America, especially in 1\-H:lxico,C where and the re-conversion ·of mechanical force !Jy friction
leaving the school are gobiJlcll np in the first religious nnttl a late date, the greater part of the lands had into beat. Chemical affinity ean !Je converted· into
revival that follows; and nine out of ten on theil' passed into the possession of the chUl'Clr. In Fran<;e light and heat, heat. into electricity ·and magnetism,
first actual contact with the world become painfully during one period of her history" every man who died magnetism into mechanical force, and -mechanical
aware of the impractica!Jle and visionary nature of without. !Jeq"eathing a part of his estate to the church, into light and bent. According to Tyndall, if our
their .sunday-school education, and in the disenehant- which was called dying withou~ ''confession,'' was d,e- globe "iere to' strike the sun, the amount of heat
nients and disappointments that follow frequently 1iied Christian burial, or if he died intestate the rcla- which would hellerived from the arrested motion of
abandon all moral principles, and while retaining all tives of the deceased jo_intly with the Bishop mimed t.l1e earth would !Je suflleicnt to cover the loss of solar
their sectarian !Jias and religions connections, us<? proper arbitrators to determine what he ought toliave heat for ne:irly seventy years.
them only for their own selfish ends. ·witness the given to tile church in case. he had made a will..". IV hat was once called "vital force" is no longer redeinoralizatwn ainong our public men and tire seem- Many of the Catholic countries in Eui·ope as weli as garded as entirely diiierent from the f<lrces of the inoring decay of al!.pu!Jlic honor aiHl commercial inte"- 1\'Iexico in America, have been compP.Jled for self- g·lllic world. ''In the eye of Science,"says Tyndall,
rity, and the wholesale !Jetrayal of public and private preservation to follow the example of England, which "the animal !Jody is· just as much the product of
trusts, C<lnspicuous examples of which may !Je seen in !Jy statute in tile reign of Henry tbe VIII, confiscli- ntolecular force as the. stalk and ear of corn, or as the
the lamentable failure and deep disgrace of the Chris- ted the greater· part of what was called church prop- crystal of salt and sugar." Animal heat is derived
tian statesmen of the Credit 1\'Io!Jilier scheme-all of crty to tlw State and by the statute of Mortmain made from the food that is taken into the stomach, just as
whom had the endorsement of the church and many of gifts and llevrses to the church, except for clrarita!Jle directly as the motion of the stemn engine iii from tlw
them were l>I"ight and shining lights in the Y.lVI. C. A. uses, null and void.
•
coal 'that i~ put into the 'furnace. The power derived
In the dishonor of the Christian soldier and hero of
A relic and remnant of this ancient despotism of the from the combustion of coal and that derived from the
Freedman's Bureau fame-in District of Uolum!Jia,- church, still remaining even in the .United States. al- exercise· of the muscles come from the same source.
Indian nnd Sanborn contract swindles,-in ·wall though in d-irect violation of its Constitution, is Just as the bodies Of plnnts and animals arc composed
street gamblers, land grabbers and rail road monopo- the exemption of church property from taxation;- an of the clements which form the rocks, the water and the
lists and stock waterers, who found churches and theo- injustice and wrong that ought not to be permitted to clouds, so, according to. mocler:n science, are the forces
logical seminaries with portions of the plunder wrung continue, and which should. be fought to the !Jitter of all organizer! forms i<\cnt.ical with those of in or"'
from the earnings of the people,-i11 frauds on tilt: end by every citizen without regard to erced or poli- ganic 1imtter, the difference consisting only. in the
Revenue !Jy false invoices, and false oaths and !Jy cor- tics ;-for its continuance will bring about sooner or· simplicity or complexity of their combinati<lns. In
rupting Government ofiichlls bybri!Jes, and as repeated later the silme !)viis, and necessitate the same meas' tracing our vital phenomena, ~ays- the distinguished
in the case of a late President of the Evangelical Alii- ures that were found necessary in England and other seienti-t jnst. quotc<l, "the most advanced philosoance, importing his metals free of tlnty in the form of countries.
· phers of tile prcsci1t day llcc\are that they nltimatcly
Goddess of Liberty only to melt her duwn for the com- • 'l'he tactics of the ministers of the Protestant sects arrive at a s.ingle source of power, from which all
mon uses of trade in ot·der to undersell his rivals.
arc somewhat di!Ierent. They seldom coerce or in- vital energy .is derived; and tile disquieting circum" Alas ! how are the mighty fallen ! "
flucnce the dying to devise property for church pur- stace is that the source is not the din~ct fiat o( a superIn all the~e notorious _cases and t_ho';Isands of lesser poses, nor obtain gifts by promising to perform natural agent, but a reservoir of whnt, if we do not
one~ tl~at mrght he mentwned the_pnncrpal actors were masses or say prayers for the repose of thefr souls aqcept the crccu -of Zoroaster, must !Je rcgn rded as
C:hnstnms connected Wtth the 1 . .liT. 0. A., hy whose hnt they accomplish the same pnrpose in a measure, ;jn01 ·yanic force. In short, it is consitlcn·d as proved
aid. and endorsement the opportunity and positions of j a11d indirectly 111 a llifl'erent waY: Their inetlwll is to that all the energy which we derive ft.-om plants and
trust were obtained to defraud the people and to use the occasion of death, and the-religious ceremonies animals is drawn from the sun."
·
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~nd a .fossilized heart enp;ender and feel the enraptur.mg power and unspeakable joy of-a free, boundless
BY AN ITALIAN.
~ntraln~e.led th~ught; and of a vivifying, ~racing;
.. MR. Enrri:m :-Having seen the announceinent, ·on unparadismg feelmg ? In a, word, can negatwn and
the 18th of J 1,1nelast, that a lecture was to be deliver- error, oppression and thraldom be the sure and strong
ell before .the " Catholic Uni'on," at Cooper Institute, p;uide to truth and life, to liberty and independence ?
in t)ljs city, by J, Edmund Bmke, upon . Christopher No ! a thousand times no !
.
...
Col unibus, I repairetl to· the place, and though exMr. J. E. Burke's greatest hope was that this. free
periencing a little difficulty in gaining admission, as I America, . this land of liberty ancl progress, of free
had no ticket of membership, nor could I say I was thought unci mental development may, one day; not
a "believer" in the faith, b11 t upon. assuring the gen- far distant, be under the SW!\Y. of. the Catholic Church
tlemanly usher that I was an Italian, I passed in.
alone, aml that the Pope .must rule here as .once he
In my opinion, Mr. Bmke, in his lecture, deceiv- did in Europe for centuries, the history of which has
etl'his Catholic henrers. They were invited to henJ' a· been written in dark and bloody characters.
leGture upon Columbus, while his subject proved quite
The !Pcturei; and all Catholics believe in so many
a rliflercnt one.
sti'ange and even ridiculous things that it. is no wonThe lectnrer, in a ·short historical retrospect, and in Ller if they believe also that the· destiny of America
a few sentences ·of euloginm, performed quickly his is in their hands, and that the true golden age of the
task about Christopher Columbus, the discoverer of Catholic Church has to unfold herself and flourAmerica, but on the point of his being a faithful ish in this prosperous land. They ou)l;ht, however,
Catholic, the lecturer dwelt with earnest religious to consider one thing .which will .undoubtedly set at
zenl, and at the very end of his long speech, cried out naught their groundless dream. TlJ.e activity of linwith might and vigor, '• Columbus ie au immortal man reason has shown, in the last two centuries, that
hero, because he was in l1is life a fervent Catholic and its strength is unconquerable, and tllat before its reone of the most obedient sons of the Cllnrch of searches, facts and incqntrovertible argun;J.Cnts, all
Rome."
.
the phantoms of the past must vanish, and the greatYou must understand, however, the real subject of est of all religious superstitions and frauds in the
the lecturer was the triumph . of the Catholic Church world, viz.: the Roman Catholic. Church, and the
of Rome in all the world, and especially in America. Christian religion in general, must be swept· away.
It was amusing to hear in what confident and boast- This re]jgion,fo;rmerly so.much veperated, is.alreacly
ing language the lcctmer spoke of. the future of the losing it~ hold on. the enlightenedmhid, and as surely
Roman Church.. Reason, history, moral evidence, as truth is mightier than falsehood, as surely as tlle
good senRc, the renlity of intellectual progress, all intelligent and advanced minds are, after all, the true
were sacrificed to his strange and illusive ideal. I leaders of humanity, so surely is it that Christianity
will give one instance in particular, in order to show will lose its ho: d also on the ignorant mass of the peahow Mr. J. E. Burke and all his Catholic brethren are pie, as soon as the light of truth shall dawn in their
blind in the pmsuit of their dreani, which, however, minds.
·
is a logical consequence of their belief.
The religion of the Pope, ancl his· hundreds of thouI have already hinted, the lecture was misnamed sands of greedy,· designing, dishonest priests will never
as being on Columlms,-antl here I must acld that' it triumph over that immense and ever-increasing light
brought some disparagement-upon the great Genoese of physical, moral, and soci:~-1 sc~enecs, which are daily
discoverer and martyr. \Vould your readers believe spreading: far and wide. ·How can it be otherwise ?
that, after all, the discovery of America did not give Its cosinogm1y has been shown to be childish, false
Columbus any strong claim to the admiration and and contradictory; its mysteries, a heap of whimsical
gratitude of mankind, because he picked up the idea tlreams· and nonsense; its ancient books, a strange
of the existence of another hemisphere, when he account of unjifst wars, murders,. lust and treachery;
visited Ireland ? ·According to Mr. Burke, it wat; the its teaching, anti-social and inhuman.
Irish who, centuries before Columlms was born, were
Its: histoi·y is the most terrible the world has ever
driven by divine Pr<lvidence to America, and landed witnessed; it has been written with the blood of milprecisely in :M'assaehnsetts~ where they were f"ound in liot1~ of men· and women, who were more or less freetheir excursions, by those Northern men who discov- thinlwrs in theiT way, ancl for the age in which they
ered Greenland, ancl who visited America at least two lived, asserting, in spite of torments, fire and ·death,
centuries before Columbus. Therefore, and this was the right to think for themselves. They were right
the main point of the lecturer, as the Irish were the in their views and aspirations, but they were MURDERfirst to discover .North America,· and because they ED by the clergy, and the Jesuitical, and the Young
have been, arc, ant! in their ignorant enthusiasm wiil Men's Christian Associations of those times of horror
ever he; ultramontane and positively papist, this, our and barbarism. They were murdered because they
beloved land, must become entirely catholic, and the were wealumcl not so well organized and protected as
Pope and the Jesuits must have uncontrolled sway Freethinkers are now-a-clays, and because priestcraft
over America from sea to sea. The realization of this was then intimately connected with the representatheir hope is founded on the fact that, twenty years tive& of political despotism.
ago there was not in this country one million of OathOf course those blood-thirsty times are now•mong
oiics, but now-thanks be to God, said the lecturer- the things of the past. and will never return again, It
there are in America more than seven millions of is impossible that the light, which human intelligence
has spread over the world, will ever be obscmed again
them.
The most amusing part of Mr. Burlm's speech was by the darkness of the past. 'l'he human understandthe utterly untenable position that the Catholic ing is too sprightly, too vigorous and too powerful to
Church, far from being an enemy to liberty, is the be again overthrown by machinations of wily priests
very source of freedom and independence. lam per- and bishops. Their efforts will produce no more effcctly aware of the fact that a man may become an feet on the human Jnind than it would on tlle light of
enthusiast about things known to nobody, and think the sun if all the owls and bats in existence should
ancl ~peak of them in a manner which, though nc- conspire to fly at once- .through the air, and thus try
know !edged to be fantastical and groundless by those to hide or ex&inguish its bright rays.
.
who do not share the same delusion with the enthusias
The lecturer showed his greatest ability in making
tic thinker aud speaker, is neve.rtheless justifiable as black appear white, and vice ve1"Sa., when he demonsomething poetical or altogether fanciful. But I had strated in his own way nnd manner, to llis Catholic
never tlwn!rht. it possible that a man, who claims to audience the superiority of Catholic countries and
be an expo\.1nuer of history, and a thorough master of Catholic institutions over Protestant ones. In his
all the doctrines of his creed, could, in tlie light of mental vision of looking at men and. things, .JYir.
the Nineteenth Century, speak of the Catholic Church Burke stated that it it is not the spirit of Catholicity
as an institution favorable to freedom and political that has prostrated, and is daily enervating Ireland
liiJerty; and all tfiis after the Pope, who. is the real Spain, some provinces uf Italy and Fmnce, :M:exico'
and absolute representative of that very Clnuch, has and an South America. If these countries arc not s~
published, recently, two syllabuses, which, for their energetic, industrious and thriving as England, Gerboldness in disparaging anfl sweeping away all posi- rnanj and the United States of America, it is not hetive knowledge and tmc civiliznticin, have greatly cause they arc Catholic, lmt Lecause tlle Latin and
astonished the whole world. ·what ! Is it eontlucive Celtic blood, the l\:Ioorish blood, and that of the anto freedom to renounce the investigation of nature ? cient inhabitants of the kingdom of Montezuma, and
Is it conducive to freedom to submit the wonderful of the Incas is respectively mixed with their own, and
power of reason to the phantom of faitlt? Is it lib- moreover, they are naturally given to the contemplaerty to think only of what a priest allows one to tion of heavenly things. But in this their apparent
think? Is it liberty to be compelled to believe what inferiority, in what the worldly-minded men call
is evidently absurd and thoroughly contradictory to progress and development, those peoples and the Oathan enlin·htencd understanding, and even to commori olics in general arc blessed above all other men because
sense?'" Is it liberty to be able to read only what a they possess the truth, &nd the entire truth, having
cunning and blood-thirst.y priesthood will allow to he daily in tlreir midst the .celebration of the holy sacriprinted, and what nobody has the right to refute, a!- :lice of the mass, and giving their children a truly
thouo-h the eryors and contradictions snell autlwri)\ed sound education and instruction, teaching them the
book'S swarm with, arc more numerous than the words one thing needful-obedience to the Pope, and the
in which they are exhibited ? Is it conducive to lib- holy mother of them all, the Roman ·catholic Church.
erty to stitle one's feelings and thoughts in order to How he did here rub the Protestants· and unbelievers
enrich nnd pamper an ignorant, insolent and corrupt with sharp words! What bitter allusions he made to
multitude of idle persons ? Is it the way of freedom, them ! ·what hearty cheers did he thus call forth
which the p1·icst bids man walk in, threatening him from his enthusiastic hearers! The uproar was at
wi!h elerllul and cverla:;ting damnation if he SlUil: times SO tlcafening th;;t fTiwnght the hali Was shaken
aside, be it rwer RO little ? Can the gloomy and hor-[ to its very foundation. It appeared to me that those
rible dungeon of Catlwlicity ue the nght way to reael1 'very wails aml bcnchc~ where so often had resounded
the vast expanse of pure light? Can a cramped mind Ithe voice of truth, progress and liberty, were in dig-
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nant'·and incensed at the balderdash which Mr. Burke
uttered :during a.n hoqr and .forty minutes.
J. E. Burke is not 'the. only one who advocates the
innocenc;v and singleness of aim of the Catholic
Cllurch, Ill her mighty effort to spread herself far and
wide in the United States of America. Let me now
say a few words about another ultra montane, and exhibit_ the evidence that great and momentous designs
lie hidden under the smooth surface of the Roman
Catholic movement. There is a man who sends frequent conuil.unications to the New York Sunday Herald, and who is working in accord with Mr. Burl{e
but in anothei·' lnanner. The name assumed by thi~
insidious writer is Prudentius, whom, on account of
his theological knowledge and· perfect acquaintance
with the history of the Roman Catholic Chnl'ch, and
ardent love for her doctrines, I conjecture to be a
Jesuit. This writer, not satisfied wit4 his ostentatious
apology for the Roman Catholic Church in general, and
with crying down Kaiser William Bismarck and
Victor Em!tnuel, has undertaken the 'task also t~ vindicate the Jesuits, picturing them all as if they were
so many perfect 1·epresentatives, or living incarnations of goodne8s and peace itself. If Pntdentius has
not read Pascal, Vincenzo Gioberti's l\'Iodern Jesuit
and its Vindication, Michelet, he is ignorant about the
persons he speaks of ; if he has read them and other
writers who have shown with the cle!trest evidence
the Jesuits to be the most terrible set of rascals and
impostors ever in this world of ours, then the smootb
and softly persuasive Prudenti~ts is an arrant knave.
He asks proofs against the Jesuits. Why, the above
mentioned works contain a clear and complete exposition of the pernicious doctrines of the Jesuits, as
well as that of the indisputable and criminal acts
of many young and old Jesuits-not as merely 1mman individuals, but as members Inseparable and
indivisible, of the Society of Jesus. 'Among such acts
and achievements there are murders, conspiracies, and
robbery of heritages. Does Prudentius believe that
the American· Protestants, and those few learned
Catholics wllo have read l\'Iacaulay's Essays and History of England, (if they have read nothing else
against tlie Jesuits and their accursed order,) do not
already know what the Jesuits aucl their votaries are?
His plea in favoi· of the Jesuits, that they can be
relied upon,· becatise they have done nothing in America against the government, is a weak and foolish
one. J. E. Burke has admitted that twenty years
ago there were not a million of Catholics in the United States of America, and this fact alone is sufficient.
to account for the past inactivity here of the Jesuits.
But in the present time, seeing that they are backed
by se~en millions of papists, they liave already begun
to ag1tate questions about the way of managing the
public schools, the use of the bible, and many other
things. Let their numbers increase a little more, and
the Americans will see this favored land of liberty,
this free refuge to the oppressed of the whole world,
steeped in blcioclshed by religious fanaticism. This
they have done in all cases where they had the power,
as the history of Europe and even that of their own
.society, conclusively shows. They are cautious and
wary men,· and their policy has been always on the
same footing with their principles. So long as they
have been aware of their want of strength, so long
have they wrapped themselves in mystic reveries, and
haye concealed under a profountl and religious disgmse what they really are. But this show of innocence has always been of short continuance. When
they have judged the time had come to realize their
devilish scheme, they have shown themselves the
most ambitious and cruel men J.lle world l1as ever
seen-they have plunged nations l!'bto the most atrocious wars. Here in America they have not yet been
seen and studied in their true character. Let us hope
however that this belovecl country may always be
strong, alive, and attentive to discover and avoid all
danger from that quarter, and keep the designing
.Jesuits in check, so that they will not even think more
of attemptiug to stop the march of that glorious intellectual moral and physical progress w llich is daily
giving hope of a better future for mankind in all the
generations to come.
LANZA FoNVECCI.
New York, June 23d, 1874.
IN an establishment oii Roosevelt St. in this City-is
a curious place where snakes and wild animals of
various kinds are kept for sale to showmen. In ~he
assortment are many Anacondas and Boa Constrictors from eight to twenty feet long. The principal
food they live upon is rabbits-which are given them
alive as they will not touch a dead animal. Five or
ten rabbits are necessary for a meal which are swallowed whole. After such a meal they are quiet with
out eating again for three or four months when a repe
tion of rabbits is necessary.
TWENTY-one years ·ago a daughter of Peter Hawk,
Esq., of Stmudsburg, Pa., was bitten by a mad dog.
Although cattle bitten by the same dog were seized
with hydror)JJObia, the girl did.not show any symptoms
of the disease. She grew to womanhood, and was married .. Recently, as she was raising a glass of water to
her lipB, H shudder run through her, and in a few minutes she was seized with hydrophobia in its worst
form. A number of physicians were called, but they
could do nothing for her. She died in great ~gony.
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REVIEW OF THE CONSTITUTION AND D~CLARA-1
TION OF PRINCIPLES OF THE UNIVERSAL
'
FREETHINKERS ASSOCIATION.
BY ICONOCLAST. NO. 9.
MR. EDITo:s:-In continuing this review, allow me to
say that the most important paragraph In this document appears to me to be the following. I Quote:
"This Association does not affirm that men must, if
they are Freethinkers, arrive at the belief that there is no
God, or that religion is effete and should be extinguished;
nor does it affirm that they must arrive at the opposite
conclusion."
That this is the only sound basis for combination and
co-operation among all classes of freethinkers, no sound
mind will dispute. Again I Quote:
"The merely dogmatic conclusions-conclusions adverse to old beliefs-are as really mere dogmatisms as if
they were affirmative. * * * Whosoever clearly distinguishes mere belief from proven knowledge, and holds
his personal beliefs subject to the further critical investigation of tbe pure intellect, has as good a right to call
himself a Freethinker as he who rejects particular existing creeds and opinions. Such have the perfect right to
employ the word Religion as best descrivtive of their lifework and purposes, if they so choose."
This clearly drawn definition should be well considered
by many so-called Freethinkers, Liberals, Infidels. et hoc
genus omne.
~ore especially is this consideration commended to
very many readers of the venerable Investigator as well as
the younger TRUTH BEEKER, who have been steadily:
denying the right of any Freethinker to believe in Spirit
ualism or "Free Religion," or to be tinged with the acceptance of the most remote connection with any feeling
borde~ing on the religious, the sentimental, or the devotiona!.
That this is as purely dogmatic and bigoted a'! the
Christian or Jew who says "if you reject the Bible you
cannot be a good man," is as clear as the noonday sun.
Say they," Materialists believe Only in matter-outside
of mattf'r there is nothing. He who believes in what we
know nothing about is not a true materialist," and tpis
oft repeated Aroumentum baculinem by which they prevent
many of their number from joining hands and working
in concert, is put forward as sound logic, which it is assuredly not, but is the cause of the apathy and non co-operation of the Liberalists everywhere. The same objection
holds eQually good against the vast majority of Spiritualists, who declare that" they cannot recognize as members
in their ranks any who reject the belief in a future state
of existence."
· The Free Religionists come nearer to the ground taken
by the U. F. A., but even they cannot consistently allow
pure Atheism to be preached upon their platform. The
conventions so far held by the Free Religious Associations, have never yet been addressed by an avowed Atheist in defense of his anti-religions views. I do not charge
them wi.th refusing to tolerate such expressions, but what
is equally significant is the fact that, while all shades of
religious faiths have been ventilated upon their vlatform
and through their organ, nothing that can be called blank
Atheism has yet been abie to make itself heard through
either· and this whilst they have many Atheists among
the m~mbe~s of the Association, is fair criticism.
The U. F. A. declares that "Freethinking itself reQuires
to be more accurately defined, and merely demands upon
the part of those seeking admission into its ranks, ar< enthu.~iasmfor the t1·uth as paramount over all tradition and
prejudice." The pith of this declaration is, that each
member has the rig~ to decide for himself, what is truth,
and to use whatever name he chooses to give to such
truth, which may be error to his fellow members, and to
give full expression to the same, be it Spiritualism, Materialism, Free Religion, or Catholicism.
We all agree that without combination we can never effect! vely oppose ecclesiastical encroachments, whether in
the social or political arena, that the sectarian character
of the proposed amendments to our Constitution here, as
well as the theological assumptions now pushed forward
in other countries, imperatively require energetic a,ction,
and that such can only be secured by and through organization all will admit. Yet the straggling. scattered Freethinkers are looking on in wonderment, passively standing by whilst the chains and bolts for their imvrisonment
are being forged, and knowing the force and effect there
is in organization, still do not organize.
Our enemies, with more sagacity and foresight, are laboring incessantly for unity. Their innumerable organizations are fast losing their special differences and
merging more and more towards the center. Witness the
approaches towards unity of action made by the late
meeting of the Christian Alliance, how they succeeded in
securing as' delegates to their convention the various representative men of the many sects and creeds, and bringing them into the folds of one compact organization with
JWhich they intend to give us battle. Do nqt forget the ingenuity and dexterity with which they adopted the following formula as their battle cry: •· In Essentials, Unity; in
Non-Essentials, Liberty; in all thinos. Charity."
This reads well. and sounds mnch better, but they wisely
refrain from letting the world know what thev decide to be
essentials. To know this Is of the utmost importance to
the members of their Alliance, for upon that decision devend:> their liberty; and yet, such is the strength of their

compactation that they deem it Quite unnecessary to define
How he must loathe and despise him* who, for the vro
their claims.
. motion of his selfish ends, discards what his better judgNow then, Infidels, Atheists, Deists, Spiritualists, Free ment has pronounced true and righteous; who is actuated
Religionists, and all opponents of priestcraft, the Univer- by sinister motives to denounce whom he has on former
sal Freethinkers' Aesociation calls you to the rescue. occasions extolled as unimpeachable, attempting to strike
Are you willingto·remain disorganized any longer, whilst his poisonous fangs into the breast that nouri!!hed him,
your enemies are organizing? Will you thus be able to to relieve his system of the venom with which it is overresist and combat their deadly onslaughts when the battle flowing, thus betraying the malignant disposition of his
begins? For it will surely come, devend upon it.
treacherous heart, exposing his corruption to the disgustRead the names of some of the members of this U. F. A. ed ml1ltitude. Prostituting his talents (if such he has,
Charles Bradlaugh, England; Gen. G. Garibaldi, Italy; which is doubtful) in hypocritical cant sustaining what
Dr. Louis Buechner, Germany; Victor Hugo, France; he in his innermost soul knows to be fallacious,wickcd
Gen. Mata, Mexico; Count Ricciardi, Naples; M. Orarry, and absurd. thus imveaching his own veracity, and indiHungary; Gen. Averrana, Rome; Sig. Moro. Parma; Mark eating vitiated state of his moral (?) principles.
Twain; B. F. Underwood; J.P. Mendum; Horace Seaver;
Let our God-worshipers reflect and bear in mind that a
D. M. Bennett; S. P. Andrews; Morris Altman; Dr. F. heavenly father must regard thoBe as fanatical traducers
Liess; and many hundred other well known andresvons- and maligners, who for the furthemnce of selfish ends,
ible men in this country, have joined the ranks of this As- assert that He \vlll consign those of his " images" to etersociation.
nal misery and damnation, who do not rigidly conform
·I am also moved to say that Mr. David Hoyle, 75 West to the behests of their self-constituted "spiritual ad54th Street, cor. 6th Ave., New York City, Chief Secretary visers," who claim to be the "·duly ordained exponents of
of this Association, will furnish gratitously to all who the Lord." Such EJhocking aspersion virtually proclaims
send their addresses, copies of the Constitution and.Dec- him a cruel monster, for which unjustifiable calumny
laration; he will also receive names for membership; they certainly deserve the fullest extent of his ··wrath to
there are no fees or dues to be paid.
come." By what abnormal process of raticionationdo our
A call for the second Universal Freethinkers' Congress images of God succeed in inveighing themselves into
has been issued, which is to convene at Philadelphia, July the belief that'by such malicious accusation they may deem
4th, 1876, at which it is expected that delegates from every themselves on the "safe side?" Why do they. wilfully pervart of the civilized world will be present.
'sist in allowing themselves to be coerced and terrified into
.The Association has adopted as its rallying cry, the fol- subjection to their rulers' despotic will, when but' one
· ~'ving corrected motto, in contrast with the one Quoted\ manly effort will llberate them from the mind-destroying
"In all things not trenching on othe1·s' rights, Liberty; In . vassalage of ecclesiasticism? Is it not transparent that a
things proven, Unity; In what can be doubted, Free .DiVlwsi- " loving father" can esteem those of his children only
tv; In all things, Charity.
/ who abide by the dictates of their calm and deliberate
/ judgment when sanctioned by the reason "He" has given
,
them? Why need we fear therefore to accept such prin'
ciples and adhere to such truths as are thus evolved fro
[For The Truth Seeker.]
a gift of his bestowal ?
The fllysteries of the Universe.
*The renegade or converte~ infidel, J. B.
CHAPTER X.
DESCANTS ON THE PERTINACITY OF THE INFLUENCE OF EARLY
That Last Shot.
EDUCATION,
God-worshipers as a .rule, are loth to vart with the
BY JOIIN SYPHERS.
cherished notion of an overruling Provitlence; they can- Illinois to Oregon, Greeting: ·
not refrain from indulging the flattering notion of a
Brother Ervin, I am going to fire at you at Ion grange
heavenly father. These ideas have been inculcated, in- but I am confident I shall bit you.
stilled, implanted, impounded into the hidden reeesses of
This shooting business between you and me is be comtheir minds from their earliest infancy, anyway to get ing interesting, ain't it? I like it, don't you? A kind
themdown.weJl"salted" for the future use and benefit of of theological duel fought· with metaphysical shot
the generations of ecclesiastics to c·ome. When thus well guns!
preserved and pickled they are:covered up, padlock put on,
You ean just blaze away at me when ever you think
bolted key taken out and thrown into the "bottomless pit," that you are loaded, but you must try and come nearer
over which" Lucifer" stands guard with a flaming sword the mark than you did in your last fire, you went wide
in one hand, pitch fork in the other, his barbed caudal ap- of the mark-a wild shot-a bad miss.
pendage darting to and fro. he roaring like a lion seeking
You gave us an example or two of your cow-kicking
whom he may devour. Thus carefully guarded and psychology, and tried to make yourself believe that
fostered, what wonder that these idealistic fancies of the in so doing you !~ave snuffed out man's immortality,
brain have been successfully preserved and handed down Now I will stop nght here and make a little prophecy
from generation to generation, that they have become in- that you will some of these days, get a knock down
corporllted with, and form a part and parcel of the delud- argument, that will raise the scales from your eyes
ed wretches' very mental being. What wonder therefore, and shock you worse than if a dozen cows kicked yo~
that when an attflmpt is made to relieve the mind of these all at once.
barnacles, the sufferer, on whom they have clapved their
I cracked all your nuts- for you in my last article
fangs, is loth to submit to the operation, seeing they ad- and cracked them good too. In doiug 'so I ouly used
here with such unyielding pertin·acity? What if we can one·of the smallest hammers in my whole kit of tools.
but commiserate the victims of designing vriestcraft. who I have large sledge hammers and great trip hammers
are writhing under its baneful influence, loathing the on hand, but I never use them to pulverize snch a lot
monstrosity with which they are wrestling, yet not daring of small, soft shell peanuts us those you presented
to relieve their minds of the incubus impairing their were. I never load a cannon to shoot a fly.
reason, obscuring their judgment, albeit they may be imYour great argument is, that all water is alike, that

bued with· an earnest desire to know the truth be it what :~!r~;j alifs\~~~! ~~~ ~~~!e~e~:~~r~s s:~~~~~a~~;, ~~:rnd
it mtty. What wonder that they cannot muster courage water, soft water, bttter water, salt water, etc? And
enough to accept the assistance which we Materialists is th~re not terrestrial fire, celestial fire, fox fire and
proffer them wherewith to castoff the vall theiropvressors hell fire? But you say those adjectives only indicate
have spread ovoc them?
the ingredients mixed with the water.
So I answer
In their infatuation they are not aware that they are that the ingredient of knowledge mixed in with the
liable to incur the wrath of their "heavenly father" by a magnetism of which our spirits are composed gives
slavish submission to their pretended master; that a fear- them individuality and immortality. The point you try
less exercise of all their faculties must be an imverative to make (but fail) is this, that because all souls are made
decree of their creator, constituting the only true and safe of the same kind of stuff, therefore there can be no indiside.
vi duality. Let's try your argument on yoU!' materialism.
· A loving parent cannot but approve of the honest All men, trees, animals, horses and elephants are made
and laudable efforts of his children to "roam the Uni- of the same material, that is, >matter. Therefore there
verse" for healthful exercise, while in Quest of the immu- is no diff11rence between a man, a tree or an elephant.
table laws and principles pervading it; to trace the Man's spirit you say is magnetism, and you can't tell
vestiges which the mutations of former periods have left it from any other magnetism.
behind them; to reveal if possible, the nature, peculiar!Man's body is matter, therefore you can't tell it from
ties, force, or forces of primary elements, of some kind any other matter, and consequently can't tell a man
of which they cannot be void, constituting the life prin- from a jackass! Such arguments may be considered
ciples of animate and inanimate formations, and which sharp, out in Oregon, but we can't use such over here
nature of ultimate atoms, or centers of (attrahent and in Illinois. You say you are a psychologist-so am I
repellent) force incomprehensibly simvle_ in their segre- -and I will bet you one hundred dollars that I can
gate state, but mighty in their aggregating throughout teach you tricks in psychology that you never dreamed
eternity, forming the (to insignificant, but alas, conceited of. Psychology shows us that two minds can be run
man) stupendous and awe-inspiring bodies of the Uni- into one, so that what one thinks the other will think
verse, comprising its fundamental vrinciple. the vrimary also.
Psychology helps to establish Spiritualism
cause of all we behold.
spirits out of the form are great psychologizers. They
(This unavoidable preperty of atoms.)
psychologize their mediums, or throw them into an
The supreme ruler, maintained by our images of God, a!Jpormal condition called the trance and then while
must desire his children to cultivate the gifts, which they in that condition they make them speak tltez'r thoughts:
claim are from God the father given, he must approve of Just as you and I can make our subjects or mediums
their abiding by such truth!( as their efforts have revealed, sl?ea~ our thoughts, so your argument conc~rn!ng the
while he frowns upon his truant children who evade this ktekmg cow g~es ~ great WaJ: ~owa~·d establtslnng one
task imposed upon them; who fail to conform to his re- ?f th~ many principles of Spmtuahsm, when applied
QUirement of doing justice to his endowments.
• mtelhge.1,1tly.
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be content With the MONTHLY TRUTH. SEEKER at present.
A. R. SwARTZCOPE, Bradleu.llls., says: "Set me down for
the weekly, if it maintains the platform it thus far has
done. [We expect not to change our platform or prinS. D. GooDALE, .D:U Quoin, Ills., writes: "I see ..you have ciples.-Ed. T. S.J
many compliments handed in from all sides. I am not
GARDNER, New York Mills, says: "I am in favor
one of those who would tell the Almighty that he had done ofOLIVER
a weekly. I have taken pleasure in circulating the
a good iob, or flatter merit in fallible man. Those of copies
of
your );)a per, after I have read them.
your readers, whose memory reaches back thirty or forty
years can recall the many futile efforts that have been
J.D. KRUSCH.K!JlJ Berlin, Wis . .._says: "For my part I premade to establish Liberal JOurnals, and will feel proud of fer a monthly, ru.y reason is: .L fear if TnE TRUTH. SEEKthe OJ>pOrtune birth, and healthy appearance of the one ER appears every week it will not contain choice reading
which you now have the honor to control.
matter as now.
·
S. M. DoLE, Blissfield, Mich., says: "I cannot consult
J. LIVERMORE! Eau (]!are, Wis., writes: "Set me down
for a weekly.
think more of THE TRUTH. SEEKER than my wishes exactly, I must be content with a monthly. It
any Liberal paper I have ever seen.· Success to your is foojl for me for a whole month: I am still learning
laudable efforts; your are certainly doing a good work.
from the earlier numbers. Perhaps I am slow to comprehend, but I cannot get out in a month all the good
ALF. E. LINDSLY, Terre Haute,lnd., Writes: ·"TnE TRUTH. things THE TRUTH t:!EEKER contains ..
SEEKER re11ches me regularly, and I am really proud of it.
JonN FLEMING, Savannah, Ga., says: "I am so well
It has a "well to do look~' about it that is really satisfactory,
and I am free to confess, that I little expected, when I got pleased with TIIE TRUTH. SEEKER, you can put me down
out the first number, that it would ever exJUtnd to the for the weekly.
size. shape and style it now presents. You have my best
GEo. H. WARREN, Howell, Mich., says: "Count me for
wishes for its continued success.
the WEEKLY, and I wm remit on receipt of the first numc
·
J. WARNER, Patch Grove, Wis., writes: "We are here ber.
highly pleased 1\ith the lively little TRUTH. SEEKER, and we
WM. SissoN, Port Hope, Canada, writes: "I am well
hope Its friends may increase.
pleased with the Monthly TRUTH. SEEKER, and think the
whose names I sent you are of the' same opinion
LEvr SHARP, Garlule, Ill., w~ites; "Through the J>Olite- parties
desiring a change.) I think the low price will give
ness of a friend. I have been made a subscriber to your [not
a
much
larger circulation, and consequently be read by
paper, and I am highly pleased with its contents. It is
the best thing I have read since reason assumed her place many more persons than a weekly would be.
in my mind when orthodoxy had so long had control.
BYRON PRESTON, East Minneapolis, Minn., says: I would
prefer to see TnE TRUTH. SEEKER weekly, but for economH. M. EAsTMAN, Elkhorn, Wis., writes: "Enclosed find ICal
reasons will feel compelled to take the monthly.
remittance for the enlargement of TnE TRUTH. SEEKER.
It is certainly one of thfl best papers, I ever saw. May it I am a student and am obliged tq study economy.
and 7'he Investig.ato soon be read by every family in the
Mrs. J. MARTIN, Cairo. Ill., says: ".I am in favor of a
land.
weekly, and am willing to meet the additional expense.
A. B. PIERCE, Ke.nosha, Wis. writes: "I am really in love
E. H. KING, Albanu, N. Y.,says: "I am glad you conwith your spicy and SJ>rightiY paper. It is the most at- template making THE TRUTH SEEKER a weekly, and you
tractive Liberal sheet that I have ever had the pleasure of can set me down as a subscriber. I hope you will be susreading. I am boa1·diug with a pious family who believe tained in the glorious work you have undertaken. When
in prayers, ehur~:h-going, etc., but I notice some of them I hear the old superstitions upheld, I feel like publishing
like to get hold of your paper, and read its articles with a paper myself, to help to expose the many lies that' are
interest.
forced upon the people.''
·
MRs. M. A. BEDFORD, Bloomfield, Mo., writes: " There is
IsRAEL BETZ. Oakville, Pa., says: 'Twill take the WEEKnothing I read with so much pleasure as TnE 'l'RUTH. LY when issued. I am much pleased with the paper.
SEEKER, would that there were thousands in the land
J. R. WETHERILL. Pittsfield, Mass., says: " I fear. it wHl
equally zealous in searching for, and promulgating the
be unadvisable to change at present. Run it a m(1nthly
great and grand truths in nature.
one more year. There is too much flooding the country
T. L. CuRAS, Eldorado, Iowa, writes: .. Please accept my with papers.
heart felt thanks for the many happy hours of pleasure.(
JAMES CARMAC, Madison, Wis .• says: "I will take thfl
have derived from reading THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER: will be
glad to have it come as a weekly. There are some here WEEKLY. Every Liberal in the United States should subFor The Truth Seeker.
who would like to take{our paper, could they do so with- scribe for it.
out having it known.
can say the proudest moments of
E. W. QuiNN, Paris, Ills,, says: ""Send me the weekly.
Christian Infidelity. No.3.
my life are when the postmaster hands me THE TRUTH.
have perused your pages for the last twelve months
SEEKER. I always open it there and then so all can see Iwith
grllat pleasure and profit to myself. I hope its
MR. EDITOR :-Perhaps Christian. infidelity reaches its what it is, and I feel like singing:
words of truth may continue to convince honest thinking
0 I the transportin~ rapl'rous scene,
climax in the" Church vocabulary."· I give you a bit of
people.
That rises to my Slj.tht,
the dictionary with proper corrections.· Quotations show
Sweet fields arrayed Ill h ving green,
A. HANAUER, Columbia, Pa., say: "r' pres urn e from six to
common and erroneous derivations and definitions.
And rivers of delight."
ten of your subscribers here, are in favor of a weekly, and
"ADAM~ed ea~·th.". The original means simply an imabout
the same number for a monthly.
DANIEL TUTTLE, Poplar, Ohio, writes:" I have just finage; or something. The gods, in Gen. i. 26, said: "Let us ished reading TnE TRUTH. SEEKER for July and l cannot
EDwARD CooK, Camillus, N. Y., says: "I frankly state a
wait any longer before writing to you ai;td sen din~ the' monthly will suit me the best.
make something.''
·
·
I owe you on VoL. I. In manv respects it IS the
".ALLAn-God." No: Allah is a proper name. The Mo- balance
HENRY W. WILBUR, Vineland, N. J., says: "l\1y wish is
best paper yet published. Its matter, its form, its execuhammedan says: "There is no God but Allah."
tion and its J:imsh, together with the fearless truths it ut- decidedly !or a weekly 1'RUTH SEEKER. Of course· you
"CnRIST-amwinted, o1· Messiah." But that is the Christ, ters, in every number, are such as no honest man should know best whether you can afford to issue it so often. If
the prospects are so you can do it without a sacrifice, I
always. Christ, as a proper name-as Paul uses it-i:; be without."
hold uo both hands in favor of a WEEKLY and say "'glory.''
WM. WILLECOTT, Brooklun, N.Y., Writes: "FRIEND BEN- '.rhe last number is sple1ulid, and I don't feel as though I
simply old Christna.
it gives me great pleasure
to
form
the
acquaintance
can
wait a whole month for another number.
"CATHOLic-uni-versal." It is admitted, however", that NETT,
of your excellent paper '11H.E TRUTH. SEEKER. On a recent
no. derivation of_the word can be given, if that is the Sunday I visited ltobinson Hall, in your city, and for
J. W. HARRISON. Davenport, Iowa, says: "!prefer the
sense. It comes, not from any Greek roots, but from the the first time saw your paper, and purchased a copy, and Monthly. 'l'he price is so cheap the masses can afford to
night, before I went to bed I had read ever[ word of take it. I think the meat it gives is sufficient to last any
Saxon oottliche. It means, not universal, but Gothlike, or that
it. I will not say I was pleased. I will not say was de- reasonable person a month. Let the poor have the '.rrnth
Gothic: and so the Catholic Church is only the Gothic lighted, for the adject! ves are not sufficiently expressive of also.
my appreciation. Did you ever when half famished sit
church.
L. W. BILLINGSLY, Lincoln, Neb., says: Putmedownfl:
to a plenteous repast? It was, indeed, a feast: wines
"Church, from the Greek word Ku1·ikos, of or belong- down
·
on the lees, well refined. If that copy is a fair sample of the Weekly.
ing to the Lord." Shades of Philosophy! The term its intrinsic merit, then every Infidel, every Rationalist,
W.
H.
SADDEN,
Pittsford,
N.Y.
says:
Add
my
name
to the
"church" comes from _the Greek kh·kos, a circle, or cir- every man and woman in the land, in favor of free list for a Weekly.
·
free investigation, should rally to its support:
cus. Compare the German kirch, the Scotch kirk, &c. thought,
for it aims not to prune and tdm the old tree of superstiSAMUEL LEONARD. St. Joseph, Mo .. says: "Better go
Philologically, a church and a circus are one thing.
tion, but lets its axe strike at the root, and from its enven- slow than fail. Issue it another yea~ and then double it
"DEVIL."-In the Church vocabulary, a convenient term omed exhaltations. a garden shall arise in lovliness sur- up four times. I will, however, take either you decide
·
to issue, and only advise for your own good. Bless you
for demon, satu1·, slandere1·, traitor, snake, &c., &c. Even passing fabled Eden.
the cause in which you are engaged. When. the tenAs to whether TnE 1TRUTH. SEEKER shall be a weekly or and
in the Bible there is no Devil, ex<>ept by perversion.
der little TRUTH. SEEKER came to me a year ago, I feared
monthly,
the
following
are
specimens:
GoD, from the Anglo-Saxon oood." Oh I Look at the
the little visitor would not live so long, but instead of dyPALMER W. SMITH., Oxford, Ohio, writes: "TnE TRUTH. ing, it has doubled, and now talks of spreading its sails
German, Gott-God. The German for good is out, and the SEEKER
as at present contains so much valuable reading like a turkey hen on one hundred eggs: but no wonder
proper English spelling would be oud. The English matter, and its able articles are such food for 'thought, for
it has been fed by the best minds in the country and
"God," and the German" Gott," are from the Saxon Goth. that one number each month is as much as we can digest. if tl]at kind of pap won't fatten, 'tis no use to try any thing
else.
·
So, the Christian " God" is not good, but an old Goth, the We wish it the success its great merit deserves."
D. JENKINS, 'Hannibal, Mo., writes: " If TnE TRUTH. .HENRY P. REvELLAR, Fremont, Neb .. says: I ·wm tako
Goth, or leader or Kl:ng of the all-usurping Goths.
THE
WEEKLY
TRUTH.
SEEKER;
and
anything
I
can
do to
SJ>EKER can change to a weekly and its articles be as good
"Hypocrites," as in" woe unto you, Scribes and Phari- as
help along our cause, I will cheerfully do.
now, change by all means."
sees, hupocrites." Not those who act an assumed part, but
CHARLES LAPERCHE, St. Armand, Province Quebec, CanJ. W. OUNNINGH.AM, Shell RockhOhio, writes: I must say
simply sub-1·ulm·s o'l' the people. In this sense Jesus used THE
TRUTH. SEEKER is just sue a paper as I like and ada, says: I will subscribe for the Weekly, and am awaitthe term. The meaning of falsity is modern.
cannot do without. I wish it to become a weekly. I have ing the change with great anxiety.
"Satan-the .Devil." It is said that Satan tempted and talked with many of your subscribers here, and they all
W. K. MANSFIELD, East Minneapolis, Minn .. says: I preaffiicted Job, and desired to have Peter, Job i., and Luke go in for a weekly."
fer the Monthly, as I am a mechanic, and have but little
MORRIS
EINSTEIN,
TUusville,
Pa.,
writes:
"I
am
glad
to
time
for reading. I like the paper,
xxi. 31. But in tJbe Hebrew of Job it is "the Satan," and
your searching TRUTH. SEEKER prosper. If you conin the Greek of Luke, the Satanas." The old Hebrew Sa- see
R. C. HoPKINS and Ww. J. JoHNSON, Brooklyn N.' Y.,
vert it to a weekly, set me down as a subscriber.
iC?_intly write: The three copies we take may be made
tan'' was justpJ·osectttino atto1·neu at the cow·t of Heaven,
THEODORE JENSEN . .Davenport, laMa, writes: "Circum,- Weekly. The more the merrier. ·· Bnrkis is w1lling."
in the Hebrew mythology: and in the Greek worldly
stances do not allow me, at present, to take your paper
S. M. WHISTLER, M.:Q., New Kingston, Pa., says: You
courts, "the Satan as" was the prosecuting attorney. The oftener
than monthly,
may count me in for a \'veekly, but be sure you arc safe in
Satan that tormented Job was, according to the Book, only
making the change. I don't want to see a failure, but sucJ.
G.
WALLS,
Osceola,
Iowa,
says:
"I
much
prefer
THE
"the Almighty.'; The Satanas of Luke was Pilate's coun- TRUTH SEEKER WEEKLY,
cess.
~el fo1· the pro.~ecution.
(These letters can be continued to much length, but
HERMAN
WETTSTEIN,
Hat•vard,
llls.,
says:·
"Make
it
a
When will people learn to read? I have many ·more weekly by all means, and enclosed fina $3 for it.
probably what we have given will answer.-ED. T. S.J
such things to write, but these few may provoke some
PARTON, writes: "A good monthly is b~tter than
thought. I have an ·• idea" of, and many notes for, a oood a JAMES
less good weekly. Creep liefore you walk, say I, and
TnE people of Iceland are said to meditate a genel"al
"Bible Dictionary." Perhaps I may sometime find a pub- avoid debt.
exodus en masse to the United States. Repeated failures
lisher for it: perhaps never. Money I money I money I
CoL. R. PETERSON, Paris, Texas, says: "Put me down for
Why should not those who need it most, and with it would TilE WEEKLY 'l'RUTH SEEKER, and Tri-Weekly and Daily of 'their scanty crops and recent volcanic disturbances
most benefit mankind, have sometimes a few dollars to as well as the monthly, I am dOing all I can to put the bali have predispossed the whole population to abandon the
island. They number about sixty thousand souls. Canain motion.
in vest?
I. J. STINE.
Will soon start a small m<Jil.thly, just to amuse myself dians are already studying how to secure this valuable
Leavenwm·th, Kansas, June 7, 1874.
und frighten the parsons a little.
(This friend has sent us many subscribers, and when immigration, and our northwestern territories should
he starts his monthly, we will be glad if our readers not neglect the opportunity. The ordinary route tu the
We have received a supply of Col. Ingersrll's ·'Or- generally, will patronize it.-Ed. T. S.J
islanu is by the way of Scotland, and the best tim,e Jor a
ation on the Gods and other lectures." Price $2.00.
HENRY SEVERANCE, .Dunkirk, N, Y., says: "I Will have to visit July .

But your great cry, is imagination, imagination.
What is the reason that I can't make you understand
that the phenomena ofsplrualitism are as real and tangible to OIH: senses as when I .shake you by the hand
-you will say oh you are deceived, it is all imagination. Then I am deceived when I ihink l have
shaken hands with you-it was all imagination.
This
imagination business has about played
out-with you gross materialists it may be thick but
with us it is altogether too thin. In old uncle John
Wesley's time, when the spirlts were th:umping about
his house for years, and he declared that eyen his dog
would snap and snarl, and try:J_o hide away whenever
·they came the cry by Adam vmrk aud other clergy
men was, "oh its hallucination all hallucination"
"Yes" but says uncle John. "how about the dog,
was he hallucinated too ?" When I walk and talk with
a departed wife and other friends, do you have cheek
enough to tell me that_it is all imagination, or hallucintion ? When Christ materialized a body, nail holes
and all, and let Thomas feel them I suppose it was all
imagination or hallucination with him.
·
But spirits can now materialize a body so that it can
be photographed.
What ! has the camera become
the subject of imagination hallucination also? That
is a worse case than. uncle John's dog.
Only think of it, a camera has been invented that
cuts sharp enough to make a negative of a pure imagination! Imagination pltotograplty. Good, I must
have some of those cameras for my rooms, then I can
go right along every day und take pictures :whether· I
have subjects or not, only imag-ine they are there and
then blaze away, and this wonderful instrument will
bring the pictures out all right. How we will startle the
world when we announce that we can take pictures
for the people just as well where they ain't as where
they are. But·l:\pil"itualism has already knocked your
materialism into a cocked hat, and it.is now going for
the hat. It has knocked your materialistic philosophy
out of the .heads of thousands of ;vour best and smartest men, and it will yet knock 1t out of all the rest
who·have brains enough to comprehend the meaning
of certain stern and stubborn facts, which we alone
are in possession of.

Jlriendle Qkorresgondence.

0

•

Reply to a Christian.
LA BALLE, ILL., March 23rd,l!l7.L'
DEAB FBlEND BILLINGSLEY:-! have received within the
last few months several numbers of the periodical calling
itself Tim TRUTH BEEKEB. In the last number I noticed
an item under your signature indicating that yo\.1 had
abandoned the. Christian faith. I have i·ead nothing in
print in several years that made me feel so heavY-hearted.
I have met with nothing in that sheet calculated· in the least
to shake the foundation of a true faith in Christ. If THE
TBUTH. BEEKER is looking for fiJ.teJlectuaJ truth'it is proceeding well, but If for. religious truth I say that kind of
truth is not to be inquired after with the intellect, but witjl
the heart. In that respect we must all be taught of God. It is
only necessary for us tohungerand thirst after righteousness and we shall be filled. Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out of it are the issues of life. Deiight thyself in
the Lord and he will give thee the desires ofthyheart; Says
Chrl. st, 1'f nu· y one des1'res to do his will he shall know of
the doctrine whether it .be of God, or whether I speak of
myself. By searching with the intellect we may":::ind out
the work of God, but this is not a lcnowledae of God. And
thl· s 1's eter'nalli'fe tha" they mi'ght know-tit"." the only tr·ue
•
r.o
God and Jesus Oh1·ist whom thou hast sent. ·This know!edge is not to be had at once but sought after, the same as
other truth, and also like it to be gained by slow degfees.
Read Prov. ii., 1-15. This is the teaching of scripture all
through. By the intellect we find the knowledge of God's
works, with the heart a knowledge of God himself. It is of
no possible use for meil to inquire of one another for' this
knowledge, and the almost universal disposition among
men to do so is what makes "priest-power in all its .forms."
If any of you lack wisdom let him ask of God who gives liberallyto all and upbraids not, and it shall be.given. Read
James 1. 1-10. Why then, you say, preach religion to. men
if they must each and evel'y one gain this kno,vhldge for
hl·mself from Goc.l alOIIe. I ans•rrer·I't
1.s.the.duty 0. f the
"
preacher to persuade men to go to God. To point men to
the Lamb of God that taketh away the sin of the world.·
Says God, ye will not come to me that ye might have
life. Hence. he sends his servants out into the highways
and hedges to call men to .the. m.arriage suppeJ' of. the
Lamb. In conclusion Jet me say I know myself to· be
morally something very different from 'What I would have
been without the religion of Jesus Christ. I find it praetically far the pleasantest way to live in this life. 1 find a
spirit within always leading .. me to a higher 'moral life,
and they that are led by this spirit of God they are the
sons of God. Heaven is as mu_ch the natw·al conseqnenee
of holiness, anrl Helf a.q murh the natu1·al of sin, as it is tho
n atural con.sequence to be drowned by a fall into the sea.
If You are not saved from th'e evil you must in-either case
Perl. sh. I would like 1·f I could say some thing so kindly,
So tenderly, so earnestly, so truthfully as to clear my
skirts of your blood at the greatjudgment day.
Yours in friendship,
M. w. G-.
q

'

contra.dictipns.. ;r ,\Vis)ied. to· ; believe~trjed fo believe
-thought it 1l'nifeS'b'to:believe""'-l).ll:thesi·efforts'avaJled not.
It contained too many contradictory and unreasonable
propositions that could not be explained away by sophistry or tort.uous construction-the\:loQtr.ines and chi·onology' are both contradictory'-as the history of.creationthe geriealogy·ofChrist, in Matthew 1st chapter, and Luke
3d chapter, with but few namesin the-line corre~pmiding
in the two accounts, also God's satisfaction and dissatisfaction with his works. see Gen.'i, 31 ,and ·Gen. vi', 6. It
seems to me mther ast1·oi1a paradox, to say that an omnipoterit God should repent that he made man, when he (God)
knew all things from the.beginning, _·.When aU: orthodO)):,
I was somewhat puzzled- that a loving· and merciful God
should order .thousands. of• innocent women and children
to be put to the sword, as he is said to have done in the
old testament. The 'foregoing are .a few of the m!my
peculia7• things found in the:book that is proclaimed to. be
God's holy-word.
But it is the history of the bible from apostolic days down
·
thro\lgh
the ·dark ages asgiven by Mosheim and other orthodox wdters, and Renan and Strauss, that strengthens
scepti.'cis_m. We here I. earn that for over one thousand
·
years a rotten afnhd ~bo.rrl·upDt Cat.holtilcistm w!lsdt'hfe cust~odiatn
and exponent 0 t e. Ib e. lll'Ing 1a periO , rom Ime 0
time at the meeting of the council of bishops, book after
book was expunged or changed to 'suit the ca'price of
··
1

~~~e~:~du~~~~~~~:. ~:t~~~~~:ht~a~h~o~a;t~~~e~:~~~~

shall make you fl•ee? Do not think that all truth is <iontainedJ.n:the past or that it is bound up in one creed ·qr
book. Truth is boundless, we· must go. ·after i,t, by an
-eternal progress, and new and 'brighter Jigilt:will shine
upon US contimially. · It is·one oHhe noblest ocCUpations
of man to be a truth seeker. Is this not what we are put
here for-why we have eyes, ears, hands and a far-reach~
ing {magination? I ask you to consecrate yourself to the
truth; n'ot be the slave· of dogma; be free ·in the glorious
liberty of.. your God-given reason; Do not tr.ailsform -the
devil into a god to worship with fear and trembling, but
believe that God is your best friend and wili heip' ,'Y'ou if
you will help yourself. I ask }'Oil to go fOf\V!trd with me
1 in the sear<>h after truth; our way will· not be ·lanAly or
desolate, we shall have the presence of the noblest spirits.
God will shine upon us fl:om every aspect of. nature and
in our own souls shall we find the kindling glow.
. ·.
This is the Christ I ask y,ou to follow, the trutho~ God; ~n
nothing else is there salvation' or true happiness, A gre\1-t
:pleasure and duty .is in doing justice to all men, and In
b ewg
· · m·e1· cI'ftll· Jovi'ng and ki'11d
do. right
. · · We sl1ould
.
.
.·for
the right's sake. for it_is a princir!ole that is ennobling mid
eleyating, evil is self destructive.
We should all be guided by reason and use· it as an
effe' ct1've ~ueap· on ago, 1· n-st er·r·or . I11 sneki' ng tile tr·ut!I .,;,e
'
"
"
·
~
n
should reduGe ourslllves to a state of intellectual nakedness
divested of the old garn~ents of pr8ji.ldice. The beli~fs of
·dead ancestors and friends, and friends living cut a small
ti~ure in the brave co1itest for· truth. The emotions and
fe~llilgs have ever been; great magazines fo1~ En~pp!':Ying
the old dogmas.
.
. · .
· I offer the foregoing as a few of tho reasO!lS for jo}ning
the rationalists, so that you may not think I have.rejected
the
. old beliefs of
. our college days for the purpose of shimning accountability and to give a free rein to immorality.
While my many orthodox friends pity.me I feel hopeful
that they may see the new Zialtt,live the :religion of to-day;
and struggle no longer with the myths of old legends.
F
rate rna11Y yours,
L. w. BILL~NGSLEY.

night, intei'polations were made in .. the holy word."
Think of it-books of .. the inspired word of God, were
voted up or down similar to our corrupt legislatures voting
on bills, excepting however, our legislatures are models of
virtue co~:(Jar~d with·· th9se com;rcils, if historians are
to be credited. Some books of the bible were admitted by
bare majorities.· One strange coincidence is. that the
Christian bible in a great part is almost an exact copy,word
·
for word of Tile Bible in hidiathough the latter is conceded by philologists to be many cemtu:ries. the oldest; and
there is in the two, a singular similarity of doctrines. Today, after almost nineteen centuries, Christianty has
made no progress .in the certainty of its knowledge, Important doctrines are more unsettled than at any period
[Continued j1·om. the June mwnbe1'.]
for centuries. It s~tlms to me a writing claiming a divine
.
origln should accredit itselr'even to those most reluctant to
Thoug·hts Not Stultified.
believe it, its internal evidences becoming stronger and
•
not 'weaker by the strictness of eX'aniination to. whieh
BY A. 13 •. CHURCH.
they are subjected.' and not violate primary rules of evi1st. 'If not, then cause and effect 'are synonymous,
deuce in escaping annihilation.
leaving no cause for heat, cold, hunger, thirst, pain,
sickness or death.
A work, nobl<e as may be its origin, must not refuse but
2d. Is there any life in stone, brick, mortar, sawcourt tl1e tes t o·r· nat ura1 Ph'l
1 osop h y, regar a·mg 1·t no t as
· t ; b u t as 1'ts b es t .support·· As· t'1me pass es logs, shingles, a dead tree, or a clead anythinQ·
.
an an t agon1s
q ?
· becomes more exact an d more compre3d. Is there not life in growing trees, -gram, vegehuman· science·
· msp1ra
· · · · t'IOn wouIll· h ave th eere d ence tables, aucl common air? h
hensive, an d ·1'f d'!VIne
.
.
· ·
· · must
·
b e foun d ln
· umson
·
4th, Is it not evident, ·t at .inte111gence
of ·logical minds,
its· conclusions
. with labor,
b
th il t'
f
produced bricks, saw-1ogs, shing1es, gram, vegeta les,
d
therewith. I . o not propose to .put e es ~ny o my and thousands of things not here noted.? yes, must
spirit into the hand of such inspiration-" the Will of God"
as we now have it. What is eternal life but a knowledge be the rep1Y 1·
·
· ·
'of· the truth? Jesus said we are sanctified by the truth.
5th,. By the same hypothesis, why not admit that
LINCOLN, NEB., May 25th, 1874.
But Iiow. are we i:o get the truth?-by reason, by·evid·ence, intelligence produced the' earth, and causes everything
·
·
to have.Hfe and growth? .
. .
.
.
FBIEND G.-My professional duties. have prevented a there can be no other way. You say with the heart we get
Gth. Without life and· intelligence the result of man's
prompt reply to your kind letter. I wish I could say some-· knowledge-not at all. Love, affection, true .and noble thought would never appear, andthing" so tenderly, so earnestly, so truthfully," as to bring· living are the beginning· or' knowledge, yet is 'it not the
7th. By the Sf\lllC rule, how could. all worlds and
you into the clear light. Yo·u seem to be quite s1wcked' at intellect that recognizes and makes manifest the true thing-s appear, without life, intelligence, ancl thought
my abandonment of the orthodox faith. You pity and com- beauty of a noble life, and .catches its divine meaning? to produce tllam ?
miserate me~plty implies a knowledge of' suffering ejther Without tlie ·intellect to inter];itet, what ·is the heart life
8th. Everything in nature having the appearance
present or impending, and as you have no knowledge that good fo~. in the ·pursuit of' t1·uth? Can we do right by of intelligence and design, and the diificulty of conI am in present misery, it follows that you pity me fm:.what more guess.work? 1\'Iust we not· perceive our duty by the ceiving how anything could COJl).e into existence withyou suppose I will suffer hereafter. Such is the eff~et of intellect before we cali perform it? The· active use \vhich out life to produce them.-Life being the cause of matthe belief in the oi:thodox hellfire dogma, which I think ·devout Christians have in the; past made of the sword, ter, and not matter the cimse ol' life,. to my perception
one of the blackest' :relics of the dark ages, but still many torch and dunge<;m'-even ·your great Calvin plying fagots of things, seems more reasonable than to suppose. all
of the most• intelligent Christians have thrown hell fire to the noble heretic Servetus-will'suggest an ·answer to things make themselves by "action. and interaction,"
overboard long ago. I know of. but one other dogma the foregoirlg. · ·
because,
among barbarians or Christians that is so eminently diabolY~u seem to think we racliaals do not.ask wisdom of God.'
9th. If man came into being from the action of the
ioa!-that is the much wmerated doctrine of predestination. Certainly not of-that God which is the creation of human four elements, there must have been a time uhim,· or
Your letter is mystical; contradictory arid untenable-no :error·and conceit. If I ask wiadoni of God I ask it of the else humanity always has existed; this, even, is more
lawyer would present his case on such grounds. St. Infinite and· Et.~~'iu1l first cause, not any huihanlyereated reasonable than to suppose the four elements could
Peter (whom you doubtless think good authority) says we God. You say you are the l-etter foi' the religion of Jesus produce such astonishing beings. as man and woman,
must give a reason for the faith that is in us, you have'not Christ ;\vhat.is that religion? simply love to God and man with all their intelligence, . faculties, pi·openslties,
given any reason, it is all assertion. Must I believe simply as Jesus himself- says, so far as you love God and mail memory, ideas, etc., etc.
lOth. It being a fact, that human beings are pro-·
because you say so? that would be a fruitful source of and do youx duty, you are ):letter, otherwise not.. You be~
"priest-power in all its forms." [want evidence. Show lieve in the infu!libility of the .bible. and the atonement duced by generation,· and' more difficult to conceive
that you have the truth. All progress depends upon the of Christ. Your being baptised and pa_rtakingof the Lord's how otherwise for the first pair, than to suppose Life
free and active exercise of the reason, the.most glQ.rious Supper does not make you one whit happier or better.' itself produced them, hence such seems most reasonfaculty we have. I feel that I should violate my conscience Only so far as you do your duty day by day, ·are you hap-· able, consistent and conclusive, the additional fact .
and commit a sin of high magnitude if I accepted anything py; If you think'any of these beliefs will save you, you existing for a proof, in ''like pro<!lucing its like" in ·
bl.Indl y. I presume you rna d e use o f .Your reason In
· your are pwfoundly mistaken, they are clogs to your progress all nature,-therefore, life from LIFE, nncl not fl'Olll
religious growt-h. If not what is it .good for? If rour rather than helps. 1 believe you would be a better and a ''solids, fluids, gas and spirit'' alone; nor from rocks,
religion is the blind echo and re-echo of tradition and hitppier man if :You .could. look upon things as I do. If trees, binls and dead fish.~ Aye, Life from Life, and
custom what a miserable thing it must be. I cannot read- you could believe that' God is not confined to one age or never from anything clead. Let us illustrate: 'fake
b I'
h' f
1
·
two small trees or two of anything else, one of which
ily e 1eve t IS o you, t 1at you have so basely flung away nation, bat. flows into all humanity day by day with in- shows abundant evidence of life, the other defective;
the iewelof your soul.
·
finite brightness, that he is not incarnated in Jesus alone
they are placed in the soil near tog-ether, and treated
If you have freely reasoned yourself into 'your present but in all human. loveliness a;n.d flxcellence. This is a exactly.alike-one
becomes a huge tree or thing, instate you must be able to give an account·of how you most noble mid inspiring belief, as much beyond yours as creasing vastly in matter,. size ; the .other crumbles
have· reasoned-you must be able to give evidence-evi- the glittering dome of heavenis above a dimlylighted away.alld.clisapp.ears.
dence is what I want, not assumption.
It .may be said. God was the cause,· but surely a
cabin.
Christ said if we do the will of God, we shall know what
Thank God, however, your-cabin is tumbling down, you deacl God could not continue life, and the life conis the will of God. Is it not that light which shineth into may, and do try to patch it up, but the light of the eternal tinning in one and not in the other goes to show there
every soul? I must obey that light-the moral?·eason that' stars will strugg!ethrough the chinks, 'and by and by you is no life in matter itself, life being independent of it.
is within me. Now that light tells me that the bible is fal- yourself i'n the Inspirativn of the new thought
raise I make no pretension towards defining it, feeling it
lible, that it gives wrong views of God, and that .the story the obstructing Windowso that you may look with clear sufficient to know that, it exists and cannot IJe destroyofthe life of Jesus is contradictory and unreliable, that vision on the everlasting light.
eel any more than· matter. This, to my perception,
the apostles in many things were mistaken, that they quar,
My friend, what is so noble as the· pursuit of· truth? has .a significance far superior to all creeds ever
reled with one. another, and they all thought that the should we not g.fveiourtime to this? Is this not what so heard of.
world 'was soon coming to an end. I made the bible many noble men all through the ages have struggled for.
.It is also Sl'licl, God made male and female, cold and
a study, and tried hard to reconcile its many Did not Christ die for the truth-did he not say that truth heat, fire and water, and all else. Admit he, or she,

will

•

makes, ie,e, f.t:o.\ll;Water,. l~<1aJ;. fi;Q!ll,fi~e, and.coml.Jined wor&e,yet, such existe9, from t4c'4th century, onward, should --~~~c!_l', to_ h___e_ave_,_q,_,_ _G.?~.:c_~.nfnVJ_ d~~ their Ianmakes .the steitm-:-mal;:es the. stca,m enmn.e....,.-the tqle- for over 10oo years.
gnage · ·
.. ,; '
- . l;. r .• <'U
gra:ph~itpp1flk thi3 poW'~t 'and o:fl! 'we go; '<n'· sc!tds our ' . It is not :heces~!t.ry"even to hint how God came near I ·b~lie~~ :t~t~t he"'destt·c:iydc{ ~rr ma~kT~o; one family
1
thoughts about the world. ·' Hold! hold'!""says splitting-hi's sides'-H11il!hi11"' at the·-effdrts of the vir- excepted, by a tlood,,because of. the wickedness on
some one, ·!• Jnanimade the;<ingine 11;nd: the telegraph.",. tuoWf da)lg\tters ofdJot ·attempti-ng tocimitate :Luna, the earth, and th:en· 'i'epeoplel:l tne world with a race
That's ,a:}act,.,!\tH~ man .. lumse)f, ts,_.ma,de t4~·o'_, ~he, t9 ~et1 ~Ji1 1 ,tbe san:J.C fix, .th\).t ol\i.SJtra!t:laughed at ·God gu~t.e1 a~ p.a~' II'S the)irst; ,
"•. ;·, : -~ · ·:
n,
agency ?f heat, w!\tet·, , au·1 .whea~... ,l?orl;: a_tl.d b~aus, 'Y1ien told tpat wa?. t<;l be h.ers, and subsNnently, 11pc-, ; l i •JMiwe
!that once. were cr_owded•tntd an. ark, patrs
1
and-a. httle of fish-and althou~h. ·s~ea1n1 . f~el •and cessfn1ly accomJ?liS'f'etl b_y th~ Y!tg-in.Mary, _of. wl11ch an_d s_ep_~ppl,es. of. :tH th_e.sJJ~cles, of ~ll,~J;litH;_~ls ,on the
food With .the""'"':fish-seem to ·be• tltsstpated; yet· 'the. •th:e.•.great ecclesmstrcal htstorm:n;- ·Dr. ·M·oshetm,' says : glo1)e,. wtflt lfood !'or• the ·same' fOr mor!l't1Jan a·ye.ar. ·
atmospherc;J r(ltain.s all, there b(lipg ,no annihilation,. , ~fAfter t).J.e most laborio.us•research. the time of Christ's . I believe, that _God seleQted ,ope nation from a!Lothf?r the ever· c_ hanginf!:__conditior;s ~f)natter prese;·ve ,Nr~h)t~s n<Jt )Jl)en at'\certain~q.'~ S~e .Ch~p, UI, pa.rtl. ers, am~ ma'de' if the sp·e'clal.ob)ect of his favors.·· life from death, t!w Vts1ble and mVISible forces l,>etng The. facts are,_the great mass of '4umantty have but a , .I be11eve that he commtsswned and command-ed
eternal, arid, un'clian'geitb]e' lifll arid 'JaW coitstltliting faint...:i_sJi:r:ii J)er'ception ··of' what· has"ea.isted b.nd· been said nation, to .eXtjlJ'll~inate.,c )Jy; the sword. nations
all the God we can conceive of ;· a God ·tllat we can 's'uppre&9eilr'-even Christ· was r worshipped as 'a 'Lamb whose tenitory tlie.fwished to ·occupy or pass through.
!O!'f.ll noA;on.cepti,qn,iof, )s, from th,e 11ature of:- the :for .70_Q.:!fears since A<Qi l,,andevenA:D.: .l, :was; never .. !.believe that her· ordered mothers: and t4eir newIdea, pf no possible benefj ~. tq hu.u1m;tity, ·with eyer ;~o .!1~'ard _of for. the, first 500 ye!J.r!:l, a~. it 1,now.. stat\d,s. in borl)., .babes to be· btttchered. , :, , , , ,_: ., . , ,, .; c· • , ..
much of investigati.on ana resem'cli. .
·· · _ · · · , ·
'history. See ''Goodrich's Religious, Qe,remonie\'1.~~ P.P· ,1, beli~ye .tl~at. h,e att~hoJ:ized,Jewishsql~l\er•s.to~t[ll
The telescope 'reVeals to' Us'tHis earth M'but a'tt-/rnip 287'288; ed. 1885, 'for Christ being calJed a LaUth; wor- fathers and mothei·s, brpthei·s and sisteJ:,s, and ''then, to
seed, in ·<lOp.lpat;ison to other .worlds •On worlds;·and shipped as such, and not' known as. a• man untiTabout keep alive -for themselves the virgin' daughters 'tllat
the. micro~~ope,,tlH~ cxis.tencer.of. life so smalJ,::thut A.:Q, qso,
And res.p.ecting: the :Christian.-E'rav the were left.-Numb. Jrxoxi.' . . : "·< , .. ·· ·::.;,. ·':·'
t~ousands are _pot ~h~ size o_t).he tu_rnip seed-when :• l\II.angal. of. Cl::ssical Literftture 1" by EscheJ;l~urg, .. I ?el~e.ye .that ~()d_ qnce ~ille~l nJore t.haJ~ 5.0,,000.,J;svtewec1 through' the glass, thmr torms appear elegant- p: '65, ·and ,}foshmm; Vol II._ p. 430. , _. . .
: ..
raelttes, for Jookmg m to atl ,ark. .. . :. .. , , , ... , . ,
the surface bn: which they 'walk' in pairs;' ami iii·arin, "-'I~ any readers of 'this· would Iike moi·e" '.fhot1ghts
I believe that he destroyed70,000 Isritelit'e~ liecau~e
or in company, i's: equal. to highly polished-marble, not Stllltified;"· it·:.will.costia penny; dr'not over tliree ·a king took a census of his people.
· · · · '':'
having silken .:wings, v;elv~t_slto<ulders,, ~pd·,~Y,E\8 of to inform me, as I can furnish 96 large pages, in fine
I believe God put a lying spirit in the. mouths"Of
colors that o~it glitt~r the 'en<;h~!~~i}W pl~~11 on w,hich pr~nt,Jor ~0 <;enJ;s, .i.n;,m:r work; yrvi,D TR1J;l.'H~, or Ah~b's Pfophets, and sent then1_ oqt. on !l.lying:!nisthey hold t.heu· promenade !!.nd h1gh carmval, protect- more If encouraged. 'Readers wrll confe1:. qmte a stOll. . .
.
. . .. . . .
, .
. ed from the sull and rain., under a cabbage leaf; their favor if they Will"drop m·e a line in' referenc'e'to their · I believe tJiat he commanded the de'struction of the
whole appearallce being fiir beyond any true descrip- .wishes- in· the nui;tter, ·_addressed to' 'A.· B.· CHURCH, Amalekites, fot· wh·at their 'anc.estors had don·e four
tion, from the untiounde_d;admiration of sll<;h a novel, ..Oolun;t.bn!:J, Ind.
·
hundred years previonsly. ··
r
•
.
· • '
astoundillg, glorious sight, causing one to feeL this ~- · .. ,. "· '
I believe that God is a being of infinite~peTfection,
mud ball, the battJe.ground:·of-the sects, as real1y ton- · · '' · ''
and, yet iJ? pleased and displeased every day. ...
temptible in comparison. ·.Such scenes cause one .to : ·"
· · · ' -·i '' · ,;
· ·· · :
I believe he is unchangeable, a'nd yqt' "a prayerfeel the. pow,er of int~lljgence in: ,the. flll!l~er of gla_s~, _,
:The C.hrist1an's Creed.
answer!ng God." · '' .
. · ·' · .
·· · ·
..
i
and vastly riwre so, and so ,much, as to Wt:>h qw:reaJt;,; BY B~ F'.:'UNDiimwooD
, ,.,
.I belteve that he has lllfimte power;·ah~ desues all
ties of this·worlcl'·couJd· ap]iroxirimte any where near ·
,men to be sav:ed, YE<t neflrly all men, w1l~ surely l;>e
to i_t fot .mOJtalt vision. Wliy•all these facts; is past '
C~~i~ti'a~·~··creed,' in part; may be (JXPI;essed damned. .
. . . ..
.
:
".
cmdnpre~ensi~.m, unless to m anif.est th~powehr ~~life, tp.us:
. _.
, ... ,.... _,
.· · . . . : .
"dibe! iev htl.tat he Wt,~1etl a~Uwr of !111 tlil_nfs,/nd
1
11
1
1
1
an an mtelhg~nce .,to proc .~ee, .w fit. !JYe • ,a~; not ., I believe there is·a God who made the universe out
. oet 1 a t mgs we . ; . 1~ e~ery, nng: ex1s s o! a
seen, or car heat;d, or even ente1:ed :t1w )leart of. man of nothing; ,,.
, , ,.
w1se purpose, y~t I thmk lt 1s nght •to !~til hu!!'s, · mto conceive:"
'·
·· ·
''
sects and vermm that destroy my gram, fnut and
If }1Umanity supposes that: by the "action and intei'~ believe h~ knew every thing before there was any viants.
.
' . . . .
.
·.• .
.. .
action of the elements"- <ras ,becomes a fish ·•lime··:a thmg, ~ave, hunself,. to kn9w,
.
.
·I believe it is sinful and· dangei·ous not to believe
tree ; :a lll'Q~:turiie, a. ,sori_g bird;/ a S~l~}~:e, a. preaql;l(l' : . I believe t~at he made every thmg, yet IS not the these things. .
.· . . .
. : "
of- the gospel, and so ·on, m _one contmual round, 1t Is •autfwr. of, evtl. , . . . ·. . · .. . ·. . .
. , .
"He that believes and JS bap.t1zed." I believe,·· shall
their privilege amlnonil should take exce1jtion. · · ·' · ._.:·I belteve that tmperfectwn (sm) came from pet-fee- be saved:. he that believeth not, shall be.qamned .."
..Feeling my 'o.wn insignificance in the world_of·mind Moinb. ·· ;' th' t b·. -. · · f., fi 't ·
· nd . fi, ·.
, ''He that. dou!Jtetlt, "· I believe, "is :~am,ned al1
aroundme, and but a puny mort:;tl at-best... lt. is the .. - , e.teye,_.
a !1'· emgo lD. m e power a. m mte ready." · ··
_ _
. .
lieig.ht' of impude~e for, ,~t}e to decide o!-1-_.th.e ~\(.tu;e ;~~ddi:n~U:b~vtel,t;tg who, from ast\l~e, of Innoc(lnce,
"I believe; 0 Lord, help thon my unbehef." ·
destmy of lnlmamty. I vt_ew, or try to vtew, nature, ..
.
. '.< . . .. · . f •·· :n · 'J· I b' 1• ' ·
.history, and the'Bime, ns ea·ch having valuable' truths. ·· -T~rough -the_ s~rategr o t 1ns, evr ,
e wve sm
That ea<'h is. to be ·examined ca.ttchtively and ··with entet.ed. the .world: ·- ·
· '
·
· '
·'' :Mart·iage.''
due ·refiectiqn.. _ . . _
.,
. _.'
_,
. :.I, belte;v(l that,:}n cpnseq~enc.e; the wl~o.le .-human
Natu're te'acltes ·us that live seed does not die .hut 1ace bec,an1e ;edpced to a.fa,,le.~ 1 lost-.~;J~nditwn.
The article in yo{ir last issue on n1arriage. by B. F.
procltices its like, Paul's assertion, 1' Coi·. XV: 36, t~ 'the ~ •• To rem,edy the wrong done, I be~,wve, that God Underwood suggested to me a· few ideas, viz;:-If marcontrary, nniversal life existing' everywhere; lience·if >took on flesh-and dwelt among men- -'has b?rn of riage has always been a forced .intititution, and. .if
humanity, the .brute, or vegetable, have tJte,essence of w?man;.- nursed at her -breast, and nestled m her woman ltas always been the. suppressed al,IP, 1\n. unwm~
this universal life, such can no nwre die, th!m;.the RIJ.1I.S.•.. , : . . · · ·,
·:
•
·
•
ing''victfm f<it: man '8 lust and passions, what becomes qf
source or cJnse
it although .tlte external covering , . I _behev;e tl~at h~ passed_tln ongh mfancy, chtldhood Victoria C.' Woodhitll and others'· arguments that an
·· '
· · •··
·. · -·
· ' ' ·
and adolescel}ct>, an~ ~ttamed to m~nhood; that after
does;
unwilling conception tends to' deteriorate tlte lmman
It is .generally believed, by ali\ ·excepting ·material- lilany}M'dslnps and mucl.t persecutwn; he was !liTe~ l- race ; and that under the present system of marriage,
ists, that the thou.-rhts of 'humanity· continue .after .e.d, tn.~d •. condenmed, narled.to a cross, and clted m we are destined to become extinct, and tliat the offthe life Itaves the "botly; lienee, .it is reasonabl() to excrutt:ttmg agonY; .. : · ·
~ ,; · ·
·
sprillg of an ill-matched or uncongenial' couple is an
conclude they have their origin jn the spirit w,o~·ld, . ~ bel~eve that Ius last words ~~,Ie, My Goq,, my inferior being'? '\Vould not the ·hurpan race have
such "'orld beiitg as necessar)', ·as the ntttttral ":orlll God. ".11~ hast t~ou f?rsaken me:.
..
. ceaRed to exist long ere this, if sucH had been· the
Is for the existence qf matter. The pit pel's of the
I belle'~ that, IJI sp1~e of the &"I eat sacr_ifice 1ende1, practice for si:1clt ~long period? .
_. . .
.
day, inform us at times of astounding. manifestations ed n~cessary by t.he >Strategy of tl.te Dcvtl, ~nt_. com-.
A"·ain : if marnage has been a forced mst1tutwn, m
of departed minds fronl the scenes of. <;artlt, forci1:1g paratt.vely ~ew will_ be _saved, wlnle the maJouty of the past, is it not still forced tq-clay, in _that. it, calls
skeptics to ad1i1it of supposed impo,ssibilities; c~mpel- mankm~ will he f01evet .d~mned. , . ·.. .. . , .
upon litw to keep it firmly bound (the '\mwn) after ~he
ling them to respE-ct the evidence ·of their senses,
I, beheve that the ~ew1sh and Cht tstt,tn Sa.ciCd victim.:.c-woman generally-has once been drawn Wttltfeeling positive of· no deception· or illusion hi broad Scnptt~res arc a· revelatwn from ~od.
in its snare ? And does not the moderation in .the
daylight, the conditions tmcL . evidence being over-.
I bel!eve all th.at th~se books I elate:, . . .
.
present By stem of marriage, plainly .illdicate, that .the
'\vhelmingly. convincing, . TjlC !aunts_ of. yhristians .. I behevq tlta~ hgh_t wa~ ~~de
fii:~ day' the ~r.m: time is near at hat!d wit en no laws or regulations will
that" it is the work of the Dev 11" and .the: sneer vf ament, the second ,_fru1t tlees and gtass, the thud, be required to unite ihe sexes? Will not then the
the materialist, "it is sad case of ~ehision and hunian We sun; ~uoon a~d. sta!'\_ tit~ f~ur~h ; fowl and. ~sh: clown tt•odden woman starid on an equal level with
credulity " each being on a var wtth t.he squeal of 'a the fifth, -cattle,_ CJeept~, thm.,s an~ man, th~, stxth, man·? W til not men lin ve to be as careful of their
pig, witjt' these matter-.of-fact-men, with th~ ev~dence and: after.th:se ~~x.~'lays wo~·k, I belt eve God rested actions, as worren.have to be of theirs no,w_?
..
experienqed; suqh seems, to l!e. at~_amonn~ of ev,del),ce and wa~ r;:l esl1cd. -E_x. xxx1. _17.
.
, .
The idea of marriage-Jaws are to me like praymg
the rilost conviricing, tluit uimd 1s supenor .to mattm:, . I bel_Ie' e all tl\e am mal~ of,. the ea1th "~re once for·' our daily bread.'' We won't have it ·unl~ss we
in its being t\ble to' rim1~ifest its contimted evidence', broug11_t to Adam, and by lum named.
..
malre an effort to secure it, and prayer; has hothmg to
when the body of .its former abode is tt\rnin"' back
I belteve that a serpen_t talked, that the same rep- do with it.. The law has nothing to do with making
to dust.
_. _
.
. .
"
_ ~ile.wa~ made to run on 1ts bel_ly, because of the pa_rt men unci women tittctl f()r each other;_ they lnl!st fit
BcfO!'e closing ·i offer a few .word!J rcspcctin(l' the 1t took_m ·Eden ; that the repttle_ was ma~le to act. m themselves without the aid,of law. If they fail to do
effeCts of Bible 'teaching, m.d. it:.~: early, history~·. At a ecrtau~ way,_ and then cursed for what It could not this the litw is of no avail, and the pi·oihis!i i'equired,
the time of the •Arian: controversy; everybody was help d~mg.
to "love serve and obey" becomes but mockery
eager to argue. the. question whether Christ was God, · I ·IJeheve that the ground was ·cursed -for man's and the iaw in· consequence of its failure is less refor hot blood _e,xisted, and saCI:ed_ names .and thoughts sake. .
.
.
spected and o!Jeyed.
were 'on ·every t<itigue. H qnc .. ~v;anted. bte.ad, ~t tlje . I IJel,J.,eve tha~ flea~\1, although ,tt seems as natural as
Berlin, Wis.
bakers; the question 1vas imu~ccltately asked, ' 1s the ltfe, re~ttlted ftom sm. . _
Son subordinate to the Father?" If goods at the . ~ beheve there was a tree of knowledge of good and
store it was a disquisition on" unregenemted-being." evil.. .
. . .
.
.
.
42 000.000 lbs., or 21,000 tons of tea of various
Amo;l" the crowd '' strano·e a virgin could give birth
I bell eve that p~rtalnng of 1ts frtll~, gettmg knowIgrad~s a;·e annually received at this port. The .quali~
to a God," ·siiCh themes ~ere bandied .about in .all c_ dgc,_ u~dcr_ · tbe_cu·eum~ta_!lCes··' ~as _smfql- .
. ·
places at Const:trttinorile·i\1 381.
·
. I believe _that 0o~1· m ancwn~, tunes, appeated t.o ttes of black and Japan teas usually retailed at nmety
'l'he facts of history· are, "previous to' the 5th Ccn- nren-showmg Ius back-parts to Moses and Ius cents and $1 per lb., cost by the cargo, laid upon the
wharf here twenty-seven cents per .pound: The
.
.
"
.
. .
tury, no single l\'Is. was !mown th•at c01uprised t~e fa--ce to}sraeL
whole· New Testament, and for 700 yeaTs after tlus ..1 beheve; ;nevertheless, that .. no man .hath seen diJl'erence between the figures given ·is the profit
time it' ,vas fi'agmentary, appe_qri~lg ,in 11lmost eveyY. God,at .~ny tune.''.
,
,'
. .
.
. . which goes into the hands. of "middle men 1'. and
conceivable foi'rni part of .John, Wtth some of Coi:m~ . ~ bel~cvc that a.wom,tn \\!IS _converted ~nto a pillai dealers who handle and sell tt from Olle to anotl~er ;
thhms· ; then pai'ts of the four· g-ospels -with r1 few of salt.,, because she looked hack upon Iter home.
. some makin•" teti. cents, some fifteen ,some twenty and
Jines f;·om Pat~l'$ Greek.Epistles undertaken inthe·2d
I belleve that (_joel stopped the sun on a. monntm,n some thirtyo cents per pound vrofit. Thus over
Century.. 'l'lien portions of Luke,_ t11e Acts,, Pau-l's ~nd ~he moon m ~-wt!ley,:. that 0~1~ nation! Gods $25,000,000 of clc_ar l?rofit are ai1nnally ma?e upon
Epistlc.s, and other GosJ)'els, t~ll hcmg fmgmc!lts, ttms fa':onte l~eoy~c'r .1ll1gh\. h~y_e sufficient dayhght to the tea drinkers of tins country, .to say nothmg of a
similar amount made upon .cotl'ce. If. people would
intern11xed ·the famous text of 1 Jnhn, v:7, and l Tim. fimsh l~utdtellng anothei natwn.
,
iii.: Hi not bein"· known in the time of the Arian con~
I belteve that lw caused~ tis!~ to. swallpw a man ; decide to use nature's ftu\d-pure water-it would
trov'c{·sy thc:y, ~ppcarit1 o·;to he the first whole .interpo- that ~lte fish l~epr. the man 'Ill ,Jus belly three days t~nd be an immense saving in dollars and cents, not to
litt.io~ u~il r 01 :g:~ry,, l)tlt;l~<l tp the ,wf~ttCJ~. ~[l',s._, the!}. n\gl,lts_i :a~d fill ally, sp_ew:ed .. hrm on. the ,ground, lugh mention the • countless nervous diseases, impaired
digestions, . .liver complaint, &c., thes.e stimulants
extstuig, appeunltg first w sm~tll typ\) t_llli.>2~ 1 wtt)lquf _ai.td._d~,).!:, s~f1,an,.P, s_O!.u~g.. . . . . . •
.
•
attractiH"'' much; notice •fo't: forty· yearS,· 'all<l W.hat is
J'be1lCYC tnat, to prev~nt, lp~ll bm!dmg a t()Wer that engender.
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This Number
Completes the first volume of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
and ends the term of subscription of most of our patrons who commenced with the first number. Now,
what of the future of our little sheet? In our last we
submitted to our patrons whether, in consonance with
the request of many, the paper shall be changed to a
weekly or continue a monthly. We have received
replies from many, while many others have not been
heard from.
Decidedly a majority of those who have written
give their emphatic preference f?_r a weekly,
while there are quite a number, and among them
persons for whose opinions we have muc)l respect,
~ •
decide in favor of a monthly.
Now, it is our wish to'please all our patrons as far a:s
possible. Wehave given the matter a good deal of
thought, and have decided that it will not be advisable with the yet limited patronage we have, to run
two editions, and as part say "weekly" and part
"monthly" we have concluded to compromise the matter and make it fortnigthly or semi-monthly, and run
the paper one year that way j hoping that by the
commencment of another volume it will be the,. general
wish that it be issued weekly.
We hope that all will acquiesce in this decision as
probably the best that can be done now. Those who
want it weekly will get it half as often as they wish
it,: and those who prefer it monthly will get two papers in place of one, and we trust they will find both
numbers welcome and edifying.
Some express a fear if the paper is issued oftener it
will lose in quality. We think this fear is groundless.
Many have assuted us the paper has steadily improved
from the commencement, and with continued experience we trust it will improve still more. We have
not found room to give near all the accepted contrilJutions we have received from friends and have been
f6rced to omit much scientific matter we wished to
lay before our readers.
We will engage to keep the paper up to its present
standard.
A NEW FEATURE.
Commencing with Y olume II, will be given in each
issue one of Rev. 0. B. Frothingham's matchless
Sunday. morning di~tcourses. For depth of thought,
culture, beautiful diction, sound reasoning and correct conclusions, he has no superior in the American
pulpit, and we doubt not his many friends and admirers
through out the country will be pleased to learn he
has kindly consented to prepare at least one of his discourses per month for these columns. We assure our
friends this feature alone will be worth the entire cost
of subscription.
We return our sincere thanks to our. kind friends
for their patronage to our outspoken sheet, and we
ask them to continue it. We cannot afford to lose a
single patron, and hope the number ·may largely
increase. There are not too many Liberal publications, neither for the needs of our country, nor in proportion to the liberal thinkers in it. Free-thought
is surely gaining ground, and the patronage of Liberal publications ought to be extended. When we
realize the immense circulation of several of the denominational journals, we have to regret Liberal papers are· so feebly sustained.
Although we shall hereafter issue THE TRUTH
SEEKER twice as often as we have done, the price
· will be only seventy-five cents per year more, thus$1 75 per year ; $1 for six months ; and one copy extra to every club of ten.
We would be glad if every reader of THE TRUTH
SEEKER valued it so highly as to be unwilling to do
without it, and cheerfully contribute the small subscription price towards sustaining the Liberal Press.
Scarcely a person, we hope, is so poor he cannot spare
$1 75 a year for such a paper.

We have devoted a years' faithful service to the en- thing it will be for the cause of truth and mental freeterprise, and the little money we had, exercising the dom-for those thus benefited and p~rticwarly for·
strictest economy in its management, and we still are your humble servant.
most anxious to see it a continued success. Though
Complete bound copies ·of volume firs~ of, THE
we have put more money into it than we have taken TRUTH, SEEKER, will be .mailed post-paid upon the
out; with the type and printing material on hand, the receipt of one dollar. It will be very convenient and
acquaintance and experience gained, with the. list of valuable for reference and persual, and it will be diffi•
names secured, we are in much better condition for ·cult to anywhere find more interesting reading matbeginning the second volume than we were for· the ter for the money.
first-a good step has been gained. Our soul is in the
Bound volumes, minus the March number, sent
enterprise ; we wish to continue the contest with post-paid for 75 cents.
error and ignorance, and we hope our patrons will all
The number of copies we have is limited, orders
decide to support and sustain THE TRUTH BEEKER. tilled in the order received.
Those who have preserved their numbers and wish
Whether it shall live and continue to grow, remains
with the Liberal public to decide.
them bound can send them to us, post-paid and we
We would respectfully call the attention of our will have them bound. Price 25 cents, and 10 cents
readers to the fact, that a low-priced monthly paper for return postage. We can supply most of the back
will hardly afford a living to a person, unless it has a numbers, at 8 cents each for numbers 1, 2, 8 and 4 ;
much larger circulation than this paper has thus far five cents each for subsequent numbers.
·
·
Thus much said, kind friends, let us pleasantly
secured.
About the ouly Liberal papers iii the cou.ntry, that journey on another year together.
have succeeded in living, have been started or supported, for a time at least, by stock companies. Not
What Instead 1
so with us. Unaided, we commenced, and encouraged only by the patronage of kind friends, we have
The question is frequently asked, "If you take
done what we have. We wish to accomplish much away Christianity, the churches and preachers, what
more. We hope to assist in diffusing light and dis- are you going to give us in place of them ? '' "Man
pelling error and gloom ; and we will be truly glad is naturally a worshipful being, and he must have
to see more of a disposition in the liberal public to something of this kind to till his need~, and may it
aid the movement.
not as well be the church, as any thing else ? "
A few months ago, a few friends expressed a deTo this we reply, if we take away that which is resire to have THE TRUTII: BEEKER printed on a cyl- plete with errors, absurdities and falsehoods, we wish
inder press of its own, and proffered to give ten dol- to give something in its place vastly better and freer
lars or more, each, for that purpose. We laid the from the false and pernicious. If we take away falseproposition before our patrons ; there were several hood, we wish to give truth ; if we take away dark·
responses, but they fell so far short of the needed ness, we wish to give light ; if we take away ignoamount, we withdrew the proposition. We .have rance, we wish to give knowledge ; if we take away
since been anxious to publish a series of Tracts-to immorality and vice, we wish ·to give morality and
be known as TRUTH SEEKER TRACTs, a part of which virtue ; if we take away superstition and dogmas, we
are in hand, and other liberal pamphlets, as well as a wish to give science and reason ; if we take away
Liberal Romance-entitled THE HEATHENS OF THE priest-rule and abject self-submission, we wish to give
HEATH-of some .340 pages, by W:r.r. McDONNELL, self-government and self-reliance ; if we take away
Esq., (author of JiJxeter Hall,) a part of which is al- tl1e belief in an angry, vindictive and revengeful god,
ready stereotyped, and we hope ere long to have it com- we wish to implant the belief in perfect goodness
pleted-believing it to be one of the best and most without malice, anger or vengeance ; if we take away
attractive Liberal works ever published, and one that institutions controlled by designing men, where secought to have an extensive sale. Feeling that in our tarian creeds and mental bondage are taught, we would
struggling poverty we ltad not sufficient means to establish schools of science and learning free· from'·
carry out these enterprises, we again· thought we sectarianism, dogmas and the relics of ba~arism.
would appeal to our friends, hoping, that as several
What better substitute can we have for error than
had expressed a disposition to do something for THE truth ? Truth is vastly superior to all the supersti'.rRUTH SEEKER, we would this time receive some aid; tions, creeds, priestly inculcations, priestly control
so in our last we made the request, not for donations, and blind beliefs that the ~orld has ever known.
but loans, in limited amounts to be returned with in- There is no excellence- in error and wrong, no matter
terest, in twelve months. We must say, however, the how much it is gilded, or how much solemnity is atresult has not equaled our hopes, and we have been tached to it, how much veneration has been felt for
forced to the unflattering conclusion, that we are not it for centuries, or how much of the h~d earnings of
as popular with our patrons as we imagined, and that the people have been contributed to its support.
we cannot expectmuch of this kind of aid from t,hem.
Give us the TRUTH, thaf is all the substitute we re·
With the exception of a very limited number, who quire for the multiform errors and falsities that exist
have promised to assist us after a while, there have in the numerous religions upon the earth. We want
been no responses.
no special substitute for Buddhism, no special substi·
Good friends, we trust we duly appreciate your kind· tute for Mahometanism, no special substitute for Chrisness, but do not so overwhelm us with your offers; give tianity, and none for any of the three tlwusand misus a little time for breathing, " don't all speak at erable religions that mankind believe in. Truth is ·
once."
better than all of them, separate or combined. These
If you will all continue your patronage to THE have ruled the earth for a long time, and bound it
TRUTH SEEKER, renewing your subscription as it ex- with fetters and strong chains ; but TRUTH will liberpires, and sending as many new subscribers as possible, ate the nations, and make the world happy and jru.
we hope to be under the necessity o! calling upon you It is the correct substitute for the countless errors that
for no other aid, and while memory keeps fresh the have existed a.nd still exist. ·It is quite sufficient, and
success of our late efforts in this line, we trust, we we require no other.
shall not again make a similar appeal.
As well might it be asked, when a suffering patient
It is the trifling sums received for our paper that is about to be relieved of a cancer on the face, a tu·
make up the funds with which we pay our' bills and mor, an abscess, a film on the eye, an excrescence or
keep the sheet alive. Those who are prepared tore- an ugly wart, "Why, doctor, what are you going to
mit now, we will thank them to do so, and those who give in the place of them ? Don't take them away
can better do so after a while, we will wait patiently till you are able to give something as a substiupon them though we hope all can raise a year or half- tute. They have had these a long time, and have be·
year's subscription.
come accustomed to them, and now don't take them
Those whose subscriptions have only partially ex- away unless you can give something instead."
ph·ed, will be entitled to the full number of papers
What better substitute can be given for a diseased
subscribed for.
condition than health? No substitute is required for
We will be glad if tpe list of subscribers can be disease ; it has but to be removed, and health is the
doubled in the course of the ensuing volume. If every consequence. The same with error-it has only to
patron win obtain an additional one, or if in the aver· be removed, and we have the truth. Do we want
age this can be accomplished, what a glorious an yth~g better ? If an error is removed, we cer-
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sons of questiOJ,lable character. Why s.hould he have of Jesus' g'eriealogy which are tcibe found in Matthew, and
wtitten so many letters to such people?
Luke, and still the real Christ and the real Christianity
will be found not e;ven touched.
I say these things because it is vainful, very vainful. to
Again, if Mr. Beecher is innocent of the crime
charged upon him, why has he, for two years, allow- see· strengtli and labor wasted. The real Christ and
ed this damning imputation to reit upon Mrs. Tilton, real Christianity are t<> be found in the words of Jesus.
without opening his mouth to contradict it, while he recorded by Matthew and John; beginning with the Ser.
monon the Mount, (Matt. v-vii.) going through that text
now seems to think, all at once; it is of the greatest by text, and then the further teachings that radiate from
them. I would be glad, in THE TRUTH BUKER to· call"the
consequence that he vindicates her character?
We take no pleasure in tracing these prurient details. attack to the citadel, the real heart·of the whole matter,
We will be glad, as we said, if Mr. Beecher·can prove With your leave I will begin, with the first beatitude,
(Matt, v. 3.) a defense of Jesus and his religion.
himself innocent and pure.
Matt. v. 3, as vresented in our vresent translations
Whether his amours have been connected with one ·reads thus: ''Blessed are the poor in spirit: for theirs is
woman or a hundred is no special blisiness. of ours. the kingdom of heav~n." As thus given I have never
The charge we have to make against him .is of anoth- found believers-to make anything worth heeding out of
er character, and that is,_di8iwnesty and moral cowardice. this text, and I cannot wonder at Its failing t<l impress
scoffers. It awaits a right translation.. Let me endeavor
He holds himself up as an Evangelical preacher, 00 give it.
·
when he no more believes in the fundamental dogmas
The word ptokos in the text, translated .:. voor," is the
of orthodoxy than the veriest infidel in the land. For avprovriate Greek word for beggar: In the Greek transpopularity, and a large salary, he professes to believe lation of Sam. il. s, occur the words .. voor" and .. beggar." Every Greek scholar will acknowledge them, thus
what he really does not. Had he the honesty and contrasted, to be rightfully used. Ptokos, in that case
independence of a Servetus, George Fox, Channing, means .. beggar," and a very different word is used t•
or Theodore Parker, he would not to-day be pastor of mean .. poor." .
a popular Orthodox church at a salary of $20 000 a
The wol,'ds ~·.in spirit," in Matt. v. 3, are translated provear but would probabl oe' holding forth to li~ited erly enough, but a co~sidera~ion of Hebrew idioms is
Y .'
.
Y ·
.
. .
.needed to make them mt.elligtble to readers of to-day
bodtes of Freethmkers and Truth Seeka.T~s recetvmg The. whole matter is made clear by. a quotation from
perhaps $1,000 or $2.,000 per year for his services.
Isaiah (xxix. 24.) ''They, also. that erred in spirit shall
We charge him also with inconsistency. At times come to understanding." This passage makes it clear
he will make the ~ost 'ultra radical expressions and that when Jesus said, .. Blessed are the beggars in spirit,"
.
'
he meant about'what we should express by saying, "BlessHenry Ward Beecher.
perhaps on the next Sunday upset that entrrely, and edare the importunate seekers for light" or .. Blessed are
go to the extreme of Orthodox fogyism. At one time the importunate for wisdom.'-' The id~a is· that a man
No man in this country is probably more talked he gave .utterance to this sensible remark: ''The idea should always feel as a beggar ·in regard to light, as a
about at the present time than the great preacher of that mankind is held to eternal punishment because beggar seeks for material aid from every quarter, so
Plymouth Church, wl;tich is by common consent the of the offense f'Ommitted by Adam and Eve is contra- should '."e seek for light,· understanding. wisdom. The
, ? .
'
. first beatitude then should read thus: "Blessed are the
first pulpit in America, and ~e the greatest preacher .
ry to Gods JUStlCe, and every one should regatd beggars for light; for theirs is the' kingdom of heaven."
in Christendom. But a pall of sadness ia cast over it with repugnance;'' and added, that, ''men who beLet me illustrate the value of this teaching. The South
this pulpit and its preacher; he has been accused of lieve the world was made in six days, are brothers of said: "We have got all the light on the matter of slayery
gross crimes, and what is worse, they are being proved Egyptian mummies and that the mummies nre the that we want, We will hang every man that comes to give
.
.
us more." The result was, that they knew, at their awful
' ,
upon him, Theodore Tilton has, within the last few
On another occasiOn he s!ltd: crisis,little more than children, of the terrible lnsplrabette:r; men of tb,e two.
days, given in a sworn statement that 'Mr. Beecher, on " The gates of hell have opened into this world thro' tion of anti-slavery civilization or of the awful forces that
several occasions, had criminal connection with his ecclesiastical judicatories, and the greatest cruelties the North would marshal against tp.em. Had they, in seawife.
have been practised by Christian sects, and the world son, be~n "beggars for ligh.t."had they said,"Mr. Garrison,
It is claimed by the friends of the preacher that h
b n r nt d with a hideous bloody-mouthed ~r. Phillips, Nev: York Tnbune, we cannot have too much
'
,
.
light on any subJect, on slavery we want it from every
these charges can be disproved and set aside. We as ee P ese e
God that makes .men only to <:J.rown them.
Agam: quarter," they had not experienced the awful ruin that
hope they may be ; we hope he C!J.n prove himself in- ''The church dominion.in the world has been simply came upon them. Considerable toward a "kingdam of
nocent. Others, again, charge .him with unlawful in- monstrous; there have been no excesses more abom- heaven" would have bee.n ~l!is salvation,
·
timacy with Mrs. Woodhull and others. A city pa- ·inable than those committed under church discipline.
Now, no so-called Chnstmn church that ever existed
.
·
. .
. ,, has been faithful to this very first utterance of the Son of
per within a few days, in a long article, makes it clear
The Chmch has been under tlte dommlOn of devtls. Man. So, as I suggested a little way back, please cease
that Mr.- Beecher, Mr. Tilton, and Mr. Moulton, their
Such utterances, and hundreds of a similar charac- confounding Christianity and orthodoxy or Christian
mutual friend, were at one time flagrantly and crimi- ter, do not bespeak much faith in the creeds or prac· (?) Liberalism.
nally guilty with :Mrs. Woodhull and her sister Ten- tices of the Christian Church. On ~er occasions, 'Letmealsosuggest .that the last word of Rationalism,
'b
Naturalism, nineteenth-centuryism~ with regard to opind d
ti.ie, frequently taking wine and other rej'resltments ton
escrt es Ions, as far as I have heard it, is "tolerate them-tolergether, both day and night. That these gentlemen were, however, he goes to the other extrem
in glowing language the unequaled sntfering of the ation." Jesus' ground with regard to opinions is vastly
for some length of time, on very friendly terms with Savior, and the marvelous efficacy of his blood in higher, grander, nobler. He says, .. Not merely tolerate
these ladies, is well known.. By the authority of the washing away the sins of the world, with much them, but seek the good there is in them." I submit,
!Jhicago Times we see Mrs. Woodhull recently stated other senseless fustian, platitude and rodomontade, so that,in this overwhelmingly important matter, Jesus is
still master. Don't, I beg .of you, discard so noble a
to an interviewing reporter, that Mr. Tilton slept in often heard in the Christian pulpit.
friend yet.
her arms for three mo~tks. To a Committee of InWe claim if he had been an honester man, he would
Still River, Worcester Oo., Mass,
JOHN B. WILLARD.
quiry, and on another occasion, she testified of her have been a better one. If he had not lived the life
intimacy with Henry Ward Beecher, of his actions of a hypocrite, he would have been less a sinner, for
in private, and of their love together, rwt of a Platonic it is a solemn truth, honesty of purpose and honesty
REPLY.-In opposing what we conceive to be wrong
in
Christianity, we are compelled to take it as we find
cltaracter.
of profession have niuch to do in modulating and conThat Mr. Beecher was at one time on ~:ery friendly trolling a man's conduct. Had Henry Ward Beecher it-not, what it might have been, or should have been.
terms with this lady, and that he espoused her "free honestly and openly avowed himself a skeptic and We find i_t the source of many crimes and enormities for
love'; doctrines, is well known and can be proven. Infidel, as he really iB-, we doubt not he would have sixteen centuries, and we cannot think it incumbent
upon us to ignore these facts, and to speculate as to
If the present Plymouth Committee of six, wish to been a purer and a better man.
learn all they can of the conduct of their great Pastor,
what the religion would have been if other policies and
other incentives had been pursued.
let them summon Mrs. Woodhull-she can give them
a good bit of information.
The Real Christ.
We doubt not its reputed founder was a much better personage than millions of his professed followers
Whatever may have been the temptations of Mr.
[W-e cheerfully give space to the following, from an
have been, nor would we in the slightest degree deBeecher or his crimes, one fact is very apparent, he
intelligent and candid correspondent, who proposes
tract from the honors to which he is justly entitled.
has been somewhat like poor Tray-not always
in. a series of articles, in our columns, to endeavor
found .in the best of company.. Some of his companWe deem it a matter of great doubt whether such a
to show us our errors. We are still seeking TRUTH,
ions have caused him a great deal of trouble. Dampet:son'age
ever had an actual existence, though we
and will gladly embrace all our friends will point out
aging reports, which can be authenticated, are in cirpresume there have been persons by the name of Je_
to us and co-nvince us of.]
culation with regard to hiin. His friends paid to Mrs.
sus, or rather Joshua, as in former times the name was
EDITOR o"l THE TRUTH 8Eli:KER :W oodhuii; or her attorney, $5,000 at· one time, with
I do not say that you skeptical veople will not eventual- nbout as frequently met with as John or James.
a promise of another similar amount for certain let- ly be found in the right; but I should be glad to warn you
We will not now stop to give at length the reasons
ters she had of his, and to win her silence. And one that you are all beating the air at present. You are fight- for this doubt, but briefly allude to a few of them.
of the me1nbers of the present committee of six nego- ing a battle that you will have, by-and-by, to fight over
1st. The story is related by, or attributed to four
tiated the arrangement. How does this look for an again. You are no.t attacking the real Christ, nor real
Christianity. The creeds of the churches, Catholic, Calinnocent man, and the greatest preacher in the world? vinistic, Arminian, have really very iittle to do with persons, of whom we ~now nothing as to their honesty
and truthfulness.
A very suspicious feature in this business is ~Ir. either. And after you have laid them fiat, which you will
2nd. It is not corroborated by any recognized histoBeecher's apologies, admissions, and requests for for- easily do, Christianity will be iust as firm and uvright as
rian, sacred or profane.
giveness on the part of Mr. Tilton. It seems harcliy ever,
Neither are you assailing Christ or Christianity when
probable a strictly innocent man would be under the
Srd. The story itself was unknown for over two
you attack the Mosaic cosmogony, Joshua's astronomy or
necessity of using such .language. There have also Jona.h's natural history. You may scat.t~r to the winds, centuries after the date of the events it claims to narrate,
been too many letters of his in the possession of -per- where they deserve to go, the acoount of the nativity and
(Continued on 13th Page,)'

·· tainly want not another ·error in its place .. We, .want
the truth, and. the tmth only.
;
If man is a worshipful being, it is.wholly wrong he
should worship false gods or error in any form.· He
has no occasion to venerate1 the machinations of
priests, the delusions of dark ages-the god, men ·have
devised, nor the crude notions of barbarous times.
He has the boundless: universe to contemplate, the
multitudinous forms of matter to study, th.e wonders
of. all existences to investigate, the beauties of nature
to admire, and the great truths of all the sciences to
learn ; and this is sufficient to occupy his time and
attention, without being confounded and bewildered
with senseless creeds and follies about God's creating
the world, and all it contains, in six days, and the
Deviltij;epping in and ruining all he had done. About
God's being unappeasingly angry at man for what
man could not ltelp, and was compelled to sacrifice
his Son to appease his anger ; and, notwithstanding
all this, that but a small part of the human family are
to be saved, and the great portion of them doomed to
perpetual torment and unhappiness.
Tell us not man requires any such system to revere
or believe in, or that he needs any similar substitute
for these absurdities. The truth is all he wants, and
the truth will make him free,
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were alive, they even tried the dead, in order.that the of God every po~sible _crhhe ha~. been,. committed,
church might ·tob their wives 'and children. The every conceivable outrage has been perpetrated.
property of all heretics was confiscated, and on· this Brave men, tender and loving woirie1i,' beautiful girls
Heretics -and HeresieS.
account they charged the dead with being heretical- . and prattling babies have been exterminated· in th~
BY col.. R. G. INGERSOLL.
in, dieted, as it were, their dust,-::-to. the. end th~t the ;!;lame of Je'sus. Christ. .For more than fifty generachurch might clutch the bre-ad of orphims. Learned Uonsthe church has c~_rried the bh,wk flag. Her,venDelivered at Kingsbury Hall, May 4th, 1874.
·divities disci.1ssed the propriety of teai·lng out the geance has been measured only by her power. Dm:ing
"Liberty, a word witho-ut wllicl~ all other wrYrds are ton!!ues of heretics before they were burn'ed, and the all these years ·of infail1y n'o heretic hits ever beeri forvain."
·
general opinion w~s that this ought to be done, so that giV:en. · ..With the heart. of·' a fiend sheihas hated·; with
·Whoever has au opinion of his own, anlil. hon~stly the heretics should not be. able by utteriug. blasphe- the~lutch of avarice shehas- grasped.; with the; jaws
expresses it, will be guilty of heresy. Heresy is what mies to shock the Christians who were burnin'g them. of a di·agon she has. devoured,_ pitilcf!S, as· fa11Jine,
the minority believe ; i.t is the name given by the With a mixture of fero'dty ·and· Christfani(y, the merciless as fire, with the conscience of a serpent.
powerful to the doCtrine of the weak. This word was priests insisted that heretics ougl!t to be burned at a 'Such is'the history of the Church of God. · ·
born of the 11atred arrogance and cruelty of those slow fire, giving as a rea!<on, that more time' was giv-.
I do not say, and I do not believe, that Christians
. who love t)wii· en~mics, and 'who, when smitten on en the~ for ~-~_pe\]tance.
. . . " ·
'
, ,are as bad '!liS their CI!eeds. In- spite of church· and
0
one cheek tnrn the other. This word was born of
~ · wondm that .Jesus Chri~t said, . I c,ame not to dogma, there have been millions and mHlions of men
iniellectuai slavery in the feu'dal ages of thought, · It bnng peac~. ·but a sword 1'_'
.
.
... , :
and wo~ne1i true to the- loftiest and most generous
was an epithet used in the place of arguJllent. From
Every pnest· regarded· hnnself as the agent of God. promptmgs of the human heart. They have been
11Hl co,mmen·ceme!ltofthe Ciiristia~ era, every_ art h_as ~e an~wer~d all qne~tions. by anth?rity, and to treitt true to their convictious, and with a self-dcnhil a·nd
been exhausted,· and every concmvable pumshment lum With ,cl!srespect_\\·as an msult offered to God. · No . fortitude-excelled by no_ne, have labored anct.suffered
intlioted to for~e all people to hold the same religious one was .~~ked to tlnnk, _b!I! ail. were commanded. to . for the salvation of men. Imbued with the spil;it of
opinions. This effort was born of the idea that a cer- obey. In 1208 the InqmsJtJOn was establisher!. Sev- self-sacrifice, believing tluit by personal effort .they
tain belief was n~ces.sary to the saivation of the soul. en_ Y_ears aftei·'Yard, the fourth council of the Littm·an could rescue at least 11 few souls fro·m the infinite
Christ taught, and the church still te:aehes, that unbe- enJomed all kmg~ and mle_rs to swear _an on!h. that shadow of. hell,· they have cheerfully endured every
lief is the blackest of crimes~ God is supposed to hate .rJieywould exterm~nate heretics from their dommwns. hardship an.d scorned danger .and d<Juth .. And· yet,
with an infinite and implacable 'hatred ev'eryhe'retic rhe. sword of .the church was unshcathecl,and the notwithsttlnding all this, they believed thnt honest
upon the earth, and the heretics· who ·have died are worlc1 was at the mercy of ignorant and infuriated error was a crime. They knew that the Bible so desupposed, at this moment, to be snffering the agonies of P;iests, who~e eyes feasted upon the agonies they in- clared, and they believed that all un believe1;s would
the-damned. 'l'he church persecutes the living, and ~wted. Actmg as they believed, or pretended to be- be eternnlly·lost.' They believed that religion was of
her God burns the dead.
. ..
·
heve, under the command of God, stimulated by the _God, and all hm,esy of the. Devil. 'l'l!ey killed hereIt is claimed that God wrote a book called the Bible hope of iniinite reward. in another worl!l-;-hating her- tics in defense of the.ir own. souls and the souls of
and it is generally admitted that this book is .some: etics with eve~·y?rop of tl~eir bestial blood-s~vage tlieir Cliildren. · They killed them, because, according
what difficult to understand. As long as the church beyon_d descr1pti~n-n~erml~ss be,Y?nd' ?Oil?eptwn- to tl!eir idea. they were the enemies of God, and behad all the copies of this book; and the people were these mfamous pnests m_ a ~md of tre';lz1ed Joy, leap- cause the Bible tenches that the blood of the un benot allowed to read it; there was comparatively little ed upon th,e helple_ss ~viCtims of thmr !·~gc.. They lieve1; is a most acceptable sacrifice to heaven. Naheresy in the world; but when it was printed and crushed_thei_rbones Ill Iron bo?ts, tore then· qur':eri_ng ture never pron1pted aloving ll10ther to throw her
read, people began honestly to differ as to its'meaning. flesh WI~h Iron hooks an? ]m!cers, c!lt off their lips child into the Ganges. Nature never prompted men
A few· were independent and brave enough to give !lnd ey!3hds, pulled out their nmls an~ mto the ble~ct- to exterminate each other for a difference of opinion
the world their real thoughts,- and for the extermina- Ill~ qmck tl~rust needles, tore out thmr tongues, extm- concerning the baptism, of infants. These crimes
tion of these men the church used all her power. .gu1shed_ theu· ey~s, stretchecl_them !lp<in racks, flayed have been produeed 'by nilig10ns filled with all that is
Protestants and Catholics vied with each other in the them ahve,, cruCified ~hem With their h.ead downward, illogical; cruel and h id,~tons; ':l;hese religions were prowor~ of enslaving the human mind. For ages they exposed them to w1ld beasts, burn~d them at the duced for the most part by ignorance, tyranny, and
were rivals in the infamous effort to rid the earth of stake, mocked their cries and groans, ravished their hypocrisy. Under the impression that the infinite ruler
honest people. 'They infested every country, every wi-ye~>; robbed their c~ildren, and then prayed Go'd to and creator of the universe had commanded the decity, town, hamlet, and family. They appealed to fimsh the holy work. m hell.
struction of heretics aud Infidels, the church pcr'pethe wo.rst passions of the human heart. 'fhey sowed
Millions upon millions were sacrificed upon tl!e trated all these crimes.
· ·
·
the seeds of discord and hatred in every land. Broth- altars.of bigotry. The Catholic burned the Luther11n
:M:en and' women have been burned:· for ·thinking
er. denounced brother, wives i';lformed a~ainst their the Lutheran burned the Catholic; 'the Episcop~lia~ tJ1ere was but one God; that. there.was none;, that the
husbands, mothers accused their own clnldren, dun- tortured the Presbyterian, the Presbyterian toi-tured Holy Ghost is younger .than God; that. God was somegeqns were erowded with the innocent; the flesh -of. the Episcopalian. Every denomination J.dl1ed all it what older than his .soil ; for insisting that· rrood
the good and the true rotted in the clasp of chains,. the could of every other; and each Christian felt in duty works will save a··man, without faith; that faith"'will
flames devoured the heroic, and in the name of the bound to exterminate every other Christian who-de- do wit.hout good works; fm' declaring ·that a S\veet
most merciful God, his children were exterminated nied tl1e smallest fraction of his creed.
- babe will be burned eternally, because its parents failwith faii1ine, sword and .fire. Over the wild waves of
In th-e reign of Henry the VIII, that pious and Cl! to have its head wet by a priest; for speaking of
batpe rose and fell the l>anner of Jesus Christ. For-six- moral founder of the Apostolic Episcopal Clnlrch, God as though he had a nose; for denying that Christ
te~n !Inndred years the rob!3s of tl~e church_ -w:ere red there -w:as passed by the. Parlia1_ne!lt of England an was his own father; for contending that three perWith mnocent !Jlooll. The mgenmty of Chnstmns was act entitled, "An ac.t for abollshmg of diversity of sons, right:y added together, make more than one; _
exhausted in devising_ punishment severe enough to· opinion." And in this act was set forth what a o-ood for believing in purgatory; for denying the reality of
he inflicted upon other Christians who honestly and Christian was obliged to believe : First, that in"' the hell ; forpretending that priests can forgive sins; for
sincerelyditfered with them upon any point whatever. sacrament. was the real body and blood of Jesus preaching that God is a.11 essence ; for denying that
Give any Orthodox Church the power, and to-day Christ. Second, that the body and blood of Jesus witches rode through the air on sticks; for doubtin•r
they would punish heresy with whip,· and chain, uud Christ was in the bread, and the blood. and body of the total depravity of- the human. heart ; for latwhin~
~re. As lon_g as _a cliurch de~ms_ eert_ain belief esse1~- Jesus Chris~as' in the wine. Thii;d, that priests at irresistible grace, predestination, anti particu!':tr
tial to salvatiOn, JUSt so long It will lull and burn 1f 1t should not lltnn-y. Fourth, that vows of chastity demption; for denying that good bread could- bt• made
has the power. Why should th,e church pity a man were of perpetual obligation.
Fifth, that private of the body of a dead man ; for pretending that the
whom_ her God hates ?/Why shotlld she show mercy masses.ought to be continued ; and sixth, that auric- Pope was not managing this world for God, and in
to a kmd and noble heretic whom her God will burn ular confession to a priest must be maintained.
place of God ; for disputing the efficacy of a- vicariin eternal fire? ' W'hy shoujp a Christian be bet(er
ThL~ ci·eed was made by law, in order that all men OUE atonement; for thinking that the Virgin Mary
than· his God? It. is impossible for-the imagination might know just what to believe by simply i·eading was born like other people; for thinking that a man's
to conceive of a greater atrocity than has been perpe- the statute. 'fhe Church haied to see the people rib waf! harrlly sufficient to make a good-sized woman ;
trated by the church. Let it b~ remembered that a!~ ~vearir1g out their brains in thinking upon these sub- for denying that God used his finger for a pen ; for
cln~rches have persecuted h~ret1cS to the exteut of Jects. It was tlwught far better that a creed shou\d asserting that prayers are not answerml, thn:t diseases
theu· power. Every nerve Ill the human body ca- be 111ade by Parliament, so that whatever might be are not s~nt to punish unbelief; for denying the aupable of pain has been sought out and touched by lacking in evidence m.ight be made up in force. The thority of the Bible ; for having a Bible in their pusthe church.. Toleration has increased only ·when punishment for qenying t)le first article was death by session ; for attending mass, and for refusing to atand where the power of the church has diminished.- fire._ ,For the. denial of any otber article imprison- tend; for wearing a surplice; for carrying 11 cross,
.From Augustine to Patton the spirit of the Christia.n ment.
'
and for refusir.g; for being a Catholic, and for being
lias remained the same. There has been the same in- · ·Your attention'is called to these six articles, estab- a Protestant, for being an Episcopalian, a Presbytetoler<tnce, the same undying hatred of all who think lished during tlie reign of 1:;enry VIII, and by the rian, a Baptist, and for being a Quaker. In short,
for themselves. The same determination to·crlish out Church of England, simply because not one of 'those every virtue has been a crime, and every crime a virof the human brain all knowled5e inconsistent with articles is believed by that churcl1 to-day. If the law tue. The church has burned honesty and rewarded
the ignorant creed. Every church pretends that it then made by the church could be enforced now, hypocrisy, and all this_ she did because it was comhas a revelation from God, and tha:t this revelation every Episcopalian would be burned at the stake.
mandcd by a book-a book that men had been tauo-ht
must be given to the people thi·ough the church; that
Similar laws were passcll in most Christian conn- implicitly to believe, long before they knew one w~rd
the church acts through its priests, and that ordinary tries, as ali orthodox churches firmly believed that that was in it. They had been taught that to donbt
:mortals must be content with a revelation-not f~·om mankinu could be legislated into heaven. Accordino- the tJ:uth of this book, to examine it, even, was a
God-but from the church. Had the people submit- to the CJ'eed of every church, slavery leads to hetivm~ crime of such enormity that it could not be forgiven,
ted to this preposterous elaim, of course there could liberty leads. to hell. It was claimed thtlt Gorl had either in this world or the next.
have been but one church, ant! that church never founded the chmch, and that to deny: the authoi-ity of
The Billie was the real persecutor. The Bible bunicould have advanced. It might have retrograded, be- the church was to be a traitor to God, anll conse- ed heretics, built dungeons, founded the Inquisition
cause it is riot necessary to think, or investigate, in quently an ally of the Devil. To, torture and destroy and tramplcllupon all the liberties of men.
'
order to forget. Without heresy there could not have one of the soldiers of Satan was a duty no good
How long, 0 how long will mankind: worship a
been the least progress. The highest type of the Christian cared to neglect. Nothing can be sweeter book? . How long will they grovel in the dust .before
Orthodox Christian does not forget. Neither docs.he than to earn the gratitude of God by killiflgyour own the ignorant legends of the barbaric past? How
learn. He neither advances nor recedes. He is a liv- enemies.. Such a mingling of pn)fit and revcn~e, of long, 0 how long will they pursue phantoms in a
ing fossil, imbedded in that rock culled faith. He heaven for yourself and damnation for those yon dis- darkness blacker than death?
·
makes 110 effort to better his condition, because an his like, is a temptation that your ordinary Christian
Unfortmwtely for the world, about the beginning of
st1'cngth is exhausted in keeping other people from never resists.
· ·
the sixtee11th century a num by the name. uf G'erarll
improving theirs. 'l'he supreme desire of his heart is
According to the theologians. God, the Father of Chauvin was married to ,Jennie Le J<'runc, and still
to force all others to adopt his creed. and in order to us all, wrote a letter to his children. T!Hi chi11lren more nil fortunately for the world, tl1e fruit of this
accomplish this object, he· ~enounces all kinds of have always difl:ercdsome\vhat as to the meaning of marriage was a son, called ,John Chauvin, who afterFreethinking as a crime, and this crime he calls here- this letter. In consequence of these honest differ- ward IJecallle famous ns John Calvin, the founder of
sy. W'hen he had power, heresy was the most tcrrii.Jle ences, these brothers begnn to cut out (;aeh other's the ;presbyterian Church. This man forged five fetand formidable of words. It meant confiscation, hearts. In every land, where this letter from God has tcrs· fo1:_ the brain. These fetters he called points.
exile, imprisonment, torture, and death. In those been read, the children to whom and for whom it was That is to say, predestination, piu;ticular redemption
days the cross and rack were inseparable com- written have bcmi filled with hatred and lnalice. total depravity, irresistible grace. and the ]JC!'sever'panions. Across the open Bible lay the sword and They have imprisoned and murdered each othei', and ance of the saints. About the neck of each follower
fagot. Not content with burning such heretics as the wives and children of each other.· In the name p.e put a collar, bristling with ·these five iron points.
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The presertce of alf these points' .On)pe \)Ollaj; is still Pt!pe; and 'the hcs't thing, iillo~'thte Pope was; that he il presbytery that praises a self-denying and' heroic
the test of. Orthodoxy ,jti the churc~ li~ .found'ed. was not a f'resbyterian. . ·: · ·
·
.·
· lite? Is-it a sin to speak a charitable word over the
This' man, when iri.' the :iiush,of youth, was. elected to
'file, flils)trincs, o~ Cal~n spjead, rapidly1 and were grave of John. Stuart Mill ? Is it heretical to pay a
the office 'oCpi:e'achei· ,in Geneva: .He at· once, ·in eagcr/J.~d~c~te~by mult1tudes,9n the cont1~ent. ]3ut just arid graceful !ribu~e to departed. worth? Must·
union with 'Fare!, clrewup d conclensefstatenient of Scotlaqd,ln a few years, be~nme the real fortress of the true Presbytenan VIOlate the sanctity of the tomb,
'the Ph~sbyiei'ian'.Croetri,ne;''arid dij'the citiz.ens of Ge- Presbyterianism. 'l'l!e E~cot~4. rivaled the adherents dig open the grave, and ask his God to curse the silent
neva, on pain of b~~:nishment, were compelled to ta}{e of Galvin, and ~ti\)..;:eedel\ iu'·establishing the same, dust? Is Presbyterianism so narrow that it conceives
. an oath.. that th~y 'believ:ed .~i~ st!l-tement Of, t,his kind of theocracy that flourished in Geneva. The of no excellence; of no purity of. intention~ of no
proceedmg, Galvm very 1nnc;>!3ent~yre~narked, t1Iat it clergy .took possession and control of everybody and spiritual and moral grandeur, outside of its barbaric
I)roduct>d great satisfaction. '.A tqan· by the nmiie Of everything. ~It is ;imp·ol!i:ible' to exaggerate the slav- creed ? D.oes it still retain within its stony heart allCarol! had tlie:au:daCity_ ~o. disptite, with Calvin~ . For ery, the IJiental' ·degradation;, the abject superstition the malice of its founder ? Is it still warming its
this outrage he was· bail\s~ed. To show yon 'what of the peop.le of Scotlapd dul-!ng.t!Je reign of Presby- flesh less hands at the flames that consumed Servetus?
great subjects occupied th'e. a.ttention. of Calvin, it is terianisui. He1·etic8 WCJ'e hunted and. d'evoured as Does it still glory in the damnation of infants, and
only nec~ssa,ry, ~o stat~, th,~f ·he fudously ~iscussed thbugh they hacl'been wild beasts. The gloomy in- does it still pt!rsist in emptying the cradle in order
the qncstwn, as to whethe\: the. saci"amental bread sanity o~ Presbyterianism· tookposse'ssion of :a great that perdition n1ay be. filled? Is it still starving the
·shoultl be Ieavene~l ot'i.ilil~Jatenecl'. · He. drew up laws majority of· the· IJeopte. They regard·ed their minis- soul and famishing the lieart ? Is it still tr':!mbli!1g
regulating the cost' of the' 'citizens' clothes, and pre- try as Jews· did Moses and· Aaron. They believed and shivering, crouching and crawling, )Jeforejts conscribing their '\.licit, a:ncl . all "'hose bi:eeches were DOt that they w.ere the especial agents of GOd, and that fession of faith ?
.
'iri the .C'alviri fa:Shion' wel:e I'efu.secl tli.e s'acrainetit. whatsoever they bound in Scotland would be bound
Had such men. as Robert Collyer and John Stuart
At l~s.t, til\) pe()pi<i bec_ciiuiug tii·~d of ii1iS petty;, ,the- in heaven. Ther~ wa~'rrot otie pai'ticle of intellectual Mill been pi·eseiit at the burning of Servetus, they
olog~eal tyr11;nny, bamshe·q, Calvi.n:. · ln ·a fevr 'year~, freedom. No. man was allowed to·. diffCI·- from the would have extinguished the flames with their tear~.
however, he was recalled, au,d reeeiveclwith .gre·at en- church, or .to· even' contradict· a pi'iest: Hitd Prespy- Had the. presbytery of Ghi<;ago been, there,·. th~y
thusiasn1'. After this,, h9 was, supJ'em'e; and .the will tetiimislh :riiitintaine·d its ascentleiJCy; Sc'otland would would have quietly turned their backs, solemnly diof Calvhi'became the law of 'GeneVa:'·
·
.
have been peopled by 'savages to:!lay; · ·
viderl their coat-tails, aud warmed themselves .
. . In l553,. ,a iJ.1an was trl~d Yierlna'iby'.the Gatl).olic
The gloomy spirit of Calvin took possession of tile
Tll~rd. With ha:ing_ spoken _disl?aragingl;Y, of the
Gltnrch for heresy. He was ~onvicted and sentenc.ed Puritans, and caused theni to redden the soil of the doctnne of. predes.tmatwn and v1canous sacr!lice.
to death by burning.. I~. was his good .fortune· to ·new world with the brave •'blood uf honest men.
If- there Is any dogma that ought to be protected
escape. .Pursued by the sl,e~th hounds, o.f, 1nt_o)era1;1ce \llinging to_the :five ~oints of Galvin,_ they, too, estab- by law, preflestination is that doctrine. Surely it is
he fled to ,Geneva for. p1·otectwn. A do.ve,.:fiymg from hshed governments m accordance w1th the teachings a cheerful, joyous thing, to one who is laboring, strugha~~s, s?,ught S!lfety in, the. nest.of a vulture.. The ,of the Old Testament·; . They, too, attached the pen- gling, and suffering in this weary world, to think that
fug1~1vefrom the cruelty; of Rome asked. ~helter from alty of death ·to ,the expression. of honest thought. before he existed, before the earth was, before a star
Jphn Galvin, who had. written a boo~ m 'favor of r.e- They,, too, believed their church su~reme, and exert- had glistened in the heavens, before a ray of light had
ltgious toleration. Servetns had. forgotten that .this eel all tl!eii· power io ~ursethkcontinent with a spir- left the quiver of the sun, his destiny had been irrevbook was written. by ,Calvin whe.)1 in the minQrity ; itual d"espotism as infamous as it' was abSurd. They ocably fixed, and that for an eternity before his birth
tb!lt it was writtqn in 1>~eakness .. to. b!3 forgotten in 'believed with Luther tliat ui1iversal toleration is uni-· he had been doomed to bear eternal pain !
power ; that it was proquce4 by fear instead of. IWin- vetsal error; an'd' universal'· ~rror is universal hell.
Suppose a man had been conv1cted of murder, and
ciple.
·
,
., .
.· .
. . . Toleration was denounced a~ a crime.
was about to be hanged-the Governor acting. as the
He. did n~t ~now that Calvi~ 4ad .caused' ,his, arre~t : · Fortunately. for us, dviliz~t\~n~ has had a softening executioner. And suppose that just as the. doomed
at VIenna:, )n. ;Franc~, and ,had sent. a cqpy. of h1s effect upoti the· Presbyterial). .Church ... To the enno- man was to sufl'er death, some one in the crowd should
work,_ WhiCh was c~amwd to .)Je blasphemous, tq ,the blirig influence of the ar~s and sciences the glpomy step forward and say, "I am 'willing to die in the
archb1sh~p. I;le q~d, not then ~mq:w that t!Ie Protest- ,spirit of Calvinism· has, iti some slight degree, sue- place of that murderer. He has a family, and I have
ant O!l):vm. Wfl.S actipg as qne of .t.he detectives . o~ the cnmbe.d: .True, the old c1·eed remains substantially none." And suppose further, that the Govemor
Cat!IOhc:,Ch.urc~, ~d ~ad bef:ln u~strument~l .. ,m pr~- as it was written but by a kind of taCit understand- should reply, "Come forward, young man, your offer
. curmg his CO;'!V:~ctwn, for here~y~. Ig?orant of al! tlus ing it 'has coiile t~ be· regarded as a 1•e!ic of the past. is accepted. A murder has been committed, and
u~speakabl~ m~m,uy, he put h\mseif .ln the power. of The. cry of ,, heresy, .hits been grow~n~ fainter a:nd somebody must be hung, and your death will satisfy
this very Galvip., ,. ':!'I!e m~~er of the Presbytenan fainter and as a consequence, the mu11 sters of that the law just as well as the. death of the murderer."
creed caused the fug1trv:~ .. Servet~sto pe. a;restedJor denominati~n have ventured now and theri to express What would you then think of the doctrine of •' VihlaspheJ,lly. _H,ewas tned•;. Caly1n was his .accuser. doubts as to the datnnatil}n of infants, and the doc- carious Sacrifice?"
He wa~ .cuu,v:,cted and c,ondemn!!d t~ death ?Y fire. trine of total depravity. . The' fact· is, the old ideas
Fourth. With having inculcated a phase of. the .doc. On tile m:O,rnm~ of ~he fatal day1 Calvm.saw lul;'l, .and. became a little monotonous to' the· people. 'fhe fall trine commonly known as" Evolution" or "DcvelopServetus, the vict.un, asked f?rgtven(lss.o~ Galvm,. the of man the scheme of redemption and irresistible ment." The church believes and teaches the exact
J;lllll'derer,· f?r any!hmg p..e m1ght ]ll~vc sai<l that had grace, began to have a familiar .sound. The preach- opposite of this doctrine. According to the philoso.WQUndcd l!lS feelings.,' ServetuS,W!+S. bonm:l_ta. the ers told the old stories while the congregation slept. phy of theology, man has continued to degenerate for
stake, the ~agots, Wer~ hghted .. ?'he :wu~d ,<;~iirH~cl ,the Some of the ministers became tired of these stories six thpusand years. To teach that tlJCre is that in
:fiauies so.nw"'hat away from h.~s . h8dy, .. ~o that he. therrisel'ves. 'The five poirits grew dull, and they felt Nature which impels to higher forms and grander
slowly roasted for hour.~. Vmrdy he .Implored .a that nothing short of irresistible grace could bear this ends, is heresy, of course. The Deity will damn
. speedy death, A,t last the ~mne plnllh\)d around h1s endfess repetition. The outside world was full of Spencer and his'' Evolution," Darwin and his "Orifor~n ; thro~1gh smoke and fire Ins murderers sa:v a progress· and in every direction men advanced, while gin of Species," Bastian aod his" Spontaneous Genwlllte, heroiC face, . And tbere,. they Wlltched until a this chu~ch anchored to a creed, idly rotted at the eration," Huxley and his "Protoplasm,". Tyndall and
man became acharred aml shnveledlll<tss.
shore. Oth~r denominations, imbued some little with his "Prayer Guage," and will save those, and only
·
·
· J ames the. SIJirit of. investigat.ion, were springmg
· up on every those who declare that the Univer~e has been cursed
U nder the benign admimstrat10n
of ca1vm,.
'tten s?me pr?- side, while the old Pres
· b ytermn
·
the smallest
to the
grandest
Gr{\et was. b e1JCad edb
. ecause. h e h ac1 :vr1
ark rest ~ d on tl1e A r- from
everything
tends to atom
evil, and
to that
only star;.
., and' that
that
fane. verses. The'shghtest word agamst Galvm or h1s arat of the past :filled with the theologiCal monsters
~
absurd doctrines was·punished ·as a crin1e. Liberty of another age.,'
the only perfect thing in Nature is the Presbyterian
was banished from Geneva,:and nothing but. PresbyLured by the splendors of the outer world, tempted confession of faith.
,
terianism was left.. Honor, justice, mercy, reason by the achievements of science, longing to feel the
Fifth. With having intimated that tlJC reception of
and charity •were all exiled; but the :five points of throb and beat of the mi~hty march of the human Socrates and Penelope at heaven's gate was, to say the
predestination,, particular .. redemption, irresi~tible race .a few of the ministers of this conservative de- least, a trifle more cordial than that of Catherine q.
grace, total depravity, and the certain perseverance nom'i!mtion were compelled, by "irresistible sense," to
Penelope waiting Jl!tiently and trustfully for her
of the saints remained instead;
say a Jew words in .harmony with the splendid i«;leas lord's return, delaying her suitors, while sadly weaving and unweaving the shroud of Laertes; is the most
Galvin founded a little theocracy in Geneva, mod. of to-day.
·
.
f
f 'ti
d
d
1 b th ·
These. utteran. ces have upon several. occaswns. S!J per ect type 0 WI e an· woman pr.o ucec Y e CIVCled • afte1· tl1e Old · Tes·ta,ment, and succeeded in
1
bb
ilization of Greece. ·
·erectin<>' the· most detestable government that ever nearly wakened some of thf!. ~nen~bers, t wt, ru mg
Socrates, whose life was above reproach, and whose
existectcxcept the bne from which it·>vas copied.
their eyes, they. have feebly mqmred ;yhethei· these death was beyond all praise, stands to-day, in the est!. · · 1 ·
·
. · · t . grand ideas were not somewhat heretical ? T1Jese
.
Agamst all tlus mt.o erance, one man, a. mintS er,
. . · ·f
d th t . t . 10
.
·t' n as their Ortbo- rnation of every thoughtful mqn, .at least the peer of
raised l1is voiCe. ··The name of this man should never mimsters oun
a. JUs Ill P 1?01 I? . ,
Christ.
,
Catliari'ne II. assassinated her husband.' Stepp' ing·
bb forgotten. ·. I.t 'tn·1 Cos.tellio • This brave man had doxy decreased.,. Hle!f congregation mcieas?d· Those
•
c
'
·
•
·
·•
'
h
1
It · the pure unadulterated artwle found
0
the goodness and the courage to declare the mnocence w • c ea m
· ·. .
.
'
upon his corpse, she mounted the throne. She was
of honest error · He 'Was the first of the so-called re- themselves .demonstratmg tbe five. P?mts ~ a less the murderess of Prince I wan, the grand nephew of
0
forlners to take. tliis Iioblfi ground: I wish I bad the number of hem·e~s than they .had J?Omts. ..tung ~ Peter the Great, who was imprif'oned for eighteen
genius to P"'Y a fitting tribute to his memory. Per- madn~ss by the bitte: tl'llth, t_his galltng ~on~I!l~t, this years, and who, during all that time, saw the sky but
haps it would 'be· ih1possible .to pay him a grander harassmg fact, the Ieally 01 ~hodo~ ha~ e Iaillcd the once. Taken all in all, Catharine was probably one
compliment than to say Costellio was in all things cry of heresy, and expect :VIth tlus. C! Y to seal the of the most intellectual' beasts that ever wore a
the opposite of Calvin 'To pl~ad for the ri"'ht of iu- lijJs of honest men. One of these mmist~rs, and one crown.
dividual 'lid&nlent w~s consid~I~ec1 as a cSme, al1d who has been enjoying the luxury of a. htt_le honest
Catharine, however, was the head of the Greek
Costellio J'\va~ dl'ivcn froni Geneva by J.ohn Gulvin.· thought, an~ tl~e real rapture o( expresswg It, has a!- Church, Socrates was a heretic, and Penelope lived and
· · d' as a···I'll
·
- 1ar re1Jearc1 of " partJCu
• . B y ·1·
b . h . l-F·. t \Vith speaking in !till- died without once 11avmg
11m. 1Ie ·'
was d.enounce
c 11 t of·t·l Ie D·
, evi·1 , as· readybeenwchcted.
H
' a clog of sdtan us·a beast from hell, ancl, as one who, . e 1Ias een .c ~ 1 gee . ns '
d
ld d
.··
demption," or "irresistible grace."
by this liorricl bbspl~emy of the innocence of holiest lnguous language m relatiOn to that ear o
octnne
Sixth. W-ith repudiating the idea of a ,, call" to the
error
crncillecl
'Clirist
afresh
mid
by him
the fall of
.man.
. neglecte d to prcac 11 t 11at· mos t m 1'n 1'st1·y, "•'n'i
·
'
..
·
.
·
·
.
'
·
r·
1 he was pur- of Second
)V1th
havm"'
' pretending that ·men we1·e "called" to
sued
.. · an c1 CQIISOI"
: until
· rescued
· · " ' by the
' hand
, oC dent
·: I.
d
. · ,C.Olll f ortmg
mg t ru tl 1, tl1c eternal
, damnation preach as they were to the other avocations of life.
:;.. ~pon th~ n~me o~ Costelho. alvm he3;p~ ev,ei Y of· the soul. Surely, that man must be a monster who
An old deacon, wishing tQ. get rl<l of an unpopular
ep1tlwt, untillns mahc~ 'yas sn:t~sfie~ and Ius ~magma- could wish to blot this blessed doctrine out and rob preacher, advised him to give up the ministry and
t10n exhausted.· It IS Imposs~ble ~o perceive how earth's wretched childr.en of this blis~ful hope!
turn his attention to something else. The preacher
human nature. qan"bccom~ so. fnghtf_ull.y perverted as . '£hird. ,,Vith having spoken a few kind words of replied that he could not conscientiously dese1t the
.t~ pursue a fcllo,v .~~a!~ W!tl~ the mah~mty_ of a :fiend, Robert. Collyer and Joh~I Stua.rt Mill.
.
.
pulpit, as he had had a "call" to the ministry. To
simply because he~~ g,<;>od, JUst, and ge!JCJOUs.
l· have the honor. of a. slight acquamtance with which the deacon replied, "That may be so, but it's
Calvin. wns o.f!.a ]l[11lid,, bioodl~ss compl~ct_ion, thin,. Robert Collyer. 1 have read with plea.~ure some of mi"'l!ly unlucky for you that when Gotl called ;rou to
si?kly, irritable; .g)IJ?n~y, impnticnt, egot1~tlc,. tyran- his exquisite producti<m.s. He has a b~·am ~ull ?f the pr~JCh, he forgot to c~ll anybody to hear you.'
mc:Li heart. tess anclwfmnous.. He was astlttnge com- dawn t,l 1c head of· a plnlosopher, the 1mngmatwn of
Seventh. \Vith havmg doubted that God was the
pound of revengeful morality, mal!cious forgi':cness, a poet, and the sincere heart of a child.
.
author of the 109th P8alm.
ferocious charity, egotistic hunuhty, and a lnnd. of . ls.a.minister to be sBenced1Jecause he.speaks_fatrly
The portion of that Psalm which carries with it the
hellish justice.· ·In other words, he was as near hke of. It· noble and educated adversary ? .I.s It a cr1me to clearest and most satisfactory evidences uf inspiration,
the· God of the Old Testament as Ns health permit- compliment a lover ofjust.ice, an adv.ocatc of liberty; and which has afforded almost unspeakable consolated.
·
·
o 1iewlw devoted hisl.\feto the e1evati?n of man, the tion to the Presbyterian Church, is as follows:
The bes~ thing, ·.however; about tl~e :Presbyterians: discovery of tr!ltl~,. and, the pronmlgatwn. of W!Iat be "Set thou a wicked man over him; 11.nd let Satan stand
of Geneva was, that they .denied the power of the believed to be right ?' Can that tongue be pals1ed by at his right hand.
·

at

s

.• , THE .!rRUTH. ;SE:EKER, -APGU:ST, 874,
"When he shall be judged, let him be condemned; and
let his 11rayer become sin.
"Let his da;~;s be few; and let another take his office.
·• Let his children be fatherless, and his wife a widow.
"Let his children be continually vagabonds, and beg;
let them seek their bread also out of their desolate plat'es.
"Let the extortioner <'atch all that he hath; and let the
strangers spoil his labor.
"Let there be none to extend mercy unto him; neither
let there be any to favor his fatherless children.
"Let his posterity be cut oft'; and in the generation following let their name be blotted out.

tion. The few red men who roam the Western wil- of the right to exterminate you, but in order to keep
derness have no thought or care concerning the five other churches from exterminating me."
points of Calvin. They are utterly oblivious to the
A trial for heresy means that the. spirit of persecugreat and vital truths ·contained in the Thirty-nine tion still lingers in the church ; that it still denies the
articles, the Saybrook platform, and· the resolutions right of private judgment j that it still thinks more
of the Evangelical Alliance. No Indian has ever of creed than truth ; that it is still determined to
scalped another on account of his religious belief. prevent. the intellectual growth of man. It means
This of itself shows conclusively that the missiona- that churches are shambles in which are bought and.
ries have had no effect.
· sold the souls of men . .It means that the church is still
guilty o( the barbarity of opposing thought with
Why
should
.we
convert
the
heathen
of
China
and
* 0 God
* ·the* Lord,*for Thy
* name's
*
•·*But do* thou* for me,
kill our own ? Why should we send missionaries force. It means that if it had the power, the mental
sake; because Thy mercy is good, deliver thou me.
* across the seas, and soldiers over the plains? Why horizon would be bounded by a creed, that it would
* * I will greatly praise the Lord with my mouth'' . should we send bibles to the East and muskets to the bring again the whips, and chains, and dungeon keys,
Had this inspired Psalm been found in some tem- We!!t? If it is impossible to convert Indians who and rack and fagot of the past.
ple erected for the worship of snakes, or in the pos- have no religion of their own ; no prejudice for pr
But let me tell the church it lacks the power. There
session of some cannibal king, written with blood upon against the " eternal procession of the Holy Ghost," have been, and still are, too many men who own themthe dried skin of babes, there would have been a per- how can we expect to convert a heathen who has a selves-too much thought, too much knowledge for
fect harinony berween its surroundings and its senti- religion ; who has plenty of gods and bibles and the church to grasp against the sword of power. The
ments.
prophets and Christs, and who has a religious litera- church must abdicate. For the Eglon of superstiNo wonder that the author of this inspired Psalm ture far grander than our own ? Can we hope, with tion, science has a message from tr.uth.
coldly received Socrates and Penelope, and reserved the story of Daniel in the lion's den, to rival.the stu·
The heretics have not thought and suffered and died
his sweetest smiles for Catharine the Second !
pendous miracles of India'? Is there anything in our in .vain. Every 'heretic has been, and is, a ray of
Eiahth. With having said that the battles in which bible as lofty and loving as the prayer of the Budd- light. NoUn vain did Voltaire, that great man, point
the fsraelites engaged with the approval and com- hist ? Compare your " Qonfession of Faith" with from the foot of the Alps, the finger of scorn at every
mand of Jehovah surpassed in cruelty those of Julius the following :
hypocrite in Europe. Not in vain were the splendid
Cresar.
utterances of the Infidels, while beyond all price are
"Never
will
I
seek
nor
receive
private
individual
Was it' Julius Cresar who said, "And the L01;d our salvation,-never enter into final peace alone ; but the discoveries of science.
God delivered him before us; and we smote him, and forever and everywhere will I live and strive for the
The church has impeded, but it has not and it can
his sons, and all his people ? And we took all his universal redemption of every creature throughout all not stop, the onward march of the human race. Hercities, and utterly destroyed the men, and the women, worlds. Until all are delivered, never will I leave esy cannot be burned, nor imprisoned, nor starved.
and the little ones, of every city, we left none to re- the world of sin, sorrow and struggle, but will re- It laughs at presbyteries and synods, at <Ecumenical
councils and the impotent thunders of Sinai. Heresy
main?"
main where I am."
Did Julius Cresar send the following report to the
Think of sending an average Presbyterian to con- is the eternal dawn, the morning star, the glittering
Roman Senate ? "And we took all his cities at that vert a man who daily offers this tender, this infinitely herald of the d!l.Y· Heresy is the last and best
time, 1.here was not a city which we took not from gwerous and incomparable prayer! Think of read- thought. It is the perpetual new world ; the unthem, three-score cities, all the region of Argob, the ing the 109th Psalm to a heathen who has a bible of known sea, towards. which the brave <Jll sail. It is
kingdom of Og, in Bashan. All . these cities were his own, in which is foun<;l this passage :-"Blessed the eternal horizon of progress. Heresy extends the
fenced with high walls, gates, and bars ; besides un- is that man, ,and beloved of all the gods, who is afraid hospitalities of the brain to a new thought. Heresy is
walled towns a great many. And we utterlydestroy- of
a cradle : orthodoxy, a coffin.
.
no man, and of whom no man is afraid ! "
ed them, as we did unto Sihon, king of Heshbon,
Why should man be afraid to think, and why
Why
should
you
read
even
the
New
Testament
to
utterly destroyed the men, women and children of
should he fear to express his thoughts ?
a Hindoo, when his own Chrishna has said:-'' If a
every city."
•
Is it possible that an infinite Deity is unwilling that
man
strike
thee,
and,
in
striking,
drop
his
staff,
pick
' Did Cresar take the city of Jericho "and 'utterly
man should investigate the phenomena by which he
it
up
and
hand
it
to
him
again
?
"
Why
send
a
Presdestroy all that was in the city, both man and woman,
is suiToqnded ? Is it possible that a God delights in
young and old ? " Did he smite ''all the country of byterian to a Sufi, who says : "Better one moment of threatening and terrifying men ? What glory, what
silent
contemplation
and
inward
love,
than
seventy
the hills, and of the south, and of the vale, and of
honor and renown a God must win on such a field !
the springs, and all their kings, and leave none re, thousand years of outward worship?'' "Whoso The ocean raving at a drop ; a star envious of a canwould
carelessly
tread
on
one
worm
that
crawls
on
maining that breathed, as the Lord God had comdle ; the sun jealous of a~ fire-tly !
the earth, that heartless one is darkly alienated from
manded?"
Go on, presbyteries and synods, go on! Thrust the
God
;
but
he
that,
living,
embraceth
all
things
in
his
Search the record of the whole world, find out the
heretics out of the church. That is tc:> say, throw
love,
to
live
with
him
God
bursts
all
bounds
above,
history of every barbaric tribe, and you can find no
away your brains,-put out your eyes. The Infidels
will thank you. They are willing to adopt your
crime that touched a lower depth· of infamy than below"
Why
should
we
endeavor
to
thrust
our
cruel
and
those the Bible God commanded and approved._lfot
exiles. Every deserter from your camp is a recruit
such a God I have no words to express my loathmg heartless theology upon one who prays this prayer :- for the army of progress. Cling to the ignorant dog"
0
God.
show
pity
toward
the
wicked
;
for
on
the
and contempt, and all the words in all the languages
mas of the past; re"ad the 109th Psalm; gloat over the
of man would scarcely be sufficient. Away with such good thou hast already bestowed thy mercy by having slaughter of mothers and babes ; thank God for total
created
them
virtuous
?
"
a God ! Give me Jupiter ratlier,.with lo and Europa,
depravity; shower your honors upon hypocrites, and
Compare this prayer Wlth the curses and craelties silence every minister who is touched With that heresy
or even Siva 'vith his skulls and snakes, or give me
of the Old Testament, and with the infamies com- called genius.
none.
Ninth. With having repudiated the doctrines of manded and approved by the being whom we are
Be true to your history. Turn out the astrono'' total depravity" and the '' perseverance of . the taught to worship as a God.
mers, the geologists, the naturalists, the chemists, and
r· saints."
But what shall I say more? for the time would fail all other honest scientists. With a Whip of scorpions,
What a precious doctrine is that of the total de- me to tell of Sabellianism, of a "model trinity,'' and drive them all out. We want them all. Keep the
pravity of the human heart I How sweet it is to be- the "eternal procession of a Holy Ghost."
ignorant, the superstitious, the bigoted, and the wrilieve that the lives of all the good and great were conUpon these charges a minister is to be tried, here in ters of charges and specifications. Keep them, and
tinual sins and perpetual crimes ; that the love a Chicago ; in this city of pluck and progress-this keep them all. .Repeat your pious platitudes in the.
mother bears her child is, in the sight of God, a sin; that marvel of energy, and this miracle of Iierve. The drowsy ears of the faithful, and read y-our bible to
the gratitude of the natural heart is simple meanness; cry of ''heresy," here, sounds like a wail from the heretics, as kings read some forgotten not-act to stop
that the tears of pity are imWire; that for the uncon- dark ages-a shriek from the Inquisition, or a groan and stay the waves of revolution. You are too weak
verted to live and labor for others is an o1Iense to from the grave of Calvin. Another effort is being to excite anger. We forgive your eftorts as the sun
heaven;· that the noblest aspirations of the soul are made to enslave :., man. It is claimed that every forgives a cloud-as the air forgives the breath you
ow and grovelling in the sight of God ; that man member of the church has solemnly agreed never to waste.
hould fall upon his knees and ask forgiveness, sim- outgrow the creed ; that he has pledged himself to
How long, 0 how long will man listen to the threats
ly for loving his wife and child, and that even the remain an intellectual dwarf. Upon this condition of a God, and shut his ears to the splendid promises
ct of asking forgiveness is in fact a crime !
·
the church bas agreed to save his soul).. and he hands of Nature? How long, 0 how long will man remain
. Surely it is a kind of Wiss to feel that every woman over his brains to bind the bargain. tshould a fa~t be the crin~ing slave of a false and cruel creed ?
and child in the wide world, with the exception of found. inconsistent with the creed, he binds himself
By tlns time the whole world should know that the
those who l:ielieve the five points, or some other to deny the fact and curse the finder. With scraps of real bible has not yet been written ; but is being writequally cruel creed, and such children as have been dogmas and crumbs of doctrine, he agrees that his ten, and that it will never be finished until the
baptized, ought at this very moment to be dashing soul shall be satisfied forever. What an intellectual race begins its downward march, or ceases to exist.
down to the lowest glowing gulf of hell !
feast the confession of faith must be! It reminds The real bible is not the work of inspired men, nor
Take from the (Jhristian the history of his own one of the dinner described by Sidney Smith, where prophets, nor apostles, nor evangelists, nor of Christ.
church ; leave that entirely out of the question, and everything was cold except the water, and everything Every man who finds a fact, adds, a:> it were, a word
he has no argument left with which to substantiate sour except the vinegar.
to this great book. It is not attested by prophecy, by
the total depravity of man.
Every member of a church promises to remain miracles or signs. It makes no appeal to faith, to
A minister once asked an old lady, a member of orthodox, that is to say-stationary. 'Growth· is her- ignorance, to credulity or fear. It has no punishment
his church, what she thought of the doctrine of total esy. Orthodox ideas are the feathers that have been for unbelief, and no reward for hypocrisy. It apdepravity, and the dear old soul replied that she molted by the eagle of progress. They are the dead peals to man in the name of demonstration. It has
thought it a mighty good doctrine if the Lord would leaves under the majestic palm; while heresy is the nothing· to conceal. It has no fear uf being read, of'
only give the people grace enough to live up to it !
being investigated and understood. It does not prebud and blossom at the top.
As to the doctrine of the perseveranc~of the saints,
Imagine a vine that grO\ys at one end and decays tend to be holy, or saCI·ecl; it simply claims to be'
I wish with all my heart that it may prove to be a at the other. The end that grows is heresy ; the end true. It chalcnges the scruting of all, and implores
fact. I really hope that every saint, no matter how that rots is orthodox. The dead are orthodox, and every reader to verify every line for himself. It is
badly be may break on the 1irst quarter, nor how your cemetery is the most perfect type of a well regu· incapable of being blasphemed. This book appeals
many shoes he may cast at the half-mile pole, will lated church. No thought, no pro~ress, no heresy to all the surroundings of man. Each thing that
foot it bravely down the long home-stretch, and win there. Slowly and silently, side by s1de, the satisfied exists testifi'es of its perfection .. The earth, with its
eternal heaven by at least a neck.
members peacefully decay. There is only this differ- heart of fire and crowns of snow ; with its forests and
Tenth. With having spoken and written somewhat enc·e-the dead do not persecute.
plains, its rocks and seas ; with its every wave and
lightly of the idea of converting the heathen with
And what does a trial for heresy mean ? It means cloud ; wilh its eve1y leaf and bud and tlower, condoctrinal sermons.
that the church says to a heretic, ''Believe as I do, or fmns its evet·y word, and the solemn stars, shining in
Of all the failures of which we have any history or I will withdraw my support ; I will not. employ you. the infinite abysses, are the eternal witnesses of its
knowledge, the missionary effort is the most conspic· I will pursue you until your garments are rags ; until truth.
uous. The whole question has been decided here, in your children cry for bread; until your cheeks are
our own country, and conclusively settled. We have furrowed with tears. I will hunt you to the very
A FiNE volume, of over 250 pages, on tinted paper,
nearly exterminated the Indians ; but we have con- portals of the tomb, and then my God will do the
verted none. From the days of John Elliott to the rest. I will not imprison you. I will not burn you. containing the foregoing, Tlte Gods, and three others
execution of the last Modoc, not one Indian has been The law prevents my doing that. I helped make the of Col. Ingersoll's unequalled lectures, for sale at this
the subject of irresistible grace or particular redemp- law, not, howeve~, to protect you, nor to deprive me office. Price, $2. Postage, 20 cents.
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CContinued from 9thpaQe.]
for the future? Had we not better abando1;1_ ~uch a for his kind ~nvitatio~ to visit him when he sets up. houseand might easily have been gotten up by dishonest "will-o'-the-wisp" and direct our attention to the keeping in the "Spirit World," as well as his proffers of aid.
If we 'are the:re and are "'visiting around," we will be most
persons.
.
.
_ more reliable fields ~f investigation, science and happy to call upon our cheerful friend and stay two weeks
•
4th. Extreme. improbability in regard to inany reason?
or a fortnight. As to THE TRUTH SEEKER we Will try and
If he is" correct, that in our opposing Christianity, run it here as well as we can, not being certain but we may
features of the narrative.
5th. It is so closely a plagiarism or copy of Hindoo we are " only beating the air," we insist it is pretty be differently occupied there, and may not care to"run a
Mythology ·of their god Chrishna, who was born of a bad air at any rat!), and neads a good deal of beating, printing office; at all events, we prefer the aid here and
now, to waiting till we get there. We believe $1000 will do
virgin, washed the feet of his _disciples, traveled stirring up and ·purifying, by driving out the dainp, us more good now thari $3000 will then.
around and preached to the multitudes, who perform- miasmatic matter, and stifling impurity .of error, and
We wish to say, right here, to our readers, that Brother
Syphers has sent us some of his photographs, and we will
ed miracles, and who was finally arrested, tried and letting in the pure oxygen of light and truth.
crucified ; as...to induce the belief that the whole plot
We hope to hear from our f1·iend again, and trust gladly send one to any friend, who will like a representation of him; and will send us-25cents.-Ed. T. S.l
was a borrowed one. When two traditions, or legends, we will be able to hear much from him about the
run so nea~ly in the same channel and have such strong bible, the real Christ and true Christianity.
.
REV. DR. STINE writes us from Iowa, that even during
resemblances, it is quite natural to decide the newer one
the Summer, his lectures are in demand and well attendto be copied from the older. As the Hindoo :M:ytl;10logy
BEING pressed for room this month, we are obliged to ed. During August, however, he wants no engagements.
is well known to be five or six centuries older than the
ANTI-CHRISTIAN LECTURES.
omit our usual Bible article, but will probably have one
1. God and Man.
·
Judean story, it of course is the original.
ready for the opening of the new volume.
2. The Naked Truth.
. we are willing, however, to admit for the sake of ar3. Our Present. duty.
gument, there was such a personage as Jesus, that he
WE are pleased to announce that our staunch and well4. Moses and Darwin.
was amiable, benevolent and good, but deny that he known Liberal friend, G. L. HENDERSON, of LeRoy, Minn.,
5. Christianity a Failure.
6. Paul and Jesus and " Christ."
was God, or that be excelled all other men in know!· ,hae removed to this city, and opened an office at 137 Broadway, in connection with his Western establishment.
7. The Origin of Christianity.
edge, science and lea~:ning.
His business is investing capital, or loaning it upon first8. The Evidences of Christianity.
We are willing to give him due credit for the many class Western real estate securities. Those who have
9. The_Absurdities of Christianity.
good things he uttered, the same as we do Buddha, money they wish to have safely-and judiciously placed, at
For any of the above, I am ready to make engagements
a
liberal
rate
of
interest,
wnr
do
well
to
entrust
it
in
his
Zoroaster, Confucius, Socrates, ·Plato, Antoninus,
for the Fall and Winter. No.1 is theological and scienhands. We vouch the fullest satisfaction will be given.
tific. No. 4 is strictly scientific. Nos. 7, 8 and 9 go together
Mahomet, Kempis, Fox, Bunyan, Shakespeare, Wesley,
as a connected course. These three lectures oven up an
Penn, Franklin, Paine, Parker and 'many other noble
·WE regret the quality of paper in this issue is not as entirely new field. They are the result of much study.
souls that have existed in various ages of the world. good as it should be. We trusted to our paper man, and and have been received by all classes of Freethinkers with
With reference to many of these characters, extraordi- did not see it until the first side was printed. We shall favor far beyond first expectations.
I. J. STINE.
Permanent address-762 Seneca Street,
nary claims have been made ; though some of them be careful, hereafter, that paper of inferior grade is not
Leavenworth, Kansas.
have been deified and worshiped, and though all doubt- used for TRE TBUTH SEEKEB.
less possessed a portion of divinity as all men do, none
WE wish every friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER would
Creation~
of them were gods, and it only proves the ignorance make an effort to obtain at least one subscriber for it. At·
Theologians g-enerally still hold to the theory of 'an
and folly of mankind to set up any of· their fellow-be- the commencement of Volume II. is a very suitable time
absolute creation of everything from nothing. Yet
ings as gods. The persons named, said many wise and for new patrons to begin. There are thousands of en- they are unable to ofi"er even the shadow of an argugood things, worthy of being remembered by us, who quiring, thinking people who ought to take this paper, ment in favor of their assumption. The sum total of
and do not, partly because no one has spoken to them matter has nevl.'r-so far as we know-been increased
follow after them, but we should not look upon them
about it, or urged them to read it. Cannot our readers do or diminished to the extent of even an atom, and as
as gods or soris of gods.
a little missionary work in this line? THE TRuTH SEEK· Sir William Hamilton so forcibly shows, an absolute
While many of the utterances attributed to Jesus· EB is not half so widely known as it ought to be.
creation is not even conceivable by the human mind.
-------------------are excellent and perhaps nearly faultless, others are
The ~sumption that mind can or ever did create matter, has no possible foundation, for neither experience
iudiflerent, meaningless and mischievous. For depth
Donations
to
The
Truth
Seeker
nor analogy can be adduced in its favor. ''All things,"
and originality, they do not appear superior to those
says the devotee, "are possible with God." SupposSINCE LAST REPORTED .
. of many other persons, and we find those which are
ing this to be the case, there is no reason to believe
G. W. Baldwin, 50 cents; James P. Craig, 25 cents; Wm. that the matter which now exists was brought from
considered his best, were not original, but were taught
L.
Craft,
50
cents;
Matthew
Romer,
25
cents;
E.
W.Ahrens,
nonentity. But when it is said "all things .are possiby others hundreds of years before his birth-for in$1; R. M. Casey, $1 25; R. Ebell, 25 cents; n. B. Morton, 50 ble with God," the statement should be qualified somestance the golden rule.
cents; Andrew Christie, 50 cents; W. B. Sickles, $1.
what. Two acts which involve an absolute contraAs to the passage our correspondent calls our attenWe tender our warmest thanks for the kindness of our diction can not be performed. We may repeat the
-tion to it seems to possess no special importance, as friends. We hope their circumstances may always be questionwhich the little boy asked his Sunday-school
he ad~its even, as it stands in the bible. What is "poor such that they can give small amounts, at least, for any teacher, "Can God make a three-year olu colt in a
desired purpose, without inconvenience.
minute?" Certainly not. And be who says this
in spirit ? " l!! it to be depressed, cringing and ignoble,
universe was made from nothing, and to relieve himwithout aspiration, emulation or ambition? If so, we
self of the labor of givin~ a reason for his belief, dewould not extol it, nor do we believe the •' kingdom of
Letter from John Syphers.
clares ''all things are possible with God," proves only
that his reason is in bondage to his theology.
Ji);c
heaven" is made up of it; we cannot think mendicancy
[Not having heard from our good friend for a long time, niltilo nihil fit was taught as a maxim by the pro~
superior to industry, energy and self-reliance.
, and missing his cheerful epistles, we recently addressed
foundest sages of antiquity and it commends itself to
We are no Greek scholar, and cannot say Mr. W. is him a note beginning with tliis modified quotation: ·• Eli· the unperverted mind to-day. B. F. UNDERWOOD.
wrong in the rendition he gives of the text. We admit Eli, lama sabacthani; my friend, my friend, why hast thou
his is an im.,rovement over the common one, and give forsaken me?" to which we received the following characteristic and cheering reply.-Ed. T. S.l
Modern Materialism.
our vote that his version be adopted by the bible revisDEAB
BROTHER
BENN
As
materialists
we recognize the existence of ourers so assiduously engaged in correcting and improvYou are mistaken,sadly, awfully, egregiously mistaken, selves and an external world, the eternitv of matter,
ing the "word of God." Though, is not the very fact for old Eli Lama has not forsaken you, nor has John the eternity of force, the existence of mind as a manthat the bible needs revising and changing in thousands Sabacthani gone back on you. I will stick to you in six ifestation of force, the evolution of life from inorof cases, a very strong argument that it is neither the troubles and will not forsake you in the seventh. You will ganic mattf'r and the llevelopment of complex from
please write to me and let me knowhow many ofthe seven the simplest forms oflife, the eternal existence of law
word of God, nor an infallible guide to follow ?
as uniform sequences of motion; we believe in progIf ptokoameans begga1· instead of poot·, it imparts no troubles you have already passed through, and how many ress within certain limits, but not in unending progyou now have on hand. If the Liberal element of this
special wisdom or divinity to the text. The excel- country does not sustain you, it will be a lasting disgrace ress. Thus it will be seen that our position is not
. Ieney of knowledge and the advantages arising from to them, and I will feel like blowing them up so high they wholly one of negation, as the representatives of thesearching for it, have been quite as well -expressed will light on the stars as they fall. I myself have plenty ologl. are accustomed to say.
V\ e do not believe in a personal or intelligent God,
hundred of times by other perso.ns ; we see nothing of the stuff which the world calls "trouble," but I call it of whose existence we have no satisfactory proof;
1·aw material, out of which I manufacture ·a first-class
in it but what almost any man could say. Happy article of pure, geniune, unalloyed haPPiness. If "you but we acknoweleclge Nature, wl10se operations we
are they who learn such knowledge and truth .for they will ask (mel, you shall receive, and my peac·e I shall give. behold. We think it useless to search for the "Aushall be compensated; it does not require a god to· unto thee, but not as the world giveth. Behold I go unto thor of Nature," but we believe that we all can vrofitthe father and mother, an<). shall be with them forever ably study tLeOrder of Nature. We do not believe in
~ili~
.
creation, but we do believe in development. We do not
more."
We notice our friend says: ''No so-called Christian
Brother Bennett, come and see us when we set up house- look to an unseen Being for help, but we recognize
Church that ever existed has been faiiliful to this first keeping in the spirit world, we will entertain you as one Science, to use an exp. ession of Holyoake, "as the
utterance of the son of man.'' We take no issu~; with of the world's great-hearted noblemen. If you want to Providence of man." -w· e do not profess to love a Being we know nothing about, but we love our families,
him on this point and presume he is correct, as well start a TRUTH SEEKER there, we will assist you, and, war· our friends, and our race. We do not worship what to us
rant
you
a
biu circulation. In that blessed-land to which
as when he says "the creeds o1 the Churches, Catholis a phantom, but wefreelyrend.er homage to genius and
we are hastening, the saarch for truth is just as eager and
ic Protestant and Armenian have really very little to arduous as it is here in this material rudimental world. worth inhumanity. We never thank an unknown Something for our misfortunes, hut w_e teach philosophical
I have no doubt but that we will acquire more genuine resignation to the decrees of Nature, when they cannot
d~ with the real Christ."
truth
there
in
one
day,
than
it
is
possible
for
us
to
accu·
If, however, it is true the Ohristian world has been
he averted or avoi-ded. "\Ve do not " look for life
running nearly two thousand years, what is called the mulate here in a whole year. Tho reason wh~. is, that it where life may never be," but we enjoy existence here
is found there in greater quantities, and is a much purer and try to make the most ofit. For theolog-y we would
Christian religion, and if they have mistaken it and article. In hopes that the good angels may induce everytaken something else, is it not a strong argument body to take your lively little paper, and thereby give you substitute anthropology; for religion, practical morality; for vrayer, self-reliance; for piety, intellectual
against the potency and the important divine missio:Q. plenty to do, and good pay, is the sincere prayer of your culture; for churcl1es, temples of science; for love of
JoHN SYPHERs.
of the true Christ and true Christianity? If after try- everlasting friend,
God, love of man and a tender regard for everything
Streator, Ills.
that feels in common with us the consciousness of
ing so long and so industriously we have entirely
B. F. UNDERWOOD.
missed the ti'Ue article, does it not argue rather bad· [We thank our good friend for his ch~ering words ani}. existence.
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Extracts, Queries, and Comments.
BY

E. E.

G.,

UNDER the title "Words of Wisdom,"· in an exchange, I
find the following; ",Words are women, deeds m·e men.
George Herbert."
Oh, how nice! I wonder where the world would be today, if the women didn't bear and nurse all the babies,
and do a great many other thlngs too numerous to mention; can you tell, Mr. George Herbert? And yet women
are" words." Are they words? indeed! We·wish you had
to be a woman yourself and see which would. suit you
best, such words, or your own deeds, like buying baby's
froek,shoes or medicine? Out upon it, you know nothing of
her deeds, as you have provell by saying, ·'she is 'words.'"
Who bakes, washes, sews, knits and does this work? Was
not Joan of Arc a woman? Was Florence Nightingale a
man? Of course she was, else how could she have done
"deeds?" Men only ar,t~ deeds, Were our revolutionary
mothers men? were the" womeD. of the war" men? Oh,
pshaw! this cant about woman being an angel and words,
is enough to sicken a mule! Women do nothing, do they,
~Ir. Herbert? they only talk, " are words." Why I thought
it was the men who talked, talked from the pUlpit, in the
caucus. and on the platform, in the State Legislature and
in our National Congress, to say nothing of Courts of
Justice,(?) jury-rooms, bar-rooms, midnight brawls and
street rows!
Are men always heroes and women never heroines?
Were there no heroines, there would be no heroes. We
do wish the George Herberts would use a little sense and
not arrogate to themselves ali the doings in this great
world. Such men would make· us hate the sex if we belieYe their "words! "
AMONG the numerous" Requests ·for prayer," published
in "Times of Re/1-eshing,'' we find the following: "Pray
for the conversion of a. young married couple, who rely
for salvation upon ·the merits of their own excellence.''
Whose merits should they rely on? "Pray for a gifted
young lady of sixteen, that she may give her heart to the
Savior now in her youth. I desire your prayers for the
healing of an invalid, who has been confined to her bed
for nearly fifteen years. For a young lady that she may
receive perfect eye sight. Pray for a person of great talent and activity, who trusts in self-effort, talks vaguely
about a higher power, but does not accept the rev~ation
of God's word in the Bible.'' What a pity! I ~nder
which will hear that prayer. the higher Power or the God
of the Bible! Quite a "prayer guage," isn't it? "Pray
for a physician, who for many years, has been walking in
great darkness, and who will be largely useful in the vineyard, when God gives light.'' Yes, "when God gives
light." But he will not give it till he gets ready, and so you
mt1st pray, beseech and implore him to hurry up in his
duty, else the poor physician may die in his dungeon and
go where brimstone heat ami sulphurous flame will lighten his abode forevermore! "Prayer is asked for a young
Iady now residing in Worcester, who for the past year or
two has been afficted with insanity.'' And God will keep
her insane till His chosen few pray her 'out of it! How
tender-hearted and compassionate that God is. "Pray
for a young lady who is inclined to infidelity. Prayer is
requested on behalf of a young man who is religiously educated, who is trying to bean infidel. "Pray for my husband who is in ern barrassing circumstances, that he may
be delivered from them, and be greatly blessed spiritually
and temporarily," What a kind wife. What "Times of
Refreshing" those are. Why not pray for cod-fish for
breakfast, baked beans for dinner, and griddle cakes for
supper, oysters, hot coffee and brandy, hair mattresses,
new coats and bonnets, and thus have very Refreshinq

Times?
STRAUSS' objection to a personal God, makes the Edinburgh Review cry out, "Would you have us worship a
thitiO?" Yes, if the '·thing" is worthy of worship. Who
e~in say that the Pagans, who worship the sun-a thingare not more rational than the Christians, who worship
an unseen person, an unknown God-an idea as monstrous as it is superstitious-and when pictured more
hideous than any heathen idol ever constructed, The
"graven image" that the Jews were forbidden to make
and bow down to in the Second Commandment, c'ould not
have been so deformed a god as the Christians of the
Nineteenth Century worship, Worship always degrades
unless the object worshiped inspires reverence, love,
and admiration. Have a care, then, what you worship.
Abstract truths alone are fit for worship,-persous never,and things should be admh·ed not worshiped.
Again, &~·ibner's thinks Strauss a very wicked man,
who has perverted the truth out of pure deviltr~ ;!'hat is
the fate of all reformers and progressionists ·who outgrow their small clothes.
MR. CRooKEs, the scientific English experimenter in
Spiritualism, mentioned in February's number,· and
whose investigations have attracted so much attention for
ti.e last three years, both in Europe and America, will
come out all right. The phenomena really do occur as
·he believes. but his n<>w volume will not nscrihe its cause
to spirits, but to an agency connected with earth, and human intelligence in the body, which will startle and confound, but will fail to con vi nee and convert the Spiritualists to his scientific conclusion,

.An Address to the Friends' or Radical· Re-·
the· Uru'·o··,n.
fio'r··m· tht•ong·hon·t
-

all laws to the direct .satisfying vote of the people. Perhaps the t\vo propo$itions might be combined, , , · .
'
· ' · · · ·· , ' ' · · '
Second, ' :
ABOLITioN
OF
THE
ARISTOCRATIC
SENATE.
Neither &[the old, corrupt political parties can be'relied
The 'Sen at~. besides' ;bein'g. aliti-derdocratic, is ·of itself
upon to fulfill the promises of reform which their leaders
invariably make, when: 'electi'ons ·are approaehing, b~t superfluous. The will of the majority of tlie people can
which are as invariably broken 1vhen they have· eleoted· only be..·expre9sed. by thf) assemplage of delegates, (;now
l:epresentative'sJ elected11J?-d -~o~nti~sioned dir,ectly by:the
their tickets and divided. the booty.
.
;
·.
:By means ofwheedling phrases and ..fln!'l promises the people.
· Thi.tcl,
.
political wire-pullers generally succeed in inducing the
ABoLiTION, '.OF: THE PRESIDENCY
voters to cast their ballots for them; but when they occu-.
,, :
..
py their seats in the-Legislatures or in Ci:nigre~s; whQnce with its dangerous royal: prerogatives.
the peOple cannot recall them for one,t'wo, four; or·six . The Extjcutive shquld .consist of. a responsible· Execu·- ·.
year:-, by any effectual legtil process, most of them lack tive Council chosen, controlled and revocable by Congress,
the strength of character to resist the monopolists and an institution siinilar to that' of th·e S\viss r_e'pjlblic.
1i'ou1;th,
their millions who tempt them to betray the cause of the
EQ;{JAij TAXATION,
people to the interest of the selfish monied men.
And the repeal of all C4,emption-lttwswithout exception.·
'l'he "Liberal Reform party" did not realize the expectFifth;
.
.
.. '
..
ations of their honest adherents, because they eschewed
POLITICAL EQUALITY OF SEXES.
the application of thorough radical remedies til the exist-. The friends of reform ·are reminded and wa1•ned: that
ing evils, expecting salvation from the action of asingl~ not\vithstanding. they. may succeed in electing honest
man, who was to be entrusted with a powerful office, when
men to various offices by extraordinary exertions now
they should have known from history that governments
and then, the great evils of 'ivhich tf1e people are justly
which depend upon the ability and good will of a t;~ingle
complai'ning, will ever recur unless a Reform Party
individual are always dangerous, and the powe;:s vested enforce the application of the only remedy which will inin him liable to be abused to the detriment, or even· the
sure ap<'1"ma11<>1ll reform, i.e., the .
destruction of the people.· The public mind is more trustRADICAL REVISION· OF THE CoNSTITUTIONS.
worthy than the. fickle mind of most individuals, and the
law of self-preservation will-be sure to guide the people· True patriots; make this the watchword of· your camtD do what. is best ultimately, even though occasionally paigns, and form Uadieal·DemocratiQ Clubs in all parts of
errors may not be entirely avoided. Therefore all gov~ the count1·y:
. ,
.
'
ern mental institu~ions should be framed to be as iO:depenThe details of the Platform of the Radical· D'emocracy
dent as possible of the influence of the changeable mind can be elabortttcd at the Natibuai Convention to' be called
of individuals placed in office, and s_hould be subject to in due time, but the patriots whn earnestly wish to 'see
the direct control of the people, for .then, and only then; our- republican institutions purifed of defects under
will they be truly democratic,
which the people are constantly. suffering, those whose
Some of the reforms hereinafter to be spoken of, have independence of thought is 1iot trammeled by selfish
not been discussed before the people sufficiently, and as aims or a morbid 'desii·e for'immediate resuits, those who
new ideas generally. strike those who are not yet prepared have the courage to oppose the united force and-tl'icks of
for them, as imvracticable, they will, at first, have to the political demagogues and charlatans, and to bear the
struggle against the conservative inertia of the masses; attacks of short-sighted Conservatism; and those who
but we would point again to a fact proved beyond .doubt would-have our country stand forth as a- justification of
by history. i. e., that· those reformatory movements that' . tl1,e _republican principle, encouraging to the enslaved
were based upon great fundamental prhiciples have al~ nations'of the globe, to thro'v off the sha~kles· of despotways carried the victory sooner or later, when the .people. isni;:letthem all unite without delay, an <'I then march in
learned from sad experience, the futility of any p~-licy of solid phalanx upon the enemies of publ:ic welfare.·
expediency .that used palliative ineans f_or the wan~ of . Until the National Convention 9f the Radical Democracy
the moment.
assemble, all notices. of the foru'tation of clubs and other
Convinced of the truth of these premises, the Rad·ical c~inmunications are to be directed to ·
·
CARL DoERFLINGER,
Democracy, rejecti-ng all temporary expedients, propose
to the people of the United States 'radical revision of the
Secretary National Executive Committee,
state and federal constitutions In accordance with the
56 Oneida Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
above views.
P.S.-Every independent newspaper is requested to copy
The history of our republic shows thaf pre-eminently this address and discuss the propositions contained
the Senate, not ·elected· 4irectly by the people, and hence therein. ·
.
---------~--------ariRtocratic:.in. its tendencies, has always advanced the interests of money, railroad and manufacturing speculaTHE popular superstition regarding the days on which
tors, to tl1e prejudice of the common welfare. Therefore it is lucky or unlucky to trim the finger-nails is expressed
the right of impeachment has proved a sham. and every in an old rhyme thus:
committee of investigation, a white-washing institution.
Cut tb.em on Monday, cut them for wealth;
'l'he Presidency and the multitude 'of dependencies of
Cut them on Tuesday, cut them for health;
the same forming the great aim, the spoils, of all the
Cut them on Wednesday, cut them for news;
co~rupt party organizations. may be considered the prinCut them on Thursday, a new pair of shoes;
cipal source of the all pervading corruption.
Cut them on Friday, you'll cut them for woe·;
The Tax Exemptions existing in many States are in flarCut them on Saturday, a journey to go; ing oontradiction to every principle of justice and equality.
Cut them onSunday;·you'llcut them for evil,
They should be repealed summarily.
For all the next 'vee!' you'll be ruled by the devil.
It is a lamentable fact that the fundamental principle of
THE total yield of the ice crop in l'.iaine for ·the present
democratic republicanism-liberty and equality of all season, including old ice on hand cannot lie reckoned
human beings, was not consistently adhered ·to by the short. of 1,500,000 tons, and it may possibly reach 2,ooo,ooo
framers of the Constitutions, oand the curse of slavery tons. Of this amount;probably soo,ooo have been sold or
which they suffered to remain in existence, has brought bargained for at $3 per ton, or a total of nearly $1,ooo:ooo.
endless suffering upon the nation.
This price is a remunerative one; netting a large profit
Another inconsistency, the denial of political equality to owners. If the rest of tile crop is sold at the same figto the female sex, is avenged in that the ennobling in flue ure, the total amount realized from Maine's ice product
ence of woman is wanting at our polls, and in the admin- will be. between $!,ooo,ooo and $5,ooo,ooo. To transport this
istration of our public affairs. The alarming corruption product to a market will require a fleet of not less than
that pervades everything connected with our political life, 5,ooo vessels. To carry away the product of the Kennebec
is owing in part to this deviation from a great principle. will require over 3,ooo vessels, or an average of nearly fifThe experience gathered for the last five years in Wy- teen vessels a day from the opening of th~ river to navigaoming Territory, regarding Woman Sujf1·age, utterly re- tion to its close.
futes the expediency arguments of the ')pponents to woAN interesting quarrel is in progress at Richmond,
man's equality, for during this time the elections have
passed off more orderly and quietly there; wherever England, between the Vicar, the Rev. C. T. Proctor, ap.d
women have occupied public offices they have done so his vestry and his parishioners. Richmond recently came
into possession 'of a· new burying ground, a portion of
with honor to their sex, and in nowise has the attainment
which was set a.part for the Established Church, arid a
of full citizenship impaired their chastity and true woportion for Dissenters. The two plots were divided by a
manhood, nor are they treated with lest respect by their
path, as is ustlJ).l in other cemeteries. Mr. Proctor insistfellow-citizens.
'
ed that a wall should separate the resting places of the beThe Radical Democracy propose a series of reforms
liever and tho unbeliever in a State Church. This was
in regard to the right of suffrage (which, as well as, most
opposed by tho vestry, but tho Vicar had it put up. About
civil and criminal laws, should be equal all over the
Union), capital'?and labor, public lands, monopolies and two nights aiterward, 280 feet of the wall werb mysteriousprivileges, duties, civil and criminal law, justice free of ly toppled over. The pa'rishioners held an indignation
expense, a higher degree of public instruction, religiot~s meeting, at which the conduct of.the Vicar was censured,
liberty, etc., which must all receive due consideration in and as influential noblemen in the neighborhood have
declared against the attempt to divide the dead, llfr. Procthe event of a revision of the constitutions. But among
tor will probably allow the wall to remain down.
all reformatry measures the following five appoJar the
FIVE years ago Miss Gaylord, of Boston, and her sister
most important at present. 1Jli1·st, and above all: The constarted from Denver in• their own carriage, on a wonderstitutional right of the
ful journey of 10,000 miles, which having accomplished,
VoTERS To RECALL MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURES
they have returned to that city safe and sound. Tlwy
AND Oli' CoNGRESS,
have visited every camp, settlement, yilJage and city iu
if· they do not conform to the demands of their constitu7 the Western Territories and on the Pacific Coast. Miss
ents, or in any other way neglect to do their duty, Some of Gaylord now starts for Australia, where she will spend
our party propose the Referendum, i. e.,_the s)lbjection of the next two years in a siinilar e4plo'ration journey,
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Attracti've •. Newc:Botiks.

.EARTH CLOSETS.

Threading My V':ray,

The !lreat Blessing of the 'Ag~;

Or Twenty-seven Years of Autobiogr_aphy.
By Robert Dale Owen, author of that remarkable work; which is· having such an
enormous sale, entitled the "Debatable
Land between: this world and the next."
This newwork is a moRt fascinating one.
It is a narrative of the first twenty-seven
years of the :~uthor's life; its a.dventur~s.
errors, experJences; together With remm• iscences of noted personages whom he met
forty or.tlfty:years since, etc.. etc.
"Alll\'Ir. Owen's chapters are remarkable
not only for the attractiveness of the incidents, but for the li!fht shed on many important social and mduatrial movements.
and for the noble sincerity and good hu. mor pervading them." ***A beautifully
printed and·bound volume. Price $1.50,

FannY Fern.
A Memorial volume by James Parton;
containing a short biography of 1\'Irs .. Par•

ton ["Fanny Fern"] and selections from the
very best and most popular .of her writings. Beautifully prmted and bound, with
illustrations by Arthur Lumley. A charming volume for the Holidays. *•*Price, $2.

Comfort to. the Si~k 'and.Fe;bi~.

J~91S' QL~J?13., .·

Books of Ensemble.
ENGRAVERS' ~O~WOQD,
. MAPLE, MAHO~ANY & PINE,_

Types, Presses, Inks, Bronzes,

THE WAKEFIELD

IMPOSINC

Books that Carry the Old Eterna~ Bantwrs into. the Modern."
By recent special arrangement with the
distinguished author, A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
become the publishets for America of

ANCIENT· PAGAN

S.TO~ES.

WOOD TYPE.

MODERN

.

AND
CHRISTIAN

SYMBOLISM,

Exposed and Explained,

COMPLETE OUTFIT FOR PRINTERS.
·Royal8vo, 83 pp.,16 Plates,172 Cuts, Price,
·
•
STAMPS, PATTERNS, AND BRAND LETTERS, byMail,$3.
Also by the same author
Cabinets, Oases. Stands, Galleys, Sticks,
Chases, etc.

V anderburgh, Wells & Co.,
110 Fulton Street,
.AND

16 a:nd 18 Dnteh Street. Nnv ·York.
J. M. FOLLETT.

Jessamine.

15
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E. B. HILL.

SEWINC MACHINE NEEDLES;

Another a~lendid new novel, by MARION Is one of the lat.est inventions, and has
We will send by mail, post-paid:
HARLAND. **Price. $1.50.
many advantages over all-others. The simSinger Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
ple
act
·of
closing
the
lid
brings
the
earth
Wilcox
& Gibbs. for One dollar per doz.
Old Curiosity Shop.
All others for seventy-fl ve cents per doz.
The. eighth volume of" CARLETON'S NEW fonvard and drops it directly in the centre
ILLUSTRATED EDITION" OF CHARLES DICK·
Sewing Machine Agents and Dealers pleasA
ENs'-WonKs, [the best, cheapest, and hand- of the pail,thus insuring the absolute cersend for circular. We want the patronsomest edition in the world.] Printed from tainty of covering all the excrements. This
age of every " liberal " in America.
new. reliable type; exquisitely illustrated by
Say you .saw this Adv. in THE SPIRITUAL·
the original artists chosen by Dickens hini- is of vital importance. It also has a dust
self; handsomelyboundandsoldat$1.50 per
IST ;AT \V;ORK.
or odor slide, a child's .seat. and an extra
volume,
FOLLETT&; HILL,
large
reservoir
for
dry
earth
or
ashes.
A Wonderful Woman.
Wholesale
and Retail Dealers in
An intense]}'_ interesting new novel by
Sewing-Machine Attachments, Needles,
MAY AGNES FLEMING author of :• Guy
Oils, etc.. etc.,
Earlscourt's Wife. ***Price, $1.75.
THE WATROUS,
CAMBRIDGE, HENRY CO., ILLINOIS.

Bill-Arp's Peace Papers.

. ANCIENT FAITHS

E]\IBODIED lN ANCIENT NA:\IES:
on
AN ATT~MPT TO TRACE
THE RELIGIOUS BELIE:f; SOCIAL
RITES AND HOLY EMBLEmS OF CERTAIN NATIONS,
BY AN
INTERPRETATION OF THE NAMES
GIVEN TO CHILDREN BY PRIESTLY
AUTHORITY, OR ASSUMED BY PROPHETS, KINGS AND HIERARCHS.
.
BY
.
THOMAS INMAN, M.D, (London,)
Physician to the Royal Infirmary, London; late Lecturer, successively, on Botany, Medical Jurispudenee,l\'Iateria Medica~
and Therapeutics and the Principles ana
Practice of Medicine.
Author of Foundation for n New Theory
and Practice of Medicine; a Treatise-- on
Mythology; On the Real Nature of lnftammation; Atheroma in Arteries; On the Preservation of Health, &c.
Late President of the Liverpool Philovh. ical Society, &c.
This work, c-omplete, 1913 pp 8vo, with
several hundred illustrations. 'Price, $1.50
Addres10 the American Publishers,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey Street, N. Y.

A new comic book by the great South·
ern humorist, "Bill Arp," who gives us
in a series of irresistibly funny, satiricai
papers upon War, Politks, and our Domestic Relat10ns, ane of the sharpest books
ever printed in this country. *,.*Full of
comic }'ictures, price $1.50.

Choice Summer Books,

Loyal Unto Death.

ATHERSTONE PRIORY.
OF THE PANTARCHY.
By L. M. CoMYN, author of "Elena."
·"A quiet, yet charming,English romance
The increasing number of letters of inof real life. The scenes are life-like, and quiry,
OPEN.
-CLOSED,
addressed to 1\'In. ANDREWS personthe
stDry interesting."-The E:raminer.
' .
.
..
'
ally, and to others known to be aHsociated
1 vol., 16mo., cloth ..................... $1 50 with him, in respect to the nature, purIs simple in construction .. automatic inacposes, progress and prospects of the PanVICTOR HUGO'S RHINE.
tion, and being entirely inodorous, may be
tarchy, suggest the propriety of organizing
branch- bureau of its operations for the
used in any room in the house without of"A charming book, full of life and spir- aexpress
purposes of· answering snch and
similar inquiries, as well as for the relief
fense. When not in use it is a handsome it."-Boston Transcript.
12mo, cloth; beveled, tinted paper .... $1 75 of parties so nddressed, whose time has,
piece of furniture with nothing about it to
heretofore, been gratuitously given to the
ELENA, AN ITALIAN TALE.
writing of replies.
indicate its purpose.
are two other kinds· of letters sent
"A mo.re captivuting love storr, has not inThere
a steady current for many years to the
been published this season."-Phtladelphia same
quarter. The· flrst are letters of inHemld.
quiry touching social difficulties, and askTHE WATROUS:
1 vol. I6mo, cloth ...... , ............... $1 50 ing for advice or consolation, in the thousand
tr)ling conditions in which married
SLA YES OF THE RING.
a.nd unmarried persons. men and women.
•
( With Arms.) ,
flnd
themselves
The others are
1 vol., svo. Paper ................ 75 cents. letters asking involved.
speciflP. information, on
By B. F. RO.BINSON, author of " Second- matters of reform, spiritualism, unitary
Cousin Sarah,"" Little Kate Kirby," " For life, the new language, and the- like; and
Her Snke," "True to Herself," etc.
even on a variety of topics, concerning
science, business and miscellaneous subA TANGLED SKEIN.
jects.
To serve this greut want, to organize a.nd
1 vol., svo. Paper .................. 75 cents. economize
labor. and to extend this method
By ALBANY FOBLANQUE, Jr.
of giving information into a systematized
"It is so well written that. having once institution for the use of the whole comtaken up the book, it will be impossible to munity. this bureau is formed. The aggregate small fees, will, it is hoped, furJll.Y it down until the end."-.Press.
nish a means of support to several of thA
DEEP WATERS.
wisest and best of the men or women most
verseJ. in the social reform, and in uni1 vol., 8Vo. Paper ................ 75 cents .. versologica\ science, and prove of great
OPEN.
CLOSED.
use to mttnl' an aching heart and to many
"Author of "Counterparts," etc.
inquiring mind. THE BUREAU OF CORA OIIILD CAN MANAGE IT.
"Rumor" is no common story; it has an
RES!'ONDENCE w·ill unde·rtake to answer ANY
sc~nes and sentiments of singular force, QUESTION (admitti.nu of an aus·uwr! upon
individuality and beauty."
ANY SUBJECT. and in case its e!Wrts ar" apIT WILL LAST A LIFETIME.
preciated will take necessary steps to enOUR Y ACATIONS.
large its connections and means of inforHow to Go, Where to Go, and How to En- mation to. that end. In the meantime, if
the question is of a kind which the Bureau
LATEST AND SIMPLEST lMPROVJifENTS. joy 1'hem. By F. E. CLARK.
is unable to answer, the fee will be re1 vol., 1Smo. red edges, 208 pages .... $1 oo turned.
"The tourist can not fail to flnd many
The fees chttrged are as follows: For a reA Necessity to tl!e Aged!
valuable hints. "-11fail.
ply on postal card to a single in(Juiry. 10
***The above, or any book published in cents: for a letter of advice, (information
the United States, sent, post-paid .on re- more at large) or sympathy and consolaShould be in every Guest Chamber I
ceipt of price, when not to be had at local tion, 25 cents. In the latter case, the letter of
inquiry must contain a stamp, for the anbook stores.
No increase of char,g-e on account of
·----------------------- swer.
the difficulty of obtaining the information,
Every Hotel. Hospital and PUblic Building
except in special instances, which will be
arranged by correspondence. Newspapers
should use them.
inserting this circular, can avail themselves
of the aid of the Bureau without charge.
VICTOR
HUGO'S
LATEST
AND
GREATSTEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS.
DRY EARTH FURNISHED ON REASONABLE
EST NOVEL.
This remarkable and powerful story
CONDITIONS,
BOARD OF MANAGERS:
dealing with the events of the Fr!lnch Revolution, begins in THE NEW YORK SEMI- THEODORA FREEnfAN SPENCER,
PRICES · { WWAAIT{ERFOIUESLDf
'from
$25
to
$40,
WEE;KLY TRIBUNE, Marcl;t 27, and will be
, rom $16 to $33,
JoHN G. ROBINSON, li!.D.
contmned regularly in that paper. THE
SEMI-WEEKLY 'l'mBU!'IE is s:l pP.r yenr. or ASENATR. C. !IcDONALD,
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS FREE.
30 t•pnb; per month (8 number~) for ~ingl0.
DAVID HoYLE.
$2 .~o 110r yPur, or 25 cents per
TheW akefield Earth ClQset Co. copies;
month (8 numbers) in clubs of five or over.
Address Mrs. A. C. McDonald, Secretary
. Address
.
THE TRIBUNE,
36 Dey Stt·eet ·;. >w Yo·rk.•
B. C. P., 75 West 54th Street, New York.
New York.

A deeply mteresting new ENGLISH NovEL. One of the best stories that has apj!,el/-red in London for many a day. ***
riCe, $1.751
-- .

''Betsy and I are Out."

A Thanksgiving Story in verse,by Mrs.
N. S. EMERSoN; embodying her famous
ballad of "Betsey and I :;tre Out," which
has gained such celebrity and been so
widely copied throulji;hout the country, as
by another author. **Price, $1.50.

. Edna Browning·

Another naw novel, by llfA.nY J. HoLMES.
One of the best she has ever written. ***
Price, $1.50.
.

Josh Billings' Alm:anax.

Josh Billings' great Farmers' Alminax
for the year 187!-one of the richest and
most humorous little hits of the day.
Josh Billings has excelled himself, !tnd
everybody: ought to have a copy, to drive
away the 'blues" with. *,.*Paper covers.
Price, 25 cents.
~ These books beautifully printed and
bound.. Sold everywhere-and sent by mail
POSTAGE FREE, on receipt of price, by
G. W. CARLETON & CO., Publishers,
Madison Square, New York.·

MRS. MARY A. ELLIS,

AS1'ROLOGI8T,
Will, on receipt of eorrect date of birth,
and fee, read your history, as given by the
planets under which you were born. Tell
what busines~ you are best adapted to and
most su~cessful in: tell what part of the
country you will be most successful. happy
and heulthy in; of absent friends; of living
or dead; of law-suits: of marriage; ofsicknes and health.
Give information on all kinds of business; will select every day und ho.ur of the
year that is fortunate Ol' unfortunate to each
person.
TERl\'IS.
Full nativity, past and future. $10, future,
$5. Selecting fortunate days and events for
one year, $3. One question, $2.
All letters of inquiry must contain three
postuge stumps. Address

MRS. MARY A. ELLIS,
825 Spring Garden',
Philadelphia.

1'!.00 SPIRITUATJSTS

U

~

(1Yot TVoodftullites,)

Wanted to settle in and around Honey
Grove, Fannin County, Texas, by
J. A. RUTHERFORD and others.

,TUST PUBLISHED BY

EATES & LAURIAT.

~93.
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swear, aD.d lie, and steal, and do all sinful
AN EXTRAORDINARY BOOK!
things. Thou knowest that on the last Sabbath day he was walking down the princi- FIFTY YEARS AJfEAD OF THE TIMES I !
pal street in the village, with his hands in
DECENCY.
his pockets, whistling the following unAND
godly tune "-a.nd the congregation were
The Cheapest and BeRt.
astonished to hear "Yankee Doodle"fiow
melodiously from the deacon's pursed up
BY E. B. FooTE, M.D.
AN EARTH CLOSET FOR $5.
lips;
..;:
.A
Most
Remarkable Work, published in
THIS is one of the Oincinnati Commerboth tlte ;English and German
cial's letters from the people; Mr. EditorLanguages.
Will yoil pleas enquire to som laWYer or
IS A DISINFECTANT, A DEODERadvortisl) in -your paper weather I can get'
C 0 N T A I N I ~·a
a devorce in this State. I find it un posible
Nearly 1.000 Pages, and 200 Illustrations.
IZER, AND HAS NO MACHINto live enylongerwith my wife, i hev bean
Price. $3.25.
marreid twiced and may God furgive me
ERY.
for taking the last one 6 monhts ago. She
IT contains a full description of all Dis-·
is 10 year older an i and deceaved me by eases given in ~lain language ada_pted to Is the Cheapest ()y Half',,
the ComprehensiOn of the General Public;
waring fals hair and teath and a possetive with
the most Rational, ;Reformative treatPHYSICIANS PRAISE IT 1 NURSES
fact her breth is so bad that it rots the fals ment. It contains a vast amount of valu-teath. izzent that cause en no ugh afore eny able Information not to be found in any DEMAND IT 1 INVALIDS, WOMEN AND ..
. .
coart, If you print your answer mark it to other Medical Work.
PART I.
CHILDREN REJOICE IN IT.
XYZ. dont print my name. Yours in
This Part treats of Disease. Of Blood,
hopes The crops is looking good saving
mental
and
nervous
derangements-how
we need rain badly.
we violate our moral nature. The food we
AN old English farmer dictating his will eat, its conversion into bone, muscle, &c.;
The liquids we drink; The atmosphere we
to a laWYer, said: "I give and bequeath to live
in: The clothes we wear: Bad habits
my wife the sum of £100 a year. Is that of children and youths ; Bad habits of
manhood
and womanhood : (these essa;y:s
writ down, master?" "Yes," said the
startling_ in nature and remarkably Illawyer; " but she is not so old but that she are
lustrated). The male and female element
may marry ·again. Won't you make any in nature; The ethics of sexual associachange in that case? Most people do." tion :.Prostitution; its moral and_physical
effects ; Unhappy marriages ; 1'1 hy they
"Ah, do they? Well, write again and say, are
detrimental to the nervous and vascuif my wife marry again, I gh·e and bequeath lar fluids: Wealth; Failures in business;
to her the sum of £2oo a year. That'll do, Excessive study: Melancholy: How to preserve the health of children: The physiowon't it?" "Why, that's just double the lQ.Ii'ical instruction- of children : Sleep :
sum that she would have had if she had rec CLEANLINESS; Sunshine ; TherJH)eutic
mained unmarried," said the laWYer: "it electricity: Animal magnetism : Water ;
Woman doctors ; Rapacious doctors.
is generally the other way." ··Aye," said
PART II.
the farmer, "but him that takes her wm
This part treats on Chronic diseases: Cadeserve it 1"
tarrh; Chronic Affections of the Throat;
·• ART" VERsus LAw.-George M. Clark, CDnsumption (this essay on Consumption
of large renown as a showman. and of should be read by everybody); Chronic diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Bowels:
goodly repute as a gentleman, was giving Dyspepsia;
Constipation ; Diarrhea: Piles:
a deposition in Manchester; N.H., the other Aches and pains; Neuralgia: Rheumatism:
Affections
of
the Eyes and Ears: Diseases
day, in the case of Kelsey vs. Osborne:
the Heart: Chronic Affections of the
James F. Briggs, counsel for the plaintiff, of
Urinary Organs; Diseases of the Kidneys;
did not like the looks of the deposition Priyate words for Women; Derangements
from his stand-point, and undertook to of the Menstrual Function, Falling of the
Womb ; Vaginal affections; Amoro.us
weaken it by belittling the witness. Hence the
Dreams: Man-hatin_g; Sexual DyspeJ>Sia:
he began with a sneer: "You are in the Ovarian Diseases ; Hints to the Childless:
negro minstrel business, I believe?" "Yes, Causes of Sterility: Local Diseased Condiof Man and Wife: Excessive Amativesir," was the reply. -.. You black your face tion
ness: Temperamental Inada_ptation.; How
and sing for a living, do you?" "Yes, sir." to Promote Child-beari11g; Private words
" Well, don't you call that rather low bus!- to Men: Diseases of the Male Organs ; Impotency; Paralysis; Syphilis; Other Chron
" I think that America will be worth
ness to follow?" " I don't know but it is, 1c
Diseases,
' . twenty per cent. more one hundred years
sir ; but it is so much better than that of my
PART ilL
hence than it would have been without the
father before me, that I am rather proud of
earth-closet."-HORACE GREELY.
PLAIN TALK.
it." ''Why, what did your father do?" "He
This part treats of the Sexual Organs ·
The germs of Small Pox, Scarlet Fever
The Causes of their Disgrace ; Their Infiu:
was a laWYer."
ence on Physical Development and on Cholera, and other contagious diseases are
A WICKED JOKE.-A sophomore who is. ~ealth: Their Influence on_t~e.SocialPosi disseminated through the effilivia of hustudying to fit himself to become a mission- tiO!l of Women,_ and pn ()Ivihzation; (the man excreta, and especially by privies, wa.
of this subJect IS fully discussed ter closets and sewers.
ary, and who is a very exemplary young philosophy
on all conceivabie _points;) History of MarThousands of Wells are poisoned by conman, expected a sister from home to visit riage ; History of Polygamy :History Cus- nection with :privies.
Sewer gas m cities presses up.past the
him the other day. Some of his mischiev- t~ms an<!- Principles of the Oneida Commu- "traps,"
which· are only water-pockets
mty; History, Customs and Practices of
ous classmates happened to hear of this, Mormonism: Early Customs; Hi3tory of through which gas rises as through the
and while the embryo evangelizer was go- Monoga:my: The Advantages and Disad- air. These gases gather most at the highof both Systems; Historical Chips est points of sewerage. Hence, besides
ing to the train to meet his sister they vantages
with reference to Marriage : Marriage as it " Tenement House Rot," we hear of "Murentered his room and strewed about it is in Barbarism and Civilization; Marriage ra_y_Hill" and" Fifth Avenue Fever."
l'lles, suppressed menses, puerperal fesundry empty bottles marked "Old Rye," in the Old and New World: Defects of the
Systems; Demerits of Polygamy ver after accouchment, and Broken Breasts
" ponies," cigar boxes and holders, hand- Marriage
and Monogamy: Tne Remedy: Sexual Im- are common effects of privy drafts and exbills relating to entertainments of doubtful morality, Uauses and Cure.
posure: also deadly relapses after various
maladies.
propriety, and other little ornaments gene.PART IV.
Twenty Thousand Earth Closets are used
rally found in the abode of the dissipated.
in
England. Public institutions and whole
When the happv brother and sister entered ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF POPULAR MARRIAGE towns there are ado.IJting the system.
In
India all the Prisons, Barracks ....and
This part treats of How Marriage may be
the room she was astonished and grieved,
than it is; What we Want; Adaptation HosJ)itals of the Bombay, Madras, and Jjenbut not more so than he. With crimson better
gal
Presidencies
have adopted the system.
in Marriage: What Constitutes Mental and
face he essayed an explanation, but the Physical Adaptation; The Vital TemperaIn America several thousand Earth Clossudden entrance of a classmate ejaeulating, ments; What Combinations are Best; Why ets are in use, and they are recommended
is now a Lottery; Mentnl Marri- by all the Boards of Health and distinguish"Lend me your pony, Jack," followed soon Marriage
!l,ges; Physical Marriages; Philosoph_y of ed Physicians.
after by another with, " Give me a pipeful Elopements: sexual Moderation; Its elfects
of tobacco," and similar requests put a upon both sexes: Jealousy: Its Infallible
The Intermarriage of Relatives·
period to his efforts. It was not until the Remedy:
Fssays for Married People: The Wife the
next day that the injured youth was able to Equal Partner: Sleepin_g Apart; Conception SUPERSEDES WATER CLOSETS AND
PRIVIES.
convince his relative that he had been Sexual Indifference: Food for Expectant
Mothers; Card to Married People· Child
made the victim of a practical joke.
Marking, its Philosophy; Larger liberties Obviates exposure in stormy weather; presho)lld be allowed to ladies to contract or vents foul air in sick rooms; produces $10
THERE was a little girl
p_ropose marital association; Card to the yearly for each user; stops the spread of
And she had a little curl
Unmarried.
cholera: promotes refinement: prevente
Right in the-middle of her forehead;
This brief summary gives bnt an inade typhoids; looks like a handsome slop jar:
quate idea of the interesting character or~ removes most of the causes of diptheria,
When she was good
iginality, practicability and instructiveness Diarrhrea, Cerebro - Spinal Menin_gitis,
She'was very, Yery good,
of this wonderful work.
Piles, etc.; enables hotels to have "an Earth
And when she was bad, she was horrid.
Every Family wishing a Medical Work of Closet in every room :" gives the poor
the very Highest Order. <'annot afford to be a priceless boon; gives the rich exemption
She went up stairs:
without DR. FOOTE'S
from "Fifth Avenue Fever:" prevents the
And her parent, unawares,
poisoning of Wells and Watercourses; furPLAIN HOME TALK and.
Was looking out of the winder;
nishes the best Fertilizer: stops the destructive
of soils-earth robbing.
She stood on her head
MEDICAL COMMON SENSE.
Send for a Pamphlet.
In her little trundle bed,
With each copy is_presented a splendid
Chromo, entitled " Throw Physic to the
And nobody by to hinder.
PRICE $5.00. BOX 15 CTS.
Do~s." representing a pretty girl adminisHer- muther heard a noise,
Sent by express to any part of the countermg medicine to some five sick canines
And she thought it was the boys
Enclose the Price of the Wo1·k, $3.25, to · try.
A playing in the empty1attic;
D. :M. BENNETT, 335 Broadway, N.Y.
General Agent for the United States,
But she ran up stairs.
' Publisher of THE TRUTH SEf:KER,
And caught her unawares,
D. M. BENNETT.
and ])ealer in all Liberal, Spiritualistic
And spanked her most emphatic.
ana Scientific Books. Sentpost-paicl by mail.
835 Broadway. New York.

Health.:! Economy!.

"I SAY, Mick, what sort of potatoes are
you planting?" "Raw ones."
A MAN ~ho had traveled through New
Jersey says he saw some·land so poor that
you could n~t raise a disturbance on it.
THE Peoria woman who wanted to throw
herself into her- husband's grave a few
months .ago, has just married a lightning
rodman.
"FoR a young woman to begin to pick
lint off a young man's coat collar" is said
to be the first symptom that the young man
is in peril.
·
A CONNECTICUT man, whose son was ill,
appealed to the physician; "Do bring him
out of it right away, doctor; do break up
the fever at once, even i' you charge as
much as if he went through a whole course
of fever."
:·Dear George,'' said an Ip.dianapolis
young woman," I am willing to marry you
if we have to live on bread and water."
"Well," said the enthusiastic George," you
furnish the bread, and I'll skirmish around
and find the water."
NAUGHTY Indianapolitans are immersed
in water barrels by their fond mamas until
they promise not to go fishing with Bill
Jones again. This is called moral suasion,
and doesn't break a child's spirit like whipping.
"Susm," said a teacher to one of her pupils, "·you shouldn't make faces. You'll
grow up-homely if you make faces."· Susie
looked thoughtfully in the teacher's face
a moment, and then innocently asked,
"Did you make faces when you were a little
girl?"
LocAL option- has been agitating a lady
of Austin, Nev. Her husband told her it
was" optional" with her whether he should
buy her a gilt-edged bible or a new bonnet.
She ·· rastled" with the subject for three
whole days, an:d then optioned on the
b---onnet."
A YALE student has written a twelveverse p(lem entitled, ··we kissed each other by the sea." " Well, what of it? " asks a
Western journalist; "the seaslsle is no
better for such practice than any other
locality. In fact, we hav~ put in some very
sweet work of that kind on the tow-path of
a canal in our time, but did not say anything about it in print."
"BEGORRA, I had a ticket, and sure I've
lost it." "Then," said the conductor of a
sleeping car, "you can't come in without
it," After some altercation the conductor
asked Pat if he could remember the number of the berth for which the tic~et was
good. My berth, sure I can, for wasn't I
born on the 26th day of June in the year
'26."

A LADY in the cou'ntry was unwise enough
to fit out her boy of five with fishing tackle.
Soon she heard a shout from the barn-yard,
and found one of her very best hens had
swallowed the hook and was fast winding
up the line in her crop. Of course she was
greatly troubled, but all the comfort she got
from the young fisherman was this: "Don't
worry, mother, I guess she'Wstop when she
gets to the end of the pole."
As some lady visitors were going through
a penitentiary under the escort of the Superintendent, they came to a room where
three women were sewing. "Dear me 1"
one of them whispered, " What viciouslooking creatures 1 What are they here
for? " "Because they have no other home;
this is our sitting-room, they are my wife
and two daughters," blandly answered the
Superintendent.
MRs. PARTINGTON,-" La! mel" sighed
Mrs. Partington. "Here I have been suffet'in' the bigamies of death for three mortal weeks. First I was seized with a bleedin' phrenology in the hamshire of the
brain, which was exceeded by the stoppage
of the left ventilatDr of the heart. This
gave me inflammation of the left borax, and
now I am sick with the chloroform morbus. There is no blessin' like that of
health, particularly when you're sick."
"0 Lord 1 Thou knowest," prayed a Connecticut deacon in church-meeting, "that
I am affiicted with a most impious and depraved son.-.. ,Thou knowest that he will
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Isomething exceedingly discreditable to him.

It is a serious matterfor a man to mortgage his house to buy the
silence of anybody, and for a man like Mr. Beecher to pay
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
so much money to keep Tilton from telling that Beecher
hadadYised Mrs. Tilton to get a divorce is simplypreposTERMS:
terous. The sugar does not coat the pill and it sticks in
, One Copy, one Year ...................................... $1.75
the throat and refuses to go down. No one can read 1\Ir.
·. "
"
Six Months ................................... 1.00
"
"
each Month, making a Monthly ............. 1.00
Beecher's statement with care without being convinced
it confesses more than it exPlains, and that there is
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one
address.
.
something more in this dark closet than a suit of old cast
C1\natlian RuhscriberR will please Rend fifty cents addl·
off clothes."
tional, for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.
BEECHER would not only have the people believe him
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.
innocent of adultery, but also of common sensA. He asks
One Doll~tr per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch
them to believ!l he allowed himself to be preyed upon by
for subsequent insertions.
·.
sharpers and blackmailers and that he was so innocent that
he passed over to them the sum of$7,000 for doing nothing
at all. Very probable, is it not? The people of Amel'ica
have given Mr. Beecher credit for more astuteness and
sagacity than to do a thing of that kind. If we believe his
statement, we must no longer think him a man of sense
and shrewdness, but a simple ninny upon whom design[THE artides on this page were in type before 1\Ir. F. D.
ing men can so easily prey as to make him shell out
Moulton was last heard from. Had the facts all been in,
money on demand to the extent of thousands of dollars.
some additional remarks might have been made.)
How many smart men in the country are there, who if
ONE of our city papers styles Plymouth Church .a
perfectly innocent of a crime could be induced. cajoled or
"paradise of fools." It will doubtless also be known as a
coerced to pay out $7 .ooo to keep men from telling it?
paradise of hypocrites and corrupt!onists.
1\IBS. ELIZABETH C. STANTON says there are three
[No ALLUSION TO MBs. T.-J
strong .influences or cir<'les that will do their utmost to
Said the am'rous Brooklyn preacher
sust1tin Henry Ward Beecher. One is wealthy PLYMOUTH CHURH. Another is The Cla·istian Union-a paper
'.ro a hen-"Beautiful creature ;"
And then just for that
with immense circulation and of which Beecher is editor
and part owner, and the othflr is THE LIFE oF CHBISTShe laid two eggs in hiR hat:
With all the sympathy and charity we may entertain for an elaborate work written by Beecher and published by
Thus did the HEN-BE-WARJl BEECHEB.
Mrs. Tilton we cannot avoid the conviction that she was his friends. She says these combined inftue'nces would
AMONG those who look upon Beecher with most favor false either when she wrote those numerous affectionate
and fain would make him innocent. are the clergy. This letters to her husband, or when she made her statement rather sacrifice fifty of the beAt women of this country
is probably perfectly natural. Which of the old poets before the Brooklyn committee, that her husband at the than that their interests should suffer. It IS well underwas it said," A fellow feeling makes us wond'rous kind." very date of those letters was starving her, misusing her stood in view of the great interest at stak8, that
his friends will sustain him even if they know he is
•· PAPA, don't you think Beech-" "Hush Johnnie." and treating her with the greatest cruelty; and we un- guilty .
.. But papa, don't you think Beech-" "No more of that, avoidably ccme to the conclusion. that in order to save
WITH alll\Ir. Beecher's weaknesses he has still been a
didn't you hear me tell you to stop your noise? I will not her beloved pastor she deliberately sttcrificed her less
"lucky man "-a most succsss!ul one. If he has been
<have you talking about such things, Go in mid get your · loved husband.
mulcted out of a few thousand dollars for youthful inface washed." Johnnie with tears in his eyes wants to
ONE of Mr. Beecher's :tl.ock, and an ardent admirer of discretions-committed when over fifty-he lias been able
know why papa won't Jot him ask when beech nuts will
his, says Plymouth Chut·c.h will sustain 1\Ir. Beecher even to spare it-his friends have been good to him. Fot· his
bfl ripe.
if he is proved guilty. They are not going to cast him off pulpit services he has $20,000 per year. On his paper The
THE Boston Post says ·· :lrfr. Beecher has mad.e as strong -no matter what he has done. It is evidently the purpose Christian Union he makes at least $10,0JO; on his books as
a fight as he can, for it is for his very life; but the cause of the committee of his choice to declare him guiltless of much more, to say nothing of his greatest work the Life of
of morality and religion could not hope m ueh if it had to the accusations made against him. and the Church will Christ. From his lectures he derives an income of several
establish itself on the ragged edge of such a defective, un- virtually give him carte blanche to do whatever he pleases, thousand dollars. His entire income is estimated to be
settled and inconclusive narrative as his."
and he shall still remain their loving and beloved pastor. sso,ooo per year. That will do very well for a poor parseA sLIGHT DIFFERENCE OF OPINION. By some Henry cuted preacher and we are rejoiced the.designiug Tilton
:lrfB. BEECHEB says, "Carpenter never did anything in
this whole business that was not a stupid blunder." Car- Ward Beecher is considered an adulterer, a lecher, a has not completely ruined him flnancially.
IT strikes many people as being decidedly singular that
penter is grateful for the compliment and desires to re- falsifier and all that is vile; while Pt·ofessor Raymond,
mind his flatterer that this is one of those cases wheri'l a notwithstanding all that has been said against him believes a man of ~Ir. Beecher's intelligence and sagacity should
him to be the prophet of God's gospel in the nineteenth develop such an extraordinary friendship for a man who
blunder is not so bad as a crime.
century, and "that those who stJ·ike against him are extorted a very important paper from him, in 11 locked
THE Baltimore Gaze.tte says," The strongest part of .'lt!r. striking against tho throne of God." Probably the truth room and with pistol in hand; and by blackmailing arts
Boeoher's narrative is that wherein he assails his aecuseri!, lies somewhere between these extremes. He may not coerced thousands of dollars from him for an improper
the weakest that in which he endeavors to explain away have been as bad as some believe him, but with all his purpose. and after all this to frequently address him as
the damaging self-inculpation of his own letters. It is greatness and power the sun httrdly rises and sets by his ·'Uy Dear Frank." and as a" man raised up by God to save
here he becomes prolix, labors heavily, turnS sharp dictation nor does he constitute the" throne of God."
him," and that he should ever shower thanks upon him
oorners. and slides with an awkwa-rd sort of adroitness
ALL sorts of reports have been circulated in reference for the immense serviae he had done in warding off storms
on the stumbling bloclts in his w.w."
to Brother Beecher since this "little unpleasantness" and hurricanes from his devoted head, and even in proBA.D FOR SA.'M A.ND n.~THEB BAD FOR CHntsT.-1\Irs. took pl!l.<le. Among other rumors said to be well founded longing his life. In the familiar language of the_ times
Eli:r.abeth ·cady Stanton is sister-in-law to Mr. Sam, is, that he has night keys to several Brooklyn residences, tho statement is rather" thin." and hardly" holds water."
Wilkinson, and she states that she conversed with him by the means of which he has admission at all hours
Is telling H. c. Bowen. he had better discontinue the
in the fall of 1872 upon the Beecher Scandal and he ad- without the trouble of ringing bolls. and troubling services 9f '.rhe)dore Tilton ltJ1d ins\ruc.ting 1\Ire. BAechmitted that ho was aware of Beech or's derelictions but servants, and it is assorted that he has been seen making or to adVIse 1\Ir~. T1lton to ohta.m a d1voroe from her h~s'
'
band, such a on me as should mduce Mr. Beecher to ~1ve
said he-" It must not get out. I am interested in The. such entrances Itt ra.thor late hours.
$ 7.uoo to have nothing said about it ·1 Are thesA two tnvinl
Oh!'i.sti.an. Ut~io;>.,in Mr. Beoehor's books. and particularly
His object may have been to enl?'nge in prayer or to mistakes calculated to make him desire ardently for death
In his Life of Christ. Why'' said he" if this should get diffuse the spirit of contentment and tranquillity. It is and describe .himself as "living on the R.hnp' and rag::re.d
.
. '
.
. ,
.
.
.
edge of anxiety, remorse, fear. despair.' Should tins
out 1t would knock the Life of Christ higher than a k1te. 1 most charitable to Judge h1s moth As to be good and pure. 1 Rim pie and sincere conduct mnke his "assumed cheer· t
f PI
th Ch
h
t th
The G!'aphic says "Is it possible to believe that Mr. fulnesR really the sufferings and tormen.ts of the clamne~."
0 NE o f t h e pious BIB
ors o
ymou
nrc regre s e
··
•
.
Is it sufficient to make him "humble himself before Til·
ft:tll of her beloved pastor. but she has one consolation left Be ocher has lived for twenty-six years m Brooklyn and ton as he would before his God. and humbly ask his
her If "r Beecher is oven 60 guilty he will not be moved in the very focus of the financial and criminal lifo forgiveness," a.nd admitting that Tifton in his circum•
Jll •
·
bl
n
·n t ld ~~~c1i'~r'A
t
"
ld ha e bee a much bettP.r m·m" Ah I
w~t~teme;t thou~h written with co~s~mmate
allowed to enter the pearly gatos of heaven, he can at least o! America, and did. not know what . aokma '~as t1 . 0
point the way thither to others and they can take by one of his committee? The thing IS actually mored!ble. skill and adroitnPss. is insufficient to remove the many
the road he indicates, though he ·may not be allowed to If he hall paid $7000 to Moulton to keep Tilton's mouth dark,suspioious ~roumstanoes of his unfortunate dilem·
travel it himself. There's eoneolat.lon tor y()\1.
shut it mm~t have bee~ because that mouth could utter ma.

IJolt,tJ -mul gf,lippings.

THE derical scandal in Jersey City has come to a sad
termination. Mary Pomeroy who was seduced by the
Rev. John S. Glendenning, pastor of the Presbyterian
church, under promise of marriage, and who some three
WBeks since was delivered of a child-the fruit of the
seduction, has died. Just before her death she desired a
Justice of the Peace to be summoned and to him made a
deposition that the Rev. gentleman was the father of the
child. The "man of God" denies the paternity of the
c.hild and insists he is entirely innocent. This is a "matter of course," clergymen after ruining any c.onflding
lady-married or single-deny all guilt and protest they
are innocent so long as they can find any one to believe
them. When was an PXCeption known to this rule? We
envy not this Rev. gentlemen's feelings, and from the intense indignation of the public again~t this Rev, deceiver,
destroyer and murderer, we deem his life even, very unsafe in this locality.
STILL ANOTHEB.-The Rev. W. H. Buttner, pastor of St.
Luke's Lutheran Church, in Forty-third street, this city,
is accused of deceiving a young lady under promise of
marriage, and the matter coming to the knowledge of the
officials of the church they investigated the same and
requested the gentleman to resign; which request he had
the discretion to comply with. The young lady's friends
are instituting a snit at law against the divine for damage.
Really these affairs are getting decidedly too frequent to
be interesting. Is it not about time a board of skillful
surgeons should attend to these "holy men" and render
them inoapable of doing so much mischief in the community?
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"The Safe Side."
BY HUGH

BYRO~

BROWN.

This is the inevitable dernier resort of the Christian
when driven to extremity by the force of his opponent's logic, or when pressed by unanswerable arg1_1ments and incontestable facts.
The fallacy of tins
argument, if it. may be called suc!J, lies in the assumption that there are but two ~~~es to the contr~
versy respecting the truth of r_ehgwn; ~nd that rt
is imperative that we should ertlrer J;lelreve and be
saved by the Christian religion or doubtmg be damned
for our sincerity.
.
Before the· "safe side" argument can have any
force '" hatever it must first. be shown that a supernatural religio~ of any kind is a necessity of man's
nature and not a resultant of his ignorance and undevelopment from which k_nowledge ancl _subscq_uent
culture will entirely free hrm; and that wrthout rt !re
can not be as good a man, morally, and as great mtellectually as with it. It must also be shown that the
claim of the Christian religion to be the only true reJio-ion is founded in truth and that an the others that
n~w exist and that formerly existed in different ag~s
and countries arc false, which, although always assumed is nevertheless not proven.
It must also be first determined which of the many
conflictinrr sects of the Christian Churchhas the truth;
for if it ~bides only in the Catholic communion, as
claimed by the Pope, th~n the ''safe s~cle" is clearl;Y
not the side of Protestantism. If the farth of the Umversalist be true, then one sect or religion is equally
as safe as any other. And if the doctrine of eternal
decrees is true as held and formerly understood by
the PreslJyteria~s there is no telling where the safe
side may be found, as safety does not in that case depend at all on anything that the individual can do,
or fails to do !
If religion were a positive science, (it being the very
antipode of that) capable of bei_ng proved and dem.onstrated like for instance the scrence of mathematrcs,
or wer?e its doctrines self-evident and indisputable
like the axiom "a whole is equal to the sum of all its
parts," it would be wi~hin thep_ower of man t~ ~eter
mine which of the vanous rehgwns or of the drfl:erent
sects is the true one or the one contaiuing the most
truth and therefore 'the nearest right. But as this is
· impo~sible it is simply absurd to assume as Christians
do that all the other religious faiths that have or still
exist i u the world are, or were false, and that o~:ily theirs,
the youn.rest in point of time (except JHormomsm) bears
upon it tl\e stamp ?f d_ivine aut~ority.
'fried. by any en tenon of cntrc1sm or by the legal
rules of evidence this aStiUmption of absolute truth and
perfect . ~ufety c;n be no more etita.blisl_re_ct for the
Christian than for any other system of rehgwn. All
of them have certain fundamental ideas in common,
and uiffer only in detail, and which fundamental conceptions are purely creations of the imaginatioll as the
ceremonies habits ancl customs of a people are the
application' of these conceptions to the circu~rstances
and peculiar conditions of those who entertam them.
It is apparent therefore that the argument of the
" safe sille," can be urged with equal propriety and
force by the believers in the Shaster, the Koran or
other sacred writino-s, as well as by the Christian.
Indeed were it n~t for the evident sincerity of those
who uro-~ this aro·ument one might imagine that they
were pe~·petra~rng a grim joke on their f~ith,_ for by
popular tcaclungs of orthodoxy, all who dre wr!hou! a
saving faith in Christ will be lost eternally, whrch Illelude::; all of those who have never heard of the gospel
and most of those who have!
The prospect for safety in the Christian faith,_ as
delineated by a Christian poet, i1l certainly anythmg
but encouraging.
•· ]'ar in the deep where darkness dwells,
'rhe land of horror and despair,
Justice has built a dismal hell,
And laid her store of vengeance there!
Eternal plagues and heavy chains,
Tormenting racks and !lery coals
And darts t' inflict immortal pains,
Dipped in the blood of clam ned souls,"
But asiuc from this it is illogical to say that one side
of a question or one particul~r _roligion is any safer or
better than auother, only as rt rs nearer the truth, and
in harmony with the nature and requ~re.ments of _man
which in tile case of many of the Clmstran sects rs at
lem;t not proven if susceptible of proof.
It is only the truth that has power to save and
bless ail unwaverino- faith in that which is not truth
will
more competfsate for its Jack, than will h_opes
built on dreams. If a new world had not cxrsted
awaiting discovery th!] _hopes and con~dent expectations of ColumlJus, of bcmg able to find rt, would probalJJy only have terminated in his dcst!·uction; and had
he listen ell to the arguments and ad vrce of. the Junta
of Salamanca, which apparently was decrdedly the
''safe side" the new world would not then have been
discovered.
Ancl so in every great epoch of the world's his_t~ry,
or in the achievement of some great moral, pohtrcal
or imlustrial benefit to the race, the work is accom-
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plished, and the good done, not y t 1~ ?onserva rve,
nor on the Eide deemed by popular opmwn to be the
safe one but in the way apparently the most unsafe
and dan'gerous; and by those who are destined and
denounced as
"Knaves and fools, or traitors plotting crime."
That there is such a thing as a safe Bide, and a side
that is not safe, is unquestionably true~ b~t the sa.fety
and danger lie in the nature and constrtutwn·?fthmgs
and are inevitable results of the law of causatwn from
which it is impossible to escape, an? not fro_m the
arbitrary mandate or decree of an omr!rpotent ':r!J acting independent of, and frequently m opposrtwn to
naturallaw.
. .
.
One is on the safe side who IS m harmony wrth the
laws of his being-who is reconciled to the order of
nature and whose study is to conform thereto ; who
prefer; knowledge to ignorance---:-loves truth 1_1nd
hates injustice and wrong, and who lives not exclusrvely for himself but for others; ~or. such are the ?ondrtions that will in the natt!re of thmg~ lead to safety as
their opposites tend to evrl and_unsafety. . .
The Christian idea underlym5 the safe srde argument is really a monstrous conceptio~. It assumes
an infinite and beneficent creator of. mmd, _who takes
offense at its exercise if the ?oncluswns arnyed at, no
matter how honestly and smcerely_ ent~rtamed, are
different from those believed to be wnttenm a book, and
who for such an honest exerci~e of the faculty of reason, has decreed a punish_m~nt ~hll;t shall be endless
in its duration and excrucratmg m rts natur~.
The fact that such an infernal conceptwn, at war
with every principle _of justi?e and_ common ~·eason
shNild have obtained m the mmds of men,_ sho" show
the human mind has been perverted and drstorted by
eclesiastical teaching.
But the plea of the "safe side" is the argument of
the coward, who does ~ot follow the co_nvic~io_ns of
his reason, or who too mdolen t to. ex_ercrse Ius J udgment, and know for himself what rs nght 1 skulks. behind popular opinion, a~d dri_fts ~long wrth tile trde,
and finds his highest satrsfactwn m the thought that
he is on the ''safe side" whatever may become of
others.
.
.
't .
tb
If the world moves in any chrectwn, 1 1s no ecause of any help lent by him. He ~oes ~o~ kno~'~
what it is to have the courage of Ius o~mw~s, rf
indeed he has any that he _woul_d not ~a~nfice m a
moment, if they interfered wrth ertlrer Ius mterest or
his pleasure !
.
.
.
.
No progress in any directwn rs_pos~rble when tl!is
argument is accepted as the rule o~ a_ctw_n. Und~nts
shadow every evil, wrong an~ mJustrce fiounshes
with impunity and would remam forever to curse the
race.
. . .
No tyranny however galling, no mstrtu_twn 1rowever
corrupt, no monopoly however oppressrve, no c!·eed
however dark and cruel that has not been su~tamed
sheltered and defended under the plea of the "safe
side."
" . . l'
.
Catholicism was deemed the safe srde dunng the
reformation. The royalist and the tory fo_ught on the
"safe side" during the Fre~ch and ~mencan revolution-as did the slave-holder m the anti-slave~·y struggle
and as do the orthodox Christians of to-day m the war
now being waged by the Free-thinkers against superstition.
'd ,
.
.
That is the only and true "safe sr e, that rs t.1re src1e
of humanity against error, ignorance, slavenes and
wrongs of every nature, wherever they ar_e found, or
in whatever shape they appear, whether m the pages
of a so called sacred book, or in those of the statute
book of the nation ; whether in a ?i{?;oted churc~-;-a
despotic government-a corTu]~t judiCiary-a subsrdrzeli press in everything that hmders and ob~tmcts the
path of the race toward freedom, happmess and
truth.
.
That is not the safe side that shuns the light, dreads
examination and agitation, decries progress ~n~ wars
0n science and human reason, whose 1deal rs Ill . the
dead past and whose last and best word has long smce
been spoken !
.
He is not on the safe side who hides Ins real convictions when their avowal might. adversely affe.ct
his interest, who sufl:'ers injustice and wrong to e?'rst
rather than exert himself for their redress and extmction; who Jacks the moral courage to stand ~~p for t!re
right-to think for himself and be true t? hrs convictions, who disregards the laws of socrety_ and t!re
rights of his fellow-men, and who has no lug her _arm
in life than the gratification of his own selfish desrres.
New York, August 1874.

----'-------- -----A PETRIFIED Hu~rAN BoDY.-While some bodies
were being removed from the old to the new cemetery
in Westfield, N. J., on Tuesday, O!ile of the coffins
containing the body of a Mrs. Wilcox, who has been
bnriec1 over fifteen years, was found to be very heavy,
and on being opened the corpse was found to be petrified, The eyes were as natural as in life,and even the
veil over the face was turned into stone. or a hard substance resembling it. The petrifaction is accounted
for by the fact that the body was buried in very clamp
ground.

the Truth Seeker.]

G. L. Henderson to his Western Friends.
About the :first of July I left my home in Minn~s.ota
and have since visited many of our eastern c1tres,
where I expected to find a great advance ov~r ~ill'
western people in the direction of critical investrgatwn
and scientific information, and consequently a more
wide-spread and greater opposition to the old _th_cological habits of thinking. I had held the opmiOIJ
that from the great centers of pop~rlation must ]~ro
ceed any radical changes resultmg m a reconstructiOn
of society upon a purely scientific basis. An_d tJ~r:t
science practically applied to the wants of socml life
must begin with the city where its need is J~ost felt,
and thence extend to the country where rt would
meet with the strongest opposition.
In this opinion I was partially mistaken; I . now
think that w bile discoverers a!ICI teachers of the
two moRt important sciences of this age and century,
viz.: Biology and Sociology, must con~e from
the cities the first pupils and the iust organized s~cicty on a true scienti~c _basi~. must.
begin with the country. In proof of tins I crtc the
the fact that the writings of the great mr•.sters, Comte,
Rpencer, Huxley, Mill, Tyndall, Darwin, M_ax Muller
and other~. are to be found on the talJles of farmers,
mechanics and merchants in the \Vest.
Mr. B. F.
Underwood assures me that away in the miner's camps
of Idaho Utah and California these books may be
found ancl that'they are familiar with _thei_r c~'!tents 1
and gather in great numbers to hear l_us. screntrfic lectures and are fully capable of app~·cc_ratJ_ng them.
__
Strange indeed! The great llfrssrssrppr valley seems
destined to be to the new world what the great valley
of the Nile had been to the old-at once the source of
its civilization and the producer of its food. This generation is now witnessing the grandest spectacle tl~at
seer poet, or philosopher ever dreamed of, The crviliza'tions of Europe and Asia were the products of war
and conquest, in which were ever present the conqueror and conquered-the master ami the serfthe king and tlw subject.
.
.
Their poNs sang the songs of conquest m wine!! the
robber or kino- held the nmk of gods, and reccrved
the homage of ~laves. To save their abject l_ives tl!ey
had to bend their heads and kiss the han~! of the km_g
who ruled them in the name of Gocl. 'I o save th~rr
ignorant and shriveled souls from the ter_rors of a l_rfe
to come they bent their knee before a pnest and. krssed his foot ; and his voice to them was as the vorce of
God.
.I
..
.
Look at the people who are crowc1mg t 1e crtrcs
and plains which lie on both sid~s of the great. "~ath
er of waters ! " They have nertlrer lord, nor puest,
nor king who can compel their unwilling homage.
All are eqnal before the Jaw, ~hey call no man master. They now know that lungs ruled by forged
commissions issued in the name ot ~od .. Thou_sm1~s
of men doubt whether the comm_issr;m of th~ pncst IS
not also a fraud and demand then· drplom1_1 s1gned by
the hand of God, and sealed by the recordmg angel of
the court of heaven.
When they settle with a petty county officer, they
demand his voucher under the seal of the people ..
They are doing the same by the alleged messengers of
heaven.
~ .
d
The enlightened German sees that a nc 11 sor 1 un er
a skillful hand, with air, sunlight and_ the seaso~s
make men rich, happy, and contented w1tllout the ard
of a single prayer.
The Scandinavian, long accusto~ed ~o. reverence
his spiritual guides and follow them rmplrcJtl:y, knows
that the Secular arm gives no help to 1hc pnesthood
and many are trcttding the broad road that Je~~ds
to knowledge and the great chnrch that leads to luuslrip with all men.
.
. . .
I know whole families of Insh who m mlancy wen;
nourished and fed on the doctrine~ of the holy Catholic church whose parents were bunedundcr the cross
and in consecrated ground, who now regard_tl!e w~lls
and SJ)l'incrs of Iowa and Jl,lin~esota as contarmr!g JURt
as koty w~ter as that fio;ving m the Jordan. or 111. the
wells of Samaria and who would not _decm_rt sacr_Ilegc
if their last dust and mine were to mmgle m a smglc
grave.
Though the Irish hll;ve been_ the stro~rg hul~va~·k ?f
the old ehnrch, yet therr gcn.cr ous hearts when <~?led .
pon through clear heads, wrll respond to the glorwus
~ovement toward a universal church whose cr:ed
anrl trinity is love, orde1', progress, and '~hose pnest
must with cht~lk and bl:lckboaru reason h~s way to the
creed which lies not in musty bo_oks and m unkuown
tongues but in living human brams.
So with the American and all the others who arc
seeking homes in the great West-each and eve_r:y man_
is a Truth Beeker. And while the great ~1t1c~ of
the seaboard arc struck >vith the dr:y rot of forma_lrsm
and are aping the fashi~ns and forms and crimes
of Europe by immense fort~nes on the one hand
trying to gild the immense rmscry on tl_IC other, aud
even the man of fortune is often !llOI:c nuscrablc than
the man of toil. Those brown st.one tror,ts and marble
, Ja cs 11ave their seductions ' drvorces,
and murders,
]M c
.
f' I
1
while in the more humble dw~Jlwgs o tr~ poor, t _rese
same crin.es arc called prostrtut~on, self-rmm?latwn,
suicide. What is embezzlement m the palace IS ]Jetty
larceny in the cabin.
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The great West is now the theatre where the grand
reform must begin. _There let every emancipated
man and woman scatter abroad the literature of
science. As nature giveR you a generous soil may she
also give you generous hearts.
As you are made up out of Europe, Asia and Africa
-a heterogeneous people, may it be your mission to
work the problem of a highly differentiated people,
seeking a common end, lovingly, orderly, progressively.
In a future paper I will try and indicate some of
the ipitiatory steps that must precede an ultimate upwan! movement of society, commencing with the individual. and gradually extending to the whole social
body embracing the three-fold virtues which we may
term personal, sexurd, social.
New York, Aug. 25th, 1874.

Two A.theist.ic Pamphlets.
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Feuerbach's "Essence of He! igion," translateLl by
Alexander Loos, and published by the liberal publishing linn of A. K. Butts & Co., is not such a work as
we would expect to find in paper covers. There is
more close reasoning and solid thinking contained in
its 75 pages than is.often found in as many hundred
pages of common reading matter. The author, whose
"Essence of Cl1ristianity '' ha.<> made his name familiar
to most Freethinkers-accustomed as he was to a life
of philosophic research, to the region of speculative
reasoning, sometimes seems to forget that its modes
of thought and expression are not as familiar and intelligible to the general 1·eader as to himself, and so
fails occasionally, I think, to render his meaning as
clear to others as to himself. But in spite of this defect, that of wordy vagueness, his writings are never·
theless rich mines of thought which need only a little
careful working to be made to yield generously and
freely of their wealth.
Feuerbach is an outspoken Atheist and deserves
careful reading by those who aver God is manifest
through his works, so that they may know the strongest objections that can be urged against the •' desio-n ''
argument by its opposers. No Christian should reu~ain
ignorant of the weak points <Jf his faith, since only by
bringing stronger evidence for, than can be brought
l>y any mint.! against, this faith can it hope to keep that
hold on the human mind in the future which it has
in the past; and Feuerbach, scholarly, dignified and
logical, presents the Atl1eistic side of this question in a
mode and manner worthy of thoughtJul and careful
consideration.
".iHy business >vas, and above everything is" he
says "to illumine the dark regions of religion with the
torch of reason, that man at least may no longer be a
sport to the hostile powers that hitherto and now avail
t!Jemselves of the mystery of religion to oppress mankind * * * * * * l!Iy object is anything Lut
negative, destructive, it is positive; I deny in order to
atlirm. I deny the illusions of theology and relidon
0
that I may atlirm the substantial being of man."
The aun of this little book('' Essence of Religion")
is to show that God, or the gods are always a reflex
of man's own nature, capability and desires, that the
god or gods of a people are always in accordance
with that people's highest moral and intellectual
standard. A savage, ig;norant and barbarous, people
have savage ignorant and barbarous gods. As they
advance in knowledge, their idea of Deity becomes
advanced ami mouilieu also. Some attributes, however, are common to all gods because all men equally
desire for themselves the posession of those attributes.
For iustance man deplores tlw slwrtncss of his life.
He desires more power, therefore his god is omnipotent. :i'IIan makes mistakes ami is constmJtly hurt and
hindered by his ignorance of many things. So his
god is one of unlimited knowledge. Man is often
vexed ~•t his inability to do what he considers ·rio·ht ···
his sympathies Me wounded by the woe he can neither:
prevent nor r·emedy; and he frets over his lack of
patient goodness, his eurbcu charities, his limited
power to forsee or remove evil ; so his god never
makes mistakes, is able to remedy all evils ;:.nd redress
all wrongs ; is patient because he is all-sufficing and
needs not to be vexed or hurt. These attributes in a
great or less degree are cornmon to all gods, and the
only trouble is in the inconsistency of the ideal with
the re<lls facts of 11ature, and the business of theoloo·y
has ever been to reconcile the two, so that one sh~ll
not contradict the other.
But Feuerbach aims also to demo11strate that religion is only the form in which man's discontent with
his condition manifests itself, the expression of his
desire for happiness. '' Ut\ppiuess," he sttys in his
conclucling page, ''and divinity are the same. thiiJO".
Happiness as an object of belief, of inmgination, ge~erally as a theoretical object is the deity. Or rather
the deity is an iuea, the truth and reality of which is
only happiness. As far as the desire for happiness
goes, so far and no further goes the idea of the deity.
He who no longer has any supernatural wishes, has
no longer any supcrnt\lnral beings either."
")fA'l'EHIALISM", l'rS INI•'LUI,NCE AND HISTORY,''
by l_)r. L. Buchner, and issued by the same house, is
n tlunner book, by another straightforward frank, outsp_oken :M:aterinlist. Though perhaps not so uecp a
thmker as l<'cuerbach, Dr. Buchner arrives at the

same philosophic conclusions by a more direct and
easily understood process. Feuerbach reasons deductively, Buchner inuuctively.
Feuerbach speculates himself into the region of facts, Buchner reasons from facts into philosophy. So while Feuerbach's
books are filled with speculative thought, Buchner
gives us an array of authentic and undeniable facts
from which he deduces the same thought or philosphical conclusion. Both on high moral ground, are
strong and fearless assailants of Deism and Christianity, and give good reason for their belief, or rather
non-belief: both speak nobly, and in a dignified, selfrespectful manner of the stand they take against the
popular faith. Buchner thus sums up his arguments
as to the purifying and invigorating influence of Materialism upon the human mind:
''Most persons think that the adoption of Materialism involves the disappearance of all high and noble
aspirations from the world, the abolition of art and
poetry, and the degeneration of man to a low standard
of sensualism. But this opinion i.s so thoroughly erroneous that, according to my conception the very
contrary is true, and that as far as the sensualistic
te"ntlency of Alaterialism is concerned, it is founded
upon the confounding of scientific Materialism with
the .Materiali8m of life. The former is so little antagonistic to idealism that it rather furnishes the true
basis for it, The sole difference between this true
Idealism and that of the past is thi~, that the latter
aimed at unattainable ends, while Idealism in the
sense of my philosophy aspires after attainable
ends, and brings the whole power of idealistic inspiration to bear upon actual life.
This influence (Matenalism) can only be a beneficent
one; for in the first place it must give to every inuividual a previously unknown peace and cheefulness of
mind, hy delivering him from those agon1zing doubts
and fear~ to which the systems of the past subjected
him; while in the second place it directs the attention of every inrlivid ual, and consequently society to
what is real and practical; or in a word, to life itself,
and compels IIim to seek the ideals which formely appeared to his vision only in the distance, in his ilnmediate proximity. But while doing this he is manife~tly obliged to regulate his own life, as well as the
life of his race, as beautifully, agreeably, and care~ully
as possible." Respectfully,
SARA A. UNDERWOOD.
Ghicovee Falls. ilfas8.
'l'HE " CATTLE" PRESS, A BRANCH OF OUR
GREAT AMERICAN :'FREE" PRESS.
There appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER a series of
ably written articles about our "free" press.
Any person more or less educate.d, if of sound mind
and capable of reasoning. must naturally drift in the
direction of liberalism and free-thought. It cannot be
lielpeu, it is compulsory. Let the bigoted Christian,
the fanatical worker for the Lord once commence to
8et aside all bias, listen to people that are possessed of,
and defend free and liberal ideas, and he will become
shaky, he will, and must leave oft' his superstition, become more intellectually developed in the right elirection and therefore a better man.
To prevent this seems at, the present time to be the
persistent aim of the agricultural press. Perusing
some oi the leading agricultural papers I come to the
conclusion that this braJH.:ll of otu· great ·'free" press
in many cnses, from their cowardice, suffer themselves
to be used in upholding superstition and ignorance
instead of spreading gTadually, light where light is
most needed.
The large cattle-n<isers mark their cattle when quite
young, let them afterwards run loose, ami when grown
up, ch\im their respective heads as property. So the
Christian priest; or parson and the Jewish rabbi, mMk
their cattle by baptism orcircumeision to claim them
afterward for the different pens of the Lord, charging
meantime a good price for taking care of them.
The Loru's promissory notes not being taken by
these mediators betweeu God and man, they adopt the
far safer way of making themselves paid by taking it
out in skin, tlesh, and bone during the cattle's life
time.
The "free" agrictrltural press too, seems to look at its
sub~cribcrs as mere cattle, and supply them with spiritual food, which raw or steamed is fit for cattle only.
The leading agricultural papers after writing about
pigs, potatoes, pigeons and poultry, buckwheat, bedbugs anu niglltsoil, introduce ,;;ome after supper
talk 'in which the instruction frequently flows
from the mouth of tt country parson or worthy deacon
Then follow some Christian rules, extracts from eminent Christian writers or fancy parsons, that till the
world w1th social scandal. Anything relating to natural history or philosophy, progress in science and art,
i'o carefully left out for I ear it might excite the rage of
the worthy parson that rules the rural district in which
the paper is read and who might cause a few postal
cards to be sent to the editor with the remark, ''stop
your ungodly paper."
A prominent agricultual paper recommends certain
books for a farmer's library. After naming
books on fruits, vegetables, trees, shrubs, flowers,
manure, etc., it introduces "Animals and Plants
under domestication," by Charles Darwin. But
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the editor soon perceives that he went too
far, that Darwin's works are no food for cattle ;
the shadows of the reverend country parson, the worthy deacou and the postal card turn up and the cowardly editor apologizes as follows: "This book is not
suggested for its .doctrines, l.lllt .as. a useful book of
reference."
.!VI. S.
New York, August, 1874.
--~-·........__...
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'faxation and Education.
· EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. ReRpected Sir:I see in a late number of the TRUTH SEEKER several
excellent articles, one of which is the well written and
~rgumeutive essay on the justice and necessity of taxIng palatial and valuable church property, as well as
property belonging to the hard working poor man.
The millions upon millions of dollars accumulated and
invested in palace-like church buildings, decorated
and fitted up with grandeur and elegance ; the richly
carpeted and cushioned pews, which rent per annum
for large sums of money to liquidate debts, and to pay
to favorite and almost idolized preachers, from twenty
thousand dollars down, is certainly right on the
part of all religionists, if they elect to spend their
money that way, and it is certainly wrong done to the
people of our commonwealth, and especially to the
necessitated poor working man who owns one hundred
dollars or less, to pay a tax on his goods, chattels and
his small dwelling cottage, it is uncomfortable and
annoying to his feelings to contemplate such injustice
as taxing his little all and let go free, millions upon
millions of dollars of rich men's church property.
Again, grave-yard property not free of charge to all
for interment, ong:ht to be taxed for the &nod of the
community, according to justiee and a fmr valuation
of the capital invested. The common school question
appears at this time-as it has done in times past-to
ngitate the feelings and actions of our people in the
various sections of om conn try. Our common school
system in the main, has been established and endowed by appropriations of the whole people's land for
secular common school purpos<'s, and r.by no means
for sectarian religious cuds. From this fact our
American Government is founded and established upon the secular political rights of man, and liberty
(independent of all or any religions dictation or assumption), was secured and guaranteed to tlleAn1erican
people by the Constitution of the Unitetl States, which
is our American Magna Charta, or written bill of
rights of our inalienable liberty, and it is the conservative right and duty of every individual State of oui·
United States, to pass an imperative, organic Jaw,
prohibiting any part or portion of the common school
law funds from being diverted in any way or shape
for religious purposes, or otherwise than the secular
education of the rising generations. Such a law was
enacted by the State of Illinois Constitutional Convention in tl1e year 1870, and is at this time the law of the
State, and which entirely nentmlizes any attempts to
appropriate said common school funds, and it is hoped
by most thinking- and conservative men, that it would
be wise for all the States to pass a. compulsory law
making it obligatory upon all necessitated parents to
send their children to our common schools. It is
more pleasing to my feelings to help build comfortable
school houses than to build prisons, which must be
done, ancl the more of the btter, if you neglect the former. Another suggestion is proper,-t.lmt every comnwu school teacher throughout our Union should be
bound to read and teach a daily lesson from the Constitution of th.c United States, that our children and
youth may well know and understand their inalienable constitutional rights and liberties. A union of
church and slate appears to be tl1e great aim and object of the lives of too many bigoted fanat1cs, and to
inaugnrute their tricky schemes they, as an entering
wedge, appeal to ·women, girls, and unthinking men,
to sign petitions to Congress to have the names of
God and Jesus Christ recorded in the Constitution of
the United States. Do these crafty managers, who
are cunning priests, expect the great ruler of the
universe will specially smile on them for their attempted empty and impotent honor to his name'! They
are short sighted tv fancy they can, by such action,
either please Gou or the people of our country. :Moreover, the oppressed nations or Europe arc at tlli::~ time
doing their best to separate the church from the
state, as hns been effected in Ireland, ant.! will be in
England. The 1mme of Got.! is sntliciently almighty
and glorious, without its rccoru in the Constitution of
our counlry. Respectfully,
J. A.
1Yaples, Jtl.

Recipe for Making au Orthodox Hell.
Take a piece of nothing, large enough to hold all
tJw poor, miserable damned, souls of men, women,
and children that have ever lived or ever will live;
then t.nke all the top, inside and bottom out of it.
Put gates to it, but not in the bottom. Now fill it
with fire and brimstone. and put in all the damned
souls, and make the orthodox Devil governor over it.,
ant! locate it nowhere. Now, if it necus any thing
UIOre, let the orthodox God a]J(l his saints look at it
with pleasure, and praise God for it eternally, and say
Amen 1 lutllelujah 1
Dn. N. B. LAIRD,

Sparta, 1'enn.
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[ n happy
we have made
the evils and! according to the story, God was very angry and
, snares of priestcraft, and let us not feel indifi'crent to I cursed them both roundly-the woman with the
the welfare of others. All humanity are our brothers pa~ns of maternity (which, by-the-by, all. species of
A JOURNAL
and sisters and let us be willing to make some exer- ammals have to endure) and the man to toll and labor
tion to bring them to the truth as it is in nature, sci- -(which really has been a great blessing to the race
ence and reason. Let us sustain Liberal papers and instead of a cnrse) and he also cursed the ground ··for
books-let us encourage enquirers to read them-let his sake and caused thorns and thistles to grow to
D. M. BENNETT, Editor ancl Prop'r.
us second all laudable efforts made to raise the stand- trouble and 1tnnoy him. He was so incensed bccnuse
No. 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
. ard of free thought, free speech and free religion. the pair lutd partaken of the fruit of knowledge, beI Our cause is really a glorious one-we are the apos- coming like gods, nnd was so apprehensive that man
ties of liberty and tmth-we are the light of the would reach forth his hand and take also of the Tree
Volume II.
earth-we have a mission to perform and a work to of Life and live forever, that he drove him out of the
This number is the first in the Second Volume of accomplish. Let us not timidly grope our way garden, and placed chcrubims with" flaming swords"
THE TRUTII SEEKER and we now come before our pat- through life-let us "hold up our heads among men," which turned every way, [Query.-What kind of a
rons with a Semi-monthly in place of a :i\Ionthly. We let us honor ourselves and our cause-let us do all we sword could that be ?]-to keep him from coming to
earnestly hope that this change is not going to be the can to benefit our fellow-men-let us help roll forward the tree of life. Is it not a little singular that a good
means of our losing friends. Large numbers of our the car of progress, and let us add our mite to sup- Deity should wish to keep man in ignorance and prepatrons wrote us, they wished the paper to become a port TIIR TRUTH SEEKER, ancl make it a permanent vent him ulso from having access to the Tree of Life
Weekly, but as quite a respectable number were in fa- success.
and living forever ? Vvould not the Devil have done
vor of a Monthly, we thought it adv:sable to com--------------better by us than that?
promise, and issue it twice a month. It was perhaps
It seems God relented a little towards our unfortuThe:Bible.-No. 9.
a laudable ambition on the part of our friends as well
nate first parents and made them coats of skin and
as our_self, to sec the paper arise to the dignity of a
In our article upon this subject in our July number, clothed them before he sent them out to seck their
weekly, and we will be sorry if any become offended we examined somewhat the fable of the Garden of
fortunes. Rather crude ideas, those of the Deity
because we aspire to advance.
Eden, the tree of knowledge, the apple, that brought which presides over the universe.-Hcader, are they
Some few have ordcreLl their paper stopped in view sin and death into the world and the talking snake
not?
of the increased price. IVe cherish a warm regard which held a dialogue with our great grand-mother
But Adam, it seems, "knew his wife," nnd fcey
-amounting almost to affection, for our early patrons Eve, and persuaded her to eat the apple-thus thwartraised Cain and Abel. The one tilled the ground and
-those who came to our I'escue when we started this ing the plans and purposes of God, and taking from
the other raised sheep, and they both together brought.
enterprise and it is with extreme regret we part com- him the entire progeny of man and subjecting them,
offerings to the Lord, who accepted the last but not
pany with them ; and if the sum of seventy-five cents according to the theology of the Church, to endless
the first.
is going to have this effect we shall hereafter bear no and most excmciating torture-rendering it necessary
It would to us, seem just and fair to have accepted
very kind feeling to that sum of money. If our friends for God, in order to reclaim a small fraction of his
both, or good policy at any rate, and thus have preknew how much we dislike to erase their names from creatures, to come himself clown out of Heaven from
vented a foul, fraternal homicide. God, however, reour list; we are confident they would not ask us to do off his throne, and be born of a woman, and to grow up
paired this omission by cursing Cain, putting a roark
it. The additional amount of reading matter we pro- through puling infancy, chitdhood and youth to manon him and driving him from the face of the earth
pose to give is certainly worth the increased price, hood and then after wandering about over Judea,
when, every man's hand should be against him,
and we would that every subscriber continue on Galilee and adjacent countries, a year or two, attend(What man was there at that time except his father,
with us.
eel by ignorant fishermen and others, he found it Adam ?) and he went out from the presence of the
Those who sent us their names fur the First Volume necessary to be put death that his own wrath might
Lord, (How is that possible when he is everywhere?)
to encourage us may be assured we need just as much be so far appeased as to render it possible that a miunto the land of Noel and took a wife and built a city.
encouragement in carrying through the Second Vol- nute portion of the human family could escape the torIt has been a question how Cain could find a wife,
ume. The First Volume was not remunerative to us, ments of hell, if they believe in the efficncy of this
when there was no woman in the world save his
nor do we expect the Second to be. We would be glad, sublime plan, and all the- dogmas propounded to them
mother, and our good divines have fuiled to answer it
however, to "keep soul and body together." A paper by priests.
satisfactorily. They merely enjoin it upon us, we
containing the quantity of original reading matter that
What a snake that was, to be able to wholly defeat
this does cannot be got up in this city, without pretty the Creator of the universe, and with an apple or ,two must believe it because God wrote it.
Marrying and begetting children seemed after this
heavy bills to meet. Every motion made here for us, entirely circumvent the wise plans and beneficent inand every ounce of material costs money, and more tentions of an all-wise and all-powerful God! It has to go on with rapidity, and the sons of God saw the
than in smaller places, and we ask our friends to con- been a question for ages, why God shoulu have crea- daughters of men that they were fair, and took them for
wives, and giunts seemed to be the result. We must
tinue their patl·onage and "help us out."
ted a snake, a devil, or dragon capable of such great and
If there are those who only want a dollar's worth irreparable injury to the creatures of his forming. believe, of course, that God had sons unlike the huof THE TRUTH SEEKER in a year, we can accommo- Beautiful system-is it not ? So full of loveliness, man race and thei_ cohabited with the daughters of
date them by sending it six months, or one number consistency and probability, that not a particle of them men for it is in the Bible. Who those sons of God were,
per month through the year. And those who prize the can be discerned in the entire scheme. And this and ~here they ca~1e from, the account does not stute.
paper, and are too poor to pay the price, we will send jargon, this senseless muddle, is what theologians have It is to be presumed, however, we suppose, they cnnw
it to them free, though our friends must be aware we to offer the world as" the grand, sublime and Godlike clown from heaven and were angels.
We must believe also, that men lived then to be nine
cannot do this to any great extent for we are poor our- plan of salvation !"
self.
But, however abhorrent It may be to our every hundred years old and over, and this, less than
This is probably the first Liberal paper in the country sense of beauty, justice and of deity, we have to accept six thousand years ago, and upon no evidence
that has successfally struggled in getting established it according to their dictation and swear it is lovely- save the simple statement in Genesis. Geologists
without outside assistance either in the way of be- it is glorious and it is true, or suffer the torments of find remains of the human race imbeLldcd in the
quests or from a stock company. We intend to the damned in hell forever. It is most fortunate, rocks and caves which they estimate must have exstruggle on in the good work we have begun and we however, for the human family, that these theologians isted upon the earth from fifty to seventy-five thouswill duly appreciate all the aiel our friends see fit to have not the destiny of mankind at their disposal, and years ago, but they find no evidence of such i.mgive us.
that these absurd dogmas and blind creeds are all mcnse longevity, nor docs nature anywhere give
It is an auspicious time. The enquiring mind of wrong, and that knowledge, wisdom and happiness such evidence. All animated existence is limited to u
the country is reaching out for new light and new do not lie in the direction they point.
period vastly shorter thttn a thousand years and it is
truths. A spirit of investigation and examination is
We will take a brief glance at some of the events probable always was so. As the narrative was written
spreading over the land. Confidence in old creeds mentioned in the Bible between the time when Adam many hundred years after the. eve~ ts were said to have
and old dogmas is giving away. The light of science and Eve were said to be turned out of the Garden of occurred, it is very easy to nnagme how these stateand trnth is dispelling the darkness of the middle Eden and the deluge. They are given in a desultory, ments could have been wrongfully made allll a fabuages, and overthrowing the Pagan mythologies we ca.ll imperfect manner ,and not as we might imagine a lous character given them. The matter of giants alChristianity. The contest between truth and error IS God would write them, but as -we are looldng into the luded to is also without authenticity. Men have ocwaxing warmer ancl warmer and must be fought out. credibility and divine ,authorship of the story, we casionally attained a size above the average, but the
We wnnt to "take a hand" in this momentous will not pass them unnoticed.
remains as a proof of a race of giant·s have never been
contest and if possible '' be in at the death."
After man and woman hnd partaken of the fruit of found.
The affair of Enoch l>cing trnnsfcnctl to heaven
We would joyfully see the Liberals of the country the tree of knowledge which grew in the garden God
feel a greater interest in this struggle-to be willing to had planted, by whidi their eyes were opened and they bodily, and which is so indefinitely alluded to in the
make an effort-some sacrifice to aid others in getting understood the nature of good and evil, God became story, is imagination altog<'!ther. We now know ~~~~~
the scales of superstition off their eyes, so as to be able very much incensed at it. It would seem to ordinary upper atmosphere is so rarcficc~ that a human lsmng
to clearly see the trnth when presented. We would re- perception tins was insufficient gnmnd for his anger. removed to a distance of ten miles only from the surjoice to see them willing to spend a little money for If the fruit was good-from a divine source, if the face of the earth would perish almost instantly. At
this purpose. Had we half the zeal, the energy and the effect was to impart knowledge and cnuse the recipient an altitude of about five miles, reached by the balloondisposition to "do something," that our opponents ex- to know more, of what was useful it would seem it ists and bv the climbing of high mountains, it has
hibit, graet results might be accomplished. Mental ought to be a good thing to eat, and that man been fou~d impossible to exist except by inhaling
liberty~ is a boon we prize for ourselves-we feel it could not fall very far by· partaking of it. But, vxygen taken for the purpose, and the rarefieation of
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the atmosphere at that height even is so great that
blood vessels have burst and life been endangered. Ani. mal life cannot be sustained except near the surface of
the earth.
It seems by the story that wickedness became very
great upon the earth, that God saw it and became
very much troubled about it-so much so that he repented of what he had done, that he had made man
or any part of animated existence. It grieved him to the
heart that he had placed man upon the earth, and he
resolved to destroy all animal·life he had formed, not
wicl,~d men only, but also the beasts of the field and every creeping thing and even the fowls of the air, which
neither had fallen nor committed any wickedness.
It is a sad 1·epresentation indeed which is here
given of the great God of the universe, t·hat he should
regret what he had done-that he should repent of
his actions and moodily sink into a state of despondency. It iR also a sad picture of divine justice that
he should destroy beasts, birds and reptiles without
number, for the wrongs mag..had done. Is it really
justice to d-estroy the innocent for the sins of the
wicked? According to the story, however, the innocent were doomed to suffer for the guilty and the
same cruel sentence was passed upon all.
In our next we will consider the improbabilities,
absurdities and impossibilities of the Bible account of
The Deluge.

Frothingham's Discourse.
WE hoped in this number to lay before our readers
one of Mr. Frothingham's Sunday morning discourses;
but he has been out of the city for a few weeks past,
and will be, for a limited time longer. We request our
readers to wait patiently for his return. We will
take great pleasure in presenting our friends with the
able, chaste and truthful utterances of this noble
pUl'e minded man.
'
We shall continue mailing THE TituTH SEEKEn, to
our patrons, unless notified by them they wish the
paper no longer ; and right here we will say we hope
this number will be few. Don't "turn the cold
shoulder'' to us now, if we have struggled successfully
through the first year of our existence. Those who
have written us they feel unable to take the paper
longer we hope will reconsider their decision. $1.75 iR
but a small sum of money, and you will live just as
long if you give that much per year for TrrE TRUTII
SEEKER as if you kept it back for some other purpose.
We know times are hard and money scarce; we have
a good chance to find it out, but we think there must
be an improvement before many months.
We will thank all to remit us for the second volume
as promptly as possible. We are much in need of
money in our business. If there are some who cannot
remit at once, and can in a reasonable time, we will be
patient with them. We want to retain all om present
patrons and secure as many more as possible.
We ask the friends of the cause of truth and progress to do all they can to spread the glad tidings of
mental liberty by increasing the circulation of this
sheet. There are in nlmost every community numhers of individuals who ought to take it that do not.
There are many just beginning to get their eyes open
to see the light of reason. Help them, Friends, help
them, hand them THE TRUTH SEEKER and induce
them to be subscribers. The Freethinkers of this
country are already a goodly number, but we want them
to be a grand army, and to move upon the works of the
enemy with courage, power and victory.
Many of our friends have done nobly, sending us
sometimes from small communities a score or more
of subscribers; but with others there is great r~om
for improvement. From some large towns we have
two or three patrons only. Good Friends, try to do
something for us. 'Perform a little missionary work
-lead men and women to the knowledge of the truth
1Jy inducing them to read this and other liberal papers.
A great deal can be accomplished with effort. Be
willing to work a little for the ''cause." Try to get up
clubs and send us in as many names as possible. For
every ten subscribers we send one volume extra.
A reasonable effort on your part will be of great
service to us. Send us also the names of liberals of
yonr acquaintance, who you think will appreciate the
paper, that we~may ~end them ~pecimen copies.

Those who receive specimen copies and are not
'fheodore Tilton.
suhscribe:·s are requested to join the honorable band
This man has had a terrible ordeal to pass through
ef Truth Seekers.
dming the last four years. Stung to the heart by the·
alienation of the affections of a devoted wife, by the
seductive
arts of the man he had admired from his
The Fall of Beecher.
boyhood days, touched to the quick by the perfidy of
The verdict is rendered, The great Preacher of
the pastor of the church to which he was alliedPlymouth Pulpit ; the E_vangelical Orator ; the Idol of
wounded in the most sensitive p!lii. by tile man he had
the Church; the Pride of Christendom ; the Pet of the
revered as one noble and true, for the peace and honor
Sisterhood ; the Expounder of the Mysteries of Godof his four innocent children he ardently tried for
liness ; the Editor of the Christian Union; the auyears to quench the fires that smouldered in his breast
thor of thousands of sermons and lectures ; the biogand to forgive the man who had wronged him so deeprapher of Jesus; the great, the brilliant, the grand
ly. For the love he had borne the wife of his bosom he'
Henry Ward Beecher has fallen. He is decided to be
fervently tried to forgive her the great mistake 'she
not only an adulterer, a sensualist, but worse still a
had made, and by which the fair prospects of his life
falsifier, a traducer and a calumniator. Fallen, did ~e
were blasted. In this he was manly.
He has been
say? No, he has not fallen-he stands as high to-day
abused and criticised most severly for condoning the
ashe in truth has for many years, but the mask is
wrongs he ,;smarted under, but we honor him for it.
torn oft' and his country sees him as he is, and has been,
We respected Daniel E. Sickles for forgiving his
-a sensualist-a bad-a false man!
wife, for yielding, in an hour of temptation, to the
It is with sorrow that the intelligent jury of tile
seducer's art~, and walking in forbidden paths. "'l'o
country have come to this decision. They had hoper!
err is human, to forgive is divine."
this great disgrace could be averted and the furious
How unjust is the course of the world in this respect.
storm be stayed. But in vain have they hoped ; the
A man may be a libertine and be guilty of seduction,
truth finally stands out visible and clear, and cannot
and adultery in cases without number, and the world
be suppressed.
winks at it-he moves still in go_od society, is still
The conduct of :ur. Beecher and his friends has
courted, petted, and admired ; llllt if affectionate
been singular. They have seemed impelled by an
confiding, impulsive woman, in the moment of he~
infatuation that they could ride down truth and
weakness forgets to maintain her virtue, she is frownh"nest conviction, and with assurance and bravado
ed down-expelled from respectai.Jle society and
have ·they thought to withstand the storm, and silence
denied forgivenessthe real facts in the case.
.. 0! the rarity of Chri~tittn Charity, under the sun."
Mr. Beecher took such steps as made it imperative
"\Vo_man
in the class of casPs alluded to, in justice is
that the whole truth should be kn0wn and he has
entJtle<.l to_as much sympathy-as much charity-aH
hrazenly denied concurrent evidence-he has denied much forg1veness as man, and more even, for she is
his gnilt-he has basely turned against him whom more confiding, and iwpulsive in her nature, an<l
he had called his best friend, and who he said had more susceptible to the arts, the wiles, and intrigues
"stayed the storm" that would otherwise have bmst of the tempter. How excellent it is to forgive, in the
upon his head-he has accused this friend of black- language of the depar:ed Lincoln to extend, "Charity
mailing, extortion and robbery, and he has forced to all and malice to none." lt is generous, it is noble
:Nirs. Tilton to go before this committee of six and to forgi 1•e the ening of humanity without regard to
bear false testimony.
sex.
His weakness in sensualism-had he taken an honfffr. Tilton would donbtl~HS have suffered the secret
est course-could have been forgiven, but his falsi- of his injuries to accolllpany him to the grave, had he
fying-his prevaricating-his duplicity and his hypoc- not been goaded allll taunted beyond endurance by
risy-his requiring others to be false cannot be for- the friends of the man who wronged him, and the
given. His star, as a good man-a moral teacher-a refusal of the man himself to do him simple justice.
~uide, is set.
He never again can be looked up to and He has been compelled in order to vindicate his own
admired as he has been. It is sad, sad, sad-the honor, to take the comse he has pmsued.
nation is in mouming. It weeps that one capable of
Few can realize what this man has suffered and
doing so much good, and one who has given utterance what agonies his sensitive natme has endured. His
to so many noble, exalted and rational sentiments wife has been persuaded to desert him-his home
should retire in disgrace, and his glory be dimmed destroyed-his children scattered; forsaken by friends
"
forever.
and most cruelly misrepresented and slandered by the
Much has been said upon this mournful snlJject, and public preRs of this city.
.
much more will be s1iid, favorably and uufavombly
But he has stood like a lighthouse, mid the dashing
of the unfortunate man, but we have no room to of the waves and the fury of the storm, and when the
dilate and with a saddened heart we will maintain calm sunshine succeeds it, the world will honor him for
silence.
the stand he has taken.
vVhat are the lessons to be learned from all this?
The combined influence of the church has tried to
~lost assmedly one is that the clergy are a somce of crush him that the man who had so d~eply wronged
danger. That they are worshiped and almost dei- him might be held blameless and still be honored and
fied by their infatuated admirers, especially the fe- admired. It has almost come to this, in the unhappy
male portion of their flocks. l!'rom the sanctimonious- Brooklyn contest-Beecher is somehow regarded as
ness of their manner, the professions they make and the champion and representative of Christianity and
the important mission they claim to be charged the Church, and Tilton of the Skeptics and Unbelievwith in conveying the will of God to man, they are ers, and we of the latter category, have not cause to
believed by the simple minded to be better than be ashamed of our representative.
other men. Undue confidence is reposed m themApart from sectarian prejudices and credal predelicthousands deem it almost a privilege to yield them- tions there is a sense of justice implanted in the husci ves to the full control of the "Men of God," and man heart, and we have confidence that the countryhence the countless cases of seduction, adulteries men of Theodore Tilton will yet in reference to all the
and fornications with which the public and secret unhappy conditions in which he has been placed, ac·
history of our country is filled. A large majority of cord him due justice and honor.
these cases never come to the light, but are kept in the
dark for the good of the Christian cause.
Volume I.
We long to see the day when people will find they
vVE will furnish the First Volume entire of THE
require no go-betweens-middle no men between God ~ItUTH SEEKER bound in paper covers, postage paid,
$1.00.
and themselves-when the millions and tens of mil- for
The ;o;mne minus one number
75 cts.
lions of dollars now annually paid to support a
"
two
"
60 cts.
,.
privileged class of idle, sensual and useless priests will
three '•
50 cts.
four
4.0 cts.
be devoted to nobler and more useful purposes.
30 cts.
five
When preachers of false dogmas will become
Single copies, of back number~ of Volume I, such as
teachers of science and when temples and churches we have on band, 3 cents each. Those who wish.TnE
erected to an unknown God where forms and cere- TRUTII SEEKER from the beginning and to have it
monies are vainly performed shall be converted into convenient for reference and permal will do well tu·
avail themselves of this opportunity. ·--~-institutions ot trutll and schools of science.
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of psychology-it was not new with Jesus, nor confined to him, for the apostles did the same, and as our
sac!'ed records tell, 895 years before the birth of JeBY SAMUEL KEESE.
sus, Elisha cured the leprosy of Naaman the Syrian,
We are told Ill a tanner number of THE TRUTH by his dipping himself seven times in Jordan. But
1
SEEKER, that a scientific investigator, Wm. Orookes, ~J~~ct~~es~~~~en~;~n~~·ss fl~~~ ~~e~\sl~rcl~~:n~icf i;~o:t~!
had in preparation a volume on this theory of certain vive him-but when he had stretched himself on the
phenomena, attributed to spirits, many of which he child, mouth to mouth, eyes to eyes, and hands to
witnessed under circumstances forbidding the idea of
treachery, which theory is expected to be a new one. bauds, he grew warm, when he left and walked up
But if new in name, I anticipate no more proof of its. aud down awhile, and returned repeating the process
truth than is left us of the philosophy of like phe- until the child sneezed seven times and opened his
eyes. The mother was then called and her child
nomena in different ages of the world, and under delivered alive.
such diversiJied names, that his may .not in essence he
Now coming down to our own time again, let me
new. vVe read that, when by the direction of God, say that some fifty years since, a citizen of Vermont
Aaron's rod was turned to a serpeut, the rod of the

· •t uaI'ISin.
sPll'l

_Others have seen such things, but did not believe in
Witches and knew not the cause but our friend lived
o_n to ~ go?d age, always asserting that in the separatiOn of soc1ety aboved named, he had a decided choice
in atfi!Jating_ wit_h t_he "Hickites;'' (co-called) but his
conscwnce forbid 1t because they do not believe in a
Devil, but, said he knew there is one because said he,
"I have seen so much of his work-yes mucl1 have I
seen of the power of witchcraft that was beyond any human power, and it wns evidently evil, it could not come
from God, consequently it raust come from the Devil."
But with the advance of intelligence, both these charm·cters have become myths ; and this mysterious fact
found to rest on electrcity, subject to the ;vill power
of those who impart it. So also the day may be at
hand, when the visible presentation of spirits '.l!ill be
credited to the excited nervous sensation of those to
whom they appear.
Great Neck, N. Y.
for themselves and many absent ones represented by
name, ·•ge, a loci{ of hair, o1· otbe1· symbol, ·,111d m,'ti'a
-~-------~
velous was his success, without treatment of any kind,
-only saying- ''Go and be healed "-somett'ntes fii·st
(For The Truth Seeker.)
~
retiring alone a short time to get a fresh inspiration,
Star of Tmth.
as he and many others, believed him furnished with a
Shine on thou Star of Truth, shine on.
special gift uf healing. But that the curative power
No dungeon is so dark tho' dense the gloom,
was more in the vital energy of the patient, stimulated
But thy magnetic Jig.ht will it illume,
by faith, than in him was deducible from the fact of
Thy devot's c.hain unlink, consume.
being effectually cured by sending their cases by
persons who did not even think of them while there.
Shine on thou wondrous star, shine on,
One such case occured in which I was fnmilar with
Upon the ash10s of till' martyr's rest;
both parties\ where the man forgot to present the
'Till rising from their tomb the thought divine,
case of his tady friend, who was confined in bed with
The soul of bigot interest.
asthma when he left home, (tts she had been many
days,) called on her at his return from a week's allOh! star that never sets 'tis thine,
sence, found her apparently well, and asked when
Fair Science to invite with crucial test,
she began to mend. On her naming a day and hour,
So c.onsc.ious, that thou'lt ever shine
he said, "That was just about the time we reached
Obedient to her behest.
the doctor's, and I am glad I took thy case along."
Shine
on thou star so pure, so clear,
"So am I," she replied ; and she lived on free from
Thou art the eye of Him whose heart is good.
her prevailing complaint, some ten or tweive years,
Oh! light intelligent. spread far and near
always believmg that Dr. :Marshall, by his mt or gift,
'Till all embrace his Fatherhood.
'
banished her disease.
MINNEAPOLIS EAST.
Here let me say that alt!wugh I thus write and believe, I also believe, as many times before proclaimed
and published, that every man is divinely inspired,
(For The Truth Seeker.)
in proportion to his fitness and capacity beneficially
to receive those impressionR that might enable him if
What is (;hristianity?
obetlient thereto to see and do the right and eschew
There are many phases of it, some diametrically
the wrong and by this inner light and the diversity
of mental constitution, some are made seers, some opposed to others; but for the present we will conprophets, teachers and healers of disease as before ~ider . only the orthodox. phase. To be anything of
noted, but intuition in all not dependent on the spir- Itself 1t must ~e sometlun~ u?t peculia_r to anything
its of departed persons through other living persons else. I'Vhat 1s that pecuhar1ty? It 1s not natural
called mediums, yet all true inspiration will be owned morality, for that is much older. It is not republical_lism; it is not democracy for the same reason.
by enlightened reason.
Neither is the fact of actually moving inert sub- It IS not freedom; for it tolerates in its membership no
stances without physical force a new thing; such difference of belief from its peculiar dogmas.
W!tat i~ it then practically? Simply a system of
things were witnessed before and aft.er the close of
the eigthteentli century, but, as many in these latter emotwnah«m founded on the belirf of its peculiar dogdays have credited such thin!):S to the action of spirits ma~. Its devotees a~se~nllle for prayer and praise to
only, because they could not otherwise account for then· god, and to exc1te m themselves certain peculiar
them, so in these and earlier days for the same reason, emotions, which they accomplish in accordance with
inexplicable phenomena were atttibuted to witch- the law of sympathy; these emotious are sometimes carcraft, and a witch was supposed to be controlled by ried even to the heJght of ecstasy. These exercises are
the Devil. In confirmation let me cite a ease with considered acceptable worship to God, and very benefi- ·
cia! to themselves, and th.ey become as much attached to
which I was familar.
Passing over the witch stories that were every them as the tipler to his draru, and in intellectual charwhere common in my boyhood days, such as a man ater they stand about equally high. To show this, let
being made into a lwrse and rode all night and next us glance a moment at some of the dogmas on which
day, too much exhausted to labor, others equally this system of emotionalism. stands. First an omabsurd that were believed by many, cream so bewitch- nipotentand omniscient God made man and placed him
ed that butter could n<Jt be obtained until a red-hot in circumstances. in which he knew he would fall into
horse-shoe was put into it, which expelled the witch eternal perdition unless he (God) should afterwards
and caused the butter to come, and a certain woman rescue him. But Go~'s vengeance was unappeasable
who was suspected wore the scarred mark of the towards man for domg what he lu1ew he would do
horse-shoe for weeks. The act was real and in its uefo!·e he made h.im, unless he could find some other
eftects satisfactory the story of the marked face be- object to wreak his vengeance on.
A man to do this would be called insane: but sanity
lieved but not proved. Hot water now acts in the
same way in the case of cream, and so would hot in God and man, on the same subject seem to be very
different things. But a victim was found-vengeance
iron in any shape.
Iron was then believed to be repulsive to witches, was executed ou him-and a~ many saved as .would
but more so in a rusty horse-shoe. Hence, credulous swallow the dogma, and accept the conditions. The
persons nailed such a shoe over their doors, and as immediate cause of man's fall was as follows: God
most houses in our wilderness home on lalw Cham- made a large lot or angels ; but, w!Jethcr a part of
plain had but one door, one shoe could guard a fami- them inherited the character of their generator or
ly of a dozen person against witch.es. But all this is became posscssecl of bad organizations in consequ~nce
what I was to pass over to reach my one familiar case of Lad surroundings during the period of gestation,
a part of them turned out badly, and were banished
which I will now give.
A religious conscientious neighbor, of unquestioned from God's kingdom, and went off by themselvf's and
probity, scrupulously truthful in his assertions, with built up a much larger kindom than their old home
his family was a frequent visitor at my father's which and the chief of this ''new departure" got around
visits we often returned, besides meeting him twice a Eve, our first mother, and ruined her, and all her race
week at our place of worship, during thirty years succeeding. Hence came ''original sin," "total deup to the year 11328 and the thirty-fifth of my age, pravity," hell and damnation, "vicarious atonement "
when that arose which 'rent asunder the men of the latter of which saves a very few, and these fe~v
peace and caused the world to wonder. Circumspect the orthodox believe themselves to be. They arrogate
as was om· friend, his firm belief in witchcraft ancl its to themselves all the virtue and intelligence there is in
author, the Devil, led him into frequent contests with the world, and ex pen cl vast sums in the erection of
his friends and neighbors, most of \Vhom had risen costly temples and for the salaries of their priests
above the fear of witches, but many still believed in and spend a great deal of their time in their emotionai
the existence and dangerous power of the Devil. excitements to the neglect of the physical, intellecHence I was unavoidably a listener to the same asscr- tual and moral welfare of the people. Improvement
tions more than forty years-viz, that he had evi- and progress, in the light of science am! reasoJJ in
deuce of their power in many ways, but the most this world, with them, are of little consequence, c~m
positive of self-locomotion of chairs and tables, before paretl witn their dogmatic salvation from tlieir clog
the vear 1790 ; that he had often seen a chair so matic hell, god and devil.
Here, then, we sec the peculiarity of Christianity
bewitched by a certain young woman, that four men
Pdcin, W. T.
F. H. MARSll.
couli! not hold it still.
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reverted again to rods before Aaron's did, the illusion
.
'I
'hen
b emg more complete on llis than ou their's.
witdleS appeared, and were thus doomed by divine
.
.
, d
authority, "thou shalt not sufl: era Witch to live,' an
forty years later, "there shall not be found among
yon, one that useth divination, an enchanter, or a
wizzard, or a consulter of familiar spirits, or a necromancer;" yet 395 years later, the witch of Endor, at
Saul's request, brought up Samuel from the dead, to
tell him what he should do, seeing that the Lord had
left him and answered him not.
And under some of the above nantes, with jugglery
and the black art added by the public, before the
birth of Spiritualism, have phenomenal feats been
performed by persons havin!; the art or faculty of so
affecting the senses of some others. as to cause them
to see or feel what did uot theu and there exist, to flee
from a cane pointed at them, believing it a snake in
chase after them, and to think themselves walking
through water when on dry land; and the art so to
operate upon them, bought and sold under the name
of psychology, within my own lmowledge, not twenty-five years since, in one case the purchaser said it
was worth less than he supposed, his main object beiug to cure disease, and only about one in seven could
be so affected by the means designed for that end;
yet on certain persons he was· successful in that endeavor.
Among the diversified phenomena so produced, before Spiritualism was mooted, I may name one that
seemed well attested, where a man walking the highway, came upon a few persons looking earnestly at a
man crawling on a log just by, and said, ,, what are
you doing?" "looking at that man," was the answer; "he said he could creep into a solid log, and
we said he could not; but sure enough, he is so soon
all in but his feet;" but the stranger(not being under
the mist,) stepped forward and kicked him off the
lo,£;, thus breaking the spell that was upon the aslonisii:ed beholders,
Now, going back to the Pilgrim Fathers of New
England, we ~nd them professing Puritanism ; and,
on Lhe authonty of the command of Moses, above
quoted, executing weak but innocent women on suspicion of witchcraft, and hanging Quakers as deviners and heretics. Our friend, Crookcs' statement
is not questioned, for we know such things are often
witnesseu in the presence of those now called mediurns anciently, magicians, enchanters, sooth-sayers
and' diviners. But the question awaiting answer, is
two-fold. 1st, whether the agency producing such
phenomena, is applied to the persons or things exhibi.ting tliem, or to the perception of those who witness
them? 2d. What is the power, and whence derived,
that produces such results?
ANSWEH, 1st. When inanimate articles are moved
without muscular power, it is by imparting to them,
by the application of hands and electrive force, elirected by the will of the operators, as before stated.
But when semblance of material things are seen, or
felt to come and go, as he says in his own house in
broad daylight, hands were evolved from luminous
clouds plucking flowers and passing them arom1d the
room, grasping your own with a firm pressure, feeling sometimes cold, and sometimes warm, and dissolving away in the grasp ; the influence pi'Oducine:
the plwnomena, acts upon the sensaLions of those who
witness them. He says also that the medium-MrHome--was lengthened and shortened after the manof a telescope, &c. This is proof conclusive that the
illusion was in the perception of the witnesses, and
that illusion we have learned by close observation,
was received through the medium. So in the converse mecliums are enabled to answer questions, either
vocal or mental, or give desired information in cases
they have no knowledge of, by the effect upon them of
an electro-magnetic and mesmeric fluid, unconsciously received from the enquirer, or some person knowing
the case, or at least., knowing what answer was desired. And this is not all, for the tran.~mission of
this fluid either by the laying on of hands, or without
it by the' will of the imparter, especially when assisteel by faith in the patient, is well-known to have curea
divers forms of disease. Thence we not only hear of
trance-mediums, clairvoyants, &c,, but abo healing
mediums.
But this is no new thing, nor is it confined to those
now called Spiritualists, consequently, no proof of the
intervention of personal departed spirits. It is
practiced by some, as above stated, under the name
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History of the Devil.

WQuld !JOt envy his pleasure, under such circumstan- be the equal of a Jewish King, it is absurd in the exces, talking over the events of the day in social chat ? treme, nevertheless it is a truth ; and to decide this
Woodh1lll, lll.
It is evident he was not aware at the time that she was dispute, Satan offered a resolution, which was disIt is believed by many, that originally the face of a married woman, as he never was known to return cussed, and being declared in order, was passed withthe earth was smooth and pleasant, with gradual the visit, which proved he was a gentleman of the out opposition, and the Devil (Satan) made chairman
slopes and rises; no frozen oceans or lakes to chill the first water. Being thus disappointed in his first· at- of the executive committee, and was instructed to make
air ; and vegetation grew spontaneous as fond for tempt he never afterwards was known (Paul like) to report at the next session. The committee adjourned,
man, .free from toil, briers, thorns, tl~istles and to~ch a w.oman ; yet it is said he has children. Frm~ to await the result, which was the confiscation of all
obnoxtous weeds; no mountains, craggy rocks, or tins fact, 1f true, he must have married. N everthe- Job's possessions.
dismal swamps to impede the path of the traveler · less he may have remained a bachelor. and his chilOn a certain clay the convention again opened, and
beauty and holiness covered the whole face of th~ dren may have been adopted or assumed.
Satan came also, and after the same salutation, the
Our reverends tell us, he lied to this lady in Devil being chairman .of the executive committee, reearth; all good, and very good, throughout the vast
creation. This was the condition of thjngs, when the garden and deceived her. If this be true he is ported that the resolutwn had been executed to the
man ~as placed upon the earth as its lord, with life not to be believed at all times. This question is a letter, and the objeP.t was not reached ; therefore the
and Immortality stamped upon every living thing ; matter of dispute, and remains undecided, whether he dispute was not settled, and the Devil offered another
and man in the image and likenes3 of his God, holy, lied or told the truth. It is true he said to the wo- resolution; ''Skill for skin, yea, all that a man hath
!~ttppy ~nd per~·ect. Thus rna~ stood in all his glory, man, wisdom and knowledge was not calculated to will he give for his life ; this resolution being duly
111 the unmedmte presence of the great I Am.
This kill her, but if she partook of the fruit of the tree of discussed and rassed, and the Devil again made
period of man's happiness, is also believed to have knowledge of good ai1d evil, she would be more like chairman of the executive committee, the result of
been of short duration, and terminated in his fall. God ; this waked up her ambition, and she was de- which was father Job lost his skin and came near
Death and mortttlity followed in the wake, as life and termined to know more than she did, and not remain losing his Iif e.
i,nmortality once reigned tlll'oughout all the earth · in total ignorance, and she partook of the delicious
In this matter we have drawn our own conclu~ions.
now death and destruction commenced their ravage~ fruit, and gave also to her husband. This is the But it looks very much like gambling, on a bet of guesupon man and b11ast, together with all that had life nature of women ; they love knowledge and delight sing, and he lnd to pay the bill, as it was all clone at
and instead of spontaneous fruit for food for man' in knowing things, and Mother Eve should be thank- his expense; yet we are told Job wa~ well paid after bebriers, thorns, thistles and obnoxious weeds covered ed, by every woman in the land, for her perseverance coming a heathen banker; and Job may have laughthe face of the earth ; sorrow and trouble vexation in attaining to the knowledge of good and evil, as it eel heartily after it was all over, to think of the joke,
and misery, together with endless damnatio~ were the has proved to be the basis and foundation of all edu- and the grand speculation in doubling his pile. To
destiny of man, who had now to earn his bre'ad by the cation and improvement.
all who have no higher aspirations than dollars and
sweat of his brow during his natural life and then
It is also a fact, that, following the advice of this cents, it may appear just and right, though it cost
die and go to an endless Hell.
'
Devil, she becamethe mother of inventions. and in- old Job a sore hide.
Under thi~ mighty change or somersault, all nature troduced to man the use of the needle, in making
From this, there is but little known of the Devil until
groaned, man, beast, tmd everything that had life re- clothes to cover man's nakecloos£; shame and modes- he is again found in company with God's only son.
belled against its maker-God, for forcin"' them 'into ty before were unknown. Thus Mother Eve not only What had become of all the sons of God in the days
existence and leaving them unprotected,":'tncl all flesh stands at the head of education and refinement, but of Job; history leaves us in the clark. But here
wherein there was life became .corrupt and desperate- the first inventor, and should any one examine the we find him in the wilderness, in the land of Judea
ly wicked.
libraries of the world and the patent offif'es of the figuring in a big speculation-trying to sell out hi~
God now seeing whut he had done, became exceed- nations, he would see the result of the act of old poRsesions to the Son of GoO., and "move West."
ingly sorrowful, and repented sore, and was grieved Mother Eve under the advisement of the Devil.
Here let us say, in this transaction, he was called
to the heart that he had made man, and shed a flood Nevertheless, it is claimed by infidels and unbelievers Devil ; previous to this elate his names were more or
of tears over his folly and unwise act uncl came in sacred history that there is no personal Devil, and less respectful ; Serpent was once universally used
neat· drowning the whole race of man (he1:e he would if there ever was one, he has long since disappeared. (especially in Egypt) as representing wisdom. Satan
have. show~ wisdom, had he made a clean sweep, This we claim is not true, for the hest of reasons. Two and Demon were considered angelic or spiritual perand J~npr?VJSPd unoth~r set, by way of improvement). or three unimpeachable reverends say they saw and sonages, and ranked and named with the Lords and
Tins m1ghty revolutwn and universal clestruction had a personal encounter with bim ; one of them in sons of God as can be seen in the days of Job, also in
if theology be true, was the result of God placing to~ Europe,-the Rev. Martin Luther, who threw his the clays of King David, they were so much alike, that
great a responsibility upon the first man and the first inkstand into his face, claiming as a justification the the inspired writers, in giving an account of David
woman, and they fell, and all things fell with them · Devil insulted him ; however, it is evident Luther numbering the children of Israel, one says it was the
they being inexperienced in life, mistook a serpent.' committed an assault and battery upon the person Lord, and another says it was Satan; who caused him
one of the beasts of the field, which God had mad~ whether justifiable or not, we can not say.
' to do it. If the inspired writers could not tell which
and pronounced it good ; but here they were sadly
He was also seen of a later date, by Rev. Joseph one caused David to do what he did, we are justified
mistaken (so says theology) ; instead of a friend it Smith, in the State of New York, where Smith says in believing that at that time they were very near
proved to be the Devil, aucl through his perseverance he had a "rough and tumble" with him, respecting the alike-ot the same rank at least.
they WPre induced to eat an apple or some other kind gold plates found by Smith, who says the Devil
It is also claimed by the inspired writers, the Devil
of fruit, which the theologians tell us is the cause undertook cto wrench the plates from him, and made the first move towards preparing or securing a
of all man's trouble in this life and damnation in the kicked Smith as Smith turned to leave him. If this sacrifice for man's salvation, byentering into Judas
next.
be true, he dill not act the part of the gentleman who delivered the sacrifice into the hands of the exThis serpent, who our divines say, is the Devil, is provided he considered Smith Iris equal.
' ecutioners; this entering into Judas, is rather against
?e of whom ~ve intend to give a short history ; in so clo- He was also seen by Rev. Bloomburg in Sweden, the position of a personal Devil; but we presume Jumg, not havmg any personal knowedge of his majesty in a room, and when he left he carried the whole side das was hollow; as it is said he bursted. As the
we are forced to rely upon hearsay evidence · there- of the house with him. This, if true, shows he must Devil failed to sell out the kingdoms of the earth, we
fore as that which we hear may not he true, OUI: object have had the strength of Sampson.
presume they are yet in his possession, though our
will be to make no statement exce"pt such as can' be
These facts are from the history of those Reverend divines say that the poor Devil did not own one foot
well hacked up by infaliible history, or the declara- gentlemen, and by the mouths of two or three wit- of land at the time ; and there is now a dispute in
reference to his title. Nevertheless, if theology be
tions of reverend gentlemen whose statements will nesses the truth is established.
not be disputed. A full and accurate description of
As for the credibility of Luther, Smith and true, he holds a chattel mortgage on man, executed by
his person is not possible, such as the color of his Bloomburg there can be no dispute. If Luther saw Adam in the Garden of Eden, and acknowledged behair, the weigl~t of his body, th.e color of his pants, him, there can be no doubt but that Smith and Bloom- fore the Supreme Judge of the Ecclesiastical Court of
the length of Ius tall, or the s1ze of his horns the burg saw him. They speak of his cloven foot, but Heaven, which he forecloses as th,.y "pass over," exnumber of wrinkles on them, and the same as t~ his say nothing about his tail or horns. vVe infer from cept a few that are run off and secreted by the priests,
who justify this act by claiming the Devil cheated or
cloven foot; also his true name as he had, sncl has this, he had lost them in some battle.
many, also his form and visage all suited to each O'eneHis existence is thus proven beyond a cavil, (except took the advantage of God through Adam in obtaining
ration and nations who formed his acquaint~nce. his tails and horns, and they are accounted for) he this chattel mortgage on man.
Be this as it may, the Devil's claims on man rest
Whether his name was changed in honor for exploits having been seen not only in Europe, but in America,
or in derision is not known ; and a~ for his ori~'in thi~ as well as in the ea.vly history of man, when snakes upon the facts claimed by our divines, in reference to
question is undecided whether he is a part of God's ran on legs, and talked with human voice, and women the fall of man through Adam. If the fall of man is a
creation, or the result of some foreign power. Our stood out in the open air without petticoats or skirts, fact, and was br011ght about by a fair and open day
divines tells us lie was originally an angel of light -nothing to obstruct a fair view of the beautiful transaction, within the knowledge of God, and by
. but that he fell from grace. This, if true, prove~ form of nature so attractive to the eye of man. King him permitted, as every preacher tells us, then the
that he was not of the CalvinistiP- order, yet he mav David, though a man after God's own heart, yet he Devil did not cheat the Almighty, and legally he is
have been once a member of some other church was unable to withstand the sight of Bathsheba, entitled to all he claims, though he may have'·outwitted
God in a business transaction. Legally the mortgage
whose members are in the habit of falling from grace: Uriah's wife.
Having now proved the existence of a personal is good, so long as the fall of man is admitted and
Be this as it may, we have no knowledge of his peculthe only safety of man is to hire some priest t~ run
iar views on religion, but we rather conclude he was Devil, we proceed with our history.
From the interview with the lady in the garden, we him oft' ; this question now decided we proceed.
a Free thinker, imtsmuch as he taught Mother ·Eve
We find by Divine record, that the Devil and the
the benefit arising from progression, or man would hear but little of him, until the clays of father Job,
have remained in the blind path of ignomnce, and a when he (Satan, who is now called the Devil,) was Son of God conversed together face to face, on friendknowledge of good and evil would never have been walking up and down upon the earth, viewing his ly and socml terms, the same as with his father in the
brought to light, as God had forbid man to touch it possessions that had fallen to )lim. in the treaty be- days of Job, though they did not agree on every point
and man would not have known right from wrong: tween him and God. This noble Prince, while pass- the same as in Job's case, but nothing in this is strange
Onr divines charge the Devil as being the prime ing a state house, when, on a certain day, there was or wrong, great men often disagree.
The Devil thus failing in his speculation with the
mover in the overthrow of the happy and beautiful a convention in session, composed of the sons of God
condition in which God had placed man ; thereby the as delegates, and "Satan came also," whether as a del- Son of God, the priests have made it a profitable busidesigns of the Almighty were thwarted.
egate or spectator, (perhaps a lobbiest,) history docs not ness, in running men out of the Devil's jurisdiction.
This, if true, may have been more to try the strength say ; but history warrants us in saying he was a dele- One of the most successful ways used, is to run them
Of his power or his extra ability in matters of busi- gate, or an old chum of the chairman, who wus God. through water, and in this way he loses their track.
It is evident he was not one of the meddlesome kind, This running off business has given employment. to
ness thau otherwise. Be this as it may, let it pass.
The first account we have of his personal existence as he made no speech nor oftered a resolution, until thousands, and some have made themselves immenseand whereabouts, was in a beautiful garden filled aft.er the clmirman asked him from whence he came, ly rich, while others have nearly starved to death.
· with trees planted by God himself, bearing all man- thP same as to say. "W.e are now ready to serve you ; This is a noble result arising from the existence of a
nercof deliciou~ fruits. u ncler the shade of one of what do you wish?" And Satan, (who is now called Devil, giving employment to so many, whose dispothese trees, history tells us, his satanic majesty made the Devil ) !lllswered, ''From walking up and down sition is to lord it over his fellow-men.
his first appearance on earth, by, or under the name the earth, viewing my possessions." Out of this
(•ro BE CONTINUED.]
of serpent (which now means a snake); here we find friendly conversation, a dispute arose, concerning the
him in sweet conversation with a feumle though iu a ;oodness and integrity of a man called .Job, the only
THOSE to whom this paper is sent, and are not alstate of nudity, which proved that women at that nu1n claimed in divine history to be perfect, and one
age of the world did r..ot run to fashion as they do who eschewed evil. Yet thi~ man was a Heathen ready subscribers, are requested to allow us to add
now. Who but !L man destitute of social feelings, Prince ; what an idea ! that a Heathen Prince could their names to our list.
BY ISAAC PADEN,
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FREE LUVE, WHAT IT lS AND WllAT 0' rs1
her tlle rigllt to change her husband whenever,
.
and ns often us, she pleases.
1
NOT.
I deny that the true p1·inciple of F1·ee love gives
,
A
II
. her any such right.
BY ICoNOCL ST, NO.
·
I also declare the statement recently advocated to
The Beecher-T.ilton Affair.
The thoug-ht that is just now agitating th.e minds of be. false,_ 'vherein it is clai~ed that Fi·ee love sympa1>In.. EDITOR :-Few men have been loved by the many if not the most of the people of tins country, th1zes w1th and approves of adultery (even as now unpeople of this country like Beury Ward Beecher. His ·s the 'q1iestion with which I have headed this article. derstoodJ, ·
.
ability, his character and his services have elicited
What· is Free Love? and where can b.e had ~n
I also rejec~ und _dJSO\I'n the avowal th~t there nrc
uuiversnl admiration. He is the most distinguished authoritative exposition which shall define 1ts prectse no other con~1deratwns, save th?se entertalllcd. by t11e
meml.Jer of one of America'H most distinguished a!)d and exact limits and extent, settle with prec·isi_?n. its ·par!ies thems~·lves, to be tal'~~ lllto account m sup·
gifted families. As a preacher he enjoys not simply claims and theories, and present a marked and chst!IlCt ply1ng "Pa.~stonal Ctm"Vatton_.
. .
a national reputation, but a celebrity that is world line of division, upon tlle side of which it~ op~;~o·
I go. eve.n further and d~cJa_re.that 1t.1s 11 .false nswitle. He has permitted the orthodox element, not· nents may tnke their £tanll, thus clearing the tie~d for.. :SUU)J?tlon .to hold tl~at the wchvHiual hl!n.self ha~ th~
withstanding he has sometimes offended it by hiB the coming contest.
: , : $ole ngh}'to deterunne what those co~chtwns a1e, 01
radical utterances. to claim him as a representative,
It seems to me clear tlJUt the time hns come wbe~·'shall l),e, ·_whethe_r fayorabl., ?I ?thenVJse. But to. cry
ancl to have the prestige of his great name, while FJ'ee Love, 11s a principle by which we shall regulate our dow~)ilreeLove 1tself a~ ~ pnnc1ple, to say tl!ut. 1t IS
Libeml minds, at the same time, pleased with his oc- sexual relations, should !Je more accurately detlned- pron1~scuous, demor~hz1ng _and even wor~e, wJthot~t
casional "new departures" from the old lines of Telig· lind if found w11nting, be refnted and overtl!rown, or lm?Wlng.or ~ven talu_ng pams. to. ascertam what ~5
ious thought, and regarding him as a public teacher, if proven tme, accepted as a system and allowccl to ~~~~~med tor 1t, or to ti1.1d the prmc1ples tl_ut~ u_uderlie
far in advance of tile dogmas of the Church, using take its rank ancl position along with other established 1_t, IS as re~lly dogmutJSlll and olten. as lnJunous .to
his best efi'orts gradually to educate the adherents of truths and thenceforth to regulate itself.
freedom of ~IIou~l! t, ~s are th~ practices and theones
the Ev:mgelical theology into better and nobler be·
The'!me and cry raised, in opposition to, as well as tl!e refe~'J'ed to 111 th1s art!. le !lnd Jllstly condemned.
liefs, have been pleased to quote his sayings, to ac- abusive and opprobrious epithets heaped upon, tl!ose
What F1·ee Love really JS d_oes n<!t depend upon what
lmowletlge his fearlessness and to speak his praises. who style themselves Free Lorer8, as well as the a!Jsurd Mrs. W oodlJull says she bel; eve;; 1t to !Je, any more
And the world generally has admired and loved him and irrational method adopted by many well meaning than what Sweden borg, I< ouner, Greeley, Ow~·n,
for his rare gifts and especially for that intimacy with persons, of selecting some line or sentence or i~olatc•d Pearl ~ndrews, Hull or Kent thought or yet thmk
the lin man heart and that sympathy with nature, remark from some speech, !Jook or paper, tear 1t Jr?m about It.'
.
.
.· .
.
.
which have enabled him to exert a magic influence its context. manipulate it to make it mean somethmg
J:ree ·Love IS as much 1111 a~1st1ac~ J?II~!Ciple, JUSt 01,
over the multitudes that have listened to his eloquent entirely different from what the author rt:ally said or. unJUSt, t.ru~ or .t.alse, benefic1al or mJurwus, ~s every
1von!s.
meant or which he had often repudiated or disowned, other pnnc1ple Ill nature that governs the Um.vcrse.
lt is impossible for any right minded person to seek t~ change into something vile and filthy, then to
But no~ UI_Jti! w~ shall have fully analyzed 1t, made
contemplate without deep regret, much less to rejoice criticise and berate the;, unfortunate author, is so buse COITc~t ~lscnml_n.atwns, ?I_ld t~1en thor?ughly com pie·
in the p"ssib!e down fall or disgrace of such a char- ancl nJean thnt it should be treated with tlw contempt heuclm Its lllllllliOld plmJticatwu~, .al!Jt:, app!IC:utw~s,
acter. 1t would !Je inevitably a ~Teat pnblic calnm· it deserves.
will we !Je at~le to arnve at any detimte couclu~wn With
ily. It woulcl deprive the world of the continued
~Ir~. Woodhull may very snecintly and rorrectly reference to 1ts re~ults.
. .
tbefulucss of one who, for years has been a public
e::cp1'ess !tu vie1cs ·a8 to what ..he conceive.~ ]i'ree Love to be,
h!l.st granti~Jg 1_hu~ none can as yet clete1 mme
teacher nf commanc1ing influence, nnd whose seuti· and yet m<tY serious'y err in attempting to c/11'1',1/ it iutu wh~t fi1·ee L1ne zs, 1t IS pcr~e(:tly Slife to ~uy, tliat
ments ]Jure been invariably in advance of popular re- practice, m· even to mtempt to demonst,ate its soundnt~s logJCally we mny know tcl1at ·1t ts not:
ligious thought. Further, such an event operating up· andj11slice as an abstract pri11ciple.
. 111111: uot one who sets ~1p a man of straw mncle by
on the minds of thousands wlloh>tYe looked up to .Mr.
Austin Kent and 1\Io~es Hull may very consistently myselt, then u~e up n1y tuu.e, yours,_ and that _of your
Be~:clier as~ kind of clemi-god, would tend to weaken
practice promi>cuity, a ill! insist upon their right so to muny reader~ Ill pulling: hnu to p1eces, wl~Ibt the
conliclcnce in virtue aucl honor, a1;d among the vicious
do, which might be granted notwithstanding it may r~al substantutl .Jel.low.ls s~iely ensconced ~~ som.e
and cleprwecl it would he cited in excuse and even in leave the quLstioi1 of Frre Love very much like F1·ee hidden place, laug,lnng 111 h1s ~leeve at our chscomtiju;tilication of inegnlar indulgences. Under the cir·
._ . .
.
enmstances it is impossi!Jle thut any Libeml or any Redgion, unexph1ined and unsati~factory as a just and ture.
h~v.c t!Jerc~or.e c.ont~nte~ myself Wit.~ .~JVlll!!' 1n
hone,;t and fair minded man can think withont equitable rul.e _Ly which we ~wy ~e govern~d in our
pain of the possibility of Henry Ward Beecher's ruin sexual or rehgwus natures. What 1s wanted 1S a clean tlns at tJcle, ce1 tam cxpl,matwns or the v1c"" !Jeld by
cut definition of the principles that underlie F1·ee Lote. very many so-call~d Free .Lot•en and lun·e r.xvn·ssr.u
ns a public man. 'Vere he but an ordinary individWhen that is given then the next step in order is to .only a. geneml ~1ssent.
I shall eamestly awmt
ual even, we could not help wishing the charges dve the variuus applications it has to humanity.
I other mte.rprl'tatJous 1rom llllJ: and every source,
a<rainst him might be proved false.
'\Vliether the powerful arraignment of Theodore iim :tware certain lenders have declared that the !Jet ore tnkmg t~~ next opportumty to ~!tempt to eswhole question of Free Love consists in its remnndiug tablish my po~JtJOu, or rather lfp·pmntwn as to the
Tilton will be sustained by eviclence, leaving no
the individual the right to decide for himself true and conc:ct one.
$round for reasonable doulJt as to i\lr. Beecher's guilt to
what, if auy sexual relations he shall a~sume with
_ _ _ _ _,__ _ __
1 presume not to judge in advance. I can only say
others. It demamls, th(,y sny, tlwt the individual
[For The Truth l:leeker.]
that I hope it will not.
The Lesson of the :Brooklyn Scundd.
At the same time the treatment whicl1 Theodore himself shall be the sole nllll only judge in the matter,
Tilton I! as received from some of the len cling news- and that it, F. ee Luve, objects to any .ega!, social, or
Now while the world is awaiting with intense expapers of this count1·y, especially of New York moral interference whatever.
lf tkis be the conect exposition of the claims made pectancy the result of 1111:. Beeche.r's .arraignmentcity, could be justitlecl only by aetna! knowledge
by
Free
Love
I
have
no
hesit:~tion
in
declaring
such
to
an anaignment for wh1ch. COJJSJdenng the prom~
tlutt he is a deliberate, wilful pe1jurcr. In that
case he must be a moral monste1· greater even be unsound and unjust in principle-us well as unnatu· inence of the parties concerned, history affords
ral11ml
injurious
in
its
applications
to
the
well
being
no precedent nor parallel-may it not be well
than Shnkcspere's 1ago.
But this has not yet
to consider the true purport and ~ignitlcance of
been demonstrated, nnd it is whnt, I will venture to of llumanity.
There
are
yet
many
other
views
and
theories
adthat remarlwble trial ? Mr. Becc:!Jer has for
say, no!Jor1y acquainted with the man can really bevanced,
and
caniecl
into
practic-e
that
are
called
Fr
..
e
many years represented the more lHlvancecl class
lieve. There is hardly a clouut that he honestly beLove
doctrines,
that
can
hardly
lay
claims
to
8UCh or of the orthodox Christian clergy.
We lind almost
lieves that the charges he has made are true whether
any
other
sy8tem,
and
whic·h
are
simply
vile
abominarome to look upon him in dw ligl1t of a :Mebsia~
they be tlnally sustained or not
tions
of
the
beastly
character,
and
are
condemned
as
of cultivated allll enlightened Christ ian thought,
t;ome of the papers, I notice, nsk for a suspension
of judgment m llehnlf of :Mr. Beecher until all the sud1 by 111any of the soundest thinker8, who c·learly and indeerlno man living or dead has wielded an ill·
the
iutrinoic
merit
there
may
be
in
the
P1'inciubgerve
tluence in establishing a more rational method of !Jclitf
evidence on both sides shall have been considered,
within the pale of Evnngelir·al Christianity, equal to
and in the next paragrnph the most ferocious attacks ples of Free Love.
Vv
e
must
not
clonbt
that
there
are
many
good
and
the eloquent orator of Plymouth pulpit. Yet it ,
are made on the chumeter of Theodore Tilton, in
pure
men
nnd
·women
in
the
lund,
who
~eeing
and
sometunes occurs that th~ purity of meu's private Jiyes
which it is aBsnmed that he is nn unscrupulous liar
ancl !Jiaclonailer, as well as a sensualist. ls this fair fully appreciating the principles involved in the social is by no means conu.nensurate with the v_ulue of. tllcir
question,
yet
refrain
from
acloptilig
the
name
of
Free
and manly ?
public ~en ices and 1f we may be pt·nmtted to Judge
I have read the testimony that hns been published Loven, mainly on account of the purely animal exhibit from the evid~nce tlws far proclucc~cl, ~ir. Beecher's
made
by
so
many
of
them
who
assume
tl1e
name.
life aft'ords :w insinnce quite in point.
up to date, and in spite of public sentim,•nt, I must
And the ca~e of the Plymouth Church preacher is
say that I have been strongly impressed with the ~en They would UJ.doubtedly he found in the ranks of the
He,,c
Life,
coulcl
they
do
so
consistent
with
their
notions
not an exceptional one; we are beghllling to grow accrosity of Theodore Tilton's intention. Believing ~lr.
of
decency,
modesty,
pmity,
and
holiness.
customed to ptrusing in the daily and weeldy Jlupei'F,
Beecher guilty he has tried hnrcl to forgh·e him. He
'l'o say, as some would-be expounders of Free Love accounts of tlJC short-co111ings of c:lcrgJ men.
'l!Jcrtl
has tried, too, to stand between his wife and the
world. There is no denying- that he has acted incon· do, "We allow you to believe as you choose nnd live is scarce an issue of tlie g-reat city journals hut con·
as
you
please,
bnt
we
insist
upon
your
recognizi11g
the
sisteutly at times, and saicl some foolish things; !Jut
tnins accounts of the weaknesses uf t!Je cloth, utid
To
sliall no alluwance be made for the conduct ancl words same right in us to live as we please," is not enough. this state of affairs seems to he on the iucreuse.
Before we s!10uld be called upon to recognize such every intdligent ob~eJ'Vcr.wlJO ~i~es t~1e Sl~!Jjcct at·
of one in his position, if his stntements be true, 01· if
a
right,
which
appears
upon
first
fla~h
to
ue
nn
equal
tentwn the reason ior tins comlltJon of ckncal mowith what seems very much like proof, he believes
one, but which is really not so, they mnst agree to live rality i~ quite apparent. As a rule tlw clergy are IJelicv
these charges to be true ?
without encroaclting upon t/,e rights of othe1'8.
ed !Jy their devout follower~ to !Je utterly wcarable of
"You criticise the drunken reel-fool speech2'l'ue Jllonogmny has shown that where love exists
:ltln.niacal gesture of the man-we grant;
between one lllan and o11e woman (whether sanctioned a wrongful act; they a.1 e pampered, und }lCited, and
But who poured poison in his oup, we ask?"
praised by their aci?Ju·er~ to tile last oegrce_, and
by nny law or ceremony or hot is immaterial) it procluc- whi.:e this estimate J8 ennncntly correct of Lc.tev<·l-s
Before this communication is publishe<l, eviclenre es no encroachments, nor does it re~ult in any upon rrenerally it iH dou!Jiy so wlJcn npplied to womep.
may be given to the public sustaining Mr. Tilton's nc- the rights of others.
1·he female character is imagi11ative, emotional, unci
cusations, or successfnlly 'vindicating the accused or
The new departure f!Ot having, as yet, shown any
in its nature, and mo~t .women are ~·nly t~o
the evidence yet to be presented may fail to di~pel results as a ~ystem, (whils~ it cannot be judged by confiding
anxious to render homage nnd reverence to t!Jelr splntthe doubt in which the whole subject seems to be in· such a want) yet cannot fairly demaud the 8ame recog- ual ath·iser, more especially If he unite comelitH'8B of
nition.
volved.
appearance and pleasing manners wJth streugth of
Whatever tum the case may take let Liberals at
It will be readily observed that the most important intellect. The moral of this is obvious : mar1kind
least not fail to be just tu l.Joth parties .. Respectfully, c011siderations growing out of this change of ~ystems must learn that humnn nature is ever the snme.
ll. It'. CNDEHWooD. 1 is, as to wl!at encroachments are, where and wlien do Neither CJ'eeds nor professions of faith-a Llack coat
'thc·y begin or end? Where, and by whom, can the nor a white surplice-furnish any guarantee of the
DONATIONS 'l'O THE THUTH SEJci\J<:J'L
line be drawn so tl1at we can determine exactly what honesty of their possessor. That the cl~rica~ proftss,
.
.
constitutes encroachments upon the rights of others? ion embraces innumera!Jie examples of upnght llH n
J. C. M1ller, $1: A. Mmski, 2~ cents; J\Iahlon Erwin 25
I
1 ·t ]-'
t
1 'd t tl i
1
cents; Morris Einstein, '25 cf'nts; John c. J obnRton • ~ 0
n . un~ e1 ~ ,mg . o e IICI a e . 1 s very comp ex no one will attempt to guinsay ; !Jut tl.at the prevail·
cents; William ~issou and others, Go oenl.B; Calvin Gris- 1 dommn, 1t wtll !Je found to con tam, not only the laws ing system of J·eligious _belief f?ruishes the clergy_ a
wold, 25 cents.
jthnt shall govern the sexual relation!!- !Jut al1o all degree of 11anctit:y pecuharl_y th~n· own, Ol' of a punty
We are grateful for tb• ·-1 ·clfl~>i"e of our friend!!! and a11k . that shallreJate to,or bear upon _Individual Booar~tfj. of life tranecendllli that of theJr fellow men, we enl_,
them to necC'lptou.r fluwk&
1
Jlfrs. Woodl,~dl dai.'rtM that the doctrine ot Fru ,ltlu 'h$titlt!.lly deny.

f!Iommunicu lions.
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Yet when indivilluals like Mr. Beecher fall from·
grace-no matter what influences have led to that end
-the lesson is not without its signification; when we
see puulic teachers of religion and etl!ics descending
from the exalted pedestal ot purity 11!1() honor, to the
level of common libertinism, the result is very apt to
lower our estimate of the clerical profession itself.
Still it is urger! by every devout apologist for m·imin-al behavior among ministers, that all organizations
contain unprincipled men ; that those of a religious
character can prove no exception to the rule, and that
isolated cases of misconduct do not militate against
the value and u~efulness of the profession itself. But
there is no analogy to be drawn bet>Yeen the conduct
of the clergy and public teachers of a s<·cular chura_cter: the former it is well known, place themselves m
the attitude of exemplars in society, and claim immunity 1 indirP.ctly at least, from all base worldly
acts th rourrh the mediumship of inspiration, emanatmg from ;n anthropomorphic Savior and a tutelar
Deity. But w1tl! the latter the ease asf'nmes a far
difl'erent aspect; if they ue so fortun~te as to H:·e
spotless lives, they do so wholly ou therr own nwnt,
and claim their sanctity through a benificent "religion of humanity."
It i~ entirely in l•eeping with human nature-and the
practice is no less than natural- to judge of systems
and institutions by their exponents and exemplars.
If Protestantism does not COl!lprehend a sufficiency of
the element of infniliuility so strenuously claimed uy
the mother Church-to preserve her sons immaculate
from the weaknesses of the world, in the bmguuge of
tl!e street there is a "screw loose'' somewhere.
But. it is often asked of the exponent of Hationalism
-"Were the Christian clergy-together with the sys·
tern of IJelief whir·h they inculcate-removed from society, would you ue able to improvise anything IJetter
to till its place?'' \Yell, yes, we think we shonl(l.
The world, it seems to us, iB !!:rowing impatient of the
irresponsiule ularney of the average clergyman. The
idea~ which he advances are antiquated, and out of
d<lte and fail to meet the w.mtR of this progressive
agt~.' 'l'he re igious devotl·e is eYer en)!_agl·d in e~
ploring the dreamy llHtzes of spcculatwn, nnd Ill~
uest amuition is linrited to the province of faith, ol
enthusiasm, and of imagination.
How different seems the system based on tbe endurin<>' foundations of natural knowledge, and of the
simp!~ love and rl'gnrd for onr kind. The· student of
nature as manifested in the phy~ieal universe, bas
only tangiule and exoteric facts to claim Iris attlntion and he is content with limiting his intcilec-tual
wnn'ts to the realm of the known and the knmYalJ!c.
And the fact of two system~, so much at varianr·e as
tho~e of religion and scienc-e, claiming at ten! ion as
rivals for popular favor, r:hallenp:es critit:ism from the
curious· the poiishell elocutionist of a fnshionaule
pulpit, ~vhose pure c~iction and splendid rl!etr~ri<O find
mean employment lll expounclmg the pliltrtmles ol
his creed, furnishes but shallow reasons for hiR taith ns
compared with the unasstm!ing professor of an institutionuf learning. In the one, every means are used to
play upon the feelings ancl i_mngination of an audience; in the other the cfl:orts of the .tutor never
transcend the facts of llltman know ledge.
And not unly among ourseh·cs but in all enlip:htc_ned nations, there are two alls.,Jutely separate anrl <hetinct syst•!ms of belief claiming the attention of tl!e
student of philosophy, to wit: those of thenatnnrlmHl
of the supernatural. .Jlfankind must choose ~etween
them. It is futile f1,r the mlvncates atH~ apologr~ts of
theoloo-y to urge that man eannot fulfill the highest
ouligafions of his race apart. from _some po]_mlar: S):stem of uelief. t:\uch an c~1rmate 1~ degradurg til rts
nature and is only calculated to retard the growth and
spread' of an ClHllll ing civilization.
~ Such, then, appear~ to IJe one lesson of the Brooklyn scandal.
A. 0. GENUNG.

Jflotes.
The Gods and other Lectures.
BY COL. ItOBERT G. INGERSOLL.

No Liberal or Freethinker in the country can well
afford to forego the acquisition of this valuable work.
In point of terseness, force, strength and incisiveness,
Col. Ingf'rsoll transcends all speakrrs in the country.
The entire work is a "gem of tlle first water." It is
the "pure gold." 'V e will cheerfully mail it to all
applicants. Price $2.00-postagc 20 cents.

Cornman Sense. With pleasure we hail the appearance of a sprigl1tly paper by this title published by
our friend-and the warm friend of Liberalism ancl
Free Tl!ought-Col. R. Peterson of Paris, Texas-a
truly brave man. He is the first person in the United
Stutes, that we are ·aware of, who bus, of his own
mean's, dedicated a Hall for the discussion and promulgation of free thought ancl Liberalism. In Paris,
Texas, he has done this; and now he has issued a live,
fearless, outspoken, Liberal paper which will appear
once a month (four pages) at fifty cents a year.
So, friends, send on yoUJ·little half dollars and get in
return Common Sense, tl!us patronizing a laucluule enterprise. Address CoL. R. PETEIISON, Paris, Texas.

The Nebmska Patron, is tl!e title of a sixteen-page
Semi-mouthly pnper with cover, puuli..;hed at Lincoln,
N u 1
t "' 50
It ·
tt
·
c rns ra, a 'iP 1• per year.
lS go cu up lll gool1
style ami its articles are ably written. It is indeed a
great credit to the parties having it in charge, to ue
aule to issue such a first-class publication when we
remember that only a very few years ago ~here their
.
. ·'
.
young Clty now stam1s was a Wllu open prmr.c.
Success to the enterprise.

IT is proposed by ardent members of Plymouth
Church to raise Mr. Beecher's salary to the extent of Sto,
ooo more. Of course-why not? The more Mr. Beecher is
proved guilty of sensuality, imvurity and falsehood the
more he may be valued by his wealthy ohurch of over two
thousand members. They are able to pay him liberally
and why should they not do so? He is making now in all
only from $50,000 to $80,000 per year and a man of his
•· great parts and deep penetration" ought to havfl a
round $10J,OOJ per year; it wou!J be so much like the
humble individual he claims to adore, whose life he has
been writing, and who said of himself. he had "not where
t'J lay his head." His admirer·s should r11member he has
paid out from $10,000 to $20.000 .. hush money" and they
should make that up to him any way. It is thought by
some if his salary is raised StO,OJO for every case of adultery that could be proved against him, it would soon exceed Queen Victoria's. Why should he not have the largest salary of any living person? Put on another $10,000 by
all means.
BROTHER HALLIDAY, Mr. Beecher's assistant in the
sacerdotal duties of Plymouth Church, has the most unbounded ~onfldence in his superior's innocence and
honor. He says he" never had a doubt that Mr. Beecher
was not an innocent man-pure as gold and rhaste as
heaven's snow." It is I]Uite natural Mr. H. should stick
to llfr. B. If he should turn against llfr. B .. who could be
counted on as for him? Apropos of snow we have seen
it so black and foul \Yith dirt and filth, . that "vurity"
would be a very improper term to apply to it.
"J\IPPEDAAR'' in the lie?'alrl says of Mrs. Tilton:- "While
her letters. (to Mr. Tilton) breathing love and faith ar·e
contradicted by, and utterly nt war with her Yerbal
statement. bo:h ;an not be true, and which e~er isadopt~d,
necessnnly falsifies the other. If the sentiments \Yhlch
fill her published letters are sincet·e, hAr Rtatement
must as rertainly be untrue. If insincere, they are
mod•• Is of deceit and hypoQrisy, and oould have been written for no belter J•UrJ ose than to mislead her husband by
inspir!ng}im with confidence in an affection which did
not ex1st.
And ag>tin in speaking of the remarkable attachmPnt
between Mr. Beecher and llfrs. Tilton: "We have n(J c.onfidence in the sanctity or divinity of such attarhments and
look upon them, howevnr innocent, es)Jecially bPtween a
marri••d man and a married woman-neither of whom,
however ,is married to the other. as an eminently slippPry
and dangerou~ rela.tionship. nor does it seem to help the
matter any that the woman is enthusitlstic to fanaticismdelirious or hysterical, I think Rome one calls it-on the
subject of religion, is a devotee so blind and so absorbed
that she sees an angel in every professor, and is so far under the influem~e of darkness and delusion as to believe
that a human soul can be white nnd pure before its God
while its dwelling place is foul and polluted witu adultery.

I

We Jearn th>tt Han. A. Wakeman in the N. Y. Liberal
Club, some two or thl-ee weeks since referred t.) B. F.
Underwood's pamphlet," The Influence of Christianity
on Civilization," in very high terms, so much so tlutt
1\fessrs. Butts & Co., the publishers, had a steady run for
the little book for many days theJeafter. Some members buying it by the dozen for distribution. This work
of Mr. Underwood indeed deRerves all that can be said
of it. It corrects a wide spread and deeply seated error,
and we do human nature the justice to believe that if one
half of the people of this count:'y could read and reflect
on the facts presented therein. a tremendous stride from
• • •
the mine of superstition would be taken by the great mass
*
*
of onr priest-ridden countrymen. We are informed that
It is all the more wonderful to me the statement should
when the presRnt Vf'ry largo edition shall be exhausted ha1·e been made, when I lliscover from the questions put
(there are bnr a few hu11dred lr•ft) the publishers will to the lady and her answers thereto, thnt a perfect unmakP a collee£ion of :Mr. Underwood's essays in book form derstanding as to her sto1·y existed between the lawyer
bound in cloth.
nnu hersl'lf. Her qnPstions too, were so framed and the
anS\Yers so connected that it must be obvious to every
person the statement had been rehearsed, and her examiBoolr Notices.
ndl' had a complete knowledge in advance of what she
Lawrence S. Benson, E~q., has presented us with a would say. ThP. witness \ms nenous as might be exPectbeautiful copy of Jus work of 16f pages, octavo, on fine ,.d. Her position wns hard nnd t<·rrible. The strongest
tinted paper, entitled ·• Jlly VISIT To THE SuN." The writer and most resolute nature could not but sink beneath an
is supposed to have visited the sun and to have hAld a ordeal so fearful, a test so unequal ami disproportionate
lengthy ronversation with an intelligent citizen of the to mortal strength. Yet she came to this task resolutely,
orb, in which the philosophies t1ll 'I theories of the times perhaps. but far from strong. She was weak,dazed and totwere thoroughly overhauled, and some of them o\·er- tering, sustained only by a belief-true or fallacious it
thrown. It is tl. curious work and has to be read to be ap- m alters not, it was a belief that her POBition had aronnd
preciated. James S. Bmnton, publisher, H9 Grand street, it all the halo and glitter of a martyr's doom for a womNl'wYork.
an's faith. Poor Elizabeth! That hour of bitter anguish
THE CLoCK STRUCK THRE,-. Rev. Samuel Watson, Mem- was expiation enough for all your faults, whatever
phis, Tenn .. has presented us with a copy vf his late work ~hose faults may be, and the condemnation· of mankind
[For The Truth Seeker.]
by this title, a book of 325 pt:tges 12mo. It may be regard- before the extended pardon of your God in that suffering
ed as 11. continuation of, or supplement to his two former moment will melt and dissipate like snow benenth a trop'fhe Barefoot's .Enquiry.
works-·• '.rhe Clock struck One," and ··The Clock struck ic'S Run. How was she placed? On one side was the
BK Y. K. M.
Two," How long hi~ clock will continue to strike we are reputation, nay the Yery life of her pastor and dearest
"Mother. I went in a church. this morning.
unable to say; and as long as it can strike effectively we friend: on the other, the chureh and creed she loved so
Up by the square: I heard them prayC>lnnot object, if it keens on until it strikes tile twelfth well. Behind her were her pleading children on bended
• Our Father, who art in Heaven.
time. It is a definer of the Spiritualistic Philosophy knees, with upturned faces and streaming eyes. straining
Give us our daily brra<l, this day.'
with many interesting narrations, communications, &c. for every word thnt should fall !rom the hallowed livs of
\V e have it for sale. Price $1.60.
"mother": before her was the cruel, the cynical, the
H>lve they all got fathers, up in Heaven,
criticnl world, an<! in the dim distance lost to !1er forever,
To give them bread. when e'er they come
Into that church where the bell was ringing?
THE SuN, speaking of Beecher's statement, says: "It was the shadowy form of Theodore Tilton, desolate but
Why don't you go and ask for some?
shows, in a remarkable degref\, the faculty of preR<:nting still erect. among the Rmouldering ruins of n once
a case or an argument in such n manner as to mrtke the bright happy home-a very Eden before the fall. It wns
I didn't know there were RO many,
greatest
poRsible impressior:.'' That is saying quite as a cruel place to vut a woman, a wife and mother in. I
So pour like us," the barefoot saidmuch
for
his shrewdnes~ as his honesty. It takes a cun- cl·itidse her not. I oritieise those who placed ht•r on the
-.. Last night I tho't I heard you saying
stand to show distrust and hatred between her husband
ning
buyer
to make the worse appear the better side.
• Should it rain to-day we'd have no bread.'"
and herself for years, and made her tell that hideous
DURING the searching and agonizing exveriences story. Of course her tale W!B long. It could not bo
"0, never mind, my barefoot boy;
through whirh Mr. Beecher ha~ recently passed, we have supposed that her mind was entirely clear and tranquil,
As you grow older, you will learn
beeri repeatedly assured of his cheerfulness, vivacity, and I recognize the absolute necessity which suggested a
Thttt 'tis not praying brings tho breall,
playfulness and wit. One would not think he had recent- prompter that should recall her when she should wander
But pennies which your hand will earn."
ly been in a state of mind to indulge in levity and mirth. or forget. But have they not rather succeeded by her proIs there any thing in this business for him to be jolly duction and testimony in showing a motive for the of·
Do not fail to procure a copy of "THE liEA'rJlliNS about? Is there any thing for him to laugh at? Is this fense where before no motive was apparent?"
oF •rnE HEATII." Its perusal is a rich treat to any levity a sure sign of innocence, or does it prove hi~ vower of t:tppearinll cheerful and unconcerned while un"SPoNGE bathe" are recommended. The best way to
)over of 'fruth, blended witl! Homunce. It is writ- oa.~ily "sitting on the aharv and rngged ~dge of remo!'l'e get one is to go to eo me bath-room. take a bath, and tcll
ten with great ability.
11.ud de~palr ?"
the proprietor to llhl\r¥e lt.
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they entertain doubts. They do not say, " We think that is so, I believe I had better go your way." And
this is so" but "We know this is so." They do not ap- so most of them. go along, taking the wore! of those
peal to the reason of the pupil, but they com mane! l1is who know as llt.tle as themselves. Now and then
AND A PLEA FOR INDIVIDUALITY.
faith. They keep all doubt~ to themselves; they do not comes one who, in spite of all threats, calmly exA Lecture delit·ered before the Free Religious Society
explain, they assert. All this is infamous. In this way amines the claims of all, and as f'almly rejects them
you may make Christians, but you cannot make men; nll.-These travelers take roads of their own, and are
Olticllgo, December 21, 1873.
you cannot make women. You can make followers but denounced by all the others as Infidels and Atheists.
BY COL R. G. INGERSOI~L.
no leaders; disciples, but no Christs. You may pro·
In my judgment every human being should take a
By way of introduction, Ct,l. Ingersoll stated that mise power, honor, and happiness to all those who road of his own. (Applause.) Every mind should be
will
blindly
follow,
but
you
cannot
keep
yoni·
promise.
I e lwei been iuvitt'd by the Free Religious Society and
true to itself; should think, investigate, and conclude
suppo~etl he could speak his thoughts freely.
He l1ad (Applause.)
for itself. 'l'his is a duty alike incumbent upon paupAn
eastern
monarch
said
ton
hermit,
''Come
with
.
accepter! the invitation in that sense, nnd wonlcl speak
er and prince. Every soul should repel dictation and
me and. I will give you power." "I have all the pow· tyranny, no matter from wlmt source they come-from
unrler no othf'r comlitions.
er
that
I
know
how
to
use,"
replied
the
hermit.
The speaker chose for his t&xt .·earth OJ' heaven, from men or g·ocls. Besides every
·'Come," said the king, "I will give you wealth." "I traveler upon this vast plain ·should give to every
" His sou ltoas like n stm· nnd d1pelt apa1·t."
have no wants that money can supply.'' "I will give other traveler his best idea as to the road that should
On every hand, he Legan, are the enemies of indi- you honor." "Ah! honor cannot be given, it must be he taken. Each is entitled to the honest opinon Of all.
vi duality and mental freedom. Custom meets us at earned." •' Come," said the king, making a last ap- And there is but one way to get an honest opinion upthe cradle, and leaves us only at the tomb. Our first peal, "nnd I will give you l1appiness." "No,," said on any subject whatever. The person giving the
questions are answered by i§!norauce, and our last by the man of solitude, "there is no happiness without opinion must be free from fear. The mercliant must
superstition. We are pushed and dragged by count· liberty, and he who follows cannot be free."
"You not fear to lose his custom, the doctor his practice,
less hands along the beaten trr.ck, and uur entire train- , shall have liberty too." "Then I will stay." And nor the preacher his pulpit. There can be no advance
ing can be summed up in the word "suppression." all the king!s courtiers thought tlte hermit a fool.
without liberty. Suppression of honest inquiry is reOur dc3ire to have a thing or to do a thing is consider·
Now and then somebody examines, and, in &Pitc of tro11:ression, and must end in intellectunJ night. The
ed as conclusive evidence that we ought not to have it, all ,keeps his manhood and has courage to follow tendency of Orthodox religion to· day is toward mental
aud ought not to do it. At every turn we run against where his reason le!lds. Then the pious geftogether and slavery and barbarism, Not one of the Orthodox
a cherubim and a flaming sword guarding some en- repeat '''ise saws and exchange knowing noels and most ministers dare preach what he thinks if he !mows
tranee to the Eden of our desire. We arc allowed to prophetic winks. The stupidly wise sit owl-like on the that a majority of his congregation think otherwise.
investigate all subjects in which we feel no particular dead limbs of the the tree of knowledge, nnd solemnly He knows that every member of his church stands
interest, and to express the opinions of the majority hoot. '\V ealtli sneers, and fashion laughs, and re· guard over his brain with a creed liken club in his
with the utmost freedom. \Ve al'e taught that liberty spectability passes on the other side, and scorn points hand. He knows that he is not expected to search
of speech should never be carried to the extent of with all her skinny fingers, and like the snakes of after the truth, but that he is employed to defend the
rontradicting the dead witnessess of a popular super· superstition writhe and hiss, and slander lends her creed. Every pulpit is a pillory in which stands a
stition.
Society offers continual rewards for self-be- tongue, and infamy her brand. and perjury her oath, hired culprit, defending the justice of his own impristrayal, and they are nearly n,ll earned and elaimed, and the law its power, an·! bigotry tortures and the onment.
and some are paid.
church kills. (Applause·)
Is it desirable that all should be exactly alike in
iVe have all reacl accounts of Christian gentlemen
The church hates a thinker precisely for the same their religious convictions? h any such thing popuremarking when about to be hanged, how much better reason that a rob bet· dislikes a sherifl:', or that a thief lar? Do we not know that there are no two persons
it would tJave been for them if they had only followed despises the prosecuting witness. Tyranny likes alike in thewholeworld? No two trees, notwolenves,
a mother's advice! Bnt, after all, how fortunate it is courtiers, flatterers, followers, fawners, and supersti· no two anythings that are alike? Infinite diversity is
for the worlll that the maternal advice has not been tion wants believers, disciples, zealots, hypocrites, and the law.-Religion· tries to force all minds into one
followed! How lucky it is for us all that it is some- subscribers.-The church demands worship, the very mould. Knowing that all cannot believe, the church
what unnatural for tt human being.to obey! Universal thing that man sl.J.ould give to no being human, or endeavors to make all say that they believe. She
obedience is universal stagnation; disobedience is divine. To worship another is to degrade yourself. longs for the unity of hypocrisy, and detests the
one of the conditions of progress. Select any a~e of Worship is awe and dread and vague fear and blind splendid diversity of individuality and freedom. (Apthe world a,nd tell me what would have been the effect hope. It is the spilit of worEhip that elevates the one plause.)
of implicit obedience. Suppose the church had had and degrades the many; that builds palaces for robbers,
Nearly all people sta,nd in great honor of annihilaabsolute control of the human mind, at any time, would erects monuments to crime, and forges manacles even tion, and yet to give up your individuality is to annot the words liberty and progress been blotted from for 1ts own hands. The spirit of worship is the spil·it nihilate yourself. Mental slavery is mental cleatll and
human speech? In defiance of advice the world has of tyranny. The worshiper always regrets that he every man who has given up his intellectual freedom
advanced. (Applause.)
is not the worsbiped. We should all remember that is the living coffin of his dead soul. In this sense
Suppose the astronomers had controllefl the science the intellect has no knees, nnd. that whatever the at- every church is a cemetery and every creed an epitaph.
of astronomy ; suppose the doctors had controlled the titucle of the body may be. the brave soul is always (Applause.)
sr·ience of medicine; suppose kings had been left to found erect. Whoever worships, abdicates. '\Vho·
We should ttl! remember that to be like other folks
fi:x the forms of government; supp0se our fathers had ever believes at the command of power tramples his is to be unlike oursl'lves, and that nothing can be
taken the advice of Paul, who said, "he subject to own individuality beneath his feet, and voluntarily more detestible in character than servile imitation.
the powers that be, because they nre ordained of God;" robs himself of all that renders man superior to a The great trouble with imitation is that we arc apt to ape
suppose the church could control the world to-day, brute.
those who are in reality far below us.
After all, the
we would go back to chaos and old night. Philosophy
The despotism of faith is justified upon the ground poorest bargain that a human being can make is to
would be branded as infamous , science would again that Christian countries are the grandest and most trade oft' his individuality for what is called respect·
press its pale and thoughtful face against the prison prosperous of the world. At one time the same thing ability.
bars; and round the limbs of liberty would climu the could have been truly said in India, in Egypt, in
There is no saying more degrading than this : "It
bi~<ot's flame
Greece, in Rome, and in every other country that has is better to be the tail of a lion than the head of a
It is a bles~cd thing that in every age some one has in the history of the world, swept to empire. This dog." It is a responsibility to think~ and act for
hat! individuality enough and courage enough to stand argument proves too much not only, but the assump- yourself. Most people hate responsiuility ; therefore
by his own convictions. (Applause.) Some one who tion upon which it is based is utterly false. Number- they join something and uecome the tail of some lion.
hall the grit to say his say ; I believe it was Magellan Jess circumstances and countless conditions have pro- They say, "My party can act for me--my church can do
who snit!, '·the church says the earth is flat; but I ducecl the prosperity of the Christian world. The my thinking. It is enough for me to pay taxes and
have seen its shadow on the moon, !lnd I have more truth is that we have advanced in spite of religious 0bey the lion to which I belong, without troubling
confidence even in a shadow than in the church." On zeal, ignorance, ancl opposition. The church has won myselt about the right, the wrong, or the why or the
the prow of his ship were disobodience, defia:ace, no victories for the rights of man. Over every fort- wherefore of anything whatever." These people are
scorn and success.
ress of tyranny has waved, and still waves, the banner respectable. They hate reformers, and dislike exceedTl.le trouble with most people is that they bow to of the church, ·wherever brave blood has been !died ingly to have their mind disturbed. They regard conwhat is called authority; they have a certain reverence the sword of the church has been wet. On every victions as very dist1greeab1e things to have. They
for the old because it is old. They think a man is elM in has been the sign of the cross. The altar and love forms, and ti11joy, ueyond everything else, telling
better for being dead, especially if he has l.Jeen dead a the throne have leaned against and supported each what a splendid tail their lion has, and what a troublelong time, and that the forefathers of their nation ·other.-Who can appreciate the infinite im puclence of some dog their neighbor is. Besides this natural in·
were the greatest and best of all mankind. All these one man assuming to think for others? Who can im· clination to avoid personal responsibility is and althings they implicity believe because it is popular and ao-ine the impudence of a church that threatens to ways has been the fact, that every religionist has
patriotic, and because they were told so when very i;flict eternal punishment upon those who honestly warned men against the presumption and wickedness
small, and remember distinctly of hearing mother reject it claims and scorn its pretensions ? In the of thinking for themselves.
The reason has been
read it out of a book, and they are all willing to preHence of the unknown we all have an equal right denounced by all Uhristendom as the only unsafe
swear that mother was a good woman. It is hard to to gul'sS.
guide. The church has left nothing undone to prevent
overestimate the influence of early tmining in the eliOver the vast plain called life we are all travelers, man following the logic of his brain. 'l'he plainest
reetion of superstttion. You first teach children that and not one traveler is perfectly certain that he is facts have been covered with the mantle of mvstery.
a certain book is true-that it was written by God him- going in the right direction. True it is that no other The grossest absurdities have been declared· to be
self-that to question its truth is a sin, that to deny it plain is so well supplied with guide-boards. At every self-evident facts. The order of nature, has been as it
is a crime, and that should they die without believing turn and crossing you find them, and upon each one were, reversed, in order that the hypocritical few might
that book they will be forever chunned without benefit is written the exact direction and distance. One great govern the honest many. The man who stood hy the
of clergy; the consequence is tlmt long before they trouule is, however, that these boards are all different, conclusion of his reason was denounced as a scorner
read that book they believe it to be true. When they and the result is that most travelers are confnbed in and hater of God and his holy church.-I<'rom the ordo read their minds are wholly unfitted to investigate proportion to the number they read. Thousands of ganization of the first church until this moment, to
its clain1. They accept it as a matter of course.
people are around each of these signs, and each one think your own thoughts has been inconsistent with
In this way the reason is overcome, the sweet in- is doing his best to convince the traveler that his the duties of membership. Every member has borne
stincts of huJBaiJity are blotted from the heart, and particular board is the only one upon which the least the marks of collar, and chain, and whip. No man
while reading its infamous pages even justice throws reliance can be placed, and that if his rottd is taken ever seriously attempted to reform a church without
aside her scales, shrieking for revenge, and charity, the reward for so doing will be infinite and eternal, being cast out and hunted down uy the hounds of
witl1 bloody hands, applauds a deed of mur- while all the other roads are said to lead to hell, and hypocrisy. (Applause.) The highest crime against a
der.
In this way we are taught tlult the all the makers of the other guide-boards are declared creed is to change it. Reformation is treason.
rcveuge of man iti the justice of God, tbat to be heretics; hypocrites, and liars. ''Well," says a
Thousands of young men are being educ:1tcd at this
mercy is not the same everywhere.
In this traveler" you maybe right in what you say, but allow moment by the various churches. What for? In
way the ideas of onr race have been subverted. In this me at least to read some of the other directious ami order that they may be prepared to investigate the
way 1\'e have made tyrants, bigots, and inquisitors. In examine a little into their claims. I wish to rely a phenomena by which we are smrounclcd? No! The
thi~ way the brain of man has become a kine! of pal· little upon my own jndgment in a mutter of so great object. and the only object, is that they may be preimpsest upon which, and over the writings of Nature, importance." ''No sir!" shouts the zealot ''that is pared to defend a creed. 'l'liat they may learn the
~upen;tition has scribbled her countless lies. Our great tlw very thing you are not allowed tu do.
You must arguments of their respective churches and repeat.
trouble is that most teachers are dishonest. They go my way without investigation or you are as good tliem in the dull ears of a thoughtless congregation.
te!lch as certairiities those things concerning which as damned already." "Well," says the traveler ''if If one after being thus trained at tlic expense of the
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Methodists turns Presbyterian or Baptist, he is denounced as an ungrateful wretch.
Honest investigation is utterly impossible within the pale of any
church, for the reason that if you think the church is
right you will not investigate, and if you think it
wrong, the church will investigate you. Tile consequence of this is, that most of t!Je theological literature
is the result of suppression, of fear, of tyranny, ~nd
hypocrisy.
Every Orthodox writer necessarily said to himself,
"If I write that, my wife and children may want for
bread. I will be covered with shame and branded
with infamy, but if I write this, I will gain position,
power; and honor.
My church rewards defenders,
and burns reformers,-(Applause.)
. Under these conditions, all your Scotts, Henrys,
and McKnights have written ; !Lnd weighed in these
scales what are their commentanes worth? They are
not the ideas and decisions of honest judges, but the
sophisms of the paid attorneys of superstition. Who
can tell what the world has lost by this infamous system of suppression? How many grand thinkers have
died with the mailed hand of superstition on their lips?
How many splendid ideas have perished in the cradle
of the brain, strangled in the poison coils of that
Python, the church !
For thousands of years a thinker was hunted clown
like an escaped convict. To him who had braved
the church evety door was shut, every knife was open.
To shelter him from the wild storm, to give him a
crust of bread when dying, to put a cup of water to
his cracked and bleeding lips; these were all crimes,
not one of which the chmch ever did forgive ; and
with the justice taught of God his helpless children
were exterminated as scorpions and vipers.
Who at the present day can imagine the courage,
the devotion to principle, the intellectual and moral
grandeur It once required to be an Infidel, to brave
the church, her racks, her fagots, her dungeons, her
tongues of fire-to defy and scorn her heaven and
her devil and her God ? They were the noblest sons
of earth- '!'hey were the real saviors of our race, the
destroyers of superstition and the creators of science.
They were the re'll Titans who bared their grand foreheads to all the thunderbolts of all the gods.
The church has been, and still is, the great robber.
She has rifled not only the pockets but the brains of
the world. She is tile stone at the sepulchre of liberty ; the up as tree in whose shade the, intellect of man
has withered, the Gorgon beneath whose gaze the
human heart has turned to stone.
Under her influence even the Protestant mother expects to be in heaven, while her brave boy who fell
fighting for the rights of man shall writhe in hell.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

A Nut for the Theologians to Crack.
BY U. K. BOOTH, Detroit Mich.
It is a conceded fact that early education shapes,
moulds and colors the human mind, and gives bent
and direction to religious opinions ideas and beliefs.
:Yo one knows this better than the theologian. Hence
it is that infants are baptised into the church at the
earliest practicable moment, and are taught religious
dogmas by maternal lips almost as soon as they receive
the nourishing milk from the mother's breast. Says
the poet
"'Tis- education forms the common mind,
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined."
This then being tme it follows that a child rem'ed
among the Bnthmin's will become a Brahmin in belief,
anwng the l\Iohamedans a Mohameuan, while if
reared among Christians for the same reason he will
become a Christian in belief. The scientist (falsely
called the infidel) being a deviation from this, only
forms the exception to the geneml rule.
Now if as the theologian asserts there is a great
en a tor and ruler of the universe who knows all things,
then one of the great and all important things which
more than all others he should know, and act upon, is
the significant fact, that the conflicting religious tenets ana beliefs founclmi upon the 1J1'etended in spiral ion
of the various so called sacred books or bibles of the
different nations of the earth have been the cause in
the hands of the priests of all the demoralizing and
devastating wars of the world. If then, as is claimed
by the theologian, one of the most essential attributes
of this great creator-their ldnd and loving Father in
Heaven-is omnipotence, then it follows that he being
all powerlul could and should have manifested himself personally to his children-the inhabitants of the
earth-in such a way and manner as to leave no possible doubt nor mistake as to his real personal identit-y
and then and there enlighten them as to his real will,
concerning which there has been so much polemic
strife and conflicting controversy among the nations.
Thus he could at once have put a stop to the dreadful
carnage and suffering which the religious wars have
eaused in all ages and an' still c,msing.
If then, being omnipotent, he has evm· failed and
still fails to do this he is either a cruel and meciless
savage, or else on the contrary the fact that he has
not done this, proves that he is not omnipotent anrl
therefore no God. Hence, on the one hand we have
a cruel bloodthirsty savage for a God, or else on the
other we have no God at all. Which horn of the dil-

emna will the theologian and priest choose, for they
must accept the one or the other or else do violence to
reason, common-sense and suftering hun1auity. If as
Paul so recklessly asserts " all things are possible
with God," the fact. that he has- not clearly and unmistakably set his will before his c1:eature subjects,
proves that he delights in their sorrow and· sufferings
which the contr~clictory and conflicting religious dogmas have ever been causing among his poor deludetl
priest-ridden children or else it proves that there is no
God· Says holy writ ''if ye being evil know how to
give good gifts to your children, how much more shall
your Father in Heaven give to them that ask him."
Did not the North and South (in the late war) through
his pretended, accredited ministers ask him? Did not
both sections appoint national days of humiliation
fasting and prayer? Did they not bow their heads
low in tile du~t, Clothe themselves in "sack cloth an'd
ashes'' and ask this "Father in Heaven" in agonizing
prayers and penitential tears to stay the crimson tide
of fraternal blood? And yet he stood neutral while he
looked and saw the dreauful carnage go on. Saw one
million of the flower of our youth dragged from peaceful pursuits, torri from home, friends and kindred, cut
down by the sword, peirced by the bayonet and bullet,
blown to atoms by the bursting shells, left wounded,
bleeding, dying, on the battle fielcl, or starving in dismal- dungeons, and filthy prison cells-saw a nation
draped in mourning, and a debt too intolerable to be
borne entailed upon unborn millions. And yet where
was tile God whose ambiguous, contradictory and conflkting work was read by the different sections of the
country from the same "Holy Bible?" If the priestly
minister will not, then let the sighs of mourni1ig
widows, and the tears of weeping orphans answer and
tell us how long tile monster 1·eligion aided by its handmaid ignorance, shall rule the world with its bloody
1·eign of te1'1'01'.

Theology of the Past, and Religon of' the
Future, But not without a Parable.
Five Irishmen, '•rule granehorns," called at a tavern
foJ: __ dinner, and divers other things. One of the five
had clerical ability-on him devolved the clerical duty
of dividing the bill-He went at it by substractiou
thusly:
'· Patheric from Patheric you can't, but Dennis from
b'Iorris·a Teague remains. 'feague mnst pay tile bill."
Many years ago, in the city of Albany, lived Benah
Duglas, a dentist, and a good little man W•Js he; beiug
asked why he, though the best dentist in town,
chargeu but half the usual price, replied:
"l don't know, unless it is because I don't believe in
the doctrine of iinputed rightwusness ; I expect to be
accountable for what I do."
The clerical Irishman is the exponent of a class wlio
instead of meeting their own liabilities, like hone~t
men, try to saddle the bill on some-Teague-or on
some myth. The summing np of the whole matter is
-all structures-theological or otherwise-erected upon the vicm'ious· imputed idea-are of the past-Tile
whole concern is mat·um in se-no good comes of it.
The indiscretion-we use the least offensive wordthe indiscretions of the Rev. the clergy have clemoliisheu the endre fabric. The debris lie about loose, in
all directions. Ofii:nsive odors permeate the theological atmosphere. Tile Rev. gentlemen have clone
a great work for humanity. They tumbled down
the house, the l~ev. gentlemen have builded. 'Th~
have let the Jigilt of the day shine on what was in the
house-the people see it-they smell it.
For the important, service these gentlemen have performed pro bono publico, the gentlemen will have their
reward. 'l'hey are rewarded. The reward is measured
by the uwtive, aim, impulse, passion which prompted,
moved the1n so to act as at oresaid.
If any class of gentlemen need pity, these are the
gentlemen. That the gentlemen will receive small
pity; is the probability-probability, growing out of
humanity, as it is.
And so is Beriah Duglas the exponent of a classThe corning class-They have come.
His religion, holding himself accountable for what
he does, is the religion of the future. lt is the religion of now, all wo thy of the sacred name of religion.
PitENTISS.

II

not perceive and recognize my" aim and object" in thus
enshrouding the nature of animate and inanimate existencies in bewildering and mystifying' obscurity. ignobly
shirking thy duty by-assuming my existence-of which I
had not given thee the least tangible evidence-thus unmistakably manifesting my desire that-no such assumpUon should be made? Scornfully hast thou despised the
means I htld placed at thy disposal wherewith to exercise
and cultivate thy strength. In thy audacity thou hast
dared to disregard this my stern behest to enhance thy
mental powers, Behold thy brothers and sisters here,
whom thou hast reviled and denounced by thy unwarrantable presumption for nobly developing the gifts
with which I had endowed them, by sedulously roaming
the mysterious realms of nature in c1uest of the immutable
truths pervading it. Their truthful countenances, radiant
with intelligence, glowing with helllth, and animation in
the -vigorous exercise they have enjoyed. bright with
truth and siiJcerity, reveal to me that they have not
sought in vain. While thou standest here with guilt-inscribed mien and tottering knees confessing thy utter
disregard of this my manifest desire. Thou sayest in
extenuation, that avaricious men misled thy judgment
for the promotion of their selfish ends, false pretenders,
who, in a sanctimoniuos garb. claimed to ]Je the true exvounders of the gospel. Ah! so blind could they not
make thee as not to be aware why I had thus surrounded
the various objects of thy contemplation with the inexplicllble mystery. Thou eouldst not help to see that to
afford thee inexhaustablc material wherewith to discipline the forces of thy mind, had I obscured the vast andminute bodies of the universe in impenetrable mystery."
"Thou sayest that thou aec.eptod my cxistonc.e as selfevident, believing that 1 would not be denied. Verily, then
thou hast dared to judge Me-THY CREATOR-from thy own
vain-gloriot1s and conceited standard. Ye despicable
sycophants! that would crouch before yoUI·maker in fawning adulation. Up from your knees! Ye contemptible
flatterers. How dare you revile the image of the Lord
in writhing in the dust before him? why stand ye not
erect in the glory of your being and thus do homage to
the Lord? Think ye I had created ye for no other purpose than to gloat in the contemplation of your abject
misery ? Dare ye insult your maker by considering and
fearing him as a tyrannical despot? Avaunt with your
eternal ringing and dinging and shouting hallelujahs,
which but lowers me in you-r estimation and you in mine.
Think ye that I know not my own powet· and wisdom lind
goodness that ye thus self-debasingly lind et<Jrnally remind me of it? Would ye judge me by the criterion c•f
your own fallibilities; humbling me to the level of your
conceit? What think ye matters it, to me, whether you
deny or acknowledge my existence? Am I not all sufficient in the magnitude of my power and the sublimity of
my glory? Think ye I depend on the caprices of my
offspring for my being 'I Throughout eternity have I
passed my solitary lifet with no kid or kin to stand C>l' fall
before me. Iff'uch had pleased me not, think ye I would
then bave remained in isolation? Could I not have decreed the world a countless host of ages before I ealled it
into being, if I had yearned or sought to vitalize the exp_anse of dismal space r Thou sayest there would have
been eternal monotony prior to whatever time I cnlled it into being, that naught could abrogate my fate to pass eternity in voidness,mr omnipotent power and my own creative fiat not excepted. Be it so-but why think ye therefore
that I care to he acknowledged'/ Avaunt with your ceaseless
asservations of the illimitable extent of my dominions
and tile omnipresence of' my being.
Think ye I disdain those of my children who disport
themselves in thA illimitable expanse of nature; who take
the real and undeniable by the foreloek and say to it:
"Come now you must submit to my examinations, I mnst
discern what thou art made of; I must trace the proporties of thy being, from whence thou com est al1d whither
thou art destined. We must divine thy nature and annlyzc
thy constituent parts. With reason has our creator endowed us (if such there be. then to him be all tile glory,) but
justice must we do to his endowments." Think ye I love
them less for thus being true to their convictions'/ t Think
ye I would renounce them for what their reason, conferred upon them through my judgment. dietates'! Avaunt!
how clare ye thus impugn and question my wisdom and
parental love'/ (Exit Christianity.)
Such will be the recf'ption onr misguiue<l nnd infauated Christain brethren may expect in their great hereafter. How can they be so blind as not to to see tlmta legitimate use of all faculties must be sannLioned-nay demanded by him (or her+) who gave them. What vrcsmnption to
maintain that a creator would look with displeasure upon
any of his children who candidly ancl sinC<lrely adhere to
such belief~ as are evolved from a judgment of his own
<'reation. Therefore let no one flatter himself to be on
the safes ide who give not free. scor1e to hb mimtal pOwPrs:
who persists in strangling reason through a cowanlly
and debasing fear of their heavenly father who eannot
but smile in approbation at any conclusion to whieh they
have llttained through a love of what they cOIH'Ci\'c lo be
the truth. Anything outside of nnture. nssnmed to be
superior to it. has n tendency to strnn;.:le our judgment
lit the very outset of our t·cscarches, but tl<i.~ is P>'obabltl
just what our ehw·eh 11la.OI<ates desi>'t'.

M~·steries of the Universe.
CHAP l'ER XI.
The Di.~quisition on, who is on the Safe Side, continued,
representing a scene before the Throne of His August
Highness, the Supreme Ruler, while passing sentence
upon Saint<J and Sinner.,, transjmTing ou1' "Images
of God" ?'iyht to lwadquarters for the desired il~f(w
mation.
Who will have the most dreadful reckoning to fear (if
there is a God and a" judgment day") when he addresses
his offspring, each one sepamtely somewhat in this fnshion: "Hast thou to the best of thine ability, cultivated and
developed the faculities with which I had endowed thee,
Hm·var<l, Ill.
HEHMAN WETTSTEIN.
or hast thou neglected this thy sacred duty'/ Hast thou
tThe reader is reminded that this is a version of the
discharged the obligations I had imposed upon thee in
the stewardship of thy mind, or hast thou ignored this Ch1·istiau Ood.
thy solemn trust? Didst thou in thy desvicable indolence
+Dame Nature.
[To be continued.]

The
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The Real Christ.
.JEilUS' SECOND BEATITUDE.
·BY JOHN B. WILLA.llD.

l\Jatthew, v. 4. Blessed are the11 that mourn: for they
shall be comforted.
The translation of this text. as it stands In our common
English version needs no correction. It is a faithful reproduction of the original.
Themeaning of the saying is unmistakable. It is a
firm. clean cut, unqualified assertion, that every sufferer,
shall Aventually be comforted, be consoled, receive compf!nsation for his aflliction. It destroys, at one blow, the
hideous old dogma of everlasting woe. A wise father
may inflict punishment. Its immediate effect is to cause
pain. mourning and grief. But if the inflicter be a father
in reality, the ultimate purpose of the infliction is the
good of the sufferer, ultimate compensation, comforting,
gr.od : that which shall make him say: •· It is good that I
was afllicted." Now, this is not a millionth part of all the
second bC'atitude tea0hes. But this it does teach most
emphatically. Let me illustrate. Napoleon the First was
a most unmerciful man; after ye1trs of selfish cruelty, he
suffered five years of severe agony at St. Helena. It
I ooked amazingly like retribution, He was a mourner if
ever m:m was. My text includes him among its "blessed."
It P'>inted to that sinner's death-bed and said, "He, too,
shall be comforted."
The only words of Jesus that I can now recall that would
seem to conflict with the ground above taken, are the following: "And these shall go away into everlasting punlshment." Matt. xxv. 46. Now, no man conversant with
Hebrew idioms can find the slightest difficulty in making
this last quotation harmonize completely with the second
b3:1tlturle.and there is no man but a theological bigot but
whnt would.
Hope or compensation for all suffering is deeply
imbsdded in the human soul, There is conviction of a
very strong kind, that all pain must eventually be recompenslld by plea'lLtre, toil by rest, painful and wasting
sickness by rosv and vivacious health, want by abundance,
deprivlttion by supply, every form of sorrow by full and
enhanced enjoyment. The spirit of every man, while
unbiased assents. with spontaneity and fullness, to the
words of Brvant:
For God hnth marked each sorrowing day,
Andnumbered every secret tear,
And heaven's long years of bliss shall pay
For all his children suffer here.
But men's faith in this truth tends 'to become dim and
nnd waver. To strengthen and brighten it, Jesus assures
us that every mourner shall be comforted.
The grounds for sush assurance it is of overwhelming
imo,rtan 3 e to consiLbr. Let us do it.
Multitudes of facts in na~ure tend to the confirmation of
th) SS3'lll 1 beatitude. All analo;<ies, without exception,
tend hitherward. Sleep is a most enjoyable gift; the
deprivation of it. is one of the severest afflictions. It is
delicious, at the clo-;e of a day of toll, wearied, to lay the

mense hold on the devoterl love of tens of thousands of
people less to his Oxford education or his wonderful
dramatic power, than he did to the weeks at a time when
he lay on his face, unequal to any of the duties of life
because agony, at what the body he was to help wak~
thought a lost state, paralyeed every power. The civilized world is in a strange religious whirl and ma.ze today. No religionist will come out of the melee as he
went into it. Yet we shall be led out. But the men who
shall lead us out will not be the petted occupants of religious fat pla.ces. men who-to use Burke's strong words''have been rocked and dandled" into leadership. The
brflthren whose hands we shall take will have been men of
terrible Axperience. who have "mourned" from trial of the
perplexities, spiritual, social, domestic, business, that
have made their age reel and stagger. Why such should be
the order o! God's p1·ovidence no man knows, but, clearly enough, it is.
I should have been glad to have spoken at large of the
affectional facts that point the moral of the second beatitude: how the compensations that we see at times,
for love's sore woundings, deprivations and delays, can
give delight that may not be measured. But time and
space press, and I will hardly more than link to my text
-to which they should be often appended-these words of
Southey:
Oh! when the mother meets on high
The babe she lost in infancy;
Has she not then, for all her fears,
The day of woe. the anxious night,
For all her sorrows, all her tears,
An over payment of delight?
We see the general truth of these lines illustrated often
enough by earth's reunl'ons to supPose 1·ncl!'catl've of an
invariable law, could we see all thnt law's workings. The
Son of Man asserts that there is such a law; and, thnt
every heart that has been " sore bruised" will yet find
all the medicine it craves.
That the text indicates the philosophy of punishment.
·polarizes the punitive facts at which we shudder, is an
inevitable deduction when men cease the blasphemy of
tinkering the Sermon on the Mount to make it fit' 'the
traditions of their elders."
I have adduced facts and opinions enough to show that
the ablest observers of the world are ever catching glimpses of a law that. could it be made definite, and unceasingly pressed with logic and eloquence, and holden up
by that most needed of all social powers, a true church,
would lighten the burdens of every life. But even earth's
ablest thinkers seize these facts in a timid, uncoinprehensive, unsatisfying way. But, as the glass gathers the
sun-beams to a focal point that burns into the wood beneath, so eal'tlt's mightiest thinkers and observers
gathered all these rays of sensuous. mental. social, and
punitive fact to this one dazzling concentration,
"Blessed are they [alll who mourn: for they shall be
comforted," burning it so deep down into the tablets of
revelation as never to be mistaken by the wistful eyes
that shall gaze. in simple faith, upon the mark so made.
I should wish to hnve the authority of Jesus absolutely
established were it to make an indisputable truth of the
second beatitude alone.
Still River. Worcester Co., Mass.

h'Nlupon the pilbw and feel the soft sweetnes> creep
tilrOll''h an1 aver every fll3nlty, All the long night there
sesms to bs just cons3iousness enough to make the hours
tt luxut·y. Bllt the m11n to whom this is the custom of
ev3ry re~urnin::ni.::llt kn:JIValittle of the exquisite pleasREPLY.- \V c deem it unnecessary to make very exure-! hal bJtter cttll it rapture-of him, who for a long
tim3, rMkted wit!1 p;tin or anxiety, at last relieved, sinks tended remarks in reference to this "second beati·
tude." There is nothing objectionable or remarkable
int,o the round. soft, roseate arms of slumber.
in it. It does not compare, for wisdom or condensed
*
* • * * * *
Tho above are from the sensuous an;tlogoies of the uni- meaning with hundreds of utterances made by other
var,33. TlB intelleJt!tal ara rn invariable, as striking individuals in various ages of the world.
Of
and, perhaps, as numerous. There is a Latin proverb,
course
a
lengthy
treatise
can
be
written
upon
a
single
vexatio facit intelleclum, "trouble gives mental power."
And truly, this is so. Why cannot a boy understand and sentence from any author, but this can hardly add
appreciateHar::tlet'ssoliloquy? It is because he has had no any meaning to it, it did not originally possess.
experience of "the pangs of despised love, the law's deIt strikes us that our Friend's quotations from Burns
lay,nndall ths spurns that patient merit of the unworthy Southey and Bryant, are quite as replete with beauty
takes." To men of little sensibility, all Shakespeare's
glorious dramas are a sealed book. To the poet the and meaning as his ''beatitude," and thousands of
rcaillng of them is almost a heaven. This is because others, equally good, can be cited.
the p~et's nature is so sensitive to pain tts well ag pleasOf course, it is a consolation to feel that the mournure. Charles Lamb has suffered with Hamlet, with Ophel- er is to be comforted, but if the text means to assert as
i;t's brother, in R•Jmeo's disappointment, with, in some
m3,lSnre-evtJn sweet Cllarles L·a.mb-wlth I ago's chagrin, a fact, that all mourners are comforted-that happiness
and joy result from suffering and affliction, it hardly
Well, gloriously, said the Ayrshire ploughman:
comports with truth.
An' even should misfortunes come,
The assertion that pain, sorrow or trouble in any
I who here sit ha' met wi' some,
An's thankfu' for them still.
form brings happiness in this life, is untenable ; we
find the contrary true in thousands of instances where
They gie the wit of nge to youth,
They let us see the naked truth,
individuals am! families deserving and needy, spend
The real good and ill.
their Jives in penmy, sickness, trouble and want, and
·pass out of the world in that condition and never know
Though losses and crosses be lessons l'lght severe,
There's wit there, yo'll get there,
scarcely, what comfort, joy or happiness is, while
Ye'll find na' lther where.
others far more unworthy, deBigning and grasping,
And, with other wit, that which floods with light tor us, see pleasant times in this world, they have plenty of
every inclosure of the demesne of letters. To him who all the necessaTies of life, and know but little of sorrow
has never suffered, history, poetry and philosophy arc
but desolate fields.
or unhappiness.
As of mental power so of social, ve-xatio faoit. The man
If it is asserted the recompense in this comfort for the
who can say to me, low with sorrow and whelmed with mourner is to come in the life after this it is an asdarkness," My friend, I have been where you are now; I suroptio~ that requires to be proved and 'the '' beatiat last round my way out, and can show you yours," is
the brother whose hand I take and to whose Bide 1 press. tude sheds no light upon 1t. Sorrow and JOY, mourn·
Wltb me he baa no rlv~:~l. George Wh!te:fleld owl's his im- ing and rejoicing are results, and depend on co.nui-
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tions; and that rejoicing is the result of mournin_
very far from being clear or true.
But lest, like our contributor, we extend our re·
marks beyond the limits demanded by the importance
of the text, -we will save room for something better.
[Ed. '1'. S.]

., The Heathens of the Heath."
WE have in press a romance of nearly 450 pages
with the above title, by Wro. l'IcDonnell, Esq., author
of" ExETER HALL," and which will be issued about
the 15th of the present month. We wish to call the
attention of our readers to this work as one of rare
ability. Those who have reau "EXETER HALL "-and
those who have not should assuredly do so-will not
need to be told the author is a writer of great ability.
He is among the first liberal writers to teach truth and
free thought unuer the pleasing garb of romance. It
is a field but little worked yet, but bound to be much
more largely cultivated in the future. Vital facts are
given and the most important lessons in morals and
religion are skilfully blended with an interesting plot
and characters which excite the greatest interest, from
beginning to end. It fearlessly exposes the errors of
Christianity, the corruptions of the clergy, the frauds
of the missionary system and the vile abuses of hypocrites and clerical knaves. It has also some of the
noblest characters ever met with, who loved their fellow men with tlJC pnre love of humanity, who did much
to elevate and happify the low and degraded. It contains a great amount of historical facts in reference to
the cruel persecutions of the churt:h-the intrigues of
Prelates, Bishops and Rectors not often met with elsewhere.
The plot is principally laid in England but reachc~
also to Ireland and India. The characters are diversi·
fied and highly interesting. While some of them excite our disgust, others win our roost ardent admiration.
It is a work every liberal in the country ought to
read and also place in the hands of thousands who
are still bound with the fetters of creeds and sects.
An intelligent person can hardly read it without becoming a decided liberal.
For combining interest, in telligencc and instruction,
it hardly 11 as an equal, and we unqualifiedly pronounce
it one of the best works ever written.
'l'he contract of placing a work of this magnitude
before the American public is rather heavy for our
means, but we are proud to be the publisher of so excellent a work, and we are well convinced every liberal who reads it will decide it is one of the best works
in the English language.
It is printed on good paper, with new type ; is gotten
up throughout in excellent style and furnished post·
paid at reasonable figures.
In paper $1.00--in cloth, neatly bound $1.50.
Our books are now open; we are already receiving
orders which will be filled in the course received,, first come first served." ·we expect many thousaud
copies will be sold within a few months. Liberal
Friends, help us to diffuse this admirable book over
the land. Let those who would treat themselves or
their friends to a book they will prize higher than
gold, and at the same time benefit the author and publisher send their orders at once to
D. M. BENNETT, 335 Broadway, N. Y.
IF Mr. Beecher is the innocent man he represents himself to be it is very unfortunate for him there should be
such a combination of dark and suspicious circumstances
in connection with his case. Why should a pure, innocent
man-an exalted minister of the gospel be so familiar and
intimate-so much •· cheek by jowl" with persons of low
or questionable character? Why should so many of his
letters having reference to improprieties on his part be
in circulation? Why was it necessary to get a friend to
keep these letters in trust? Why should Mrs. Woodhull
have letters of his which he was afterward very anxious
to get back? Why did he visit Mrs. Tilton so often in
her husband's absence if he had no bad intentions? Is it
probable a man with his known excessive amativeness
should so fre<Juently visit. and spend hours with a lady
whom he admits he loved ardently, and that her whole
affections were transferred to him, without feeling the
Bame sensual desires other men would under the same
circumstances'/ Is it likely he has more self control than
ordinary men that he could withstand the temptations
that would be too much for them? Is it nothing that his
sister Isabella Beecher Hooker, who knows the absorbing
affection he for years entertained for Mrs. Tilton, should
have been firmly convinced her brother was guilty and felt
imllelled eighteen months ago, to en~r his pulpit and !.10
announ0e him to his congregation?"
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i which the idols of religion must crumble to atoms,

It
tests all things in the crucible of reason and Iogie, and
takes nothing on the authority of these saints-the priests.
I prize its bold, independent, out-spoken sentiments. It
is well worthy of a Widely extending and rapidly increasJoHN T. TYLER, Pittsburgh, writes: I am very glad we ing patronage,
are to have the paper every fortnight. Whenever you
A MINKSI, Omaha, Neb., writes: I neglected to write
make it a weekly count me in.
YOU last month that I W!(S in favor of .THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER
being
madn a weekly. but as you have decided to issue
AUSTIN WENTWORTH, Aurora, Ill .. Writes; I have now
ta.ken THE TRUTH SEEKER one year and have received the it semi-monthly, I am content and enclose }'OU two dolnumbers all right. It is the best paper to my mind, I lars for a continuation of it another year. For tht~ extra
twenty-five cents take a glass of wine for your stom aPh's
ever saw.
sake. If you do not use that take it in lemonad"l. THE
M. SoLoMoN, Bull'alo, N.Y .. writes: I like the little TRUTH TRUTH SEEKER plea~es me very mu~h and I wish I was
SEEKER. It is a clean papar and I hupe it will be sustained able to do more to help you along, Magna V eritas est et
by the liberal minds of the ~ountry. I became an Infldol p1·evaleb it.
thirty years ago and have seen great changes in the public
[We thank our good friend for his kindness. We make
mind since that time.
very little use of wine or other alcoholic beverages, not
L. W. MoRRIS, Beloit, 0 .. writes: I must sny I am well
plem<ed with '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER. All the fault I find with finding that we have any need for them, but we assure
It, i8 that it does not come often Pnough; I am however him we will put that twenty-four cents to a good use.glad to see it is hereafter coming twice a month.
Ed.T.S.l
LEVI HEATH Northport, Wis .. writes: I shall continue
IsAAOSNYDER M.D .. Baldwins Mich., writ As: "I am a man
to take '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER as long as it suits me as well of few words," 1out permit me to express my thanks •o you
as it does now. I never was more pleased with any read- and all concerned that "do conspim" to make '.rHE TRUTH
ing matter in mY life,
SEEKER. It is as refreshing to my thirsty nature as a drop
of "holy water" is to the arid scalp of a devout Catholi~.
MRs. SADIE N. Culbertson, Tolono, Ill., in renewing her For thirty years past I have often in Rpite of myself,
subscription. writes: There is nothing gives me so much thanked God that he had se<Jn fit to model me (mentally)
11_leasure as the perusal of your spicy and sprightly paper. very unlike some-yes. a large m:tjority of my neighbors.
!'lease accept the heartfelt thanks of a constant reader,
They lutve seen fit to point me out sometimes as "Universalist." but more frequently as an "Infidel." I havf'
MRs, J. W. DAvis, Princeton, Ill .. writes: We have en- neve1: belonl'e•l to anr religious sect, for I never had
joyed the luxury of THE TRUTH SEEKER for the past year, much faith m theit· power to save. In this res poet I
'and feel that we can hardly give it up. My husbanJ is as might have been called a Gra11uer in Sflntiment, ns I nevP-r
much pleased with your spicy little sheet as I am. You believed in middle-men in religiouR matters. I have alhave the sanction and good wishes of earnest seekers ways beliAved that in the aceounteurr.,nt between me and
O·nd workers over the land,
my maker it would finally havH to be balanced and made
square by' me and me alone, and tl1at the prevalent irlea
R. M. CASEY. Pendleton, S. C.. writes: I thank you for that at th<l grand winding up of matters I could take the
sending friend SyphArs' picture and will be equally as benefit of a heavenly bankrupt law and" kinder slide in"
grateful if you ean send Col. In~ersoll's if yon can pro- -as Sam Slick would say-nnd cheat the Dedi out of any
C"re it. I will take the TRUTH SEEKER as 0ften as you little balance that might be his due-l know, and have
issue it. It is without exception tile best paper I ever known for over thirty yAarR past this to bAa perf,.et libel on
read and improves with age. The last copy is always the the good sense of any God. and not at all a fair thing fot·
best.
the De,·il and being in favor of all rePeiving their just
devil as well as the rest, I beg leave to sqn.eloh
J. A. RuTHERFORD. Honey Grove. Texas, writes: Dear dues-the'
Bro. Bennett, I feel there is a striking congeniality between guch "fol do rol" from my creed and still keep seeking
us. We may not mAet in this life, but I am sure I would after the truth.
like to see_you and talk with you face to face. I have to
AN esteemed friend, 0. PRENTISS, writes us as follows
say THE TRUTH SEEKER is just right for me. I like it
pAr haps better, all things considered, than any paper I under the caption
ever read.
HATCHING DUOKS UNDER A HEN:
J. B. TERWILLINGER, New 1\iilford, Pa., writes: I have and thus alludes to changing THE TRUTH SEEKER to a
recently seen the majority of your patrons here and they weekly.
FRIEND TRUTH SEEKER ;-Had sensible people nothing
are willing to sustain a Weekly TRUTJ;! SEEKER. 'l'hey all
say they will not do without tile paper. Col. Ingersoll's to do but to read-had th~-"Y nothing in this worl•l to read
orations you have published are worth tile full price of but '.rHE TRUTH SEEKER. tile WPekly VS. man hly issue
subscription; I wjll be able to send you a few more names might be adjudicated without a jury of the coun ry.
'.rhe reading publie is abbolutely deluged with rending
after a while, though times are pretty hard here.
matter. The paternity and maternity pencha11t has, to
JoHN PoiNDEXTER, M.D., Nelson, Incl., writes: I am glad some extent, left the old out, has gone to getting np
YOU are going to give US THE TRUTH SEEKER Semi-Uonth. vrain-banUinus-l speak advisedly-speak from expe)y. I wish it could be Wflekly. I think it jnst the ve1·y rience-ant! like l\Iamma Owl, each regards his, or he,·
tltinu. I am very much pleased with it and will try to get own, the very handsomest-! speak advisedly. I do.
Men-not so the ladies-men who exhaust their Yitality
you a subscriber or two. Set me down for a copy of 'l'he
Heathens of the Heath, if it is as good a~ Eute1· Hall it will in getting up brain-bantlings, are exposed-! speak addo for me. Success to THE '.rRUTH SEEKER and your other visedly-are exposed to ll,J up-get stuck np with EGoare exposed to get an idea that the world can never
enterprises.
know anything, only just what" I tell them."
Why, bless our dear souls, tile very atmosphere is full of
R. A. THOMPSON, Philnd<Jlphia, writes: THE TRUTH
SEEKER comes a welcome visitor to me. Renlly the best idPas-alive with ideas-new, large ideas.
My dtu·ling little sister wrote me, not long ago:-" I've
•· Syphering" I have seen is containeu in it-John StJPile1·s
well. Surrounded by Orthodoctors, I cannot swallow about concluded to not write any more: for if 1 chance to
their medicine. I am but a "raw recruit," hnving only gd wht1t I regard as an m·iui~tal idea, I soon lind somebegun to seek tile truth within the last two yenrs. If yo it body else has the same."
Monopoly, in ideas, is not a speculation, when, as now,
make your paper a weekly it won't be weakly long, for it
alllmve t1ccess to the common fund.
must turn to a strong daily if as good tts now.
I am constitutionally religious. Was born so Of
LEVI WooD, Rockport. Mich., writes: I think I prefer tile course I am largely conservative--'-anv departure from
Semi-monthly to a weekly at present, not that I fear a tile usages of the piOus Fathers and liiothers, gratPs on
Weekly will depreciate in value, but as I l>tke so many my pious nerves-makes my toe nails grow right through
papers it will be as often as I rerruire rc1tding matter. and my moccasins.
Hut, I'm nut so stupid as not to recognize Progress as
can use with profit. And Bro. Bennett, I feel confident it
will be 11 grand success; that agitation on this continent tile co-ordinate of Conservatism. Both are needful--inis tending to emancipation from musty creeds and super- dispensab:e, 'l'he harmon ions co-operation of the two is
stitions of the past. Your little sheet is full of sound the desit/.e1·atum-the acme of _Political wisdom.
To get the past and p1·esent m antagoni!'m, is not unlike
common sense, and I feel assured it will prevail. 'l'hat
hatching ducks under a hen. It makes confusion, for 1t
success may crown your efforts is my wish.
iS l11JUOl'maJ.
PRENTISS.
P. i:l.-No need to tell, I'm but half an atom of one little
JoHN J. W. DuRSTON, Nashua, Iowa, writes: Everyone I
show your paper to expresses delight with irs contents humanity, entitled to only corresponding consideration.
Do as you've a mind to-that's the way 1 have to llo.
H is like giving food to the hungry. As s •on as I c 111i
spare a little time I think I can obt:tin several subscribers
We think our friend overestimates the amvunt of Ego
for you, It makes old orthodoxy wince and squirm but
it is of no US'~. it has beon trembling and crumbling' and and conceit he thinks we indulge in. We trust we are not
must soon near its last end. Everybody is thirsting for so vain as to imagine we possess-any special ability. It
more light, espACially the young and enquiring. I tell is to be hoped we maybe willing at the request of many
them if they want light and truth to take THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Go on, good Brothel', as you have begun and patrons to issue our unprt'tentious paper oftener than
great will bo your reward. Count me in by. all means for once a month, without being guilty of inordinate vanity,
a Weekly 11s soon as you can consistently make it so.
or thinking our "bantling" superior to anybody else,
ALLmN JoHNSToN, Gtmtersville, Ala., writes: I have re- We are proud of the able contributors and correRponCAived the last number of the first volume of THE 'l'RUTH dents of this paper. but further than Ibis, Bro. Prentiss,
SEEKER. I am sorry my time is out. but I must have it "this deponent saith not."-[Ed. T. S.]
again, for it is the best paper in the United States and
you deserve the honor and support of all Liberals' and
Freethinkers throughout the eo ,mtrv for the bold and
AoooRDING to Mr. Beecher's statement be is an abject
f,)arless manner in which you have fought superstition and
ignorance. We bid you go on in the good worl' you have coward. He claims Mrs. Tilton, under duress when sick
commenced: these enemies slm:l be overcome and our and weak, had at her husband's instigation written a
countrY be redeemed ·from error.
confession of her guilt with her pastor. When Mr. BeechH_. EASTON, Sandwich, Ill., ~rite!':. Go on fn the good er learned this he went to her and induced her to write a
wotk yon have so well bogun. 111 gtvmg reason truth and retraction, completely exculpating him from the criminal
facts in a plain, candid manner. I trust vour'papPr will
bes11stained and ~hat it will gain wi~h age. I have Inger- charge. This document 11as of immemse importanCfl to
salls book. He 1s a hero, and I wtsh evPry town in the him as it proved not only his innocence but that of a
Stn.te could boast su0h a man. Go on. Tiro. Bonnett in thtJ grossly wronged lady. What should he not have done
\Vork of disseminating truth and exposing error. 'Let the
gt·ent ax of trut.h hew right up to thn linP if theoloo-y and before parting with this doc-ument? ShouU he not have
superstition are buried so far hcneatl• the chips, a~ to be sacrificed his life in preference? But he did nothing of
beyond the power of resurrection. It iR time intellio-ent the kind. When Mr. Moulton demanded It and l'rlr.
men were t11ught truer philosophy than was h1ught by
Beecher saw Mr. Moulton had a pistol he cowardly surBalaam's Ass, or Colonel Joshua.
rendered the papAr and plead for forgiveness. and after
U.K. BOOTH, Detroit, Mieh., writes: T!lF. 'l'RUTH SEEKER this he acknowledged Moulton as a dear and warm friend
come\! to me every month with clwnning bennt~· and refreshmg sweetness. I should fed loneh· wttllout itR and thanked him for having avcrtflll the storm that was
Oileerful greeting. Unlike its religious<>ont'empnmrics i.t about tc, burst upon his head. All the fine Rtatements Mr.
is not only a t1·u,th seeke1· but a truth tinder as well. It is Beecher is able to write will never t·emove the ignominy of
a m~dern Arohu)1edes Wi(llding It lever pnwer which is
destmed to do 1ts fnll share ta'i\'!11'(1 lifting humanity this cowardly transaction. The pistol evidently induced
t rohm the slough of Ignorance and superstition into the him to YiAld np the proof of hie own honor and of the
1!g t of truth and science. It is an iconoclast, before innocence of a loving, contl.ding, trusting woma11..

J'Jjrieudlu f/II.J n·esp o11dem: e.

The Brooklyn Tempest.
DY R. LAPHAM, ESQ.
See, see, old Brooklyn's steeples shake,
The raging winds are all awakeAnd thunder bolts, with vivid fires,
Strike down on Brooklyn's boasted spires.
And Plymouth Church is all ablaze,
The church of glory and of praise.
No greater bolts could mighty Jove,
Hurl down from his high throne above.
The stroke that falls from Thea's hand
Is felt on earth's remotest landLike a huge rock on yonder shore,
Where billows roll. and tempests roar:
But still unmoved by ocean's might,
Stands TILTON, strong in truth and right,
'Gninst whom all church dam has combined,
To stay the storm-the raging wind;
Old Plymouth Church, with ALL its power,
Cannot this ~ingle man devour;
For, like some lion of the plain,
Whose·young the huntsman's toils enchain,
Bereft of home, bereft of all,
What more upon his head could fall?
No loving wife-no tendor child,
No wonder some may think him wild!
No wonder he his Christ denies,
If Beecher turn~ to lust and lies,
And ean it be I 0! let us pray!
If this grPat shPpherd's gone astray,
"Nest-hiding," snite of church and creeds,
Beneath tile organ's thousand rePels,
Where bellow forth. in songs unfurled,
Loud melodies" heard round the world!"
On whom shall now our hopes depend,
The Church has IoRI its ableR! friend;
.He stood a tower-a mighty host,
Of whom all Christendom could boast.
Stay, star thy hand. 0! Theo .. stay,
Think of the" bleeding hearts" you slay!
Stav, stay thy bolts, all Heaven calls,
The Church goes down when BEEOHER fa11s.
New Yu1·k, Aug. lOth, 1874.

Bmdlaugh, Holyoake, and Watts.
MR. EDITOR:-Please allow us to announce through
your columns to our Truth seeking patronR, that most of
the Bradlaugh, Holyoake, and Watts pamphlets, ordered
from our li.lt of "importations" some mouths ago, have
at last reached us. The delay was doubtless. owing to the
sickness ancl death of llfr. Austin Holyoake. We have
tllled nearly all our orders, and have a small assortment.
left.
The demand has been so great and these pamphlets nrA
written in Stl<'h a popular style, that we are led to believe
American Freethinkers will be anxious to sow broad east
those keen, crushing satires of A. Hol;,oake and C. Bradlaugh, and the pure, sweet, yet resistless reasonings of
G. J. Holyoake, and the fresh style and calm, clear Jogio
of Mr. WattR.. We have therefore. already printed several
of their essays and have more than a seore 0f them in
press. Our type is new, and some sizes larger than that
of the English edition. They will be announced from
timeto time inthe advertising columnsofTHE 'l'RUTH
SEEKER, under the head of" Manna" and" Iron "lads."
Those who have ordered the" National Reformer." aro
informed that we are still over 100 behind orders on thnt.
Sincerely yours,
A. K. BuTTS & Co.

New Ym·k,

1874.

UPoN the basi~ that 1\Ir. Boer.her and 1\Irs. Tilton arc
guilty it is not very singular that they both should clenr
it. After they had oo far deviated from the patll of rectitude as to commit the act it can b3 eaRily imagln3d it
would not be a difficult task to deny :.he accusation. Is it
not more probable a woman should deny committing
adultery when she had done it, than to confess to doing it
when she haJ not? And is it so uncommon for cleJ·gymen to commit this kind of offense, that we should think
Henry Ward Beecher with his bis base brain and neck
should get overtaken in this same weakness with n.
woman he had adored for years, and who ardently returned his love? Is it at all out of the usual course of things
for him to deny the charge and assert his innocence? Do
not clergymen always do this aH lonrr as there is tho
sllghtestgroundfortheir being believed? Could we reallyexpect anything else ?

B. F. UNDERWOOD
CWill speak nt Providence, R. I., Sunday, August
30th; at Carlisle, Pa., Sept. 1st, 2d and 3d; nt Bing·
hampton, N. Y., Sunchy, Sept. Gth; at Penn Yan,
N. Y., Sept. 8th ant! llth; at Groton, N. Y., Sept. 11th
and 12th ; ut SyrucuFe, (prolJalJly,) Sept. 13th.
The same month he will speak at Arnot and Cle.tr
field, Pa., Canton, Ohio, ant! Indianapolis, Ind.
CoRRECTION.-In the lust number of THE TRUTH SEEE:!:I1
in giving Chapter X. of "The 1\Iysteries of The Universe.··
the printers omitted to append the name of the write,-,
H. Wettstein, as well as made two other errors in the same
nrti~le, In the second paragraph for maste1· read masters.
In the last par~raJlh for inveiohinu read invli'igling.
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Sufficiency of Prayer.
BY MARK TWAIN.

ScENE.- On the Bank of the

Mississ~ppz.

"UNCLE DAN'L" (colored), aged forty; his wife,
"A nut Jinny," aged thirty ; "young Miss'! Emily
Hawkins; "young Mars" Washington Hawkins, and
"young :Mars" Clay, the new member of the family,
ranged themselves on a log after supper, and contemplated the marvelous river, and discussed it.
The
moon rose and sailed aloft through a maze of shredded
cloud-wreaths, tllfl sombre river just perceptibly brightened under the veil of light. A deep silence pervaded
the air and was emphasized at intervals, rather than
broken, by the !looting of an owl, the baying of a dog,
or the mnffied crash of a caving bank in the distance.
The little company assembled on the log were all children (at least in simplicity and broad and comprehensive
ignorance), and the remarks they made aboutthe river
were in l'eeping with the character, and so awed were
they by the grandeur and the solemnity of the scene before them, and by their belief that the air was filled
with invisible spirits, and that the faint zephyrs were
caused by their passing wings, that all their talk took
to itself a tinge of the supernatural, and their voices
:were subdued to a low and reverent tone. Suddenly
Uncle Dan' I exclaimed :" Chil'cn, dah' s sumfin a co min!"
All crowded close together, and every lleart beat
faster. Uncle Dan'! pointed down the river with his
bony finger.
A deep coughing souncl troubled the stillness, way
toward a wooded cape that jutted into the stream a
mil~ distant.
All in an instant It fierce eye of fire slwt
out from behind the cape and sent a long brilliant
pathway quivering athwart the dusky water. The
coughing grew louder and louder, the glarinO' eye
grew larger and still larger, glared wilder and still
wilder. A huge shape developed itself out. of the
gloom, and from its tall duplicate horns dense volumes of smoke, and spangled with sparks, poured
out, and went tumbling away into the further darkness. Nearer and nearer the thing came, till its long
sides began to glow with spots of light which mirrored Ghemselves in the river and attended the monster
like a torch-light procession.
"·what is it! Oh, what is it, Uncle Dan'! ? "
With a deep solemnity the answer came : "It's de Almighty ! Git down on yo' knees ! "
It was not necessary to say it twice. They were all
kneeling in a moment. And then, while the mysterious coughing rose stronger and stronger, and the
threatening gh:re reached farther and wider, the
negro's voice lifted up its suupplications:'' Oh Lord, we's ben mighty wicked, an' we knows
dat we 'zerve to go to de bad place, but, good Lord,
de-ah Lord, we ain't ready yit, we ain't ready-let
dese po' chil'en hab one mo' chance, jes' one mo'
chance Take de ole niggah if yon's got to hab samebody. Go0d Lord, good deah Lord, we don't know
what yon's a gwine to, we don't know who you's_got.
yo' eye on, but we knows by de way yon's a comin',
we knows by d:J way yon's a tilt in' along in yo' charyot
o' fiah dat some po' sinner's gwine to ketch it. But
good Lord, dese chil'en don't b'long !wah, dey's f 'm
Obedstown, wllah dey don't know nuffin', and you
knows yo' own sef, dat dey ain't 'sponsible. An',
deah Lord, good Lord, it ain't like yo' mercy, it ain't
like yo' pity, it ain't like yo' long sufferin', yo' lovin'
kindnsss for to take dis kind o' 'vantage o' sich little
P.hil'n as clese is when der's so many ornery grown
folks chuck full o' cussedness dat. wants roastin down
dah. Oh Lord! spl'lh de little chil'en, don't tar de
little c!Jil'en away f'm dey frens, jes' let 'em off, jes'
dis once, an' take it out'n de ole niggah. Heah I is,
Lord, heah I is ! De ole niggah's ready, Lord, de
ole-"
The flaming and churning stea -ner was right abreast
of the party and not twenty steps away. The awful
thunder of a mud-valve suddenly hurst forth, drowning the prayer, and as suddenly Uncle Dan'! snatcheLl a child under each arm and scoured into the
woods with the rest of the pack at his heels, and
then, ashamed of himself, he halted in the deep da~k
ness and shouted, but rather feebly: "Heah I 1s,
Lord heah I is!" There was a moment of throbbin~ 's.us.pense, and then to the surprise and comfort
of the party it was plain that the august r-resence
had gone hy, for its dreadful noises were receding.
Uncle Dan'! headed a cautious reconnoisance in the
direction. of the log. f'nre enough, the Lorcl was
just turning a point a sho~t clista~ce up the river,
and while they looked the lights wmked out and the
coughing diminished by degrees, and presently ceased
altogether.
"H'wsh ! 'Veil, dere's some folks say dey ain't no
'fieiency in prah. Dis child would like to know
wha'1J. we'd a ben now if it wan't fo' dat prah.
Dat's it, clat's it."
Daniel De Lisle Brock, Governor of Guernsey, was
waited upon Jonathan Duncan tells us in his" Pamphlet on Bani, Charters," by a deputation of the principal townsmen of St, Peter's, who requested his
countenauce and assistance towards the erection of a
covered market, much wanted in that town. The Governor readily consented ; and asked in what way he

could assist them most effectually. He was told that
the principal difficulty was to raise the required funds.
The Governor replied that if that was the only difficulty he thought he could surmount it, but would ask,
first, if they had the rec!uisite stores of bricks, timber,
granite and flags, but, above all, had they the skilled
artisans and laborers required for the building of the
market. They replied that there was no want of labor or raw material ; that their difficulty was chiefly
financial. "Oh," said the Governor, "If that is all
you want, I will, as Governor, sign, stamp, and declare
legal tender, and issue five thousand market notes.
'Vith these pay for material and wages. Go· to work
and build your market." The market was commenced.
The first effects were to animate. trade by the additional
circulation for payment of slates, bricks, &c., and to
increase the custom of the shops bythe expenditures
of the workmen employed on the market. In process
of time the market was finished, stall rents became
due and were paid in these notes. When the notes all
came in, the Governor collected them, and, at the head
of a procession, with some little form and ceremony,
he proceeded to the town cross and publicly burnt them
by way of cancelment. The market was built for
nothing. Why cannot this plan be advantageously
acted upon in other cases ?

A New Source of Wealth.

engaged in breeding the Angora goat, the increase has
been 100 per cent. from the ewes. There are now 35,000
goats on the island, old and young_ Goats, if well kept,
will have kids when one year old, and the second cross
from a good buck and a common short-haired goat will
always pay to shear. The fourth cross will often yield a
fleece as valuable as-that of pure breeds.
The Angora goats do not thrive in the Northern States,
and but indifferently in the South, unless the greatest
care is taken of them_ But in California, New Mexico,
and even in Oregon, as well as in other Pacific States and
Territories, they multiply wonderfully, and some of the
high grade animals surpass in all valuable qualities their
Asiatic vrogenitors. It costs almost nothing to keep
them, as they will live on brush when grass gives out,
and will eat with impunity many descriptions of plants
which are poisonous to other animals, while they are less
liable to suffer from drought than sheep, and will graze
six miles from water, and keep fat, while sheep will not
do well over three rnileA from water. As their fleece
brings double the price of wool, it follows that mohair
growing must be very profitable. It is highly probable
that ln a few years the Pacific States will supply the
greatest vortion of the mohair used in the manufactures
of all nations.-.N. Y. Sun.
[We have, in addition to the above, learned that the flesh
of the Angora goat is excellent !or eating, b<1ing superior
to either mutton, veal or venison.-ED. T. S.l

The farmers of the Pacific slope are turning their attenA D1·eam in Original Poetry.
tion to a branch of stock raising which bids fair to result
in adding an important staple to the productions of the
BY DR, LA.IRD.
United States. This is the naturalization and breeding of
I dreamedthe Angora goat, commonly but incorrectly called the
Alas! I saw a multitude,
cashmere, the fleece of which supplies the mohair of comEnslaved by priests and rulers rude;
merce.
And their false imaginations,
Until recently the entire production of mohair for the
And insane hallucinations,
use of the world was confined to Asia Minor. The prepMade all their gods and devils, too,
aration and sale of mohair has been the principal indusAnd all religions, old and new.
try of the people of Angora- Very lately a fatal disease
has made its appearance among the flocks In Asia, \vhich,
Also, a city of pure gold
at the last accounts, had swept off not l<J~s than 5oo,ooo of
And precious stones, as we are told,
the goats. As a consequence of this cal~].mity to the AsiaTwelve thousand furlongs, square and height
tic producers, the demand for fleeces from other sources
The same; no sun to give it light.
must be greatly increased.
But in it is a great white throne,
Mohair is used in the manufacture of cam lets, cashmere
And mythic god to sit thereon.
shawls, and other costly fabrics. It is claimed that the
Also a river, and a tree of life,
thread spun from the Angora fleece will outwear all
With leaves and fruits, many and ripe,
others, while it is the most lustrous of all fibres, and takes
The whole enclosed with a high wall,
the most brilliant dyes. Of late it has been used to some
A fabled heaven for them,-not all.
extent as a substitute for silk in the manufacture of Irish
An outside one that priests hade made,
poplins and similar goods; and some of the low grade
Not one within as Jesus said_
California mohair has been worked into carpets instead
of long wool, bringing about sixty cents per pound. EngAnd then I dreamed about their god,
land yearly imports about 6,ooo,ooo pounds of Angora
A mythiu one-and what seemed oddfleeces in their natural state, spinning nearly all the moA free recipe was given me
hair which is manufactured in other countries. 1'he
To make one, that like him would be.
goat's hair, or wool as it is generally called, when put upRECIPE.
on the market in fair eondition, sells at from fifty ('ents to
To make one mythic orthodox god:
$1.25 per pound. according to quality. There are not a
First, take one mythic heathen god,
dozen manufactories in the world where mohair is work(Be sure to make your numbers odd,)
ed into fabrics, but, of the few which exist, three are in the
United States, though, in consequence of a deficiency of
Add deified son of man,
Make them both one as best you can.
material, their production has not been very im]Yortant.
Now mix with this. one holy ghost.
It rPquires only the certainty of a steady supply of raw
And you will have one god, almost;
mohair to induce the establishment of manufactories on
Now make three one, then one make three,
an extensive scale_
And you will have a trinity.
The first Angoras imvorted into the United States for
Now fill this up with attributes,
breeding purposes were brought to this country in 1848 by
To sink it far below the brutes;
Dr. Davis of South Carolina. He had been engaged in
Put in dire vengeance, anger, hate,
superintl'nding experiments in cotton culture in Turkey
Enough to make it reprobate,
for the Sultan, who presented him with nine of the finest
Add jealousy, malice, deceit,
fleece bearing goats in his dominions. From this flock,
Infernal war; but not complete
in 1849, Mr. Richard Peters of Atlanta, Ga., purchased two
Without folly and self-conceit,
pure bred animals and began crossing them with the
And with most horrid crimes replete:
common goat of Georgi!t with such success that, after five
Add weakness and omnipotence,
years' experimenting. he was able to show grade goats
Ignorance, to match omniscience,
brought Into such close recemblance. to the Imported
goats that an expert could not tell the one from the other,
Omnipresence-all seeing, too(Which Adam* hid from, and be true
Mr. Peters continued his experiments, and at the end of
As sacred writ.) Add pity,love,
twenty-three years, had a stock of goats which, it is said,
Justice, and mercy, to the ab0ve.
could not be equafled In Asia. It was from the flock of
Mr. Peters that the first goats sent to the Pacific coast
Put in some strong delusion here
To make his attributes appear
were taken.
In a strong light, with unstable.
In 1861 Mr. W. M. Landrum took two bucks to California.
Changeable and unchangeable
One of these, bred by 1r1r. Peters from the original Davis
importation, lived to be ten years old, and became the sire
Mind; with all other bible stuff,
Or he will not be queer enough.
of about 2,ooo kids. His progeny have been scattered all
Then, make him like a portly man,
over California, Oregon, Nevada, and New Mexico, and it
"Without body. or parts," if you can;
is estimated, that half the Angora goats on the Pacific
A voice of thunder for him make,
coast have more or'lcss of his blood. Subsequently a large
That lightning rods from him can take_
number -of pure bloodR were imported into California. and
now fleece bearing goats of Angora stock are common
Also a buzzard noso, to smell
Burning flesh, blood, bones, fumes of hell,
throughout the Pacific States and Territories.
Dung, hides, hoofs, horns; to pleas(; him well,
In 1866 there were shipped from Smyrna to the Cape of
Add incense, too. When this is done
Good Hope four hundred Angom goats, of which half
Call him Triune, Father, Son,
died on the passage, and subsequently three hundred
And Holy Ghost, God, Th.ce in One,
more were shipped. As the result, England received in
And make hiin damn, curse, swear, and run
1871 from the Cape 2,300 bales of mohair, aggregating
Mad every da)', and kill his son,
nearly 1,ooo,ooo pounds in weight, and this in only fivo
That a few In heaven can dwell,
years from the first importation. In 1872 it was estimated
While all the rest he sends to hell.
that there were 70,000 Angora goats of all grade~ on the
Pacific slope, and under favorable circumstances the
Sparta, Tenn.
flocks are almost doubling annually. On Guadalupe
* The Hebrew word Adam originally meant all manIsland, situated off the coast of Lower California, about
ninety miles from the main land, where a company is kind_
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PLAIN HOME TALK.
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Medical Common Sense.
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The llreat Blessing of the Age.
Comfort to the Siclc and Feeble.

E. B. FooTE, M. D.

.A Most Remarkable Work, p1tblished in
both the English and German
Lang1tages.
CONTAINING
Nearly 1.000 Pages, and 200 Illustrations.
Price. $3.25.
IT contains a full description of all Diseases given in plain language adapted.to
the Comprehensio,n of the Genera} Public;
with the most Hatwnal, Heformative trentmont It contains a vast amount of valuable Information not to be found in any
other l\Iedical Work.
PART I.
This Part treats of Disease. Of Blood,
mental and ntlrvous derangements-how
we violate our moral nature. The food we
eat, its conversiop. into bone, muscle, &c.;
'l'he liquids we drmk; The atmosphere 1\'e
live in; The clothes we wear; Bad ~abits
of children and youths ; Bad habits of
manhood and womanhood ; (these essays
are startlin.r in nature and rllmarkably illustrated). 'l'he male and few111e elem~nt
in nature· The ethics of ~<,:;,_.;.a! asSO<)Jation: Prostitution; its m~raJ -:.~J. physiCal
effects ; Unhappy marnages ; V.. hy they
are detrimental to the 11ervou~ and ':ascu:
Jar fluids: Wealth; Failures Ill busmess,
Excessive study; Mela,ncholy; How to p~e
servo the health of clulclre\i; The phys!Olq_gical instruction of ~hildren : Sleep.:
CL.~<;ANLINESS; Sunshme :. Ther!l,peuhc
electricity· Animal magnetism; Water ;
Woman do~tors ; Hapacious doctors.
PART II.
This part treats on Chronic diseases: Catarrh; Chronic. Affections of the Thro.at;
Consumption (this essay on ConsUJl!PtJ~n
should be read by everybody); Chrome diseases of the Liver Stomach and Bowels;
Dyspepsia; C_onst[pation; _Diarrhea; Piles:.
Aches and pams; Neuralgia; HheuJl!atlsm,
Affections of the Eyes and Ears; Diseases
of the Heart; Chronic Affections. of the
Urinary Organs; Diseases of the Kidneys;
Private words for Women; Derangements
of the Menstrual Function, Falling of the
the Womb ; Vaginal affections; Amoro.us
Dreams ;D~fan-hating,; tSext utah! DCy sPi.ledplessms:
Ovarian iSeases ; Hm s o e 11
.•
Causes of Sterility: Local Diseased Col).dition of l\Ian and Wife: Excessive Amativeness: Temperamental Inadaptation; Hodw
to Promote Child-bearing; Private wor s
to iVIen; Diseases of the !Hale Organs; Impotency; Paralysis; Syphilis; Other Chr~n
ic Diseases,
PAR'l' III.
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With each COJJY is ])resented a splenclid
Chromo, entitled "'l'hrow Physic to the
Dogs," representing a pretty girl aUnlinlstering medicine to some five sick canines.
Enclose the P1·ice of the }Vo1·k, $3.25, to
D. l\'L BENNE'l''l', 335 Broadway, N.Y.
Publisher of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
and Deale~· ·in all Libe1·al, SPil'itualistic
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A THERSTONE PRIORY.
By L. l\f. CoMYN, author of "Elena."
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the st-ory interesting."-The Examiner.
1 vol., 16mo., cloth ..................... $1 50
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SENSE.

IRON CLADS.

THE undersigned being desirous of putting his entire capital into the business of
publishing the literature of Freethought,
will sell, or raise a loan upon $20,000 worth
of real estate in Grand]lapids,Jrlich .. comprising some of the most eligible sites in
the city for building purposes. This city
is now probably growing more rapidly
than other in the country. It must, at no
distant day beeome one of the leading
manufacturing places in the countrv. Investments here have given better satisfaction than in any other in the country.
I can give first mortgage on the most of
it and 2d mortgage on the rest, making
double security, besides that of my own
name. I prefer a loan at reasonable rate
of interest to a sale. I would accept on the
above terms any sum irom $500 to $5,000.
Address
ASA K. BUTTS.
36 Dey Street, New York,
or eall on
CODY & OLNEY, WHOLESALE GROCERS,
Grand Hapicls,Mich.
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Is simple in con~truction, automatic in ac·
· d
b
tion, and being entirely mo orous, may e
used in any room in the house without offense. When not in use it is a handsome
PLAIN TALK.
This part treats of tile Sexual Organs ; piece of furniture with nothing about it to
The Causes of their Disgrace ; 'l'heir Influence on Physical Development, and on indicate its purpose.
health; 'l'heir Influence on the Social Position of WomPn, and on Civilization: (the
philosophy of this subject is fully discuRsed
THE WATROUS:
on all conceivable points :l History of Marriage ; History of Polygamy; History, Cus( With Arms.)
toms and Principles of the Oneida Community; History, Customs and Practices of
lVIormonism: Early Customs; Hi >tory of
llfonogamy; 'l'hc Advantages and Disadvantages of both Systems; Historical Chips
with reference to lVIarriage; iVImTiage as it
is in Barbarism and Civilization; Marriage
in the Old nncl New World : Defeots of tlw
l\Iarriage Systems: Demerits of PolyiJamy
ancll\Ionogamy; 'l'hc Hemedy; Sexuat Immorality, Causes and Cure.
.
PAHT IV.
ON THE IMPROVE~IENT 0~' POPULAR MARRIAGE
'l'!Jis part treats of How iVIarriage m[t¥ be
better than it is ; What we Wnnt; Adaptation
in l\Iarriage; What Constitutes !\I ental and
Physieal Adaptation; The Vital Temperaments; What Combinations are Best; Why
l\Iarriag-e is now a Lottery; iVIental 1\InrriA CHILD CAN MANAGE Il'.
ag-es; Physical Marriages; Philosophy of
Elopements; sexual Moderation; Its effects
upon both sexes; Jealousy; Its Infallible
IT WILL LAST A LIFETIME.
Itemedy; Tile Intermarriage of Helatives;
Fssays for l\Iarried People; The Wife the
Equal Partner: Sleeping Apart; Conception, LATEST AND SIMPLEST IMPUOVMENCJ.'S.
Sexual Indifi'erence; Food for Expectant
Mothers; Carel to Married People: Child
l\farldng-, its Philosophy; Larger liberties
should be allowed to ladies to contract or
.A Necessity to tlte .Aged!
proposo mnrital. association; Carel to the
Unmttrriecl.
This lJI'ief summary gives but an inacle.
Should be in every Guest Chamber!
quatc idea of the interesting character, originality, practicability and instructiveness
of this wonderful worlc
Every Family wishing a Modica! Work of Etw·y Hotel. Hospital and Pu.blic Building
tlw vHrY Highest Ordm·. cannot afford to be
should use thmn.
without DR. FOOTE'S
~IEDIC.AL COMMO~

TO LIBERAL CAPITALISTS.

J. M. FOLLE'l'T.

Is one of the latest inventions, and has
many advantages over all others. The simple act of closing the lid brings the earth
forward and drops it directly in the eentre
of the pail,thus insuring the absolute ~er
tainty of covering all the excrements. This
is of vital importance. It also has a dust
or odor slide, a child's seat, and an extra
large reservoir for dry earth or ashes.

DRY EARTH FURNISHED ON REASONABLE
CONDITIONS.
PHICES. I WAKEFIELD, from $25 to $40.
\ W A 'l'HOUS, from $16 to $33.
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS FREE.

The Wakefield Earth ClQset Co.
36 Dey St1·eet
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Books that Can·y the Old Eternal Banners into the Modern."
BY recent special arrangt>ment with the
distinguished author, A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
become the publishers for America of

ANCIENT PAGA~
AND

MODERN

CHRISTIAN

SYMBOLISM,

Exposed and Explained,
Hoyal svo, 83 pp., 16 Plates, 172 Cuts, Price .
by Mail, sa.
Also by the same author

ANCIENT FAITHS
EMBODIED IN ANCIENT
OR

NA~ES:

AN ATTEMPT TO TRACE
THE RELIGIOUS BELIEF, SOCIAL
HITES A.ND HOLY El\IBLEl\IS OF CEH'l'AIN NATIONS,
BY AN

INTERPRETATION OF THE NAMES
GIVEN,TO CHILDHEN BY PHIESTLY
AUTHOHITY, OH ASSUlVIED BY PHOPHE'l'S, KINGS AND HIEHAHCHS.
BY
THOMAS INMAN, M.D, fLondon,)
Physician to the Hoyal Infirmary, London; late Lecturer, successively, on Botany, Medical Jurispudence,Materia Medica,
and Therapeutics and the Principles and
Practice of Medicine. ·
Author of Foundation for a New Theory
and Practice of lVIedicine; a 'l'rcatise on
Mythology· On the Real Nature of Inflammation: Atheroma in Arteries; On the Preservation of Health, &c.
Late President of the Liv<cn-pool Philophical Society, &c.
Th\e work, complete, 1913 pp. svo, with
several hundred illustrations. 'h·ica, S1.50
Adclres01 the American Publishers,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey Street, N. Y.

Bu-reau of Correspondence
OF THE PANTAHCHY.

·• A charming book, full of life and spirit."-Boston Transcl'ipt.
Tne increasing number of letters of in12mo, eloth, beveled, tinted paper .... $1 75 Quiry, addressed to lVIR. ANDREWS personally, and to others known to be aRsociated
ELENA, AN ITALIAN TALE.
with him, in respect to the nature. _pur"A more captivating love story has not poses, progress and prospects of the Panbeen published this season."-Ph-iladelphia tarchy. suggest thefropriety of organizing
a branch bureau o its operations for the
Herald.
express puqJOses of answering such and
1 vol. 16mo, cloth ...................... $1 50 similar inqmries, as well as for the rPiief
of parties so addressed, whose time has,
SLAVES OF THE RING.
heretofore, been gratuitously given to the
1 vol., 8vo. Paper ................ 75 cents writing of replies.
There are two other kinds of IE'tters sent
By B. F. RoBINSON, author of "SecondCousin Sarah,"" Little Kate Kirby,"" For in a steady current for many years to the
same
quarter. The first are letters of inHer Sake,"" True to Herself," etc.
quiry touching social difficulties, and asking
for
advice- or consolation, in the thouA TANGLED SKEIN.
sand trying conditions in which married
1 vol., 8vo. Paper ..........._....... 75 cents. and unmarried persons, men and women,
By ALBANY FOBLANQUE, Jr.
find themselves involved. 'l'he others are
"It is so well written that, having once letters asking specif10 information, on
taken np the book, it will be impossible to matters of reform, spiritualism, unitary
life, the new Janguagn, and the like; and
lay it clown until the end."-Press.
even on a variety of topics, concerning
science, business and miscellaneous subDEEP WATERS.
jects.
1 vol., svo. Paper ................ 75 cents.
To serve this great want, to organize and
economize labor, and to extend this metho1l
"Author of "Counterparts," etc.
''Rumor" is no eon1mon story; it has of giving information into a systematized
scenes and sentiments of singular force, institution for the usc of tile whole community, this bureau is formed. The agindividuality and beauty."
gregate small fees, will, it is (loped, furnish a means of support to several of thA
RUMOR.
wisest and best of the men or women most
1 vol. svo. Paper .................. 75 cents verseJ. in the social reform, and in uniAuthor of ··Counterparts," etc .. etc.
versological science, and prove of great
"Humor" is no common story: it has use to many an aching heart and to many
scenes and sentiments of singular force, an inquiring mind. THE BUREAU OF CoRindividuality and beauty.
RESPONDENCE tv ill nndeT!ake to aiiS11Jel' ANY
QUESTION (atlmittin(] of an answe1·) upon
OUR VA CATIONS.
ANY SUj!JECT. and in case its efforts are apHow to Go, Where to Go, and How to En- preciated will take necessary steps to enlarge its connections and means of inforjoy 'l'hem. BY F. E. CLARK.
mation to that end. In the meantime, if
1 vol., 1Smo, reel edges, 208 pages .... $1 oo the question is of a kind which the Bureau
"The tourist can not fail to find many is unable 10 answer, the fee will be returned.
valuable hints."-Jlfail.
The fees charged arc as follows: !'or are***The above. or any book published in ply on postal mird to a single inquiry, 10
the United States. sent, post-paid .on re- cents: for a lPtter of advice, (informatiOn
more at larg-e), or sympathy and consolaceipt of price, when not to be had at local tion,
25 cents. ln the latter case, the letter of
book stores.
inquiry must contain a stamp, for the answer. No increase of charge on account o!
the difficulty of obtaining the information,
except in special instances, which will be
arranged b1· con·es/)ondencc. Newspapers
inserting tliis cir<·u ar. can avnil themse!Vl's
of the aiel of the Bureau without charge.
VICTOH HUGO'S LATEST AND GHEATSTEPHEN PEAHL ANDHEWS.
EST NOVEL.
This remarkable and powerful story
BoARD oF li!ANAGERs:
dealing with the events of the French Hevolution begins in THE NEw YonK SEMI· THEODORA FREEMAN SPENCER,
WEEKLY TRIBUNE, March 27, and will be
JOHN G. HOBINSON, !II.D.
continued regularly in that paper. TH!i
SEMI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE is $3 per year, or ASENATH C.l\IcDONALD,
30 cents per month (8 numbers) for single
DAVID HOYLE.
copies; $2 50 per year, or 25 cents per
month (8 numbers) in clubs of five or over.
Address lVIrs. A. C. McDonald, Secretary
Address
THE TRIBUNE,
New York.
B. C. P., 75 West 54th Street, New York.
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NEW PROBABILITIES.
WHEN you see a man going home at two
o'clock in the morning; and know his
wife Is w:~.itlng for him, It's likely to be
storm.t:,
Whell"a man receives a bill for goods his
wife has bought unknown to him, look out
for thunder and llghtning.
When a man goes home and finds no
supper ready. the fire out, and his wife
visiting tho saloons "with the rest of the
boys," It is likely to be cloudy.
When a man promis<•s to take his wife to
a party, and changes his mind after she is
dres,;ed, you may ex poet a shower.
When a man SIW.·s his cigar money to buy
his wife a new bonnet and his children new
shoes, it indicates a spell of sunshine.
When a man dies and lea\"e~ a nice
young witlow with the executor on Sunday
afternoon, a change is imminent.
JOHN'S SHARE.
"D.\D," f'aid a hopeful sprig, .. how many
fowls are there on the table?"
"Why," said the old gentleman, as he
looked complacAntly on a pair of finelyroasted chickens that W!lre smoki11g on
the dinner table-"why, my son, there are
two."
"Two I'' replied the smartness, "there
aro three, sir, and I'll prove it."
" Weill" !'<'plied the old gentleman
who was a plain matter-of-fact man, and
understood things as he saw them; "I'd
like to see you prove that I"
"E·asily done, sir-easily donP l Ain't
that one?" laying his knif•J on the first,
'·Yes, that's certain," said datl.
"And ain't that two?" pointing to th<'
seeond; "and don't one and two make
three?"
" Really," said the father, turning to the
oltllady, who was in amazement at the immense learning of her son, " really, wife·
thiK boy is a genius antl deRerves to be encouraged for it. Here, oltl lady, do you
take one fowl, and I',J take the second, and
John may have the third for his learning."
To get things out of a child's headcomb it.
THE one species of lion that no one Is
afraid of: the tl•mtly-lion.
THE mot·e a woman's waist is shaped like
an hour glass, the quicker the sttnds of her
life run out.
A DisGUSTED 1\Iilwaukee fisherman offers a chromo to e\'ory fish which will take
the bait.
A FJUR-YEAR-oLD little b:)y recently complain"J.l thnt his teJt~ hcd "troJ on his
tongue.''
WHEN deaf and dumb lovet·s are marrleJ
two mombJt's of the wedding party 11.re
sut·e to bs unspeak:tbly happy.
GREEN BAY has decided that a wiclo"·er
ought to mourn at least thr"e weeks before shying around for a second wife.
A LITTLE bor. disputing with his sister,
exclaimed,' 'Tis true, for masays so; antl,
if ma says sO', it is so, if it ain't so.'
A GENTLE~IAN was riding a kicking
horRP, when the animal got his foot in the
stirrup. 'l'he owner politely said: "If you
are going to ride, I will get down.''
A LOVER, on presenting a lace collar to
his immorata, said, jocularly, "Don't let
anoth<'r rumple it." "No, dear," said she,
" I'll take it oft'.''
A MAN In Texas. who had lost a Yalnable
mare, received the following by telegraph:
"111are here. Come and get her. 'J'hief
hung,"
" liiARY," said an old lady, "It Is a very
solemn thing to gPt married." "I know it
Is, mother," replied 1\Iary, "but it Is a
solemner not to.''
"Please, sir," said a little girl who was
sweeping a crossing for a living, "you
have given me a bad penny," ·• Never
mind, little girl, you may keep It for your
honesty,
A MAN once called on President Lincoln.
HJ ha1 shaken hands, observing: "Don't
be scared Mr. Lincoln, I don't want an
office." " Is that so?" asked the President;
"tlmn give UA another shake."

A FEMALE lecturer said: "Get married.
young men, and be quick about it. Don't
wait for the millennium, for the girls to
become angels. You'd look wE'll beside an
anzel. wouldn't vou. vou blockheads."
A DISTINCTION AND A DIFFERENCE.Aunt-Canditlly, don't you think you've
had cake enough, Ethel?
Ethel-I may think so, aunty, but I don't
feel so 1
Hunarv diner-Trouble you for some
m6re bread, landlord. I always eat a
good deal of bread with my meat.
Landlord-So I see, sl r; and a good deal
of meat with your bread,
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amining a witnPSS. "On either side. sir. If
THE ENORMITIES OF THE CHURCH.
ye go one way, it's on the right, If ye go
the other way, it's on the left."
PRIESTCRAFT. THE 1\IISSION"AH! my dear fellow," said an old man
ARY SYSTEM.
Se-nd for a Pack.
to a friend, "I am weak and broken down GAlVIES.
and other pious wrongs ~hown up.
with age. I used to wnlk entirely around
With these Cards the
drill of l\lentnl Aritemetic
the park every day, but now I can only
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ls made--mere pnstimewalk half round and back again.
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A YOUNG lady was alighting from an omgive ~atisfnetion, they
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printed from new type, on good paper,
• 1JH.Ck of Cal'dS and 'l'·HE
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A PREACHER in a Scottish town took up a
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ltf.
collection one recent Sundny, and found.
PRICE:
when his hat was returned, that there
In Paper Covers ................. $1.00
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In Cloth, neatly bonn d .......... 1.50
said he," that I have got my hat back from
this congregation."
Sent by Jlfail, post-paid, on receipt of p1·ice
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Religion without Superstition,

THE LYCEUM.

A BERKSHIRE papa put it thus to his
daughter'sbeau: ''Jim, if you want Lou,
yon c.an have her, but I don't want you
hanging around unless you mean business. If you intend to marry hurry up.
for I cnn't be kept awake nights much
longer."
A PENNSYLVANIA Dutchman, Who had
married his secon<l wife indecently soon
after the funeral of the first, was visiter!
with a tWJ hour's seremtde in token of
di~appro,'al. He expostulated rmthetically
thus: "I say poys, you onght to be ashamed
of yourRelfs to pe making all ais noise van
dere was a funeral here 50 soon.''
A FIRM dealing largely in con.! in one of
out· Western cities had in their service an
Irishman named Barney. One tl•~Y tile
head of the f!t·m, irritated beyond endurance at one of Barney's blunders told him
to go the office and get his pay; and added,
"You nre so thickheaded I can't teach yon
anything." .. Begorra.," says Barney ''I
lnrnt wan thing since I've h~en wid ye !"
"What's that?" asked his employet·.
"That sivinteen hundred makes a ton,"
Bnrney was retained,
THE BAD LITTLE BOYS OF ST, JOSEPH.
'TiH a plti ful tale of the woes of
'l'he ele;.:ant belles and beaux of
The people who visit St. Joseph.
They blush like the ro~ at the rows of
White, stark-naked botlJes of those of
The shameless y<mng lads of St. Joseph
Who bathe where the <'lPar water flows of
The beautiful river St. Joseph,
I'll be frank, and I'll not try to glose of
An evil that Rteadily grows of
This wi:kedness one of the shows of
This saintly old town of St. Joseph.
The swimmers. say they are the foes of
The morals and peace and repose of
The res)Je ·table town of St. Joseph.
Ther should wash themselves off with the
hose of
A hydrant, or we will suppose of
A pump. "Not as any one knows of,"
Reply those bad boys of St. Joseph.
And straightway each one of them throws
off
His waist strap, and strips all his clothes
off
And dives in the river St. Joseph,
In spite of the "ahs" and the "ohs" ofRight under the eyes and the nose of
The i<"OOd folks who visit St, Joseph,
ThoM shn.rnelelle you~ !ad£< of St. JOM.llh 1
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Jilofes a.nd {Jlippings.
A CoNSERVATIVE friend of ours,aftergivingthis Beecher
business much thought and attention says: "Mr. Beecher
must go down to posterity either as a great knave, or a
great fool," and we think he is correct; and we all know
the man is no fool,
ONE of the good sisters of Plymouth Church says all
this persecution against her dear Pastor, " is only the
doings of Satan in trying to oppose the work of the Lord."
The good soul may be partly right-Satan may have had
something to do in the business, but it is the Satan that
Mr. Beecher carries around with him.

the Central Criminal Court, London, upon the charge of
manslaughter for failing to employ a physician for his
sick child two years of age, but upon which hands where
laid and over which prayers were offered by the Elder and
members of the sect to whom he belonged, the child dying
nevertheless. The prisoner was acquitted; thus if a man
believes praying is more effective than a physician he is
justified in omitting the latter. It is to be regreted both
agencies, combined or separate, too often fail in prolonging life. By this court, however, is seems a man is privileged to believe tho strongest in which ever he pleases.
AMONG the startling utterances of Prof. Tyndall in his
late remarkable lecture we find this: "Abandoning all
disguise, the confession I feel bound to make before you
is that I prolong the vision backward across the boundary
of the experimental evidence, and discern in that Matter
which we in our ignorance, and notwithstanding our
reverence for its Creator, have hitherto covered with approbrium, the promise and potency of every form and
quality of life." By the ·term matter he undoubtedly
means to include all the forms and forces existing in the
universe, and he finds it competent to produce all the
varied phenomena in existence without the necessity of
any other creating power. He, however, virtually admits
there is a power inscrutable and unknowable.
CHRISTIANITY IN FIVE POINTS.-Much boasting has
been done within the past few years, as to the effects of
letting light into the benighted region called "Five
Points," in this city, and two mission houses or schools
have been started on what is termed "Paradise Square,"
and are conducted by our Christian churches. In one of
these recently a smali boy, five years old, named Guisippi
Vaudricke, for the enormous crime of not washing himhimself elean enough, was so severely whipped by one of
the teachers, Charles H. Barnard, that he went into convulsions and died from. the effects. It undoubtedly was
not intended to kill the unfortunate little fellow, but the
severity of the punishment was too much like other mercies the world has known from Christian sources.

SHALL Mr. Beecher continue to preach? Certainly.
Why not? He has demonstrated the fact that he can
prea~h well; and it is all a mistake that a man need be
virtuous to preach and praytosuitan audience, anymore
than a lawyer or physician has to be virtuous to practice
their professions, As an adulterous lawyer could make an
effective plea to a jury, so an adulterous preacher can
easily make an eloquent prayer or deliver a powerful
OF course Mr. Beecher has been acquitted. That was a
sermon. Let him follow his trade and preach on.
part of .the programme. Why did he select six of his warmANOTHER VILE CLERGYMAN.-Austin Hutchinson, a est chureh friends, if it was not to render a verdict
prominent Methodist minister, of Vermont, has been favorable to him? Is there a crimina~ in the whole
charged by his daughter, Ida Hutchinson, of incest. She country-horse-thief or robber, forger, or even muderer,avers he is the father of her babe, now five months old. Is who could be allowed to select a jury of six of his devoted
he not a pretty specimen of a man, to act as shepherd to friends, who would sit with closed doors, manipulate and
the weak lambs-to be an embassador from God to man I admit just such evidence as they pleased, administered no
If God has to depend upon such agents to attend to his oath, allowed no attorney or cross-examination on the
busiliess, his cause is getting deplorable indeed, An ap- opposite side, who could not be pronounced innoplication of hemp to the neck of such pious frauds, cent and be again turned loose upon society ? Is it all
an innocent man could wish to be white-washed and
would not be far out of the way.
cleared by such a court?
THE Graphic says: "If anything were needed to cover
HAs not the country cause for rejoicing that the "gray
Plymouth Church investigation with ridicule and to bring
haired" Beecher after the severe ordeal, through which he
the whole affair into contempt, it was supplied by the
has passed in being tried for the crime of adultery before
meeting held Eriday night (exculpating Beecher). The
the bar of the nation, a large majority of which have proreport read was the thickest coat of whitewash ever laid
nounced him guilty, should be able to preserve such
over a black ground. * * * * lVIr. Moulton was protected serenity of mind, such cheerfulness, in fact such vivacity
from praying men and worshiping men, who shouted
and mirthfulness, where he is rusticating on a plea"GiYe him hell" by the timely and efficient intervention
sure trip? In recent letters ·from the "Twin Mounof the police. Plymouth Church has thus put itself in a
tain House" we are assured by newspaper correspondisgraceful posture before the world and it will be along
dents that," he overflows with mirth and good feeling and
time before it becomes deodorized,"
is more petted than ever." It is almost singular how the
THE pious portion of the community have cause to old man can be so jolly. It would be thought by many that
regret the disgra0e brought upon the name of religion by for a divine to be proved guilty of an ungodly crime, or
tho riotous and disgraceful proceedings which occured on even to be believed guilty of it by millions of his countrythe memorable FridttY night uaeting hold hi Plymouth men, would make him sad and sorrowful. WhY, he is so
Church, when nearly three thonRand people were thrown demonstrative in his mirthfulness and wit. that his laugh
into a frenzy of rag-e because one man dare present him- ing and hilarity is often heard for a considerable distance
self thero and defend himself and the truth. Pistols were -the good, innocent soul!
drawn, cries of, "give him heil," •· put him out," "don't
To the millions who believe Mr. Beecher guilty of adlet him speak," "rush him," &c., &c., were uttered and nltel'y and falsehood he has now added the crime of perdemonstrations nmde that would doubtless have resulted jury. He has deliberately taken an oath that he was never
in the death of :Mr. Moulton had it not been for the pres- guilty of any unchaste conduct with Mrs. Tilton, and that
ence of policemen who httd to take active measures to a.ll of Mr. Tilton's charges against him are entirely false.
defend him. Is this really the conduct due from the first This oath he has taken before a magistrate in New Hampchurch in Christendom?
shire, near where he is rustica.ting on a pleasure trip
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in the suit he has commenced against Mr. Beecher, It
seems very singular to hundreds of thousands how he
could deliberately take such an oath, when he knows himself he is guilty and when he knows there are several
others who know it also, and they know he knows they
know it. When a man begins a career of crime and he
undertakes to cover his actions with falsehood, there is
no telling where he may end. The road to infamy is
often precipitous and rapid. The old Greeks or Romans
had an adage-" whom tlH\ gods would destroy they first
make mad." Poor Henry Ward Beecher. Much as he has
endeared himself to thousands for the many liberal sentiments he has uttered, by his falseness, he is doomed to
fall at last.
The papers have recently been discussing the danger
and impropriety of pastoral visits to the sisters of the
church in the absence of their husbands and fathers; some
insisting the pastor should either visit families only
when the head of the house is at home, or take a companion with him who would serve as a protector against
temptation. If all the crimes that have been committed
under the fiimsy guise of pasto1·al visits could be given
the world, it.would be one of the blackest volumes that
has ever been printed. The unusually unsuspecting men
of the community are awakening to the danger their
wives and daughters are subjected to, by these frequent
visits and are considering the best way to avert them.
Much the better way, is to disperse with pastors andclerymen altogether. They are indeed an expensive luxury,
costing the country over $60,000,000 per year and being the
source of a great share of the mischief perpetrated. It
is one of the greatest mi takes in the world-the belief
they promote virtue or morality by their libidinous conduct and hypocritical cant. The world no longer requires
the inculcation of false dogmas and creeds, but the diffus.ion of science and truth, and the quicker it dispenses
with these fashionable, idle and useless middle-men, gobetweens-the pious clergy-and does its own thinking
and praying, the better will it be for humanity. Haste the
the day, say we.

A correspondent of The Lott·isv ille Gottrie1·-Jottrnal,
writing from Brooklyn, says: "Henry Ward Beecher, as
the world knew him has ceased to exist. Here in Brooklyn. where the Beecher sentiment is strongest., eight men
out of ten believe him guilty. His has indeed been a
"ruinous defense." His over-enthusiastic friends have
crowded him from one position into. another until he has
antagonized the best friend he eyer had in this unhappy
situation. Mr. Thomas Kinsella, of the Brooklyn Eaole,
heard from l\Ir. Beecher's own lips a confession of the
great preacher's guilt. This was about three years ago.
l\Ir. Kinsella heard the confession, but following the admission came such a plett for mercy as only Henry
Ward Beecher could make. The Plymouth pulpiteer went
down on his knees before the editor of the Ea(Jle, and before that interview terminated Kinsella gave the great
preacher his pledge that the Eaole should never lend itself to RllY movement calculated to injure the standing of.
Henry Ward Beecher. Mr. Kinsella made certain conditions, to be sure, but they were in relation to religion and
not matters for public comment at this time. Subsequently, Mr. Kinsella was informed ~hat lVIr. Moulton was the
trucekeeper between the two men, and as "Tom" is a
smart man, as well as an able journalist, he very soon
made capital with 1\Ioulton by informing th!l latter that
he knew all about it. Time passed on, Kinsella, as well
as llloulton, guarded the secret sacredly. Finally the
Golden Aue was started. :Houlton subscribed liberally,
and a number of Tilton's personal friends took from five
to twenty shares of the capital stock. While the liRt was
still incomplete ~Ir. Kinsella met Mr. Moulton, and in
the course of the conversation Kinsella said to the mutual
friend: "It is only fair that Mr. Beecher should lend
me a helping hand in this enterprise. He is abundantly
able, and you know he is vitally interested in sustaining
'l'heodore.'' The suggestion that Beecher should contribute $5,000 to aid '.rilton's newspaper was first made by
Thomas Kinsella, editor of Mr. Beecher'lil Brooklyn
A MAN named Thomas Hines has recently been tried in among the mountains, and in reply to lVIr. ~'ilton's charge organ.
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f!Iommuniatfions.
What J Think of Spiritualism.
TO A LADY l!'RIEND.
MADA1I :-I am pleased to learn that THE SPIRITUALIST AT WoRK, a copy of which I sent you meets
with your entire approbation, and that yon are constrainell to say that you have never met with a paper
before that so entirely meets your idea of what a paper
of that kind should be-a compliment for which my
friend the Editor is under obligations to you, and
in which opinion I fully concur and though not
so well versed in Spiritualistic literature as yourself, yet, as you know, I have had some training in
that school, having been for several years, during its
incipiency and early stru,!rgles connected with that
movement, and am therefore somewhat conversant
with its history, philosophy, mission and p!ace in the
great moral revolution through which society is now
passing, the results of which in their comprehensiveness, beneficial tendency, and permanent character the
worlu will more clearly see when the passions, prejudies, and inevitable confusion of the hour, engen.dered by the struggle between the new philosophy
an old and long cherished opinions, dogmas, customs,
and prejudices of society shall have subsided, just as
we of to-day can form a better judgment of the scope,
importance and results of the Reformation and other
great revolutions through which the race in its progress upward has passed.
You ask me to define my position with regard to
Spiritualism, which I will do very cheerfully, tirst, because I am glad of the opportunity of checking (so far
as I may) a tendency on the part of some of our .Materialistic brethren to undervalue the work that Spirit
ualism is doing and has done, and to class it among
the superstitons and treat it and its adherents in a
hostile spirit. And secondly, because 1 should grieve
to have you think for a moment that your firm conviction of the truth of Spiritualbm and my attitulle
with regard to it, namely that of patiently waiting for
the verclict of science that will compel belief and dispel all doubt, should cause even a ~hadow of a cloud
of difl:'erence or inhannony between us.
I was, as I have said, a Spiritualist in its early inception when it cost something, in reputation, socially
and otberwi~;e, to be known as a believer in that faith,
as indeed it does in some benighted and priest-ridden
communities to this day. But as years went on many
things occurred to throw a cioud of doubt on the reality
of the phenomena, that is, of their supposed spiritual or
supermundane origin. That there are genuine phenomena that cannot be or have not been explained by any
known physicalluw I have never doubted, and though
ceasing to call myself a Spiritualist I have always
cherished the hope that my doubts may be removed, and
that the doctrine of the immortality of man will yet
be in my life-time. taken by scientific researeh out of
the realm of belief a!ll! speculation and placed in that
of positive knowledge.
About ten years ago I became interested in the writings of the :English scientiot8 such as Huxley, .1\lill,
Tyndall, and Darwin, also in the Positive Philospby
of Auguste Comte which led me stillmore to doubt the
spiritual origin of tlie phenomena of Spiritualism and
finally to a conviction that so far as we could know,
the fact of au existence separate from a materild organization is not in tlw order of nature, however
rtattering the belief to the egotistical nature of man.
Although nothing has as yet transpired to change
that belief, yet l must confess the conclusions of
Alfred H.. Wall ace ;md Prot. Crookcs founded on their
careful and long continued experiments and investigation have given me pause, and should the reEults of
other mens' examinations, as eminent in scientific
reputation and attainments corroborate these, I shall
have to rc-examiue the whole subject in the light of
the increasing facts and kno,dedge ou the subject that
have been rapidly accumulating during the past few
years.
But while unconvinccd of the truth of the spiritual
origin of the phenomena l have nc.ver ceased to be in
entire harmony with its philosophy and in full 5ympathy with its aJherents, and thankful for the splendid
work that they have· clone and are doing in loosening
thcJ hold of superstition on the minds of the
people-in shaming the church out of its iliiberality,
dogmatism, and antiquated enors-in frcemg men
and women from theological tyranny and mental
slavery, iu difl:'using uew tmth and dispelling old
errors and in encouraging aud promoting inquiry and
freedom of thought in every direction, in healiug the
diseased and cmnforting the bereaved and sorrowing
sons and daughters of humanity.
There has been no moral revolution since the Reformation that has accomplished so much for progress
and mental liberty in so short a time as have the teachings of Spiritualism.
The Deists and o!Ll line Infidels although furnished
with a whole arsenal of weapons by the philosophers
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and who
are more or less aggressive, have as yet made coin paratively but little impression on the belief of Cbristentlom, except in an indirect and negative way, for while
they have unsettled the belief of thousands and raised

doubt, yet they do not result in positive conviction or
in action for the reason that the step from believing so
much to disbelieving everything they have been taught,
is too great for them to take, so that the doubting and
disaffected in the churches remain there, and while giving an outward assent to the doctrines of the church
and nominally reckoned as christians, are nevertheless
not in sympathy with the system as a whole.
The Spiritualists on the other hand, while retaining
the central doctrine of all religions-that of the immortality of the soul, and asserting its capability of
proof by its varied phenomena and by attacking only
the grosser and more injurious errors of the church,
while retaining its phraseology, general ideas and
doctrines, yet manage to give them a new interpretation, and infuse into them a new meaning more in harmony with the spirit and knowledge of the age, thus
putting the nLw wine of truth into the old bottles, and
making the illeas of the new philosophy run smoothly
in the old grooves and familiar channels of church
formula am! language_
It thus meets the needs of tbe multitude and becomes a kind of half-way house between old theology
and the extreme radical position and revolutionary
conclusions of the Deistical and Atheistical writers
and philosophers of this and the last century; in a word
it becomes a kind of house of refuge to which the
doubting and disaffected of the churches coulll fly
for rest and fellowship-some to find it, and to abille
permanently satisfied there-others to move on in time
to the less intuitive, imaginal, and emotional, and
more purely intellectual and (as we think) logical position of Materialism.
It appears to be a law of nature appertaining to
the realms of the spiritual and moral as well as
to the material, that function and adaptation invariably follow corresponding conditions. A want is no
sooner well developed :.s a resultant of the law of
evolution than its proper supply appears.
Great revolutions invariably precede and produce
leaders and not conversely.
Luther and his co-adjutors were not the cause of
the Heformation, but the outgrowth of a protest against
papal tyrn.nny'aud assumption of power that had its
inception before they were born, and in the fulness
of time when the key-note was struck by the right man
it meta ready response in the hearts of millions of men.
Effects in their turn became causes, and the effects of
that great revolution are rww culminating in other
causes which like the successive waves of the ocean
carry humanity on from lower to higher and from good
to better in accordance with the law of evolution.
As the Reformation was in the sixteentli, so Spiritualism is in the Nineteenth century, the evangel and
hope of the world, and is in its turn shaking the
Rome of to-day to its centre.
Like the former it bas its extravagances, excesses
and possibly some errors, as must necessarily be the
case in all great moral and religious agitations when old
beliefs are breaking up, during which men inevitably
swing to the opposite extreme.
But time will eliminate 1he evil and repress the excesse&, the error will
drop out and the evtravagances will disappear, and
only the good and true remain_
Like the former too, rts advent into the world of
thought was most opportune. Doubt, disbelief, and
unrest were everywhere prevalent in the church, men
were outgrowing their creeds and becoming wiser
than their teachers. Their souls were no longer
satisfied with sncb food as the church had to give,
men were ripe for au onward movement but not to
the extent t!mt Hume, Voltaire, Bolingbroke, D'
Holbach, Paine, and their co-adjutors invited them,
they desired to go up higher, but there was none to
point the way until Spiritualism appeared and gathered them into its fold.
It must not be forgotten, however, that it is not a
finality any more than was Christianity either before or
after its reformation, neither are its pltenomena as yet
capable of being proved or demonstrated unless the
experiments of Profs. Wallace, Crooke, and Hare be
considered final and conclusive, which few will admit,
but neither have they been disproved, much less accounted for satisfactorily on any purely natural
hypothesis, or known law.
So that as between the Spiritualist and :Materialist
the question of life after death at> being in the order
of nature, and proven by the Spiritual phenomena, is
still an open question.
But, however the question
may be decided, the good th:tt Spiritualism lws done
and is capable of doing will not be afl:'ected materially thereby. Its philosophy is founded in truth applicable to human ·lifo regardless of its future destiny
and a safe guide for right action to men in the flesh,
even if the conception of a future existence so consoling and sustAining to many should prove a delusion
de~tincd to fade out in the fierce light of modern
criticism and scientific analysis as many another
cherished doctrine has done in the past.
The hostility of some :il'Iaterialists to Spiritualism is
a matter of regret as beiu~ not only uncalled for and
unwarrantable, but impolitic am! unwise. As we have
seen it is doing the very work that secularism de&ires
to do but is unable only in a limited degree to accomplish. It is folly to fight against those who are
fighting our battles, and doing our work merely because they use some weapons and methods different
from ours.

Like the 1\Iaterialist they believe in the law of progress-in evolution-in universal mental liberty and
in freedom from tyranny of every kind and nature,
eclesinsticnl as well as political and social. They
seek the destmction of all creeds and institutions that
cramp the intellect and hinder the growth and development of the soul, a11d insist on obedience to law
as the direct road to individual happiness and universal brotherhood. Y oms for the Right,
HUGH BYRON BIWWN.
New York, August, 18'74.
rFor The Truth Seeker.~

Social Science.
BY 1'. A. BLAND, III, D.
St. Paul sAid, "Though I have faith suflicicnt to
remove mountains, mtd though the al·cumulatcd!wowleclge of the univc1rse were mine, and though l possessed the eloquence of an angel, yet if I have not
charity I am as nothing."
I wish to say that though this generation be able by
the aid of science, to weigh the planets, and measure
the limitless depths of space, and belt the globe with
thought in the twinkling of an eye, and dissolve the
solid mountains or pierce their hearts, though we ride
on the wings of stenm, and compel old Sol to paint
our pictures, and though we do a thousanll wonderful
things which to St. Paul would have appeared marvelous as the work of gods, yet if we lack a correct
social science our knowledge is sure to come to
naught.
Society is the great fact of the world, and its true,
just, and harmonious relations, the problem of problems.
The history of the race is a history of antagonisms,
11 struggle for existence in which the strong devour
the weak with remorseless selfishness.
The instinct of self preservation has almost universally been correlated into the sentiment of antagonism,
the outworking of which is war in its different phases.
The primitive man WAS the heir of certain urgent
wants, such as food, clothing, shelter, etc. 'l'o satisfy
these wants was tlifficult because the supply was
limited, and because the demand was great and constantly increasing.
He found himself in competition with not only his
fellow men, but the beasts of the plain and jungle.
Might makes right, was the only statute law in existence, and war with all its conditions was the normal
condition of society. Strength, alertness and cunning
were essential to success, indeed without these one
could not hope to maintain continued earthly existence,
and subsistence. The primitive man was a true
Islunaelite, his hand was against every other man's
band.
The skulls of the p1e historic races show very low
development in the region of the intellectual and social
organs, and an almost total absence of the moral
faculties. A comparison of lhl'se with crania of difl:erent ages shows a gradual development of the superior
posterior, superior frontal, and also of the coronal regions of the head of the race, the regions of the brain
which manifest tht> functions of friendship, intellect
and moral sense or sense of responsibility. The first
prompted the organization of the family and of patriarchal or tribal clans. The second euablecl man to
achieve easy victories over the brutes, anci to add to
his comforts and resources by cultivating the soil, ami
mising cattle. The last gave birth to ideas (at first
crude and indistinct) of the rights of others to life and
property.
'I' he progress of socialism anll or in tellcctual development was rapid, but moral development bas had
slow growth.
For thousands of years the whole family of man (or
nearly so) have been organized into tribes or nationalities. But it has been but a few centmics since the
idea that it was wrong for one tribe or nation to rob,
JllUrder, or enslave another, was born, and it bas not
been fully and generally accepted to this dayWar and its legitimate child slavery, were commended by most and condemned by none of either
the Hebrew prophets m· heathen philosoph us.
Social compacts am! national governments have
been in the main formed solely for S(•lf-proteclion and
plunder. Kings have been and are still but bandit
chiefs, or pirate captains of the more honorable and
respectable sort, and the average American or French
politician is little if any better.
He prates of liberty
but his practical definition of it is that the people are
at liberty to make him their chief wil.h uulimitecl opportunities to oppress and rob them, and any impeachment of his actions is treason to the country or
at least to· the party that he represents. In the French
Assembly convened by H.obespierre in 1792 when a
question of policy Wt1S brought to a vote the members
were informed that they slwulll vote their true sentiments', but when one member announced his vote
against the policy of the Jacobin !caller, a wave of the
hand of that leader brought the sword of the headsman across his neck and tho head of this miuority
member fell upon the floor of the chamber. The hint
was sufticien t.
The vote was unanimous. American democracy is
au advauce on the French article but it is of the same
sort essentially.
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''To the victors belong tlw spoils," says Andrew I will name shop-lifting, pocket-picking, house break- 'But to the point,' I replied, for my curiosity began
Jackson. "Death to the traitor," says Ben Butler, ing, gambling in all its forms, gift enterprises church to be excited. ' What read you concerning me in
not only during lmt since the war.
fairs, stock jobbing, gold specnlations, Credlt Mobi- futurity?' 'What do I see in the future? You will
Minorities have no rights that majorities are bound to lier rings, official back pay, perquisites pocketed by not believe me if I speak.' 'Yes, indeed, I assure you.
respect, is the practical declaration of every legislative public officials, or corporation officers, cheating in trade Come, my good mother, what am I to fear and hope?'
body in this country from the Congress of the nation by misrepresentation or by taking advantage of the 'On your head be it then; listen : You will be married soon; that union will not be happy. Yon will
to the city councils of New York and Chicago.
inexperience or stupidity of others, etc. ,·etc.
If these definitions are correct (and I challenge criti- become a widow and then-then you will be queen of
Epicurus commended the acquisition of property as
a leading object in life. In speaking of the reh1tive cism) the American civil service is a system of theft France. Some happy years will be yours. But you
value of different sorts of property, he says evidently for the perquisite£ and extra pay of different sorts ex: will die in a hospital amid civil commotion.' "
Of this prophecy, Allison, the historian, says :
land is the most valuable species of property, as it is ceed the regular salaries of our public officers.
The Christian church is what \Vendell Phillipe "The history of .Josephine had been very remarkathe basis of all wealth and least of all subject to depreciation. ~ext to land in value is man himself, as styled it thirty years ago, a band of robbers, a ble. She was born in the West Indies ; and it had
the land is of but little use without slaves to cultivate it. brotherhood of thieves, for it builds its temples and early been prophesied by an old negress that she
Is not the world full of disciples of Epicurus to-clay? supports its ministry largely by blackmail, and it' should lose her first husband, be extremely unfortuSlavery in its most offensive form is disappearing be- utterly fails to give a just equivalent for the money nate, but that she shoultl afterwards be greater than a
fore the enlightened mora1 sense of the world, but received. The business corporations (railroad com- queen. This prophecy, the authenticity of which is
slavery none the less real is a universal fact still. The panies, insurance companies, etc.,) are organized and placed beyond a doubt, was fulfilled in the most sinforms and modes of the institution have changed conducted in the interests of robbery and theft, and gular manner. Her first husband, Alexander Beanthe principles of robbery and theft are not only the harnais, a general in the army of the Rhine, bad been
but the thing itself remains.
In some points the new form is better, in others it foundation stones of our entire commercial system, guillotined during the French Revolution ; and she,
who was also imprisoned at the same time, was only
but they penetrate it all through.
is worse than the old.
Sharp practice, cornering the market, good profits, saved from death by the fall of Robespierre. So
Chattel slaves are seldom if ever turned out to
starve when disabled by accident or age. The serfs etc., are the popular terms, but these and many other strongly was the prophecy impressed on her mind that
of Europe and the wage classes of America perish by commercial phrases are interchangeable with stealing, while lying in the dungeon of the Conciergerie, expecting every hour to be summoned to the Revolu.
thousands annually for want of food, clothing, and robbery, etc.
It is estimated that one-fifth of the entire population tionary Tribunal, she mentioned it to her fellow
shelter, while those who have grown opulent on the
profits of their labor revel in superfluous wealth and of America live without labor of any soJt, I mean any pri~;~oners, and to amuse them named some of them as
give them no thought save when that barometer of sort of productive labor. They are neither farmers ladies of the bed-chamber-a jest which she afterpublic opinion, the press, warns them that riot or mechanics, merchants, physicians, lawyers, preachers: wards lived to realize to one of their number." In a
revolution is imminent, when they dole out a few authors, or officials, but gamblers, speculators, loafers, note. Allison adds : "The author heard of this
shillings to be used in establishing cheap soup houses drones, dead beats, or some other type of thieves. prophecy long before Napoleon's elevation to the
in the name of charity. And these people honestly It is a notorious fact tbat these classes live most cx- throne, from the late Countess of Bath and the Counbelieve (so rudimentary is the sense of justice in them) tnwagantly. It is an equally notorious fact that the tess of Ancram, who were educated in the same conthat they are doing right in accumulating as much as farmers, mechanics and other laborin·g classes live vent with Josephine, and had heard her repeatedly
possible of the common earnings, and that what they from necessity, the most economical of any people mention the circumstance in early youth."
There is not a prophecy in the Bible as well attested
give in charity entitles them to special credit, and in this cotmtry. Is it possible that any one is so blind
thousands of their victims accept this view of the as not to be able to see the parallel between the old or as remarkable as this one respecting J osephinc,
form of slavery and the new, in both of which the chief yet no tlleologian will attempt to explain it by supmatter also.
An English Lord said in a speech recently that the feature is that those who earn all get but a limited posing the old ncgress was divinely inspired to make
law of primogeniture which entails the entire estate share, while tho~e who earn nothing revel in luxury. these prophetic mterances.
All ages and n<ttions have had their prophets. SomeThis is the problem with which social science must
of the English father upon his oldest son is one of the
bulwarks of freedom ancl warned the people against grapple. Here is indicated the reform it must in- times they have hit the trnth; sometimes they have
missed. The proportion of failures probably equals
any encroachment upon this time honored statute. A augurate.
Slavery in every form must be abolished, robbery· if it docs not exceed that of the successful guesses.
proposition to establish such a law in America would
Hundreds and thousands are uttering prophecies
be received with disgnst. It would be pronounced and theft must disappear, before a correct and comevery rlay. Some of them are recorded, but the larger
infamous to make such discrimination between child- plete social science.
number, when repeated, are recalled from memory
ren of the same parentage. The reason for this difference
and related, often with artful, frequently with uncleis found in the conservation of ideas, what we are ac[For The Truth Seeker.]
signed addition or omission to make thEm correscustomed to does not seem bad to us, while a less
pond with events that have occurred. vVhen prophProphecieE.
palpable wron$, presented for the first time excites our
ecies fail, and the failure is evident, they drop into
indignation. J:lefore the late civil war in this country
MR. EDITOR:-The prophecies of the Bible furnish forgetfulness, except when they are skillfully modionly those who lived at a distance from the scenes of the theologialil with one of his favorite arguments fied or twi~tcd out of their original meaning and inslavery, or who withdrew themselves mentally into in favor of the Divine origin of the Bible.
geniously applied to events never thought of by
the holy mountain whose summit is bathed in the
The power to foretell events, however, is no proof
authors.
purest atmosphere of freedom, were able to appreciate of supernatural intervention. Lincoln was a proph- their
Prophecies, as a rule, prove failures in proportion
the moral turpitude of that infamous system.
et when he said, ''This natwn cannot remain per- to their circumstantiality and particularity of stateAnd there are public social sins almost as heinous manently half slave and half free." Rousseau was a ment. lnd~finiteness is the characteristic of most
as African slavery, existing as notorious and well- prophet when he predicted the French Revolution. prophecies that have come down from antiquity.
nigh universal facts in this country, that are not re- There is a passage in the ]\'redia of Seneca that is cer· Could many of the old Bible prophets return to earth
ganled as sins at all by the great mass of our people, tainly very prophetic. It reads thus: "Times shall and look over their own predictions, they would
even the clergy stand too close to these sins to see hereafter come, when the cbain of things shall br; probably tincl it as difficult to explain them as it was
them and when (as occasionally happens) 11 prophet relaxed by the ocean ; a vast country shall be reveal- for Jean Paul Ritcher in his advanced years to exwho has taken counsel with the Most High calls some ed; the sea shall unfold new worlds, and Thule plain an obscure passage in one of his works. "When
public sin by its right name and warns the people of cease to be the most distant country." Berkeley's pro- I wrote that sentence," said he, ".God and I knew
the consequences of persisting· in it, the preachers are phetic verses on America are familiar to the common what it meant: God may know now, but as for mythe first to denounce him as a fanatic and a heretic.
reader, are indeed rather remarkable. "A prophet- self I have long since forgotten it."
Forty years ago the pulpit was the bulwark of ical pamphlet," says the EflinbuTgh Review of July,
Before a prophecy can be cited as evidence of anyslavery, the clergy its chief apologists and defenders. 1844, "published by the famous astrologist Lilly, thing supernatural it must be shown
·
vVit.hout the support of the church that damnable in- was thought to be so signally verified by the great lire of
1. That the prophecy has been fulfilled.
stitution con lcl not have maintained its existence a London, that the author was summoned before the
2. That it was written or uttered before the event
half score of years at any period since the adoption of House of Commons and publicly requested there to occurred.
the American constitution.
favor them with the prospects of the nation for 1852.
3. That it is in clear and specific language that
Slavery in its gross palpable form has been abolish- Zaclkicl, the English astrologist, publishecl the nativ- will not apply about equally well to different events.
ed. But another type of this social leprosy, which ity of Louis Napoleon, in which occurred the follow4. That the prediction has not been tampered with
has existed for a long- time in a mild form has assum- ing pasSaj!;e: ''But let him not dream of lasting to correspond with the event.
ed violent symptoms in this country since the other honors or prosperity. He shall found no dynasty, he
5. That the narrative has not been modified to suit
type gave way.
shall wear no durable crown ; but in the midst of the prediction.
(l wish to say parenthetically that having to treat deeds of blood and slaughter, with afl:righted Europe
6. That some indvicluals, peculiarly organized in
now of a sin with which American and European trembling beneath the weight of his tlaring martial certain conditions cannot, by theirunassisted powers
society is thoroughly enmeshed, I almost despair of hosts, he clesc·.cncls beneath the heavy hands of fate, have a clearer vision of coming events than the orclin:
being understood, and must therefore !Je very explicit and falls to rise no more ; with none to mourn him, ary mind in its normal state.
in definitions.) \Vliencvcr one person or cltts£ of per- none to inherit his renown, none to record his good
7. That the correspondence between the predicsons serve another person or class of pcrsous, without deeds and none to lament his destruction." Already tion and occnrence is not a mere coincidence.
the reward of eqnivaleut service, or from motives the author of this prophecy is making use of it, in the
8. That the event predicted could not possibly
of voluntary benevolence or some other ..noble senti- late copy of his almanac to prove that astrolop:y is a have been foreseen by human sagacity.
ment, there is slavery.
science, and to increase his reputation and business.
The reasonableness of these criteria is evident,
Involuntary servitude of whatever sort, whether One of the most remarkable prophecies on record is I think. Yet what prophecy in the Bible carefully
procured !Jy fear of physical torture or of any other that of an old negro woman, who foretold Jose- examined and fairly tested by them, will sustain the
evil, is slavery.
phine's royal destiny. Josephine's own narrative, as assumption of the theologian as to its Divine origin ?
All persons wh<J live on the product of the labor of relrrted by her to the ladies of her court and reproRespectfully,
B. F. UNDERwooD.
others, without performing their quota of productive duced by her biographer, Memes, is as follows :
labor (mental or physical) are slave holders.
"One day, sometime before my first marriage,
Recipe for ~Ialdng an Orthodox De-ril.
All persons who mvoluntarily (whether with their while taking my usual walk, I observed a number of
Take a fine, large, walking, talking snake-one that
knowledge or without it) share tlw results of their ncg·ro girls, assembled around an old woman, engaged
labor with others are slaves.
in telling their fortunes. I drew near to observe their is gentlemanly-like, benevolent, and fond of teaching
Robbery consists in forcibly possessing· ones self of proceecl111gs. The old sybil, on beholding me, utter- mankind useful knowledge, and able to out-general an
ed a loud exclamation, and almost by force, seized my orthodox god, and teach him, too; then make him into a
the goods of another.
Theft consists in clandestinely getting possession of hand. She appeared to be under the greatest agita- horned, long-tailed split-footcclmonster-like the one
something belonging to another.
tion. A!nusecl at these absurdities, as I thought pictured out in the bible-and let n priest work him
The>"e definitior.s are as broacl as I can make them, them, I allowed her to proceed, saying, 'So you dis· over ; them make him go to and fro in the earth, and
yet I fear the reader will not be able to give them as cover something extraordinary in my destiny?' walk up and down in it, and go about like a roaring
wide an application as I desire lie should.
' Yes.' 'Is happiness or misfortune to be my lot?' lion, seeking whom he may devour, without killing
Please think of wars of conquest, of llanditti, of 'Misfortune. Ah, stop ! and happiness too.' 'You them ; but do not make him half as bad as the orthodox God, or one might often be taken for the other,
knights of the road, of street robbers, of political take care not to commit yourself, my dame. Your
combinations, lloarrls of trade, rings, blackmail in all oracles are not intelligible.' 'I am not permitted to and spoil both of them ; but make him rule the ortho·
Dn. N. B. LAmD,
its forms, (political, ecclesiastical and social) etc., etc. render them more clear,' said the woman raising her clox Hell.
Sparta, Tenn.
These are forms of robbery. As illustrations of theft eyes with a mysterious expression towards heaven.
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Important Announcement.
It being now conceded, generally, that sentiments
the most exalted, information the most solid, _and
lessons the most salntary can be conveyed in a manner
the most fascinatmg through the medium of Romance,
we have much pleasure in announcing to our friends
and patrons, that we shall commence in the next
number of THE TRUTH SEEKER a startling, serial
story, in the interests of human progress, entitled THE
WITCH OF THE WINE-MARK, and written especially
for our columns by a member of the New York press,
long in the field of critical and general literature.
Most sincerely do we hope that our new enterprise,
in this relation, shall meet with the fullest concur- renee on the part of those who alone can make it a
success. That this serial will add materially to the
interest of our publication there cannot be a shadow
of doubt; inasmuch as, while depicting some of the
terrible scenes and incidents that characterized the
period of Witchcraft so disgraceful to the Christian annals of New England, it flows in the grooves of
thought that we have so long and so faithfully endorsed. The plot is mo£t captivating, and the characters brought to bear upon its development, true to
nature. In a word, THE WITCH oF THE WINE MARK
is a story of great power and originality, and cannot
fail to interest our readers, young and old, in an unusual degree, and to advance the character of the
periodical literature of the day.

The Bible No. 10.
We are so often told by Bible defenders and worshipers, that the book contains "inherent evidence of
its divinity," it is proper for us to continue our investi·
gations and see if we can discover these inhm·ent evidences that it was written by the hand of God. If
he wrote it, it contains nought but truth and excellence; for he is all truth and perfection, and if we find
error or falsehood, it is proof positive he had nothing
to do with it.
We will at this time make a few brief observations
upon the Bible account of the Flood, and see how they
compare with reason, science and truth.
The Deluge is one of the great events in Bible history, and fills un impo?·tant part in the story upon which
the Jewish and Christian religions are founded. It
may be said, almost, to be the corner-stone of the structure, and if this is removed, the whole building inevitably falls.
It seems it was but a few generations after the creation-when every thing was pronounced good and
satisfactory, before the creatures God had made, had
become so wicked that his patience with them was
completely exhausted, and he regretted very much
that he had made man. We are told in other places,
that God is unchangeable-that he repenteth not, and
is "the same yesterday, to-day and forever," but as it
says in this place "it repented the Lord tlwt he had
made man on the earth, and it g1·ieved him at his hem·t,"
we are bound to suppose it was so, and though he
was the architect of the entire Universe, and had the
power to know every event that would occur in an
future times, we are at the same time required to
think he was so weak-minded as to get discouraged
and be sorry for what he had done, and come to the determination to destroy not only the human race, but
the entire animal creation, quadrupeds, reptiles,
birds, insects and an, which we have no reason to
suppose had been at all guilty of the wickedness of
man. It seems hard that a merciful and just God
should put millions upon millions of innocent beings
to death for the crimes others had committed. Can
it be God would be guilty of such conduct? The
book says so, and those who feel constrained to believe
a part, have to believe this portion also. It would
seem a Deity "with power equal to his will " could
have hit upon some plan of killing off the wicked

inhabitants of the earth, if he wished to, in a more easy
and expeditious manner-and in the space of a few
days or hours, without subjecting myriads of harmless animals to the same cruel fate. To view it in the
best possible .light, it was a tedious, indirect mode by
which to get rid of the sinful men and women on
earth, to drown it out, and all in it, except what could
take passage on a single boat-requiring a whole year
to embark, and to await the rising and falling of the
waters. On other occnsions it seems God has smitten
to death in one night or one hour, thousands of his
children with very little apparent efl'ort, and one
would think he could have done it just as well on this
occasion, by plague, pestilence or some other merciful
touch of his hand, without resorting to the slow, troublesome process, of creating or producing such an immense volume of water, necessary to drown out the
whole earth and cover it to the tops of the highest
mountains and leave the innocent portion of his
creation uninjured; but we have to suppose this plan
did not suit hiru at that time, and that nothing but
drowning the world,-the men, women and children
-the horses, cows, sheep, clogs, cats, rats, and mice,
hens, turkeys, doves, sparrows, linnets and thousands
of other species of animal existences, would answer
his purpose.
After coming to the cruel decision to take this
merciless course, it seems he had interviews \Yith old
man Noah, (who hac! lived to be six hundred years of
age) and told him how to fashion the ark, what kind
of wood to make it of-the size of ark, the size of
the do<Jr and window-and Noah being a good sort of
man followed instructiolls, and the ark was made according to specifications.
God seems to have changed his tactics somewhat
since those days ; now if a man or a set of men decide
to build a ship, schooner, steamboat or raft, he seems
not to interfere and lets them get the same up about
as they wish to, and does not trouble himself much
about it; not so in Captain Noah's time; the entire
details were given then by God, and Noah had just to
carry them out to the letter-.
It is unnecessary to enumerate a1l the details--the
reader is doubtless familiar with them-every person
is necessarily so, who has grown up_in this Christian
country. Our purpose is to look at these " inherent
evidences of Divinity" and to see if the statements in
this remarkable narrative comport with divine truth
as found in reason and science. To our mind the
whole story abounds with so much that is crude,
improbable and impossible that we are compelled to
discredit it and we are far more constrained to think it
the work of some ill-informed person that to suppose
God ever wrote it, or dictated it. We will not have
space in this article to consider all the points in this remarkably damp subject, but will notice a few of them.
One of the difficulties to get over, is to understand
where such a vast quantity of water could come from,
sufficient to cover the whole surface of the earth, five
miles or more in depth, for it takes that distance to
reach the tops of the highest mountains, which we are
told were covered. Think for a moment, the vast
amount that would be required to envelope the whole
earth, to the depth of five miles, remembe:ing the earth
is twenty-five thousand miles in circumference in either
direction. Why, it would take hundreds of times as
much water as is in existence in connection with this
planet. Where could this water all come from ?
Where could it all have been stored ? And where,
again, could it all have gone to when the waters were
assuaged and dry Janel appeared ? It hardly
answers to use the argument usua1ly given us on occasions like this by our Christian friends, "all things
are possible with God.'' It is not true, all things are
not possible with Gocl. He cannot be inconsistent
with himself-he cannot act against himself-he cannot lie. If we know any thing of God at aU, it is that
nature's laws were established by him and that he
never transcends them. It would be nearly as consistent to ask us to believe God caused water.enough to
fall to fill the entire orbit of Neptune, thus submerging
the sun, the earth and the planets in the solar system,
as to require us to believe that by "breaking up the
fountains of the deep and opening the windows of
heaven" water enough was let down in forty days to
cover the entire earth to the depth of five miles.
What a clumsy description-what an impossible story!

Reader just think for a moment how fast it must
have rained to make five miles in depth in forty days;
(the tops of the highest mountains are more than five
miles above the level of the sea). The highest point
of the Himalaya mountains is 29,200 feet high, thus the
water would have to fall to the depth of 730 feet per
day, thirty feet and five inches per hour, or six and a
half inches per minute, and this for forty days and
nights over the whole earth, and this without taking
into account the increased diameter of the earth as we
diverge from its centre. It would require a vast quantity more of water for the last mile than the firstmore even than exists on the earth to-day. That may
wall be de~ominated "a right smart shower." All
the water spouts, "cloud bursts" and torrents the
world has ever known could not produce one trillioneth part of the water, of this one rain. We are appalled at the immensity of water, and again ask where
could it all come from and where could it all go to ?
The atmosphere is capable of supporting but a small
fraction of it; when it evaporated, then what became
of it ?
Let us for a moment consider the utter impossibility of the evaporation of such a body of water at a
distance of five mile~ from the earth's surface. At an
altitude of 12,000 feet we find perpetual snow even
under the equator. It is so cold at that height that
snow never melts and consequently cannot evaporate.
Add near 18,000 feet more to this altitude and we
arrive at :t point so cold that it not only never rains or
snows there, and that water, if it could reach that
height would free:r:e at once fifty feet in depth,
never again to melt or evaporate.
1lfount Ararat, where the ark is said to have effected a landing, is over seventeen thousand feet high,
which is five or six thousand feet above the line of
perpetual snow. It would be a pretty cold altitude
for the disembarkment of animals belonging to the
tropics and southern temperate zones, and they would
inevitably perish, long before they could get down
where it was warm enough to suit their natures.
Reader the impossibility and falseness of this deluge
story is too apparent. It is simply an impossibility.
Such an event never occurred and God never wrote
any such statement, though it may be found in a thousand Bibles. He is not the author of such unmitigated
falsehoods and absurdities.
Instead of finding •' inherent evidence" of divinity
in this statement, we find inherent evidence of ignorance and stupidity. Let us not for a moment suppose God requires us to throw away our reason and
common sense to believe such insipid twaddle.
God is not such an unreasonable being, nor does he
require man to so stullify himself and all that is di.
vine in his nature. The highe~t and truest conception
we can have of God, is truth, goodness and justice,
the opposite of falsehood, revenge and oppression.
Let us then believe him to be a good being, not a monster of cruelty and wrong.
A further consideration of the incidents and state·
ments of the deluge we will defer till our next.
Since our last issue we have been favored with a
call from Col. Robt. G. Ingerson and B. F. Underwood
-the first on a pleasure trip East with his family, and
the latter just starting out on a nine month's lecturing
campaign. It does one good to see and converse with
such noble,.11nd fearless defenders of the truth. The
Colonel is closely occupied in the legal profession, but
we trust he wiU from time to time be able to give a
lecture to his fellow countrymen. He never repeate
himself. His utterances are always new, sparkling
and vigorous. He is a most genial gentleman-full of
cheerfulness, earnestness and vivacity. Long may he
live to adorn the social circle in which he moves, and
the ranks of Liberals and Freethinkers to which he
proudly belongs.
Underwood, as an earnest constant worker and in
the hard and telling blows he is plyiug upon the errors
and talsities of the past is doing a great amount of
good. He is dispensing the blessings of truth and
science to tlwllsancls of willing hearers. We class
him amor.g the first philanthropists of the age. He is
popular and pleasant as a speaker, and as he is still a
young man, we confidently bespeak for him a long1
useful and brilliant career.
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Personal.

IT is not pleasant to us to allude to our private affairs or to importune our patrons, in reference to
money, but as "necessity knows no law " so it also
has no regard for our delicate feelings. When a little
over a year ago, we, on the edge of an Illinois Prairie
comclenced the publication of this paper we did so
with very limited means and with much doubt about
its becoming a financial success. As we have remarked on a former occasion, we did not go into this to
make money, and had no doubt, we would be able to
succeed better at that in some other enterprise. We
felt a desire to add our feeble efforts in the dissemination of truth and the uprooting of the old theological errors which for centuries have been a curse to the
world. At the time we were actively engaged in other
business, thus making THE TRUTH SEEKER a secondary
enterprise. Meeting, however, with sufficient encouragement, to induce us to continue the little sheet,
after issuing four lilumbers, we succeeded in closing
out our other business West, and decided to move the
publication of the paper to this city, and to devote
our entire attention to it. We !tad a very small capital to bring with us, having been robbed of nearly all
we had, by a trio:of godly, Christian partners we were
so unfortunate as to have allied ourselves with, but we
resolved to do the best we could, and to trust to our
patrons to help us out with our undertaking. The
number of our friends kept steadily, but not rapidly increasing until the close of Volume first. The expense
of running a paper in this city, is, in many respects,
greater than in smaller towns ; rents are vastly higher
and labor of nearly all kinds costs more, but as this is
the great Emporium and commercial centre of the
country, it seemed to be the place whence THE TRUTH
SEEKER should emcnate. It may be born in mind,
that other liberal papers have been assisted by donation or stock-payments to the extent of many thousands of dollars, and they have found they needed,
every dollar. but THE TRUTH SEEKER has not been so
fortunate ; it has been compelled to struggle on in an
unremunerative and an unthankful enterprise, wearily
and nearly unaided and alone. We came here, a
stranger, with none to look to for aid, and none to call
upon for the loan of a dollar in case of necessity. It
may be supposed by the unsophisticated, that in a
city of near a million inhabitants there would be a few
liberal minded Liberals who would have the ability
and disposition to aid to a limited extent at least an
enterprise like this-that half a dozen, at ~ny rate,' out
of so many who would have the considerate magnanimity to say "Bennett, we are well aware you are
having an up-hill time of it, that you are opposing
rich and popular organizations, we know the contest
is an unequal one, and that your expenses are necessarily heavy-here is five or ten dollars to help you on
in the fight you are waging." But we have found the
smallest number of this kind of friends ; with a single,
solitary exception we have not found aNew Yorker to
aid us to the amount of a dollar asside from their
subscriptions.
Neither have we been overwhelmed with assistance
from the country; we have been grateful for the aid
that has been rendered us, and have gladly acknowledge such instances from time to time in our
columns.
A few months ago a friend in the West proposed
that a fund be raised to purchase a Cylinder Press on
which to print THE TRUTH SEEKER, and offered to
contribute ten dollars towards it. The idea pleased
us and we published his letter; a few friends seconded
the motion and we formally laid the proposition
before our readers to see what their munificence
would impel them to do ; but the result. was so meagre
and the responses so few, that in the next issue we
withdrew the proposition, if not in disgust, in disappointment at least.
Feeling a strong desire to publish a series of TRUTH
SEEKER TRACTS, to sell at a low price to Liberal organizations and individuals .for gratutious distribution
and more especially to publish that great tcork ''THE
HEATHENS OF THE HEATU," and knowing well, we
had not the necessary funds to do so, we once more
turned our anxious eyes to our patrons, and in the
July number were presumptous and venturesome
enough to ask our friends for small loans, from one

dollar upwards, hoping there were among our thousands of readers, a fair number whc could and would
spare us a few dollars each, for say, six months or until we became able to return it. We hoped a larger
number would be willing to loan us a small amount
than were inclined to contribute toward the "CYLINDER PRESS FuND," but again disappointment awaited us; and now nearly two months l1as elapsed since we
made the request, and one, single, generous soul has
responded to the call and we wish here to give his
name in capitals-GEO. W. BALDWIN, OF LINESVILLE, Crawford County, Pa., has generously sent us
ten dollars to be returned when convenient. We
trust we shall not forget this friend so long as we
live. Two others have written us they will aid us
after awhile, and that "completes the chapter."
Volume first of THE TRUTH SEEKER is completed,
and this is the second number of volume two.
We are grateful to every patron who has added
his name to our list and sent us the price of our paper, whether it was 50 cents, 75 cents or one dollar.
True, we did not close the volume with as many
names as we hoped to acquire, but all things considered, we can not complain.
In starting in, .on the second volume, we can hardly
convey a clear idea of the reluctance with which we
erase a single name from our list; it grieves us that
any Liberal or unbeliever in the old theological dogJ:Qas Rhould decide to take the paper no longer, because
we ask seventy-five cents more for a semi-monthly
than for a monthly, and that he should feel unwilling to devote $1.75 per year toward sustaining an outspoken organ of Freethought-an advocate of the
rights of man and the truths of nature. We are sorry
to say a few scores of persons, have already written us
to strike off their names. This, if not "stabbing us
to the heart," is at least removing the props which
sustain us. We cannot expect Christians, or those who
bow the suppliant knee to priestcraft, to encourage
us; they hate us and fear us and pray for our failure.
No, we look to those who have escaped the thraldom
of the Church and the tyranny of ecclesiastica! rule to
contribute a small amount to keep this sheet alive,-if
you refuse us, to whom shall we look ?
Shall THE TRUTH SEEKER live, or shall it starve and
die? It lies entirely with you, good friends, kind friends,
generous friends, to say which it sb!all be. Have you
not interest enough in the cause we !Ldvocate to spare
a moiety to help us to live? Has the country too
many Liberal journals ? Do you care nothing whether THE TRUTH SEEKER lives or not? Are you so impecunious you cannot eke out $1.75 per year to give
us life and breath ? Every one who says, '' take off
my name" abstracts just so much of our life-blood.
The paper is a matter of fact affair-it cannot subsist
by faith nor on moonshine. It takes money to print
papers. Every issue of our sheet contains nearly
175,000 "ems," or over 250,000 letters which we have
to pay for being set; the paper and printing, folding,
trimming and mailing, also costs money-nothing else
will answer the purpose.
Remember it is the small amounts we receive from
scattering friends, here and there, over a wide expanse
of country upon which we depend for our existence.
Friends, as you love the cause of the right-as you
rejoice in the triumph of truth,-as you desire those
still in darkness to come to the light ; in the name of
progress, justice and the welfare of humanity we conjure you to stand by us and remain with us-do not
let a few cents frighten you away. We ask not now
for donations-we ask not for loans-we simply ask
that you do not forsalm us and that you do not begrudge the moderate sum we ask for a year's subscription. We will do our best to make the paper worth
all you pay us for it.
In completing the first volume we found it necessary to anticipate the future to some extent, and to in·
cur a few debts, hoping when renewing time arrived,
our patrons would be prompt and come to our aid ;
but not so, a few considerate friends have thought a
little money might be convenient to us, or possibly
they were just enough to think they were indebted to
us, and promptly sent in their $1.75. To every one
who has done this, we hereby express our heartfelt
thanks, and we class them among nature's noblemen.
We are sorry to say however, hardly one in twenty
of our subscribers h:~s sent us in the subscription

price of the second volume. If every one holds off
or stands back, how can we go on ?
To those who are in straightened circumstances and
cannot now conveniently send us their subscription
dues, we wish not to say a word to wound their sensitive feelings. If those who a?'e able, will send
now, we can easily afford to wait upon those who
c~nnot. Though the late Horace Greeley insisted the
only way for a publisher of a paper to do and live,
is to stop the paper as soon as the time of subscription expires ; yet being so unwilling as we are
to strike off a name from our list, we cheerfully continue to send on, hoping our friends will come to
our help as soon as they m·e able to do so.
If we were able, we would delight in sending THE
TRUTH SEEKER, broadcast over the land, ''free gratis for nothing,'' and lots of Liberal books and tracts
but we cannot. We are poo1:. We do not wish, t~
complain unduly, nor to find fault with our friends.
We think highly of them, and though we sometimes
imagine them rather an unimpressible and not overliberal constituency, we love them fondly, and will
still stick to them like a brother.
We are not discouraged, nor are we going to
stop. We are going on-we are going to live, and the
truth-loving and Liberal men and women of America
will sustain us.
If some faint-hearted, weak-kneed, timid or penurious friends fall by the wayside, others will rise
up and come to our assistance-they will "hold up
our hands," while we •' fight the good fight-finish
our course and keep the faith " and "henceforth if
there is not laid up for us a crown of righteousuess,"
we trust at all events, we will receive the approval
of our fellow-men, and a due measure of satisfaction
and contentment.
Kind readers, please pardon this homily and act
upon th1l hints we have thrown out, and we hope
we will not be under the necessity of saying money
to you again for the next twelve months.
WE will thank those kind friends in various towns
and localities over the country, who took an active
interest in sending in names and subscriptions to the·
First Volume, to continue to do the same for this, the
the Second. In places where there are several patrons
it is well for some one person to take it upon him to
see that all the remittances are sent and that none
neglect it. It is easy for this to be forgotten if some
one does not attend to it. We shall ever be grateful
to such friends, and will cheerfully return the favor,
when opportunity serves. It is greatly in the power
of outside friends to increase our circulation. By
taking an interest, and in using some effort in that .
direction, upon the part of some one or two friends
in every community, much can be done to help us
along. Wonders, almost, in this line has been a-::complished, in some localities, while in others nothing has been done.
Remember we send one copy gratis for every ten
subscribers sent in by one person.
There are thousands who ought to take THE TRUTH
SEEKER that are not doing so. Friends, please act as
agents for us and help us all you can. We cheerfully
send specimen copies to enquiring, liberally disposed
minds wherever we can learn of them. Let us all exert
ourselves to spread LIGHT and TRUTH.
THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH.-This excellent
Work of nearly five hundred pages, will in a few days
be ready to send out to subscribers. It is the first
boo!!: of any magnitude that we ever published, but
we trust it will not be the last; and though we
may publish scores of them, we do not believe we will
ever have the privilege of issuing a better one. It
completly fills our idea of an instructive, ·fearless, well
written, highly interesting, Libe,ral Romance. Werecommend those who would patronize an able, merito.
rio us Author, and a needy, struggling pulJlisher to send
for it. If it does not knock old theological errors and cru,.
dities out of those who read it, we will pay the damages.
-We say to our friends, do not fail to read it and
induce your acquaintanees to read it also. This being
our "ji1·st" it w1ll please us to have it duly appreciated and patronized. To those who buy the book of us
and do not say it is fully worth the money-we will
take it back and give other books in its place,
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the soil and climate, he has purchased property in one or
two States. In politics he is a Liberal, although he has
many friends who do not hold his opinions in this relation. He is still in the prime of his years and of all his
faculties and the probability is, that before his usefulness
has merged into anything like old age, he will make many
more able ad:iitions to the literature of this Continent."
The manuscript work referred to in the above complimentary observations is the HEATHENS OF THE HEATH now
published and about to be placed in the hands of the principal booksellers throughout the Union. From tho deep
research, the great beauty, the profound philosophy and
the broad humanity which characterize this second effort
of !Hr. MeDonnell's pen in the interests of free thought
and the elevation of the masses, there Nlll bono doubt that
its success will meet the most sanguine expectations of
his friends and admirers. In closing these brief remarks
we therefore consider it incumbent on us to say, that wo
trust most sineerely, he will not wea.ry of his magnincent
well doing in the path which he has marke<l out; for himself, and that before many months have elapsed we shall
again have the gratification of annoucing that he is once
more in the field with yet another notable effort of his
notable genius.

Jesus not a Perfect Character.
BY B. F.

WILLIAM McDONNELL, Esq.,
LINDSAY, ONTARIO, CANADA.
THis distinguished gentleman-whose Theological all the serious difficulties that had beset him gradually
Romance, EXETER HALL, has created so great a sensa- disappea:-ed, and he began through his unwearied industion in religious and literary circles-was born in the try and uprightness, to gain wealth and influence.
city of Cork, Ireland, in a most respectable sphere.
As time rolled on, and the population of the place inWhen he was yet a child his parents designed him for creased, his education and business capacity was felt so
the Church, and in pursuance of this idea sent him sensibly, that the Government thought it advisable to
early to a classical school where his aptitude for learn- meet his intelligence and popularity by giving him-and
ing soon manifested itself in a prominent degree. After that, too, at a period when worth made the man in Canada
having studied at this institution for a very consider- -a prominent position in the militia, and by making him
able period a project of sending him to Spain began a magistrate, in which latter capacity he has played a
to assume so tangible a form he was placed under a native leading part in his county for years."
Spanish tutor of eminent attainments with whom he adWhile referring to tho same subject in his issue of
vanced rapidly in a knowledge of the Spanish tongue. 1\farch 7th, 1874 we find the critical editor of Watson's A1·t
Before he was prepared to start for the Continent. how- JoU?·nal observes as follows: "From the commencement
ever, the sudden death of his mother altered his prospects of his career in this locality," Lindsay" he began to a~cu
and induced his father and the remainder of his family- mulate landed and other property, until he is now pasa brother and sister-to emigrate to America, "Here"- sessed of means which his own modesty sets at too low a
says Jirank Leslie's Chimney Go1·ne1· for February 14th, uf figure. But, notwithstandhrg that he had so long been
the present year-" they arrived in the year 1830, and set- actively engaged in trade, he never neglected his intellecttled in what was then called the Plains, now Peterboro, in ual pursuits or studies in the region of music, poetry and
the Colborne District, Ontario, Canada. In this place general literature, and was a constant contributor to the
young 1\fcDonnell had continued his studies for nearly Press, some of his poems commanding attention on the
two years, when his father, whose circumstances had be- other side of the Atlantic.
come greatly embarrassed, and who had married again,
It is only within the last few years, however, and since
determined to return to Ireland with a view of re-estab- he gave up the chairmanship of the Bible Society, that he
lishing himself there, his new home having become dis- has begun to attmet marked attention as an author of
tasteful to him. Before he had reached his native shore, great power and originality. His Theological Romance,
however, he was suddenly cut oft' at sea by a fatal malady; EXETER HALL-a most able and important work writand the subject of our memoir, who had remained behind ten in the interest of Free Thought, and now in its
in the interim, was left without a friend, and almost third edition-is regarded universally, as one of the
penniless, in a foregin land.
most striking books of the day. Its success has been so
Sad and trying as this event was, the brave lad bore up very great in every relation, that he has been tempted to
heroically against it; and possessing a spirit of inclepen- resume liis pen on a kindred subject, so that wo shall
deuce and energy beyond his years, he struck out for soon have another volume from him, which, it as said, by
himself, and, from his intelligence and prepossessing those who have got a peep at the manuscript, will even
manners soon obtained a position in the Post Office, tra,nscond the' great work.' as it is called, now before the
which he filled with such integrity and ability that it be- public.
came the foundation-stone of his future pecuniary sueOn his retirement from business he was returned, on
cess.
several occ-asions, a member of the County Municipal
After a sojourn of about eight years in Peter barr, his Council, ancl in the yenr 1864 was made JVIayor of the town
attention was directed toward tho then newly laid out he had cont ribntod so largly to build up and adorn.
village of Lindsay, on the banks of tho Scugog Hiver, in
Si~wo Mr. 1lcDonncll ga\'o up the ~ctive pursuits
the very depth" of the forest, about thirty miles north, of lifo, so to spenk, lw has spent some trmo at the Law
and quite convenient to what are termed the llnck Lakes. l8chool of the University of Pnnnsylvani.a, and has travelHere he invested all his slender means in a rnanufactur-~ ed to some purpose also. Believing tllis Continent to pos.ing and mercantile business, which although incunsitlor- soss objects of interest sccrmd to none in the world, he
able at first, soon began to extend itself widely, until has visited many portions of it, and being delighted with

CNDEUWOllD.

The advocates of Christianity are fond of rlwelling
on the character of Jesus. They never tire of cxtollin~
him. His character, they aHirm, is perfect; ancl
perfection, they say, docs not belong to man ; Jesus
therefore, must have lJeen supcrhmnan and divine.
Accepting as correct, the record of his life as given
in the New Testament, Jesus was, in my opinion,
very far from perfection.
A perfect being would not have tanght that moral
meriL lJelongs to correct reli~ious belief, or moral demerit to erroneous religious belief, when men's religious opinions are not under the control of the will
but are due largely to circumstance~ beyond tl 18 i{·
control, such as the views of their parents and early
instructors, their ctlucation, opportunities for study
and their characteristics inherited from their ancestors.
He would not, in pardoning a woman guilty of
adultery, have exempted her from punishment on a
false p1·inciple. The tenderness of heart that is lenient to the mistakes and faults of the unfortunate, is
deserving of praise, and when Jesus said to the
woman, "Go thy way and sin no more," we admire
his words; but when he Raiu, "Let him that is without
sin cast the first stone," he enunciated a principle,
which it carried out in practical life, would exempt
from punishment every criminal on earth.
He would not have said to a poor Syro-Phenician
woman, when asked to h~al her child (even though he
grantee! her request) "It rs not meat to take the chilch·en's bread and throw it to the dogs."
He would not have cursed a fig-tree, lJecause it was
without figs, when "the time of figs was not yet."
He would not have made the foolish promise to his
disciples, that as a reward for adhering to him, they
shoulrl one day sit on twelve tllrones judging the
twelve trilJes of Israel.
He would not have denounced whole cit.ies lJecause
they declined to receive his disciples as teachers.
~fat. x.15, and xi. 24.
He would never have uttered the revengeful, retaliatory words, " ·whosoever sball deny me lJcfore
men, him will I also tleny lJcforc my father which is
in heaven.''
He would not have said to frail, fallilJle man, ''I will
give unto thee, the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and
whatsoever thou shalt lJind on earth shall he bound in
heaven, and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth, shall
lJe losoed in heaven." Mat. xvi. 18, and xviii. 18.
He would not hnve predicted the end of the world,
and cleclarecl, ''Verily I say unto you, this generation
shall not pass away until all these things arc fulfill-

eel."
He would not have been so far led away by unreasoning enthusiasm as to promise to his followers miraculous'' signs "-power to speak with new tongues
drink poison. etc., with impunity. Mat. xvi, 16.
'
He would not have told his followers that whatever
they asked lJelieving, they should receive.
A perfect lJeiug would not have taught men to "take
no thought for the morrow ;" nor would he have
taught "Blessed lJe yc poor, for yours is the kingdom
of God." •· But woe unto you that arc rich, for yon
have received your consolation." Luke vi. 20-24.
IV hen poverty is the cause of misery am! crime, and
when rt is a duty and a virtue to acquire a COllllJetence
in life.
He would not have comdcnmcd to emllcss punishment those who should refuse to assist believers, or
be unrepentant at his pr.onused coming.
He would nut have talked foolishly of "everlasting
fire," and the'' Devil and his angel~."
He would not have declared that a man who should
obtain n clivon:c from his wife for any other reason
than fornication and the man who should marry the
woman so divorced would "commit allultery," since
there arc other just and sufficient reasons for di·
vorce, than fornication.
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He would not have encouraged bodily mutilation ~ife. wi~hout liberty. In, the name of liberty every
The Crusaders.
'• for the kingdOJn of heaven's sake."
mstJtutwn of the past has been assailed.
The
For the past forty years many pious and impious but
He would, in advising the Jews to pay tribute, have Iconoclast is everywhere seeking to demolish and
given the proper reason or none at all. He would exterminate. In the name of personal liberty he ~enevolent souls have longed for the suppression of
have told them to pay tribute because it was just, would destroy the State.
In the name of in· mtemperance. They have twisted struggled and
'
·
or because refusal would have involved them in revolu· tellectual liberty he would destroy the Church. In prayed for it in vain.
The great God lias kindly informed his children,
tion which could only result in failure, and not simply the name of sexual liberty he would destroy the Fami·
because Cmsar's image and superscription happened ly. A ~purer family, a better government, a holier that they have but to ask and it shall be given them
to be on the coin, which was just no reason at all.
church is what we need, and these three institutions s~ek and they shall fincl, and they have taken him at
He would not have selected for an associate a man like will and must endure through all time. Statical in his word, ami asked for the suppression of in temper·
Judas in whom Jesus admitted he was deceived when !heir natures, indispensable in their functions as agents ance and all its fearful evils, in vain.
he quoted and applied to himself the words of David : m the moral world. Pe1·sonctl 'Vi'l'tue consists in such a . T_hey inform us that the Devil is still too potent,
"~line own familiar friend in whom I trusted, which course of action on the part of each individual as will Ins mfiuence too strong, and his power too firmly
did eat of my l.Jread, hath lifted up his heel against result in his own highest good, which will also result es.tablished; and although in the might of truth and
in the high~st good of all other individuals with whom With God for a backer, one can chase a thousand. and
n1e.''
A perfect being would not have been so unmanned lie comes m contact. The first true conception of two put ten thousand to flight, every efi'ort to do so
and terrified by the approach of death as to be in personal virtue will be found to consist in the subordi· has proved a failure.
The faith of temperance men and women has been
''agony" and sweat as it were great drops of blood. nation of the child to the parent, our first appearance
His deportment would have been more like that of the upon the earth is in a condition of absolute helpless· a thousand times proclaimed in its destruction through
heathen Socrates, who conversed freely with his ness and dependence upon the affection, wisdom and Washingtonianism, Good Templarism, Sons of Tern·
friends, endeavored to sust.ain their fortitude and provident care of our parents and of course the degree perance, Bands of Hope, Religious Revivals, the
lighten their grief, and when the time came, drank of our happiness much clep~nds upon the amount of churches, &c., &c., and knowing that faiths eoual to
the fatal hemlock with as little concern apparently their love, intelligence and foresight, the mother being a grain of mustard seed (for faith is measui·ed hy
ns thongh it had been a glass of wine. The agony the embodiment of love and sympathy, having im· mustard seeds) would remove mountains it has failed
and despair of Jesus increased to the fatal moment, periled her life to give us birth ancl amici the agoniz· entirely on liquor-sellers and their sa!obns altlwngh
and his last words prompted by his suffering and the ing throes of nature she has learned what 'it means to the " Master" promised that "nothing ohol~ld be imutter hopelessness of his position-so it would seem- ~Je _a mother, and when danger and sickness assail the possible to them :" all have failed.
But again, the positive promise is more, that where
were words of reproach against his God, "lrly God, mfant she stands ready at any moment to ofl'er herself
my God, why hast thou forsaken me."
for her child. So strong is this sacred instinct in her "two unite concerning any thing they ask of my
A perfect lwing, assuming the office of a teacher that when she cannot save her child she often sickens' Father in my name it shall be granted." This they
and reformer, would have condemned human slaverv, pines away and dies. Is it any wonder then that have tested ten thousand times and it has always fail·
in clear and distinct terms, when it was one of the such a being should waken in our minds the ~enti ed. What shall be done ?
great and wide-~preacl evils of the day. 'l'llis Jesus ments of love-, reverence, and devotion ?
THE NEW DEPARTURE.
never !lid.
In the father we see the one who inust defend and
We
are
told
that
the churches are the Lord's houses·
He would have pointed out the injustice, wrong and protect the mother ; who with arm and brain must
bad effect of despotic ~ovemment. Jesus did nothing provide the home, the food, the clothing, the educa- the sanctuaries of God, where his worshipers prostrat~
tion; he is the domestic Providence whose heart il'!ust themselves at the foot of his celestial throne. That the
of the k:nd.
He would have taught that just governments derive take in both mother and child. In war his body sal~ons, &c., arc the Devil's houses opening to the
their rightful powers from the consent of the govern- stands a bulwark in defence of the home the full regwns of eternal death ; and saloon-keepers his
ed. ,Jesus taught no such doctrine.
significance of which is contained in the w~rds wife trusty servants and ministers.
Temperance advocates having failed in God's houses
He would have recognized and enforced tile great and children.
"
maxims of political and social freedom, contain eel in
In peace he must labor to ward off want. As a and ali theiT most moving appeals at the foot of th~
the manifestation known as the Declaration of Incle· teacher to develop the minds of the children; as a throne being a failure, they have now carried their
pendence.
judge to condemn, reward, or punish their good or appeals to the Devil's citadels, and their prayers to
He would have spoken unequivocally in favor of bad nction&, he is looked up to as the wisdom the God having proved only a constant failure, have now
religious freedom and the rights of conscience.
strength, the authority of tins little ·'state wit!; in a turned their petitions to the Devil's houses and their
In changing the Jewish law of divorce he would state." If a good father, he will be honored for his appeals to him or his servants promise alJ{mdant sue·
have provided for the separation of the wife from tile wisdom, respected for his justice and obeyed from a cess.
Is God deaf, feeble or indifferent, that they should
husband, upon the application of the former, for sense of duty. Hence duty is the door that leads to
proper reasons, and not have left woman as lie! pless liberty. Both together lead to happiness. Every thus leave his portals for those of the Evil One ?
Are Satan a.:~d· his servants more pliable, more beas she was under the old Jewish law.
child ought to feel that his mother is the purest the
He would have taught the importance of thought· loveliest, the best woman that lives. And that his nev:olent and humane, that they thus leave the sane·
fulness and provision for the future.
father is the strongest, bravest, wisest man he ever tunes of God where they have ever failed notwith·
standing all his fair promises, for those of hi~ arch·ene·
He would have spoken of the intellectual and mor· knew.
al progress of the race, confidence in which is no unSuch a child from such a home inquires at every my slanderously called the Father of Lies ?
Is it that appeals to heaven have been a success that
important incentive to enterprise. Jesus preferred to turn in the pathway of life," is this the road to duty?"
talk about'' deYils" and everlasting ''fire."
instead of, is this tile road to liberty? Liberty for one they thus appeal to the "angels of the bottomless
He would have encouraged the study of science, hundred years to do duty, not one moment to do pit," that they turn from heaven to hell, from God to
Devil?
philosophy and art. Jesus gave these civilizers no 1:vrong!
Is "Satan, that old serpent called the Devil," more
encouragement.
The first lessons of life then are to obey; we must
We may alld that Jesus taU!!;ht no important origi· obey even when we are unable to tell why we should. benevolent than God, that they should, in their disnal doctrine-not one. He gave to the world no new At first the mother's injunction is given without a tress and disappointment, turn to him for relief in
discoveries. No useful inventions. He furnished no reason : "Do not tease the cat "Do not touch the their despair ?
Are the sink holes of perdition, the avenues to the
new light to the understanding on any of the doctrines stove;"" Do not lift the lid." At first we clo not even
which he taug-ht second-hand.
know what cat, stove, and lid mean, but tile lip utters bottomless pit, the only places where their urgent
That such an individual as Jesus once lived there the sound, the finger designates the object, and we appeals can reach the ''throne of grace," or has not
is reason to believe ; that he was a devout, conscien· soon learn first to know the thing and then its proper· that throne failed in giving relief ; and they rely
ti0us man is probable, judging from the half historical, ties. This best of all teachers not only guides our upon the most urgent appeals, prayers and petitions,
half legendary accounts that have descended to us ; first feeble steps but gives form to our first feeble to the servants of the Evil One? If appeals in private
tiJat lle said or did all the contrary things ascribed to words and thoughts. As we thns rnter the realm of houses, and in public worship houses are a failure,
him is unlikely; that we have any thing like a correct inexorable fact. ·where we soon pass from the dis· why not give them up altogether~
Is God a temperance God ? If so what has he clone
record of his life is highly improbable ; but that as covery of things, to the discovery of properties, reJa.
portrayed in the gospels, he is not a character to be tious and uses. The cat will scratch ; the stove will for temperance? If opposed to intemperance as
held up for admiration unci imitation in the Nine· burn; the lid will pinch. Their relation to ns soon some of his worshipers imagine, what has he don~ to
teenth century is very evident.
becomes clear, if we have not learned to obey this show it?
Why not stop the manufacture of alcohol, or its
best angel, man shall ever ki10W.
We will often shriek from scratch, burn, or bruise, chemical formation and thus cause it to cease for·
G. L. Henderson to his Western Friends. and more than all we soon learn that we do not suffer ever?
Is it not cruel for him to require of his servants to
alone, the mother's whole frame quivers in sympathy
No. II.
with us. You see her eye dim with tears as she work so long, when he could do it so quickly ?
To labor so hanl when he could accomplish it all
Freedom or liberty are the >vorcls that are now on tenderly takes the wounded finger between her lips so easily ; and to leave his presence for the Serpent's
every lip, in one form or the other they become the where it is allowed to remain until sleep overcomes and his house for the Devil's palaces in despmr if
battle cry of the devoted followers of each special re· the one sufferer, and leaves the other a self constituted they are strong to do his will ? Is the throne of God
form. 'l'he former word is the most ancient, and in guard to prolong the sleep and protect the sleeper. in a gin shop ? Doe.s heavenly favor come through
its elements represents the feudalism of the middle With this view we attain to the second conception of groggenes, buggeries and doggeries ? Is God acces·
ages, as it merely expresses the advancement of the personal virtue which is implied in the fact that no sible only through the sanctuaries of the Devil ?
individual fi·om the condition of a slave to that of n human being can suffer alone.
Are God's servants, as it would appear, a perfect
The in eli viclnal man is so related to all other men (I
master. \Vhilc the latter, having its foundation in the
failure ; his worship a farce ; his church useless ; his
word book, indicfttes a condition of society founded use the term man in its generic sense) that any infring· solemn and oft renewed promises lies, and his servants
ment of law resulting in suffering to one must in proupon the light and literature of the age.
.suppliant, making their appeals to emissaries of the
The word freedom was once the cry of the slave, portion to the magnitude of the oftimse involve many Devil, as their only hope of success?
who with a sharp swo•:d and strong arm could hew his if not all within the circle to which they belong, in
The writer has long been, and still is, an advocate
way to the condition of a Lord, or the possession of a very great suffering. Hence the proposition that every of total abstinence, but has labored without any visi·
throne, caring nothing for the slave who remains be- injury clone to yourself wilfully or ignorantly is also ble signs of God aiding him, or the cause or showing
hind him in hopeless servitude. For this kind of an injury clone the whole social body of which you the least interest in it. Yours,
G. L. H.
freedom the whole l::\outhern h.tlf of the American form a part.
D. JENJUNS.
Hannibal, Mo.
New Yol'k, Sept., 1874.
people fought desperately and for years. John l\iilton
gave expression to his individual conscious need
[TO EE CONTINUED.)
when he said, "Of all rights, give me the right t~
ARKANSAS TACTICS. liow it happened.speak, to think and to speak free! y what l think.''
He found a rope and picked it llP,
HEv Dr Falsentlial, the learned Jewish rabbi, says
Here is the just deuiand for the right to be, and to say
And with it walked away;
•' I am a Freethinker." Political parties have inscrib: that a'' drunkard among the Jews is a very rare and
It lucppencd that to t'other end
eel on their banners, Free Speech, Free Soil, and ]i1ree a very exceptional person."
A horse was hitched, they say.
Men, and under them have moved forwanl to empire
They found a tree, and tied the rove
1\Ir.. GrLKEE, in his new book on the glacial veriod. says:
executing kings and leveling throne&, to make roon;
Unto a swinging limb;
"The climate of Em·ope has totally changed many times
for governments, for the people and by the people.
It happened that the other end
Patrick Henry gave voice to that feeling of man since the formation of the globe, passing through alterWas somehow hitched to him.
which occurs when death becomes preferable to nate veriods of beat and intense cold."
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The Social Problem.
To THE EDITOR OF TrrR TRUTH SEEKER:-There
are evils in our midst of enormous proportions and yet
so subtle in their character that they nearly escape
our notice. They seldom come before our courts and
almost never occupy the attention of our legislatur~s.
From their very nature, our preachers cannot deal w1th
them in the pulpit, and many of them are nearly ignorant of their very existence. As a rule our newspapers
are too mooest to admit anything on the subject. We
pride ourselves on the purity and superior.it.V: of ~ur
Christian system of morals, and send out m1sswnanes
to bless(?) other nations by introducing our religion
and customs; still our our social system is exceedigly
defective and should be exposed in its true character
with the hope that some means may be adopted to
bring about a better state of things. I shall mention
only a few of the evils that are the natural outgrowths
of our social system, and if a tree is known by its fruit
we must come to the conclusion that this tree is a very
bad one.
1st. The crime of infantcide or fmticide is fearfully
common and continually on the increase, so Ii.mch so,
that it is probably safe to say that nearly one-half of
the children conceived perish before birth by the
band or with the consent of their parents. We hold
up our hand in holy horror when we read of the
Hindoo mother throwing her offspring into tl1e
Gnn2:es. but we seem oblivious of the fact that thousands of the off<pring of our own land do not find
even so honorable a burial.
2d. Of those children who are born a very large
portion are unwelcome guests and dreaded burdens
in their parents' home; and thousands of them (in
even what are considered g-ood families) only succeed
in getting an existence. after the skill of their parents
in getting- rid of them, ha~ been exhausted, and the
mot.her has nearly poisoned herself in trying to poison
and destroy the unborn fruit of her womb. The effect
of such treatment. on the life of the child cannot be
otherwise than injurious, and to the highest extent
pernicious.
3d. Of those that are born. a large po1'tion of them
are begotten by parents under the most unfavorable
conditions. Drunkards and those sufferinp: from venereal disorders are allowerl to curse humanity by propagating.
It would be far less injurious to a community to cultivate wolves and bears and serpents or
any other destructive animals, than to cultivate tbe
seed of drunkards and of persons affected with some
forms of venereal disorders. Such people should not
be allowed to propagate in any well ordered society ;
it is a cruel injustice to our race. They ought to be
placed in asylums where they could be cured of their
loathsome diseases and habits.
4th. Only a small very minority of the human family
j!et an existence under favorable or natural conditions.
The parents should be healthy and temperate, and
should live in harmony with the laws of nature.
They should be mooerate in their sexual indulgences,
and should avoid the various abominable methods of
preventing conception as well as of destroying' the
life of the fmtus after conception.
I am aware that the idea is quite generally entertained that we are even now increasing too fast and
that some measure should be taken to prevent the too
rapid increase of the human family. If this is
correct, our laws. and customs are probably nearer
perfection than I had supposed, but still to be consistent we should remove from our statutes all laws
against the (what is called) crime of fmticicle. Doctors should be encouraged to destroy all the unborn
children they can, and if the mother who voluntarily
risks her life in order to destroy the fmtus, does die,
it is on the above principle quite consistent; l1er death
will simply help to keep in check the too rapid increase of the race. Or why not allow parents to destroy their children even aftn birth, as they do in
China, without risk to the lifeJof the mother ? But if
we decide it is not desirable to destroy our offspring,
nor to take any measures whatever to prevent the
natur11.l increase of the human family-if we decide
that this is our great national crime ; that it is sapping the very vitals of the nation, and that unless it is
stopped it will eventually work the ruin of our race
and cause our beautiful cuuntry to be inhabited mainly by an inferior race of foreigners, if we decide that
it is desirable that our citizens shall live holy, natural
lives and that at least those who are morally and
physically unobjectionable shall be allowed and encom·aged to " multiply and replenish the earth "on
natural principles, then let us take some effective
measures to accomplish this end.
In order to do this we may stop enacting laws to
prevent the crime of abortion. Such laws cannot
from the very nature of things, have any power tci
stop these evils. The mother knows that in bringing
about an abortion she risks her life in the attempt,
and she frequently expresses herself as willing to do
this, so determined is she to accomplish her object. If
therefore the tenors of death will not deter her from
her purpose, it is manifest that no lPss a punishment
will have the desired effect. If we would stop this
great evil, therefore, we muEt inquire first into its
cause. "\\Thy do parents desire the destruction of
their offspring ? From a careful inquiry into the
cause of this desire for a great many years, I feel

quite safe in saying that in a great majority of cases
it is, that the parents do not want, or cannot afford,
any increase of their burdens. Thousands of mothers
are risking their own lives to prevent their children
from being cursed with an existence in an unfriendly
world. :J.\Ilanv of these mothers are doing this from
motives of the purest Jove to their offspring. She
perhaps is living in a world, yes, cursed with an existence in it, not one foot of which belongs to her. She
cannot put her foot down without trespassing on
somebody else's property. She can hardly get food
enough to fill the mouths of those she is now burdened down with. She curses the day she was bom, and
longs for the hour when she can lay her weary limbs
to rest. Is she to blame for not wishing to multiply
her sorrow ? This is no overdrawn picture but there
are thousands in better circumstances tl1an this who
still do not feel able to provide for the wants of a
large family, and who feel it a duty to take some
means to prevent the too rapid increase of their burdens.
There is only one way that the state can remedy
this great evil, and that is, to shoulder at least part of the
burden of feeding and clotl1ing children. Foundling
hospitals should be built where mothers who would
otherwise destroy their ofispring, can deposit them in
the kind arms of the state, where they will be cared
for and educated to be useful citizens. Such an institution would be a greater blessing and a greater
honor to a community ; and a greater proof of a people's genuine benevolence ancl religion, then the erection of splendid temples to stand empty about twenty
four twenty fifths of the time, and the other twenty
fifth of the time to be places to show fine cloths in,
and breath foul air in, and hear foolish theories of air
castles :md bottomless pits in.
Such institutions
would save the lives of thousands of our citizens that
now perish. But there is no reason why we should
stop here. If money will save life, then let us save it.
If mothers are destroying our citizens for lack of
means to raise them, theu let us open our hands and
afford the means. Let parents who have children
under fourteen years of age . draw from the public
treasury enough to feed and cloth them. If this will
stop the great evil, and if nothing else will, then shall
we harden our hearts like Pharaoh ; or shall we
not ('heerfully open our hearts and our hands, and,
throwing away all selfishness, save our helpless and
unfortunate citizens ? If one of our citize-nn whilst
traveling in a foreign land, should have his liberties
infringed upon, or his life endangered, we are ready
to empty the treasury in his defence. No matter ]Jow
poor he is, or how worthless he is, the national pulse
cannot be quieted until his citizenship is fully protected and the national honor vindicated. And shall we
be so penurious as to allow our citizens to perish at
home by the thousand because we, as a nation are too
stingy to provide the means of their subsistence during the years of their helplessness ? The fundamental usc of government is to protect the weak against
the strong, then what more beautiful exhibition of its
power and usefulness could be thought of than that
of saving the lives of the thousands now sacrificed
every year. And besides no injustice would be done
to any, as both rich and poor would be equally benefitted by such an arrangement. Those only who have
property but no children should seriously object, and
they ought to feel that their property could not be
spent in any more worthy cause. This would be
another grand step in the interest of humanity.
J. G. MALCOLM M.D.
Flint, Mich. June, 17, 1874.

Slighting The Devil.
To one just liberated from the mists and myths of
orthodoxy, to which he had been enslaved for fifteen
years, it now seems odd, indeed, in studying this
Gad-in-the-Constitution business that so important a
personage as the Devil should be " left out in the
cold." Really, it will not do thus to slight His
Satanic Majesty. He is the fourth person in the
Trinity. As three are one it naturally follows, according to Orthodox Arithmetic, that jour (or any other
number) may also be one.
Now, inasmuch as it is important to let future generations know, when we, as a nation, are extinct and
the archaeologist shall dig amid our ruins, that our
Constitution was a Christian instrument, would it .not
be a flagrant oversight to omit mention of the Devil ?
Our clear '' brethren of the cloth" know very well
that without exhibiting this jumping-jack of a Devil
before their stupefied flocks, and preaching up the
agonies of Hell, that their trade would be seriously
endangered. 'l'he fact is our clergy can't preach
Christ and his kingdom without the Devil and Hellfire.
'fhe suggestion is therefore made that this Ch?'istian
Amendment be so amended at the neJ<.t Convention of
the Christian fanatics as to fraternize the Great
Orthodox ~evil. otl1erwise, by and by, when things
g~t to movmg off smooth.ly, .old ''Nick" may again
luck up a fuss, •' assert Ins nghts;" and in the contlict just as in the past, prove himself the better man.
Don't be biased, clear, Christian friends. In this
little game of legislating for God, Son & Co., you
want to beat the Devil; and if you do, it will be the
first time. Better do the fair thing. Equal rights-

fair play for all--Devil included. Don't out-law your
best friend.
Don't leave out the "roaring lion "-don't
Aug. 31st, 1874.
KINo·. s.
Very pertinent remarl,s. If the personage .-.:cognized by Christian theology are to be ackn m• cJged
in our Constitution, then the Devil by all means
should not be omitted. Don't give him the "cold
shoulder;" for neither of the other three are more important in the firm than he, ar;cl he has proved himself
much smarter than the other three combined. [E·L
T. S.J
-----~~--:--------

Should Church Propn1.y be Taxed~
:J.\IIR. Em•roR :-I notice that all Liberal journals
advocate the affirmative side of the above queRtion,
but do not recollect having seen m· heard any satisfactory reasons advanced in support of it.
This is an important question, one which, no
doubt, the legal voters of this country will be called
upon to decide at the ballot box at no distant day. If
it is right to t:tx church property as other property, it
is of the utmost importance that the public sentiment
be set right upon this question.
The Constitution of the United States guarantees to
every person within its jurisdiction ''the full and
free enjoyment of religious freedom," and "any interference by the government," either state or national is a flagrant violation of constitutional liberty.
The Constitution of the D nited States guarantees, in
like manner, a Republican form of government to
every State in the Union. The Constitution of the
State of Illinois, also provides that "No person shall
be required to support any minister or place of worship against his consent." It is well known that all
church property in nearly every State is exempt from
taxation. Now, I boldly assert, without fear of successful contrnrliction, that there is not a single
sentence in the Constitution of the U nitcd States
authorizing this act of our State legislatures. Yet
these laws are made exempting church property from
taxation, for no other reason than that they are populm·.

· It is astonishingly strange that the people of the
United States are willing to submit to a measure which
deprives them of one of their most valued constitutional rights and liberties. Anrl that this is so there
is no doubt. And I am compelled by law to pay a
higher rate on my property in order thnt church property may be entirely free from taxation. It must be
evident to every rational mind, that I am, in cHrect
violation of the Constitution of the great State of
Illinois," required, against my consent, to support
places of worship." And that this is a fact, no one
possessed of ordinary intelligence will deny. For all
will admit that there IS a vast amount of the capital of
the country invested in church property, nearly all of
which is exempt from taxation-that if this great
amount of property was taxed as other property, it
would necessarily, and that too very materially,
reduce the rate of taxation on the property upon
which tax is now required to be paid. In the language of the immortal Je~er~on, let UE contend for
"Equal rights and exact JUStiCe to all men, and exclusive privileges to nune." Enlighten the public
mind and the evils of the country will vanish like
darkness before the brilliant rays os the sun.

A. J.
E1tgene, Knox Co., Ill., July 1874.

w AllNER.

A.re We Immortal?
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER :-A very intelligent and
ingenious writer in the June number of THE TRUTH
SEEKER under the signature of A. 0. Genung, has
given a disquisition on the "The Nature and Destiny
of the Intellect," which I think will be read by many
of the honest seekers after truth, with feelings of sadness.
The drift of the writer's views evidently appears to
be that those organs of the soul of man which constitute the various means of its expression-or the
phenomena which we call mind-are collectively to be
considered an entity, and as such are generally regarded by those who believe in a future state of existence
as candidates for immortality.
As I have no belief in this doctrine, and thinking,
moreover, that the connection, existing between the
physical man and the said organs, has been aptly
illustrated by the author of the disquisition who has
shown their mutual dependence, and, of course, as
one of the parties of the confederacy, is unquestionably mortal, the other must partake of the same nature.
While, therefore, I have no objection to this inference
I am not disposed to make it quite as extensive, in its
conclusion, as the writer has supposed his reasoning
should warrant. For it appears to me his argument has
not shown that the being we call "I " may not as a.
disembodied spirit, have other faculties adapted to a.
diffcreht stttte of existence, and to a sphere of action
not in the least resembling that of its first state of'
being.
'l'he writer in question, however, evidently seems to.
think that he has ma.de out his case clearly, and from
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several exprP.ssions in the concluding portion of the
essay, he appears to think that he has demonstr_ated the
mortality of the human soul, beyond all questwn! He
has told us what pleasant-what consolatory reflections many, if not a majority of the human race,
mip;ht experience by passing, consciously, into that
state of repose, known as nonentity! or what ~n alleviation it must be to the toils and sorrows of life, of
the large class of sufferers, with full conscio~sness of
their situation that they were about. to experwnce an
eternal sleep! Whatever radiant reflections mip;ht be
experienced by those now enjoying the morning_ of
life-I trust to those like myself, who are labonng
under a burden of jour score yea7'8! there is nothing
pleasant or even tolerably comfor~able, in_ such anticipation. I would rather say, that 1f there IS one human
thought that combines in its ele~nents every condeJ~sa
tion of horror it is the conceptiOn of a human bemg
dropping at o~ce into a state of non-existence! I ~aid
that the able writer in question, preoented the subJect
in such a manner, as to leave the impression of sadness that I believe was participated in by many honest
Truth Seekers. For myself I feel that the eviden?e
furnished by the aspirations of the Wise and Good, m
all ages is no inconsiderable proof of the correctness
of the ~iews entertained by tlJOEe whose chief happiness in life is founded on the great principle of belief
in immortality.~<
The enlightened Addison-in a finished portrait of
that philosopher, moralist and patriot, Cato-when
meditating in the extremity of life, heathen as he
was-presents the subject of a future state of existence
in a very striking light.
"It must be so. Plato !-thou reasonest well;
Else. whence this pleasing hope, this fond desire.
This longing after immortality?
Why shrinks the soul back on herself and startles
At Destruction?
'Tis the Divinity that stirs within.
'Tis heaven itself, that points an hereafter
And intimates ete1·nity to man!
Through what variety of untried being,
Through what new scenes and changes must we pass?
The wide, the unbounded prospect lies before us,
But shadows, clouds and darkness rest upon it.
Here will I hold if there's a power above,
And that there is, all Nature cries aloud
Through all her works, He must delight in virtue
And that which he delights in, must be happy."

variety is natural to man and woman in their highest and
most perfect growth and development. Hence these believe that woman's freedom will so ultimate. We have
never Stlen a free lover who believed in promiscuity,
sociailly or sexually.
Many superior minds insist that coition is never proper
except for the pro-creation of children. Dut all agree
that woman in freedom shall settle all such questions,
All free lovers agree that the order of relations is less
important than the pure and elevating spirit that should
control them. On a low or lustful plane, the amative instinct and selfish sentiments control too much the higher
man-in every order of action, On a high or pure love
plane, the amative will be under t!Je control of thQ top
brain-benevolence and justice-as these are enlightened
by the intellect.
AUSTIN KENT·.
Stockholm, N. Y, Aug., June 22, 1874.

*What an idea does it give of the wi5dom and goodness
of the Great Author of existence, that he should have implanted in the nature of man, an ardent desire for a future
state of existen<'e-and at the same time conferred upon
this being power of reasoning, to demonstrate this aspiration is a mere mockery.
Newtown Pa.
WM. H. JoHNSON.

Variety is not Necessarily Promiscuity.
EDITOR OF TRUTH SEEKER :
If I should judge"alone from' Iconoclast's' reference to
myself in his "Free Love" artiole, I should say-he hall
no intention of discussing the subject fairly, But his
spirit is good, and his article, as a whole, has much fairness in it. I respectfully ask him not again even to impliedly misrepresent mfl. "Variety" is not synonomous
with "promiscuity. And it will be time enough for anybody to refer the order of "Austin Kent's conjugal life
when he has published it.
If this subject is to be discussed in the TRUTH SEEKERI beg that it may be done on all sides in the utmost fairness.
AusTIN KENT.
Stockholm, Aug. 31st 1874.
The following are my views upon the subject as given
in the Index.
FREE LOVE; WHAT WE MEAN BY IT.
Perhaps it_ is not strange that our English friends do
not exactly undertstand our position on the subjest of
love and marriage.
The only esential meaning of free love is, \Vith us, the
sexual emancipation of woman- It is to give woman the
absolute and entire control of her sexual relations, and to
protect her in that control as well in as out of marriage.
We insist that, if there be such a thing as natural rights
foJ> men or women, the right of each woman to choose the
father of her children is clear, and should never be violated. We believe that in a perfect state of society of each
woman will retain and take that right during her adult
life. Woman alone should decide whether and when she
will bear children. While the order of society remains
nearly as it now is, we insist that the rake shall bear the
same disgrace as the prostitute. Free love gives the
human female more freedom, and the male, I thin , on
the whole, less.
We agree further; that., if our race were designed, in
their highest and best estate, fvr exclusivt:>ly dual or mon. ogomie conjugal relations, such freedom and protection
for woman must ul~imate in that. If they were not so designed or so organized, it ought not to; and it would be
insane to attempt always to hold the race by law to it.
The nature of woman in freedom must finally settle this
point.
WHEI\E WE DIFFER.
Mrs Wqodhull and a large class of free lovers believe
that monogomy will be the final and perfect order. The
writer, with many others, believes that more or less of a
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oil colors. It is mounted and varnished ready for framing and is alone worth at regular price what we ask for
both papers.
This offer is a special one and is good until October
15. Send on $2,85 and get $4,50 worth of reading matter and a superb chromo thrown in.
Such persons as have already subscribed for THE
TRUTH SEEKER and wish THE LADIES' OwN can have
it for the fifteen months as above for $1 50 includinothe chromo and postage prepaid for a ye~r.
"'
The regular price is $2,00 without the chromo.
N. B. Through the liberality of the publishers of the
Ladies' Own, we are enabled to send sample copies of
that magazine free, to those who inclose stamp, to
pay postage. Address D. l\'1. BENNETT, 335 Broadway, New York.

Just as we are going to press with the last side of
our paper, Mr. Moulton is out with his third statement in this repulsive Beecher scandal. We have
neither room nor time for comments, further than to
say it is very damaging to Mr. Beecher, and will carry
confirmed conviction of his guilt to hundreds of thousands of candid minds-that he is guilty of adultery,
(with more parties than one,) of numerous falsehoods,
-guilty of falsely charging "blackmail," and lastly,
guilty of deJilJerate perjury. What a position for an
"orthodox preacher of the gospel" to occupy !
Mr. Moulton fully vindicates himself from Mr.
Beecher's base charge of blackmailing and affirms that
both Beecher and Mrs. Tilton confessed to him having
had sexual intercourse. It seems, however, they
thought it pure aJ;td proper for them. Oh bah ! It
is sickening-Give us fresh air,
As in our next number, agreeable to an announcement elsewhere, we will c01nmence the publication of
a highly interesting serial story, entitled 'I'HE WITCH
oF THE WINE MARK, an instalment of which will appear in each succeedmg number, those who have subscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER once a nwnth only, will
regret to loose a part of the Story, we will therefore
send to such, two papers each month unless they notify us they wish only one per month. In that case we
will send the one dated the first of each month.
As we incur a considerable expense in presenting
this Story to our readers, we trust it will be duly appreciated by them.

PERSONAL.-Our Friend, Dr. T. A. Bland, formerly editor of the Northwestern Fa1'1ner, at Indianapolis,
and more recently of the Scientific Furmer " Chicago," has become the Agricultural editor of the Farm
and Fireside of this city.

New Boolis
THE GENESIS AND ETHICS OF CoNJUJAL LovE. By Andrew
Jackson Davis, a full, able, and comprehensive treatise
upon the subjects of Marriage, Parentage, DisaJJ'ection
and Divorce. The topics treated are such as now interest
the general public. The author treats these in his usual
clear and exhaustive style and the little volume is one
which will repay any person for reading.
In paper 50 cents, cloth 75 cents, full gilt $1.00.
AN EXPOSITION OF SoCIAL FREEDOM. A pamphlet of
sixty-four pages published by Colby & Rich of Boston is a
definer of the 1\ionogamio system of matrimony and an
exposition of Social Freedom or" Free Love." It throws
considerable light upon these interesting thems.
THE IssuES oF THE AGE, or CoNSEQUENCES INVOLVED
IN MoDERN THouGHT, is the title of a new work, which
will be issued in a few days by A, K. Butts & Co.
If the forth coming book does not prove a deeply interesting and instructive one, it will not be because the
subject does not admit of it.
That the theme will be well treated is, we think, guaranteed by the reputation gained by the author from his
previous effort, entitled" Man and Woman," which was
well received by the reading public, and highly commended by the press.
We are informed also that this publishing house have in
press and will issue by the middle of this month, Prof.
Tyndall's Late Address before the British Association of
Scientists, at Belfast. It is bound to have a very extensive
sale. It is being disrussed every where.

Donations.

IVE hope in our next number, to be able to present
Col. R, G. Ingersoll, $5.00; A. F. Smith, 50 cts.; A. Newour readers with a part, or the whole of one of Mr. brough, 25 cts.; Jolin Threlfall, 25 cts.; Jacob Sprinkel
25 cts. ; S. l'II. W. 25 cts. ; Joseph Kinsey, 25 cts.; Robert
Frothingham's erudite Sunday Morning Discourses. Gunther, 25 cts.; J. J. Clark, 25 cts.; W. H. Johnson, 25 cts.
He has returned to the city and will undoubtedly
Our friends will please accept our thanks for their kindsoon resume his avocation. His sermons contain ness.
LOAN TO THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER.
such a fund of deep and correct thought, we are conG. W. Baldwin, Linesville, Pa., $10.00.
fident our readers will duly appreciate them.

An Inducement.
We have made arrangements with the proprietors
of THE LADIES' OwN MAGAZn<E by which we are
enabled to offer extra inducements to such as desire a
good Literary, Family and Fashion Monthly. For
$2,85 we will furnish the THE '!'RUTH SEEKER a year,
and the LADIES' OwN MAGAZINE, from October this
year to December next, (15 months) and give each such
subscriber a copy of the BEAUTIFUL OIL CHROMO
"JusT ONE," published by the Ladies' Own Magazine
Company, as a premium to subscribers.
Or for three new names to the Truth Seeker at $1,75
a copy of the Ladies' Own Magazine and its chromo
will be sent as a premium for the three.
To those not acquai.lted with it we desire to say that
the Ladies' Own is the ablest and best magazine of its
class in this country, and the cheapest two dollar
magazine we have seen. It is edited by Mrs. l\I. Cora
Bland, assisted by some forty of the best writers in
this country. Its literature is sound and sensible to a
marked degree, just such literature as parents can
safely put into the hands of their suns and daughters.
The chromo is a fac-simile of a charming painting
hy Hays, entitled, ''JusT ONE," the subject being a
full length portrait of a beautiful little girl standing
by a side board covered with lucious fruits, which she
is tempted to steal. The artist takes her just; as her
fingers are in the act of closing upon one single grape;
her face is turned toward you, and shows a most
charming look of mingled anxiety and entreaty. You
can almost hear her say ''just one." Printed in 16 full

THE BROOKLYN REVIEW says: "Armed with Mrs. Tilton's
letter Mr. Beecher cJuld defy the world; without it, he
could present no evidence of the falsity of his accuser's
charges. It was his protector-and through him hers.
To him comes a friend of his accuser charging upon him
perfidy and ignobility-demands the surrendering of
these proofs of l'llrs. Tilton's chastity and Mr. Beecher's
purity, We do not know what Mr. Beecher said upon
that occasion, but Mr. Beecher says that the man who was
filching from him the dearest treasure that he possessed,
carried a pistol, and" after some conversation," he gave
up the letter. In making this confession Mr. Beecher
confesses himself a coward and a poltroon-a weak and
foolish imbecile. and. in almost so many words, asks
the world to believe all these. And looking at the whole
matter dispassionately, seeing that the situation involved a man's integrity, and a loving woman's fame,
that every sense of manhood and of chivalry was appealing to a virile and chivalric man to do an act that was
merely manly, the world has, as it seems to us, but one
alternative, and :that is to acknowledge that the act was
an abject confession of guilt. The salvation of his own
manhood called upon 1\fr. Beecher to resist, Mrs. Tilton's wan face and broken heart called upon him to resist.
But he yielded."
A v Ar.trABLE work has been lost to the world by an
extraordinary accident. Prof. Bunsen of Heidelberg,
Chemist, has beem engaged for four years preparing
a new book, whose appearance was looked forward
to with great interest. 'l'he professor, recently, in
starting fur a short walk, left the manuscript, both the
rough copy and notes, and the copy for the printer, lying on his cleRk. On his return he found both sets of
papers, with some others, in flames, and before he
could put out the fire tl1ey were burnt to ashes. Not a
leaf was left. It appears that some lucifer matches
lying about the desk were ignited by the sun and set
fire to the manuscripts.
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Arraignment of the Church,
AND A PLEA FOR INDIVIDUALITY.

A Lectzo·e delivered before the Free Religious Society oj
Chiwgo, December 21, 1873.
BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.

[Continued.]
lt is said 'that some of the Indian tribes place the

heads of their children between pieces of bark until
the form of the skull is ]'Jermanently changed. To us
this seems a most shocking custom, and yet, after all,
is it ns bad as to put the ~ouls of our children in the
straight jacket of a creed; to so utterly deform their
minds that they regard the Go(] of the Bible, as a
Being of infinite mercy, and really consider it a virtue
to believe a thing just because it seems umeasonable?
EYcry ehild in the Christian world has uttered its
wondering protest against this outrage. All the
machinery of the chur~h is constantly employee\ in
thus corrupting the reason of children. In every possible way they are robbed of their own thoughts and
forced to ttccept the statements of others. Every
Sunday School has for its object the crushing out of
every germ of individuality. The poor children are
taught that nothing can be more acceptable to God
than unreasoning obedience and eyeless faith, and
that to !Jelieve that God llid an impossible act is far
better than to do a good one yomsclf. They are told
that all the religions have been simply the John the
Baptist of ours; that all the gods of antiquity have
withered and shrunken into the Jehovah of the Jews;
that all the longing·s and aspirations of the race are
realized in the motto of the Evangelical Alliance,
"Liberty in non-essentinls ;'' that all there is, or ever was
of religion can l.Je found in the Apostle's creed ; that
there is nothing left to be discovered ; that all the
thinkers are dead, and all the living should simply be
believers; that we have only to i'epeat the epitaph
found on the grave of wisdom; that grave-yards are
the best possible universities, and that the children
must be forever beaten with the bones of the fathers.
It has alwayH seemed absurd to suppose that a God
would choose for his companions during all eternity
the dear souls whosa highest and only ambition is to
obey. He certainly would now and then he tempted
to make the same rem:Lrk made by an English gentleman to his poor guest. This gentleman had invited a
man in humble circumstances to dine with him. The
man was so overcome with honor that to everything
the gentleman said he replied, '• Yes." Tired at last
with the monotony of acquiesence the gentleman cried
out, ''For God's sake, my good man, say 'No' just
once, so there will be two of us."
·
·
Is it possible that an infinite God created this world
simply to be the dwelling-place of slaves and serfs?
Simply for the purpose of raising Orthodox Christians,
that he did a few miracles to astonish them; that all
the evils of life are simply his punishments, and that
he is finally going to turn heaven into a kind of religious museum filled with Baptist barnacles, petrified
Presl.Jyterians, and nlethodist mummies? I want no
heaven for which I must give my reason ; no happiness in exchange for my liberty, and no immortality
that demands the surrender of my individuality.
Better rot in the windowless tomb, to which there is
no door but the reel mouth of the pallid worm, than
wear the jeweled collar even of a God.
Religion docs not and cannot contemplate man as
free. She accepts only the homage of the prostrate,
and scorns the offerings of those who stand erect.
She cannot tolerate the liberty of thought. The wide
and sunny fields belong not to her domain. Tlw starlit heights of genius and individuality are above
and beyond her appre_ciation and power. Her subjects cringe at her feet covered with the dust of obedience.
They are not athletes standing posed by rich
life and brave endeavor like the antique statues, but
shriveled deformities studying with furtive glance
the cruel face of power.
No religionist seems capable of comprehending this
plain truth. There is this difference between thought
and action :-For our actions we are responsible to
ourselves and to those iiljuriously affected ; for
thoughts there can, in the nature of things, be no responsibility togolls or men, here or hereafter. And yet
the Protestant has vied with the Catholic in denouncmofreedom of thought, and while I was taught to hat~
Catholici.-an with every drop of my blood, it is only
justice to say that in all essential particulars, it is precisely the same as every other religion. Luther denonncellmental liberty with all the coarse and brutal
vigor of his nature, Cahin despised from the very
bottom of his petrified heart anything that even lookeel like religious toleration, and solemnly declared
that to advocate it was to crucifiy Christ afresh. All
the founders of ,,1] the orthodox churches have advocated the same infamous tenet. 'fhc trnth is that
what is culled religion is necessarilly inconsistent
with Free Thought.
A l.Jcliever IS a songless bini in a cage, a Freethinker
is an engle parting the clouds with tireless wings.
At present, owing to the inroads that have been
made by Lihl,rals aull Inlidcls, most of the churches
pretend to l.Je in f:wor of religious JilJerty. Of
these churc-hes, we will ask this question : "How
can a man who conscientiously believes in religious

liberty worship a God who does not?" They say to ance of the dawn, and the other will vanish With the
us: "We will not imprison you on account of yonr perfect clay. Until then, the independence of man is
Overshadowccl by an imbelief, but our God will. We will not lmrn you be- little more than a dream.
cause you throw away the sacred Scriptures; but their mense personality-in the presence of the irresponsible
Au thor will." " We think it an infamous crime to and the infinite, the individuality of lllan is lost, and
persecute our brethern for opimon's sake; but the God he falls prostrate in the very dust of fear. Beneath
whom we ignorantly worship will on that account the frown of the Absolute, man stands a wretched,
damn his own children forever." Why is it that these trembling slave-beneath his smile he is at best
Christians do not only detest the Infidels, but so only a fortunate serf. Governed by a being whose
cordially despise each other? \Vhy do they refuse to arbitrary will is law, chained to the chariot of power,
worship in the temples of each other? \Vhy do they his destiny rests in the pleasure of the Unknown.
care so little for the damnation of men, and so much. Under these circumstances what wretched object can
for the baptism of children? vVhy will they adorn he have in lengthening out his aimless life?
their churches with the money of thieves, and ftat.ter
And yet, in most minds, there is a vague fear of
vice for the sall:e of subscription? vVhy will they what the gods may do, ancl the safe side is conattempt to bribe science to certify to the writings of sidered the best side.
God? \Vhy do they torture the words of the great
A gentleman walking among the ruins of Athens
into an acknowledgement of the truth of Christianity? cam~ upon a fallen btatnc ?f Jupiter. :iV~aking an cx\Vhy do they stand with hat in hand before Presidents, ceedmgly low bow, he· smll: '· 0, Jupiter, I salute
Kings, Emperors, and Scientists, beggingJ}kc Lazarus thee." He then added: "Should you ever get up iu the
for a few crumbs of relig-ious comfort? Why are they world again, do not forget., I pray you, that I treated
so delighted to find an :tllusion to Providence in the yon rolitely while you were prostrate."
message of Lincoln? Why are they so afraid that
\Vc have all been taught by the church that nothing
some one will find out that Paley wrote an essay in is so well calculated to excite- the ire of the Deity as to
favor of the Epicurean Philosophy, and that Sir Isaac express a doubt as to his existence, and that to cicny it
Newton was once an Infidel? vVhy are they so is an unpardonable sin. Numerous well-attested inanxious to show that Voltaire recanted? that Paine stances were referred to, of Atheists being struck dead
died palsied with fear; that the Emperor Julian cried for denying the exi~tence of God. According to
out, "Galilean thou hast conquered;" that Gibbon these religious people, God is infinitely above us in
died a Catholic; that Agassiz had a little confidence in every respect, infinitl'ly merciful, and yet He cannot
Moses; that the old Napoleon was onre compliment- bear to hear a poor finite man honestly question His
ary enough to say that he thought Christ greater than existfmce. Knowing as He does that His children
himself or Cresar; that Washington was caught on his are groping in darkness and struggling with doubt
knees at Valley Forge; that blunt old Ethan Allen told and fear; knowing that He could enlighten them if He
his child to believe the religion of her mother; that would, He still holds the expression of a sincere doubt
Franklin said, "Don't unchain the tiger;" that as to His existence the most infamous of crimes.
Volney got frightened in a storm at sea, and that Oakes
According to the orthodox logic, God having furAmes was a wholesale liar?
nished us with imperfect mimls has a right to demand
Is it because the foundation of their temple is crumb- a perfect result. Suppose l\Ir. Smith should overhe:tr
ling, because the walls are cracked, the pillars lean- a couple of small bugs holding a discussion as to the
ing, the great dome swaying to its fall, and because existence of Mr. Smith, and suppose one should ltave
science has written over the high altar its mene, mene, the temerity to declare upon the honor of a bug that
tekel, 1tphar8in, the old words destined to be the epitaph he had cxnmined the whole question to the best of his
of all religions?
ability, including the argument based upon design,
Every assertion of individual independence has been and had come to the conclusion that no man by the
a step toward Infidelity. Luther started toward Hum- name of Smith had ever lived. Think then of Mr.
boldt, IV esley toward Brad! a ugh.
To really reform Smith flying into an ecstasy of rage, crushing the
the church is to destroy it. Every new religion has a atheist bug beneath his iron heel, while he exclaimed,
little less superstition than the old, so that the relig- "I will teach you, l.Jlasphemous wretch, that Smith is
ion of science is but a question of time.
I will not a diabolical fact!" vVhat then can we think of a God
say the church has been an unmitigated evilm all re- who would open the artillery of heaven upon one of
spects. Its history is infamous and glorious. It has His own children fur simply expressing his honest
delighted in the product ion of extremes. It has fur- thought? And what man who really thinks can help
nisht>cl murderers for its own martyrs. It has some- repeating the words of .LEneas, •' If there are gods they
times fed the body, but has always starved the soul. certainly pay no attention to the al:l:'airs of man."
In religious ideas and conceptions there has
It has been a charitable highwayman, a generou5 pirate. It has produced some angels and a multitude of been for ages a slow and steady development. At the
devils. It has built more prisons than asylums.
It bottom of the ladder (speaking of modern times) is
made a hundred orphans while it cared for one. In Catholicism, and at the top are Atheism and Science.
one hand it carrietl the alms-dish, and in the other a The intermediate rounds of this ladder arc occupied
sword. It has founded schools and endowed universi- by the various sects, whose name is legion.
But whatever may be the truth on any subject has
tie~ for the purpose of destroying true learning.
It
filled the world with hypocrites and zealots, and upon nothing to do with our right to investigate that subject,
the cross of its own Christ it crucified the individuality and express any opinion we may form. All that I ask
of man. It has sought to destroy the independence is the right I freely accord to all others.
A few years ago a Methodist clergyman took it upon
of the soul, and put the world upon its knees. This is
its crime. The commission of this crime was necessary himself to give me a piece of friendly advice. '' Alto its existence. In order to compel obedience it though you may disbelieve the bible," said he, "you
That yon should kC;ep to yourdeclared that it had the truth and all the truth; ought not to say so.
that God had made it the keeper of ull his secrets; self." "Do you believe the bible?" said I. He rehis agent and his vicegerent.
It declared that plied, "Most assuredly." To which I retorted,
all other religions were false and infamous. It "Your answer conveys no information to me. You
rendered all compromises impossible, and all thought may be following your own advice. You told me to
superfluous.
Thought was its enemy, obedience mppress my opinions. Of course a man who will adwas its friend.
Investigation was fraught with vise others to dissimulate will not alw:.ys be particular
danger ; therefore investigation was suppressed. The about. telling the truth himself."
It is the duty of each and every one to maintain his
holy of holies was behind the curtain. All this was
upon the principle that forgers hate to have the individuality. "This above all, to thine own self be·
signature examined by an expert, and that imposture true, and it must follow as the night the clay, thou
canst not then be false to any man." It is a magnifidetests cunosity.
" He that hath ears to hear let him hear," has al- cent thing to be the sole proprietor of yourself. It is
a terri IJle thing to wake up at night ami say : " TlJCre
ways been one of the favorite texts of the church.
In short, Christianity has always opposed every is nobody in this bed !" It is humiliating to know
forward movement of the human race. Across the that your ideas are all borrowed, and that your are inhighway of progress it has always been l.Juilcling debted to your memory for your principles, that your
breastworks of bibles, tracts, commentaries, prayer- religion is simply one of your habits, and that you
books, creeds, dogmas, and platforms, and at every would ha vc convictions if they were only contagious.
advance the Christians have gathered behind these It is mortifying to feel that you belong to a mental
heaps of rubbish and shot the poisoned arrows of mob and cry "crucify him," because the others do.
'fhat you reap what the great and brave have sown
malice at the soldiers of freedom.
And even the liberal Christian of to-clay has his holy and that you can benefit. the world only by leaving it.
Surely every human being ought to attain to the
of holies, and in the niche of the temple of his heart
has his idol. He ~till clings to a part of the old super- dignity of the unit. Surely it is worth something to be
stition, and all the pleasant memories of the olll belief one and to feel that the census of the universe would
linger in the horizon of his thoughts like a sun~ct. We not be complete without counting you.
Surely there is grandeur in knowing that in the
associate the memory of those we love with the religion of our chilcllwocl. It seems almost a sacrilege to realm. of thought, at least, you are without a chain ;
rudely destroy the idols that our fathers worshiped, that yon have the right to explore all heights and ,.n
and turn their sacred and beautiful truths into the liepths; that there are no walls, nor fence5, nor prosilly fables of ltarbarianism.-Some throw away the hibited places, nor sacred corners in all the vast expanse
Old Testament and clmg to the New, while others give of thought; that your intellect owes no allegiance to
up everything except the idea that there is a personal any being human or divine ; that you hold all in fee
God, and that in some wonderful way we are the ob and upon no condition and by no tenure whatever ;
that in the world of min<l you are relieved from all
j ects of His care.
Even this, in my opinion, as science, the great icon- personal dictation, and from the ignorant tyranny of
.
oclast, marches onward, will have to be abandoned majorities.
Surely it is worth something to feel that there are
with the rest. 'fhe great ghost will surely share the
fate of the little ones. They fled at the first appear no priests, no p.opes, no parties, no governments, no
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to afflict a man without cause. This being the only ranee, but from clwice acted under the Devil's advice,
mean trick through his life, there may be some and thereby man is capable of reasoning and judging
mistake about the matter. It is an admitted fact he between good and evil, right and wrong, the more
was the sole companion of the Son of God when' on man eats and partakes of the fruit called the knowlearth for forty days at one time. Who can say he edge of good and evil, the more elevated he is and
did not keep the very best of company, both while in the more refined he becomes. •·We should thank the
Heaven and also on earth ? Yet it is true, he and his Devil, mother Eve and the Jews for all these blesassociates, did not fully agree in all matters, but sings."
where is the wrong in this ?
To talk about man falling in a refined or moral
As for his true character and standing, it can be better sense, when he was first so low, he neither knew good
judged by the company he kept, than any other way. or evil, and stood on a level with the beasts of the
Nevertheless the clergy charge upon him all manner field as to refinement, is absurd. And the theoof crime. This is a trait in their character. They logical view of man's fall can be comprehended
treated God's only son the same way, and in fact put in these expressions: ''God set a trap, the Devil
History of. the Devil.
him to death, their admissions of facts prove the con- sprung it and man got caught."
trary.
Redemption is about the same, the Devil entered
BY ISAAC PADEN.
1st. They admit Heaven was the. place of his ori- Judas, thereby smrendering his death grip on man and
[Continued.]
gin and birth.
placing the sacrifice in the hands of the Jews,' who
offered it for man's salvation, which, if true, each
2cl. He was the son of the morning.
We again proceed with our history.
party is entitled to their share of thanks, iu proportion
3d. He was in office and an angel of light.
From hrs interview with the Son of God in the
4th. Whenever seen always in the Lest of com- to that which they did. \Vill some theologian, or any
wilderness of Judea, he is only occasiouly spoken of
in the annals, until he is seen by Luther, Smith and pany ; even the last time seen was Ly .three reverend body, tell which did the most to effect man's salvaBloomburg. Yet it is claimed he was once an inhab- gentlemen. So far his character stands vastly ahead tion, the procuring or betraying, the oiiering and
itant of Heaven, where he caused a rebellion and had a of an average class of reverend gentlemen of our day, making the sacrifice, or the sacrifice itself?
The foregoing is presented to the reader for no
big fight with one Michael, a Prince. In this battle am! we pronounce it good. The orthodox God
his name was called Dragon, (which represents power) could not dispense with his services ; he has no other purpose than to show the difference there is in
and from the facts claimed, he must have been a man reason to be ashamed of him, as he never was known certain statements, when covered under a robe or
highly esteemed, and one of influence, as it is claimed to get drunk, as was the case with Noah and many mantle of sacredness. The points here stated are the
he indnced one-third of the powers that were (snpposed other of God's servants; niether was he ever seen in a same in substance as claimed in theology, but they are
to mean the Southern States) to rebel, and fall in with house of ill-fame, such as was the house of Rahab the stripped of their robe ofsacrC'dness, and stand unclothhim and thereby was enabled to make a big- clisturb- harlot, where the servant of Josh11a-the acknowl- ed and uncolored, and can be seen in a common sen~c
anc~, in a place where our divines tells us all is edged chief commander of the armies of the God of view. Should the reader look upon the writer of this
little pamphlet as ont who has no reverence or repeace, and quietness, and the weary traveler is forever Israel-Tesorted.
But you will often hear his name mentioned in spect for the God or truth, a greater mistake would be
at rest. There must be a mistaken view in this
matter. However, it is evident there was not a man churches. Some have supposed he was a church hard to make.
The time is cominp;, and now is, when these false
on the throne at that time of the firmness of member, inasmuch, as he first taught the advantages
Abaham Lincoln, or the Devil ancl his army would in knowing good from evil-one of the most essential imaginations that luwe blinded many and have so long
not have been permitted to secede. A question of policy JesRons ever taught to man. Neither was he ever been held as sacred truths, will yield to common
may arise here. Lincoln denied the right of secession known to commit adultery with woman, either mar- sense, and submit to scientific truths based npon
and whipped the rebels back into the traces again, ried or single, or in any way meddling with females, facts. Therefore let the reader reflect-not condemn,
while God accepted the right to secede as a matter of other than by way of giving enconragment to ad- but act upon his better judgment, instead of his repolicy or choice, and got them out of Heaven as Lest vance in wisdom and knowledge, which has given rise ligious prejudices. and open his eyes of understanclmg, and exercise the undeniable right of every inclihe could. We cannot see but the right to secede is fully to the present refined condition of man and woman.
established by God ; (this may only apply to monHe was never known to be angry or in any way vidual to do his own thinking. Bigotry, superstition
archical kingdoms, not republics). Lincoln braved displeased, jealous or "full of wrath." These pas- and pricstcraft have blinded men long enough, therethe storm of war and brought the rebels to terms, and sions belong to the kingdom of imperfection. He fore Jet us come out and be God's men, and take an
cast out the Dragon (supposerl to mean human slavery) was never known to repent or regret any thing he had eagle's flight and soar over the mountains of knowland there is now no place in America found for it.
done. This would show short-sightedness on his edge and leave the little sectarian cage-the " seven
But our divines tell us the Devil and all his forked- part. And was never lmown to be displeased with a by nine" religion for the moles ancl bats.
TVoodhull, Ill.
tailed host are here upon earth. This accounts for man and kill him ; never known to take any delight in
Luther, Smith and Bloomburg seeing him as they say the shedding of human blood ; never went at the hem!
of an army on earth, where they killed babes and
they did.
Whether he had any thing to do in the late rebellion sucklings ; never was known as having been pleased
Little Things.
in the United States may be a question. There is one with seeing the heads of human beings cut oft and
thing certain as far as peace and quietness are con- stuck upon poles for the sun to shine on ; never was
One step and then another.
cerned, there can be but little choice between the known to swear an oath or chew tobacco. The only
And the longest walk is ended;
theological Heaven and the United States. Both have mean trick proven against him, was the part he took
One stitch and then another,
been cursed with a rebellion and a war. If the in Job's case without cause. It is also admitted he
And the largest rent is mended;
Devil cansed the rebellion and war in Heaven, he was a man of influence ; when he seceded from
One brick and then another,
may have been the cause in America ; but not having Heaven, his mother country, his native home and place
And the highest wall is made;
been seen in person at the head of the rebel army, we of birth. In this he did nothing more than our foreOne flake upon another,
conclude our rebellion was gotten up by the priests fathers did, when they rebelled and seceded from the
And the deepest snow is laid.
and other designing men of our nation, who more for Kingdom of Great Britain.
There are but few, but what would be proud of
So the little coral workers,
the sake of profit than true honesty, taught the divine
right of human slavery as an institution of God, such a history of themselves, even such as the Devil
By their slow but constant motion,
Have built up those pretty islands
handed down from the clays of Noah. This, the peo- is entitled to.
Thus we close our history, of him who is called the
ple of a free and civilized nation, resented as an imIn the distant. dark blue ocettn;
Devil, who while in Heaven \Vas second to God himposition, and a war was the result.
And the noblest undertakings
Vv e again return to our subject. Onr divines claim self ; now on earth stands despised by all church
:Man's wisdom hath conceived,
the Devil is guilty- of all manner ·of wickedness, that members. Yet they acknowledge him in their uniBy oft-repeated effort
he lied to mother Eve in the garden, by which he versal church creeds in the sectarian churches, as the
Have been patiently achieved.
thwarted the designs of the Almighty. How true this second person in the Godhead, as seen by the followA littJe-'tis a little word,
may have been, I am not prepared to say, but if true ing, and he cannot be dispensed with without destroyBut much may in it dwell;
the Devil is the smartest man of the two, he being ing the whole theological theory of man's salvation
Then let a warning voice be heard,
a progressionist, and God a stationary orthodox. lt (Viz:)
1st person. God the prime mover in man's existAnd learn the lesson well;
is not to be wondered at ; and it is the way with the
The way to ruin thus begins.
orthodox world to this day; they are always behind, ance.
2d person. The Devil the prime mover in man's
Down, like easy stairs;
and the last to yield to a scientific truth; and should
the Devil occasionly get the advantage, it is only a fall.
If conscience suffers little sins,
3d person. Christ the prime mover in man's renatural consequence. As for the Devil's origin, paSoon larger ones it bears.
rentage, &c., together with his peculiar traits of cllar- demption.
A little theft, a small deceit,
4th person. The Holy Ghost the prime agent iii
acter, we have to depend upon history a~1d our divines,
Too often leads to more;
who say he was the son of the mornmg. Hather a man's salvation.
'Tb hard at first, but tempts the feet,
Neither one of these four persons can be dispensed
peculiar father indeed, but so it is, they say so, tmd
As through an open door;
we take it for granted. He also is claimed to have with without destroying the theological system or
Just as th" broadest rivers run.
been once an angel in Heaven. These facts, if they scheme in relation to man's destiny.
From small and distant springs,
\Vithout a God there would be no existence of man ;
are facts, prove his parentage and origin to be good
The greatest crimes that men htwe clone
and respectable. How such a good fountain could without. a Devil, no fall ; without a fall no redemption;
Have grown from little things.
send forth such a mean Devil, is a theological mystery. without redemption no usc of a Christ ; without a fall
As his associates, both in Heaven and on earth, and redemption no salvation for man.
Second v-iew of theology. The salvation of man, rests
were none other than first-class, all combine to
BY a recent public exhibition in this city, was it
clothe the whole matter in a mystery, how snell a wholly upon the crucifixion of Christ's body upon
mean cuss ''could grow np under such influences" and thA cross. This, if true. makes the act of the Jews in demonstrat.tcl, by Dr. Mark Blumentlwl, President
surroundings. Every fact claimed gives the lie to the putting Christ to death indispensably ueccessary. ot the Board of trustees of the Institution for the
charge of his meanness. First, in a sweet conversa- Had tiw Jews obeyed God's command, "Thou shalt Improved Instruction of Deaf 1\'[ntes, how those born
tion with a virtuous lady, under the shade of a tree not kill," which theology claims they were nuder an deaf anrl dumb arc learned to articulate words and
planted by God's own hands; also in his travels up and obligation to do, or stand condemned as transgressors usc oral speech. The pupils arc taught to articulnte
down upon the earth; no place was founrl so congenial, of God's command-if they had obeyed there would by watching the motions of the lip;;, tongue and
throat of their tcnchcr, which they imitate without
and suited to his taste, as a convention of the sons have been no salvation for man.
Thus we see, if theology he true, man's fall was any lmowlcdge of the sound proclncecl. Prof. D.
of God, whose chairman was their father, into which
he entered, and was cordially entertained in a social the rcst;lt of Adam and Eve disobeying Goo's com- GreenLeyer, the principal, examined the classes,
chat with the president. It is true, they clicl not mand, "Thou shalt not eat thereof," and man's salva- rauging from thosP only of a few months iustruction
agree in their judgment. Yet their dispute ended in tion is the result of the Jews disobeying God's com- to those of nearly fonr years. The more nrlvnnced
a friendly bet. Whether they took any thing to drink mand, "Thou shnlt not kill." If man's salYation pupils, though wlwlly unable to hear, can converse
on the occasion, history does not informs us. How- rests upon the crucifixion of Christ's body on the intelligently with strangers. By a careful attentiou
ever, .Job paid the bill and the dispute ended. This, cross, anrl it was optional with the ,J cws to rlo it, or to the lips of the speaker they catch his meaning, aud
we admit, is a stain upon his character, to gamble at not to do it but from choice they did-the same as reply without themselves being conscious of uttering
the expense of an honest man, or to give his consent with mothe~ Eve when she refused to live in igno- a sound.

kings, no gods to whom your intellect can be compelled to pay a reluctant homage.
Surely it is a joy to know that all fee cruel ingenuity
of bigotry can devise no prison, no loclk, no cell, in
whiclt for one instant to confine a tltought; that ideas
cannot be dislocated by rack, nor crushed in iron
boots, nor burned with fire.
.
Surely it is sublime to think that the brain is a
castle, and that within its curious bastions and winding halls the soul in spite of all worlds and all beings
is the supreme sovereign itself.
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BY E. E. G.
IT is said that a San Francisco sea captain swapped
the ship's Bible for thirteen plugs of tobacco, much to
the surprise and chagrin of Bible Society agents and
Christians genera][y. We think it about an even swap.
Bible versus tobacco-Tobacco versus Bible.
MR. ABBOT of the Boston lndex, say: "Rev. Wm. S.
Baker, in the'Independrllt, relieves himself of the opinion
that Boston is a ·camp of unbelief.' and is busily trying
to invent another and better Christ." That's not so. We
unbelievers here In Boston don't want ·• anothe1· Christ."
One Christ Is quite enough. What we do want Is, better
men and women, not to "invent another and a bettm·
Christ." Are you satisfied now :lrfr. Baker?
Again Mr. Baker says; "The exact trouble in Boston,
as in every other camp of unbelief, lies in this: that not a
soul therein has anything to suggest as a substitute for
Christianity." A substitute/or Clwistianity! We don't believe in substitutes! We don't want a substitute, if the
substitute is to bear any kin to the thing substituted for.
The whole" scheme" of Christianity is the atonement, or
"Jesus Christ dying in my stead." We want to die for
ourselves, not that innocence should die in our stead.
RELIGious HYPOCRITEs.-It is never safe for a person
to· attempt to conceal their principles or religious views
for fear of an unpopular public sentiment. Had Henry
Ward Beecher, instead of trying to preach Radicalism
inside au Orthouox church, gone outside twenty years
ago, when we first knew him, he would not have contradicted himself any oftener than any other public speaker, stigmatized himself as a religious hypocrite, lived a
lie socially, abused his friends and shamed his enemies,
but would have drawn to himself the advanced minds of a
quarter of a century, and established a free and independent society, which would have, for all time, reflected
honor upon the name of Beecher. And could he have
controlled his "vne passions," which he so often exhorted his hearers to do, he would have never-poor Traylike-" received so sound a thrashing. for no other reason than for bein" found 'in bad company.''
Great men.-" The purity of Plymouth Chw·chpulpit must
be sustained." Indeed I how, with a libertine 'in it, discovered or undiscovered. or a libertine out of it? The pulpit is
as pure now as before Mr. Beecher's amours were made
public; it's the discovery that has raised the hue and cry.
It has been said by some, how much better had this never
been known, he is a great man. a moral (?) teacher, a
representative man, a man of so much influence, and all
that! Whew! this is the very reason why it should be
kno,vn. be deposed, and the church and the world made
to feel that" g1·eat men" must not expect to hide their
crimes under their sacerdotal garments, statesmen-like
eloquence. and military glory. Down with wickedness in
high places, say we, and when the citadels have fallen,
the" shebangs" will soon surrender.
"Passional att1·action." or ·• starvation." truly!_ Would
they have us sacrifice our affection for a few moments'
passional gratification or relief? Surely this is Free
Love with a vengeance? We always thought love had to
grow? that an appreciation of integrity, a knowledge of
character, a belief in reciprocity, a faith in constancy,
and a general admiration of excellencies, constituted
love! But now-a-days it is claimed that a person can
change their love as often as "passional attraction" or
"starvation" impels them towards a new comer, be it
every day or every hour I Out upon it! that is not loveJove for its o!)ject! It is passional attraction, trulyrightly named- and dies with its use, to be again renewed whenever the·· passional" appetite demands. Then is
not this love which is founded on an appreciation of
character in its object. sacrificed to 1ust or mere passion
by a daUy change? We think so. We believe in the love
that controls passion, and the passional attraction that
never goes outside of good old-fashioned love-such love
as immortalizes Paul and Virginia, that grows and
thrives. and becomes deeper and stronger by the food it
feeds upon. Who does not seek such a love? who does
not demand such a love? who does not admire sucn
constancy and fidelity-once to love and love forever!
Whew, talk of changing your love every day, that is not
love but the other thing!
" Comirtu to Jesus."-We. recently read of a young man
in a revival meeting become so absorbec;l in visions of his
lady love. whom he intended " seeing home" that evening, that he became intirely oblivious to all around him
and not until he was slapp<1d on the shoulder-Elder
Knapp fashion-on similar occasions, and these yearning
words sounded in his ears did he rouse himself: "Young
man. yo" look as if yo" warded to (JO to Jesus! Won't you
come to Jesus?" Whereupon this young aspirant for female favor was struck all of a heap, and stammered out
something on this wise.: "I would-! want-that is-if you
please-I should like to-go somewhere else-thank you
-I have another engagement-pray excuse me to-nightyou know how it is yourself-I want to go home with Deb!"

commence, and If he would make no exceptions over
idiots, lunatics, spendthrifts and criminals, who endanger the lives, property, health and happiness of others?
I pause for a reply.
THE first great pilgrimage of American Catholics to the
holy shrines of the old world, we see took place in May,
on vess@ls chartered for the vurpose.
Had they not better save their time and money by stayng at home and appropriating their surplus cash to the
support of their own paupers instead of forcing us
Yankees to do it? Holy Shrines, indeed, about as holy as
the Christian Father's tombs, who believed "it right to
lie and deceive when it promoted the Interests of the
Church,"
"Is it not remarkable that he (Jesus Christ) never affirmed in so many words, that there was a God; that he
did not pronounce a formal doctrine of immortality; that
he not even said there was a right and a wrong?"-Sam1tel
C. Beane.
He might have said all this and much more, and it
not have been recorded. Other people have said as
much, and yet it was never written. What if he did
say these things, or did not. what difference does it make
to us? If false, his affirming them would not make them
true; and if true, science by and bye will dmnonst1·ate it,
~nd as history proves him not to have been a scientific
man, his word would not be taken by common-sense peovle to-day without nroof. The same writer says: •· I confess, as a Christian believer, that Jesus answers and satisfies my soul's enQuiries as no one else is able." That's
not saying much, •· as no one else is able!" There are
others that can say, his doctrines puzzle them more than
any heathen belief, and are less philosophical and satisfactory.

Simple Questions.BY L. K. M.
Does God know all things, as 'tis saidWhat's now and is to beHow many of his children taste
The fruits of Eden's tree?
How fe\v find Heaven, and liue au ain;
How many Hell, to die In pain?
Does God know how life's rugged path,
With thorns is covered o'er ;
That foot-prints, made in sorrow's blood,
Tell of the hearts made sore?
That every day fresh wounds will bring,
To make some curse the 'bitter sting' ?
Does God know how many thousands,
On cellar-floors to-night,
Will lay them down-to want for breaj,
When com(ls the morning light?
How many poor will suppliant kneel
Before l\ world as cold as steel?
Does God know life's vicissitudes.
' From cradle to tl!e grave?'
That noblest hearts sink underneath
The seething, surging wave?
That many go from peace at mol·n,
Sad wrecks at eve, amid the storm?
If God knows these things, as 'tis said-

And Ills a million more.
Which never cease to hover 'round
Our journey down the shorelfHe knows all, then why not send
Relief that will these.___
mis'ries end.

__________ ______

Efficacy of Prayer.
EDITOR OF TRUTH SEEKER :-In No s' of THE
TRUTH SEEKER I notice you have made a very brief
statement of your private (heterodox) views on the
subject of prayer. Next you give two instances of
the orthodox view, as understood by the "pious
school marm," and ask for more proof.
Well here it is. Some twenty years ago when the
interior of the State of Iowa was not as well settled as
at the present day, there lived near the present town
of Fairfield, a pious disciple of St. Cnspin, blessed
with a large family, but not blessed with much of
this worltl's goods.
As markets were distant, money scarce and family
necessaries difficult to obtain, it often occurred that
our worthy friend found his larder short of supplies.
On one occasion the commissary had failed entirely.
There was not a mouthful of any kind of food in the
house; without:money, ·without anything to sell, or
exchange for food, our pious brother was sorely puzzled to devise how to obtain the next meal.
After a long and painful cogitation over the situation and discovering no loop hole of relief, as a last
resort, he concluded to lay the matter before the \
Lord, and humbly ask his assistance in tl1e premises.
Falling upon his knees, brother T. presented the desperate circumstances of his case and pleaded most
earnestly for help, when lo I upon rising to his feet
the first object upon which his eyes rested was a fin~
deer standing directly in front of the open doorawaiting, like old" Abraham's ram," to be sacrificed
for the relief of the worthy family ; and there con-·
tinued to await, until brother T. had time to get ready
a double-barreled shot gun, when he shot the deer.
Brother T. is now a thriving farmer of this county
and still believes that, that prayer is what "fetched,\
the deer.
M. SToCKING.
Eldred, Neb., April 12th, 1874.

QuERY.-Did the pious shoemaker think the Lord
in answer to his prayer, cr_eated that deer on the spot:
or did be bring it there by supernatural means, a distance of two or three miles or more for his express
benefit? Or is it more natural to suppose the deer was
already in the neighborhood and that the prayer had
no effect upan him one way or the other ?
It seems brother T. afterwards got bc1ter off. Did
he get his farm by praying or by hard work and perseverence ? If he produced a deer by simply praying,
wl1y did he not when he had his "hand in," just keep
asking, and product everything he needed for life ?
If prayer can be depended on to bring food to the
hungry, why arc so many all over the world languishsng for want of some'thing to eat ? Have not millions
of prayers been oficred up by poor famishing mortals
that have been totally disregarded ? Do praying
people absolutely get more dccrs,
better farms
and more prosperity than than those who do not
pray ? Is it not after all, persistent and well directed
effort that accomplishes nearly all the results that
Josiah Wan·en's Definition of Freedom. "The Soverei(ln- are produced in this world? [Ed. T. S.]
ty of every individual ova h'is or her own person, time,
property and 1'esponsilrilities."
FRIEND BENNETT.-Give us the latest price that PlymVery ClOOd, but will Mr. Stevens of The Index, to whom outh Church is paying for false swearing. I am badly
we are indebted for this excellent definition, please in- cramped for money, If Ithink it will pay, I shall respond
form us at what age he would have this "freedom" immediately.
HARMAN SPENSER.
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Jlritndlg Qkorrespondence.
ALMOND BROOKS Columbus, Ind., Writes: You wiJI
please continue my'paper though it does cost$1.75, or even
five dolla~s. I cannot well live without It,
AUGUSTUS TowNE, Boston, writes: Your paper is full of
meat. All I have to say, is, no matter about the quantity,
but don't depreciate the quality,
JAMES CHATTEN, Mullica Hill, N. J., 'Yr~tes; I think
your paper very mstructive ap.d entertammg, an<). weil
worth the money you ask for 1t. I take pleasure m renewing my subscritption for another year,
IsRAEL BETZ Oakville, Pa., writes~. No, 1 of Vol. II of
THE TRUTH SEEKER is received. Enclosed I hand you
the subscription Drice. It is becoming more interesting
every number. I hope it will become firmly established.
ALBERT J. GoULD. Covington. Ind .. writes: You pnblish
one of the best Liberal papers in the country and you
ought to receive a liberal support from our friends. Keep
up the fight, and I for one will stand by you.
L. W. LIPSCOMB, Greenville, Ill .. writes: The 4-ugust
nur.:1ber failed to come to hand. Please forward 1t a;; I
cannot miss a single number ; they are too valuable. If
at any time you see fit to change to a weekly set me down
as a a subscriber; you cannot send it too often to suit
.me.
JoHN T. LAKIN, Kansas City, Mo., writes: I would not
be without your paper on any consideration. I am trying
to do all I cttn to extend its circulation. I think I will be
able to send you a few subscribers.
DR. H. M. PARKHURST, Ballwin, Mo., writes:-Please
send me THE TRUTH SEEKER another year, I am glad to
see the young Litieral able to appear semi-monthly, He
is the healthiest youth I know of,
A. NEWBROUGH,:J'I'Iadisonville.,.Ky.. writes: Enclosed find
check for $2 dollars for Vol. .1I of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Many persons here are well pleased with it, as well as
myself; I have hopes of sendmg you a few subscribers
after awhile.
WM. L. CRAFT, Rock Island, Ill., writes ;-I send you
for THE '!'RUTH SEEKER another year. For the extra
quarter send me Brother Syphers' picture. I cail him a
"perfect brick." You hitt11e matter just right when you
decided to make your paper a semi-monthly.

$2

A. R. SwARTZCOPE, Bradley, Iii., writes: Enclosed find
for 3bound volumes I, and one copy of the semi-monthly. I think I will be able to send you more subscribers
soon. Your paper is much admired and will, I have no
doubt be duly appreciated in time.

$5

RoBERT GuNTHER, Eureka, Cal., writes; I am confident
you will succeed with your paper if you persevere in the
way you are going. In my opinion THE TRUTH SEEKER is
the best Liberal paper published in the United States. I
will do all I can to help it alone-. For my part I would
rather double my subscription than to see it go down.
JoHN R. WETHERELL, West Pittsfield, Mass .. writes: We
must make ~'HE TRUTH SEEKER a success. I will try and
help all I can. There ought to be a good many copies
taken in this vicinity to enlighten some of the old orthodox bigots. It has improved every number since its first
issue, It is indeed a first-class paper.
BENJ"AMIN F. STAMM, Detroit, 1\Iich., writes: Please
credit me with two dollars on the semi-monthly '!'RUTH
SEEKER, I cannot do without your paper, so long as it
pursues its present consistent course.
You will therefore consider me as one of its permanent
friends and supporters so long as I can find the necessary
means to aid the work.
W. P. Fox, Wea, Ind., writes: Enclosed I send you the
price of the bound volume of your paper, and will renew
when my subscription expires. I am but a young truth
seeke1·, but I fully appreciate your valuable paper, and
would not be without it if the price was three times as
much as it is now. "It touches the right spot" and
should be read by every reasonable and truth seeking
man and woman in the land,
JosEPH BARNES, Junius. N. Y., writes: The time has
gilded along for the last twelve months, and I find it is
time for me to renew nw subscription to 'rHE TRUTH
SEEKER. I am well pleased with tilfl contents of the paper.
~!'ruth is a priceless principle, and in your search I hope
you will be richly rewarded with an abundant harvest of
facts to distribute among your patrons and mankind at
largo. If we had more truth ant! justice in the world
how much. better it would be. I am an old man and hav~
notei! as I Passed along that there is no way so good as to
do nght.
H. B.llfA~ZE, Silver City, Idaho, writes: I have sent for
fifteen copies of your paper ttnd induced friends here to
take ~hem, All who dare to reacl your paper like it well.
I n tins I send you the names of four now subscribers and
hope to send you lllore soon. I sincerely wish you success. If we lind a few lectures here from such men as
Ingersoll and Underwood there would hardly be a crumb
left of the" Bummers" here in this moun tam town and
THE TRUTH SEEKER would "go like hot cakos."
[If all our subscribers lutd done as much for this paper
as this bi·otlier lias done, its circulation would now be
fully lOO,OOO.Ed. T. S.J

yY. Ff. JoHNSON, Newtown, Pa., writes: I have watched
w1th mt.erest tho presentation of the diverse views given.
bdy the readers of THE 1'RUTH SEEKER, in relation t0 the
lf!'nrent. modes proposed for its issue-and, I am now
qmet satisfied wit!] the conrlusion the editor has chosen
to act upon-thinlnng that the kind of reading filling the
co1nmns of the paper. woulcl as a general tiling do more
~~?d a~ appearing in the the semi-monthly form, than
eJ ICr m the forn1er mode, or more frer1_uent issue. In
~ho plan adopteclm the 1st of Sel{temher Number there is
·~S l!'uch readmM' a~ I can find ~une for, taking as I do 11,
\anety of pubhcatwns, embracmg topics of morals Liter~ture, P)lblic Hehool Interests and Common News.
W1th deep Interest, I romain your true friend.
EPH. SIPE, Greenwood, Minn., writes; Having had the
~loa~~dre of your noble RI]d excellent paper, which was
Ianc c me by Your StibscrJber llfr Hafl'ton, by careful perus.ual I find 1t bo the very idiom of my own zeal and aspiratwns. I feel conlldent it will prove a mighty weapon in

ba;t~ling

stJhons,

for the cause of truth in the midst of fogy super-

Every religion is the great pride
Of Superstition.
And the blind is sure to glide
Into perdition.
Set me down as a ·subscriper to the semi-monthly and
enclosed find the necessary remittance.
P. C. HASELTINE, Baraboo, Wis., writes: Friend Bennett,
enclosed please find $1.75 for the the second volume of
THE 1'RUTH SEEKER. I am very highly pleased with your
able and high toned pa~er ; and pledge myself a life subscriber. So go ahead Bro. B., I am with you even unto
the end.
For several years I followed in the wake of theology,
and truly expected to find in religion and the bible that
•· somethinlf" which Christians tell us fills the " aching
void within'; but, alas! I was doomed to sad disappointment. Disappointed and disgusted with religion and the
bible; I turned my back on all creeds and isms. and
thenceforth I have been a Freethinker ; and to·day I can
stand before my fellowmen, and with my hand on my
heart, can truly say friends; "I have at length found that
"something" which fills the •·aching void within." But
I did not find it in religion. I did not lind it in the bible, I
did not find it in Jesus Christ, but I did find it in THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
WM. GARLICK, Silver City, Idaho, writes: I am sorry
Frank Shuster's premium did not come through, and I fear
he will be disappointed. He is a new beginner, having
very recently shed the orthodox scales from his e}>'es. It
is but a few short months since he could not bear to hear
the bible criticised, but he has been reading liberalbooks
and papers and now has clear vfsion on reasonable topics.
He is not sure now there were no rainbows before Noah's
flood. He understands now that effects come from causes
and not direct commands. For instance he concludes
somebody must have been mistaken about Joshua's stopping the course of the sun to afford more time to butcher
by. I feel glad that common sense is gaining ground
and that the ~;,rip of bigotry is relaxing. that hope for the
triumph o! liberal ideas is in the ascendant and that the
desire to understand" the why and the wherefore" is becoming more general. I send you the names of two new
subscribers and will get more.
[We owe many thanks to this good Brother for the interest he has taken in extending the circulation of our
paper. He has sent us many subscribers.-Ed. T. S.J
J. W. ScoTT, Morrill, Kansas, writes:-This month
closes up the first volume of your paper, and the next
wfll open it as semi-monthly, Well success to it, and to
all others that will come out and speak fearlessly on all
points, whether religiously, morally or politiCally whatever Is for the benefit of tile people. Your little paper is
doin!" a ("DOd work, and I hope by doubling the time of
pubhcatwn it will not dilute the matter any, so we can
have the same strength twice a month where we had it
o nee before.
The people are, as a general thing, in this vicinity orthodox but I have been circulating your paper, and by
doing so I think I have opened more eyes than the cler·gy, They often get a cud they can't swallow, and they
dare not spititout without spitting outmore, so they
turn you over to the Devil, as the preacher said last Sunday in his discourse, " The ,w'ickt-d have no right to call
on or pray to God because they are children of the Devil." I think the Devil is making children faster than the
orthodox God is.
JosEPH NoYEs, Richford, Vt., writes:-Isee you have
decided to issue your paper twice as often as heretofore.
Though I did not particularly desire this, I have no
fault to find. I live in a place where fashion and "our
priest" are the gods worshit1ed. A state of ignorance
may sometimes be a happy state. These bigots think:
To fight Voltaire. and to fight Tom Paine,
And to lie and slander most profane,
Is a sure way to heaven gain.
I can. as yet, get but a few to read THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I was once a 1\Iethodist and a class-leader and was urged
to take license to preach, but having a farm and a family and a great many doubts, I commenced to rritically
study the Bible-honest with myself and I found I 'could
not preach it and be honest with myself and with any
one sect. I continued to <:Jriticise until I am now sevent:y
four years old, and now sincerely think all gods and
toolsofallsystems of superstition that are or ever were
on earth. were priests' forgery and falsehood. That
to be truthful, benevolent and just and to get an honest living at ones own expense-is the whole duty of man, without
these there is no morality or" peace on earth and good
will to man,"that church folks have talked so much about.
I am gjad THE THUTH SEEKER is trying to furnish information. People would doubtless do different if they
knew more, but they are divereted from such thoughts by
priestly interest. 0 Infidels, Free Thinkers, Truth Seekers, imparters of real facts and information, do what you
can to turn the tide. I am glad you can send out your
paper and not be murdered by the St. Peters. I wish
that old key of the kingdom of heaven had been lost a
great while ago, and truth seeking and truth speaking
had been the ruling principle.

•• Immortality."
MR. EDITOR :-As the question of an existence
beyond this life, is a subject of much thought and investigation and of the greatest importance, I feel like
contributing my mite in establishing the facts in the
case. It is a truth of scientific development that man
this side of the grave is a complex being, composed of
intuitive faculties of mind and instinctive faculties of
animal life; and science confirms the trllth, that mind
is composed of the highest elements ot life ; therefore
mind innately is God, unerring and imperishable.
Spirituality IS n faculty of 1nind, imparting the
knowledge to man, that there is a God, and that man
lives the other side of the grave. Those who never
saw nor heard of the Bible, intuitively know there is
a Supreme Being and that man has inherent immortality ; and scinecc most conclusively proves the !Jencvolence. Spirituality, veneration, or .rather respectfulness
and conscientiousness are the four moral, therefore
the governing facnltics of life and that they arc purely unselfish, consequently are in their nature unlimitedly reciprocal. Therefore the religion which is not
based on unrestricted co·Operation is unscientfic,
consequently spurious.
N. B. STEARNS,

18
From A. B. Church.

MR. EDITOR:-You "desire to do s-ood "-"to spread
truth "-and so do I; hence, the offer of this for your
paper, which I truly hope ''will not imitate oppo·
nents," and that you will stick to this, that the paper
may prosper-the cause of Spiritualism not spattered
with filth-nor intolerance manifesed-nor your read·
ers disgusted with the private affairs of any one.
If you fully adhere to your proposals, and make the
paper truly free, it would seem that every issue as it
becomes known, must result in strong incll!cements to
patronize it-for-thousands upon thousands all over
the land, are "in the gall of bitterness" and continually manufactured "in bonds,'' all of whom would rejoice to be informed of the great satisfaction, and solid
benefit in store for all who dare to think, to investigate, to reason, and· to speak, and not 8ay ''Amen "
because leaders do.
Many people suppose the statements in the New
Testament are historically true, as to facts, and
nothing but an evil heart of unbelief could cause any
one to doubt :" for, say they, "we might afl well
doubt the history of W ashington,:or the cause of Independence," it being entirely overlooked, that Washington did not have a miraculous origin nor the cause
of Indepenpencc denied as soon as asserted, as was
that of the New Testament statements according to
history.
In Mark, xii; Luke, xx; John, xxix; Acts, xi, xiv,
xvii, xxv, xxvi, xxvii, xxviii, the name of Cresar is
mentioned, and in Acts xxv, that of Augustus
Now
THE FACTS OF HISTORY
are, that Cresar was ldlled forty-four years before
Christ was born, and about seventy years passed
before the words were uttered for which he was cited
to appear before Cresar. Augustus died A. D. 14.
For a government to get alarmed at. what a !Joy
fourteen years old might say, is preposterotis-no
matter if he did call himself a God. According to the
statement, Christ was over thirty when cited to appear
at the court of Cresar.
Claudius Cresar did not begin to reign until A. D.,42,
or nine years after the crucifixion, and as history is
silent respecting any other of that age who was prominent, the conclusion is irresistible that the New Testament statement is many years behind time to be con·
sistent with the facts of history. Another fact in history is. that printing was not invented until A. D.
1450, and yet Job xix, 23, speaks of it, showing to a
positive demonstration that verse at least has been
written since then, or, two thousand nine hundred
and seventy years later than the chronological statement in the book of Job.
Many an item can be shown as historically inaccurate, as also diametrically opposite in sentiment.
lf you give the above an insertion, and think tt few
similiar lines respecting Peter, Paul, and other apostles and biblical characters will benefit yotu readers,
I will send them. You will do me a favor to say,
My work, Vivid Truths is really worth any man's
dollars, and will be sent to any address for 50 centsA. B. Church.

Columbus, Ind.
PRoFESSOR TYNDALL in his recent inaugural address
delivered before the British Scientific Association, of
which he has been elected President, is exciting a great
deal of comment and attention in both Europe and this
country. He seems to have thrown down the gauntlet to
theologians, and showed their theories and claims to be
in direct opposition to science. In many respects· it was
one of the ablest. and most remarkable addresses ever
given before that. body. He took a bold step beyond those
who have prece.eded him and discussed the relations of
science and univorsal thought, particuiari!y theological
thought-in the most fearless :nanner. Many members
of the Association are church men but he flinched not to
express his total disbelief in the old theological errors of
the past and to express his firm conviction in thcdruths
of science. His blows are heavy and effective, and his
antagonism is most formidable to the interests of theology, The contest between science and religion .will
henceforth be mora active and determined, and one or
the other is bound to go to the wall. and judging from the
past where, in every encounter science has triumphed
over theological supersition, we can safely argue the
victories of the future will be on the same side. Liberals
an:d Skeptics have certainly nothing to feur from this
contest, and as eo me it must the sooner the better. This
lecture of Professor Tyndall's. together With his views
on Prayer, together with a biographical sketch of his life
will in a few days be issued in pamphlet form. Price 25
cents.
A CARTOON in a late number of the G1·aphic represents
" public opinion" as a staid looking female passing in
front of Plymouth Church on the night of the evening
meeting held there when the report declaring Beecher
innocent, was read. Seeing tho disturbance and uproar
inside, she inquired whether a riot was occurring or a.
political convention being held? Whereupon a pious
deacon informs her the church si simply holding a p,·aye
meeting.
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by Wm .Denton.................... .10 2
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Heligious Experience,
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Compulsory Education. by Abbot.
Christianity. by S. B. Gould........
Dictionary(Webster's unabridged)
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Descent of Man, by Darwin, 2 vols.
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Davenport Brothers- their Remarkable and Interesting History································
Diegesis, by Rev. Robert Taylor,
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Day of DoomA a Poetical Description of the ureat and last Judgment, with other poems, from the
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De vii's Pulpit. by Rev. Robert Taylor, with a Sketch of the Author's
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Deluge, l;ly Wm. Denton ........... .
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Death and the After-life, by A. J.
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Tyndall's Six Lectures on Light..
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The God of Science, by Abbot......
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The Hereafter. by Hull. Paper ... .
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light, by J.P. \Yhipple .......... ..
Unwelcome Child, by Henry C.
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Unconscious Action of the Brain,
and Epidemic Delusion~ by Dr.
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Unity of Natural Phenomena, by
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··Samba. did you ever see the Catskill
Mountains?" "No, but I've seen cats kill
mice."
A KENTUCKY farmer says that three good
bulldogs roaming the yards nights will do
more to keep a man honest than all the
talking in the world.
How Do You SPELL HoRSE? A cockney
says: "I spell it with a haitch a ho a har a
hess and a he." A Yankee says, "I spell it
h-o-double-s."
AN Irish magistrate censuring some
boys for loitering in the street, argued:
"If everybody stopped in the street how
could anybody get along?"
AN auctionoer, selling books, was asked
by a simple-looking man. "Is that binding
calf?" "Come up my good man and put
your hands on it and see if there is any
fellow-feeling."
A PEDESTRIAN hailed a canal boat ··Rullo
captain, what boat is that?" "Towboat."
"What line?" " Towline." •· I want to get
aboard." "Well take one off the fence
then."
JosH Billings says in his" Lecter:" Rats
originally came from Norway and nobody
would have cared if they had originally
staid there. A lady friend remarks that
they still show their gnawaway origin.
SAID a stranger in the city, wishing to
inquire the direction to the Battery, to a
news boy: "l\fy son I want to go down to
the Battery." ··Well I guess you can go, if
you won't stay long."
" Sm." said an astonished landlandy to a
traveler, who had sent his cup forward for
the seventh time, "you must be very fond
of coffee." "Yes, madam, I am," he replied, "or I should never have drunk so much
water to get a little."
A llfiCHWAN man is said to have dislocated his arm in putting on a clean shirt. It
had been so long since he had performed
the operation he was completely out of
practice; hence the accident. It is held to
be unsafe to go over a month between times·
GENTEEMAN about to pay his Doctor's bill:
"Well, Doctor, as my little boy gave the
measles to all my neighbor's children, and
as they were attended by you, I think you
can can afford to deduct ten per cent. from
the amount of my bill for the increase of
business we gave you."
A KENTUCKY farmer refused to look at a
eample sewing machine not long ago, as
he always "sewed wheat by hand." He is
related to the man who did not want a
threshing machine on his farm, "for," said
he," give me a harness tug or a barrel
stave, and I can make my family toe the
mark according to the law and the Scripture.
A ScoTCHMAN went to a lawyer once for
advice and detailed the circumstances of
the case. "Have you told me the facts precisely as they occurred?" asked the lawyer.
" Oh! aye, sir!" replied he; "I thought it
best to tell ye the plain truth. Ye can put
the lies into it yourself."
J asH Billings was asked: How fast does
sound travel? His idea is that it depends a
good deal on the noise your are talking
about. The sound of a dinner-horn, for
instance, travels half a mile a second, while
an invitashun tew git up in the morning i
have known to be 3 quarters uv an hour
go in' 2 pair of stairs, and then not hev
strength enuff left to be heard.
A CHILD two and a half years old was
playing with her father's walking-stick
which had a crooked handle. He asked
her what she was doing with that cane. "It
isn't a cane," she replied. "Well, what is
it?" he asked. '·It's an umbrella without
any clothes on."
As an instance of the vilest ingratitude
on record, we refer to a Newburgh billygoat. who, after having his head extracted
from a picket fence through which he had
thrust it to roach some tempting mouthfuls
of grass, turned and butted his benefactor
into the gutter.
.
ScENE-A RAILROAD CAr..-A young lady
occupying a seat by herself, a gent coming
ln, proposes to occ11PY half of it. "'I' his
seut is engaged," said the damsel. .. To

whom?" "A young gentleman." "\Vherc is
his baggage?" " Why I am his baggnge, i I
you must know."
THE other day a merry-faced and bright
eyed l'IIilesian was arraigned for disorderly conduct. The Judge inquired very
angrily, "Are you not ashamed to be here?"
"Indeed I am, your honor." "You are in
very disreputable company." "I know it
yer honor."" It is shameful." ''Too true."
was the penitent rejoinder. "If I permit
you to go this time, will you ever be caught
in such company again?" ''Not unless
yer honor sends for me." was the reply.
A wEsTERN traveler came up to a log
cabin and asked for a drink, which was
supplied by a good-looking woman. As
slle was the first woman he had seen for
several days, he offered her a dollar for a
kiss. It was duly taken and paid for, and
the young hostess, who had never seen a
dollar before,looked at it a moment with
some curiosity, then asked what she should
do with it. He replied, what she chose, as
it was hers. "If that is the case," said she,
··you may take it back and give me another kiss."
THE New y, rk Sun's" John" reports the
following conve1·sation between himself
and a traveling Briton:
Says I," Where are you going?"
Says he, " To hide a hoe."
Says I," What are you going to hide a
hoe for?"
Says he.'' I didn't say hide a hoe."
Says I, " Spell it."
Says he, ··I-d-a-h-o."
"Oh I" says I, Idaho."
"Yes, Hide a hoe."
A sTRANGER from the West recently went
to one of our bathing houses for a bath.
He remained so long in the bath room,
fears began to be entertained that something had befallen the fellow when, the
door was forced, when it and found the
chap had washed his shirt and was patiently waiting for it to dry.
A CouNTRY poet, after looking over the
whole field, comes to this conclusion:
"Oh I wouldn't live forever,
I wouldn't if I could;
But I need Iwt fret about it,
For I couldn't if I would."
A LARGE, gawky negro was in the habit
of lounging and sunning himself on a
lady's front steps in New Orleans and
freqently went to sleep there much to the
lady's annoyance. One day she thought to
cure him of the habit, and as he reclined
with his huge mouth wide open she dropped in a piece of ice nearly a~ large a~ a
hen's egg. He jumped up and strangled
and down went the ice. Springing immediately to his feet he ex;claimed, " What's
dat ?" A young man to humor the sport,
said "a rat run down your throat." The
dar key was terribly frightened and said,
"0, l'lrissus, I feel's him now; he is trying
to gnaw out. Oh! oh how he jumps round
in dar. 0 what'll dis chile do?" The lady
suggested he had better drink a quantity of
water and drown the animal. He immediately sprang to the hydrant, and putting his
mouth to the nozzle, poured the fluid down
freely-drinking for dear life. "How do
you feel now, Uncle Sam?" asked the lady
"Oh! Lord,l'!Iissus I reckon he's drowned'
but here's what's troublin' dis chile, how's
dat rat to get outen dar?"
SoLD.-A party of mischievous boys perpetrated a" grave joke" not long ago, in a
Western state. They quietly stuffed a
suit of old clothes with straw and buried it in a shallow grave which they
dug for the purpose. They then killed a
couple of chickens and sprinkled the
blood pretty profusely in the vicinity
of the grave; and the ground near by
was disturbed so as to give the appearance of a severe struggle having occurred
there. 'l'heir object was to arouse suspi~i
on which was soon accomplished. The
blood was noticed by several men, the appearance of the ground did not escape
their attention. A foul. a bloody murder
was suspected. A coroner's jury was cmpanneled. a crowd collected and the grave
was hastily opened. About the time the
man of straw was reached, half 11 dozen
boys might have been seen a few rods distant, with their thumbs to the point of their
noses and fingers gyrating most provokIndY:, Theverdict 9,f the)t~ry .this tim~ W[\S
a~~ce.\\n mscruta .le ViSlt>tt!On of I rovl-
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"Come now and let us reason to!fether;" .Let us hear all sides; Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; Let us "prove all thin_ts and hold fast to that which is _tood."
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D. M. BENNETT. }
{ EDITOR & PROPRIETOR.

NEW YORK, OCTOBER 1, 1874.
THERE are now confined in the jails of our country
hundreds, and perhaps thousands of guilty prisoners
awaiting trial upon charges of crimes of various magnitudes, including murder, manslaughter, robbery, arson,
perjury, the!t. emblezzlement, etc., etc. It entails a great
expense and much delay to bring all these persons to
trial. Suppose we adopt the Plymouth plan of trial, and
let these accused parties each select six of their friends,
and let these six friends investigate the charges against
the accused persons, admitting such testiiilony as they
may deem best, and excluding such as they do not
wish to receive-how would it work ? How many would
be found guilty? If this plan of trial is good in one
case why not in another? If it is suitable for one criminal why not for all?
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THE Rev. Robert Collyer;of Chicago, delivered two o!
his characteristic sermons in this City on Sunday September the 20th-his subject in the morning was: "The
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
Church of the Living God "-in the evening he tolcl us
what Terah did-how he started for the mountains an<l
TERMS:
landed on the flats. Terah, says Mr. Collyer. was a godOne Copy, one Year ...................................... $1.75
maker by profession, who aft.er supplying the clemand for
"
"
Six Months ................................... 1.00
his wares in the Cltaldean village of Ur, found it necessa"
each Month, making a 1\~onthly .... , ........ 1.00
ry to emigrate or change his business. He could not inOne Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one
troduce an improved god to supplant the old ones, witha<b~tt~e!~ian Subscribers will please send fifty cents addiout the consent of the priests, and the priests of Chaltional. for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.
dea were like those of this cou]ltry, opposed to the improvement of anything except their own salaries.
RATES OF ADVERTISINC.,
llfr. Collyer's prolitl.A mind seems to have overlooked
One Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents per inch
the fact that Abraham-the distinguished son of Terahfor subsequent insertions.
did invent an improved God, which his descendants have
IT is clearly shown in Mr. Moulton's statement that Mr.
been very successful in introducing among the various
Beecher played false to him. After Mr. Beecher's intipeople of the earth.
macy with Mrs. Tilton had come to the knowledge of
Messrs. T. and M.; after the conduct of affairs kad been
IT wa.s a spe~ial argument of the "Committee of Six,"
mutually placed in Mr. Moulton's hands, and Mr. Bee~hAr which Mr. Beeeher selected to examine his case. and
A CoRRESPONDENT of the Buffalo Commercial writing of pl,dged himself-his word and honor-that he would which proceeded" to try" llir, Tifton, that the charge of
the Beecher business says : "I have no hesitation in say- hold no further intercourse or communication with Mrs. adultery against llfr. Beecher was a second" thought,"'· a
ing that the high-handed way in which his supporters Tilton except such as should pass through Mr. Moulton's newly trumped up affair," and that it was not thought of
carry him and pour cont.umely and outrage and intimi- hands and with his knowledge, it is clearly shown Mr. when Mr. Tilton first made complaint against i\Ir. Beechdation on the opposing w:tnesses is a greater crime and Beecher wrote several clandestine letters and had private er. The Committee made much of this argument, and
a more damaging disgrace to Christianity, than all that interviews with Mrs. Tilton. False, false, false! The ver- Bro. Halliday testified to the truth of it; and the defenddict of the world must be. Mr. Beecher ·is a false man!
ers of 1\Ir. Beecher have all urged this as a strong proof of
is charged against Mr. Beecher."
i\Ir. Tilton's falsehood. What can the Committee now
BA.D AGAIN FOR CHRIST.-We see the celebrated pub- say; what can Bro. HaUiday say; what can :Mr. Beecher's
AT the c.lose of a scathing Article on the ·• Plymouth
troubles" the Saturday Rev·iew says: "On his (Beechers') lishing house in Leipsic, Germany, known as the" Dan- friends say, when 1\Ir. Tilton shows by the very records of
own construction of the matter, the moral cowardice man Publishing House" which issued a German transla- Plymouth Chur·ch that llfr, Tilton made this charge of
which he has displayed in conniving at the villany of tion of the first volume of Beecher's "Ufe of Jesus, the adultery against 1\Ir. Beecher as long ago as August,
which he was himself an immediate victim, is almost IJ,B C , rist " has issued a card stating, owing to the disreputa- 1870? As this their strongest argument ag~tinst Tilton's
great an offense again!>t society as the personal miscon- ble disclosures about Beecher it will discontinue the indictment is thus completely overthrown, they will have
publication of the work. and it offers for sale at actual cost to try and get up another or abandon their case.
duct with which he is charged."
the remaining copies of the first volume. They say, "We
THE TRIBUNE, speaking of Mr. Tilton's last manife&to, are sorry to be compelled to take this step, but due reTHE Rev. Mr. Quint, D.D. of New Bedford, Mass., has
says: •· In clearness of statement and fullness of detail it
spect for the character of our house, renders this deter- for a few weeks been officiating in Plymouth Church
leaves nothing to be desired."
*
*
*
Mr.
mination inevitable." In alluding to this matter the while Mr. 13eecher has been rusticating among the hills
Tilton has already begun a suit which ought to accomGP1'ntan Ul,iversal. Gazette of Leipsic under date of Aug. of New Hampshire: and he is doubtless a very fit repreplish a final settlement of the case one way or the other.
28th, says: "This is eminently right and proper. Mr. sentative and successor of the latter. It is perhaps not
and Mr. Beecher must meet that suit with alacrity. HapBeecher stands self-accused, self-convicted before the proper we should mention all that is known of this Rev.
pily it is brought in a form which throws the .main suit
whole world. No virtuous man or woman will dare to gentleman, but it is very questionable morality for so disat once into court, and if it is pressed with goodjaith and
read a life of Christ emanating from so foul a source." tinguuished a divine to visit houses of assignation both
fortified with the line of proof which Tilton puts forPoor Beecher! What heart is there so hard, as not to by day and night, to share the embrace of a fair but frail
ward in his statement to-day, it will result in the utter
wife of another man. This, however, may be quite in
ruin of one of the two parties. There is too much reason pity the sorrows of this old man, whose fame and glory keeping with the practices of Plymouth Church-pastor
to fear that there has been not only a vast amount of ly- in the evening of his life, should thus be tarnished in the
eyes of the world, and all for a little guilty, momentary and members.
ing ttnd perjury in this ease, but an infamous-a shocking
STATEMENTS.-The public have had a surfeit of stateconspiracy. The Church Committee certainly failed to pleasure?
get at the" bottom facts." Let us see if the courts will be
IT is pretty generally conceded that Miss Proctor has, ments touching the Beecher-Tilton business. We have
allowed to do it."
to use a slang phrase, "put her foot in it," by bringing had Tilton's Nos. 1, 2 and 3. Beecher's Nos. 1 and 2, i\Ioulton's 1, 2 and 3, 1\Irs, Tilton's 1, and 2. H. C. Bowen's
MRS. HARRIET BEECHER STOWE--Sister of the great H. suit against Mr. Moulton for slander, when he had not Rtatement, S<tm Wilkinson's state•nent. 1\Irs. l\Iarsh has
W. B. has been writing a letter to a divine in England in used her name. Possibly the hope of obtaining$100,000 of made a statement. Brother Halliday has made a statewhich she makes the assertion that the sufferings and Mr. Moulton's money may compensate her for the unen- ment. Mr. and l\Il·s. Ovington have made a statement, Bes·trials hr3r dear Brother !u1s been passing through are all via"le notoriety she has thus suddtmly brought upon sy Turner has made a statement. Mrs. Stanton has made
for Christ's sake and that he has endured it all for the herself in connection with Henry Ward Beecher. But a statement, Susan B. Anthony has made a statement, Oligood of the Savior's cause. R<mlly, if this infamous few persons would have known she was the individual ver Johnson has made a statement, Frank Carpenter has
scandal has been for the sake of Christ, and if his inte- referred to, but now it is blazoned to the world. We do not made a statement, Brother Storrs has made one. the
rests have been promoted by it, it has doubtless been be live the courts will accord her enough of Mr. l\'Ioulton's Committee of six made their's. Gen. Tracy has made his,
more beneficial in that direction than any other. If the money to duly compensate her for this. Verily, the en- Thomas K. Beecher has made ·one and numerous other
fonndor of the Christian religion is boing accomodated tire management of this Plymouth putridity has been Individuals-too tedious to mention-have made thei
by the rmblication of the foul details of the Brooklyn dis- unfortunate for both Mr. Beecher and his friends.
statements. For the last two montlts there has been lit!Je
gracr., though it may be difficult for. the world to believe
WoRKS oF BEECHER.-In enumerating the productions rest for the afflicted public for the reading of. all these
it, they may nevertheless to be glad to be a8sured it is so. of this very noted divine as author may be mentioned: statements. Taking tlw gist of them all together. with the
WITH no little pleasure we announce to our readers Pleasant Talk about Fruits, Flowers, and Farming, Star numerous letters of Beecher'g and others that have come
that the Reverend. the great., the good Henry Ward Beeeh- Papers. Yale Lectures, two series; Norwood, Lectures to to the light, and they certainly make n very damaging in~r has safely returned from his trip to the mountains. Young :Men,lliotherlytalks with young Houskeekers, The dictment against the great pastol' C>f l)lym')uth. If he is
'3arring the fatigues ineiclent to the journey and the Overture of Angels, Plymouth Sermons, ten volumes; an innocent man, he has been one of the most unfortumany calls upon him to address the dear people at the The Christian Union, The Plymouth Pulpit, Life of Jesus, nate pers0ns alive in the asscoiations, complications and
val·ious points along the road (as well as the gaze of the tho Christ, The Downfall of Mrs. Tilton, The destruction combinations he has formed. How could a humble, decurious and inquiring ey<Js) the good man is said to be in of the happiness of the Tilton family, Numerous Letters vout follower of the "meek ancl lowly" possibly get so
fine health and spirits, and by the fi1·st Sunday in Octot- (referring to the "sharp and ragged edge of despair," entangled in such an imtcrminablc concatenation of disber will be ready to administer to the saints of Plymouth "overflowing love to 1\foulton," and various other sub- reputable intracaeies and perplexities?
the bread and water of life. A slight accident is said to jects), a long and questionable statement to a committee
have befallen the gentleman on his homeward trip-he of six unsatisfactory explanations of very crookfJd con- RELIGIOUS FRAUDS EXPOSED.
'l'HE 1\fiSSIONARY SYSTE:II EXPOSED,
lost his hat. We ·are, however, glad to say it was an" old duct, ~vhat thousands believe to be. deliberate J>erjury
THE BEECHERISl\1 OF THF, CHURCH EXPOSED
hat." It Is presumed some needy person in the country before a New Hampshire official, etc., etc. These are not
IN" THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH."
all
of
the
works
of
the
~reat
Henry
Ward,
but
perhaps
.found it, and that the arde!).t t.rill.:nds of Mr. B. will make
SEND TO ')'HIS OFFICE FOR A COPY.
good the loss,
enough for one l a.ragraph.
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THE. TRUTH SEEKER, OCTOBER I •. 1874.
him, exclaiming in a voice hoarse with terro;·,. and that Christian soldering iron-ag-ainst cremation,
while her large, dark eyes became dilated unnatur- because the latter intel'fered with the orthodox idea
ally,
.
of the resurrection of the body. Shame on the
'' Oh! save me, save me! If they discover my ab- world. that tolerates such babbling and that pays
sence, I am lost! To the other side! To the other dearly for it besides!· .Speak of British freedom, with
A Tale ,~( the Ro,yal Colony of ilfassac7msett8.
side!" she continued, leaping into the boat, "I have such a heavy shot as this chained to it£ leg, and with
hut just heard the awful news, and there only C'an I such a number of theBe old ladies, in the House of
find safety for rhe present! Hasten! Quick! Quick! Lord;:, sitting in lawn sleeves, and petticoats for ought
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.
They will soon be upon us!"
we know, making laws for the English people. But.
Now, Dick Giles could be as slow ani! as stupid as there is some consolation in the conviction that the
CHAPTER I.
most people, at times; but on the present occasion he days of such superstition and mental degradation are
thought proper to evince the opposite qualities; and numbered. There are now opposing hosts in the field,
"Ilullo! Hnllo!" growled old Dil'k Giles, the ferry- so signally did he succeed In doing so, that, in the w1tu
· "fi re an d sword also-that of keen intelligence
man, rubbing his eves
on bein.g rous~d from a com- twinkling of an Pye. he extinguisher! his lantern, un- ·an d trut 11-w 11ic 11 WJ'II era d'1cate nne1 destroy t 1lis bnrJ
fortahle nap in his rude arm-chair, by the sound of locked hi.~ boat, threw off the chain, and was out on barons branch of a barbarous root, and enable man
his pas,enger-horn,
"who, but a madman. can want the f ace of the waters with his stranp·e and lovply to at t lllll
· t 11e cI'1p:n1'fiwe1 poslthm
··
· o f right b e1ohgs
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to c1·oss to Charlestown on a ni.ght lil;e this, when companion. Scarcely, however, had he left the shore, to 111m
· Ill
· t 11e sea 1e o f· c:rc:atwn.
·
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there's not a star to he Eeen, and when the v.·illd and when his little craft was swept away like a feather
B ut 1·r Ill
· t 1Je present cay
1 we fi nc1 the mont 1JS o f
the rain are driving a hurricane down the river?"
·
before the wind; but not so far below the place where c1mrc 1uiJen, stJ'II ti'II ec1 with an at 11emas agmnst
those
"No hurrvl
no hurr.v!" he continued, as the sounds It
· l_1a d been anchored, as to prevent him from per- w 110 ch oose to set up a true stan<1arc\ of reason
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· nge o f newspapers, and philosophicul socwt1es;
· ·
shall be out on the water time enough; but if you are of a lantern tl1at was carried by one of them.
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ancl telegrap 11s. t11e coac 11111en
n s ranger. as I take you to be, l'm at a loss to know
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h uw, Ill
to 11ud the Epot where the boat is moored, rot to fugitive, as she crouched low at the feet of the boat- t le dw ~ 1 P hafn ° th~ worlcl-\vhat must have been the
speak of the branch of the tree from which the horn man who was plying his oars in silence. '' 'I'herel con llwn ~ t1ling~m this country, w 1len it first bef
1 and whPli the portion o
hangs."
There!" she continued, "I see them; the foul came a co ony of 'nglanc,
ATthongh rond1 as a bear in some relations, old fiends! Had we been a moment later my fate had been it to which we are about to refer more particularly had
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fallen into the hands of an uligarchy as heartless and
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it impossible to cross to Charlestown while the tem- tazen agalllst oc1 or man.
1\lartlw, was an only ehilcl, and had just attained pest raged so violently, he kept his boat steady before 1. HeteJ;odoxy dhas becndsaid to be everybody's doxy
the age of womanhood. She loved her tather ardent- the wiutl and curreut close.under tile shore, until. uu~ one 8 owll uxy; an some sn~11 eonviction sePnJS
a l}oint about half a mile below the feny, to Jave taken unclisputed possessiOn of the Pilgrim
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himself well, an<l saw that his son-wester was tied where he and his passenger at once lantled.
c utch~c the steptJe, so to ,pe,tk. It was
1
firmly under his bearded dtin. Soon he stood hefore her
The instant they stood on the shore. Old Dick, for. Purit:;ms, _n'o·that It ha~l. been saved from c~nm~
the very beau ideal of a son of Neptune, with his huge: after hauling up his boat high upon the strand, conn- ~ah~m, by bem, able to PHY upon the construct 1velj
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were. he lllUtterecI to llllllself, wlule the raw beat the fact beeomes more anc more c ear y deiinecJ, that , 011Jan .110 11,1 1 · t f. •1,n
. 't
fi,:n:ely upon hi1n,
the creed of Christendom, as expressed through the \'
'\t\l
' c Jtlll s Ia e llli!C1e 1 1 8 1mn, "CJ? mg
"What !Jet\\'een the weather the witches and the Church of Christ as it is termld has been the curse 1wr way Jrot~g 11 1e car 1;ness s lC 1l.new not whrth~r,
'
.
'
.
'
. '
.
and as alreaoy know11 tP the reader under the gurdrecl skins, on.e 1~ not altogether at ease out her~ at of Pr~gTes~ aucl . the. clestroymg _ang~l of na~wns. anc~ of brave and kind-hearted Dick' Giles the ferrytins -tune of 111ght; although I can't say I hke Couemved 111 fonncatwn and b:tpt1?.ed m bloodrt has
'
this hanging aud buruing much. if even I am been true to its birth unci sanguiuary instincts, and man.
CHAPTER II.
forced to holt! my tougue on the subject. But to has, for 11pwarcls ·of eighteen hn11clred ym1rs, uot only
Oltl Dick might hnve spared himself t.he trouble of
think t.lwt the Iii e of any hum au beiug should lie marred the peace of the world but d wurfc·cl the lmHacriticed at the instance of such an infamous wretch man underst:mcling to an extent the most frightful. enjoining his fair C<•mpanion to silence when they
aB tilat Peter Huskms, makes my blood boll again."
So inextricably has it confused every moral sentiment kit the boat and entered the woods. for so loud wa.s
Another feeble attempt at sounding the horn re- and idea of right aucl wrong, that the various sects the voice of the tempest among n e swaying trees,
call eLl him to the task now before him; and hastening who profess it hate each other for the love of God; that any attPmpt nt conversation conic! not but prove
his steps, he was soon beside the river that the wind and when a~gn:gated into vast bodies, beyond the fruit l"ss. As they were about leaving the narrow
was absolutely tearing iuto shreds, aLd, immediately control of law, illustrate the power and purity of the beach, however, he was enublecl to gather from some
afterward~, l1e gainetl the spot where, in the weird ·•·gospel of peace'' with tlripping bllyonets among words she hac! let fall, that she was quite wellncquainlight ot !lis lantem, he perceived his sturdy boat pitch- the deacl and t!Je dying on the tield of battle, or amid tc:d with the locality and with the ferry, and that Bhe
had crossed 'frequently before he had lwen appointed to
illg and heaving on the angry waters that raged about the suwke llllCI ruins of smouldering cities.
i
No strongc r evidence of its vicious essence can be: the post of ferrymap.
VV hat engrossed his mind most at the present me,
Here he paused, and glancing searchingly about edueed, thau is11reseutecl by the fact that it has Jearuh;m, in tlle expectation of encounteri11g some passen- ed nothing although it has suHe1 ed much. It bas ever ment, however, was the lHJ.ture of the dan~rc:r tha.
ger, he was wrprbed to tinct that there: was no illllllllll been a sneaking, revolutionary beggar or a tryant of threatcnec1 her, ancl the prolmbility of his being able
being to be Sl'Cll in any direc:tiou. 1::\upposiug, there- t.'-e foulest character. It has, frolll the clays of Con- to shelter her from it for any length of time. He
fore, that whoever had blown the horn hac! suddenly stautine to the present hour, been the tlry rot of t.he knew that among the six or seven thousand who
abandoned the idea of crossing the riv~r m such a civil power, and the greatest ol.Jst.acle to every intellec- formed the pOJJUlat:on of the Boston of that tlay there'
tempest, he was ttbout to retrace his steps to his tnal development beariug upon free-thought or intli- was more than one fiend in human shape who \meier·:
prilllitive log clwe\ling, when a beautiful young c1eat- vicinal independence. Even the glury of the God it the guise of religion caused the perpetration of cnwl· :
ure in the tirst flush nf womanhood, with her clark hair assumes to adore, has had to work its way to the ties calculated to freeze the blood of thoEe who dwelt '
~treaming o11 the gale, and her white hands uplifted surface tlli'OL•gh the slime and filth of its ignoraneeand on them; and he could not but surmise that the ex-·
in ag01uzed supplication, stood suclcleBly !Jefore exclusivellt'bS, so long and so fearfully had it fought quisitely moulded creature that now followed !Jim
him.
the natural seiences aud inductive reaso11ing. Nor has along the gloomy and narrow path he was retracing
Slle had evidently, on perceiving his approach, it yet !aiel do\vn its annH although they are becoming toward his clwelhng, was in some way a victim of the
·
sec_retecl her:>el.f am_ung the trees on the bank untJ! ratller Qu!xotic, for withi_n this pres~nt y~ar of grace,, ecclesiastical intamy of the age.
Something more than half an honr had elapsed
sa~1sfied of Ins Jclentny, and now, her clou bts and fears 1874, a mlteretl olcl lady from the h~stonc rostrum of
bemg allayed in this relution, she bounded towards vVestminister Abbey set np the standard of the cross- from the time of their leaving the boat when they
[Written expressly for The Truth Seeker.]
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Jeached the door of the low rough building where cused of witchcraft, his heart was touched and his two boats, and what hast thou clone with the woman
Martha in [tnticipation of her father's speedy return. ey~s swan~ with compassion. The beautiful sympa- Ravenswood-the witch.?"
'
had repleni~hecl the l~g fire_ and had j_ust placed his thws of Ins daughter went out towards her also; so
"Yes!'' chimed in Huskins, "Son of the foul fiend
huge Jist slippers bes1de Ius aTm chan·. In answer ~hat, for the n:oment, the two pure streams, setting what have you done with the witch ?"
'
to his well known voice and knock they speedliy ~n towards her m assmances of protection and fidel- . "Pretty good! pretty good!" returned Dick as if
gained admission.
Ity to the last, nearly overpowered her. There was, lm ignorance ot their identity or their meaning' "but
The surprise of Martha w_as unbounded as. she per- h~weve~·· no ti:.U~ to be lost i;t endeavoring to afford I'd 11_ave y~lll to kn0w that that's no Ianp;unge 'to use
ceived lier fMher accompamed by a lady so Singularly !wr mme secuut} than she tnJoyecl at the moment for to DICk Giles, the fenyman, wlw is no mo 1·e a child
attired on a night so clark and tempestuous; and she Ill tl~e event of any <!f her pursuers having remained of the devil than you are and as for your witches
was about to ofl.'er some words of welcome without lmlung ab?ut the ferry to ascertain on his return you can go and look after' them where you may; for
a.ssnming to notice anything peculiar in the case, across the nv~r, how he had dispo>ed of her-as they they're no company for a good Chrigtian and an lionwhen the sail cloth was suddenly snatched by old cloubtle~s behe_vecl he had carried her to the oppoRite est man!"
Diek from the shoulders of the stranger, and hung shore-If he cl~cl not ~Hesent himself wi~hout de!ay, ·• ''See here, master fenyman !"rejoined Huskins,
against the only window in the apartment. The door as tho_ugh on _his rell!I.n passage, t~ey mig~lt possibly
do you know that you're spealdng to one of the
had already been suddenly baned and bolted, so that pay Jus dwelling a ViSit, unde! the ImpressiOn that he Lord's elect, the Reverend Solomon Slone her and that
now none of tbe inmates could be observed from had not atte.mpte~ . to cross m such a _gale, but had under heaven and in his hands, I am the a'venger of
without and no one enter the building without having !aken the f?-Ir fugitive to some place of shelter until the chosen of God, Peter Huskins?"
first.for~cd the heavy oaken baJTicrs.
lt haq subsJd~cl.
.
"That all may be, and doubtless is" rejoined
Althon<rh trembling with the apprehension of soml' . Tlus latte~ Idea liavmg taken possession of him, he Giles, ''but what it has to do with me I ~m at a loss
great ancl impending calami~y, lVlartha n?w led _the m~tr!1~tedlus daughter to lead their guest into an to know."
young fugitive toward the fire, and placmg berm a adJOlDillf!; room, and show her the secret little closet
"Child of the Evil One!" clrawleil out the preacher
chair she at once began to undo the lace hanclker- wh~rc he kept som~ valu~ble furs out of the reach of again, "do'st thou not know that thou hast aided and
chief that bound up the clark tresses of the stranger, Incli~n marauders, m whiCh she was to conceal her- abetted in the escape of a witch, the most foul and
and had concealed a portion of her features. The ~elf lD casP. of any emergency during his absence; dangerous that has ever beset the elect with infernal
moment it was removed, however, the ferryman's for he no;v determined to return at once to his boat spells, nncl th?-t, in the guise of an angel of light, alclanghtcr started with an exclamation of surpriBe, for and get 1t, as best !1e could, back to the ferry, as most, has afflicted several persous with fatal clisenses
there with a hectic flnsh on he1· check nnd a strange, though he were commg from the Charlestown side. and complaints the most dire; and cloest thou not
wild light in her glorious eyes, sat Alice Ravensw0ocl, Belore _he h~d sallied forth, however, he sa\v Martha know, that, thou art amenable to our ecclesiastical
oue or' the wealtliiest aud loveliest creatures in the on _havmg disposed of Alice, seated alone by the fire laws for the heinous offense of which thou hast been
whole settlement, fmc! the only chile! of a widow lady while he crept quietly out of a door in the rear of his guilty ?"
who lived in tlw strictest retirement or rather mysteri- cl~elling, which was quickly bolted behind him, ancl
"Do yon take me for a fool ?" retnrned the ferrvous seclusion in a beautiful villa on the edge of the disappeared once more in the darkness.
·
man, "or am I to wait here until I send to vour ecclessmall town that was yet to become a great and popuThe wi~d had abate_cl somewhat, so that when he iastical ~ourt o~ whatever it may be, to Jincl out
Ions city.
entered Ius boat agam he was able to make such whether It's a witch or an honest woman blmvs my
Althou"h the ferryman had llC'ver encountered Alice headway against the current, that, in a shorter time horn, before I take her ove1· the river?"
on the ri;er or elsewhere, she was quite well known than he could believe possible, he found himself close . This app~ared ~o be a poser to both Sloucher and
to Martha who recognized her the instant she got a by the tree where the horn hung, and entered a rude Ins companwn; for without referring to the knockfull view of her face and who repeated her name.
log boat-house where he usually moored his craft in clown argument, Huskins observed in rather a milder
•·llfiss Ravenswood ! Miss ;Ravenswood ! " ejacu- stormy or inclement weather, out which for once he tone of voice:
latecl the ferryman houniling over tow:11·d her When had. omitted to _do before the wind _and rain had set in
"Bu_t, friend Gi_le~, you can inform us if auyone
made aware of her identity. "What does it all mean? dunng the em· her part of the evemng. He had been met tlus ternble WItch wheu she landed and whether
Whv abroad and a fugitive at this hour and in such across the riv:er several times ~hroughout the clay, and if any persoi? did_ meet her, it was not that son of
wea'ther?"
when returnmg for the last t1me had merely run his Belial. Mam·JCe FJtz Raymond."
''I have hePn denounced! I have been denounc- little vessel along side this temp0ry structure, where
"No one met her,~' returned the ferryman
"She
ecl !" Ehe replied in a low, fearful voice, "and were it he had to Janel some p!tssengers. Here he left it entered the woods at once withont illtimatiJ;rr to me
not for yon and the timely notice I received, I should chained to one of the logs under the lee of the shed, while we were in the boat, that she had been ~ccu;;ecl
he now lying in a cold clark cell in the midst of those and he11e Alice found it in her flight. She had known of any crime. Bnt if she happened to take shelter
who are not to see many more suns rise!"
where the horn hung, and on reaching the ·point under the wing of that Stillle youth and his sister it
"Denounced ! " whispered Old Diek hoarsely as 80on caught it as it swung to and fro, and sounded it, will take half Boston to dislodge her or my nam~ is
'
as we have seen, but so fitfully and feebly as to at- not Dick Giles."
he fell back a step in dismay.
"Denounced!" gasped Martha, as she staggered tract the attention of Old Dick, aud to impress him
"Child of Sin," replied the Puritan "we have sent
almost into the fire.
with the idea, that no very practiced lip was at work. that favorite of the Prince of tllis w~rld-Fitz Hay" Yes! denounced ! " reiterated the terror-stricken From the projecting Jog to which the boat was locked monel, to tight the reel man his compeer in evil and
girl as a shudder ran through her whole fra111e. "De- she bounded into the little ve~;sel as it danced upon happily_ by this time his clark locks are clang-liiw 'from
non need! denounced! denounced!"
the clark and augry waters, to he followed instantly a belt ot wampum .. He left this moming 'not"to reNo word in the Anglo-Saxon tongue was, in New by the ferryman on her sudden and vehement appelll tum for wme days If ever. So that, after'all it may
England at least, fraught, in the year 1692, with such to him for succor.
not be ~o difficult to recover this witch as thdn mayterrible significance as the one which now seemed to
Now, however, with that sort of precision which est imagine."
paralyze the old ferryman and his daug-hter. For not often characterizes the movements of a blind man
"I was not awate of his absence," said Huskins
only was it synonymous with that of death in some he struck tie entrance of the boat house .as fair as a ''and had I known it and been able to get anothe;.
hideous form, but what was to the gentler sex still die. and began muttering to himself as he took ont boat, v.:e should have pmsued.the ae;cursed woman to
111ore appalling-public whippings, branding with hot his flint and steel to re-light his lamp, which had her hidmg pl:1ce ere this; but now as there are hut two
irons, horrible mutilations, indecent expo,ures of the renwined in the boat w11en he and Alice left the of us we mnst postpone our search until a more fit tin,.
person, and such atrocities as make the readers of latter.
period. So good-night, mastei· Giles, and take car~
Sewel's history curse the creed am! the villainous
"vVhat a night," he exclaimed, "to cross the river; that your own fair daughter has not fallen into evil
clerical crew that conceived such barbaraties and <rlori- and what a mad woman who ever she is to insist ways, ~ncl th_at you keep ;:]] right yourself; for it's a
ed in their execution. No rank or condition of ]if~ was on my doing so! How~ver, here I'm back ag-ain safe long tune smce you uncovered your head or she
safe outside the slangy twangy conventicals of the and sound, and I pronnse you whoever gets Old Dick knelt in the house of the Lord."
'
glorious Pu;i,tnn Futlwrs, where ignorance, Cl'llelty Giles out of his snug quarters again to-night wdlllave
With this, both the sleuth hound and his master
and superstJ:JOns reigned supreme. As in the o-reat no small job of it!"
.
.
turned on tlleir heel, in the direction of the town
Quaker persecution of a few years prcviouslv, "men
This was of course said for the benefit of any one while Dick Giles, with his brows knit and mutterindaud women were hunted down like wild bc:t-sts and who mi.rht be waiting at the farther end of the little many strauge and incoherent sentences, began tor;;'.
thro,~n into loatl~some dungeons, while many ladies crib for"ilis return. So now having struck a light, he trace his steps to where his daughter and _Miss Ra<!f rcfinel?le!Jt, clehc:~cy aJ~ll great personal beauty had "Ot his lantern in trim once more, and securing his venswood were anxiously awaiting his arrival, aliallen VJCtlms to licentwus conspiracies in which Tittle cmft he was about to step from it. when the glare though .Martha only sat by the fire.
[TO BE co:;-•nNUED.]
some psalm-singing scoundrel fi!nu·ed in the back- fell full upon twofir,ures who seem P-el to be awaiting his
~ronnel, and often with the sole vfew of'gratifying his return in the llarkness, and whom he now addressed
__________________ _
mfamous lust.
suddenly on perceiviug tlwm.
Th_os~ were _ter~·ible times, w_hen the cunning and
"Hullo! what have we here?" he exclaimed, as he
Worlds-not Words-God's Revelation.
unpnncipled vi limn, and the wild eyed fanatic held held thP- lantern above his head to get a better view of
high carnival alike-with this ditlerence only, the theii· features. ''No! No!" he continued, as if anticiBY R. 1-APHAlll, ESQ.
latter was mostly the tool of the former. A long face pating their business, "I shan't cross the river again
and a Bible had reigned supreme for nearly seventy to-nio-ht ! I lmve had enough of it. It's well that I
Bound fast to creed, who can be free,
years, and the result was the grossest ig-norance, the have"'got ashore as it is. No! No! not to-night!''
And feel the joys of Liberty?
blackest cruelty, and the most fiendish superstition.
Now the moment the fer:·yman got a glin<pse of the
He is in thraldom of the soul
Yet in the miclst of this nwntal darkness and deo- feature~ of the two figures, he recognized them at
Whose life both Church and creed control,
ra-!ation, there were a few at least who not only s~- once althon"h he did not pretend to know them.
For to be free, aye, freo indeed,
cr~tly deplored ancl_dcnonncecl the existing st:1te of One ~E thenf was the infamous Peter Huskins, the
One must throw off the chains of creed,
things, hu~ who Itt tunes forgot the caution so neces- witch hunter, and the other a wild fanatic who had
And let the soul untrammeled soar,
sary to their safety, and betrayed to some extent the Iono- been notorious in the town, hut who had hitherto
Free as the winds forevermore.
hostility and clisgnst that inspired them. And few bee~ chiefiy rema~knhle for the freedom with which
To read the laws of life and love
w~re more outspoken or fearless in this relation, than he entered the lwuses of the iuhabitants, ·gentle
In rolling earth-in worlds above,
l\11ss Ravenswood and her mother who from their nnd simple, exhortil}g the lat.ter to repentance and
For Nature's face mwrring gives
seeludecl life as well as from the 'wealth they were repeating for their edification all the denunciations to be
A" Holy Writ" that ever lives;
k~own to possess, regarded themselves bcymul the pale found in the bible against the wicked. There were
No Records of the misty yore.
of t_he class of persous that had, as they supposed,.not nevertheless some who believed that he was not what
80 far !allen beneath the ban of the Church as scof- he assumed to be; but a dangerous man who had great
Can teach me what I must adore.
Nor Wo1·ded Revl'lalion given.
f~rs an~ Witches. Bnt on this head they were not power in a secret ecclesiastical society through whose
Cau point MY soul the way to Heaven;
r~gh~ly mformed ; for as alre[l,dy observed the ecele- infiuence innocent people were accused of heresy or
For as lll>Oll this rock I stand,
Sl<LSli_c~l laws of the period reached all 'ranks and witchcraft so that as motives of cupidity or revenge
I rea<l God's Rcriptures plOW<)U in l:tnd;
conch.tiOns, ancl whipped, lump;, and burned gentle or lust we1:e to be gratified either their persons, lives or
Whnn night comes on with worlds outspre>tt!,
and S111lple, although the nmuber of victims from tll~ properties wem jeopanlized. Sneh it was said waR
I read til em on that radiant bet!.
humbler classes were of course far in excess of the Reverend Solomon Sloucher who now stood beAnd when my soul looks up to 'l'hee,
those from the_upper.
side the sleuth hound, Huskins, and who on hearing
Thou endless ,<,'pace-INFINITY!
~V lwn Oil~ DI.ck IH.Lcllearned how the case stood with what the ferryman had said, observed in measured
I humbly bow. for Gorl has given
Allee, no~wlths.tanding he wns fully aware that fot· but vPhement tones, and w1th a most repulsive, mlAal
oni,x he lnms~l.t, but ~Ia~tl~a should be liable to sore t.wnng:
.
You burning worlds to light to HPavcn.
pumshment If found g!Vmg shelter to any one ac- . "Child of the Evil One, why cloest thou not keep
Nfw York. July 4th, 1874.
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gna';ers-the rat, squirrel, the beaver, etc., 617;
carmvora, or flesh-eaters, 446 ; cheiropetra, the bat
tribe, 328; quaclrumana, or monkeys, 221; marsupials,
or pouched-mammals like the opossum and kangaroo
127.
'
Of. t~e ~eptiles, ther~ ~e 637 species, exclusive of
200 vanelles that can hve m water.

Of the insects, including ants, beetles, flies, bugs,
fleas, musquitoes, wasps, bees, moths, butterflies, spiders, scorpions. grasshoppers, locusts, myriapods,
The Bible-No. 11.
?an~;,er-worms, and wriggling. creeping, crawling, fly·we will proceed to further examine the" inherent mg msects, are almost inconceivable and numberless
evidences " of what is claimed to be ''God's Word " but they all had to have a place.
'
and see how they bear investigation. Of course it 'is
It will not be an over-estimate to put down Noah's
m•t in our power to do any harm to any thiltg really
family, that he housed and boarded for a year, as foldivine, but if we can aid in removing the mask of delows: 112,000 birds; 10,000 clean and unclean beasts;
ception used to cover that which is false, we will cer200,000 insects, flies, ficas, bugs and worms, or a total
tainly be doing a good deed towards our fellow men.
of over 320,000 living beings-an immenne host indeed
·we will make some additional observations refor one old man and his three boys to provide for, for
specting the marvelous story about the Deluge-the
twelve months. What a herculean task it must have
drowning of the world, f01; the wrong deeds of some
been to have gathered all these animals together from
of its inhabitants. ·we have seen that, at the time of
all parts of the world, and at a time when there were
the flooc\,-but a few generations from Adam-the
no railroads, steamboats, or other adequate means of
inhabitants of the earth could not have been very nutransportation. How long would it now take four
numerons-not. a thousandth part what they are nt
persons to collect in one place, from all parts of the
the present time-and when but a few of the countries
earth, from two to fourteen of every existing species
on the globe \''ere peopled, Gocl deemed it necesof birds, beasts and insects with the positive certainty
sary to go to this immense trouble of producing
that thousands upon theusands of them must inevitthe necessnry amount of water to cover the globe
ably die off before they could be gathered ? A cenfive miles in depth, to remove these few .thousands
tury would be insufficient. What a profound knowlof people at that time on the earth, when he
was able to accomplish the task in other ways, in an edge of natural history old Noah mu~t have had, to
hour or in a moment, without subjecting innocent, un· be able to select accurately every variety of animated
existence; to know when he had all kinds ant!
offending binls and animals to the same cruel fate.
when he had male and female in proper propurtlon of
But as he had decided to destroy "every living
thing that lived upon the earth," it must needs be the bugs and small insects. Has a human being ever
accompl.shed. But why destroy one portion of ani- lived that could perform this task ? Assuredly not.
mal I ife, nnd save anGther ? Was it because a part How/ could he have safely carried the immense
of the an imnl creation was less guilty than another? qtmntity of flies, fleas, bugs, beetles, caterpillars,
Prof Denton pertinently enquires, "why should the worms, grasshoppers, locusts, and all that constitutes
beasts, birds and creeping things be destroyed? insect life, together with the necessary food for the
What hnd the larks, the cloves and the bob-o-links journey? ·would nota great portion of them inevitdone? What had the squirrels and rabbits done that ably die thus taken and transported contrary to their
they should be clestrcyecl ? If the land animal~ had natures? What a time, too, be must have had in
to be destroyed, why not also, those of the sea ? huntiug up the wild beasts in the forests-which at
\V ere the clogs sinners, and the dog-fish snints ? Had that time, covered nearly all the land on the glob~
the shec>p been more guilty than thP sharks? Had the ancl what a task he must have found in driving the
pigeons become utterly corrupt, and the pikes remained lions, the ti~ers, the leopards, hyenas't bears and
perfectly innocent?" It is truly very difficult to recon- w~lves. Is•rt probable they would be so tractable,
cile the story with the idea of equal and impartial jus- mild and tame as to allow him to drive them as we
do sheep ? Could wolves and sheep, tigers and
tice.
As the person who wrote the account knew nothing calvea, foxes and chickens be driven promiscuously
about the rotundily of the earth, very little of its size together? Would not Noah's own life be seriously
and extent, or the altitude of its mountains, it is .pot endangered by going among these wild beasts? How
strange, perhaps, that he accorded so heavy a contract else could they have been gathered together to enter
to God, as to submerge so vast an orb with such an the ark? Did they come of their own volition from
immense depth of water. He doubtless thought the the four points of the compass for Noah to put them
earth was only of limited extent, and of level surface-- into the ark ? or were they informed of the coming
not spherical-and that a moderate quantity of water "wet spel_l," while the human race was kept in ignowould be sufficient to cover it. This ignorance ~n the rance of rt ? If a few of eaeh variety were so inpart of the writer proves it to be a human production formed, and tlui others kept in ignorance, was it equal
and that God had no more to do with writing it, or justice to all ?
\Vhat an immense labor it also must have been to
dictating it, than an inhabitant of the Fee-jee Islands.
The author of the tale was also very ignorant of the collect the necessary food for this great congrecration
number of varieties of birds, animals anil creeping of animated life, and what a vast variety of food
things that exist upon the earth, the amount of must necesRarily be obtained. The elephant, camels,
room that would be needed to contain them, and the cattle, horses, sheep, &c., would require hay. The
necessary food to sustain them for a year, or he would lions, tigers, panthers, wolves, bears, and all the wild
have known that the arl~ whose dimensions he gives beasts would require animal food, and could. Jive on
nothing else. }Iany animals would require leaves of
was wholly insufficient for the purpose.
Let us see, for a moment, wbttt the cargo of the ark cer~ai~ trees,. and gra~ses of special kinds. Many
invoiced to, and what the proximate number of vanetiCs of bu·ds reqmre seeds and grains, and the
species of the animal world amounted to. Of birds immense number there was of them would necessialone, Lesson, the Naturalist estimates at 6,000, tate e_uormous supplies. Many kiJtds of the coarser
while Gray, another distinguished naturaiist in his birds ~-~quire fish,' and as they are hearty feeders, great
"Genera of Birds," estimates them at 8000 ; of these, quantttiCs would have to be provided, and as fish soon
seven males and seven females each, or 112.000 birds spoil after. being taken out of the water, they would
in all were taken into the ark. Besides these; two o; have to be kept in tanks of water, or the smell
every species of unclean beasts and fourteen of every from decomposing fish would be so offensive that
variety of clean beasts had to be taken in, and Noah and his sons conld not have stood it, and the
they made up an extensive menagerie indeed. The storks, flamingoes, penguins, petrels, cranes and gulls
ablest and most recent Zoological authorites, enume- would not eat them.
Many animals and birds live upon insects of varirate the animal kingdom as follows : Of mammals
or milk giving animals, 2.000 species; ruminatia, o~ ous kinds, a?d wlutt a task it must have been to gathcud-chewers, 167 ; pachyderma, or thick-skinned er all that kmd of food, and preserve it so it would
mammals, as the horse, elephant, hog, &c., 412 ; eden- not spoil. Some species of animals feed on bugs and
tia, the sloth, the ant-eaters, etc., 35; rodentia, or worms, some on bees, and some on ants ; some of
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the ant-eaters are six and eight feet in length, and
tho?sands of ants are necessary for a single meal.
Tlunk what would be necessary for a pair of them
a year or two. Some insects live on bark, some
on flowers, some on resinous secretions, some on pollen, some 011 honey, some on the sap of plnnts, some
on green leaves. Thirty distinct species are said to
live on the nettle alone; two hunch·ed kinds subsist
on the oak. 1\Iauy animals live on fruits and nuts of
all kinds that grow.
Space will not permit us to particularize too much.
The _labor of getting all these animals, birds, reptiles
andmsects to one place-some of them from n distance of ten m· twelve thonsttncl miles, and protecting
them f1.'om harm while bci11g collected together, \vith
procnnng and preservinp: the requisite quantities aucl
var~eti.es of food for the time being and the year
wlnle m the ark, could 110t possibly be pel'formecl by
ten thousand men in a year's time. In short, there
are hundreds of impossibilities connected with the
story that no number of men could overcome. How
then could aged Noah and his three boys have performed the task ?
But admitting it possible for all this vast host
of animated life to be congregated together with the
necessary amount of food, how could all possibly have
been stored away in a vessel the size of the ark ? It
'vas not large enough to contain the food alone for a
year's supply. 'l'hc length of the nrk was three hundt·ecl cubits, the bre~dtll fifty, nncl the height thirty.
Some authorities make the cubit to be ei~"eteen inches
while the highest estimate is twenty-t"~ inches. I~
does not require an elaborate calculation to show that
an ~rk of these dimensions could not possibly contain
all, 1f the animals, birds, reptiles and insects were
piled up together like cord-wood.
\Vaving these impossibilities, however, let us imagine that all are well inside, (though Noah and his
sons ~oulcl not !mt in the food alone in six months,)
we st1ll find enormous difficulties to contend with.
There wns but one door and one wint\ow to the
ark, which were fastened, for it must be remembered " the Lord shut them in." If the wir.dow
even, was left open, it was small, being only one ancl
a half cubits in size, and totally inadequate for ventilation. It will be remembered, the ark was pitched
without and within, so that all the air this huge mass
of animal life had to sustain them must come in at
this one small a pert nre. The stench a11d foulness of
the air of that place can harcl]y be imagined. It
would seem every animal must, under such circumstances, be smothered. to death in half an hour.
Think of the excrement, solid, semi-solid and fluid
that must necessarily be voided by the tens of thousands of these living beings. IV lint a time Noah and
his boys must have had in conveying it up three stories to the small window at the top, and throwing it
out upon the flat roof, and this to be kept up day and
night for nearly four hundred. clay~. Nice business
was it not ? The men and women who were drown:
eel, may have had a sad time of it, and it seems cruel
in their Creator to treat them thus, but we would certainly prefer their situation to that of N ouh and his
wife, their three sons ltnd their wives. They W('l'e
immersetl in a stinking, loathsome hell, tha m;st disgusting that can be imagined, vastly worse than being
decently and divinely drowned.
It is impossible for us to exhaust tbis beautiful subject-these "inherent evidences" of the divine lllltbority of the story in one article, and we nm~t defer
a further consideration of them till our next.
---~-----

A DrscounsE by Dr. 0. B. Frothinghnm will certainly appear in our next.-We have the manuscript on
hnnd, but did not receive it in time for this number.
WE ASK the continued indulgence of contributors.
\Ve have many communications on hand, (and some
of them for months) we would gladly lay before our
re11ders if we could find room and we mean to do so
as soon as possible.
We request our contributors to stndy brevity;
many have a few words they wish to say, and with
articles of moderate length, more can be heard then
otherwise. Some of onr correspondents are too pro
lix. Two short articles are more acceptable thau
oue long one. Try and be terse and bri~f.

r
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Religion.
In the various languages used by the human race
there are probably few words more erroneously used
or more incorrectly appreciated, than the one standing
. at the head of this article. One definition accorded it
is, that it is simply, a belief in any given set of dog·
mas or systems of opinions, whether applied to civilized or savage races -to Christian, Mahometan or
Pngan nntio~s. In tl1is sense every man who subscribes to any creed or gives his assent to any set of
opinions, has Religion, and the ancient pagan and
idolator, and even the most confirmed unbeliever may
have his religion as really, us the most devout Mahometan or Christian. One man's Religion may be to believe a certain creed, and another's directly the opposite.
The commonly accepted definition of the word in
Christian nations, is less general than this, and means
the belief in, and submission to, a particular set of
dogmas said to be founded upon the revealed commands of God, and which all arc required to be
governed by, and yield obedience to. It implies our
supposed duty to Deity, and marks out, the line we
must pursue to avoid his wrath ancl a vindictive
punishment for short comings.
In this sense, H.cligion is held to be the foundation
of all virtue and excellence-the only quality that secures the ultimate happiness of any individual or of
the whole world. Tlms it is held to be of the very
first importance, and a quality of which the world can
not have too much.
\Ve have, however, only to turn our eyes to the
pages of history-to the recitals of events that have
occurred in the cen turics gone by, to see ho1'1' Religion
has alienated nations, families and brothers, to realize the unnumbered wars and scenes of carnage it has
produced, the riv':lrs of blood that have been shed in
its name, the bitter persecutions and cruel tortures it
has in millions of cases employed ; the sighs, and
·groans, and tears it has caused ; the wailing and
agony, and unnumbered horrors it has produced-the
fair countries it has devastated, the populous cities
laid waste, the millions of happy families i~ has destroyed, the almost countless myriads of fathers,
mothers, brothers and sisters, yes, innocent children
uncl prattling infants, that have been its victims. We
have only to take a view of all these, to come to the
conclusion that there has been altogether too much
Heligion in the world, and that it would have been
vastly happier and better with none at all.
Religion has been the most cruel engine of oppression mankind has ever known. The rule of Kings,
tyrants and despots has been mild cotnpared with it.
In view of a thousandth part of the horrors and
enormities that have been committed in the name of
Heligion, it is difficult to believe there is a just and
all-powerful Got! in heaven, who sit~ complacently on
his throne and allows such wrongs to continue for
thousn,nds of years.
The various systems of religion that have cnrsecl
the world have been the inventions of priests; and by
imposing upon an ignorant populace, ,they have made
the masses believe God directed them in the exactions they lait! upon the people, and that they we1'C
commissioned to act as meLliators, or go-betweens,
between the Creator and his creatures. For per·
fanning such service as this, and without which the
world would have been vastly happier and better;
great nuu1ber~ of these priests, have not only lived
upon the hard earnings of the masses, but have sub·
.jected them to a slavery the most intolerable known.
It is of course dillicult to estimate how much
further the world would uow be ad vancecl in knowledge, liberty and happiness had there been' no priests
and no religion, but daubtless many centuries.
There is inherent in the human race a love of liberty-a love of happiness and a love of knowledge; but
these, in the name of Religion the priests have always
striven to suppress. If in past centuries a brave ar·
·dent soul, now and then raised his voice to tell ]',is
fellow-men of the excellence of liberty and science ;
these priest> in the name of H.e.igion and God, have
hunted him t!own, and have either taken off his head,
·or subjected him to tortures a thousand times more
·cruel.
Though the priests have thus, by death and torture

conspired to stitle the aspirations of liberty and
knowleclge, the love of it Is by nature so strongly
implanted in the human breast, that in spite of
the opposition it has thus met, it has constantly
gained ground among men, and little by little the
priesthood have been compelled to give back, and
allow the people the enjoyment of their inalienable
rights.
And it is greatly to be hoped that priestcraft is destined to still further recede and allow the better el_ements of human nature to control the affairs of the
world.
The more we are able to throw oft" the priestly bondage and oppression under which the woricl has so long
groaned-the more we taste the sweets of liberty,
knowledge and practical common sense-the more we
find we need no middle-men, no go-betweens, no mediators between us and our God, and that we have less and
less use for what the world calls Religion. \Ve find our
duty and allegiance to' God is comprised in our duty
to ourselves and our fellow beings. We comprehend
that God is not dependent upon us for anything we
can do, and that his happiness is not augmented by any
actions we can pcrfo1m; we realize he is so .far beyoml our reaeh and control, and that we can really do
nothing to injure him or benefit him, in the slightest
degree.
\Ve find our duty is to ourselves and to our fellowmen. In humanity we recognize the highest expression of Deity we are able to discover or comprehend, and that our good offices and efl•Jrts devoted to
the welfare of humanity are vastly more useful, sen,;ihle and practical, than any homage we can render an
imaginary being, beyond the skies.
Inasmuch as 1"1'"e can possibly know little or noth ·
ing about this imaginary God; as we cannot know
anything of his wants and necessities, if he has any,
and as ~e can' see and understand that Humanity
needs much ·clone in its favor, that there is room in
this direction for all our sympathy and cffurts-as
we can there :find room to employ all our good des1rcs,
and noble impulses, it will be far more sensible in us
to let our Religion be the Religion of Humanity, to
the entire exclusion of the Heligion of dogmas, creeds,
priests, mysteries and absurdities. Let each try
to the extent of his ability, to make the world, a little better, for his having lived in it; let us add,
so far as we can, to the happiness of those around
us ; let us lead, as good lives, as we know how to lead,
dning all the good we can, and as little harm, and we
will have no ocassion to fear an angry. vindictive
God ; a roaring, malicious Devil, or a fiery,. endless
hell. We shall be happier than by endorsing senseless
creeds and antiquated absurdities; we shall have no
use for a salaried priesthood to do our thinking and
pn.ying for us. We will gladly dispense with the
Religion of dogmas and old superstitions, and make
justice and kindness to Humanity-love to our fellow men, our highest and holiest Religion.
lYE extend our thanks to such of our patrons as
have remitted us the price of their yearly subscribtions, since our last issue. We wish many others
would do likewise ; are only sorry it cc.mes so hard
for friends to spare us the needed $1. 75, each. If
the two thousand subscribers, whose time is up,
would now remit us this trifling amount it would
relieve us greatly. 'l'o any individual the sum is a
small one, but to us the aggregate is be very con·
sideruble.
Tug duties between publishers and patrons are
mutual aud must not be overlooked. The duty of
the publisher is to furnish his readers with instructive
and useful i'eading matter. The duty of patrons
is to renew and remit when their " time is up.'"
These duties properly discharged, everything runs
smoothly and pleasant, but if not, inevitable dragging
and grating is the result.
We know the times are hurd, and that the drouth
and the grasshoppers have been terrible in many parts
of the vVest but if all who can, will "st~;ain a point "
ant! send us the subscription price we will be able to
"go on our way rej<>icing." Come friends, it takes
but a trifle from each of you to make us happy ; do
not witholcl it. If we did not really need it we would
ask not it.

OwiNG to other labors and cares requiring our attention this number of THE TRUTII SEETmn is a little
late. We intend in the future to get it out in good
time, so it can reach our readers by the time it is
elated .
THE WITcrr OF THE WINE MARK.-We doubt not
our readers will peruse with interest the opening
chapters we present them in this issue, of this highly
interesting and well written story, and that the continuation of it, for several months to come will fully
compensate our patrons for all TnE TRUTH SEEKER
costs them. It is a very good time for new subscribers to begin, with the commencement of this
story, and we hope every friend of the paper will
make an effort to obtain new readers. Effort is
necessary for this, and with it, the work can be effected, while without effort few noble deeds can be
accomplished. Friends let us have a little enthusiasm. Let us be willing to toork, to make ourselves
and our cause respectable. · Onr cause is good
enough, and our numbers are large enough to
accomplish much if we are only actuated with the
proper earnestness and enterprise.
THE HEA'l'IIENS oF THE HEA'l'II.-By the time this
sheet reaches our readers this work will be 1-e"acly for
sending to those who have ordered and for those also
who have not yet ordered it. Those who fail to read it
will assunlly miss a rich treat. There is more of it
then we calculated there would be, and ba> required
somewhat longer to get it out, but we trust all will
be compensated for the delay. 'We a!"e confident a better libeml work has not been issueLI from the press in
years, if ever. Every Liberal, every Spiritualist, every
Skeptic and cvey enquiring person should not fail t,)
give it a perusal and induce their halting and orthodox friends to !"cad it also. ']'here ia a mine of
wealth in it not often found. It contains 500 pages;
in full binding $1. 50-in paper covers, $1.00. It was
gotten up in the Tnuirr SEEKER office, and we trust
it will be an honor to us as well us a profit. \Ve will
be glad to receive opinions of it, from those w!Io read
it. If it is not appreciated by others as by ourselves,
we shall be mistaken. Send in your orders friends-they shall be promptly filled.
TmJ; SPIRITUALISTATVYonK.-We have been engaged with E. V. \Vilson in the publication of this paper,
issuing it from the office of TrrE TRUTH SEEKER;
and issued No. 4 September 26th, but for good and
sufficient reasons-prominent among which is want of
moncy-·wc have ;etircd from it, and Mr. \Vilson ta'-es
the paper i o Chicago. vVe part with him in the best
feelings of friendship and wish hiin much success in
his deserving enterprise. \Vhile we feel that THE
TRUTH SEEKER and the Pther publications \I"ll from
time to time wish to bring out, will occupy all our
time, talent and money, we hope THE SPJHITUALIST
AT vVouK will also flourish and effect much good.
We wish to see the Liberal clement of the country,
whether Spiritualistic or l\Iaterialistic, co-operate to·
gether as far us practical, and deal stnrcly, well-aimed
blows at priestcraft, sectarianism and error. Let us
not indulge in malice, jealousies or bitterness. \Ve
can agree on the common ground of enmity to the
gross evils which afliict mankind; ant! to this
extent, we assuredly can work in accord ami harmony.
THOSE who have the leisure and disposition to do
good and will take a little time to canvass, can do a
benefit to their fellows, aml " put money in their
purse" at the same time, by selling TnE HEATITENB
OF THE HEATII. To such we will furnish circulars
freely and allow a liberal discount. Thousands of
persons can be induced to read a good story, contain·
ing "free thought "that wuuld never read a mere doc·
trinal, dry volume; and those who read this ll"ill certainly be enlightened and instructed. Some arc already
engaged in selling this good work unci hunclrecls of
other>< may do the same. You can order as many or
as few copies as you please and they can \Je sent by
expre~s or mail according to the quantity ordered.
:Males and females can engage in this laudable enter·
prise with equal propriety ant! benefit. Now is the
time to enter the ticlll, it is desirable that" as many of
our Christian friends as possible, who are still in the
dark, should be int!uced to read it-Let us let our light
shine.
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when the foundation is unsouno, the superstructure or the not doing of which would be in direct violacannot be otherwise than imperfect and faulty. But tion of the individual conscience. llrre colllt'S in the
the difficulties thflt surround this subject, are not, as principle o~ the higher law, which is just as applicahas been before said, the ascertaining what is the truth ble to marnage bondage as it was to negro slavery.
of the m.atte.r and the laws that govem it, but it is in J~ the law of the state is such as to require us to do
''The Truth About T~ove."
the appltcattou of those laws, in our lives, in the face vwlence to our mom! sense, we nnty justly do what we
of long established customs and institutions· adverse had to do in the anti-slavery struggle, \vhcn the required
BY llUGH llYRON BROWN.
and hostile to the truth, yet founded and supp'orted by to !Jeconw parties to a great wrong-?'tj'u~e to obey and
There is only one sure way of arriving at. the truth public ,?P.inion. At the risk of being thought by takt! the conseq•wnceH. Such a course is however an
of anything relating to the nature of man which is to some,
httle better than one of the wicked," I pro- unfortunate oue, rtlld shonlcl always be avoided if
dig clown through the intervening deposits of ltabit, ceed to state what appears to me to be the truth in possible. ·where the law is not in accordance with
custom, prejudice and educational bias, until we come the matter.
justice and rigli t, as the law in most of the states
to the bed-rock, or primordial law relating to the
·First, as to the measure of its use. There must be on the subjecl of marriage and- divl>l'cc, .,]early is not,
organ or function sought. This ascertained the task a limit to the use of every organ of the bodv. To they must be changed, lJy creatiil"' a better sentiment
will IJ"l comparatively an easy one to deten~ine what wbat extent does nature sanction the use of tlw'sexual in favor of the right.
"'
the truth of the matter is. But even when found its part of our being? Viewed from a strictly physiologiThird, to what authority arc the love relations
application will oft-tillles prove more difficult tha~ it~ cal stand.point, it would appear to be only to the ex- of men and women nnienablc, if to any?
clbcovery by reason of the artificial and unnatural tent of the production of oft'spring,and for no other purThe church has always assmn<'d the right to give
customs, habits, prejudices and crronerous ideas that pose. This is quite pos"ible in a rude and low con- wounu to man and to regulate their connection.
have in the progress of time obtained in regard to it. dition of development, especially in an uncongenial The Homnn Catholic Church has made marriage one
For example : it is well known what the laws of the climate, where, to maintain existence, is a 'continual ot its sacraments ; but the state in nwkiug it simply
nutritive organs and their functions are ; but such struggle, as among the Esquimaux of Greenland, but a civil contract has taken from the church its assumed
are the changes that eivilization lias made in the hab- hardly po~sible, except in a few cases, to man in a power and jurisdiction in the maiter. By the law of
its and circumstances of men's lives that strict obedi- high state of civilization and in tropical climates.
this and other states, no ceremony, reli,;i<ius or otherence to those laws, is ulmo.;t unkno"!u, if not impossiwise, is required to the validity of n marriage, nor
But
as
nature
is
most
prolific
in
the
production
of
ble.
is it ever requisite :hat It should be performed by a
As a consequence, physical degeneracy disease and germs or blossoms, far in excess of what can or OU"'ht third party; all that is reqnin::ll, being the consent of
to be perfectPd; it may be therefore inferred: that .~:fmc
I oss of vigor are s<;nne of the marked results, al tbongh
the parties, who shall be of leqt] age and otherwise
not unattended \nth some compensation in the in- t~se of our sexu.al nature, other tl_um for the propagu- eompete<1t to coun·act. The "'preseu~e either of a
creased activity of the higher faculties. 'l'hns it is twn of the specJCs-may be 1eglt1mate.
But, assuming this to be one of the modifications priest or lllagistrate is not essential to its validity, but
that long continued violations of natural law imperserves the purpose of making the maniage contra<:~
ceptibly change the social and intellectual c~nditiou that civilization has made on the primordial law pnlJlic, which, for the intereHt of society it 1S the policy
of the race, and tend eventually to modify the primor- what even then, is its limitation? I doubt whether of the law to encourage.
any very definite answer can be made to the questiou;
dia~ It"':• a fact which is now we~! understood, it being
The marriage contract dift'ers in no essential particthe circumstances in every case being differau Inevitable result of the law of evolution.
ular from any other, only in its transceudeut
. ~'hat Jove is based on the ~exual part of our nature ent; but a general an~wer can be made, which is importance affPcting the most vital intcre,ts of the
IS llld.Ispt~table ; tl~at the existence of organs imj,Jies that all experience teaches, that ·when an undu~ parties to it, and in its far-reaching <:on sequence,, not
fnnctwn IS also ev1dent; that any part of the human prominence is given to this -part of our nature, as only to tuem~elYes, but pus~ibly to others yet unorganism exists for no purpose, or can be totally ig- when its gratification is made the controlling or pivotal born.
.
desire of one's life, to which the other departments
nored without punishment, is equally untrue.
·But solemn and important as such a contract is,
lf proof be nee~led that nature's idea of purity is not are all made subservient, he or she thus offending and there is no more necessity or reason for the iuteneuthe total dtsuse of the sexual part of the human ora an- outraging the harmony of tbeir being will not only tion of a third party to "solemni;.~e" it, than there is
ism, it is found in the physical consequences that ir~evi not attain the highest good that its nwderate use is
the iutermedllling of that snme third party in other
t:tiJly follow its dbuse; as witness the aniJ'ular unlov- capable of bestowing; but will inevitably lessen not contracts, except to otllcially Iecord ami attest it-nay,
ing and ,general i~eompletenes~ and ane~ted develop- only the capacity for enjoying this, but of that to the very sacredness of the occasion, which no thinking
ment, of such as from compulsiOn or reli(J'ious notions be derived from all the other senses, or appetites person can contemplate without a deep sense of the
en.urely ig.nor~ and disregard the p1~mptings of while the tone of the moral. or spiritual nature will b~ responsibilities and duties "·hir·h it involves, is the
tins pmt of tl!Cll' natul'e. Kature will not be cheated· lowered if they are not demoralized.
There is no abuse that nature punishBs with greater very !Je~t reason why no hireling priest should be
if repressed and th\\'arted in the proper direction it
thnt8t into an affair so prculiarly private and sacred.
\Viii re-appear in some other fonu to plague and pun- severity, than violations or ell.cesses of this part of
But for the glamour which superstition ll!ls throw!).
our bemg. The truth appears to be that the sexual
ish the oti(mder.
instincts instead of being assigned the highest and around this matter, we could see nwre clearly the abIt being evident then, that nature requires and in- leading
place in our nature, as paramount over ~overy snnlity and impropriety of our marriage customs.
tended some use of this part of om IJeilJO' · and that
The time will 110 doubt come when public opinion
no complete and harmonious development ~an be at- other as is taught by some, need to be disciplined allll will no longer tolerate such an assumption of authortained either by man or woman without it remains made subservient to the highest and best interests ot ity and priestly interference in the most private and
only to determine if possible, to what e~tent under the individual, which \viii be attained, rather by the sacred affairs of our lives, anll will insist that customs
what circumstances, and by what authority it'should practice of continence than by its opp<;Jsite. But that could only have had their origin in a rude and
in this, as in every thing else, the true path lies bebe used.
lJar!Jarous period, and possibly suitable to men in
But before entering further on the discussion of the tween total abstinence on the one hand, aut! excess that low comlition, shall no Iunger be deemed suitable,
points. raised, I will premise by su~rgesting that this on the other-happy arP they who find it.
Second, under what circumstances is it allowable? or even endurable iu this enlightened age!
part of our nature has a deeper si()'nificance and. is
No better service can be rendered to the liberal
capable of far higher uses to .the h~man family than Absolutely, and without reference to his relations and cause, and uo greater blow struck at superstition
to the lower ammals, to which latter it is only an obligations to society as it exists, man should be abso- than by refusing to recognize the assumeu validity
lutely free to act in this matter, as in all others, so far
animal function-nothing nw1·e.
and necessity of a religious ceremony, or the farcial
A .man ?~· woman who has formed no higher con- as he can take the responsibility of his own acts, and services of one of its minbters on such occnsious,
to the extent of not infringing on the rights of others.
cep.twn of 1ts p~rpose th~I~ that of a mere animal apBut as there must be in all civilized communities and substituting insteall, the Quaker method of Helfpetite, to be selflshly gratified without reference to its
maT1'Ying, which mode is not only inexpensive and
relations to the moral and intellectual part of our a surrender on the part of the individual of some of dignitied, but has been made in tl1is state legal, by
natme, and to the disregard of the duties obligations the natural rights, for the good of the whole, it is special statute.
and responsibilities that it may involve h~s a very low reasonable and necessary, that the love relatiou should
New York, Sept. 1874.
n.nd g~·oveling <:ou.cepti_on of ~he natur~ and capabili- be exercised, governed and in a measure controlled
ties of the sexual tunctwu. 'I o such persons the love by municipal law ; not, however for the abridgment
relation even though sanctioned by the State and of his rights ; only so far as it is, or may be neeesmry
Social Science.
blessed by the Church, can huYe no other than a de- for the good of all, and for their better protection aud
gradmg and s~nsualizing etiect on their characters. secnrity. But the control of the state should extend
NO. II.
no lurtlwr in the matter of a marriage contract than
~pure and refined soul can see and find in this relatwn a sacrament, that elevates and refines where a in any other. The contracting parties, bemg of legal
BY '1'. A. ULAND, ~l.D.
low and vulgar nature can discem nothing but what age, should not only make their contract without tllC
intervention of any third party, whetHer priest or
Self-assertion is tlie bnsilar fact of barbnrism, sC'lfis in his own low and coarse soul,
The difference between love and lust is as great as magistrate, (as· indeed they can in some of the States) abuegation the fundamental principle of civilization.
The savage that lives by huntiug and fislung is a
t.hat between purity and impurity, and thou•~h they bnt the makers of the contract should, for cause, be
fl:ec~uentl,Y are taken oue fur the other, they" are as competent to annul it as in all other contracts, the law natural warrior. His means of subsistence beiug
dJ:;tmct 111 theJr nature and effects as are poisonous only intervening to protect the rights of each of the scarce and difficult to obtain, ami the supply uucertain, he is in competition in the most vital way with
and nutmtive fruits, uot\yithstanding, that they have panies, and of all others, affected by their actions.
There can be no real and true marriage where there every other savage hunter ; and the wnr between
respectively a common ongin.
\_Vhat the.n constitutes pmity in the love relations? is not mutual love and esteell1, and no good and valid them is neccsarily one of extermination for the reuson
It 1s not sunply l!- total disuse of this part of our reason can be assigned, why partners in marriage that in tlntt stage of sudety, prisoners are useless as
na.ture, .as many thm k, ;wr does its exercise in eon for- should not enjoy the same right to terminate their part- slaves ; and each man whether an open foe, or capnut~ With legal regulatiOns r~ecessarily make it such; nership when it, for any good cause, has ceased to tured prisoner, must be fed, and food b Sl'Mce, and
but 1t becomes pure when rmsed by the moral and in- answer the ends for which it was established, subject there is a positive certainty that it will fail altogethtr,
tellectual faculties from a mere animal function and of comse, to such legislation as may be necessary to if the population continues to increase. Supreme
selfishness manifesting-on occasion-cruelty tlw
a selfisl~ instinct to a soci.al one-sanctified by Jove protect the rights o~ all parties concerned.
Love in this sense, and to that extent, should be most unrelentiug, is absolutely essential to coutiuued
and punfied by subonlmatJon to the higher faculties
by our nature.
' free, and to the end that it may find the conditions of existence in the savage state of society.
The tirst advance of a marked character the race
Whoever is ignorant of this fact, knows but little purity, which it cannot do under "the indissoluble
made, was from the !muter to the shepherd, from savof the '' truth about love."
"
marnage law of most countries.
But, it will IJe asked, are love relations between the age life to barbarous. The art of domesticating the
For th.e confus~on of ideas that prevails concerning
every thmg relatllig to this part of our nature and sexes ever justifiable outside, and in defiance of the most prolific and reliable, l'lllllilllttiug nuimnls, secured
the people against want of food, whi.e the pastmage
for the conflict that exists between the facts and im- forms prescribed by law?
To which, l reply, there may be circumstances under held out.
peotive need~ of hn1~an nature, and the accepted
The chief cause of waT now lay in disputes about the
code of morality relatmg thereto-we are indebted to which the parties may be excused for falling back
theology, that, "pando?'a's box," from which· have on the natuml right, and re!using to :>anctiou, or to possession of pastures, but as these quarrels were
constantly arising, war was still the normal condition
1ssued so many falsenotions whose only use have been confor111 10 the requirement of law.
Such conflicts, however, between man's natural of society; prisoners could now be mnde uselul to
to lagueand torment man, ''for the glory of God."
Un~·eal, tmna~uml and untrue conceptions and right and the demand for couformity on the part of t.heir cnptors as uuder-sh<:pherds, hence they were no
theones, res peC'.tmg man and his rei a tions to God are the State ure always unfortunate, and it is alwnys best longer put to death but enslaved.
As the population increased and fiocks and herds
th~.cause fro~1 which all .olll'. tro~tble, in this regard to conform to the requirements of law and the usages
spungs. Om customs, mstltutwns and laws are of society unless, as is sometimPs the ease, the law re- lJecanie so great a burden to tlie land, as to exhaust
all founded on <these erroneous conceptions, 11.nd quire a man to do or not to do something, the doing till' pastnrage, the people began to cultivate the soil,
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raisinrr "rains and fruHs. TJ1is g:we permanence to
society, "'and constitute~ the secopd great stag~ of
social development. Tnbes beg~n now to band mto
confederacies, for mutual p1·oteet.wn, and wDl"s--thuugh
nut so frequent-were condu<:ted on a g;ran.der. scal.e,
and slavery became a mo~t Important l_nstJtutwn, m
fact the corner-stone of soctet.y. The pnsoner of war
and his descendants, were universally held as slaves
under the ethics of wciety, that thtJ con~1uered possessed no rights that the c<;>nqucr~r was. bound ~o
respect. 'l'he victor held the IIf? of .his captive at l.us
mercy,_ with a perfect right ~o lnll hun _or en.slave hun
as he willed. Through the l~Jtluence of ayance mercy
prevailed, save where the pnsoner was dtsabled from
wounds, age, or some other cause.
Self-assertion i8 the natural challenge to combat,
whether made by an individual, a tribe, or a uation,
and the party making the challen~·c, does by that act
renounce all e:aims to rights he cannot maintain by
force of arms and if conqnered he is at the mercy of
his a 11 tao-onist: This is the true code of wrtr, the only
principl~s upon which it can be conducted to any advanta"e to either party. The modern mode of conductiifg'wa~·fltre is absurd.. Under. the .impulse of the
savarre spint of self-assertiOn a natwn, or state, makes
war ~1 p::m another nation or state; the people slaug)lter
each other as cruelly as did the barbarians of the
olden time, until one party or the other surremlers,
when the spirit of war gives way instantly to the
spirit of magJlanimity, and fraternity. , .The late foes
who were intent on killing eaclt other, rtre now good
frieuds, the conquerors acting the part of hospitable
hosts to the conquered who are treated as honored
guests.
.
Here we hai'C tile priu~ples of self-assCition, and
self-abnegation, pievailing alternately, savagery and
civilization 'stnviug for supremacy. Tile modern man
is savag~ or civilized according to the mood he is in
at any g1ven t•mc.
,
This is the transition state between the barbarous and
the civilized. vVar has ceased to be a normal conclition of society, because the prevalence of the .sentimellts of humanity, philaiithropy, self-renunciationprevents the victors l rom reaping the rewards of th ir
victories vVar has ceased to be profitable, and is
therefore wholly unjustifiable. It is a relic of the
barbarous era, and with its offspring slavery should
cease to exh t.
It is evident that during the savage and barbarous
tiines, tho~e prolllincnt manifestations of ~elf-assertion
.-war, murder, and slavery-were in perfect accord
with the hig-he~t code of moral ethics in existence
Iu the present state of society they have ceasetl to !Je
justified !Jy the.uwral sense of the people, and iu this
1acL we tiud another reason for their a!Ju.itiuu.
Sels-assertion is ceasing and must cease to manifest
itself in the savage and !Jar!Jarous forms, but it comes
up iu protean shapes, Jess hideous, but more contempt-·
ible, aml scarcely less immoral.
There. is a sort of uul>ility we can but admire in
him who grasps his war club ami goeR unt to battle
in open field with even chances against him; !Jut what
redeeming quality lu~B that man, who by superior
cunning and supreme selti~hness, ;.ucceeds in clutching With his nvariciuus fingers til"ty to seventy-five per
ceuc. of the lwnest earuiugs of hb fellows.
There is a sort of cluvalry,, that challenges aclmu·ation, in the gamb:er, who says bo!dly, "1 will risk
my ]Jile against yours on the turn of a care!."
llut when that pions old Wall street gambler, plotted at lllidnight, with his villainous tuujs, to g·ct a
comer on Eric Stocl,, nnd secretly and untll·rlul!Jdeclly
won, allll took, the last dollar that a youug and incxperieuced fellow gambler poss<'sscd, he became an
outcast, by the verdict of L very sentiment that belongs to the better nature of man. The savage hunter
glwcruusly shared the results of his chuse with any
other hunter who had becu unfortunate.
'l'lic simple miuded, barbarous shepherd, held it a
pleasant duty, to kill h1s fattcstkid tu feed even the
stranger who claimed his hospitality, and he was always ready tu divide with his friendly neigh_bors.
The merchaut prince's corporation, kings and lordly
stock and gold gamblers, would order tl.teir lackeys,
to kick a stranger otf the front stoop, should one
have the prc~nlllptiun to claim hospitality, ancl the
idea of dividing with others in times of t"amiue (panic)
is to them absurcl, such times, are to be taken advautagc of, to crush their weaker competitors, ami absA!J
or if that is not possilllc, scatter their fortunes. Selfassertion has its must perfect manifestation in the
lion and the tiger, !Jrutes that permit no other animal to exbt, that they can destroy.
Are not the Stewarts, the Vauderbilts, the Drews,
and the 'l'um Scotts, Iiuus rather than meu 1 They
are eviclcntly unwilling that any other inen should
continue to exist unless in some way,· they can !Je
n1ade serviceable to them.
·
. These men arcrcpresentat.ives; they are m~nstrosi
tJes, only in the sense that they manifest the spnit of
this age and country in its most hideous, clangerotJs
and clamming forms. That spirit is mercenary selfassertiOI'. Commercial bar!Jarism; the chief art.iele
in the creed of these men is, w huevet· is less avaricious,
less cunnmg, and less vigilant, has no rights that
they are bound to respect; and it is a duty they
owe themselves and families to· get p·ossession of
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his wealth. or his' services, on the easiest terms !efuses him the right to investi~rate, and express his
possible.·
1deas understandingly and in accordance with his
Now it_ becomes the chief function of social science highest conceptions of truth the re8ult must prove a
!O ma!w It clear tq the people of this age that their separation or death.
'
JUSt .m,terests, are nut promo.t~d.1 or· their highest
Such a relationship, Dear Mother, I have been
happmess seeured 1 by the aCCJUISJtJOn of ;vealth. not· obliged to sustain toward the church of which I was
honestly earned, llldeed by wealth. at al,, lleyond a a member, and rather than that my intellect be submod~~t· competence.
.
.
.
.
·
due<i, and my talent remain latent, l cho~e the fonuer.
I~ IJ> the duty of. socml scwnt1sts to ag1tate these 1 1'o me separation was preferable to death. As in
snllJec~s Ill the. pt~l:.ltc pwss, that.the people .may s~e ljoinin.gthe chi.tre.h, the same incentiv. e induced me to
.the e~I ors, and w1ungs under w)nch we hve, ·m thmr leave 1t-I actzed from an lwne.<t conviction ofsacredncss
t:u~ lif!ht, aud demand of our leg1~lators a C?de of laws to zwinciple -believing I did right in joining the
simJlal .to. that S?lon gave the Greeks, which would church, upon the same hypothesis do I believe I c.tid
render 1t llllpussJble tor a Stewart, or a Vanderbilt right in leaving it. Deeming it wholly unnecesary at
or an Astor, to scllndalize the age and disgrace th"e the pre£ent time to do more than refer yonr mind to
country by their avancious robberies.
th~ fact of th~ n;fairness and injustice shown me relative to eraslllg my name from the chun·h record
and the nncharitable, and I will say unchristian spirit
Views of a Converted Christian.
ll!anifested toward me from one or two of the leading
or p1·incipal members, I will simply add, the only
EDITOlt THUTH SEEJ{ER,charge preferred against me was that of unbelz'ef.
Of what then, let me a>;k you tloes Uhristianity eon·with your permission I will occupy a smnll space
in the columns of your paper witi1 a friendly letter to sist ? The answer is apparent and simple-llt•ing
based, not upon physiological or scientific principles,
my Mother, who is a mern!Jer of a popular orthodox hut upon faiTh or belief in the fall of man-in human
church in the state of Illinois.
.
depravity, and his inability to reinstate himself-viMus. Lucy BRIDGWATER, DenveT Station, Ill,
carious atonement, and man's redemption aml salval\I
tion throu~h the blood of Christ-it cousists ]Jrinci"' Y Dear !'luther :
pally : First iri costly churches and salaried miui~ters
Fur a very. great wh,ile, I have desired to have a long, or priests_, erected and su>tained largely frnm th~
plea~ant talK with you, reJative to my position in the hard earmngs of the poor.
Second, funns and meanrehgwus world ; and as tliC opportuuity seems nut ingless ceremonies ; and thirdly, in proselyting lliHl
likely soon to be afforded me, auli for tile satisfaction dividing those who differ from them in their cheriohltf auy it may be) to otl.ters ol my friends, l t<tke tlus eel opinions.
Now this is no exaggerated statement of mine, simmetJwcl of expressing myself, as 1 feel tl.Iat wl.tat to
me has been of vital import, may, if not now, at some ply, but fully comports, and agrees with the exfuture time, be worth something to them.
perience and observatiOn of hundreds of others, w hu
You may not yet feel]m;pared (as I know some of are r,:ti:J chui·ch m('mllers. Sueh a religiou tiuds in
my fr~eulls arc nut) t<) accept alll shall now say ; l.Jut menu sympathy or support. It is as "sounding !Jrass
knowmg your mind as ina state of suspense, 1 will or tinkling cymbal," a religion devoid uf lifP, and no
defer wrtdug no longer.
power to generate it. The idea of man falling from
Like all fiuite beings 1 have to say, that in my brief an intellectual. moral or spiritual plane which he
experience mlife, !Have mademauy, aud some quite must have occupied, these !Jeingthehigher;t uttribules
senuus mistakes, though nut :.L•together disaavan- an intelligent creator could have given lllill to lull.)" retageous, as lhave encleavurecl in some way to prulit by pr2sent a perfect lleiug, (as he is said to be l·reatl·d in
them. And upon takmg a retrospective view of my God's owu imnge)-when the EHiue hbtorv ltu t!H:r
liie, l thiuk I can sec they were iutended fur my !Jenent shows that man \\"HE so very ignorant as noi to k~.uw
and could not well have ueen liispeu,ed with.
good from evil, not even poso;essing enough iutclliFrum my childhood recullectwus, 1 have desired to genve to ol.Jserve the fact of his naketlne:,s, and in that
know tile right and ace <Lt;Cunlingly·-aud il<tving in- respect nut a whit above the animals ph.c~d around
llereut religwus prudtvities, at an early age as you him. A fit 1·epres<mtatice, to be sun, of a~< ,ntelliue~<t
know, I becawe a member 01 what is uelloiuin<tLell God. 'l'lw idea, I repeat is absurd-nor is it ]pss :,u,
tlte Ultristian Ukurtlt, be!Ieviug at the tillle, 1 au.l Wlmt when we rent! still funher from the third dwpwas right-and, in accuruauee w1tl.t l)revwus trmmug tPr, Genesis, (to use a crude phrase) in,temlof ia ling
aml euucatiuu, 1 dilt do ngl.tt. 1 acLed iu accoruance downzcurd, he felt ·uptutl"ll, that Js, lie became 11 iser,
wllh my highest couceptiuu of rignt, aud tll all wy re- "to know g·uud from evil," and lest he :,lwnld conlatiOnS to lue, 1 have tnell thus to aet aml ever expect to. tinue to increase in wisuum and become as Gullhim1 was early t1iught, that ill order to Ul.)" eOJuJurt auu self (the vel y thing 1\"!Jich God IHJW r, quin·s ui ,.J]
happmcss, !Jotli 1n tJits aucl spirit lue, l must be- manldutl), was driveu out of the gankn to ti1l 1he
cuwe a wember of some church, that saJvaJIUn a11u gruundlrom wbenec !JC \\"as take11.
eternal liJe could be aLtamell iu no utl1er way, that
Fmtlt in suelt a relation as tlu~. JllllllOrting· to come
\I ILhunt faith in tlie t•ULency ut UJinst'~ bwvd to etet111se from an aJI-\dse Guu to ~ay the Vl"r.) k>,st uill, lll"lrads
all wy past sius, and Wllll<)Ut ]Hlttn.g Jnm on in tue greutly frulll his wiscll,Jll. A~;d you 11 ill ]l>ll dou me
act 01 IJaptiSIH, 1 would IJc eternalJ.Y lotit.
lor saying I can no wuger I.Juw uelui e the olniue of
8ucli 1 say was my early etlucattoll, aud· until! be- such SllllJid ignuiance.
came o•li enough to ratwually cuntiiLI~r ~che u,atter, m
'I hen again adiuitting the fact, \dLl"h l do uot, that
other wunis, llU my own tlitllKWg, and stul tunnn to nuui had ueeuii<e ~0 ue1nav~d. so St11pill III olll aud
ub~erve tile IIIcougi·uHies autl llicUUJjJllllUIIiLlcs e::osc- crime as nut to be able ut hiwsell to n l)<"Ut aud do
wg bet\\ een the lllJ1el"cnt cJwreh urgamzawus, aL better ; and that IIi~ uuly lJOj)C of retiCH•]JI ion \vas in
taugllt irum the sallie uuuK, cwuumg tor IL, inualiiOi.il!J, the coH~UUinlalC clcath and 'Jlilt !Jiouu ut Ulnbt; It as
antt that so lew of ail Uou'~ crea,iuu wuultl !Je saveu \\"e are told Uhrist'~ !Ji<>oli l.lo<& tleanH' fruu, ali Nin. l
trum all eudle~s hell, eouJtl1 JUJJ)' real1Zr: Ih.., 1actLJHH ask again, asllmve repeatecl.y !he tlergy aud ol1Hers,
1 had !Jcen Ignorantly anli etTou~uusl.)" taugllt.
lww \it does: No iutcll•geut answe-r ],a, ever !J~, u,
ldeas lrolll early educatwn l•eeu1ue ~u indelibly uor can be giveii. The illea Is incuncetvabk, contraimpn,ssell ll!JUU our lllllHts, tlltt'· 10 give them U]J tu au- ry to reason or uature.
vanccd life, is secuungty to g1ve u.trseivcti up to ev1L
But, we are tultl, it cloes it through faith ; i.e., \Ye
l!:spec,ally 1s this the case willl our rengwuti euucat1un. uelie1·e it dues, because somel>udy u~arly 2000 years
To doubt, weans silli}Hy, to be tlalllLteu; tun:ver p1·e· ago has said it doe~, and \1 c are wrther r~ljllll\:lt to
cludmg the idea ul ;reeuom tu tltin/", l care uut WHat uelieve the person who malle the s!Hteweut, was
system in ~cieuc.e or tueulugy, unlcbs Ll<seu U]hW divinely inspired, which of course lllust U•ahe it valid
!J11y,;iulugiCal principles, wiJ!w tune, vruve Itseli la1se, aucl biuding. \V ell l can readily see how it is that
am! sooiwr ox later g1ve way to intewgeuce aml pro- those who are wt!Jiugtoalluw others to do their tluukgreoswu, through Llle spint of lrce-uwught anu in- iug can accept sueh nunscn~e. The Hoiuan Catholic
ve~tJgatwii.
Priest tells his su!Jjects that he has divine ]JU\I"er to
~twll, let me say, is the present condition, of the forgive sins, and that the sacramental wine is actually
systein u[ theuloyy. lt 1s bewg ctuciully ~Illecl tor convcrtetl into Uhrist',; uluud which they huuesily betue truth, the world over-is wetgh~ll iu tile !Jalauces, lieve, uut for one momcut !Jeing alluwcd to call in
of reason and cuminoa scu~c, aud found Wtllltlllg. JlJUCStion the truthfulne~;s of the stat~ui~llL Tlw protNew church theorws, since tlw church's earlic~t cxi~t- estaut Priests of the )JTe~ent day, as well as Jlw,e in
ence, have 1rom tiuw to time been inaugurated, each a1tcient times, nrc elllpluyed to tlunk a11cl ,talk lor the
purporting to be the true church of Uhnst. Ami to masses, and just so lung as the people ~llll)loy aud
day bet wt:eu the hundreds of dilfen.:nt religious socie- pay them to do it, tlwy ·must !Jelicve \\·hat tllt:J' tell
tws iu the pmtcstaut world, all claiming to worship them.
the sanw Gull, tluuugh the teachings of hi& rc-vealett
lt is au easy matter to utter vague assertions, lJut
-wore/ tlwn~ is constant stnte aull auiuwsity nle not alwnys easy to properly auilwnticate t11elll. lt
alllo;Jgst the111. lndeed tlle spirit of antagonism was an easy matter tor designiug Pnests to assert, to
tuwaru the so eallell iufiucl wur,lt, is uo greater, thau an ignorant superstitious people, that Uhrist's blood
between wauy ot the so called Christ.ian cturchcs. llutd the magic power claimed tor 11, and\\ hidt IS now
.No truer sayiuu· was ever utterell than that ·'A lwusc di- taught. by modem Priests, aud so iudeli!Jly i!lil>resscd
videcl ao·,tiusL ifsclf, caniwt stallll." UHurches thruug·h-. upon the minds of a large proportion of Hte Chnstiau
out the"' land arc dio;tiutegmtiug; the more actJvc, wurlcl, as to ex cit~ nut even the least suspicion !hat it
tlliukiurr, aml cou:,~qucutly progressive IHIHcls, can no is unlouncled. 1 ea, further, !l<allY houcstly believe
Iuuoer t~nd food in them tor s]HI"Itu:tl growth amltle- that to donut it would seud. them at once to perdition.
vcl~pmcut, !Jecause ut tlwir fussi!Izcu creed, buuucl
Bnt happily, t!wsc \vhu. eujoy the glorious priv!tud pruo;cnptive intolerance.
ileg·e of ltolllg their own tluukwg, are uut so r~amly
There i~> uo :,;uch tJnug iu active life as stand still. lrightenec~, !Jut just!~ require sunwthiug more tl.tau
All things iu nature are progre~sive, or J:e.trogr.es~tve. vague,a~·bnrury ussertwus.
. .
.i\lau's thoughts willuot be lettered, aud 1! the church
Now 1t 1 am told that Jesus Cbnst lo tbe son of the
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living God, (which I do not deny, as I believe nil man· miss all for which life itself exists. Life is itself the
Evans and Land Reform.
kind are) sons and daughters; and thnt it is further· product of love. Love is not a duty, it is a necessity.
Tllirty
years
ago George H. Evans declared that
We
do
not
love
because
we
choose,
we
love
because
we
more !l,'vinely asserted that without his death, and the
shedding of his blood, !here could be no remission of must. Our love, like our reason, is bound fast in the from tlw necessity of all human beings' natural wants
sins, and tllat all mankind would be eternally lost ; nature of things. It is enough for the reason to know for the means of subsistence, and for the preservation
and I am required thus to believe, I claim the peroga· that ten is greater than five. Here it is free to come to of life, they must perpetunlly own a share of the soil,
tive, as every mtional, thinking unbiassed mind but one conelusion. The child lqves home. The clans- with its appurtenant elements and products. 'l'hat as
woulcl, te> investigate tlJe matter, and to demand and man loves his clan or nation. 1'lle true man loves his the natural wants of all are equal, in quantity, are
intelligent satisfactory reason for such a require· race. This sentiment is a growth. Growth may be ar- perp< tual in time, and can only be enjoyed in eU<lh
ment. And when as above stated, no valid reason, rested but the law of growth remains. Love may be one's own body or in proper person ; therefore a full,
has been or ,can be given, aud as 1 can not conceive dwarfed it cannot be extinguished. Gravitation is to complete and perfect right, must be equal inalienable
of an intelligent God requiring any such abstruse matter what love is to society ; it is its bond of union. It and individual, combining the triune' constituent
UIH<;asonublencss, I am led to conclude that it 1s sim· is the mortar of the social wall ; destroy the cement and principles of equality or equalness, inalienation or
ply a priestly imposition upon the people, for the pur· the wnll crumbles to pieces. The best, the happiest fami- perpettlity, and iudiviclnalitr, or separateness or
pose of perpetuating their arbitrary desires, and of ly is when the prollucing pair are m~t nearly a perfect personality. And that the true founclations of these
keeping mankind in a state of religious servituue. unit, who together create a home ;-that word which if natural wants, rights, and principles, are bottomed
Such absurd, unjust, sopl:lisms I am happy to say lost would strip poetry of its beauty and romnnce of its upon the organs of man's body, and the properties of
I have out grown, auJ my whole heart is in the charm. He who for fifteen or 'twenty years haR enjoyed vitality, mobility, mentnlity, etc., from which arise
work of helping others extricate themselves from the the luxury of 11 home however poor, made up of a father the nghts of life, parentage, labor, sovereignty or
deleterious effects of such abstruse inconsistencies. and mother, sisters and brothers, who loved each other; power of will in self government, and of property in
Cllurcll bigotry is an abomination, and detrimental to is in duty bound, to look forwa1·d to the time when he in homestends and moveables or products.
Now this being the nature and constitution of rights
intellectual growth. I clo not want my religion to be turn shall create a home to be made up of tl:e same elethe origin of the evils of society is found to be in
selli~h or sectarian-confined to no oue being or
ments. On this cardinal idea rests the conception of their violation lly their opposite evil principles or
church, Lut to aU humanity. All are God's children, sexual virtue.
wrongs. Thus the right of life is destroyed by mur·
brothers anu sisters of one common family. Then
Science has forced upon us the fact of universal prolet us no Iunger act selfishly, and claim that a few gress. Morpho logy points to the first vegetable and der, death, wnr etc., parentage by mutilation· labor
onlv, (tile church) are his legal children, while the animal forms as the most simple and those of a later lly chattel and hireling slavery; sovereignty ~r self:
rest of mankind 11re bastards. Why not act rational- date becoming more and more complete until we reach government, by usurp1ttion, herecli tary, or elective;
and the homestead by lnndlordry tenure, trafficry
ly as intelligent beings in this, ns well as in seomlur
the highest-man. Since the productive unite, man and etc.
matters?
These different evils were early practised by a
I have yet been unable to distinguish between the wife are both like and unlike each other, so must the
virtues nncl the vices of the prolessing and the non- product be both like and unlike each other and their au- grasping and usurping few. The tenure and title to
professing Cllnstians. All are tinite imperfect beings, tecedants-ench advantageous variation says Darwin is soil and government have been held throup:h nil ages
and joining the church has but little to do in making by natural selection preserved and descends to the suc- under laws of universal alienation and monopoly, and
have only chnnged their p~ase or form from a bad to
tlle111 really, better or worse. Christ hau no establish- cessors.
Thus adding increment to increment until an astonish- a worse state up to the prese.lt time. From being
eel churcll while in earth life, and his teachings plainly
indicate his utter disapproval of religious sectarian ing amount of divergenc-e from the parent type is held in common by savages, we next see the soil and
organizations. In his Jesson ot the prodigal sou, he effected."* Spencer clearly proves that evolution results government held by a fenclality; wherein the mass of
indicated tllat their was no necessity for a mediator from the inter-action of organism and its environments the people as serfs, held the use of the soil from the
between God unci man; that each ancl every iudivid· through countless ages. And every future change for priestly nnd lordly conquerers ; these again of the
ual is his own savior; that his censures was as great good in man must result from a corresponding change of !dugs and these again pretended to hold of -the go cis ;
upon those calling themselves God's people, as they social condition. Are the present social conditions (em- all under obligation of feality and knight or military
were upon the unpretender, and that there should be bracing the. laws imposed by the State, the secular edu- service, and under the aristocratic dognut that '•every·
no religious sectarian differences known or recogniz. cation ~urnished by the schools and the moral and re- thing must be held from some superior.,' Through
ed between them. He gave his disapproval of loud ligious discipline provided by the church and familv) all time much soil has been held in allodium or fee
praying, and vain repetitions of words and t!lught the producing better men, happier families and a more per- simple, in one's own person, aucl not from a superior.
pro]Jriety of silent, :::ecret invocations, In short there fect society? I answer they do not, and cannot until, But this is also an equally imperfect title as the feudal;
is !Jut little taught and practiced in the churches of tile states, schools, churches and families, as well as individu- for being subject to traftic, lly sale, debt, tax, mortpresent age characteristic of his life and teackings.
als learn to recognize what Blackstone designates the gage etc., can be as much monopolized as in fend·
:Niuch more I might and would like to say to you "Law of Natu,·e which is binding over all the globe, in all ality.
But mankind have been at this late age of theworld
upon this subject, !Jut I find my letter has already countries and at all times: no human laws are of any
grown lengthy, all(], in conclusion I will say, the time validity if contrary to this," and such of them as are indebted to an Evans for the application of the
is corning and not far distant Dear ll'lother, when the valid derive all their force and all their authority medi- thorough principle of every human being's equal nncl
religion of Ghrist's life, instead of his death; in other ately or immediately from this original, viz,: that man inalienable title ancl right to a ~hnre of the soil and
wonls, when practical religion will be the recognized should pursue his own true and substantial happiness. government. It is this higher ancl permanent title to
religion, nnd each and every individual accorded the "But as man, (says the same author), is formed for soci- them, subject to no liability to alleviate, only to be
free use of thought and expression, accordin" to his ety and is neither capable of living alone nor indeed has exchanged for each other, that will eJmble man to
highest conceptwns of honesty and truth.
"'
the courage to do it," therefore he was compelled by the attain true liberty and produce the finishing era of
'l'hc reli.t,>ion of Jesns will then be understood to law of his being to seek thatatrue aud substantial happi- civilization. It is by this high title that the monarchs
mean just what he repreRented, and intended it to ness by sexual association in the for_mation of a family- a.nd aristocra~y of the old world have through all
\Je, fi>te LO all intelligences, to llring all men and wo- Blackstone clearly understood tbe fundamental princi- tJme, held thmr thrones, power of government. and
man up to a high~r, and more generous plane of ples of law, but declined to be anything more than the estates by hereditary succesHion and exemption 'from
thought, better adapting them to the proper use of mere exponent of what was accepted as law in his time all alienating causes. And it is Evans who has shown
the talents God h>tS given them for good and noble and even attempted to harmonize the false civil and ec- that the same right and title to t11e ownership of a
home for every human being-, woulcl also preserve all
purpose,; in tllis life, and the continual enhancement clesiastical law which then as now prevailed.
from wm1t, crime, and misery. But to apply the trne
of tllem in tile spirit realm of eternal progress.
According to the law of nature what constitutes mar- principles of rights in pract,ice, he proposed township
Aftectionately, Your Son.
J. S. LYoN, l\LD.
riage? It is when a man and woman mutually strive to democracies, where all could meet iu proper person
Oskaloosa, Iowa.
excite sexual desire and either with or without any and vote clirectly for law nncl judicature, without the
promise to perform the subsequent duties of husband, intervention of officers as well as tc have the power of
wife and parent effect a conjugation : this is in and of it- self employment upon their own homesteads without
G. L. Henderson's Article No.3.
self, marriage, for it is evident that an act which makes that of landlords. To reach this regeneration of the
During a period eaual to about one fourth of a human one person a father the other a mother must at the same right to soil, government and of all society, heHoHntccl
We the c!Jild holds a subordinate position in the fan1ily ; time create husband and wife, for the law of nature in- with the aiel of a few others, with the press allllJlllblic
tho parents transmitting to him their physical, intellect- cludes the less in the greater terms.
speaking, three ~reparatory sliding measures, tl1e freeMy mother is bound to love and care for me her child, dom of the pudl1c lands to actual settlers cnly homeual and moral characteristics ; and during this long
period, are incessantly impressing upo!l him their opin- my father is equally bound to love and care for my stead exemption, nnd the limitatiou o[ the c1uantity
ions and ha!Jits thus moulding the child after their own mother and me-his wife and child. If my father pleads owned of all other lands. Tiles~; were urged until the
pattern. But since the patterns or factors are compound, that he does not love either of us sufficiently to care for big pnrties adopteu them iu their platforms, when the
the product must be compound also. It most frequently us, then he stands convicted of a crime worse than mur- present homestead law was enacted by the witJJclrawh<tppens that the father loves in the child that which re- der, for he has no right to force into being the monstrous ing of the delegation of the slave-holding power. Hut
produces the mothe1·, and the mother is delighted to find product of mere passion, to fill out a life of misery and it contains little of the thorough principle of rights.
that in body and mind the child very much 1·esembles the crime, that he might enjoy a brief and bestial pleasure. Ne legislature cau yet attain to the knowledge of this
father. 'l'he mother points to her daughter as she turns Every seduction is a real marriage ; every child born is highest anu most perfect title to all the rights of man.
'vith beaming eyes to her husband saying : "she is like the legitimate offspring of the po>ir who produced it; and No reform can he expected from those who can only
me in being a woman aml in nothing else, in body and the law of nature gives it an equal claim to its parents' represent and legislate for wealth. All reform is
mind and in every essential feature she is your very qualities of person, wealth, and social position, and any difficult ancl it seems that it cau only be accomplished
law of Church or State which does not enforce and en- by a mujority of small holders of the soil by towuslups
self."
"And what of tllis boy?" says the husband, "his eyes, dorse this all-imp01"tant contract, a1·e responsible for all and states, getting tlwir ideas outside of the "ring"
nose, lips, Jlgure and character are you1·s, he resembles the infanticide, prostitution and crime which grows out of the present erroneous institutious, and by simply
signing a constitution that entirely changes and superG. L. H.
me in sex only," And he embraces the boy for tho sake of of its 'liolation.
cedes them all.
the mother, and the mother tenderly gathers all three to
* Tyndall's address.
A VISIT 'rO EY ANS' GRAVE.
her maternal breast delighted to see that nature has united
[TO ~E CONTlliUED.j
two in one which oonstitutes the true productive social
A few of his disciples fondly rememberin•' unci apunit, which reproduces the pair in each subsequent unit.
precia.ting the sublime. reform he plO]Joscd for tlJC
NOTHING so vexes a physician as to be sent for in great ~alvatlon of all humamty, of the Land Reform AssoThis wonderful blending together in the product of two
haste
and
find
little
or
nothing
the
matter
with
the
paciation of New York city, consisting of Wm. How<·
widely different antecedant factors is the best proof tlmt
the factors themselves have been woven together so as to tient. ~ eminent English surgeon was once sent for by President; J. Commerford, and F. 8mith Viee-Presi'·
a
gentleman
who
had
received
a
slight
wound.
On
his
dents ; ~I. Bceny, Treasur~r; J. K. Ingalls, first
constitute but one web, the web itself being spun
through millions of years, and each finished fabric arrival he sent his servant back in great haste to get a respondwg Secretary ; and the undersigned second
certain kind of plaster. The patient, turning pale, said: Corresponding Secretary ; lately visited J1is gmvc en
through all past time was a marriage.
'l'he long continued dependence of the child upon the "Sir, I hope there is no danger." ·'Indeed there is," an- the forty acre farm whereon he had Jived four lllilfs
p;trent, requiring incessant waichfulness and care,JJrst swered the surgeon," for if the fellow doesn't run like a south east. Irom K_eyport, Monmouth C~unty, New
bAgets sympathy, expands into atl:'ection, and ripens into race-horse, the wound will be healed before ile can possi- .Jersey. \V e found lt. by a path lillie worn lcudilw 10
a tal! marble ~lab ileudstone, amidst a wilt! o'rowll7 of
love, Love is another name for God; it expres:;es what is bly get back."
A SuNDAY·SCHoOL scholar being asked what became of lierlmge, while the moaniug breeze waved th~ branches
once the most abstract nnd the most real of all that exs. It co,;ts less than common air ; it is so valuable men who deceived their fellow-men, promptly exclaim- of the overhanging trees, like a banner as if still
inviting the landless and pauperized mass~s to stl'iko,
at gol<i cn,nnot buy it, To live without it would be to ed, "They go to Europe.''
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for a perpetuated and not a mere transient share of
the soil.
It is inocribell on his tomb that he was born in
Bromyard Hcrefordshire, England, )iarch 25th, 1805,
and died in Granville N. J. l<'elmrary 2d, 18513 in llis
51st year. The great object oi' his life was to secure
homes for all by abolishing the monopoly of them.
As editor of the Man, The Radical, 'l'he W01·kingmon's
Advocate, '1 he People's Rights, a1_1d Young Ammica, he
triumphantly vindicated. the nght ~Jf every human
bcilw to a share of the s01l, as essential to the welfare
and permanence of a landed democracy.
By his side is the ~rav~ o_f his wife. Laura, who
died in 1850, and the mscnpt10n upon 1ts headstone
bespeaks the sentiment of a good and conjugal h usband as well as wife. For it says that : " She bore
with<;ut murmuring all the privation necessary for the
cause her husband had espoused, anlluow while we
mourn the vacant chair, she sleeps calmly with the
branches a !Jove waving a requiem over her -grave.''
Evans' person was over medium size, well formed,
reo-uhtr features with straight facical line and expansi;e brow and head. He spoke logically with no attempt at rhetorical display, anu posseescd a very even
temper with a conciliatory manner that won and
retained many friends. His second wife still &urvi ves.
A

MONUMENTAL BUST TO HIS

:lfE~fOllY

AND Pit,INCIPLES.

It is in contemplation to erect a monumental bust
in Prospect or Central Park to his honor and to instruct the Pm·k visitors that the equal ancl inalienable
homestcr~d, labor, self-government, etc., inscribed upon the fuccs of its pedestal, are the only thorough
remedy for all the evils of society and government.
.Millions can thns be informed of their rights r~nd
wrongs as mucl1 as by a newspaper, a book, or by public
speaking.
.
It is intended also to celebrate his birthday every
year, and republish his writings with a history of his
land reform movement, allll with biographical notices
of all who have aided in it. Sufficient means arc
already promised for the erection of the granite
pedestal, but not for the l.Jronze !Just. Those who may
wish to contnbute toward it will please to state tlie
amount to J. K. Ingalls 5 Worth street, N. Y. city or
to the undersigned !JD Java street, Greenpoint, Station
G. Brooklyn.
\Ve have continued our Land Reform Association
originated by Evans and met in executive committee
to arrange for meetings, and whenever there was a
chance for a hearing in htbor leao-ue conventions
anniversaries of progressives, nml to get up memorial~
to Congress against the robberies of the public lr~nds
to forbid the sale of them to non-residents or others:
and to grant the111 only to actual settlers. Our memorials !Javc been faithfully urged in <Jongress and discussed l.Jy J nlian, Grow, Smith, Sumner, \Valkcr,
Hollllan and others, resulting in the Homestead law
giving the quarter seet.ions in all the alternate section~
on C'HHlitiun of occ;upancy and cultivation for five
years. The principles have also been advocated by
Greeley. Dradiaugh, O'Brien, O'Connor, Hines .McClatchey_ and others of tl_lC press, and by In'galls,
Cummerlonl, J?evyr, Dav1s, Beeny, Barr, Bovey,
HaddocK, .Mcll..cnzie, Ryckman, J. A. Pyne, Van
Amringc ami uthers on the rostrum.
A L.\ND, Iu\BOlt, W0)IEN 1 8 lUGII'l', AND TEMPEitA....''i"CE
MOVEMEN'r.
T_he ownership of man's body being now abolished,
as li1 . clmtt~l sh1vcry, th~ next forms of slavery arc
that of tlw lnrmcge of man s muscles, as _in hired labor;
the vas;.;alage or slrwery of both men and women in
vot.ing for the so-cn!Jell representatives who only
legislate for t~lC wealthy .classes, and the debauchery
ami slavery of th() appetite by rum and tobacco all
come next in the onler of reform. But these ~viis
<.:an only be thoroughly abolished by inalienable
homesteads on the soil, g-iving both men and women
tlie power of self-cmplllynwnt, of a free will vote
direct ~or the law and for the extermination of spirittams liquors am! tol.Jacco. As the canvass fur president is the means of giving information more extensively ovm: the nion than in any other way, every
constderal.!On potuts out G. vV. Julian who has been
so prominent in all these reforms, as the proper
candidate for Presillent in 1876.
'l'HE EltlWR OF COMML'NISM.
. It is to be I:egi:ettecl that reformers do not progress
ll1 the tru~ ]ll"Jneipl~s. of reform without blunderiug into dogmatiC propositiOns. Promlhomme asserts that
all p~·operly_ JS robbery, instead of asserting that it is
the mequa!Ity or monopoly of it that robs. Owen
clugnmtises tl.1~t it is tl_w private ownership of property
ar~d ~on.petitlou, which are among the main causes
ot evil, when he should hrwe seen that if all owned
an equal inalicna~Jle ami illlliviclnal'hom~stead, p;iviug
tl!c power of sell-employment, self-government, etc.,
h!s bugl.Jear of compct.itwn, would produce only a
VIrtuons emulation. This dogma of the commuism
of all r~ghts and property, prevents the perception of
tbe reformatory power there is an equal inalienable
and pnvate homestcacl. What \Jetter co-operation
can be eonceivell than the e~tali~hment of all upon
h<!n~csteaus nev<'r to be divided down beyond the
!lllllrmum qn:mtity for a fttmily support, with chvellmg, barn a._nd shop, upon ever.'\ humc surrounded by
garden, frmt and forebt trees; equality in cxcl..tunging

l!

surplus products in town-marts or by express vehicles
and mee~ing i_n town halls for governing, thus making
a ~ural c1ty of the whole earth, and stopping the curse
of the present overgrown cities? An Owen "common
~roperty community" would be a kind of slave planta~wn,. overseec~ )JY managers, a form of officers, indulgmg m favont1sm, and where the want of private
owue~sl!i_P would destr~y all_ stimulus to duty andresponsJbJhty. Commumsm m all things leads to the
logical inference of a free love promiscuity of the
se?'es.. But let every homes!ead be improved in every
tlung m two equal halves, with thorough ownership of
the one in the male and tile other in the female and
.then in case of difficulty either can retire fro~ the
other. But this plan of township democracies and
communizing or the nationalizing form of society can
be settled by experiment as to which is the true one.
LEWIS MASQUEltiER.

"PROFESsor Tyndall's late Inaugural address before
the "British Association, for the advancement of
Science," is for sale at this office. With portrait of the
Professor; 25 cts ; with portrait, biography and his
"Prayer Gauge" 50 cts, the same in cloth $1.00. Orders, promptly filled.
TrrE sessions of the UniverEal Free Tl~inkers' Association will be resumed on the evening of the first
vVednesday in October, to continue every Wednesday evening after, at their old head quarters, at 310
East Fourteenth St. All are invited to attend.
DAVID HoYLE.
Chief Secretary, U. F. A.
THE SPRIGHTLY, new, little liberal sheet, called
CoMMON SENSE published by Col. R. Peterson at
Paris, Texas has in Number 3, these kind words about
about us.
THE TRUTH SEEKER.-The September number of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. published aud edited by D. M. Bennett,
New York. is a flue specimen of typography, and as ably
edited as anY free thought journal this sidll of the Atlantic. It is a large semi-monthly. of sixteen pages. fourteen of which is solid reading matter. Devoted to Free
Thought and Free Discussion. This number begins the
second volume. Terms $1.75 per annum. Any of our readers deKiring Lil:)eral or Spiritual books ean get them by
addressing D. M. Bennett, 335 Broadway. New York.
lYE thank our good friend for his complimentary
notice and we wish his excellent little monthly, a
wide circulation. 'l'he country can hardly have too
D>UCh CO!lllllOn Sense.
This reminds us of another " CoMMON SENSE '' an
able and brilliant sixteen page weekly published at
San Francisco, which we have before noticed. It is
a most interesting, well conducted and effective
reform journt\1, and we hope it is liberally patronizecl. May " Gornmon &nse " prevail over our entire
land, east nnd west, north and south. Tile first is
50cts a year, the latter $3.00

Donations to the Truth Seeker.
Wm. Me Donnell. $10.00 ; Stephen H. Sears. $5.00 ; L. 0.
Bass. $4.00; Wm. Goddard, $2.00 ; Wm. C Moore. $I.oo ;
Thomas Smith. 50 cents ; E. C. Curtis. 50 cents ; ll!orris
Eihstein. 25 cents ; Johu Q. Adams, 25 cents ; Phineas
Gates. 25 cents; C. F. l3odinus. 25 cents ; James Tuttle,
25 cents ; Samual Leonard, 25 cents; Benjamin Stamm.
25 cents.
LOANS TO THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Morris Altman. New York. $200,00; William Sisson.
Port Hope. Ont. $10.00.
We sineerely thank our friends for these expressions
of kindness and liberal.ty. We are able to stand a good
many of such kind of favors and pledge ourself that
every dollar so contributed and placed in our hands shall
be sacredly used in tile cause of truth and free thought.
The Reyerend Dr. Fairfield, Congregational Minister of
Mmisf!elcl. Ohio, a long time friend of Henry Ward
Beeche1· is out with a pamphlet devoted to the Beecher
scandal. It is entitled "Wickedness in High Places."
He calls it a·· Calm Review" and he comes to the conclusion that the Plymouth Pastor is guilty of the charge
made against him. Among other things he says: "For
years llfr. Beecher's portrait has hung In !he mollt Drominont place in my house and honored above all others
and when a few weeks since I took it down and hid It
away. it was with such throes of soul as I hope to never
experience again." ··In all the cnses that have come to
my knowledge in thirty years of service in the ministry,
I have never found another in which to my mind. the
proofs we1'e so absolutely overwhelming," He is in

g

favor of Mr. Beecher's being properly tried by a properly
constituted ecclesiastical court and closes by saying: "I
protest against sustaining in the ofli~e of Chrilllian
teacher a man against whom there exists such astounding evidence of guilt." He evidently thinks Mr. Beecher
had better •· step down and out."
·Miss Catharine E. Beecher, sister of Henry Ware in her
anxiety to defend her brother has published a letter
charging Henry C. Bowen with unfriendliness to her much
abused brother and with being the cause of all this
scandal against him. He has revlied and sho.ws all her
t'harges to be false. It is said H. \V. B. is annoyed that
his s:ster should thus unwisely rush into print in his
defense. He believes rather in a ··masterly inactivity"
on her part.
Miss Beecher has possibly ·• waked up the wrong
passenger." He.nry C. Bowen knows a good deal about
Henry Ward Beecher whkh he has not yet given the public, if it is all brought out. the ragged edges of remorse
may be sharper t11an now.
ANOTHER couNCIL of congregrational clergymen for
another trial of Henry Ward Beecher is now talked of.
If it is held. it is very doubtful if he escapes with as much
favoritism as from the ·late "committee of six." 1'oo
much proof exists against him for them to allow him
longer to remain eovered. The.y think it better that even
Henry Ward Beecher should go down. than the entire Congregational denomination should sink in:an effort to
hold_him up. ··What evils do environ" the wrong doer.
·MR. TILTON'S LAST STATEMENT in relation to the
Beecher business is indeed •· a clincher." It conlh-ms the
guilt of tile reverend gentleman in the minds of great
numbers who were disposed to·· give him the benel\t of a
doubt." The letters given-from 1\Irs. 'l'ilwn. l\Irs.
1\'Iorse,lV!r. Beecher and others add·· vroof aR strong, at
least as holy writ,"" that a sin had been committed." lt is
almost impossible in the view of these fttets, to continue
to believe l\'Ir. Beecher innocent. lllr. •.r. has shown by the
records of Plymouth Church itself that the argument
made so much of by the Plymouth Committee and relied
upon so much by their friends-that l\ir. 'l'.'s iuclictment
against l\Ir. B. was a newly trumped up one. lor t11e purpose of extorting money from 1\Ir.ll. by bltlckmttil, was
specious and false. When we Jlnd these men resorting to
subterfuges and special pleading. and hanging their principal argument upon a hook tlmt so easily gives way. it
looks very unfavorable for their favorite and places themselves in a verY bad light. It is shown by the records of tho
Church tbat l\Ir. Tilton had been arraigned by it more than
two yea1·s ago, for making this charge against lllr.
Beecher. How can the Committee possibly explain this
away"/
1\"IR. T. also shows, by giving absolutfl dates th11t l\Ir,
Dee')her's statement to the Committee Wtts false in regard
to the memorable meeting between l\Ir. Beecher, l\Ir. 'l'ilton and l\Ir. 1\Ioulton at the house of the latter in Da(•ember. lBiO, in reference to this chm·go of aduitery against
Mr. Beecher. l\Ir. 13eecher admitted the meeting. !Jut endeavored to explain away the force of it. by prelmJdiug it
was in consequence of l\Ir. Tilton's fall or removal from
the editorial chttirs o! 'l'he Ind,pe;,dent and 'l'he Brooklyn
Union and tho consequent Jlnancial embarrasmeut of lllr,
'.rilton. 1t turns out. however, that when this important
meeting took vlace. l\Ir. 'l'ilton had not yet been removed
from these editorial clmirs-that he v;as then receiving
at the rate of $lO.OuO or more per year for his services,
and had then no occasion to call upon l\Ir. lleechc1· for
monentary aid. While l\Ir. 'l'ilton was still tilling these
positions and knew nothi g about his removal from
them. it is wholly improbable til at he was negotiating
with Mr. Beecher in conncclion with l\Ir. i\Ioulton to obtain money from 1\'Ir. Beecher by blackmail. to keep up
the Golden Aoe whieh had not then an existence. l\Ir.
BeecLer's whole case and the Committee's hung upon
these two point~ and when we find them wholly removPd. what can the public think of the innocence of
tho man. who. to co~'e1· his own dark deeds. uses. mistlltements and falsehoods"/ And what can bo thought of the
Committee who aro thus shown to have used prevarication to make the guilty to appear Innocent. the and
innocent to appear guilty"/ In the face of these glaring facts
this Committee of just men (?)have decided their Leloved
pastor is an innocent man. and the whole Christian community are throwing up their hats and bonnets for joy,
and shouting themselves hoarse. "Great is llcecherl"
··great is Plymouth Church!"
WAS it honorable. chivalric or nobl'l in liir. Beecher
after by his freQuent visits. persistent attentions. flattering compjiments. repmttecl presents. numerous letters.
affectionate avowals of love and all tlwt. hll had gained
iUrs. Tilton's love and her extremest favors; we ask, was
it honorable in him 11fter all this for him to stttt" to the
" Committee of Six" that the affection and ad van cos between Mrs. T. and himself had been" thrust from her
upon him." thus throwing all the bhtme upon her? No;
such con duet is base and contemptible and really meaner
than the commission of the origi1ml vffcnso. Was it
honorablein the Committee or in tho friends of l\Ir.
Beeeher, after they had induced !\Irs. Tilton to make the
false statement which cxeuvratcd J\lr.lleocher and made
htll" own husband guilty-we ask. lifter she had done all
this for her pastor and his friends, was it honorable in
thorn to ··throw her overboard," and ttwitly dbero<lit her
word-admitting it could not be relied upon "i Hhe is
really the unfonunate one, the most sinned against and
the most to be Ditied in this whole business
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The Jews and Their Go(].

~ ~-log:ians say that they are- both Ii~rs:

~~~~Y

~1orni~1g, ~n

het~ ve~1, ·:ldl-~-

-;;
be said j
-angel-of -light in
G-od, -the
froni the fact that, as the ,Tew~ ascribe to t~u·!r God g-reat lAM, came out of a dungeon of darkne~B .. iHysHY rSAAr. PADEN, of Woodhull, Ill.
the'twwer that·belohgs to· the God of the Universe, tery No.2.
·
their 'God was and is the stinle. There is uo more
The next move was three clays' work, with their evel'ItEJ•'ATorn.
proof of t-his than there '\Vas that the calf which nings and mornings, before the sun existed, which, by
All who write n hook, pamphlet. OI' lengthy article, Aaron made Was the God t.liat brought. them out of by the way, is the only thing· that gives existence to
deem _a preface neeessary, _in m:der to have the reat~er's the land of Egypt.
··
·
evening-s and· mornings; mystery No. il.
attentiOn rest npo_n the ~>b.Jcc~ mtcncl~d by the \VI'Iter.
All nations make the same claims for their gods
On the fourth day he made the sun, moon and
Therefore, the wtentwn of the_ wnter o_f these few that the .Jews do for theirs, and it proves nothing. stars. ·why it required five clays to make this earth,
thou!!hts up01~ the ,Jews and .then· God, IS expressly Each nation and its God mlist stand upon their own orie of the smallest planets known, when the whole
to raise and d1scu~s the qnest~on, whether the p~rson- merits; if tha destruction of property, and the shed- balance of God's creation, including countless worltls,
age by them cl~scn~Jed as t_hCir Ood, was, and IS the 1 ding of human bloo(l is immoral and heathenisll, the with their suns, moons and stars, was made in one
embotluncnt of D01ty; or, m o:her words, the source ,Jews ancl their God stood upon tile lo\vest plane. Yet day, is mystery No. '4.
ot tlw ~~mer t_hat niles the universe by unchangeable the 1-:nv and undeveloped eondition of man, at that
On the sixth day, he created the animtLl kingdom,
J:nvs. 1 he ''"l:ltl'r takes the ne,gat1ve s1de of the ques: age, morall)' forbids any one to condemn, or to ac- and man was made in his own likeness, and in the
twn, and sr% tortll <L few of Ins reasons, and resp_ect- cept their religious views; but they shou~d he held image of himself, male and female created he them.
fully and earnestly requests any one or a :I who believe ancl looked upon fis \ve do on our childhood -when we How a male and female could be ma<~c in the iuJa~re
that in the Gocl _of the .Jews is the dictating power had no higher ('Onc<'plions.of that whicll was 'right than and likeness of mw person, is mystery No. 5.
"'
that rules the lllliVerBe, .to c0me out :)efore the world, to strike baek when we were struck; au eye for an eye;
To them, male and female, God gave fm meat
Hnd show, hy good !ogre and sound JUdgment to l_wn- a tooth for a toot.h ; if you strike me, I will strike (food}, the·fmit of every tree bearing sect! ; the earth
~st ske]~tH.:s (11s there ai·e mnny, and they are rapitlly you. But that which :we find fault with, is the teach- and all belonging to it were pronounced by him who
lneruu-rne-~, tlitlt 1!1e per;onnge whom the Je,~·s held ing of theology, that we, at this age of man's dcvel- as claimed never errs, very good. He (God) now enand worslllped as God, IS worthy to be worshiped as opment. are under au obli!.:ation to bow down and closes or sets apart a portion of land suitable for a
sne!1, by m:ul tl~roughout _the earth.
ackno.wledge the Jewish God and the Christian's garden, in which he setM or planted an orchard of
~he subJect mvolved Ill the f~w thoughts of. the Devil, and rt>jcct all otlier gods, ·though they may not fruit tre<~s, and took the man Adam, whom he hac!
wntcr, e_Inh_raees oue of_ t!JC most Illl]W' taut questwns be ~taiued with human blood.
made, and put him into this garden to keep and dress
now ag·:tating the religious world ; theref.ore, the
As for Moses, he was, and is considered the month- it. In t!Jis !iardcn, four rivers llad their origin, flowl:eadcr_ rs rt'spectlully Hoked, no~ to l!re-J_uclge at ]'ieee of the Jewish God, yet his position was tho ing therefrom. If this be trne, this garden embraced
first stght, nor c~ndemn before mvestigatlllg, ?nt st~me as with tnany others who claimed to act direct a very large cotinlry; mystery No. 6.
rt>ad, und then bnn~. all_ the thoughts of the wn_ter under the dictation of their God. l\Ioscs, who lived
Here the man Adam was tolcl not to eat the fruit of
bt<lore. the throne of_ JUStiCe nnd reason, conclemnmg 3900 years B. C.; Christna, ill20; Buddha, (whose every tree. If this be true, God had changed his deail elallns on e1ther sHle that have ~ tendency to d('): God was Brahma,) 1180; and Zoroaster, 1000 ; all sign from tliut which he iutended, when he said the
gra_de and hnng the ~haraet,eJ: of Derty !Jelow that of these, and many others, lived l.tntler a tlleocracy, the fruit of every tree is for meat for man ; mystery
a CIVIlized hn!lt:tn bei_ng-. ~Ius done, dear re:~der, ~nd same as .Moses, whose God was supreme-Kings, No. 7.
.
the w1slt~~ ot the wr~ter Will be I ully complied with, prophets, priests ant! rulers, all acting under infallible,
He then char..red Adam not to eat of the tree of
antl he will have no !ears of the re~ult.
or divine authority, the same as the Jews. In this knowledge of gt~od and evil, notwithstanding it wits
CHAPTER r.
mann<:;r tile world Wtis gov·erned, until civilization and loaded with clelicit>us fruit, pleasant to the eye, and
\Ve propose to pen a few thoughts in reference to common sense overruled. Divine authority in kin,gs good for food. What this tree and its fruit were for
the Jews and tlwir God, who, somP. claim, is connected and rulers .is now discarded iu all advanced nations, is mystery No.8.
·
'
with a Devil, and theology makes a Devil intlispens- excep~ \\ ith Mormons and Catholics. .
.
It is said while every every beast was passing before
ably net:essary as tl1e sct:tmtl person in what may be
As tor the man Menes, he was great Ill Ills clay, and the eye of Adalll, enclt with its uutte, God saw Atlam's
ealletl the q11artette Godhead, as the following will as ~or moral go_otlness, he far cxce.edecl 2\Joses; it was lonely con~lition, and had compa,;siou upon hilll, nnd
show:
·
claimed for hun, he suddenly ch,;appearecl, and his said: "It rs not g-ood that the man should be alone;"
1. God, the prime mover in man's existence.
tleath and burial were not known by any one. Christ- sympathizing w1th Adam, said: ·' 1 will make hiiu ·-1.
2. The Devil, the prime mover in man',; fall.
na was claimet! to have IJeen hom of a virgin, anti his help-meet for him," ancl did so. \Vhy he did not say
il. Uhrisl, the prilllC mover iu man'~ redemption.
body was earned off, but. no one knew where or IJy "Let there he a woman," is mystery No. 9.
4. Tho Holy Ghost tlle prime mover in man's sttl- whom. Buddha was claimed to have been translated
But we conjecture a woman could not be made out
vat ion.
'
'to h_Paven, tl1e ~ame as Enoeh, Zo~·oaster was carrietl of nothing, so taking the advantap:e of Adam when
This cons! itutes tho sectarian creed, except of the of!' Ill a my ot the su?. .Moses ched npou a !noun- mdeep, he took out one of his ribs_ ttncl watle a '''?lllan,
Jew~, who claim the Christians have stolen their Gocl, tau;,.~llld G9d buned hun, but no. one kue"': where.
and called her name Eve. It tins be true, he tlid not
calling him theii· Father, discarding themselves (the
El!.]ah was earned ~o,-hea~en In a c!Janot of fire, make man male and female, at the same time mysthy
Jews) "in a religious sense, and tum in~ them ont into \!~·awn lly horses. O~ms, of Egypt, checl and arose No~ 10.. .
.
the cold, as a God-forsaken people, despi~ed by man, !wm the tomb and ,~,ent to h~aven, and was made
1 et rt rs pos~Ible the female, made when Adam
anti rejected by Deity, yet tl•e Christians hold "gootl Judge. Jesus was kiiied IJy Ills brothe1· Jews, and wa>, got Jo,t an'ong the orang-oulang~, anti may ]lave
the prt;el'pls, exan1ple~ and opinions of the Jewti, ac- arose f10m the _tomb and ascended to heaven, mul was been Cain's wife's mother. Eve now tilling her place,
knowletlgiu~ their Priesthood and their God as the luade Judge to Judge the world. lVIohanuued rode to antl becoming Adam's lawful wife, th!:'y were well
standanl of right.
'
h:aveu ';ln a horse calle~ Alboratk, retum~tl the same prepared to obey God's first ·command, multiply and
How the ideas, precept~ and opinions of such a God- mght 1 ched, and was bunetl, and start! b:ll'red; and as 1:epl~nbh th~ earth, they b~ing now or)!:mized in a
forsaken people can be the stantlarcl of right, in this for Ius followers. tlH'_Y have been equal, rf not greater, fanuly capacity, and by the.Ir God pl:ICed 111 a garden
civilized >~go, is a theological mystery.
than tl1e 1ollo.wers ot Jesus; and as fo~ l~onesty .~wd called Etlen. Peaee ami qmetness rergnetl throughout
Taking all the claim~ for facts, what preference t~mperance, tar 111 _auvance of a1_1y Uhnstian n~ttwn. the face of the earth.
.
have the Jews and their God over other nations aucl 1_h_e Jews, as a natwn, were desp_Jsed_ and hold Ill cleHere, it is said, in the absence of God, this Dcv1l
their God," and wherein does the preference lie? Were r~~wn lly all <lthet· natt~ns f<_Jr therr cltshonesty, re!Je_l- commenced his work by teaching Adam and Eve WISthey the first nation? By no means. Did they re- 1 hous and turb~1lcnt drsJ?OSltiOn, (and they lw!d the1r dom anti knowledge, thereby uptietting and breaking
main as a nation longer than any other uation ? Thev own well.) It Is als_o ehumed t!JCY are now cllsowned to pieces God's plan, whatever it may have been. And
did not; China was a nation long before the Jews and tors>~l~en by t_herr ~otl, whwh no other God has God !J>tR been laboring day and night ever since to dewere in existence, >tnd their Gocl has preRervetl them done.
~he testwg of the powe~· and strength . of stroy this Devil and his works, and to get matters llllll
as a natiou to this tlay, without any allegiance to the thesenatwnal Gods has !wen. the Lhrect cause of nv- things straightened up as -good as they were before.
Je\\l·s or their Gocl.
ers of huiurtn blood tiowwg like streams !rom a fonn- This, our divines tell us, will never be clone, as there
Did they, as a people, possess more moral goodness tain. In this, the God of the_.Jews tried to excel, for will be a loss of a large portion of mankind, inasmuch
tlnm any other naiiou ?
the express purpose of gettmg honor and a great as the damnation of every soul is the work of the
If the shedding of human blood, and the des true- name am~ng otl1er nations an~ Gods;. and- we can DeviL Should the Devil himself be clestroyccl, his
tion of property, is IllO"al goodness, they excelled the t~·uly say, rf honor and gl_ory a,nse frou~ the cles~ru?- wod;:s will remain, just as long as damnation lasts;
world. As for murder, rapine, dehaucl1ery theft twn of property, the Jewrs!J God h~td It. But IS It poor encouragclllent this.
fraud, ancl dceeption, as a nation they have no' equal; no~ a tact, trae lw!wr, and a~l tlwt w grand and no~le,
It is evident, if it was God's intention man should
all of which they claimed was clone under the sane- an~e ·tnhere power tN clothed wzth gentlene8.q, the nponng remain ignorant of the knowledge of g;ood aud evil,
tion anti command of their God. So far as they ex- rmd seif-J'e8t1'tlining attitud~ of strm~;gth; these are t!Je he was sadly disappointed; ancl if it is now his intencelletl other uations in this, their God was superior graceti ~f. an honorable .Father, kwg or ruler, whrle tion to destroy the Devil and all his works, if theology
but in no other sense. As for believers and follower~ an ambitwus tyrant seeks honor <tn<l power through be true, he will fail in the end, and his disappointof the Jewish Gocl, including the present Christian blood and camage.
ment will !Je great, unle~s hell and damnation be a!Jolworld, compared with tho balance of mankind, they
CHAPTEH II.
islled.
arc a sinal! minmity.
VY e will uow notice the theological view of the
We would here call the reader's attention to a nation
In t!Ii~. the God of the Buddhists is far ahead, ancl .Jewish God allCI the Uhri:;tian Devil. Theology claims or an individual, who does not know good from evil,
as for governing ability, tile Chinese Gocl far excels this Gocl is now determined,' and has been for at least and you can have a faint idea of tho contlition of man
the Jewish God. It is claimed, the Jews were de- six thousand ycarJl, to destroy the Devil and all his btfore the Devil commenced his work. This whole
slroyetl ou aceount of their wickedness. As for thei1· works, sooner or later, as opportunity may offer, and afi!tir is one stupemlons theological mystery.
·wick, rlnes-', there is no dii;)Jute, but why are the Chinese 1nake a clean sweep, leaving neither horus nor hoofs.
It is said when God found Adam aut] J£ve had got
sustained, if wickedness IS the cause of the destruc- Though the struggle may be long and hard, thousands JWSS•ossion of the kuowlECtge of l'ight and wrong, he
tion of nations? Tin~ needs no comment. As my are now and ht~ve been enlisted in this great battle. feared the result, allCl turued them out of the garden
renmrks are intendecl for the Jewitih Gocl, we shall These generals, colonels, and captains are paid by and cursed the earth. Whatever became of this garspeak mainly of hiu1, an l leave the gods of other na- tlte people; the conquering and subtluing of this clen ancl the trees that were in it, is mystery No. 11.
tions mostly unnoticed.
Not having personal ac- Devil being the object, upon the claims that it is for the
It is claimed God more or less dictated tho afii1irs of
quaintauee with !Jim, we shall be obliged to confine happiness of man,- anti the glory of Israel's God.
Adam and his family throughout their natural lives;
our thoughts to the Jcwisl1 records and theological , This justilies us in looking into this interesting sub- called Cain to au account, and settler] up with him for
claims.
ject. Theology tells us, this God, for some cause, the killing of his brother; put a mark upon him, lest
\Vhile Abraham, :U<Ioses, and others say they saw permitted or sufl:ercrllhis Devil to get the advantage some (pious Christian) might find him and kill him.
ancl conversl'd with their God face to face, yet the of him, ancl thereby ha~ become the enemy of man's This is the only murder case on record where God is
Apostle Paul says he i8 invi,/Jilile and cannot be seen. If happiness and the opponent of (an Almighty) God; claimed to have compromised aucl settled on su-;h
this be true as to tho God of the ,Jews, we shall fail to therefore· we will take a general view of rnattei·s and easy terms. A great chango indeed in the days of·
prove his personality. It is probable Paul at that things as we find them on record, and claillled by the- .Moses. Mystery No. 12.
time had reference to the Gocl of the Universe, which ologians. In the begmning, it is said God created the
We suppose he changed his notion, which l1e had a
is spirit, and cannot !Je seen as a person ; therefore heavens and the earth (out of nothing); the first move right to do, if he was in any way like man, who, it is
this God cannot be the God we intend to speak of. that was made, Goclsaid let theJ·e lm light, and there was claimed, is in the likeness of himself. It is said in
The .JewiHh Gocl was seen by them, and talked with light,- if this be true, this God originated in or out of the days of Enoch, God lwd an organization, ancl
them face to face, as one man talks to another, yet darkness ; the idea that God had his origin in total Enoch stood at the head and walked with God (while
it is claimed he has not spoken a word in the hearing darkness, is a theological mystery.
.
going to and from chun~h), but in what condition do
of any man for about two thousand years, except to
Quhe a contrast this, between the origin of the we find tlus organization in the days of Noah ? Com•
Jo~eph Smith and Brigham Young; and onr theo- Christian Devil, who, it is claimed, was tile son of the. plctely broken up, all flesh 'had become cleRpcrately
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wicked. Theology tells us the DeviJ·had got full pos~
What would we think now, of a· man who would blood inight be some source of pleasure to clogs, but
session of man and beast ; all that h~d the. breath of make preparations to sla}' his child, claiming that never be anything else than disgustin!! in the sight of
life-was now under the _control of tlu~ Devtl .. Under God commanded him ·to offer him up tin to Him in God. The history of religious sacrifice, is the most
this sad condition of thmg·s, we find tue Jew1sh God sacrifice ? He would be sent to the Lunatic Asylum disgraceful chapter to be found in all human history.
on the stool of repentance, and it is said of him, !1e by lightning expt·ess~a special train; chai'tcred for This great superstition grew upon their minds, until
was grieved to the heart th~t he had made: man_; dts- his benefit. Old Abe was a first class· monomaniac they. actuaolly offered human beings upon their hellish
appointed again, and failmg to acco!nplis~ lu_s de- upon the subject of religion. and that was the trouble altars.
signs, he became desperate, and exclmmecl m Ins an- with him. God never did subject any of his creatures
The preachers (who have constituted themseives.
ger, "I will exccu~c my wr~th and avenge mysel,~ up- to any such inhuman trials in: any age of the world, God's.lawycrs, and opened offices, (churehes) where
on all flesh, whermn there ts. the J_Jreat!t of _hf~.
In nor for any purpose whatever, and· much less would they practice only on Sundays) say that. the slaying of
this was his only hope. Hnvmg tned Ius slull m gov- He do it for the purpose of establishing a religion in animals was typical of God otferinp; his suil a saericrning maw, from Adam toN <_Jab, yet _man grew worse. the world, which is now well known: to be false iri all ·fice for the sins of the world. But if Gocl was absolute
He was now driven to despatr, and 111 the agony of its dogmas, doctrines, oi-clinances, manners, customs monarch, and ciothed with universrd power, why
could he not' forgive men their trifling short comhis soul he exclaimed: "It repentcth me that I made and usages.
·
man." Adding action to his words, he sent the who~e
For a moment turn your eye backwHrd 'arid see ii1 ings as well without the slaying of his son, ns with
race of man to an endless hell, except Noah and Ins the dim misty ages of the past, ·an old crazy heathen it? Woulrl his death help the matter any ~ IV Jdthfamily, and again cmnmenced to pe_ople ~he. earth preparing an altar, upon which to sacrifice his son. ·er have the reason and common seusc of the people
anew . hut using the old seed, the Devtl was m tt, and See him ! hatchet in hand he goes· forth, qutting, fled Y
there 'was no reform ; the frt1it was the same, and splitting and carefully arrang-ing the wood so as to
But anciently it was not fashionable to use that
Noah o-ot drunk the first chance he hac!, and cursed produce the hottest fire in the shortest space of time. precious article when treating on the suiJjeet of relig·
the po~terity of his son. Upon this, it is elaimecl, the All is now ready. The awful crisis draws nigh. The ion. But the world in its progress in knowlcclgc, beinstitution of human ,slavery had its origin. The new long cherished idea of offering his son, a ~acrifice to came ashamed of the sacrifice IJusiness nt last. The
stock from the old seed proved a failure, and it is said 'his God, is now about to be consummated!. He grasps eyes of men's understanding began slowly to open,
God saw the condition of man, that it was evil con- a knife-a large long knife-examines the edge care- and as they opened the light poured in, and rhe reatinually (not discovering it before), he now made a fully, shakes his head, a little too dull to execute so soning powers wme arousPd from their J.,ng sleep;
promise to Noah never to drown mankind ~gain. He fin_e a piece of hut_nan butchery. He proceeds to the the world moved up to a higher plane and left saen(God) now adopts a new plan, l~y choosm.g a man gnnclstone, calls httle Isaac to come and turn; the boy fice, circumcision, and hundreds of other heathenish
whose name was Abraham, and satd "from tlus man I obeys. Look ye, see the olcl father of the faithful 1igltts far behind. I \Vould move that the hooks conwill raise up a nation, a peculiar people, zealous of fools. He grinds and grinds away! Anon he tries the taining a history of these disgmceful things, should lle
o-ood works, all other nations shall be unto me as hea- eclgc. He must have it keen and sharp. · Now see the all burned so that our children and children's children
thens ancl clogs, IJnt to this man, Abraham and his little innocent, blue-eyed curly-h(;aded boy! He is could never know that the forefathers of otn race ever
seed, I wili bestow favors and blessings without num- still ignorant of the desperate intentidns of his father, practiced such disgraceful things. It IJclittlc,; us in
ber," and this nation shall be head and not the tail-a witil a faee IJeaming with angelic silliles, and a heart our own estimation and de~troys self-respect to even
peculiar peoplr;, a holy nation-whom he clothed with full of sweetness, he looks up into his father's face think of such things. God was never the author of
the power of the priesthood, promising to Abraham and asks," Father where will you get your sacrifice?'' any system of sacrifice whatever, neiti1er did he ever
to give to him and his seed a large tract of land, a That question, coming as it did from the lips of that ofler up his only-hegot.ten wn a sacrifice fnr t.he sins
counti·y flowing with milk and honey, and that they pure and innocent child, should have paralyzed the of a world. It is a monstrous religious fraud, pracshould have 'it for an ever lasting possession, he and olcl heathen's arm, and caused the blood to fiow back ticed upon an ignorant world. God never had any
his seecl forever.
in cold torrents upon his wicked heart. The music of ehilclren. It is true that Mary had a little lnmiJ, who
'rhis was a failure from the be~inuiug ; Abraham that ~lveet voice, which he intended so soon to hush in priests tried to make the people hclieve was ·' 1'/w
never possessed a foot of it as his own, if the bible the Jll'Olouml stillness of an awfnl death, should have Lamb of God," !Jut the trick has now IJL·come "thin''
tells the truth; ancl his seed, the Jews, iailPd to kill rung ltke peals of thunder in his eai·s and carried con- -the story stale, and everyiJotly knows there never
off all the Cannanitcs, who fi11ally succeeded in suh- vicuon to his guilty heart, but nothing- of the kind was a word of truth in it.
God never had any wife; if he had. only-begotten
cluing and clrivi11g the Jews out o[ the land as invaders. took place. If the old nwnomauiac had possesed
This man, Ahraham, the chosen of God, was ealled three grains of reason, and one graiti of common sense. sons, and yet never had any htwful wife, then thl'y
by Paul the father of the faitbful on account of the he wotlid have kicked down th'it altar and brokt n that were horn outside of wedlo<k; and I mw,t infer that
confidence he hac! in his God ; yet he refused to trust knife into aton.ts, and then said to his God· " I. can- scandalmongers had at least one ·'square !Ileal'' in
him, resorting to lies and clcclption in preference ·1wt stand the pressure-I will not endure the' test .. If the ancient times, which I have no doulll they enjoyed
thereby deceived King Pharaoh, and also King Abim- you cannot accept me unless· I slay my child then a3 well as the moderns do who are now picking their
elech, and exposed his wife to prostitution, through you will not accept me at all. If yon choose t~ burn teeth, after Ita ving enjoyed a long feast, at the expense
fear of his life ; here King A!Jimelech n·as the more my soul in Hell for disobeying that command then of Henry W arc! Beeeher.
If God clicl do as they say he did, then the evil arisrighteous man of the til o, and uphraided A braham bm·n au;ay! I think I can stand it if you think ym~ can.
for using deception. Ahralwm's excuse proves he At all events if I can have my choice I hac! rather go ing from his bad cxumple in this case will nwre than
laiJored under a mistaken view, in regard to the relig- to hell with a clear couscience, than g~ to heaven with overiJalance all the good, the sacrifice of his son will
ions notions of other nations and their Gods.
the guilt of murder upon my soul." But all this had ever accomplish. It is frotn those bloody sacritices,
Here we find this man, Abraham, who is held up as little or no effect on the heart of this old sinner, noth- that the Christians get the idea that they must have
the father of the faithful, and as a model man for our ing daunted, he goes on performing his part in this blood in their religion. They have given up the slayday, refnsing to trust his God, having more coufidenc dreadful piece of high tragedy. He has all things ing of animals through shame, and taken the deal h of
m deception, thereby exposing his wife in prostitution now ready for the sacrifice. The implements of death Christ as a standing sacrifice, which they say will nin
to a people that he believed \\'US under no restraint to are all in order. The old lunatic with fire gleaming in through all time.
Look at their hloocly mouths; they say that unJe,s
do evil. N otwithstamling all this is justly charged to his eyes binds his ~on and lays him on the altar· he
him, yet onr theologians will hold him up as a model summons all his courage, and caLs upon His God to they eat his flesh ancl drink his blood they have no li.e
mn11, and as our stnudarcl in a moral. sense .. !Vhat nerve him to the awful deed. He raises .his ann, one in them! Hence they eat and clnnk him in syurbol. in
lower step could a man take, tlmn to deny hts God moment more, !Jut one short moment more, ancl he sacramental bread and wine. A low species ot religand refuse to protect his wife when among strangers? will plunge the fatal knife to the heart of his innocent ious cannibalism. The rea,;on why they eat him in
King Abemelech was justified when he rebuked him. child, and the foul stain of an awful mmder will IJe symbol, is because they can't. get l10ld of the thing
fixed upon his soul forever! But hark! Above the symiJolized, (his God.) If they could get hold of hiut,
[TO BE CONTI::\ liED. J
cries nne! wailings, of the hoy, a voice i8 heard! A 1 should infer that they would chew hiut up wot·se
trieudly spirit trom the Angel world, happened to be than so many starved wolves, or hyenas; and who
passiug along that way, and semng this old lunatic would IJlame them for practicing their belief, that unOld Abe and Little Ike.
about to slay his child, cried with a loud voice unto less they eat his t:!esh and drink his lJlood, they can
llY ,JOHN SYl'IlEHS.
Abraham, saying, "stop! stop! stay thy hand, let have no life in them.
Some sects, eat their God every Sunday, while
Old Abrahnm yot; know, is complimt•uted by igno- not the stain of hlood IJe found tJpon thy soul." His
rnnt pc<>ple, by applying to him tile title of ··The arm falters. He turns aiJout to see from wheuce came others think once or twice a year will do, IJeing less
Father of tht Faithful.'' To me, he is nothing more the voice, nud beholds a ram entano-Jed in the canihalistic than their neighiJors. But there is now a
nor less, than a crazy, ignorant, snperstitious, heath- IJranches. An idea struck the old man; 1 will offer new dispensation of religion fast t:!owi11p; in upon this
enistic old simpleton, who came \\·ithin an inch, dur- this ram a sacrifice unto the Lord, a suiJstitute for my dark worlcl, like a wave from t,he great ocean of spirit
ing one of his crazy spells, of committing a horrible !Joy. He cuts the bonds, the !Joy escapes and flies life-a religion that has not got one single drop of
murder by the slaying of his infant son. lf such a from the scene of danger, and relates to his mother a IJloocl in it. It is addressed eutircly to the spiritual
mun as he, is to stand ns the tnw, and rcpre~entation history of his late adventure ami hair-breadth escape part of tnan's nature and not to the animal part, as is
the bloody system of Christianity, now fast passing
of a religious order, called "The Faithful,"thl'n I for from death at the hand of his rather.
It is snppo,;ed that Mrs. Abraham took counsel to away. Judaism, and Christianity, (so called) wili<"lt
one will never be found training in the ranks of the
faithful-never ! I should take the chances of the un- have the old man arrested for lunacy and for au as- grew out of it, were butll based upon b!oocl, and IJlood
faithful every time. This old father of the Jews, not- :;ault with intent to kill, but I camwt S>IY uow true it has marked their course all along down through the
withstanding- he C;tJ1le so ncar murdering his little wae, !Jut at all events AIJrahnm proceeded to offer up nges.
Look at the silly 'luarrel of the Christians aiJout
Isaac, is coutinually held up before the eyes of our his ram.
I have heard it affirmed by some, but on what the grave of Christ. a mere hole in the ground! which
children, hothiu the pulpit and in the Sunday t'L·hool
as a great ami shining exatuple of trust in God under authority 1 know not, tlwt old AIJP, suiJsequently clis~ led to the long and hloocly wars of the crusaders which
severe circmustances. They say this great title of covered thi1t the Angel llad pulled the wool over his cost over seventy-five millions of human beings their
"Father of the Faithful'' was won hy him, hy the eyes! and that his Lord would have been much !Jetter sweet lives. Poor, silly, infatuated, ignorant fools,
commission of one act alone, and that act, (I am pleased with the nice sacrifice of his son, than he was lighting ahout nothing; aiJout so worthless a thing as
a grave. They had to die on the plains, and do withashamed for huu111nity to write it) was the sluying, or with the ot:!ering of an old .horny; woolly ram.
out graves themselves. Whole rogituents, IJnttnlious,
attempting to slay, hi~ own dear child in obedience to
vYhat a comment is this story of Abraham upon
the imaginary command of an imaginary God. that most disgusting and hc>tthenish system of sacri- corps, and armies,
The history of this extraordinary case, looks like the fice ofiering, practised amoug the Jews. What a low
Whose bones lay bleeching on the shore,
Devouring dogs and hungry vultures ture,
history of all inten<.letl colt! IJ!oodetl murder. The and anitual idea of the great God to suppose that I-IE
full intent of his mintl and heart was to conunit a ordered those thiugs to IJe clone, or that he took any found out when it was too late, what >111 immense
mo~t IJrutal ancl unparalielcd crinlC, by the slaying of delight in those wiclwd acts of ignorant, IJrutish men. price they had paid for tiwir whistle. Old experience
an tnnoceut chilLI-his o\vll IJcautiful little son Isaac What droves and droves of animals were sacrirtcecl, keeps a dear scllool, but fools camwt and 1vill not
-:-for God's S•lke ! He was goiug to offer him a sacri- whil~ tlt~t silly form of religion called Judaism, was learn in any other.
fice !O his God. Arc wen so ignorant, as to think runnmg lts course.
In view of the great evils which have arisen out of
that tt palliates the e1 ime in this case to call it a srtc?'il IJelievc they burnt some animals alive upon their Christianity, and cursed this worltl. it has become a
fice ? was noi the o!fcring. of aU sacri1ice, but the n·sult altars. This should have IJecn stopt promptly, IJy en- grave questiun with many whether it would not lutve
?f tl~e ~teathenistic ignorance and superstition ? The forcing a law against cruelty to animals. vYiw but the IJeen better for the world if Christ had never IJeeu
fact t_s It woulcllmve been mureiN- uothing more and lowest heathens, ever thought that burning and roast- IJoru!
nothm~_Iess. He heiug a mollo!lluniac on the subject ing animals in the fire, wreathing and groaning and
The new religion will take the Bible of nature for
of sacnfice, thought he had a command from God to kickint[, the fire-brands in every direction, could please its text book. It will not be opposed to the revelations
clo so, what a heathenish and clark idea!
God. The slaying of dumh brutes and sl\edcling tl!eir of nature and science, but will be in strict harmony
------~------
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with them. They will not be the fore-runners of the
new religion preparing the way for it by making the
pathR stmight. The priests will be the interpreters of
the Bible of nature instead of interpreters of the Bible
of men. The great war between science and religion,
which is now g<ling on, will be at an end, 11,11d victory
perch upon the white banners of progress. Then!
dove-like peace will reign from shore to shore, and·
. war and pestil.ence disturb the •vorld no more. The
w:trs of the world will never close until old bloody
Chri~tianity fails.
Sl1e represents her God as being a
Goll of war; a great General, who never lost a battle.
Their hymns, their prayers. and their sermons are intermingled throughout with war terms. They call
Christ the captain of their salvation; their God the God
of hosts, and when they get on the rampa!.!;e at a gcnera! revival, they open a recruting office and beat up
for volunteers to join the anry of the Lord ! They
then will sing; am I a "soldier" of the cross, &c.
Now this. religion filled with war terms and war ideas,
must all pass away, before the millenium will, or can
come, when we shall beat our swords into plow shares,
and our spears into pruning-hooks ! The new l'eligion,
will be entirely free from all gross, vulgar, coarse,
material ordinances. .Men will no longer be foolish
enough to think that they can rememuer Christ any
better, after they have eaten bread ancl drank wine
than they could before they did so; nor that their
consciences are more clear or good after they have
been clraggecl through the creek by a priest than they
were before. The new religion will have a refining
ancl spiritualizing influence both upon the souls and
bodies of ~tll its votarie~. It will drive out of our lives
all antagonism, ancl fill us with harmony-which is
hcaven-n pec·uliar people, very zealous of good
work~-knowing that there is no condemnation
to them who walk not after the flesh, but after the
spirit. The kingdom of he;tVen shall be within us, and
we will have ail those spiritual gifts which were once
possessed by tlte early Spiritualists and by Christ their
great medium, who said: "greater things than these
shall yo do." :Modern times will yet see greater pentccost1tl out-pourings and displays of spintual power,
than the people did anciently, even to take the exag
era.ted descriptions, which the bible gives us.
St1·eato1·, Ills.

Science and Religion.
The religious and some of the secular press, are
still continuing their carping criticisms on Prof. Tyndall's Belfast lecture. It is somewhat amusing to
even outsiders, to see how they are squirming and
writhing under the trenchant blows with which the
great scientist lms so ably belabored them. Instead
of standing up, and manfully taking the flogging,
which they know they so richly deserve, they with consummate meanness, and most unbluRhing hypocrisy,
try to dodge the issue, throw sand in the eyes of their
credulous dupes uy declaring the eminent Professor
is mistaken. "H.eligion is not, never has been hostile
to science," says the 0h1'istiam at Work. "Science
and religion so far from being antagonistic, go hand in
lmnd; and that so far from religion being the determined foe of science, she is ready and eager to accept
scientific or anv other form of trnth." Prudentius,
the spech1\ JestJistic pleader in the New Yorlc Sunday
Jle?·alrl, says, " That .iVIother Church has ever been the
nursing mother of science." They also most cmphat·
ically deny that religion occupies a natural position
of hostility to science, and that they will not admit it
without the most convincing proof.
I wonlcl like to ask those eminent Christian thcologianR, those erudite Tal mages with their cabalistic D.
Ds., if this pr-Jof is not furnished bv the very natUJ'e of
religion itself? Must not all religion be of a necessi
ty in hostility to science ~
Science is supposed to r~st her claims to our attention ancl respect on proven facts.
Religion reigns supreme over the unknown and the
unknownnble ; and makes her appeals not to the understanding, the reason, and common sense of manldnd, but to blind faiLh and our emotional nature.
Does not science grind to very powder the foundation
on which relig-ion erects her superstructure? "I believe in God, the Father, Almig-hty Maker of heaven
and earth." Does science answer AMEN to these
wo:cls of the Christian creed?
No plutuuwt from deep. sea-soundings has yet revealetl the im prc~s of his feet ! 'The furthest sweep of
any telescope ha3 not clicovered his habitation ! All that
the most searching microscopic eyes can discover, is
growth and devell!lpment, not creation ! "J\Iatter is
etern:d !" but how could it be so if there is God tlte
::\[akcr? ''Infinity within, infinity without, belies
creation." Yet science and religion is in harmony !
TI1e Christian theologians telis ns that whom they call
Gocl, made, created this wonderful and beautiful
earth, man and insect, beast ancl bird, the blue sky
above, the waters beneath, the sun, the moon, and
each star of night. All this the Christian Bible, "the
anchor of their hopes, the charter of their faith," tells
us was made-created, in six short clays; for t!H' words
are, "The evening and the morniug were the sixth
day." But science placing IH·rself squarely in opposition to this teaching- with most convincing arguments, and unassailable logic and mathematical demonstration., proves that alit his is not the work of six

short days, but the product of slow growth and development throug-h countless cycles of time, Now Dr.
Talmage, in llis article in this week's Ch?-i.~tian at
Work, endeavors to harmonize them in this way. He
says, "This Bible account of the creation of. the
world, from a Sunday to a Friday : the totality of the
deluge, the utter immobility. of the sun, as it shone
resplendent on that victorious day over Gibeonthese are no longer preached from the pulpit." It is
ungentlemanly to say, "You lie I" so I very gently
say you are mistaken, Dr. Talmage, for within the
last six months I have beard this Bible account of the
creation defended against the Infidel tendencies of
the age, by the most able of the Brooklyn preachers.
But if you have obliterated from your Bible, the first
chapter of Genesis, permit me to call to your attention
the closing words of the book, "If any man shall
take away from the words of this book, God shall take
away his part out of the book of life, and out of the
holy city, and from the things that are written in
this book."
Dr. Talmage l1as evidently an inquiring mind; lw is
open to conviction, he already sees "men as trees
walking;" he has thrown aside as fiction the chronology
ar.d miracles of the Old 'l'estament; and that of the
New will soon follow; it is only a question of time.
He is even now sitting at the feet of the great Gamaliel of the new dispensation, and I yet expect to
see his g1•and auditorium filled with an audience
listening to the words of truth and soberness. But of
the great mass of Christian preachers I have no such
hope. The five uistinctive points of Calvanism are yet
preacl1ed. The fall of man by which came death into
our world and all its woe, is yet insisted on; and was
brought into this world by Adam's sin, is yet preached
in this our day and. generation. Notwithstanding
science tells us the stratified rocl•s in words more
potent than ten thousand bibles, declare that millions
of organic beings lived, and died, untold ages before
man appeared. I cannot see, (can you ~Ir. Editor)
that science agrees or harmonises with one single
featme of Christianity? "Holy mother church has
ever been the nursing mother of science." Has she?
Then what means tho8e ringing words of Tyndall's.
"We fought and won our battle even in the middle
ages, why should we doubt the issue of a conflict now?
The ground which they cover is scientific ground
and the right claimed is one made good through
tribulation and anguish inflicted and enc1med in darker
times than ours. but resulting in the immortal victories
which science has won for the race." Those words
most Rev. gentlemen, are the words of Prof, Tyndall
and he speal~s them with neither faltering voice o·r
wavering tongue, for he gathers his emphasis, from
the very history of religion, which is filled to overftowing with the persecutions of martyrs of science and
free. t.ho~ght; and it is only because the infidels to
Chnst1amty are ~ow powerful and strong that the
Tynd1llls of th.e nu~eteenth century are n~t burned at
the stak~ and unpnso~ed. to-clay, .and sutler the same
persecutwns as they d1d m the Sixteenth. Do I not
read these words by the Belfast correspondent of the
New York Tribune ? "The Belfast minister.s aJ'e not
the men to let. Prof. Tyndall co~1e a~d go m peace.
T_he effi.cacy o~ prayer ancl preaclung IS ~o _be tned on
hnn, tins commg Sunday, and two llllnisters have
been sent for from London expressly to reinforce the
native forces, ·and to put clown Prof. Tyndall." No
longer able to burn and imprison ; they would damn
his soul by preaching and prayer. Science !l!Hl religion in harmony! ''Tell it not in Gath, whisper it
not in the streets of Askalon or the daughters of the
Phi\istines will laugh thee to scorn." Those Rev.
gentlemen will yet I suppose have the opporlunity to
tell us that the .marriage bells have rung and the Belfast
clergy have pronounced. the benediction.
But is there, can there. be, harmony between reason
and superstition ? between truth and falsehood ? just
so there can .he none between science and religion.
Science waves no flag of truce, but goes on conquenng
nncl to conquer till in the expressive words of Uolonel
Ingersoll, "Henson thro.ned on the world's brain reigns
king of kingsand gocl of gods.''
W. WrLLICOTT.
. B1'ooklyn, Sept. 20th, 1874.

Not having been tried in all points-Jesus was
not, I'm not prepared to speak advisedly on 11-liss
Landon's second line, but observation, seeing how it
works, genentlly furnishes, at least p1'irna facie evidence that there is some truth in It, if not all true.
Were I to resolve my honorable self into a court of
Niciprius, Judge and Jury, the finding might be as follows, to wit :1st. Love i~ of Heavenly birth .
2nd. It is the greatest treasure in life.
3rd. There is a chamber in the human soul that
naught but Love can fill.
4th. Like hope, Love springs· eternal in the human
breast.
i'th. Love, the genuine article, can be sustained in
its pristine purity on the An,gel Plane only.
6th. On all planes below the Angel Plane, Love is
in danger of touching earth, and, like the salt of olden ·
times. losing its savor.
PnENTrss.
IS THE SCRIPTURAL ORIGIN OF THE HUMAN RACE IN CONFOR~IITY WITH THE
TEACHINGS OF ftlODERN SCIENCE?
BY u. IL BOOTH.
If Eve was made, aH the bible affirms, ont of one of
Adam's ribs, then it follows that Aclam to all intents
and purposes was both father and mother to his children. Now can any intelligent physiologist for a
moment admit., or believe, that Adam could become
the progenitor of the human mce by the union of
himself with himself, or in other words, that the 1mman race is the result or sequence of a union of Adam,
minus a rib, with the rib, minus an Adam, even
though said rib by some "aggremento presto change"
process was made to assmne the comely shnpe and
symmetrical proportions of a young ancl blushing
maiden of sweet sixteen ? If brothers ahd sisters or
even cousins in the exercise of the marriage relations,
produce a progeny of idiots nnd imbeciles, is there
any wonder that Adam and his metamorphosed rib
produced a murderer at the first attempt, and that the
entire human race so shockingly disappointed the
expectations of their creator.
The critical surgical operation that attended Eve's
pre-natal condition must have produced a marked and
lasting effect upon the fine strung nerves of that
young maiden; unci under a well known law of heredHary descent it is not strange that Cain, the first born,
should have inherited something of that same adventurous propensity or disposition which characterized
his grandfather on his father's and mother's siLle.
Hence, trying his hand on his brother Abel, and unfortunately being less successful than his more expe!'ienced gmndfather, he gave up the experiment in despair, and went of!' to the "land of Nod" for a wife.
I hope the honest, tl'nth-loving minister will not
1 criticise
too sharply this ''new, happy and more enI lightened interpretation" of that vexed scriptural
I question as to how Cain came to go to the land of·~ od
for a wife where they had them already on hand made
in the regular way, rather than hang auout Eden niltil he was gray, and wait with the dismal and forlorn
hope that some superfluous and metamorphosed rib
would come to the rescue of his lonely heart-longings.
Det1'oit, .Mich., :May 1, 1874.
_ _ _ _ _ __

THE Philadelphia Inquire1· says that a settlement has
been effecteJ between the executors of the will of the late
Edwin Forrest, the tragedian, and the widow of the latter
for the sum of $95,000. 'fhe money will be realized by the
sale of property on the North river. 1'he entire estate of
Mr. Forrest is worth abollt $I,OOo,ooo. In view of this settlement, there is now a fair prospect for the carrying out
of the directions left by Mr. Forrest as to the building of
an actors' home.
There is a good deal of anxiety on thfl part of the public to hear what Henry C. Bowen can tell about his pastor, l'rir. Beecher. It is affirmed he knows more than any
other mau about this whole business. It is to be hoped
in some of the approaching trials he will be plac'Jd under
close examination, cross and direct, that what he knows
may be brought out. It is desirable that his time will
not be so completely occupied in "bringing souls to
Christ" (which it would nppenr is his leading business)
Love; "All For Love."
that he cannot afford the time to detail to the courts and
"Love is of Heavenly birth,
through them to the public, a portion, at lettst, of the
But turns to death, on touching Earth-"
knowleuge and facts in relation to the head of Plymouth
So says Miss LandauBut what could Miss Landon know about it? Had Church, which he seems now to enjoy, such a monopoly of.
she been .illts. Landon, or Mrs. some hody else, she
might have spoken advisedly, from experience.
Volume I.
Frankie Percey, a damsel of some seventeen summCJ·s, whose ·clays had been chiefly spent in reading,
WE will furnish the First Volume entire, of 'i'JIE.
of which Love N ovcls formed the largest pile, said to TnuTH SEEKEn bound in paper covers, postage paid,
her Ma-'' There is no such thing in the world as Love, for
$1.00.
it is all ltallucination."
The same minus one number
75 cts.
I am not prepared to go with Frankie, the whole ,
"
"
"
two
"
60 cts.
figure. In my childhood reading, was the following:- i
''
three ''
50 cts,
"The greatest treasure in life is Love." I believed it I
"
fonr
"
40 cts.
as children do. Of course, I swallow l\liss Landon's '
"
''
"
five
"
30 CIS.
first line.
Single copies, of back numbers of Volume I, sucn asThe probability is, t.hat in all Frankie's love stories, we huve on hand, il cents e:wh. T!Jo<e who wi~h TnE
the Love touched eartlt; was run into the ground, into TRUTH SEEKEH from the beginning and to have it
indulgence of earthly propensities, and was so soon convenient for reference and pcru~al will do well to"
dead, tllat Frankie thought it never had lived at all.
avail themselves of this opportunity.
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Jjrieudf!J {J[OI'I'NiiJOildtiUt.
DR. A.M. SPAULDING, Brushy Prairie, Ind., 'Fit~s: We
find it is imposi~le for us ts> get along Wlt)J.O~t'I'HE TRUTH
SEEKER. We pr1ze 1t too highly to part With 1t.
J B PARK Niles, Ohio, (over eighty years of age) writes:
I j(ke '.rHE •.r'nuTH SEEKE!l very much and think it ought
to be sent broad-ca~t over !he Ian~ to destroy the hydrah aded monster-superstitiOn and Ignorance. ·
Tnos. PHILcox. Goshen, N.Y .. writes: I have received
the bound volume of '.rHJp T~UTH SEEKE.R you sent me.
and I 1uu mnch plmtsed With 1t. It contmns more so1,1nd
moral reading and good common sense.than any publicacation I ever read. I WO)lld no~ trade 1t away for all the
bibles and prayer books m creatwn.
0 W LACKEY Bath. N. Y.. writes: I herewith send you
$7 to 1:enew the subscription fo.r yout· glorious 'l'RUTH
i:l"<EKER Your clmnge to a semi-monthly meets the app~oval of our little club very much, anrl all join in sending their Jcin<lcst rc1:~~rds to yo.u. Long may l'ou prosper
is our prayer; .and 1f there Je any efficacy tn prayer we
hope thlR one Will be answered.
JAMES CREAGAN. New Haven. Conn .. writes: I cannot do
without THE TuUTH SEEKER. Frel' discussion is as dear
to me as my life. It is refreshing to one who lilce myself
has prm:ressed out of the childish fear taught by. the ~ev
erentl Sinners called clergymen, to know that the t1me
when men wlll have truth and nothing but the truth is
near at hand.
WM. SissoN, Port Hope, Canada. writes: Enclosed please
find S!O as a loan to be returned at convenience. I hope
your patt·ons will sustain you in the publication of THE
TRUTH i:ln:EKER; a paper much pdzed for its many choice
articles and libr•ntl Renti ments. Its usefulness appears
to be more cnllcd for at tile present time to give aid to the
battle to be fought between Science and Christianity.
J. w. l\1ATTHEWS, ¥nneie, Ind., writes' I failed to write
you relatiYe to makmg THE TRUTH SEEKER a weekly, but I
concluded to stick to it. no matter how often it was published. l\fy mind wanted it weekly. but my poc~et said: "A
monthly is all you can stand." The comprormse you have
made suits me exactly. It S>tti~fledmy mind without making my pocket grumble, so go on my friend and we will
st1tnd by you.
F. G. JoHNSoN, West Boylston, Mass .. writes: We have
been reading your paper for a ye1tr and must say we have
been well pleltsed with it. It 1s just what is needed for
the people,~nd the times. Many of the orthodox in this
phtee are ltli'Sing their fltith in the old theology, though
their unbelief is as yet undefined. Some of them at·e
ready to accept the truth as presented by your paper. Let
the truth prevail say WP.
F. W. SHAFER, Breakabecn. N. Y., writes; I am taking
several papers among which are Harp··1·'s lVeekly, New
}"o1·k Times, 'J'oledo Blarle., etc .. but allow me to say THE
TRUTH SEEKER will not. be the flrston8 to be stricken from
my list, I do not wish to flatter you but I think well of
your paper. 'l'he bible to me for a long time has been a
book of absurdities. I hope yon may meet the success
vou duserve and be the means of causing men and women
io think
W. W. PALMER. Northport, Wis .. writes: Ha.ving just
returned from a journ·y, I hasten to send in my clues for
the fee md volumtJ of your valuable paper, Allow me to
say 1lmt the number of its readers here are increasing.
Even the clergv of this place begin to read it with considable interest. :Each day brightens; though your paper is
denounced by many as Bennett's I11fidel 1:3heet it is b und
to do much good in disseminating truth. Go on, Good
Brother.
D. R. BunT. Dunleith, Ill., writes: I am much pleasl'd
with the llrst numbers of your second volume; they contain many choit·.e gems most beantifnlly set. I think you
have adopted the proper course in making your paper a
semi-monthly. Itfwill probably obtain It larger cil·culation than a weeJ;Jy wou !d. for a tim" at least. You assurdly deserve well from the Liberal public. They must and
will sust>ti n yon in the eft'o rts you are making to do good.
I hope soon to see your beat!lifulfiag spmad to the breeze
in almost everY ho.use and hamlet throughout our broad
hwd.
A. R. SwARTZCOPE, BradlAY. Ill .. writes: "I am doing all
I can for "our fearless champion" but the work goes rather slow. Ignnrance and priest-rule has such a Iearful
hold npon my neighbors, that in some cases I can hardly
get them to examine the paper. for fear the devil or >;orne
infernal fl"nd will seiz•l upon them while ther read; but I
shall continue to do all I can. Please ask Brothe1· Syphers to g1ve us more of his spicy artieles. His "Give
the Devil his Due" was read here with great interest.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best paper of its kin\ ever
circulated in this community, ttn<l though some may think
it an "infernal machine" it is bound to do good service in
battering down the walls of superstition and error.
T. F. KmL. Newark. N.J .. writes: I with much interest
re 1tcl the flr>~t volume of your p:tyer ltlHl found excellent
information in it in regard tore igious matters. I have
of late ye;trs been a Liberal. rnther of tlHl Univ .. rsalist
wav of thinking, but by the reading I have found in your
paper I have hacl tile scales completely removed from my
eye~. 'lily wife for some time lool~ed UIJOn your. pap.er with
disfavor anrl wanted me to des1st from taking 1t, and
mtlled it "the devil's own paper," but by reading to her
occasionly, 1t common.sen.se art1cle c,ontained in it, she
now seems to be g1·owmg Ill favor of lt. I hope that you
will i)o sncetJssful in the work yon have undertaken in removing the scales from the eyes of millions.
.TonN Gn::>oM,l'tleaford, Ont .. writes: I feel nHxt to grief
tlutt there shonld be found in Canada or any part of the
United States a Freethinker who would say, .. Stop my
'l'nuTn tlEEKER. I don't. feel like pttring $1.75 n. year for
it." I am rmtdy to hope there is not a t.ruth seeker on the
wllolo American continent who is unwilling to give that
amount to have his principles disseminated through the
country even if he never got a paper at all. I am sorry to
hear there are such wettk-kneed Freetllinkers. If sueh
men could only realize tl1e social advantage>s gained by
snell papers as 'l'HE •.rnuTH SEEKER, they would never for
It paltry 75 cents say, "Stop my paper." I shall support
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER so long as it and I live, and hope; to
he able t" do something more than Re!Hling a mere $1.75.
I sineerely hope that the thoughtful portion of society
will sne tho necessity of mltking a slight sacrifice to keep
•.rnE 'l'nu·rn Sgmom in existence.
H. M. EASTMAN, Elk Horn, Wis .. writes: Your paper is
cheaper Itt $1.75 than ttny Pit per I ever took at httlf its subscription price; '.rHE 'l'RUTH SEEKER is certainly tile paper
,of the Nineteenth !JeiJ.tqr;r. 'rhat man who reads your
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pape\ and fails to see by the light it throws upon the subThere's Nothing in It.
Jects 1t treats of-the absurdity of Christianity-the duplicity and hypocrisy of its originato1·S and propagators,
What is there in this world of strife,
and the complete fuilnre of every design attributed by
That's worth the struggle of a" minnit?"
Christians to their capricious, impatient, and repentant
What, 0 what is h urn an life I
God, should almost be branded as a traitor to his fellow
man, an enemy to his country and its best interests, and
Susie, I fettr there's nothing in it!
as recreant to the trusts confided to him by the author of
Heaven has made all love in vain,
his being. Wishing you success and prosperity, in the
noble enterprise you have undertaken, in the promotion
And 'tis in vnin we try to win it,
of truth and science. I remain your friend.
For what is love, but endless pain,
P. 0. CHILSTROM, Minneapolis, Minn., writes: I take this
Unless we find some pleasure in it?
occ11.sion to express my esteem for one who alone dares
on· earth there's not a single charm,
to battle against priestcraft and intolerance, as well as
with adversity. that truth and freedom may be known and
And to your swelling bosom pin it;
the slaves of superstition and bigotry be released from
Without one clasping, clinging arm,
their bondage. Last. winter while· a temporary resident of
I tell you, '·Sue," there's nothing in itl
Pueblo in Southern Colorado I first saw a number of THE
'.rRuTH SEEKER. It was shown me by Mr. Pikard of that
To pass the Spring-time of the year,
place who is one of your subscribers and a zealous workAnd all alone to "bear and grin it,"
er for Progression, and the elevation of the human race,
and one not afraid to strike at ecclesiasticism and dogmas
It starts betimes the gushing tear,
as propagated by the so-called workers in the Lord's
'Tis then I feel there's nothing in it!
vineyard. I immedi~ttely subscribed for the paper and
To see these precious honrs go by,
shall continue a subscriber as long as you continue in
the brave eonrse you are pursuing. Your making it a
To know my duty-not begin it;
Semi-monthly suits me well and as I know money is reTo live a life alone and die,
quired to conduct sueh an enterpriRe, cannot do better
There's not one jot of comfort in it!
than invest a small amount in that direction, I herewith
forward $2 and wish the paper continued success.
If I go back to boyhood days,
THoMAS FEE, Lindsay, Canada, writes: I am much
When Aunty malle the wheel to spin it,
pleased to see your paper is.going to be a semi-monthly.
I dreamed all life. with joy ablaze,
I take 12 different papers and there is not one of the lot
But now I find there's nothing- in it!
that pleases me so much as THE TRUTH SEEKER. It is
my hope that it may go on and prosper, and spread light
And when I stroll along Broadway,
and knowledge through the land, until the fears ani suAnd see the girls splurge by and" shin it."
perstitions which many labor under are thoroughlyexpelled, when all will be able to admire the works of naI wish to stop them just to say,
ture without the damnable doctrines of thA devil and hell
Dea1· tldnos. you know there's nothing in it!
upon their minds. I recently had a conversation with
one of our frominent divines upon some passages of
And as I pass the gay saloon,
scripture.
asked him if he belived there was a hell of
Where dandies meet to loaf and gin it,
fire in which to burn souls hereafter. He said he nevPr
How sad my soul to think how soon
believed in a hell and there was no such place. I asked
him why he did not preach so then, "0 I said he, "it
They'll find there'a death and nothing in it!
would not do to tltlk that way to every person." "But
All this cold world is nought but dross,
said he, ·'the minds of people are getting so enlightened
thev will not much longer put up with the bosh and nonAnd more and more I grow" agin it"sense ft·om the pulpits that they have been listening to."
The gain is small, but great the loss.
That was an honestcon·ession which many of the clergy
Alas! alas! there's nothing in it!
are not yet prepared to make.
BUT
- HENRY WILBUR, Vineland, N. J., writes: The cause of
The cooing of the gentle dove,
Liberalism is looking well with us, though I would be
~lad to obtain more subscribers for ymH paper. "'.rhe
The carol of the warbling linnet,
Great Scandal" occupies quite a share of our attention.
Tell me that nature's soul is love,
Tlw. orthodox 'portion of the community of course stand
There may be-rn ust be-something in it!
by Beecher while some think if he has done wrong he is
not to blame for it because of the extreme temptation hA
And
then again, the spirit zone,
was exposed to as a clergyman. He, however, reminds
Beyond the world's surrounlling limit,
me of a furiouR bull that once f'hased an Irishman across a
tAn acrP. field until he came to a fence, when he unceremoWhere love can never dwell alone,
niously lifted Pat on his horns and tossed him violently
I feel-1 kn .. w-therc's something in it!
over. Pat picked hims~lf up a~d saw the J?u.ll pawing the
~round and shaking h1s head 1n a most VICIOUS manner.
Then
learn to live in joyous love,
:1 Ah "said Pat ·• it's no use for you to be bowing and
Let every hour-aye, every minnit,
Rcraping. ye dirty divil. for be jabers I belave ye did it on
purpose." I think it was so with Brothe~ Beecher," he did
Be fixed on things th1tt lead above.
it on purpose. One of the natural enermes of ol.d theology
Be fixed on that-there's something in it!
-a Frell High School. where the natural smences are
New Yo1·k, lliay 9th, 1874.
R. L.\PHAM.
tauaht is in successful operation in this place, with 200
sch'Oiai·s educated in the trutl)cs of.na~ure, instead. of the
vicariouR atonement, plenary mspuatwn of the scnptures
A LEARNED Parsee from India has for a few weeks been
and all su?h nonsense. They will not mix 1)-nY more than
nil and wAter. As another means of educatiOn, I say, long visiting our City, being one of the very few of that
Jive 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER.
nationality which have ever visited our shores. He
F. G. SWEHLA, Pleasant Hi! I. Neb .. writes; Dear TRUTH has delivered two addresses before the Liberal Club, one
SEEKER: I am happily snrpnsed to find yon suf'h a hand- of which we had the pleasure of listening to. He is said
~ome sojourner with us. and au American at that. We to be the first Parsee who ever made a speech in the UniBohemians in thP. cause of truth have been in the habit of ted States. He is a gentleman of culture. sound intellect,
thinking the Americans exceedingly biblical and very
pions people. I have been twenty years in America and and great good sense. It was indeed a treat to listen to
have seen very few persons of liberal views. and to express one of the followers of old Zoroaster; and it is seldom
such sP.ntiments as I find contained in your journal, and it we have listened to a more able and finished discourse.
is the first American paper which I ever saw of this stamp,
His first lecture was a general description of the Parsees,
therefore it tnkes with me at sight.
Friend G. L. Henderson, in the number for September their religion, manners and customs,together with a de1st rather unkindly overlooks his Bohemian friends of stription also of the religion and manners of the Hindoos.
the West as though they were not in the land of progress.
Verily we are the most progressive in free thonght and Among many intemsting items he described the marriage
opposed to priestcraft, etc.. (just the sentiments at the head custom of the country. Children are betrothed as young
of THE TRUTH SEEKER) of any other nationality in pro- as ten, eight. and five years of age, and instances had been
portion to their number; their advance beingrepresented
by six different journals all Wfleklies and all Freethinkers known where the contracts were entered into before the
and none represent eclecisasticism of any kind. Of all birth of the children. He compliments highly tho Engtheseinnrnals and plenty of pamphlets of a radical na; ure. lish-speaking nations. and said the literature of England
your Bohflmian friends in the West are fervent read,Jrs.
rtnd I think Jesuitism bas a stronger hold in other nation- had done great service to Inditt. He spoke in high terms
alitiPs than it has in ours. so little noticed. The heretical of Shakespeare ttnd other authors. He believed the
spirit has not yet l'aptivated the American peoJ.~le as a English language would eventually be spoken in all
riass, ns it has our people, \Ve don't have camp meetings
revivals protracted meetmgs and such hankermgs for countries in the world.
the word of God as masses of the AmAricans do. Our
In his last leJture i1.; ltlluclcd at lencrth to the missionBolwmian-Anuorican literature is nnt full of dogmas and ary systen1 'vhit~h Europl~an and .A1ncrican churches are
reliaious trash that is so often found in American pRriod[cals and books, and even in all the school books I have proseeu: ing, depicting their errors and absurdities. He of
course regar,Jml the efforts in that direction as being
had the opportunity of seeing.
totally misdirected. He said what India nccdecl \\'as the
light imparted by modern science. Superstition she does
THE second and third volumes of Mr. Fronde's "History
of Ireland" have just appeared in London. The author not need, she has enou[::'h of that of her own: she is in
believes the Irish to be an inferior race, unfitted for self- fact the parent of the same superstition tlmt the chur~h
government. and who ought to be governed by force. which es are now so intent on sending-back there. He portrayed
is just wlutt he saili in his lectures in New York,
the utter futilty oftrying to cstal>lish t!H; Christian religTnE experiment of cultivating coffee from the native ion in tlmt country, and mentioned tile meltns some
plttnt. so abnnd1tnt in the Sierra Nevadas, is already begun in em·nest. A gentleman who is already familiar missionaries use to obtltin convcl'ts to report to headwith the coffee plant. and with its cultivation in Costa quarters at. home. ThlW have often hired tmrsous to acHica, as any of our horticulturalists are with the apple cept their rellgion and submit to baptiqm, but ho says it
tree 1Lnd the cultivation of tho apple, has purchased a
place containing a large number of the coffee shrubs, and is an absolute injury to the parties professing tlw Chrishas commlmced the work of prunin~tand cultivation, and tian faith as thel' ltl most invariably load more-l profligate
expects to gather his first crop of co nee this fall.
lives than before. and nre clespisocl and outlawed by their
A SAN DmGo editor says that at the risk of being pro- former companions and friends. He utterly repudiated
nouncecl a falsifier by eastern people, he will state a few the idea that the missinnary system was doing the slightfacts illustrating the fertility of Southern California. He
lutd seen a mass of wheltt, the product of a single grain. est good in Indilt.
on which he counted one hundred and nineteen Etalks.
We are free to sav this Pagan gentlem11n appenred as
It was taken from the ground before being allowed to much of a schohr anrl as muC'l1 nenned as any Christian
mature, otherwise cttch stalk would have borne at least
sixty grains, being a yield of orer seven thousand grains we have ever met. It \rots suggested by n learner! gent.Jefor one. Two years ago a llfr. Kimb1tll planted some olive man who listened to him, that if the lecturer was a fuir
cuttings, which h1we become thrifty trees, the height of a specimen of India, that it would be an excellent thing for
man. Bees filled an empty hogshead in a back yard with
honey, and the alfalfa-fed cows yield milk enough to ful- this country and this City if they would send a few over
ffll the scriptural requirements of a promised land .
here tv act as missionaries to the Americans.-[En. T. S.]
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Theological Nuts for the Clergy to Crark.l no ceiling or windows,

and just high
for him
to stand upright, a bee! on the floor, or if he is of
BY ,JOHN M. l''OLLETT.
.
.
.
•
.
•
• •
•
•
•
h1p;her ambitwn, ra1secl on a bedstead, wluch 1S
1
.'~hat snmhan~y 1s I her~ betwe~n a. t1tled poctor of 1 thickly populated with his relatives, climelia and
Dlv\llJty dressecl Ill the height of fashwn, WJtl.l a s!l'la- I pulgas. Everything he ·eats must be cooked in "maury of from ~1.0~0 to $10,000 per year, pre~chmg- m a tica," which idiomically, means grease of nny kind,
chnrch costmg $100,000, from a desk costmg $2.000, tllongh properly, butter, ''chile con cavne" is their
and tllc "meek and lowly ~csus" wh.o preached to staple diet. A yard or so of dried meal is put in the
the 1~oor and outc:tst.s of.sorJety, o_ut of doors, and for oven if they are so aristocratic as to have one, or in a
nothwg? Do,you tl11nk 1t Chnst-hke for yon t~ spend I fryinp: pan over the fire until it is warmed through,
from $2,000 to $20 ..000 per year on the appetltes of then pounded into small pieces between two stones,
yonrself and fnmdy wh~n there are hunclre~s all and then with onions, red . peppers and grease.
a_r.ound you who are snffermg for the necessanes of Grease, grease, eve1~11thin,q is cooked in grease, to save
hte?
their greasy souls-if they have any-Irom their morHave the poor any cause for thankfulness when they tal enemy the D-'---- They cnnnot cook any thing.
look around and see. so m}lCh mo.ney sqnanrlered ?n hnt" terti !Ia without grease," fl'om whence I suppo~e
churches that ~tand Hlle ~IX days m the week, wlnle they might have derived their truly applicable, ·if not
they are sntfenng for shelter?. Would they not. have very poetical name of Greasers. The tertilla (testa) is
great cause·for thaJ?ldulne~s 1f the ..money, .w_lllch 1~ simply flour, salt and water mixed with a stiff'
spent. ev~r~ year m sendmg t~Je good t1dmgs of dough and flattened into a large very thin cake begreat JOY (1. e .. hell and dnmnntwn). to !he Hot.te!Jtots, tween the hands and baked on top of the stove in a
wns expended for the purpose of rehevmg sufienng at frying-pan or on a bl'oken stove plate, in the ashes 01·
lwm P ?
on a broad fiat stone accordirig to circumstances and
~ill Go<! damn the l.Jeath?n who. never heard of usually serves for plate, knife an.d fork, table and in fact
Chw<t, for not acce,rtmg hnn ? If he should do S~J, every thing connected with the table part of the
will it be jn~t? If he does not da~n .them, WJll business. Rice is cooked with onions and grease,
he save them JU heaven because ~f .their 1gnor:'nce? Summer squash :md grease; winter squash is preIf they will be saved through the1r 1gnorance, JS not pared by boilin()' it in lye then clryin« it and pnttinO"
igrioru,nce ~ore effect\:al than the "blood of th.e away for futm:'e referen'ce, it is, wl~n so prepare((
lumb?' If 1gnorance will save the l.1eath~n, would 1t sweet and about as tough as an ordinal'y piece of
not ben good plan to burn all the B.1bles m.our l.and, India rubber, and is cooked in grease, in fact, the
and thrreby leave tl~e next. gen'"ratwn ent1rely 1gno- ending of the Jairy stories tuld me when n boy, "They
rant of Go<! an<! Cll:·1st and 111 that way save all ? Are livt·d in peace ami died in a pot of grease," would
you sure of savmg .one out of a th_ousancl by th:) us~ apply very well to them, except the living in "pence
of the B1hle and w1th your preaclnng? If not, would part," although when the women keep their lords'
not m:y plan be best?
bellies fnll ami they do not happen to get drunk and
vV h.en at yom: revivals you "col? vert" young boys pound them over tiJe heads with the but end of a gun
and gu·I.s. know1~g by past .expenence that most of they are generally peaceable enough. No matterllow
them wlll backslide, w_ould 1t not b~ a good plan to poor they may be, they always have half a dozen curs
kill them, and hy so clomg make the1r salva.tJOn rer- to bark at the moon ami people who are riding past
tain ? lf you kil.l ~h~m ~[1d add so many "Jewels to the huts on horseback, aud if possible, biting either
yo'?r crown of reJOlCJng,. could you nnt repent and horse or rit.ler; as a rule, they have a wholesome
swmg f~·onl the gallows mt? heave:l as all m~mlerers dread of a horse's heels, and jump nt the rider's legs,
do? If yon should put th1s plan mt~ executwn, and but let him draw a pistol or get clown to piek up a
meet your rewnrcl, would I not be ent1tled to a re~erv- stone an•! nota clo.,. is to be ~een.
eel s.eat near the" gre:~t white throne" lor giving ~ou
The" Greaser" bates an American worse than a cat
the.1de~? Do yon tlnnl~ the a~ove plan of ~alvntiO~ hates water, and only in extreme Ctlses will he call in
an llllJll. oven!ent OJ? G~,d s p~an. Should not Ins plan as the services of an American pllysician. I remember
c;m.1pm~ed w1th .tlns.' J,tthel b~ call~d. a ~Jan of dam- seeing one fellow who had a clisl~cated shoulder upon
IJ.Lilon · Does Yom success m. nMkmg converts of which an old woman had pnt a p1tch plaster to draw
late y~a!·s have a t~nd~ 1.1 c! to ~Jve }:ou a very. ex alt- it in place. Another fellovi had R leg broken b.eneath
eel opnnon of yom alJihty to evangehze th~ wollcl .9 . the knee. 'l'he accident took place some twenty miles
Is the fac\ t]Ja~ w:;. ha~e so mm~y D. D. s ~n:y evJ- from home, and the leg was skillfully set by an
dence that God IS cl_C:k . If he IS _unwell, JS Jt not American doctor, .and .the young man sent home on
proba~ly cause~ by ctJsailpomtJ.nent ttl conseq.uence of the cars, there hi~ lather calleu in the aiel of an ''old
the_fmlure. of ~us plan of. crea~wn and salvat}O? ~ If man,, and they took oft' the dressing and put on a
he JS ~o~ s1ck, 1s ~ot the tttle of Doctor of DJVlllJty a flaxseed poultice. . Some of their notions are curious,
mean!ngles~ one ·, Is the t;ct that yo~ ~lave aceep~ed although I believe in this instance I am about to relate,
that title, ~I t.he fact t~mt y~t~ ';'ould I.f Jt.w~s.o~eted shared aleo by the Irish. Next door to me, I am
.to y~.l\1, any evtllence .of hnnuh~.) o~ )OUI p.ut · As sorry to say, Jives a Hungarian Baron, or at least, he
Chnst had no such !ugh sounl:l~g u:le, ~mel ~on hav~, was a B. in l.Jis own country and has got the ''ring of
are w~ to conclude th.at. the se1 v~n t JS. g1 e~,te.J t~1a_n In~ nobility" to prove it. He has also got a little Greaser
1e\\ m d of woman for a wife, and between the two, after several
mas~eJ,? If Y ?U accept the tJtle as a
m~l_'lt,. woulcl ~not ~~a ~oo.cl plan to have s~me failures Slicceeded in getting a little b<ttJy, whose sole
thucl-1at? cope,e c?nfel th,tt t1tle on the founcle1 of pmpose in life seems to be to make night hideous by
your. fmth · Don t Y 0 ~. su~po~e . God W~J.n!~ be hen;qualls,as the mother does dt~y, by the infermL!c~at
pleased to have that .c!e,1ee confe~1ed on h1s only ter of her tongue whose contmual and unrenuttmg
b.egotten son.?'.' ~lay 1t not be poss1b!e that ou~ na- wa.,.ging reminds' me of a clapper of a flour mill.
twnal calanu.ues, snch as on~· !at~ war, the Clncago TaU{ about the melliliuous sweetness of the Spanisll
and Boston fires and the Ep1zootJC, have been brought lan uarre and then imagine an individual trymg to
upon us by ~ur ~eaven.y Fath~r, be~ause o~ our neg- talf th~OI;gll their J\OSe with n moutllful of hot potal~c~.to lwn.m h~s s~1~. by c~l!m,g hml ,J?.octor Jest~s .toes, and you will have an idea of the soft and liquid
~'h.11~t, :-"~lie f.h,:t cle.g~ ee ?as been confe!l~d upon, 1118 tones of that beautiful tongue-as I 11ear, ami 1
lh.fCII.ms . If ·w ~ m~tk~ haste t? put God 111 !he. Con- have borne it incessantly for sixty days of t,venty-four
st1tntwn, and gne h1s son the tJtle o~ D.~., 1 ~ Jt not hours each. Well, as l was saying about the Susana,
probable tha; we C!tn appease tl!e Wl~th of Olll. Heav- one day the Baron came to me and said: "I dill
enly F~ther · If "e sut:eeed 1? domg ~o, Wlll not I found out what was the matter with the baby. The
~s onglllat~r ~f the ylan; ~e ent~Jtlecl. to·a· J.ew~l of \~~- skin of her head hac! fallen down." 'l:lle European
common bnlhancy lll. rnJ ?IOWH. After cr,tcking these doctors do not know any thing of that dJscase, and do
nuts and thorougly dlgestn~~ the. me.ats, can you hon- not say anythinu- about it in their books neither the
estly say that the ''clays of msplmtwn are pa~t ?"
Ameriean duct~·s do know anything about it, but
-------thoutianlls of .Mexican old wo1ncn know about it.
r
• L tt
Tile skin does get hard and dry, and does get on the
A C'a1'lJOrnxa
e cr.
brain, and in six weeks, if you do not lift it up, the
DEAH Tuunr SEEKER :'--I hnve long been intend- child will die. You must tirst suck the child's heal!,
ins to write you a few lines, but on the good old and then rub something on andlooseu the skin, and it
Spanish maxun of "never do to-day what. you can put will ri~e up. It wiJl stay up a little while, and then
otf until to-morrow," have kept putting ofi'tllltil for- fall down again. It llllltit be so, because so many
!Jearance ceases to be a virtue. Last winter I wrote tllouHnnds ot the .Mexican women do believe it, aud
about a dozen letters conceming the climate and pro- because the whole race are so entirely diiierent
ductions of this region of the country, which. contra- from any cnher race, bceause they ~:>.re so mixed up
ry to my wishes, were sent to some Westeru editor, in with every other people." The above is the conclu.Minuesota or lowa, who probably consigned them to sion and report of halt a clay's conversation and argnthe waste basket, for which I would tlmt he may be ment. I cited against this theory, the .Flatheads and
consigned to perdition. Some of them con tamed other savage tribes, who distort their skulls by presstati~tics nearly illl)Jossible, now, for me to replace, sure, but, aJt.hougll for a moment staggered, he got
conceming various and sundry traditions, etc., etc. out by StLying thut the pressme was nut from above
To begin with, I am very glad that you are going to as in this case. The old misswn church is reputed to tJe
give at least a semi-momhly paper if uot a weekly, and over one hundred years ole!. It is a sorry old barracks
will do what 1 can to help the work along. As tne ma- built of stone and brick nnd stuck over with yellow
jority just now of the inhabitants here are ''Greasers," plaster, half in mins ant! wholly llicleous. Father .JoaI fear my help will not amount to much. Your genu- yuin B. rents the churd1 from the bishop for thirty
ine Greaser is a mongrel cur, some .Mexican, some l.lollars per annum, ami has an assistant to whom he
"Injun," a Iitt.le white man with a slight seasoning of pays wme six hundrec! dollars, while he goes around
coyote, he is !.he most worthless, lazy and gooll-for- the country speculating in wools, hi Lies ancl grain, he
nothing animal in existence,having all the ball qualities gets for tlte missiou orange orchards, ete., two tho usof tile llitl'erent raees without any of the good. He is and dollars, and has some little shanties besides, which
content to live in an alder hut with a mud floor, an9 rent for more OJ; less, and mtike t\ good deal Of money.

I

I must close, nn(] in my next will .Q'ivc you something
about climatolo~rv, etc., etc. I think Wl~ have the iinest
climate in the Ur1itecl States. Yonrs truly,
D. J'li. BROWN, M.D .
San Gab1'iel1liission,. C1tl., Aug. 5th, 1874.

Spiritualism Again.
· .L1 ns7De?' to

j~£1·.

J{eese.

BY CLAHKE IRVINK

An article in your Sept.. 1st. Number on Spiritualism ascribes t1ll the pheuomentt to inmgination, excited
nervous sensation-electricity."
Now if due to imagination what lms electricity to clo
with it? If one sees phenome,na c:\nsecl by electricity, surely his im!tgination has nothing- to do with it.
But this electricity theory, which at best coulcl explain
but few of the phenomena, !Jns been long ago exploded by investigations of Scientists.
· vVhy is it. that a man who has been experimenting
iii the fields of science or art., ancl has discovered or
clevelopecl facts new and ,,·ondrons, even incredible,
no sooner bring~ the same cool intellect t.o the investigation of spirit\ml phenomena, even though he be incredulous, sceptical, scomfnl, and after long investigation declares the fact of his belief in their genuineness, then he becomes lt weak, nervous ltmatic, not
worthy of credit ?
The phenomena of Spiritualism :ne Catlwlic in
their extent and variety; there is scarcely a conceivable fact or act that has not received, if lnunnn testimonv is at all to be credited. Yet writers Jik~ the
one \vhose article I refer to, select some few and fit
them to their own peculiar theory. Reversing the
case of the Christian theologians, whose lllode of reasoning will prove anything it may h<• applied to, these
sceptics have a mode th:tt will <lisprove anything.
But tile same mode of ratiocination pertains to both
clnsse~ of would-he reasouers.
How docs the gentleman know he had a beefsteak
with his breakfast this moming·? Seeing. smelling,
tasting certified to it. But he is not R credible witness! Then bring thos~ who sat at table and the
waiter to testify ; go to the butche1· of whom he
bonght it, the cook who broiled it for !Jim But this,
being a probable. ordinary fact, we do not require
such cumulative evidence. The Spiritual phenomena
are extraordinary, incredible, and sometimes what we
deem impossible. We clemnnd testimony on testimony, and finally we must be a witness om·selves.
\Ve have nil the evidence we clemancl; fifteen thousand credible witnesses <leclarecl on a petition to
Congre~s in April 1852 they !1ad seen and heard the
facts; for twenty-two years since then, day after day
new witnesses have come to the fore; witnesses from
every class in life; testifying to every conceiva 1Jle
fact, until now thousands of men and wonwn declare
they have seen, felt and conversed with friends long
since cleceasecl, as plainly, as positively, as certainly,
as ever they did in life; in hundreds of eases have
had the photographs taken of spirits visible or invisible by the ordinary eye. Yet all these witne;:ses are
nervous lunatics, the veriest fools of imagination.
What! And the Camera too ? Is it nervous; the
sport of megrims ?
It is well to be crednlons, but this 'is carryiug it too
far. In a certain village where nothing of the kind
had ever occnned, a citizen thereof wrote to a medium
residing in an adjoining County, abont twenty-five
miles tlistnnt, requesting him to nsk the spirits to
make n picture on some wintlow of his honse. The
medium wrote back that the spirit controlling him
could not do such thing·s; but would, for the cause of
truth, get some spirit,' that llll<lerstood it, to comply
with tl>e requ<~st, aud that he (the spirit) had got sueh
n promise, ancl in about a month it should appear,
as it was a slow process. In nbont one month, on a
window of the house, these peculiar appearances,
called spirit pictures appeared: n man's head plainly
visible, and a clog's head not plain. As a work of art
they are very poor specimens ; but there they are,
visi'llle only wlwn some cl istance ott'; in a close view
not a thing can be seen; no rubbing, or scraping ean
affect them, and no rnan liDin,q can do the same tiling.
Children passing by, that never heard of it, being
asked what they see "Why, a man's head," is the
answer almost invariably. Is there anything peculiar
there, or not ? How and why came it there ? Or is
every one that loo]{S at that window n fool of the
1magination. Is human testimony of any valne ?
.OrPgon, Holt Cv., Jlfi8so'uri.
A MINlS'l'JDR once was heard explaining to his congren·ation that Urim and Thummim were the nametwo precious stones which were set in the high
priest's hreastpbte ot: judgment, and w~en consultrd
they displayed the will of Clod by showmg a wonderfull brilliancy, thonglt they gu ve no lustre if the m:~tt~r
required were disapproved . ."My IJreth~nn, tins 1s
what leamed .Jewish and Chnstlan expos1torH tell us
coneerning these two precious stones-the stones are
lost but 1i1y Christian !Jretl1rcn, '>I'C need them not,
we lmve':L surer means of diH<:overiug the will of God;
aml still it is by Urim ant! 'J'hummiin, iJ we alter a
single letter in one of those mysterious words. Take
your Bible,llly brethren, use himtwd thumb hirn and
yon will discover the will or GOll as surely lts ever the
high priest did by the st.ory of tlll' breastplate."
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Cumfort to tile S-ick awl Feeble.

BY E. B. FooTE, ~I. D.

THE WAKEFIELD

A _.vfost Bemm·kable Work, published in
both the English and German
Languages.
coNTAINING
Netuly l.OOO Pages, and 200 Illustrations.
Pri.ce, $3.25.
IT contains a inll description of all Dise•tses given in plain language adapted.to
u'. Comp~·ehension of the Gencra.Jl'ubhc;
~·1h the most national, HPlormatrve trent"1 t it contrtins a vast amount o~ valu~bl~ i:nfonnation not to be found m any
other Medical Work.

CAMBRIDGE, HENRY CO., ILLINOIS.

,TUST PUBLISHED BY

I

ESTES & LA'URIAT.
ATHERSTONE PRIORY.

PART I.

This Part trcnts of Disease. Of .Blood.,
mental and nPrvous derang~mcn•s-how
we violatA our m.o1·a] nntnrA. The f.ood w~
crtt, its convt>rs1op. mto IJ01w, muscle, &c.,
The liquids we drmk; The atmosphere ive
live in; 'l'lw do tiles we wear; Bad l)ab1ts
of children nne! youths ; Bttrl hab1ts of
manhood and womanhood ; (these es•ays
are startling in nature and renutrkably Illustrated). 'l'he ma.l.c and fern11.le elem<ent
in nnturc; rrho etlll('S of i 'JA~3.} aSS00HLtinn: Prostitution; its m~ral ~.--1 physiCal
eiTce.ts ; UnhrtPPY m!trrmgcs ; '\ hy they
nre <letl'imental to tho f!"rvon~ and '>;ttSculnr fluids: Woalth; Fmlures m busmess;
Exces•ive study; i\IPhtncholy; !{ow to P!'esorve the lwalth of clulclren; 'I he physwlo"'i"rt! instl'U('tlou of children : Sleep :
cL'EANLINEt:ltl; 8uuslline ; . Therapeutic
elPctricity ; Animal ma~net1sm ; Water ;
Woman doctors ; Httprtcwus doctDrfl.

By L. 1\II. Co:r.ITN, author of "Elena."
"A quiet; yet charming, English romance
of real life.. The .scenes are life-like, and
the story interesting."-The E:ram~~ter.
1 vol., 1Gmo., cloth ..................... $1 50

Is one of the latest inventions, and has
VICTOR HUGO'S RHINE.
m!tny advantages over all others. The sim·• A charming book, full of life and spirple act bf closing the lid brings the earth
it."-Busto" 1'1·auscript.
forward and drops it directly in the centre
12mo, cloth, beveled, tinted paper ... ,$1 75
of the pai!,thns insuring the absolute ~er
ELENA, AN ITALIAN TALE.
tainty of covering all the excrements. This
"A more captivating love story has not
is of vital importance. It also has a dust been published this season."-Philadelphia
Herald.
or odor slide, a child's seat, and an extra
1 vol. 1Gmo, cloth ...................... $1 50
large reservoir for dry earth or ashes.
SLAVES OF THE RING.
1 vol., Bvo.

PART II.

THE WATROUS,
This part treats on Chronic diseases: Catan·h; Cl1ronic Affections of the 'l'hro.at;
Consumptiou (this essrty on Consull)PtiSJn
should be read by everybody!; Chrome ellseases of the Lh·er, t:ltomach and BO\yr,ls;
Dyspepsia; Constipation; Diarrhea; P)les:
AdH~S and pains: Neuralgia; Rheu~at1sm;
Affections of the Eyes and Ears; D1seases
of the Heart; Chr·onic Affe 0 ti ons. of the
Urinary Organs; Diseases of the K.1dneys;
Private words for Women; DRra.ngem.ents
of the l\Ienstrnal Function, Falling ol the
the Womb : Vaginal affections; Amoro.us
Dreams; i\Ia.n-lmting: Sexual DY~lleps1a;
Ovarian Diseasr>s; Hints to the C!Jlldles~;
Crtuses of Sterility: Local Diseased Coltdition of l\Tan and Wife: Excessiv" AmatlveOPEN.
CLOSED.
ness: Temperamental Jnada.ptation; Ho w
to Promote Child-bearing; Private worr1s Is simple in construction, automatic in acto i\'Ien; Disl'ases of the i\lale Organs; Impotency; Paralysis; Syphilis; Other Ch1 ~n tion, and being entirely inodorous, may be
rc Drseases,
used in any room in the house without ofPART III.
fense. When not in use it is a hands.ome
PLAIN TALl\.
'J'!Jb part treat~ of the SexlHLi Orgaus; piece of furniture with nothing about it to
1'he Uauses of therr D1sgrace ; Their Infiuenee on Physical Development, and on indicate its purpose ..
health; Their Influence on the Social Position of Won,.•n, and on Civilization; (tile
philosophy of this subjeet is fnlly discussed
THE WATROUS:
on rtll eonceivable poiuts ;) History of il-11trria.ge ; History or Polygamy; History, Castoms aud Principles of the Oneitla Commu(With Arms.)
nity; History, Customs and Prrtctieos of
i\Iormonisrn: Ertrly Customs; Hi 'tory of
l\lonognmy; 'l'he Advantages and Dismlvnntltges of both tlysterus; Historical Chivs
with rofuronee to il[aniage; Marriage as it
is in Bnrbal'isnl and Civilization: l\Iarriagn
in the Old an<l New Worl<l; Defects of the
?tlarriage 8yste1ns: D01nerits or Polygatny
and lHonogatny: ~Phe Hcn1edy; SuxunJ lormorality, Causes and Cnro.
I>AH'l' IV.
ON THE LlfPHOVE~lE);'l" OI' POPULAR iHARlliAUE
'l' 11is part tr<"nts of How iHnniage may be
better than it is ; What we Want; Adaptation
in lUarriage; What Constitut~;s Mental and
Physienl A<l>lptation; ~'lle Vital 'J'emperaCLOSED.
OPEN.
nwnts; What C:ombiuntions are Best; Why
l.lrtr·riago is now a Lottet·y; i\lcntal i\IarriOJIILD UAN J1IANA.G.FJ I1'.
ages; Physical l\Ianiages; J'hi!osophy .o.f
Elopements; sexual Moderation; Its etieets
upon IJoth sexes; .Ten.lousy; Its Infallible
I'l' \VILL LAST A LIFETIME.
Bomcdy: 'J'ho Intonrrarriage of Rehttives;
Fssnys for i\Iarri<'d People; ~'he Wife the
Equnl Partner: t:lleeping- Apart ;Couception
Sexual lnlli1Ieroneo; Food for Expeetant LATEsT AND SrMPLER'l' lMPltOVMENTS.
Mothers; Cnnl to 1\'Irtniotl People: Chil1l
i\Iarkinll', it~ Philosophy; Lal·ger liberties
shoulcl IJo allow~;<[ to liulies to co11traet or
A Nea.,sity to the .Ay<'rl!
propose rnarital as.soeiation; Card to the
Unmarried.
'J'his brief summrtry gives hut an inade
Should b1~ in every Guest Chamber !
quate i<leu. qf the interesting charaet:er or~
igiru!lity, pmetic:tbility and instructiveness
of this worHlm·ful work.
1
Every Family wishiug a i\[,~clkal Work of p. I'll llolel. Hos]Jilal a'llll P11l1lic /iuil<linn
tl11• very Highest Ordnr. c•annot afl'orcl to hc
'''"
wrthont DR. FOOTE'S
s/wnl<l nse lhe111..
P.L:IIN

Il()j~[FJ

TAIJ{ and

}lEDlCAL COMMON SENSE.

. With each copy is presented tt s)llenJicl
Chromo, entitlud "'l'hrow Physic to the
DnFs," euprpsontiug a }Jrntty girl aLlnlinlstenng- rncrlieilw to t:;Olne f1ve Rink 0aninns.
1\'ndu:w the Prir·e oi tile Work, $:1.~5, to
D. AI. BENNE'r'l', 3Rfi Broadway, N.Y.
Publisher of ~l'HE THUTH SEEKER.
l!'d<~ lleale;1· i;1 all LiiH'1'al, S11iritualistic
tftl (1 Sc· JPn t 1j1t.• hooks. ,','ent po.'-·l-pa,hl by 1nai l.
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DHY EAH'l'H FUltNISHED ON REASONAlJLE
OONDITIONR,
PHICJl~S.

I WAKEFIELD, from $'25 to $JO.
t W A 'l'HOUS, from $W to $:l:J.

DESCRIP'.riVE PAMPHLETS FREE.

The Wakefield Earth ClQset Co.
36 Dey Street

i'W Y(/<rk.

THE IRON-CLAD SEIUES.

Paper ............... 75 cents
By B. F. RoBINSON, rttlthor of "SecondNo. 1. The Atoner-aent, by Charles BradCousin Sarah," "Little Kate Kirby," " For long h. Price 5 cents.
Her Sake," " 'J'rne to Herself," etc.
No. 2. Secular l{psponsibility, by George
JacobHolyoake. Price 5 eents.
A TANGLED SKEIN.
No.3. Christianity and l\Iaterialism Con1 vol., svo. Paper.·-·· .............. 75 cents. trasted, by B. F. Underwood. 15 ccuts.
No. 4. The InfluPnce of Christianity on
By ALBANY Fo~LANQUE, Jr.
Chilizrttion, by B. F. Underwood. 25 eehts.
"It is so well written that, havinor once
No.5. The Essence of Hehgion, L. Fcuertaken up the book, it will be iniposs1ble to bach. 50 cents.
lay it down until the encl."-1'1·ess.
No. 6. il'Iaterialism. Dr. L. Buechner.
25 cents.
DEEP WATERS.
No. 7. Buddhist Nihilism, Prof. l\IIax
1 vol., svo. Paper ................ 75 cents. l\II uller. 10 cents.
No. 8. 'l'he Heligion of Inhumanity, by
"Author of " Counterparts," etc.
Frederic Harrison. 21l cents.
"Rumor" is no common story; it has
No. 9. Relation of Witchcmft to lleligion,
scRnes and sentiments of singular force, by A. C. Lyall. 15 ceuts.
indiyiduality and beauty."
No. 10. Epidemic Delusions, by Dr. F. R
i\Iarvin. 25 cents.
RUMOR.
No.ll. The Masculine Cross and Aneient
1 vol. 8vo. Paper .... ·....... _.... _. 75 cents Sex Worship (in paper eover). 50 cents.
Author of "Counterpa'rts," etc .. etc.
No.12. Paine's Age. of Henson. 25 cents.
"Rumor" is no common story; it has
No. 13. Essay on 1\Iimcles, by David
sceues and sentimPnts of singular force, Hume, 10 cents.
individuality and beauty.
No. H. 'l'he Land Qtlestion, by Chttrlps
Bmdlaugh. 5 cents.
OUR VACATIONS.
No. 15. Were Adam and Eve our First Parents, by Charles Bracllangh. 5 <'ents.
How to Go, Where to Go, and How to EnNo. 16. Why Do 1\Icn l:itrtrve '! by Charles
joy 'l'llem. By F. E. CLARK.
Bradlangh. 5 cents.
No. 17. 'J'he Logic of Life, by George J.
1 vol., 18mo, red edges, 208 pages .... $1 oo
"'l'he tourist can nnt fa.il to Jlnd many Hol:voake. 10 cents.
No. 18. A Plea for Atheism, by Charles
valurtble hints_"-Jliail.
BmcTiaugh. 10 cellts.
·
***The a.IJove, or any book published in
No. 19. Lm·ge or Small Fmnilies? by Austhe United States. sent, post-paid ,on re- tin Holymtke. 5 ceu:s.
No. 20. Knperstition DiRJilayed, with a
ceipt of price, when not to be had at local
Letter of Wm.J?itt, by A. Ho!yoake. 5 nents.
book stores.
No. 21. Defense of Sceular l'rinciples, by
Charles Watts. 5 cnnts.
No. 2:l. Is the Bible' Heliltble "! by Charles
Watts. HRe.rctary of the National Reeular
Sodety, London. 5 ce11ts.
No. ~:J. 'l'he Christian J)pity, by Charles
Watts. 5 cents.
No. 24. JHoml Value of thn Bible, by
A Liberal Paper for the Young.
Chas. Watts. 5 ee;:rts.
No. 25. Free Thought rtn<l i\1odern ProMONTHLY. ILLUSTRATED. 75 CTS. PER YEAR. gress,
by Chas. Watts. r, ""nts.
THE LYCEUM is just snell 11 paper as every
No. 2G. Christianity, Its NatuTe, rtlld InfluSpiritualist and Liberal should place in the enee on Civilization. bY Chas. Watts. 5 ets.
hands of his cl1ildron to counteract the
No. 27. Christian Srliomo of lledemption,
pm·nicious influence of Sectarian Sunllay by Clms. Watts. 5 c nts.
8ehools and the Orthodox publi~ations for
No. 28. Thoughts on Atheism, by A. Holythe Young. It ls abo specially c!Psigucd to oke, 5 cents.
meet the wants of the Chii<lrel!'s ProgressNo. 29. Is there a il'foral Governor of the
ive Lycenn1s.
Universe'! 5 cents.
'l'ERi\:IS.
No. 30. Philosophy of Sr,culariPm, by
ChHs. Watts. fi cents.
One copy, six months ........... $u.4u
No. 31. Has J\1an a Soul? by Chas. Brrt(!One copy. one year .............. 0.75
langh. 10 ents.
'l'hrce copies. one year .......... 2,00
No. :J~. 'l'llc Origin of Christianity, by
Each suhs<>riber for six months at the
Watts. 5 cents.
ahoveratcs will recievc as a premium Hud- Chas.
No. aa. Histor·ical Value of tho New Tes1 son and Emma 'l'uttlr>'s nnw book, "Ktories
tament,
by Chas. Watts. 5 "ur1ts.
fot· Our Chil<lnm." Eaclr suhseriber for
No. ·a4. ()n i\1 nwles hy Watts. !\ nent!>.
one year will rece.ive the book," ThA ChildNo. 35. On PropheeiPs, by Warts. :, c·ents.
1 hood or the World," and :t pair of eleg·ttnt
No. :Jr•. Pmctic·al Ynluu of Christianity, by
littl<i Chromos-" Good Night." and" Good
Watts. 5 e<~nts.
i\Iorning," or inste:trl of tho i.1ook and ehro- Chns.
No. :17. Progr.,ss of Christ auity. by Watts.
mos a. paek of "Arithnwticnl Cards and fi eentR.
Grunes."
No. 3H. Is th•n·n n Ur.Hl '! Bnr.dhtull'll. 5 cts.
Persoi1s unwilling to risk thn sub;;erip)!o, 31!. Lrthan's Prayer, by Jlradlau~;h. G
tion prieo of· the paper nntil after nil ex- eent~.
amination of it. mttY forward their addresg
No. 40. Povm·ty, hy Bradlaug-li. ii eents.
with ten e~ents nnrl it willlll' sent post-paid
Other Iron-Clads rtre in al'tivi' prepara, three monthsan<l then diseontinned with- tion.
Anv one who orders }Llll\Hl or Ironout further pay if no longer Wttnted. 'l'he Clads to
amount of S2. will n~ceive to
publisher is determined togi ve satisfaction the value ihc
of S2.25. In iJlHtntiti<'S of $5 to one
by furnishing a papm· ancl premi nms address we
cliseount
20 per C()nt, all preprtid
worth more than tlw suhs<lriptiotr price,
Achlrcss
aurl he nee conficlontlv asks an examination IJy mail.
A. IC. BUT'J'B & CO.,
of the merits of THE LYCEUi\l by all liberal
parents who desire their children to grow
PmN'l'EUS AND IMPou-rEns,
up fJ·ee frou.1 the bondage of church ereecls
36 Dey Street, New York.
and dogmas.
Address
lieF 8f'nd f<H new Catalogue of Liber'al
P. H. BATESON, PUBLISHER,
'l'oledo, Ohio.
works .

Religion without Superstition.
THE LYCEUM.
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DEFINITIONS.
SAD CASE-A burial case.
LIP SERVICE-'l'ea-cups and saucers.
DRESS PARADE-A fashionable wedding.
NoTICE OF A PEAL-A flush of lightning.
llfATCB: FACTORIES-The wa.tering-place
hotels.
THE QUESTION OF THE HOUR-What's the
time?
AN ATTACHED COUPLE-The shells Of an
oyster.
A LEGAL TENDER-The court-room doorkeeper.
MATCHLESS MArn-'fhe kitchen girl out
of lucifers.
WISE men learn more by fools than fools
do by wise men.
REv. H. P. RoBINSoN, of Mound city, Kansas, draws his flock to prayer meetings
with a brass band.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, CCTOBER 1, 18"/4.
APPROPRIATE NAMES,
FoR an Auctioneer's wifE>, Bid-dy.
F,)n a General'h wife, Salty.
Fan a Sport's wife, Bet-ty.
Fon a Fisherman's wife, Net-ty.
Fan a Shoemaker's wife, Peg-gy.
FoR a Teamster's wife, Car-rie.
Fon a Lawyer's wife, Sue.
Fan a Printer's wife, Em.
Fon a Chemist's wife, Ann Eliza,
Fan a Carpet man's wife. Mat-tie.
FoR a Shepherd's wife, Nan-cy.
A JOINT affair with a single party to it.
Rheumatism.
WHEN does a man feel girlish? When
he makes his maiden speech.
IF domestic infecility drives men to sea,
they should choose the Pacific Ocean.
FAT men do 'not seek greatness, it is
thrown upon them.

CHAS. BRADLAUCH'S WORKS.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY of Charles Bracllaugh,
with portrnit. 10 eents.
Inspiration of the Bible. A Reply to the
Bishop of Lincoln. 25 <>ents.
Wh<3n were our Gospels Written? 25 cts.
God, :I.Ian, and the Biblo,. Three Ni!;[!lts'
Discussion with Rev. Joseph Bayle, v.D.
25 cents.
The Existence of God. Two Nights' Debate with A. Hobertson. 25 cents.
What does Christian Theism 'l'each? Two
Nights' Discussion with Hev. A. J. Hobinson. ·35 cE~nts.
On the Being and Existence of God, Two
Nights' Discussion with Thomas Cooper.
35 <'ents.
Heresy: Its Utility and Morality. 40 cts.
Secularism. Skepticism, and Atheism.
Two Nights' Debate with G. J. Holyoak e.
60 cents.
The Creclibilitv and l\1orality of the Four
Gospels. Five Nights' Discussion with the
Rev. T. D. lllatthias. so cents.
The Bible: What it is. A Freethinker's
Commentary. Boo!;: I., Genesis. $1; Book
II., Exodus, 75 cents; Boo!;: III., Leviticus,
25cents; BookiV.,Numbers.%eents; Book
V., Deuteronomy, 40cents. 'l'he 5l<'ive Parts,
P~Wer, $2.50; Cloth,l val., $3.
J<'or further works of CharlPsBradlaugh;
see" Iron-Clads" and "Manna" lists in
this paper.

Beecher, Tilton, Woodhull,
SOCIETY.
All Four of them Exposed, and if pos.sible HMormed and Forgiven, in the celebrated Letter to Victoria C. Woocllmll.

1'EN CENTS, POST-PAID.
Address
-· .

Dn. JOSEPH TREAT,
No. 335 Broadway, New York.
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Mediomania.
By FREDERICK R. J\.IAHVIN, M.D.
Professor of Psydwlogical Medium'
and i\Ied irm.l Juris prudance
in tho New Yorl;:
Free Medical College for Women.
• Is th<l newest and perhaps the ablest
work in opposition to tho claims of Spiritualism that has appeared for some time.
The author treats the sullject from a
medical stand point, nnd his blows though
aimed prineipn,lly at St,iritualism fall no
less heavy on theology and its devotees.
The following are :t few of the notices
tllat the book has elidted fl'Dm the press:
"Is there no punishment that can be
properly in!kcted on f~ physkian who
boldly assails theology fllld its devotePs in
this relentle~s manner?"-.Vai/y Q,·ap/l'ic.
"Infinity superior to the usual methods
by which Spiritualism is attacked."'l'olerla .Tatl1'nal.
''The book is interesting, its eonclnsions
are in acPordance with the existing tendencies of scienti!lc thought."

A FEMALE lecturer says the only decent
thing about Adam was a rib, and that was
used to make something better.
WHAT disease do misers and stingy men
A GoRMANDIZING Pennsylvanian passed not suffer from? Enlargement o! the
Secular Tracts, Nos. 1 to 8,1 cent each; 10
cents per dozen: 50 cents per hundred.
away while in the midst of his fortieth heart.
'l'he
See.ularists' l\Innual of Songs and
quart of peanuts.
DENTISTS are skillful people but dogs Ceremonies, edited by Austin Holyaoke
and
Charles
Watt~. 50 cents.
•
A BURGLAR went through nine houses in beat them-Dentists insert artificial teeth.
Christian Evidences. 'l'wo Nights' DisCharleston, S. C., and all he realized was an and dogs natural ones.
cussion between Charles Watts and B. H.
old watch and a bite from a dog.
40 cents.
WHEN am an gets up when the daybreaks, Cowper.
Sunday Rest. by Vietor Schrelcher. 10 cts.
A NEWPORT woman dared to appear on can he be said to have the whole day before
Life and Immortality; or, Thoughts on
the street in a plain calico dress the other llim?
Being. 10 CHnts.
day, and the town was in a tumult of wonEight Letters to Young Men of the WorkBILLINGS says ; It is a statistikal fact that ing
Classes, by 'l'homas Cooper. 25 cents.
der.
the wicked work harder to reach hell
The Farm-Laborers' C<ttechism. 5 cents.
A sMoKESTACK that eats up its own cin- than the righteous dew to get tew heaven.
Address on Free Inquiry; or. Feat· as a
Motive of Ac.,tion, by Robert Dale Owen. 5
ders is on trial, and the lovers of open
A CLIENT remarked to his lawyer, "you cents.
windows on railway trains feel an interest are writing my bill on very rough paper."
Memoir of Percy Bysshe Shelley. 5 cts.
~'POPULAR SCIENCE l'tiONTHLY,"
Photogral{;hs of Charles Watts.
in its success.
"That's nothing," said the lawyer, ·• it has "AExcellent
PUBLISHED BY
handsome Infiilel.' 30 cents.
·
"I'M not in mourning," said a young to be filed before it goes into court."
A good supply of the above just received
K. BUTTS,
ASA
from London by
lady frankly to a querist. "but as the widA YOUNG candidate for the legal profess36 Dev Htreet. New York.
ASA K. BUTTS & Co ..
ows are getting all the offers nowada.ys,
36 Dey Stre'oit, New York.
-ion upon his examination was asked by
we poor girls have to resort to artifice."
the Judge what he would do when employTYndall's Great Inaugural,
PAPA-" And pray, sir, what do you in- ed 'to bring an action, he replied, "ask for
COMPLETE EDITION,
tend to settle on my daughter. and how do money on account." He was admitted to
•ruE
you mean to live?" Suitor-" I intend, sir, the bar,
Will be ready about Sept. 15,
to settle myself on your daughter, and to
THE
A SMART young man says, "in olden times
live on you."
there might have been such a thing as real ADV A.NCEMENT OF SCIENCE,
Has no rival. It is a new departure in
HERE are two specimens of hymnology: true love. but now such a thin2' is not to be
BEING THE
literature. Its standard is t1.lways in the
"0 take the pilfound. If you ask a young lady nowadays
Inaugural Address before. the British van. "It reminds one of the clays of Aclrlito share your lot, she immediately wants Association for the Advancement of Sci0 tako the pilence, at Belfast, August 19. 1874. b_y the son and the f:pectator." says a recent writer.
to know how large it is." Alas! alas!
0 take the pilgrim home."
President. JOHN' TYNDAL, D. C. L., L.L. lJ. "It is fifty years in advance of the age";
" 0 catch my fiee· AN Irishman,with a heavy bundle on his F.R.S., with flue Portrait and Biographic~ says another. "It is a literary gem of rare
a!
Sketch.
0 catch my fleeshoulder, riding on the front platform of a
Also, a Descriptive Essay by Prof. H. brilliancy, and an honor to the state of its
0 catch my fleeting breath."
horse-car. was asked why he did not set HELMHOLZT. of Berlin, with Prof. 'l'yn- adoption." says a New York writer. The
This reminds us of the good old Methodist his bundle on the floor. He replied, "Be dall's famous letters on Prayer, with He- Ladies' Own is filled with imercstinll and
from a religion~ standpoint, by Henjabers, the horses have enough to drag me, views
times when the sisters used to sing:
l'l' Evans. On heavy tmted paper, in extra instructive stories, aulc essays, beautiful
and I'll carry the bundle."
cloth, $1,00. 'l'he same in pamphlet form, poems, racy :etters and thought! ul editor"0 for amanIn cheaper form, 25c.
ials. Its fashion r•lates and cleseriptions
0 fora manHow doth the little busy pig improve 50,The
Inaugural ~ays: "The questions
0 for a mansion in the skies."
each shining hour, and gather sausages all here raised are inevitable. They are ap- are full and complete; and its Scienti!lc
And the brethren would come in with:
the day from every opening flower. And proaching us with accelerateli speed and and Health Department instructiYe and
it is not a matter of indifference whether practical.
" Send down salwt.en the shades of twilight fall, he slum- they
are introduced with reverence or irSend down salSUBSCR!PTI01U2 A UAR ... --·--·
bers in his stye, or sings his pretty evening reverenee."
The N. Y. Tribune says: "PnoF. TYN- WITH A BEA U'l'IFUL CHllOl\IO.
Send down salv:ttion to my soul." hymn, "Root, little pig, or die."
DALL CROSSES THE RUBICON.-lt is the
A young hoosier husband visited a coun- opening address of the President of the
The following stanzas . illustrate the
Three numbers of this year f>·ee to all
various and rldiculous pronunciations of try village recently in Indiana, and went most important convention of scienti!lc who subseribe before November 1st.
men
in
the
world.
Every
line
of
it
breathto all the stores in town inquiring for a es thought, Power, eloquence .... It is in
a single termination in English:
AGENTS W AN'l'ED.
divorce. They told him at one of the gro- many respects one of the most extraordin"OUGH."
Large Cash Commissions or valuable
ceries that "they were just out of divorces ary_ utterances of our time."
Peasant Arca·lian,
N, Y. Uommr?·mal A dvi'J·iisw says: "Prof
but would have in some new ones next Tyndall has inltugurated a new era in premiums for clubs of subseriptions. SamGuidinll: the plongh,
week."
scientific development, and hnR drawn the ple of the chromo and magazine, ttncl cirCoarse are your garments,
sword in a battle whose clash of arms will cular to agents with terms. Post-paid for
"Will you take this woman to be your .Presently resound through the civilized 50 cents.
Your aspect is rough,
wedded wife?" asked a country squire of 'vorlcl."
Address.
Peasant imprudent,
TheN. Y. Graphic says: "It is a memora masculine candidate for matrimony. able document, and will undoubedly have
" LADIES' OWN MAGAZINE,"
I hear you've a cough
"Now
look
here,
squire,
are
you
green
great
currency,
and
make
a
wide
and
deep
No. 33 Park Row, N.Y.
Do you feel sure
i m_prP-ssion."
enough
to
think
I
would
be
fool
enough
You're clad warm enough?
G. W. SMALLEY, London correspondent
to take this gal to the quilting frolic if I of theN. Y. 'L'J'ibune, says: " There can be
Bibulous peasant,
but one opinion of the alidress as an exclicl'nt mean business? Propel."
Your voice itis rough;
ample of intflllectualpower and of courYou're not a disciple
A young man in the rural districts having ageous sincerity rare 1n !til times."
for some time "paid attention" to his lady
Of temperate Gough.
JUST OUT:
BY COL. It. G. INGERSOLL.
love ventured on Sunday e1·ening to "pop
Inman's ancient Faiths. $27.
Home to your cottage!
Dr.
Marvin's
Epiuemic
Delusions.
50
the
qnestion."
Starting
suddenly,
and
You hear the winds sough;
A new edition. containing "'l'ho Gods,"
blushing, she said, "Oh you skeer me." cents.
Even the birdies
Dn. llfARVIN's onslaught upon "Spirit- "Humboldt," "Thomas Paine," "Indi.vi,lHe
apologized
and
said
he
had
no
wish
to
ualism."
50
cents.
Sing hoarse on the bough.
ANCIENT SEx WoRSHIP. 50 cents.
uality," and "Heretics ant! Heresies," ali
scare her. Feeling somewhat depressed
Home to your cottage
he started to go home, when she said, "Jim $3~~-ADE's "llfARTYRJ>OM OF MAN." Cloth newly revised and corrected by the :mthor.
And bene! o'er the trough,
don't go off mad-I wish you would &keer
FROTHINGHAM's "SAFEST CnEED." Extru.
Tho volume is handsomely printed, on
Kneading the loaves
cloth. $1.50,
me again."
Of digestible dough.
BHADLAUGH'S "Few Words About the tinted paper, an<.! elegantly bound.
A ScoTCH minister being one day engaged Devil." "New Life of Davie!," and other
':rhough the bread's heavy,
Among all the works from the Liberal
and EsAU.YR, 5 and 100. ca.
in visiting some members of his flock came Sketches
Unsweetened and tough,
A. K. BUT'l'S & CO .. Publishers,
Press.
in force. dc:trness, and incisiveness
to the door of a house where his gentle
R61Jcy Street, Nmv York.
Well-sharpened teeth
tapping could not be heard for the noise
none ec1ual these admirable lectures. The
Will go easily through.
ancl contention inside, After waiting for a
TIDS PAPER IS ON FILE Wl'l.'.ll
work ought to be in the librarY o! every
A candidate for teachf'r in a country little while he opened the door and walked
Liberal and every skoptie, antl every enschool was asked by one of the examining in and speaking in an. authoritative voice
quirer. Price $2; postage 20 cents. For
committee if he was well acquainted with said: "I would like to know who is the
mRthematics. He replied," I am not much head of this house." "Well sir, said the
sal!l, wholesale an<.! retail, by
acqu~tinted with Matthew Mattox. but I husband and father, "if ye sit doon a wee
D. M. BENNETT,
knew his brother Joe, mighty well." He we'll may-be be able to tell ye, for we're
did not get the_situation.
just trying to settle that point.
Wbere Advertising Contracts can be made
335 Broadway, N.Y.
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Jlotes anti f!Ulippings.
DR: HoLLAND, in an article on prayer-meetings, speaks
of ··the patches of silence interspersed with dreary platitudes of prayer and speech."
BISMARCK says he has no personal ill will against the
Pope, but he only means that the rights of the Gorman
people shall no.t be interfered wtih by the authorities of
the Church.
DR. DEEMS hopes that no person will be employed to sing
in a church choir "whose moral character is below that
of a clergyman." Here's richness! As for morality, dear
brethren of the cloth, there are plenty of singers who can
Beecher on that.-He1·ald.
CHINA has at last takon active steps to build her long
projected telegraphs.
Correspondence from Foochow
show the spirit of prejudice which so long prevented this
innovation. and the military causes which have compelled tho Chinese to reluctantly yield their Pl'ejuuicos.

WEsToN has in this city just completed: another effort
Before he had reached his
250th mile his feet became blistered and sore, and he was
compelled to have them attended to. Ho made a total of
322 miles.
THE out-look for Plymouth Church is said not to be
very encouraging if Mr. Beecher's words 111·e to be taken
as facts. At the prayer meeting a fow clays since he sa ill:
"For myself I have no new gospel, no new promises, I
am just the man I have been for twenty-seven years
among you."
"Mo·.rHER," sail! the daughter of distinguished Methodist parents, "somehow I like tho unconverted young
men bettor than those who have boen experioncml in religion." That girl was probably a gooll judge of human
natnre,and con hi discriminate botwe9n real and protonded worth.
l'iir. BEECHER, upon his roturn to Plymouth pulpit was
received with groat ochtt. The church was magnificently
clecoratell and a great· profusion of flowers nsell upon
tho occasion. vVhen Brigham Young returned to his
people after a temporary absence greater enthusiasm
or a moro pompous display was not manifested.
to walk 500 miles in six days.

HEv. RonER'.r OoLLYEU tho able and sensible pr,mchcr of
Chicago has been offered $10,000 per year to como ant!
preach in this city. We wish he would eomo, for he says
a great many scn~ible things. If he will l'Om<l we will
try to get out occasionally to hoar him. Is not that an
Mlditional inducement?
AITIONG Mr. Beecher's llistinguishod talents 1tnd abilities. we must credit him with a vast amount of "cheek."
and the Persistency with which his church hohl him np
to tho world as innocent and pure in spite of proof is
amazing and really more damaging and domomlizing
to the cause of religion and morality than thn grave
o!Tenco with whieh ho is eharg-e<l.
"I ask no courtosies-unly justice," sai<l the 1\ev. i\Ir.
Glendenning in his little speech in reply to the indict\
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ment of his clerical brethern of the Jer~ey City Prebytery.
RATHER MuDDLED.-An elderly gentleman from the
He can hardly complain that he has not received all the country, who visited our city, lost his way, and could not
courtesy he deserves; and as for justice that is the very find his hotel, said he could not understand why Henry
Ward Beecher wanted to run for a third term. or what obthing he fears will be accorded him.
jection anybody need have against Miss Proctor's marryDR. HEDGE, of Harvard College, has recently contributing Mr. Halliday. He dirl not believe Rev. Ben Butler
ed a paper to the Religious Uagazine, in which he
presided at the Frirlaycevening prayer-meeting, or that
grounds faith in immortality on the fact of pre-existGeneral Grant wants to preach in Plymouth pulpit. He
ence. It is by many believed to be the only logical and
doubted whether Susan B. Stanton or Elizabeth Cady Antenable theory of immorality. If, however, we, as indithony played chess with Horace B. Claflin, He had never
vidual, organized beings, have existed forw1er. why can we
seen Sam Wilkinson's Life of Christ, nor the love-letters
not remember something of it?
which 1\:Irs. Morse wrote to Oliver Johnson. He said if
JAMES GoRDON BENNETT of the HERALD has offered to Frank Tilton wanted to be Secretary of State, or Theodore
pay one fourth the expenses of an expedition to the Moulton Envoy-extrao1·dinary, he did not object, but he
North Pole, on the condition that the rest of the Press would not believe that Elizabeth R Woodhull had ever
toroughout the Country pays lthe other three fourths. made dishonorable proposals to General Tracy, or that
Mr. Murat Halstead of the CINCINNATI CoMMERCIAL Henry C. Bowen had privately visitoll Bessy Turner.
At this juncture a policeman directed the countryman
"raises" iVIr. Bennett slightly; he offers to give S1,ooo.ooo
if every editor in the Country will add $1,000 to the fund. to his hotel.
We notify him it will hardly be convenient for us to llo
Mr. BEECHER has at last begun suits against Mr. Tilton
'
so.
and i\Ir. iVIoulton for libel, anll against the former for
AN aged Jew was recently br6c\'ghtl before the Police perjury. But his action was delayed till it lost all moral
Court, charged with having pulled a handful of hair from eflect, and it seems to have been forced upon him by the
the head of a servant girl. The damsel exhibited the pressure of a public opinion which he could no longer
locks as proof. and they were proof, but not of her state- resist. This brings the whole matter to an issue, and the
ment. The severed hair was black, while that upon her crisis cannot be long delayed. It must have been imhead was fair. The "Rape of the Lock" was in this case possible for iVIr. Beecher's frionlls to conceal from themmore satirical than Pope's, and the suit seems to have selves and from him tho fad that the public sentiment
has undergone a marked change within three weeks,
been a very wigged conspiracy.
and is ebbing away from him more and more every day.
REv. W. H. H. MuRRAY. of Boston otherwise known as It seems that nothing short of desperation would have
Adironidacks Murry has recently tendered his resigna- led him 'to invite the inQuisition :he has now invoked.
tion as pastor of the church over which he has had Perhaps he thinks it wisest to face the inevitable with all
charge. The reasons assigned are because the church the courage he can comniand; and perhaps lie hopes
would not employ an assi;;tant to preach part of the time that, in spite of the overwhelming direct anu circumstanin his place, and because they refused to improve the tial evillence against him, a jury may be found to render
church and make it as rich and attractive as he wished. a verdict of not proven. But the American people will
Poor man; treat ell bad, was he not?
sift and weigh the testimony, and should the jury follow
A BosToN clergyman, in passing the store of one of the example of his Investigating Committee they will
our prominent dry goods jobbing coneerns a few clays share a similar fate, and leavo him in a still worse predisince, was stopped by one of the wide-awake salesmen in cament.- Golden Aac.'
the employ of the house, who, mistaking him for a bnYL'I'
THE REV. JOHN S. GLENDENNING has recently had a
of dry goods, took him most cordially by the hand, and preliminary examination before the members of the Jerasked him tho usual question," Buying much to-clay'/" sey City Presbytery, on tho charge of the seuuction of
&c. Tho supposed buyer saw at once the mistake the poor 1\Iary Pomeroy anll breach of promise. Several wityoung man was lltboring under, but waited a little and nesses were examined, who testifiell to the gooll and exthen replied: ·• You como up to my church on Sunday emplary character of iVIiss Pomeroy, to the reverend
morning next, and I will give you a good order."
gentleman's freQuent and marked attentions to her; of
THE joul'lmlistic mind of the country seems mainly to numerous presents (some of them valuable), he made
tend one way in regarcl to the Brooklyn scandal. Tho her. Her dying statement was given, that he was the
Now Haven Jou1·nal antl Cow·ier now thinks it hardly the father of her child. Evidence was also adduced, showing
proper thing for a minister to occupy his pulpit after re- he visited a lying-in hospital of this city, and made
maining silent for weeks nn(ler charges of aunltory and arrangements for her reception there.
The Presbytery fnmd a bill against l'rir. Glendenning,
rape preferred against him by the husband of one of his
ehurch members. 'l'he ProYidenee Jow·nal in an able and hold him to trial. They presentell four charges and
al'tielo on tho s1tme subject says: "A conviction is steadi- several specifications against him:
1. Of seduction and illieit intercourse with an unmarly fastening itself upon the public mind. oven among 1\Ir.
Booelwr's warmest fl'ienus, that there is too much prob- ried woman, Mary E. Pomeroy, on or about tho 4th of
ability in tlw charges." If the press indic<tlos the senti- July, 1873, under promise of ma rri1tge, anu that on sevment of tho country the public is eoming to one minll up- eral subsequent occasions he repeated these unlawful
1tets.
on the subject.
2. Broach of promise of marriage. That he gave her an
WEsToN OuTDONE.-De 1\Iahler, a Virginian by birth engagement ring, and that he maintained with Miss Pomis the greatest walker of modern times.. He has acquired eroy such intimate relations as to induce All cognizant
such <t fondness for walking he cannot abstain from it. of tho same to 'fully believe he intended to marry her;
He much prefers walking to riding. When he takes a still. without due cause, he emphatically refused to'nutrry
sea voy1tgo he is almost constantly pacing the deck of the her after he had ruined her.
ship. I-Ie was a soldier in our late 'var. and was serious3. Falsehood, giving specifications.
ly wounded, so that he remahwcl in a bent condition. He
4. Unministerial and unchristian conduct. That eight
wont to Paris to be treated, ttnd received but little benefit. weeks before the birth of the child, by intimidations and
At length he resolved to try walking as a cure, and threats of personal violence, he inunced i\Iary Pomeroy
thoug-h at first he could make bnt a short distance with to sign a writing flxonorating him from all bhtme in reftho aicl of a long sta!T, he persisted, and after a few days erence to her.
was ablo to walk out of France. He walked over Europe
The Presbytery have shown honesty of purpose and inon foot and is now engaged in making extensive tours on tegrity of conduct, which, in view of tho conduct of anthis Continent. In the htst llvo Y01trs he has walked over other church in thiR community, in reference to another
10,\l\JO miles. He owns properly in Virginia, tho innomo well-known sc.mulal is most honor1tble. 'J'IH'Y evidently
from whieh more than supplies him with shoo loatlwl' Imvo not tril'll to l'OJWeal th" wiekod eon duct of a member
and otlwr necessary expenses. He is indeed a practical of their clergy, A good example, indeed, for other
"walkist."
churches to patern after.
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Ibeauty
was, from her admirable culture and her extreme
rc"arcled as one of the nwst accomplishcll and

terrace, enjoying the last red beams of the setting sun
and marking the withered leaves that in the cool fitfu'!
'crc~turcs in that portion of the. country: ~e breeze whirled about them in flocks lilm birds, they
1 • ! lovely
.J..
sides her mother, she had but one relattve on thts stde espied him approaching with his gloomy cadaverous:
of the Atlantic-Francis Ellen court-a cousin, whom features and his long staff in l1is hand. Tbe air was
she had not seen since the time of her father's death, chilly and the yonng pair were well wrapped tip, and
A Tale of the Royal Colony of 11fasscu:husetts.
:and who had then, at the age of twenty, entered the seated close together.
''Here comes that lugubrious wretch Sloucher :
! army. Her mother, however, had hen;rd fr?m him
frequently, and had always spoken of htm ';tth great again,., exclaimed li:Iaurice when he caught the first
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.
, warmth as a noble and handsome fellow wtth excel- glimpse of him, "and the wonder is, dear Alice, that
lent pt·ospects. She remember~d.but little o~ the yo~ng you do not intimate to him in some way that he must
soldier· and had she a more VlVld recollectwn of lnm, discontinue his visits, as the fellow is an absolute
CHAPTER III.
it coulcl not interfere in any degree with the impres- nuisance."
"Ah! Maurice," she returned, "you cannot be
sion that had been made upon her bright and joyous
The Ravenswoocls, as already observed, resided in heart by :Maurice Fitz Raymond, in the same atmos- more desirous of their discontinuance than I am; b\1\
a beautiful villa on the edge of the town. From the phere with whom she had grown up to womanhood, arc you not aware it has been rumored of late
circumstances of their wealth they kept the lead of and who had been her accepted lover for now two that he is a most powerful and important personage
their neighbors, although they never saw company. years and up to the period when we encounter her in in this diabolical secret league against onr rights an(j
Their sources of income lay mainly in England, f~·om
liberties-this crusade against common sense and all
which ow in 0' to a serious family misunderstan dmg, company with Giles, the ferryman.
Although Peter Huskins was somewhat adv:anced that is noble and good ?"
they had e~1igrated ~orne years previously. Tl~e
"I have heard something of the sort," rejoine(j
father of Allee, Captam Ravenswood, had lost hts in years, the fanatic Sloucher was in the pnme of Fitz Raymond, "but scarcely credit it; uotwithstund.
life in an encounter with the Indians, a short time life. In personal nppearance, however, the one was ing it is said that l1e and that scoundrel Huskins arc
after his arrival in the colony, and when Alice was the antipodes of the other. Huskir1s was short .a_nd in league, and that it is through their joint instrumcnonly ten years old, leaving his beloved wife and his thick set, with ragged gray locks, and small, devth.sh trdity our prisons are now filled with those who have
only child to inherit his large property and to mourn eyes, that gleamed like infernal emeralds; while been incarcerated on the infamous charge of witch.
Sloucher was tall, stooped, raw .boned and cadaverous,
his loss.
craft.''
From the time of her husband's denth up -to that of with clark stmken eyes, a large mouth, black llftir and
·'How terrible!" returned Alice. "And to know
the commencement of our story, ~Irs. Ravenswood a nose and chin bent on scraping a closer acquain- that already nineteen have suffered death through
had been an invalid. She had never recovered the tance one day or other. His hands and feet were their machinntions ; if indeed they are guilty as you
shock received at the period this great calamity had of an enormous size, his arms long and sinewy, have heard."
befallen her, and being naturally haughty and some- and his shoulders, notwithstanding his height, broad
"Yes !" replied Maurice. "It is alleged that it
what exclusive she made it a pretext for living in and powerful. His check bones were high and his was owing to Huskins and the superstitioug wrct~li
strict retirement, and repelling all advances towards complexion sallow; and his whole countenance, like who now approaches, that Giles Corey was pressed to
anything like social intercourse on the part of those his dark, seedy apparel and heavy slouched hat, wo- death, although upwards of. eighty years of age, and
who resided in her immediate neigborhood, although ful and villainous in the extreme. Like Huskins he it is averred that this smne Sloucher, the monster,
on intimate terms with one or two families in the carried a stnrdy staff ; and notwithstanding that he thrust his tongue back again with that staff of his,
town· but beyond all with the Fitz Raymonds, Maur- was, constructively, a messenger of gospel tidings when it protruded from his mouth beneath the enorm·
ice a~d Florence, who dwelt on the opposite side of and good will to his fellow men, a more forbidding ous pressure to which he had been subjected t"
the river, in affluence commensurate with. her own, scoundrel never graced the annals of N ewgate or danBefore Alice had time to make any remark upon
and who were, in fact, the only persons outside her gled at the end @f a rope.
Still, under the impression that the fellow was but this terrible cruelty which has long become n histori·
dwelling that she took unreservedly to her heart.
This seclusion although natural enough in its simply a well-meaning and sincere fanatic, he was cal fact, the subject of th'"ir conversation appeared
way, gave grave offense to . some, and was a tolerated generally, and had access to some of the before them, and, while his brow began to lower more
topic of singular speculation with others who had principal · residences in and about the town, and gloomily than ever, addressed them in the following
learned to regard it with a superstitious eye; until, at among tlw rest that of the Ravenswoods, who, while manner, and without a single word or motion of salu·
last, it was hinted that the Ravenswoods, or at least the repudiating his superstitious and gloomy homilies, tation:
''Yes ! yes! follow the broad way that leadeth to
elder of the two, was on intima,te terms with "the did not care to set the popular opinion or rather that
gentleman in blar.k," who replenished her coffers of those in power,""nt such open defiance as to shut destruction-Waste your precious moments in sin and
whenever they were empty, and who was assiduously their door in the face of an accredited and generally soft dalliance until your P-Up of grace is full, and you
engagcll in beautitying the person ancl adorning the supposed harlllless missionary. And hence, from sink to eternal perdition !"
As the gaunt and repulsive figure stood with np!i[lcd
mind of Alice for the purpose of working, with great- about tile time that :Maurice and Alice were affianced
er facility, horrible spells similar to those which had to each other, and to within a week or two of the staff before them in the last crimson beams of the ely.
opening of our narrative, he was to be found at ing day, they shrank ror a moment from the terrible
already fallen upon the town and settlement.
Such superstitious and diabolical allusions as these the villa every morning or evening, worrying Alice expression of his countenance, highlrened as it were
were at first kept in check by the undoubted respec- with his scripture denunciations or exhorting her to by the ill-omcned words he had uttered. The feeling
tability of :M:rs. Ravenswood and the extreme youth renounce the world, the flesh, and the devil, and join of awe, however, was but trans1ent on the part of
of her al.aughter; but as the source of the wealth of him in the good work of going about and saving souls Fitz Raymond, for Hcarcely had the last gloomy sylla·
ble fallen from the speaker's lips, when he replied,
the family was not clearly understood but by a few, from perdition.
Notwithstanding that the invalid's case w&s appar- and in anger:
and as the terrible infatuation of witchcraft begnn to
"Wherefore do you come between us and the sun,
gain ground, this surmise regarding the unsuspecting ently more urgent than that of .Miss Ravenswoud,
and inoffensive pair became more pointed; but up to from the fact that the former was liable to be cut off ill-conditioned wretch ? Away hence and at once, or
the night of darkness and storms known to the reader, at any moment ''without repentance," he seemed to I shall lay that staff of yours about your shoulders in
pay but little attention to it; the sole object of his a manner you little dream of-accursed raven ! "
it had never been permitted to reach their ears.
Dark and forbidding as the face of Sloucher had
There is, we may safeiy aver, no class of human solicitude being the one who was likely to live the
beings in existence so essentially long-lived as that of longest. This surprised Alice not a little; but as she been when he addressed the lovers, it now seemed no
confirmed invalids. While others are dropping off' did not care to let him understand that his ministra- longer human, as he hissed through his fanged and
all about them in the prime of life and the fulness of tions were of the slightest value in any relation, she foaming jaws :
''Child of the Evil one, I know you ancl your gotl·
health, they continue to nibble.their broiled chicken, never referred to the matter, or allowed herself to be
drink their port-wine negus; and to be carriell up betmyed into any expression he might regard as less heart, which has already sealed your C':erlasting,
stairs, at their accustomed hour, every night for years, indicating that his presence at the villa was beneficial destruction. I know you, a'nd know you are seeking to
drag her who is seated by your side, clown to perditio11
swathed in warm flannels and chock full of gossip. m even a remote degree.
He was seldom admitted to the presence of li:Irs. with you; bnt learn this, your paths lie in diffcreJ\1
Although Mrs. Ravenswood had not the full flavor of
this class, that she belonged to it there could be no Ravenswood who was too nervous to bear his fanatical directions through life, ancl she shall never bear your
doubt, for notwithstanding all her daily presenti- outbursts; and this might afford some explanation of name!"
l\'Iaurice bounded to his feet, and were it not for the
ments of approaching dissolution, she still lived on most his apparent neglect of her spiritual welfare, were it
persistently and enjoyed her feebleness, her little bit not that what was obviously an unconquerable desire restraining hand of Alke, he would have seized the
of wild fowl, and ::ter game of Mum-Chance with to secure the eternal salvation of Alice beyond that of hideous fanatic, and unmindful of her presence, nl·
Maurice Fitz Raymond, while Alice and Florence any other person in or about the villa, overshadowed temptell to dash him to the earth.
'l'his latter, however, would have been no child's
who were about the same age held their sweet confi- every other sentiment on his part, and induced him to
dences on the terrace or sat by the friendly antagonists, forget all things sublunary, including the invalid, task ; for Solomon, as before observed, was of appa·
whenever he found himself in the handsome drawing- rent great strenght; an cl now that one of his worst
watching the varied fortunes of the game.
Maurice was a splendid fellow, in the prime of his room beside the fair young girl who had learned to moods seemed to be upon him, he drew himself up
suddenly and, dropping his staff, waited as if anxioliS
early manhood, and like his sister and the Ravens- detest him cordially.·
Owing to the frequency of these unwelcome visits to close with his antagonist .
woods had not a particle of sympathy with the religiPerceiving his own hastiness, and unseemly clispla)'
ous fanaticism of the clay. Like them he stood also .Maurice Fitz Haymond had, of course, often met the
by the persecuted party whatever its peculiar tenets gloomy fanatic at the villa; on such occasions he gener- of temper before his betrothed, Maurice quickly apol·
or belief; and hence he became obnoxious to the ally rebuked the sinister ravings of the insillious or cle- ogizecl to her and resumed his scat, while she in a few
psalm-singing tyrants that sought to enslave the whole lued wretch, for he was unable to say in wnich light he well chosen words, reproved the unwelcome vi5itor
colony, and who possessed sufficient power in the viewed !Jim. However, Sloucher saw and heard en- for his uncalled for constant denunciation and ofien·,
councils of state to pervert all justice and humanity, ough to satisfy him that he was not a favorite with the sive prophecies, and intimated, indirectly at least, that'
and to crush, for tile time being, all opposition to lover of Miss Ravenswood, and l!ad at last begun to his yrese?ce at the villa would in future be regarded
their dark nnd gloomy prejudices, beneath the wheels entertain the idea, that, considerate and urbane as anmtruswn.
of a superstition more revolting and ponderous than Alice was, he occupied no very exalted place in her
During h~r observation, Sloucher regarded her with
those of the car of Juggernaut. To none of those esteem either.
a fixed ancl singular gaze that had in it a something!
This conviction, which he struggled against effect- which almost froze the blood in her veins. After\
blind and cruel zealots, however, had he become an
object of so much hatred and enmity aR to the Rever- ually, hac! become so harassing to him of late, that having regarded her in silence for a few moments, hci
end Solomon Slouchcr, and the hideous Jackali- some found it difficult to account satisfactorily for his bent slowly clown and resumed his stafi. Upon this hcl
Huskins, although neither of these worthies had. for clisquietnclc, save on the supposition of a self-sacrific- leaned for a brief space, eyeing them both in a most
' so far, ventured to interfere with him openly; inas- ing ancl sanctified resolve, to pluck one brand from inexplicahlc and portentous manner, and then, without
much as he was as brave and as fearless as a lion, ancl the burning, at least, and to sufl'er patiently whatever uttering a single additional word, turned slowly clown
had no mean following at his back in Charlestown, reproach or contumely slwulcl be llcapcll upon him the avenue towards the highway that skirted the 11
whom they well knew would stand by him in any while making the attempt.
lawn, and was soon lost among the evergreens that
sudden emergency.,
But that the old Adam was not cnmpletely over- clu8tercd about the gate; while the lovers, re-eutering
Alice, as may be presumed, shared all the educa- thrown within himself was surmised by more than the villa, joined the invalid and Miss Fitz Raymond
tional advantages possible to the colony of that day; one; and of this Alice had a most striking proof two who had been engaged in a pleasant conversa.t.ion
so that whell in 1601, Massachusetts, Plymouth, or three weeks prior to the period of his introlluction tillite unconsious of what hac! just transpired on the
Maine and Nova Scotia, became the royal "Province to us at the ferry.
terrace.
of the ~Iassachusetts Bay· in New England," she
As Maurice and she were seated one evening on the
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
[Written expressly for
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15-17. It made their church a pure and perfect Said the darkey, "it makes me feel so good to bear
Mr. B. F. Underwood's Jesus.
democracy among its adult male members-the
EDITOR oF THE TRU'l'H SEEKER: In your issue of text quoted woulcl warrant a more extensive one Massa Whitefield say such good words, I can't hold
September 15th, under the beading, ".Jesus not a per- The~e " ~athers:• wished t? fo~·m a state polity: in-I must shant.'' "You fool, you," said the man
fect character," Mr. B F. Underwood enunciates a Theu clnueh pohty had so mgramecl the customs of "that is not Whitefield at all, but, another man wh~
·series of propositions, most, if not ail, of which will democr~ey into all their thoughts and ways, that, in
need entire reconstruction before they will cease to be th2 cabm of the May Flower, they instituted a civil is preaching in his ph•ee." "0 !" said the dl!l·key
misrepresentations. I would like to deal here with 15overnment exactly on the model of their democrat- picking hil'nself u~, "I thought it was ~Iassa White:
a few that will require the least space for considera- !? ch~reb. Massac~usetts, settled afterwards, had field ; and here I have been dirtying myself all over,
tion.
hkew1se a ~emocrahc church, but meant not to have and making a fool of myself for nothing."
:l\fr. Underwood says: "Jesus taught men to take a ~emoeratw state. The example, however, of her
We presume if the very sayings of ,Jesns were put
no thought for the morrow." :Jesns did just no such nCJghbor, Plymouth, and her own church form
thing. The Greek word, nustranslated, for our proved t?o much for her. She was compelled to a into the mouths of others, without it being known,
generation, " take ~hought," is .morid1·o. It means democratiC state. And, on these models our other they would not strike Christians, as worthy of special
to be torn with anxwty, to be anxwns. Hence, ,Jesus' states and our general government were formed. attention. And if they could be made to believe the
real command is, "be not anxious for the morrow." ~Ir. Underwood says : "He would have taught that
'fhc tronblc, in the passage referred to, arises from .JUSt governments derive their rightful powers from words uttered by Buddha, Confucius, Zoroaster and
a change in: the English language.
Om common the C?nsent of the governed. Jesus taught no such others were spoken by him, immense importance
version of the New Te~tament was made in James cloetnne." Had J\'Ir. Underwood known the gospels would immediately attach to them. "'l'he Golden
the first's time, when . t.he phmsc, to take thought, as aect1ratcly as a man assuming his position ought
meant what, to lie an~:w.us means with us to-day.- to know the1~, he would have kgown, that, our Rule" when taught by Jesus, is the grandest and
:M:r. Underwood has no nght to attaek an utterance of mod~rn doctnne of government's rights walked into most sublime utterance ever made, but when the
Jesus until he knows just what it is, until he hns got the world straight from Matt. xviii. 15-17.
same sentiment precisely, was iucnlcatccl 500 years
in some way, a correct translation of it.
· '
earlier by Confucius, they scarcely pay any attention
~r.
U~der~vood
needs
to
study"
the
gospels
and
Mr. Underwood says: "Jesus taught ·blessed he
to
it, and see nothing in it to be admircd.-[En. 'f. S.]
then·
apphcatwns
a
great
deal
more
thoroughly
than
ye poor, for yours i.s tlw. kingdom of God.' But woe
unto you that are nch, for you have received your he has done yet, before he will be competent to make
consolation.' Luke vi. 20-24.'' Had Mr. Underwood w~r on them. But, in this he is exactly ou a par
From Commodore Cobh.
known enough of Jesus' teachings to be competent to With every other Rationalist and Naturalist now
examine them, he woulcl have known that Luke is no living, from '!'vnd~ll down~ard. I do these people
FRIEND BENNETT: "Will you be kind enough to
authority for thal master's revelations. Jesus dele- ~II honor !or sJ.neenty and h1gh-hearted philanthropy find space in your, or our paper for a few rcmai·ks to
gated the twelve apostles, and them alone to "bear 111 attaekmg a system that seems to them absurd our friends and by friends I mean, those that open
witness of" him. .J olm xv. 27. Luke w~s not an and tyrannical. But, it seems to them thus absurd THE .'l'RUTH SEEKER at the first opportunity, look
apostle. Henee there is no reason for attributing to and tyrannical, because their knowledge of it is to over 1ts contents before they open any other paper ;
JoHN B. WrLLA.im. and by that stmw I know how the wind blows. It
Jesus the very objectional utterance "Blessed be ye the last degree, superficial.
Fall River, Wm·cester Go. ,jllcbss.
poor, etc."
is refreshing to see the wrapper torn off and left at
the post office door, and these are the boys and <rirls
Mr. Underwood says : Jesus "predicted the end of
REPLY.-As
Mr.
Underwood
is"
on
the
wing''
that open them so quickly that I want a ~vord
tlw world." Jesus did nothing of the kind. A man
filling
his
lecturing
cngagments
in
the
West,
and
as
his
with.
competent, by knowledge, to enter npon the warfare
Don't you think, now boys, that Bennett will have
Mr. Underwood has undertaken, would not, in this eyes may not meet the above, we will venture to say
instance, have been misled, as he has been by an- a few words in reply, though we are well aware he rather a tight time of it this year ? Reeolle.et that
last year subscriptions were all in advance, but by
other mistranslation. The phrase, understood by
him to mean ''the end of the world," has no such can defend himself much better than we can do it for the enlargement of the paper and few responding
him.
to the extra twenty-five cents it was rathe.r a heavy
meaning. Swedenborgian scholars have long been
fond of dealing with it, and have translated i_t,
We are unable to see that our correspondent has J;lnrde~ for our Editor to bear. Recollect the expenses
perfectly, "the consunum1.tion of the age " meanin<r made a point against Mr. U., or that he shows the for tins year are nearly double, and the paper is
sent to you; and me, on his faith in us as men, not
the era in which Jesus was living.
'
"'
Mr. Underwood says: Jesus ''encouraged bodily latter has misrepresented the teachings of Jesus. Christians. Remember this. boys, and see if you do not
mutilation 'for the kingdom of heaven's sake.'" According to the version of "God's \Vord," which think it our duty to act like a man-yes, act like a
Had Mr. Underwood not given way to the intensest the world are enjoined to accept, l\lr. U. eorrectly re- friend to himself, a friend to his children and a
bigotry he would have known better. Forbiddino- ported ~ir. W. 's favorite teacher. If it is essential that friend to posterity, by just in time of need, 'supporting our own paper, with cash in advance, and that
adultcry, Jesus says; "If t.h'y right eye offend thee~
pluck it out and cast it from thee, etc." Now, any- we study the original Greek, if Luke's gospel must promptly ? Recollect our doctrine is every man to
\Ve feel too mdcpcnclent to
one. not a fool, knows that the plucking out of the be thrown overboard, or if we must accept Sweden- bear his own burden.
lay our sins on Jesus; then why lay au unnecessary
right eye will not suppress unbwful passion. And borg's translation, it should so be expressed.
burden on our fellow man and tlwt the printer of our
the enunciator of the sermon on the Jliount was hardTo us nothing seems more clear than that Jesus own paper ? How does that look in print ? You
ly a fool. In another place J csus states the historic
disapproved
of
taking
thought
for
the
morrow,
or
in
may ask "who are the delinquents ?" I say you
fact t!Jat some had "made eunuchs of themselves for
the kingdom of heaven's sake." But he utters not a other words, of laying up stores for future use, and and I. If all who love to peruse the pages of THE
word in commendation of their act.
that he did not promulgate nor urge the importance TRUTII SEEKER would come up and do their duty,
Mr. U nderwoocl says: Jesus did not speak "of the of scientific research and investigation. It strikes us there would be but few delinquents.
Boys, there is something else I want to speak of;
intellectual and morn l progress of the race, confidence in which is no unimportant incentive to enter- our correspondent by claiming tha£ Jesus taught the I hope you are aware our Editor is a man that is not
prise." :iHr. Underwood presumes strangely on the intellectual progress of the race by praying that in the habit of going out to take tea with the ladies
stupidity of his readers. There is nothing that has God's "\Vill may be clone on earth as in heaven," is and having the chickens' breast put on his plate~
att1tined more prominence in all the utterances of the only special plea,liug. He perhaps is the first to as- nor can he walk into a first-class hotel and eat like
an Alderman and get off scot free for "saying grace"
world, than Jesus' instruction to pray that the kingdom of God may " come on earth as ~tis in herwen." sert that ''the Lord's Prayer'' is a· plea for scientfie at table ; and you !molY he is not a Christ, to make
five loaves of bread and two small fishes feed 5000
And to labor to bring about this kingdom is !tis one an<l intellectual progress.
business inst1'uetion for all men: '' Seek yo first the
It strikes us, also, that vV m. Penn's mode of deal- or make 5000 meals for himself, and I hope, friends,
kingdom of God, etc." Now, if Jesus' great and ing with the Indians, or the government of his calony that you would not like to see him "fast for forty
clays.'' As it is not the fashion in New York, for a.
perfect ideal for the futnra is not an ''incentive to
enterprise," especially when intertwined with the has very little to do with the matter of .Jesus' teach- farmer to leave his Editor a little garden sauce now
promise of inclividnal good to those who shnll seek ings. Quakers, we believe, attach less importa11Ce and then, and a turkey at thanksgiving, and a goose
at Christmas, and as it is ·' cash clown" in New York
it, 1t would be difficult to tell where to fi11d one.
to these teachings than other denominations.
fm·•evcrything that is bo11ght, we should not refuse
Mr. Underwood says: Jesus did not speak "uucOur friend evi,1cnt.ly thinks vastly more of the to supply him with the necessary dimes. Our Editor
quivoeally in favor of religions freedom and the
rights of conscience.'' To say nothing of the Gold- inculcations of .T esu,, than those of Mr. Underwood's is, also, not much of a success at fishing, and he never
en Rule which covers the whole ground in that re- school do. Ha<l he been raised in the faith ami finds a bit of silver to pay his clue bills with iri a fish's
spect, the very first beatitude carries the principle teachings of Buddha, Confucius, Zoraster or Mahomet, mouth; nor hns he been able yet, to find a meal-bag
higher than it has ever been conceived by any other probably he would lm1·e been C<(Ua!ly iri1p1·essed but what fails, or a cruse of oil that does not give
out ; nor has he the strength of a Sampson to slay 11
teacher.
In three paragraphs, too long to quote, Mr. Under- with the beauty and importance of their inculcations; thousand men. Then let a thousand or two of us
wood says: "Jesus tat1ght nothing of good govern- nncl to au impart.iltl witness there is no very great dif- try to give him fills by sending in our subscription
ment." I would commend to Mr. Underwood t.he ference between them. The sayings of either, are and any small 'sauce" that we can spare, and thus
study of the early history of Pennsylvania. That greatly admired and lauded by their respective fol- keep up '' our paper." "Let us stick to the ship."
.
COilDIODOltE C0BB.
Quaker commonwealth aftorded, for its first seventy
years, a more nearly Christian model of government lowers.
[We thank the Commodore for his practical remarks
A spirit of enthusiasm and fervor is easily aroused
than the world ever saw elsewhere. It embodied
in our behalf. If all were as thoughtful of our nefar, very far, more of the Sermon on the :Mount. iu the breasts of admil'ing devotees to such extent
Peter the Great said of it; How happy must be a tlwt ordinary sentiments nr.d remarks are magnified cessities as he has been, we would have but little of
which to complain.-ED. T. S.]
community instituted on their principles.'' Frederick the Great, reading an account of it, exelaimed, and elevated to axioms ancl beatitncles of marvelous
"Beautiful ; it is perfect, if it can endure." \Vith importance. We rem em bcr, w'hen young, hearing of
'l'he Oil and the 'Wine.
all due deference to Mr. Underwood I must take an enthusiastic, colored man, who went one Sunday
the opinions of these very great aud experienced t.o hear George Whitefield _preach one of his out-door
The powers, tlu1t overrule in the atrairs of men,
statesmen as of considcmble worth in relation to a
select. such instruments as arc best suited to the worlr
eonunouwmtlth touncled overwhelmingly on Chris- sermons, when years ago he held forth in this
to be done-this being transition period, in the world
country.
'l'he
darkey
was
a
little
late,
and
the
sermon
!ian principles. But, Puritanism, not Quakerism,
lS the prophet whose tomb the world is building to- was begun before his auivnl; but he soon entered theological, Iconoclasts are in requisition-general
day. "Puritanism" is, at present, the most dnz;r,ling int.o the spirit of it ancl became greatly excited and smash up, or smash clown is the orcler of the dayword in modern language.
Has Mr. Underwood
but I pray you, gentlemen Iconoclasts, deal tenderly
slept so soundly through all the paeans to it as not enthused-so much EO that he shouted, fell to the
with
tlle oil and the wine-the religious element in
earth
an<lrollcd
over
and
over,
soiling
himself
with
to !uwe become 11.ware of the following· sequcuee,
whwh every historieal selwlar ol' the age has a<~ the 1i\t.h on the ground, crying '• glory, hallelnjah," our make-up-the lever, whereby we may lie lifted
knowleclgccl, over ancl over, :tlHl over again, and &c., &e. He made so great 1111 ado, that 11 more to higher planes of bcing-t.llen shall they return and
proved its truth till it has become as uneqni voeal as
discern between religion-the genuine article-and
any fact in the exaetest science ? The Pilgrim ~taid man stauding near him questioned him thus :PREN'l'rss.
t'athers took their church model from 1\iatthew xviii, " What are yov making such a fuss about ?" "0 !•• effete theologies. ·
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In p~rsuing our examination of this subject let it
be borne in mind it is not for the purpose of casting
a stigmtt upon that which is really true and divine, or
treating with levity that which millions regard as
sacred and solemn ; but to see if the narrative is
positively the work of the hand of a God or whether it
is the silly tale of an ignorant person. If it really is
divine we will find it to contain the elements of t1'Uth
and beauty, while if it is false and inconsistent we
must regard it as a human production only.
In our last we left Captain Noah fioating around in
his huge vessel, without sail or rudder. (As the
masters of all vessels of much smaller size are honored with the title of Captain it is probably not amiss
that we should also accord this modern title to father
Noah.) We left him and his three boys busily engaged in cleaning out and carrying to the one small
window in the roof, the profuse droppings and necessary tilth of that great assemblage of live stock. We still
have a pity for him in the onerous duty he had to perform. Think, for a moment, dear l'eader, ·of the
amotint of labor it would require at the hands of an old
man six-hundred years of age and his three boys to safely protect, to feed and care for 300,000 living animals,
closely shut up for more than a year in an ark pitched
without and within. Did four men, before or since,
ever have such a task to perform? Would not such
a vast number of animals, birds and insects whose
nature was to be out in the free, open air, stifie, sicken
and die in such a close unventilated atmosphere ?
Vv ould it not require as great a miracle to keep them
alive under such circumstances as it would to preserve their lives in the water, or to create them anew.
We are told it took only a day to make them all in
the first place. It was certainly a greater mimcle to
preserve them all under such conditions than it would
have required of God to destroy the sparse inhabitants
of the earth at that early age, which it se~ms was the
sole object he had in view ?
There are so many absurdities and impossibilities
in the story that it seems marvelous to us how sensible people have been able to give their assent to it
and to believe that it was written by the hand of God.
It must be well understood there were many thousand
forms of existence that required peculiar conditions
and food which they could not possibly have for
thirteen months in the Ark.•
We before alluded to the difficulty of procuring the
immense variety of food necessary for all these animals while being gathered together preparatory to
entering the Ark, and let us dwell a little longer upon
the subject now that they are all shut in. Many
forms of animal life require fresh food in the form of
grass, herbage and leaves, and can live on nothing
else ; how could they get it there ? Others require
insects, grubs and bugs; how could they be furnished
for a year ? It of course would not do to use up the
stock gathered to preserve the species and they also
would soon be exhausted if so used. lVIany of the
large birds, as we have seen, live upon fish alone and
it would require an immense supply for them a whole
year ; where were they obtained ? We are not told
anything about Noah's having conveniences for fi~h
ing ; and he could have no adequate facilities for
getting the necessary amount of fish from the roof of
the Ark, and even if he had, he had more to do than he
possibly could attend to without fishing ; but how clid
the penguins, pelicans, fiamingoes, cormorants, petrels,
herons, storks, albatroses, cranes, gulls, ducks, and
hundreds of other water fowls get their food ? Of
course they must eat; they could not fast for a year.
A large proportion of what are called wild animals
require animal fowl, freshly killed and can subsist on
nothing else. How did they get their year's supplies? We are told nothing about this, or whether

they eat at all or not ; but is it reasonable to suppose
that the lions, tigers, panthers, leopards, hyenas.
wolves, bears, dogs, etc., etc., would be long quiet
without something to eat ? Would they not be apt
to ''pitch into" the sheep, goats' cattle, hares, rabbits and the hundreds of smaller animals and soon
exterminate them ? We are not told about any food
of this kind being provided them, and we cannot
reasonably suppose any was so provided, for it would
take more animals suited for the purpose, to sustain
ail the carnivorou& beasts for a year, than the whole
Ark would contain ; and they too, must have food
or they would become so emaciated with starvation as
to afford no nourishment to other animals ; but it is
nevertheless impossible for us to believe the wild
beasts named would or could live a year without
food. Mr. Barnum and other showmen could easily
give us information as to the amount of anilll(j,l flesh
required for the wild beasts, and the amount of labor
required to take· necessary~care of them.
Where did the elephants, camels, giraffes, horses,
asses, cattle, deer, elk, sheep, goats, etc., etc., get
their food ? Could they live a year without eating ?
What a bulk of hay and fodder it must have reC]uired
for them during that long voyage. How did the anteaters get their supply? How did the animals who
subsist on honey get theirs ? There are nineteen
species of goat-suckers or one hundred and thirty
individuals that feed on moths, beetles etc.. etc.
Then one hundred and thirty-seven species or nine
hundred and fifty-nine individual fiy-catchers; there are
thirty-seven species of bee-eaters or two hundred and
fifty-nine individuals. How could all these find their
food and how could they live ? Flowers are necessary for the existence of some bz1·ds and insects-where
were they obtained ? ~1any animals live on fruits
alone, many on nuts and seeds ; where in the Ark
could they be found ? How about those insects which
do not live a year, did the same ones which went into
the Ark come out again sound and well ? Really
more questions can be asked in relation to this story
of the big flood than our Christian friends can satisfactorily answer, and many we will pass by.
One of the great obstacles to get over, is, how all
the varieties of animals could get along peaceably and
quietly together. The nature of many animals is
so ferocious that they would not live amicably with
lambs and kids. We are told nothing about any
being put in cages or fastened with chains, and in the
illu~trations which have accompanied the narrative,
we have seen all the animals marching in or out in
pairs and with all the order and precision uf a regiment of well trained soldiers, and sometimes a boy
with a long gael. driving them. Is it likely the wild
beasts of the forest, the birds of J,he air, and all the
antagonistic animals existing would thus move and
live together in perfect harmony and peacefulness ?
rs it anything like our experience of the animal kingdom?
We have alluded to the altitude of Jlllount Ararat
where the Ark is said to have rested. It is 17.000
feet high-a long way above eternal frost and snow. Is
it not singular God did not cause the ark to fioat until
it could rest lower down in the valley where the cold
would not be so intense as to destroy a great portion
of the animals, birds and insects as soon as they
should emerge from the Ark, even if they were warm
enough while inside ?
And how about the food for all this host of animals
after leaving the Ark, though they had required none
before ? Remember the earth had been under water
nearly a year and in that time every tree, plant and
vegetable, every blade of grass must inevitably be
killed, for experience teaches us vegetation will not
stand drowning mu,ch better than the animal world.
How were all the thousands of varieties in the vegetable kingdom reproduced ? Dicl it require another
special creation ? It must have clone, but we are told
nothing on this ground. If we were so told, it would
not be easy to believe it, but hearing nothing about
it we are left entirely in the dark ; and must believe
what to us seems most reasonable.
A strong fact in opposition to the story of the deluge
is the existence of volcanoes in various parts of the
earth whose altitude is far inferior to that of
Ararat, and whose open craters have been belching
and smoking for thousands of years before the time

allotted to the fiood, and geologists find not the slightest indications that water has ever entered them.
Hugh :Miller stated that in the numerous extinct or
long slumbering vulcanoes of Auvergne, France, and
along the flanks of Etna as w<:!ll as in various other
parts of the world, of at least triple antiquity of the
Noachian deluge and though composed of ordinary
incoherent materials, exhibit no marks of denudation.
Sir Charles Lyell says, " no devastating fiood could
ever have passed over the fores~-zone of Etna during
the last twelve thouEand years." These authorities
are much more reliable thau the unknown and
unlearned writer of the book of Genesis.
Another insurmountable argument against the
truth of the story is of an archreological character.
Nations have existed from a time long anterior to that
allotted to the deluge, and they have no account
of any such fiood, and their continued existence is
proof positive of the falsity of the story. Prominent
among such nations are the Chinese ancl the Egyptians. If the world was totally drowned out, would
they not have known something about it ? The former nation claims a history running back more than
10,000 yeaas, while according to the Bible the fiood
took place a little over 4,000 years ago. The Egyptians had abundance of mummies, statues, inscriptions, paintings and other repre&entations belonging
to a period much older than Noah's time. Lepsius,
writing from the pyramids of Memphis in 1843, said :
"We are still busy with structures, sculptures and inscriptions, which are to be classed, by means of the
now more accurately determined groups of kings in
an epoch of highly fiourishing civilization as far
back as the fourth millenium before Christ," or nearly
two hundred years before the time of the Ark. Chevalier Bunsen, in his elaborate and philosophical
work on ancient Egypt, has satisfied many learned
scholars by an appeal to monumental inscriptions
still extant that the successive dyn!tsties of kings may
be traced back without a break to Jlllenes, and that
the date of his reign QOrresponds with a time nea1·ly
thirl een hundred years before the time of the fiood.
Again Lepsius ·asserted in the "'l'ypes of Mankind" that negroes and other Africanic races existed
on the Upper Nile at least 2,300 years before Christ ;
as this would be less than fifty years frum the time of
the deluge and it would seem they could not have
been the progeny of Ham; interim sufficient had not
elapsed for nations to have sprung up.
In view of hundreds of impossibilities and absuc1ities
of the Bible story of the deluge and in face of the
positive proofs that such an occnrence could never
have taken pl!tce, it is not at all strange that modern
clergymen should now preach a belief in a literal
deluge as described, is not to be expected, and that if
it occurred at all it was only local or partial-that science and religion go hand in hand, and that the former does not confiict with the latter. The Rev. Dr.
Talmage, one of the :first clergymen of the age, in a
late leader in the Christian at W01·k says, '' The Bible
account of the creation of the world from a Sunday
to a Friuay, the totality of tlle deluge, the utter
mobility of the sun, (at the time Joshua commanded
it to stand still), are no longer preached from
the pulpit.'' The Doctor greatly misrepresents the
truth-they are still preached from the pulpit, but
the fact of his and other learned doctors of divinity
trying to ignore .these old silly stories and endeavoring to make their religion harmonize with the
demonstrations . of Science, proves conclusively
the utter untenability of the " sacred stories.'' But
gentlemen of the clergy : how are you going to get
awtty from the facts ? The book which you still insist is the word of God, says positively that God de
clared before he produced the flood that he would
"utterly destroy both man and beast and the creeping
thing," and again, " the end of all fiesh is come before me. I will destroy them with the earth. I do
bring a fiood of waters upon the earth to destroy all
flesh wherein is the breath of life under the heaven
and everything in the earth shail die."
We are afterwards expressly told the fioocls did
come and "covered the earth to U>e tops of the highest mountains and that all fiesh died that moved U]JOn
the earth both of fowl and of cattle and of beasts and
every creeping thing and every man." Now reverend
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every thousand dollars worth of property that pays fellow men. It is not sufficient that we occupy a negnothing toward this public necessity, the other prop- ative position and simply deny the claims of priesterty has to make it up. The system is most unjust, craft and the Church. We need not be obtrusive or
a,nd every honest man should bestir himself to re- offensive in inforcing our views upon others, but we
move the injustice. In the coming winter let this should let our light shine that the people may see and
thing be thoroughly agitated ; let petitions be gotten know we have something superior to give them in
up and numerously signed, and presented to the legis- place of the dogmas and superstitions of the dark
latures of the Country, and let us keep knocking at ages. It should be our aim to improve the morals of
their doors and thundering in their ears until they are men and to make the world better.- This can be clone
compelled to do justice in this thing. There are by sustaining able lecturers, spreading Liberal books
many honest men belonging to churches who will co- and publications establishing Liberal and scientific
operate with other honest men in affecting this much libraries and by organizing and co-operating for the
general diffusion of truth.
needed good work.
:Many discourage organization of Liberal societies
In the matter of schools and the educational training of the young, t\te liberal class have munh of but it is certainly the way to make our forces effecwhich to complain. In all parts of the· Country the tive. We can easily see what organization will do for an
Jewish and Christian Bible is either used as a school- army or in the prosecution of any gigantic enterprise.
book, or the dogmas of the Church are inculcated- An army of twenty thousand men, if unorganized, is
thus inclining the pliable minds of the children of be- a mere useless mob, but if organized so as to work
lievers and unbelievers alike in the narrow channels together systematically and effectively it becomes
of sectarian is~, and of fastening on them 'ivh ile thus capable of great achievements.
As a class the Liberals of the United States should
immature the dire effects of a creed that will take a
life time to get rid of. It is almost impossible in our have a purpose in life, and that purpose to do good
whole country to find a school, public or private, and spread the truth. lf carrying out this requires
Duties of Unbelievers.
where the education of the young is perfectly free the expenditure of time and money, we ought not to
'!'here is no class of men but what are under obli· from sectarian influences. A religious education flinch from it. There is no reason why believers in
gation to society and themselves to perform certain should not be attempted in any of our schools ; for truth should be more parsimonious than believers in
lines of duties ; and Liberals, or the opposers of that word only implies teaching the doctrines and untruth. If Liberalism makes people penurious and
priestcraft, sectarianism and theological errors are dogmas of some creed. Liberals have a work in niggardly it is the worst feature it possesses. Liberals
cettainly no exception to the rule.
this direction and should use every effective means to have but to respect themselves and occupy the adThis class are in the aggregate fast becoming too remove this evil from the schools of our Country.
vanced position that. belongs to them, to h~.ve the
numerous to remain an inactive, negative power in
Another reform which Liberals have to make is in respect of the world and to be able to accomplish the
<!lUI' country, and it is time we had a fixed purpose in non-conformity to ceremonies and customs growing great good which humanity needs at their hands ...
life to perform and that we can move somewhat in out of the Christian religion. Under the present orconcert in the performance of this duty. It is not der of things, the priesthood exert and hold an influThis number of THE TRUTH SEEKEH completes the
en~gh that we deny the truth of theological dogmas ence over 'the minds and conduct of almost. the enand errors, but we should, so far as practical, use our tire country, beginning at birth and extending to the time of those whose subscriptions began with the
endeavors and powers for the good of the present and' grave. When a young man and woman wish to get year, making twelve numbers they have received.
coming generations, in removiqg the wrongs and in- married they usually go to the priest to perform the We hereby request all such to continue on with us and
justice that the leaders of the dominant classes have ceremony under the rites and usages of his church not cease to be readers of our columns. 1V e fain
laid upon the people.
creed. When chiiliren are born the priest again, in a would have such a friendship grow up between us, as
We find, in the first place, taxation heavy and un- large portion of cases, steps in and performs the cere- would be as unpleasant for our readers to rupture as
equally levied. While the poor man, the moderate mony of baptism. When the child gets old enough to for ourselves.
We also request those who began with No.5, or
farmer, the mechanic and professional man feels it attend school and Sunday-school he i~, as we have
oneorous to meet the taxes assessed to help to meet the shown, brought steadily under the influence of secta- the January number to promptly renew their sub·
expenses of government, we find that there are hun- rian teaching and priestly rule. If a member of a fam- scriptions. We will be glad if they will be more
dreds of millions of dollars worth of property belong- ily is seriously sick the priest is summoned and either prompt in this respect than those were who began at
ing to rich coporations and societies that is entirely prays for the person or administers some rite of the the commencement of Vol. I. We are sorry it it so
exempt from taxation and which does not pay a dol- Church. At death, the preacher is again brought inconvenient or unpleasant for our patrons to send us
lar into the .public treasury. This exempted property into requisition, presiding at and directing the fune- the moderate amount we ask fur <>ur paper; and we
is church property and is often called the "Lord's ral services and often the interment of the body. are also sorry it is necessary for .us to recur to the
property"; but, whoever the owners may be, if they Thus from the cradle to the grave we are under the matter; it is probably quite as unpleasant to us as
are able to own it, they are able to pay their due share almost continual influence and control of priestcraft to others. We are, however, needing what is due us
of public taxes, as much as the farmer on his farm or and Church domintttion, and the aggregate effect it and will be greatly obliged to all indeiJted to us if they
the mechanic on his little home, and they ought to be exercises is immense. Liberals have a duty in this will send in the amount. We think we are making sac·
made to do so. This exempted property which direction. They should dispense with the services of rifices t!Uite as great in the cause of free thought as it
enjoys perfect immunity from taxation is rapidly the priesthood in all cases. Let them declare their is for our patrons to send. us $I. 75 even if they got no
increasing; in all the eitieg, towns and villages of entire independence of this class of men. \Vhen they paper in return~ We hope every reader is feeling
our country we see springing up rich and magnifi- wish to marry, let them go before witnesses· and by that in perusing our pages he is getting the full value
eient churches and cathedrals, which, in the aggre- appropriate ceremony perform the rite themselves, or, of his money. Friends, the cau<e of truth and free
gate, cost immense sums of money. In this city if an official of any kind is preferred, let it be a civil thought demands that our joumals-our out-spoken
alone there are scores uf millions of dollars worth of mag1strate. The idea should be to marry, rather than organs be maintained; it is no time to grow indifferent
this kind of property which pays not a cent to help to get married. If children are born, a priest is cer- or fair,t-heatted, let us all work together. You do your
sustnin our Mnnicip!tl, State or National Govern- tainly not required to baptise the child or to perform part and we will certainly try to do ours.
ments. It is doubtless very fine for a rich church to any other ceremony over it. As the chi! i advances
BusT oF CoL. Ron'r. INGERSOLL--The office of
put fifty or one hundred thousand dollars or more in in age, he wants a strictly secular education entirely THE TRUTH SEEKER is graced with an elegant bust
a magnificent church and be e~emptecl from paying ft;ee from priestly dogmas and influence. In after of the author of the "Oration on the Gods." It is
a dollar of taxation, and it is clearly a first-class in- life this independence should be maintained, and in an imitation bronze of Heroic size-or one fourth or
ve~>tment; but is it justice to those who are not part sickness and death we have not slightest need of
one third larger than life-and is a splendid repreowners in this rich property ?
priests. When death occurs-and come it must with sentation of one of the noblest and most distinguished
To give sume idea of the ratio of increase uf this us all-let us have independence enough to have the men in the Liberal ranks. It was executed by Prof.
class of property, we will give a few figures by which body decently interred without the aid of a priest. M. A. Breed, of Peoria, Ill., who spent eonsideraiJle
the most oiJtnse can see there are reasons for the well Some Liberal friend may make appropriate remarks time at sculpture at Rome. We judge byl this specigrounded fenrs for the future of our country. In or the body may be quietly consigned to the grave men that he is master of his business. The head is a
1850 the amount of mitaxed church property in the without any ceremony at all, and if there is an exis- noble one, and is a fine study for a phrenologist.
United States was $87,000,000; in 1870, it was $354,- tence beyond the grave, the spirit of such will be just
Any admirer of Col. Ingersoll-and there are many
000.000; the amount thus inereasing twenty per cent. as well prepared to enter it as though a Buddhist, of them in the country-who would like a copy of this
per year, or doubling every five years. At this rate 1\tlalwmetan or Christian priest had pronounced in- work of art, that they may have in their house a repin 1875 it will amount to $708,000,000. Think for a cantations or prayers over it. Let Liberal& in no case resentation of. the man they esteem, will be readily
moment, and shudder, at the enormous sum this employ priest3. They certainly have been an evil in served. Price $20, put up safely for shipping.
class of church property mnst amount to at this rate this world, and possess not the slightest influence in Orders addressed either to this office or to the artist
of increase in the life time of thousands now living. the affairs of another.
as above, will receive prompt attention.
It is indeed appalling to contemplate.
Prominent among the duties of the lovers of truth
Too much cannot IJe said in praise of TuE I-lEA·
Every person can see, inasmuch as a certain sum of and mental freedom, is the one of aiding in the promoney is requisite to defray the expenses of t;unniug mulgation of their views. The time has now arrive.! '!'liENS OF THE 1-IEATII, by Wm. j}fcDonnell. Those
our government, and as this sum is gathered from when the Liberal element of this country should take who have read it, invariably speak of it in the highest
the people of the country in form of taxes, that for a step fonvm·d and no longer be silent before our terms. We advise all our friends to read it.

sirs, how are you going to get around this? The
story is either true or it is false and you ought, if you
believe it to be false, have the honesty to say so, and
not try to dodge the issue. You, however, see i: c~n
not be' true and yQu endeavor to evade it an~ still_ msist the story is the "word of God." It eertamly IS .a
t of a g· reat fable and a very important part. It ts
pat
recognized as true by many who are called " sacre d
writers," and among others by him who is called the
"Son of God." In Matt. xxv, 37-39 he is reported as
saying, "But as the days of N oe were, so shal~ also
the coming of the Son of Man be. For, as m the
days that were before the tlood they were eating and
drinking marrying and giving in marriage, until the
day that Noe entered the Ark and knew not until the
flood came and took them all away ; so shall the com·
ing of tlie Son of Man be." If Dr. Talmage and his
· learned coadjutors do now disbelieve tlte story and
wish to set it aside, it is evident their master believed
the account and gave it his endorsement. This proves
he was only mortal, and as liable to be deceived and
mistaken as other men.
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satisfaction of bliss, is therefore the one consummation ptttient tenderness its ministers display as thev go
to be desired. To achieve this is the province of the among persons of every condition, anxiously watching
churc]l, which is a spiritual dispensary, a spiritual and earnestly praying. Let us cheerfully admit tJ1at
benevolent !<oeiety.
their labor has not been fruitless. Multitudes, no
The Love of Man.
According to this view, the soul is the man. If we . doubt, they have rescued from despair; in multitudes
closely what the soul, by nature is, we Jearn that they have awakened the desires, longings, hopes that
J esns being asked by a lawyer the way to the ask
it is a separate entity, distinct from the reason which lift people above the fears and care!! of a worldly
eternal life, referred him to the precepts of the law contemplates truth, from the intellect which searches life; to multitudes they have given the peace that
which ran: ''Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with opinions, from the aflections which cling to persons, passes understanding, the joy that transcends every
all thy heart, and soul, and strength, and mind; and from the conscience which indicates the right and the other, the trust that never can be taken away, they
thy neighbor as thyself." I acknowledge the precept, wrong in human conduct, from the mind however have quenched the tettr of death, they have dissipated
the lawyer replied; but questions occur. It is very comprehensively defined. It is the part of the mrrn the terror of judgment, they have created a consciouswell to say: love your neighbor; but who is my neigh- by wMch he is allied to God, and holds commerce with ness of a divine nature, and kindled the hope of a
bor? A pertinent question, to which Jesus replied by the Infinite Being. It is the part that worships, prays; divine destiny.
.
telling the admirable story of the good Samaritan.
But is this what we mean by the love of man? Does
The lawyer considered himself answered, and let the trusts, feels the presence and the power of divine
matter drop. At all events this is the inference drawn things. Enjoys the perfect happiness and the unutter- this satisfy our idea of rational philanthropy? Is this
by the evangelist, who takes pleasure in the lawyer's able peace of heaven. The aim of the lover of souls the best kind of love? Is it a kind of love that comdiscomfiture. One can easily, however, imagine him is to make the union with God so intimate that eternal mends itself to an age like ours? That it is technical
is evident at a glance. Its method is not natural, its
pressing his queries further, and with an honest inten- felicity is won.
Sc.- far all is simple, for who is. there that does not spirit is not genial, its essence is not human. It is an ·
tion too, to get at the heart of the case. Thus, he may be
supposed to have argued in a strain like the follow- feel this union with God, as the devout call it, this affair of the priesthood, a :thing which the priesthood
ing: Yes, master, the case you propose is pertinent and close commerce with divine things, to be a most alone can understand or deal with. It concerns anforcible. In so simple an exigency as that of the essential thing? Who will not admit that the task of other state of being than this, and but for that state of
poor traveler in the pass, the duty is clear. The promoting it is one of the sweetest? It may well be being would lose its significance; for this world it is
priest was a poltroon, the Levite was a heathen knave. the work of a separate ministry_ Appropriately the not necessary. It is not what. we. call a rational
The Samaritan was the true man. Clearly the wound- minister of religion is called, •' The physician of thing; it does not implicate the mind or the affections,
ed man's race, tribe, social condition were not to be souls," in this sense that he begets and restores sympa it implies no intelligence, no maturity of judgment,
taken into account, in an emergency so dire. The thy between men and the spirit of the universe in no fineness of moral perception, no ti·aining in the
only considerations that claimed a moment's attention, which they live. The love of souls is no pretence and nice equities of Iannan intercourse, no enlarged view
were considerations of humanity, and there was but one no fiction. There are timid souls that cannot believe of life, its ends .and intentions. It has no reference
way in which humanity could be shown; but one kind themselves of any worth. These must be made to feel to culture in any of its aspects, but can be as perfect
of help was admissible. But all cases are not so clear that every one is of wOTth; that in the light of the in the narrowest mind as in the widest.
This love of soule has no social significance. It has
indeed very few are. In many instances, where th~ Infinite, distinctions of dignity disappear, and the
neighborly relation is confessed, and the kindly duty smallest has its share in the perfect kindness. 'l'here no reformatory designs. It does not tend to the
is acknowedged, the duty ie still doubtful. It is some- are doubting souls which cannot believe in the perfect ameliomtion or the improvement of the human lot.
times a grave question in what form help shall be kindness, but are continually losing their hold of the It has no care to diminish poverty, reduce vice, abate
given, or whether it shall be given in any form, how clue that guides through the labyrinth of the univers- crime, abolish servility, reconcile worldly inten•sts.
brotherly love shall be expressed, what brotherly love al care; these must be taught to trust where they can- Its operation is outside of the. general community,
requires. There are no problems ·more perplexing not see. There are lonely souls that feel deserted in confined to the consciousness of the individual, and to
than those of kindness. Your tale of the Samaritan a bleak, waste world where there is no near Father, a corner of that consciousness. So completely has it
meets one aspect of the general subject; but a score of to these must be shown the closeness of the divine given the go-by to the practical concerns of life, so·
such tales witl not meet all the aspects of it. Tu go administration, the palpitating presence of the su- summarily has it dismissed from re11:ard the solid
no further let me suggest the case of the robbers who preme thoughtfulness in every atom of creation. affairs of men, that the people who deal with these
P!unclered the man in the. pass and departed, leaving There are fearful souls that shrink with terror from affairs, economists, reformers, teachers of socittl
hun half dead, or the pnest and Lcvite who saw the the thougllt of the Infinite they imagine they have science. pay no consideration to it whatever, look at
plight he was in, but hurried by lest they should find offended; to these must be brought home the moral it as an idle, visionary thing, speak of it as an illuthemselves in a similar one. Were not these neigh- conviction that the very word God means goodness, sion, and treat the professms and ministers of it with
bors also? Were not these men and brothers? Is not and that the suggestion of God is pardon and in- scorn as men who not only do nothing substantial for
the office of love one to them, according to the law? spiration. The causes that disturb the sense of union their kind, but intcrfei·e with others who would do
but how to discharge it is far less obvious. A little between man and the soul of the world he lives in are something. The consequence is that a powerful rcointment, a sip of wine, and a few pennies will not too many to be spoken of ; the unhappiness occasion- action against the love of souls set in, and in opposimeet their occasions; nor is it clear what precise senti- ed by them is extreme ; the duty of removing it is a tion to it, a love of very different character was proment or shade of sentiment one ought to cherish to- sacred one ; the means of removing it are various; the fessed, a love of bodies.
.
ward them. If you say, "Treat them as you would employment of those means requires a very delicate
2. This love of bodies went as far to an extreme in
have them treat you in tile same circumstances " ministry, large, sensitive, earnest, sympathetic, culti- one direction, as the love of souls had clontJ in another.
it is hard to say how one would wish to be treated. vated, furnished with knowledge, discernment, tact, Man is a body, was.Jiow the cry. His soul, if he lias
'l'hat would depend on his estimate of manhood and the deepest faith, the sunniest hope, the widest charity, a soul, dwells in a body .and is u~der its physical conthe relative worth he attached to sensations ~nd to the amplest resources of inte111gence and feeling, the ditioue. Bodily sufi"erings are keenest, bodily wants
qualities, and the standard of desire or of satisfac- most copious supply of hearty human nature. For are the most pressiug ; bodily needs are most acute,
tion that he placed before him. In a word it must be such a Jove of souls as this is no technical thing, but most tangible, most curable. It is as a being with a
decided by the moral stamp of the man. I mio-ht de- a thing exceedingly vital.
'
body that man demands love. Love 1i1eans pity for
sire to be let off unharmed and unblamed : you"'might
Not precisely of this nature is the Jove of souls as bodily pains, and remedy for bodily ailments, Love
wish to be disciplined into worthier character. And ecclesiastically and dogmatically apprehended. By means fire, al}d food, and shelter, and clothing; c<;>lllso, in spite of your instructive and beautiful parable I no such natural wholesale process is the mysterious fort to the comfortless, help to the helpless, solace to
must confess that the whole. subject 1s as clark to 1~y entity called by priests "the soul," brought into reht- the miserable. Love means deliverance from actual
mind as it was at first.
·
tions of intimacy with the mysterious source of its ills, from plague, pestilence, famine, from battle and
If this interview had occurred mmodern society the being, but by some sacramental £harm or talisman, murder; it is mercy. compassion, rescue, as interpretrea~oning ?f the man of law ~onld be. even more 'stag- the virtue inherent in some rite, the grace communi- eel by natural philanthropy.
g~rmg. W rth us th~ mystery of mystenes is the mystery ca.ed by some ceremony, the efficacy of faith in savMany things conspire to make this version of the
of_ bro~herhood. 'l h~ology propounds no dogma so be- ing dogmas. The lover of souls, according to the love of man popular. Tile century we live in is disWildenng as the doctrme of kindness which is innocent- common persuasion, is a species of magician, a worker tinguished by the !ilttention that is bestowed on the
ly offered as a substitute for it. It ~ere as easy to of miracles in the metaphysical world. His object is extemal condition of mankind. The multiplication
tell how to bel!eve _justly on the su).lject of Trinity to beget a_peculiar and indescribable experience. He of industries, tlle general increase of wealth ttnd comas how to tlnnk JUstly on the subJect of brotherly is not an educator, a cultivator, a refiner of temper fort, bring the physical welfare into prominence, and
love. To tell how to do that has been the task of and disposition, a cleaner of the natural heart, a make physical states important. Luxury is clifphilosophers from Plato clown. Sentimentalists and quickener of the human conscience, a generous elevator fused, and its diffusion is accompanied by bodily lassimen of science have puzzled their brains with it for of the mind ; he is rather an expert in the application tude, love of ease, hatred of pain and disturbance,
centuries ; the theories about it make a literatm-e a of certain spiritual medicaments with which the c1urch sensibility to animal suffering. The discovery of
dozen liter';Ltures. The laws of social economy lo~k is supplied by the Christ, and which, except in the anesthetic agents has made even the thought of pain
toward tlns end, and no other. The genius that church, are not to be found.
intoleraLle. We fall into the way of regarding pain
would once have been spent in the effort to sound the
A physician visiting his patient supposed to be in as a horrible and quite an unnecessnry thing, to be got
nature of God, is now devoted to the task of devising the Jast stages of disease, found a clergyman sitting rid of at once. Pain is the great bugbear, and the
the best way of expressing love to men.
by her bedBide carefully probmg her consciousness fear of it extends to every species of discomfort. Our
As we look into the subject we find three forms in with subtle questions intended to reach some deeply compassion is keenly- excited by physical distress.
'V:h~ch _this human love, this _g~spel philanthropy ex- hidden secret of feeling. To the gentle remonstrance The infliction of it is reckoned barbarous. Love calls
lubJts 1tself. Each charactenstw of a phase of feeling of the physician that he migllt be disturbing the for its abolition.
yet each wholly dist!nct from the other two. Let us patient's re~t and diminishing the chances of recovery,
The extent to which this kind philanthropy is carcall them the love of souls, the love of bodies, and the he replied that the spiritual condition was of first con- ried is wonderful. Every natural feeling is enlisted
love of character ; and let us look at each of them in sequence, and if death was imminent- could not be in it. Every natural affection is its ally. The tear
turn.
neglected; the welfare of the patient depended on it. flows, the voice trembles, the helping hand is out1. The love of souls.-This is the form in which But, rejoined the physician, we do not know that stretched at the first motion of distress. Monev is
philantlirophy is . 1~rofessed and practised by the death is imminent, and my office compels me to pre- poured out like water for the relief of suffering; charchurch and by rehgwn as !1 special care-taker of man- vent its imminency, If possible; and to secure all the ity runs in streams, or is gathered up in institutions
kind. The ofl:ice of the ministry is sometimes called conditions of restoration to a state of health. And why which provido relief for every species of misery.
"'l'he cure of souls." For tl•e ministry lwweve{- should you be anxious in regard to her spintual con- Orphan Asylums, charity schools, homes, hous8s of
organized, under whatever mode of disciiJline con- dition ? We all know that she was pure, sweet, faith- refuge, free dispensaries, kitchens, dormitories, hos~emplates_ the res~ne of soul~ from_ misery and' their ful and did her duty to evl'rybpdy, like !t loving and pital beds, nur:scs, visitors, . are built, endowed,
· mtroductwn to bliss. The pnest efiects this by sacra- lovely girl. \Vhat can be amiss witll her?" "Ali," said administered, organized in every community. Whomen~s.; the preacher by doctrine ; the pastor by ad the clergyman in response, ''that may be, but that is not ever has a suffering can present a claim. The diminmomtwn and appeal. In the view of all these the all. What you say of her character and disposition ution of suffering is the aim of benevolence.
soul is the essential part of the man. .!\'Ian is a soul is doubtless true, but the question is, has she that inner
The criminals are not left out of the account. The
i~can:ate in a ~ody and p~aced for a short space of consciousness, that experience of faith and Jove which study is how to punish them without pain. Corpoml
t1me 1r; till CJIVn·?nment of circumstance. The body is the sign of regeneration. That I wish to discover, punishment is assailed as cruel and barbarous. Agon·
falls otl; the envn·onlllent dissolves· but the soul en- and, if I do not lind it, to procluce before the supreme izing inflictions of every kind are regarded with disdures. Its des~iny _is the prime codcern ; its experi. hour comes."
like. 'fhcre JllUSt be no torture chanibers, no whips,
ences. a_re of pr_1me importance ; to it belong all the
This is the love of souls the church practises. Let no short rations, no inaeeration of the flesh. Under
capamtJCs of pam and all the capacities of bliss.
To us do justice to the work and the intention. Let us the inspiration of this philanthropy a few years ago
secure its futm-e against pain, to provide for it a full acknowledge ungrudgingly the zeal, the fidelity, the there was a cry for model prisons, clean, airy, light,

'
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a t where the criminal was not to be so much
At these model
.. cofso~: Thomas Carlyle aimed his ~rim sarcasm. . ~e
·, P~ 1 d he could have any such fine house to live
. ;wts lC t"et nnd retired RO free from intruders and
rn w qu
m
'
• h
b'
his time
to himself.
What books· one mtg
t
w~i~!'there! No such books now, cans't thou have,
0 reader!
.
.
The compassion for suffering plays _a l~rg~ part m
e endeavors to mittgate the penal_ties mfhcted on
einous crime. It is probably a_constde_rable element
· tl
p 1·evalent horror of capital pumsluuent. Im•lllrisonment
Je
. wou ld
for life, o~ even f or t wen t y yeat_s,
P infinitely more terrtble to a thoughtful person _than
be
execution by ax or cord; but the_ latter .are assoctate_d
with violence and agony; . t~~~-r physt_cal aspect IS
hideous, they shock. the sensib~htws .. W t!h v~ry m~ny
1•t is not death they would bamsh, but the chsgustmg
h sica! accompan~men.ts o~ violent death at the
taKds of the public executiOner, that ma~e th~m
shudder at the thoug_ht of the scaffold. It Is 9-mte
ossible that if a . pam less death could be devtsed,
~ome method by whicl~ th_e useless. or refuse mem_ber
of society, could be dtsmtssed from the ~orld w~th
out the consciousness of a pang, much of the obJection to the death penalty would be removed. I observe that the brutality ~f the punish~ent is _harp~d
upon more than the pumshment. A hfe-long tmpnsonment however terrible to the imagination, is not
appa. Ui~g to the sensibilities, and is therefore contemplated with ?omplacency. We would spare all unnecessary pam.
That this form of love for man has its true and
beautiful side it would be wild to question. The tenderness of its sentiment, the earnestness of its motive the humanity of its kindness, all must appreciate.' Who can feel too deeply for human misery ?
Who can pity too much, human infirmity? Who can
too jealousy wish to relieve human distress, cure
human maladies, remedy human woes ? Who can
lay too much stress on the importance of the human
environment as affectiug human welfare, or the
necessity of altering physical conditions before aught
else of a more interior character can be attempted?
The very ministers of thll Evangelical theology,
the believers in a sacramental regeneration, the professors of the philanthropy which consists in a love
of souls, are coming to the conviction that souls
must be reached through bodies, that you must
satisfy the hunger for bread before you can create a hunger for the manna from heaven; that to
talk of the love of God and the blessedness of redemption to people who are freezing and pining in penury
is idle; that love must begin at the beginning, and the
beginning is sensation. This doctrine is preached
from "Evangelical" pulpits, and is gaining favor with
apostolical men; churches practise on it; the greatest
church of all, the church of Rome gives consent to it.
But this interpretation of the love of man has its
dangers; dangers so palpable and so obvious to all
that it is unnecessary to do more than allude to them.
1'here is such a thing as paying an excessive regard
to physical conditions, and it is a very easy thing to
overestimate the importance of physical comfort. If
it is unwise to forget that man has a body, it is no
less unwise to forget that he has any thing else-the
love of souls may be visionary, but the love of bodies may be weak. The peril of entertaining this latter
idea of philanthropy is that mental and moral enervation may ensue, that the spiritual element, by which
I mean the intellectual element, may be thrown so entirely into the background as to disappear. Paiu is
an ugly thing whatever shape it assumes; but there
are two ways of being delivered fnom pain, one is to
kill it, the other is to conquer it-and of the two the
latter is the nobler. To be without pain is sweet, to
be able· to endure pain is admirable. The service of
anodynes is vast and beneficent, and it does not consist merely in the temporary cessation of acute anguish. It consists quite as much, nay, even more perhaps, in the waste of organization that it saves in the
economy of nervous energy that it allows. The wear
and tear of vital tissue is unspeakably less than it
used to be. The resources of power are preserved.
Yet it is possible too, that there may be a loss on the
other side from the lack of moral force, that is developed by the need of resistance. The gmnd old doctrine used to be that the mind should control the
body; that reason should subdue sensation, that the
will ~hould rise to be superior to the emotions. Is
that grand teaching obsolete? Not yet, let us hope;
not yet, let us believe. Rejoicing at the amcliomtion
of mortal 9onditions·is mingled with sadness as we
contemplate a parallel diminution of fortitude. If ease
brought earnestness, if the strength saved by it were
taken up by the mind and used for the higher culture,
that would be fine. But is it? Painful sensations
are to be dreaded; but pleasant Eensatious are to be
dreaded scarcely less by those whose aim is the attainment of character, the discipline-of mind.
I heard with admiration, a while ago, of a young
man, who, being obliged to submit to an exceedingly
painful and somewhat protracted operation on the eye,
declinecl to be made unconscious while it was performed. 'l'he surgeon urged him to accept the relief, assured him that the pain would be exquisite, told him
that the operation required absolute steadiness on the
part of the patient; but the brave youth persisted and

P1e~ nd as temporarily detained.

conquered. The agony was almost insupportable;
possibly it rendered his recovery slower, but the endurance proved that the youth had a quality of infinitely more value than any amount of peaceful unconciousness, and confirmed him in it.
That this love of the body, this regard for pleasant
sensations has an enervating effect on society is too
obvious to need mention. It makes the suffering
pity themselves, regard themselves as afllicted and
persecuted, as unfortunates to be commiserated. It
encourages them to exaggerate their sufferings,_ to
brood over them, to thrust them forward, to whme
about them. It countenances dependence, begets the
craven spirit of the beggar and the parasite. And all
th1s tends directly to foster the very qualities from
which pauperism spring, keeps the sufl:"ering near the
places of comfortable supply, herds them in cities,
makes hot-bed plants of them.
The effect of the teaching on the moral sentiment
is deplorable; for it restrains the indignation that
would blast iniquity, thus undermining the bases of
conscience in those who do wrong, and disarming the
power of conscience in those who do right. If pain:
be tlie dreadful sting,if the infliction of pain be the
forbidden thing the moral law is at once dispensed with the ~oral sentiment is dismissed, and
both they who must needs be lifted, and they who
must needs lift, are incapacitated for effort. None
can be punished, and none can punish; !he pith of
responsibility is decaye'd, and we ha':e a n~ht to _expect nothing better than the deluge of senttmentahsm
submerging the ~ountains of duty.
.
3. We must gtve to the love of man a new mterpretation if we would_ save it from . dis;epect. And
what new interpretatiOn can we gtve It but by explaining it as the love of qualities, of character, of
manhood of the man himself ? Love of ll:Ianlwod, this
is the tr~e philanthropy. The mystical love of
the aoul disregards it.
The_ sentimental love . of
the body leaves it out of view; but every thmg
else does it honor. Such is the love toward man that
is shown by the Author of Nature. To make men
manly is his aim; to ~ducate them in s~lf-dependence,
fortitude, courage, sktll, prudence, thnft, J~dg~ent;
to make them masters of themselves and thetr sttuation lords of their passions and arbiters of their fates
is bls purpose. The economy looks to the increase
of human qualties. Ages of discipline lead up to
man; ages of discipline lead man up to himself.
In the exercise of this high philanthropy the divine
lover of the world makes large and incessant use of
the ministry of pain. Pain is his agent, one of his
prime ministers. He calls it in on all occasi?ns; he
appoints to it a function at every stage of extstence;
he makes it authoritative over every muscle, fibre, nerve.
He has no objections to making men suffer in mind,
body and estate. The frame of man, costliest of
structures, composed of the quintessence of the u~i
verse is shaken tormented, scarred, mangled, cnppled, 'pinched wlth cold, e~1aciated by hunger, ~wi~
ted by rheumatism, bent, disfigured, paralyzed ttl! 1t
becomes a hideous thing to look at. The . diseas~s
we spend so much time to baflle and beat oft, are Ins
servants despatched in order that we may be compelled to rouse ourselves to beat them oft:; and in so doino- make ourselves muscular and wise. The bensts
will not be called off till the hunter is expert enough
not to require their ai,d. So dear is a m_entnl _or moral
quality to the ed~cator of n_1an that for a l!t.tle patience, valor, forestght. he wtll devastate famthes, and
make generations yield up the ghost. He spares
noue but treats all alike with a terrible severity which
we k~ow must be kind, because we perceive that it
educates. Delicate women and tender children add
their woes to the rest, so that when speaking of the
love of heaven we must shut our eyes or turn them
away from vast tracts of experience.
.
The result too is as home,y as are the means wluch
produce it. Wha_t nature dem~nds is n_o mystic experience, no ecstatiC _frame of mmd, no metlable conscience of divine tlungs, but a sober common place
quality available for daily use and only !01: that;_ call
it self-respect, independen?e, pluck, gnt1 mtel11gent
acquiessence with the nppomted order of the world.
The evangelical ''love of souls" is too fine spun for
providence.
.
.
.
A return to this method of nature ts needed to gtve
wholesomeness to our philanthropy, to make it robust
and effective. When this love to man becomes fashionable, friend· will show love_ to friend, kinsman to
kinsman, lover to lover, not m the contrary manner
of the conventicle, nor in the weak manner of parlor
counesy, but in the fr~~k style of_ re_spect, by hono_ring the honorable quaht1es an~ bnngwg the~1 out . 111
force. The father will love Ius boy, not by mdulgmg
his whim~ feedino- his desires, keeping him well supplied with' pocltet~noney, paying his bll_ls, conniving
his follies winking at his vices, standmg between
him and tl;e consequenc·es of his acts, apologizing for
him and teaching him to excuse himself, but by placing him, will equipped with suggestio~, adv_ice and
discipline in a position to understand lmnselt and the·
woriLl he live~ in, bidding :fight his own battles, improve his own victories, bear his own defeats, t~eas
ure his strength with his circumstances, muster Jus resources to meet his emergencies, in the struggle of
life to accept life's conditions.
Society will say to the unfortunate, it rests with
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you and with you alone to bring fortune round to
your side. Something may be done to give you opportunity, but you must seize the opp_ortunity when
given. Something may be done to Improve your
condition, but you must snatch the benefit. of the
improvement. The most that can be granted ts help
to help yourselves, but only the minimum of that can
be allowed. You must show that you are able to
help yourselves before you can receive even that
measure of assistance. No beggary will be allowed,
no idleness, no inertness, no dependence. The first
requisite is that you be men. For you there can be
no peace or happiness but in that. If you cannot be
that, it will be better for you and for-all of us that
you should die. The survival of the :fittest is the
law. If the question lie between the survival of the
fittest or the survival of the least fit, it can be answered only in one way.
.
Society, if the method of nature be observed, w~ll
say to the criminal, you have forfeited your place 111
the fOcial order, and must suffer the ·consequences
whatever they be, proportionably to your offense. If
you would regain your forfeited position you must
earn it by faithful duty. You shall not be hated; no
one shall take vengeance on you; you must simply
endure the pains of exile and outlawry, till you consent to be as other men are; no pardon is in order; no
release after a brief imprisonment; no commutation
by fine or absence; no smoothing over of turpitude
by compassion falsely so called. The penalty must
follow the crime, as long as it must, come back when
you will: but unless you will to come back sane and
good, you must not come back at all. We will not
send a priest to soften and convert your soul and help
you to "make peace with God." With that we have
nothing to do. Our conscience is with soctety, and the
interests of that we shall jealously watch.
That such human love as this prevails or is in the
way to prevail, is not affirmed. '!'hat it is cherished by
any considerable number of people, or by a few people with any absorbing energy of conviction, may be
questioned. That it will for centuries yet take _the
place of the philanthropy that consults the physteal
needs of the outward man, or even of the philanthropy
that consults the spiritual requirements of the soul may
be doubted. But that ultimately it will supplant _both
may be believed; fur reason is in its favor, expenence
countenances it, the method of nature is on its s~d~,
the promise of the future is with it. At present tt ts
hardly more than an idea, unformulated, undigested,
unprovided with practical expedients. When these
shall be added to it, the day will have come when
justice and truth shall meet, when righteousness and
peace shall kiss each other.

Morality vs. Religion.
Religwn-what IS 1t ; can any one tell? If every
religious organization in the world should be represented by a delegate in a general council, how
many of these religious representatives would agree as
to what religion is? No two of them would agree!
Each one would define it differently from all the others.
Eaoh one would assert with the utmost confidence
that his is the only correct definition of the term and
that the definitions of all the others are wrong ! The
conclusions would be that all would. be wrong
and all would be right ! A very great absurdity.
Such a learned council ought to certainly convince
eifectively the unbeliever that "Religion is a glorious
thing." So good-so sweet .. that iL ,;-vould make_ ~s
such good citizens-good netghbors.
And that tt IS
surely worth all the millions expended an ually for
its support. "Brethring let us pray." I will now bestow a few thoughts on morality. Aforality is simply
doing that which is right; or it is doing unto
others that which we would. have them to do unto us
under similar circumstances. Or as Webster has it, •
"The quality of an action which rende~·s it good."
Morality is a term understood by ~II ahke. There
is no -disputing its meaning. Christian, ~Iahometan,
Jew and all ao-ree upon its meaning. All are unanimous upon the fact that morality is good. That
it tends to make us happy. That a moral man
or woman is a good citizen. That it is a quality
distinct from and independent of religion. '!'hat
Heligion without morality is worthless. That a relio·ious person without morality, is nor cannot be a
o-god citizen. Now if this be true (anrl I defy successful contradiction) religion whatever it may be is bad.
Or to make the best of it, it is something which is destitute of o-ood. Therefore I think I have clearly
shown not gnly by logical reasoning but by admitted
facts that morality is s?peri?r_to religion. Yca mo:e,
that there is no good Ill rehg10n. And that morahty
is the most valuable as well as the noblest of.buman
adornments.
Kind reader, ~eriously, which won!~ you prefer, livinoin a religious, or a moral commumty? Hely upon
0
it, that it is montlity, not religion, that makes us good.
That it is mo1·ality, not religion, that sat•es us. }rfurality is the only saving grace.
A. J. Warner.
Eugene, Knox Ou., Itl., July 4, 187<1.

--------
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it appears that the woman had become with child by basket. found with her, was a draft for $50 in favor of 1111
her own cousin, who had afterwards married her. sistor Madeline. residing in Oldenberg, Germany, whieu
But ber first born child had been strangled by both she had drawn from the bank in Hamilton.
parents, and buried under the root of !I tree that had
The following lines were suggested by the foregoing
G. L. Henderson's .Article. No.4.
been torn out by the roots in a storm, and its clothes sad recital:
At the close of article number 3, I arrived at the con- had been hid near by. I listened to the evidence
One night, when the moon it shone clearclusion that when a pair had conjugated, Natural- with great interest for a while, and became satisfied
Shone bright on Niagara's wild shore,
Marriage was the result, and the male was in duty that there was no doubt of the guilt of the accused.
Young Mary she wandered in grief,
bound to protect his offspring aud its mother-his She was soon likely to become a mother the fourth
Co min! near where the mad waters roar,
wife, and that this mutual act left no stain on the time, for she had twQ children living. I saw nothing
Cryin;::, Nature 1 0 pray take me home 1
mother but lifted her at once into the highest station in her features that indicated a ferocious, implacable
Let me rest in thy bosom once more I
in social life-that of a wife ; and that no stain is nature; on the contrary she ha<:l a kind, motherly look
But the pitiless waters rushed on,
left on the child, for it is the legitimate product of in her face, although' there were deep lines there.
And her voice it was hushed in the roar.
the new Social Unit, (let the reader bear in mind '!'here was one witness wbose evidence was very
that I am here seeking :for fundamental Natural Law, strong and clear against the guilty pair; I sought her
Her betrayer was deaf to her cries,
and I use the word legitimate in that sense only,) and and made some special inquiries in relation to the acNot a sob, nor a sigh reached his door.
when the pair continues to perform the functions of cused.
As she rushed with her innocent child,
"You live near Mrs. A, do you?"
husband, wife and parent, and the man makes every
And sank 'mid the cataract's roar.
"Yes, sir, only a short distance."
effort which he is bound by the Law of Nature to do,
John Roadman, 0 how did you feel,
"Is she kind to those children who are now livto provide a happier life and more comfort for his
When the news of her death reached your ear?
wife than his mother had, and a better education, ing?"
Poor Mary lies dead with her child,
"Yes, indeed, she is very kind to them."
better food, better clothing, and in every way, better
With the cataract's foam for a bier.
'•Suppose there was half a loaf of bread left in her
conditions to commence the struggle for life, than his
The stranger shall point out the spot,
father was able to furnish him, Simply because he is house, who would get that loaf, she or the children ?"
"I think, I am quite sure, sir, that she would give
Where the waters rush !athoms below,
born later in time and the Law of Universal progress
Saying. there Mary took the wild leap
requires this at his hands-when they do this by each it to the children.''
"And her husband what sort of a man is he?"
other and by the child, then they have attained to the
That ended her sorrow and woe.
"Mr. A. is a very good sort of man, and kind to
second of the three virtues which at the close of
In peace let her sleep: drop a tear
article number 1, I designated as Sexual Virtue. At his family."
On the grave which base t,·eason has made.
"How do you account for the murder ?"
the close of article number 3, I set forth that if a
We would rather lie buried with her,
''Shame, public opinion and' pride."
father abandoned his wife and child, he became guilty
Than live rieh with the wretch who betrayed I
"Oh, yes, I comprehend."
'
. of all the consequences of that abandonment. Let
MARY'S REFLECTIONS.
And now I walked back sadly to my seat, I paid no
me push this one step further. When such a father
or mother in violntioiJ of the Law of Nature, seeks a more attention· to the trial, I had other persons before There was a time, Niagara. when thy dash, roar and foam
Arrested my step and paled my Young cheek;
second woman or a second man with whom to conju- another court, and I stood at the Bar of Justice with
gate, this crime by the Law of Nature is bigamy, and the rest. '!'here were forty millions of us, all had But now you plead, you invite, you offer a home
To the homeless wife and the fatherless child,
the third oti'ence is trigamy, resulting in crimes the taken· hold of that young babe and strangled it
most horrible and a degradation the most deep, and hid it, and then virtuously were trying to The one unborn, the other beguiled-we come.
" Social Hells" in every city and social woes in every strangle the mother anq father, in order to convince For a shroud in thy foam, a hymn in thy roar,
famil.v, such as I could not describe were my pen ourselves that we were innocent of a crime which we Rock us gently to sleeiJ, let us never wake more.
dipped in blood, or if every atom of that blood was a had compelled them to commit. I saw it clearly then,
as I see it clearly now, and every good and pure man There was a time, loved one, when you woo'd, vow'd and
human tear.
won;
I proceed now to consider the duty of Society in and woman will see it. So•liety had deceived itself.
Then body and soul I entrusted to thee;
the enforcement of Natural Law, and the correspond- It is good, it is right, to come before a court or a
ing evil resulting from a neglect to enforce the ·duties priest and in the light of the day, say, '•I love this These you betrayed-east me out-love, virtue and truth
all gone!
growing out of th1s highest and most sacred of all the woman, I openly espouse her, l will care for her
when sick, provide for my children till they are able
From the homeless wife and the fatherless child,
.Natural Laws.
Society has armed the State with authority to en- to provide for themselves, and this my wife, I will One unborn, the other beguiled-Niagara alone
force the fulfilment of contracts. Contracts are of cling to her while I live and while she lives. But it Give us a shroud in thy foam, a hymn in thy roar,
man shall lift the drapery of Nature's holiest temple, Rock us gently to sleep, let us never wake more.
two kinds, specific, and implied.
A specific contract may be either written or oral, and touch the immortal through the womb of woman, I fear not the gulf, where thy rocks are ground into sand,
as A, agreeing with B, to build a house of a definite and Nature responds to the electric touch, and sends
Nor the silent grave, nor the future doom,
size, and for a definite price, A, or B, has a. ri1rht them living forms to fill their places when Nature I fear the pitiless eye, that sees in the un-ringed hand,
calls
them
back
to
dust,
shall
man
presume
to
say
that
to call upon government to enforce the fulfilment, or
And throbing womb, p1·oof of shame and crime.
punish by fine or damages the non-fulfilment. ln an this act is less sacred than his bit of parchment, rec- Driven from love and a home, we demand
ord
or
any
ceremony
whatever
?
lf
you
do,
then
implied contract, B may go on tl!e premises of A,
A shroud in thy foam, a hymn in thy roar,
and build a house without any npecial agreement, you may go to your almanac and say that it is by its Rock us gently to sleep, let us never wake more.
or without even permission or tl!e consent of A to do permission that the sun shall rise to-morrow, because
so, but if it is proved that A passes by frequently, and you find it there recorded that it will rise at six o'clock License, a ring and a prayer, honor. virtue and life
sees B at work, without entering any protest against and four minutes. or that the Niagara Falls would
Are the mere products of custom and law;
the continuance of said work, the law will construe cease to flow, if the swindlers who line its banks Nature crowns love in the mother, the law makes the wife;
should
cease
to
make
you
pay
for
looking
at
this
this action of A as an implied acceptance of au
Is wife more than mother'/ or custom than love?
agreement, and B can compel A to pay him for such grandest spectacle of Nature.
Since nature, custom and love are at strife,
'l'l1e
Suu
will
shine;
the
Niagara
will
continue
to
work. 'l'lle same is applicable to a party taking
Let us hide in thy foam, find peace in thy roar,
newspapers from a post-office, and continuing to do foam, and this infinite title of life will continue to ebb Rock us gently to Rleep, let us never wake more.
and
flow,
whether
we
will
or
no.
Is
the
claim
of
woman
so is an implied promise to pay for all such papers.
:Many other instances may IJe adduced to show that and the happiness of a child of less importance than Innocent child, fruit of passion and love, home let us go
To the bosom of God. I shield thee from shame;
statute law cannot provide even for the many in- a contract to build a house or pay for a paper? Every
stances which may occur where duties arise from the member of a church expects to pay for the brain that You never shall cu1·se the sad cause of my woe;
Our deaths we lay at humanity's door;
mere fact of living in society, and even where no is expended iu enlightening them. Shall the obligastatute law is -violated. There may be a violation of tion be less when a man set!kS the bliss of Love and Love made me mother and wife, law answm·s "No."
the original Law of Nature. 'l'heHe principles will be the joys of borne and the pleasures of parentage ? In Then shroud us in foam, give us peace in thy roar,
admitted, eve11 if the reader is not a student of law. behalf of man as well as woman, I dbmand the en- Rock us gently to sleep, let us never wake more.
G. L. H.
Governments are expected ~o protect the_ weak forcement of this highest of all contracts. If you do,
against the strong, provided the cause of the weak man becomes a nobler being. When a man betrays
a
woman
he
will
be
base
enough
to
betray
any
other
is also the cause of justice. But the force of accumu"Equality and Perhaps Superiority."
lated public opinion operates with all the potency of trust. If the whole people of the United States
should declare a county clerk's license, or any cerelaw
;
m
short
it
becomes
a
law,
and
when
the
laws
FRIEND
EDIToR:-Have you ever thought that,
1
of a country as well as its public opinion, both are mony, however impobing, to be marriage, and not when in the coming future, woman stands as the acrecognize
as
marriage
that
which
Nature
alone
rein opposition to the law of natmc (which is always on
knowledged equal of man, enjoying the same civil,
the side of justice), then court, Ia w and public opiuion cognizes, I shall protest, I wash my hands clear of social and political right, she m!IJ perhaps take a
trample the weak into the dust, and this is a subversion innocent blood, a~ I did when I protested against still further onward stnde and become his SUPERIOR?
American Slavery and carried a musket to end it. If Such a result is not an impossible occurence by nny
of natural law.
Now then, let me l1Uote some instance5 of cases in a jury find that Ulendeuning, of Jersey City, is really manner of means, and very many tbings goem to forewhich the civil law, the church and public opinion the father of }iary Pomeroy's child, they ought shadow tbis identical consummation of events.
must be tried at the bar of enlightened human reason in justice, to write on her tomb-stone in large letLet us take a retrospective glance backward into the
and natural law, and be pronounced guilty of great ters, .Nlrs. Mary Glendenning, wife of John S. Glen- ve~etable kingtlom-to the sou·rce from which the
crimes, and that the guilt of the indiviLlual is in reality denning, died - - , a victim of pmjury, treason and anunal undoubtedly originated-and what do we see?
to be divictetl among the millions that make up the desertion. · Tl1is would be too much of a compli- The female element every where triumphant! 'I'he
public opinion of a nation. At J'l'Iason city, in Cerro ment to l1im. Then sequester all his wealth and let male ruthlessly totn up, rolled out and cast away with
Gordo County, Iowa, I think iu 1860, a beautiful him labor the balance of his life to support his c:Q.ild, only the reservation of just enough to fructify the
young girl, a school teacher, was seduced by a rich and if that dieb tht'n let the proceeds of his labor go female. Look at the tribe of Cucurbitacia, and )Jeman's sou, and became a mother, but neither the to support destitute women who l!ad been similarly hold the worthless mal~ flowers, all dropping off, one
State nor the Chvrch recognized her as a wife, and abandoned. I quote but one more, and that from the by one; fading, shrivelin~ and ?ying ~1lmost as ~oon as
public opinion called it seduction. Tlw law called the Jlm·aicl of September 28th, 1874:
their petals open tu the full hgh t of day; w lnle the
innocent child a " bastard," and the crime that of
female born with the germs ot future greatness and
ANOTHER UNFOR'l'UNATE.
bastu1·cly. Well, the chilli was born and the young wife
useful~ess; with flower and fruit both forming simul·
and mother (I here speak in the name of N atuml 7'he C01'1JSe of the woutan at Niauara ·identified-lJeath taneously; growing, increasing, expanding. and becom·
preferred tu Disarace.
Law), to avoid the shame, destroyed the b1lstard and
ing cucumbers, gourds, squashes,_ purnpluns, melons,
cast it into a common receptacle for human excreNIAGARA FALLS, N.Y., September 27th, 1874.
etc., a:;·the case may be.
ment, and they hunted her down as a monster, while
And we may see the like all through the catalogue
The corpse of the woman found under the banks at the
the father is permitted to remain iu polite -society, Falls last Friday, proves to be that of a German servant- of the Vegetable Kingdom. 'l'he male :!lowers, and
and is courted as a young lion ; perhaps to repeat girl of Hamilton, Ont., named Mary Buckholz. John the male parts of Monrocious flowers perform their
tD.e experiment of creating mothers and leaving them Roadman·, now living at Dundas, seduced her under one single office of fructifying the female and then
to infamy', want and crime.
promise of marriage, but married another woman. The die. W llile the female lives on for days, weeks and
One year later I was attending court at Osage, Mitch· victim of misplaced conildence, having relatives in this months, nourishing aml perfecting the young gem~
ell County, Iowa, and there the law had another vic- country, and feeling her disgrace, came to the Falls and into fruit and seed.
tim in its clutches. This case was more complicated: jumped over a precipice one hundred feet high; in a
Now go a step higher and study the "little busy
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b e " The Queen the centre, the pride, the care and
tl~e ·hope of the whole hive is li'e"(('ale I .'!'he m_ales _are
simnly endured and allowed to hve until the nnpregnatfon of the eggs of the Queen has taken place,
when lo.! every lazy and henceforward useless drone
is ruthlessly massacred and cast forth as merely a
worthless parasite upon the labor of the community.
·
h
If by accident the death of the queen occurs, t. e
neuters at once set about feeding some of the Pupae
with rich and stimulating diet and behold the larva
develops out of a neuter into a great and noble queen
which is at once placed upon the throne of every
heart and becomes ruler of the hive. Mind you,
there' is no "King bee," as every body once thought,
and as many ignorant people still think, but that
male idea has given place long ago to the true female
certainly· even as male supremacy may yet have to
succumb 'to female superiorty. Remember too, that
these same facts of bees and flowers, are true of many
other insects and animals. Why, among ou~ domestiQated animals we rear countless numbers of fema,les
in proportion to the more worthless _males. Hens,
cows, ewes, geese, etc., etc., may be Cited as examp~L
.
•
It is said that in seaSons of the year when food IS
scarce as in early spring or late fall, when vegetation
is barely starting or when the trees are brown and
bare butterflies and other insects are mostly developed i~to males, whereas when there is a full sufficienc_y
of good nourishing food, the proportion of females Is
greatest. Now if a full and nourishing diet, a better
condition of life-forces, develops females, why may we
not safely conclude that the female is, in fact, superior to the male and the highest of living organisms ?
These thouo-hts are crude and raw, but I send them
out hoping"'some one better qualified will further devel~p them or suffiCiently refute the conclusions.
Sept. 29th, 1874.
ELMINA D. BLENKER.

Donations.
We owe an apology to some of our correspondents
for occasional want of promptitude in answering letters, sending books, &c. The fact is our income is
so slender that it will not admit of our employing an
assistant though we often think we need one-and
sometimes it occurs that the necessity of our att.:nding to one part of eur duties causes us, for the time
'being, to neglect some other portion. If our friends
will be lenient towards us, we will always try to be
as prompt as possible.
THE liberal dl:'er which we made the patrons of
THE TRUTH SEEKER in the' number for September
15th, of a copy of THE TRUTII SEEKER and the
LADIES HoME MAGAZINE for fifteen months tog~ther
with a fine mounted chromo in sixteen colors
all for the sum of $2.85; is extended for thirty days
more. The magazine is strictly first-class, and those
who would like an excellent literary and fashion periodical at a very low price can certainly have no more
favorable opportunity to procure it.

THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATII.-After some delay
we are at length prepared to fill all orders that may
come for this liberal work. It contains a great
amount of instructive truth, blended with one of the
most pleasing romances ever written. All who have
read ExETER HALL, by the same author, will not require to be told Mr. McDonnell is a writer of rare
ability and power. No one can read the worlt withThe following letter from Rev. Dr. Frothingham
out being amply paid. We would be glad if every
explains itself.
patron of THE TRUTH SEEKER would procure a copy
October 71874.
MR. D. M. BENNETT:
of it, and after perusing it hand it to his neighbor. It
Deal' Sb~At the risk of provoking you to think .me will impart knowledge, light and truth. Send for a
captious and tr~ublesome, I am going to ask release from copy.
my agreement to send.you my Sunday addresses-at least
till the merits of the miserable Brooklyn business shall
To ~hose who will send us the names of fi:Ve new
have been decided by the Courts, and you have worked
out of your paper the disagreablt- morbid element which subscribers for THE 'l'RUTII SEEKER, we Will send
that abomination or rather cluster of abominations en- post-paid a bound copy of Volnroe first of THE
com·ages. Whatever may be my private Impression in
TRUTII SEEKUR, or a copy of THE HEA'l'HENS OF
regard to :i\ir: Beecher's guilt or innocence they are held
in suspense till the trials are over.
My' mind is THE HEATH in paper covers as they may prefer. To
not made up. To me, as one who may perhaps, with those who will send us eight new subscribers we will
some sincerity claim the honorable title of Truth Seeker, send them a bound copy of the HEATHENS OF THE
the task of coming to a final conclusion out of such a HEATH-a work of rare ability and interest. 'fhose
wilderness of contradictions, becomes more and more difficult ItS time goes on ; and I cannot consent to be publicly who will send us ten new names shall be entitled to
associated, as a prominent contributor and by implica- an extra copy of the Semi Monthly TRUTH SEEKER.
tion a special friend, with a paper that commits itself so Friends let us all make an effort to increase the circupassionately as yours does, to a particular theory of the lation of this sheet. Remember it has been said by a
case.
wise man, that "e:D'01·t is tile only prayer that amounts
More than this, if the general tone of THE TRUTH SEEKER
indicates the class of minds you wish to address, and the to anything," and we know without effort very
class of people you desire to please, I must doubt whether little that is noble or praiseworthy can be accommy addresses will give much satisfaction or the omission plished.
of them much disappointment to your readers. You and
I apparent.ly are working upon different !oases, and with a
Book Notices.
view to different results. We address different audiences.
and employ different intellectual tools. They who enjoy
MoNKS, PoPEs AND TIIEIR PoLITICAL INTRIGUEs,
your discussions will not greatly relish mine, and will
by John Alberger. The author has kindly presenprobably thank me for withdrawing from an arrangeted
us with a copy of his work by this title. It
ment, which in their estimation. would impair the value of
THE TRUTH SEEKER, by introducing a less decisive meth- contains three hundred and seventy-six pages, 12
od of dealing with important problems.
mo. It shows up clearly the nature and workings of
I will not recall the two discourses. sent last week-and the Catholic Church . .and is an elaborate collection
to relieve yourself of any embarassment you may, if ¥ou
choose, print this note for the information of your read- from the most reliable scources of facts, clark and
damning, connected with the mother Church, with the
ers.
Very Sill(Jerely yours,
O.B.FROTHINGHAM.
operations of popes, priests and monks. The work
[We regret our course has not met the approval of is instmctive and interesting and will well repay a
Mr. Frothingham, for whom we entertain unfeigned perusal. Price $1.50.
respect, and that by acting in consonance with our
PHILOSOPHY oF Gon's BusiNESS or Geneml and
honest convictions we are likely to deprive our readers
Hu-inan Magnetisrn tlte Central Late.- A pamphlet of
of his able discourses.-ED. '1'. S.)
about one hundred· pages by Edwin N. Cowdery,
Mason, Mich. We have not had time to give much
LIBEJlAL papers are needed to agitate thought and meet
tho wants of progressive minds, and it devolves upon the attention to it, but it appears ably written and treats
most advanced, who see and feel the wants of humanity, upon subjects vital and important ; among which
to supply them. They are the batteries by which to de- are Force, Evolution of Theory, &c. Price 50 cents.
fend our advanced position. Stand then by your guns,
and let not one be silenced.-Swain.
VITAL MAGNETISM, being an answer to Dr. Brown
THE Hlndoos. the Egyptians, the Phceuicians, the Chal- Sequard by E. D. Babbitt, D. M., author of the
doans, the Persians, the Grecians and the Uomans all had Health Guide. A pamphlet of one hundred and fortySaviors-all had Gods. Some of these Gods arose indePHndently, others were born of goddesses, and others of eight pages. It gives in clear and comprehensive
tho Virgin daughters of men. All these nations had Holy language, the Doctor's views upon Magnetism an<i
'.rrinitiAs. Some had prophets, and their Saviors appear- NervouS' Force, also dessertatious on Food, S:eep,
ed ns fulfillment of prophecies. All these Saviors per- Clothing, Baths, Magneto-Gymnastics, Psychomany,
fni·med miracles as a proof of their divine mission. All
had heavens for tho faithful, and some hnd hells for the &c. It contains an amount of practical and useful
information worhty of attention. Price 25 cents.
Infldels.-Corwmon Sense.

D. R. Burt, $8.4D: F. Le Clerc, $3.50; A. Leon Cervantes,
$3.00: James McCrum, 75 cts; ~'has. Smith, 50 cts; H.
Wettstein, 50 cts.: T. R Vaughn, 25 cts.; E. Clark, 25 cts.;
P. L. Mars. 25 cts.; J. D. Owen, 25.; F. Fradley, 25.; Mrs.
Margaret Flint, 25 cts.; Geo. M. Cole, 25 ct~.; J. Taylor
Smith, 25 cts.; Henry Severance, 25 cts.; Samuel Webber,
25 cts.; George Thorn, 25 cts.; R. G. Cargue 25 cts,;
We feel grateful to these kind friends for their generosity, and ask them to accept our warmes~ thanks. We shall
use the money in the diffusion of truth.
IF the money now lavished on churcl).es and priests, and
the time and the talent wasted on theology, were all given
to the relief of the poor, and o the promotion of so-called science, by which poverty might be prevented, there
would not be many poor, nor vicious nor criminal. Human nature is not inherently depraved, but only made so
by bad surroundings.- Common Sense.
The Nation recently had a very sensible article in referenc~ to a suit which was about to be br .• ught by the
trustees of the Jay Cooke & Co. estato, against Henry C.
Bowen, for the recovery of $5o,ooo in stock and $460,000 in
bauds, which the Company gay,, l\Ir. Bowen for puffing
a.nd advertising the Northern Pacific Railroad in the columns of The Independent, upon the ground that tb,e contract was a dish·.•nest on& and contrary to public morals.
If the stock and bonds had &ny considerable value, they
ought to pay for a large amount of advertising and editorial Persuasion.
THE GRAPHIC recently had a suggestive cartoon, Relia.
ion personified as a benignant looking female is standing
near the pulpit of a church while '!tir. Beecher with bible
und?r his arm wishes to enter, she waves him back with
her hand saying; "For decency's sake, Mr. Beecher,
don't enter the sacred desk until after the trial."
In an editorial in the same paper were these trenchant
words: "The course of Mr. Beecher in preaching while
staggering under accusations ot criminal conduct and
awaiting trial in a court meets general disapproval.
It not only betrays a strj1nge indelicacy of feeling and
callousness of conscience on his part; it not only shows
a spirit of bravado which is the opposite of true courage,
and a determination to brave the thing out to the bitter
end In spite of public sentiment; it not only shows a
painful absence of that modesty and moral refinement
whieh are everywhere associated with the' ministerial
character and its brightest jewels, but !t displays a total
disregard for the moral feeling of the community and
the proprieties of the professson to which he belongs.
Even if he is innocent he should respect the religious
sentiment of the great Christian public which has stood
by him so loyally in spite of evidence that would have
condemned a less jjopular and powerful preacher. He
has no right to stain ·his sacred office by discharging its
functions while covered with suspicions of the <ieepest
dye and laboring under charges of tile foulest character.
' It is a bacl bird that fouls its own nest."
MR. BEECHER has acted on the theory that to continue
preaching as before the charges against him were made
public is a proof of innocence. It must be a very shallow
mind that is convinced in that way. Everybody knows
that a great excitement brings out all the latent energies
of a man's nature and keeps him up to the highest point.
Here for three years Jlir. Beecher has been schooling himself for this \ ery crisis and it ffnds him prepared. The
ability to speak now with his usual power only shows the
vigor of his body, the strength and control of his nerves
and the force of his will. His pulpit performances like
tl:J,ose of the circus-rider show how well he has trained
himself for the exhibition. But so far as any moral
quality enters into them they go to prove his guilt. Were.
he innocent would not his own heart tell him to respect the
decencies of his profession and keep silent till his innocence shall be made clear? Were he innocent would not
his conscience yield him sufficient support without dark
hysterical appeals for popular applause? Wert> he innocent would he not show the qualities which accompany
innocence instead of a reckless defiance of the best public
sentiment and a thoroughly conscienceless bravado'/ He
deceives himself if he imagines that his pulpit exhibitions
help him in the estimation of any boly. Every time he
enters a pulpit now he lowers and deepens the suspicion
that surrounds his name.-Oraphic
2he G1·aphic further remarks-Of course a great crowd
naturally rushes to hear the preaching of a man who is
charged with a revolting crime as they would to see !t
new specimen of the woolly horse L<t tlle Hippodrome or
the execution of a murderer at the 'l'ombs. 'l'hoy want to
see how a man accused and almost convicted of adultery
looks ahd behaves. It was so in Kaltock's case and it is
so in Beecher's. Tilt! awful contrast between the whiteness o 1 the office he fills and his own smirched reputation
makes his most solemn words mockeries. He htts no
business to turn the pulpit into a stage for the exhibition
of his personality. and the display of his powers in the
feats of oratory for the gratification of vulgar curiosity,
at the expense of the influence of the pulpit, and to the
injury of the only religion that deserves respect. He has
no business to disgrace his office and degrade the church
by dragging himself up into the pulpit under a series of
solid accnstttions of criminality that his explanations
have not removed but confirmed. ~'he decencies of his
profession, common morality, and common sense unite
in requiring him to keep silence until he is acquitted by
the proper legal tribunal.
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Whence an<l Whithed
ROOSEVELT JOHNSON, M.D.
When we look upon the universe in its immensity,
and reflect upon the feebleness of the human frame,
which is as nothing before the tremendous forces of
nature, and upon the shortness of human life, in contrast to the countless ages of suns and stars, thoughts in
regard to man's origin and destiny naturally arise.
The most Important work on the origin of the human race since t,he publication of Sir :Matthew Hale's
volume on the "Pri!llitive Origination of Mankind
considered and examined in the Light of Nature,"
printed in the year 1698, is Darwin's "Descent of
Man," the companion of his "Origin of Species,"
which with his two volumes on · animals and plants
under domestication, contain the latest and ablest exposition of the evolution theory as applied to the human race. Although additions to his works will doubtless be made, they can be but outworks to a fortress
already impregnable. No one acquainted with scientific progress will doubt that his theory will undergo
changes, but that its leading principles have been
estalJlished is to-day the conviction of the great rnajority of.scientific men. The significance of the more
recent work lies in the fact that it directly includes
the human race under biological laws which are seen
to be operative in the rest of the animated world.
Since it is the essence of the development theory that
all species either gradually improve or perish and
since it teaches that man has climbed from a lo~er to
a higher place in nature, the term ascent of man better expresses the spirit of the doctrine.
The universe has had a history, reacl1ing backwards into the regions of a by-gone eternity, where
even the keen eye of speculation can discern nothing
save mist and darkness, stretches an interminable
series of events-an endless procession of phenomena
which constitute what is called, the course of nature:
The word history is usually limited to the career of
nations; to the rise and fall of kingdoms, empires, and
republics; to the doings of men, or communities of
men. But the few thousand years of human history·
are as nothing compared with the duration. of the
universe we inhabit. It, too, had a history of which
the annals of mankind are but an utterly insignificant
fractior:. Millions and millions of years before any
human being trod the earth events had been transpiring for periods of limitless duration which were fit
themes for more than mortal historian. But none was
there, unless the universe was its own historian and
wrote the diary of an eternal ca1'eer in the fa~ts of
nature as they now exist. What has been, must be
learned from what is, or not at all. Now two attempts have been made by man to recover this lost
history.·
hiA<;!INA'ri<?N seized the historian's pen, and wrote
clown m poetic fervor, the great myths of the creation
which are extant in the sacred books of all religions.
It essayed. to see where tl).ere was no light, and grand
as were many of its guesses, they were but guesses
still. But since those early dreams of poetic fancy
became crystallized into the great historical religions
of the world, science has seized the pen anew and
essays to interpret nature in a worthier way. It finds
nature infinite in space, its duration infinite in time.
All events in the past, present and future, are boun~
together indissolubly by the uniformity of changeless
Jaw. Throughout their entire course, they have been
the steps of an endless process, which is an endless
evolution of the universe-the unity of nature working by natural laws and natural causes in the direction
of gradual development-that is the history of the
universe as written by the pen of science. Thus
there :~.re two unlike ways of looking at and interpreting this history-:-the one natural, the other supernaturaJ. All the great battles between science and theology have been, are, and will be fought in the interest
of these two conflicting views of nature. In every
such battle science has always won and always will
win ; her triumph is only a question of time.
.
The importance of Darwin's theory is to be found
in the fact that it substitutes natural causes for supernatural intervention in the exnlanation of the origin
of the spPcies. That this theory is yet complete nobody claims, but that it is true as far as it goes, no
one of ordinary intelligence or education can possibly
deny. It was foreshadowed by Agassiz in his lectures
on the ])rogrcssive develo])lllent of the animal kingdom
delivered ~in New Ym·k in 1847. Embryology indiProf. Huxley declares in his "klan's place
cates it.
in Nature,'' that man is a member of the same order
as apes and lemurs, and that the structural differences
whit:h separate him from the gorilla and chimpanzee
are not so great as those whiCh separate them from
the lower apes. ''klan," says Buchner, "is intimately allied to the organic world that surrounds him and
an integral constituent of one zoological system;
formed on the same principle as the ape." The separation of man therefore from the mammalia which approach him most closely cannot be maintained, in the
present position of science. Prof. Haeckel describes
the primitive simio-anthropoid man as a long-headed,
wooly-haired creature, whose home may -have been in
BY P.
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IFrom
Southern A~ia, or on a continel).t now·· submerged.
this primitive stock, a number' Of species long

since extinct were developed. The two most diver·
gent prevailed over the rest in the struggle for existence, a wooly-haired and smooth-haired species, from
which the Cauca.sionrace,ha.s sprung. ·It is a curious
circumstance in this connection that in Valmikis Sanskrit poem of the Ramayana, the Iliad of th'e East,
and the most ancient poem in existence,· Rama, in
rescuing his· wife from the power of Havana who had
carried her off by force to the Island of Ceylon,. is
aided by an army of magnanimous apes who volunteereel to assist him and by whose aid he gained the victory.
Darwin's theory is almost universally accepted in
Germany, and at a meeting of German. naturalists
held at Innspruck one of the members remarked to
an English guest, "You are still disrussing in England
whether or not the theory of Darwin is true. vVe
have got a long way beyond that-it is now our stai:ting point." Thus men •of sdence give their answer·
everywhere in favor of this theory. The high antiquity of man extending far beyond our chronology,
is now established beybn:d question,' ancl myriads of
relics in public and private museums prove the fact of
man's existence in a low and degraded condition,
scarcely above that of the.brutes, long ages before .he
was formerly known to have existed. Man did not
come upon the earth spontanously. · He did not descend from the sky but uprose from the earth, in virtue
of the same processes that lie at the foundation of all
terrestial development. Man is to-day conscious as
never before of his splendid future, and he rejoices in
the sure demonstration by scierice, of· a theory which
is strong confirmation of his hopes> For this theory
means the continued ascen,t of man in the future as .in
the past. ''Man as he appears now," says Dr.. Lilienthai, "is not physically perfect, as·may be seen from
some minor parts of his organization, fiil' which no
use or necessity has yet been discovered. It· was
absurd to suppose we were created .after a fixed type
or had yet attained it." Prof. I>oremus s;tys: "The·
race is but beginning a course which will culminate
in triumph. As millions of years have been occupied
in bringing our planet to its present degree ofperfection, so, it is fair to conclude, ages will elapse before
the fina) consummation." Prof. Draper says that any
organism of whatever grade is only a temporary form
and compares it to the flame of a lamp.
What higher structures than ourselves may still
slumber in the bo:wm o~ tune to be brought forth by
the same process, we do not know, .but on this floint
there is no doubt, that nothing more perfect than man
has yet been produced by nature on this planet. Yet
we find croakers bewailing the evil influence of .this
theory on society, religion and morals, a11,d insisting
that w'e have fallen from a high estate and now lie
groveling in the mire. The development theory is
the most cheerful and hopeful that conic! be devised,
and it is a subject of rejoicing on social, moral and
religious grounds, that science is to-day making its
truths so plain tha;t none but the prejudiced and ignorant can long Withhold assellt. The true man says
Beecher, "needed no church to take the responsibility·
of his faith for him, He is responsible only to God."
"Scwntific, truth'' says Dr, McCosh, ! 'does not run
counter to any other truth.n ".No nation" says the
Rev. Men·ill Richardson, '.'ever rose in the scale of
culture and morals except in accordance with the
scientific culture of the people; and the development
of his mental faculties is the right and duty of every
man. Science and its study is a divine prerogative
accorded to man as an evidence of his superiority
over all created beings, and to its advancement . be
should devote all his energies.'' The laws of nature
are unchangeable, and nothing in nature is invariable
but laws which may be called the thoughts of nature.
Or as Baden Powell has said, ''All science is but the
partial reflection in the reason of man, of thegreat
all-pervading reason of the universe. and thus the
unity of science is the reflection of the unity of
nature." In the oneness with infinite law the human
soul finds peace. The whole universe around us, comprising all things both human and divine, is one. We
are members of one great body, and nature has made
us relatives in creating us from the same material, 'for
the same destiny, planting in us a natural love, and
fitting us for social life. The result of all scientific
research is unity, man, world, sun and star, are in dissolubly linked together. SCience .is constantly approaching the demonstration of this great fact~the
unity of nature in its most comprehensive sense.
These beautiful lines are no less scientific than poetical:
·
The works of God are fair for naught.
Unless our eyes, in seeing,
See hidden in the thing the thought,
That animates its being.
so since the univei·se began,
And till it shall be ended;
The soul of Nature, soul·ot man,
And soul of God are blended.

Come to Dinner !

BY JOHN SYPHERS.
lt'is said the man who made the world, also made a
hook. I don't believe it. It is also said that the men
made the book, whose names are attached to it. I
scarcelY believe God knows there is such a book in
existence, or if he does know it that he cares much
about it. · I don't believe he ever was in the bookp'l1blishing business. The only book he ever published is the (JJ'eat book of nature. Geology and· the sciences
open that book; It is the world's only source of true
knowledge, Man-niade bibles, contain nothing but
the notions of ancient ignorant, imperfect, fallible men.
It is now delnonstrated that they were mistaken in
every position they' took and in every thing they
taught.
Priests because 'they found a living in the religious
business and by it; were enabled to filch substance
and vast Eiuns' of money from the people. They
have found it to their interest to try hard t.o make
people believe that the salvation of the whole world
hinged on that book! I am sorry to say that the humbug has succeeded entirely too well. The salvation or
damnation of the world cannot be made to hinge on any
man-nuide instrument or document, couched m so unce'rtain a thing as human language. Langna~e changes
almost as often as tile moon. No translatiOn of the
lJible is now in existence, nor can be given that will
come anywhere ncar giving the original ideas of those
who wrote it. The original copy of the detached
books composing the bible have long been lost. If it
is God's book why does he not tell some one where to
find them ? If he knows all things, he knows whei·e
those copies are, He knows precisely in what old
mmlastery or obscure nook or cranny they are hidden
away.·
It is conceded by the ~earned that our bible is from
a very imperfect copy of the original.
God ought to lJe able lay his finger on that lost copy
at any time. Why don't he do it? Only,think of it.
The eternal salvation or damnation of a world
hangmg upon a certain book, and yet that world is
only in .possession of a copy of it containing thousands
of errors. Hundreds of incorrect passages and the
interpolation of whole verses, and yet the book declares that he who adds to it shall have the plagues
written therein added to him. I think that if this
was strictly carried out, some of our translators would
find themselves Jrretty badly plagued.
From the fact that God does not look up this old
lost volume for us, it is to my mind proof positive that
he knows nothing and cares a great deal less about
the great book of which the Christian world makes
an idol. The bible has always been translated and
made to speak the particular belief and tenets of the
party who made the translation. Trinitarians translate it in the language of trinitarianism. Catholics in
the language of Catholicism. The Baptists and
Campbe!lites are now getting out a new testament,
making it speak the language of their peculiar hobby, on the subject of baptism. ''He that believes and
is immm:sed shall be saved," so reads this newest of our
new testaments. This new testament has got a very
appropriate name. Its friends are determined to keep
it new, by giving a new version of it every few years.
There b hardly a verse in the new testament hut
what has been changed more or less, and the old is
just as bad. The first verRe of Genesis in the oldest
copies, affirms that the world was created by gods (in
the plural and with a little g)·-thus, ''On primal matter the gods were working, producing the heavens
and the earth."
The transposition of the nominative, putting it
sometimes before and sometimes after the verb was
very common. Take that celebt'ated passage in Job for
instance, reading thus, "If a man die shall he Jive
again?" ThiS- has been transposed in the translation.
The pronoun " he,'' should come before the word
"shall," then theauthor'smeaningwouldbennderstood
once. It should read thus, •' If a man die he shall
Jive again." The passag!l> should never have been in
the interrogative form, but in the declarative.
Anu again, •' Thou did'st not leave my soul in hell,
etc." The true reltding is, ''Thou did'st not give my
life to Sall1." Another bogus translation: "Many are
called but few are chusen." It should read, "Dissent·
ers are many, eclectics. are few," and thus we might go
on through the whole book.
I must, however, change the subject and dish up
for y(Ju a ,Jewish dinner, as I see it rs now almost din·
ner time. One particular period in Jewish history is
cuiefiy noted for the people having lJad bread.
T he J ewrsh
·
1ad'1es were goott coo Ics an d as a
general thing got up .excellent dinners, but bad
b rcac1 spots
'I t ] te wI10 ] e mess, you Imow.
'I''·ue
bread was bad not from any mismanagement of the
bakers, but from the fact that their offended Lord
had compelled them to use certain ingredient& that was
most disastrous to the prodction of good biscuits or
nice '' flap'jacks !" This peculiar ingredient for short
cakes, may he found in the new reeeipt for barley
And the.same life in human bosom thril!A
loave·s, recorded in Ezekiel iv. 15. Read it.
Which guides the spheres and clothes the verdant hills.
The bible declare,; that the Lord got angry at his
children the Jews, for some very small offense; some
WE will be glad if our friends, who read "TrrE one crooked a finger at him, and another made a
HEA'l'HENS OF '!'HE HEATH," "ill write us what they- mouth at him. His ire was kindled fiercely. He
think of it as a literary and Liberal production.
was very sensitive and nervous. The least indig·
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nity even, 'if onl:y imaginary, ~estroyed l_1is equanimity
and threw him mto spasmodiC convnlswn of anger.
He .declared that he would reduce his Jewish children to such straits as never were endu~·ed by_ any pe?ple befor.e. He would trouble them for then· satanw
stubborness. I-Ie would limber their stifl: necks for
them. He would crush their proud spirit.
He would. show them who was "boss" and who was
"running this thing."
He would reduce them to starvation's very point
and make them "lay on one side" for over 300 years!
(see Ezekiel chap. 4.) But then their bread, their
bread· my God, only look at it. When their neighbors
would' stay to dinner and break open a biscuit, they
would say as· the . young man from the country did to
his companion when they were taking dinner in Chicago. He had n~ver seen codfish balls before and when
he broke one open, he looked up at his companion
aut! said,.. " Sec h.ere 'l'om, I say that there is somethin o- dead .here." Those Jewish cakes had a bad
smell .. W!tat sltor·tening. I .am ashamed to name it.
But th.en why .be, ashamed to quote the word of pod?
It was no less :thanltuman exm·ement.
It was the dirtiest trick that ever was played on
hnman beings, or even animals. No parallel to it· can
be found within the annals of all dirtiness ! What do
you think .of human excrement as an ingredient of
brettd anyhow? Nice, ain't it? God-like, ain't it?
The poor bedevcled Jews when they heard what
the sent.ence · against them was, began to wail and
howl. Their lives had always been kept pure and
clean. Nothing·.unclean had ever entered them, and
now. this thing was too bad.
The Lord seeing this, had a little compassion
and in his great nwrey reduced the sentence to cow's
dung! Eze\del iv. 15, but from this sentence he would
not give an inch.
•
When the Lord came to look at the thing squarely,
after his anger had cooled a little, he concluded that
it was a lit.tle rou!!,'h on the boys, and' so reduced the
thing to a cheaper kind of shortening! It is reported
that the Lord came very nigh snatching the life out of
a yonng daring Jew, who toldlum to his face that the
act was the lowest, meanest and dirtiest trick that any
God would ever be engaged in, who possessed the
least spark of .decency or self-respect. Read the 15th
verse of the 4th chapter of Ezekiel, and if you don't
say with. me that it contains the very uppm· crust of
nastiness! then I'll eat my hat. To my mind it is not
only the upper crust. but the :very essence, quintessence
and e.f/'e7·vesC(!nce of hyper-super-sublimated nastiness.
It makes my heart ache to think of those poor de'ar
black-eyed, curly-headed Jewish sisters, at their dinncr and tea parties, surrounding the festal board, and
feigning ·that they had forgotten the bread. See the
mistress· at the head of the table, when asked to pass
the bread. See how she looks down her nose. The
parties in silence look at each other and say not a
word. They silently submit to the logic of events, and
quietly accept the situation. But in their hearts they
cried out, " when, oh when, will the wrath of God
be removed and an innocent people be allowed decent
bread to eat~" "When shall we be allowed to turn
over on the other side; to no longer drink our water
by measure and eat our meat by weight, and our
bread defiled in a way and manrer disgraceful even
to mention-a disgrace to a dog."
Christ is said to be the bread of life. If so I should
hope that said bread contained but few ingredients of
that ancient bread baked in Jewish ovens. He
prayed, give us this clay our daily bread. I wonder if
lui wished it madt; according to the receipt found in
Ezekiel iv. and 12. How true it is, as Col. Ingersoll
says: "An honest ·God is the noblest work of man."
----~-------

Professor 'fyndall. 1
In this age of science and in vcstigation, we arc
occasionally reminded, that the world seems rcluct1\llt to accept upon their own merits solely, facts or
theories that may conflict with the prejudices of the
age but which may not benr the oracular impress
of {hose who sit in high places.
Although the authenticity of the Pentateuch had
been questioned prior to the appearance of the strictures of Bishop Colenso, and notwithstanding that
the Darwinian theory is to be found in fragments
among the writings of more than one skeptic of the
pas( neither subject seemed to have ttll•en a firm
hold of the mind of Christendom until the English
churchman took up the history of l\1oses, and the cooriginator or promulgator, with JHr. Alfred \Vallnce,
of the theory of Natural Selection, presented the
"Origin of Species" in its present form ; and so we
may infer, that truth JJ61' se, is often slow in asserting its influence over men in the aggregate, and that
the source from which it emanates is frequently the
only standard by which it is judged.
Another notable evidence of the correctness of
this latter observation has been just afforded us by
the new President of the British Association, Professor Tyndall, in his inaugural address delivered,
in llclfast, Ireland. .
Here again,· a subject as o.ld as the hills and as
hackneyed as the "Last Rose of Summer," received
new significance because it happened to be filtered
through the lips of this distinguished philosoph~r

~pon the occasion, although he threw no additio·nal
hght whatever upon it. It was · simpiy an avowal
of materialistic opinions on his part and in the follo,ying words :
;,
'
"Abandoning 'all disguise. the confession that i feel
bound to inake before you is that I prolong the vision
backward across the boundary of the experimental evidence. and discern In that matter which we in our ignorance. and notwithstanding our professe'd reverence for
its Creator, have hitherto covered with 'opllrobrium. the.
promise ~~ond potency of energy; form and quality of
life."
·

Now, while we n:iay all be ready to accept with
respect, if cum g1·ano, even the strongest utterances
of Professor Tyndall in relation to science, it is ·quite
obvious, from this orief quotation, that, as a metaphysi.cian, he is an utter failure; inasmuch, as the
word "Cretttor," occupies a most absurd· ·position'
here i for it mu_st be ·plain; that i~ matter is'~ossessecl
of all these attributes etc., there 1s· no neceSsity whatever for the ".Creator!' he assumes, for arg·umen·t sake,
to reverence. If matter can do all, there-is no more
to be said on the subject. ·And as the Professor will
not be permitted to assume the prepostei·i:ms position,
that a supreme being had called it into existence, and
then sank into nothingness, I am strongly· impressed
with the idea, that there is infinitely I ess logic in
these observations of the Professor,· than characterises his propositions generally.
That science and investigation h'ave clone much
towards unravelin!l' the mysteries of the past, .. and
in placing man lll a more intelli~?:ent light before
himself, is admitted on· all sides. But while it is
proper and necessary to avail ourselves of the advantages that ac0rue from this fact, what concerns
us most now is, the present and the future of our
race. What we want to know is, whether the last
link in the Darwinian chain is completed-whether
there is ·any evidence of a tendency towards. a higher
physical expression than that of man in this· woi'ld ;
and whether if there is not, his existence, as a sentient
being, terminates here. 'I' he past is in a ineasure to
be found in our museums, and on •our book shelves ;
but while its lessons should be turned to good account, it is totally.inadequate to meet all the exigencies of our being. There appears to be nb necessary
sympathy or relative dependence between our rnenta! and our physical individuality; from the fact,
that while the former may be progressing rapidly,
the latter . may be tottering on the verge of dissolution.
·
To be sure, Professor Tyndall admits that something still unexplained underlies all his. materialism
-that there is a great mystery somewhere; this is
neither more nor less than a confession that science
fails at. a certain point-that it is unable to explain all
the phenomena involved. "l.'his should make it more
tolerant of the opinions that have been expressed by
able men in regiens and in relations with which it appears not to have made itself familiar. That it has been
sadly at fault, and not long since in the presence of
a certain display of forces, is alleged to be trne ; and
of this Professor Tyndall could scarcely· have been
ignorant at the time he delivered his address. The
case, as reported in some English publications, is
this:A body of matter ascertained, beyond the possibility of a doubt, to weigh a certain number of
pounds, was found, at tlw time this fact was ve1·ijied,
to weigh on a second trial witltdut any alteration of
any of the conditions, just half the amount !Any one who doubts this circumstance,· can, if he
will, appeal to either of the two Fell?ws oft.he Royal
Societ.y, London; who recently pubhshed works on
similar but more mysterious occurrences, which have
taken place in the English metropolis; and in various
other parts of the world within the last year or so.
Professor 'l'yndall knew of .the existence of these
publications and of the investigations of the scientists
who gave them to the world. \Yas it because one of
these gentlemen took him to task for delivering.e:v
cathedra, crude and hasty opinions on a certain subject that he ignored the plain statement of these
me~ of profound science, at the very moment they
were necessary to the elucidation of a part at least
of the mystery which he confesses to embarrass all
his deeper researches. As he gave his "Prayer
Guage" to humanity aud the churches; why did he
not in a noble spirit of fair play, refer, even incidentally in his address, to the disClosures made by Mr.
Cro~kcs and l\1r. Wallace-disclosures which many
believe calculated to benefit the age, and to elevate
the religious, the moral and the social condition of
the human family in every quarter of the globe ?
· The fact is, the arrogance of science has been humiliated of late; and hence the soreness evinc'ed. by
Professor Tyndall in his covert onslaught upon the
various religious beliefs of the clay, and his ignoring of facts emanating from sources the most respectable, that go to establish the immortality he
repudiates. But as, after all, the occult forces that
are obviously tlt work beyond the present classification of science, are not likely to pay much attention to his "Prayer Gu11ge, "or untenable logic, we.
think we may safely entrust him to their keeping while
we hope for his enlightenment on a less natural .pla1.c
than he occupies at present.

11
Reply to Samuel:Keese.

Mr, Keese, in "the TRUTH SEEKER of September
1st makes an elaborate argument to prove, that the
present spiritual manifestations, are not new, and
quotrs liberally from what he terms the sacred record
to prove it. Rpiritualists have never claimed it, as
new, but on the contmry, as old as tlie genus homo.
The well 'authenticated log .story, was so old, when I.
first heard it, more than fifty years ago, that it had
no date. What hanging quakers, has to do in the
matter, I do not see, but I do understand he wishes to
prove, the phenomena do not exist, de facto, but. arc
the result of hallucination. The ingenuity of great
and small men, has been taxed to the utmost, tb
find a power, or force, independenJI; of spirit, to ac·cotint'for the' manifestations. Prof.'Crookes, in his
early investigations, called it psychic force, others, ocl
:force; elcctl'iCity, mesmerisn1, psychology, etc.· Now
do any,
all of these, <:om?incd, explain the matter ? I thmk not, and w!ll CJte one or two cases. At
the house of · Mr. Bangs in Chicago, a quantity of
coal Was thrown into the open doors and windows,
-where Were Mr. Bangs and family of two little gil'is,
the eldest ten years old. Mr. Bangs watched for the
mischievi,ous fellows, but could find no one. He
could see the coal, but not the propelling power.
Many witnessed it, but none could detect the operator. In the absence of the little girls, no coal was
thrown. Here is inanimate matter moved, without
muscular power. Was this electricity imparted by
the lmncl of the mediums, and the will powers. The
little girls, were the mediumR, frightened until made
sick by these mnnifcstations. It could not have been
their will, or h:tncls that assaulted the house. I could'
name lnUJdrecls of messages received by myself and
others, independent of the knowledge of the medium,
or any parties present. I would li!'e Mr. Keese to
analyze his electro-magnetic, mesmeric, etc., etc.,
fluid, so we can have some knowledge of its manner
of operating, of its properties, ttnd the conditions
suited to its best results. On the subjcet of healing Mr.
'Keese is again at fault. Spiritualists do not claim it to
be exdusi vely the work .of ·spirits, but, tlmt it is, a powcr possessed by mediums, the result of their peculiar
organizations. Is it 110t a little strange, the Vermont
woman should be healed at the exact time her friend
arrived at the doctor's, when it was not possible for
her to know the time; and the case unlmown to the
healer, and forgotten by the messenger. The cases I
have given, can be proved by living witnes,.,es to-day.
Now, persons once known to us, whose bodies have
long returned to dus't, materialize their forms, as in
earth life, shake our hands, and talk with us. Hundreds witness this, now in the United Stutes and England, and will testify to it; those who doubt can see
for themselves. There are comparatively few, who
can be brought under psychological influence, and yet
parties of thirty or more, all see the spirit forms
alike. Now when I see Prof. Grimes, or Lafoy Sunderlancl, stand on the platform, point a cane at the
audience, tell them it is a sm·pe~t, nnd they all run,
I shall believe them a!~ psy?holog1zcd. Prof. Crookes
has done very much for SCience, for he has canght a
hallucination, and photographed it; in the materialb:ed
form of Kate King.
J. C. HUN'l'.
Sterling, Ills., Sept. 1st. 1874.

or

Cause for Cheer.
MR. EDITOR : In a right and manly sense, as I
think and hope, I feel to exclaim, ·'God bless
yon." Y o.ur effort in behalf of the cause of the
religion of humanity should be recognized and
sustained by every friend of free thought on the
American Continent. The honest man will follow
the truth, let it lead where it will, and will avow
boldly to-clay what be believes to be the truth, even
though he contradict it to-morow. The intellect of
man, guided by science and reason, though perhaps
not competent to gntsp and comprehend the primordial types of vitalized matter on this globe, or look
beyond and touch or see the mscrutable cause of
suns and stars, can yet see and comprehend the humbugs and impositions of the ages.
Is it not a grand thing that we live now? Luther's
Reformation was a grand movement in the right direction in his days, but he or his followers knew but
little of the real genius of true mental liberty.
It is for us to assert the truth and go ,,.here it leads;
not cowardly like some who take a few steps forward
In a grand enterprise, and then fall back for fear of
the consequences of defeat. Li IJeral thinkers have
much to strengthen them at the present time. Ingersoll is a star of the first ma.e;nitude, and undc1· revolt
is a tower of strength, and fit to stand with the former as a high-priest in the new church. I shall tnke
your paper and ad vise my friends, to "go and do
likewise."
~With your permission I mn.y have something to
say hereafter in its columns. Yours truly,
W. 0. SPICNSim.
Lakep01·t, Madison Co.. N. Y.
[Our fl·iend will be welcome to our colnmns; will
aiW!tys be glad to hear form him.-Ed T. S.J
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I

What is Christianity 1

Paul; hence, we see the steady wrangling and disCalvin's Points.
pute between him and Peter and the other Apostles
Presbyterians and other Calvinists, although preJIIR. EDITOR : N othmg is more popular than to hear and Christians at Jerusalem. For Paul's idea was hut
people laud Christianity as the summum bonum of all his own speculation a new ide&· and ther-efore in tP.nding assent to the Westminster confession, on
that is ~rood and moral, and ascribe to it all the prog- antagonism with oth~r Apostles ~nd Jewish Chris- election and predestination, when driven to the wall
ress which humanity has made in civilization and tians, as his doctrines frequently in opposition. to the d~ny that i_nfants are in hell. They cannot deny this
culture since its foundation. And yet it is by no reputed teachings of Christ himself. But as he was Without bemg absurd. 'rhe words preordained mean
means an easy tasl' to explicitly define w-hat Chris- also the most able of all the Apostles and the then something. A soul is non-elect, predestined to eternal
tianity really is or means, since every sect gives it a Christians, and as he especially hibored among the damua.tion;. by cha~ce it is never bor1~ alive. into this
different definition and meaning, and claims, tha.t heathens, where he did not find.as much opposition world or dws an mfant. If predestmed 1t goes to
its definition is the right one, its Christianity the true as in Judea for the propagation of his new doctrines, ~ell or it never was !Jredestm.ed. To deny ~his is to say
and as he was also very zealous in his work, and not 1t. 'Yas !lnd. was not predestmed; preclestmed on conand genuine one.
Again, all sects claim the bible as the source and at all scrupulous as to the means he employed, if only ~1t10n It lived to .m~nhood.. It was then ~ot predesfoundation of their Christianity; but each of them they answ.ered his ends, he succeeded m making his ideas tined. T~ say. so IS like saymg ~f one, he IS fated to
gives also such a vastly different explanation, implies and doctrmes prevail, and to be in time adopted by do a cer~am tlnng unle~s he don t, or to say Go~ for~
such very difl:erent meaning to some phrases and pas- all the churches, although not without much opposi- saw the mfant would d1e and he never predestmed It
.
to hell is pure fatalism; to say like the Moslem, "It is
sages of their bible, 'hat it almost appears as if there tion.
3. This Pauline Cltristiant"ty differed then in its fate._ Allah is God ; so be. it," which no Christa in will
were as many different bibles as there are sects. This
bible, moreover, is so full of contradictions, errors, primitive conception in manr and essential p9ints not admtt. Tl!e soul ~reclestmed t.o hell has perfe~t freeand even immoralities, that, at best, but some fanati- only from the ~ ewish Christian Christianity, but even dom of WI!l•. and IS f~ted to dw before reaclw_Ig_ the
cal hyper-pious zealot, dares to accept the verbal from the teach10gs and doctrines of Christ himself; .r~ars of Wilimg; ~r It reaches the years of Willm~,
text of the bible in the sense it reads, although they all an~ in proportion as it developed itself; grew and wtlls tq go to parad!se and to obey God, .and _yet must
declare it to be a divine revelation. But if a divine gamed strength, it varied ever more and more from go to hell. Here IS freedom of the Will wtth a venrevelation, it ought certainly to be free from all and the former, until it was finally established as the geance:
.
any error and incorrection, be clear and unambigu. authmitative Christianity of the Church. yet many
Is this not silly talk ? Yes.!
But thousands of sane-nunded m~n ana women
ous, and not liable to be misunderstood. It is far and many were the bishops, ecclesiastics, and their
from being this, however. And in order to get over nu~e~ou~ adherents (sects) who opposed this Pauline solemnly assent. to such lan,guage as. tlus as creed.
See Presbyterian ConfessiOn of Faith-Chap. 3, sec.
these defects the orthodox twist and construe the ob- Chnst1amty from first to last during several centuries
noxious. passages in all conceivable manners; say that. in its victorious march to final supremacy. But when 3. ~y the decree of ~od s?me men and angels are _Prethe errors, contradictions, etc., were no such defects, the Pauline Christianity varied greatly from Christ's destmed t? everlastmg life, and others preordamed
that the defects lie in our own ignorance and straight. own ideas and teachings, and the belief of the Apos· to everlastmg death.
.
forwardness or that such phrases or passages must tie~ ~n~ fi~st Ch~istians already in its conception and
4. These me'?- and angels a~e partwul~~;rly and U!l·
not be understood literally; that they have another primitive Ideas, It was fully changed into unknown- changeabl.Y designed, and their number IS so certain
deeper meaning, a mysterious signification, which ness from them after the Church had lent it her au- and definite that it cannot be either increased or diour carnal reason cannot find out, which faith alone thority. The Church then, i.e., the bishops and high· minish,~l.
.
er ecclesiastics, in order to stifle aU· opposition to it,
5. Neither are any others redeemed by Chnst effect·
can see.
Yet all this, even if admitted, cannot answer the met in repeated councils in which they endeavored to ually called, so, but the el~ct only.
question, what is Christianity? To answer it we have ~treng~hen the Church by dictating to all believers
7. The rest of ~Iankind God w_as pleased * * *
to search further, when we will find, that an answer m Chnst, what was to be accepted as faith and be- for the glory o~ Ins power ~ver h1s creatures, to pa~s
will only be found by analyzing the characteristic lieved as Christianity, or condemned as heresy. And b,v, and to or~am the~n to d!sho1!or ~nd wrath forthe1r
qualities of Christianity. Let us try, then, to find an what the the Church thus decided, that was accepted sm to the praise of Ius g~orwus JUS~ICe.. .
answer to our question by thus analyzing Christianity. and believed by the people, or became the "faith of
Chap. 10 sec 3. Elect mfants dymg m mfancy are
1. The fundamental characteristic quality of Chris- the Church,'' or in other words-Ohristumity. In regener!!.ted and saved, etc.
tianity evidently is a belief in Christ, since the name almost every council, Christianity was thus differently
4. Others not e!ected, etc.•. cannot be saved.
Christianity is obviously derived from the name defined, and received new doctrines, forms, ceremoLarger Cateclusm-Questwn 60.-Answer-They
Christ, and implies a belief in him. But in order to nies, etc. It was especially one circumstance that wh? have n~ver. heard the gospel, know not Jesus and
understand what is meant by the so often used phrase augmented thus the faith doctrines sacraments believe not m him, cannot be saved, be they never so
"belief in Christ," we have yet to go one step further forms, ce!e~onies of Chri~tianity, al~ost without dilig~nt to frame their lives according to the light of
and ask what is meant by the name Christ. For not end. This cncumstance was the conversion to Chris· natme,
only that not all Christian sects accept and understand tianity of many Greek and other heathen philosoYes, thousands of .m~n and w<?men in this land
that name alike, but a critical examination will further phers and other nu-n of learning. They brou""ht with solemnly assent to tins mfernal fruth ; hundreds of
show that it represented quite a differe·: t idea in its them their philosophical systems, and heathen°mythol- cost!~ temples are built to this clemon _God; hundreds
original, Jewish,sense, and another in its later Chris- ogies and other fancies and notions which they cher- of priests are supported to expound tlus creed.
tian, sense, another also in Christianity.
'
ished, and as their conversion generally was but parIn l!eathen lands, w:e a~e told, that the same _costly
In its original-Jewish-sense the name Christ sig- tial, they were disinclined to give up these fancies. ~stabhshments are m.mntamed to the honor o~ hideous
nified merely an anointed one, a king a ruler (wlio So the.y invented new systems and fancies by which to Idols, and were~? ~1th a sh?dder t~at on their bloo_dy
was anointed among the Jews,) and here espe~ially rec?nctle th~ Christian doctrines with their mytho- altars ~~man hfe 1s so.metimes offered up. Hellish
one expected by them and destined to redeem th~ logiCal n~twns. They gained in consequence of superstitiO~ ! _Damne~ Idols ! N ?t. content unles~ a
Jewish nation, to restitute their independent national- th!Jir leari~mg great influence in the Church and at human bei~g IS. oc?aswn~lly saCrificed to the praise
ity and glory of former clays. With them the name the council, and thus imposed upon the Church many of your gloriOus JUStiCe and _honor ..
B.ut what, oh, wh_at of_ tlus ommpotent God, to tlte
Christ was but p~rtly an indiv!dual progress name, and many of their heathen notions as Christian docand partly a genene name. In either sense however trines of faith, many heathen ceremonies as Christian pra1se of whose gloJ'lous JUstzc~ not one, nor~ hundred
'
nor a thousand, temporary lives shall be offered, but
he was but a man, a man like other men. '
' rites 11nd forms etc.
4. And that' now is Christianity. It is a conglomer· countless billions of everlasting so~1ls of men, women
Quite a ditl"erent signification, however gained the
name Christ ar.d represented quite a different idea ation of Jewish 1:a.ea8, of Pauline speculations, heathen and ba?es shall, under decrees I~sued ere even the
later in Christianity. In it he became T!te G!trist-not mytlwlogwal notions and ecclesiastical impositions, all founrlatiOnK of the worl? were la~d, on beds of torany more a Christ-a Man-like other men but a mixeq up with some philo.Yophical speculations and meta- me~t and fl:an~e curse their reprobatiOn endlessly !
_Like God, !Ike man_. T?e assent to sucll a cree~ as
supernatural, a divi~e bcin&, sent not merely t~ Jews physzcal 01· moml doctrines. They are now generally
to redeem the Jewish natwn only, to restitute their received, and by many honestly believed, as such con· th1s must give hell1sh Impulses, narrow the mmd,
individual nationality, but to redeem the world-not glomerate,_ i. e., as Christianity; but when this 0 on- hard~~ .and corrode the. heart. The ,members \>f the
in a physical, but in a new, in a spiritual sense and to glomerate Is dissolved again, its ingredients analyz. Inqms1twn who gave gmltless youths mnocence and
inaugurate not a Jewish milleninum but-his own ed and individualized but a small part of them are matchless women's tenderness to earthly torments, to
rack confessions of faith out of them and save their
kingdom-the kingdom of heaven>. to be~ome the Sav· actually believed in. '
In thus analyzing Christianity we must come to the sou_Js and pr~vent the spread of errors clamna~le, w~re
ior of men (or at least of that portion of them who
would believe in and accept him as the Christ ;) their same conclusion to which that acute and philosoph! delicate p1tymg _angels o_f mercy 1n c01_npanson w1th
redeemer, finally, from the consequences of "Adam's cal author, Dr. F. Strouss in the first part of his last that God and Ius worsh1pers who, leavmg t!Ie body
fall," to them. This is the signi11cation which the work, The Old and the New Faith, came in consid· un~armed, would damn forever and prom1scpusly,
·
CLARKE hwrNE.
!Iame Christ has obtained in C~1ri~tianity; this is what ering the question: "Are we still Christians?" and their souls.
---------IS meant by the 11llrase, ''belief m Christ " in Chris- which he thus expresses: "It is then my conviction
tianity; a belief in him as the Christ.
'
that if we will not twist and explain, if we will let
']'rusting the 'l'eachei'S.
2. 'l'llis later signification, albeit it is to-day the yes be yes, a!lcl no, no; in short, if you will speak as
generally adopted and prevailing one in Christianity honest and smcere men, we must confess, we are no W!ty Doctors of Divinity and Doctors of Medicine .A1·e
was by no means that given it by the first Christians'. Christians any more." So in considering the question
Not Trusted by tlte People.
.
·
yea, it is more than doubtful, whether it was the idel "What is Christianity?" we must come. to the conclu~
Rev. Thomas K. Beecher has written an article for
9f Ghrist himself. Ou1· gospels, at least, as we pos- sion, that it is not what .is generally claimed for it, the Houselwld Magazine, entitled "Trust the Tea<: hsess ~llem to-day may just, as well sustain the pretense but conglomerate of Jew1sh notions, heathen mythol- er," which is a special and specious plea for the
that It was, as prove that Jt was not. But it is also a ogies and ecclesiastical imposition, which, when duly clergy. He starts with the proposition that a miniswell-known fact, that ou1· gospels date more than a analyzed, are not believed in any more.
ter sustains the same relation to religion that the
century later than the two or three years of Christ's
l'IIORRIS EINSTEIN.
professor of mathematics does to arithmetic, or-the
.ffle:s8ianie_life; that, whatever they report, they are but
Titusville, Pa., Aug. 6th, 1874.
chemist to chemistry, or the physician to medicine,
compilatiOns, and not the authentic writings of those
and as we accept the statements and conclusions of
Apostles who are elaiiJlCd to be their authors. Besides,
scientist and mathematician on trust, it is the
A NUMBER of Indian skeletons have been exhumed from the
it is further kno.wn that ~hey were subjected to so
of wisdom to credit the statements of the
nuuy changes, mterpoJatwns, pious frauds, of all an ancient graveyard near Clarksville. Tenn. 'rhe fore- part
preacher and take his advice in religious matters.
sorts, that they can by no means now prove anything heads are receding, and the jaws and nose very promi- He deplores the perverse depravity tlmt canses the
any more for or against the ideas of Christ himself nent, unlike the features of any tribe known to the earJi-· people to believe the almanac and doubt the bible,
For in proportion as the Christ idea became that of est settlers. Flint weapons and pottery were found, and listen credulously to a lecture on science and criticise
~he earliei: Christians, and more especially that of the the graves were closed above and below with slabs of
a sermon. He says few question the fact that not
fathers of tl18 Church-our gospels were made to slate stone. Strangely enough a leaden bullet was found one in a hundred are able to prove it, and although
conform with this idea. At any rate it is certain that fastened in the shouider bones of one of the skeletons.
over one hundred highly intelligent ministers of the
among the first Christians the Jewish, and the late;. not
gospel recently united in the declaration that this was
The ()hrist idea, of Christ was the prevailing one. And
'rHE Rochester Ch1·oniole says Lucy Stone doesn't be- a · montrous heresy, Mr. Beecher sttys that as the
very naturally, too, I slwuld think for were not the lieve that ladies ought to change their names merely people cttnnot all perfect themselves in science or re·
firs_t Christians, at least the great ;uajority of them because they marry. Lucy married a chap named Black- ligion they should implicitly trust the professors of
Jews who still were Jews in tt1e1r belief and merely well, and out of compliment to their parents the childrfm the one and the preachers of the other. He acids :
believed also in Jesus as their (not the) christ in their will be called Stone-Blackwell, and if one of 'em should " You go to the physician for medical advice, and
Jewish sense of the word.
marry Brown-Sequard and their children should marry you believe what he tells you ; why not trust the
The father of the new, "The Christ," ideas was -Stop
a minute, my son. Take breath.
·
preacher in religious matters ? "
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.0. M. McPHER,SoN, Normal Hill, Ill .. writes : By the ER and yet some of these same persons will give donations
Mr. Beecher has asked some .questions which~ will
of a fnend a copy of the THE TRUrH SEEKER to the orthodox clergy and to orthodox churches because
attempt to answer for the enhghtenmflnt ·of lumse.f kmdness
W(LS J?rought to my notice, and I was so forcibly struck it is fashionable. '.rhis iR. truly very discouraging.
and his class of preachers who are troubled so great- w1th 1ts appearance, style~ and the <'haracter of its articles
I very much admire the "get up" and shape of THE
ly at the deplorable tendency on the part of the lleo- tha~. I am resolved to lena my little mite to the support TRUTH SEEKER. It is indeed a convenient and interesting
ple td think for themselves on the subject of religwn, of 1t. After careful p·e.rusal I pronounce, it cannot be piJ.Iler; I like also, its being issued semi-monthly,
by any paper 1n the United States in the rare~'he address of Prof. Tyndall fell like a bombshell in
while accepting the results of scientific inquiry so equalled
ness and richness of its productions. THE TRUTH SEEKER the camp of orthodoxy.
is yet in its infancy ; but before it has attained even to
readily.
J. H. FosTER, Greeley, Col .. writes: I heartily sympathize
It is because the pre(Lchers do not agree among chil9-hood's ag.e,,I ~rust that as a power for good it will be with
you in your effort to establish a Liberal paper ; and
f~lt m yvery ·VICllllty throughout the land, I think it 1s
themselvos. The endless diversity of opinion and high
so
no doubt do many Liberals. but syrnpathu won't run a
t1me that we as an intellifi:ent people should wage
dogmatic .statements alllong the teachers of religion is a fierce and persistent war agamst the evils of priest- paper. Liberals are pro verbally indifferent and apathetsufficient to account for all t.he skepticism of the age. craft, creeds, confessions and orthodox abominations Ic. Once in a while one bursts out as you have done and
' "goes the whole hog" and " goes his little pile." in the
How can the people be expected to believe the and let truth with the might and right shine forth.
cause and then is termed "a crazy fool"-' a fanatic."
preachers when these preachers arc calling each
MRS. MARGARET FLINT, Webster, Mass., writes: I feel (There are doubtless many of us, who, if we followed out
very
genial
towards
'fHE
TRUTH
SEEKER
and
if
it
should
half the impulses we feel. our friends would feel like
other false teachers ? The teaehers of religion are
a weekiy visitor to my house you may rest assur- placing us in an asylum). Iml-ifferentisrn is the stumbling
divided into a thousand schools, each claiming to become
ed I shall welcome it; but knowing what I do of Liberals block in Liberalism. A man will do, while a Christian
have the only true doctrine, and war.1ing tlJe people as a class I wonder that .THE TRUTH SEEKER has lived so all that he can, for the sake of his Lord and master ; but
not to believe the others on pain of damnation. As long as it has. I know it comes hard for an Infidel to convert him to Liberal ism and straitway he wlll not do half
pay anything toward the advancement of light and truth; so much from a sense of duty to his fellow-man. Fear
Burns has it :
but if a minister looses a horse, it is no uncommon thing seems to be more potent than duty. Sometimes I think
for an Infidel to give five or ten dollars to assist in buying such persons (and three-fourths of Liberalism seems
"Lo Calvin, Knox and Luther cry,
the minister another. A little attention from a minister made up of such! were brought out from ttw safe and
'I have the truth, anJ I, and I,
does an Infidel "a heap of good." But words are so cheaP. sheltering arms (? J of Christianity too soon; and yet it
Poor sinners if ye gang agley
I may as well close. Good wishes would be very well 1f seems no matter how lou~ they stay there they seem no
you only had plenty of money wherewith to "swing" more fit to come out and· come up higher"
The de'il will ha' ye,
your paper. I hope some one will answer Austin Kent's
I sometimes fear we have too many Liberal papers in
And thfl Lord will stand abey
article in a recent TRUTH SEEKER.
»roportion to active zealous Liberals. There are so
And will na save ye."
many
would prefer to smoke a good cigar every few
WM. A. WILLIAMS, Dayton Ohio, writes: We are con- hours who
than use the money they can to help keep up a
What faith would the people have in astronomy stant readers of rour paper. and believe in, and admire Liberal
paper.
And then again many Liberals are poor
if there were fifty schools of astronomy, each fight- the sentiments o its editor and his able corps of con- and are hardly able to spare the money a paper costs ;
tributors who so fearlessly and faithfully devote them- but let us hope 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER will receive sufficient
ing the others ? Would the farmer give the almanac selves
to the cause of humanity, freedom, integrity and
precedence over the bible, as Beecher says he does, justice. We long to see the time come when the human support to succeed and flourish.
if the different almanacs cliffertd as much as the dif- race will be free from the silliness of religious superstiespecially that infernal bondage Rom ish Catholicferent creeds and ministers do ? The people believe tions.
Theodore Tilto;n.
ism. We thank you for exposing to public gaze the in
in mathematics and chemistry and geology ]?ecause competencis, the intrigues and rascalities of some of our
BY GERALD MASSEY.
these sciences challenge investigation and grow public servants who are indeed unworthy of public or
strong under criticism. 'l'he reason why they ques- mdividual trust; and when the~e means spoken of by
My friend, I met you when the shadow lay
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER
are
utilized;
then
only
can
we
extion ahd doubt the religious systems of the day h; that 1)ect a better state of affairs. So press on in right t!'uth Darkly betwixt you and the outer day;
they shrink from free inquiry, and stand naked and and we will help you. Send your paper to us another
Your life, frost-bitten to tho core, was dumb
year. It may help to reform some of our Ohio rascals if
defenceless before intelligent criticism.
With Winter, as 1f Spring would never come.
Once there was but one sect, and history tells of no it comes within their gaze.
The smile that sprang up in your eyes to give
JoHN H. HASLEM, Calhoun Co., Ark .. wites: I do think
skeptics at that period. The people trusted the
A stranger greeting had no heart to live
your
fearless
little
sheet
should
be
strewn
broadcast
over
teachers during the dark ages.
For you, when it had cheered me on my way.
the land, more especially when I read the 19th article, sec.
Mr. Beecher says the people trust the physician. 1 of the new constitution of the State of Arkansas. "No
I saw you like some war-horse who had smelt
Here he is mistaken. The physician is in the same person who denies the being of a God shall hold any office
Burnt powder, and the joy of onset felt,
boat with the preacher, and for the same reason, there m the civil depllrtments of the State, nor be competent to
testifiy as a w1tness in any court." Now Friend Bennett,
Now doomed to plough the furrow, who should chance
are different schools of physic, and the people natur- if you don't think your paper is needed where such a docTo catch the music, see the colors dance,
ally distrust them all.
ument exists upon the authority of a State I have no more
And hear his fellows neighing for the war,
Religion and medicine have ever been, and are to say. Our mutual friend The Investiaator seems to be
dread of the Catholics; but I will tell you the 1\IethodAn'd he, too, snuffs the battle from afarstill but systems of moral and physical quackery, in
ists are "running the machine" here. The candidates
Down comes the lash, in mist the visions melt;
and' the clergy and the doctor are justly placed in the for nearly all the various offices in the State from the
But knew not how your life was eross't and cross't,
catalogue of empirics, where they must remain until governor down belong to or, are the friends of this denomination. Our Christian friends are endeavoring to
As is a letter, till the sense looks lost;
the one presents a science of religion and the other of frighten
the people in eonsequenee of short crops. and
medicine that shall find responses in the moral and say people are bound to starve, and in consP.quence are
Nor what you held at heart, and still must hold,
physical natures of men. When this is done there getting up a revival. I heard one aged sister shout a'ld
Thttt makes the whole wide warmest world a-cold!
shed
tears
and
com1)lain
she
was
greatly
distressed;
but
will be but one religion and one medical school, and
But now the hettvens brighten overhead;
that thing is not so common as a few years ago. It is
these will'take rank with the positive science~:>.
And though the ways are miry you must tread,
dying out.
,
T, A. BLAND, M.D., in O!tieago 1'ime8.
I greet you on the break-u» of the frost.
GEORGE PADDINGTON, Fresno Cal., writes: In September last Elder Howard lectured here against infidelity.
Men talked of your great failure. Nevertheless,
At the close of the meeting I asked him a few questions.
'Tis but the shadow of as great success
1. " Do you believe the bible to be inspired?"
Darkly prefigured. if you dare be true
ANSWER. "Not all. It contains a great many errors
of trasslation."
To the good work that you were sent to do I
2. "Are there any other parts you do not believe?"
I deem your star was not a luring light
ANs. "Yes, the historical part."
That shone for others, bringing you the night
J. N. REYNOLDS, Salem, Oregon, Writes: THE TRUTH
3. ''Do vou believe the rest of it?"
SEEKER suits me to a dot. It is the best pap,er I ever read.
ANs. "No: Paul said he gave his judgment."
To leave you fallen in the wilde: ness.
Consider me a life member of the band of Truth Seekers.
4. ··Sir: will you appoint a time when you will tell us
Up and fight on, my friend, with spirit. stripped
which are the insph·cd parts of the bible?"
WM. E. HUGHTON, LyLmS. Ohio, writes: Your paper is
ANs. "No; I cannot."
As is the hardened war-lance, grimly gripped,
just what I want. Don't be afraid of failing in publishing
5. "'Why do you denounce us infidels .while you disbeThat late was green and leafy in the wood,
such a paper. The world needs :t and good mind(~ will lieve a large portion of the book yourself?"
Now bared for battle and the red reek of blood.
support it. I find it so wholesome I would like it to come
ANs. "I consider you have no right to call me to quesweekly, and hope it may in time.
There is a darkness we can only dash
tion here."
·
6. '• Did you not give a public call and a public invitaOut of the eyes with the soul's fighting flashBENJAMIN F. STAMM, Detr.'it, Mich .. writes: I cannot do tion to this meeting?"
No help in giving up through feelings hipped!
without your paper and so long as it pursues its present · ANS. "Yes; but I do not care to prolong a conversation
consistent course you may consider me one of 1ts per- with you."
·
In such a world as this it ne'er avails
manent friends and supporters so long as I can find the
He evidently 'Yanted to get away from me.
To sit and eat the heart, or gnaw the nails;
necessary means for the purpose.
A WESTERN FRIEND-too modest to have his name apThe live souls have to swim against the tide,
pear
in
print-writes
thus:
"I
think
you
will
accept
a
Miss Lizzm A. WAGNER, Austin Minn .. writes: I am
The deadest fish can float with it 11nd ride.
doing all I can for your 1)aper but as yet have not accom- few words with commendation when I preface them with
Heroic breath must lift and clear the skies
plished very much, and wish some one better informed an injunction that they shall not be published.
Well then I am an old reader of liberal vapers; hardly
and better adapted to lecturing than a little girl of eighThat we have clouded with our own vain sighs;
teen summers would visit this »htce and open the eyes of one has escaped my notice for the hi.st tlurty years, and
Heroic breath must fill your future sail~.
I can recall to my mind none among those that have lived
the blind bigots by whom I am on all sides surrounded.
or .died that seemed to possess such vitality, such assurIt is the well-borne burden that will tone
ance
of
everlasting
life,
such
bright
pospects
of
future
JoHN !II. PoWER, Brighton Mich .. writes: I am perfectly
Our manhood; turn the gristle into bone.
satisfied with the change of THE TRUTH SEEKER from a glory as the one you have the pride to wield. Whether in
The storm that on tho hill-side bow the trees.
monthly to a semi-monthly. It is the best and spiciest pursuing this course which m nst have gained the appropaper I know of, and I would rather loose any oth(lrs of bation of all truly liberal minds you are not making perHelp bring the power to bear, and knot their knees.
the paperfl I am takinfi: than be deprived of my TRUTH sonal sacrifices that militate against. the monied interests
And (I have seen them kneeling) thus prepare
SEEKER. I hope you w1ll succed in Pnlarging your cil·cu- of your paper, is a matter unon which all thinking perThem to receive the (•nsets they must bear;
lation even to a million copies. I will help you all I can. sons can have but little doubt. I can only offer you this
consolation," right is mighty and will prevail." You are
So 'neath its load the iron of manhood's grown.
R.liL CASEY, Pendleton, S.C .. writes; The Semi-month- young-you can yet wait a few years for' your future crownNor murmur of a life by Falsehood marred,
ly TRUTH SEEKER has been duly received and fully appre- ing glory. Tl1'l world needs you in tha~capacity in which
ciated by myself and your other subscribers in this place; you are now placed; and I hope the ravens will feed you
Or roof-tree by the fires of ruin charred.
if
man
will
not.
A
small
crust
will
refresh
the
noble
I'Oul
and I now say as I have said heretofore it is the best
Why, what hath Falsehood in the world to do
paper I ever saw and I would say to my Christian friends who toils to remove the debris that impedes his brother
But lie to live, then die to prove the True,
1f your are possessed of an ordinary brain and wish to man."
live and di<1 in the orthodox faith, you had better not
And then be buried, while the new life waves
[We fear we are 'not as young as our Friend imagines;
take THE TRUTH SEEKER.
The greenness overgrowing all such graves;
but in this respect we are like the old lady who s;tid,
But strike! strike on. strike often, and strike hard!
1\Irs. JEANETTE BILL, Maple Plain, Minn., writes: I have "Although I am old now I have seen the day when I was
read 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER for a year and cannot now think just as young as ever I was."-Ed. T. S.J
The world is waking from its phantom dreams,
of doing without it. It is the paper for me and if by takSAMUEL CRUMl', Pittsford, N.Y .. writes: Every time I
To make out that which is from that which seems;
ing it I can add the smallest mite toward alleviating the
human mind or aid in liftihg one thought out of the old have receiYed a TRUTH SEEKER these. four, or live months
And in the light of day shall blush to find
muddy rut of orthodoxy, you certainly shall have there- have I thought I would write a line t.o encourage you in
What wraiths ot darkness still had power to blind
quired sum as long as I can raise it. Please am,ept my your "up hill" undertaking; but the cares of business and
family
take
up
all
my
time,
and!
must
own
as
I
advan.~e
in
Its vision: what thin walls of misty grey,
thanks for the good the perusal of its columns have afyears I loose some of the ardor I felt thirty years ago.
fouded me.
As if of granite, stopped its onward way;
Such is life-when we are young we are full of enthusiasm
W. H. BuRTNETT, Camargo Ill., writes : I ~m well pleas- and build castles in the air, but when .we pass the fiftieth
Up, and be busY. as the early beams!
ed and all the friends here are also, with the recent year we become more staid and attend more to the stern
Hope, work, 1\ght on, my friend, and you sh1tll shtnd
change in THE TRUTH SEEKER. We feared the leap from realities of life. I have seen the start, rise, and fall of
11. monthly to a weekly would be too great and perhaps many free thought papers and movements and seldom
One of the foremost of a noble band;
disastrous, and we are glad you struck" the happy medi- have I seen those who are rich and able to help the cause
Sta.nd visibly in the smile of heaven and shed
um." A child must creep before it can walk, and walk ever give a cent to help a free thought paper along. I am
Light from within yon, whercsoo'nr you tread;
before it can run. If it stands too early upon its legs, it personally acqmtinted with many men of wealth. who do
will be" bow-legged." Next year, when its friends and not digniso their scepticism, who never gave a eent to
Stand on tho higlwr summit. to tr,Lnsmit
subscribers have increased-when it has gained strength, the cause of trutJ1. ll'Iany of U1em will slty, "Why need
A new live heart:l.>eat from the InllHite,
morally and financiallu. then we we will gladly hail it as I take a paper? My mind is settled already; I am conTo kindle-as it throbs throughout-your land.
a weekly. May you never grow poorer, or THE TRUTH verted," and I have had some of these sneer at me for
-Golden .Age.
SEEKER less searching.
asking them to patronize the Investigator or TRUTH SEEK-
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as Immortal: it is not happy-and then it must be so I l\Iatter. All Newton's Laws of Motion are based on
And it will be : Progression at length makes all Planets, Inertia. and are ther~>fore false ; Kepler's Third Law is
So much interest has been excited by Prof. Tyn- Heavens, so Blessed they desire no more ; and these who based on it, and is false, as could be made patent to
dall's discourse, we give the following from Dr. Jo- live too early arl) only stepping-stones, but not even In- e,erybody in a single sentence. His First and Second
finity can help that l But they are only exceptions (in the Laws are based on ·a flxed Sun and a miracle, and are
seph Treat's Statement, prepared for the late Boston babyhood ot their Planets), swallowed up.aud lost in the false. ' Newton's Universul Gravitation is ba'sed on a
B11irit1tal Convention, as bearing on the issues between Eternal. Immortal. Infinite Aggregate of the Happy !
finite Universe, and is false ; and his Centrifugal Force
ResolvPd, That thus the Materialist has solved the Prob- is only another name for a miracle, tmd tlio!:oforo doos
two great systems of philosophy. The resolutions
lem of Spiritualism : Accounting_ for the l\Ianifestations not exist. Ultimate Atoms ai·e impossible in itn Infl!tito
afford much ground for thought :
as the work of spiri.ts, even making them the PI'Oof ·of Universe every-where touching ; and Cor·relatiori and
Resolved, That if the Spiritualist thinks he has a Phi- spirits, is assuming the whole thing-that there a1·e Conservation of Forces though mea?J·inu tho truth, is yet,
losoph.Y high, holy, more than all words can express, and spirits : valid reasoning when nddressed to those who as only half interpreted, itself made to assert the old
that fills his whole soul, yet the JHaterialist thinks he has believe in such bemgs, but to the 1\Iaterialist, to whom the falsehood. Darwin started with supernaturalism after
a Philosophy even higher, holier, better ; one that has whole Universe is only another name for their impossi- ·a:ll': starting with Live Nature, he would. not have needed
already solved all problems, and made an end of mystery bility, perfect reverse of logic. To him, Spi1·ttu.alism has :his special Origin of Species, and .that Live Natura would
-as the Problem of the Infinite : Here is Spaee that self- never accounted for the 1\Ianifestations, not for a single hav<i giveu him something beside the Doscunt of lVInn.
evidently has no encl. and its having no end is what is one of them ; aud lw 'Sees in everything that actually .Infinite Universe and Correlation antl c·ons,orvation of
meant by its being Infinite, and seeino that it has no end takes placo, only what com(ls from humanity on the Fo1·ces give us a New Astronomy, Cosmology, Nnturnl,
is seeino, understanding, compreheudina. that it is Infinite, planet, what living- beings do and occasion, in ways many Intellectual and Moral Philosophy, Universal Biologv.
seeino that there is no end is comprehending the Infinite, of which we know, and all of which we shall, and all in and Universal Hationale of Existence.
just as seeing that there is an end is eomprehencling the the line of thttt great Progression, which is yet to make
Besolved, That thoro remn.ins nothing for ·ns but to be
finite. So, whenever you hear the word Infinite, it is that us all more than Spiritualists dream, make us all too
great, strong, humble, happy, glad, a thousand tinws
thoro is no end, and that is all that is meant by comp!·e- much to be Spiritualists. Instead of the great idea being
moro than we could be if Wll did not know wha.t is in thio;
henclina the Infinite-not including, measur·ing it (for that spi1·its , it is yet to be ou,·selves, and what we shall bo and
Universe !
is the very thing, that it can not be included or measured, do ! Intuition, Clairvoyance, Psvchometry, ·talking.
because it has no end), but unrlerstanding it, seeinu tlwouvh round the globe, looking through the globe,layirig. hold
it, knowiuo all about it, no end, no end. This is compre- of the·Stars, comprehending the whole Universe-and all
Alcohol.
hending tho Infinite. You could not comprehend it be- the mastery of phys·ical Nature to which we shall attain I
As
the
rssult
of
the
chomical
change which sugar uncause you could not comprehend God.
It will be more to see that this is ourselves, than to receive
dergoes in passing downwards towards n dead, inorgmti"
Resolved, '.rhat equally the l\Iaterialist solves the Prob- it from any Plato, Newton, or Jesus I
lem of the Universe: This infinite Space is full of lVIatter,
Resolved, That herein the Materialist has solved the condition, a substance is produced by whieh more sorthorn is no more any end to the Stars, than to Space, so Problem of J\Iediumship : We shall then all be l\Iediums. row, crime and suffering than all other evil a.g(mcios that
that infinite Space becomes at once an infinite Universe : but nono of us Spi,·itt,all\Iediums : to be a Medium is to have affiicted the world. It has caused tens of thousands of
this, Sdence both accepts and demonstrates ; this is the be fine, sensitive, impressible, susceptible, in sympathy murders, and uncounted instances of robbery, tlwft, n.rson, incest and suicide; it has brought misery and wont
inevitable postulate of all Science to-day, an infinite Uni- with all things, in raoport with the Universe,
verse I And Infinite can not be created, and so there has
Resolved, That thus the Materialist has solved tile into millions of lwuseholds ; it has illled aim-houses and
always been a Universe, just such as there is to-day, the Problem of Eternal Progression : Nothing can progress asylums with wretched victims; it sends a never-ending
very same l\Iatter, in other Stars before these, and others forever. Evolution [Progression] starts with a Nebula, procession of crime-stained men and women to tho galbefore those, away back forever ! Aud Infinite can not be and ends when the Worlds formed from that Nebula, lows. Whitt ati awful indictment this is to. bring against
blotted out, and so there always will be just such a Uni- with the Races on those Worlds, have exhausted their a substance which stands so closely allied in ctemical
verse, other Stars after these, and others after those, for- possibilities [by radiation of Heat] ; then those possibili- relationship to innocent sugar. Alcohol is not a natural
ever! The Universe has no oud in Space, no end in the ties mu"t be resupplied by return to the condition which product; it can only result from a spontaneous chango
Past, no end in the Future.
gave them lbv development of Heatl-Evolution and which is excited. in saccharine liquids. under tho influBPsolved, That already the Materialist has soh'eq the Dissolution, Action and Reaction, But the whole Uni- ence of a ferment. If iu the order of things this change
Problem of a God : There is no need of one, no possibil-ity verse was never a Nebula, and oo was never subject to had been impossible, the human race would have boun
saved from shedding tears, the aggregate volume of
of one, and then there -is none: there is no Creating, nor Evolution, and so has never progressed at all.
Upholding, nor Goyerning, for the Infin'ite Universe is
Be solved, That then the l'tiaterialist has solved the Proh- which reaches to a;mighty river.
litem! Self-Existence, Omnipotence, aud Independence. lem of Eternal Pe,:fection: From eternity to eternity the
But alas t atoms of carbon and hydrogen are permitted
both ways forever ! And if the Universe could be created, Universe is an Infinity of Stars. These Stars come and to group themselves in a way to form the maddening
it would be finite, and wouldn't be :L Universe ! And if go (are evolved from Nebula. and go back to ill, one after liquid and the great enemy to human happiness eonfronts
thct·n wns a God, and he was a Being, he would be finite, another, like tho trees in a forest, or the people in Lon- in all our domestic, commercial and industrial relations.
for rm infltiito Being is a contradiction; and if he was not don-but still the· forest keeps full, and London keeps If through disarrangement of Nature's laws, the ;,inous
a Being, he would not be a God at all. So that a. Universe full, and the Stars are always there l Scattered among fermentative process should suddenly ct'ase, and not
is better than a God ; now we have Infinit.y, then we them every-where, like the fulling trees, or the dying another drop of spirituous liquors be produeod nb s~iJsi
should have nothing ! [And now you see why you could men, are the Ncbulro, growing to or coming back from, ble harm would come to any industrial art or process.
not comprehend the Infinite-you could not comprehend Stars , aud thnse Nebulro are truly infinite in number ; and no absolute want in medicine would be oncountornd.
·how God could have no eud, when there was nothinu at aU but yet, the number of the Stars is so infinitely greater, Carefully viewing the matter from the stand points of tho
to have any end ! But you can comprehend how the Uni- that you would never notice, but would say it was all chemist, physician and artisan, we unlwsitatingly declare
vm·~e has Iio end, how Space has uone, how Eternity has Sta1·s, Stars, Stars l And this is what may be called Eter- that the world in its present advanced stn.g-e has no need
none, you can't comprehend anything else ! These nal Perfection, " the same yesterday, to-day, and for- of alcohol; it is simply convenirmt, but not necossal'Y.
things have no end, while other things have one ll
Why not then make a determined ofiort to rid the counever !"
llt•solved, That equally the Materialist has solved the
Besolve(l, That now the ~ilaterialist has solved the Prob- try and the world of the monster? Although alcohol rerroblem of an unknown and inscrutable rower: That is lem of Analogy: On every Planet in the Universe, at first sults, as we have said, from spontr1neous changos, yet
the Uod over again. There is no Power out of the Matter men and women believe in Gods, and Devils, and Heav- the aid of man is necessary to form the various liquids
whieh is the summing up and substance of the Universe, ens, and Hells, and their own world as such a mighty containing it into attractive aud permanent l>eyerages.
nor then any Power in it which is not it, nor then any affair, and themselves as such wonderful beings that they The fermentation of the juices of grapes and other fruits
Power in the Universe which is not that. Spencer and must live forever ; but afterward they' grow out of all this, produces alcohol; but if let alone, Nature will not allow
Tyndall seem to think there must be something to make into Nature and knowledge, and take their oluce among the spirit to remain except for a brief space of time.
Matter do all, but it does not have to be made, it does all the true Citizens of the Universe, appreciating that be- Nature abhors not only a vacuum, manifestly one of her
of itself, that is its nature, it is the yery l\Iatter itself to be fore they were only undeveloped germs, puling infants. products is so unstable in its attenuated combinations
and do everything. Thoro never was a time when it al- We have only done as all the babes ha"e done before-we that, if left to itself, it speedily runs down into the harmready was not everything, never was a time when there shall now do what the whole Universe does sooner or less form of acetic acid.
was mere Matter, never a time when there was not this later I
If man ceases to interfere in the series of ntttural changes
actual Universe, never a time when 1\Iatter did not exist
Resolved, That the Materialist submits that he has which saccharine liquids spontaneously undergo. alcothis actual Universe with all things in it-never a time solved n.nd exhausted the Problem of Possibilities : If all hol will not survive long enough to do mischief. Why not
when Matter did not exist thought, will, reason, love, this is not true, nothing else can be : nothing can be . then compel the very great army of men, engaged in isohope, longing, and utter soul of man ! Why Matter is at without a 1·eason: Matter never could have made the Uni- lating and compounding the agent, to let it alone? Alcoall, is why Matter is all this ; and instead of strange that verse beuin, for then, why did it not make it begin sooner? hol is a poison; it acts inhamonously with vital processl\Iatter should be at all, everybody can see it is not only it could never have itself begun to be the Universe, for, es in t.he animal organ is mal. In its purest and best form,
strange but impossible that there should be nothinu. The why was it not the Universe bPfore, al·ways? and God it slowly undermines the constitution, and hinders or
"insoluable mystery" would be anything but--this In- could never have created the Universe, for. why did not arrests metamorphosis of tissues; in its vile.associations,
finity which is and always has been ! This instead of he create it sooner? .(lfff' nothing is possible but this In- as presented in these modern times, it kills with the cermys\ery, is transparence-a Universe as against noth- finite, Eternal, Immortal Universe-the Infinite reason tainty and almost with the rapidity of strychnine and
ing!
gives the Infinite result, the Eternal reason the Eternal arsenic. We ask again, why not attempt to arrest its
Resolved, That herein the Materialist has solved the result, the Immortal reason the Immortal result I
production, and thus strike a blow at the root of the evil?
Problem of Immortality: The Universe is Immortal,
Resolved, That the Materialist submits that he has There is virtue and moral force enough in the country to
and Humanity, as it has been Eternal in the Past, on solved and exhausted the Problem of Optimism : Some- compel Congress to pass laws prohibiting its importation
Planets before these, will be Immortal in the Future, on thing is better than Nothing, Infinite than Finite, an Eter- in any form; and there is virtue and moral force enough in
Planets after t.hese : not individual men and women. but nal Universe than one that ever ha<:l a beginning, a Uni- most, if not in all, the States to compel legislatures to
that Humanity which all men and women forever follow- verse already and eternally Perfect than one eternally enact laws prohibiting its manufacture. 'I' his is tile point
ing each other with and like thek Planets, make-that Pi'Ofl!'essinrJ toward Perfection : and then this Universe is to which we must. sooner or later, come. All the laws
Humanity which always has been, is and always will be, the best thing, and if we .did not have it we should have ever made. or that ever will be made, conjoined with all
the crotcn of the Universe, its final ttnd transcendent nothinu, even as, if we did ·not have an inftnite Universe the well-intentioned women of the country, will never st0p
fruit I
we could not have a finite' one, because there is more the gmt wings of human appetite, or prevent its gratificaResolved, That equally the Materialist has solved the reason for an infinite than finite one I
tion, so long as rum, whiskey, wine, malt liquors, etc.,
Problem of Happiness : He is not unhappy because he is
Resolved, That thus the Materialist has solved the are imported and manufactured under the sanction of
not to to live forever ; on the contrary, he is unspeakably Problem of Science : Nearly all our Science is false, ex- law. Alcoholic beverages must cmtse to exist, before tho
happier for finding that out, finding the truth ; he does cept these two late great additions to it-Infinite Uni- world will be released from the terrible thraldom which
not desi·rp, to live forever, and it pains him to see how verse, and Correlation and Conservation of Forces [the they exercise ove1' the human· appetite, In making 11
agonizingly and despairingly others do wish to, as the latter only another name 'for the former, Fo1·ces only remedy for the enormous evils caused by alcohol, nothing
only escape from loss of all !
Matter, Motion only Matter, all Matter l\Iotion and in absurd or impracticable is associated with the suggestion,
Resolved, That in this the lliaterittlist lms solved the 1\'Iotionl. These are in conflict with almost everything nn<l tho time iA not far distant when the poison will be
Problem of Uceoneilintion : '!'he raec is in Hell, and its wo had buforo, but we have not yet rejiwnwrl what we had placed under a ban, as regards its importation and m!monly hope is a Heaven ; it is robbed of its Now, and so before, to harmonize with these. An Infinite Universe is ufacture, which will give forced emancipation to tile
it looks for a Future: it has no Here, and so it must have Live Matter (as is Correlation and Conservation' of ens of thousands of slaves now in subjugation.-Boston
a Hereafter : it has failed as l\Iortal, and it must succeed Forces), but we still, shamefully retain Inertia, or .Dead tJournal of Chemistry.
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fldds and f§nd~.
BILLINGSISMS.
THEBE iz nothing about a man that WilJ
out last a nik-namo; it will stick to him as
long as a bobtale will to a dog.
MosT people repent of their sins bi thanking God they are not so wicked az their
nabors.
HoNESTY is like munny. a man haz got to
work hard to get it and then haz to work
hard to keep it.
· HoNESTY iz the best kard in the pak; it iz
always trumPs and there iz no man big
phool enuff but what kan play it right every
time,
HoNESTYhaz been prazed mar and practized less. than enny of the virtews, but it
stands in need ov no one's praze and fears
no one's rebuke.
HoNEST men are skarse and what i am
afrade ov now iz, that they are going to be
a great deal skarser.
A bizzy-body is like a ritch cheeze-full
ov little things.
I have known men who were so pius that
when they went a fishing on Sunday, they
·allwuss prayed to the Lord for good luk.
APPLE dumplin and pumkin pie have
done ~bout as much to civilize man as enny
two missionaries that have ever lived.
GooD vittels is next to good morals enuy
time.
Yu may talk about virtew az much as yu
pleze, yu kan't never inokulate a man with
virtew fust rate on an empty stumm uk.
GIVE a man four apple dumplins. with
some good kind of liniment on them and
afterJ:te haz et them and they have settled
down to hard pan, yu kan krawl•up to him
on either side with a dose of morality, or
even sum new kind ov sope for taking
spots out ov clothes.
WHEN a man ain't good for enny thing
else, he iz just rite to sett on a jury.
A thoroly lazy man iz ded enuff to be
buried, and hiz funeral ought to be advertised at once.
GRIT iz a good thing to have but yu don't
want too mutch of it. I hav known folks
who had so much grit that they didn't
know when they was whipt.
IT iz difficult to define a sukcess az it iz
to ackount for the meazles.
WHEN a woman wants anything she wants
with all her strengh, and everybody else's
strength too.
'
A fanatic iz the wust man we hav to kontend with; reason has no effect on him,
and it is agin the law to klub him.
I have seen people so fastidious that
they couldn't see an objikt of charity without plunging their hand into one pocket
and taking out a ten cent piece and then
put it right back in thA other, thus satisfying their charity, and saving their money.

deed," said a friend, "how. c.ame you to Qall
it by that name?" "0," said the_ lady "I
named itfrom Byron's dog, you remember
where he says, 'Perchance my dog wlll
·ho,vl.'"
-"Yes, Job suffered some," said ah Illinois deacon, "but he never knew what it
was to have his team run away and kill his
wife right in the busy sea;;on when hired
girls want three dollars a week."
A young lady entered a Troy mu~Jic store
recently, and approaching the clerk said:
•· Still I Love Thee." He replied: ·• We
have'nt it." "I Cannot Love Another," said
she. and receiving a similar answer, left
the store."
A !wen-witted servant in Troy, told the
milkman the other day that he gave his
cows too much salt. "How do you know
that ?" said the lactealist." "Sure I kin
tell be the milk that they drink too much
water entirely!" said the girl. The milkman drove off in a hurry.
"What's your business?" said a magistrate of a police court the other morning to
a prisoner. "I am an observationist, your
worship." "An observatiouistl what is
that?" "One who looks around in the day
time to see what he can steal at night, if it
pleases your worship."
A mourning mother after the death of
a loved boy, thus wrote:
Dmu J ohuny.s gone; he couJ.d not stay,
On heavenly meads he brouses,
And no1\ we sadly put away,,
His little checkered trouses.
A patriarchial Piute Indian has startled
Virginia City, Nevada, by pointing to the
summit of Mount Davidson, near the place
and exclaiming: "Peco tiempo, pretty dam
soon, come one big rain, you bet. Knockurn down all houses; heapee people die,
mouthful mud, you bet."
A man who stttmmered was accosted by a
traveler Willl, "Say, friend how far is it to
Smithville?" The tongue-tied man began:
"S-s-s-six-m-m-mi- ;" and then losing all
control of himself in his anger he roared•
.. Go 'long straight down the road, damn
you, you'll get there long J:refore I can tell
You."
A hard-shell Baptist preached in Washington lately, and took for his text, "God
made man in his own image." He then
commenced: '"An honest man is the noblest work of God." He made a long pause,
looked searchingly about the audience,
and exclaimed: "But I opine there has
not been a job in this neighborhood for nigh
on fifteen years.
"How do you feel in such a coat?" said a
young clerk of more pretensions than
brains to an elderly plain dressed man,
·'I feel," said the elderly gent. looking at the Young man steadily, with one
eye half closed, as if taking aim at his victim, "I feel, young man, as if I had a coat
on which has been paid for. a luxury of
feeling I think you will never experience.

THis is the way the people who live on
the coast of Mnine describe their weather:
Dirty days hath September,
"Used up."-An umbrella.
April, June, and November;
From January up to May,
Deacon Lee is being tried by the Baptist
The rain it raineth every daY.
church of Honey Creek, Vigo county, Ind.,
for coveting his neighbor's wife.
All the rest have thirty-one,
Two questions before a Western debating
Without a blessed gleam of sun;
club were: "Is it nessersary that femails
And if any of then had two and thirty
shud receve a thurry literary edication ?"'
They'd be juRt as wet and twice as dirty.
and" Ort femails to tttke part in pollytix?"
A countryman stepped into young WhitA gentleman asked a friend why he mar- lock's drug store-who by the way, keeps a
ried so small a wife. "0,". said he, "I miscellaneous assortment of books, among
thought of all evils, I would chose the them Hugo's "93 "-and said confidently:
least."
"I want to fool the old woman; she's bin
AN Alabama editor closes an article on kinder hevin the ager, and wants somethe corn crop with the remark: "·we have thing to warm her up, but she won'ttake
on exhibition in our .sanctum a pair of no thin' but number six, and that dou't faze
magnificent ears."
her. I see by the paper that you have got
A new commandment for domestic ser- some '93; I want a dime's worth aud if that
vice; "Thou ~;halt not entice away thy don't fetch her, she's gone.''
neighbor's cook, nor his man servant nor
A clergyman who owned a farm, found
his maid servant, by the offer of higher
his ploughman sitting on his plough, restwages."
ing his horse. Quoth the clergymanAN unfortunate man in Indianapolis, ,• J olm, would'nt it be a good plan for you
who lost several toes by a car wheel, was to have a good stub-scythe here and be cutconsoled by an Irishman near with. ting a few bushes along the fence while the
"Whist, there! you're making more noise horse is resting a short time?" "Would'nt
than Inany a lllrLJl I've seen 'vith )liS hnad it be well; sir." said John, '"for you to have
o1f."
a tub of potatoes in the pulpit, and when
A LADY had a favorite lap-dog which she they are singin', peel 'em awhile to be
named Perchance. "A singular name in- ready for the pot?"
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hardly be more attractive. When a large concourse of rate with the money exvended; but the greater porpeople gather to witness the trial or execution of a crimi- tion of it is used in teaching dogmas which are detrimennal, it is not because they think him innocent.
tal to the best interests of mankind.
A REMA:IIKA:BLE verdict was given on Octobor 7th in the
Recorder's Court in Dublin. A man named Walsh,
master of a Catholic orphanage, was indicted for cruelly
flogging one of the pupils·.· The boy about two months ago
having had a fight with another lad, was put in a
dark cell for seven hours, and then strivped to the waist
and tlogged on his naked back with a cane. The resident
surgeon of J:ervis Street. Hospital, to whom he was
brought by his relatives within a few hours, deposed that
he .(ound seventeen wounds from which blood was oozing. Evidence for the defence showed that the boy was
rather unmanageable, and the jury, without a moment's
hesitation acquitted the master.
ONE of our city papers deemA it a noticeable matter that
the Rev. Adirondack Wm. H. Murray, of Boston, of horseflesh and north woods notoriety, and who recently resigned his charge of a leading church in that city,.that he
retired from his pastoral duties" with his moral characterunsmutched." Indeed, is it so unusual a thing nowadays for a clergyman to" step down and out" with untainted moral character,that in an isolated case, attention
has to be called to it? Though he may not be distinguished for his amours or a too ardent love for the sisters of
his flock, his fondess for fine horse-flesh, fast driving
with a styli11h, fancy "turn out," is well known. And
though it does not look like the humble follower of a very
humble individual to resign his stewardship because the
trustees were unwilling to make the church as grand and
ostentatious as he wished, we are glad to learn he has preserved a good moral character.

BRITISH Columbia is· having its share of e.cclesiastical
wrangling. The Dean of Christ Church, Victoria, has
been· arraigned before a church court for refusing to acIN THE WRoNG CHURCH.-The pastor of a Fall River
knowledge the Bishop's authority, and for various acts
of contumacy. The Dean refuses to be tried, and is church having made arrangements to exchange vulpits
with a Methodist clergyman last Sunday, the good brothsustained by his church wardens.·
·
er came according to· aKreement; but, unfortunately, at
A NoVEL wedding recently took place at Cincinati or the appointed time for afternoon service he walked into
rather in the air, a mile above the earth.' Professor the wi·ong church, entered the pulpit, and took his seat.
Donaldson and' a bridal party of six made a successful While the choir was singing the voluntary in came the
ascension, and when at the distance named, the marriage pastor and discovered this brother clergyman seated
ceremony was regularlv performed, Not many couples comfortably in his place. 'I'he pastor, who knew him,
have been united so far from the earth, and if th.e event said : "Are you not in the wrong church?" He replied :
indicates they will be free from earthly cares and troubles, ·• No, I know where I am, I was to exchange with the
it is to be hoped their objects and aims w!ll likewise be of pastor of this church," to which the pastor replied that
an elevated character.
he knew nothing of such an arrangement, and proceeded
AT a negro camv meeting in Hutchinson, Ky., an old and to give out thE) hymn and preach his sermon as usual.
enthusiastic woman fell into what seemed to be a trance. Finally the strange brother whispered : "I really believe
Believers said it was an expression of Divine blessing. that.! am in the wrong place." At tthe church where he
Disbelievers said it was a sham.· The controversy was was to preach the congregation sang, waited, had prayer,
earnest, and finally bitter, the partisans coming to blows, and departed for home.
and con1usion reigning throughout the camp. F0r nearA RrcH CHURCH.-The salaries of twenty-eight prelates
ly two days the woman remained still and apparently of the Established Church of England amount to £152,000 a
unconcidus, the only eviden~e of life being a faint pulse year, or nearly eight hundred thousand dollars; but to
and fainter breathing, and the quarrelling went on. At this you must add £ao,ooo for as many deans. The annuthe end of this time she died.
al patronage attached to these twenty-eight dioceses is
FRoM Temesvar, Hungary, comes the revort that nn valued at £901,165. This patronage inc! udes cannons,
entire sect, formerly Christian, has determined to em- resident·, archdeacons, and other clerical snuggeries.
brace Judaism. The Sabbatharians have thus far con- The value of the real estate of the Established Church of
fessed Christianity, believing the Messiahship of Jesus England may be estimated.from its revenue, which at its
of Nazareth, but celebrated the Jewish Sabbath as the lowest rate is £7 ,ooo,ooo, or thirty-1:1 ve millions of dollars
Lord's day. They also observed other prescripts found annually. The Established Church of Scotland (Presbyin the old dispensation. They abstained from eating the terian) owns 1,250 churches, educates 140,000 scholars, and
raises £140,000 annually for home and missionary purmeat of animals designated as uncl<lan, and commemorated the Day ·of Atonement. They had to carry on the poses. "Within twenty years 150 parish chapels, costing
:£5oo,ooo, have been endowed and erected.
Pnctice of ceremonies that are Jewish in great secrecy
All these immense sums are absolutely wrung from the
in order to escape persecution. They now vropose to becommon people. The tax the Christian religion is to the
come fully indentifled with Judaism.
nations that have adopted it, is immense. It is far more
NONE of the suits now vending in the Brooklyn courts expensive than Buddhism or Mahometanism and does no
between Beecher, Tilton, Moulton, Proctor, Bowen, Kin- more good. Its devotees imagine, by giving their assent
sella, Barnes and others, have yet come to trial, but it to it, and by supporting the clergy, and missionaries, and
is exvected some of them w!ll during the present month, by building magnificent churches. they are securing a seat
when it, i& vrobable the/public w!ll be inflicted with a and crown in heaven; but some day they w!ll!Aarn their
rm\ewed recital ofthe disgraceful Plymouth Scandal. In error. Keeping up the churches in this country, includthe meantime, Mr. Beecher draws vowerfully. His inli the salaries of vriests, the interest on the money
church is filled to overflowing whenever he ovens his which the buildings cost, and other exvenses, amounts in
mouth to sveak. The Sultan of Turkey, the Shah of the aggregate to about $100,000,000 ver year. These outlays
Persia or the Great Mogul of an Eastern seraglio, could would be quite endurable if the returns were commellsu-,

THE SCANDAL OF Two CITIEs.-In the scandals which
for some months have been rife in the cities on either
side of us, there are points of similiarity as well of divergence. The vrincipals in both cases are orthodox clergymen. In both cases they made victims of female members of their respective churches. Both used the argument, that the ardent desire planted by God in their
breasts was not sinful, that it would not be wrong to yield
to it, and that God would pardon in them any imperfection they might be guilty of. In one case the injured
varty was a single woman, in the other a married one.
The accused in both cases persisted in declaring themselves innocent. Both induced their victims to write and
sign a paper exonorating them from all criminality.
Pistols were used as persuaders in both cases, in one
instance by the clergyman, in the other towards him; in
both cases fear and compliance was thereby produced,
Both have warm friends in their own resvective churches
who will adhere to them through "good and evil report."
The clerical duties in one case have been indefinitely
suspended, while in the other case the suspension was
only temporary. In one case the Church is in moderate
financial circumstance~. while in the other it is rich,
proud, fashionable and worth its millions of dollars;
much of which wealth they are willing to expend in shield·
ing their favorite from vublic censure.
THE JERSEY CITY ScANDAL.-Since our last, the Rev.
JohnS. Glendenning, Presbyterian clergyman, has been
brought to a regular trial before the Jersy City Presbytery, and it is not completed as we go to press. llfost damaging testimony has been given against the Reverend gentleman .. and from the most respectable parties. It seems
from the proof adduced, Miss Mary E. Pomeroy, the victim of this designing man, was organist in the church
where he preached and that for two years or more he
vaid very close attention to' her, returning home with her
from church and frequently extending his visits to twelve
and one o'clock at night besides visiting her four or five
times during the week. He gave her many presents,
among which were a fine watch and chain and an engagement ring. By disclosures which the unfortunate woman
made to several parties previous to her death, which occurred three weeks after the child was born, it seems
this vile man, by a series of seductive arguments and
promises of marriage, succeeded in persuading her to
yield to him, which criminal intimacy was kept up for
many months, he still promising to marry her. But af·
tcr it was seen she would bec<1iue a mother, he not only
basely deserted her but with the point of a pistol directed at
her breast and by various revresentations, he compelled
her to write a vaper exculpating him from all criminality
in the case and implicating several innocent persons.
He persistently refused to marry the poor girl into whose
pure affections he had wormed himself and then decei#'ed;
he destroyed her havpiness, he vilified her character,
and virtually sent her to an untimely grave. The evi·
dence given of her sorrow was often so touching as at
times to bring tears from the eyes of nearly all present.
A very bad feature in the conduct of this Rev. gent
during the trial :was the sardonic grins and almost de•
moniac sneers he frequently indulged in. Mrs. Miller's
rebuke to him on one of these occasions was very timely. "Sir," saict she, " I see nothing in this case to laugh
at," An innocent man would scarcely act in this way.
Despite the danger we may run, in confirming the conviction that a few entertain, that we are rather ready in
condemning certain members of the clergy, we have, by
the testimony produced in this case, been impelled to the
belief, that the Reverend JohnS. Glendenning is an un•
mitigated scoundrel, and ought to be severely punished
It is possible the Reverend gentleman may bring in re·
butting testimony that will make his case look less black
and damning than now. The Graph·ic in sveaking of
him says, "One thing is clear; if Glendenning is guilty,
he is certainly surpassed in impudence by no clerical
criminal who has yet been heard of."

'

.

yon have intimated to him .that he ~hould cease his subject, when Maurice learned 1o(tl1e first tirile. ~hat
intrusions here · for now I know. that he is some ·god-:- the governor, ·who was as superst1tl<\U~ i\S sup~rstltl?Us
less madman or'villain who has been sentasacurseon could b~, had been prompt!ld tq ~o~_SJder :th~j_ad:vasf1:
the earth."
' ~- \
·.
bility of Cl).~ling upon th~.--<iolonSst,s· w~ at·. on~~o
, "And that Peter Huskins-'-what a· fiend he 1s," ize an armed force in·'l):di:litiO-ll·' to.,t'l;tat'{ al
. ,. n
.A Tale of the RoyaZ .Colony, of Massachusetts.
rejoined Florence.
·
·
the field,: to carry on stllr more active 'l)p tions
''Yes/' said Mautice, "I have no doubt that against the French and the Indians, who had for the
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.
Sloucher is a scoundrel ; but I regard him powerless in last two years combined to luHrass the colonists, and
every relation on the grounds lhavealready stated: who_ were now nightly laying was~e ~he :mprotected
CHAPTER IV.
.
although his having taken up recently with that villai11 port~9m>:, ,CJ.~. th~ S(\\tlp~!ln\ ..·'!;b,c1s rPft.rl}!.~l3-P;~e;; yr,as
The Fitz Raymonds, less fortunate than Al~ce, . Huskins is somewh\lt suspicious."
·
rece1v~d with pl~asure by iM~U.I."ICe\··wht>L_Jmmed~ately
had been deprived of both their parents a short t1me . "Indeed,',' continued Alice, ''this quite ,a)\1r~s m~; d~t~tmm~d,to JOI'\1. ~nY. e~W~d~~~o,n 1tlw~ nngh_t be fitted
previous to their becoming acquainted with the for_ I supposed only that the mail was but a Wild f!'n-· out, to th1s end:. lh thls;lutsty~esolve h;e was 1n~ueneed
Ravens woods. The snuck, although felt severely by atiewho bestowed, all his powers up.onsimply beratmg b:y mor~ t~an one n~?t1ve; for _notw1tl~standm~ that
them was ameliorated, to some extent, by the ample with his tongue, the enemies of th~ r.o:d, .as h_e calls h1s patnot1sn1 was_.of 1tself suffic1e~1t to m_d~?e .h1m to
fortu~e that had fallen to them, and by the additional' them, and. that however aggressive m th1s dlr~chon,: 1.1e e_nter .the ~eld ag!"mst a eommo?' 1i~e,. a desne•.to ·discircumstance, that the guardianship to which th~y had lmd never. conspired with the monst.er H)lskms to fill tmgmsh. hu~1sdf, m, th~ eyeR.?.~ ·~lis. ~ll:Y~~~':"qod. as
been consigned, was able, affectwnate and farthful, our prisons with innocent persons of both sexes, or to one anxwu~ to avenge on tl1e red, ~1an, the calanuty
which was most opportune, as they were now all that shed so ·tnuch blood heTe already •to the disgra()e \Of that had befallen her 1\UQ l:\e.r. 1ap:, d\l>)lg,\lt~r1,,)<Jl!.g·
remained of their family on the American continent. humanity."
· · , · ' ,, .
.
previoujilly~ h~d no little share in promptmg l~1s
Florence and Alice had been educated together, and
"Rely upon it•" ·replied Ma\u'ice, •' that, w 1th ·-all sudden r~solutiou ·; so th.at when. he steppe~on sh~Ie,
hence the love and affection that existed between the fellow's sanctity .. he has no.. power wi.th .the secre . a short.d1stance .f.rom ....lus d:welhn-l!i-, .and.. bid.a..-k1lld
them. l-Iaurice, who was four or five years het' council that we hav~ heard so much of • else he should ''good-evening" to Die\!:, he felt that a new era' was
senior had grown up. in the worship of Alice, al- have a bet tel' coat· to his back, and not :be :-aoroad; as- abou!'to ,op'e~·-on lii~,. ~1,\lLt could. not fail;·to be·~tt~Rd'
though her mother, with a singular misapprehension they say he is, at all hours."
ed w1th great hardslui?s .and yenls. Tlus convlCtl?n,
"Do you say at all hours ?" exclaimed Alice with !10'-:ever, he kept t~ htmself for tlw. ,presen~,,.n~t bem~
of how the case stood between them, had, up to the
very day of their betrothal, indulged a sort of vague some symptoms of alarm.
.
des1rou~ of a~ak~n.mg. an:y: ~~ppj~al.Jant';s~n~:~~wns OI
hope that possibly she and Francis Ellencourt, might
"At all hours," repeated Maurice. " Why do you forebodmgs o_n- the •part oi' 'lnw s1ster, wli6m-• he well
one day meet and become attached to each other. make the enquiry with such earnestness ? " · · ·
knew loved lnm ~earl:y:. , . . .
. , . , . ,,
.
.
This idea had its origin in her great pencl.ant for the
"Really," returned Alice, "I am half ashamed to
~hen Slouclie1• had·~nrned ~way from·,Maunce ltr;td
army, and the plet~sure it would afJ:or~ lier ~o be acknowled"e, that, on more than one occasion lately, Ahce on the.terracc, a~t.e.t:)\\WI~/g eyed them both .mblessed with a son-m-law, who should, m the !me of I fancied f had observed some figure very much tently and ":1~h astrange_ruwermg coun~enance.wlnch
his profession, be in a positiolt to wage constant war resembling his, moving in the shadows ,of the .trees caused the fan· young g1rl_some. untms:ness, lus e;y~s
against the Indians, and thus avenge to some extent near my chamber window when I was about retiring turne? gre~n and.a.n express1on-o1 dcmonu~c.l!-1 calmne)ls
the death of her beloved husband.
for the night. Again I caught a glimpse of sop.w one, and mte!hgence begaa to ··overspread · lns features.
There was, in fact, no readier passport to her exceedingly like him, quite close to my lattice in the At first ~us broad, though sunken.. chcst-·ros?, and· ~ell
favor on the part of any individual, then an avowed moonlight very ~·ecently. .Of this I am sa~isfied, a~- ?on~uls!Vely; but. soon ~he tcmpe~tseemed.&tll~C.d !"lthhostn'ity to the red man, and the desire to act prompt- though, from the fact of my not wishin 5 to glVe uneasl- 1~ h1m, although 1ts }mtd and, por!entous llght ~uffused
ly and vigorously in the direction of his extermina- ness to the household I did not mention
the circum- lns darlc and repulsiVe brow. H1s huge bony hands
tion. This sentiment, however, was widespread; for, stance at the time sa~e to Hobert our man who after clutched his stafJ:: so nervously th'lJ,t tl~e ~\ps,of his large
as already observed, so severely had the colonists having closely ex'amined the pr~mises, wo'ulu h~ve it coarse finge~·s b~came significau~ly white; while tl~e
sufl"ered through his cruelty, and want of faith, his that I had been mistaken.,,
corners of his w1de mouth, creepmg gradually towaid
very name had become a synonym for all that was
"0, dear! 0, dear!'' observed ~Irs. Ravenswood, hi_s ears, untiLh~s thin, brown lips; stl'etch~d l~ke r~sty
treacherous, bloody and base.
now in a state ofreal alarm, "why did you not ap- wne acro~s the Jagged ~angs that ar.med h1s ?Iuel Jaw,
The residence of the Fitz Raymonds, although prise me of this, 80 that I should pay more attention to wrought _mto ·the ternble e!'press1on of -h'J'l face a
remarkably handsome and picturesque, had been bolts and bars ? But perhaps aftm· all you were mista- leer or _grm so absolutely lndeou~,. ·that-ot}le-:wonde.r
constructed with a view to resisting any sudden ken 1 Is it not possible that you may have been ? "
well m1ght be, how a hu~a.n countenance coulJ po>.slattack on the part of tl1e aborigines, and had been
" Quite possible! Quite possible ! " rejoined Alice, bly wear an asl?ect so dev1ilsh.
.
already many years in existence. Once the heavy with a view to reassuring the invalid, "although
W~en he arnved at the gate between the lawn and
oaken doors were barred, and the massive window mistaken or otherwise, my opinion of the man which the lnghway, and was shut out from the ten-ace by_ the
shutters perforated with loop-holes, secured from was never very high, has undergone a change this evergreens that clustere~ about the spot, _he paused
within, ~ very small garrison could, for a considerable evening in nowise favorable to him ; for I am well fm: a moment, an~ tur?-u_Jg towa1:~ the VIlla,, who~e
period withstand almost any assault of the dusky foe. satisfied that the terrible shadow which passed over clnmneys were. stllJ .d1stmct!y v~s1ble, _he ra1sed h1s
And hence, the reason why old Dick Giles, while his already sufficiently repulsive featu!'es, when I and staff _and, ~hakmg_ 1t m the du:_ect10n · ~f the_ terrae~,
debating at the ferry with Huskins and Sloucher, in- :Nlaurice rebuked him for his conduct but a few mo- excla_1med m a vo1ce J;oarse.w~th the mtens1ty of In~
timated that if Miss B.avenswood had found ments since, was an indication of a heart capable of emot10n, but. nq longer tmged w1th the solemn twang of
shelter with the Fitz Raymonds, it would be difficult any iniquity or crime possible to the means at its the co~vent!Cle :
, .
.
' · ·.
;
to dislodge her.
command, whatever these might be."
"And so I have heard from your own hps~. Ahpe
When Alice and 1\'Iaurice had entered the apart"W ll
th t
h
b
f b"dd
th
. , Ravenswood, that I am no longer a welc~:mwvisltor at
ment, where Florence and l\Irs. Fitz Raymond were
.
e 'now,, .a. 1le as een or 1 en e. Vl 11 a, your abode; and I have seen enough to know that
1
1
conversing, they informed the latter of what had just said Fl_orence! _t . s _to be ~oped that Y?U wdl h,ear your heart is given irrevocably to Maui'ice Fitz ·Ray"
taken place on the terrace. The intelligence seemed no mme of lnm' fOI, after all, .as M_aunce sa~s, no mond! Be it so! But,· what of mine, that, for the
to disturb the invalid, notwithstanding all her pride sane person would entrust hun wrt~. the 8 1ghtest last two years has.been worshippingyou in this 'hideand exclusiveness. She was very far from being power,_ or place eve!"~ the smallest paltJCle of confi- ous and accursed form .that l drag about'?· Aye!
devoid of sound common sensn in many relations, dence m ';~,at he might choose to say of any person What of mine ? Listen to me ! Your fate is ,seaJed !
and being somewhat impressed that, however dis- wl~~tev~r.
.
You shall never wed :M:aurice Fitz Rayinimd ; .and 1mtasteful the fanatic, as we shall continue to call him
I. tl u,~t tha~ Mann? e~~ertams the correct Y1ew of less I can clutch you and 'be,ar you off, I care, nqt
from time to time, he possessed no ordinary influence the case, retumed Al~ce, but should he be I_ll!Staken where as my own-yes :U:iy ow'n-don't start 1 you
among those who now ruled the land with a fearful, ev~n, I ca~ scar?el_r: prcture t? myself any mJury tha,~ shall die ! Die by my ha~d !-by the fa~ot,_ or by tlie
iron rod, she began to entertain forebodings of a most thts man could 1_nthct upon.etth~r of us nol w p~e~ent. rope! I know the villa well," ·he cql:itinued, ''andhave
unpleasant character.
. 'The convera.atwn flo':ed_1n th1s cl~anne unt1l1t 'Yas often in the dead hour of the 'night, stood beneath your
" Although we have tolerated the presence of this t1me _for 1Haunce a~d lns s1ster ~o tln_nk of re-crossmg lattice in the hope that you might perch:,tnce approach
man for now a long period at the villa," she observed the r;1ve_r to Tl~e Hetghts, as thetr res1d~uce was call~d, it, or that I should be able to get a glimpse o'f a single
when placed in possession of what had occurred, "I so b1ddmg Altc~ a~d her moth~r. adwu, they sailed ray of light that came streaming past ydu through its
have been always doubtful as to his true character, forth fro~ the VIlla Jltst as the t:w1hght ~egan ~o deep- bars. It was, you who gave .a new direction to th'is
and have been impressed that there is more of the e1;1 about 1t and to shut out all d1stant obJects from the fanaticism of mine, that I first adoptgd to serve my
designing and cruel knave about him, than the blind v1ew.
.
.
.
. ,
. own guilty soul, but which now recoils upon me with
fanatif'. Anurest assured of it," she continued, "he
'rhe v1lla ~vas s1t_uated ~ully a m1le from, the. ferry;_ crushing force. Within
short space. of a.couple
will now try and wo!'ic us some mischief; although I but. the evemng be1ng ens!? and cool, t~le walk was of years, I have become a shining light in the Church,
cannot perceive in what nfanner or in what relation." delightful ; ~nd as old G1les was at l~1S P?St, both a slavt; to yotl and what I now am,. from this moment,
"0," replied Maurice, "what have you to fear from b_rother and s1ster were so?n ou_t alon~w1th lnm on the an enemy to all mankind ! 0 ! God, how I thirst tor:
a fellow like this, whose only power lies in that vile nver. They were prune favontes. w1th th.e fen:Yman, the blood of that son of Belial, whon,I I have just seen
tongue of his ? I cannot credit the rumors of his in- althougl1 they had becom~ ~cquamted Wlth hnn but seated by your side. Had he clutched me, 1 should
fhtence with this accursed secret tribunal that appears quite recently, as up to _w1thm a few weeks, whenever have ~orn him Jiii1b from limb, and justified. the ,act.
to be the mainspring of this terrible persecution; for, they had crossed the. nver they had used t~etr own But I shall see yon if possible once more; and sl11tll
cer~inly, no sane man or body of men, would intrust boat and brought thmr man, John Langton, w1th them this very night steal again to your lattice, aud play
such a fellow with the slightest power . or put any -as trust;vorthy and stout-hearted fellow as was. to the spy in conjunction with the ·Jover. Who knows
credence in his discretion."
be found m ?r abo~t Charleston. And hence Ahce what may turn up in my favor, Even a more hideous
"Yes! yes!" clear Maurice,'' said Florence, "but had not, unttl ~he mght. already k?own to the reader, lool<ing object than I, has :won a fair lady. But; no 1
understand that the body of men to whom you allude become acquamted w1th oid G1les, for whenever there is no chance for, me here. If mine you are ever
are themselves desperate fanatics, who may regard since his appointment Its ferryman, she had crossed to be it must be through force-,-through violence;: and
such religious nuisances, as this man you speak of, the river, it was in the Fitz Raymond's boat, that had, if odce in my power-if onc(J·in a position that I can
inspired of the Lord to work out their own evil a~ may be s~pposed, been ~ager~y placed at. her ser- Jay my hands on you. without arousing the suspicions
designs, and sometimes base their action upon his v1ce by Mam·lCe.- Even the mvahd, when the weather of those whose instrument I am lshall ask no· more
vicious ravings."
was warm, had been tempted to avail herself of it of Fate. Leave the rest to me. ,1
,,
"I am far ~rom being at ease in this matter," once or twice, and pay a visit to The Heights, where
No sooner had the last sentence .of this- terrible
remarked Alice, "although of late I began to conceive she. enjoyed a fine ;'iew of the. Bay, from a lo~ty apostrophe dropped from his lips, than he tt~rned -into
it a duty to check the conduct of this fanatic in rela· emmence, upon wh1ch the res1dence of the F1tz the road leading to the town close by, musing, and
tion to myself; for now whenever he makes his appear- Haymon~s stood.
. .
muttering to hiinself as he slowly walked tt!ong. Soon
ance here, it is only to exhort me to give up all my
Old DlCk was most commumcat!Vc on the short he entered the quiet narrow streets and' turning' into
worldly hopes and prospects-to dissolve every tie that passage! anq as he kn~w their charac~er ~nd was one of the most unf{·eqnented, he ra:pped at the door
binds me to friends and kmdred, and to devote myself a~a.re of thetr symJ?~tlnes, he was loud m. hts denun- of a comfortable-looldng log dwel!lll'g· situated ''in' a
to the cause he has espoused, and·join him in his daily c1atl0n of the atroc1t1es that wm·e.devastatmg th.eeolo- narrow, open space' :looking- .toward the river'.' ''The
wanderings with a view, as he says, to 'rescuing souls ny .tl~rougl~ the agency of the In?mn~ and the fr_1ghtful summons. which appeared to ·have spme'thing peculiar
from perdition, and exterminating the accmsed race of rellgwus b1gots that seemed to v1e Wlth them .m acts in its manner was. answered. speedily.; for no ·sooner
witches' which he insists is now afflicting the land with of c~uelty; although actuated by totally, cldl'erent had it been given,'than the: door was ·cautiously open-·
fatal diseases and dangerous spells."
mot1ves.
. .
ed; and by no Jess: a ·personage than Peter Huskins,As there was no one save the three in the boat, the witch-finder.
" The wretch ! " exclaimed Mrs. Ravenswood, who
now for the first time heard of this. "I am glad opinions were interchanged very freely upon this
ITO BE CONTINUED.]
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· Th~-~rg~m ht~ 'a~ct.f~ct~pf¥e ~adic!!!}re I,J?-varfalllyiriet by lu~ Ch:JstJan oppon~nt, when cohsc10u.s of
the·weakness·Of h:1s defense, With the abo'Ve questiOn,
or wi~h.the .adm0njtion: · ''·bette~·· be 0n· the saf~ side."
Havirig.in:th(! ~<,>I;meJi n~mb[!r of,.~HE.'l'RU'l'fl SEEKER
answenid, the ,., Safe S1(le '.' .IJ.rgumcnt, I .propose to
consider now the. qtiestioh "'wllat' instead ?"
I will premise, however, by saying that the question is really not a pertin.\lp.t one, !lnd might justl:y be
treated as one foretgn to the subJect. matter. . ~1rst,
because he w,\18 ;p.nd!'rtake.~ · •to proye a bcl.JCf,. or
dogma untrue IS not !lcce~sar'Hy under an:y obhgat~on
to sub 2 titut~ .soQletl;l~IJg·
~he. place. ot tb,e _tlung
roved false. 'Second, because 1t . d(Jesnot logiCally
follow that any system of religious belief must 'rtecesearily be·subst.itute(l lor 0ne found untenable when
subjected tp the crucial. tests ,of mod~rn .criticism or
scientific clis<;ov.ery.. :):t 1s. no doubt true as taught by
Compte in his'' Positive· Philosophy" that the hlw of
evolutitld obtains equally in the' mental as in the
.physical world, and that .man in his progress up from
savagism must, needs, pass tlu:ough three great mental.
stages. of development,. 'Qeginning with. fetichism,
whiCl1 'giye,splace'to polytheism, which in time changes
to monotheisrn;.· '
· ·
But we !lre now emerging from the theological
into .the. scientific, . where positive knowledge takes
the place of belief t~n~ specul~tion, and find in· that,
everything that is essential to our well being here,
and o'f our happiness'hereafter, should that be found to
be in the order of nature.
Religious .beliefs, and the worship of a supreme
peno!lr;t(-it& were incvitahlc in the infancy of the race ;
they become less and less so', as it advances, and
develops. If as is generally assumed, man ·is a religious being, and must have something to wm·ship, the
law tha~ .compels hi~ so to do must, be a universal one,
applicable to all men, 'Yho 1m~st all feel th~_t, wa?:t
which they do not, at least not m the sense of rcqmring a pe1·sonality as an· object of worship. Only comparatively a few among the more enlightened nations
are .religious,, in the COl]lmOn ac<;cptation of that word,
and this in a great measure is t!JC result of education,
commencing with the child, who, left to htmself
would not ·naturally be devout auy more than moral
without instruction. A system that reqnircs constant
reitcr!ltionandjspceial ,trainillg, at .great expense, and labor, cannot be called a natural one.
But though not p'ertinent to the subject, the Radical
by no means evaues an answer to the question,- an<J
rather courts the opportunity of showing what in his
judgment should be substituted instead., which I
proceed to do. .
. , .
·
Radicals, or at'least those of the Positivcst school,
are co'il'scious of the fact that ·man's nature requires
and must have an object· to worship-,-som~thing to
aspire after and to venerate-,-something that will
arouse enthusiasm and call forth, . and exercise the
higher emotio11s and aspirations of the souL A great
power for good is-lost both to the individual and . to
the world; when as is very . generally the case to-day,
men, in discarding the old God have failed to enthrone the new.
·The conception that has obtai'ned in the past, and
to·: which worship has been. paid, and from which,
much both o~ good and evil has resulted, is necessarily a rude. and iD;J,perfcct one, yet possibly adapted to
the needs of the 'barbarous tribes .who conceived it,
but which the race has 'wholly outgtown. But as
the elements of man's nature forever remaill the
same, the need of his nature for something to give
exercise to his emotions will ever exist, and must
be' supplied before love', peace, harmon'y and' justice
will take the place of discord, anarchy, unrest and
injustice .that everywhere prevaiL
Instead., ,therefore, of the .Jewish conception. of
Deity, .which we have outgrow~, we offer in its place
as an 'obJect of wohship a lniow1i and real God, for an
unknown ·and intangible one-a reality foi· a myth
·'-a.substancc for l1 non-cntity-ouc.who is tangible to
the senses, and who comes within the range and
scope of our intelligence-,-onc who needs our services
and \vho will be benefited by our devotion, and who
is at once both a subjeqtive idealization, and an objective fact-in a word, we offer in ·place of the rude
childish conception of a pcrsonal,Gocl, that of Hu!n.anity. " The only Supreme Being that man can ever
know, in whose iniage all other Gods were made, and
for whose service all other Gods exist, and to ·whom
aU-the children of men owe labor, love and,,woTship,"
andi of· whom they ar\l themselves an infinitesimal

·w

p~~ in the worship of the old whci·eih we simply
transfcred all otir ideal of the beautiful and' the good
to the object of our worship, :so from the .unknown
and tb.e ·unknowable where they can, be of no
practical usc, we will agt,in transfer all our loyalty,
duty, self-sacrific'c and devotion to tire. divine humanity; which being an objective fact •as- well·as a subjective conception, can be directly 1 as ;the worshiper
himself will be incl,irectly, IJep.cJ;ited by the tn~nsfcr.
.Instead of the Christian religion, which is based on
superstition, and thoJ"bughlJ selfi!lh in its motives and
methods-immoral in its tendcncy,:contradictory in its
character, and powe~less to,solvc the social p.~;oblcms
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·of ~he ag~, er to reconstruct society, c.n a scientific and
permanent basis~ we offer one that is based on positive
knowlcdge-wlwlly, unselfish m Jts.mot1ves ~nd aims,
_entirely. adapted to the requirements of human nature·univetsal in its scope, consistent with itself,' and beneficent and moral in its character. In fine, we oli'er
ins~ead of, thc,old t)l!l new religion of Humanity, whose
polity for the government of the, individual and the
reguliitiion· o'f · s'oCiety is--'" Love as ·,the' principleorder as the basis; and-progress as the ~d.''
,
A· fatal; defect in. Christianity as· a system is its
per~istcnt · ·a\temM to sc.cure t:ight feeling and action
In men,. by constant' appeals to tl1eir selfishness.
'They arc never requeste<tto do what is; l'ight ·for its
·OW-n sake, and because it is the right thing to do, but
always, either to gain .a reward, or to avoid punish.mcnt,
.. ,
,
.
..
. :Nicn are. taught to 1:epress .theiT evil propensities
(anilsom'e. that are not ·evil) with the •promise, and
hop" of ·receiving a recompense·· hereafter for their
sclf:-dcnia!. and sacrifi.ce. here. .
'J,'hc. immorality of Christianity lies in its doctrine
Of .''vicariOUS atonement," by which mfln are enCOuraged to live in· constant violation of law ·with
the assurance that its coJscquenccs can . be a~sumcd
by another, whil,c they, by an· act of. volition can
escape the pu,nismcnt. And secondly, by stimulating
and exciting mim's egotism and love of self, rather
than by repressing both and making the happiness· of
each• subordinate to that of ·others.
By the code of. the new re,ligion, every. man owes
to humat}ity love, labor and service, and he who
renders none of theseto his God, (humanity) fails in
the first and most' important duty of man.
Whereas the .old fait4 deprecates the possession of
wealt)1, and under,values it as a social power, insisting
only that he that hath shall give as alms to him that hath
not. The result of which· is to create more poverty
than it relieves. The new philosophy teaches that
wealth being created by the joint labor of all, is social
and not individual in its character, and that he in
whose hands it has accidently accumulated is only
an ah'non'er, or trustee for its proper usc for the
benefit of the whole, and that he who uses his wealth
only for his- own individual and selfish ends commits

~~di~~:e~~~~stt~eun~~~~~' :~g i~~~~~:~!t\~~~i~fu~~~
fellows.·
: But "what," it will be asked, "can you give us in
exchange for the inspiring hope of another and better
life, the existence . of which you deny, or at least
question?"
If some are compelled by the force of .facts and the
deductions of reason, to doubt and others to deny
either the possibility or the utility of a future life in
the popular meaning of that conception, it does not
therefore follow that there is no such a state corresponding to this very general belief of mankind.
The Materialist, or at least, those of them who twccpt the philosophy of Compte, or of that of Herbert
Spencer, assert the immortality of man equally with
the Christian, but with this important difference, that
while that of >the Christian is objectwe, the immortality
of. the scientist and philosopher is only subjective.
The former conception is a supremely selfish one,
having its root in man's intense love of his individuality
which makes the: individual good, the prime object
of life, whereas the supreme good and great object
should be . that of humanity as a whole. The inevitable result of a belief in an individual immortality, is to belittle the prc~eut, and to cause the neglect
of the here, and now, in anticipation of a much more
glorious andcnduring hereafter-the life that now is,
which· a certainty being overshadowed by an imaginary one in the future.
When man shaJI have given up his dream of another
life, (which if not susceptible of proof, he must,) he
will, perforce, bend all his energies to making the present existence what he has dreamed of enjoying in the
future.
The immortality that we offer in place of the objective one, is that in which we live in the memory of
out· surviving loved oncs,-in the forces engendered in
our .organization while living-in the good or evil tlutt
we lJ.Ccomplisl~ecl in our lives and in the race as a
whole of which we 'arc· infinistcsimal parts. Although
the form perishes, the atoms of which it is composed
assume new forms, and thus live forever .
.No :force once generated by or through a living
organis~U can ever cease to exist; but lives on when
the body through which it is manifested itself is dis·
solved:
Although the forms of our ''loved and lost" arc no
.longer visible, they can never cease to live in our
memory. 'l'hcir kind words, good deeds and devotio'n to duty, are embalmed in the hearts of surviving
'fi·i<incls, and become not unfrcquently a greater power
for good after the form has vanished· than while in
being. The individual perishes, but the species live
on ever-the pai·cnts live in their children and our.
ancc~tors in ourselves.
But "what will you give us in place of our divinely
inspired bible, by which to regulate our conduct and
model our lives, after you have destroyed the faith of
'marikind injts divine origin?"
The Materialist no less than the Spiritualist, recognizes the fact that right thinking must preceed right
li-ying.; hence the necessity of a code of ethics and

moral instruction therefrom. But any:moral code or
religious 'system, which 'is destitute of a.· polity, for
the direction and regulation of society, as well as of
the actions of individuais, is ~adly defective and must
necessarily fail to secure soCiety from anarchy and
social disaster.
.
.. ,
·
·
· The great 'defect in. the Christian· system is that it
has not a polity capable of organizing society on a
sound and scientific 'basis; and that in consequcilc e the
most gigantic _evils grow up, side. by side, with its
beneficent institutions, it being powerless to prevent,
and with only sufficient power to feebly attempt, if
at all, to regulate them. I need only instance the
social evil, the unequal distribution of wealth,
.causing poverty and crime on one side, and· immense
wealth, with its ~ttendant evils and dangers on the
other; the existence of war and slavery, and the true
relations of the individual to soci,cty. The defect in
.its moral teaching is equally apparent. '!'he force
and cff~ct of its ethi1!S or moral code, (which, by the
way, is no more C1u·istian than pagan,) is constantly being weakened and counteracted by the immoral, because false and selfish, theologicaJ conceptions, and the
indiscriminate commendations of the recorded acts and
teachings of nien, much of which is impure, faulty and
false, but held to be above question oi· criticism,
because found in the pages of a so-called sacred book.
'!'he Radical, in his war on the old faiths, seeks
only the destruction of that which is false and bad, in
order that the true and the good may take their place.
It is a great mistake to suppose that any truth can be
destroyed or weakened; because the theological dogma
or system on which the truth was supposed to rest is
proved false. The code of morality, which is assumed
to be Christian, and from which it is assumed to have
its origin, and to derive its binding force, was in
reality as perfect and complete, ages before the inception of either Judaism or Christianity as it is to-clay.
These pnnciplcs are inherent in human nature, and no
age, nation or religion can exclusively appropriate
them. We therefore propose, simply to eliminate from
our code of morals, its pretended theological basis and
divine sanction-assumptions that were perhaps
necessary for rude and semi-savages in the first stages
of civilization, but mischievous when, as now, retained after men have outgrown the necessity of t.hc invention, as d1ildren cease to regard with implicit
faith the stories of the nursery.
Instead of the theological basis and divine sanction,
we substituted a principle of· action found in human
nature, and claiming no. higher authority, namely :
love for om race and devotion to duty.
. Appeal is no longer to be made to men's feaTs or to
the1r selfish interest ; but to their inherent sense of
right andjustice.
1'\Ian must learn a lesson from the ant, that of devotion to the interest of the whole as the surest path to
the welfare of the individual, and that he who helps
to bear another's burden thereby lightens his own ;
that the individual is nothing-the race everything.
Egotism and selfishness must give place to alltru-ism,
and devotion to humanity; and to that cud the education of the coming man should be such as to fit him
for the duties and responsibilities of this life, instead
of another, of which we have no knowledge; for
when men live for a state of existence which JS illusionary (as we believe)-when all their hopes arc placed
there-they are apt to neglect the duties which lie close
to their hands, ttnd such considerations of pcrsontdity
make egotism the great object of existence !
.
'l'hc cultus that we propose should take the place of
theology is one that shall be competent to sol vc all the
great social problems that couccm the well-being of
man, and that shall have a remedy for all social
wrongs.
The strife between capital and labor-the antagonism between the rich and the poor-and the evils that
fiow from accumulatccr wealth held exclusively, as
now, for the gratification of individual and selfish
purposes, will cease when men leam that wealth, bcmg
the creation of the joint labor of all, is essentially social and shoufcl be held by its possessors, simply for the
benefit of tlwse.by whose labor it was amassed.
The social problem will find a solution and a rem(;.dy, when physiological science shall t<tke the place of
authority, and when our code cf ethics shall be made
to conform to the facts of human nature, and consequently to the needs of human beings.
By the substitution of a subjective, for au objective
immortality the hopes and eftorts of the race will be
withdrawn from the unknowable future, and centereel upon the here and now, The recognition of a
human, instead of a divine providence, will concentrate human activity U!JOn its environment, from
which alone all progress and material prosperity is derived.
·
By insisting, as we do, that science shall take the
place of theology, and that the priesthood and the
pulpit shall become the vehicle for the instruction of
the people in useful knowledge, we shall escape the
torments that a diseased imagination has in the past
infiictccl on the race, and will secure the solid and
lasting benefits that positive knowledge, when untrammelccl by superstition, is capaWe of bestowing on man.
Ntw York, Nov. 1st., 1874.
Read 11 The Heathens of the Heath."
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There are many additional points relative to the story
of the deluge that might be alluded to, showing its
complete incompatibility with the teachings of science, but as we have much other matter in the same
book to pay some attention to, we must not dwell too
long upon any one part of it.
Before leaving the subject, however, we will say a
few words in reference to the assuaging of the waters,
or their evaporation after the big rain was over. It
will be borne in mind that the water covered the en~
tire surface of the earth, to the depth of five miles or
more, and that the evaporation of this vast body of
watet was no insignificant operation. The story says,
" God caused a wind to pass over the earth and the
waters assauged." We submit it that it would take a
pretty stiff breeze and long continued, to evaporate
such a quantity of water, and the questions naturally
arise, where would the vapor find place ? Whe~e
could such a volume of water, in the form of vapor,
be stored ? It is well known that the evaporation
which takes place on the smiace of the earth is sustained in the form of clouds, etc., by the atmosphere,
and that when the accumulation arrives at a certain
point the atmosphere cannot longer retain it and it
descends again in the form of rain and snow. As it
would be utterly impossible for the atmosphere to retain permanently, in form of vapor, one millionth
part of such a great quantity of water, the assertion
that all was so retained is an utter absurdity. This
must be obvious to the most partial observer of
Nature's laws. Though ii might evaporate any number of times, the atmosphere could not retain it, and
it must inevitably fall to the earth again. This is con·
elusive as to the falsity of the narrative. The person who wrote it knew nothing of the utter impossibility of such an event ever taking place.
The first thing it seems Noah did after leaving the
ark and taking with him his family and the preserved
species of all animated existences, was to erect an
altar unto the Lord upon which he offered burnt offerin!!;S of one at least of every clean beast and every
clean fowl that had been with him a year in the ark,
and which seems to have been preserved for this express purpose, and the sweet smell of this savor
seemed to have a remarkable effect upon the Lord, for
he "said in his heart I will not again curse the ground
any more for man's sake; for the imagination af man's
heart is evil from his youth, neither shall I smite any
more every thing living, as I have done." Now if
Noah could have builded this altar and burned these
animals and fowls for the· Lord to smell as a sweet
savor in his nostrils, one year earlier, and thus have
got him into a pleasant humor with all his creation,
what a vast destruction of life it would have averted,
and what great labor and trouble it would have saved
the two.
It seems attcr the flood was over that the Lord be·
came convinced of the inutility of the destroying remedy for the ills that existed, and the results proved
the correctness of his convictions, for when, from ihe
seed or stock which Noah had preserved in the ark,
the earth had again become peopled with a new race
of animals and men, they were just as wicked as they
were before the flood, thus showing conclusively that
the entire experiment had been a failure, and that the
labor had been completely thrown away. lt seems
the Lord so regarded it, for he promised he would not
do so again-another instance of his repenting his
course and changing his mind; and though we are
afterward told he never does this thing, and that he is
unchangeable, "the same yesterday, to-day and forever," and in other caiJes that he was not a man, that
he should repent, we are nevertheless required to believe the older story at least as true, for in a number
of places in Genesis we are informed the Lord did re·

pent of what he had done. As it is perfectly easy for seemed not to live much longer than people, do now;
our Christian friends to believe both statements are Whether this was in consequence of the miasma
true-that he does repent and that he does not-we which resulted from the stagnation that succeeded the
should, perhaps, admire the facility with which they evaporation of such a bodyof water and 'the conseperform the difficult task.
quent decomposition of dead vegetable and animal
As we said, so thoroughly did the Lord seem im- matter upon the surface of the earth, the Story does
pressed with .the inutility of the drowning process, not tell us, though we may well .su'ppolile it 'was very
that he voldarily entered into a covenant with Noah considerable, and well calculate([ to engender disease
'
that he would not again resort to it-that there should and shorten life.
never be another flood to "cut off all flesh," and to destroy the earth. To seal t~ bargain it says he set his
The Objects of Life~
bow in a cloud. Many believe this was the origin of
the rainbow; but as the rays of the sun falling upon
The mass of mankind evidently mistake· the great
mist or fine rain produce it, and as the same causes objects to which life here should be devoi~q and by
under the sap:1e conditions must produce the same re· which it should be governed. Whether. the intense
sults, it is but fair to suppose that this simple phe- selfishness which actuates the greatest numbers, arises
nomenon occurred millions of times before Noah, as in part from the religious systep1s of the world is a
it has millions of times since. The writer of the book problem to be solved. We see with pain the better
of Genesis was evidently ignorant of what produces part of our natures are made to subserve the baser.
the rainbow.
The noble philanthropic, humanitarian elements
Inasmuch, however, as God seemed to be in a be- which should control our actions are too often made
nignant mood when he "set his bow" in this in- secondary to sordidness, selfishness and baseness.
stance, resolving never more to destroy life by a flood,
Self aggrandizement, the promotion of private ends,
what a fine thing it would have been for men, and the advancement of family interests and the accumuwomen, and beasts and fl. owls living upon the earth lation of wealth by foul or fair means is too 111uch the
one year previous to that, if he could have set his ruling principle of the age. The world ha~. mistaken
bow then, and decided not to drown out life from the the true source of happiness ; it consists not in study·
earth. They then would have been recipients of the ing selfish objects and accomplishing private ends.
same mercy, kindness and justice that he accord- It arises not solely 'in seeking to benefit· self, and
ed to other beings; but that was an instance when those closely allied to us, by amassing wealth, with
God was not the same, yesterday, to-day and forever. which to outshine our neighbors and those less able
It was their misfortune to live at a time when the jus- to accumulate gold. Glitter and tinsel, · diamonds
tice of a Deity required such a vast destruction of and pearls even, do not bring happiness, and are not
animal life because his plans had not worked as h!l ex· the objects thnt should direct our efforts.
pected, and because the conduct of his creatures had
True happiness is found in self-abnegation. It i.s
been in accordance with the natures and motives with promoted more by seeking the common welfare Of
which they had been endowed.
humanity than in forcing our impulses and efforts in
Among the first things which Father Noah did narrow and selfish channels. The world of mankiiid
after he sreumed the regular avocations of life was are our brothers and sisters, and our highest duty
to plant a vineyard and engage in the grape· culture; lays in the direction of those by whom we are surbut it is a pity it had to be recorded of this good man rounded. The greatest hearts and the happiest are
-one who had found special favor in the sight of. those which are expansive enough to embrace the wel·
God, that he should be deficient in the virtue of tern- fare and happiness of their fellows.
perance to the extent that he should get "beastly
The noblest specimens of our race, have been those
drunk," and lay naked in his tent. His son Ham who have willingly sacrificed themselves for the genseeing the nakedness of his old father while lying in eral good. When a dire calamity befalls .a community
this drunken sleep, mentioned the fact to his two bro- or a fal)iily, when life is imperiled, as in a burning
thers, when they stepped into the tent backward, or building, it is the noblest, bravest souls that promptly
with their faces averted, so as not to see their father's offer themselves to face danger and death to rescue
nakedness, and covered him with a garment. The the terrified mother and helpless children. ' That was
conduct of Ham does not seem to have been very a noble, magnanimous man, who once when a mad
reprehensible, but his father was very a~gry at him dog was seen rushing down the street of a town, snapfor it, and cursed his son Canaan bitterly, doom- ping here and there at his helpless victims ~ndspr~d
ing him and his offspling to servitude, to his brethren ing death in his track, and who when the multitudes
and their offspring. We can see the beauty of this fled before the animal in terror and helplessness,
phase of Divine justice when we remember our comprehending the 'necessity of the situl!tion and
Christian friends have said this fact of Ham happen- with strong 'muscles ·and a stouter heart he sprang
ing to see his father's nakedness, and mentioning it forward and caught the mad animal in his arms, and
to Shem and Japhet was the reason why his off· with powerful grip literally choked the dog to death,
spring who were certainly not guilty, were destined thus saving the life of numbers by sacrificing his own.
to thousands of years of servitude, bondage and deg· He was bitten by the animal in the struggle, as wit.h
radation.
bare arms he held the brute, and thereby .brought a
If Ham committed a fault it would seem natural terrible death upon himself. He comprehended in an
justice to punish him and not his offspring. And it instant the deadly danger which menaced the unprowould appear that Noah's getting so drunk and curs- tected m~ltitude, and he saw a sacrifice must needs
ing his grandchild was a much greater offence than be made, and he flinched not to mllke it in that trying
for Ham, accidentally or otherwise to have discovered moment. A grateful people raised a monument to his
his father's nakedness. But according to the Bible, memory and enshrined him in their hearts. Better
Divine justice has time and again been so different far to die thus, than live a selfis·h coward.
,
from human justice that it is very natural for us to
In the case of the stranding of a vessel upon the
conclude it means to punish one class, for what an- rocks in a storm with the angry surf hurriedly dash·
other class has done. li seems cruel that Canaan's ing it to fragments and the helpless victims sinkoffspring had to be cursed with the worstr slavery the ing beneath the waves, it is the grand, brave hearts of
world has known because H~>~.m committed a trivial the beholders on shore who volunteer to hazard their
offence. If N oab had re:r;nained sober and kept hiE own lives, and in an open boat brave the"niad billows
garments on, the poor Africans, (who are said to to rescue the helpless ones who are sinking to rise no
be the children of Ham,) would have been spared the more. Better that one or more go down in the effort
servitude and ignominy which has been their fate for to save their dying fellow creatures than that none
thousands of y~rs-a strong illustration of the evils should step forward to risk their lifes for others.·
of intemperance.
When a country is attacked by a foreign foe, when
After the flood, it seems men decreased in longevity. the homes and firesides are invaded, when the welfare
Before the flood they were said to have lived eight of humanity is menaced, it is the bravest class of men
and nine hundred years, and one man nearly a thou- who abandon selfish objects arid hasten to meet the
sand. After the flood their lives materially shortened, foe and drive him back.. They stop not to count
averaging two or three hundred years and gradually present cost and danger; they see the necessity of imlessening until Abraham's time, after which they mediate defence and they step forward to serve the
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public good. How ignominiqus a nation would be nettles. Let us have no Upas trees that poison our his hands will be attended to with promptness and
which had not brave men to willingly offer themselves brothers and sisters, but plenty of trees and shrubs integrity., His address is 137 Broadway.
to defend the .weak and helpless, and meet in conflict and plants that bear fragrant flowers and healthful,
the common foe! How much nobler those true men luscious fruits. This world, as bad as it is esteemed
who .leave the comforts of home to serve the public ?an be made a very heaven if all would try to mak~.
Our Yonthful :Musical Critics.
good .than those who shun danger and hardship and 1t so. The elements are here, if we will only utilize
There cannot be found in any other city In the
seek only to work for selfish ends and in gathering them. If mankind will only learn the truth, and act
upon it, that selfishness is the bane of our life, that world so many original and astute musical critics of
wealth.
'frue heroes however are not all to be found in benevolence and philanthropy produce far more hap- tender yea1·s, as adorn the press of this metropolis.
the tented field, 'nor in the ranks of an· army. The piness than their opposites, that aiding a brother is Owing to their profound experience, unrivalled culseverest struggles and most arduous duties are not al- better than seeking to injure him, we can thus ture, intense refinement and miraculous discriminaways those of a soldier. The highest service to the plant the flowers and cultivate the fruits that will tion, they are enabled to place certain artists under a
public goqd is not necessarily in laying down our lives make us happy. Love is better than hatred. Sym- microscope so powerful, and of such singular capaon the battle field. The needs of humanity are varied pathy and kindness are vastly superior to indifference bilities,. that we can, at once, discover beauties, both
and are served in many ways besides in military life. and cruelty. A smile is better than a frown ; a kind vocal and dramatic, that had escaped the eye and the
Whim a pestilence, like yellow fever or cholera, deci- word is better than a harsh reply; a good act is much ear of even the most adroit and educated connoisseurs
mates a city, and hundreds are prostrated by the hand better than an unkind one. Good deeds are so much of the Old World.
For example, one of manager Strakosch's barnacles
of death, when whole families are brought low, and better than bad ones, and just as easily performed ;
thousands are fleeing from the scene of danger, how virtue is so much better than vice, and just as much who is learning the fiddle and a musical dictionary,
truly noble it is in those who sacrifice their personal within our power and reach, let us all make it the has just discovered that the French-Canadian Jewess
safety and comfort and give their lives for the good business of our lives to cultivate the one and root out -Mlle. Albani-now singing at the Academy, is posof the suffering ones, and through the day and the the other. Let us study how we can best disseminate sessed of such transcendent powers as to throw those
long hours of the night watch over the sick, and min- the many happifying influences, and most effectually of Nillson, the greatest diva of the age, completely
ister to their necessities, and who pass from house to exterminate discord, selfishness, avarice and hatred. into the shade !
When a man gets "a quarter's latin" he is a dangerbouse like angels of mercy to seek the stricken and re- Let us seek to diffuse general intelligence and knowllieve their needs. Such are heroes as truly as those edge, and thus dispel ignorance-the one great source ous customer ; and so it is with this impertinent
who face the cannon's mouth. The world always of vice and misery. Let us aim to encourage indus- driveller who has, it appears recently spent a few
honors those who are ready to sacrifice themselves for try and economy in the affairs of life, and furnish re- weeks in London. Whjle instituting a comparison
munerative employment to the masses. Let them un- so uncalled for between these two cantatrices how.tb.e common good.
Humanity is one immense family and each individ- derstand that that does a person the most good ever, he ought to have accounted, in some degree,
ual is a member of it. The wants and necessities qf which he earns and produces himself. Let the busi- for the tremendous difference in the aspect of the
this family are various and urgent. It should be the ness of life be arranged with the view of having no houses and in the price of stalls on the nights of their
pleasure and study of this family how best to serve millionaires and no paupers. .Wealth is good and de- separate appearance in the English metropolis. Here
the common good, and how best to promote the great- sirable, and many have the faculty of acquiring it. we should find a truer touchstone of their respective
est amount of happiness. Happiness is clearly one This we would not discourage, but let it not be hoard- merits, than he evolves from his inner consciousnessof the principal objects of existence, and those find ed for selfish purposes. Let it be so used a& most to a touchstone indicating on the one hand-'' the
the most of it who seek to increase that of others. benefit the family of humanity. Let industrial schools glorious, the .divine, the ~matchless Swede ;'' on the
There are many ways in which this can be accom- be abundant, driving idleness and ignorance from other, simply, ''Mlle. Alb ani."
This fulsome trash of his but tends to embarrass
our midst. Let the young not be allowed to grow
plished.
There is a certain class of teachers who inculcate up in idleness and ignorance, to be thieves and pau- the spirited impresario he would serve, inasmuch as
the new
the doc.trine that happiness is not designed for this pers. Let them be compelled, if need be, to attend it attracts attention to the inferiority of
life ; that we should not seek for it here, but direct the industrial schools named. To such as are not able artists who have recently appeared on the boards of
our attention to the life beyond this, that we should to find employment for themselves. let it be furnished the Academy, compared with the galaxy that illuminwork for that life solely. This is a mistaken view. This them. Let there be no drones in the hive. Every in- ed our horizon last season. Time and again he has
is the only life we really know much about. We find dividual in the great family has a duty to perform in been counseled to prudence and good English by
it susceptible of being made cheerful and happy or life, and he should not be allowed to shirk it, nor to Strakosch himself, but all to no purpose ; he will
wretched and miseraBle. It is a mournful truth that pass his days in idleness, living upon the labor of scribble, flutter about the heels of the opera, and continue to put his foot in it. If Mlle. Albani is the lady
the wretchedness of the human faiJl,ily is greatly in others
of
taste and generous impulses that we take her to be,
Gaudiness
and
show
should
give
place
to
utility,
excess of what it ought to be. If we all struggled in
the right direction this world might be far happier and frivolty to usefulness. Cheerfulness should al- she . will recoil from this amateur fiddler though
than it is. It should be the· object of every one of us ways be cultivated, and rational amusements encour- practiced barnacle, and repudiate the false and slovenwho have an existence here to make this world a little aged. Temperance should be enjoined, and selfish ly nimbus with which he seeks to encircle her fair
better, and to leave it somewhat improved for our desires made subservient to the general good. The head ; while her able manager will scarcely thank
having lived in it. None are so humble that they can- baser animal passions should be held in check and him for provoking comments that may possibly renot do something for the general good, and some have full scope given to the higher and better impulses of sult in the conclusion that the members of the present
immense opportunities of benefiting the race who let our natures. The grand principle of life, that the hap- company at the Academy were engaged at a comparthem pass' unimproved, and they thereby deprive piness of the individual depends upon the general atively low figure, with a view to realizing, if possible,
themselves and the world of much happiness they welfare of the masses, and that the prosperity of the any deficit that may have resulted from the large salbody of humanity rests upon the virtue, intelligence cries paid not long since to those magnificent artists,
otherwise might have enjoy.
Nillson, Campanini, Caponi, Maurel, and Jamet.
Heaven is a condition, rather than a place, and it and proper conduct of individuals, should never be
can be established in many localities. We can have lost sight of.
Liberals have a duty in this direction. We are less
it, if we will, in this world, rather than deter it to a
CHARLES BRADLAUGH.-This eloquent Liberal orafuture life. If we will all try to convert this -world trammeled by the errors and superstitions of the past
tor arrived in this city by steamer from LiverpooL
than
a
large
bulk
of
our
fellow
men.
We
should
beinto a heaven we can make it one indeed. By
He left the same evening for Boston, to enter upon the
doing this-by striving to augment the happiness of come really the light of the world and be able to erect
lecturing tour as per arrangement. Our fellow citisuch
a
standard
of
excellence
and
right
conduct
as
those around us, we increase our own, and prepare
zens in the principal towns of the country will again
shall
be
a
guide
to
humanity,
and
around
which
it
can
ourselves in the best possible way to meet the existhave an opportunity of listening to this able gentleence that is said to await us when we leave this. Let gather for aid. We ought to be able to show the
man, which we doubt not they will be ready to emworld
the
supeliority
of
our
philosophy-the
pre-emus all remember, however, this life demands our presbrace. There are few men of the present time who
ent attention. While in this world we should work inence of well directed, intelligel!t effort over blind
equal Mr. Bradlaugh as an orator or a deep original
faith
and
the
inculcations
of
a
designing
priesthood.
for this world. Our duties are here, and not in that
thinker. His fame is well established on two contiThe
subject
is
a
vast
one
and
we
have
hinted
at
a
uncertain future, of which we know very little. We
nents and his name will be handed down to posterity
few
points
only.
We
shall
have
occasion
to
recur
to
can know much of this life here and now, and can
as one of the greatest minds of the nineteenth century,
it
again.
find out but little of the other, though we strain our
It is well known to most of our readers that our
eyes in looking, and listen to all that is told us about
it. Those who tell us about the beyond unfortunate- Liberal friend, G. L. Henderson, Banker, of Leroy,
THE PAINE HALL AT BosToN.-We are pleased to
ly ki:ww little more about it than we do. 'fhen as we Minn., has recently opened a branch office in this city, see by a late number of The Investigato·r that this edisee so much to be done here, so much requiring our in co-operation with his Western establishment. A fice has reached its fifth story, and is nearly ready for
efforts and services, let us direct our attention to the portion of his business consists in loaning money for the roof. It is expected it will be completed in Janobjects that surround us, and not spend our time or capitalists upon first class improved farms, in Iowa uary next, and be formally dedicated on Jan. 29thstrain our eyes to see what we cannot see.
and Minnesota. To those who have a surplus of the anniversary of Paine's birthday. It is said to be
Let us improve this world to the best advantage, money they wish to have safely and profitably invest- an imposing structure. It is not only an honor to the
let us convert the dreary wastes to pleasant gardens ed we advise them to place the same in Mr. Hen- Liberals of the country, but an additional ornament
of flowers and fruits. Let us cultivate the rose and derson's hands. He allows 10 per cent. inter- to the city of Boston. Much credit is due Messrs .
. pluck up the thorn and thistle. Let us have oranges, est, and guarantees strictly first class secmity. We Mendum, Seaver & Savage, who have had charge of
grapes and peaches in place of noxious weeds and assure our friends any business they may place in the construction of the Hall.
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Dr. 0. B. Frothingham's Discourses.
Bt:otherhood and Business.

RoMANS xii. 11: "Not slothful in business: fervent in
spirit; serving the Lord."
This is Paul's way ofmying that religion and business should go together. He solved the old difficulty
by engaging in both religion and business at the same
time. He had ~wo callings which he exercised alternately. In the clay time he made sail cloth for his
livelihood ; in the evening he preached. He put his
conscience into his sail cloth, and his diligence into
his preaching; of that there can be no doubt. But
the difficulty with most people is to exemplify all the
virtues in a single calling. In a community where
there is no business, it may not be hard to practise
the sentiment of brotherhood. In a community
when-, the sentiment of brotherhood is feeble it may
be easy to remember the precept to be " not slothful
in business." But in a community where the interests
of business are supreme, to keep the sentiment of
brotherhood alive is no light task. Quite the contrary,
it is a task which for most men seems too arduous to be
undertaken.
A legend of one of the old saints records that being
entrusted with a very large sum of money to be expended in building a palace, he, without permission
given ·or asked, distributed it all in alms among the
poor. The king on hearing of it, was very inqignant
as a business man might pardonably be, charged the
saint with malfeasance in office and shut him up in
prison, as an embezzler of funds. There he lay comforteel with the peace of a go~cl conscience until Providence interfered for his release in the manner peculiar
to legend. The king died, and instead of being taken
to the place where he belonged, was conducted to
heaven and there was shown, to his entire satisfaction
a snberb palace which ·he was told was his own. On
asking how he had deserved such handsome quarters
in that privileged locality, his guide answered tlu1t the
m:~nsion was built with 'his own money, the architect
being the injured saint to whom, in return for this
sumptuous abode in pttraclise, he had allotted a dungeon.
Thereupon the king, smitten with remorse, sent an
angel to release the prisoner and reinstate him in his
position of trust. This is the way Christian charity
in legendary time recompensed defaulters. The kind
heart atoned for swindling. Business was of no account as compared with brotherhood.
St. Martin, a great soldier, meets a beggar on a winter's clay. Tbe beggar is perishing with cold. Martin
could ll.arcl.ly have been warm, having but a light cloak
over Ius rron armor. Nevertheless, he draws his
sword, divides the cloak in two and O'ives one half of
it to the mendicant, who, after all, w~s no mendicant
but an impostor, as so many are now ; for he was th~
Son of God in disguise, who needed no garment whatever. In a business world, Martin would have taken
the imposture for granted, and saved his cloak. But
in that simple period, the sentiment of fraternal kindness outweighed considerations of common prudenc~
and common honesty.
The ways of bttsiness are not in this respect the
ways of brotherhood. When a business man undertakes to build a· house he does not spend his employer:'s money in alms giving, but addressing himself to
hrs work, on wl.Jat are called business principles, he
calls for contractors, takes the lowest offer, makes his
bargains closely and holds the bargain in[)' parties severally to their terms. Should unfortunate 'Circumstances
prevent the contractor from fulfilling his contract advan~ageously to hi?1self he is still held to it, though at
a rumous loss to lumself, and the possible destitution
to his family. The workmen are paid their wages
punctually as by agreement so long as they work the
a,Uotted numb~r of hom:s. Should they fail through
srckness or accrdent, therr places are supplied by new
men, and the old ones are dropped. There is no responsibility beyond the terms of the contract considerations of sentiment, if t~ey c,ome. in at all, ~s v~ry often they do not, are nerther obhgatory nor expected.
The employer and 'the employed stand together, and for
a short period only, in busines~, not in human relations.
One pays money, the other receives it. One pays as
little as he must ; the other receives as much as
h~ can get.
Questions of kindness come up incrclentally perhaps, but do not min O'le with the
questions of want and supply whi~h alone are
dealt with in the arrangement. If one needs what
the other can give, and the other gives what the one
needs, all is ?one and all i~ satisfactory.. Humanity is
another affarr. The straightest bargams are le!litima~e. It is a play of shrewdness, not of affectiOn.
Nerther professes concern for the other's advantage.
Either rejoices when he gains the advantage over the
other, though the other may stand more in need of
it. '!'he millionaire has no scruples of con~cience as a
man of busin.ess for keeping people in his employ on
wages that wrll not decently provide for their families.
If that be the market rate of wages, it is lawful and
proper.
l am not condemning ; I am only clescribitw. An
?xc!range of e.qnivalent vttlue is the rule. If :othing
IS grven, notlnnjl; can be claimed· service for service
The business principle strictly interpreted contain~
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nothing that fmbids disregard of the neighbor, 01;. even most carefl:\llY preserved by artitipial means. . The
unkindness toward him; it n1akes no account of frater- energies of the competent are exhausted in .the care of
nal feelings; it has no bo\vels of compassion.·' It the incompetent; workers maintain 'idlers· 'the well
thi·ows no obstacle in the way of conduct that waste themselves on the s'ick; the "sons 'Of' men" inis palpably detrimental to the neigl1bor's pro- stead. ?f attending to their .business of j~creasing ~he
perty,. and injurious to his peace. Jt allp:ws men mat.enal and.mel),tal wealth of .the world. are away in
to carry on offensive trades in the immediate vicinity the wilclerness hunting up vagabond sheep: "It 'is
of elegant dwellings; to erect slaughter-hou!ws or bone the consideration fof the· weak brother that 'hits exboiling establishments along side of households where alted ignorance and stupidity into the. ruling power
children may sicken from the effluvia; to build stables of society." They who take this view of the subject
in the midst of private residences; to drive xoaring declare tllat th~.stmggle .of life should be allowed to
trades in quiet squares, to open gambling. saloons, go.on. without interference on the 'pill't of the phiiandram shops, houses of ill-fame, in the districts where tluop1sts. All must help tl1emselves as ·Well·· as
gain is honest, without heed for those who are menaced they ~an ; and if they cannot help themselves. must
by the moral danger; to cover every inch of a build- go wrthout help, and take themselves. out of the 'fi'IU.Y
ing lot witb, a factory, a club house or a.hotel, cutting of the toilers. If a man will not work. lleither.shall
ofi' light and air from an adjacent dwelling, and. de- he eat, is the sound rule, ~tud if ·goir1g 'without food
predating its value by thousands of dollHrs. I am not implies dying, then he liiust die. Few prob'ably ever
describing the conduct of men, but the logib of push the doctrine practically to snch an extrem~ but
principles, and. I am doing this in order to arl'ive at thus extremely it is taught. If charged with cru~lpy,
just principles, if that be a practicable thing. It even the. ~eachers answer tlr1tt the cruelt.y is . God's, .not
claims the.right to be rigorously unkind.
therr s. The law was enacted by supreme wisdom,
In a certain business street the observer may notice and absolute goodness, and must be accepted, not
two huge piles of building divided one from the other denounced.
·
,,
.
·
by the width of half an inch. The'firet man who built,
The two methods ar.e contrasted in .business. ·The
incautiously erected his line of wall half an inch be- working men complain that tl~ere·is no frat.e1:i1ity. beyond his own boundary, thus encroaching by so much tween the er:J?plo,yers and the employed, ·they 'v11:nt a
on his neighbor's land. This brother Christian, de:af full ~e?ognitron of manhood; and it is this vel·y re·
to all remonstrance, proof against all offers of i~e- cogmtwn ,of manhood that .is felt to be impertinent.
numeration for the E. trip of a!Jpropriated territory, On .the one side the. sentiment of brotherhood is carcompelled him to take down and rebuild by. exact ried so far that all social uistlnctions a're abolished.
measuremeut the wall. He did so, but resolving not ~t is de~ied that po~session confers rights, that money
to be outdone in loving kindness by his Christian rs an al'trcle of traffic, that property has prerogatives
friend, he built his new wall half an inch within his own ~hat ability entails privileges, that power of. any kind
legitimate boundary. Shortly after this, his accomo- JUstrfi.es ~he sma~lest e:;;:elusiveness or assumption of
dating neighbor proposing to cover his own ground superlo~·rty. It IS dem?d that there should be any
with a building, ran his wall, as he supposed, along the such tlnng. a~ o.wnerslnp ~f land· or implen1ents •ot·
surveying line, but really half an inch across'it~ direct- labor. It rs msrsted that. m the language of Paul,
ly against the building that stood next his own. The .''Each should seek. not his own, but. his brother's
cunning setter of the t~ap waits till the woTk is com- good." ',',That we ~hould owe nothing but to lone one
pleted, and then reveals the situation. The appeals an0ther.
They who have should give. The upper
come now from the other side; Temonstrances, offers of waters should flow into the lower, and both should
money, but to no effect. A return in kind, though find a common level. The employer should bestow
not in kindness, a reciprocation of services is insisted on the emp~oy~d, whatever humanity can claim over
on. The new wall is taken down and set back to the and above Its llt~ral ·<;~ues, attention, care in sickness,
boundary line, and the mark of separation· between ~ho_nghtfu)ness m nusfortune. More tluin this it is
bro!herhood and. b_usi.ness remains to this day. With \r.nsrsted that th~y who have. should sha.re. · Giving. is
busmess men the mcrdent may be regarded as amus- resented as an msult.' As all are entrtled to •have,
in g. But the moral aspects of the transaction are not non? should be reduced ~o the ignoble attitude of
calculated to excite a smile.
~·eeerv~r?. On ~he other srde the business principle
Here are the two principles not necessarily exclud- lS so ng1dly enfo~ceC. that something like the ancient
ing each other, but acting apart from each otbcr, and syst~m ·of .cas~e ~s ~res?rved ; the workman having
not generally reconciled. Instead of approaching, recerved Ins hrre rs c\1smrssed. A large proportion of
they seem more and more to diverge. By many they tl~e numerous c~s for h~lp are from men, who being
are felt to he inconsistent ; by some they are believed drsabled by acc1~ent or rliness have been thrown on
to be antagonistic, and mutually exclusive. Either the world by therr former employers, and reduced to
of them, if pushed to extremes, by enthusiasts on one beggary. Thus on the one hand we have socialism,
side, or by sordid men on the other, would treat its on t~e other monopoly ; on the one hand no individrival as an antagonist, and drive it off the social ?al_n.ghts whatever, on the ot.trer the full right of the
field.
rnd1vrdual to do what he will with his own ; on the
Set these two principles at work on larger or small- one han? the precept "live for others," or the other
er scales. Set them at worli in the department of the maxrm, '.'make .others Jive for you."
charity. Tl_le sentiment of brotherhood is a sentiment
In <;!o~1e~trc _servrce, the two principles conflict.
of compassiOn. Sympathy is its law,· its. quality is The drsc1pl~s ?f b!·otherhood pur~ and simple, insist
all kindness and· prty, the fellow feeling of man that the drst.rn?tro~ between mrs.tress and servant;
t~wards man. It.has an eye for misery, an ear for th~ I??ral drstm?tro~, s~o?ld be obliterated.· In
drstress, a heart for suffenug, a hand for want. I;ts pnmrtrve states of so?re.ty 1t 1s. All serve; and all are
mind is con trolled by its feeling, and' its feeli'ng js all served. · T!tere are dr~tmct duties of course, there are
tenderness towards the needy and afflicted. Worldly ":ell established relatwns between the hirecl and the
wisdop~ it dislikes an~ repud~ates as hard. No· book lurer: i. but the common human!ty- ·is never forgotten.
ofpuhtrcal economy.hes on rts table, the maxim of 'l;'here IS no co,nt~mpt, no supercrlwnsness, no assumpsocial science it puts by with disdain. Its ministry twn of snpe~·wnty, ~o undervaluing of service renis one of good will, equality, fraternity. It i:rathers clere~, no strgmatrzmg of any species of work. as
the poor in almshouses, the sick in hospitals, ·the mema!. 'l'!1e ~ervant .is a.memper of the household,
0rpha;ns in asyl_ums; the inibecile and lonely, .and one of the fanuly, e~tm.g the common bread, sharing
agedm homes ; rt begs money from the rich that it the sam~ shelter, enJ~ymg equal personal privileges.
~ay provid~ comforts for the weak in body or mind ; The mal~ 'ser.v:ant IS n~ad~ to feel. at home, is
rt sets agencres on foot for the relief o~ over-burdened taught. to rdentrfy ~erself Ill mterest wrth her master
families, tow_ns or districts ; builds cheap tenements an~ nustress ; sh~ rs furnished "!'ith means and opporfor the :vorkmg people. ~ind?es~ in its view, justifies tu.mty for ment~lrmpro~e~er.t, rs anov.:ed recreations,
every.t.hwg. UncleT. the; msprratron of sympathy, ler~u;e for socral .enterta.~n~ent, o~ for mot•al and
~ven Ignorance ll;nd rmpmclence are excusable. Cost ~~l~gwus culture ; m f~ct, I~ mall smtable;respects, as
rs not to be considered, or trouble, or weakening of far as .tastes an~ quahfic;atrons ail?w, treated as far
energy, or derangement of natural conditions. as P?Ssrble as a fellow bemg and fnend, with cousid.Judgment is secondary; sentiment is primary. Love eratwn, courtesy, forbearance, tenderness and sweetat')nes for all mistakes; charity covers a multitude of ness.
[To BE CONTINUED.]
sins against economy and good sense; fraternity it
---------------decla~·es, is :v,orth mo_re than dividends. ?'his is. hre THE experiment of transferring the blood of a live
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the b.y--ways, and rescue evel'y scrap of it from de- ted with the jugular vein ~f the an!m l w rc IS ~odnnecdstructwn at whatever cost.
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seem ely twd by the phys1mans, so as tq allow the blood
In ~he world of busme~s, another, even an opposite free egress to the arm of the patient. Dr. Hoffman used
dcwtnne holds, the doctrme that reason should prevail a small glass tube about two inches and a h If 1 ·
over feeling, th~t CO~Imon Se~se is better than kind- slightly curved for the Operation, thus br!ngingth: ne~:~f
ness, that consrderatwns o~ p1ty, tenden;ess, ~ympa- the lamb in very close proximity to the patient's arm
tlq should be kept snbordmate to con~rderatwns of The operation occupied one minute and thirt -th
• :
prudence_; t~at the true wel~are of socrety cleman~ls onds, about six ounces .of blood being transfe~ _ei~: t~~t
~he suppressiOn of compass.ron m~re often ~han rts time. Mr. Dubois has been afficted with consumption
mclul!fence. Teachers ~f thrs c1octrme sometrmes go more then two years, and his friends thou 11t ·t b t t
so, far as to s~y that .active sympathy does m?re harm, try the experiment as a last resort for relief. A~. la:~ ac~
than good, that poor house~ shonlcl be abolished, or- counts tho patient was do in woll
phan asylums be closed, retuges and homes be abang
·
doned, alms-giving of all sorts be discouraged. The
UNIVEllSALISM, and Unitarianism, are hut dinner starettso,n why the race has a?vanced no further, they tiona on the great highway leading from orthodoxy to
say, lS that the po01·est snecrmens
of it have been the co m mo n sense.
...
DR, BLA}!D,

THE TRUT;H:
E~~kiel's Prq_v,he~y CQ~cerning.Tyre.
',·-----·
_,'
The prophecy respecting Tyre is ~mong those the
most frequently referred-to by Christian clergymen,
as evidence,o~. 91.e divine_ qrigiu of .the l~ible. ~et
this yery p.,red)~ti?n f~~-n!shes th~ ~I:e_e~lunl~er With
· ne of.tlre str"?Iw;ellt ,.rrpofs_of ;91~ h~J:blJity qf the o,ld
0
prophets to make mistakes when they at1febrew
tempted to speak of:,~lt!! f!Jtun~ ..
The prediction is' c·oritained in the 26th chapter of
Ezekiel. The ''Lord God" is represented as saying:
. "Behold I will bring upon Tyrus, N ebuchadnezzar
king of Babylon, a king of.kirigs from the north, with
horses and with chariots and with horsemen and coil).panies and much people.-v. 7.
'·'With the hoofs of his horses shall be tread down
all .thy streets: he shall slay thy people by the ·Sword,
aml thy strong garrisons shall go down to the ground,
-v.11..·
,
'
"And I will make :thee like. the top of a rock: thou
shalt .be aplace to spread nets upon, thou shalt be
built no more: fori the Lord hath spoken it, saith
the Lord.-v. 14.
"I will make thee a terror and .thou shalt be no
more; though thou be sought for, yet shalt thou never be found again, saith the L,ord. ''-v. 21.
According to the preuiction, clear and explicit as
far as it. go(!s, Tyre was to be destroyed by N ebuchadnezzar, the destruction was to be total and complete
the·citynever'was tobe rebuilt, and the site, thong!~
sought for, was "never to be found again."
.
·The lltstory of Tyre, 'ip.ste'ad of veri(ying the prediction, clearly' shows that the prophet's indignation
against the proud city that had exulted over the sad
fate of Jerusalem greatly exceeded his ability to foresee and foretell the vicissitudes of fortune which
awaited' it.
In the first place there is no' evidence that N ebuchadnezzar ever captured Tyre; Josephus who had
access to histories not now extant, never intimates
that such an event took place. · Not a Greek or Roman author whose works have descended to i1s inakes
any aUuslon to }t. '\Vriters · i'u the latter part of the
4th century A. C. stated distinctly that there was no
reference-to the captUre of"Tyre by the Chaldeans in
the historical writings then ·in existence of the Greeks
and Phcenicean·s; and Jerome, the Christian Father
while noticing this fact, was: unable to adduce any
authority to disprove it.. Even the l?rophet who uttered, th!l oracle; sixteen years afterward, took back his
owl). .wonls, as, the.ilSth verse of the 29th chapter of
Ezekiel plainly· irnplies that N.ebuchadriezzar was unsuccessful. in his eil:"orts to capture· Tyre. It is now
generally conceded lJy historians and biblical scholars that there is no proof that the Chaldean monarch
was successful in his siege of Tyre, but that there are
very strong reasons for the conclusion that the city
was not captured by him.
In the second place, we kn\)w that Tyre continued
to be a large and important city for centuries from the
time of Nebuchadnezzar. In the vear 332 B. C. it
was besieged for seven months, and finally taken 'by
Alexander the Great. It_ was then populous, wealthy
and strongly fortified. Thirty 1.housand of its inhabitants, we. are told, were sold as slaves. In accoruance with the barb!nous custmn. of the times, the defenders of the city were executed. It was subject to
the Macedonia kings of Syria until the Romans took
possession of it ih the year· 65 B. C., down to which
time and afterward it co~tinued an important and
prosperous city. The accounts of Strabs and Josephus leave rio doubtthat, in the time of Augustus, it
was ·more· populous than Jerusalem. Its prosperity
seems to haye been uninterrupted from the first to the
fifth century A. C.. According to Jerome, who wro1e
about 414, the city in his time was "the most noble
and beautiful in Phamicea." He was perplexed to
know how to reconcile its existence in· his day-a
thousand 'years from the alleged date of the prophecy
-with the word~ of Ezekiel, that it should be destroyed and be "built no more." During the Arabian revolution that took !Jlace under Mahomet, it "·as
again the subject of conquest, but its· capture by the
Khalif Omar did not put a period to its existence.
When, five hundred years-later (1144), it surrendered
to the Christian~, it was still a beautiful and fiourish:ing city, and so _continued do;wn to the close of the
thirteepth .century, or 1$00 years from· the time the
Hebrew prophet said it should be destroyed by the
Babylonian k,ing and .never be rebuilt. It was .rec;tptured by the Saracens iu 1291. Since that Hme, it
;has experienced fitful revivals of prosperity, but has
gl":j,dua!ly declined, until it is now reduced to a town
of .~bout 5,_000 1nlmbitants. · lt·is uo\v known by the
name of Sour .(or Sur).
.The fulfilri1ent of the prophecy respecting Tyre, if
liLei:n:Jly. v,crified, would be no evidence of the inspinitiori' of the pi·opliet, for when he wrote Nebuchadnezzar was prollabl,Y already n!arshalling his hosts,
and quite likely besteging the city; its captmc seemed
probable, and if totally destroyed and covered by the
sea, its fate would have been identical with that of
many ot!-ler cities of the ancient world. But the
prophet 'made a mistake, and furnished the Free-
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thinkers with an unanswerable objection to his claim
that _h~ wrote .by, the a~lt!writ;y- Of '' th~ ·~ord God."
Dr. Bellows, the distmgmshed · Umtanan scholar
and divine, in one of his letters from the East
wrote·
· '
"yYe tho~ght over the twenty-seventh chapter of
E~ekiel; which so boldly and eloquently predicted the
rum of the proud city, which· had already in the
prop~et's days, become a synonym of luxu{·y prosperity and worldliness. The book-makers would have
us betieve that tl:je prophecies in regard to the destruction of· these ·Cities that border· on their sacred land
were verified with the most literal fideli1 y, and that ev:
ery line of them had a special application and specific
fulfilment. The real truth is, that the destruction of all
great cities is certain, if only time enough is given ·
and tha.t a thousanu years might usually blot out th~
foundations-of any town, or to build them over with
a new city. A few cities retain their names after
thrice as long a periou, but they retain nothing else.
Damas~us, the o!dest city in tire world, is a city a
dozen times rebmlt, and very often destroyed. Tyre
has been destroyed and rebuilt and revived at least
five times. To which of its destructions are the
words of Ezekiel to be applied-? The noble indignation of the prophet, venting his solemn sense of the
destruction that waits on all the pride of this world,
upon pr?sperous Tyre, would kave beenj1tst as cm·ej1tlly
fu1filled if applied to any other sea-coast city whick had
r~a~l~ed P_1"0sperity.
It is of the providen~ial nature of
CIVIhzatwns, as the world changes its wants, and
starts new types of life on fresh soils, to decay, and
no virtue or piety will save them from this fate ultimately; It is as certain as death for everyman. , .
They (Tyre and Sedon) deserved doubtless the warnings, reproofs, and threatenings they received from
the holy men who prophecied their downfall, but it
required no miraculous vision to announce for them
the certainty of a catastrophe which is universal and
S?~ner or later, falls on all great nations and great
Citres.

The Responsibility-Shirk it Not ..
The eagle's wings are. clipped. No more shall he
flap them from his ancient heights. Fron. a pinnacle
where mortal eyes saw him dimly, he has fallen into
the mire ; there he must " ply an unavailing foot."
The veil has dropped; a hideouE mokanna stands
I:eve~led.
Never again shall the Plymouth thunderer
fulmme over a continent ; his palsied hand can no
longer ~vield the bolt. A packed committee may
whitewash him ; he will be a sepulchre still. Shearman cannot dodge. . Tracy cannot blufl" the public.
l;Iereafter they will not '' list to the voice of the
charmer, charming never so wisely." Like "him of
Gaza," lui may drag after him a lengthened ruin · but
that cannot turn his own steps, they point td the
abyss. Possibly we may always have doubts of his
guilt ; but certainly we must always have doubts of
his innocence. " C::esar's wife should be above
5uspicion ;" Plymouth's pastor can never be. At best,
he has saved his moral integrity by confessing his
moral cowardice. He who could bankrupt language,
to find terms of endearment for a knave and blackmailer, has betrayed a nation's confidence and forfeited a nation's love. Whatever deeper and wider shame
rthe future may hide, the angel has already gone flying through'heaven, crying, "E'pesen, e'pesen!"
W he!l the stench first, arose to the popular nostril,
the alert clergy and church hastened to disavow all
responsibility for the nausea. Divines pointed with
complacent finger to the parable of the tares and
strengthened the weak-kneed with the argument from
prophecy. SpiTitual doctors congratulated the patient
upon unwonted vigor to come when the ulcerous
mass should have sloughed itself off. "And all went
irierry as a marriage bell."
Is this altogether satisfactory? Very specious, but
very thin. Were Beecher alone, it would be different. Unfortunately he is E plm·ibus unus, I have
before me a list of thirty-one clergymen guilty of
gross crimes ; the list makes no. pretensions to artything like completeness. It is a very hasty one.
When we consider the desperate efforts that are almost uniformly made to cover up ministers' offences,
it will at once be seen that anything like a complete
list must always remain impossible. Of the thirtyone, twenty-three are guilty of crim con. Now it is
vain to insist that tt system is not responsible, at least
in some sense. for the doings of its authorized exponents. If not accountable for the deecls of such, in
1:eason's name, for what is it accountable ? When, in
that gigantic spasm known as the French revolution,
society struggled at one leap to pass from the radical
feudal to the radical republican type, it would have
been stntnge had atrooities not abounded. One can
hardly ask an earthquake to be quiet in its opqrations,
or a volcano to erupt with gentility and decorum.
But the Clinrch has lost no opportunity to eharge all
the crimes of that convulsion home upon the principles of the revolution. Be it so ; iu one sense, certainly, the child is responsible for the mother's
travail. But if so, how can the Church, a full grown,
if not senescent institution, disown all share in the
misdeeds of its public representatives ? Again, the
Church points with pride to the long list of worthies
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that have adorned it.s annals and. illustrated its doctrines. Now it is a poor rule that will not work both
ways. If it takes the merit of soihe, let it take also
the'demerit of others. Any man can make a fine
business exhibit-who shows only the credit side of
his account. In the balance we must look at the
gains no more than at the losses. I submit it then
as a dictate of the plainest common sense th'at th~
practical working of any system is to be tested by the
general average of results, among which results the
conduct of its conspicuous adherents all and several
enters as a most significant factor. , '
'
. The Churchman is here ready to urge that men who
disgrace the Church are bad to begin with · they are
wicked in spite of the Church. Grantect' and the
defense resolves itself into nothing. What 'physician
b0asts of curing a well man ? What surgeon of
amputating a finger ? Every remedial system shows
its power in dealing with the afflicted. The very
mission of the Church is to make men better.
Failure here is total failure. Down with [\n institution which spends countless dollars annually for
what ? To keep good men good and bad men bad !
Besides, in the case of the preacher the system is
seen at tts b~st ; evcry~hing favors it; its working is
thoroughly free and unmterrupted. Now if the Bible
is an exhaustless fountain of holy influence and the
clergym~n quaffs at it unceasingly ; if in prayer he
holds daily and close communion with the. source of
all Gooc~ ; if as a faithful sc_rvant he enjoys the special
favor of the ~Iost Htgh ; If the promised Paraclete
makes a temple of his heart-surely we ought to expect decidedly better of preachers than of ordinary
folks. Of all men, for their sins they Lave the least
excuse. But if in spite of all these seeming advantages_ they prove to be of the earth, earthy, no less and
but little; more ~xempt from the frailties of huroanity
than therr less favored brothers (and statistics seem
to show this very thing), then must we look with
grave suspicion upon all these external aids to holiness and salvation. We judge the tree by its fruit
and the fmit seems by no means as good as we might
naturally ask. Some one may here interpose that
these delinquents m:e not real Christians they are
wolves ill: sheep's clothing.. ';fhis does n~t help the
matter ; If you define u Chnsttan as a good nuiu and
member of the Church, then your opponent is disarmed and like the man who had riot a wedding garment
on. Any man can be beaten by a definition · he who
would prove that there is no sleep without dreams
h!l;s only to d~fine the mind as something that always
thmks. As It happens, however, the propriety of
includ!n!F t~i~ element,_goodness, in o~r conception of
a C_hr~shamzed man IS the very thmg in dispute.
~hnst~a_n theology-as a revelation, is distinguished by
Its pos~twe dogmcts- to accept these is to be a Christian. Belief, not work, is the central idea of the system. And here we probe to the core of the slibject.
In its essence, Christianity is not a moral, but au intellectual system. Its moral elements are not peculiar
to it ; they are crammed in here and there often very
awkwardly, an~ detra?t fr?m the beauty_ and symmetryof the philosophic edifice. Hence as a moralizing and civilizing agent its ill success is becoming
every day more manifest. Aside from any theory
the fact~ of the case force this conviction upon us:
The patient may feel better after the boil is opened
the cancer excised ; but the physician knows that
both are only the out-croppings of a diathesis of the
whole body, the poison which shows itself in one
spot is spread throughout the man. So grantinothat Beecher et id 011~ ne g_enus are morbid' growth~
there must be a workmg virus to produce them.
At some other time this worm at the heart may be
hunted out and exposed, but not now. Suffice it to
say that it belongs not to the Teligion of Jesus. Of
the theology which bears his name he perhaps knew
little more tha_n Socrates. His was a moral system
whose centra! Idea was love, and w!wse every command w~s do! Alas that the metaphysical Paul and
the mystical pseudo-John so failed to measure the
colossal proportions of the master !
X. Y. z.

What Makes the Sky Blue.
The ethereal blue color of the sky is due to minute
particles of ma,tter which float in the air. Wore these
particles removed, the appearance of the sky would be
dead black. It is a fact in optics that exceedingly fine
portions of matter dis persc or scatter the blue rays of
l~ght, coarser portions scatter all the rays, making white
llght. The atmosphere is full of aqueous vapor, the particles of which diffuse white light in all directions. When
these particles are enlarged, they become visible· in tile
form of clouds. The vapor particles of the white clouds
are supposed to be finer <tnd lighter than those of the dark
clouds. That the diffusion of light in our atmosphore.
the blue coloring of the sky and tile colors of the clouds,
m·e due to the P,resence of matter floating in the·air, has
been conclusively proved by Tyndall. On passing· a
beam of sunlight through a glass tube, the beam is rendered brillittntly visible by the reflect! on of light from the
dust particles Jloating in the air contained in the tube.
But on removing tho dust particles, which is done by filtering the air by cotton wool or by causing the air to
pass over a flame, the beam of light is no longer visible in
the tube.
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II You did not sueceed."
''
marr~age is b_ut ~ ~r~paration for the pure spiritual
"No, sir-that is, I could not :find such a position as man-~age which Is m all cases essential to the highest
·
Article No. 4 closed with the tragedy of Mary I could accept."
happm~ss of tbe.elementary pair, and their product
11
Ah, you are proud then. You would not stoop and which if ignored results iri the extinction of th~
Bo~dman, who 'preferred to be dashed to pieces
among the rocks of Niagara Falls to meeting the cold to some kinds of work," and I was about to give the moral nature of the former and is to the unborn the
and pitiless eye of the social puritan, who is ever usual experiences of self-made men, who were willin~ basest act of treason.
ready to see the offense and condemn the offender, to dig in a ditch at twelv!'l dollars a month or cut cord
--,------but wlw never seeks to know the caUses that inevita- wood at twenty-five cents per cord as I have done,
anything rather than be idle or dependent. But a
bly lead to such terrible results.
rwe are so well pleased with.· the tollowing article
·were I to ask the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER movement of her head and hand arrested me, and I Friend Willico~'s in a .late lnjJestiuator, we cheerfully
to send me inStl\nces of eases coming under their kept this delicious morsel of self~righteousness to my make room for rt. It speaks our sentiments exactly·. Ed
T. S.J
. ..
.
··
notice. where·the mother had been abandoned by the self.
Her band had taken a firm hold of her mantle.
other parent, and infanticide or suicide or both had
Organizing.
resulted therefrom ; I know that letters would come 'l'hat indicated decision. The eye had a kind of dewy
MB. EDITol!.:-Much has been written within the last
pourin!!" in like a torrent, and there are thousands of moisture about it, as though it wanted to swim but
few months, not only in the Investioato1·, but also in the
cases which are never brought to light-cases which dare not.
" Sir, the lady who gave me this letter told me that Index and TBUTH SEEKEB,on the subject of ·~organization."
are disposed of by a single paragraph in a newspaper:
as, "The boaly of an infant found in the Cedar river I could speak to you as I could to my own father wm·e Some of those communications have· boon really exceljust below the bridg-e at Waverly, where it had evi- he living, and God knows I need a father now! Well, lent, quite to the point; but I have not failed to notice
'nently been thrown by its heartless mother ;"or, "part sir, I saw a notice in the Herald: 'Wanted an accom- this fact, that very few of them are written over the wriof the skull and forearm of a new-born child found in plished young lady as a governess ; terms liberal. No. ter's own signature l How is it possible to form a Society
or ?rganization with men or women that we only know by
a pig ~ty, the missing portion having been devoured - - Broadway.'
"l"went there. I was offered a carriage, tine their nom de plumes? Those writers. s"em to be 'a-fraid
by tl1e swine." Take up auy daily paper and instances like those quoted above, meet your eye .. There clothes, plenty of money, nothing to do. But I was that their friends, neighbors, and townscpeople ·should
are on the frontiers, deer, buffalo and beaver hunters too proud for that. I spurned his offer with contempt, know that they we1·e not Christians, How often do I hear
and trappers, who set snares for the muskrat, the but he was very polite ; to my threats he replied, th?se. words said to me : " I .am of the: same way of
beaver and wolf-these men live by the death of 'Tell what you please-and whom you please. You thmkmg as you are, but it would hurt my business if it
their prey. They prepare the way for civilization, are poor, I offer you money. You are pretty, I offer should be known." What is that but cowardice the nfost
und they usually make short work with their game. you fine clothes. You are friendless, I offer you love. abject, slavery the most galling? Sveak out! What are
Besides, theyrequil"e courage to pursue their profes- You go and denounce me, then you will be laughed you afraid of? They can neither kill nor imprison tosion. for they sometimes get c1·ushed under the kneea at. You levy black mail. You are a dangerous day.
woman who practice your arts npon an innocent and
of the buffaio, or are torn to pieces by wolves.
I had the vleasure, a short time since, of meeting with
But we know a class of professional hunters and respectable man.' I next entered an advertisement, that outspoken Infidel, Col. Ingersoll, and among the
trappers, who Jive in our largest cities-they are and in compliance with a request, I went to No. - - many good th~ngs he said was this one: ·• What aro ye
human cannibals who prey upon their kind. Like a Fulton street. It was another offer of love, money doing here? If ye have got a good thing, why do ye ·not
pampered cat. they play with their victims, and give and infamy.
ten your nPighbors of it?" Th11-t's the talk! Tell your
"I am too proud for that-I would die first," and neighbors of your joy and gladness. A Congregational
them a little liberty now and then. It amuses them
to see their victim~; die slowly. But there is a "devil- the little woman raised her head with that proud look minister once said to me, " I do not think there are many
ish kind of mercy " in this human hunter-a species of defiance, which seemed to say, " If I cannot see Infidels in Brooklyn, for 'you are the only one that I
of feline affection altogether without a parallel in the my way through this world, I know my way out know." '"Yes, there are-I know many; I even know some
domestic cat. The latter plays with its captive until of it.
thatattendat your church." "You dol That does not
It is difficult. to conceive that such men could ever speak well for their conf>istency, at any rate."
it is tired, and then fastening its fangs in the most
vital part, there are a few convulsive struggles, and have had the love and care of a mother. Bu't it is
Why are so many Infidels so weak-kneed? Why are
Rll is over. While the former plays with his victim and easy to conceive they are doomed never to know what they afraid of their own free thoughts? Come out from
occasionally takes a savage bite out of the plumpest, a wealth of love woman can lavish on the true man ; your hiding places, and no longer give a seeming suptenderest, fairest portion of his captive's body, and a love that force, fraud or gold cannot buy. Such vort to what you do not believe in, Be not ashamed of
then bands it over to another feline or felon, which men cannot comprehend what love is. They regard your
high CIJ.lling, but glory in being" Infidels to the
you will, who in turn with velvet paw and soothing it as they do their segars or wine, something either to
purring song excites his victim with fresh hopes of life, stupify or stimulate, a kind of drunkenness in which Christian suverstition. Plant the standard of Freethought
but soon the claw shoots out from the velvet foot, and they feel or touch a body and experience a pleasure of in this city of Brooklyn; rally every one of you men and
holds the writhing captive fast until the fangs again no higher kind than is felt by infelior animals. If women, in your proper persons. Here is your' able cor~
do their work of decarnation on cheek,.breast, thigh, marriage is effected to gratify mere animal instinct, respondent " Tipton;" I know that he is able of himself
and again the hapless victim is turned over to a less that low animal instinct will re-appear in the offspring. to more than half run a meeting. Give me the names of
merciful, more carnivorous beast, who gradually If to obtain wealth, then avarice will be the product. twelve earnest. fearless men and women, and I will hire
picks the bones bare, and leaves· of what was once In short, the predominating feeling which may ope- the hall, and see to it that it shall be duly inaugurated.
fresh. fair, and beautiful, a hideous skeleton, a rate to bring together a pair of human beings in mar- Plant the standard of Infidelity in this city of Brooklyn,
hated, despised, diseased, seared, scorched human riage, will be sure to re-appElar in the fruit resulting then rally to its support every one of you. men and womsoul. The wretches who had lived upon it are not therefrom. Dr. Carpenter, F. R. S., in his Principles en, in your own proper persons, then you have all the oreven generous enough to kill it, but leave it to seek a of Human Philosophy, page 691, says: "The sexual ganization that is needed.
Why will not every reader of the Investigator, Index
death when and how it chooses. 0! how generous i instinct when once aroused (even though very obscurehow magnanimous is this whiskered human hunter! ly felt) acts upon the mental faculties and moral feelings and TBUTH SEEKEB in Brooklyn volunteer in thiR .. Home
No, he does not kill! That would be murder! and thus becomes the source (though almost uncon- missionary work," and do something to dispel this more
Neither does he appropriate to himself all the charms sciously so to the individual) of the tendency to form than Egyptian darkness that towers over this so-called
he may :find in his beautiful captive. That would be that kind of attachment toward one of the opposite sex, "City of Churches?"
supreme ~elfishness. On the contrary, he divides the which is known as love. This tendency cannot be reLet the Infidels 0f Brooklyn read this, if they can, and
spoil, he insists on sexual freedom, Liberty of person, garded as a simple passion or emotion, since it is the their cheeks not tingle with burning shame 1 In this
natural ri¥ht. Mary Glendenning- and Mary Boad- result of the combined operations of the reason, the im- great city of Brooklyn, neither on wel)k-days nor on Sunman were both left free! Absolut!i>ly free to choose agination, and the moral feelings, and it is the engraft- days, is there one meeting held for Freeth ought. Free
life or death, and they chose wisely, and well. The ment (Eo to speak) of the psychical attachment upon Investigation, Free Discussion! No Infidel Association!
first lay quietly down, and died without a murmur. the mere corpore.tl instinct. Thus a difference exists No Infidel Organiaation! We should no longer be a.'ltonThe other with a shriek rushed into the night amid between the sexual relations of men and those of the tished at this moralfunoi which bas developed here and
the tumultuous roar of seas-hastening to her grave. lower animals. In proportion as the human being spread Its sickening pollution all over the land. If there
She encountered darkness as a bride, she hugged it in makes the temporary gratification of the mere sexual had been a re!lpectable Infidel Society moulding and in~
her arms. No! No! Yousaysuch amonsteris impos- appetite his chief object, and overlooks the happiness fusing. common sense into the minds of the people, think
sible in this latter part of the Nineteenth Century. arising from spiritual communion, which is not only you thrs corruption would have been vossible? Let us see,
But, hold, I have my witness ready. I can find you purer but more permanent, and of which a renewal then, if we cannot this coming winter e:treet an. organlzatwo specimens-living specimens-the one in Broad- may be anticipated in another world-doeshedegrade tion, and tell the "glad tidings" of our salvatlon,.,-tell
way, the other in Fulton street of this city. I have himself to the level of the brute that perishes. Yet what a Saviour we have found.
their names and numbers. For the present I conceal how lamentably frequent is this degradation."
OrganizE~ I : Organize I I Organize I I l
both. They may have a mother or a sister living,
Yes, lamentable indeed! Up to this point we have
Yours,
.
WM. WILLICOTT,
and for their sakes I forbear to use names. Well, looked Qn but one side of a terrible picture in which
362 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, <N. Y.l Oct. G.
here is the story : In 1850, a little baby was born in there was cold, merciless, deliberate treason, on the
London, England·. She was loved, petted and educa- one side, and a helpless, hopeless appeal to death on
ted by her parents. Before she reaches womanhood other, to escape a doom worse than death. I am now
[We cut the following interesting article from theN. Y.
she finds herself an orphan, and on this 19th day of compelled to open a new chapter of horrors, one in Sun.]
Oct., 1874. she brings me the following letter, part of which both sexes are equally guilty of the most atroA Visit to the Eddys.
which reads as follows :
cious crimes perpetrated under the sanction of law
This oc:
"MR. HENDERSON, Dear Sir :-The young lady, of religion, and the force of custom.
What a Stranger sa~o in tlteir Mountain Home.
!fiss G--- L---, who presents this, is extremely curs in every case where there is a corporeal maranxious to secure a position as a teacher, either out riage under protest. of the spirit. In certain staEDDY HOMESTEAD, Rutland county, Vt.,"Oct 9.-I arrived
West or near New York. If you desire a companion ges of human development there is, as in the lower
and instructor for your daughter, she wnr prove all creation, often but a mere brute conjugation, and as here yesterday afternoon:. The :first -impressions on a
that will be required as far as I have learned from in the brute creation where there is mutual acquies- stranger are peculiar. When I entered the plain sitting
her residence under my roof. As an honest, conscien- ence, the product may be tine specimens of animal room, where were four or five strangers, I was informed
bodies only.
'
that there was a strong probability that my company
tious person I can recommend her.
Please let me know what it would cost to send her
But ~here are hundreds and thousands of marriages would not be acceptable. At the same time I was offered
West? and in whose care you could send her? Send occurrmg every day, where personal antipathies are a seat. I was further informed that several persons had
me full particulars.
Respectfully,
A. R.
overborne by the force of other circumstances, such been turned away that day, after coming all the way from
The above letter was written by as fair a hand, and as social position, wealth, religion, opinion, and New York, and that not one-half the applicants, either by
as pure a soul as was ever wrapped up in mortal flesh, the result is domestic misery, hatred, revenge, mur- letter or in.porson, were received. Things looked blue: Afand I became in teres ted in the bearer of the letter. der, and children born to re-produce the lives of ter a few minutes of suspense I was informed that neither
In brief space she told me her life's story, part of their parents' in their own, moral monsters who fill up of tho brothers, William nor Horatio, was present, having
which I have already given, and the followillg con- the meas":lre of their li':es in the penitentiary, or on gone to Rutland it> the .morning. Their sistei·, Alice, was
versation will explain the rest :
the scaflold, or physteal monsters, diseased, mal- vresent, as well as several other ladies, all being in the
"In what way have you tried to find a suitable formed and hideous, inferior to the brutes· in useful- dining room. One gentleman asked me if I had been to
place?"
ness or intelligence, creatures who end their lives in dinner, arid receiving a negative reply, volunteered to
"In several ways. sir. In the way you now :see, poor-houses or insane asylums.
ask the landlady to furnish me with some. I was informand through the columns of the Herald-but-"
I close this article by announcing that the legal ed that I would be welcome so far as the dinner was oon~

G. L. Henderson's Article, No. 5.
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for him to personate one or two Indians who followed
New Opening.
Honto. They were tall and erect, and looked to be warlike
WE call attention to our friend Morris Altman's extenIndians. The first was called Bright Star, having a bright
star-like light in his forehead. Another, whose name sive advertisement on the 13th page. He is very favorably
was not known, when asked by Mrs. Strong if he would known as a merchant to many of our readers, and also as
not at s.ome future time tell her his name, was distinctly an earnest and consistent Liberal. Having recently reseen ancl heard to wrav on the cabinet with his knuckles. entered business, he takes this occasion to lay the fact
Before this part of the seance closed it was promised before the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER and to apprize
·that Honto would bring other animals with her at future them of the character of the goods he has to offer.
He gives special attention to filling orders·by mail. and
appearances. Tben followed what apveared to be a quarrel between Mrs. Eaton and Mr. Brown, the question seem- guarantees satisfaction both in quality ·and price to all
ing to be whether the medium could stand any further reasonable versons who favor him with their patronage.
exhaustion or not. Mrs. Eaton thought he could, but the We have the fullest confidence in his integrity and vouch
he.will do full justice to those who may send him their
witch thought Mrs. Eaton was "an old fooi."
A little sister of MrR. Strong's pulled back the curtain commissions. We advise our patrons who want goods in
and bowed, but said nothing. She has often appeared be- his line to send their orders. to him. The following we
extract from a notice of the New Store, in The G1·aphic
fore, and is at once recognized by Mrs. Strong.
of the 'l.lst inst.
MANIFESTATIONS IN THE DARK.
RECENT No~ABLE 0PENlNG.-Mr. Morris Altman, so
Mr. Wm. Eddy then came out, and a dark seance follow- long and well known as one of the firm of Altman BrothHoratio
Eddy
acting
as
medium.
His
hands
were
ed,
Mr.
· thick. ce was recently held in the cave, at which the
ers, in Sixth avenue, yesterday opened a large and fine
A sean
.
t t tied behind him, and then tied to the chair. The candle stock of millinery, trimmings, ornaments, hosiery, unt ialized spirits of several Indmns were presen -a
was put out, and the room was as dark as dark could be. derclothing, perfumery, flowers, and fancy dry goods
~:s~rthose who saw them ):1.0nestly believe what they. say Tbe first spirits were those of George Dix and Mayflower,
about them. A large Indian apvea_red on the top of the the Italian girl. A number of questions were asked and generally in his new premises, lower corner of Sixth
avenue and Nineteenth street.
k 1 ·full uniform. Having a desire to explore I soon
Dix, in reply to a question by a gentleman as
Although the prevarations were hardly completed, the
~~C:Ub:d the sharv acclivity, immediately above the cave. answered.
to whether loe was materialized from the waist uv orily, establishment was early visited by fashionable customers
when I found tho ascent gradual for about three hundre~ said in a distinct voice, "I am materialized from the tiv
feet. Accompanied' by two s~all dogs I pushe~ on until of my to's to the top of my cranium." Songs were sung attracted by the reputation forme.rly achieved for taste.
near the top, seeing all I desired. I saw not~mg of .the by the circle at the request of the spirits, when music on a entervrise, and moderate prices. The millinery departmuch-talked-of mountain bears, however: neither did I variety of Instruments was vlayed by the svirits. Dix ment was especially attractive, A large. number. of imported bonnets were on exhibition, anq. displayed the very
played ''Yankee Doodle," on the flute. Miss Mayflower latest ideas of the most famous French artists. Few
see the Indian. TAKEN INTO THE CIRCLE.
favored the audience with several poems: Mr. Dix with a styles have been seen this season that could compare with
Returning to the house I found that t~e. brothers :!J.ad prayer. :ltfayflower was very communicative, answering
returned. They were standing together Ill; the rear yard. a number of questions put to her by different versons. At them; each one was a gAm, and ori~rinal as well as eleApproaching !\:lr. Horatio Eddy, I told h1m th~t I ~ad the request of the spirits the candle was lighted. and Mr. gant in design and combination.
The trimming departments are all worthy of inspection,.
traveled from New York for the purp?so ;,f w1tnessmg Eddy requested that the gentleman who had tied him
varticularly the vassementene and jet aprons, jackets.
the spiritual manifestations. He replied, I guess we
should examine him and see if he was still fastened. He belts, and the like. These are very handsome, and also
can get along with you." Heat the same time said that
reported that Mr. Eddy was tied exactly as he had left very low-priced.
he would much prefer that the people would sta,y away
him. The order was then given to extinguish the candle.
The flowers and feathers are of finest quality, and show
altogether. and that it was not from vreference t~at he The light was hardly out before the spirits raised avergave seances. Both brothers, as al?o the .sister, are mdus- fect pandemonium, ringing bells, playing the guitar and the latest vivid flashes in color and tone-brilliant new
trious, plain, and unpretending m th~ir manner. _That accordeon, &c.· A combat with swords followed, all the scarlet and ponceau, canary deepening into brown, and
they are trying to do anything to de~e~v.e the public. no bells, musical instruments, swords, &c., being furnished autumn-tinted leaves and berries. The hosiery and undergarments are features which receive careful attention,
fair-minded man can believe after VISiting them. They
by Mrs. Eddy for the occasion. The combat lasted for at and in hosiery particularly there are excellent qualities
do not make money by giving seances, and they declare
least two minutes, when a body was heard to fall on the in leading stripes and balbriggans at a considerable rethey never will.
.
.
. .
floor as distinctly as the actor is heard to fall when per- duction from ordinary prices. A large perfumery
Without believing or disbelieving the sp~ntual n.ature sonating Richard.
department has been instituted. and will receive constant
of the manifestations I witnessed last mght, I Will de- .
A CHILD-LIKE VOICE.
and attractive additions as the holidays apvroach.
.
scribe what I saw and heard.
Mayflower, who says she is an Italian girl, of about 11
At half past 7 the visitors were summoned to the mrc~e
years of age, and died 104 years ago, has a beautiful childroom. immediately over the dining roo_m. Th.e room JS like voice, speaking in broken accents as if her lungs
The Scotch Clergy.
16 by 48 feet, with three windows on. either s1de. Two
were weak. She accasionally stopped for breath or lor
vlain benches were drawn to within 8 feet of the stage, a
MR.
EDITOR
: It was customary for the Scotch
lack of words. Her impromvtu poems were very beautinarrow structure about three above the level of the floor. ful. She bid the audience farewell, telling them that she clergy, in the sev~nteenth century, to forbid. the
About fifteen or twenty persons were seated on the benchwas going to the moon. to be gone a week. When asked mother to receive mto her house her own son 1f he
es among them Miss Alice and Mr. Horatio Eddy. Mr.
if the moon was inhabited she said that it was, but that had offended her. She must not even give himr
William Eddy, a large man. about six feet high, entered
the people looked more like apes than human beings. It food. In speaking of one case, in which the mot!wr
the cabinet taking a seat in the chair. The cab net is so
also. she said, contained many animals. She skipped was made to confess that she had sinned in lovmg
small that' not more than one verson can remain in it
around with her guitar, slavping the cheeks of several of and sheltering her son, but "promised not to do it
comfortably. A plain blanket, apparently a bed cover, the audience, 111r. Whitehouse thought that he smelt car- ao-ain and to tell the magistrate when he comes next
her." Buckle says : "She promised not to do it
was hung before the door, That was the last we saw or bolic acid on her hands. and when he asked her if she
heard of Mr. Eddy till after the seance. Mrs. Cleveland had used it she admitted that she had for purvoses of again. She promised to forget him whom she had
born of her own womb and suckled at her breast,
and a Mr. E. V. Pritchard, a middle-aged gentleman
materialization. A!ter bidding all an affectionate. farewhose limbs are unfortunately paralyzed, took seats on well she and her companion spirits left, she for the moon She promised to forget her boy who had oftimes
the platform, the former at the extreme left. the latt~r at from whence she will return (if there is any truth in her crept to her knees and had slept in her bosom and
whose tender frame she had watched over and
the extreme right. Mr. Pritchard was next to the cabmet, promise) at the end of six days.
W. H. C.
nursed. All the dearest associations of tl1e past, all
having barely rooQJ. to sit, so narrow is the platform.
In connection with the above we will give the following that the most exquisite forms of human affection can
Mrs. Cleveland had more room, the cabinet extending not
one-third the width of the room. The rest of the compa- extract from a Jetter of Col. HenryS. Olcott to the Gmphic give or receive, all that deligh~s the me~ory, all
ny sat on the benches. nearly all occupying the front ?ne, of this city. and who for several weeks has been staying that brightens the prosp~ct of h!e, all vamshed, all
their hands being joined. Silence reigned for a t1me. at the Eddys', witnessing the singular representations passed away from the mmd of th1s poor woman, at
the bidding of her spiritual masters. At one fell
when Joe, the farm hand, was called on for a tune on.the which nightly take place there:
"I know the full nature of words, and I mean to say swoop all were gone. So potent were the arts of
violin. He responded with alacrity, but candor requireS
me to say that the music was execrable. The lamv had unequivocally, a woman-a breathing, walking, palpable these men that they persuaded ~he mot~er t? conbeen previously partly turned down, but it was as easy to woman, as palpable as any other woman in the room, spire against her son that she m1ght dehver.lnm. up
·see the faces and bodies of the different forms as they ap- recognized not only by her sons and daughters, but also to them. They defiled her nature !ly purgmg 1t ot
peared on the stage as to ~ee a man on the streets of New by neighbors present as Mrs. Zephaniah Eddy, deceased its love. She was lost to herself, as well as lost to
Dec. 29th, 1872-on the evening of Oct. 2nd, 1874. walked her own son. To hear of such things is enm~gh to
Y:ork o"n a dark night by the gaslight.
out of a cabinet, where there was only one mortal, and make one's blood surge a~ain, and raise a tempest in
THE FIRST SPIRIT
where, under ascertained circumstances, only this one our inmost nature. But to have seen them, to have
that appeared was that of Honto. the Indian girl. She is man could have been at the time and spoke to me person- lived in the midst of them, and yet not to have reabout five feet five inches in height. slender, n.ud very ally in an audible voice. and nineteen other persons saw belled against them is to us utterly inconceivable and
proves in how complete a thraldom the Scotch were
beautiful. Her long black hair hung down her ba0k in her at the same time and beard her discourse.
held, and how thoroughly their minds, as well as
two plaits, which she throw to the front at the request of
Now, Jet the Materialists put that in their pipe and their· bodies were enslaved."
:ltfrs. Strong. She came out and went back four or five smoke it. Perhaps tbey may want to begin by stuffing
"What more need I say ? I !>ring to elucidate
times, dancing more or Jess each time. Mr. Horatio Eddy me in as wadding, but they cannot ; the fact is so large
the real character of 'one of the most detestable tyrwho was inside the .circle, near the stage, having taken there will be no room left."
annies ever seen on the errth,
When the Scotch
the violin from Joe, furnished the music. On Honto's
It is asserted by these spirits, we are informed, that in
st>cond appearance, a small animal, having the appear- two years they will be able to materiaUze in public halls. Kirk was at the height of its power, we may .search
ance of a rat, accompanied her. It was not seen until and deliver lectures to audiences in a usual voice, and history in vain for any institut.ion ~!tic~ . ~an compointed out by Honto, when it created a laugh of course. then disappear, while st11nding upon the platform, in view plete with it except the Spanish mqUJsJtJOn. Between these two there is a close and intimute ·analo"It's a rat," exclaimed a chorus of voices.
of all present. When these things occur, perhaps some
Both were in~olerant, both were cruel, both
Mrs. Cleveland, who was dancing with Honto, screamed of us unbelieving skeptics will be compelled to adopt gy.
and jumped about the stage at a fearful rate. Each time new theories relative to spirit existence. We hold our- made war upon the finest parts of human nature, and
the animal came out with its mistress it was declared to self in readiness to embrace truth whenever it is made both destroyed every vestige of reli~ious fr.ccclom.
one difference there was however, of vast importbe a rat. Finally. after the girl had bowed herself out for apvarent to our consciousness. [ED. T. S.]
ance. In political matters, the church which was
the last time, Mrs. Eaton, another spirit, but who rarely
servile in Spain, was rebelli~us.in ~cotland." Those
·'appears, cried out in a sharp feminine voice," It's not a
THE charge is made against the Rev. Dr. Swing, of Chi13. F. U.
rat; it's Honto's pet flying squirrel," adding, ":ltfrs. cago, by 11 brother clergyman, that be is" simply a pan- were the days of piety and l untamsm.
Cleveland, did you feel it scratching your leg? " Tbe theistic Arian.ofthe Euty.·hian type, who does not preach
B. F. UNDERWOOD will lecture at Beaver Dam,
lo.dy rovlied in the affirmative.
·
the Apangasmal brilliance of eternal glory." 0! is not
During the latter part of Honto's dancing, she drew her that awful ? Should not such a man be burned?
Wis., Nov. 13th, 14th and 15th; at Milwaukee, NoY.
dress sufficiently high to expose her feet and legs almost
22d 1tnd 29th; at Berlin, W:is., Dec. 4th, 5th and ~th ;
to the knees. Tbey were beautiful. It was simply imposTHE latest style of buckskin gloves for fall and winter
at
Lake City, Minn., from Dec. 8th to 15th; Ca1ro,
sible for :ltfr, Wm. Eddy, a large and vowerfully built man use are styled "Plymouth Buck Glove3.". The clergy
Ill., Dec. 22d,
to Dersonate the character, though it vrobably is vossfble ought to be vartial to them,
b t th t I would have to wait till the brothers recerned, be~ore ~eceiving vermission to :Witness a seance.
turned
as plain and farmer-like, but palatableThe dinner w
·
··
d
es home-made bread, bacon and gravy, Pie, an. a
potato t
The dining room and table are also very
cup
of ~a.
the house · which is very old, not
a carpet
1 ·n as IS a 1so
·
.
P aJ b.
n After dinner an hour or so was spent ,1n
is. to. . e soe
· of interest in the neig11bor h oo d i n comp~ob"ects
. vJsttli: tw~ gentlemen. who have '~itnes.s~d m~ny mamnY w .
and are firm believers m Sptntuallsm. The
· festatlto~s s fronting the Eddy mansion are large, and are
moun ~ n ith a variegated foliage that is beautiful. The
cove~e thw tare hovering over and obscuring their tips as
cion "ts :d a charm to the scene. The weather last night
I wn
e a this morning was ram_Y.
·
Near th e base of the
dearly
.
an
t · 1
·n front of the house lB a cave, almost equalm
moun am
.
f
db
· to that at Central P:uk. wh1ch has been or me Y an
~Jze
rock '.rhis rock is about fifty feet in length by
1mmense
· ·
·
flft f t
forty in width, and in some places 1s about
Y ee
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fire, especially hell fire! He believed in treating )lis
oppose'rsto heavy doses of red hot ar_qwrnents. He
believ11d fi"bm the bottom of 'his heart (if it hnd any
bottom) that fi?'e could be su0cessfully used in religious
controversy.
It is no wonder to me that David Swing, with his
native goodness of hemt, got ashamed of old style
Presbyterianism and made an effort to modify and
bring it up to a standard of a 'J110re enlightened age.
The cremation of souls is a humbug. ''The thing
can~t be done." ·But as to the ·cremation of the· body I
am in favor of it. It is a horrid idea to be eaten up
by worms; but a nice and sCientific idea to be pui·ified
by fire. I have no doubt the worms are already whetting their teeth and rejoicing in• the prospect of a
square meal and a feast of clays, on the body of your
friend John-but it's no use-I shall disappoint them.
There was poor old \llficklitf; his religious enemies
dug up his bones and cremated them, scattering his
ashes upon the river Avon. I 'remember a verse a
college student made upon the occasion, thus:

The preachers (who I would call God's self-style~
vice-regent and hell fire cremationists), are still blowing their fog-horns! But, nevertheless, 'how rapid is
the soul growth-how fast the mind expands-how
serene becomes the conscience, and how sweet the
sleep, of the man or woman, who once comes out of
the fog, and completely empties tl>eir souls and throws
up from their cramping stomachs all the clark load' of
filthy, nasty, putrid stuff that the fear of God, fear of
the devil, fear of death, hell and the grave, which old
corrupt theology has peddled out to us. ever since we
were innof\ent. children in the nursery and in the
Sunday-school. ·with such stnfi' a& this they filled us
up full to the neck.
,
Bless God, bless God, for the . removal of these
mountains of sin aile! lmimtn misery that have been
"The Avon to the Severn runs·
. .
'fhe Severn to the searolled away w1thm the last quarter of a century by
· And Wickiiff's dust shall svread abroad,
the inflowing light of a new dispensation, whose cheering waves are still rising higher and higher, arid are
Wide as the waters be."
becoming stronger and stronger, until they have swept
Wherever particles of his dust were carried, there
clear m:ound the world and now come lashing back, his principles sprung up and flourished, throughout all
increa~ed in strength and vigor, to the place of begin- lands. His were scattered by his enemies-I wish
ning.
mine to be scattered by my friends.
How beautifully the skies al·e clearing away, and
I saw. a most laughable piece of heathenism set
what a world of clark mysticism, which the soul-roast- forth in a late Presbyterian catechism for child1·en!
ing clergy have blown into the minds of the people The child in answering questions is made to say; .that
from their fog-horns, has been swept away. Each de- if he dies out of the churcll, he will go to hell with
nomination has adopted a clifierent fog-horn, arid as the wicked, there to burn in endless torments, in a
the clin·gy are all• sounding these. gospel trumps ·at big lake blazing with fire and brimstone, and that
once, the sound becomes so uncertam that the people th~re his wages will be paid to him in the coin of
are confused, and know not which way to go. The death and hell, and that his principal business in hell
scripture says tllat if their horns give an uncertain will be to writhe, to roar, to curse and kick the fire
sound, ho'iv shall the people gather themselves to bat., brands in every direction, blaspheming the name of
tie ? The church has always had a certain number of God forever and forevermore! Any man, I think,
scarecrows, by which they endeavor to scare the would make a good exchange by leaving a church
people into their folds. But now the people have be- that teaches such things to their children and going
come bold thinkers for themselves and don't scare ariel joining the Hottentots!
worth a cent.
It is said that Jim Fisk has got 11 corner on brimShe can't scare even a Hottentot, with her big vole a- stone in hell and is likely to make a nice thing out of
no of brimstone, hell fire and blue blazes. Intelli- the speci.1lation. Now if some ingenious Yankee
gence has spread among the people on all subjects, doctor can invent a salve that will draw hell ji1·e out of
but especially upon religious subjects, and among burns, he can make a fortune by peddling it through
many other things they have discovered that this hell, the lower regions l But I believe ·from the very botfed with cheap brimstone, over which they have been tom of my h9art, that those old cast~iron, soul roasting,
held so long, is purely an imaginary scarecrow.
hell-fire cremation p1'cachers lie ori God when they tell
King James' translators manufactured the bible hell us that he spends much of his time in damning the
out of the names of a couple of valleys near Jerusa- souls of men--,not even sparing the beautiful little
!em. Gehenna and the valley of Hinn9m were ,their dove-like, blue-eyed, ci.u·Jy-heacled, innocent, p'rattling
names.
infants of our bosoms. His only begotten son admired
An Eastern traveler tells us how he roared and and loved those little ones so that he tool{ them in his
laughed when he went down into this hell of the bible arms and caressed them saying; "Suffer little children
and there found great trees growing right in the very to come unto rile and forbid them not, for of such is
bottom of it !
the kingdom of heaven." But then what is the use to
What an age of discovery! only think of it-trees talk about Christ, and tell what he did. He has no
growzng on the very bottom of the bott(YfJ),/ess pit! But followers! he was a poor man, and preached against
the fog-hornists, and soul roasters know so little of the rich, against money influences ; but the churches
the nature of a soul as to think that :fire can burn it. have now made merchandise of his gospel; prea.chii1g
Of what crude material they niust think a spirit is has become a matter of money-a "bread and butter''
composed. Spirit-matter· cannot be touched by any arrangement; just as much so as the dry goods or
decomposing agent in nature, fire not excepted.. In grocery business has.
fact it will quench the very essence of fire. Fire comThe modern bogus concerns called churches nre run
ino- in direct contact with spiritual beings would not, alto!rether upon money, and cost the people of this
no~ could not be felt by them.
.
country nearly a hundred millions a year. They
The spirit being so much more powerful than any claim Christ as their founder, but look, how poor he
other element would put out and quench any fire was-not two suits of clothes to his back-never had
(evM hell itself,) infinitely quicker than a Babcock Ex- ten dollars in his pocket at a time, that is, after he
tinguisher would put out a candle. Yet the soul-roast- gave up the carpenter trade and turned preacher; he
ers get huffy because we don't believe a word they and the strolling crew that followed him, were ''dead
say, when they tell us that God is going to cremate broke," more than half the time. When the tax colour souls in hell if we don't do and beheve as they tell lectoi· called on Christ and Peter to settle their pollus, and come into the church which is his only insur- tax, Christ sent Peter to the lake to borrow a denarius
ance office against hell tire. They will carry our policies from the fish to settle the bill. Christ was an improfor a certain amount of greenbacks a yea:r. Methodist, vi dent man who didn't seem to care a d--ime whether
Baptist, Presbyterian and many other protestant in- he had a "red" in his pocket ur not, nor whether he
surance offices will carry policies for the people much had a roof to shelter him when nhtht overtook him.
cheaper than the Catholic office will. But then she is Says he: "The foxes who have nothing but holes in
the oldest, richest, and possesses the most paid up the ground, the birds of the air who possess nothing
capital of any other religions insurance company now but nests in the branch, are rich compared to the son
doing business in this cOlmtry. In fact, she is the of man, who has no where to Jay his head." He
great old "Etna" of the world l I have heard in my never went a cent on rich folks hut his cry was "How
time, old hard-shell Baptists and other followers of hardly shall they that have riches enter the kingdom
John Calvin, preach that there were "infants in hell of heaven."
not a span long."
To be a follower of Christ we must prea(;h just
But old John was a hard old sinner; he had a world what he preached, act just as he acted and be just as
of "brass" and "cheek" to set himself up as the founder poor as he was.
of a church. But many of his followers are just as
But look at his pretended followers-rich and aris",cheeky'' as he was. ln my way of looking at things tocratic-their gospel shops glittering with gold and
old John was a murderer-a cremationist. But he silver-pulpits ornamented-aisles carpeted, and
generally burnt his subjects alive. He burnt poor pews cushioned. If a poor man was to stick his nose
Michael Servetus, yea roasted him alive, merely for in there, he would soon be made to understand tha.t it
an insignificant imaginary ofi"ence. Old John was was a rich man's church-and no place for him.
very successful in making points.
· The most ludicrous thing on earth is to see those
He made five points, and won you know. One of ])reachers, priests, and bishops, as I have seen them,
his points declared that Christ was the etermtl son of dressed up like a clown-a great cross upon their
GoL!. Servetns would persist in reading this backward, breast-a watch chain, the size of a young log chain
affirming that Christ was the ~on of the eternal God. around thc1r neck-a ring on their fingers with a set in
Then old John boiled over with wrath, and a spirit of it the size of a brick bat-a chew of tobacco in their
intolerance possessed him. He. told .Mike that he ·~mouth nut quite as big as your fist, and a plug of the
same filthy tqbacco in their pockets! Followers of
must recant or burn-Mike'' couldn't see it." .
John then told him tg make ready, for to-morrow Christ indeed !
he must burn. Old John always had great faith in . _What a spectacle Christ would have made, going
1

out to preach and attend to his father's h11Siness, with
a big ririg on his finger, a chnin round his neck, nilcl a
big plug of tobacco in his pocket, after the style of
Bishop Dougan for instance, of Chicago. I have no
doubt, if Christ wq,s to ieturn, that his first exclamation would be, "Oil for a whip in the hands of every
honest man to lash such frauds and hypocrites naked
through the world."
I don't think Christ himself ev~r intended that in:cn
should so far loose their individuality as to lieco111e
slaves to hi in by calling him "Lord, and· Maste1';'' I
recollect. a young man on ·a certain occnsion; called
him "good master," but he hushed him•up quickly
by stamping his foot and pointing his finger up to
heaven, deelaring that there was none good but God
up there.
·
Christ in spiritual things was quite a reformer; but in
business !llatters he was a signal failure. He advised
his followers to take no thought for the ·morrow.
If we sho.uld do so. this world would become a great.
poorhouse filled with beggars ancllazaroni in less' than
three years. .And again he set a premium on theft,
when he taught that if a man take. away your coat
· 1·
1
you must g1ve 11m your cloa c also.
,·
If a man sho.uld take m·y coat, instead of inviting
him to get my cloak, thereby enabling him. to go
warm and saucy, while I must shiver in the winds, I
would publish in the papers thus : I hereby give notice to the man who stole my coa~ that he is. known;
you will please return it in"sicle of five clays, or I will
mash you.
.
:
,
Christ !lS a religious reformer had many merits,, but
since his enthusiastic followers have made an idol and a
God out of him, his benefits to the w.orlcl have .been
almost entirely lost. One man's merits cannot be
applied to another. There is no salvation by proxy.
"Every tub must stand upon its own bottom." If
Christ had merits they can only he applied to his
own case. They can save him, but not, you nor me;
you and I must have merits of our own, for they'alone
carr do us good in the coming clay. I have learned
that "there is no name given under heaven nor among
men whereby I can be save.cl," save the name of John
Syphers. Nor you gentle reader, no matter how much
yOll' endeavor to throw yoUrself upon the merits of
some ·one else; yon will find in the end that· yon must
fall back upon you?'Belf, and t!Iat .your case cannot be
reached either by the merits of Christ •· or any other
man."

New Grooves aud Sources of Thought.
The nearer any newly-discovered truth approaches
the n:iiraculous, and the more it conflicts with stei·eotypecl prejudices or unsound beliefs, the more liberal
we become ultimately.
·what, after all, if the ideal were but an impei"fect
foreshadowing of that which is to be ; or that science were at fault in assuming that all her triumphs
and discoveries are attainable on a physical plane
only?
Although we have full confidence in the solid work
which properly belongs to this world, we :are not inclined to allow it to usurp the place of resthetics upon
all occasions. Nor do we cnliorse that exclusiveness
on the part of science, which, assuming that it holds
the key to all true knowledge, turns up its nose at
metaphysics, and becomes the veriest Uradgrincl on
our hands. Were this arrogance llJ)t met successfully
in some way, we should soon. be deprived of every
spiritual sense, and be robbed of even the' few.feeble
beams that fall upon us through the broken lenses of
confiicLing creeds. Still, we confess ourselves proud
of the many distinguished names which have .of late
years illumined our material path ; but what we fear
is, they have too generally regarded all organisms as
mere expressions of matter, and built their theories,
upon uniform coincidences only, and without .the
slightest reference tu occu~t primary causes, appreciable to higher modes of reasoning than they ,haye
thought proper to employ.
In view of what seems to be a universal law-that
of progression-perfection or the ultimate of knowledge, is unattainable in any state of existence. Who,
then, shall cle!iver judgment, ex cathedra; as. to what
is possible and what is not ? Fixed iacts are but the
anchors of our reason, or the ballast designed to
steady us in our voyages of discovery. Had we been
contented to follow the finger-poets of those who li.ad
so generously undertaken to think for us at the close
of .the last century, where would the world be :to-day?
And were it not for the metaphysician-the dreah!Cr,
if you will-how many thousands of years would it
be still la.gging behincl ~
.
'l'he mind becomes expanded and invigorated in !til
new grooves ancl5ources of thought ; as clo the weak,
pinched lungs of a factory-girl on the motwtain top.
If we would achieve great ends, the work-shop of
the brain niust be swept and newly garpished from
time to time, and its implements pointed and tempered
afresh. It were better to have failed u thousand
times than have never attempted to succeed once, and
more praiseworthy to have destroyed a dozen blocks of
marble in an endeavor to produce somet.hiug purely
original, than to be satisficll with snatching the chisel
from some dead hallll, a.nd finishing, as superbly as
might be, the work that, designed and nearly comp,leted by another, had been cut short unceremoniously..

THE T~UT~- S.EEKER, NQ¥E;MBE:I_=t 1, 187'4•·
Notwithstanding tim~ .'";e ab~or that eandayerous
d . Joii<r,haired entln!Slasnl winch professes, m bad
E~ lish,"'to hold direct communication with S~cr~tes
an! aH the worthies tl,J.at have , ever d~~arte~ tins /lfe,
the recent disclos.ures, regardmg Spmtuahsm, 1~1ade
b ·Messrs. Cooks & Varley, Fellows of the Royal
S~ciety, and by)~fr. A1fred. Wallace, co-~riginator
with Darwin _of the theory of natural. ~eleetwn, mu.~t
0 en up new sot!rces and· grooves ?f. thought" _and
h~ve a. marked effect upon all· the religwus, pohtiCa.l,
and social questions of the day. If ~bat .these ge!l.
tlemen, and thousands of others ~ay·r~ true, w~ are m
the midst e>f a revolution, the results -of which can
carcely be exaggerated. Let it 'once be clearly un·
de'rstobd, that the t':'o wo!·ldE allsolutely t~lich. each
other and that the lllhabttants of that Winch IS Ull·
seen ~are ocr.asi?mtlly with us still ; that departed
frietids and relattv6s demonstrate, almost hourly, that
there is no such thing as death in the usual··acceptation of tltat word ; let this, we say, once take full pos·
session of the public mind, and the vagu_e mysticis?Is
that u1we so long enveloped our ra?e, disappear like
the dew before therays of the mormng sun.
In no portion of the world, however, more than in
Germany, would· the power of this strang.e revelation
be felt from the fact that the educated of that coun·
try are'mostly materialists or stl'ange metaphysicians,
and that both should be disturbed' instantaneously.
The discomfiture of the one, nevertheless, could. not
be so signal as that of the other ; for, w.lule. the wterd
explorattons of t~e Ge~·nmn student of the Unknow!l
should only tennmate m the presence of a great real!·
ty, all that was living. of Materialism should be struck
dead on the spot.
,
'_['he supewatural and the Jaws. governing it once
known of a <:<ertainty, the literature of .the Norseman
would lose much of ItS \\'eird fascinations, as all spec·
ulations as to. the certainty and peculiar characteristics of another state of existence should be at an end.
.New grooves of thought would be presented to him,
in whichhE: should shal•e himself free of ten thousand myths, with a view to displaying his vigorous
genius upon a more exalt,ed plane ... And not only h~,
uut the whole world, should grow strong and selt·rell·
am in the light of this new revelation. .~or once satb!icd of the true relatwns between the VISible and the
invisible our reason should become, in every relation,
establish~d upon a basis, not J,abie_to be dis~urbed by
either fanaticism or a false conceptiOn of tlungs.
As the true ideal may be regarded the poesy or bios·
sorn of the real, so may the after-life be termed the
poesy or fruition of this. All our as~irations. seem to
point in this latter direction. , Our tdeal· of earthly
happiness is always in the futu~e, a!l~ could we b~t
pause to analyze ou~ hopes and mtl:lit~ons, pe~·haps It
might be found to he beyond the limits of tll11e and
space. Our explorations on this subject hav~ been
very vague an .1 unsatisfactory. The truth ts, we
know but little of ourselves as yet; for there may be
no hesitation -in stating that, up to the present mo·
ment every man who has written a line upon the sub·
ject, has been to~ally mistaken as to the primary ob·
ject.of our creatwn.
Is it not obvious that, failing our, appearances on
this planet, it would have been crea.ted to ~o purpose;
as there would ha.ve been. no sentient hemg here to
enjoy it or to set .even the slightesL valu~ upon its
beauties or upon the creative power and wtsdom that
called it into existence ? What were the transcendent
glories of the morning, or the st~rry splendors of the
purple night-what t,he appallmg grandeur of. Old
Ocean or the varied and dewy loveliness of the fi?wery la~dscaps without a human eye ,to appreciate
them, one andall ? Totally v_alueless! . 'Yitlwut intention, point or object! 1t IS we who, ,rn the ~ub·
lime order of things, give thew hole value to creatwn,
and make it worthy of Him who has chosen to ac~ept
it 5 estimate at our hands. And hence the deduct10n,
that we are not the " worms" that some assert we
are, but rather supplem~Jitary gods_, or the." b~·ok_en
lights" of Him a& 'l'ennyson has It, who, m his mfinite wisdom has set us as living seals to his works,
both visible ·a~d invisible; and who, in His matchl~ss
benevolence, has ordained that we shall not only hve
forever, but progress throughout the endless ages of
eternity.
What a destiny, then, is ours, ~nd what new grooves
and sources of thought shall '}-nfold themselves to us
if we become, through this smg;ular ll_IOdern revelation masters of the grand questwn wh'tch has so long
perplexed and hal'l'assed all civilize~ nations and
tOii<>'ues? That evidences of this _destmy may be obtaiJ~ed froni ·other sources, we believe ; but so g~·oss
are the perceptions of the _great ~ass of mankm~,
that the establishment of 1ts c~rtamt~ ~pon a ba~ts
that would be embarrassed by nerther CLVIl no.r religious misapprehension-a basrs that could admtt of no
two opinions would be a boon, perhaps the most Illestimable th~t could, at this moment, pe confened
upon the human family.
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Last Sunday several members oftheLand Reform
Associa~ion ·recreated. themselves 'by v,isiting an old
friend ·of .the cause, Mr. Samuel ·H. Bronson: The
party conHisted of W m. Rowe, J. K. Ingalls, H. Beeny',
Fr. 11-I. Smith,'•H. Sheperd, E.·Newb~~i·y,· ·and Wm.
Pail).e, Wm. Hanson, Mr. Davis, M. H. Hare, and the
undersigned. While the worshippers of their, several unknown-gods were preaching and prlj.ying at them, and
trying to praise them. in dull and doleful music,
enough to make them come down, if there were any,
and spank them all, we took the steam e\1-rs at the
Grand Depot, ~nd were soon hurled to t.he bank of
the Harlem river abovt;J High Bridge. At a signal
:M:r. Bronson sent his boat and ferried us across.
There we found hili1 sublimely living retired upon a .
charming ·promontory imd beside a. grove, and surrounded by his oyote1· beds, with the wood covered
hills of Harlem river at a distance,, together with
mansions, fields, n1eaclows, and vistas, all gleaming in
the smiles of the god of day, through his blue·sky. As·
sistecl ~y his ldnd ancl.clieerfullady, 'Ye were regf\led
,, ith oysters, raw, fried or stewed, wtth unaclultera·ted new cider which was well sui-ted _to our temperance principles.
.
.
.
:M:r. Bronson is an original charaetei:, atHl like all
geniuses is eccentric. He cut.s right- and .left at the
evils of both church and state,· and was one of our
first Janel reformers .. He is both philosopher and poet
and· recites very satirical poetry against the clergy
who are Jiving upon false preLences, extorting millions
in salri,ries, wllile'yet only making the poor babes aud
sucklings of. the go~pel more ignorant. He gave us
an interestmg insight into the speculation upon town
lots around him. For the whole woods there have
for many years been n1aped oil' into lots and sold at
fancy prices, with the d<~lusion that the inwrovements
around would reach them. He told.pf cases oflots
passingthrongh a number of speculator's l)ands, while
the taxes and· assessments would exceed the original
purchase., S!fch speculatiori need not' be regr~tted in
those who niake their money out of the destitute Ia·
borer. But the often victimized hard workiug·man,
with a large family, oft struggles to pay oil' the extortionate price, and at last has to throw it up to the
rascally proprietor with its heavy mortgage.
At pUUset o'ur friend Fr•. M. Smitil invited us over
the hills to his elegant residence at M.orrisania. We
walked about three-quarters of a mile amid the
most charming residences. with their dressed pleasure
grounds, crossing the .boulevard leading to J ~rouie
Park and rising to the top of an elevated plam, he
escorted us into his rural home. We were all receiv·
ed with smiles by his intelligent and channing lady,
accompanied by two interesting female friends.
She sympathizes in her husband's reformatory views,
while some have wives belonging to the church and
priests who draw the muscles of rheir faces down and
give the cold shoulder .to thei~· hus~~ncl's frien~s.
We found that 1\irs. Sm1th had m wa1tmg a splendid
supper for us, and truly feasted us. But time would
not wait and we had to tear ourselves away from con·
versation; music, and all, to catch the cars for home.
Long Jive our hospitable and ever to be remembered
friends, ·:M:r. and J'rlrs. Smith.
LEWIS MASQUERIER.

B1•ooklyn, Oct. 15.

The Question of the Hour. What Answer''

From time immemorial the lm\nan family hn.ve been
held in abject subjection to the belief that the invisi·
ble holds: supreme contt•ol over the vi~ible, that the
two are. distinct entities, the one soveretgn, the other
subject, and upon t\lis beli.ef the institutions ~f t_he
world are founded. The effect may be traced Ill nv·
·e1·s of blood thi'ough scenes of carnage, desolation
and ruin as' far in the past as history or tradition
reaches. 'In direct Ol,)position to this stand, the selfevident fact that the visible and invisible are constant·
ly changing places, that they are born of each ot~er,
are mutually dependent on each other, and that netth·
er could exist except through the other. The result
of this, all grades and conditions of being, from l?west to highest, w~1erever that may be,. are combma·
tions of, anct clenveu from each other m regular succession by interchange between the two. A perfect
mathematical demonstnition, the reversion of the
rule proving its correctness, the reaction bahtncing
the action and while the most high controls all below
all its po,~ers are derived from what it contr.ols, and
this fact is fully demonstrated in every orgamc form.
All grades and conditio?s of be.ing on our pla!let,
whether on this or other stele, are simply way St!ttwns
on the road to higher conditions; each lower being
absorbed in a succeeding higher, and whoever expects
to solve the problem of existence on.the assun;e~ su·
premacy ot part over the rest, call It God, spmt, or
what you please, have studied the law.s _of being to
little profit as the present distracted comhtwn of man·
kind gives ample testimony.
B.espectfully.
J. TINNEY.
IN two days of the Methodist preachers' meeting in
Westfield, N. Y., Oct., 1874.
Adams, Mass .. there were delivered t~v~ sermons: tw~nty
four ossu.ys, ttnd three reviews of religious publlcatwns,
IN the Llcvout eit.y of!ndiann.polis it is eonsidered tho
a uelmto took place on tltxing church property, and exegeses of sermons were read by e~ght PIJ.Stors. It must r:orrect thing to call church concerts by the imposing
name of or~:an recitals.
have been as lively as a camv meeting.

BY JOSEPH HAIG!f.

Why does not God kill the Devil?
The curse of his earthly domain,
That we migh't havCJ p]erity of pleasuw,
Without any sorrqw or vain.
Old ·Adam and Eve in the ga.rden
Would Ifever have ·eateri tlie fruit;
· If God had encomvass.ed the D~~il.
Or had made his snakeship QUite mute.
But he gave him the vower of persuasion;
That he might accomplish his plan;
And he argued the point to'the woman,
· And she made it cl~ar to 't.he man.
Why does not God kill t11e Devil?
Why did he 'create such an elf?
Or perhaps I'm a little presumptuous,
He,may ha:-e created himself.
'' · But God is almighty and powerfulThe book and the preaehei·s siw soAnd'onctJ, long ago. tiu/Lord. ba.uished ·
The Devil to regions-below. ·
But he seems to be freo and untrammeled,
· ·And masterly \vork lje has dQno
. On the earth; for he gains o'er. his Lordohip,
Ten thousand or mo.re to his on<'.
'
Why does not God kill the Devil?
· And trouble'would. nevet; begin;
For then thoro could
no temptation,
No sorrow. forgiveness nor sin.
Hell-fire might then be extinguished
And save the expense of the fuel,
And many a poor soul relinQuished
F\.·om punishment horrid' and cruel.
The Lord could sit down in hiR kingdom,
And all could be singing his praise,
With-none to dispute he was master
'And monarch of ·an he SIJrveys,

be

Why does not God kill the Devil.
And wickedness bring to an end?
There could not be much opposition.
For evil has really !lO friend,
'And all '\vould prefer to be happy,
And never would wander awayBut :the power of the.Devil is greater
Than God's; and he leads them astray.
Recruits he is constantly getting
From God's holy ranks, and ere long,
If the Devil should rally his forces.
ThP. fight would be dreadful and strong.
Why does not Gocl kill the Devil,
If h~ goes about like a lion,
Frightening the lambs from the Savior,
And driving the sheep off from Zion?
A man never was a free agent.
And neither is he a machine;
He's governed by what is within him,
And that which around him is seen.
If. God made the Devil to plague us,
And do us all manner of harm;
Just let him remove the olcl fellow,
And things will then work like a charm.
Why does not God kill the Devil?
It would so much help the elect;
He leads them so often to troubleMuch more so than one would expectMcCarthys and Reechers on trial
For sins that they would not commit,
If the Devil was not at their elbow,
To urge and to aid t'hem. in it.
And all the way down in the ranks,
The pious ones often play smash;
Figuring in the salary grabsAbsconding with public cash.
Why does not God kill the Devil?
I ask this great Question 9nce more;
Or otherwise save him from sinning,
And place him on Canaan's bright shore.
'rhe glorious millenium can never
Upon this wicked planet begin.
Until God has killed off the Devil,
Or turned him away from his sin,
Then we shall be perfectly happyNo evil one here to deceiveAnd everything that is unholy,
Along with the Devil would leavc.-Lvceum.

Nicholas Pike EsQ., U. S. Consul at llfauritias recently
forwarded to the Long Island Historical Society from the
Srychelles Islands a specimen of the wonderful valm-tree
the coco de me1·. This tree grows sometimes a hundred feet
high·. with a slender stem and a ragged head of green and
withered leaves. When the young plant attains the age of
20 or 25 ye(trs, and before fructification commences, the
tho leaves have attained their greatest size and luxuriance.
Tho stem then begins to rise. It is nine months aft<Jr
planting before the germ begins to shoot, th·m instead of
rising directly, it shoots away like a root 15 or. 20 feet, wht•,n
it l'ises ttbove the surface. Each loaf reqmres a ypar s
elaboration iu suH anti nir beforo thu

llt~xt l1PlH~c~rs.

'!'he

early Dutch and Portu;,rue"?e oxplorors fonnd the un.mense
nuts of this palm fioatmg In the sea. and supposed It to bt
an ocean product-hence its name coco de mer.
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Jjriendlu · Qiorrespondence.
MRs. T. G. ToDD. For.ost Grove. Oregon. writes: Please
send me the semi-monthly TRUTH SEEKER without fail;
we don't fool as if wo can miss a single number. You are
fighting a noble battle for mental liberty. May you prosper as you desorvo. We have taken the Irw~sUuator many
years, but we think we can afford to patronize two Liberal
paPers.
·
H. H. MoRRISON, Greencastle. Ind., writes: I have been
reading your paper from the beginning, and I am well
pleased with its general contents. It is calculated to suit
the masses. I hope every Radical into whose hands it
falls will ex"rt himself to increase its circulation. If
Liherals do not exert themselves, thev may see the time
when the saying of the "Father of hfs country" may be
more than verified, "Eternal vigilance is the price of
liberty."
CHAS. LAPERCHE, St. Armand, Canada, Writes: THE
TRUTH SEEKER for October 1st contains ali article entitled
"Old Abe and Little Ike," which is too good to be allow<>d
to pass without a compliment to its author Mr. John
Syphers. Wi•h your P'lrmission I will add the remark
that the God who put old Abe to such a trial must have
intended to test his wisdom. rather than his submission
ns appears in the bible: and if he was a wise God his verdict must have been like that of the old farmer over his
deaf! bull who had attempted to f!Vle au engine on a railroad-" Poor Bossy, I admire your courage, but d - - n
your judgment."
JASON KIRK, Fisher, Pa., writes: Mr. Abraham James, a
on<'e noted speaker, has for the past three years baen living
rather obscurely in a comparative wilderness in Clarion County, Pa .. engaged in sinking a well for oil under
the guidance of his spirit fiiends. It is now down to the
depth of 2241 feet. He is still drilling and is sanguine of
success. After fulfilling his mission in this directiun he
w!ll again enter the lecture field. when his friends will be
pleased to learn that he has kept pace with the most
advanced thought of the age.
H. EASTON, Sandwieh, Ill., Writes: THE TRUTH SEEKER
grows brighter with age, and is a 2"reat favorite with all
your subscribers here. Give my respects to John Syphers for his "Old Abe and Little Ike." Well done, I say:
would that we had more of such writers; it is time such
follies and cruelties were fully exposAd and the idea of a
personal, passionatll God was fully and entirely erailicated
from the human mind. Go on kind and generous soul in
your good and great work of seeking and publishing the
truth until all error is made to hide its head, and the altars
of priestcraft shall crumble into dust.
WARREN RICHARDSON, Peublo. Col., writes: Enclosed I
send you my year's subscription to your sensible paper.
I find no such mental food as that has proved to be thus
far. Our home cannot get along without it. I hope you
will receive encouragement sufficient to enable you to
maintain the elevated stand you have taken. God knows
there is need for such publications. I hope you will succeed in getting oil enough to keep the wheels running,
and that you will continue to show up to the world the
absurdities of theology and the better path of truth and
right.
HENRY SEVERANCE, Dunkirk, N.Y .. writes: * •* * * I
do not find so much fault with Beecher; he has not begun
to approach that sublimity of nastiness that the man did
who was said to be the one" after God's own heart." ~But
if all this modern lecherousness is to be added to that of
the bible and spreoad broadcast over the land. the literature of the future will partake strongly of the abominable.
I like the manly blows you are giving superstition and
bigotry, and hope to see the time when reason and common sense shall be supreme.
A. L. MoNROE, Rockford Ill., writes : I like THE TRUTR
SEEKER and must have it. I read it and send it out into
the world in hopes it may be the means oi removing
scales from the eyes of the poor benighted sons and daughters of Adam's race. I shed mine naturally, early in life.
and the light shines brighter and brighter as age and
exnerience ripen my mind. I am seventy-five years old
and hope I have still several years in store. I think this is
a beautiful world, and I have no desire to leave it for an
uncertain future. I have been a reader of THE INDEX
from the first ; so you see I am for freethought now and
forever. I have not verY much of this world's goods. consequently I cannot do but little : but that little is freely
done, I wish I could do more.
.
S. WRIGHT, Coldwater, Mich., writes : I have taken THE
TRUTH SEEKer since it started, through the bounty of a
friend and now will send personally. It is just what I
have wanted for years. It has knocked out the few props
left standing around me, placed there by early education,
in what I call old-fashioned theology. The few props
that remained were weak and the first number of your pa];ler J·emoved them entirely. And now I have to say THE
'!'RUTH SEEKER suits me exactly. ,consider me a subscriber while it andi live. The surplus money I send. please
use as you deem best and count me as a friend and wellwisher of your paper. Would that it could be spread
broadcast f•VOr the land.

J. A. RUTHERFORD, Ill.. Honey Grove, Texas, writes : I
wish you would send THE TRUTH SEEKER for six months
to a brother of mine in Alabama who is a Methodist
preacher. His address is enclosed. I am better pleased
with THE TRUTH SEE:KER than with any other paper in the
world. I take several other papers. but none seem to me
like your TRUTH SEEKER. I thwk I have told you I was
born in the last century-in 1799. I rise early in the morning and am reading and writing by three in the morning.
My health is fine for a man of my age, My wife is seventy-two, my son (single) thirty, and they are still asleep
while I am now writing. I close, wishing THE TRUTH
SEEKER and its Editor a long and prosperous life.
E. G. SMITH, Corning,N. Y. writes: Dear sir:-Acceptmy
thanks for a copy of your ya1uable paper sent me. 1 have
read it with interest, and think it well fitted to the work
before it. I feel an emotional throb of pleasure at each announcement of a mind and press liberated from religious
intolerance brought to bear on our common enemies, bigotry and superstition. Already there is a bJ·cach in their
outer walls; the murmurs of discontent are heard within
I hope the time is not far distant when the hands of those
laboring in the interests of civilization will be better
strengthenedfor their work.

F. LECLERC, Santa Rosa, Ill., writes: Thinking a word of
encoura.gement coming from this distant land would not
be out of place I will write you a few lines. I received
your paper last Spring through tile agency of .one of my
brothers living in Kansas, and every time since I have
waited for its monthly visit with pleasant anticipations.
The task you have undertaken does credit to your courage,- but unfortuately none but a printer can appreciate
what one has to contend with who is engaged in the thankless work of publishing an independent newspaper. Those
who have made a monopoly of heaven, use hell as a weapon
.against their enemies and invest God with their passions
and littleness, will not easllvforgive you for tearing oft'
their pious masks and showing there is nothing farther
from true religion than their ridiculous church performances. Let them continue to curse and denounceFreethinkers; the dwarfish and monstrous God of. their creation has
but a short time to live. Every thing in nature reveals
the existence of a supreme ruling power, scorning tricks
and miracles; his presence can be felt outside of the
gods of the bible, ours i& not a bible God. In conolusion I
say, courage friend; struggle on a little longer and success shall reward your efforts.
'
J. R. PARKS, Tolono, Ill., dates his letter thus:
AuG. 31. ANNO LIRIRATE, 98.
Noble friend. of science, I hail you as a benefactor of our
race. It does my liver good to see such an exponent of
truth as THE TRUTH SEEKER. Encourage education, for
it is the best antidote against the Malaria of Christianity.
Encourage free thought libraries to be open on sundays
for the use of those disgusted with the theology of modern sermons in which preachers use the erratic Iogie of
proving one assertion by another and that by still another. I will send you some names and perhavs a few
articles this year and try to start a free thought library.
I ask you to adopt A. L. 98 in your next volume instead
of A. D. 1874. I have datBd my letters in the year of liberty for some pears past. · We have the names of the months
and days already as we desire, let us have the year also ;
let us try to eliminate errors that have crept .into our
language through Christian channels-such as the heart
being the organ of emotion. the bible and Webster to the
contrary notwithstanding. for they must both give waY
to science which is the world's lexicographer-that giving to the church is charity ; or that the use of Rev., before
a sectarian preacher's name, has either reason or sense.
[There would undoubtedly be more propriety in our
using the year of liberty to date from, than the "year
of .our Lord" in which "e do not believe, l:iut as the
civilized portion of mankind are usinli' the latt'er-absurd as it is-it seems easier to adopt and follow a harmless practice rather than project a new style. We however will cheerfully adoot ·the new style when any considerable number of persons agree upon it.-ED. T. S.
DAVID PORTER, Salem, 0., writes: THE TRUTH SEEKER
is certainly worthy of its title. It fills the space between
the metaphysical philosophy of the Indn; and the bare,
naked truths of the InMst•uator. We, the people, need such
a paper and must sustain it; for there is no power in
heaven (wherever that may be) or .among men, whereby
we can be saved from ignorance, prigstcraft and su);lerstition except by a liberal press liberally sustained. THE
TRUTH SEEKER is one of the citadels of defense against
the evils named, It leadeth not into the wilderness of
priestcraft but is a guide to reason, honor and manhood.
Its teaching to the freethinkers of the country must not
p_ass by unheeded. If the Liberals of all classes in the
United States were church members what a mighty pile
of greenbacks it WOl!id take for them to keep the Lord's
treasury supplied. We would be bled from every :(>Ore
and every pocket, while the Beechers and Glendenmngs
of the pulpit would arrogate to themselves the special
privilege of strutting around without molestation getting
up" ankle scenes" and "nest hidings" among the ladies
like roosters in a barn yard. These black and white
feathered gentlemen have had the walk long enough,
fighting the children, fooling with the_girls;,empting the
pockets of paterfamilias, and playing Holy uhost with the
wives, sisters, and ·daughters of mankind all over the
world. Awake, awake, awake : freemen awake ! Renew
your subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Remember
"they who would be free. themselves must strike the
blow," also that" eternal vigilence is the price of liberty."

About the "Heathens of the Heath."
BARRE, MASS, Oct. 25th,18U,
MR. BENNETT: A copy of "THE HEATHENS OF 'TilE
HEATH" was received yesterday from your .office. for
which thanks.
· '
· ,.
A good opportunity for examining its contents (its ex.
terior having favorably Impressed me at the first glance,)
was afforded last night, while watching to see the eclipse
come on and go oft', which has continued over into .this
"Lord's day," till tlte last page has been perused. Let
me assure you, I consider it faultless, or its imperfections
so slight as not worth mentioning. Its ecclesiastical history. exposing the dogmas, cruelties .and greed of the
Christian Church, is worth ten times the price ot the volume, setting aside the romance. The logic of rationalism.
so clearly defined, must be recognized by every independent thinker,.and cannot fail to open the eyes and convince
the enquirer.
,
The .delicate appreciation of the .author In portraying
the mutual existence and recognition of affection between
Esther Meade and John Valiant, presents a marked con- i
trast to the usual sickly sentimentalism of love-making
and love-responding, as described by many story-tellers.
Some materialists may object to the apparent endorsement of so much truth te~·etellinu by the Gypsy; but
they must remember that there is no claim for a supel·natural origin or agency. only a statement of the existence of the fact, which is pretty universally conceded, we
believe. as far as the phenomena of mind-reading and
some other phases of modern Spiritualism is concerned.
The author, like all others who aim to leave pleasurable emotions upon the mind of his readers, and inculcate good morals, punishes severely all his bad characters, yea, even to the violent death, and rewards all his
uood ones. For the sake of justice and humanity, wo
wio,h l"eallife gave the parallel to this ideal; as it is, we
poor mortals are puzzled and pained with the reverse.
Of course the clergy and Christian will ' ondemn the
book and hiss,"Intldel" for which we doubt not its talented and lib~ral author is fully prepared. and that he will
neither recant nor commit suicide.
·
ELLA E. GIRSON.
P. S.-I wish to express my sincere thanks to G. L. Henderson, for the clear and frank expression of his views
in the articles he has written In THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
wish they were in the hands, heads and hearts of every
person in the world. •I do think them grand,
A RouND SHOT.-Horace H. Day, the famous American
champion of the working. man, in concluding a late article to the Eveninu Express, on Prof. Bonamy Price, who
recently had the impertinence to come out frc m England
to teach us finances, observes:
··Perhaps, too, while you have this eminent representative of British learning and finance with you, you will
just ask him to make some expressions in respect to a
manuscript letter which the writer had the honor to address to him on the 3d of October, 1874. Touching the
plan of the writer, looking to the practicability of establishing a system which will accommodate international
exchange without the use or intervention of gold or silver, or of any substance which it is possible for one
nation to monopolize over another, looking on the broad
basis of fraternity and equal advantage to each and all.
Its outline is, simply to abandon gold or bullion to the
category of valuable commodities. Let each nation issue
for itself the 3 65-100 per cent. interchangeable bonds
according to the system set forth in the Indiana platform,
bearing in all cases and in· all countries the rate of interest not high.er than the average annual inCrease of wealth,
say 3 per cent .. and thus make the medium of exchange
of uniform value-or rate of interest-a legal tender for
everything In the country issuing it. Then, in effecting
trade and adjusting balances, these interest-bearing obligations of the Government wUi supply the place of gold.
Under such a system, could there be disastrous overtrading? Every nation would have the power to measure
its neighbor, and the country which had no product to
exchange, could get none of its obligations abroad, nor
control their value at home as a measuring instrumentality for commodites, and therefore must so adjust the
quantity as to benefit equally all classes. I say, also, it
cannot escape the minds of far-seeing men that all tho
nations are passing through stages of development, the
natural outcome of causes, among which the printing
press and telegraph may be named, which have never
previously uttered the force of their combined power
upon mankind in a general upheaval. Nor of tlie moral
force of that modern organized .indust~Y.'.under the lead
of men who love God and their fellow-men, and are looking and working for judgment and justice in t):w world,
and who seek an ultimate common interest; where may
be found safety and permanent peace. Let Mr: Price, in
the light of these reflections, contemplate .the ':Possible
near approach of the time when the serious dise,ussion
of the wholesome repudiation of all these great national
debts can no longer be put off. Let him, and all who
share his purposes, consider how dangerous it may be to
press the impossible payment of specie, lest the attempt
be met by violent overthrow, and wiping out t.ho whole
debt, if not those who own it, at the same time."

D. R. BURT, Dunleith, Ill., writes: I am highly pleased
with the books you sent me; they are splendidly written.
truthful and bold in utterance and cannot fail of proper
appreciation by the Liberal public, Every lover of full
and complete emancipation must cherish them as gems
of truth most artistically set; no shadowing or coloring
to obscure the truth. The volume of Col. Ingersoll's
lectures is a masterpiece-an extraordinary book.
Language is feeble to properly express the height and
depth._ and breadth of my admiration of it or
love for
its author. Those lectures are streams of livmg truth
and light, spreading in power and brilliance enshrining
their sacred truths and their author with immortality.
I read your article in the number for September 15th,
and sympathize with you in your trials aud difficulties.
I regret that the friends of mental freedom and a higher
civilization are so tardy in coming to the support of
their and the world's cause. We cannot too highly estimate our indebtedness to those connected with the
Liberal Press, and those investigators and scientists who
aae giving their lives to the sincere study of Nature for
truth and the happiness of man. They 1are the true
prophets and apostles of the day, and are giving direction to public thought and conclusions. They teach the
real, not the ideal; truth not fl ction and guide us from
that terrible hydra-headed monster and tyrant of fear,
and belief in the supflrnatural, out of which are forged
the chains of thought, and the weapons of tyranny.
They teach man he was framed to stand and not t··•
cringe. kneel or crawl; not to beg or plead with an imaginable, unknown and unknowable being; to learn the
forces of nature and command them. They demonstrate
the God-rainbow covenant to the understanding of a
child to be the veriest myth, and wrest the thunderbolt
from the hand of Jove and send it on the useful errands
of man. They are developing_ the true immortality:
their principle~ will be sustained and the loftiest minds
in the vast future age, after the miserable superstition
of the supernatural and its defenders( in the language of
Tyndrli) shall have melted like streaks of morning cloud
in the infinite azure of the_])ast.
Please forward me THE HEATHENS OF THE HEA'l'H and
the balance of tho enclosed $10 accept as a free gift offori!lg tq the cause you so ably represent; h~ping that the
t1me 1s near at hand when your reward Wli be equal to
your trials and labor.
THE plain duty of the happy is to help the suffering bear
[We feel very grateful to our kind friend and wish him
their woe.
to accept our sincere thanks,-Ed. T, S.J
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Corsets.

ALT lYlAN' S,
301

AND

303 SIXTH AvENUE,

!01 & 303 Sixth ~ve., & 100 W. 19th St.,

AND

100 WEST 19TH STREET, NEW

YORK.

ARE OFFERING

EXTRAORDINAY

BARCA INS

1S

BEST FRENCH WoVE CoRSE~; formerly $1·50, now reduced to $1.
FRENCH CoNTIL CoRSETS, formerly $3, reduced to $2 25.
THOMPSON'S BEST GLOVEcPITTING COBSETS at $1 '1'5.
We also include all the Povular Styles of Imvorted and
American Manufacture.

Gent's Furnishing Department.

We shall oven this week five cases of
Great,reductions in vrices hav.e been made in this Devartment, includin_g the following:
75 dozen Merino Shirts and Drawers, formerly $1 50, re- LINEN..;CAMBRIC HANDKERCHIEFS
. IN
duced to $1.
:
.
50 dozen Gent's all-wool Shirts and Drawers, formerly
I
.
$2 50, reduced to $1 5o.
.
In plain linen tape·border and Hem-stitch, varying in
100 dozen Boy's Merino 'Shirts and Drawers, all sizes,
worth $1, at 50 cents.
·.
price from 12, 14, 15, 18, l!O cents and upward.
50 dozen Boy's Socks, marked down to 15 cents ver vair.
2 cases LADIES' AND MISSES' CLOTH AND WOOLEN
100 dozen, four-thread English Half-Hose, extra suver
stout, marked down to 24 cents per pair,
·
HOSIERY of every size, at reduced vric~s.
Which for Suveriority of Workmanshiv, Quality and
1 case WORSTED EMB.ROIDERIES.
CARDIGAN JACKETS, FOR MEN AND BOYS
Price, are not to be excelled in the city.
1case.LADIES', GE:-!TS' and MISSES FRENCH
of Domestic and Foreign Manufacture, ranging in vrice
CLOTH, BERLIN-LINED and DOGSKIN ·
from $2 50, $3, $3 50, $4 and $5.

Ladies'·Fine Underolothing,

Ladies' Fine Chemise~ warranted· Muslin, finished superbly on Wheeler·& wilson rna.c.hine. French. corded
band extremely neat, 80 cts.
Ladies' Fine Chemises finished as above, with 75 tucks,
yoke back and front, handsomely stitched, corded braids
and sleeveshat $1.50.
Ladies' C emises en pointe French vattern with fine
hand-made needlework edgi11g and inserting, at $1.48.
Ladies' Night Robes, Utica Mills Muslin, pointed, tucked and ruffled yoke back and front, full length, at $1.10.
Ladies' N~g_ht Robes, tucked and embroidered yoke,
Masonville Muslin, trimmed and embroidered collars and
cuffs reduced from $2.95 to· $2.25
Ladies' Night Robes~ greatest attraction in stock, made
of best muslin, with uiagonal puffing and embroidered
·yoke back and front, (new shaped) puffed and embroidered pointed collars and cuffs, at $5.50. Worth $6.50 to $7.
Ladies' Night Robes-another attractive article-entirely "our own style," just received, made with diagonal
tucks, puffing and embroidery, robe front; very elaborate, $5 to $6.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with deev hem
and wine tucks a~ 75 Cents.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with tucks and
ruffie and diagonal tucking at 85 cents.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, with deep hem, cluster of
tucb and needle work inserting, handsomely finished on
Wheeler & Wilson Machine. at $1.25.
Ladies' Demi-train Walking Skirts, with double ruffle,
cluster of tucks, at $1.
·
Ladies' Fine Walking Skirts, made of Lonsdale Muslin,
with cambric flower, six inches deep, diagonal puffing
and tucking with needle-work inserhngfive inches deev
at$5.
Train Skirts, fine muslin, deep hem, cluster of tucks
six inches long, at $1.90.
Ladies' Train· Skirts, very elaborate, with one row of
tucks, puffs, inserting and puffs over, with deep cambric
ruffi.e, at $5.50.
Ladies' Masonville muslin Underskirts, with ruffles and
cluster of tucks, at 95 cents. '
Ladies' Cambric Toilet Sacques, trimmed with fine ruffilng, at $1.40.
Linen and Muslin Pillow-Cases and Pillow-Stands, in
plain ruffles and neediework inserting, &c., on hand and
made to order. Chemises, square-tucked bosoms, trimmed with ruffles, 75 cents.
French Flounces Skirt, at $1.20.
Corset Covers, trimmed with Hamburg edging, inserting, ruffling, tucks, &c., at 80 cents to $1.50.

SILKS.

GLOVES

A large variety of
SILK SCARFS, TIES, BOWS, SUSPENDERS, COLLARS,

•

At most·attractive prices.

CUFFS, HANDKERCHIEFS, GLOVES, &c.

Collar and Gu.ff-Buttons, Scarf-Pins, Scarf-Rings, &:c., ai
extrem~lylow prices.

M. A.LTl.VlA.N. & C 0.
.' .

ALSO,

A

'

.

FULL LINE pF

Silk and Alpaca Umbrellas
Of the best Manufacture, at $2, 2 50, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and upWard.

Offer the following Real Bargains. All orders for goods
not precisely in our line of business, will be executed .as
favorably as all others:

dozen Ladies' White Hose, good quality, $2 75
"
"
regular made. extra,
3 25
"
Gents' best English Half-hose,
- 3 oo
Fine Alvacca Umbrellas at $1 50.
1 "
Misses' white or colored Hose, 2 oo
Ladies' fine Linen Handkerchiefs, ver doz.,
- 2 oo
"
Hem-stitched Hdkfs.
"
3 00
Gents' good ·Linen Handkerchiefs
- 3 oo
Children's White and Colored Handkerchiefs, all priceH.
"OUR OWN MAKE"
Ladies' Linen Collars,
10, 12 and 15c.
Gents' Linen Collars, - 15 and 20c.
Gents' Paver Collars, New Style,
- 15c. per box.
Ladies' new Fall Kid Gloves,
90c. per pr,
Ladies '_good double Button,
$1 25
Gents'
Kids,
1 25
FINE, PERFECTLY-FITTING DRESS SHIRTS, made of Wam- Misses' Kids,
65
Ladies' Flannels,
6oc., 75c. and 1 oo
sutta Muslin, fine Linen Bosoms, made with any
Gents' Undergarments, 60c., 75c. and 1 oo
number of Plaits, oven or closed at back,
Lisle Thread Gloves. 15, 20 and 25c.
Gents·· Prime Linen Dress Shirts $1 50 each.
sold elsewhere at $15 to $18, we now
Gents' Flannel Shirts and Drawers 1 oo each.
Pure
Linen
Napkins,
only
$1 per doz.
offer at $12 ver half-dozen.
Neckties for Men and Ladies, at
15 to 5oc.
Edging Embroidery and Inserting,
- 25 to 30c.
Extra-fine, PERFECTLY-FITTING SHIRTS, made of Black Guipure Lace, pure Silk,
60c.
Elastic Braids from
~
- 2 to lOc. per yard.
Worsted Braids, every shade, 6 yards, at
- 6c.
New York Mills Muslin, with
Clark's best White Cotton, 72c. per doz.
Brook's
"
·•
..
·"
Orr & McNal!£'ht's Cotton - "
Coates' best White Cotton,
"
(All the above warranted genuine.)
for Bosoms, made in any style to· suit, and equal to any Good American Pins, at
- _ 3.cc. per P.aver.
Best
"
..
at Shirt vroduced in this City, at $15 ver dozen.
6
Best English Pins (warranted) - 10c.
·•
Millward'sBest ,,eedl.,s,
- 5 to 10c.~ 4c. per paper.
NIGHT SHIRTS,
Colgate's Hotel Soaps.._.at 4 and 6c. per cake.
·•
.BestHone~.,;oaps, at
- 10c.
"
Sets of Jet and Gilt Jewelry, at
$1 ver set.
Bracelets of Jet and Tortoise-shell, at
soc.
Pocket Books, at
25 and 5oc., worth $1.
made to Order. Directions for self-measurement
will be sent to any part of the United States on apvlication,
100 dozen pure Linen Towels, fringed,
- $2 oo per doz.
and
200 "
very large H uckaback, - 2 50
"
very best prime Linen, and large 3 25
All orders by Mail will be promptly and perfectly executed. 100 "
500 "
pure Linen Napkins,
- 1 25
500 "
pure fine Linen Nafkins, 1 75
Good Quality Table Linen 7 wide, at
60c. P~\' yd.
Better
"
"
"
"
- 75c,
.
V~.ry best Do~ple DB;p1ask 1
$1
"
finest
8• Wide, at - - 1 25
Fine Swiss Muslind·aconet and Cambric, at - 20c "
The best, all Wool vvarp Skirts,
$1 50
Half Wool Balmoral Skirts,
75c.
A
better
Skirt,
very
rich,
at
$1
oo
OFFER GREAT BARGAINS IN
New Style made-up Skirt, at
- 1 50
Hoop Skirts at all prices and styles.
A good white or colored Corset, at
90c.
LADIES' AND MISSES' MERINO SKIRTS, UN- A very fine 4-inch woven Corset, at $1. 25
The very best Corset, embroidered tops, at
- 2 oo
DERVESTS AND DRAWERS.
Water-proof Cloth, all colors, at
- $1 oo per yd.
Water-vroof Cloaks, made up, at only
5 00 "
MISSES' MERINO UNDERGARMENTS at 45 cents.
Water-proof Suits, neatly trimmed, at
- 7 oo "
LADIES' MERINO UNDERGARMENTS at 75 cents.
All goods are guaranteed as represented, and orders
LADIES' FINE ENGLISH MERINO UNDERVESTS at$1.10
LADIES' COTTON, WOOL AND SHAKER'S FLANNEL
will be vromptly sent C. 0. D., or by mail lor exvress, on
SPECIAL JOB LOT

1
1
1

DRESS SHIRTS.

RIOHARDSON'S BEST LINENS

Flannel Undergarments, &c., &c.,

Good Black Silks. - $1 and $1 25
Better and wider
$1 50 and $2.
An excellent gros-grain Silk,
$2 50
The very best ~rades,
3 and $3 50
Black Lming Silk, 28 inches wide
90c.
Colored '!'rimming Silks, all shades,
$1 50
Colored Dress Silks at
$1 25, $1 50, $2 oo and 2 50
Black Satins at
1 50, 1 75 and 2 oo
Colored Satins at
- 1 oo, 1 5o, 2 oo and 2 25
Black and Colored Vel vAts at
·
· 2 oo, 2 50 and 3 oo
Silk Cloak Velvets at
- 6 oo. 8 oo and 10 oo
Velveteens at
- 6oc., 75c. and $1 oo, worth 1.50
Splendid Velveteens at 1 oo
All color Velveteens at rare bargains.

Blankets and Quilts.
A pair of Wool Blankets, fair quality, at$3 oo
Do better quality lOqrs. -· - 4 oo
Do still better, lO!J.rS, 5 oo
Do first-ra.te quahty, lOqrs. - 6 oo
Do very excellent, llqrs. - 7 oo
Do extra n uality, llqrs. 8 oo
Do very best and largest,
- 10 oo
Honey Comb <,Juilts, - 1 30
Best (.Juilts, frmged and large,
1 75
A 2:ood Ma.rseilles lOqrs. Quilt, - 2 50
Better Quality lOqrs. Quilt, s 50
Extra Quality lOqrs Quilt,
4 oo

House Furnishing Goods.

M. ALTMAN &. CO.

receipt of P. 0. Order or Draft.

Address

UNDERSKIRT.S
M. ALTMAN &

CO.,

301 and 304 Sjxth Avo., and 100 Wost 19th St.,
NEW YORK CITY.

On hand and made to Order.

CORSETS, HOOP-SKIRTS & P ANIERS
In every Style adavted to the vresent season.

M. ALTMAN & CO.,
301 & 303·Sixth Avenue, corner of 19th St.,
NEW YORK CITY.

Extracts, Queries and Comments.
llY"E ... E·, G."·'

Behold what the Christians are do.ing I
The National CongregaWmal Council' at New Haven
Conn., Oct. 1st. Rev. Zachary Eddy, of Detroit. read a
vaver on .. The Occasion for the Hopes of a General and
Speedy Diffusion of the Holy Spirit l" Holy Spirit l what's
that? Answered in the" Evangelical Minister's .Alliance
Boston, Monday, Qct. 12th, by Rev. Mr. Dunn, Presbyterian.''
"The Holy Svirit is an invisible being and his(?) work
a grand mystery." Indeed! then it (the Holy Spirit) is a
verson, and of the male gender, a man; and yet'·liis work
a grand mystery I We should think so, if his connection
with :r.:r!!'ry, 'l-J.ieged. to haye taken vi ace S\)m~ 20qo, year~
ago is a sample of this mysterious work I But that was a
vure and holy "diffusion" like that of the divines of today who believe in the "diffusion" of this "grand mysstery" and "his work," and who. follow the examvle of
this Holy(?) male spirit, by a "sveedy" and almost "ge;ueral diffusion" upon the Mary's of thek:tiockl Ho-w;
happens it that these "Holy spirits" of Brookiyn and
other vlaces are not invisible like 'the one· in Judea who
visited the Mary of old? Perhaps, if Joseph .(Theodore)
had been vresent on that remarkable occasion, with a
dark lantern, he might have discov~red a flesh and blood
spirit, performing "his work,'.' which is such a "grand
mystery," when "invisible!" Heigh hoI where was or is
Theodore's dream when the •· confession " was made I
Mary was more fortunate, Joseph believed the" dream"
that the Holy Spirit (man) " diffused" over or into him,
and thus poor Gabriel was !laved; while there are no such
hopes for Henry-alas! he did not" diffuse" a "dream"
into T~eo\lorel .
.·, . .
•..
. .·
·.
· O,.Mr. Eddy;·p-lease Withdrmv· your· Daiier·; and o;··ye
Council, your prayers, we have had enough, enough, and
don't need another" Occasion for the Hopes of a General
and Speedy Diffusion of the Holy(?) Spirit," upon any
more tender lambs (Lizzy's) of the flock, who feed on
Beechnuts I This Holy Svirit is a queer fellow and we
<)an't trust him iu his" invisible diffusions," man that he
is, in his· (!!'and mysterio-us work!"
"Foreign Missions. Rutland. Vermont, Oct., 9th.
Rev. Joseph Nee Sinna, tl1e Japanese preacher, begging
for money to establish a Christian Educational Institute
in Japan, ur,on receiving pledges of thousands of dollars,
said, with intense emotion," I think I could carry a hundred thousand dollars in my arms I I feel strong enough
to carry it all to Japan!" Wonderful! Couldn't a thief, a
pirate, or any other lazy beggar do the sa'Tle? And yet his
modesty was so becoming in boasting over his present
Christianity against his former heathenism, that all the
money he needed was pledged or promised to be forthcoming I How these Christians do cheat poor sinners so that
they can raise funds wherewith to extend 'this blessed
gospel of fraud I Exemption of church taxation helps it
along mightily. If the Christianl'l were compelled to pay
$100,000,000 of taxes on their church prop&rty, that we poor
sinners are legally(?) obhged to PaY for them, they would
either have fewer thousands to send to Japan missionarylug or have less to consume on their lusts. ·Again,
"Episcopal General Convention at N.Y., Oct. 9th. •
A memorial was read from Texas referring to the proposed constitutional amendment, commamUnu its devuties
to urge the completion of its action."
.
Yes commandinu its deputies, not·instructinu them! Are
not these Evangelicals in dead earnest in this matter-put
their God, theil: Jesus Christ, and _their private interpre~
tation of the Christian bible into the· National Constitu-'
tion; and thus disfranchise Jews, Mussulmen. Chinamen,
Anti-Christians, and even Ch1·istians, who are not of the
orthodox faith! Monstrous! Wake up- Liberals or else
you will be caught napping, with an Evangelical Pope in
the Presidential chair, and a sectm ian government under
the control•of theY. M. C. A. flapping
God-Jesus-Christllible-Flag in your face.
Here is a section of ohe of th'e resolutions passed at this
same convention on Ritualism.
•. Resolved. That, the House
Bishops concurring the
following canon of rjtual uniformity be enacted.
'
SEq: 1.. The e!evat10n of the elements in the holy _,ommumon m such a !Jlanner as to expose them to. the view
of the people as ObJects towards which adoration is to be
made, in or after the prayer of consecration, or the act of
admil;1isterihg, or in conveying t~em to or from, bowings,
crossmgs, genufleqtions, prostrations, reverences bowing
down uvon or k1ssmg the Lord's table, and kneelin~ except as allowed, provided for or directed hy the rubrlG or
canon, and any gesture, posture, or act implying such adoration, and any c.erem9nY not prescribed as a part. of the
order for the admlstratwn of the Lord's Supper, oi· holy
communion; likewise the use, at any admmist:ration of
the holy communion. of any hymns, pra.yers, collects,
epistle~?. or gospels, other than those appointed in the
author1zed formula of the church; are hereby forbidden/'
Forbidden! Why so? are they not God's commands?
If not, then has the Episcopal Church been·all these years
teaching for doctrines the commandments of men, and is
"Anti-Christ?" If these1 ceremonies were ordained by
God, then what right have these bishops to repeal them,
to forbid thf'ir use? Are they not under the commendation of those who "take away from the words the book"
(bible) and. will not God take awaytheir part outbfthe book
of life, and out of the holy city'/" (Rev. xxii. 19.) Surely.
how these. infallible, ever-lasting dee.rees of Almighty
God go out of fashion-are set up by one set ·of priests
to be knocked down by another set of bishops, in a few
years! We should think the Almighty would be as

its

of

~uzzled
to.kuo_w his own ruligio. n, ~~~- h.e.'yas to-nnu Ada: I
and Eve, when• they hid themselves' in the garden. If

lloo_ks_ t_hut i_t wil_l pay· to Read.

.is

the Lord wanted hi~ tk'blli''to !lo !Jtissed and commanded
The qn,estion wMch.Pilate
•Said.to i.have'•Put to the
it to be done, whether mahogony or vine, he ought to be Christ of the Gospels:-" What is truth?" is as vertinent
obeyed, and p1 ust be ,greviously .offended 'at the interfer- to-day, as then, and is as difficult to answer.
ence of the bishops! Do not they run a great risk in thus
~h.is.:reflection w~s .fluggested while. looking oye:.;: t~
remodeling the work of the Lord? What if he should vages I:Jf two rec·ent Wdrks· dn Spiritualisin, "iiJoliBbed' by
smite them ,qead for disobeying him as.- he .did 70,000 A. K. Butts & Co., of this City-one The Defense of Spiritin olden tii:ne.for 'looking into the ark, or.turn them into ualism, by Alfred R. Wallace, and a work in opvosition
salt as he did voor Mrs. Lot I Have a care, Mr. Bishops, to its claims and very•d'ain'aldhg (if' true)· to its vretenthis God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob is not to be triJl.ed sions either to truth or usefulness-by Frederick A. Marwith.
·
_1
' •
• '.
• '_:
vin, M. D., Prof. of psychological medicine and medAt the" Quarterly :rtieeting of the Evangelical Minister's i:tf!ll.. Nl;J~'i)r):rdimcE):;:ln tli~ Ne,y: _Yor~' Fr\l.e _MediG:af' 0 0 !Alliance" before mentioned, Mr. Fletcher, an agent lege for Woman.
of the Railway Literary Union was allowed five minutes. Both of these writers are men of eminence in the aveto exvlain its object which :wits, .. to control the eire cia! science to which they have devoted their lives-the
culation of fiterature in the railroad car~. on steam- reputation ofthe former belilg.world wide, yet both from
boats, and other means
travel, 80 .that' immoral their respective stand-voints arrive at distinctly oppovubli.cations might 1 not be vublicly· offered to travel- site concl,usions-one presuming Spiritualism to be a
ers." He further stated that "the method of proceed- ~isea$q~ _ahd offerjng(~Jiittjt!J.~ \nl(ldie point 'ot .its :Plienoihll" was· to secure the right of sale on the same tim:ris as meh'a\vliich If genuine originates, however 'mysteriousthos~ who !tad rec'ei~ed this privilege froni. the corpora~ ly, in the organism of man himself.
tion and then to allow the same contractor to combine his . The other from vatient investigation, extflnding over
work if. he would allow the su.ver'vision of ·the- Union." arhnterval ,of sever.a} years, and conducted with all' the
Another speaker expressed a wish that an effort might be accuracy and impartiality that scientific·'men are trained
made to extend the movement to prohibit card-playltig to bestow on the subject under investigation announces
and the selling of Drize packages also."
that there must be an entity outside of men which proImmoral literature should be sold nowhere, but is not duces the vhenomen~.
this another dodge of theY. M. c. A. to sot a "Comstock..
Of·course ~h~ quest10n woul.dbe b_y.no ,me~ns settled. •by
at work' under false vretences to prevent the sale of liberal the .conclus~~ns of the~e men, not~vlthstandmg th~i~ suand radical literature, and substitute• sectarian, religious, penor .quahll~s to deCide ~ven had they agreed, 1I1s.tead
evangelical reading in its stead? }Ve siiall see what we Q~ c?mmg to nght conclus~ons: but they are each cont_mshalL see. The vroposition met a hearty response. Mr. .d1ct10ns to that end, and w1ll hasten a comvlete sol ut10n
Fletcher said that this control had been already secured of the problem. ..
.
.
. .
.
in Chicago and Philadelphia, and ·other places. that a
Both the adherents and opponents of Svu·!tuahsm Wlll
branch of the Union was established in Boston last March, do well t~ read both oftlJ:ese books.
.. . . .
and had secured 'the 'oversight of the Eastern road and . The wnters of the above work oppo~ed to S~lptu.ahsm,
soon would have.-the.control of the Fitchburg rrad,
lS a_lso au tho~· of a small pamphlet entitle~. E~lde_!IUC DeSurely these people are-on (he'.a!ert, and .if only inlmor- !USlOl~S' bearmg On the 'S!~me SUbJeCt, W111Ch IS_ aver~ ina! literature is suppressed and good reading substituted struc~n? work, and of _w~uch the Tl·o~ Press says:
Dr.
we will be thankful. but who is to judge of its immomlity? Marv~n lS one .o~ the rlsmg .young thmkers. Tile lecture
Comstock & Go.? Then the Boston Journal and most of c~rtamlr. ex~lblts· a depth of research and ·breadth of
0
·the daily papers will come under the ban of vrohibition,
serva lon.
··
·
·.
.
sinee the matter now published in them was declared
ru;essrs. Butts & C?. have also among thelr rec?nt pubhobscene when· in the Weekly. was· it obscene because in catwns_a ·most umque ~nd curious w?rk ent1tled, The
the Weekly?
Masc_uhne C~oss, or An_me~t ~ex Worsh~p.
.
What a difference there is twixt tweedle de and twoedle
~Ius book 1s so. st_arthng 1n 1t_s _revelatwns and so daml
B 'd
· ·
t·
• th t' '
n
agmg to the Chnstwn superst1twnas to call forth notes
cum.1 es1 es we are no aware a 1mmora1 1 orature of angry criticism· from that part of the public press
was sold on cars, steamboats, at our depots and news.
.
.
. ·
.
M · F- · .
. t f tli R R ·r; 't ... · 'U .
whose mterests are mdent1fled w1th the vopuhw s1de on
t d . h
s an s • W en r. · as .agen. 0 . e : · ,: 1 e_rary; . nlon religion, as indeed they do on every other subject.
gets control·o~ the cars and steamboats _we ·mayb~ vros~'The ·object of this book is to sho\v, ('\vhich' 'il'e trust it
cuted.for readmg THE ']'RUTH SEEKER m the uabm or m d'
) th t
· f th
t
. d 't
d
b 1 f
our berth 1 Who knows?
oes · a . many o
e mos same r1 es. an . sym. o so
the Cathohc and Protestant church ·ha'{e an origm and
But this not a tithe of what these Christians are doing. significance little suspected by those who administer· or
But I must desist, though ni1lch more I could say: for those who revere them. This little work is not recomthe time would fail me to tell of the Freewill Baptist Gen- mended as a· suitable work for immature and juvenile
eral Conference, at Providence, R. I., of the Merrimack minds, but to the scholar and to those who are endeavorRiver Baptist Association, at Lowell, of the Baptist Asso- ing to trace out the origin, and tO find the .real· meaning
ci.ation of the l:3outhern District of N. Y, of the Norfolk and significance that lie concealed in the symbols and
Conference of Unitarian Churches, at Neponset, of the rites of religion, will nnd it a valuable if not indispensiMaine Unitarian Conferenee·at Portland, of the American ble ai(\. This enterprising house has also recently vubChristian Convention at Poughkeepsie. of the Eviscopal lished and have for sale, two series of choice tracts entiChurch Congress, of the Consecration of Bishops, of the tled respectively the Iron Clad and· Manna Series. These
Women's Board of Missions held s'imultaneously\vith the tracts are mostly republications 'of the most spicy, brilForeign Missions at Rutland, of Mrs. Classen, mission- liant and humorous vroductions of such able men as
ary from Turkey, of Miss Park, of the Micronisean mis- Bradlaugh, Buchner, Feuerbach and Watts of England
sion, Mrs. Bruce ·of the Mahratta ' tnission, of Miss and Germany and of Underwood and others in America.
Mellen of South Africa mission, (and yet we liberals cannot
These vublications are doing a great ·work in England
sustain one lecturer in thefielcl), and many other sisters; of in freeing the working classes (who are the vrincipal
Bishop Potter, of Bishop Clarke, of Alexander Vinton, of readers of them) from the dominion of superstition.
They contain a perfect arsenal of weapons for the de!lEzra Farnsworth, of Russell Sturgis and 'of a ho~t of
D.D.'s an·d f;.L.D.'s, who mirticiv'Rted in and sustal~ed tructjon of the ecclesinstical Bastile, a work which must
these meetings Oct. 1st-2o; and ,so I will end l)y quoting be done before a better. era can be ,inaugurated for man
some of the wise sayings of the wise Solomon _of modern on earth. ·Liberals of every school, every where ca1tnot
do a greater service to the cause than by distributing
times-even the wise and sainted Henry Ward Beecher!
these tracts. Among them will be found the folfowing;
Twin Mountain House, White Mountains, N. H.
" There is no hatred like that of two persons in the same A Few Words About the Devil, New Life of David, Tho
church, one of whom. pretends to be a great deal higher Logic of Life, The Atonement, Why do l'iion Starve, Free
and better than the other, but both of whom pretend to. be Thought and Modern Progress. A Plea for Atheism,
the same thing. You will hardly find a church which has Moral Vaiue of the Bible, &c. &e. 'see advertise~ent. ·
not in it a certain class that Romel)ody thinks it is right
to prey on.'' That's true Henry just what we .outsiders
A BOSTON deacon made a sad mistake the other night.
see and say, you' are no better \vith all your ·boasted piety
than we liberaJs and sinners, then what becomes of your Riding home in a horse .car he was accosted by a friend
church an.d your Christianity? 0, it is shocking that we with: "Ah, deacon, getting home r.ather late, eh ?" "Well
sinners are no worse than' you Chriotians. what's the use yes," replied the deacon" 'tis '!ittle late: but I have atof your religion. Take care Henry or we shall get ahead tended a prayer and conference meeting over in Chelsea
this evening, and the interest was prolonged," Just then
ahead of you.in morals, if we donot in theology.·
he inad v~Clrtently removed his hat, possibly to relieve his
Here is another extract from the great preacher's first conscience, when two theatre checks fell out oii the floor.
sermon after his return home, in Plymouth Church Oct It is needless to add that Jones and the deacon vass with4th. .. Ood b1·oods as. a hen 'ovm· her chickens in the centr; out speaking now.
' '
.
ojurviversal oreaUon, ,,>tc." What has he hatched, (a male
hen), a litter of young gods an(\ goddesses; alas, human"
A RELIGIOUS body having resoived to build a new
ity.
A brooding rooster would be a stronger sight. Henry church, the pastor went about begging very zealously.
your comparison is bad, better try again. He did try A.ccepting not only the widow's but the ·child's 'mite. In
again, and ground· out a comparison betweeri man and the school, one Sabbath, while instructing them, he coma bird, thus: "As bird from the egg and nest * * *we pared himself to a shepherd, and then inquired what tho
shall emerge, cleave the air heavenward, to dwell forever latter did with his flock~ One bright-eyed little fAllow
on the tree of life.'' That's better Henry, but birds some- promptly replied, "He shears them!"

of!

Revs.

a

a

a

times get shot on the wing, or old pussy catches them for
her kittens before they are feathered and out' of the nest
"How many peovle," says Jeremy Taylor," are busy in
-surely the Plymoth vreacher will not be shot on the this world gathering together a handful of thorns to 10it
wing or caught and deyqured by vussyl
uvOn."

1~
CHAS. BRADLAUCH'S WORKS.

EARTH CLOSET_;

AU1'0DIOGRAPHY of Charfes Bradlaugh,
with vortrait.. · 10. eents,.
·. ·.
Insviration ·of the B1ble. A Revly to the
Bishop of Lincoln. 25 cents.·
The Great
When·were our Gospels Written? 25 cts.
God·Man, and the Bible, ·Three Nights'
Discussion with Rev. Joseph Bayle,.D:D.
Comfort .to
25 The
cents.
Existence, o f G o d . T wo N'1gI1ts ; D e- .
bate with A.J!<obertson. 25 Qents.
.·.
'wb.atdoesChristian 'l'heismTeach? Two
Nights' Discuss!on with Rev. A. J. Robinson 35 cents,
On thfl B.eing a_nd E~istence of Go~ .. Two
Nights' DIS0Us::}JOU Wl.th r.homas qooper.
35 cants. , · · ·. ' · . .
· ,
·. . :
Heresy: Its Utlhty and Morahty. 40 cts.
Secularism, Skepticism, and Atheism. 1·
Two Nights' Debate with G. J.· Holyoake.
60 eents.
.
.
The Credibihty and Morahty of the Fonr
Gospels. Five Nights' Discussion with the
Rev T D. Matthias. · so cents.
The Bible: Wh>:tt it is. A .Fr.oethinker's
corumerlt!\U•, B<;>ok I. •. GeiHl§lS $1:. ~oplf.
n ...Exodus', 75 cents•; Book IIL; tev1t1cus·,
25 cents; Book IV., Numbers, 25 c<:n~ts; Book
V.,De·uteronomy, 40cents. ~he 5FJve Parts,
P-wer, $2.50; Cloth, 1 vo.l.. $3 .. •
. .
'For trirthor works of Charl<·~s Bradlaugh,
see" Iron-Clads"· ant1 "Manna·" lists in
this paper.

E. B, HILL.

S EWINC MACHINE NEEDLES.

W e'will send by mail, post-llaid:
Singer Needles, for Sixty cents·ver doz;
Wilcox & Gibbs, for One dollat per doz.
All others for seventy-five cents per doz.
Sick and. Fee~le. Sewing Machine Agents and Dealers please
send fov circular. We want the patron>:tge of ev(jr)i' ''libf),ral"In America. .
Say you· saw this.Adv..in THE SPIRITUALIST•A1' WoRK.
.
.
:
FOLLEi'T &: HILL.
Whqlesale and Retail Deale1·s In
Sewing-Machine Attachments, . N.eedles,
Oils, etc .. etc,.
.. ·
'·
CAMBRIDGE, HENRY co., ILLINOIS.

'Blessing of tn~ Ag~~
the

THE WAKEFIELD

Secular Tracts, Nos. 1 to· 8, 1·cent ettch: 10
cent.s per dozen: 50 cents per hundred.
The Secularists' Manual of Songs and
Ceremonies, edited by .Austin· Holyaoke
and Charles Watts. 50 mints.
Christian Evidences. Two .Nights' Disclission· between Charles Watts and B. H.
Cowper. 40 cents.
.
Sunday Rest. by Vietor Schrnlcher. ·10 cts.
Life' and ImJuortality; or, Tho11ghts on
Being. 10 cinits.
Eight Letters to Young ~Ien ofthe Working Classes, by Thomas Cooper. 25 cents.
The Farm-Laborers' Catechism. 5 cents.
Address on Free Inquiry; :or, Fear as a
Motive of Aetion, by Robert Dale Owen. 5
cents.
J\Iemoir of Percy Bysshe Shelley. 5 cts.
Excellent Photographs of Charles Watts.
"A handsome Infidel:" · 30 cents.
A good supply of the above just received
from London by
·
ASA IL BUTTS & Co ..
36 Dey Street, New York.

~---~

Choice· Summer. Books,
,lUST PUBLIS.HED BY

ESTES &' LAURIAT.
ATHERS'fONE PRIORY ..

By L. M, OoMYN, author o.f "Elena.';
"A quiet, yet channing, English romance
of realli.fe. The scenes are life-like, and
the start interesting.''-The Examiner.
1 vol., 16m a., cloth ....... ; .............. $1 50
Is one of· the late~~ inventions, an·d has
VICTOR HUGO'S RHINE.
ml)onY advantages over all others. The sim·• A charming book, full of life and spirple act of closing the lid brings· fP,e earth
it."-Boston 11·anscript.
rward and drops it directly in the centre
12mo, cloth, beveled, tinted paper .... $1 75
of the pail,thus insuring the absolute cerELENA, AN ITALIAN TALE.
tainty of covering all the excrementS.· This
"A more captivating· love .story has not
been
published this season.:'-Philadelphia
is of vital importance. It also has a dust
Herald.
or odor slide, a child's seat, and an ~xtra
1 vol. 16mo, cloth .... ,./ ............... $1 50
large reservoir for dry earth or ashes.
SLAVES OF THE RING.

THE WATROUS,

TYndall's Great Inaugural,
COMPLE'rE EDITION,

Will be nady about Sept. 15,
THE

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE,
BEING THE
Inaugural Address before the British
Association for the. Advancement of Science,, at ·Belfast, August 19~ 187!. b_y the
President, JOHN TYNDAL, D. C. .L., LL. D.,
F. R. s .. with flue Portrait and Biographical Sketch.
·
Also, a Descriptive Essay by Prof. H.
HELMHOLZT. of Berlin, with Prof. Tyndall's famous letters on Prayel', with Reviews from a religious standpoint, by Henry Evans. On heavy tinted paper, in extra
cloth, $1 100. The same in paml,lhlet form,
50. In cneaper form, 25c.
The Inaugural says: "·The questions
heJ.•e raised are inevitable .. They are. approaching us with accelerated. speed, and
it is not a matter of indifference whether
they are il1troduced with reverence or irreverence.''
TheN. Y. Tribune says: "PnoF. 'I'YNDALL CROSSES THE HUBICON.-lt is the
opening address of the President of the
most important convention of scientific
men in the world. Every line of it breathes thought; power, eloquence .... It 'is i-n
many respeets one of the most extraordinary utterances of our time."
N, r: Cornrn~rcial Advatism· says: "Prof.
Tyndall· has Inaugurated a new era in
scientific development, and has drawn the
sword in a battle whos(l' clash of arms will
presently resound through the civilized
world."
..
Tho N. 1': Graphic says: "It is a memorable document, and will undoubodly have
great currency, and make a wide and deep
im_prossion."
· U. W. SMALLEY, London correspondent
of theN; Y. T1·ilmne, says: " There can be
but one opinion of the address as an example of intAllectual J,JOwer and of courageous ~incerity rare Ill all times."

JUST OUT:

OPEN.

CLOSED,

Is simple in construction, automatic in action, and being entirely inodorous, may be
used in any room in the house without offense. When not in use it is a hands om~
piece of furnituro with nothing about it to
indicate its purvose.

THE WATROUS:
(With ,Arms.)

OPEN.

CLOSED.

IT WILL LAST A LIFETIME.
LATEST

AND SIMPLEST lMPROV.-!lo.:\!

Inman's ancient Faiths. $27.
Dr. Marvin's Epidemic Delusions. 50
cents.
·
··
A Necessity to tlte Aged!
DR. MARVIN'S onslaught UPOn "Spiritualism." 50 cents.
ANCIENT SEX WORSHIP. 50 cents.
Should be in every Guest Chamber 1
. 'READE'S "·MARTYRDOM oF MAN;" Cloth
$3.00.
FRoTHINGHAM's." SAFEST· CREED." Extra
cloth. $1.50,
BRADLAUGH's " Few Words. About the Evm·y Hotel, Hospital and Public Bttildino
Devil," ".New Ljle of David:'' and other
should use thmn.
Sketches and EsRays, 5 1nd 10c. ea.
A. K. BUTTS & CO .. Publishers,
3!l Day Street, New York.
DRY EARTH FUI!NISHED ON REASONABLE
CONDITIONS.
TID8 PAPER IS ON FILE Wl'l'H
PRICES. { WAKEFIELD, from $25 to $40.
WATROUS, from $16 to $33.
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS. Fmi:E..

The Wakefield Earth ClQset Co.
36 Dey St1'eet

'i'W Ytn·k.

SERIES.

THE IRON-CIJAD SERIES.

1 vol., svo. Paper ................ 75·cents
By B. F. ROBINSON, author of "SecondNo. 1. The Atoneli'lent, by Charles BradCousin Sarah,','" Little Kate Kirby,"" For laugh.
Price 5 cents.
Her Sake," "Trlie to Herself," etc.
No. 2. Secular Responsibility, by George
JacobHolyoake. Pnce 5 cents.
A TANGLED SKEIN.
No.3. Christianity and Materialism Con1 vol., 8vo. Paper ................. .75 cents. trasted, by B. F. Underwood. 15 cents.
No. 4. The Influence of Christianity on
By ALBANY FoBLANQUE, Jr.
by B. F.•Underwood. 25 cents.
"It is so well written that, having once Civilization,
No.5. 'l'he Essence of Hehgion, L. Feuertaken up the book~ it will be Impossible to bach.
50
cents.
lay it down until tne e~d."-Press.
No. 6. l\Iaterialism. Dr. L. Bucchn<1r.
25 cents..
.
..
DEEP .WATERS.
No; 7. Buddhist Nihilism, Prof. Max
vol., Svo .. Paper ................ 75 cents. Muller. 10 cents.
·
No. 8. The Religion of Inhumanity, by
"Author of "Counterparts," etc.
Harrison. 20 cents.
"Rumor" is no .common story; it has Frederic
9. Relation of Witchcraft to Religion,
scenes and sentiments of singular force, byNo.
A.
0.
L_yall.
15 cents.
individuality and beauty."
No. 10 . .l!;pidemic Delusions, by Dr. F. R.
llfarvin.
25
cents.
RU1fOR.
No. 11'. The Masculine Cross and Ancient
1 val. Svo. Paper ............... , .. 75 cents Sex Worship (in paper cover). 50 cents.
Author of •· Counterparts," etc .. etc.
No.12 .. Paine's Age of Reason. 25 cents.
"Rumor" is no con1mon stot·y; it has
No. i3. Essay .on Miracles, by David
scenes and sentiments of singular force, Hume, 10· cents.
individuality and beauty.
No. 14. The Land Question, by Charles
Bradlangh. 5 cents.
OUR VACATIONS.
No. 15. Were Adam and Eve our First PaHow to Go, Where to Go, and How to En-' rents, by Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No. 16. Why Do Men Starve? by Charles
joy 'l'hem. By F. E. CLARK.
Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No. 17. The Logic of Life, by George J.
1 vol., 18mo'; red edges, 208 pages .... $1 oo
"The tourist can not fail to find many Holyoake. 10 cents.
No. 18. A Plea for Atheism, by Charles
valuable hints."-Jll<t-il.
to cents.
***The above, or any book published in Bradtaugh.
No. 19. Large or Small Families? by Austhe United States. sent, post-paid ,on re- tin Holyoake. 5 cents.
No. 20. Superstition Displayed, with a
ceipt of price, when not to be had at local
Letter of Wm. Pitt, by A. Holyoake. 5 cents.
book stores.
No. 21. Defense of Secular Principles by
Charles Watts. 5 cents,
'
No. 22. Is the Bible Reliable? by Charles
Watts. Secretary of the National Seeular
I
Society, London. 5 cents.
No. 23. The Christian Deity, by Charles
Watts. 5 cents.
No. 24. l\Ioral Value of the Bible, by
A Libe1·al Pape1·jor the Young.
Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
.
No. 25. Free 'Thought and.. ~Iodern ProMONTHLY. ILLUSTRATED. 75 c•rs. PER YEAR.
by Chas. Watts ... 5 cents.
THE LYCEUM is just such a paper as every gress,
No. 26. Christianitybits Nature, and InfluSpiritualist and Liberal should place in the ence
on
Civilization. y Chas. Watts. 5 cts.
h~tnds of his children to counteract the
27. Christian Schema of Redemption,
pernicious influence of Sectarian Sunday byNo.
Chas.
Watts. 5 c ·nts.
t::lei10ols and t11e Orthodox publications for
No. 28. Thoughts on Atheism, by A. Holythe Young. Itls abo speciftlly d'"signed to oke,
5
cents.
·
r1eN the wants of the Children's ProgressNo. 29. Is there a l\Ioral Governor of the
t ,.,, L.yceums.
Universe?
5
cents.
TERMS.
No. 30. Philosophy of Secularism, by
One copy, six months ........... $0.40
Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
One copy. one year .............. 0.75
No. 31. Has llfan a Soul? by Chas. Brad_·hree copies. one year .......... 2,00
laugh. 10 ents.
No. 32. The Origin of Christianity, by
:,: !1 subscriber for six months at the
u,o,, rates will recieve as a premium Hud- Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 33. Historical Value of the New Tesou au! Emma Tuttle's new book, "Stories
0 'r Children." Each subscriber for tament, by Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 34. On Mcracles. by Watts. 5 cents.
o
: r will receive the book, •· The ChildNo. 35. On Prophecies, by Watts. 5 cents .
to• .. ! n1 the World," and a pair of elegant
No, 36. Practical Value of Christianity, by
link ClL amos-:" Good Night," and" Uoocl
Chas.
Watts. 5 cents.
.
Mrming." a·r ·instead of the oook andchroNo. 37. Progress of Christ anity, by Watts.
mos a pack of .. Arithmetical Cards and
5 cents.
Games."
No. 38. Is there a God? Bradlaugh. 5 cts.
Persons unwilling to risk the subscripNo. 39. Laban's Prayer, by Bradlaugh. 5
tion price of the paper until after an examination of it. may forward their address cents.
No. 40. Poverty, by Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
with ten cents and it will be sent post-paid
Other Iron-Clads are in active preparathree months and then discontinued without further pay if no longer wanted. The tion. Any one who orders l\'Ianna or IronClads
to the amount of S2. will receive to
publisher is determined to give satisfaction
by furnishing a paper and premiums the value of $2.25. In quantities of $5to one
address
we discount 20 per cent, all prepaid
worth more than the subscription price,
Address
and hence conlldently asks an examination by mail.
of the merits of 'l'HE LYCEUM by all liberal
A. K. BUTTS & CO .•
parents who desire their children to grow
PRINTERS AND IMPORTERS,
up free from the bondage of church creeds
36 Dey Street, New York.
and dogmas.
Address
P. H. BATESON, PUBLISHER,
J1jj'" Send for new Catalogue of Liberal
Toledo, Ohio.
works.

Religion without Superstition.
THE LYCEUM.

A CHILD CAN lfANAGE IT.

THE~ MANNA

No.1. Original Manna for "God's chosen." Price, 5 cents.
.
No.2. Manna for Jehovah {B. F. Underwood's Prayer). 10 cents ];)!lr:dozen.
No.3. New Life of David, by Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 cents,
No.4. Facetiro for Free Thinkers. Oollected by Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
No.5. 200 Questions Without Answers. 5
cents.
·
:
..
No. 6. A Dialogue between a Christian
Missionary and ·a Chintlse Mandarian. 10
cent.s.
!'I o. 7. Queries Submitte(l to the Bench of
Bishops oy a Weak but Zealous Christian
10 cents. .
·
· ,
'
. No. s. A Search After Heaven and Hell by
Austin Holyoake, 5 cents.
'
No. 9.. Parsons of the Period. or the Natural H1story of the Pulp,~t. by Gegeef (in
press).
No.10. A Few Words about the Devil by
Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 cents..
. ·
No. 11. The New Life of Jacob, by Charles
Bradlangh. 5 cents.
No. 12. Daniel the Dreamer, by Austin
Holyoake. ·. 10 cents., .
No. 13. A Specimen of the Bible-Esther
by Austin Holyoake: 10 cents. ·
'
No..14. The.Acts of the Apostles: A Farce,
by Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
No. 15. Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity, by. Austin Holyoke. 10 cents ..
No .. ~6. 'l'he. Twelve Apostles, by Chas.
Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No; 17. Who \vas Jesus Christ? by Chas.
Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No. 18. What Did Jesus Teach? by Chas.
Bradlau"h. 5 cents.
:No. 19."New Life of Absalom, by Charles
Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
· No. 20. New Life of Moses, by Chas. Bradlaugh. 5·cents.
Other numbers of Manna for all sorts of
hungry people are in prevaration.
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" I'se got none, sah-neber had none.
I'se jist Sam-ain't nobody else."
"Haven't YO)l any brothers or siste~s. ?"
"No, sah, neber had none. No bruder,
DECENCY.
sister, no fader, no moder, no massa.T:S:E child who cried for an hour one day
nothin'butSam. When you see Samvou
last week didn't get it.
The Cheapest and Best.
W:S:EN must ti'me hang up his scythe? see all thl!l"e is of us i"
Wh"n he shall be no mower.
AN EARTH CLOSET FOR $5.
AN honest German who had recently
W:s:Y is a beefsteak like a locomotive? It's arrived in this country invented a new
not of much account without it's tender.
system "of mnemonics to use for imvroving
A YOUNG man about to change his condi- his imperfect knowledge of the English
tion, says, it seems easie~ to get a wife than language. When he heard a new word he
IS A DISINFECTANT, A DEODERit does to get the furniture.
would couvle it in his mind with a word
IZER, AND HAS NO MACHINTnE provisions in the ark did not give already familiar to him having a someout. They had as much ham at the end of what similar signification, and thus by the
ERY.
association of ideas to fix it in his memory.
the voyage as when they started.
W:s:Y is the bridegroom more expensive Sometimes, however, his system failed to Ls the Cheapest by Half.
than the bride? :Because the bride is al- work with entire success. ·For instance
PHYSICIANS PRAISE IT 1 NURSES
ways given away, while the bridegroom is one day his attention was attraoted by a
bloated
batrachin
which
was
croaking
DEMAND IT I INYALIDS, WOMEN AND
usually sold.
Iustily on the edge of a marsh, and he askYEN some man slaps me on the shoulder ed his employer the English name of the
CHILDREN REJOICE IN IT.
und says: " I was gl.ad to hear you was so creature. "That is a bull frog," was the
vel!," und den sticks behind my back his answer. "Yaw, bull oxen; frog, toad-I
fingers on his nose, I hef my ovinion of dat remember him.'' said the man. A few
feller.
days after he came across another frog,
AN excellent old deacon who, having won and his employer being with him, and
a turkey at a charity raffle did not like to wishing to test the efficacy of his mnemotell his severely orthodox wife how he came nics, asked him if he could tell the name of
by it, quietly remarked as he handed her the revtile. "Yaw," he answered triumvhthe fowl that the Shakers gave it to him.
antly, "dot ees un oxen toad."
UPoN the marriage of one of her comAN Irish. fellow citizen called at the Post
panions, a little girl about eleven years of
age, of the same school, said to her Pava: Office. " Anny letther for O'Hoolahan?"
"Why, don't you think Amelia is married, "Which of them?" "Anny of thim." "We
can't give out letters that way-what's your
and hasn't gone through fractions yet."
first name?" "None of your business
AT a picnic a Misso~ri chap got his eye
what me name is-I want a letther." "We
punched for sveaking to another fellow's
can't tell whether there is any letter for
girl, and when he tearfully ext~lained that
he'd" knowed her these thirty-five years," you without knowing what your name is."
"I'm a naturlized citizen, and ain't I as
he got all his hair vulled out.
much right to a letther as any body?''
A coLORED preacher, in discoursing to his ··Why, yes, of co use, if there is one for
people on the efficacy of e11rnest prayer you. I can't tell whether there is any undelivered himself in this manner: "I tell less you tell me your name." "Gimme a
you, bredren, 'tis prayer is what gibs de letther I tell you!" " Give me your name
debil de lockjaw."
I tell you!" "Me name is-me name isHERE is what Chaucer says:
Patrick Mahoney." (Clerk looks.) "There
What is better than gold? Jasper.
is no letter for Patrick Mahoney." After a
What is better than jasper? Wisdom. little more stubborn insisting. the man
What is better than wisdom? Woman. gtarted away. A gentleman who had been
What is better than woman? Nothing. looking on with much enjoyment inquired:
An Irishman found a Government blank- " So you didn't get any letter after all.
et recently and rolling it up put it under Pat?" "No," said Pat, with a wink, "but I
his arm and walked of! saying: "Yis that's got even wid him; it wasn't me own name
"I think that America will be worth
moin-U for Patrick, and S for McCarty; I guv him I Is there any other Post Office twenty per cent. more one hundred years
hence
than it would have been without the
be me sow!, but this learnin's a foine thing in this town where I could get a letther, eartb-closet."-HORACE
GREELY.
as me fayther would say; for if I hadn't sur?"
any edication I wouldn't have been afther
The germs of Small Pox, Scarlet Fever
BILLINGSISl\IS.
findin' me blanket." ,
Cholera, and other contagious diseases are
disseminated
through tlie effluvia of hu•
JEss
So.-All
the
philosophy
in
the
world
At Ouchy, Switzerland, a boatman pullman excreta, and especially by privies, waed out a man who tried to drown himself won't make a hard trotting hoss ride easy. ter closets and sewers.
One ov the most unfortunate persons I
Thousands of Wells are poisoned by conin the lake, Later he saw him hanging on
nection with privies.
a tree, and left him alone to enjoy his kno ov is a third-rate fiddler.
Sewer gas in cities presses up past the
He who haz got nothing to do in this "'traps," which are only water-pockets
"fixed idea." He was summoned before a
magistrate for not preventing the suicide, world but amuze himself, has got the hard- through which gas rises as through tho
air. These gases gather most at the highand he said he thought the gentleman had est job on hand I kno ov.
est points of sewerage. Hence, besides
Punkin pi iz the oldest American bever- " Tenement House Rot," we hear of" Murhung himself up to dry.
idge I kno of, and it ought to go down to ra,y Hill" and" Fifth Avenue Fever."
An old man and his wife who came in
Piles, suppressed menses puerperal feposterity, with the trade mark of our ver
after accouchment, and Broken Breasts
by the Central road recently, saw about
grand-mothers
on
it;
but
I
am
afrade
it
are
common effects of privy drafts and exthirty hackmen shouting" Hack" at them.
posure; also deadly relapses after various
won't
for
it
Is
tuff
even
now
to
find
one
The man took it all as a high compliment,
tastes in the mouth as it did 40 years maladies.
Twenty Thousand Earth Closets are used
and turning to the old woman he said; "I that
ago,
in England. Public institutions and whole
tell you mother, they think we are sometowns there are adopting the system.
Nobody
really
luvs
to
be
cheated,
but
it
thing great, or they'd never had all these
In India all tbe Prisons, Barracks and
carriages down here .to meet us. I wonder duz seem az tho every one waz anxious to Hospitals of the Bombay, Madras, and Bensee how near they could come to it.
gal Presidencies have adopted the system.
how they knew we was coming."
In America several thousand Earth ClosThe wust tyrant in the world iz the wife
ets are in use, and they are recommended
A countryman took his seat at ;t hotel table ova henvekt husband.
oy
all the Boards of Health and distinguishopposite to a gentleman who was indulgAbout az low down az a man kan git ed Physicians.
ing in a bottle of wine. 'supposing the and not svile is tew cit on hiz wife's repwine to be common property, our unso- utashun.
phisticated country friend helped himself
A good karakter is alwuss gained bi SUPERSEDES WATER CLOSETS AND
·to it with the gentleman's glass. "That's inches, but iz often lost in one chunk.
cool," exelaimed the owner of the wine, inPRIVIES.
Fun iz the cheapest fizik that haz bin
dignantly. "Yes," replied the other, "I diskovered yit and the easyest to take.
Obviates exposure in stormy weather; preshould think there was ice in it."
Fun pills are sugar coated, and no change vents foul air in .sick rooms; produces $10
yearly for each user; stops the spread of
ALL THERE WAS OF SAM.-A contraband ov diet iz necessary while taking them. cholera;
promotes refinement; prev~nts
came into the Federal lines in North Caro- Fun iz the pepper and salt of every day typhoids; looks like a handsome slop Jar;
removes
most
of the causes of diptheria,
lina, and was marched up to the officer of life and all the really wize men that hav evCerebro - Spinal Menin~itis,
the day to give an account of himself, er lived, hav used it freely for seasoning. ,Diarrhcea,
Piles etc.; enables hotels to have "an Earth
whereupon the following colloquy ensued:
A man who can set himself to work at Closet in every room ; " gives the poor
a priceless boon; gives the rich exemption
"What is your name ?"
enny thing on 5 minnits' notiss has ~got from"
Fifth Avenue Fever;" prevents the
"My name's Sam."
one of the best trades I kno ov.
poisoning of Wells and Water Courses; fur"Sam what?"
nishes
the
best Fertilizer; stops the destrucYirtew that ka:,t whip vice, in a fair
"No, sah, not Sam Watt. I'se jist Sam." stand up fite, ennytime, ain't worth hav- tive of soils-earth robbing.
Send
for
a Pamphlet.
"What's your other name?"
ing.
"I hasn't got no oder name, sah. I'se
PRICE
$5.oo. BOX 15 CTS.
After trying for more than thirty-five
Sam-dat's all."
years to hav mi own way in all things, I
Sent by express to any part of the coun"What's your master's name?"
hav finally cum to the konclusion, to split try.
'· I'se got no master now; mas sa run ned the difference.
General A,.ent for the United States,
away-yah J yah J I'se free ni~~;ger now."
Everybody seems to konsider himself a
"Well, what's your father and mother's kind of moral half bushel, to meazure the
D. M. BENNETT.
name?"
world's frailitys in.
335 Broadway, New York.

Health1 Economy!

fldds and f!Jntl~.

w

The Sanitarian Earth Closet

'

THE SANITARIAN

SPIRITUALISM.
The recent extraordinary attention the
subject is attracting, and its investigation
by eminent scientists, increases the demand for current literature devoted• to the
subject. In order that all may become familiar with the most able; fearless and
widely-circulated exponent of Sviritualism, we will send the

Religio-Philosophioal J ournaf
3 MoNTHS for 25 CENTS.
The JoURNAL is a large S"page weekly
p_aper; regular pric'e $3 per yearA now in ita
.Ninth Year. Address S. 1:!. JuNES, EDIToR, 180 E. Adam St., Chicago.
N. B.-State wliere you saw this advertisement.

A Book for the Times.

The " Spiritual Delusion ; "
Its Methods, Teachings and Effects.
THE PHILOSOPHY AN]) PHENOMENA
CRITICALLY EXAMINE:D.
BY DYER E. LUM,
Author of "The Early Social Life of Man."
12mo. Fine Cloth. $1.50.
·
Nl>TICES OF THE PRESS. I

"That Spiritualism is a 'delusion' we
most firmly believe, and this book contains
a full demonstration of the fact. The author has gone throuJ<h the experience of a
J;>elievf!r in the possibility of spiritual manIfestatiOns, but abandoned this conviction
us premature and unsound through the
force of later and more thorough investi£atio~. The positive beliefs of tbe author
on philosophical and theological subjects.
so far as these are disclosed, are not, by
any means, so trustworthy,"-Presbyterial<.
"This is a calm, careful and candid examination of modern ' Spiritism ' and
clearly shows from its past and present
history, that it is unscientific in its methods, unphilosophical in its teachings, and
!In natural in its effects. Some of the many
Impostures of the Spiritualists are exposed, and a large amount of varied information. res_Pecting this delusion given. The
dediCation of the book happily indicates
Jts design. "-Luthwan Obse?'VIW.
"~'his is a clear, conclusive argument
against modern Spiritualism, by one who
narrowly escaped itq fatal delusion. He
shows it unscientific in its methods unphilo.sophical in its teachmgs, and ur{natura.l m 1ts effects, and enters into a critical
examination of the phenomena upon which
Spiritualism rests for its proofs. The author claims that all may be traced to natural causes. The book is ably written."Baltint<we Episcopal Methodist.
***For sale by booksellers generally, or
will be sent by mail, postage vaid, upon
receipt of price, by
L B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
715 and 717 Market Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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IJotes and gklippings.
CAREFUL estimates put the yield of the precious metals
this year in Utah at $10,000,000. Thie is against $5,000,000
last year.
SuccEss in life is apt to make us forget the time when
we were not much. It is just so with a frog on a jump;
he can't remember when he was a tadpole, but other folks
can.
UNDER the title of " Three Essays on Religion," the _late
Mr. John Stuart Mill wrote a remarkable work, which is
about to be published. The subject is considered under
three heads, viz : Nature, the Utility of Religion, and
Theism.
AT Salisbury Point, 1\fass .. there are three churches, the
minister in each rejoicing in the name of Wright. One
lives in the upper part of the town, one in the lower. nnd
the third at the mills; so the people have dubbed their
spiritual guides as "Upwright," "Downwright," and "Millwright."
THE idea of licensing the drinkers instead of the drinksellers, is approved by many temperance societies in Illinois. It is urged that a drunkard's license would be
forfeited, and he would be unable to buy liquor, while
moderate drinkers would not be hampered.
"THE marvelous multitudinousness of the minutre of
corroborating circumstances are the insurmountable difficulties which unmistakably prevent the skeptic from
discovering truth." These were· the words of a minister
not a hundred miles from Bridgeport some weeks ago.
ELOPEMENT OF A PBIEST.-The Rev. J. E. Gordeman, of a
Catholic Church in Philadelphia, is reported to have disappeared with the female organist who played at St. Boniface's Catholic Church, of which he was pastor. to the
consternation and lament of the entire Catholic Diocese.
He is al~o charged with having taken a large sum of
money belonging to the Church.
DURING the first year of their introduction into this
country, 112,043,500 postal cards have been used. 'l'he
manufactory at Springfield, Mass., where they are made,
has, during the entire period, been running from eighteen to twenty hours per day, with a force of forty hands
st!3adily at work preparing the cards for shipment. Tl1ree
thousand pounds of pap-er are daily consumed at the
manufactory, and about 700,000 cards are turned out every
working day.
AT a recent gathering of some of the prominent pubishers in this city, a comparison of the sale of new books,
was made ; it was ascertained that the most successful
book of the spring and summer issue was Mr. Tilton's
"Tempest Tossed." All summer long three presses have
been kept running to supply the demand for it, and now
a fourth press has been added to supply the increased
call. On the appearance of Mr. Tilton'slast" statement,"
Mr. Sheldon his publisher, addressed him a complimentary letter characterizing that publication as one of the
masterpieces of the EngUsh tongue.
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MR. GLENDENNING's TRIAL before the Presbytery of
Jersey City has not yet terminated. Some rebutting· testimony of rather a weak character has been addueed.
His mother very naturally testified to his good cdaracter,
and his habit of not being out late. (Mothers are disposed to think their sons are good boys.) Two or three
ladies testified Miss Pomeroy had denied to them
that she and Glendenning were engaged, and that she
stateJ to one the watch was Presented to her by a brotheh·
and to another that she bought it herself. One. of the"
witnesses ack?-owledged she l_oved Mr. Gl~ndenm~g. If
!he truth was Ill accordance Wlth the re~uttmg testimony,
1t does not ;amount to very much. It 18 . not un?ommon
for g~od, vutuous girls to not tell all their acquamtanc~s
and nvals When they are engaged, or "hen they obtam
presents.
.
. , b d
.
k Ia.
. THE crematiOn of Lad_y D1lke s 0 Y• W~lCh to~ P ue
lll Dresden a few days _smce,.was adopte_d Ill obedience to
the urgent entreaty of the lady in questwn, to \~hom the~
idea o~ burial w:as repug?ant, and whose last Wlshe~ her
survivmg relahves felt 1t a duty, at whatev.er pam to
themselves, to carry out. A state~ent pubhs~ed by a
contemporar.y, represents men of SCience ~s havmg bee_n
present, as lf for the_ _Purpr,se ~f expenm_ent. Their
presence was the cond1t10n on which crematiOn was permitted by the authorities.
THE METHODIST MINISTERS' CoNVENTION in Pittsfield
has been discussing the question of advertising church
services in the newspapers. It was argued against the
practice by several ministers that· people would often attend church in answer to an advertisement rather to be
amused than to receive good, and that it incited sensation:.tlism in preaclu~rs. Others believed that judicious announcements in the advertising columns of the press was
the only practicll.l way of reaching the public. No formal
expression of opinion could be agreed uoon by the Convention.
A CLERGYMAN ABLE TO MAKE Ul? HIS MIND.-A distinguished clergyman of Brooklyn has just returned from
London, where he had an interview with the Rev. Charles
H. Spurgeon, of world wide fame, in which the Brooklyn
scandal was discussed. 1\Ir. Spurgeon stated his prejudices at first were all upon the side of Mr. Beecher, and
he was loth to believe him guilty ; _but he said these
doubts and prejudices were dispelled by 1\:h·. Tilton's last
statement. The POWArful array of facts and arguments
adduced in that document had driven from his mind all
hopes of Mr. Beecher's innocence, and had forced upon
him the painful conviction of Mr. BeAcher's guilt.
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THEY have kissing fairs in Iowa for the benefit of the
churches-price ten cents a kiss. But it_!!; not stated who
is expected to pay the monlly-the lady or the gentleman.
1\fB. COLLYER, who decided not to come away .from
Chicago, says: "Iwasadvised thatifiwent to·N~wYork
I should be like a horse drifted down from a carriage
steed to an omnibus jade. JU:st as soon as tbe New York
folks found I didn't suit, they would jerk ·me out, throw
me on one side, and let me go the dogs."
IN- a lecture on" Ancient Eg-ypt," delivered by Bayard
Taylor, before the You.ng Men's Hebrew Association, at
the Academy of lliusic in this city, on the eve :of October
22d, the lecturer began with the assertion that. civilization was older than we are willing to admit. Even the
subject of woman'~ rights was gravely discussed by Ariatophanes, and. the recent discoveries in ancient Egypt
show to what an advanced stage her people had. attained.
The history of Egypt is well preserved in her monuments and her templies.
In no part of .the world had a people such favorable
conditions under wh-ich to develop and gro\v in wisdom
and in power. She was blessed with
climate without
storms, a soil which is eternally fertilizing itself, and
nature cast around her bulwarks of defence in the seas
and the deserts. Under these circumstances the people
obeyed the eternal law of development, and 12.000 years
ago had reached a point in civilization which placed them
far above surrounding nations.
The scientific knowledge of the Egyptians covered
nearly all branches known to our modern world. They
first divided the circle into 360 parts. Long before the
Chaldeans they observed the motions of the heavenly
bodies. They first divided the year into 365 days; Women
among them were as highly privileged ·a.s· m'en. On the
tombstones the wife is always mentioned as the supreme
mistress ot the house, and sons often b re the names of
their mothers instead of their fathers. There was,
indeed, no important right Which the Woman did not
share with the man.
The great era of Egypt was long before the time of the
Pharaohs spoken of in the bible. The older dynasties
were marked by originality and deveropnient. But in
Egypt, as in Rome, w'ith power canie corruption, and the
people went backwn,rd instead of forward.
OuR NEW PosT OFFICE, is approaching completion.
There are on the planet few finer or more. imposing ediflees. An idea of its size can be arrived at by stating it
covers twenty-one city lots. .The frontage on Broadway
is 3!0 feet, on Park Place, 350 feet, the north, fronting· the
"THE FIRST BLOOD" FOB TILTON. Mr. Beecher and his City Hall, 200, and the south, 120 feet,. It looms up grandattorneys recently made application to the court, before ly above the surrounding splendid buildings, and looks
which the suit for damages of Tilton against Beecher is to like a giant among pigmies. Its graceful facades and
be tried ; that Mr. T. be required to bring him a bill of lofty domes are conspicuous in the approaches frum
specifications, naming all the times and places when the e.ther .direction. The internal arrangements will be
acts of adultery between Mr. B. and Mrs. 'l'. were commit- capacious and convenient for the postal business. The
ted, as well as specified amounts of damages he had there- basement is one vast room of mor·e than an acre in area.
by sus~ained. The application was by the legal fraternity This will be the general working room, where the vast
considered a novel one, and the decision ot the judge was amount of letters, papers and packages to the amount of
looked for with a good deal of interest. The judge how- one hundred tons per day will be assorted for the mails.
ever after mature deliberation denied Mr. Beecher's re- From this subterranean beehive ten elevators will transquest, and the sam_e is considered as a victory ffir Mr. port the tens of thousands of epistles aud publications to
the floor above, which may be termed the Post Office
Tilton in the "first round."
proper, where the general delivery and over six thouTHE cave of Cacahuamiloa, in Mexico, is said to be the sand lock boxes will be. '.!,'he PostaL force, including
largest in the world, It is covered by a volcanic moun-· clerks, letter carriers, &o., will number over 800 men.
tain with an extinct crater. Mr. Porter C. Bliss has twice The granite blocks composing the building were all dressexamined and explored it, the last time in February of ed in the quarry according to specified directions and
the present year. Six h midred persons constituted the numbered and marked where they belonged. So accurately
last exploring party, and they wel"e provided with Bengal has this been done. a dozen men have been able to lay the
lights and scientific appliances. After reaching a level blocks in the building as fast as 800 men could Prepare
at perhaps fifty feet deep, they proceed d 31 miles into them at the quarry. The bull ding contains about 360,000
the interior. The roof was so high-a succession of cubic yards ·of granite, 20,000 yards concrete, 42,000 barrels
halls-that rockets often exploded before· striking it. cement, 10.000,000 bricks, 10,000,000 pounds of iron. The
Labyrinthine passages leave the main hall in every di- slating o:ri the roof weighs 222 tons. It is expected to be
rection .. .Stalagmites and stalactites a1·e abundant. ready for occupation by January first, and will cost when
Below tins cave, at a great depth, are two other immense completed some $7,ooo,ooo. Uncle Sam bas truly been libcaves, fr~~ each of which issued a branch. of a great era! t0 build us so fine a Post office. From this stupendous
ri~er, u_mtmg here. The~~ two rivers enter some five structure it Is to be hop. ,ed THE TRUTH SEEKER will reg!lmiles d1st~nt at the other s1de of the mountain, flow par- lady take its departure to· meet its readers in all the
aile!, and 1ssue at last together,
1states and territories for niany'years to come.
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The )fitch of the

Wine~Mark.

A· Tale of the Royal Colony of .Massachusett8.
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.

CHAPTER V.
OBERT Miles, the domestic to whom Alice had
alluded, had l.Jcen in town clming the whole of
the period occupied l.Jy the visit of·the i~itz Haymonds
at the villa. He was, therefore, not aware of what
had transpired l.Jetween hi~ young mistress and the
Fanatic, until he returned and lcamcd the circum·
stance from her lips. lie, lilHl the 1'cst of the household, had long held Sloucher in utter al.Jhorrencc,
and he had on more than one occasion, expressed to
her his conviction that the obtmsive zealot was less
of a ~lind aud unreasoning bigot than of a kn.ave. On
hcanng what had just occured, however, he o!.Jscrvecl
with earnestness:
" After all, Miss Alice, I am sorry that yon have
been so outspoken with him ; for somehow I feel he is
a dangerous man, and possessed of more power among
om mlers and in the Church than we are well aware
of. And., what is more, I shoulu not be surprised if he
was found to l.Je in league with that infamous scoundrel, Peter Huskins; for, just as I was leaving
town, I, l.Jy the merest chance, caught a glimpse of
!Jim entering the house of the latter.,\
"Indeed ! " retmncd Alice, who had previously
left her mother on hearing Hobert's voice in tile hall.
"It must be, then, that J1e turned his steps toward
the witch-finder's dwelling on leaving the villa, so
short a time has elapsed since he was on the terrace."
''So it would seem," rejoined Rol.Jert, ''and I warrant me, such fellows as he won't be among those
who are soon to take the field in support of the men
who are now defending us against the terril.Jle inroads
of these savages and the French ; for I heard, not
half an hour ago, that the Governor had consented to
call for two hundred volunteers to occupy the frontier, somewhere between here and Cape Ann, as well
as to keep an eye upon the treacherous reel men who
are to l.Je found in small parties prowling about the
settlement."
Alice felt a faintness stealing over her as Robert
went on descanting upon the new move on the part of
the authorities; for she well knew, that her lover would
l.Je among the first to join the projected expedition,
and could not but perceive that the service was one of
great hardship and danger. However,· not wishing to
exhibit any feeling on the subject that might attract
the attention of her faithful servitor, she adroitly
changed the conversation, and Legan to enquire as to
the rumors afloat regarding the fate of those who had
l.Jeen imprisoned on the fearful charge of witchcraft.
"Oh ! " replied Robert to one of her interrogations
on this point, "they whipped Sarah Jones to-day until
her flesh stuck to the lash, in the twist of which one
of the nipples of her l.Jrcast was found entangled.
They willl.Jrand her to-morrow, the l.Jrutes! and, it is
thought, she will get the halter next clay ; and all l.Jecause she has, it is said, a mole on her left shoulder,
and has spoken lightly of the Church, which they
hold to be a sufiicient proof that she is a witch, and
in league with the foul fiend."
•
"A mole on her left shoulder ! " ejaculated Alice.
" And can it be possible that so trifiiug or natural a
blemish is seized upon as sufficient grounds for the
persecution or tha death of any of the poor creatmes
who are now lying in prison awaiting their final
sentence, on charges that might well bring a blush
into the cheek of the age ? "
''It is possil.Jle," replied the other, " for the Governor and nearly all the ministers of the Church are
impressed with the conviction that such blemishes,
as you call them, are among the surest evidence of
persons having dealings with the ·w ickecl One ; and,
acting upon this vile supposition, they have already
put more than one woman to death."
Alice shuddered and drew her shawl about her
shoulders more closely. She had often heard of
"witch marks'' and the like, but was not aware that
upon their existence alone any case ever rested against
a prisoner. Now, however, her eyes seemed to be
opened on this point ; and, from alt that might be inferred from the exprcssson of her countenance, the
in telligencc affected her in some painful and mysterious manner.
Rol.Jert, who had been brought up in the family,
was shrewd and intelligent beyond his station. lle
was in the prime of life, and had dandled Alice on
his knee while she was yet a child. He was therefore
privileged beyond the remainder of the domestics who
came and went as the necessities for change presented
themselves ; while Alice, who was well aware of his
courage and true nobility, had all confidence in his
fidelity and affection. Hence, on perceiving him
coming up the avenue on his return from the town,
she went forth into the hall to meet him so that her
mother should not be disturbed l.Jy any conversation
that might take place between them, and that she
should herself be at liberty to make any observations
she thought proper upon the diabolical change that
had taken place in the countenance of the Fanatic,
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when she.took him to task for his offensive language,
and gave him to understand that his presence would
·be no longer tolerated at the villa.
After this brief interview with her humble friend
she rejoined her mother, informing her of the intended
call of the Governor and of the fears she e·ntertained
of Maurice responding to it at once.
" What ! " observed the invalid on receiving tlHJ
information, "Repine at the occurrance of au opportunity of avenging your father's blood that has
never ceased crying from the ground for th~ past ten
years? Were Maurice not to avail himself, without
a moment's hesitation, of such good fortune, he would
l.Je unworthy of you, or of my respect and esteem."
"I know, dear mother, how we have suft'ered," returned the fair girl,'' l.Jut why this constant bloodshed ? vVhy is there not more love and happiness in
the world? And although I feel that the wicked red
man ought to lJe pnnishccl for his cruelty and treac!Iery ; yet were he to die a million deaths, he cannot
restore to us the one dear life of which he has ro bl.Jccl
us.,
"Alice," retorted Mrs. Rtweuswood, "what has
paled the l.Jlood in your veins, or extinguished the
spirit belonging to your race ? Have you forgotten
that awful morning, when all that I have ever loved
on earth was brought into that hall out there a bleeding and almost shapeless mass ? If the picture has
faded from your memory, girl, it is with me still, and
I wonlcl have it framed with the skeleton forms of the
accursed tribes that wrought it upon my heart and
brain ?"
Alice had never seen her mother so greatly excited
since the period of the <;;almnity referred to ; and fearing the etl'ect upon one so frail, she feigned to evince
no further' repugnance to the course Maurice was
likely to take in relation to the expected enrollment.
In fact she felt that under any circumstances it would
l.Je unwise of her to oft'er the slightest objection to
any chivalrous move· he might make in this direction ; being thoroughly satistl.ed, that if he succumbed
to any argument or pleading upon her part, and faileel to take the field, should opportunity serve, he might
be hurled at once from the exalted position he held
in her mother's estimation.
TJie excitement of the few observations made by
the invalid, brief as thay had l.Jeen, was too much for
her. She consequently was constrained to retire at
an earlier hour than usual, leaving Alice to .her own
thoughts, while gazing upon the sky through a window that looked from the parlor upon the terrace,
where her attention was soon attracted l.Jy the movements of Robert, who was examining the lattice of
her chamber that was situated on the ground floor in
a wing of the villa a few paces distant. It was
through this lattice that she had, as she was still inclined
to believe, seen the form of Sloucher among the trees,
and once quite close to the woodwork, when she was
about to retire to rest; and now, as she perceived
Rol.Jert inspecting it, and testing its fastenings, the
suspicion Legan to grow upon her, J;hat, although he
had sought to impress her with the idea that she was
mistaken at the period, he had been quite clifi'crently
impressed himself. However, she was determined
not to disclose to him the little discovery that she
presumed she had made, and without noticing his
movements further, or apprizing him of her proximity, she turned away, and a~ lights had already been
brought, gave herself up to reading, and to the weaving of chequerecl fancies, until past her accustomed
hour to seek repose.
·
Now, altllough.Hobert Miles was as open and as
generous as the day, he was as shrewd and as well informed a fellow as was to l.Je found for one in his position in any portion of the settlement. When, .therefore, he heard of the menacing countenance of the
Fanatic on receiving the rel.Juft' from Alice, after having been al'ready berated l.Jy Maurice, he began linking rumors and incidents to little facts that had
come under his own observation, bearing, as he
thought, upon the case at issue. In the first place, he
had become satisfied that the Fanatic was not only a
dangerous person, who was the main-spring of much
of the religious persecution that had fallen upon the
town and its environs, but that of late he had become
the almost hourly companion of Huskins. All this and
more he picked up through various channels, and from
keen observation, but divining that any knowledge of
it on the part of either Alice or her mother, might lead
to active }!ogtility against Sloucher, he was silent on
the subject ; believing, as he did, that such a course
would l.Je prejudicial to their interests. So long as the
Fanatic supposed them to be on friendly terms with
him, all, he felt, would be well ; l.Jut he was convinced, as fully, that the instant they aroused his suspicions, or evoked his enmity, he would instantly seek
to work them some foul mischief.
But there was one secret, above all others, 'which
Robert Miles had discovered, and which now lay
heavy at his heart. lie had become aware of the love
that this wretch had dared to entertain for Miss Havenswoocl. Tl:is he had learned by mere chance one
night as he lay watching the stars through the l.Jranches
of the trees near the wing in which Alice's chamber was
situated. On several occasions previously, after the
household had gone to rest, he fancied he had discovered the shadow of a man beneath the trees on the
terrace, l.Jut whenever he attempted to verify his sus-

picio_ns, l.Jy stealing· out to examine the spot, there was,
notlung unusual to l.Jc seen. On this occasion, how-.
ever, and while the Fanatic was farthest from his
~houg?ts, tl~e tor bidding apparition ~autiously stp)e'
mto vww Witl!m a few feet. of him, and whi}~ . gazing
upon the vine-covered lattice of l'IIisl:l Ravenswood's
sleeping apartment, there disclosed the secret which
led him daily to the villa-communing with himself
in. low but distinctly audible tones, whose purport and
st1flecl vehemence had absolutely paralyzed tile listener.
One might suppose that, after this ·Rol.Jert would
have laid the whole affair before. his 'young mistress
or her mother; l.Jut strong· though: the temptation
~'as to do so, he resisted it for the reasons already asSigned, and !rom the conviction that the Fanatic
merely worshiped at a distance, and that the union of
Alice and Maurice should soon set the matter of her
destiny at rest. At one moment of the Fanatic's rhapsody, however, he was tempted to bound to his feet and
reveal himself and his knowlecl<>"e of the intruder's
presumption; l.Jut, if the tmth n~1st be told he too
stood in awe of the wretch, and felt that the'ctbc~os-.
ure ';ould ~e~·ve no good purpose at the period.
But m a~·nvm~ at one secret, another mystery
was explamed, for now he appeared to understand
clearly why it was that within the last few months nil
the clogs belonging to the villa had l.JeciJ poisoned, and
why that every fresh one procured to guard the
premises, shared the same fate.
It was, then, under a presure of all this knowledge
which had just received new significance from th~
occurences of the evening, that Robert stole forth in
the dim twilJght to examine the ca:>ement in question.
He found it, as he l.Jelieved, perfectly secure· altlHmgh
through its heavy bars a glimpse of the chm~ber within could be easily ol.Jtainct1 J~y any person standing
close l.Jy them on the outer s1dc. To this latter he
paid little attention; and as he presumed that if t.hc
Fanatic intended to resent, by some foul injury the
treatment he had received in the earlier part of the
evening, it would take some time for him to lav and
perfect his. plans w~Iatever they might be, ht~ tinned
once more mto the Villa, and ·was soon en~conceLl in
his own comforlal.Jle qnarters.
Alice had sat ~·eacling and musing so long and so
abstractedly that 1t was late l.Jefore she gaiiwd her
chamber. Nor had she obsm·ved that shortly after
she perceived Robert at her lattice, the wind arose
suddenly and the rain began to descend in torrents.
She was now, however, struck forcil.Jly by the marked change which had taken place in the weather. and
seemed to think that it harmonized to some extent
with her own feelings; for, somehow, she was ill at
e~tse.
The intelligence she hac! received regarding the
call of the Governor, and th"' terrible aspect of the
Fanatic's countenanc~ disturl.Jccl her greatly, 'till she
began to fear that, after all, there were some thmns
hidden in the rosy path she had marked out for herself, although in what pret:iHc portion of it she could
not divine. And, then, what she had heard al.Jont
those moles and witch marks, from Rol.Jert, filled her
with an indefinable terror.
"Horrible ! I-Iorril.Jle !'' she whispered hoarsely
to herself as she placed the wax taper upon a handsome little ta!Jlc close l.Jy the window, l.Jesidc a
beautiful small mirror.
"I am filled with nameless forebodings," she continued as she looked fearfully around her, "and what if I shonld --." Here
she paused suddenly, and taking a ~e:1t before the
mirror, Legan to coil up her raven hair and then to
umlress slowly.
When she had laid aside her rich bodice and removed the costly kerchief that had conee:tled her
fair bosom, she bared with trcml1ling fingers one of
her exquisite shoulders, and as if fa~cinatcd l.Jy some
fearful spell gazed in seeming terror upon its reflection in the glass. This seemed ir;comprehcusil.Jle. as
there was nothing to mar its supreme loveliness :~nd
nothing to interrupt its dazzling whiteness, sa've a
small crimson wine-marl;: in the shapt~ of a rose leaf
which really heightened its lustre. It was this, however, that now appeared to move her whole ]Jeino·
and to almost deprive her of speech ; for in it she lu~i
suddenly discovered the elements of 111 isfortune and
perhaps of death ; for was it not one of those evidences
that were taken daily as proofs, thn.t the persons who
bore them were in league with the arch enemy of maukiud, and consequently worthy of tlH~ rope or the fagot ?
She l.Jecame excited beyond measure while contemplating what she now was inclined to regard as a fatal omen,
and had just turned away her head in m)gui~h when
she fancied she caught the. glare of a man's eye~
through the bars of her lattice, over whieh she now
perceived she hao neglected to draw the curtain. With
a suppressed cry she instantly extingnishctl the taper,
and was plunged in utter darkness. Beginning, after a
few moments, ht..wever, to entertain the idea that she
had possil.Jly been mistaken or the victim of her morl.JiLl
excitement, she, without re-lighting the taper, di~
robecl, and was soon reclining upon her soft. and inviting couch, where she sought, l.Jut in vain, to forget in
slumber all the unpleasantness that seemed w !Jeset
her at once, and where she lay unrefreshed until the
clay had nearly dawned, when Nature gently weighed
her eyelids down, and set her poor heart free.
As stated in a previous chapter, the exclusiveness
of the Havenswoocl's, anti the Jact of the sources of
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their wealth uot h?i.ng clearly unclcrstood !Jy the ig. noraut and superstitious tn and 3:bout the .town, h~Ld
Jed, as already obse~·ve?,_ to. certam mystenous winsrespecting the familtarJty of one or bot!t of them
with the Destroyer of Souls. 'l'he~e wluspcrs ~10t
hwincr been indorsed by the Fanatic or Huskms,
tl~ough rife enongh, were indulged in with such caution that tlley had never reached tile cars of those
who\n they were supposed to concern m<:>st. Nf!w,
however, they appeared to be on the eve of becommg
of some importance ; for no sooner had Slouchcr
seated himself by Peter Huskin's fireside, than they
became a topic of conversation ; the subject having
hec;1 introtluce~ achyitly l!Y the Fanat~c, '~h.o h.ml
clcccivcd the Wileh-hudct· mto a .most unphmt fmth
in his jnrlcrmcnt, humilit.y, sanctity and power, and
hrrd inipre~Hcd him with t!w firm b.clicf !·hat he was
onl:tinecl by hcav~n a spccml chan~pion of the elect.
"Yes" he replied to Huskins ill lLllSWer to some
rcm'ark ~n the subject. "I have had my douhts for
some time of both mother and daughter_ No one
i·nows where they oht.ain their wealth, and many of
· t\w cows in their immediate ueighborhootl have gone
dry And, besides, I 1nysclf have lately sceu two
hla~k cats sitting on the terrace, as if in close conversatiou. They disappeared the instant they perceiVed
_, me and when, a few moments subsequently, I met
· the' young wench in the hall, she seemed terribly excited and sought to avoid me, as thongh she had not
had time to rcg:Lin full mastery of what I suppose I
must call her natural form_"
"It must be looked after," returned Huskins with
an ominous fiaslt of his small, green eyes. '' f'he Evil
One and his agents are bcscttin1~ us on every hand,
nnd if we arc not active in cutting of! the latter• from
the face of the earth, the servants of the Lord will be
overwhelmed with famine, disease and death. Butwe must not move without good grounds in a case so
import11nt as this._ I have heard all the rumor~ about
these Ravenswoods, and have pondered them well,
hut seeing that you did not attach much credit to
tltcm, I came to the ~onclusion that they could not. be
sustained; and the more so, as I learned from a certain
som·ce that the infallible sign of the Evil One-a mole
or the like-is not to be found on the person of either,
:md you know that the true and most dangerous witch
is always sealed by him with some such seal ; and
that wherever it is found, the charge of a league with
the foul fiend is regarded as proven; and the fagot or
the halter is at or.ce brought into play_"
"I am quite aware of the _truth of what you say,"
returned the Fanatic, ''but there are other evidences
of witchcraft which are quite as conclusive as mole or
mark; although I admit the infallibleness of these latter, and from all I can gather there is enough already
known of the inmates of the villa to substantiate the
charge that they have dealings with the Enemy of
Souls. But lately Stepllen Bently's mare broke her
leO' opposite their gate, while I have just heard that
n;t a dog that approaches the house hut ft.lls into convulsions and dies on the spot.''
''Now that I remember it," returned Huskins, "I
hav-e heard that animals do die about thelll in this
way, and that no dog can exist on'the premises ; and
this, I think, with the other circumstances you mention, is sufficient grounds for denouncing the young
one at least, who seems to me to be more dangerous
than her mother, because of the great power of her
IJeauty and her winning tongue and ways_"
"Yon are correct," replied the Fanatic, " but let
us keep our own counsel for a few days, as I may be
a!Jle to obtain in the interim some more ilJlportant and
damning proofs against her than are already in our
possession; although I can scarcely perceive that any
more are necessary_"
The Fanatic having now laid, thus insidiously, the
fountlation of his yet not clearly defined mode of proccdnre, tumed the conversation upon the subject· of
the volunteer's that were tp !Je called upon at once to
take the field against the common enemy. During
his rcmttrks he gave it as his opinion, tlutt J\Iauriee
Fitz Haymond would, of a certainty, be among the
tirst to enroll himself, inasmuch as he had always asserted that he would embrace the first opportunit.y of
taking up anus against the red man and the French
invader ; and he expressed a conviction also that this
'' ticrcc son of Belial" being once out of the way, operations eould be carried on with more ease and certainty against the" woman Havenswood," a.s he termed Alice. It was somewhere auout ten o'clock when
he bade his cruel though less culpable confrere good
night; hut instead of wending his way towards his
own gloomy dwelling he, notwithstanding the wind
and. the min that had set in so suddenly, turned his
steps in the direction of the villa which he reached a
few moments before Alice sought her chamber and
with no veTy cleaTly ascertained purpose beyond tha.t
of getting, as he had nwrc than once got previously, a
glimpse of hcT beautiful face and form when no other
eye rested upon her; although perhaps this desire was
mingled with the hope tlmt chance might throw in
his way some fact or circumstance that would place
,. her more cfl'cctually in his power than those already
a enumerated so falsely by him ; for, notwithstanding
ull he had said to lluskins, he had not tile slightest "intention of imperiling her life !Jeyond a point where
he conic! step in and save her, which in case of her

l

being denounced and imprisoned he should do upon
one condition only_
He was dwelling upon this, and congratulatjng him&elf on the probability of her being separated from
Fitz Raymond within three or !'our days at most, when
the first gleam of her taper streamed through the bars
of lier casement. No sooner had he observed it than
.he crept cautiously from beneath the projeCting roof
that had sheltered him close by, and looked through
the "lattice_ He saw her distinctly, and noted the
troubled expression of her countenance as she sat before the minor twisting her raven tresses into a heavy,
~hining cable. He was facinatcd, when he -perceived
her 'with trembling hand and terror stricken eyes proceed to bare her left shonlder, as if to inspect it in the
glass, but when his gaze rested on the wine-mark, he
staggered back a pace at the magnitnclc of Ius di~cov
cry, !Jut instantly recovering himself he pressed his
face against the lattice once more. It wns at thi~
juncture that their eyes met, and that Alice with a
smothered exclamation of alarm extinguished her taper. He had seen enough, however, and fearing that
his intended victim might alarm the household on
becoming aware of the pr<Jsencc of some one at her
window, he strode away through the tempest; with a
leer of triumph upon his hideous countenance, and a
secret in his keeping that he hoped to be able to turn
to good account before many suns had set.

into 1\Iedia, to be sold as slaves, anrl burning mrtnJJ
great and Q_eautiful edifices, still standing in tlte city."
p. 455.
"In the time of Augustus, the city is said to have
been cntireiy deserted, except by a few Jews, who
still lingerc!l among the ruins-" .p. 455_
"Amid the heaps that marked the site of ancient
Babylon hcrsel"f there arose (in the seventh century),
the small town of Hillah." p. 455_
"Hillah may contain about 8000 or !JOOO inhallitants_ A few half ruined mosques and public baths
are its principal buildings. Its bazaar supplies the
des~rt Arabs with articles of clothing. arms, dates,
coffee, com, and contains a few Manchester goods
and English cutlery-around the town and above :uul
below it for some miles, arc gi'ovcs ancl palm t-rees
forming a !Jroacl belt on both sides of t!Ie river-" p.
457_
" A theory, put forward first hy Col. Hn.wlinson 1
believe, that .the ruins· around HiJ-Iah do not mark the
site of the first Babylon, has I presume been a!Jamlonecl." p. 456.
"IIillah, like most towns in this part of Turkey, is
Jie-opled by Ambs once belonging to tlilfcrcut tribes,
but now forgetting their clanships in a sedentary life.
They maintain however a friendly intercourse with
the Bedouins, and with the wild inha!Jitants of the
marshes." P- 417.
(TO DE CONTINUED.]
From the summit of Birs Nimroud I gazed over a vnst
marsh, for Babylon is matle 'a possession for the bittem
and pools of water.' In the midst of the swamps could
Bible Prophecies Regarding Babylon. be faintly dlstinguished the mat huts of the Kazail,
forming villages on the small islands. The greeri
BY B- F. UNDERWOOD.
morass was spotecl with fiocks of the black lmtl':tlo.
The prophecies of the billie are frequently appealed 'l'!te Arab settlmnents _8/l(noed the activity of a hive of bees."
to as evidence of the divine origin of that book. But P- 427a prophecy does not necessarily prove superhuman
" Shortly after my arrival at Hillah, I visited the
agency. Lincoln was a prophet when he said, "This Birs Nimroud, accompanied lly Zaid, and a company
nation cannot remain permanently half slave and half of well armed Agayls. Spying a party of the Kazail
free." Hosseau was a prophet when he predicted the Arabs retreating from the marshes with their tents
French revolution of 1789_ The old negress, who told and cattle, they fell upon them, and under my shadow
Josephine when she was a girl, that she would one carried off a few cows and sheep, inflicting nt the
day be the Empress of France, uttered a prophecy more same time, some severe lance wounds upon the ownremarkable perhaps than any contained in the bible. ers_" p. 422.
This prophecy according to the his~orian Allison, was
Thus we see that the city which was to he destroy eel
often related in the social circles of Europe long beby a great army" from the north country," the city
fore Napoleon ascended the French throne_
The Freethinker has a right to demand evidence whose time was near at hand, whose days, it was dethat any bible prophecy appealed to in proof of in- clared should not be prolonged, which was to be
"perpetual desolation," after the Jewish captivity
spiration, was uttered before the event predicted
occurred ; that it has not been changed to correspond and never to be inhabited nor dwelt in from generation to generation, where the Ara!J was never to pitch
with the event; that the account of the event has not his tent even; the city which was to "he as when
been modified t• conform to the prophecy; that the
prophecy is in clear unambiguous language ; that it is God overthrew Sodom and Gomormh"-;-was a large
and important city after the prophecies were written
not equally applicable to cliffere11t events ; that the and after the captivity of the Jews, that Alexander
whole prediction has been verified, and that the event
iutenqed to make it the seat of his great empire;
predicted was clearly beyond the power of man to that afterwards it declined gradually like other ancient
foresee.
cities, yet "Jews still lingered among the ruins" in
J udgetl by these reasonable criteria there is not one tire time of Augustus; that in the seeond century of
prophecy in the bible that will' sustain the claims of the Christian era, it still contained inhabitants and
theologians_ Take the prophecies respecting Baby"many grra~ and beautiful edifices still standing ; "
lon, which are so freqttently appealed to in proof of the tl!llt at a later date Hillah arose on the site of the
inspiration and divinity of the bible.
ancient t:ity ; that the town has now a population ef
"And Babylon the glory of kingdoms, the beauty from 8 to 9 thousand, and is peopled chiefly by Arabs;
of the Chaldees' excellency shall be as when God over- that other portions of the ground on which ancient
threw Sodom and Gomorrah. It shall never be in- Babylon stood, are inhabited by Arabs whose settlehabited, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation ment show "the activity of a hive of !Jees," while all
to generation, neither shall the Arabian pitch tent around, the green morass is spotted with flocks of
there ; neither shall the shepherd make their folds the black butlalo ; and that a British traveler actually
there; but the wild beast of the desert shall lie there, saw Arabs with their tents, retreating from the
and satyrs shall d:mce there. And the wild beasts of marshes which form a part of tlle site of the old
the islands shall cry in their desolate houses, and city_
dragons in their pleasant palaces ; and her time is
lt should be borne in mind that according to the
nea1· to come, and her days shall not be prolonged_" ancient historian, Heredotus, Babylon formed a perIsaiah, chap. xiii : 19-22.
fect square of sixty miles-fifteen on each side. The
Jeremiah says : "And it shall come to pass when same historian informs us that the "hole plain of
seventy years [of Jewish captivity] a1'e accomplished, Babylon in the past had !Jeen subject to inundations,
that I will punh;h the King of Babylon, and that na- and that the city was protected by artificial canals
tion, saith the Lord for their iniquity, and the Janel of and embankments, kept in repairs at vast expense.
the Chaldeans, and will make it perpetual desolation." There was, therefore, nothing improbable in the idea
Chap. xxv : 12.
that a portion of the ground on which Babylon stood,
As God overthrew Sodom and G0n10rrah and the would sometime !Jecome '• pools of water;" but wheu
neighboring cities thereof, saith the Lord, so shall no the fiery old Hebrew prophets, declared in pronouneman abide there, neither shall any son of man dwell ing Babylon's doom, that the destruction of the city
therein." Jere. l : 40.
should be speedy and its desolation complete, and
It is evident from Isaiah, chapters xiii and xiv, proceeded to give particulars of its futme condition.
that this sweeping destruction was to he afi'ccted by They put on record what in the light of present
an invading army.
knowledge, must !Je regarded as proof of the umeliaNow what are the facts respecting the condition of ble character of their prophetic writings, and evidence
Babylon since the alleged dates of the prophecies I that they wrote not by diviue inspiration, but from
have quoted- I will, in answer to this question, give intense hatred of their oppressor and from impatience
a few extracts from Layard's Ninevah ancl Bab&lon, of her destruction_
the highest authority that can be appealed to on this
Nelson and some other writers have attemptcJ tosubjef'.t_
'• After the defeat of Dar ins and the overthrow of vindicate the correctness of the prophecies to which 1
the Persian supremacy, Bal1ylon opened its gates to have referred by quotations from Rollin and Volney ;
Alexander who deemed tile city not unworthy to be- but it seems not to occur to many who still t1uotu
these old authors, that discoveries made since their
come the capital of his mighty empire." p. 454.
•' The last !Jlow to tile prosperity and even existence death render their work of no value, so far as they
of Babylon was given by Seleucus, when he laid the relate to the site or condition of Ba!Jylou, not to
foundation of his new capital on the banks of . the mention other cities named in.the !Jiule.
Tigris (B. C. 322). Only a few Chaldeans continued
to dwell around the ruins of their sacred edifices_"
A LIGHT tono and a weighty word show tho master_
P- 455_
"Still however a part of the population appears to The steps of tho fooble are heavy; the foot of a strone:
have returned to their former seats, jor in the second and swift walker seom to touclt the earth only by eou r·
centu1·y of the Vh·ristia.n era, we lind the Parthian King tcsy_ Light and sure,-tllat is tho stroko of the artist;
Evcmerus sending numeron~ families fro111 Babylon heavy and unoert11in, of the bungler,
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the sense that poets and orators are inspired in these cribe to him a body, face and hands, and inake him
days-that good morals are inculcated in its pages, to occupy a single point in the universe, sitting
the greater portion of it is a mere recital of the wars upon a throne !lomewhere above the clouds, givof the Jews and other nations, the intrigues and ern· ing his attention to the affairs of this small world
A JOURNAL
elties of kings, the perfidy, wantonness and immor· only. Mankind are gradually emerging from the dark
ality of individuals, and the base and criminal con· and narrow teachings of the past, and as their know}.
edge increases, their minds expand and their concep.
duct of many of its most noted heroes.
D. M. BENNETT, Editor and Prop'1'.
The language is often of so low a character, de- tions of D~Jity enlarge. They regard him as the soul
No. 335 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
scending frequently to the vulgar and obscene, narra· of the universe, the source of life, motion and existting not only the commonest affairs of life, the con- ence which always was and always will be. They
The Bible-No. 14.
tentions and conflicts, the amours and courtships, the cannot regard him as a circumscribed, local person,
having size, organs and parts like a ·man, nor possessIn the examination we make of the book which mil· marriages and adulteries, the debaucheries and ex·
ing such mental imperfection and monstrosities as the
cesses
of
a
semi-barbarious
people
in
a
crude
age
of
lions revere as the " Word of God," we can not ex·
Jewish writers ascribed to their God. llankind will
pect to notice every part of it, or to call attention to the world, that we wonder how a sensible, intellect.
become more and more convinced that the promiscuuai
people
in
the
present
age
can
accept
it
as
the
word
all the cases of imperfection and error it contains.
ous writings which compose the Bible are valuable on.ly
This would be a more elaborate work than we pro- of God.
as mementoes of the past; only imperfect accounts of
The
series
of
recitals
in
the
book
show
no
superior
pose for ourself. Our purpose is to call attention to
event~? that occurred a few thousand years ago, and
a part only of the impossibilities and absurdities with ability in language or thought that is not equalled by
not teachers to us of science, theology, or divinity.
thousands
of
our
own
time.
It
was
written
by
differ·
which the book abounds, and to show it is unworthy
In the examination of the bible we are equally
the high veneration accorded it. We dwelt longer ent persons, and at different times; by whom and
struck with the impossibility of many of the events
when
is
now
unknown.
Wh~her
they
were
truthful
upon the account of the deluge than we can upon
narrated, and the culpable, immoral conduct of many
corresponding portions of the book, because it is an and reliable we have no means of knowing. Whoof its distinguished characters and heroes who are
important part of the story upon which the Christian ever they were they evidently did not themselves
held up as the special servants of God !}nd in his
religion is founded, and because it is so replete with think they were writing for God, or that he was dicta·
particular confidence and favor. We will from time
the grossest untruth. VVe think we have shown the ting to them, and in very few cases in the whole com·
pilation is any such claim set up. With the exception to time call attention to some of these instances, to
improbability of such an event having occurred,
see if they are really worthy the belief and venera1. Because it makes God destroy his own work, not of the prophets it is not pretended by the writers of. the
tion of m~nkind.
only in the human and animal world, but the vegeta. book that they wrote by divine inspiration. The
ble domain as well, necessitating a1i entire new crea- most of its sacred character has been accorded to it by
Organization-Work.
tion of every tree, shrub, plant, herb and blade of compilers, translators and numberless priests who
The engrossing labors of the Summer are over ; the
grass. No variety of vegetable life could have sur· have subsisted upon the people by teaching the doc·
trines of the bo.ok and declaring it to be the word of long evenings of Winter are nearly upon us and we
vived such a drowning process.
have leisure to read, listen and think. It is a favora·
2. Because such a vast amount of water as would God.
Many of the writers of the bible have much to say ble time to organize for efiective. work. There are
cover the earth over 29,000 feet deep could not he
produced and does not exist in connection with this of God, of his holding conversation with various indi· very few communities in our country that have not
viduals, as Adam, Noah, Abraham, Jacob, }loses, half a dozen at least of Liberals, Spiritualists and
planet.
3. If the earth was so submerged, such a quantity Samuel, David and many others, but they represent Freethinkers who dare dissent from the views held
of water could never be disposed of or be taken up in him in such an unfavorable light and give him so bad by the orthodox churches, and they ought to have
a character we cannot think they did him justice, or the zeal and courage to unite and act in concert in
the air by evaporation or be retained there.
4. Because it would be utterly impossible for four that the God they pictured is the deity that governs the promulgating their views, strengthening their conmen to gather together all the varieties of animal life universe and fills immensity. They charge him with victions and aiding those to find the truth who are
which exist on the earth, with the almost endless kinds incentives, motives and impulses so inferior to those in search of it. These organizations need not be comwe conceive should emenate from Deity we cannot Jllicated nor expensive. Let the Liberals of a com·
of food necessary to sustain them.
5. Because· the animals, wild and tame, the birds, accept them as authorities as to his character and na· munity gather together once a week, at least, and
reptiles, and inscets, from the torrid, temperate and ture but rather as slanderer.s and vilifiers, making him a listen to a speech, or the reading of instructive matter,
frigid zones could not. long exist together undd the being passionate, fickle, changeable, malicious, un- or engage in the discussion of scientific or reformato·
same conditions, and some would inevitably become just and cruel-delighting in and directing wars, ry subjects. Where the numbers are many a hall may
bloodshed and the wholesale destruction of mankind. be used for these meetings, but where the numbers
the prey of others.
6. Because the ark of the dimensions given, could In short they make him such a blood-thirsty monster are few, and economy is to be studied, meet alternate·
not possihly contain such an aggregation of animal that we cannot regard the being they hold up as the ly at the residences of those in the movement. But
life, together with the food necessary to sustain it for kind Father of all, filled with goodness, benignity by all means, organize; have some zeal and life and
and love. We think those authors the crude writers be not afraid to let the world know you have thrown
a year.
7. Because 300,000 individual existences could not of a crude age, that their conceptions and imagina· off the bondage of superstition, and that you take the
·
live for one day even, in such an ark, made air-tight tions were of a crude character-not adapted to the liberty of thinking for yourselves. ·
by being pitched without and within with one small present needs of mankind. They were ignorant of
It is time the Liberals of America take a step for·
many of the important truths connected with our ward and have an object and purpose in life. If we
small window only.
8. Because Noah and his sons could not attend to existence which are now better understood by chil- have 'discarded the fear of hell and the devil it does
such an aggregation of animal life, keeping them dren.
not follow we should have no energy or public spirit.
We cannot look to them as teachers in any of the Let not our Christian friends out do us in this respect.
from destroying or injuring each other, giving them
their necessary food, a.nd removing the filth which sciences such as astronomy, chemistry, mineralogy, We have truth and reason on our Mide, and the bright·
botany, geometry, mat-hematics, natural history, &c., est scientific minds of the age are uniting with us and
accumulated.
9. Because, at the elevation of 17,000 feet, where for they know nothing of them. Why should we, showing up the fallacies of the old creeds, ,and we
the ark is said to have rested, it is far above the line then, take them any more readily as teachers of divin· ought to be infused with zeal, courage, and philan·
of perpetual frost, where the cold is always so in- ity ? Their ideas of God were most imperfect and thropy. We ought not to be ashamed to avow the
tense that thousands of the varieties of the tenderer crude. They believed him to be a person with body, faith that is in us and to let our friends and neighbors
animals must have perished before they could reach face and hands like a man. His passions, impulses know we are the disciples of truth. We trust the clay
and desires were also much the same as man's. '!'hey is not far distant, when our cause will be more poputhe milder regions below, where they could live.
10. Because of· the utter inutility of the whole h:td no idea of any world but this, and they necessa- lar than it has been and when even the timid and
scheme of drowning the world in order to destroy the rily believed him confined to this one sphere. Now, weak-kneed will not be afraid to avow themselves
human race, when the new world had to be re-peo- by the revelations of scien,ce, we have some knowl- unbelievers in the dogmas ·of the church.
pled by a seed of the same cursed 1'ace that was edge of the immensity of the universe ; we have
As a brotherhood we ought to feel interested in the
drowned, and the new class proved themselves to be learned there are vast numbers of worlds larger than progress and disenthrallment of our race and in re·
equally as bad in every respect as the one which so this, many of them so remote as to require the light moving the obstructioLS which lie in our pathway to
much pains was taken to destroy.
of our sun-which travels at the rate of 200,000 miles a higher and better civilization.
We care not to repeat the arguments heretofore per second-thousands of years to reach them. As
In this connection it may not be amiss to foreshad·
used, nor to call attention to the scores of impossibil- far again beyond the remotest spheres which the most ow an advance movement in the Liberal ranks now
. ities and absurdities connected with the story; and powerful telescopes bring to view, we may well sup- being inaugurated in this city. It consists in organ·
with the conviction that the narration abounds with pose the universe ~till extends ; yes, that it goes on izing a society for moral, social ancl intellectual im·
so much that is unworthy the character of a God, so and on forever-an endless, limitless extent, filled provement, and for unifying the various Liberal ele·
much that is impossible, so much that a rational pel·· with revolving worlds or matter in some form, for ments which we have among us, upon a fraternal,
son cannot really and intelligently believe, we will bid nature has no vacuum. In JlO part of this limitless working basis. In efi"ecting this enterprise it is conadieu to the subject.
expanse can we conceive there is no matter. In all templated to found a system of religion, to orgamze a
these immense distances-farther than the mind can churclt, to establish a Jn·iestlwod, and to engage in 'WOl'·
Admitting there are parts of the Bible that contain conceive-and in all directions, we must understand Bhip.
grand thoughts and elevated ideas, that some of it is the same Deity exists there that exists here. He is as
L'et not these words shock the sensibilities of any
poetical and more or less inspired, if you please~in limitless as the universe. How absurd, then, to as• Liberal friend. We are well aware a strong prejudice
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exists against these terms in the sense in which they are
commonly employed. We use them in no offensive
sense. The first is not a system of creeds but a RELIGION oF HuliiANITY. The church means simply a
CoNGI\EGATION of those who affiliate together for Humanity's good. The priesthood are merely teachers
and lecturers, and equally male and female. The
worship is not a tJ]jnd homage paid to an imaginary
God but a due reverence for all truth, wherever
fou~cl, and for the highest and noblest impulses of
humanity.
It is proposed to inculcate moral lessons, impart
scientific truth5, and at the same time afford rational
and emotional enjoyment upon the Platonic system
of instruction, to wit: in dialogues, conversations,
and dramatic representations, aided by suitable scenic
displays and properties, interspersed with elevating
and inspiring songs, sung by the congregation and accompanied by instrumental music.
Tbese meetings, or dramatic representations, will
be helc;l on Sunday mornings and evenings, with an

conSiders the Liberal Club one of the best elevating
and civilizing influences in this city.
We propose also to devote more space to scientific
subjects than we have done. Probably a little more
science and not so much theology will suit our readers quite as well. We wish THE TRUTH SEEKER to
possess a value indispensible to all its readers.

A Word of Bm:iness.

There are some twenty-five hundred names on our
list, to whom we are sending THE TRUTH SEEKER,
who have riot renewed their subscription to the second volume. This, of course, we cannot continue.
We are not able to furnish the paper unless it is paid
for, though we would be glad to do so in thousands
of cases if we could.
.A.t the close of Volume 1, we decided to continue
the paper to all who had been taking it (unless
they notified us to stop it), hoping, as they learned
their time was up, they would renew. .A. goodly number have done so, many thanking us for continuing
afternoon class for children and adults, in which contheir paper. Others have written us to stop theirs ;
versatiunal instruction will be employed. It is hoped
and this number is larger than we could wish.
these meetings will draw together and unite MaterinlTo the number who have not written us, and still
ists, Spiritualists, Theists,.A.theists, Pantheists, Rationtake their papers from the post offices, we wish to adalists, Reformers and all who have thrown off the
dress a few words direct. Friends, we are glad to
bondage of creeds, as well as many who, for want of a
send you THE TRUTH SEEKER. We do not like to
higher intellectual entertainment, now attend the
strike a single name from our list, but we are unable
churches.
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ably be published in due time, so if friends desire to
·
After the issue of two more numbers, the new pusprocure these, they can do so. The conversations
will be both simple and complex, some I~equiring two tal law goes into operation, by which publishers are
required to prepay postage· on all papers sent out.
speakers only, and some a dozen or more. It is beThis will be an additional tax upon us, and we wish
lieved this system of instruction will be both effective
to know definitely before that time, who will continue
and interesting.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and who not.
The organization is intended to be eminently social,
We ask you. friends, to let us know at once. Write
moral and intellectual. We wish to preserve and uti!- us and remit the $1. 75, and we will continue to send
ize what is good in the various churches, while
you till the end of the volume the paper we mean to
discarding whatever is erroneous and objectionable in
make worth your money.
them. We hope to establish abetter system of morIf you have decided not to patronize the paper
als, give a more rational presentation of truth, and aflonger, we ask you to send us the pay for the six numford a higher method of intellectual culture than they
bers in the second volume already sent you, including
do, and to extend these benefits to all classes of socithis, and instruct us to stop. We hope there is not a
ety. It is designed to be strictly democratic, and that Liberal in the country who thinks we ought to send
the poor shall be as welcome there as the rich, the the paper .without being paid for it. The price of the
lowly as really as the proud. .A.ll humanity are our six papers sent is fifty cents. Those of you who will
brothers and sisters, and none who seek truth and
not write us a letter or card, and do not want the pavirtue shall be turned away.
per longer, we ask you, as the least you can do, to reWe will not enter farther into details at this time
turn the paper through the post office, with your name
as regards this movement. In our next issue, we will
and address on it, so we may not longer send it to you.
probably lay before our readers the Declaration of
Let us know the worst at once. We much prefer you
Principles adopted, and the plan of organization and
would write us than otherwise. Those of you who
government of the congregations.
still wish the paper, but cannot remit now, but will do
In t)J.e initiation and prosecution of this movement
so in three months, please write us, and we will send
much credit is clue to brother G. L. Henderson, who
it to you, trusting you on the honor of a Liberal. We
has recently removed to this city. It is an enterprise
hope there are not many who cannot raise $1. 75. We
to which he has given much thought, and it is carryknow the times are hard, but remember they are as
ing into effect plans he has long entertained. He is
hard upon us as you.
cordially supported and seconded by many prominent
Publishers will generally add the postage to the
Liberals of the city, and it is believed much good will
price of their papers. If you will promptly renew
result from the movement. Meetings of members of the
your subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, we will
organization will be held every Thursday evening on
make no such addition.
and after the 19th inst., at the residence of Dr. Fr.
THE TRUTH SEEKER has a good start. For a young
Liess, No. 310 East Fourteenth street, where those
paper, it has done well, and is doing good. The cause
friendly to the movement Will be cordially welcomed.
of truth and mental freedom needs its continuance.
Come and deliberate with us.
Thousands of our Christian opponents will be glad of
its downfall, and will rejoice in its voice being silencA New Feature.
ed. Shall it be ? Shall it be a success or a failure ?
We propose to hereafter lay before our readers a
We are willing to continue the struggle-to apply
report of the lectures and discussions of the LIBERAL ourself to the work, sixteeR to eighteen hours a day,
CLUB in this city. It is composed of scientific and and be satisfied with a very moderate share of the
literary men of ability, and the subjects discussed good things of this world, if THE TRUTH SEEKER can
are usually of a scientific character, and it is believ- live. Hopes and kind wishes are duly appreciated,
ed a report of them will be interesting and accept- but they will not run 'a paper--it takes rrwney.· Friends,
able to the readers ·of THE TRUTH SEEimu.
it rests with y9u. Will you "squeeze out" $1.75
The article iD this issue by friend Henderson on the each, and give it life, or will you withhold it and give
subject, being a report of the address of the Turkish it death?
We dislike to ask for money. It is as unpleasant
Consul on Twrkey will be found interesting. Mr. H.
o
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0
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to us as it can possibly be to any of our friends, but
necessity impels us. It is best to come to the point
direct. If you wish THE TRUTH SEEKER to continue
its blows upon the evils of the times, on d0gmas, superstitions and creeds, and in elevating humanity to a
higher and better civilization, you must render some
''material aid.'' it is but a little from each we ask.
There are many names on our list of those who did
not subscribe for the paper themselves, but to whom
Volume 1 wa~ sent by a friend paying for it and ordering it so sent. Very few of these friends have paid
for the Second Volume, but we have sent the paper to
snch as well as to others. We ask such to write us
and inform us whether to continue the paper or not.
Some h~J,ve asked us why we do not attach a tab to
the wrappers 011 our paper, so subscribers may know
when their time has expired. We will answer, the
apparatus for the wo.rk costs more than we have
felt able to spare for that purpose. Subscribers who
commenced when the paper started, certainly carr remember it. Those who began with the present year,
upon our advent to this city, need not be at a 1oss to
know this is the second number on their second volume. It is probably known to most of our readers, a
person is legally bound for the price of a paper so
long as he takes it from the post office, whether he has
ordered it or not. .
Friends, we repeat, do not make us wait. Do not
forget it. Do not put us off. Let us hear from you.
Let us regard THE TRUTH SEEKER as Ou1' Pape1', and
let us all make an effort to sustain it.
We hope all interesteq friends will send in as many
new subscribers as possible to take the place of those
who drop away, and thus keep c.,ur numbers good. There
are thousands who ought to take the paper, that never
heard of it. In many towns and cities, where we
have two or three patrons only, we ought to have fifty.
Friends, if you can send one new name only, send it,
it will be acceptable ; If you can make it six; better
still. If you will all help us "tide over" the present
financial stringency, and until the close of the current
volume, THE TRUTH SEEKER will doubtless be a fact
-a permanent success. Let us all work for this end,
and fail not.
The Liberal champion, B. F. Underwood, who is
now lecturing in the West informs us he will lecture
in New England in February. Our friends in that
part of the country will doubtless be glad to hear it.
In our next will appear a somewhat elaborate reply
from Mr. Underwood to John B. Willard, whose criticism up0n Mr. U. in our number for Oct. 15th, will
be remembered. It was not in time for this issue.

Prayers I Don't Like.
I do not like to hear him pray
Who loans at twenty-five per cent.,
For then I think the borrower may
Be pressed to pay for food and rent:
And in that book we all should heed.
Which says the lender shall be blest,
As sure as I have eyes to read
It does not say" Take interest."
I do not like to hear him pray,
On bended knees about an hour,
For grace to spend aright the day.
Who knows his neighbor has no flour:
I'd rather see him go to mill
And buy the luckless brother bread.
And see his children eat their fill,
And laugh beneath their humble shed.
I do not like to hear him pray,
"Let blessings on the widows be,"
Who never seeks her home to say
"If want o'ertakes you. come to me."
I hate the prayer, so long and loud.
That's offered for the orphan's weal
By him who sees him crushed by wrong,
And only by his lips doth feel.
I do not like to hear her pray.
With jeweled ear and silken tlress,
Whose washer-woman toils all day.
And then is asked to·· work for less."
Such pious shavers I despise!
With folded hands and face demure
They lift to heaven their •· angel eyes."
Then steal the earnings of the poor.
I do not lilce such soulless prayers;
If wrong, I hope to be forgiven;
No angel's wing them upward bears.
They're lost a million miles from heaven I
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and making all possible amends for the disadva.ntage domestic relations rested ou scntiwcnt:; of affection
under which they labor? It would. see1~1 as 1f t.he and respect.
A council of villao·c elders declared w ha.t h:Ld aldanger must lie in the opposite directiOn, 1f more mdulgence than was good, rather than of le~s. than was ways been reverenc~d as justice, :u~d that dcclarntiott,
Brotherhood and Business.
kind. In a democratic country, the conchtwn of ~he unenforced by pmtalty. llnemphnstzed l>y (•ontmHntl,
domestic menial has something in it that is touchir~g was law. ''The aggrieved person complaiticfl not or
(Continued from rn.tr last.)
if not perplexing, and the least that truly dem~cratlC an individual Wl"Ong !Jut of the distnrhance of onler in
As society becomes artificial this principle is not so people can do i~ to make it as ~em·able as .circum- the community ; " and public opinion was the sole
.
much neglected as repudiated. The servant doc!' no- stances admit to reduce the memal cast of 1t to the certain punishment.
thing but serve. The menial is a menial and nothing lowest point 'and make it conducive to as much disThus brotherhood existed first· in time ; does it not
mora. He lieeps his place and it is expected of him cipline in humane qualities as it will bear. Courtesy, still exist first in importance ? Does not all business
thnt he will be content to remain in· it. He is pur- forbearance and o-entleness will be consistent with all imply brotherhood? vVhat is the merchant but a
chased, bought, posses~ed. Neither his time nor his necessary subordfnation, and they will a~sig~ a nob!~ hio-h-priest mediating between th·e people of many
thou!lhts are his own. He is supposed to have no cause for it The domestic service quest.wn IS one of la~ds ? What are commercial treaties but confessions
desiTes, no feelings, no aspirations after better things. the most tr~riblesome · even the civil service question of human concord and devices for increasing and per.
He has no right to have headaches, or heartaches, be presents no greater 'embarassments. The prir;cil?al petuating it ? What would become o~ the commercial
tired, or tardy. He is watched, suspected, kept under source of the trouble is no donbt the demoerat1c lll- marine if people were not anxious to mterchangc pro.
limits. It is objected to him if he is social in his feel- stinct that lms reached the humblest ranks of the ducts? By what do railway nnd steamship cont·
ings. He is thought unreasonable if he asks the op- employed. But this instinct might be softene(1 and panics, banking house, manufacturing associatioll8
portnnity for improving his mind. He is not permit- educated by the display or those fin.er moral. a_nd live if not by the strength of human needs and confi.
ted to be moody or cross, or negligent. He must have sympat1JCtic qualities that attest gennme supenonty denccs? To what· end do they live if not that those
no faults-he must be honest and truthful against the of character and secure for it a deep and penmwent needs may be satisfied and those confidences strength·
~tron~rest inducements to be otherwise, and must con- respect. The solution of the probl~m may be at ~ast ened? What docs traffic signify but social sympathy?
sicler ] 1is monthly :vages a very handsome. ~q~1ivalent discovered not in more wages but m more fratermty. And what becomes of it when social sympathy is
for all he can do, g1ve, or be. The caste spmt 1s recog- Something must be substituted for the old sp~rit of chilled or checked? What became of business when
nizecl, and encourged and pains are ever taken to fix caste. The patri:ucbal spirit of the higher class m the bate divided the South and North? The least sign of
upon it a distinctive badge.
South. The Federal spirit of England and Europe ; disturbance in the relations between England and
We see this sometimes in the department of church and that something is HUMANITY Which ke~ps every America makes the business world shudder. The
life. It is no uncommon thing for clergymen who class in place because it gives to every class Its clue.
business man has ever clamored for peace. The
In the world of trade it should be easy to re- more extended fraternal relations can be, the better
have spent their lives in faithful pastoral service to be
thrown aside when age has impaired their powers and concihi business and brotherhood, and the success of for him. He would like to henr the Mogul and the
diminished their attractiveness. The pittance they individual and organized efforts in that direct~on Caucnssian call one another "brothers. He hails with
received in their useful days is withdrawn ; it was proves that it is easy to such as are resolute to. bnn_g delio-ht the disposition of China to lay by its old cxnever more than enough for a bare maintenance and about the combination. lVIany a merchant finds 1t cluslveness. He clasps eagerly the outreaching hand
its cessation leaves them destitute. They are objects profitable to treat his secretaries, clerks, .sal~smen, .as of the Japanese.
of charity, literally in many cases mendicants, depen- his friends, winning their esteem and aftectwn whlie
It is a fine thing for a city to be rich, but unless tlw
dent on the tender mercies of people who never knew he buys their skill. More than one great house or humanities me preserved in it, the riches are pre·
them, for the continuance of their lives. The law of company llas found it quite practicable to combine carious. If rogues rule, if laws are disobeyt>d with
kindness is against this; the law of sy01pathy is of- brotherhood and business in a way that perfectly ac- impunity, if justice is bought and sold, if crime goes
fended by it, feeling is hurt and outraged by it. But complishes the end of both. These examples have unpunished, if the workmen arc diRcontented, if there
on business principles nothing can be said. The been most frequent in England. Everybody is famil- is alienation between the poor and the rich, if the per·
people wanted a minister, and offered their price for iar with the first great experiment of this kind, the ishing classes become identical with the dnngerom
one. The incumbent accepted the terms. As long famous candle company, established for the manufac- classes, if respect for human life ami regard for hn·
tt8 the service was rendered the wages were paid. ture of a superior kind of candles.
The company man cltaractiOJ1get low, material interests suffer in every
vVhen the service could no longer be rendered, the had five large establishments, and employed some department; see uri ties become insecure, and property
wages were stopped and given to another man who twenty-five hundred people, nearly five hundred of decreases in value. Brotherhood ninst first be 1>ecured,
conld earn them. It is quite simple. It is the mini5-. whoni were girls, many of whom were boys. The then business will take cnrc of itFclf. \Vhon Chicago
ter's fault that he is destitute ; he should have laid up managing directors of the association, with the co~·- \vas laid in ashes, the scutimcnt of brotherhood Ctllllc
a portion of his earnings for a rainy day. They who dial consent of the shareholders, attached to then· to tile rescue and tur.wll the businc>s calamity into a
have pnitl him his wages for a succession of years factories schools for the children mechanical insti- human tri11mph. In a common (lestit.ntion people
havc done their part. There h:welately been several tutes fm the adults, play grounds for all ages, and r~ di,;covcred n con1mon bond of sympathy, nm\ fur the
instances in which societies in dismissing their dis- freshmcnt rooms. There wert chapels for worslnp mo1ncmt the discovery almost mnde a garden of tlte
a bled ministers have handsomely provided for their and chaplains to superiutend them, and look after the ash heap. "Material energy r~covers itself. lm:;in('l'o
wants in old age. But these exce]Jtions proved the moral and religious interests of the work-people. The revives, wealth incrctlses, the city is rc·lmilt. Tlw
rule, and the eiinsion of feeling they called forth sick were provided for, and it was no strange thiug spasm of scntinwnt over, the lmmnn inten:st in one
pruvcL1 with what n, contented and matter of course for an invalid to be sent for recuperation to tile sea- another declines, the ~trng)!:le fur opulence engages
mind the rule was accepted. The business spirit has side. Such elaborate brotherhood was no dou!Jt ex pen- the ·whole cmnmunity, t1te old alienations ~etin, crime
so entirely pervaded the relation that generosity ~ive, but incompetency, norvelessuess, indifference, au"n1eurs. nmrdcrs :tncl other brutalities abound, ami
creates surprise. Even in the bonds of the gospel, half heartedness, slackness in work, a!Jseuce in mor· thg citize1ls t:Llk of vigilance committes to restore by
the gospelmle is unrecognized. The law of brother- als are expensive too. :Money in this iustance was force the brotherhood, the ]Jrinciplcs whereof had
hood is not supreme even in its peculiar domin-ion.
well spent in knitting tics of sympathy and nurturing bceu ueglected.
·
There is a tendency on the part of both these prin- humanity. If the brotherhood is left out of bu~incss,
In an age like ours, an nge of material onferpri;;c
ciples to turn to extremes and the extreme of either is lJusiness loses tlesh and blood and becomes ttskeleton.
dumstrous. The sentiment of brotherhood, if allowed
The association of brotherhood and bllsinesR in and aspiration the emphasis of brotherhood lllllHt
free play, would encourage improvidence, idleness, charity is less easily managed. Brotherhood has had needs lw very sharp a.ud frequent to conuterbalan(·c
thrifllessness. The aggregation of useless life. The iti'way too completely hitherto, and business has the steady weight all(] pressure of the busiuc8s fore('.
neo·lcct of economic conditions. The weakening of taken holl1 of t,he matter too recently to have devi~cd There have lJccit ages o£ the world when the claims of
tbi? austere provisinp; that alone ensure a successful methods or instituted action. Scnt.iment is tmHt!:ions thrift :ttH1 peemtim:y ambition :md eV('Il of the lmnr
issue to the struggle for life. The principles of busi- of its old perogative, and refuses to accept an ally on seltislmcss were ]larmnount before n11 others. Am\
ness if allowed full play, would pass by mnch mcri- equal terms; and business unwilling to tal\e a Sllbor- still they uccll pressing- ilt many applications and in
tori~us want, wonlll. doom many to pcri~h, wuuhl dinatc place, makes no serious etfort to organize rpJicf many directions, especially on the ulllleveloped elnssl·~
chill the social atmosph'ere and red nee the comnmni- for misery on its own priuciples. The task demands of people. But 011 the rest, the prospero11s, the rich,
tics of mankind to groups of self-regarding .combatants the utmost warmth of feeling and the utmost clearness the prevailing, the ot!H·r lcsRol\ IH•ccls to hn pressed.
for the prizes of fortune.
of intellect,; the freest outflow of sentiment, and the Our modern eities ~.omlon, l\Ianchestet•, Liverpool,
.Must we face one or the other of these melancholy freest application of science; compassion without stint Chicago and New~ ork nre not proper substitutes for
altern:ttivcs? Must we be either all heart and no and CtLution withont limits; the compassion to be the heavPnly .Jerusakm the ehlers dnmnwd ot~ in
)lead, or all head and no heart ? Ivi ust we be senti- enlarged and clePpenecl in tone by a wise regard for all which none were to L1well who brought Lletilemcut, or
mentalists or scientists, vibrating between two unhap- great interests, and the cautipn to !Jc StLVed from chill practised abomination, or maclc a I ic. Tit ere is n iglll
Jl.Y and irreconcilable principles, or committing onr- by a copious iufusiou of the fratcmal spirit. The thcTe and a eurse both loud and deep. Tltt•y lt;tYe
selves blindly and perversely to either one ? 'l'hiA perishing cl:Lsse:; are still human creatures, to be as sore need of the suu of righteousuess to warm all(l
seems to be our position at present, and a very painful human creatures commiserated. It, must always rc- !Jrighten them ; awl unless tlmt snu rises with healing
onc it is. Must it continue? Is no combination pos- main a question how few they need be periehinp; on its !Jcams their future will !Jc (lark.
sible that will do justice to both laws without compro- classes. Whether by some means they may not !Jc
Business means !Jrotherhood, involves it at cYery
mising either ? We should at least endeavor to find a saved when just ready to perish, and the effort to save turn, and unless it promotes !Jrotherltood it dl'fen.ts it·
ground on which both may work.
them to the enjoyment of life and usefulness will self. Unless it bears in milHI from first to last its
ln some departments this is easy. It ought to be never require less than all the humanity there is in fine issues, rehttionships and purposes, it forgets its
easy for instance in domestie service. lt ought to be us. It is a great 01isfortne that in a work of such own euds. If there be a living man who shoui(l benr
easy to consider those who live with us in relations of magnitude, blunders of such magnitude should be in mind, should com]Jel himself to !Jear in mimi,
so much intimacy, on whom our daily eomfort and made through over much kind feelinp;; but it would should make it a religious duty to bear in mind, his
satisfaction, and safety even, so closely depend who be a great misfortune if the kind feeling were to de- connection with other men, with all other men, with
have our daily necessities in their keeping, ~v hose cline, and the care of the perishing were left to the humanity itself in its essential principles, that man is
dispositions are so important in the administration of ''laws of nature," or what we al"e in the habit of call- the man of business ; for with these connections I1e
our homes, whose moods affect ours, and whose ehar- ing Providence. Humanity is the best providence most directly deals. He most truly and immediately
acters are our chief, in some respects, our only reliance. for human beings. Take that away and misery will is the servant of the Lord ; he is the real agent in
On no class of persons do our own tempers tell more be ten times more miserable than it is.
knitting classes and communities together, the medin·
immediately ; of no class of persons do we control
For if we ask which is primary, brotherhood arH1 tor, the peace maker, the reeonciler_ he is the true
morfl immediately the destiny ; for no class of persons business, the answer must be brotherhood. Brother- bringer of the atonement; yes, an atonement by bloOll,
have we the power to clo more in the way of mental hood may exist without business, but business cannot for blood is life, energy, courage, endeavor, and these
and moral improvement. It is sometimes fearful to exist without brothe•·hoocl. In communities where he, if honorable, gives daily, that the commerce, com·
think how our qualities, nay even our whims, may business has been extremely simple, brotherhood has munication, communion of 1nankincl may be proaffect their interior condition. Fur we represent been exceedingly close. 'J'his was the case among the moted. lie labors for hrothcrhoo<l, lives for it, by it,
riches to thciT poverty, echJClLtion to their ignorance, primitive tribes in liHlia. There, the !Jest authnritins in it,; and the sentiment of hrot!Jcrilood mnRt. be llis
culture to their simplicity, power to their weakness, tell us; existed communities very fnr advanced in the iltspirn.tion or he has none. 'l'ltc car of civilization is
authority to their dependence, elegance to their rude- social humanities. The practical interests or trade drawn by two horses, who must pull together, if the
ness, dignity to their humbleness. The privileged and agriculture were thoughtfully protected, the car is to run evenly forward. If either fails, society
lot to their lack of privilege Kindness to such as wants of strangers were supplied, the exigencies of is diverted from its true conrse and plunged into the
these wouid seem to be an instinctive quality. How sickness and need were met, the rights of property thicket. Let them both travel side by side and tbe
can one help ]:Jutting oneself as it were, in their place, were secured ; the general safety was provided for ; goal oflmman ity will be reache<(.

Dr. 0. B. Frothingham's Discourses.
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Chl"istianity Not a Moral System.
In a previmis artjele, as a mm•alizing and civilizing
ao·cnt Christianity was pronounced a failure. To
n;alw good this assertion was not difficult, but it is
permitted here only to sketch the arguments. Let us
fi!·st look at that of simult.aniety. The establishment
of Christianity as the national religion was coeval
,vitlt the downfall of Greeco-Roman civilization, as
cve>:y one knows ; the period of its undisturbed sway
followed until the Reformation of Luther. Nbw if
ever a i·eligion had a chance to display a civilization
making power, certainly the Christian religion had
between the sixth and .fifteenth centuriee. Did it do
so ? The Middle Age, the Night of Time, rises up in
fearful itnd ominous reply. The character of this
epoch is too well known to require statement. But
intellectual activity was not wanting. It Wlts, however,
sadly misspent in one 1"lrobngcd attempt to rationalize
a tlwr9ughly irrational theology on the basis of the
Aristiltelic dialectics, thus illustrating a previous
proposition, that the Christian is essentially not a
moral but an intellectual system. The epoch-making
thought in the Lutheran Reformation, was the Liberty
of Reason ; it was the idea of the individual struggling into birth. As a religious system Protestantism
is a failure. Its speedy and meritable disintegration
into sects clearly shows this. It cannot, so to say,
mass itself into a consistent whole, and hence a development with it is ·impossible. All development
implying the interdependence of parts and the subjection of the many to the idea of the one, while, as
before stated, the central principle of the Reformation
is the mental isolation and independence of the
individual. Hence Romanists correctly pronounced
Luther the Father of Rationalism, and identify
logical Protestantism with Infidelity_ There is, indeed, no middle ground. Dr. Milner rightly styled
his great work "Tlle End of Controversy." Catholicism is nothin~ but logical, consistent Christianity.
Assuming the Bible and the Church as of divine
origin, and hence as paramount authority, Papal
Infallibility and Ultramontanism are the only issues ;
assuming the individual conRcience and reason of
paramount authority, Free Thought and Rationalism follow of necessity. It asks neitl.Jcr a prophet
nor the son of a prophet to forcsay that ere the circuit
of many suns there willl.Je l.Jut two armies in Christendom, that of Pure Faith and that of Pure Reason.
The cross-fire is already rapidly thinning out the ranks
of the middle men, tile Protestants. Their standground is becoming fastly reduced, it must soon vanish
to a line, the edge of a ridge of ice ; they must slip
one way or the other. But not even the importance
of this thought can justify no further digression. To
retnrn, then, the sixteenth century bore twins· to
Europe-Rationalism and civilization. They have
walkeu hand in hand. At every step tl1e Church has
opjJosed them. She has con tested every inch of
territory, and yet with unheard of impudence claims
all their conquests as her' own. \Vherever is light
and progress,.tlwre is Rationalism; witness Germany,
England, France ; wherever Rationalism is absent,
there is neither light nor progress; witness Spain,
Italy, the 'l'yrol. This comparison seems to me de"cisive. In view of it I am utterly unable to see how
a civilizing power can be claimed for Christianity.
Tracing the Religious Idea back to its Dasic elements,
I am convinced, would confirm our position, but this
is not the place for such analysis. I shall, however,
now vindicate the title of this article anu redeem a
former promise by a brief expose of the want of the
moral and civil_izing element in the current theology.
As to the doctnne of God, the peculiar feature of the
system is that it teaches a Trinity, a one which is at
the same time three. In this there is found from one
' point of view, nothing either moral or immoral. To
worship a Triune god is no better and no worse than
to worship a quad-ri-tme, quintiune, sept-iune or any
other kind of a une. God ; _from another aspect, however, the do~ma 1s an msult to reason, and its
acceptance is nothing less than an intellectual lie. Yet
the Church, following the daring and impione maxim,
credo, quod z?npossible e8t (I believe because it is impossible), adjudges to hell or heaven by the standard of
faith in this absurdity. To this arithmetic peculiarity
of the orthodox Deity is further added the attribute
of infinity, this tenet is perhaps equally powerless for
good or bad, having been long since and repeatedly
proved utterly inconstructible in thought, a sign
witl.Jont anything signified. Again. he is said to be
not matter but spirit. So far as
know anything of
matter and spirit this is a false opposition, for both
appear to be but manifestations (forms) of th!l unit.
force; and so far as we don't know anything about
them it is clearly worthless, meaningless. Fnrthm·,
he is declared "to have created heaven and earth out ot
nothing. Well, what if he did ? Besides being
utterly unthinkable, the dog·ma is as empty of moral
significance as is a knowledge of the chemical constitution of the atmosphere of Sirius (if he has any).
And so on thronghout the whole God-doctrine is
either senseless or moralless metaphysic ; the greater
part is both. Were Christianity held responsible, as
it properly might be, for the bistorical reourd of its
God, the case would be much harder ; for it is easy
to see that the Jehovah of the Old Testament was by
no means a righteous, though eminently a patriotic
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God~ Coming nearer home we find the Cluistmn
theory of the moral denouement of the universe, aside
from flatly contradicting the most certain results of
scientific reseach, is thoroughly immoral and pessimistic. Pessimistic, because according to the orthodox Christian view, the human universe is 999 times
infinitely worse than no universe at all. For by a
liberal estimate not more than one person in one
thousand will be sa vee! ; the rest arc damned eternally.
So in tl11,; worlLl to come, for every one infinitude of
happiness there will be 999 infinitudes of misery.
Language is impotent properly to cl.Jaracterize such a
hideous theory, accorcliilg to which existence is the
c}ircst of possible evils, and creation tile blackest of
llossible sins. In the grand result Satan remains victor
by an overplus of 998 victories out of every 1000 battles,
and the only way for the Christian Jehovah to vindicate his impungcd and conten.ned perfections·, is to
issue the dread deg1'ee, ''Let there be nothing !" Compared With Christian escl.Jatology, the Buddhistic
doctrine of Nirvana becomes the sublimest optimism.
To the Christian the future of humanity is appalling,
•mutteral.Jle mght; only here and there a few stars (the
saved) stl'nggle with uncertain ravs through the depths
of infinite, everlasting gloom. Th!s were true, though
the rewards and punishments were meted with exact
jus~ice; the world would still be a failure, where evil
so greatly predominates. But the blackness of the
picture is ten fold intensified when we consider that
this apportionment of joy all(l pain is in high-banded
disregard of the plainest principles of justice. The
condemnation of all for the guilt of one is an outrage
to common sense ; the pardon of all for the righteousness of one would be equal absurdity, though a much
more humane one. But even this last redeeming feature
is nullified, the pardon being conditioned in the most
irrational manner. The utter impotence of works in
in the matter of final salvation fs one of the most
precious dogmas of ortl.Jodoxy ; the supreme virtue of
faitlt is equally enforced. So is it possible to more
completely invert the truth? 1 Careful search will
fail to find anything more utterly meritless tban an
honest faith, as being purely intellectual and involuntary, or more thoroughly contemptib~e than a dishonest one, as being mere hypocrisy. The clergy have
felt the force of this criticism, and in characteristic
clerical style have tried to parry the blow. By confounding faith with its objects and 1·esult8, they have
succeeded in discriminating some half dozen different
k-inds of faith; and they nccLlnot l.Jave stopped here,
they could have manufactured a million just a well.
This fallacy is too transparent to need exposure. Dr.
Talmage contents himself with two kinds, faith of
the heart and faith of the hcacL Many thanks, Dr.,
for your moderation, but your heart-fait,h is simply no
faith at all. H may be an affection, an emotion,-it may
be many things, but faith it is not and cannot be.
With all due deference to apostolic dictum, it is just
as impossible " to believe with the heart" a& it is to
digest with an artery. And now I hold it to be a fundamental and decisive objection to Christianity as a
moralizing and civilizing institution that it sets up this
unnatural and abRtud standard of excellence. Its
pernicious effects can scarcely be overestimated, tlmt
the limits of this article will not permit them here to
be traced out. One point further, however. In the
words (no doubt, falsely) put into the mouth of Jesus
by the pretending John (.fi'ourth Gospel, 20:29) a special blessing is ctLlled down on the head of not of him
who calmly and dispassionately investigates and then
believes just as his head, who not having seen(. i e.
weighed the evidence) yet believes. Can absmdity go
further ? Could common sense be more deliberately
insulted?

Lastly the doctrine of the forgi vcness of sins by
God is utterly irrational and demoralizing. That it is
impossible for God to forgive a sin is clear on the
slightest reflection, and the promise of pardon has in
every age proved a most powerful incentive to continued sinning. Witness the C1ttholic doctrine of purgatory, auricular confession, and indulgences, all
logical outgrowths from this pernicious error, the
theory of the forgiveness of sins. · And here again,
the doctrine appears in its worst form, since pardon
is granted not for any good deed, l.Jut for a faith the
more irmtional the better, in view of a vicarious offering, a righteous person suffering for millions of
unrighteous ones, than which nothing -can be more
preposterous. Thus a logical and thoroughgoing
acceptance of the Christian system means the subversion of all natural ethics, and the substitution therefor of a most artificial compound, alike shocldng to
conscience and revolting to reason, of eq~al parts of
what we can never know as true and what we mustalwayslmow as false. It is not surprising, tlten, if with
all their alJparentspiritual advantages, preachers turn
out to be no better than common folks, and Christians
indistfnguishablc from men of the world. In :Mr.
Beecher's case the dilticulty is much increased. He
is very generally 1·egarded as "unsound" in the faith,
and a rather cxtemled acquaintance with his works
pretty well satisfied the writer th~t JVIr. B. has little
more sympathy with the cardinal dogmas of Christianity than many avowed Hationalists. On the
great questions of inspiration, atonement, divinity of
Christ, and f!o on, it is well known that Jlilr. B.
straddles the fence; he never has given, and he never
will give a clear, intelligible, and unequivocal state-
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ment of hiR position. This is nothing more nor less
than time-serving at best. Mr. B. is intellectually
dishonest. No great gulf intervenes between all uncertain mental and uncertain moral status. In a
very direct all(] immediate sense, then, is the Christian Scri]1tures responsible for the fall of its most
eloquent exponent. Fortunately this system in its
entirety is l.Jut seldom embraced. People are Christians simply because their fathers were and are very
generally much better than their creeds. The latter
fornrreally no part of their intellectual furniture, the
belief is merely nominal, and in joining the Church
they generally. merely change their names. Very
seldom docs :my change in the heart or life date from
"conversion." Men and women are converted just
as they have the measles or whooping cough, as a
matter of course, and "get over" one just as over the
other. The ol"thodox can not but see and lament this
gnHlual fading away of the dividi>Jg line between the
Church aud the world, but Liberalists can l.Jut hail it
as a dawn of a brighter era of universal brotherhood
among men, when orthodoxy now obsolescent shall
have dropped its sceptre; and love of truth, not love
of dogma, shttll swtty the soiL
I am well aware of the scattering character of these
sentences, l.Jut as my ob.~cct was rather to sow tlw
seeds of thought than to ucvelop any 1dea fully, I do
not regret it.
At some other time ancl in a more thorough manner
may be discussed some of the many questions here
merely raised. I havfl dropped out from the nrgumen only such links as my readers can readily supply.

X Y.Z
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Religion and Facts.
BY S. P. PU'rNA1f.

\¥ e see the skill and power of man in the varied
mechanism l.Jy which he conquers nature aJHl lessens
his toil, w Lat a wonderful comprehension he shows
of the laws and forces of nature in his adjustment. He
recognizes every fact, and variable motion. l-Ie is prepared for every emergency. His machine acts like a 1mman mind, more wisely than some tliat we deal with.
It acts in l.Jarmony with nature, because it is a result
of the stncly of nature. JUan snl.Jdnes nature in accordance wit.h her own laws. A machine that goes
against any of her laws is sure to be smashed. lt is
curious to observe how faithfully man has studied
natnre in the structme of his machineries; how kceuly
he has watch eel all her opemtion ; with what far sight
he has looked into all her possible modes of action.
He works a mirncle, not by pushing nature aside, for
that can never be, but by using nature, by unfolding
her hitherto undiscovered agcucies. 11/Iau shows his
wisdom by finding out what really is, and ont of what
really is he makes his machine and crowns it with
power.
What a vast advance there will be when theologies
and religious are made in the san}e way; by a study
or facts and a recognition of the utter impossibility of
riding rough shod over any one of them, however
humble. If one wishes to invent a rcaver, he docs not
go into his stucly and try to evolve it out of his "iuncr
consciousness," by some metaphysical theory. He
studies facts, he finds out what is really wanted, what
kind of motion and howmu<~h of it; and in whut direction ancl how far it must move. He goes straight into
the worl{-shop of natnre, and slights no fact however
remote its l.Jcaring. If he does he fails. So with our
theologies and religions, they must be made out of facts.
They must be a reflection of t1Je divine order of
nature. Hitherto they have been made too much out
of mere dreams and suppositions : as if one should
make a reaper out of thin fio>1ting clouds. Of course
science will semi all such to limbo. They have no
place in this practical life of ours. No one would
give a farthing for a machine that was not made in
harmony with facts ; and so the living world in its
higher modes of progress will not give a farthing for a
religio~ that is not in its root and blossom the outgrowth of facts. Science will always delight to honor
a religion which is the outcome and fine expression of
noblest fact and will crown it with new effulgence as
each marvelous discovery appears, but religion foundeel on mere supposition will be like the chatf which the
wind driv.eth away_
Omaha, Oct. 20.

'" Another Nut to Crack.
Tn_u1.·rr SEEJ\.En.-In I ~mnuel xviii. 10, it
says: ''Am! 1t came to pass on the morrow, that the
evil spirit of God came upon Saul, and he prophcsicLl
in the midst of the house," &c. Now what I want to
know is, has God an evil spirit ? Christians tell us
that God is nil good ; that he is righteous. If God is
all good and righteous, there certainly can be nothing
evil rtbout him ; then how do they explain this passage?
In I.· Samuel xix. D, we find the same expression :
"And the evil spirit from the Lo1•d was upon Saul,"
&c.--10: "And Saul sought to smite David even to
the wall with the javelin," &c.
Will some of our Christian friends please "rise and
explain" what is meant by this "evil Rpirit of God?"
Yours,
\VM. GERECKE.
NOJfolk, Neb., Oct. 15th.
EutTOlt
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Marriage, as Carpenter has intimated, results from
the "combined operations of the reason, the imagination, and the moral feelings." Fowler and Wells
some years ago attempted to arrange marriages between strangers based upon physiological adaptation.
The fact that they have discontinued this mode of
effecting marriages may be considered as evidence
that their theory was based upon error.
In 1814 Sir Walter Scott (in "The Pirate," p. 167,
Globe edition,) seems to have lifted the veil under
which lies hid the law which is ever at work balancing all social differences. " Mina Troil, the serious,
the prudent, the reserved ; whose countenance and
manners indicated so much elevation of charaeterMina, the lover of solitude, and of those paths of
knowledge in which men walk best without company
-the enemy of light mirths, the friend of musing
melancholy, and the frequenter of fountain-heads and
pathless glens-she whose character seemed, in short,
the very reverse ofthat which might be captivated by
the bold, coarse and daring gallantry of this Captain
Cleveland," the pirate, the outlaw. Scott goes on to
show that the very opposition in their character was
the real principle which cirew them together. "That
as unions are often formed betwixt couples differing
in complexion and stature, they take place still more
frequently betwixt persons totally different in feelings,
in taste, in pursuits, and in understanding ; and it
would n9t be saying too much, perhaps, to aver that
two-thirds of the marriages around us have been contracted betwixt persons, who, judging a prio1·i, we
should have thought had scarce any charms for each
other.
"A moral and primary cause might be easily assigned· for these anomalies." . . The natural law being
"that the general balance of wit, wisdom, and amiable qnalities of all kinds, should be kept up through
society at large. For what a world were it if the wise
were to intermarry only with the wise, the learned
with the learned, the amiable with the amiable, nay,
even the handsome with the handsome ? And is it
not evident that the degraded castes of the foolish,
the ignorant, the brutal, and the deformed, (comprehending, by the way, the greater pOI'tion of mankind)
must when condemned to exclusive intercourse with
each other, become gradually as much degraded in
person and disposition as so many ourang-outangs ?
When therefore we see the gentle joined to the rude,
we may lament the fate of the suffering individual.
but we none the less admire the law which thus balances the moral good and evil of life ;~which secures
for a family, unhappy in the disposition of one parent,
a share of better and sweeter blood, transmitted from
the other, and preserves to the offspring the affectionate care of at least one of those from whom it is naturally due."
I have quoted this remarkable passage from Scott
becausa it was written before sociology had begun to
take the rank and dignity of a science. Indicating a
wonderful degree of penetration and sagacity. This
philosophy crops out in many of his other works
where he shows the baneful influence of artificial
social divinions, in which the aristocracy of blood, the
accident of wealth, the sanctity of religious opinions
were effectual in preventing the union of loving
hearts; but were instrumental in effecting monstrous
alliances, resulting in sociai deterioration: It was reserved for Miphelet to write the best defence of the
rights of women that has ever appeared. I am glad
that France produced the author of" Le Feme" and
"Le Alldour," since it was France who, ami<1 the
blind fury of the revolution, denounced marriage as
a superstition, and swept it away with the other
institutions which they regarded as the products of
a dark age and an ignorant priesthood. It was natural that this institution should share the fate of the
other institutions of the church. Rouseau conceived
the idea that human equality would be impossible so
long as any of the existing institutions of society remained. Therefore, he reasoned, the true social state
is a "state of nature," in which there was to be absolute personal and sexual equality and freedom. That
he honestly believed all existing institutions to be a
departure from the original "state of nature" is indicated by the fact that he took practical steps to extinguish not only the family but the very names by
which the institution was known. He bundled up
his own three children a few hours after their birth
and left them at the door of a foundlings' hospital in
spite of the ren~onstrances of their mother. He regarded her tears and agony as but the artificial result
of a departure from the primitive state, in which the
tribe and not the family should own the child.. Contemplating as he did the universal corruption an aristocracy rioting in wealth and sensualism ; the million
languishing in poverty and degraded by ignorance,
now rotting in the bastile or driven like sheep to the
shambles to manure the battle fields of Germanyused as checkers in the hands of kings in their game
of ambition. Victory resulting in glory to the general but deeper poverty to the people-no wonder that
Rouseau looked upon such a state as infinitely worse
than the worst barbarism. Michelet, though an old
man when he wrote his " Love" and " Woman," and
though he had lived to see the rise and fall of the
second empire with all its corruption and social degre-

dation-a degredation deeper than that witnessed by
Rouseau, who saw only prostitution in rags and under
the pressure of hunger, while Michelot saw it covered
with jewels, dressed inj!eu1' de lis, and protected by
the courts. Marriage itself was but a thin garment
to conceal the hideous skeleton. A country may dethrone its king-abandon its priesthood, deny its gods,
and still prosper. But woe to the country who loses
faith in woman.
1\'i:ichelet with all the ardor of youth and all the
wisdom of philosophy pled for the restoration of social purity to France. He saw that the strength of
Germanv lay as much in the fact that the solidity of
the government rested upon the integrity of the family as upon her needle guns and artillery, and that the
weakness of France was in a great measure due to the
relaxation of social morality. 'l'he man who offers
himself to defend his country is doubly armed when
in doing so he also defends his home. An English
monarch nearly lost his crown, and London might
have been laid in ashes, because his tax gatherer offer~
ed an indignity to the daughter of a blacksmith in her
father's presence. The wretch paid foi· the insult
with his life, and 50,000 men gathered under the banner of 'ilif at Tyler to defend the sacred purity of home,
even ><9:ainst the throne Hnd its hired minions, who in
the narne of law would invade its sacred precincts.
If the American Tract Society would effect a social
reform, let them print and distribute gmtuitously
1\:Iichelet's two books, " Love" and "vVoman." Send
first a copy to every clergyman of the United States.
Then to every statesman, and at least one copy to
every home, so that every young man and woman
might know what the pulpit never reveals. and what
the statesman does not understand, viz: the whole
duty of man and woman as correlated, and as fathers
and mothers of the race:
1st. That seduction followed by abandonment is a
crime against three persons, the seducer, the sedu()ed,
and the offspring. It is the divorce of pleasure and
conscience.
"I envy not the beast who takes
His license in the field of time,
Unfettered by a sense of crime,
To whom a consci~nce never wakes."
2d. :Marriage consists in conjugation followed by offspring, and is the union of highest pleasure with highest duty. I envy not the wretch who would dare
leave behind him a child that is not better than hihlself; or one who must sing the pitiful song, "I am
no body's child."
3d. Spiritual marriage is the highest act of human
worship. Each seeks the highest happiness of the
other, resulting in the highest happiness of each.
The young man who receives the trusting hand of woman; the young woman who feels her hand pressed
by him she loves, and whose spirits mingle in perfect
trust ; who fears no shadow of earthly ill but that of
death ; where passion is subordinated to the highest
reason, and where desire is controlled by the purest
love ; marriage between such a pair offers no license
to the passion of the male in the absence of desire in
the woman. Neither will desire on the part of the
woman seek to stimulate passion except under the
control of reason. When passion and desire meet in
perfect harmony, they disappear in an apparent tomb
to reappear in more perfect forms; forms of transcendent beauty-children ;inheriting from their parents
the highest morality combined with the most perfect
health.

A.t the Liberal Club.
}1r. Oscanian, Turkish Consul, at this port, addressed the Liberal Club on Nov. 6th : subject 'l'unKEY. He commenced by announcing that he might
not be" sound on the goose," but he felt pretty sure
that he was sound on Turkey. Everything in Turkey
is topsey turvey ; that is, everything is the reverse of
what it is here. In America the parlor is always on
the :first floor ; in Turkey the parlor is always in the
garret. Here if you ask. a man by a sign to rise up,
you wave your hand with the palm upward, there
they wave the hand with the palm downward. Here
you say give me "pepper and salt," there they say
give me "salt and pepper."
Here the whole family live in one house, there the
family always occupy two houses-the males one
part, the females another. The wives have always
separate rooms. When a gentleman meets a lady in
Turkey, he always turns his eyes in another direction,
and the lady is always veiled. The "harem" means
the sacred place, and is regard<<d by the Oriental as the
''holy of holies." He read from the Koran, to show
that the Prophet introduced, or attempted to introduce, a reform in the domestic life of the Arabs. In
ancient times, the Arabs often had from thirty to
three hundred wives ; but the Prophet said, '' ye shall,
if ye can in equity, marry two, three, or four wives;
otherwise not more than one ;· or ye may make wives
of the slaves ye may possess." He explained, that
by "equity" was meant ; that every wife must be
treated alike. Each having one room; and when the
husband furnished each with a loaf of bread and two
candles per day, that was all the law required of
him.
The Turks regard j)i[ecca and Medina as the most
sacred places on earth, and.next to those, Jerusalem.

That the good Musselman accepted the garden of
Eden story, as reverently as does the Christian. "By
the way," said he, ''do you know the reason why God
shut the gate of paradise after Adam and Eve was
turned out?" Not receiving a reply he said in a jocose way ; ''God did it for the same reason that you
close your doors and windows on 'a wet day-to keep
the dam (p) air out."
It was very evident that the lecturer did not
load himself down very heavily either with the alcoran, or the bible ; for he had his jokes on both.
He went on to show, that the salaam ofthe Turk had
originally been an act of worship. The ancient salaam was made by kneeling and kissing the ground ;
but had gradually been changed to merely touching
the mouth with the open palm, and then the head
which meant figuratively, lifting the ground in the
hand and kissing it.
He thought the European salute, with the hand had
originated in the same way.
The chief ;was anciently worshiped as God, by
uncovering tlte head, and kiRsing the ground ; then
by kissing the foot of the superior, as King John, and
Charlemagne did the Pope's ; then kissing the hand,
as the French and English do their Kings'; then
lifting the hat as in America ; then an inclination
of the head, and now, sometimes not that; but merely a "how do you do, John?" (Laughter and applause.)
"Gentlemen," said he, with a sly look ; "I think,
in the United f?tates you do n~t 'Year out :~-our garments at the knees by worshtppmg anything, any
more than we do in Turkey."
He exhibited specimens of Turkish, and Persian
pipes. The superiority of which, over the American
pipe he fully explained. This matter I leave to those
"'ho indulge in the weed.
He gave an amusing account of his visit to Washington, as interpreter for the Turkish Admiral, while
James Buchanan was President.
They had recieved a very courteous letter from the
occupant of the white house. The Admiral enquired
where it came from, and he told him it came from
the President's harem. He then asked how many
ladies the harem contained. He turned up his Turk.isb nose with supreme contempt, when he was told
that there was bnt one female, and tltat was his
sister's child. (Laughter and great sensation among
the ladies.)
The lectmer gave it as his opinion that polygamy
wa& based upon the savage law, that might makes
right; and that monogomy will ultimate1y prevail
wherever true civilization is in the ascendant.
A lady (whose name I did not learn,) made some
beautiful and appropriate remarks on this subject,
after the close of the lecture, maintaining that no
educated American lady would be willing to be
either divided among several men, or submit to have
but a third or fourth interest in th.e love of any man ;
that the only really happy home ts where the sacred
flame of love is cherished by a union of one man
with one woman only ; and that children begQtten of
such a union will be the best specimens of men and
women. This sentiment was, I am glad to say,
warmly applauded.
Mr. Oscanian quoted the Koran, to show that the
faithful j)ifussleman was to "seek out the infidel dogs,
and kill them whenever he could find them ; " and to
show the superiority of Ch1istianity he quotes the
words of Christ : ''Love your enemies ; do good to
them that hate you ; " but forgot the othei· passage,
"'l'hink not that I come to send peace on earth. I
come not to send peace, but a sword, for I come to
set a man at variance against his father, and the
daughter against her mother, and the daughter-inlaw against her mother.in-law." This is one of
Christ's prophecies that has been faithfully fulfilled.
History shows that his followers have done all they
could to kill every Mahometan in Asia, and every
unbeliever in Europe, as faithfully as ever the Turks
fulfilled the injunction of their Prophet. That we
are free to think as we please to-day, is because science and civilization has chained the tiger.

G. L.

HENDERSON.

The following candid letter has been on hand several months, and should have appeared earlier but was
overlooked.
NEWPORTVILLE, BUCKS Co., PA., Jan. 13th, 1874.
DEAR SIR :-Enclosed please find one dollar to pay
for subscription to THE TRU1'H SEEKER for one
year. A sample number came to· hand through the
mail, and I am pleased with its contents and, appearanc(", but I am not an atheist or pantheist, and although I am not a very good Christian, yet the more
I read of Infidel works the more I appreciate the
beauty of Christianity, which has exerted more power
to establish a high standard of morals, and made
greater progress in knowledge and benevolence, than
any other institution known in the history of the human race, and nations which profess the Christian
faith are more prosperous than any other nation on
the face of the globe. And for more than eighteen
centuries the people have been preaching about the
miracles of the son of a Jew and many of our most
enlightened philosophers have sanctioned the miracles
of the so-called Son of God, but after all tne speculations of the philosophers high and deep, we have no
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positive proof of the immortality of the soul, since all
metaphysical knowledge is supersensual and cannot be
gained through the physical senses. But man is a
reasoning being, and must have some belief and hope
to cling to, and the phenomena of his superior wisdom
beyond all else in the known universe will give rise to
the belief that the world was creat.ed by some infinite
power, aJld did not spring into existence by chance or
a certain/necessity of nature. Time is rolling on, but
stiil we hear nothing but the same old stale theological
doctrine preached, which for centuries in the past has
worked such wonders upon the credulity of the human
race, and has had such a wonderful agency in the
civilization of a great part of the world. But this
temporal existence would be dark indeed without the
prospect of a future life, and to me the dread of annihilation is more horrible than all the burning hells a
priest-ridden people can preach about. I believe in an
infinite GoD and the immortality of the soul, and
further I believe that every human being will be rewarded according to the deeds done in the body, and
in spiritual life every one will be assigned to their
appropriate sphere either of good or evil, and such a
belief is not influenced by anything I hear preached
at the present time, because I conceive that the
preachin~ now-a-days is nothing but hypocritical
pride and priestcraft, and not like the humble teaching- of Christ in his day on earth. However, Mr_
Editor, there is no use to multiply much about immaterial or spiritual things. Infinity and etemity are
awful words and too sublime for my caliber to comprehend, so send me on THE TRUTH SEEKER for
twelve months, and let me hear what you al}d your
correspondcn ts have to offer about the hidden mysteries of nature; one thing certain, you cannot change·
my belief in a glorious God and future rewards and
punishment. Truly yours, &c., PHILLIP F. "'\VrsLARREPLY.-IV e will not take the time nor room to make
extended remarks to our candid friend, to whom we
accord. the right of opinion the same as we claim fo1'
ourself.
As to the nature of God, the universe, creation, &c.,
we seek not to combat him. These are subjects upon
which there will always be a great diversity of opinion, with little chance of a decision acceptable to all
minds.
We differ from him as to the benign and beneficial
effects of the Christian religion in the world. IV c
think there will be no difficulty in showing the Christian nations have been more blood-thirsty, relentless
and cruel than the devotees of any other religion and
probably all religions combined; that Christian nations have not been more moral, intellectual and prosperous than other nations, and that the advanced civilization of the present age of the world is due more
to the developments of science and the spread of general intelligence, than to the doctrine that God was
born of a woman, without a father, !tnd that he was
put to death to please himself, and make it poseible
for him to save from the hell he had prepared, one in
a thousand of his creatures, and hand over the balance to his adversary, the Devil, to torment forever,
which we understand to be the fundamental claims of
ChristiAnity.
We hope oul' friend has found THE TRUTH SEEKER
to be interesting at least, and that he has been able to
obtain some new light from it. We hope he will continue to be a reader of its pages. [ED. T. S.]

Italian Opera at the Academy.
Whether from incompetency or interested motives,
some of the critics of the metropolitan press give no idea
whatever of the true merits of the Strakosch Italian Opera
Company now performing at the Academy of Music. That
there is a sort of chivalry displayed in rallying about
Mlle. Alban!, so that the mttnagement shall not_fail dis' gracefully, we admit; but, then. to so great an extent do
art and veritable artists suffer through this ignorance or
mistaken generosity, it were well that some honest and
educated pen took up the case and dealt with it in a
spirit of true criticism.
Save Miss Annie Louise Cary, the distinguished American contralto, there is not in the whole of this oompany
one solitary artist of the first water. Miles. Heilborn,
Potent!ni, Mares! and Donadio are t.hird-mte sopranos
only; while Mlle. Alban!, prima donna assoluta has nothing whatever to recommend her to public favor save
the charm of her exquisite voice and a facility for doing
some little things calculated to captivate the uninitiated.
She has no inner dramatic consciousness whatever; an~
so palpable is this, throng hall her impersonations, that we
feel she is but simply an arduous mimic whose simulations
lie terribly on the surface without a particle of life, notwithstanding that constant biting of her lip, bowing of
her head and extending of her arms.
,Again, although the intonation of her beautiful voice is

generally tuneful in such numbers as Ah Non Oredea, in
Sonnambula, etc., it is not at all certain in concerted
music, nor is it over trustworthy in even a duo. Here she
at times sings atisolutely'out of tun<:>, as if embarrassed
by the orchestra and the other parts; and the wonder is
that some of our critics have not noticed this circumstance. But we suppose the eyes that are so blind, or
perhaps cruel, in their tributes to her personal loveliness
can find ears to delight in her artistic short-comings also,
-although our impression is that the length of the latter
organs has a good deal to do with it.
Of the three tenors, Debassini, Carpi and Denfratilli.
the two former are fair artists-Debassini being the more
dramatic, florid and finished-while of Benfratilli it may
be said, with equal truth, that, like the basso, Fiorini, he
is a blot upon the lyric stage. Del Puente and Scolara,
however, have many excellent points about them which,
although they are far from being grmtt artists, recommend
them to our favor.
On tho whole, then, Mr. Manager Strakosch has not redeemed his promise made last season to the American
people, as his half empty benches verify almost nightly.
That he has done much for us we, however, admit; but,
like corporations, opera-goers have no souls, and are
grateful for present fav0rs only. Had he a single soprano
that approached Nilsson in even a reasonable degree,-a
basso. even a third cousin to Jamet, or a tenor with anything like the dramatic appreciation of Caponi, he might
have struggled through the present season w"ith something like eclat; but, as it is, his prospects are very poor
indeed.
***

Opinion of '"The Heathens of the Heath."
MR. D. l\1. BENNETTDem· Sir: "THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH." ordered
from you some time since is received. I have read it
with the most intense interest. It is, rare, exciting,liberal
literary production. The interest of the plot holds the
attention of the reader from the commencement to the
very end. There is no more enthusiastic admirer of
"THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH," and "Exeter Hall," by
the same author than myself.
WILLIAM SISSON.
Yours vAry truly.
Port Hope, Ont., o~,t., 27th 187!.
[Tho following is from The National of Toronto.]

"The Heathens of the Heath."
BY WILLIAM McDONNELL.
Author of" Exeter Hall."
Those of our readers who have perused the author's
previous work." Exeter Hall," which created some attention in the religious world a few years since, will heartily
welcome another and equally powerful work from tile
same trenchant pen. THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH bears
a strong resemblance in style, in tendency and in conception to its predecessor, and though there is a suspicion
of similarity between some of the characters the plots are
entirely diverse. Both are novels " with a purpose," not
faintly indicated or reserved for the concluding page but
a purpose which permeates the entire structure of the
book, and is proclaimed on nearly every page. In his
preface to the present work the author announces as his
object "tile disentilrallment of his fellow-!llen from degrading usages, prejudices and beliefs." and he proceeds
to attack the Chr!stian religion in its various forms with
a directness, boldness and vigor which shows that he is
no believer in the use of masked batteries or the sapping
and mining process. And whatever abstract opinion may
be held on the subject, there is no· question that the
wretched and degraded condition of the poor in England,
the sloth, sensuality and worldliness of many of the professed ministers of religion. the comparativelY futile efforts made at vast expense to convert the Oriental heathcm
while the poor at home are suffering for the necessaries
of life, and many other inconsistencies of our social
Rystem afford ample justification for the author's strictures. He introduces us to a rural district in England, <t
bleak, inhospitable plain where the "heathens," from
whom the book receives its title, exist in squallor, destitution and crime-a rude outlawed population who gain
a scanty subsistence by working in the brick-yards and
coal-mines, and occasional predatory expeditions into
the more prosperous parishes adjoining, whose Sunday
recreations are drinking, dog-fighting and prize-fighting.
The clergy in th~ neighborhood being of the pluralist and
sporting parson type, making no effort to reclaim these
barbarians beyond inflicting severe sentences upon the
latter when brought up before them in their magisterial
capacity for poaching or vagr!tncy. A reform is finally
brought about, however, by John Valiant. the hero of the
story, who returns from Indi1t and devotes a portion of
the wealth acquired by a long sojourn in that country to
the purchase of the property, which had formerly belonged to his ancestors. He successfully appeals to their
better feelings, treats them justly and humanely and introduces civilization and morality without religion. A
band of gipsies who have squatted on a portion of the
Heath play an important r>art in the story. Zingari,
a very old woman of the tribe, is possessed of mysterious
prophetic powers, the reality of which is proved hy the
verification of her vaticinations from time to time. A
party of clergymen, including the Bishop of the Diocese,
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pay her a visit, shortly after the transformation of the
Heath has been accomplished by Valiant, and undertake
to convert her, but are worsted in the encounter, Zingari
asserting in the course of the argument that the Scriptures are merely plagiarisms from the Vedas or sacred
books of the Hindoos. She prophesies sudden and violent deatts for three of the number including the Bishop,
whom she confounds by referring to a discreditable incident in his early career which he fancied was buried in
the oblivion of the past. John Valiant having had his
only son stolen in India mak3s diligent search fo1· him,
supposing him to have been brought to England. A visit
to Belfast with this object gives him an opportunity of
witnessing a 12th of July faction fight, which is graphically described as showing the evil effects of religious
bigotry and the prejudices fostered by designing fanatics.
He is not successful in his object, however, the boy never
having left India, As an offset to the dissolute and repulsive characters of tile sporting parsons, who indulge
in Sunday cock-fights and protracted carousals, the
author depicts the poor curate, Rev. Mr. Meade, whose
unostentatious charity and benevol~ce of disposition
have endeared hiqt to the parish. His daughter Esther
is the heroine of the story and though, of course, of a
very amiable disposition displays an unusual amount of
resolution and forp.e of character in circumstances of
peril and temptation. She is subjected to the unwelcome
attentions of Rev. George Morton the rector of Pendell,
who, taking advantage of her father's being dependent
on him for his position, approaches her with dishonorable intentions. She is relieved from his persecutions
by his death by drowning in accordanc" with the old
gipsy's prophecy.
The shipwreck of an East Indiaman on the coast brings
into prominence her fearless intrepidity, She steers a
life-boat to th~ wreck, Valiant being one of the crew.
Among the passengers is his lost son who is brought
over by the Hindoo wife of Charles Meade, Esther's
brother. The boy had been stolen by another native
woman named Maheel 11 ho was a rival for the affections
of Charles Meade. She, discovering her mistake, makes
a se~ond attempt and gains possession of Charles' son
with whom she comes to England in order to wreak her
vengence upon her rival. Before she can accomplish her
design she witnesses the fearful end of the dissolute
rector Rockett, who perishes by fire occasioned by his
drunken carelessness when attempting to conceal a
henious social crime. Circumstantial evidence points to
Maheel as accessory to Rockett's death, and to avoid
arrest she commits suicide by jumping from a cliff into
the ocRan. The story ends with the marriage of Valiant
and Esther and the restoration of Charles Meade's son,
who had been livinr among the gipsies, to his parents.
The author's descriPtions are vivid and pathetic. He has
depicted the wretched condition of the poorer classes in
the "Black Country" and other parts of England very
plainly, and we are inclined to believe without exaggeration. The sporting parsons, it is to be hoped, are overdrawn. although divines of the Parson Rockett type were
undoubtedly numerous fifty years or so since in England, while recent developments have s.hown that many
of tile American clergy are as lax in morals as these
ministerial debauchees. There is every reason to believe, however, that on the whole matters have changed
for the better of late years.
The fox-hunting, carousing parson belongs to an almost ext.iuct species, while as to the darker offences
against morality it must be remembered that in this age
of newspapers the widest publicity is now given to
bcandals affecting the ministry, which in bygone years
would never have obtained currency except in the immediate neighborhood. We hear more of clerical
scandals now than our forefathers did, but it must not be
concluded on that account that they are of more frequent
occurrence. Iii tile present age everything is dragged to
tile surface. 'rhe au~hor displays great research in the
argumentative portion of tile work which commends
itself alike to tile orthodox, the liberal and the investigator as comprising tile most r~ent line of argument on
the side of Free Thought. A vast number of autlwritios,
ancient and modern, are cited in support of the author's
positions, n,nd while exception may be taken !() some of
the delineations of character, the author is careful to
leave no room for doubt. as to matters referred to as of
actual fact by giving copious notes of reference. Some
phe'homena of modern Spiritualism are introduced, more
particularly the slate-writing. Mr. McDonnell having
had remarkable persomtl experiences as to t.he mysterious powers of a New York medium in this respect.
Though disbelieving the commonly accepted creeds, Mr.
JlfcDonnell evidently has a strong and abiding faith in
the possibilities of humanity and the future 'of the·mce,
provided the terrible svcial conditions which press so
hardly on th•' English industrial class could be removed
-and his Dl'actical suggestions for the amelioration of
theil· position at·e well worthy of attention. Tile style of
t.lw volume is pleasing and natural-the interest is well
sustained from first to last, and the plot is ingeniously
worked out, with the exception that it becomes a little too
intricate towards the close. l\Ir. JlfcDonnell is a Canadian writer residing n,t Lindsay, Ontario, though he is
better known to American than Canadian rcadet·s, his
previous work of" Exetel' Hall" having already r'3ached
a fourth edition. We are pleased to chronicle the wide
popularity of a native production, and predict equal if
not greater success for his present volume.
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these the men that shan give to the world the true
science of man ? These who leave the· man out of
_ their investigations altogether, and confine their researches to his cast otl' garment ?
l\Ian is an intellectual and moral being-. An intelThe' Science of Man.
ligent identity that o!Jservcs, rcHc(:-ts, reasons,
BY T. A. BJ,AND, M. D.
rememuers, loves, hates, aspires, etc. Therefore a
science that describes him must be a mental scicn~e.
" The proper study of mankind is man."-l'ope.
The naturalist can understand and classify the aniNo one qucstior;s the sentiment-quoted as my text, mal kingdom, because here physical laws rule
lmt almost to a man, scientists treat it as a ghttcring supreme. The mental philosopher alone Ct1n undergem of tmn8CC:IHlcntalism. '!'hey admit its truth, but staml_ man, for the. hnv . of mentality govems here.
never seriou;;ly think of acting upon it. And should Physrc.al snrrounchngs grve t!~mrncter to everything in
any oue, however learned, pre~;ent a pttper on the the umverse save man. In hun the soul power is so
Science of 1\Ian to any scientific association, he would highl;Y_ ~1evel<7ped that it takes control of his destiny,
either be ruled out of order, or laup;hcd nt as a vision- and hft~llg hun on~ of the reach of the arbitrary laws
>lry or mountebank. An e~say on snails or pollywogs ?f puysreal fonnatwn, moulds his physical organs to
would be listened to wilh profound attention, but one rts purposes, and uses them as instruments of the will.
on tnan would hardly be tolerated at all. There is a A l~uuu1n being is a livil!g soul, an immortal spirit,
g-ood and snfllcient reason for this. It is tlris, scien- wluch eludes the grasp of the anatomist or naturalist
titic men are observers, not thinl.:ers. Analysts, not lt lmi~ds for ~lself, h?wcver, a physical body, corrc~
philosophers. Men of physics, not of metaphysics. spondmg prectsely to ttself, and an intelligent study of
Hocks, ores, fossils, shells, fishes, birds, insects, 11nd this gives a pretty correct idea of the man. This
animals, cdl into full play only the mental faculties investigation must be conducted upon livin{)' subjects
of observation, comparison and memory. I do uot instead of dead bodies.
"'
'
mean to assert that there are no philosophers among
Th?. fatal error of scient!fic me!l. lies in regarding
the naturalists, for I clo not forget that Humbolt matenal fon:rs as substantial entttres, whereas th"Y
Huxley itncl D,trwin belong to their mnks. I do as~ arc but transwnt representations of eternal principles
sert, however, that as a rule scientists are not philos- which mould them as the potter moulds the plasti~
ophers.
clay. Man is not a combination of carbon, ammonia
Indeed, abstract tlrought unfits one for close obser- and water ; but his body is just tlutt, and nothin,;.
vation. A mill(! that is at once an encyclopreclia of !llore.. 'J'he man who, during his brief earth life, find~
faets and of metaphysical research is exceedingly ex- a physteal body necessary, builds one out of those
ccptiona!. Snell an one is always regarded with r~ateria~s, in obedience to. th~ laws. of vit~l ?hemistry.
some degree of distrust by his fellow-scientists. 'I he germ of a human bemgrs a vrtal pnnctple which
They honor him'for his practical lore, but shake their at once setR about constructing a physical habitation
heads at his theories. They cannot understand them· corresponding to itself, and tilerefore suited to its
1h~reforc it is reasonnble they should distrust tlwm: wants. If th.e genu is of noble parentage, its ideal is
During a recent annual session of the American As- e~alted,_ a_nd ~t ?onstructs a god.-like f<ll'lll. If of plesociation of Scientists, it was particularly observable bran ongm, tt lS content to bmld a rude or humble
that the members who attack Darwin 'and Huxley temple as its visible representative tmd clwelling"·ere those who in medical parlance, would betermecl place.
'
mnpyrics; men who never ask why; never demand
For illustration, you sec a 111an wit.h a low brow
or give t1ret1ROlt. vVho are content with facts, aud do large neck, heavy jaws, coarse fea1ures, and large un~
not seem to know tlmt facts are worthless, save !IS gainly frame, you may safely conclude that the soul
paving stones with which to construct a royal high- that built that !Jody is_ weak in intellect, low in tastes
wu.y to the realm of philosophy. 'l'bey go about with and aspirations, cruel, selfish, aucl revmweful in distheir hammers and pid\s, aml crucibles and micro- position, and with but litt.lc appreciation ~f the good
seopes. They examine the crust oi the earth, and the true, and the beautiful. You see another~ wit!;
peer into bcr secret recesses. · They collect, compare, high, full forehead, small b!lck head and neck, fine
analyze, aut! classify t.he various earths, rocks anc\ cut features, and a rather lidrt fmme. You take
metals, bringing mn.ny practical facts to light ; but if little risk in supposing such a form the habitation of
one wiser than the rest discovers the soul of the uni- an intelligent spirit, inspired by no!Jle sen timcnts and
verse, sees God in N~1ture, he enc~unters the ridicule !Jeauti£ul impulses. The extreme of the tirst of these
of some, and the dogmatic clemmch1tion of others. types is coustitutiomilly adapted to the worst crimes
One class denies his existence altogether, ancl the 'I'hc extreme development of the other gives to tb~
other has but a vagne superstition that banishes him world its transcendental philosophers and prophets.
from the physical universe, and gives him a place oil
These illustrations are sufficient I think to cstabsomo cclestialmonnt :Meru. The latter class talk of !ish my proposition, that the soul 'is the a;·clritcct of
his footprints in the old reel sandstone; but they fail the body, and the body but the instrument and manito recognize his presence in the teeming life about festa.tions of the soul. Admittin<r this ancl another conus. 'l'lre one is a coltlmatcrialist ; the other a blind elusion is inevit~tble, 'V'iz: The bod;< as a whole, reprelJigot. Yet both arc scientific men. Show one of sents tho soul's rdeal, and bounds 1ts ambitions in this
Uww savants a rock, and he will classify it; present life, at least. To effect a work, one must have the
him with a hug, and he will tell you its name in idea and the instruments essential tci it. Hence it
L:~tin; hand him a shell, and he will discourse for an were fol.ly to expect a _n~blc life from a low oganiza!Jour on snail§, periwinkles, oysters, and clams. Ask twn, or mtellectual bnlhancc Ill one whose brain is
!Jim if lte believes an oyster has a soul, and he looks small or coarse. Pope says education forms the comat you curiously to sec if it is a joke, and when sure mon m_iml. This is not true. It is the province of
you ar!! in earnest, he replies, " the thought never oc- educatiOn, however, to modify the action of the mind
currcd to me before.''
and if this be attend~d to in early ~ife much may b~
There is 'luitc a large class of scientists who devote affected, and somethmg at any penod.
their attention mainly or solely to the human body.
Were this not true, progress and reforn1ation would
Anatomists they are styled. They are learned men, be words without meaning. The law of descent is so
are ftuni\ia.r with every hone, muscle, tendon, liga- uniform in Hs action that a child cannot be other than
ment, v:in, artery, capillary, nerve.,imcl gland in this a1:1.exact image o~ its parents, pl·us or min-us the conwo~llled~Jlly made body of ours_.. 'I hey ?an t~ll the cl1twns sur!·oundmg its antenatal existence.
But
arttcnhttton of each b.one, the ortgm nnd mserLwn of [these conditions have a very important bearing upon
each. r.n.uscle, and _follt?W the ~hanne!s o_f life and its chametor. 'I'hrough them the child may be maclc
sr;nsJb.rhty from.th~rr mr~ros?optc tenmna.trons unc~cr vastly_ better or much worse than its parents. I think
the skm to tl10rr fountams m the beart and bram. there 1s no fact so difficult of verification that is better
'l'hcy know all about the functions of these organs established than that parents transmit in larger measalso. .
.. .
.
ure those faculties that are most active in themselves
Thts fam1hanty. wttl: the human body has been provrded always that the activity is not carrietl to th~
reached through chssedwns ftfter death !mel bereft it extreme of cxhaustiou in which case imbecility is
of those vital forces that gave. it its ch~ef iptcrest: Ancl t!'a!lsmit~ed. The body of a man differs in no essen~ he rescar.ches of the anatomrst are mstrtu~ed rh ~he ttal particular (sav~ tlutt of form and feature) from
mtcrest of surgery and pathology. The obJeCt bemg that of a clog or a Iron. It is composed of the comto under~tand ~he hu~nan frame,, ns ~he_mechar;ic does mon elements of matter in the form of flesh, bones,
In blood, an~ nerves, and these were macle, and arc cona _machme, Wtt~r a vre-y to k~epmg rt .m repat!'·
tilts the. anatounst has mglonou~ly farled, while the ~tautly berng renewed by the food he eats, comprismechanrc succeeds most atlnurably. W oulcl you mg the products of the vcrretable animal and mineral
kuo~v. th'e :eason ? . Th_e macllini;o;t makes him~e!f kingdoms.. You take becl into' your st~mach ; it is
J~mrl~ar w1th the n~otrve power that . propels Ins converted .mto human flesh ; bread, and it becomes
maelnne, ~\1d the plnl.osophy of the re],,~wn between nerve, bmm, and bone. These dead elements luwe
the two. I he anatomtst tgr~ores the .m.otrve power of !10 power to change themselves, and were they placed
the. human body. utterly. 'I he maclnn~st o!Jse!·ves the m the stomach of a dead man they would not be so
actwn, and stutltes the phcnonwna of maclnncs in changed. Then how can we avoid the conclusion
Jllotion, tl.Ht~ he_m~y understand the source of power, ~hat the .spi_rit uses these materials to build or keep
and how rt rs d1stnunted and expended.
m reparr rts temple ? And if endowed vritlr this
The .anato!-ltist asks only for a brolwn or worn out powe~·, does it not follow that each spirit builds just
hotly, m whrch _the firesl!av~ cooled, the steam gone the lund of llonsc it needs for its own purposes, and
Liown, and w_lnch the cr~gmcer has almndonccl as !11akcs suc~1 repairs and changes as seemeth gooll to
wortltl•;s~, vaudy . suppoHI!lg he .~a.n !Je.eomc ~m tts_cl~. It rs the province of education to modify the
~xpert m· the rep an· l\hop_ by the. 11tsscetwn of tins. ongu_tnll)_lans, env~loping the virtues :wd suppressing
t:\ttll worse, a large class of auatonusts sternly deny the the vtces mherent 111 the constitution.
existence of a spir:i.t ~t all, simply because they fail to
If a selfish fac_ulty is too large, suppress its action
find any traces of 1t m the abandoned tenement. Are as much as possrble ; should an intellectual or moral
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faculty · be found too small, stimulate growth and
~ctivity by ~very avail~ble means. Education, although
rt docs not form the mmcl, is capable of reforming it
so greatly that the entire bent of life may be chanO'ecJ
and what promised a failure m!ly be made a suc;ess'
Educational influences are vastly more powerful if
applied during cbildhoocl ; still there is no period of
life in which they arc not more or less, effective.
Socrates says of himself that he was a most vicions
boy, ::mel that dttring his whole
his natural tendencies were ~at!; but t.he study and prrictic~ of philos?phy
enabled lnm to supprcss'these tenclencres, and live n
most exemplary .life. Instances are to be found in
every a.ge and country of men stopping short in a
career bf vice. But they are i'tu·c, and such deserve
great credit, for the disposition remains the same
though l1ept iu abey:Ynce, and the etl'ort required t~
change the conduct must be very great. As this is
persisted in, however, it grows easier, till ere long the
worst passions or propensities arc as tame us tn\ined
lions. l\Ian is the only being upon earth tlwt is in
any imJ?Ortant se~1se, r~mster of .his own destiny: or
r~spons.tble for !~Is actiOns.
He rs, therefore, the only
sr~mer m the umverse. All things else obey by instmct the laws of their being. In this seeming-ly
unfortunate fact lies the hope of the race. The
aBimals that roam the plains, prowl the desert or minister to our comfort, are as innocent of an~ 'tuste of
th~ forbid~eu fruit, anc~ as free from any tamt of sin,
as m the Eden days of old. Neither have they made
any progress upon the habits of that simple period
save where it has been forced upon them by man:
:W~sdom is the fruit of experience, and progress follows
mrts wake. Nature makes ample provision for the sustenance of her simple children, incluc!iu.r man in ·lris
primitive (or savage) state. As man ef1wrges from
this condition, a desire arises for something better.
He discovers his nakedness, and looks about him for
clothing. The storm beats upon his head throuo-h
the best sllelt.er he can find in the forest or jungle.
The dangers of the wilderness assnil him on every
hand, and ll!Htrmcd he is unable to protect himselt
ngainst th~ wild beasts of prey, nor can he escape
them by flrglrt. The leaves of the trees furnish his
first wardrobe. Bark ancl limbs from the same arc
the materials with which he constructs his first house
and clubs and stones arc primitive weapons of de~
fence. Ere long he grows dissatisfied with these and
his inventive faculties are called into use, ttnd re'ason
dawns upon his darkened state. He slays an animal
and robes himself in its skin, and eats its flesh. H~
congratulates himself upon the progress he has made
in material comfort, and busies himself with plans for
more readily supplying his wants. He invents the
stone axe, the wooden spear, and the bow and arrow.
He also constructs a better hut, and discovering the
properties of fire, he roasts his food, and warms
himself when cold. Thus step by step he emerges
from the plane of primitive ignorance and helplessness
as one by one his wants call out the action of his
faculties. His increasing intelligence constantly discovers new wants, and these newly cliscovcred wants
are the parents of new inventions. This is the history of man in ·the past. The prophesy of his future is
found in the fact that he has almost reached perfection in material progress, and must, per ne.ccssity, ere
long enter earnestly upon the work of mtellectnal
and moral clevelnpment..
From the birth of the r:tce to the present time man
has lived a sensual and sensttous lil'e. He has sought
to gratify his appetites, passions, and ambitions. 'He
has taxed his powers of thought and genius, and
ransacked the whole world for luxmies with wllich to
load his table and adorn his person. The common
desire is bounded by fine houses, costly raiment
glittering jewels, and rich viands. The common am:
bition is to get more money than others, and make
more display of luxury. This, I think, h!ls almost
reached a climax, and I confidently look for a reaction in favor of the demands of tile spirit, which is
the real man. We have served the transient emblem·
of manhood (the body), and neglected the interests of
the real and permanent man (the spirit) long enough.
Henceforth Jet intellectual and moral progress be the.
motto of humanity.

life

IT APPEARS Mr. Tilton is receiving from his friends.
throughout the country many applications to lecture the
coming season, and many of them are accompanied with
oilers of lar~o foes for such services. 'rhe gentleman
who acts as assistant or clerk asserts these proposition
for two or three weeks past have averaged one eaq.h hour
allll some offer $500 for a single lecture. The managers
of the Star course at Chicago and the lecture committee
at Lewiston, Maine, and others offered the sum named.
Mr. 'l'ilton hns felt impelled to decline all these propositions. He confessns his fortunes are shattered and that
lie greatly needs the twenty or thirty thousand dollars
he could earn this winter on the platform, but he says if
he should now appear in public at ~he high pri(l()s which
are ollcrelll!im he wouill be subject to the imputation of
turning his clomestie woes to pecuniary :profit. 1'hen,
too, sailllle," I have a constant heartache and if I should
go upon tho pliLt.form o.nll roeoive tho a.pplause of the audience, it would be a. mockery to me." In thus notappearing-befor& the public in the present state of affairs, there
seems a marked contrast between him and tb,@ revexencL
gentleman connected with the Brooklyn Seanrill,l;,
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Prologue to the Play of Scandal;
OR,
THE PRIEST CAN DO NO.WRONG.
The curtain rises. · Ono the stn,ge
Stands tho star actor of tho age;
'rhe modo! parson, whoso ,.reat nitmo
Has through the speaking trump of fnmo
nuon blown into tho world's wil~e oar
By Christian heralds, far and near.
Tho play is" Scandal," and the part
'l'ho parson acts, demands from art
Some fancy touches, so to paint
~'ho virtues· of a Plymouth saint.
'l'hat he shall wear a martyr';; crown
And bring both pit and galleries down.
nut should tho actm•s fail in this,
'rhe crowds that would applaud may hiss,
And Orthodoxy get a wound
Would m:tl{e her vital parts unsound.
Lot Plymouth saints get wide awake,
For reputations are at stake
On which the clnuch, andl\'Iammon, too,
Have builded weaker than thAy knew.
Tho heroine of our play appears;
A woman, half dissolved in tears,
Cooing and gentle as a dove,
Whose fault confessed was, too much lovo.
And our plump parson, being human,
Consented to be loved by woman.
'Till passively and unaware,
He got entangled in the snare,
For-which (although he much deserves
Our sympathy for unstrung nerves,
Virtigo, and a muddled brain,
And other ailments, causing pain,)
WA must eonclude him not to be
From some slight censure wholly free.
Discretion in our love affairs
Preserves us from a thousand snares.
For jealous husbands have more eyes
Than Argus, and it's seldom wise
To yield, though with the best intent,
•ro 1\irs. Potiphers' consent,
For of all things in heavPn or hell.
Thoro's nothing so inscrntible
A" woman with a pious tongue,
Upon a doubtful balance hung.
Our parson knows not if to paint
Her chi of of sinners,' or a sa' nt.
\\'hen woman has yon fairly floored,
You're hers, until the account is scored.
Our heroine's character, as you'll see.
Will with our theory quite agree.
The next that comes upon tho stage
1\[ay well our sympathy eng-ago.
'rho cuckold husband. Fio! for shame!
'rhe wretch who would such acts prooh~im,
Socioty must vote a tool,
A kiHtYO. n. llHLlhnnn. or n. fool.
Gmnt it were true that brother l3.
Pla.ycd nest-hiding with sist.or E ..
Why shnnld the lmslmnd t,•Jl tho game,
,\uti publish to tho world tho shame,
Or Jet this drtmtlful scm1dal out
'1'o bo thus bruitod all about 'I
\Yhy h:wing tollltll)rizoll so long·,
And willing-ly "condoned" tho wrong,
Could ho not, for religion's sake,
Sorno flnther conil)l'OtniHos nHLko,

Be called a dog, or a.nything,
Ha.thor than broak with Plymouth ring 'I
If, m; the parson says, 'tis truo
'l'ho woman loved, what could ho do 'I
Hol''s tho tmnptation, hor'o; tho crimo;
'rho :Let was Ulore insl:inet in liim.
:E'or yon conlloznn. or jud~o his cnso,
])ut yourself, sinner, in his place.
In this most persons will agroo,
Love's stronger than theology.
Aml when temptation rvmes, thpir rase
Is desperate, who rely on graco.
Not parsons B.'s amorous deeds,
nut love it was that sowed the seeds
From whence this Ilion of woe
Has seemed by some strange fate to flow.
1\'Iust then religion suffer blame
For all this epic tale of shame,
Because the ])arson could not Jly
From winning glltnce of woman's eyo 'i
There are few Josephs now we Jind.
Who run and leave their skirts behind.
Unless tho irate husband near
Is hotly press:ug in their rem·.
Some censure doubtless is dosorve•lP:trsons should never got unnorvod
With facts or pistols in the face;
Tint stubbornly rely on grace.
Want or discretion we c:tn soc,
Lo<l by some strtLngn fatality
To nomplications that appear
•ro acto?'S not exceeding cle~tr.
And so befogged the pre:tcher's brain,
Himself can not the text explain;

Yet in this play wo hope to make,
For Christ's and for the parson's salw,
This thing appoar, by proofs.as strong
As croeds, "THE PRIEBT•OAN DO NO WRONG."
When first our heroine stooped to folly,
The parson fast grow melancholy;
Thou apostolic fils set in
With symptoms to h'ell's pangs akin.
And racking pains distract the soul,
'l'ill reason scarce retains control.
Yon ask the cause-ti~ vorY plainThe secret of this mental pain,
llimself explains, and 'twero a sin
:11ot to accept, howeyer thin
These explanations, that. appear
To church committies vory clear.
The conscience spasms and heartaches
Which sometimes torture sinful rakPs,
When with their presence they infest
A parson's pure and guileless breast.
So sensitive to the good name
Of women, or imput0d blame,
Tis plain must have their orig.in
In some slight-error, I).Ot a sin;
PMhaps in hasty counsel given
To some poor suffering child of heaven.
Perhaps a meek and Christian wife
Affiicted in her marriAd life
With a brute husband, much a fool,
Or pupil in the free love school.
For pe.rsons are so finely wrbught
With conscious rectitude of thought,
They can but feel the slightest prick
Of conscience, till they're deathly sick;
And this explains the secret source
Of that unutterable remorse
Upon whose edges, sharp and ba1·e,
The parson hung in sad despair,
Suffering mueh anguish to atone
For wrongs which he had never dono.
How much of Christ does the dear floek
Behold in this? The world mtty mock
At moral lessons so sublime,
And name such tenderness a crime;
Yet in this play it will a;ppear
To Plymouth he is doubly dear.
For in her shepherd sho may sec
Some traces of infirmity,
Which oven saints are doomot,l sharo
By birthright, as old Adam's heir. ·
Now sisters of tho Plymouth ring,
'l'he parson's praises let us sing,
Whoso love, and elouuence, and arts.
So exercise tho female hearts
That. in his atmosphere they fool
A flame transcending heavonly zeal.
Their names shall stand on history's page
As saint, and nest-hider, and sago.
Thou growing wonder of tho age
Such peace thy ministrations bring
'l1 o sisters sad and sorro,ving,

In cheerless honiCs, made desolate
For want of a congenial rnato.
'1'lmt Jilm soft, cooing doYes they flee
For sympathy and love to thee.
'l'hoso tender lambs you love to tend
As secret counsellor and friend.
Tho wonkor ones you sometimes load
In pastures no11 and fresh to food,
And bountifully their ·wttnts supply,
G n:trding them with ·~ careful oyo,
I~ost

so1ne vile husband, not a saint,

Corrupt their morals with the taint
or (roo !two heresies, that make
'l'hoir pious souls with terror qmtke.
Go on, and IJo for Christ's sttko strong,
nut :Lli! IJoware of Woodhull's tong-no,
Nur yet, rash nutn, too n1nch depend
For aid upon a. ''n1utual friend.''

Keep thine own secrets, and bownro
Lest nest-hiding shall provo a snaro;
No doubt it is a harmless play
When guarded in a propor way,
But whon confessed, it loaves a taint
or scandal, that dis~usts a saint,
And brings reproach a.nd needless blame
Upon a pttrson's worthy name.
Some bible texts have made it plain
Better to wed than not contain:
And Woodhull says, if one won't do,
Just keep a concubine or two.
't'ile principle thus seems to be
'rht~ snme. though di!Tering in degroe.
'l1 ho' good ldng Davill, as we read..
WtLs censured for a bloody deed,
He had of wivos a half a score,
nut not content, he wanted moro,
And to com J)ltss that selfish ontl
Hn plttnnod tho ruin of n. friend.
his was thn erinHl, as Nathan drow
'1'lto pieture, and tho moral, too.
He might have shared Uriah's wifo,
nut should have spared tho eucl;:old's life.
There is a hint contained in this
The saint might study not amiss;
']
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For kings and priests (the fact seems odd)
Have· their commissions right from !}od,
And may to heaven's high court repair,
To keep their debt and ereclit square.
What right has he with but one ewe
·To question what God's agents do?
Can they not compromise with hNwon,
And through Christ's merits be f,n.,.i ven?
Grant all this scandal says, ancl moro,
no true His blood can clettnse tho sore,
And make the scarlet sin as whitfl
As wool is, in the maker's sight.
't'ho parson knows he can depend
On Christ, if not a mutual friend,
To hide him from the odorous blast,
Until the storm bo Eully past;
Where safely he ran sit and sing
Under the sbadow of his wing.
>Vhat then remains? Our ettnso demands
The church uphold the parson's hands.
She must of nest-hiding acquit
Though "proofs as strong as holy writ"
Were on the record. It would make
The pillars of old Plymouth shake;
Nay, worse, perhaps the buttressed wall
Of old Theology would fall,
Time-sodden and unmoved so longTo vote "our priest eould do a wrong."
Christ guards the elect with jealous care,
Our church is his peculiar heir;
By marriage she became his bride.
The Pl'Ostitutes are all outsid~.
Within the fold weak lambs there m·e
That need a shepherd's fostering care;
When such, unasked, their loves confess,
And seek the parson's fond caress,
Why ought it be ~tecounted blame,
If done in pure religion's name'!
Wo have a scripture text for thisThe unction Of a holy kissPaul sanctions, and tis propor, quito,
To exercise this Christian rite.
So hero we rest; the play begins,
And ton to one tho parson wins.
E. SEARLE.

Christianity vs. the Indian.
IIOW A PHACTICAL MAN SEES IT.

JHr. Elclriclge, of Wisconsin, mttcle renlarks in the
House of RepresentatiVes on !1ay 9th last, sulJslantially as follows :
"lmli:ms should be t.reatccl with fairness am\ jus.
Lice, and the attempt to convert thcn1 into Christian
a~sociations lJe abanc\oned.
'!'he country has hall
enough of Christian associations in connection with
the savages. So far as his experience extended, the
farther away the Indians were kept from Christianity,
the better the Indians were. True for otlwr people,
perhaps as well as Indians. In tlwir native state, they
wore tolerably g·ood men, but sinco they had como
into contact with Christian associations, and been
subject to the control of ministers and Gospel dispensers, they hac\ grown worse and worse. It lwei
been conceded on all hands, that there lmd been nothing so injurious to the Indians, or that had driven
them into such hostility to the whites as what were
called Christian associations. The government shonltl
deal justly with the Indians, nnd that wonltl make
honest men of them.-N. Y. 17ilmne, !1ay 11th, l!:i/4.
And what better is this so-called Christianity doing
among civilized people ? Carlism and its attendant
horrors in Spain, war between two nations laying
claim to the highest civiliztttion on the flimsiest pretext followed, almost accompanied by a civil war in
one 'of these nations, wherein the conquered party, for
simply clemanding those municipal rights already enjoyed for generations or centuries in England and
'America WtLs treated with the most revolting cruelty
and injustice, thousands murdered by ghastly mockeries of law, the Christian Press (?) of the united
States meanwhile upholding these and republican
butcheries with all their might, carefully concealing
the facts from the American people. What is Christianity doing in Cuba? Wherever it gets a foothold,
min, massacres and hypocrisy are its inevitable attendants. Preaching peace, it is directly or indirectly the cause of nearly all the wars that have
occurred among the nations in which it is professed. Spaniards are at once the most cruel and
the most Christian of the nations called civilized.
The people of France and the United St:Ltes,.ontside
of ecclesiastics and their intlnencc, are the most freethinking and kind-hearted.
And 'now comes a voice from Forney's Sunday
(Washington) Gkronicle, as follows :
"Ahts for poor Lo! 1\Ir. Fr:tlik H. Smith, I'rPsident of
the Young 1\'len's Christian Association, late stonogrrq_)hor
to House committees, and pot fence contractor ~Hider
Boss Sheperd, now Seorotary to the Boat·d of lndian Commissioners, ttnll cha.irm:Ln of tho Executive Committee of
tho samo. will, in about a we<>k, start on a two month's
tonl' among the Indians. 'l'ho lndi:Lns aro not much to
bhunu for thoir outru~es when this class of men aro sent
unt c.unong then1."

The record of this man's service to Congress is, as I
am informed by one who knows, continuously one of
large p~ty for little or no service.
A. CmDGE.
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Jlriendlu f!Iortespondence.
E. K. HosFORD. Edinburgh, Ind .. writes: I recently received a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER, am so well pleased
with it that I enclose its price for a year. I have been
creed-bound all my life and am just getting out of my
shell, so I can see the stars and the first gleam of day. I
long for the full glow of the sunlight of reason and common sense.
H. J. SPRAGug, Brownsdale, lVIinn .. writes: I must sa>: I
am happily disnppointed in youl' change from a month1y
to a semi-monthly. I feared it would not be filled with as
intemsting reading matter as formerly. As it has turned
out I should have no fault to find if it were changed to a
weekly. Perhaps, however. it will not be l:>est to be in too
great a haste to make that change. People like a cheap
paper.
H. C. LIESER, Forest Grove. Oregon, writes: Your forcible Semi-monthly makes it appearance here regularly,
and is truly welcome. Your readers here are much
pleased with it. If you will send your paper to the following named persons I will send you the pay for the
same within two months.
E. W. PIKE, Pittsfield, Ill .. writes: I like your paper
better and better. I would be glad to render you material
aid if my circumstances would admit of it, I hope some
generous souls· who have the means will be willing to
come to your aid in the noble effort you are making to
advance light and liberty. I shall send for some of your
Liberal books soon,
:lt1. R. Mu·R:PHY, North Fairfield Ohio, writes: Your
aper is' perfectly lovely. Send me the Semi-monthly.
also want THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH. I also am a
fworker
in the cause of truth. Plow away, your paper is
changing the minds of thousands ; and thousands are
tired of old orthodoxy. Let the day cc.me quickly when
all shall acknowledge the truth. You have my best
wishes.
JAMES M. PRATT, Pratt Ill., writes : I send you $2 to renew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. The extra
twenty-five cents put into your pocket for a rainy day.
There is the least bigotry, the most charity, and the most
unselfish reasoning contained in THE TRUTH SEEKER of
any paper I have ever met with. Liberals you cannot do
without it.
SARAH VANSICKLE, Covington, Ind., writes: My time is
up for your glorious paper, and I cannot think of doing
without it. I am poor, don't own a foot of land in the
world, but I think it a glorious privilege to live in this
enlightened age. I would not give lngersoll,s Oration on
the Gods for all the orthodox preachiniO I ever heard.
Enclosed is two dollars. Eor the extra twenty-five cents
send some good book, or keep it as a present, as.you like.
C. L. HEATH, Angola. Ind., writes: I am well pleased with
yourpaper,andiamdetcrmin<"d to do all I can in the cause
of freedom of thought and the overthrow of error. In
my early life I was for twelve years a Mormon elder and
an ufholder and believer of the Bible. But thirty years
ago began to doubt and investigate, and found to my
satisfaction that the religions of the day are. false, unjust
and tyranical. I am now in my seventy-second year,
and it is with a trembling hand I write these lines. You
that are younger know but little of the per\iecutions I
have suffered for the truth's sake. Go a-head! Send the
truth all over the land, and wakeup the millions that are
sleeping in ignorance. Priestcraft trembles under the
heavy blows which are dealt it by truth and reason.
PROF. NATHANIEL ~i. PIERCE thus Writes from Lewiston,
Jliiaine: I have been stopping for a fews days in this city.
There are here several families of Spiritualists and Liberals, and manY enquirers for truth. An effort will be
made at an early day to organize a society here. I had
the pleasure of addressing a fair gathering of friends
last Sunday afternoon and evening. ·I am working steadily in the field, healing the sick by the laying on of hands,
psychometrizing and speaking as opportunities present
themselves. I am bound to do all I can to break down
old theology and build up the truth in its place. I will answer calls to lecture anywhere in New England, My address is Lewiston, Me.
J. HASELTON1 Baraboo, Wis., writes: I am very glad to
hear you are uoing
as well as you are in your·· up hill"
business. When I saw the first copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER I ha.rdly thought it would live through its infancy, but I see the little babe has already outgrown its frocks
and bibs, and is striding around in 'pants of no small
dimensions. Although I am not a subscriber to your
paper myself, I have induced four others to become so,
and have paid for it for two others; so you see I am in
sympathy with you and your noble, glorious cause. The
reason I have not taken THE TRUTH SEEKER is, I live with
my brother who takes it and I have the reading of it. We
think it indispensible in our family.
.
J. M. PuzzEK, Grasshopper Falls, Kansas, writes:
Enclosed find $3.50 for two copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I would like to send you more, but in these hard Kansas
times it is almost impossible to induce any one to subscribe. We have a small Liberal society here, and are
interested in getting up a suitable form of funeral service
for our people: but so far have hardly decided upon the
form. Cannot Liberals have an outline of a form, suitable to occasions of dbparture from this life ? Something
of the kind would tent! to strengthen us and induce rnor"
distinction. As it is, superstition is called in, in too many
cases to" drive the last nail" and thus claim the man as
a convert to the old system. We look to our Eastern
friends for aid in getting up a suitable form for the purpose indicated.
The suggestion h; an important one. As Liberals, we
should not be dependent, even in death, upon the services
of our opponents. Let us h>tve some suitable form for
cases of this kind, Will not some of our friends write
them and send them into us? We will cheerfully publish them. [Ed. S. T.J
RollERT LEGG, North Lawrence, 0., writes: Enclosed I
send you $14.00 for eight subscribers to your paper. You
need send no longer to James Ball. He died since I
wrote you last, after a very short illness; and despite the
persuasions and botherings upon a sick bed of a Christian
wife and Christian bigots, he continued faithful to his
free thought principles to the end. We are about to organize a Free Thinkers' society in this place. We have a
faithful few who are not ashamed to acknowledge themselves as Free Thinkers. I think I can promise you more
subscribers from this locality after a while. I congratulate you upon the success you are meeting with in your
paper. I can well understand, however, the best encouragement I can send you is the money to help meet expenses.

Lecture by Prof. B. F. Underwood on the
'4 Bible.

philosophers are numbered among the free thinkers,
and they will, every one of them, tell you they are and
always J,ave been retarded, instead of assisted, by
Delivered at ·Indianapolis, Ind.
theologians and theological teachings. In Germany
is this condition of things most apparent. Germany
HERETICAL DOCTRINES AS FULMINATED IN OUR
leads the world in literature and education, and there
PIOUS CI'l'Y.
can be found free thinkers in the greatest numbers.
The Kind of Talk That Oau.~ed Jl!en to be Bm·ned at Liberalism has made rapid progress in the.last fifty
years, and it is nowhere shown more t11an in the pultlte Stake Not Many Centuries Since.
verization of church creeds going on in every quarter.
[Reported by the Indianapolis Jow·nal of Oct 12th.]
THE BIDLE AND WOllfEN.
An audience of fully eight hundred or a thousand
people listened to B. F. Underwood's address at the
llfinisterA are fond of telling us that women are inAcademy of Music, yesterday afternoon, in refutation debted very greatly to the Bible for their elevation and
of some of the most popular assumptions and argu- refinement. Where is this taught ? Not in the Bible,
ments of theologians. The persouelle of the audience certainly, for that teaches us that woman is a suborwas very fine, and a more intelligent looking assem- dinate being. Man was made in the image of God,
blage llasselclom been seen in the Academy. As bold and after him were made the animals, which were
and daring, and seemingly sacrilegious ~\s many of t.he brought to him to be named. Then it was suddenly
speaker's remarks were, they were received with discovered that somc~hing was lacking. Man needed
applause, in many instances quite prolonged. Mr. a helpmate, so a woman was manufactured for him as
Underwood was introduced by Col. J. 0. Martin. an afterthought, and he was well pleased and has
He is a man of fine appearance, and is an interesting been well satisfied ever since. This same spirit is
and engaging talker, often quite witty, and at no part manifested throughout the whole of the Old and New
of the address did the attention of his hearers wander Testament, and everything mean and vile is credited
from his words. In introducing his subject he allud- to women. Even St. Paul says womeu shall not
ed to the reputation for piety that Indianapolis had teach. The first reason was because she was not made
established, and he presumed therefore that the senti- until after man, and was therefore inferior to man.
ments he was about to give expression to were not Geology tells us that dogs were made before man, yet
often heard here.
no one has accused the dogs of being superior to man.
In some portions of the Bible we are taught that the
CHRISTIANITY AND CIVILIZATION.
very touch of woman was contamination and polluMany of the assumptions useil by the ministers and tion, and this degrading and barbarous sentiment is
·
theologians of the present day, in support of the pre- everywhere apparent.
vailing religion, ·have been in use so long, and are
CONCERNING OUn MARRIAGE SYSTEM.
repeated with such frequency, as to lmve become
It is claimed also that our marriage system is foundmaxims-axioms almost--and while they may be full of
sophistry on their face, no one thinks now of attack- ed on the Bible, and yet yon can scarcely turn to a
ing or disputing them.
Ministers repeat tl!ese page in the Old Testament where polygamy is not
dogmatic utterances, and no one refutes them, because taught, while the New Testament recommends
no one cares to question them, and they know it full celibacy. "Those of this world will marry and give
well. How often do we hear the assertion from the in marriage," etc. The marriage system with but
pulpit and elsewhere that. "all our civilization is due little deviation from the system of the present day,
to Christianity." The lamentable condition of some was in vogue in pagan Germany hundreds of years
pagan nation is pointed to in support of the expression, before Christ, and there, as in Rome and Greece,
By this means they endea.vor to create the belief that women were recognized on terms of equality. \Vho
Christianity and civilization are indissoluble. Now has not heard of the Roman matron, and the esteem
this is obviously absurd. Nations that existed long she was held in in her own country? All forms of
before the Christian era were possessed of a high alliance among the Romans were guarded saci·edly,
degree of civilization. Notably so were the Greeks. and our own system is similar in many respects to
Five hundred ·years previous to Christ's time they that of Rome. It is because Chnstianity took root
were in the zenith of their power and greatness. in mogamic Rome that we are indebted to our present
They spoke a language remarkable for its simplicity marriage views. Had it been established in a polygand flexibility, while in art\ sculpture and literature amic country we should live under a polygamic systhey have been celebratect in all succeeding ages. tem.
THE GROWTH AND SCOPE OF LIJ3ERAUSM.
How much more reasonable then would it be to trace
our present civilization to this cause than to the Bible.
It must not be inferred that because we are liberals
We are merely developing the arts a.nd civilization of
that time, and are no more indebted to the Bible in we hate the Bible. We read the Bible earnestly and
the particular then to any other ancient book, nor so carefully, accept what is credible, true, and reasonable,
and reject what is inctedible, bad and unreasonable.
much as to many for that.
We weigh it by the same law of evidence we would
ARE CIVILIZATION AND THE BIBLE INSEPARABLE?
any other book. vVhen you ask us to swallow with
Then we are frequently informed that we must admit implicit faith the fables and improbable occurrences
that in countries where. the people are most familiar related in both Testaments, you are making too heavy
with the Bible the greatest intelligence and culture are a draft upon our credulity. We cannot believe tbat
found. But who ascribes this to the Bible? Yott one man, through God, had the power to stop the sun
will observe, doubtless, that where there is the great- so that he might have a little more daylight in which
est intelligence there are the largest number of sewing to cut another nation's throat. Neither can we
machines. Yet no one assumes that to sewing ma- believe the tales about Jonah, or of Christ's preternatchines is clue all this cultivation. Where civilization ural birth, and hosts of others, because they are conis the most advanced you will find that the people trary to all laws of evidence and wholly unreasonable.
take advantage of the latest mechanical inventions You ask too much, too, in demanding that we believe
and the best literature of the age for their physical Christ's alleged miracles on evidence that would not
and mental improvement. And the Bible can be convict a man of stealing ; and especially does ·our
classed among the very best of literary productions, gorge ariEe when the demand is accompanied by a
and portions of it are of great intrinsic value. It is declaration that if we do not believe we will be
Men do not fear eternal danation as
an old book, and, stripped of its assumed Divine damned.
origin, it would be invaluable, inasmuch as it shows much now as they did in the days of Wesley and
us very fully the manners, customs and beliefs of a Calvin.
ALL MEN BELIEVE IN GOD IN A CERTAIN SENSE.
strange people. Even though it has not the antiquity
assumed by its friends, as a compilation of the works
They believe in an inexplicable and IUscrutable
of different men at different times, it is of value to the
unknown cause. You are asked, what makes a tree
student in history.
grow, and you cannot tell, so you say God.
THE FOUNDATION OF LAW.
The free thinker believes in the development of
We are told iu all gravity that all laws are founded man ; in his ca:I?acity for unlimited advancement.
on the Bible. In reality, as is well known to careful The Christian beheves in the fall of man ; that his
students, the elementa1·y principles of law were just imperfections are increasing, and that he must go into
as familiar to the ancients long before the Bible was some great foreign agency salvatiOn scheme in order
thought of as they ar~ now. Before Moses went up to be saved. The free thmker believes in improving
on that mountain and received the commandments the intellectual and moral condition of mankind ; to
from God, we are told in the' Bible that when he make the world as much better in the 'future as the
killed the Egyptian. an~ buried his body in the sand, present is better than the past. The Christian believes
he looked about h1m m fear. Why did he do this in baptism. The free thinker believes in bathing as a
unless he violated the laws and feared detection ? Why pract1ce, and that our physical condition will in time
not then assume that our laws were founded on the be so improved that he will be. born just right the
Egyptian code, as indeed, many of them are? The first time. The Christian wants us to prepare to die.
laws that were founded, solely on the Juclean creeJ The free thinker thinks we need no preparation to die;
have been abandoned and discarded. They were but that we should learn to live properly and discharge
good laws for the barbarous people for whose govern- all our duties conscientiously. As we are adapted to
ment they were made, but they were not calculated this life, so will we be for any life that may come
hereafter. We want the clergy themselves to give up
for this age.
preaching theology and teach something useful and
SKEPTICISM AND PROGRESS.
V11luable. As God is not in need of assistance from us,
You will :find that where the greatest skepticism let us take the millions of dollars invested in churches
exists there is also the highest degree of civilization. and fonnd benevolent and educational institutions for
In. Germany, England and America you will find the advancement and benefit of mankind. We want
th1s to be true, Nearly all the great scientists and to make men better, not more pious.
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S IL :KS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT.

M. ALTMA.N &

co.,

Sixth Avenue and 19th St., New York.

Black Silks. of excellent quality
- $1 $1 19 and $1 25
Better and wider
$1 33 $1 50 and $2.
Black gtos-grain Silk, very rich and good,
$1 50 to $2 50
The very best grades,
- • 3 and ·a 50
Colored ~'rimming Silks, all shades,
$1 3S. and 1 50
Colored Dress Silks at
$1 25, $1 50, $2 oo and 2 50
Black Satins, beautiful lustre, at
1 50, 1 75 and 2 oo
Colored Satins at
1 50, 2 oo and 2 25
Black and Colored VelvAts at
1 so, 2 oo, 2 50 and 3 oo
Silk Cloak Velvets at
5 oo, 6 oo. S oo and 10 oo
Velveteens at
- 60c., 75c. and $1 oo, worth 1.50
Hat Sashes in·every shade and color.
Sash Ribbons in all colors and widths, from 65c. uv.
Colored Fringed Sashes, all the new shades, at very low
prices.

Laoes and Embroideries.
MOURIS AL'.I'MAN begs to state to his old frionds and These goods will all be found Extraordinary Bargains,
patrons that he has made extensh·e reductions ·in his va- and includes
Hamburg edging at 10 cts. per yard and uvwards.
rious department.~. and earnestly calls attention to the
Heal Guipure Laces at 25 cts. per yard and upwards.
following quotations. The fullest satisfaction is guaranBlack Thread Lace at 20 cts. per yard and upwards.
Valenciennes edging from 5'1. per yard and upward.
teed in every instance, and all goods not suitinl'( will be
Patent Valencinnes edging from 6c. per yard upwards.
exchanged, or the money returned in full.
Beaded black Yak Laces at 25c. per yard and upwards.
Beaded black Yak insertion at 3Sc. per y'd and upward.
N. B. To insure the immediate dispatch of orders by
Black
Yak Laces at 1Sc. per yard and upward.
mail a P. 0. Order, Draft, or Registered Letter must acCluny Laces ·from 15c. and upward.
company each. Goods by express sent C. 0. D. PackaColored blonde Laces, from 1oc. per yard and upward.
White blonde Laces from 9c. per yard and upward.
ges can be sent by mail at the rate of 2c. for 4 ounces and
Spanish Lace for ScarfR at soc. per yd and upward.
1 cent for every !Ldditional two ounces, or fraction thereof
Black Lace Veils, all paterns, at 5oc. per yd and upward.
under four pounds.
Black Silk Fringe at 23c. per yd. Black Silk beaded
35c. per yd. and upward.
We refer to A. T. Stewart & Co., H. B. Clafflin & Co., E. S. Fringe
Black Silk Galoon 5c, per yd. and upward.
Jaffrey & Co., J. B. Spellman & Co., and all the leading
Black Bullion Fringe from 2oc. per yd and upward.
Houses in New York City, also to D. M. Bennett, and G. L.
Black Beaded Gimp at 2oc. per yd and !l.PW!J-rd.
Large assortment Ill Hamburg EmbrOideries.
Henderson as to our responsibility and integrity,
White Hamburg edging at 25c. per and upward.
Large lot of Hamburg insertion at 6c. per yd.
Swiss Medalion Embroideries, great variety at very low
prices.
.
.
Lace Tidies 1n every vanety at 1oc. and upward.
All goods incidental to this Department not herein comprised are in stock, and will be furnished at equally low
prices.
•
Clark's 0. N. T. Spool Cotton at
6Sc. pe~,doz.
Clark's Cotton on black spools. at
6Sc.
A Valuable Reduction in l!rices has taken place in this
Brook's glazed Cotton. white, black and col'd, 6Sc.
Department and· we Imperatively state that no
Coat's white, black and colored cotton, at - 6Sc.
other house can compete with the general
Corti cAlli's and Belding's bl'k and col'd
inducements we offer. We quote the
Sewing Silk, 100 yds. at
- 1oc. per spool.
following as a sample:
Corticelli's black and col'd Button Hole
Ladies'· Fine Chemises, warranted Muslin, finished suTwist at
2c.
perbly on Wheeler & Wilson machine. French corded
Knitting Cotton at
9c. per ball
band extremely neat. so cts.
Millirard's best Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
Ladies' Fine Chemises finished as above, with 75 tucks,
Crowley's patent Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
yoke back and front, handsomely stitched, corded braids
llfilliner's best needles, at 6 eents per paper.
and
sleeves, a.t $1.50.
Best American Pins, at 6 cents per paper and upward.
Ladies' Chemises en poin.te Frenc:;h pa~tern with fine
Best English Pins, finest manufacture, warranted, at 10 hand-made
needlework edging and msertmg, at $1.4S.
cents per paper.
Ladies' Night Robes, Utica Mills Muslin, pointed, tuckPatent Safety Pins, at 6 cents per dozen.
ed and ruffled yoke back and front, full length, at $1.10.
French Hair Pins. two papers for 3 cents.
Ladies' Night Robes. tucked and embroidered yoke,
Best English Hair Pins, at 6 cents per paper. all §izes.
Masonville Muslin, trimmed and embroidered collars and
Best English Hair Pins, assorted sizes, at S cents per cuffs
reduced from $2.95 to $2.25
Ladies' Night Robes. greatest attraction in stock, made
box.
. assorte d , a t 15 cen t s.
English Pin Books, black an d white
of best muslin with diagonal puffing and embroidered
Mourning Pins, at 6 cents and upward.
.
yoke, back and front,' (new shaped) puffed and embroidButtons of every description, in all the leadmg styles, ered pointed collars and cuffs, at $5.50. Worth $6.50 to $7.
greatly reduced.
.
.
Night Robes-another attractive article-entireBlack and colored Alpacca Braids, 6 yard p!eces.!Lt 6 cts. lyLadies'
"our own style," just received, made with diagonal
"Can't-Break-'em" Corset Steels, at 10 cents a paJr.
tucks, puffing and embr9idery, robe front; very elaboCotton Corset Laces, at 1S cents per dozen.
$5 to $6.
Linen
•·
·• 3 yards long, at 5 centa each,55 p, doz. rate,
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with deep hem
Linen Shoe Laces, at 4 cents per dozen.
;
and
wine
tucks at 75 Cents.
f)l Whalebones at 45 cents per dozen, full lengths.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with tucks and
Jet Beads, ali sizes, every varil'ty, in latest novelties, at ruffle and diagonal tucking at S5 cents.
5 cents per bunch.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, with deep hem. cluster of
tuck 5 and needle work inserting, handsomely finished on
Wheeler
& Wilson Machine. at $1.25.
MILLINERS. STOREKEEPERS AND DRESSllfAKERS
Ladies' Demi-train Walking Skirts, with double ruffle,
cluster of tucks. at $1.
will be supplied with goods on unusually advantageous
Ladies' Fine Walking Skirts, made of Lonsdale Muslin,
with cambric flower, six inches deep, diagonal puffing
terms, and every care and despatch, will be
and tucking with needle-work inserting five inches deep
used in filling orders.
at~~ain Skirts, fine muslin, deep hem, cluster of tucks
six inches ion~. at $1.90.
Ladies' Tram Skirts, very elaborate, with one row of
tucks, puffs. inserting and puffs over, with deep cambric
ruffle, at $5.50.
.
.
Ladies' 1\'Iasonville muslin Underskirts, With ruffles and
cluster of tucks, at 95 cents.
Ladies' Cambric Toilet Sacques, trimmed with fine rufOne of the largest, and the most elegant and original
at $1.40.
.
.
assortment of Imported Novelties to be found in this city, fling,
Linen and Muslin Pillow-Cases and P1llow-Stands, Ill
is now in stock, inc! uding the following specialities. All plain ruffles and needlework inserting, &c., on hand and
made to order. Chemises, square-tucked bosoms, trimgoods seliing lower than at any other house.
med with ruffles, 75 cents.
French Flounces Skirt, at $1.20.
Corset Covers, trimmed with Hamburg edging, insertA beautiful assortment of French Flowers in Ro13es, ing, ruffling, tucks, &c., at so cents to $1.50.
Buds, Pansers, et<l., from 1oc. to $5.
Floral Dress Trimmings and Bridal Wreaths, branched
HOSIERY, etc.
to order, in any style.
Ladies' Iron Frame Hose, excellent quality, at 25c. per pr.
A fine assortment of Pompons, Feathers and WigR.
An extensive assortment of Fancy Feathers, very rich, Ladies' full regular made Hose, at 25c. per pr.
Ladies' fine Balbriggan Hose at $2 50 per 1-2 doz.
hom 25 cents up to $20.
All the newest shades of Ostrich and Plume de Cock Ladies' Striped Hose in every variety at 46c. per pr. and
upward,
·
Bands for trimming, from 65 cents and upward.
All the newest styles of blue steel and jet ornaments at A full line of Ladies' Cashmere and Woolen Hose at lowthe lowest prices.
est prices.
Elegant Ostrich Plumes, in all the latest shades, $2 and Children's White and Colored Woolen Hose, a particular
specialty,
U~;he latest shapes .in Felt Hats, at S5 cents to $1 25.
Gents' full regular Half Hose, cheapest in the city, at 25c
Elegant Imported Felt Hats, best quality, at $1.15 to $3.
a pair.
Drab Felt Hats, in the latest, most fashionable styles, S5 Gents' Merino and Cashmere Hose at 43c. and upward.
cents a11d up.
,
,
Gents' Shaker Socks, not to be equalled, at 34c. per pair.
Silk Velvet Hats, of our own importation. in all qualities, at great bltrgains from $4 to $10.
Ladies' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs. at 12c. and upward.
Evening Bonnets, elegantly trimmed, from $2oto $.%.
Gents' Linen Handkerchiefs, superior quality, at 18c. and
Carriage Bonnets, exquisite in design and quality $15 to
up}vards.
$30.
Gents' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, all Linen, at 39c. up,
Ladies' and lVIisses' trimmed Bonnets and Hats for general wear, in all shapes and shades. at $6 and upward.
We haveJ'ust received a fine assortment of Ladies' and
Children's Bonnets and lVIisses' Round Hats, from $5 Gent.'s Ki Gloves, including the following specialties.
to $15.
Single button blk and co I'd Kid Gloves at soc. per pair,
Infant's Caps in all the new styles, at great bargains, or Next grade better at 95c. per pr. Warranted.
made to order at lowest prices.
"ALTMAN" Kid Glove, our own make, in black and all
Motuning goods made to order at the earliest notice.
fashionable shades, at $1 25 two-buttoned, every vair
Sent in neat boxes, perfectty,
taken back and a new vair given if they rip or tear,

Notion Department.

Ladies' Underclothing,

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT.

Altman's New Price List.
"Josephine" Kid Glove, perfect quality, at $1 95 per pair
"Lucca" Kid Glove, an excellent wearing glove, at 95c
per pair, two button.
Gauntlet Gloves, every color and shade, 63c. and upward.
A large assortment of Woolen Gloves for Ladies', Gents'
and Children at the lowest prices, from 25c. to $1 oo
per pair,
Gent's Fine French Dogskin Gloves, every color, at $1 29
per pair.
Gents' fine French Gloves. excellent wear, at 95c. per pair.
Ladies' 3 4 and 6 button, every shade, $1 40 and 11 so.

Gent's Furnishing Department.
This department is replete with a splendid assorted
stock, and our prices are such as undersell any other
establishment. where quality is included.
100 doz. Gents' Jlferino Shirts aud Drawe: s, at soc. and up.
75 "
•·
Clouded, all sizes, at
64c.
•·
75 "
"
Red Flannel woven very fine, $1 69
"
Our own make Dress Shirts, perfect fit, made of Wamsutta Mnslin, fine linen bosoms, open or closed at back,
at $12 ver half doz.
Extra fine perfectly fitting Dress Shirts, New YOrk Jllills
Muslin with Richardson's best linen bosoms, made
in any :;;tyle to order, at $14 per half dozen,
Gents' White Dress Shirts as low as $1 each.
Gents' Merino Under Shirts at sse. up to $2 oo.
Gents' Suspenders, evP.ry variety, at 25c. up.
Gents' Windsor Scarfs, best quality, at S9c. and up.
"
Wide end colored TieR, endless variety, at 45c.
Collars and r:~uffs in all the latest styles,
Collats pure Linen, latest styles, $2 oo per doz.
Columbia 3 ply linen collars, at $1 90 per doz.
Turn down collars at $1 75 per doz.
3 ply cuffs at 25c, per pair.
"
St. James Cuff. 3 ply, all linen, at31c. per pair.
Elmwood Paper Collars at 25c. per box.
"
Superior Paper Cuffs at 32c, per box of 10 prs.
"
Common Paper Collar at any price per box.
A large assortment of Boys' Merino Shirts and D1·awers
at 50 cents.
Boys' and Children's full regular made Shirts and Dr!!Wers at 73c. and upward.
Children's Merino Dresses, all sizes at $1 25 upward.
Ladies' and Misses' Merino Vests and Drawers at all
prices.
·

T o i 1 e t D e p a r t m e n t,
Jewelry, &c.
Tooth Brus,,hes, exce),lent to best. from 10c. and upward.
Nail
"
··
14c.
"
Hair
2Sc.
Dressing Combs
"
"
1oc.
Hand Mirrors, elegant designs,
31c.
Tortoise-shell Back Combs, 25c.
Ladies' Rubber Belt Buckles,
25c.
"
Jet
"
"
25c.
Ladies' Jet F.arrings, in latest designs 1oc.
"
Real Garnet Sets, - 3Sc.
Bracelets of all kinds, 3Sc.
Beaded Belts,
- 75c.
Leather Belts,
- 2oc.
Rubber Belts,
- 45c.
Beaded Pockets, 50c.
"
Leather Satchels, in newest styles, at $1.50 and up,
Real Russia Leather Satchels, from $4.50 and up.
Morocco Pocket Books, from 1S cents and upward.
Real Russia Leather Pocket Books, from 35c. up.
Shawl Strap's,
from 45c. and up.
Childrens' School Bags,
S1 to 89 cents.
Ladies' Ties,
- 2S cents and upward,
"
Linen Collars,
- 7 cents
"
Linen Cuffs,
- from 5 cents per pair.
Neck Ruffling,
- from 15c. and upward.
Undersleeves,
- from 45c. and upward

Perfumery,

&c~

Lilly White Face Powder. at
25c. per box.
Imported Face Powder, at
- 21c. per package,
Lubin's Powder, at
'
1Sc.
"
Wenck's Florida Water, at
- - 50c. per bottle.
Wenck's celebrated Perfumes, at 75c.
"
Thurston's Tooth Powder, at
- 17c.
"
C !gate & Co's. "Vaseline" Pomade for the hair, at 61 cts.
Perfumes, from
- 10 to 4oc. per pair.
Toilet Soaps of every description, from 5c. per cake and
up.
Honey Soapp, at
- 7c. per cake.
Glpcerine at
- 7c.
"
' in Balls, at llc.
"
"
Brown Windsor Soap, at
- Sc.
Transparent Soap, at
llc.
Tar Soap, at
- llc.
Bath Soap, at
1oc,
Castile Soap, at :
- 7c.
Siver Soap for cle:tn 'ng Silver and glass, at 7c.
Ribbons of all styles, colors and widths, at prices that
will astonish customers.
In Velvet, Velveteens, Satins, and all kindred goods, we
have a full stock, of which we cut on bias at wholest~le
prices.
I will gua1·antee to satisfactorily fill all orders that may
be sent, and a A sure all pa\rons that wherever goods are
sent, different .n prices or kinds than ordered, that t!Hl
goods may be returned by express, y· 0, D., at our· risk
and expenses.
Address

M. ALTMAN & CO.
301 AND 303 SIXTII A YENUJ£ 1
AND

100 WEsT 1!JTII S•rnEET, NEw Yom{.
All goods ordered from us, that we do not keep, or that
may be entirely out of our line, will be as readily supplied, and at as low a scale of cost as the articles enumerated
in these columns.
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F'URTRER FROM THE EDDYS.

[From The New York Sun, and furnished by ibl corrospoudent.l
EDDY HoMESTEAD, RUTLAND CoUNTY, VT., Oct. 15.
The circle last night was interesting, no less than four
different languages being spoken, English, German,
French and Georgian. 1'he ball was opened as usual by
Honto, the Indian girl. Her apparel was different from
that worn by her previously. Her hair, which is long a1ul
ulack, !mug loosely over her back and shoulrlers. She
wore a cap of red metino, trimmed with a. bead band. It
was presented to her by a l\Ir. Whitney, who has frequently witnessed her performances, and is kept hanging in
tho cabinet when not in use. When she ·• vanishes" her·
clothing all rlisnppears except this e:tp. Her rlress was a
polonai&e, which was beltcrl around the'waist with an ordinarY bolt. She wore moccasins aml bluo striper! stockings, which she took pains to show to the audience while
<lancing. l:lho stood up in front of :Mr. Kappes, the artist,
that he might sket(•h hor. Hot• clothing was examined
and rlescribed by Mrfl. Cleveland, who was on the stage,
and who could feel as well as see it. She walked over to
llir. Pt'iteht1l'd's end of the stage, kneeling down bcsirle
him and putting her hands in his lap. 1'hen sho got up
and scizurl him by the arm, as if she wan tori to take a
walk with him. Ho is unfortunately paralyzed in both
his legs. 1'aking hold of the miling of tho stage, he told
her that he was sorry for her. sake that he was not a botter
walker. Arter going a few stops she seemed satisfied.
'l'he usual number of lace shawls were (apparently) fisheel from tho atmosphere by her. She is not fond of solemn music. While a solemn tuue was being played last
night she roturned to the cab met, and did not show herself"'agnin till a lively air was struck up.
Honto was followed by three Indian chiefs-Santum,
Awanoln and Wa.ssa. 'J'he fkst was six feet one inch in
height. Tho socond was tho guide of 1\Ir. H. A. P)Iillips,
of Michigan, who is now here; and the third belonged to
the spirit band of l\Irs. M. B. Cary, of Chicago, who is
abo bore. Mr. Phillips and l\Irs. Cary are both mediums.
A MEDLEY OF LANGUAGES,

cos by his loft hand, the little n;u.rer of which Is ~OliO. Ho
puts hishantl out, t~nd.freqnontly one mtn see to his elbow. 1'he hand of thcJ Georgian boy was thrust out of
tho aperture formed by the two blankets, and Mada1n
Blavatsky recognizet1 it by a string of amber bead, facsimilics of whieh he wore when she know him. She asked him in the Georgian htnguago if he could give hot· a
test of his identity. Ho said hacould. He and Dix had
been playing on. the guitar and other instruments. She
asked him to play the Lezriuinka, a Georgian dance. He
played it on the guitar, and Mme. Blavatsky says he did
it to perfection. She then ask•'d him for another dance
and song in the saine lime, the Gourinka, which he playad. Ho thon playnd a. Georgian national air, and was
loudly :tpplaudod by tho Madame who is hersolf a musici:w.
THE HING TEST.
After tho music, writing· on cards, and many other
things had bOt'll gone through With, it WitS announced
that the ring test would lJo given. A htrg>) iron ring,
strong enough to draw a loaded wagon, was thrown out
and examined by those present. 1\'Ir. Eddy told tho audience that the battery wonld have to be changed iww, by
Mr. Peebles grasoing his (Mr. Eddy's) right hand, with
his (!VIr. Peeblo's) right hand, and his left with his left,
thus forming :1 cross. He also explained that one side
of him would become ueg£ttive, the other !positive; one
side cold as ico. the other natumlly warm. Before this
chango takes place, however, he always goes into a
trance. He would not be able to bear tho p:tin wore
it otherwise. At the time the change takes place, ono
would think from his looks and actions that he would be
literally torn in two. His body shakes as though it were
being wronehed by machinery, At this juncture the ring
was slipped around his arm and passed down over the
clencherl hands on to Mr. Feeble's arm, where it was seen
by all. Mr. Peebles sa,id that he held the medium's hands
as firmly as he coulrl, and that he saw the hand that put
the ring on Horatio's arm, and knew that it was not
Horatio's," for," he said, jokingly," Horatio's·hands are
dirty, while the hand T saw was clean and white." Mr.
Eddy had been making fires, &c., (they have no. servants,
and can keep none.) 1'he ring cannot be put on without
first being sunrlered.

upon them, and tho poor mo(liurn boing- fnuurl upon tho
!loor, though in an unconsdous condition, is at onco
hranded, even by those who should be his friends. as a
charlatan or impostor.
To show to this circle that mediums aro thus used, he
stated that he would release Mr. Church from his f~ston
ings without distltl'bing tape, kilot or seal, and that tho
committoee of magicians holding tho medium should not
know when or how it was done, and in almost an iustttut
light was called for, and the medium found several feet
frOII\ his chair, minus boots and coat, and the astonished
l\Iagi:' ·still ·holding the tape, and with protruding eyes
gazing at the loop that had encircled the medium's neck.
Had a bombshell exploded ncar them, they conld not ha.vo
looked more· astonished and uttorly dnml.>fouuded. 1'he
medium, being entranced, wtworl his hand for them to
again putout tho light, which \vas instanl.ly dono, anrl in
less than ono minute a light was1a1<ttin called for, anrl tlio
tape again found tightly around tho neck of tho moclium,
precisely as it was first placed by tho professors, nnr!
both of them declared that there was not tho least porc•3ptible motion of the cord during the whole time. Quiot
again being restored, and the light. extinguished, Lillie, a
bright little spirit, .and the most wondorfulmusical prodigy we have evor known, made her apvearanco, and with
a small harmonica gyrating in every part of the room,
discoursed some of tho most delicious music, which continued until the on tire builrli ug seomod Jlllcd with wnvns
of liquid melody, fresh fallon from tho beautiful starry
dome of heaven.
Sixteen names were ncnnod to tho foregoing. in,~lncling
the two magicians.

a

The following, upon the same subject, is from the Banner of Liuht:
The medium was :Or. W. T. Church. We assembied at
the residence of a 1\'Ir. Lincoln, and just before the hour
for the· seanee to commence a couple of gontlemen (the
"Hardcourt Brothers") notorious for their opposition to
anything of a spiritual origin, both of them professors
of "magic" and" legerdemain," made their appearance
and desired to be admitted, provirled the medium would
consent to be tied by them.
li'Ir. Church received them in the kindest and most cordial way, and consented to be secured in the· following
manner : After p !acing the speetators in a semi-circle,
the medium took his position, seated in a chair half-way
between the two ends, allowing the" Professors" to tie a
small "tape line" tight! y around his neck, the knot being
securely sealed with fresh melted r;ealing wax, and permitting each one to hold one end of the same while seated at the extreme ends of the circle which were near
enough to the medium to enable them to.touch him with
their feet at any time ; a long corc1 was then tied around
every gentlemen and lady present; the instruments upon
which the spirits play were placed far out of the reach of
the medium, and the lights extinguished. In less than a
moment the patter of little footsteps was heard around
the room, and little ·• Jimmy," an Indian child, talked
audibly to us for some moments, deligthing eyery one
with his most pungent wit, and sparkling repartee. and
placing his little hands upon the laps of nearly 11ll present, the magicians, however ela.iming most of his attention.
A SARCASTIC SPIIUT.
After placing a small bell in the hands of one far remote
'J'he music, which is indispensable during a seance, vo- from the medium, a light was instantly called for, and
cal or instrumental, lmd been most exocrable during the l\Ir. Church was found in tho same position in whieh he
entire cirde. Mrs. Eaton, the leading female spirit, be- 'was placed by the committee, everything intact, and the
fore the German appeared, said: "A r1ueer circle, isn't professors still holding the cord attached to his neck,
it? I never held a worse one." After tho avpearauc:e ;:,f and looking the perfect picture of blank astonishment as
the last spirit, Mr. Brown, who is the loading male spirit, their eyes wandered from one member of the circle to
came. to tho cabinet door, merely pushing the curtain another, and to different parts of th11 room in se:trch of
aside. He is so tall that he has to stoop when he comes wires and traps that aro so necessary in their own proentirely out. He said he hoped those who had not seen their fession.
After the most. careful and rigid examination of the
spirit friends, would see them, but he did not think they
would see more than one, at the same time reflecting on medium's fastenings, :tnrl making the doors of the room
the music. "However," Sttid he, "those who have not doubly secure, the light was again extinguisted, and
seen their friends should stand up, and those who are almost instantly the giant form of the Indian "Nim waukee" leaped upon the fioor, jarring the whole building,
not able to stand up, shDuld talk."
In fifteen or twenty minutes after l\'Ir. Wm. ~ddyleft the and in almost thunder tones he st:bted that he would decabinet, 1\'fr. Horatio Eddy announced that a light seance monstrate to us how physical mediums were sometimes
would be· held, he· acting as medium. As described unconsciously comprehendecl and apparently exposed
in tmother letter, two ordinary blankets are used t0 cur- by lights being sprung upon them. and they found standtain off one corner of the ro'om, the medium sitting in ing on the floor freed from their fastenings, and apparfront of the curtains. Mr. J. M. Peebles ·sat next to l'lfi·. ently producing the manifest:1tions.
He said that, by a certain chemical process, known only
Eddy, his left :um bared to tho elbow, llfr. Eddy grasping
it with both his hands. 1\'Irs. E. D. Strong sat on the left to themselves, they coullrrelease a medium from any fasof l\Ir. Peebles, grasping his right lwnd with her left. tening, however intricate, and that it was sometimes
'l'hese throA formed the battery. Mr. Wm. Eddy stood on neeensary, in order to retain mttteriality sufficient to
enable them to approa~h and toueh those in the circle,
the stage, passing things back and forth.
Geo1·ge Dix, the sailor boy, and l'lfichalko Gueguidzo, that tho medium should bo drawn nearer to the circle,
the Georgian hoy, who has already been mentioned as and to do this, they would release him unconsciously to
playing a part in this seance. were tho leading spirits.
himself. and by the power of their will dntw him nearer
George Dix can always be recognized in tho light sean- to themselves; and in doing so, lights are often sprung

The next spirit W!ts that of :r.rr. Zephirin Boudreau, a
French Canarlian, who lived at Tiu·ee Rivers, Canada
East. He was about sixty years old at the time of his
death. 1\'Irs. C. Magnan, of New York, his daughter, said:
•· Is that you, papa?" to which. he replied," Oui." ::!he
then addressed him in French, and he. answered; though
faintly, in the same tongue.
Mrs. Lenzberg's brother, a German, who has appeared
several times since that lady's arrival here last l:laturday,
then appeared in his shirt sleeves, as usual, and con ver.;ed in German with his sister, her husband, and their
daughter. He told them that he was going back to Hartford with them next week. Mrs. Lenzberg is a medium
herself, and says she frequently sees her brother at her
home in Hartford. Her daughter, who has been dead
eight or nine years, and who appeared to l.>e about ten
years old, next came out. She spoke German.
'J'he next apparition was that of l\'Iichalko Gueguillze, a
Georgian. He was draped in a Georgian dre,;s, He was
recognized by Madnm Blavatsky, a native of Itussia, who
has trawled and lived in many countries. She speaks
several languages. l\Iadam Blavatsky arrived here from
New York several days ago. She speaks English well.
t\he addressed the spirit in the Georgian language, a
tongue that was not understood by any other person in
t.b.e aurlience, cttlliug him by name, and he replied by rapl>ing, not being able to speak. l\'Iichalko had formerly
ueen a servant in the l\Iadam's family, and was killed on
the street in 1869. 'J'he most interesting part of his performance remains to be given in the light seance.

Christ and Mcdidnc.
BY ,J. C. S.

'l'he whole structure of Christianity is founded upon the idea that Christ is an atonement for the sins of
the world. How foolish the idea that God would
mnk<.!_laws for man to follow, and if he violate those
laws, all he hns to do is to accept of Jesus as a means
of escaping from just punishment. Of what value
is a law, if man can always escape punishment if he
wishes. How foolish it would be for our legislatures
to pass laws, with penalties attached, if at the same
time it was well known that every punishment conld
be escaped, such laws would be of no value whatever. If it would be foolish in man to create such
laws, how much more so for the God or the universe.
Whilst we look upon the atonement Qf Jesus as a
doctrine utterly false, oan we look upon· the idea of
taking medicine for disease of the body in any different light ? Is it more reasonable to suppose that,
if mano violate the laws of health, he can find an
atoLement for that sin, than if he violates a mom!
law, and finds an atonement in Jesu£. If God gave
laws for health, and man violates them, and can
escape punishment in medicine, then why not accept
the idea that God may give an atonement in Jesus for
tile violation of a moral lnw ?
What say you,
friends ?

Ode to Spinoza.
In a dark, distant age, like the Pole star bright gloaming,
When the weary and lost looked in vain for a guide.
Our hero awoke 10 a life bright and beaming,
A light on a rock in a tempest tossed sea.
And brighter its glow as the ages rolled onward,
Spinoza 'tis thee, 'tis thy light that we see.
Though father and mother from love both expelled thoc,
Because thy proud knee would not bond to the Pope,
The pi·esent tho' worshipped. Nature compelled thee
1'o speak words of gladnes8, of faith and of hopo
To thy race bound by custom n,nrJ. wit11ering creed,
Spinoza. you spoke, and th.; tmth stood rcvealerl.
In nature you saw the sole source of all being,
Uncaused, self-exiRtent, unenrling, divine,
1\'Iouad, planet, hydroosa, wise prop!wt of Srluing-,
Are but multiplex parts of an ~tbs·,lute wliole.
Hei'e reason may rest on a dear mother's breast,
And bless thee. Spinoza, for teaching he1· thi:;,
God, Nature, Universe-all that exists,
If God be not there, he is less than the whole,
Less cannot be God. 'J'hen vanish ye mists
1'hat darkens the faith, that shouhl rest upon him,
If hating the parts can we worship the whole 'l
No, no, said Spinoza, it cannot be done.
The black and the white, the rich and the poor,
The prostitute low, or the ignorant knnve,
He who sits on a throne. or begs at your door,
One kind, from one womb, ends in ono common gr:wc.
Since the whole are divine, then divino are tho vnrls.
We love thee, Spinoza, fer teaching us thh;.
Since from Nature wo came and to Nature rotn en,
Divine is the substance, divine is the modo,
Let love like a fire incessantly J.mrn,
'Till humanity fuse into one loving whole.
Love, order and progrel'!s, both mottns anrl end.
We love thee, Spinoza, for teaching us this.
G. L. II.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY of Charles Bradlaugh,
with portrait. 10 cents.
Ins vi ration of the Bible. A Reply to the
Bishop of Lincoln. 26 cents.
When were our Gosl!els Written? ~5 cts.
God Man, and tho Bible. 'L'hree Nights'
Discussion with B.ev, Joseph Bayle, D.D.
·25 cents.
.
The Existence of God. Two Nights' Debate with A. Robertson. 25 cents.
What does Christian Theism Teach? Two
Nights' Discussion with Rev. A. J. Robinson. .35 cel).ts.
On the Being and Existence of God. Two
Nights' Discussion with 'L'homas Coover.
35 cents.
'
Heresy: Its Utility and Morality. 40 cts.
Secularismb Skepticism, and Atheism:
'L'wo Nights' ebate with G. J. Holyoake.
60 cents.
'J'he Credibility and Morality of tho Four
Gosx,els. l?ive Nights' Diseussion with the
Jtev. 1'. D. Matthias. 80 cents.
'L'he Bible: What it is. A Freethinker's
Commentary. Book I., Genesis, $1; Boo it
II.. Exodus, 75 cents; Book III., Lovitieus,
25 cents; Book IV.,Numbers, 25 cents; Book
v.. Deuteronomy, 40 cents. 'J'he 5 Five Parts,
l'n.per, $2.50: Cloth, 1 val., $3.
l<'ot· further works of Char[,,s Bradhtugh,
see "Iron-Clads " and "Manna" lists in
this IJ!Lper.
Secular Tracts, Nos. 1 to 8, 1 cient.each; 10
cents per dozen; 50 cents per hun<lt'e<l.
'L'ho Secularists' Manual of Songs and
Coromon!es, edited by Austin Holyaoke
ami Charles Watts. 50 cents.
Christian T~vidences. 'J'wo Nights' Discussion between Charles Watts and B. H.
Cowper. 40 cents.
Sutiday Rest, by Vintor Snhmlcher. 10 cts.
Life and ImmortaJity; or, 'l'houglits on
Being. 10 cents.
Eight Letters to Young Men of the Working Ulasses, by 'J'homas Cooper. 25-cents.
'l1 ht.=, Farm-Laborers' Ccttechisin. 5 cotits.
Addt·ess on ]'ree Inquiry; or, Fear as a
Motive of Action, by Robert Dale Owen. 5
cents.
Memoir of Percy Bysshe Shelley. 5 cts.
Excellent PiwtograJ?hS of Clmrlos Watts.
"A hamlsomc Infidel. ' 30 cents.
A gooLI supply of the aboye just received
from Loudon by
ASA K. BUTTS & Co.,
36 Dey Street, New York.

EAR'fH CLOSET.
The llreat Blessing of the Age.
Comfort· to the Sick iuul Feel,le.

·THE WAKEFIELD .

.TUST PUBLISHED BY

ESTES & LAURIAT.•
ATHERSTONE PRIOHY.
By L. M. CoMYN, author of "Elena."
"A quiet, yet charming. English rorhimee
of real life. The scenes nre life-liko, !md
the story interesting."-The Exarriiner.
1 vol., 16mo., cloth ..................... $1 5o
Is one of the latest inventions, and has
VICTOR HUGO'S RHINE.
many advantages over all others. The sim·'A charming book, full of life and spirple act of closing the lid brings the earth it."Boston 7i·ansc1·ipl.
forward and drops it directly in the e.entre
12mo, cloth, beveled, tinted paper ... ,$1 75
of the pail,thns insu1·ing the absolute cerELENA, AN ITALIAN TALE.
tainty of covering all the excrements. This
"A more captivating love storr has not
published this season."-l'ktladelplda
is of vital importance. It also has a dust been
Jlemld.
or odor slide, a chilLI's seat, and an extra
1 val. 1Gmo, cloth ...................... $1 50
large reservoir for dry earth or ashes.
SLAVES OF THE lUNG.

THE WATROUS,

COMPLETE EDITION,

abo~tt

Sept. 15,

THE

ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE,
BElNG THE
Inaugural Address before the British
Association for tile Advancement of Science •. at Belfast, August 19., 1HH. by the
President, JOHN TYNDAL, D. ·C. L., LL. D.,
F. B.. S., with flue Portrait and BiographicoJ Sketch.
Also, a Descriptive Essay by Prof. H.
HELMHOLZT. of Bedin, with Prof. 1'ynLia!l's famous letters on Pmyer, with Heviews from a religious standpoint, by Honry Evans. On heavy tin toLl papet', in extra
cloth, $1 100. 'J'ho same in pamphlet fo.rm,
oo. In cuea.per
form, 25c.
'J'he Inaugural says: "The questions
hero raised are inevitable. '£hey at·e a,,_
pro aching us with accelerated speeu, and
it is not a matter of indiJTorun<;:o wlwther
they are introuuccd with reverence or ir-

CLOSED.

OPEN.

Is simple in construction; automatic in action, and being entirely inodorons, may he
used in any room in the house without offense. ·when not in use it is a handsome
piece of furniture with nothing about it to
indicate its pnrDoso.

THE WATROUS:
( With Arms.)

reverence."
TheN. Y. 71riuune says: "PnoF. TYN-

DALL CROSSES THE HUBICON.-It is the
opening address of the President of thu
most importttnt convention or seiontifle
men in tho world. Every line of it breathes thought, power, elO<!UDnce .... It is in
many respects one of the most extraordinary_ utterances of our tilno."
N, r. Uomm~1·vial Adue1·lism· j'ays: "Prof.
Tyndrtll has inaugurated a new ern in
sci entitle development. and hns drawn tho
swor<l in a battle whoso clash ()f :crms wil·l
presently resound through tho civilizot!
world."
'l'ho N. Y. G1·aphic says: "It is a memorable <locumcnt, and will HIH1ouhnt!fy ha1'0
g-reatcnrreney, and nutko a witle and doe1)
inllH'P,SSiop.. ''

G. W. SMAI.r.EY, London oorrnsponLlont
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JUST OU'1':
Inman's ancient Faiths. $27.
Dr. Marvin's Epidemic Delusions. 50
cents.
DR. l'rfARVIN'S onslaught· U))n n "Spiritualism." 50 c;ents.
ANCIEN'r SEX WORSHIP. 50 ennts.
HlcADE'S "MAR'rY!Il>OM o~· l\IAN." CloUt
$3.00.
FROTHINGHAM'S "SAFEST CHEED." Extra
cl nth. $1.00,
BRADLAUGH'S "Few Words Ahnut th<'
Dovil," "New Lifo of David." ami otlwr
Sketches :end Essays, 5 otnd 10c. ca.
A.K. BU'L"l'S & UO.,PubliHhnrs,
an Dey Street, New York.
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eld Earth CltJset Co.
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36 Dey Strec'

'! 'W York.

THE M.A~N.A SEIUES.
No.1. Original Manna for "God's chosen." Price, 5 cents.
.
No.2. Manna for Jehovah (B. F. Unucr·
wood's Prayer). 10 cents per dozen.
No.3. New Life of David, by Chas. Brad·
laugh. 5 cents.
No.4. Facetirn for Fme Thinkers. Col·
lected by Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
No. 5. 200 Questions Without Answers. 5
cents.
.
No. 6. A Dialogue between a Christian
Missionary and a Chinese lviandarian. 10
cents.
;No.7. Queries Submitted to tho Bench of
Btshops by a Weak but Zealous Clnistian,
10 cents.
No.. 8. A Search After Ifcaven and Hell, hy
Austm Holypake. 5 ecuts.
No.9. ,I'arsous of the l'eriod. o1· tho Natural History of the Puinit, by Gcgcef (in
press).
·
,No.10. A Few Words about tho Devil, by
Clws. Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No. 11. The New Life of Jacob, by Ch:nles
Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
·
No. 12. Daniel the Dreamer, by Austin
Holyoako, 10 cents.
No. 13 .. A Specimen of tho Biblo-Esth('l'
by Austill Holyoak e. 10 cents.
No. 14.. 'J'ho Acts of the Apostles: A·Farco,
by Austill Holyoake. 10 cents.
. No. 15. Lu~licrous Asvects of Clir:stianity, by. Austill Holyoke. 10 cnnts.
·
No. 16. 'l'he 'l'welve Apostlus, hy Clms.
Brat!laugh. 5 cents.
No. 17. Who was Jesus Christ? by Chas.
Bradlaugh. 6 cents.
No. 18. What Did J ~sus 'L'eac-h? by Clms.
Bracllaugh. 5 cents.
No. 19. New Lifo of Absalom, by Charles
Bradlangh. 5 cents.
No. 20. New Life of l\Ioses, by Clws. Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Other nurnbm·s of Maun:t for itll sot·ts of
hungry people are in preparation.

THE IRON -CtAD SEHIES.

1 val., 8vo. Paper ................ 75 cents
By B. F. HOBINSON, author of " .. SecondNo.1. Tho Atone1nent, by Chades BradCousin Sarah,"" Little Kate Ki1·by," "For laugh. Price 5 cents.
Hel" Hake,"" Truo to Herself," otc.
No.2. Secular ltes])onsibility, by Georgn
JacobHolyoake. Price 5 cents.
A TANGLED SKEIN.
No. :J. Christianity and materialism Con1 vol., 8vo. Paper .................. 75 cents. trasted, by B. F. Underwood. 15 c<eHts.
No. 4. The Influence of Christianity on
By ALBANY FOBLANQUE, Jr.
by B. F. Underwood. 25 eents.
"It is so well written that, having once Civilizat!?n,
No.5. I he Essence of Hel!giou, L. li'ouertaken up the book, it will be imvos~]ble to bach. 50 cents.
lay it dOWit until the end."-l'ress.
No. 6. lVlaterialism. Dr. L. Bnechnl'l'.
25 cents.
DEEP WATERS.
No. 7. Buddhist Nihilism, Prof. l\Inx
1 vol., 8vo. Paper ................ 7!i cents. Muller. 10 cents.
No. 8. 'L'he Religion of Inhumanity by
"Author of "Connter])arts," etc.
Frederic Harrison. 20 cents.
'
"Rnruor" is no common story; it has
No.9. Rulntion of Witchcmft to Religion,
sc<mes and sentiments of singular foree 1 by A. C. Lyall. 15 cents.
in<lividuality ttud beauty."
No ..10. Enidemic Delusions, by Dr. F. ll.
Marvill. 25 cents.
RUMOR.
No. 11. 'l'he Masculine Cross and Ancient
1 vol. svo. Paper .................. 75 cents Sex Worshi,P (!nlHtper C(JVet·). 50 cents.
Author of •· Counterparts.n etc .. etc.
No.12. Palile·s go of heason. 25 cents.
"Hun1or" is no conunon sto1'y; it has
No. 13. Essay on 1\iimclcs, by Dnvid
scen<'S a.n<l sentiments of singular foree, H ume, 10 cents.
individuality uncl beauty.
·
No. 1!. The Land Question, by Citn.rlcs
Bradlaugh. 5 eents.
OUR VACATIONS.
No. 15. Were Adam and Eve our First Pnby Clutrh's Bnt<llaugh; 5 cents.
How to Go, Where to ·aa. and How to En- ronts,
No. 16. Why Do l\Ien Starve? by Charles
joy 'L'hem. By F. E. CLAHK.
Bradlauglt, 5 cents.
No. 17. The Logic of Lifo, by George J.
1 vol., 18mo, red erlges, 208 )Jages .... $1 oo
"'J'he tourist etm nut fttil tu Jlnu many Holyoake. 10 cent>;.
No .. 18. A Plcm for Atheism, by Char!HS
valuable hints."-Nnil.
10 cents.
·
*** 'J'ho ubon', or any hook pnblishml in Bradlaugh.
No. 19. Large or Small Families? by Austhe United Stn.tc>s. sent, post-paid ,on re- tin Holyoake. 6 cents.
No. 20: Suvet:stition Dis!)layed; with u
ceipt of price, when not to bo ltnd at local
Letter of Wm. P1tt, by A. Holrnake. 5 """Is.
hook stores.
No. 21. Defense of Secular Prinei]lil·ls by
Charles ·watts. 5 C<'nts.
'
No. 22. Is tho Bible Heli:tblo? by Ch:tl'lf'R
Watts. S<1cretnry of tho National Ho•·ular
Society, London. 5 cents.
No. 2:1. The Christian Deity, by Ch:nlns
Wntts. 5 cents.
No. 2~. l\Ioral Vn.luo of the Bible, l.>Y
A Li/Jc?·ttl Pttpe1'for the Young.
Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 25. Free '!'bought and l\Io<lern ProMON'THIJY. ILl.USTHA'rED, 75 C'l'S, PER YEAR·.
gress, hy Clms. Watts. 5 c"nts.
'l'HIC .LYCf<1UM is jusl SUd! a ]11tflGl'HS 0\'0J'Y
No. 26. Chl'istia.nitr. Its Natmc, and InfinStoirituali~tnndLibera.l should pla.eointhe euco on Civilization. by Uhns. Watts. 5 etH.
lmnds of his children to !10lll\teract the
No. 27. Christittn Sehmpe of lle<iemptiun,
pornieious infltH~nee o1 Scetarian Hunday by Cltns. Watts. 5 c nts.
::lcuools and Uw Orthodox tmlJli(mtions for
No.2~. Thoughts on Atheism, by A. Holy: IHl Young, lt is abo sp<H'ially d<'signod to oke, 5 cents.
"W<'t ihe wants of the UJiiJdreu's PL·og.,-essNo. 29. [H thoro a l\foral Governor of tho
' \'f' LYCl~lllHS.
Universe? 5 cents.
TERMS.
No. 30. Philosophy of Secularism, by
Chas. ·watts. 5 cents.
01w cnpy, six months ........... $0.40
On<' eopy, one year .............. 0.75
. No. 31. Has Man a Son!? hy Cbas. Brn<llaugh. 10 ents .
.'!tree copies, one Ye:tr .......... 2,00
No. :12. Tile Origin of Christianity, br
•,·h subscriber for six months at tho
Chas.
Watts. 6 cents.
tiJO\'· rates will rceieve as a lH'CJlliUHl I-Iu<lNo. 3:1. Historical Vnlne of the New 'l'esou a·~d E1Hillft. rl,nttle'~ new book. ''Btories
U 11 Children." Each suhseribor for tament, by Chas. Wa.tts. 5 c<mts.
No. :J4. On l\I•racles. by Watts. 5 cents.
o
;.rwillreceivethebook, "'J'lteUhilclNo. 35. On Propheci"s, by Watts. 5 •'!lilts.
l:or,.l 01 the World," and a pair oT elegant
.No,.3G.
Pmctieal Value of Christianity. by
lhtl<· Un. ornos-·" Good Night," and" Good
Mr.rning.'' or instead of the iJook and ohro- Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No.
37.
Pt·ogress
or Chl'ist anity, by Watts.
mos a paek ot .. Arithmetical C;uds and
6 cents.
Games."
No.
38.
Is
there
a
God? Bradlnugh. 5 c-1s.
l'ersons unwilling tn risk the subscripNo. 39. Laban's Prayer, by Bradlaugh. 5
tion p1·iee of the pavor until afler an exanlination of it. rnay forwarU their address cents.
No. JO. Poverty/by'Brarllaugh. 5 cents.
with ten cents and it will be sent post-paid
0. thor Iron-UJa(\s arc in aetive prcparnthree monthsaml then discontinued withtion.
Any one who orders :Manna or !ronout further )Jay if no longer wanted. The
publisher Is Lietermined to give sntisfactiL>n Clads to tho amount of $2. will rel't'iye to·
the
value
of $2.25. In quantities of $5 w one
by furnishizw a paper anti premiums
worth more tlulll the subscri]ltion price, au dross we discount 20 per cent, allpre]la.i<l
by
mail.
Address
and hence conll<lentlv asks <tn cxaniination
of the merits of 'L'HE LYCEUM by all liberal
A. K. BUTTS & Co ..
pttrents who desire their children to grow
PHINTEIIS AND Ill.lPOHTEllS,
up free from the bondage of church creeds
36 Dey Street, New York.
and dogmas.
Address
P. H. BATESON, PUBLlSHER,
1¥ir Send for new Catalogue of Liberal
Toledo, Ohio.
works.

Religion without Superstition.
THE LYCEUM.
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Singer Needles, for Sixty cents per doz.
Wilcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
All others for seventy-five Cellts per doz.
Sewing Machine Agents and Dealers please
send for circular. We want tile patronage of every •• liberal" in America.
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f/ldds and flnd~.
BILLINGS ISMS.
If I had 75 children I would be sure to
learn 60 of them to always shut the door
after them when they went out, and i
wouldent kare whether the other 15 ever
learnt mutch or not.
When people loze' their property they
generally loze everything else, in the estimashun of the world, exceot their faults
and vices.
· It is the eazyest thing in natur to be honest, but menny men make dredphul hard
work of it.
It dont.kost enny more to be polite than
it duz to be happy and enny man is a phool
who kant be either if he iz a mind to.
Next to honesty, politeness is the queen
bee in the hive and the man who iz thoraly
honest and thoraly polite haz nothing to
fear, or hope for. Politeness without honesty iz a good deal ri:;ky, but sometimes
the wust we kan call it iz a "pleasant
fraud."
The best abuzed woman of the 19th century is the average mother-in-law.
The most perfect victory you kan acchieve over enny man is to beat him in
politeness.
When vice and virtew in a man iz about
haff and haff, he wants about as mutch clus
watching az a bile duz when it iz cuming
to ahed.
Make yourself necessary young man and
yure sucksess iz sertain.
Mi experience in life thus far haz been
that 7 wont go into 5 and have mutch of
enything left over.
I hav herd lies sci well told that a man
would almost be a phool not to believe
them.
Bashfulnes& iz often like the plating on
spoons, when it wears off it shows the
brass.
Coquets make better Wives than prudes
do, but thank the Lord. there iz better ones
in market than either ov them.
A good deal of buty and a good deal of
sense are seldum found together,
Lerning pays a better interest than munny dus, besides the principal never gets
lost.
Above all things !ern yurt~ children to be
honest and industrious; if theze two
dont enable them to make a flgger in this
world, they are only a cypher, and never
intended for a f\gger.
Faith iz the right-bower ov hope. If it
warnt for faith there would be no living
in this world. We couldn't eat hash with
any safety.
Experience ackts on sum pholks vitals
just az it duz on a bull terrier, he dont fairly get over one whipping before he begins
to look around for another.
The vulgar always notis every thing they
see.
I hav made up mi mind that human
happiness konsists in having a good deal
to do, and then keep a doing it.
Vanity iz az common to the human family, az fleas iz to a dog, and makes them
just about az an uneazy.
A man who kant enjoy ennything but
flattery, iz az bad oph az the one who kant
drink ennything but whiskey.
Woman is the glassware of kreashun.
She is luvly and brittle, but she haz run
up everything and will enjoy in this life
25 cents on the dollar to par.
Young man, yu better be honest than
~unning, and it is hard to be both.

FARMERS gather what they sow, while
seamstresses sew what they gather.
A CONSCIENTIOUS person asked, "is . it
murder to drown your sorrows or to kill
them?"
" P A:aoxYfiMAL stews" are served at some
of our restaurants, and are said to be in
demand.
AN observing man claims to have discovered the color of the wind. He says he
went out and found it blew.
·· Ho;w can .it be proved, Moses wore ·a
wig?" Why, sometimes he was seen with
'air on. (Aaron) and sometime~ he was
not.
A YOUNG widow out West being asked
how her husband's health was, answered
with a quiet, innocent smile. "He is dead,
Lthank you."
A DUBUQUE man is disposed to be useful ; he is willing to pray with the sick for
$3,00 a day, or to drive a team, break mules
or run cider mill.
A YOUNG lady who was caught napping
by her pastor, excused herself by asking
if it was not better she should be fast
asleep than fast awake.
IT was said by a temperance man if men
had more scruples, they would take fewer
drams. Probably he would prefer they
should go by weight, or wait before going.
"SusAN, how in the world did you ever
come to marry that husband of yours?"
"Oh, I don't know, I used. to pick lint off
his coat collar, and somehow he fell in
love with me.
"MY notion of a wife at forty," said
Jerrold," is that a man should be able to
change her at will for two twenties." It is
to' be feared too many would like to act
upon that plan.
Two young ladies holding converse
about a new dress-" Does it fit, well?"
asked one, "Yes," ~<aid the other., "II I
had been melted and poured in, it could
not have fitted better."
THE farmer was philosophical who
saic, "If you want Your boy to stay at
home, don't bear too hard on the grindstone when he turns the crank."
"Is that your offspring, madam?" asked a lliissouri judge of a woman who was
holding by the hand a snub-nosed boy
"No, sir, that is my oldest boy," she re~
plied.
"AH. me," said an English clergyman,
" there is one thing more irksome to me
than preaching a sermon." "What is it?"
asked his listener. "Hearing another
preach," he replied.
A Pious brother in an evening prayer
meeting one stormy night addressed the
Lord as follows: "We thank thee, 0 Lord,
for the goodly number that are present, and
that thou art also here, notwithstanding
the inclemency of the weather,"

a

A CHICAGO clergyman who stated that
science was a pleasant study, to which he
directed the attention of his "Ongregation,
was invited to come over and put on the
gloves with a brother who knew all about

'"science."

ANoTHER clergyman has got into hot
water. The Rev. Mr. Frank Kelleher, who
while examining a Montana geyser, broke
through the ragged edge of the crust, and
was scalded so that he even wished he
were dead.
A PARSIMONIOUS old man, in defending
himself against a charg-e of " uncharitableness," said: "I know I don't give very
THE man who took a bold stand resolved often, but if you only knew how it hurts
me when I do give, you wouldn't blame
o return it.
me."
It is the way to weigh a fish, to weigh him
THE matrimonial market has picked up
in his own scales?
so much since the Fall set in, that a New
"MooNLIGHT mechanics" is the latest Hampshire clergyman is said to have from
term for burglars.
this source laid up a barrel of beans, 25
WHEN is the wind ill behaved? When it pounds of dried apples, half a barrel of
whistles in the house.
cider and half a dozen dried calf skins.
THE room for improvement is said to be
A CouPLE of members of the dar key conthe largest room in the world.
ference were passing down the avenue,
1 THE man who was filled with emotion,
when one trod on the indigestible portion
of a pair, and as his number elevens went
had but little room for his dinner.
up, the rest of his being was correspondWHY does water run down hill? Beingly lowered. "Ki-yah, Brudder Jones,
cause it can run easier than walk.
is you fallin' from grace?" chuckled his
WHY are r.ashmere shawls like deaf peo- companion. "Not perzactly, Deacon; I'se
ple? Because you cannot make them settin' on de ragged edg€1 ob dis pear."here.
Oapital.
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A Book for the Times.

The "Spiritual Delusion;-"
Its Methods, Teachings a.nd Effects.
THE PHILOSOPHY .AND PHEN011IENA
CRITICALLY EXAMINED.
BY DYER E. LUM,
Author of "The Early Socia.[ Life of l\Ian."
12mo. Fine Cloth. $1.50.
NOTICES OF THE PRESS.

"That Spiritualism is a 'delusion,' we
most firmly believe, and this book contains
a full demonstration of the fact. The author has gone through the experience of a
]leliev~r in the possibility of S.~Jiritual manlfestatwns, but abandoned this conviction
as premature and unsound through the
force of later and more thorough investigation. The positive beliefs of the author
on philosophical and theological subjects
so far as these are disclosed, are not, by
any means, so trustworthy."-Presbyterial£.
"This is a calm, careful and candid examination of modern 'Spiritism,' and
cleaJ·ly shows from its past and present
history, that it is unscientific iu its methods, unphilosophical in its teachings, and
unnatural in its effects. Some of the many
impostures of the Spiritualists are exposed, and a large amount of varied information reRpecting this delusion given.· The
dedication of the book happily indicates
its design,"- Lutheran Observer.
"This is a clear, conclusive argument
against modern Spiritualism, by one who
narrowly escaped its fatal ·delusion. He
shows it unscientific in its methods, unphilosophical in its teachmgs, and unnatural in 1ts effects, and enters into a cl'itieal
examination of the phenomena upon which
Spiritualism rests for its proofs. Tl1e author claims that all may be traced to natural causes. The book is ably written."Baltinwre Ep·iscopal Methodist.
***For sale by booksellers generally, or
will be sent by mail, postage paid, upon
receipt of price, by
L B. LIPPINCOTT & CO.,
715 and 717 Market Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

SPIRITUALISM.

BUST OF

Robert G. Ingersoll.
Prof, M.A. Breed, Peoria, Ill., has executed
in a very artistic manner, a bust of .CoL.
INGERSOLL, the author of "The Oration on
the Gods" and other lectures so well known
to the Liberals of the United States. The
Bust is of Heroic size, about one-third
larger than life, and fait-hfully represents
the Colonel's features nnd expression of
countenance.
Prof. Breed learned thjl art of sculpture
in Rome, and acquits himself ably in it.
Those who wish an elegant bust o.f this
most promi··ent and able man in the Liberal ranks, should avail themselves of the
opportunity of procuring a copy of this
desirable work of art. Price, $20, securely
packed for shipment,
Orders may be addressed to the EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, or forwarded direct to Prof. M. A. BREED, Peoria, Ill.

BOOKS!
BOOKS!!
D. M. BENNETT, Editor Truth Seeker.
Wishes the Public to remember he is
prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal,
and Progressive Works of all kinds.

Books by tlw follmcing Modern Autlw1·s
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Huxley,
Dar~in,

Tyndall,
Herbert Spenceri
J, Stuart ltlil •
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Sir John Lubbuck,
Charles Bradlaugh
Robt. Dale Owen,
Stephen Pearl Andrews,
A. J. Davis,
Prof. WJD, Denton,
B. F. Underwood,
Hudson Tuttle,
Henry C Wright.,
Dr. A. B. Childs,
ltla~·ia Itt. King,
1\'1.. B. Craven,
D. D. Home,
:ttl. and D. W. Hu II

As well as numerous otlwr autlw?·s.
Books on
Science,
The Arts,
ltledicine,
Theology,
Law,
History,
Biography,
Literature,
Romance,
Poetry,

The recent extraordinary attention the
subject is attracting, and its investigation
And all Miscellaneous Subjects fur·
by eminent scientists, increases the de- nished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by
mand for ··urrent literature devoted to the
subject. In order that all may become fa- Express or Mail as directed.
miliar with the most able, fearless and
Address
widely-circulated exponent of SpiritualD. M. BENNETT,
ism, we will send the
335 BROADWAY,

Religio.-Philosophical Journal

3 MON'l'HS for 30 CENTS.
POSTAGE FREE A:FTER JANUARY 1st.
The JouRNAL is a large 8-page weekly
p_aper, regular price $3 per year, now in its
Ninth Year. Address S. S. JONES, EmTOR, 180 E. Adam St., Chicago.
N. B.-State where you saw this advertisement.
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THE
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A ROMANCE',

Instructive, Absorbing, Thrilling I
BY WM. Mc:Q.ONNELL,
Author of "Exeter Hall," etc., etc.
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No Person who buys this Book will Re
READ THIS.-The chromo ail>en as a pregret the Investment,
mium with the LadiPs' Own Jlfa(faz-ine Is
equal in all respects to any five dollar chromo
It contains nearly 450 pages. 12mo. IEf
in onr stock.
GoTTWALS & Co., Art Dealers, Chicago.
printed from new type, on good paper,
and gotten up in excellent style.
We Gi·ve Agents $2 Cash,
Published at THE TRUTH SEEKER Office·.
Or $4 in premiums for three names, and
better still for larger lists. We send a samPRICE:
ple of the chromo and Magazine for forty
cents to those who will act as agents; or In Paper Covers ........................ ,$1.00'
the Magazine three months for t\Venty-flve In Cloth, neatly bound ..... , ............ 1.50'
cents to thoRe who want to try it.
Sent by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of p1·ice.
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the LitPrary, Family, and Fashion MagaAddress
D. M. BENNETT,
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300 BRoADWAY,
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Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstitio_n, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristoc'racies,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let us reason toifether;" Let us hear a,ll cides; .Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; .Let us "prove all . things and hold fast to that which is _food."
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IJlotes (lnd fl:lippings.
AN experimental plantation of olive trees in Georgia is
said to have yielded an excellent quality of olive oil.
~WELVE States have adopted compulsory education
-laws: New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Kentucky, Rhode Island, New Jersey, Michigan, Kansas, Texas, Nevada, California, and from 1st of January, 1875, New
York.
OFFICIAL statistics of the Roman Catholic Diocese of
Boston show that there are in that Episcopal jurisdiction
175 priests,lOO churches, 15 churches in process of erection, 34 chapels and stations, and a denomin:.ttional population of 311,000. There are 63 clerical students. These
figures show an increase during the year of 18 priests, 19
churches, and 3 churches building, 8 chapels and stations,
and 10,000 Roman Catholic population.
AT Zion Calvinistic Chapel, in Nottingham, England,
there has long been a dispute in reference to the pastorship. The other night the contending parties met in the
building, when they soon got to high words, and finally
to fighting, as to which should have possession of the
books and property of the church. 'fhe police had to be
called in to quell the disturbance. The Rev. lVIr, Lankford, one of the rival ministers. was so injured that he
is confined to his home. A body of constables had to go
to the chapel on the following Sunday, but no disturbance
took place.
IN London five families have been trying the experiment of a confederated home. A large house in the
Bloomsbury region was taken, and arrangements for the
regulation of the household were made with precision.
There was a common dining room, and each family had
a set of rooms which it furnishfld at it~ own convenience.
One cook prepared the meals, and a couple of servants
did the other work. For two days affairs went well
enough. Then trouble began. The dinner was a standing subject of dispule, the unfortunate cook being as unable to please five families as the two servants wei·e to
answer five bells, all ringing at the same' time. 1'he children of the two families ·quarrelled, and before a fortnight had elapsed the confederated home was broken up
THE clergymen and the, j-:)urmtlists of B.oston are at
issue. 1'he journalists met and passed resolutions upon
the death of Mr. Daniel N. Haskell, the editor of the
Transcript. The resolutions, which were written by Col.
Greene, of the Post, did not seem to the clergymen sufficiently orthodo:lf. Nothing like the familiar phrase.. wherea~ it has plet>sed an inscrutable Providence," appeared in them, and tile one which the clergymen especially criticise is the following: ".Resolved, That we extend
to the relatives and friends of the deceased, who has been
suddenly called from us in the prime <'f life and useful·.n~s, our sincere sympathy, and trust they will find in the
contemplation of a character that so well filled the meas
ure of duty an unfailing source of consolation." 'l'he
objection is that the relatives and friends are not urged
to seek consolation in <religion, and the inference is that
the press is held in the grasp of materialism.

MucH consternation has recently been produced in
Trinity Church of Newark, one of the richest Episcopal
churches in Ne\\ Jersey, by the resignation of its rector,
the Rev. Wm. B. Nicholson. He averred he no longer had
sympathy with the Episcopal church and its. ritualism,
and proposed to adopt the Bishop Cummins moyement.
It is represented as a great shock to the church. To an
outsider it seems not very terrible. If a clergyman does
nothing more offensive to morals and propriety than to
abjure ritualism, he will compare most favorably with
same of his brethren.
ALBERT BARNES' CoNFESSIONs.-Professor Phelps, in
his deeply interesting reminiscences of the late Albert
Barnes, refers to his sensitiveness to human suffering
which had, he tells us, an unfortunate influence upon his
ministry. He could not preach "exultingly" on endless
punishment. " I confess," he says, "when I look upon a
world of sinners and of sufferers, upon deathbeds and
graveyards, upon the world of woe filled with hosts to
suffer forever,
*
*
*
and when I feel
that God only can save them, and yet that he does not do
it, I am struck dumb. It is all dark, dark, dark, to my
soul, and I cannot disguise it. In the- distress and anguish in my own spirit, I confess that I see no light
whatever." Professor Phelps well remarks, " These are
appalling words from a Christian pulpit. One cannot
wonder that infidelity takes advantage of them to the
discredit of the faith which nurturedthem." True enough.

THE BRoOKLYN SUITS between Beecher, Tilton, Moulton, Proctor et al seem to hang fire. The first suft of Tilton vs. Beecher for damages for the seduction and alienation has been called; Tilton appears ready for 'trial,
while Beecher does not. The claim his attorneys set up
for a "bill of particulars" appears to be urged rather to
defer the trial than to facilitate it. If Beecher is the innocent. man he would have us believe him, why does he
and his counsel use every expedient to prevent a trial?
'If he is guiltless, why not let it appear by legal process at
the earliest possible moment? Is not this the course for an
innocent man to pni·sue? Should'"he not wish to make
his innocence apparent to the world as early as possible?
Some begin to fear the case will never be allowed to come
to trial-that one subterfuge after another will be adopted to stave it off indefinitely. It would seem desirable for
all parties that the truth of the charges against Mr.
Beecher be ascertained without any unnecessary delay,
that tho~e who have erred in the opinions they have formed of the case may be able to do him justice.
THE Daily G1·aphic in commenting upon the endeavors
of Mr. Beecher's lawyers to have the trial postponed,
says: Mr. Beecher's counsel having failed a secondtime to either compel Mr. Tilton to furnish a bill of particulars, or to materially postpone the trial, are now
about to appeal from the decision of the General Term
denying the motion for a bill of particulars, and so bring
the matter before the Court of Appeals. No one doubts
that.the latter court will affirm the two decisions already
made, but the effect of the appeal will probably be to
postpone tile trial for sm·eral months, and perhaps for a
year. If Mr. Beecher is guilty and fears to face the evidence which he believes :Mr. Tilton can produce, it is easy
to understand why his lawyers fight for postponement
with so much earnestness. If, however, he is innocent,
his lawyers are certainly committing a grave error in
giving the public reason to understand that they dread
the investigation of lVIr. Tilton's charges by a judge and
jury.
THE BEECHER CASE.-The difficulty with his ~ase is;-assuming that he is perfectly innocent of the original crime
charged against him by Theodore Tilton-that it proceeds ou the assumption that he is a fool.
It represents him as sitting on the ragged edge of remorse and despair, offering to step down and out, contemplating suicide and proposing to abandon his profession, simply because he suggested to the publisher of an
Orthodox Conj:,'l"egational paper that he would do well to
get rid of an editor who was a Unitarian, a slanderer and
a Free Lover; and because he told a Christian woman

who had been abused, beaten, starved. dishonored by her
husband, that if she could uot reclaim him she might
properly separate from him; and because, finally, he had
innocently permitted a Rentimental married woman to
entertain an undue affection for him, which he had never
reciprocated.
This, by the showing of himself and his friends, is the
sum of his sin. And yet to prevent these few harmless
episodes from coming to the knowledge of the public, he
labored through l\'loulton for four years, he made an abject apology, he deposited a bushel of letters in the hands
of a third party, and over and over again he wished himself dead.
A fool might have done all this. No man endowed with
reasonable hense could, by any possibility, have done H.
-Utica Obsp?·vm-.
MucH attention in England is directed to the matter of
allegiance of many heretofore supporters of the English
Church, now being diverted to the Romish Church. Gladstone appears alarmed at the tendency toward the Roman
Pontiff, and enters a vigorous protest. Archbishop Manning asserts that allegiance is due the Pope, not only in
Great Britain. but in America. It is feared by manv the
English Church will, at no distant day. gravitate back to tile
Rom ish Church from which it emanated. This is probably
to be the inevitable result. The great contest in the future theological world must be 1111rrowed down between
two parties or principles-Christianity or Catholicism on
the one hand, and Science and Liberalism on the· other.
Protestantism being a cross between the two, will be absorbed partly by one element and partly by the other. How
the final contest will terminate, the future must decide.
It may be bloodless-it may be sanguinary. We believe,
however, science and truth must ultimately prevail over
superstition and error. The moral and intellectual world
must advance, not retrograde. Since the midnight of
the Dark Ages much light has dawned upon the earth.
The morning has come, but the sun of truth has not yet
reached its meridian. W c trust it is destined never to set
in gloom.
THE JERSEY CITY SCANDAL still remains unsettled. 1\Ir.
Glendenning has furnished his statement, but the decision is not rendered. He has, of course, declared himc
self innocent of all wrong in the case. This was to be
expected. In nettrly all cases where erring clergymen are
brought to examination for their little mistakes with the
sisterhood, they deny all guilt on their part. If their
statements are only taken for truth, their innocence will
be established. But despite all their assertions of guiltlessness, they have too often been proved adulterers.
This probably cannot be.positively done in Mr. Glendenning's case. The only party in the case besides himself
who knew the facts is dead. There are no eye-witnesses
of any criminality between the pair. There are, however, dark points in the case. Mr. Glendenning admits
his frequent visits to her, that he remained alone in
her company several hours at night; that he paid especial attention to her. ancj.more than to any other young
lady of his acquaintance; that she loved him, and was
fond of his company; that he purchased several valuable
presents for her, and received presents from her. There
was a discrepancy between the gentleman's statement
and the evidence of some of his witnesses. He claims
the watch and chain he gave her was not a present, but
that he bought it at her request, though he ad van ceil the
money for it. Others testified he stated to them the watch
was a present. There were other discrf'pancies. There
is, however, no doubt that the young woman gave birth
to an illegitimate child, and that it had a natural father.
She stated re].leatedly, in the most solemn manner, he
was the father. She confronted him before witnesses,
and made the same assertion, and with her dying breath,
and but a few moments before her lips were stilled forever to a magistrate she again distinctly alleged that
John S. Glendenning, and none other, was the father of
her child. Her good character and modesty with regard
to other gentlemen, was clearly est-ablished. ~rhe public
has tile statements of tile two. They totally disagree,
Which has the most probability of truth?
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felt, as is already known to the re~der;: that his !n- though there may have been thousands _who ~racticed
tended victim was now hopelessly m h1s power, m- it innocently in days gone by. In tlus enlightened
deed. From what Peter Huskins had said,_he was age, however, there is not a shadow of apology for
convinced that there was nothing more requ~red to even the slightest intolerance, not to speak of persecustimulate the secret animosity entertaine~ !lgamst_ the tion. Modern science and research have drawn the
A Tale of the RoyaZ Colony of Massachu.<Jetts.
Ravenswoods by their fierce an~ superstltr~u.s nergh- poisoned fangs of that dangerous. old serpen~ of _su·
bors as well as by the Puritamcal authonties who perstition the Bible, and reduced It to sometlung hke
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.
had iong regarded them with an eye of jealou~. envy the level' of Jack the Giant Killer. No thoroughly
and distrust because of their well known oppsitiOn to philosophic and educated man endorses it in _his closet;
CHAPTER VI.
the persecutions of the Church in relation to th_e mon- and no sincere weU informed and large mmded perAlthough the Reverend Solomon Sloucher ~as cor- strous infatuation of Witchcraft. When Huskms had son accepts it ~s authority either in priv~~;te or public.
rect in his surmises 1·egarding the probability! _or become aware of the discovery by his infamo:us con- That it may contain some truth, few Will deny, ~ut
rather the certainty of Maurice Fitz Raymond JOin- frere, but very short work was ruade of the mml!-tes the same may be said of writings that lay no clmm
ing the expedition against the French ~~;nd Indrans, of the villa. Charges were privately raked up a~a~nst whatever to inspiration or infallibility. . The fact is,
that event did not take place so speedily as he had them in every quarter where blindness and fanaticism and we don't recollect to have ever seen it adverted to
anticinated, inasmuch as the call of the governor was reigned. while so anxious were some deluded ere a- by auy author, the Jewish and the <;Jhristian. relignot met so promptly as he believed it would have been. tures to'forward tlle designs of the witch-fi~der and ions owe their existence to a simple misconceptiOn of
At last, however, the requisite number of m~n were Sloucher, the most wild and improbable stones were the solar system and the sidereal heavens, on the part
enrolled and on the morning of the day on whrch our forged by religious lunatics or those actuated by the of the early races of m:mkind. Had 1\ioses-if such
story op~ns, Maurice bicl a most affectionate farewell vilest motives against both ntother and daughter; a!- a man ever wrote the PentateuC'.h-or those who lived
to his sister and to Alice and her mother, and was though the more serious and fatal charges were to in his supposed day, been fully aware that the fixed
.
stars were suns illumining worlds like ours, and that
soon buried 'in the depths of the forest with his com- be preferred against Alice.
This was all done in the most profound secrecy, the earth was simply one of the planets, and by no
rades in arms, as they wended their way towards the
point in the direction of Cape Ann already a1luded t~. and with the clear and unequivocal_sanction of b_oth means the largest, that revolve round om: gi:eat cenThe Fanatic had been on thorns for some days previ- the civil and religious power, whwh, for the tune tral luminary, it is highly probable that this little ball
ous to his departure, lest any circumstance sho:ald oc- being was crushing every human instinct under foot, of ours would not have been selected as the grand
cur that might delay it indefinitely, for all his ~wn and ~tterly destroying the brotherlwod. of ma~. theatre upon which the Supreme Being-the creator
plans had been perfected witl! 1·espect to poor Al!ce, Several secret meetings had been held m counCil of tpe universe-was to manifest himself in so many
whom a brief respite from his presence at the VIlla, chamber and conventicle where the governo~ on the stupendous ways, and almost hourly .. But Moses,
had lulled into perfect security regarding the fears one hand and gospel fanatics on the other ~Iscussed with all his inspiration, and adroit a trickster as h.e
the whole question in utter ~arkness, an~ Witho:ut at- was believed that this earth was the centre of the umshe entertained in relation to the crimson rose-leaf.
Maurice promised to communicate with the sweet tempting to elidt even the s)1ght~st partwle of mfor- ver~e, and that the heavens were merely its flimsy,
girl as often as practicable, and endeavored to assure mation in relation the possrble mnocence of the ac- frescoed surroundings. Consequently when he w:ante_d
her that the service in which ·he was to be engaged cused. The evidence of the villain Sloucher m!d that an interview with God Almighty, there was, m Ius
was not at all dangerous, as the command to which of the wild dupe Huskins was deemed sufficre~t to opinion, no other place to hold it in; and. hence _all
he was attached should be surrounded with outpos.ts establish their guilt ; and hence, a day ~r two pr~or to this thunder and lightning and stone-cnttmg whrch ·
occupied by t!wse who had already taken the field m the departure of Maurice, the order, winch consrgned the dire and blank ignorance of the remote past acAlice to a loathsome prison and perhaps to the rope, cepted as the real Simon Pure. Had it been under.
.
defence of the colonists. .
She seemed to accept this assurance m good faith, was secretly made and placed in .the hands of the stood at the period that Jupiter. was. fourteen hun~red
but inwardly she ''as ill at ease, as she felt confident witch-finder who always had a posse of wild fanatics times as large as this earth, and mfimtely ruore glonous
that there was e:reat peril in the duties that he would at ws comm'and to aid him in the execution of such to look upon and that, in all probability, it was peopled
be called upon to perform, and that, :W.ith all his asum- instruments, and who now at the instance of Sloucl~er by beings like unto us, the possibility of it~ being~ sueed carelessness and buoyancy of spr~·Its, the:e ~as ~t only stayed its execution until the departure of Fitz cessful rival in the mirade and redemptiOn busmess
least a chance of their never meetmg agam m this Raymond· when he wisely supposed, that the arrest would have kept that old man, whom Colenso so recould be :Uade ~ithout any disturbance, as in the spects, within something like moderate bounds, and
world.
.
· Still, she maintained a brave exteriOr, and ev!ln absence of :Maurice, who was so generally ~el_oved, have prompted him to accord a more exalted ~nd warpromised her lover that she sl!ould attend a party ~v there was no one of any great influence or activrty to thy mission to that great and mysterious bemg who
en by some mutual friends m the town, and whwl~ interfere with what they had the assurance to call, was God and who wasn't God and who came to send
.
peace on earth with the swo~d, and an ill-t~mp!lred
was to have taken place in compliment to some of ''Jaw and the will of God combined."
In the secret clerical conclave Slouche! was listen- mother-in-law, instead of using him up on this bit of
those who had joined the expedition, had J?-Ot the command received orders to march a day earher than had ed to with the most profound attention and respe~t as a planet, to rescue from hell-fire a hanclfu_I of people
he intoned the charges against the Ravenswoods m a whose ij;(Ilorance ought to have been sufficient t<J save
been anticipated.
.
In exacting this promise from her, Maun?c was voi 0 e that was absolutely demoniacal as well as low, them from anythino- and who are for the most part
intelligent on the s~rface only at even this hour of
actuated by a desire to place her for one evemng at twangy and nasal.
"Yes! brethren in the Lord," he continued _as. he the day.
least in some position where she would have no opThis in our opinion, is how the mistake of religportunity of dwelling in loneliness upon his depart- set down the charges with fiendish circumstantrah~y,
ure, and by the knowledge that, although her heart " I have myself seen the foul fiend in the shape of a ions cr;eeds came orio-inally-they had their inception
should still throb wildly now and then when she huge, black cat seated beside the young won~an Ra- in an egotism, pardo"nable perhaps at the period, basthought of all that might be before him, the sharp, venswood on her dressing table, and noted hrm seal- ed upon the conviction that this little cherry-stone of
cruel edges of her regret WOI}ld be to .some ext~nt ren- ing her with his seal, in the shape_ of his paw or. some- a planet of ours was the grand an? onJy centre of a~l
dered less fierce and jagged 1n the mrdst of friends at thing like a rose-leaf. The mark IS perf~ctly_ cnmson, created things, and that all outside rt was mere filland when he had licked it into her arm With hrs tongu~, gree work-a fact which may be clearly inferred from
so painful a juncture.
Mrs. Ravenswood was all a-glow with pride and sat- they both sat chattering and laughmg together, until the alleged reference of Moses to the mission of t~e
isfaction at the manly and patrioti~ com:se a_dopt~d by the Evil One vanished in a :flash of blue fiall!e, and sun and the moon, and from the hasty manner In
her future son-in-law; and second III~ hiS VIews m re- all was dark again.. I happened to b!l passu~g the which he drops those awkward customers, the stars,
gard to the party, insisted that Alice sho_uld. meet villa close to the wrtch's window the mght I Witness- by simply observing that they were made "also."
But to resume the thread of our story, Sir William
them to the letter when she found her weepmg m her eel this awful sight, and hearing the str:ange noise and
chamber after they had both bade him farewell ; for perceiving the singular light, I ~rew mgh and beheld. Phipps and the cruel and narrow-minded wretches
although the sweet young creature had given her what I now relate-as can be verified by the mark of that surrounded him, lent all the aiel of the Civil power to the carrying out of the vile projects of the more
word that she would spend the evening in tow!l, once which I speak."
"And more," observed Peter Huskins, who was culpable clerical rascals; for since his return from
he had said his last fond adieu and renewed hrs vows
of undying affection, her whole heart ga-ye way, ~nd present at the foul conspiracy, ''there are those who England, where he managed to clutch the reins -of
she felt that she should be but ill at ease m the midst avow that crops fail and that the cows go ~ry all about government from the hands of those who had held
of the happy and the g~y. Her pl_ighte.d word, ?ow- the villa· and that every night at a certam hour, and them in the settlement, he had already consented to
ever, and the importumties of the rnvahd prevall_ed _; when no 'one but this daughter is present two apes the death of twenty persons, one of whom was a libso as her friends with whom she was on very mtr- dressed like footmen leap into the room where the era! clergyman who had b<!en charged with witchm~te terms, had begged of her to come early in the mother is seated in her invalid's chair, and carry her craft· while be:gides, the prisons were still being filled
afternoon, about an hour or so after the departure of up stairs to her chamber-although it may be di~cult with ~thers ~ho expected a similar fate. So that now,
Maurice she was driven into town by Robert, who to prove much a~ainst this older on~ 1 who IS, of in the prose~ution of this. dire work, Sloucher ~~;nd
Huskins, on the very evenmg of the party at whrch
was to return for her with the carriage about mid- course, more cunnmg than the younger.
The gloomy fanatics who sat in judgmet;~t upon Alice hopecl.to meet Flor4lnce, found themselves, armnight.
Florence was to be at the party, but as evening ap- these charges raised their hands and ey_es m holY: eel with the power of the law, and s?:pported b,Y a
proached, the weather became so boisterous and rainy, horror at this awful disclosure. In the drscharge _or posse of the wildest and most. s~perstrtwu~ fl!-natws,
John Langton advised her not to attempt the passage their sacred duties !IS servants of the Lord and enemies on their way to seize upon their mten~ed .vlCtrm, and
across the river. It was with great reluctance she of the Wicked One they must purge the earth of such consign her to a dungeon where the vrllam SlouchEJr
followed the counsel of this faithful domestic, as she foul creatures how'Iovely soever the guise in which and he only should have access to her perhaps for
had intended to return to the villa with Alice after they appear; 'but what really disturbed some ·of the weeks to come, and where he felt he should have an
the party, and to remain with h!lr ~or t~e great~r por- clerical judges most, was, that Mrs. Ravenswood co~lcl opportunity of tempting her sorely to save her llfe on
tion of the following day; behevmg, m her srsterly not be found so clearly guilty of being leagued wrth the only terms he had decided to offer her.
affection, that the burden of Maurice's departure would the foul fiend as her daughter, so that they should be
The Fanatic wisely counselling night as the best
be carried more lightly, as it were, on the shoulders able when both were disposed of, to pounce upon time to make the arrest without attracting much atof two than it should be were either left to bear it thei~ property and hand it over to the Church, or in tention both he anti Huskins remained closeted toalone. ' And besides, it had been already agreed that other words-divide it amongst themselves.
gether in the house of the latter until it had ?een long
Alice in the'hope of keeping her spirits from sinkNor were the men who sat at the council table with dark aml the tempest had reached its height. AIing to'o low. should spend a short time at The Heights, Sir William Phipps-the then Governor of the "Pro- thongh to most who were abrond nt such an hour,
and at once.
vince of the Massachusetts Bay in New England"- tlJC wind, the rain, and the gloom were rather troubleTo this latter the iivalid consented with some little a whit more liberal or enlightened than the sanctified some and depressing, they regarde? the weath~r as
reluctance as Alice was the apple of her eye and the scoundrels who wielded ecclesiastical power in the most favorable to their dark and mfamous desJgns.
light of he~· very soul. With the experiences of her land. Both were alike unworthy the name of m.en; They presumed, and with reason, that on a night so
own youth before her, however, Ish~ measu:ed ~he although the lantern-jawed, hollow-eyed, psalm-smg- tempestuous the inmates af the villa would be totally
heart and sentiments of the young girl, and JUdgmg ing clerical vagabond was the mo.re dangerous of the free of company, if they ever saw any, and that so u~
that her love for her would be best demonstrated by two. The Church has always been a more relentless expected would be the sudden descent of the myrnnmaking a sacrifice on her own part, she accompanied and brutal butcher than the Civil power, because she dons of both the Church and the State upo~ tbem,
her final consent to this visit with an absolute com- has always been able to shirk the responsibility of no opposition to the arrest was likely to b~ oflertfl by
mand that it should be made within a day or two at even her vilest atrocities by quietly transferring it to Robert Miles, or any of the other domestics.. Theremost.
the shoulders of Drvine Authority, and assuming that -fore, when the whole party paused at the VIlla gate,
When the Fanatic had caught a glimpse of. the she acts only in conformity with the strict command the two. leaders were cert.am .that a~! that was to be
wine-mark upon the shoulder of Miss Ravenswood, he of heaven. Thls is the ruffianism of most creeds ; al- done was m~rely. to ~n~~:r t!:l~ dw~Wn~. and. bear away
[Written expressly for
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The Witch of the Wine-Mark.
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Through his adroitness and swiftness of foot he was pigeons, turtle-doves, fat lambs, fat calves, (and a
soon enabled to place the dreadful missive in her hand good turkey would have been acceptable but they
uno?served. Slte glanced at it hastily, and instantly had none then,) and the best brand of whe~ten :flour
leaviJ?g the apartment without evincing anv signs of the best of olive oil, and the fruit and juice of th~
emotiOn or alarm, she, as Titmouse had been caution
rape, and, according to one witness the very best
ed to return to the villa wiih all haste without a moadulterated liquors, yes cooks and se'rvants like their
ment's hesitation, emerged into the tezhpest and flew lords, to live well.
'
'
with all her might and main, towards the ferry, wher~
Then again, John, you must recollect that greenwe first encountered her.
backs were not discovered in those days, and hard
Once the dwarf had been dispatched with the note money rather scarce amongst the toiling population
Robert returned to the invalid and informed her of ~nd ''truck and trade" was the order of the day; fo~
what he had just accomplished. She received tl>e in- mstance, seven year's servitude for a wife and love
telligence with that strange sort of approval which is on bo~h sides thrown in, and often cheat~d at last.
at_ time_s an expression of the most helpless despair. Now It seems to me to be the most expeditious way
Five mrnutes had not yet elapsed since the arrival of for the priesthood to keep their '' larders well supplithe p~rty. So pr~sl!ming that there was nothing to ed " in that age of the world, but as soon as the metbe gamed by remarnmg longer with the afflicted moth- ~ls were substituted as the medium· of trade, sacrificer of our heroine, he returned slowly to the hall rng old bulls or he-goats as a sweet-smelling savor
where he now found Huskins and Sloucher in a stat~ unto the Lord went into disrepute as rather too troubleo~ great excitement, and the two men who accompa- some1 so gold was made tl~e standard of godliness even
med them, conversing with the gloomy servant wo- to this day. Now as sacrrftce went out of fashion a
man alreadv referred to, and who disappeared when hell was int:oduced, where, according to some autho~s,
she observed his approach.
the worm dieth not, and the fire is not quenched and
" So, son of the Evil One," exclaimed the Fanatic millions of young babes. some not a span long are
in a paroxysm of rage, as Robert advanced towards thrown i!l hourly, along with rich and poor, of both
him, ''thou has deceived us; for the witch Ravens- sexes, With all those that forget to give the l.)riests
wood is not beneath this accursed roof but in town their gold.
•
to.-night, holding some hideous revel wi'th her familBut, John, do not you think there was a private
iars or with the ungodly in a place we now wot of council held by the priests, with closed doors, to inand to which we shall proceed at once and cut he~ troduce tJ.le new order of things, i. e., the broiling
short in her diabolical cat·eer."
and roastmg all those that would not give their gold
Robert now perceived that the woman servant who freely to them ; yes, ~oast them for a sweet-smelling
had possibly entered the family as a spy, had inf~rmed savor unto the Lord, rnstead of bulls, goats and rams?
them of the true state of the case ; but as she had not Gold, you know:, John, is vei:Y convenient to store up,
the slightest idea that any intelligence of theit· dread- and keep for pnvate use, whi1e fresh meat soon spoils
ful designs had been despatched to Alice he felt con- and is rather troublesome to handle. I presume to think
fident that his young mistress would be ~oon beyond that the people had been in the habit of enjoying a good
their reach for that night at least as he well knew square ~eal at thes~ sacrifices, picnic fashion, and
that she would act promptly on the contents of the consummg all the prrests had no use for but in intronote, a.nd that old Dick Giles would row her across ducing t:lte new religion, when o-old beca:ne the standthe river or perish in the attempt.· Now, however, ard of godliness, it follows, of 0 course, that economy
as they appeared to have learned all that was necessa- would be the order of the day, as far as the flock was
ry to their ultimate success, believing, as they did, concerned, so a small bit of bread and a sip of wine
that they had merely to return to town and surprise with faith sufficient to think yourself a better rna~
their victim in the midst of her unholy orgies as they than your neighbor, and one of the elect was reckontermed them, they started forth once more with im- ed sufficient. That may do to pray on but '' ratlrer
precations upon tlie villa and all beneath its roof save too thin" to work on.
'
one. Within half an hour .or so they reached the
Then again, John, under the old dispensation God
residence of the lady and gentleman where the party
was being given ; but scarcely had they presented bestowed many blessings on the people · he gave' them
themselves in the hall, when they became aware that land for an inheritance, he gave th~m flocks and
something unusual h>td tal<en place. 1\:liss Ravens- herds of cattle, yea, he even fed the young lions and
wood was nowhere to be found, although the whole t~e young ravens when they came unto him, but what
building had been searched from top to bottom. She a,change now, John; how many poor widows after
had disappeared suddenly; and withont a word of ex- plying the needle fourteen hours, bow the kn~e and
planation to either her host or hostess who were in a humbly ask for bread for her children, whose cries
from hunger rend her very soul. And who heeds
~tate ?f great consternati~n regarding her. The subtle
mtelhgence of the Fanatic enabled him to compre- her ? God there to give, or has he nothing to behend at a glance that they had been outwitted in some stow?
Then again, John, under the old dispensation gold
way by Robert Miles ; but knowing that Alice-whom
he now felt assured had been informed of their inten- was a blessing to all that possessed it but und~r the
tion-would not venture to return to the villa that new, it became a curse ; for instance 'the love of gold
night at least, the thought at once struck him, that is the root of all evil, and it is easie~ for a camel to
she had, on receiving the intelligence of their pres- go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man
ence at her dwelling, fled to the ferry in the hope of to enter the kingdom of heaven. Yes, John, it Is all
reachinl? the stronghold of The Heights, where she dross, filthy lucre, (which reminds me of some of our
should lind shelter, or in whose vicinity she might re- fractional currency,) then again go sell thy possessions
main secreted for an indefinite period-such great and all that thou hast, and give to the poor or church ·
favorites were the Fitz Raymonds in and about as the priest is the Lord's almoner. •' He' that giveth
Charlestown, where they were so long aud so general- to the poor, (the church,) lendeth unto the Lord and
where little js given, little is required as I betiev~ was
ly known and esteemed.
•
Once this latter idea touk possession of him, he com- said when they took the widow's last farthing and remunicated his suspicions to the witchfiuder ; so after joiced over it.
Then, John, look at that &plendid picture poor
searching the premises hastily, the whole party set
out for the ferry in the hope of overtaking the poor Lazarus in Abraham's bosom, see how caref~lly he
young fugitive, before she and Giles had left the handles him ; sec how he tries to cheer and soothe his
shore, and bearing her back in fiendish triumph to drooping spirits ; what blessings has he showered on
the dungeon that already yawned to receive her. his head, by all the heavenly host. Now look on the
Here, however, they again found themselves baffled other picture, that rich man that would not give his
as already known to the reader ; which circumstance wealth to the church ; there he is in that hot furnace
brings us to that point of our narrative when we are weeping tears of liquid sulphur and breathing an at~ •
MARION RAVENSWOOD."
enabled to pick up the link of our story that we had mosphere of white lava; he craves a drop of water to
This missive, which was penned with wondrons dropped at the ferry-man's door where we left him on cool his burning tongue, he asks a God of love, wlrose
celerity, was handed to Robert. A glance at it ex- his return from hts boat, after his interview with mercy endureth forever, but even that was denied
plained all ; so, with the speed of thought," gaining Sloucher and the witch-finder, by the water's edge.
him with insult. From that picture I come to this
the servant.'s apartments, throug)I a passage other
conclusion, if a man i& poor, and' cannot get any[TO BE CONTINUED.]
tlmn the hall, he attracted the attention of a dim in uthing to give the church, let him go to heaven but he
ti ve little creature, nicknamed Titmouse, about twelve
that has got, and will not give the priest, let 'him go
years old, and for some time a trusty dependent of
to hell.
'l1o Ex-Rev. John Syphers.
the family, and beckoning to him unobserved by the
So, John, since the priest introduced the blood of
I cannot refrain from congratuhtting you, John, for
only other servant in the kitcheLI-a gloomy sort of
Jesus for a sin offering, for all time to come, it took
woman who had but recently entered the famil_}-he your humorous and instructive contributions to our a great deal of labor and drudgery at the hands of
paper, '!'HE '!'RUTH SEEKER, nor do I speak for myturned on his heel and left the apartment.
the priest, in butchering sacrifices, and there was nothIn an instant Titmouse was on llis feet following self alone; several others, I know, look over the pa- ing to do but lay your sins at the foot of the cross;
Miles, who led him to an upper window of the villa per to see thy name, John, as they know there is and your purse at the foot of the priests, and your
concealed by a large tree whose branches lay close something rich when thy pen makes a mark, and it salvation is an undeniable fact ; though straight is the
against it, and bidding him run with all speed to never fails to create a kind of sympathetic or mag- gate, and narrow is the way that leads thereto.
town and place the missive in the hands of Miss Alice netic feeling that is rather stronger than this child of
But, John, I do not want you to think that I would
secretly, as her life. was in danger, and as there was Nature can bear; so, to let off a little gas from my charge the priesthood with avarice, coveteousness or
overflowing spirits, I give you a good cheer, and wish
not a moment to be lost.
worldly-mindedaess ; no, 'tis pure love that pro~pts
With rare intelligence the dwarf snatched the note you a prosperous course onward, John.
Yes, John, this sacrifiaing business was rather them to risk their own salvation for the benefit of
and placed it in his bosom ; when, without a single
their rich neighbors; yes, John, all for the good of
sentence, he stepped cautiously out in+,o the gloom bloody work to appease the wrath of a God, that their poor souls, and to save them from that fiery
among the bonghs, and descended the tree unobserved some say is all love. But, John, yon roust recollect lake that burns forever and ever, and to place them
by the party outside. The next instant he was off that sacrifice did not altogether consist of worn-out, snugly in Abraham's bosom.
through the darkness and tempest with the speed of tough old bulls and horny old rams ; these were only
So, wishing you as happy and lively as Mother
the wind, toward the point where Miss Ravem;wood used to blind the eyes of poor ignorant dupes, you
unconscious of danger was thinking of her lover, al- must recolleet that sacrifice consisted of the very best Cary's chickens in Noah's flood, I bid you farewell,
THOHAS B. JOHNSON.
tlrough seated in the midst of a gay p~rty of admirers. the mark!(t afforded, and in season, such as young John.

their intended victim to the frightful prison whose
portal was already open to receive her.
With cautions steps, then, the infamous gang approached the house, and took possession of every
avenue leading from it, while all the immediate entrances to the edifice were closely guarded by a
number of fanatical ruffians ready to lay violent hands
upou the first person who attempted to escape from it.
On the accomplishment of these precautionary
measures, Huskins and the Fanatic, accompanied by
a couple of t.he rank and file of the party, rapped for
admittance at the hall'door, which, as they discovered,
had been previously locked, and which was now
opened by Robert, who as he tumed the key, was
greatly surprised at being aroused from his meditations, on various subjects, by any visitor at such an
unusual hour and on so dark and stormy a night.
The instant the door was found to be ajar, the
sturdy shoulder of the witchfinder, to the utter
amrtzement and consternation of~Miles, sent it suddenly wide opim. when Sloucher and the two others
sprang past him into the hall, Huskins bounding. forward and joining them at the same moment.
"We are here," exclaimed the latter, as he produced his authority for the arrest of Ali c.:., '' to seize,
in the name of the law, upon the dangerous and infamous wretch who, under the name of Alice Ravenswood, has been afflicting the servants of the Lord
with dire misfortune and disease, and who is proven
to have dealings with the Evil One, who has sealed
her with his seal, and made her a partner in his awful
designs upon the souls and lives of men !"
Robert started Jn horror at this terrible· disclosure
but instantly recovering his wits, and Surmising that
a larger armed force was posted close hy, he determined to gain time, at least, in the hope of ·being able
to convey some intelligence to Alice of the horrible
design of the Fanatic; for the moment his eyes rested
on Sloucher, he compreh':lilded clearly that he was
at the bottom of the whole affair. Collecting himself
then, with a degree of coolness not easy of attainment'
he addressed the Fanatic who stood gloomily by, anci
deploring the misfortune that had befallen his young
mistress, simply asked permission to apprise her,
without alarming her mother, of the necessity of
leaving her chamber stealthily and presenting herself
quietly before her persecutors; although he was most
careful not to call them by such a name. Sloucher, on
perceiving himself addressed, and believing that escape from the villa was impossible, drawled out in his
usual monotonous and hideously sanctimonious manner:
" Yea, verily, it is wisdom and goodness in thee
not to alarm the motlrer of this dangerous witch, as
nothing has been, as yet, clearly proven against her.
So, with the permission of this servant of the Lord by
my side, thou mayst go and apprise this child of the
Evil One that we await her here."
While the four men seated themselves in the hall,
Robert instantly sought Mrs. Ravenswood. and, as
mildly as the circumstances would permit, placed her
in possession of all that had just transpired. For a
moment she turned 'lS pale as death, and she would have
swooned away had he not shaken her by the shoulder
and whispered that she must now endeavor to retain
all her faculties, as the hour of a great tribulation was
upon her. With an E>xertion that was all but superhuman she sat erect at once, and calling for a pen and
ink wrote hastily on a scrap of paper :
"Fly instantly across the river to The Heights!
You have been denounced as a witch. The Fanatic
Huskins and the myrmidons of the law are nDw here
to drag you to prison. Fly without a word to any
one on the receipt of this. Blow the horn at the ferry
and take no one into your confidence; or the Fanatic
on discovering your a.bseuce from your h()me will soon
trace you out with his sleuth hounds. I shall join
you when apprised of your safety. Fly! Don't approach the villa or you are lost.
Your distracted mother,
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The Bible.
NO. XV.

Some doubtless regard it as a waste of time, in this
advanced age, to write a line to prove the Bible as un·
worthy of confidence, as being the word of God, but
so long as so many millions still revere it and yield it
a blind worship as if absolutely from heaven, it seems
proper to continue our examination. True, as pea·
pie become enlightened, and as they free themselves
from the superstitions of the past, they lose their
belief in the infallibility of the ''old book," and
they see it is too full of imperfections and errors to
have come from the hands of Deity. They see in it the
work of human beings only, and of a crude character
at that, but as we said, so long as ,the book is kept in
the public schools, so long as millions of dollars are
expended to print and circulate it over the globe, so
long as vast numbers of our fellow-beings give it im·
plicit belief and homage, without stopping to. criticise
or investigate, it is meet to continue to call attention
to its errors and fallacies.
Many statements made in the Bible may have been
true, and it matters very little to us whether they were
or not, as they are unimportant in character and have
no application to our necessities or to our age. Other
events narrated are extremely improbable, and many
quite impossible.
'
Among the improbabilities is the first event of mag·
nitude after the fiood-the building of the Tower of
Babel. It seems the builders got the edifice to an im·
mense height, insomuch that God bec!l.me alarmed
and thought the enterprise must" be stopped or the
builders would indeed invade 'his kingdom; so he
"came down" and stopped their enterprise by con·
founding their language, so they could not understand
each other, and this is claimed to be the origin of the
various languages of the earth.
The story is unworthy of a God to relate, in fact it
seems puerile and childish. If the waters had covered the earth 29,000 feet in depth, (and that is nearly
the altitude of the highest mountains,) it would be
necessary to erect a very tall building to get above
that height, and if they progressed so far as to alarm
God, it would seem such· a pile of brick and stone
would have been accumulated as to be distinctly vis·
ible at this day. Archeologists inform us the pyra·
mids of Egypt were built in an age more remote than
is claimed for the Tower of Babel, and they remain
almost intact to this day, whereas nothing has ever
been known as to where the Tower of Babel was
founded.
The building of the pyramids seemed not to have
disturbed the equanimity of Jehovah at all, and we
cannot understand why the Tower of Babel should
alarm him though it were ten times higher than it
was. It belittles Deity to represent him as a being
afraid of a building men could erect. It is hardly
probable the Deity who presides over the Universe
suffers himself to be disturbed by such mundane occurrences.
The Babel story is also a very unsatisfactory theory
of the origin of languages. Human language has
been an outgrowth of the race. In the savage state,
man's language was very crude and imperfect, and a
particular tongue extended only to certain bounds
and certain tribes. As men associated together and
became more enlightened, their language improved
, and modified ; in fact, many languages became so
changed in time that the originals were entirely lost.
Even the English language, which is made up from
several others, has so changed that the writings of
only a few hundred years ago can now be hardly un·
derstood, and other languages, which were once spa·
ken by millions of people, have gone entirely out .of
use. Language has been governed by the same laws
of evolution as other characteristics of humanity. In

the early ages, when man was little above the brutes,
it is probable he scarcely had a language at all,
although he had the organs of speech as now, but as
he developed in intelligence and civilization, Ian·
guage developed also.
'l'here have been thousands of tongues in the world,
and it is idle to think Deity formed them or instituted
them. They have been too imperfect for that.
The Babel theory of the origin of language is also
unworthy of belief for this reason ; it is now ascertained that in China, in India and in Egypt, languages
have been spoken more than ten thousand years,
whereas the Babel story goes back less than five thousand years. The languages in use 10,000 years ago,
could hardly have started 5,000 years ago.
Philology is a very interesting study. It shows
how one language has grown out of another-the sim·
ilarity and dissimilarity between them. It introduces
many theories and opinions, but none so unreliable as
the Babel story. That is so insipid and silly we wish
to exonerate Deity from having anything to do with
its paternity, more than with many other absurd
things attributed to him in that book. It is certainly
very derogatory to his character to charge upon him
many of the acts which the writers of the Bible
attributed to him. If we can do anything to defend
him from his maligners, we cheerfully devote our
services to that end.

Visit to the Grave of Thomas Paine.
On Tuesday, Nov. 17th, in company with G. L.
Henderson, Dr. T. A. Bland, A. G. Giles, of Hyde
Park, }lass., G. P. Healy, and a sprigbtlylady friend,
we made a pilg1·image to the grave and monument of
biro whose memory is cherished in the hearts of the
liberal and patriotic people of America. It was one
of those balmy and mild <lays which sometimes linger
in the usually cheetless month of November. At 10
A.M., we took the cars on the ·New Haven road, and
in thirty or forty minutes were at the town of New
Rochelle, in Westchester Co., some fifteen miles from
the city. Here we found Capt. Geo. W. Loyd in
waiting for us, as per agreement, and he at once es·
carted us to the grave of the illustrious man we ven·
m·ate-less than two miles from the depot.
The grave is on the farm of three hundred acres
formerly owned by Mr. Paine, and which was. pre.
sented to him by the State of New York in consideration of services rendered his country previous to, and
during the revolutionary war. The farm belonged to
a tory and was confiscated by the government-the
tory removing to Nova Scotia. Mr. Paine lived on
this farm many years, but in the latter part of his life
he let it out to a tenant and boarded with a Mrs. Ba·
deau, who lived within a stone's throw of the spot
where he was buried.
.
He died in this city, in 1809, and his body was taken
out to his farm for interment, and nine years after,fifty-six years ago-William Cobbett caused the body
to be exhumed and removed to England. This was
an outrage upon the people of America for which he
had not a shadow of authority. He claimed that
America had disowned Mr. Paine and England had a
better right to his remains.
In 1839 a number of Mr. Paine's friends decided to
erect a monument to his memory over his grave. This
was carried into effect-a square granite pillar fifteen
feet in height, of a simple, Grecian character, and
mounted with a somewhat ornamental cap-stone, was
erected. It was the intention to place the monument
direct!) over the grave, but at that time the farm had
been divided and passed into other hands, and the
person owning the 'POrtion on which the grave of
Paine was located being unfriendly to the movement
refused the erection of the monument there. A plat
of ground twelve feet square, containing the grave,
was reserved in the deed made by the executors of
Mr. Paine's will and has never since been deeded to
any one, but as the owner of the land objected to his
property being crossed to get to the grave, a plat of
g1·ound twenty feet square was purchased of a party
owning another portion of the farm in the immediate
vicinity, and on this plat the monument was erected,
some forty feet north of Mr. Paine's grave.
ij ·The lot fronts on the public road leading from New
Rochelle to White Plains, giving a full.view of the

monument to every passer by. On the side toward
the road is carved in bas relief the head of Paine, en.
circled with an oaken wreath. It gives a profile view
of the face life size, and is well cut. Beneath this is
inscribed the name, age and time of death of the ill us.
trious hero. On the north side are inscribed these '
memorable words of the author of ''AGE oF REASON:"
"I believe in one God and no more, and I hope for hap.
piness beyond this life.
"I believe the equality of man; and I b9lleve religious
duties consist in deing justice, loving mercy and endeav.
oring to make our fellow creatures happy.
"I do not believe in the creed professed by the Jewish
Church, by the Roman Church, by the Greek Church, by
the Turkish Church, by the Protestant Ch rircil, nor by any
Church that I know of; my mind is my own Church.
·• The world is my country, to do good my religion."
On the reverse of the monument are inscribed the
following noble sentiments taken from "The Crisis,"
and other of Paine's political writings:
"These are the times which try men's ,o:;ouls. The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot will in this crisis
shrink from the service of his country; but he that stands
it now, deserves the love and thanks of man and woman.
" He that rebels against reason is a real rebel; but he
that in defense of rmtson rebels against tyranny has a
better title to ·Defender of the Faith.' than George tile
Third." ,
On the remaining side are other copious quotations
from the thrilling writings of this great man.
There has quite recently appeared in many papers
of the country, statements thnt the grave of Paine had
been desecrated, the ground plowed over, etc. This
is a mistake. When the body was removed the grave
for many years was left partly open, and- afterward a
pile of stones was deposited thereon, and the place
grew up with bushes and brambles. 1'\ir. Lester, the
present owner of this portion of the farm, has, within
a few weeks, removed the stones, leveled the ground,
and set four locust posts at the corners of the plat, so
that instead of the grave of Paine being dishonored
and desecrated, it h<ts been honored and the ground
improved. We conversed with the elder 1'\Ir. Lester
in reference to the matter, and of lVIr. Paine. He is
nearly eighty years of ,age and appears to be a very
fair and intelligent gentleman. He has for more than
twenty years been the leading- officer in the Presby.
terian church in the village, but he spoke well of
Paine, giving him due credit for the services he had
rendered the cQUntry, and he especially commended
the noble utterances of Paine's engraved on the monument, remarking that he wished he was capable of
giving expression to such noble sentiments. He told
us also of a clergyman from White Plains who visited
the monument, and carefully read all the inscriptions
and pronounced them unexceptionable, saying no just
man could find fault with such excellent utterances.
Mr. Lester informed us members of his family had
many times washed the monument and removeu the
mud and filth with which prejudiced and malicious
persons had befouled it. Such contempible efforts at
defacement do very little toward obliterating the
grand sentiments which Thomas Paine uttered, and
which will live and be honored and revered when this
and succeeding generations shall have passed away.
We visited the house hard -by where lVIr. Paine for
some time boarded with Mrs. Badeau, and entered
the room where he frequently wrote, read and medi·
tated.. It. is said he frequently rose very early in the
morning and wrote while the family were yet asleep,
and seldom so occupied himself through the day.
We visited the farm-house proper where l\:Ir. Paine
built a house. lt is on a pleasant eminence, and commands a beautiful view of the surrounding country.
We could easily see the lands of Long Island as well
as the Palisades on the Hudson River. The house
built here by lVIr. Pame has been changed or rebuilt,
though the foundation remains the same. '.V e dmnk
water from the well where he once quenched his
thirst, and it is as pure and fine u,s nature is able to
prouuce. We ate apples from the orchard that was
once Thomas Paine's, and visited the Mulbeny trees,
now nearly four feet through at the base, whi~h are
saicl to have been brought from England and were set
out by his own hands. We were informed the tree&
were very productive, and the quality of the fruit
good.
We had the pleasure of an interview with Mr. Isaac
Barker, agjld,eighty-four, and Major Andrew A. Cou-
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tant, aged eighty, who know M1·. Paine when alive,
and can distinctly remember him. They spoke with
ardor of his excellent qualities as a citizen and neighbor, and said he was loved' and esteemed by those
who knew him. They spoke particularly of his keen,
piercing, though soft eyes, representing them to possess more than ordinal'y expression. These two intelligent gentlemen are said to be the only two remaining in New Rochelle who personally knew Thomas
Paine, and they are indeed an honor to the doctrines
promulgated by him. As they approach the evening
of life their nonvictions of the correctness of Mr.
Paine's views remain unshaken. They evinced a
high regard for him, and bore cheerful testimony to
the morality, amiability and sobriety of his character.
Returning from the Paine farm (and passing the
small stone farm-house which was once occupied by
George Washington as head-quarters at the time the
battle at White Plains was fought,) our genial, cheerful host and guide, Capt. Geo. W. Loyd, escorted us
to the Sound, and gave us a splendid sail in his favorite gallant yacht, G. Kapp. During the trip a formal
meeting was held in the yacht-Dr. Bland acting as
chail'lnan--W~Jen a copy of The Pioneer was produced,
a paper published in New Rochelle, containing an
article by Mr. Simeon Lester (before mentioned), in
which be denied the imputed desecration of Paine's
grave, and expressed respect for his memory. Also
an article on the same subject by the editor, denying
any disrespect on Mr. Lester's pact toward :Mr. Paine's
memory, and bearhig testimo):ly to the truth that
Thomas Paine clung wlth pertinacity to his peculiar doctrines down to the latest moments of his life
thus directly contradicting the falsehoods report:
ed by his enemies, that he recanted before his death
and called upon priests to pray for him. These artl:
cles were read and a vote of thanks extended to the
editors of The Pionee1' and to :Nlr. Simeon Lester for
their fairness and truthfulness.
Returning from the sail we called at the cosy residence of our noble-hearted friend, Capt. Loyd, who regaled tls with pumpkin pie(ty), fruits, etc. A& the shades
of evening drew on we repaired to the depot, and the
tr>:~in soon transported us to the city, we feeling much
pleased with the agreeable manner in which the day
had passed, a.nd realizing more than ever before a profound respect for 'l'l~omas Paine-the brave, noble
man who was not 1\fraid to express his honest convictions upon all subjects; who did more than any other
man to inspire the American Celonists with enthusiasm and patriotism; whose services were most valuable in preventing the young government from becoming a monarchy; who absolutely chi·istened the
young nath•n-yes, the first man who uttered the immortal name-THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

to be the source of light, heat and life, paid their adoration to it as the power of all good. 'l'he sun worshipers were an intellectual. people compared with
those who bowed down to snakes, toads, rocks and
blocks of wood.
After the sun worshipers came National Deities
whose realm extended no farther than the bounds of
the nation or tribes, and were more ideal in character
than the crude gods of earlier times. Thus, India had
Brahma, China had Fot, Egypt h:\d Osiris, Chaldea
Bel or Baal, Scandinavia Thor, and Judea Jehovah.
This enumeration could be continued almost indefinitely, but this is not our present purpose, Christianity being more especially the subject in :Sand_
There have been very few strictly original systems
of religion in the world; all succeeding systems have
partaken more or less of the character of those which
preceded them. Christianity is no exception to this rule.
It oiiginated in the land of Judea and adopted as its
principal Deity, Jehovah the Judean God. The characteristics and history of its reputed founder appear,
however, to have been borrowed from Hindoo my.
thology, and the original was· so closely followed in
name, incidents and minute details that the candid
student is almost forced to the conviction that the
whole Christian system was but a plagiarism of the
Hindoo mythology aforesaid, and that Christ, the reputed founder of Christianity, was a myth.
It has been conclusively shown by Sir W m. Jonesa staunch Christian writer-Dupuys, Max Muller and
other distinguished authors, who paid special attention to the ancient hi~tory of India and the Sanscrit
language and recognized as reliable, that the Hindoos
had a god or semi-god by the name of Christna or
Krishna, the son of Yahoo, who was miraculously
begotten, and was born of a.virgin, that he performeel many miracles, that he had disciples and followers
whose feet he washed, that he was persecuted, and
that he was finally executed between two thieves on a
cr~ss, and that· he arose again from the dead. It is
also fully established that this mythological belief _;as
held and taught in India more than five hundred
years before the era of Christian religion was known
in Palestine or in Rome. This is no assumption nor
the mistaken theory of merely antagonistic writers,
but the incontrovertible facts of history, which the
most learned men of modern times ltave fully established after the research of many years in the literature, history-and religions of India for five thousand
years past.
Under this presentation of facts, it appears most
probable that Christianity was not founded by the
man J esns, but that it was borrowed from India,
either by Paul-who is said to have been many years
away from Jerusalem, and is thought to have traveled E[l,st-or by the early fathers of the Christian
Church, who, we will see as we get further along, were
Christianity Examined.
capable of committing many frauds and impositions
NO. I.
upon the people.
We propose, under this heading, to give a series of
(TO BE ()ONTINUED.J
articles of limited length, upon the origin, charact.er
and effects of Christianity. We shall not aim to enter
Elder Harkins.
very elaborately into the subject, but to give such
We have the pleasure of announcing to our readers
concise remarks as will enable the reader to form correct conclusions relative to its nature and influences. that in our next we shall commence a series of reports
Among the great numbers of different religious of the sermons of Elder Zebedee Harkins, of the
systems the world has known, ail, probably, havepos- church of l'IIount Zion, situated near Frog Island, in
sesseu some elements of virtue for the times in which Southern Illinois.. 'rhe elder is not an educated man,
they existed, and were more or less productive of but is earnest and fervent in "the faith once delivergood. That they all po&sessed, also, many objection- ed to the saints," and is "well up in the Scriptures."
tionable features is equally true. Religion has been His orthodoxy is sound, and of the variety known as
subject to the same laws of evolution and develop- " Simon Pure."
He is faithfully reported by Thomas A. Didymns,
ment which language, intelligeuce, government, politics, arts, science and le~uning lmve been governed whose renditions we trust will be appreciated by our
by. In the early ages of the race, when- intelligence readers, many of whom we fear do not attend reguhad mnde but very slight advances on the earth, re- larly upon the ministrations of the pious clergymen
ligion was of a crude and barbarious character. Feti- of our country. If publishing these sermons serves
cism was probably the first form of religious worship to ''to take off the curse " of our free thought and
known among the savages of early times, and consist- our unbelief, it may be a desirable achievement. At
ed in bowing- down to trees, stones, animals, reptiles, all events, look out for Elder Harkins.
and rude images formed by tlwir own unsldlful hands.
In fact, so wide was the range of worship, there were
A Word to the Sick.
but few objectl! in inanimate or animate nature that
Dr.
R.
P.
Fellows,
the eminent Magnetic Physician is
Were not at times adored and worshiped as gods.
now treA.t.ing the sick with unequaled success by his
Considerable a.dvance was made when, after many Magnetized Powder. We would say to those who are in
centuries, some n:ttions of the world began to look need of a reliable physiei[Ln's services to procure Dr. Fel·
higher for an object of worship, and seeing the sun lows. Itis powder is $1 per box. Addr<>ss. Vineland, N.J.
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To New Subscribers.

We call attention to our advertising columns, where
the liberal offer of ten dollar's worth of literacy matter is made for four dollars• to wit: THE HERALD
oF HEALTH for 1875, THE LADIEs' OwN MAi3AZOO
for 1875, THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1875, and a copy of
the complete works of SHAKESPEARE, (Bridgewater
edition,) containing 900 pages and thirty illustrations,
ALL FOR FoUR DOLLARS. In view of the eXcellent
character of the works offered, the extreme liberality
of the proposition will be appreciated.
Of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, we need not speak. THE HERALD
OF HEALTH is a standard and staunch advocate of
physical culture, corrbct habits of life, ancl a higher
type ot manhood and womanhood. It 1s just closing
its twenty-fourth volume in its present form and under its present name. The Water Cm·e Journal of
which it is the successor, had reached its thirty-eighth
volume and a large circulation, but was small and inf~rior compared with the present "Herald of Health."
It represents the era of calm thought and true science
-radical without being fanatical.
We have before spoken of THE LADIES' OWN JIIIAG·
AZINE. As a fashion monthly, it has no equal. Its
articles are original, and possess a high order of
merit. It is also progressive and liberal, without be·
ing offensive to any. It is· just now being improved
by a new cover in colors. Of Shak-espeare, we need
not say a word. These will all be sent postao-e
free
0
through the year. }j'riends, let us requ~st you to ex:
ert yourselves to induce your neighbors and acquaintances to avail themselves of this combination.
WE ALSO OFFER
Further inducements to new subscribers. We will
furnish TnE TRUTH SEEKER on trial to those who
have not before taken it, three months for twenty-five
cents, postage included after January 1st. With every
six copies ordered an extra copy will be added. In
view of the reports of the New York Liberal Club,·
the interestine; Witch Story, Elder Harkins' Sermons,
the Scientific Department, and the corps of able correspondents we have, who will not say it is cheap ?
Friends, how many can you find who will give twen•
ty-five cents for THE TRUTH SEEKER ? Let us all
try to do what we can to give THE TRUTH SEEKER
an increased circulation. A handsome present will
be awarded to the one who send~ in the largest number of names.
WE give thanks to those of our patrons who have
so promptly responded to the appeal we made in our
last, by renewing their subscriptions. There are many
yet who have not renewed, and we hope they will not
longer defer it. It is desirable the arrearages should
be wiped out. It takes very little time to enclose
$1.75 in a letter and say this is for Vol. 2 of THE
'!'RUTH SEEKER; nor does it take much money either.
The amount is small to any one individual, but the
aggregate to us is considerable.
Those who have decided they do not want the pa·
per longer, we again request to notify us of the fact
and remit what is due us for the time we have sent it
to them. We wish to urge our sheet upon none who
do not appreciate it, but will be glad of the patronage
of every one who feels in unison with our objects and
aims.

The Ladies' Own Magazine.
This able, sensible and progressive Monthly comes
out for December in an illustrated cover which at
once places it beyond competition in appearance, and
the table of contents is a guarantee of its ability and
interest. First comes" The Actor's Child," a philo·
sophical romance by H. Payne Westbrook; second
serial story,'' The Widow's Portion,'' by T. A. Bland;
''The Secret of Power," by D. A. Wassan; "Two
Husbands," a domestic story by Pauline Henri;
"Cruelty to Children, •: a most able and progressive
essay by ~I- Cora Bland; "Robert Burns,'' a biograph·
ical review by 'I'. A. Bland, etc., etc. Besides these
there are a number of shorter essays, stories, poems,
etc , and a complete fashion department, ~plendidly
illustrated by engravings of all the leading strles.
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assuredly of mixed character and worth, and canJl-ot hath in tltese last days spoken unto us by his Son.'
pretend to carry the guaranty of known and nameable Heb. i : 2. But some may say that 'the last days'
B. F. UNDERWOOD's REJOINDER TO HIS CRITIC.
·eye-witnesses. Priceless as sources of probable his- was a well-known Hebrew appellation for the whole
MR. EDITOR: I have just read Mr. "Willard's com- tory they are unserviceable for a theory of document- Messianic epoch. . . We readily grant that such
munication headed, "Mr. B. F. 1Jnderwood'sJesus." a.ry authority.'' (Essay on fourth Gospel in Old and was the Jewish custom in designating the Messianic
I was not before aware that I had a Jesus. Your re- .1.Yew.) So Mr. Willard's objection to Luke would be dispensation; but still we maintain that the New
marks in answer to l'Ir. Willard, as a general replv, just as strong against Matthew or John.
Testament writers believed that 'the ends of the world
are to the point, and I have no doubt, were read by
The verses which I quoted from Luke, are not in- were come upon them.' (1 Cor.x: 11.) J\'[ost literalyour readers generally with satisfaction; but there consistent with words ascribed to Jesus by other New ly; and in support of this, our belief, we adduce one
is some pretension to scholarship in Mr. Willard's Testament writers.
more passage in addition to those nh·eady referred to.
"It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a The writer of the Epi~tles to the Hebtews enumerates
criticisms, and as he says not only myself, but
"every otlter Rationalist, and Naturalist now living, needle, than for a rich man to ·enter the kingdom of a long catalogue of men who, in former· generations,
from Tyndall downwm·d," entertain the views they heaven." :Matt. xix: 24. "Christianity in common 'having all obtained a good report through fait.h,
do respecting Christianity, "because tlteir knowledge of with Buddhism," says Strauss, very con·ectly I think, received not the promise; God having provided some
it is, to tlte last degree supll1'jiciat," I think it best to "teaches a thorough culture of poverty and men die- better thing for us, tltat tltey witltout us sltould not be
answer him a little more fully in order to expose his ity. The mendicant monks of the .middle ages, as made pt!1fect.' Now let the reader ask himself what
own superficiality and recklessness of statement.
well as the still fiomishing mendicancy at Rome, are meaning these last words can bear. · · · Let our
He says: "Mr. Underwood says: 'Jesus taught genuinely Christian institutions, which have only readertry; andifhefinda difficultyin making any
men to take no thought for the morrow;' Jesus did been restricted in Protestant countries by a culture sense of the passage, even with the advantage of the
no such thing. The Greek word, mi.; translated for proceeding from quite another source." Old Faith commentaries, then let him remember that the New
our generation 'take thought' is nwridro, to be torn and New, p 72.
Testament writers expected that the end of the world,
with anxiety, to be anxious. Hence Jesus' real coniIn my former communication I said : A perfect and of the human race, was to be in the life-time of
mand is, 'be not anxious for the morrow.'''
being would not have predicted the end of the world, Jesus' contemporaries. Hence they argued if Jesus
Now the fact is the Greek word mentioned has, like and declared, ''Verily I say unto you this genera- the l'Iessiah, had come one hundred years before our
almost every other word, ditlerent shades of meaning. tion shall not pass away until all these things are time, the world would, m·e 1iow, have been destroyed;
'l'he·exact meaning of such a word elm be known only fulfilled."
the judgment wonk! have come; the complement of
by the connection in which it is used. In the oassa~e
Mr. Willard replies, ''Mr. Underwood says :Jesus the human race would have been made up ; and we
reterred to, it is true, he morrow does not mean 'predicted the end of the world.' Jesus did nothing should have lost the glorious privilege of rational
the mon·ow must not be thought of; that the contem- of the kind. A man competent by Knowledge, to existence, and Clnistian hope. Thus they thought
plation of it must be excluded from the mind ; but it enter upon the warfare Mr. Underwood has under- that God had clone well for them, in postponing the
does mean not simply that we must not be " torn with talien, would not, in this instance, have been misled, coming of his Son till their day ; because they felt
assured that the end was at hand, and that in fifty
anxiety, " but that we must have no care or concern as he has been, by another mistranslation."
about the0 moiTow in regard to worldly matters; that
In opposition to this dogmatic denial of my state- years, at the most, this world would be surceased;
we should be entirely occupied witll spiritual afiairs, ment, and this Ch\trge of ignorance I shall give a the doctrine of "the end" is prominent and conspicand trust wholly to our Heavenly l!'atherfor whatever paragraph from David Friedrich Strauss, whose uous in the New Testament." Macnaught On Inmay be necessary to sustain lift>-food, clothing, etc. great erudition is universally admitted by friends spi?·ation, PP- 61-65.
".
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and foes alike and WI"th '"hom the New Testament
Is l'Iacnaught, too,
mcompetent, lackmg m
S ·
1
s~~~~~he;lso;fan;t~v:~~~fm~~~~~~gt~esee~~~m:~~:d was a subject' of the mo;t careful study for more 1 ' ' knowle~ge,:• and. misled by "~istro~t~slatio~~ ?" .
were intended to have only a special application to the than forty years.
In fmthet cle!enee of myscl~ a,,unst ~It. W~l
disciples. It was not simply an,tiety, as we under"An<i among the things which, comparatively l~rd's charge ~f Ignorance, and mco~petency, I wtll
stood the word, that Jesus forbade, but what we to- speaking, we still know most positively of Jesus, gr~,e a f~w verses from the New _Testament;
.
day would consider thouglltful good for the future. tllere is, unfortunately something which we must
Ver~ly I say unto you thCl ~ be some stantlmg
I will quote from the sermon on tile Mount.
mention as tile second, and decisive reaeon why, if here WhiCh ~hall no! ta~te death,ttll they. see the S~n
''Therefore I say unto you take no thought for your science is to assert her rigllts in his case, he, as tile of man commg tn hts kmgdom.
Jesus m J\iatt. XVI :
life, what ye shall eat, or w II at ye shall d!ink ; nor religious leader, must come daily to be more and 28-..
.
·
.
.
yet for your body, what ye shall put on. l:s not the more estranged to mankind, as mankind has developIf I Will ~~Jat he (J ?hn) tany t!ll I come ; what IS
life more than tile meat, and the body than raiment? ed under the influence of the civilizing momenta of that to thee ? Jesus m John XXI -22Beltold the fowls of the air ; for they sow not, neither modern times.
"This we say unto you by the word of the Lurd that
do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet your Heav"Whether he designed his kingdom for Jews, or we which m:e alive and remain unto _the coming of
enly Father feedeth them. Are ye not much better Gentiles as well · whether he attached much or little the Lord, shall not prevent them winch are asleep.
than they ? Which of you IJy taking tllought can add importance to the Mosaic law, and the services of For the L~rd himsel~ shall descend from Heaven w~th
one cubit unto his stature ? And why take ye thought the temple ; whether he assigned to himself, and his a shout, With the vowe of the AI:chang~l, and w~th
for raiment t Consider the lilies of the field, how disciples a greater or less amount of actual authority ; the trump of God ; . and the ?cad m Chrts! shall nse
they grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin. And whether he foresaw his death or was surprised by it ; first. Then we whJC~ are ahve and remam shall ?e
yet I say unto you, tl!at even t:\olomon in all his glory either there is no historical basis to be found anywhere in caugh~ up together m the clouds, t? .meet the Son m
was not anayed like one of these. Wherefore if God tlte gospels, 01' Jesus expected pr01nptly to reappear en- the au· ; .and so shall we ever be wttn the Lord. 1
so clothe the grass of the field, which to-day is, and throned on the clouds of lteaven, in order to inaugumte Thess., VI : 15-18."
_
to-morrow is cast into tile oven, shall he not much the kingdom of the Messialt as foretold ay hirn. Nm,0 if
''The end of all tllings is at hand." 1 Peter, iv : 7.
more clothe you, 0 yc of little faith. Therefore take he·was the Son of God, or otltll1'wise a being of supernal- In the 24th chapter of Matthew are clear and plain preno thought saying, what sllall we eat, or what shall ural dignity, aU we have to say is that the event did not dictions of the end of all terrestial affairs as can be exwe drinll:, or where withal shall we be clothed. (For occur, and that, therej01·e, he who predicted it could not pressed in words. They are repeated in the thirteenth
ciftm· aU tltese things do the Gentile seek.) For your have been a divinity." Old Faith and New, pp. 91-92. chapter of Mark. It is sometimes said the word genHeavenly Father knoweth that ye have need of all
Was Strauss " competent" to give his opinion on eration used in these predictions does not mean
these things. But seek ye first the kingdom of God, this subject, or was he too misled by a '' mistransla- what is commonly underst,ood by it, but an "age," or
and his righteousness, and aU these things sltaU be tion ?"
"nation," or ''dispensation,'' But a sufficient answer
added unto you. Take therefore no thought for the
I will next give an extract from a Christian writer, to this is that Jesus, speaking of those wlw had asked
monow, for the morrow shall take thought for the Rev. John .Macnaught, incumbent, St. Crysostom's him for the sign which should precede the destruction
things of itself.'' JHatt. vi : 25-34.
Church, Everton, LiverpooL
of Jerusalem and his second advent, distinctly says
Mr. Willard tries to get rid of the ''objectionable
''At the outset, it is not a little observable, that after speaking of the darkness of the sun and moon,
utterances," •• Blessed IJe ye poor, for yours is the the sacred penmen represent our Lord as saying, at and the angels, ''Likewise ye 'f.Ohen ye see alt these
kingdom of God,"" But woe unto you that are rich, onetime, tllat of the day and hour, when the Lord things know that it is near, even at the doors." (Mark,
for you have received your reward," IJy saying, shall come knoweth no man ; no, not the angels of xiii :29). Then follow the declaration that that genera" Had !Ir. Underwood known enough of Jesus' teacll- heaven, but my Father only, whereas, at another tion should not pass away till all was fulfilled. Elseings to be competent to examine them, he would have moment, they tell us that tL.e Saviour assured his where Jesus is represented as saying that there were
known thiit LuKe is no authodty for that.master's followers tllat the fall of Jerusalem ; the cuming of some >tanding before him who should" not taste death;
revelations." Well, I never thought Luke was a very the Son of l'Ian, with power and great glory, in such till they see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom,"
reliaule authority on Jesus' doings or utterances, a way as that 'all the tribes of the earth should see and so it was believed. The author of the second
altllough I think lle will compare not very unfavorn- him ; ' and the gathering together of his elect from Epistle of Peter, who evidently wrote at a latPr date,
bly w itll the other Evangelists. In my opmion there the one end ef ihe heaven to tile otller-all these allutted to scoffers, and felt (!Onstrained to say that
i~ a good deal that is legendary in all of them. In things shall be fulfilled before tlte tlten existing genera- :with God a clay m1ght be a thousand years.
HowcvLhe communication whicll ~Ir. Willard has ~;een fit to tion should have passed away. Now manitestly all er, the contradictions in tile New 'l'estnment I atcriticise, 1 distinctly said : ".Accepting as correct, the those things did not come to pass before the apostolic tempt not to reconcile. That Jesus is clearly rep1'ecord of ltis life, as given in tlte .New J.estament, Jesus generation had passed away, and, therefore, unless resented as predicting the speedy end of the world, I,
was, in my opiuion, very far from perfection."
any man is prepared to thmk our blessed Saviour in common with mauy others wllo have given much
Now a \.Jlu·J8thm tells me some portions of the New liuiJle to en, we must believe tl).at in this, as in other attention to the subject, am fully satiiied. But U8
•re~tameut aie not tme. How shall I distinguish the demonstra!Jle cases, Evangelists slightly varied the Gibbon observes, "'l'he revolution of eighteen ce!ltuword~ that Jesus uttered from tllose falsely ascribed form of wllat the son of God had sal.d; and so unin- ries has instructed us not to press to closely the
to llim? Accept only what the twelve apostles said tentionally gave to Jesus' words, a meaning which he mysterious language of prophecy and revelation."
of llim? Would he have me include Paul, -who also did not intend they sllould be_ar, ~~;nd in :Vhic~ they
In reply ~o my statemen! that Jesus encouraged
claimed to be an apostle r Siuce Judas, wllo was were not true. . . Proceedlllg from thts p01nt, It bodily muttlatwn, J'J!Ir. Willard says: "Had Jliir.
one of tile twelve apostles after listening to his is clear that the New ·Testament writings !1-ntici~atcd Underwood not ~iven way to the intensest bigotry,
master, finally betrayed him, is it not possible that th~ day of the Lord, ~nd tile consumatwn of all he would have known better." There is no bigotry in
some ot the others have misrepresented him, But t!1_wgs as a~ event wh1ch was to take place in the this opinion. I still think that when Jesus, alter defurther, we have uo 1·eason for believing that any of hfe-tm1e of many then upon eartll."
claring that a lustful look is adultery of the heart.,
the go"pe;s were wntten by the apostles. For instance,
After citing several passages, Macnaught continues : said : "If thy rigl1t eye offend thee, pluck it out and
of Jolin, Hev. James .Martineau, a very fine scllolar, "These passages taken in connection with the gos- cast it from tllee; for it is profitable for thee that
says : ·• From all quarters then does evidence fiow in, pel-writers, can leave no doubt i~ the mind of a one of thy members should perish, and not that thy
that tile only gospel which is composed, and not reasonable man, as to the early perwd when the New whole body should be cast into helL" (.Matt. v: 27merely comptled. and edited, and for which, there- Testament writers expected the second advent of our 30.) That he meant to say it is better to destroy the
fore, a single writer is responsible, lias its birth-day Lord."
cause of sexual desire, than to be guilt.y of lacivious
in the n~iddle oj' the second centu111, and i8 not the wm·k
"To tile same etl"ect, we find the new Testament thoughts; and when he said : ''For there are some
of a witness at all."
writers under a firm conviction that they were living eunichs, which were so born from their mother's
Again, "For our knowledge of the life of Jesus, in 'the last days.' This is unmistakably apparent womb, and there are some eunichs, which were made
except so far as certain features of it are assumed in in such passages as the following :-'Christ was man- eunich~ for the kingdom of heaven's sake. He that
some of tl.te Epistles and the Apocalypse, we are if est in these last times for you.' (1 Peter i : 20. 'It is able to receive it, let him receive it," I think he
thrown upon the remains of popular trauitions, col- is the last; and as ye have hea1·d that anti-christ shall meant just what he said, .and I find that no less a
lected by our synoptiati-remaini which are doubtless come, even now there are many anti-christs; whereby distinguished scholar than Strauss, among other carerich in fraiments, oriiPnal and tru11; but which are we know tltat tt is the last time; 1 John ii: 18. 'God ful students of the New Testament, takes the same
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view of this passage which I have .Jpdicated. But
the view does not coincide with Mr. vvillard's,and so
it must be prompted by "in tensest bigotry."
To my statement that "Jesus did not speak of the·
_intelle~tual !1-nd.moral :progress o~ the ;ac'e ; confidence m whrchrs no ummportant mcentrve to enterprise," .Mr. Willard replies by _referring to " Jesus'
instructron to pra~ ~h~t the km~~,om of <;:tod may
'come o~ earth a~ rt rs m heaven. . . That IS what I
call specral pleachng of the most tnfl!ng sort. Who
knows how "it i~ in heaven ?''. -E~er_y one is left to
forn~ Ins own n~tion. And bestdes 1t rs s? remote and
contmgent that rt can never become an Ideal of any
practical value to men engaged in the pursuits and
pleasures o~ life .. And in J?ropor.tion as it is believed
w, and rea!Ized m connectro~ wrth the oth~r teachings of the New Testament, rts only effect rs to encou~·age ce!ibacy, a~eticis~1_, and;.incliffer~nce to all
the md~stnal P!!rsmts of life.· Hrstory affords a sad
attestatiOn of tlns statement.
To .s~ow t!rat Jesus "spoke u_nequivocally i~ favo,~
of rehg_rous freedom, and the nghts of coLscrence,
_:Mr..Willard refers to the Gol~en Rule, ~n<;~ the first
beatitude •. The Golden Rule rs generalmlts nature.
Mr.
~!ght as. ~ell S!LY that the comm~nd ''Be
just, _enJoms rel!gwus p·ee~om, and .the. nghts of
conscrence. The questiOn rs what rs JUSt-~vhat
should we !1av~ others do unto us? ~he P~!'ltan~
were conscrentwus !;'le~, .and were acquamted wrth the
Golden Rule; b~t rt futlecl to m~~;lw them tolerant.
If Jesus. had sar~; "l!nder: ~o cn:cum~!an~e~ shall
Y,OU pums~ men for tl~en·rehgrous VIews. nulhons of
!Ives sacnticed by Ins followers, would have been
spared.
.
In respon~e tq my ~tate~~nt. that Jesus f~tled to
teach ~1ankmd. the true prmClples ~f government,
1Ylr. W.rllard refE?rS me to the early hrstory of Pe.~nsylvanra. He wo~kl co~nm~nd to me the study ?~It.
I have been fanuhar wrth rt fyom babyhood. !hat
Quaker commonwealt~ embod1es some of_the mor,!ll
precepts ta_ught by ancient and modern phrlosophers,
and fo~nd m the New T~s~ament ...That governu;rent
embodred l~s of the Chns~ran r~hgion than prevrotts
~overn~ents had.. But wrth all Its excell_ent features,
It com~~;med certa~n elements that made rt unadapted
to the trmes, and It failed.
.
.
In t~e same par:agr~ph, ~~·· Wrllard. refers, m ter~s
of prarse, to Puntamsm.
The. Pun tans n;adc .therr
church a d.em?cracy, an.d. then m the cabm of the
Mayflower mstrtut~d a mvrl .g.overnment exactly on
the model of their democratiC church,- Massachusetts_ meant not .to have a de~?cratw Stat~; but
Plymouth and her ~wu church form compelled her
to be a democratic State. Had 1Ylr. Underwood
kno,~n as much as he o~ght to ~_now, ~e wou_ld hav;e
k_nown that ~ur modem doctn.ne of govemmen~:~
r~)g~tts ';,a! ked mto the _world str.arght from 1\fatt. xvm
1,.,: 17.
~ have hem_d, a_nd read these statements
be for~. '1 hey are false 111 ~any resp~cts.
Our
gov~rnmeut does n_ot come from. the. Brble or the
Puntans. The Punta!ls were not m iavor _of equal
la'':s.. · They were not m favor of ~ g?vernnient by a
maJouty of the people. They w~.e m. f~vor of unequ~l laws, and a government of a pnvrleged cla~~·
Th~rr whole system w_as _based upon ~r:ope,r~y quallfi~~tl?I~, and membership of .a par trcul,u ~~urch.
I ~eu scope of eq~al ~aws. embraced only. then own
s~ct. They n~vcr. pr.oc.a.rmed the. equ~hty of man.
'lhere wa~ more liberty m th~ Catholic Colony ?f
~onl Baltrmure, and the Bapttst one of Ro~er Wrlhams. thaa a.mon~ the Puntans of New Engla~d.
The D~claratrou of In~e12,ende_nce. was the w.ork of a
Freeth1~ker. An~ o.u~ Uonslltutwn was chrefly. the
productr?n. ~fa Vrrgr~m planter who had no Pun tanal prochvrtres. For example and prece~ent the
found~rs ~f our governm~nt w~.nt not to the Brble, nor
to Puntamsm, but they drd deuve much,, as allnwclern
!ree governments have, from the republics of Pagan-
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rhat _the Prlgum Fathers-a few. men m ~he caJ:m
of a shrp-formed a .P!an of govrmment ; rn '':hwh
they-all of the~ rehgwus.zealots of the same farth-::over~ to. be equalrs n_ot .deu_red ;. but to ~alk_about therr
rnstrtutmg a de~rocratrc gove~nmeut, ~s suup~e 11'?n~ense. And beca~se th.ey were on terms of equality
m_.th~ same church, t? mfertb!l-t they m;c!erstood the
pnncrples, ~nd were u;nbued wrth the spnrt of ~emo?racy, rn therr applicatiOn to th!l needs of mank!nd, rs
to make a ~ost unwarrantable mference, and to rgnore
the early h!story_of New England. t ha.ve more t.o
offer on tlus subJect, but the length of this commumcation deters me from writing more now.
If Mr. Willard shall see fit in future to cril icisa any
of my statements, I hope he will devote more of his
communication to an attempt to refute my position,
and lesll to personal dispamgement and uncalled for
accusations of incompetency, ignorance, etc. I have
answered him at some length, becuuse I wished to
show clearly the weakness of his criticisms, notwithstanding his pedantic display, his oracular tone, and
dogmatic spirit.
Olticago, itt., Oct. 26th, 1874.

------------THE Pulpit has aptly been denominated the "Coward's
Castle." .Behind that the preacher can call names, browbeat, dogmatize, spout the rankest sophistry, misre:present history. and perpetrate every s:pecies of fraud, and
no one is allowed to remonstrate,-Gommon Sense,

Letters to a Preacher.
NO. 1.
FRIEND B. :-In your Jetter to me you say, "Huxley has lately demonstrated that the mind operates
through the brain He would say it is the brain and
in certain conditi~ns of the brain people are irre~pon
sible for their conduct. That is all true, but I beg to
ask yourself what will be the condition 6f the world,
if we with him discard the idea of volition and make
man ~n utterly 'irresponsible being? will it not carry
us back to the Gree\ and Roman age, when they had
no word for the idea of virtue?"
Now it seems to me that thine own words have settied the consequences that would result from Huxley's
proposition. When thee says concerning it, "that is
all true" the whole matter is decided Truth is all
we ask.' Truth 1s always good, and n~ evil can arise
from following any truth, wherever it leads. If we
are actually victims of circumstances and consequently irresponsible beings-and thee dcknowledges we
are by saying" it is all true "-I cannot &ee how the
•• condition of the world" will be made any worse by
our believing it.
Free agency is a vexed question, and one that wiser
heads than ours have vainly tried to solve. That we
are all subject to the law of necessity in many ways,
none will deny; and it may be that we are in aU ways.
It seems as if we do not think a voluntary thought or
do a voluntary deed, for every thought and act appears to be brought about_by some previous thought
or-act. I think I have been a necessarian ever since I
was able to comprehend the term, but cannot see that
the "irresponsibility" ha£ ever affected my moral nature in the least; and if not mine, why should I fear
it would others? We are what we are, of necessity,
and consequently deserve neither praise, nor blame,
and merit neither reward nor punishment. Though
'tis true all these have an influence in making us what
we are, and, therefore, will always be in vogue, yet,
as ages pass away, blame and punishment will graduall grow less and less, and man will act more and
more from motives of self-respect, and true pride in
his own worthiness.
As to the Greeks and Romans having no idea of virtue I think thee is mistaken in judging so harshly of
the~ as that. Webster says virtue is" moral goodnes~," and that is the general acceptation of the term.
and this all nations !rave, and consequently they (the
Greeks and Romans) could not have been without it.
But thev may have called it by some other term,
meaning the same thing, for the idea of moral virtue
is inherent in humanity. No individual, nation, nor
race, could exist without more virtue than vice, more
good than eviL There is no sue~ thing as "I?u~·e cussedness." Good always predommates. Evrlis only
good excessively cle-v~loped. The ancients may not
have had the moral virtues in so large a degree as the
moderns have, but they were always striving, even as
we are for more good-for higher aims and nobler
purpos'es. Does not the life of Socrates Plato Aristotle, Pythagorus, and others, sho_w that mo'ralists
lived before Christ? Dor 8 not Eprcurus say a host
of o-ood moral things? He was not the luxurious
Sybarit~ that many imagine him to have been, caring
only for sensual pleasures; but he _was great, wise,
kind, noble, temperate, good, and y 1rtuous. Speakiug of death, he says: •• Death 1s never our f?eWhen not our friend he can never be worse than mdifferent ; for while' we a1·e, Death is not; and when
Death is,- we are not. To be wise then, death is nothing. Walk through life innocently and tranquilly,
look upon death as its gentle termination which it becomes us to meet with ready minds; neither regretting
the past nor fearing the future." What is" innocence, if nut " moral goodness? , We do not call a
guilty man innocent or virtuous. If we read hietory
with a real desire to know the truth, instead of reading to prove our creeds, we shall find that all nations
in all the past, were virtuous, and consequently must
have had some word, or words, "for the idea of virtue , ancl only our i"'norance stands in the way of
kn~wing them. Evifis the exceptio~; goodnes~ the
rule. Neither Christianity, Heathemsm, P:tgamsm,
1Yiormonism or any other ism ever created v 1rtue, but
good mont!~ result from intelligenc.e, and in:ellige'?ce
is the product of reason and reflectiOn combmed wlth
a predisposition of human nature towards perfection.
'
·
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
Snowville Pulaski ao., Va., Oct. 3d 1874.
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TO BE coNTINUED.1

Some Things as Well as Others.
BY E. D. BLAKEMAN.
DEAlt FRIENDB_;_READERS OF THE THUTH SEEK·
ER, and especially all who like the well meaning ring
of its solid good sense and its moral tone boldly emblazoned on every page, all hail ! While we greet
you as dear brothers and sisters in moral status, ready
for the mio-hty warfare before us, of ''truth against
others, vi~ory or death," as J. Hacker was pleased to
print among the headlines of his cosy little craft, the
"Pleasure Boat," long since laid up for lack of means
to run it. Said boat was ll.S a powerful little ''iron-clad
ram," if so we may call it, propelled with great ingenuity against the old rotten ht!lk~ of Priestcraft some

twenty years since. We were somewhat acquainted
with the editor, but far better are we acquainted with
our worthy editor of THE •rnuTH SEEKER, he having
been a school and playmate of ours some f01'ty years
since.
He is a man who means business, and the light of
tr11th which illumes his paper (our paper) will not go
down or be obscured by the dense fogs and black
clouds of bigotry, superstition and priestcraft, so long
as we are men (not Christians), doing our duty heroically-ever sending in our subsm·iptions in seRSon,
and the honest dues of him who works faithfully, early
and late to present us a paper worthy the support of
the soldiers of moral virtue; yes, the sappers and
miners, striving against the strongholds of false religions, be they of whatever name and nature, even that
greatest humbug of all, Christianity, as we find it today, wielding its mighty influence to hold in accursed
slavery the souls and consciences of men by tens of
millions, in many lands and nations.
.
Dear friends we live in a glorious age. Hark ye,
hear
THE DEATH KNELL OF CHRISTIANITY.
It sounds and reverbrates from nation to nation,
While each liberal thought is a magazine station.
Onward and upward from darkness to light,
"Come on." shouts Progression," my battles to fight."
The great car of Science is leading the van,
Stand firm to your :post, each truth loving man,
Though armies of priests and their battalions of slaves
The old Christian banner defiantly waves,
While science and true moral :power we claim,
Why need we now fear or shrink back in shame?
New planets of thought illumine our way,
New tactics of war have we now in our day.
The fight may be long, our soldiers be few,
Onr cause being right, it will carry us through.
Then fear not, fellow soldiers, the old Christian host,
With their Father, His Son. and their male Holy Ghost,
Their old rotten creeds must'' go by the board."
Slain they shall be by progressicm's sharp sword.
One in the truth, ten thousand shall chase
Of Chtl.stianity's dupes (all slow in the race).
But let ns show mercy to all classes dne,
Whom led by the blind, false paths yet pursue.
Instructed from childhood in error's false creeds,
Tho' Christians their teachers, my heart for them bleeds.
Christian priests have united in formal array,
'I'o block the strong wheels of prog::ess in their day:
And bnt for such, years, a hundred decades,
Would science now stand above present high grades.
"Each dog has its day," is full of good meaning.
So the old Christian ship, now sadly careening.
Has had its bright days, and :prospered in wealth,
Feasting luxuriously, by pretext and stealth;
Taken millions of lives in its damnable wars.
And done millions of wrongs that good sense abhors.
As pay day comes round to every transgressor
(Of Nature's true laws,) and the poor man's oppressor.
So· we see in the earth a power now rising
That will humble th.e church in a manner surprising.
Not of powder and ball, of.sword or of spear,
But of Sci()nce, and ·powers we see, feel and hear.
Yes, means invisible by angels extended,
Will be wielded forsooth for the purpose intended;
To foster free thought, free discussion. free press,
Better morals, better neighbors, better laws, sinners less,
Less faith in the dogmas of church craft and priest,
With old rotten creeds by dark ages increased.

A Friendly Word.
Earnest TRUTH SEEKER speed thy onward way,
Yet guard thee from the shoals
That stern encompass with their threatening gloom
All true aspiring souls.
Not hatred, malice, bigotry, alone
The seeker's heart appal;
But haunting shadows from the innermost
Over his pathway fall,
Shadows of doubt. and sweeping wild distrust,
That scorns all landmarks old;
That cannot 'mid the present brilliance see
The genuine, ancient gold;
The truth that underlies all myths of time,
That rings responsive the eternal chime.
Strip off the ceremonial mantle, worn
By spirit undefiled
Of pure religion; yet the light new born,
Hail with radiance mild.
From many pages of all Scriptures glean.
This recognition grand;
The universal trust in power unseen,
A Father's guiding hand I
All search of science to this self same end
Shall lead as to a shrine;
All hope and aspiration upward tend,
Blending with thought divine.
All joy and sorrow are but links that bind
Souls to infinitude;
God is revealed to seeking human kind,
In mart and solitude.
The soul calls for Him 'mid all soenes of life,
From light, and deep abyss;
Deem not that utter unbelief is joy,
Snm total of earth's bliss.
CoRA WrLllt1liK,
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Criticism.
''In the name of personal liberty he (the Iconoclast) would destroy the State. In the name of intellectual liberty he would destroy the Ohurch. In the
name of sexual liberty, he would destroy tbe family.
A purer family, a better government, a holier church
is what we need, and these three institutions will and
must endure through all time. "-G. L. HENDERSON in
THE TROTH SEEKER, Sept. 15th.
Should anything stand in the way of liberty ? No.
"A holier church" is synonymous with holier superstition-there never was a church in the world not
founded on superstition. A pure family is one held
together by love alone, and not by law. No law is
necessary to constitute a pure family any more than a
pure worship. A union of Church and State is as
proper as a union of marriage and State, and neither
is a union fit to exist. ' Sexual relations should be reduced to a civil contract between parties, under the
. same general laws governing other contracts, and dis. soluble by either party at any time according to the
terms of the contract. A pure family is one where
the parents are held together by pure love and affection and proper adaptation alone, and where love children only result, and where sexual liberty exists to
full and complete extent, and where woman is sovereign il) the domain of sex, and never yields her body
from sense of duty or obligation, but only when her
soul goes with it ; and where these conditions do not
exist, such a family, for the good of all, should be
dissolved at once ; and a government that will not
secure this to woman, and place her on an equality
with man before the law, and make her equally independent, is not fit to live. 'l'he father should no more
be looked up to than the mother, on account of relative po~ition, hut bot.h should be appreciated by their
children for just what they are, and no more.
Now then, in view of our present marriage laws,
and sexual relations existing under them, and the results flowing from them, which results are, that onehalf the children born die before five years, and half
the remainder before maturity, and half the balaJI-ee
not fit to be produced, and the last remainder no credit to their begettors. Suppose a woman arrived at
adult age, taking this view of the case-which is not
exaggerated-should. abhor to take on the marrial!:e
vow, but still desire to become a mother, what then ?
Has she not a natural and inalienable right to do so,
by the man she loves, who responds to her affections ?
Must she be subjected by man-made laws to a bond
that is distasteful and abhorrent toner, or be sexually
and maternally starved for her lifetime ? No ! a
thousand times no !
The fact is, if women were left alone and indep{mdent to manage their own sexual affairs in their own
way, instead of being interfered with, and control1ed,
and tinkered at by the opposite sex, they would do far
better for themselves and humanity that at .present.
They have been slaves long enough, and should be
raised to freedom and equality with their brothers.
F. HENRY MARsH.
I'ekin, Washington Territm·y, Oct. 19th, 1874.

G. L. Henderson's Article. ·No. 7.
F. Henry :Uiarsh in the foregoing article, says so
many good things, and says them so courteously and
so eamestly, that I feel a~sured that any views he
may take are held by him because they are the lJio-hest truth to him. and that he will continue to h~ld
them only so long as they remain the highest truth,
founded on reason. I hope to exchange views with
him in the same kindly spirit, and in as courteous a
manner, the more so as I notice that he, as well as
myself, declares for equal rights for both sexes, and
for that kind of progress that secures as much good
as possible with as little waste of human energy and
acquired wealth.
"Should anything stand in the way of liberty ? "
No! A careful review of my Article No. 2 will
show that I prefer the word liberty to freedo~1 because the former wonl hall its origin in the word book.
Therefore light, while the latter is from the word
dom1ts a lord, which implies slavery, therefore despotism.
"For this kind of freedom the whole southern half
of the American people fought desperately, and for
years." That is the jreed01n for a small number of
people to have a large number of slaves. Liberty implies duty, and must recognize a like liberty to all.
"Liberty for one hundred years to do right, not one
moment to do wrong."
:Yir . .M:arsh will agree with me, that the power to
restrain should be where there is most knowledge (I
quote from No. 2.) The first true conception of personal virtue will be found to consist in the subordination of the child to the parent. I n1ight lmve said
the first step to liberty is obedience. The father has
more light. Therefore this light must limit (restrain)
the child who has less, and when an cnemv assails his
child or his name, he (the father) is not at liberty to
abandon them. (Art. No. 2). In war his body stands
a bulwark in defence of the home, the full significance of which is wife and children. Every thing
has a limit, and duty limits liberty.
You say very truly that we think of church as syn-

onymous with superstition. In a few weeks more worshipers. But in that living temple where matter is
there will appear in THE TRUTH SEEKER an article conducted into the higher realms of life, there should
in which I discuss the question at full length. Let never enter but one worshiper. Even the Polyga· ·
me here remark that the word man, viewed in one of mons Turk has conceived of this, but now we demand
its historical aspects, might be regarded as synony- an equal purity on the part of man. ''Woman must
mons with savage superstitions, cruel, remorseless. not be subjected to man-made laws.". But I assure
A church is a product of man, and must partake of you that when woman is admitted to the ballot (and
his character. But if there are any redeeming quali- the sooner the better), she will not pull down the prop
ties in man that might be synonymous with generous, that maintains the home. She will demand stronger
enlightened, humane, then this church, being the pro- safeguards for domestic purity and fidelity.
duct of man, must in some of its aspects partake of
Now let us call your attention to a few important
these qualities also.
facts. The counties of Aberdeen and Banf in Scot·
I come to the main question invoked in the criti- land, according to a recent report, show that nearly
cism. Mr. Marsh says: ''A pure family is one held one-third of all the children born among the agriculto~ether by love alone." I do most cordially accept tural labore1·s are illegitimate. The wages are so low
th1s statement of what constitutes a pure family. But that the support of a family becomes a terror to the
Mr. Marsh's method of following up this statement men; and as the men live in hothies apart from the
might lead to a little confusion, by stating pa!t affirm- farm mansion, their passions are inflamed on account
atively and part negatively. In reasoning every se- of but limited intercourse with the women, the consequence should be the result of what went before.
quence is that opportunities are contl"ived and chilI will restate the case : A pure family is one held dren born.
One handsome, strong man has been
together by love. A just law should sanction every known to have five children born to him within six
pure family united by love, therefore every pure fam- weeks of each other. This new crop of love children
ily should be sanctioned by every just law. ·
(as you might say), grow up and bec..ome in time heartLet me state another case to illustrate more fully the less seducers, and exhibit an utter and unfeeling disprinciple of reasoning : Every honest man does his regard for their mother. They drop into the British
duty because he loves to do it ; every just law should army, ancl thus help to prolong the despotism of Enprotect every honest man, therefore every honest man rope, or they are transported to the Penal Colonies,
should be protected by law.
and only live to curse their own existence and those
But neither of these statements is correct, because who begot them.
of the qualifying adjectives pure and honest, and I
An instance is told of a boy who, being one of three
would equally object to the word just in connection by different fathers, had been hired by a heartless
with law. For a law that is not just, is not a law. A ruffian-himself the seducer-to go on a Christmas
law, scientifically considered, is but the expression of evening and insult his mother by crying out, '' ~h?u
that uniformity whi-ch is always found in connection shalt n_?t com1~1it ~dultery, wi,~e," and.. the poor "owith matter in its modes _of action, and is therefore ~lan ~r.Jed out m gJ_e~t a.gony, God gmde' ~ne. The
necessary as when we say It is a law that water always' fathm msulted_me fiJ~t, and _now the s~?· I he W?lllb
boils at 212Q at the level of the sea. Civil law can clo that breeds for three 1s desp1sed by all, and she w1ped
nothing for the pure fampy and the honest man, but away her ~~lpless tea.rs.
. .
merely sanction their actiOns just as the thermometer
Anothe1 mstance IS told of another \1 Ol~an, wJ:o
indicates that water boils at 2128 at sea level, but it ;vho ~1ad a son whom sh~ named Strahen, after a Vllcloes not do the boiling. But the civil law does inter- ·~ge 111 Scotland, where 1t was supposed the seducer
fere wllere the family is impure or the man is dishon- hved .. ~hen he reach~::cl manhoo~, he. was hal!dsom~
est. It must protect the pure family and the honest and drss1pated, an~ spent money_ faster than h1s po01
man against the impure family and the,dishonest ~other could ea~:n rt, and she e:rd~nt~y !o~ a supply
man, !lnd it must also p~·otect the impure family and from some ot~~e1 s~urce th.an her SPI!!Illn 0 "heel ~lon~ ..
the drshonest man agamst tllemselv~:s. This is the Some o,ne sug 0 estcd toStr ahen tha~ Jt he could get b1s
true aspect in which all civil law must ·be viewed in mothers secret out of her, he m1ght get money as
relation to the criminal family or the criminal man. fast as ~~e wanted.
.
.
Ciyillaw, with its judges and courts, would have 110
~he 1dea ~le~sed lum, a,nd he seized her. by tl~~
existence were there not criminal men and criminal tJnou~ and S\IOie _that he Vl.ould cut her hemt out rf
families and I think I could safelv affirm that b 0 th she did not tell hm1 who Ins father was. Forced "}JY
Mr. :Ma~·sh and myself and many"' others, might be !Ier own son, s~1e r~vealed what she had gu;trded w~th
able to dispense with this expensive luxury of our ~ealous car~ f01 t~Iee an.d t1~•ent:y ~e~rs. :Next m_?I_npresent barbarism, for I cannot. call it civilization.
mg he star.ted fo.r _the ~1llage of l:ltrahen, we.nt Hght
Now let us fully understand each other. '!'here are to t.!l~ p~m;h n11mste~· s manse, and ev~r a.ftcr llad
then thieves and murderers, therefore courts and pris- plenty of mo?ey. 'Ihus. even-h:-nded ~ustiCe comons. There are these men and women who marry mended the porsoned chalice .to lus ~wn lips. ,
each other without love, and beget children without
Bur~s could never have written. Ius Cottars Snturmarriage. The father abandons the mother and his clay ~1ght had there not been m Scotland homes,
child. She perhaps strangles it or throws it into the where
river, or to the swine, and seeks a new affinity and I
The loving mother, and the reverend sire.
admit that this is done in marriage as well as' out of
Received the homage of their common brood;
it ; that abortions are procured as well by the marWith grateful hearts they stirred the cheerful fire,
ried as the unmarried; that about one-fourth of all that
And blessed this human love, so pure, so good.
are born only reach maturity, the same being true of
Some
years ago the State of Baden Baden passed a
man as of the vegetable,
lnw that none should marry but those who had accu"That Nature out of fifty seeds
mulated sufficient money to guarantee the State
So often brings but one to bear."
agaiust lhe risk of supporting the children. It amountThat children who are the product of lust or of ell virtually to an a!Jrogation of maniage. Tlte reforce, whether the parents are married or 'unmarried sult was a more rapid increase of children and crime,
makes 110 difference, are often idiots, nionsters or ami they had to call a special session of tile Legislature to repeal the law and restore maniage and give
imbeciles.
In the close of my Article No. 6, I affirm with you it again tl.te sanction of law. This fact would lead to
that no man who deserves the name of man, would to the conclusion that the permanent union of a pair
dare to seek the unwilling caresses of woman, no for the production of offspring, is the natural tendenmatter though he had procm·ecl a thousand marriarre cy of every high civiliztttion, and that our business is
licenses ; and here you see is another instance of the to educate t.he ntce to regard marriage as the most sanecessity to limit liberty by duty. But the question cred act of life.
lVIy mother is now old and will soon pass away
still remains, Do thieves and murderers exist because
we have com"ts and prisons, judges and lawyers ? Do from among the living. Sl.te has been nine times a
these frightful social horrors exist because of mar- motl1er. Her sons have battled for human liberty,
riage? And would they disappear if the courts were and one of them fell at Shiloah, in defence of that
abrogated, the prisons torn clown, marriage abolished, liberty which includes white and black alike. The
others are now earnest in defense of what they deem
and no more "tinlcm·ed at."
Go back in Rbort to the "primitive state of nature," to be the duty of the hour; and she has ever taught
as suggested by Rousseau, or go forward to a state of us that woman or man uever can be true to themselcivilization by attempting to enforce duty by law, to ves when they are untrue to their freely chosen loves.
build highways, and schools, and families and States. She has doubtless had many faults, aud there have
A good building must be strong enough to resist the been clouds on the domestic horizon, but in our faith
wind, sufficiently inorganic to resist fire, and solid slw is in this one respect an angel of purH.y; and my
enough to insure for at least the term of one life, and father was to her (tlwugh one of the most gallant of
it may become necessary to clo a little tinkering occa- men to other women,) the embodiment of fidelity and
sionally to keep out the North wind. If permanency, sexual pm·ity. And had I an enemy who wished to
solidity and comfort are all essential in a house, shall inflict a deep and painful wound, he could do so the
they not be equally necessary in a home ? For the most efl"ectnally if he could awaken in my mind a
house is to the home what a man's clothes are to his reasonable doubt of their domestic purity. :My own
body-they are valuable only for what they contain. dome~tic life, like that of better men, bas had its light
And what is a home? It is this world's heaven. It and shadow. I have had, perhaps, my share of
contains the bed, made sacred by love; the cradle, sorrow. But no child of mine will ever breath a
made sacred by suffering ; the books, made sacred by doubt against the integrity of their mother, and I
intelligence. 'l'he children, sacred in their resemblance can safely say tlmt nc.. woman could he more deto one pair only or their ancestors. And there is votedly unselfish than she has been in all that consomething more, the little baby owns this house aucl cerned her children. This came to her as a marriuses it with as much freedom as the father who built age dower, for her father while yet young lost his wife,
and he never filled her place, but assumed the place
it.
A church is not desecrated by having had a thousand of father and mother to his children. This Woman,
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though dead, had so thoroughly possessed his whole ganizec1 for the purpose of depopula~ing hell and hope of any future resurrection. Don't seek to gal·
soul that he could nevet· find room in his heart for a converting the Devil, Johu would take' a commission vanize a dead corpse, but turn your churches into
second love, even when the legal barrier was remov- and unfurl the :flag of progress, and turn the fires of schools of science, and try to make some amends for
ed. For it often happens that a step·mother placed hell into patent condensed tire package!! to be given the night of ignorance, credulity and superstition
overt he children of another woman is to them a calam- gratuitously to the poor devils in New York city who which through your teachings has so long lowered
are not able to ·!my coal for the coming winter; and over the world.
ity worse than death.
.
.
Belisarius, the great Roman general, has a fine he is possessed of sufficient audacity and impudence
How can you, in the b1·oacl daylight of the ninecompliment paid to him by Gibbon on account of his to draft all the orthodox churches into the army in teenth century, dare to give to your ignorant dupes,
this putrid, Egyptian manna? You well know that
. : devotion to a woman who but ill deserved the fidelity order to effect it .
and love which she inspired in his mind.
with this rite of Jewish circumcision goes the morn' McCauly, in summing up the character of James II.,
Bayard TiP·' lor and the Jewish Rite of ing and evening sacrifice. Paschal lambs and Christ's
concedes that he possessed one great virtue, that of
J
atoning blood. Yea, the very leaves of your "paper
.
Circumcision.
idol" is burned to powder under the light that
domestic fidelity and love for his wife and children.
A !Jio·oted and intolerant monarch; ambitious of powA lecture was given recently by the celebrated trav- has come to us from those o)d monumeni:s of Egypt.
er !J~Jt. deficient in courage, he C0ITUpted the judiciary eler, Bayard Taylor, at the Academy of Music, N. Y. "Mene, Mene, Tekel Upharsin." "Let the deru.l past
.,. · !J~ placing upon the bench the most corrupt of judg- City, under the auspices of the Hebrew Young Men's bury its dead.'' For this day has out-grown its
!Jroke Jris coronation oath, and attempted to sweep Association. 'fhe lecture was on tlw "'Antiquities of false philosopl1y, its corrupt and cruel theology, and
,,. aw'ay the great charters of English liberty ; but in one Egypt," and from the yery f•lll and excellent report in its impure morals, and for our inspiration we will go to
virt.ue he appeared i.n marked contrast with the ,cor· theN. Y. Times, it must have heen highly instructive that grander, older bible of Nature, whose every page
ruption of his time, and that of the preceding reign. and very interesting, for the able lecturer threw a new is flinged with beauty, whose light glad deus all eyes,
He never broke his marriage vow;. and in this one light on th\tt most remarkable and strange rite, which whose music thrills all hearts, whose theology never
virtue he in some measure compensated for his other our bible tells us was instituted by Araham, at the ex: stirred up strife and contention, never deluged the
vices. For his daughter Mary, wife of William, press command of the Great Jehovah of the bible_:_ world with war and bloodshed, never loosened .the
Prince of Orange, who inherited this virtue frmu Jewish circumcision. I am not quoting from memo- bands of love, or palsied the hand of friendship.
!Joth her parents, aided much to restore that love of ry but from the printed report. . ''Attention!" (these
Go to this bible, Rev. Srrs, for your teachings and inpuritY: whicl; had nearly been extinguished during the are Mr. Taylor's words,) "Egypt it was that gave let- spirations, and do try to do some good in your day
Jicentwus rmgn of Charles II. Her unbounded corifi' ters to the Phcenecians, astronomy to the Chaldeans, and generation.
clence in the love and purity of William did much to art to the Greeks and the 1 ·ite of circumcision to the
Smite this rock and drink from its living waters,
restore domestic purity and national pr0spelity during Hebrews."
'
for they are more poteo~ t~ bless and to save than the
the reign of William and Mary.
What cruel, bitter irony to declare thus, before a blood of ten thousa':c~ Clmsts..
.
Contrast with this the character of Henry the-VIII., Hebrew audience, who had been taught that by this . From all superst.ltwn and 1gnor~nce, from all.bl~
who :first rioted in beauty and then destroyed it; whose holy rite of circumcision, "their God did recognize otry and hatr~d, thrs Rock oj Ages ~~ able to. clehv~r.
rupture with Rome was partly because the church his chosen nation.'' For does not old Moses the Jew- Welcome, thrwe welcome the dawnmg of th1s morn,
maintained the sacredness of marriage against the li- ish historian, tell us that ''God said unto Abraham
"When man's maturer nature shall disdain
centious brutality of the ldng. In having boldly de- thou shalt keep my covenant, thou and thy seed afte~
Those playthings of his childhood."
fended the rights of woman in marriage, the churcl1 thee in their generations. This is my covenant, which
HaiL all hail tl1at •surely coming day when your
of Rome deserves our respect and gratitude if she had ye shall keep between me and you and thy seed after trade of falsehood and hypocrisy "shall be as hatenever clone anything else to promote civilization.
thee. Every man-child among yon shall be circum- ful and as unprofitable as that of truth is now."
And in the case of Henry the VIII., mark the law cised, and he that is ~mcirctLmcised shall be cut off
..
WM. Wn.LICOTT.
of hereditary; for his daughter Elizabeth inherited all from his people, for he hath broken my covenant."
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1874.
his grossness of passion, and ferocity of nature, and But I must not quote any more, or Comstock may be'
like him drank the blood of those who had ministered after you for· publishing "obscene literature.''
MR. E~ITOR :-I am a farmer, and always have been
to her love, and her own life was but a hell, in which
Now Mr. Taylor is a very cautious man; .no sensa- from my boyhood up to the present time, and am now
lu~t, priae and reveng-e held alternate sway.
tional exaggeration about him, therefore we must sup- almost sixty years old. Over thirty years of my life I
When the State of Virginia divided itself territorily pose that he has abundant proof to fortify his asser- have al!Qwed no man o1" set of men to do any thinking
it should also have changed its name, for it is a stand- tion, and so the claims of the J cws to be God's pecnl· 'for me. I want no middle men to stand between me
ing insult to woman to call it after a virgin Queen iar people, goes up like Beecher's "Life of Christ," and my God. If God has g0t anything he wishes me
who was not only the mother of several children, but "higher than a kite.'' But those Hebrew worthies to know, aside from what I can learn by studying ll1e
who also brutally murdered their fathers. These are never once th':mght that the old Pyramids of Egypt, great Book of Nature, it must come in some other way
important f<tcts in sodology, and show, I think, very would ever give up the records of their day and gen- than through the now existing priesthood, or tltat of
clearly, that social and sexual purity tends to the per- eration, to stamp them as liars and imposters. "The the past. My reason has led me to judge all men's
fection of the race, and that divorces and easy female mills of the gods grind slowly." But what is to be works by the effect they have, and we need only to
virtue is followed hy rapid and easy steps to other the end of all this? The "paper idol" called the bi- read the history of the past to learn what the fruits
vices, which lead to the cliRsolution of society itself.
ble is fast losing its potential "thus saith the Lord." of their labors have been. It was the work of the
Before closing this article, I which to notice some The Rev. De Witt Talmage, D.D., (I know those cler~ that destroye~ the. lives. ~f over twenty-one
of the other contributors to 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER. F. clelical gentlemen are very pnrticular about getting milhons of human bemgs m rellgwus wars. It was
G. Swehla, of Pleasant Hill, Neb., thinks that in my their full academic honors, therefore I always accom- the cle_rgy that ra~sed a mob t~ rotten _egg t_he ~rst
•trticle of Sept. 1st, I overlooked my Bohemian friends modate them. St. James. I believe it is, that com- Abolitwn conventron that met m the CitY of Ut1ca,
C)[ the Western States, but allow me to assure him mands us to be ''courteous to each other,") in his New York. It was the clergy that would not sutfer
that I am very much iudebted to one of his countl·y- Christian at Work, has already told us that Moses lied Wm. Loyd Garrison a seat in the ''Vorld's Evangelical
mcu, Quctelet,, the eminent astronomer and sociolo- when he said that God created this b('antiful world, Alliance held in London years ago. lt was the clergy
gist. He has turned his teiescope from tl1e objective with its. mountains and glens, deep seas, and silent that caused RoO"er Williams to be driven out of what
universe lying in the distant heavens to the nearer stars, man and insects, beasts, fishes and birds, all in is now the Stat~ of Massachusetts, in the winter time,
but more complex objects presented in the study of the space of six short clnvs. That no waters ev(lr cov- to make his way through the wilderness to take up his
society. His work, entitled the" Law of Averages," ered at one time nil the mountains of the earth. That abode with a tribe of .Narragansett Indians; and he
is one of the greatest works of this century, and his no sun ever stood still in the heavens, to witness Gid· said that they -treated him well. For what was he
discoveries in social scieuce will give him a high place eon's inhuman slaughter, for Dr. Talmage says that driven forth? Simply for advocating that govemwent
in the scientinc world. Qnetelet has ~hown that the ''those things Hre no longer preached in this, our day, should protect all men alike in their religious views,
price of a loaf of bread W!ilaceount for the increase nnd treneration,"
no matter what their views might !Je. It was through
or .dccrense of cri HIe, and thn!. human actions, su<:l1 as
Htlt surely onr eminent theologians will rally in de- the instrumentality of the clergy that the writer of
suicide, infanticide, ami every other form of murder fence of this must important position:
these few lines was taken from his bed, twelve o'clock
and crime, euu be shown to occur in hanHouy_ with
at night, put th_roug~l a mock trial, ?ned fifte~n dollars
GaLl
Insignia!
His
Sign
Manuel!
law, and not as the ignorant and presumptions priests
or thirty clay's 1mpnsonment, for s1mply askmg a few
A
base.
Egyptian
rite
l
have so long taught, that all bad actions proceed from
questions in a conference meeting. 'l'llis was ~n the
Before
the
Jewish
Prophets
saw
the
light.
the Devil, and all good actions from the God, aud
little village of Colosse, Oowego Co., State of New
consigns humanity to hell for what it coultl neither
Come now, ye Rev. Bachelors and Masters of Arts, York. My object iu writing thr.se few lines is, that
cause nor prevent; whose whole philosophy is sum- ye Doctors of Divinity and Doctors of the Canon aud should they find a place in THE TntiTII SEEKER, that
med np in •'a mysterious dispensation of Providence." Civil Laws, yc who have gained your academic hon- they may be the means of leading some to study the
'This great Bohemian dares to announce that science ors by learHc<i and ahle djsquistions in Greek and history of the clergy in the past, and com~t closely
can discover the Jaws of sociulmuvement, foresee dis- I"atiu, and mastl'rly tretttises on Oriental literature, the cost of supporting that class of mcu for one year,
astrous resnlts and g·ive material aiel to progress. I and customs, speak out and let us know if this is thus. and then ask themselves the .question, would not the
hope my Bohemian friend will let us hear more from If this is naught but Egyptian "old clo's," surely you money laid out in clothing the naked, and feeding the
him agttin. The author of" Extracts and Queries," must know of it.
hungry do more good? Yes, I must say for one, that
de~erves attention.
The following quotation from
Rev. gentlemen, the Infidels of to-day call on yon one loaf of bread is preferable to all the preaching
paper of Sept. 15 will show by its ring that the writer to detioe anew your pretensiot's, and make again vis- and prayino- of the clergy, and laid in the balance it
is composed of the pnre hell-metal. ''Great men ible your boundary line. You are still calling the bi- would out-~•eigh it all.
must not expect to hide their crimes under their sac- ble, "God's inspired book." How much of it to· day
Living to day with God's book before thee.
erdotal garments; statesmen like eloquence, and mili- must we believe as truly inspired? You are still tellWhat book of yesterday shall have rule o'er thee?
tary glory, S1ty we," speaking of Lowe. "But now-a- ing us tl1at the hillle contains God's revealed will to
Let rea,on's voice be heard. this is the living word.
days ii is claimed that a person can change their loves man, and that out· soul's salvation depends upon our
This is the Holy Ghost that men blaspheme. '
us often as ''passional attraction" or ''starvation" knowing and doing his will. Now do please just tell
This wa.s Paine's glory. his song and his theme.
impels them to\l"anls a new comer, be it every day or us in what part of the bible God-the maker of HeavJ. W. CUNNINGHAM.
every hour. Out upon it; that is not and has not Jove en and earth-has dedared his will? But it will not
SlwU Rock, Butler Co., Iowa, Oct. 19th, 1874.
f~n· its oi.Jjcct. lt is jmssional attraction truly-and do to bring U]l these ancient Hebrews, Abraham, and
nghtly named-and dies with its use, to be again re- JUoses ; their veracity being impeached, their testiDonations.
newed whenever the ''passional" appetite demands." mony is no longer of any value.
John French, $3; J. A. Rutherford, $2; A. Minski, $1 35;
All! put the sconrge of small cords in this hand
Doe~ the bible proclaim God's will to man? This
and the temple will soon be cleared of those who buy question n-ust be tried to-day in the high court of S. Wright, $1 25; E. G. Potter. $1 25; James Parton. $1;
and sell thcrciu. '1'. A. Bland has made some tine reason and common sense, and yon gentlemen alreatly W. B. Rigler, F. Purdy. J. N. Heynolds. Wm. Hart, C. F.
contributions under llw head ol' "Social Science.'' >~nticipate the verdict., for you well know that what ilfaterne, 0. F. Howley. Warren Richardson. Wm. Hunt,
He goes down to the !Jecl rock of social law, and dues you have palmed on us tts God's word, is naught but Dr. Burgess, J. P. Llndaruon. Wm, Odekirk, James M.
not. spare the prcvailin'.>" corruptions in high phtces.
tiction and allegory, and may be made to prove, either Pratt. Joseph Stafford, L. 1'. Wells. A. B. Pierce, SamBut Jolin i::\yphers is the wandering eo met who affirmatively or negatively, every doctrine that has muel Webber. John Eden, 2oc. each. Our grateful thanks
flashes with.1iLful glare across t.hehorizon illuminating ever been proclaimed. Come, Rev. Sirs, do you not to these kind frhmds. [Ed.1'. S.]
dark places !JCI·e am! there. No"i he blows his "fog think it is high time that this old, musty superstition;
;vhistle". r.ml wakes np the sleeping voyager, who but this obscene literature should be buried in the debris
Foun clergymen of as many Jenominations nttcndod
ror the tmtely warnitw mi<rht
rnn !\ground or get run of the clark long-ago? Let the great" Pan" of Jew- to the spiritual wants of Udderzook. the guilty mur0
over and lose his ship." I believe if a soci~ty was or- isll and Cl1ristian theology be indeed dead; with no· derer; and his peace with heaven was secured.
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The Growth and Spread of Rational Ideas.
o. GENUNG.
To the diligent student of events, the outlook for a
more advanced method of thought in things concerning the welfare of mankind is fast becoming a matter
for self-congratulation. The old time habit of accepting as authoritative everything which lrad previously
been held to be so, and the thedis which seems to have
been -maintained from time out of memorv that custom and tradition should fumish preced'tmt for all
that stands in relation to the race, no longer meet the
needs of the age, and -are ill adapted to the present demands of society.
And this estimate does not apply merely to a class
or favoreti few, for there exists among all grades of
the people an unmistakable demand for iutelle<!tual
progress >tnti improvement. Iu every field of human
endeavor questions of grave significance are constantly presenting themselves for solution which will no
longer be ignored nor overlooked, and if we read
aright the ominous signs of our time the world is becoming fitted in a rueasure for their successful consideration. No intelligent observer can fail to detect
the fact that ours is eminently an age of thinking; a
spirit of inquiry impartial and unsparing is asseniug
itself, and no system nor institution can remain intact
under the new regime which does not rest on a basis
of truth and justice.
With what marvelous rapidity unlooked for innovations become objects for discussion, then gradually
and favorably insinuate themselves into the minds of
the people, hll they finally come to be regarded as
necessary adjuncts of a progressive au;e. And to every frieml of advanced thought this condition of affairs
is quite satisfactory. The intell<ictul).l development
of the race is not at all commensurate with the progress of mechanical industry ; everywhere we see the
arts llrought to a state of advancem1111t aproximating
perfection, while the status of ethics and of social science as exemplified in the customs and institutions of
the people, is at least a century in the background.
We are accustomed to hea1ing ours characterized as
an age of enlightenment,' yet how possible it is that
the future student of history may ponder over the
annals of our time with a feeling akin to tha~ with
which we now contemplate the so-called civilizations
of antiquity.
A very considerable share of the inquiry and controversy of the day is devoted to a critical analysis of
the worth-and incidentally of the destiny-of theology; and certainly a theme of greater moment does
not exist to claim our attention. It is with difficulty
that ev~n the trained student of the subject may realize the true proportions of til~.: vast systems of theolo·
gy which obtain among the varionsraces of mankind.
ln most regions of the inhabited globe some systems
of observance to prescribed religious authority, and
devout supplication to a tutelar- Deity-together with
a reatiiness to hold in obeyance all the natural wants
of common life-are believed to be of paramount im·
port.ance, and must n~eds receive the earliest attention and the strictest obetiience of mankind. The
system prevailiug in our own country, anti with which
we are all familiar, serves as a type for most of its
contemporaries, and it is only necessary to reflect on
the power anti influence of t-hat organization to fo'l-m
a fair couceptiou of those existing in other lauds. It
matters but little under what conditions of time, race
. or climate, the religions of the world may be found
to flourish, their essential qualities are much the same.
Whether we look down the dim vista of the past and
meditate on remote antiquity, or on the more familiar
period of modem times; whether we turn oUI·though ts
towarti those diverse forms of devotion as ofl'ered up
in the cathedral on the Tiber, in the mosque on the
Bosplwrus, or in the pagoda of Far Cathay, the hidden springs of action appear to be identical in their
meaniug-th&t of fostering and perpetrating a belief
in the superuatur.tl.
But if we would view theology at its zenith of power and grandeur, we must look to the annals of the
past ; anti no field appears a greater inducement to
the anthropologist than that em bracing the history of
that system through ancient, medirevul and modern
times. And it is with feelings of surprise, not unmingled with amusement, that we now meditate on
the ~tate of theological controversy of the past. 'l'lle
method of reasoumg found necessary by the better
informed moderu polemic, is very difterent from that
which characterized his prototype among our ancestors. It is only necessary to recall, in imagination, a
few decades, and we are amidst the zeal and turmoil
of religio-philosophic disputation; speeulution, metaphysics and transcendentalism furnished the only
acknowledged basis for inquiry, anti under this condition of chaotic thought, the only standard of success in argument, seems to llave been the ability to
enunciate the greatest degree of noisy and unmeaning
rhapsody. ('fllose inestimable facts iu human knowledge, which are now so well appreciated, were passed
without notice, anti the real was ever lost sight of in
a ceaseless search for the possible and the ideal.)
And even the votary of science found it necessary
to observe, in his investigations, the prescribed limits
of the church, through fear of social ostracism and
even corporal torture. The archives of nature were
then replete with treasures of human knowledge, and
BY A.
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only awaited interrogation to disclose their hidden
wealth, yet few dared to explore them ; the prevail:
ing systems of theology were powerful and aggressive, and no student of natural knowledge was exempt
from their imperious tyrauny and oppression.
But the spirit of change, which is ever busy in
moulding human thought and action, is fast inaugurating au era of logical conclusions in matters of belief. Systems and institutions, like cities and dynasties, in the march of time crumble and decay, and it
is not a matter for surprise, that things which were
tolerated in times when the prev'ailing degree of faith
and enthusiasm was considered a measure of truth
and greatness, should be ignored as worthless in. an
age when accurate, scientific knowledge is believed to
form the true basis for an encllU'ing philosophy.
In making an estimate of the status of popular belief concerning the subject in review, one very essential means to tl.Jat end, is to observe the tendency of
the opinions held by the leaders in science, in literature, aml in philosophy. It will be needless in supporting onr position, to enumerate the names of those
illustrious ones who move in the van of ·progressive
thought ; all are familiar with the fact that they embrace the most exalted minds of our tin1e. And certainly no one will be so injudicious as to cluim that
the conclusions of such individuals· have no weight
i~ deciding upon questions of public interest. (Unlike the p:.unpered clergy, wlio reach the summit of
their ambition when they champion an efl'ete theology, wh.ich had its rise in a forgotten age, the busy
delvers m human knowledge, pass a moiety of their
lives in comparative obscurity, and not until maturer
sears have contributed their benisons in fumishiug
them minds capable of comprehending the true significance of the lessons of their lives, do we hear
them pronounce their views·with uny desire of securing the approbation of their fellow-men.)
And one other very correct index to the conditou
of public opinion in our day, is the attitude mainta\n!Jd by the printing press. A few years ago no important publishing house could be prevailed upon to
i~sue a b~ok savoring of i!Teligion ; now evel'J establishment m the land publishes eagerly works which
openly repudiate everything which conflicts with the
laws of nature and the canons of common sense. And
journals which once refusea to admit to their colUillnS teports of transactions of a liberal tendency
now laud secularism in paragraph and editorial ancl
as far from finding a falling-oft' in their subscription
lists from this cause, find it remunerative to issue at
times, "extras" and "supplements," replete ;~ith
such matter with their regular editions.
And travel where we will, we invariably encounter
individuals who defend with fearlessness anti vi(l'or
advanced ideas ; in rail-road cars, on steam-bo:fts
and in hotels, we meet them. Anti they are not lim~
ited to the unlettered class in society ; etiucated men
of science ; polished and cultivated literati· disciplined members of the profession ; and shre~vd and
sagacious business men are met who are not averse to
rallying in the defense of the new philosophy.
Still it would appear from careful observation that
it is unsafe to place much reliance in any special organized effort made in the interests of improvement.
lt is probably only through the tendency of civilization toward individual eulightenment that the world
must look for the best results; and it is through the
purely secular element alone in society that we are to
experience the final disenthrallment of the human
mind. The common mind must be educated into the
tenets of a better faith, and that class of thinkers who
direct their energies toward understanding and elucidating tangible facts connected with the world which
we inhabit, are the true progressionists of to-day.
And the progressive spirit of the times is making
telling inroads on organized theology itself. In every
organization of a religious character the germ of a
new faith is seen and felt. The church, composed
largely of the best minds of the age, so far from blindly following the precedents of centuries by battling
against it, Ill ust recognize and respect it. Even
among orth,odox Christian sects neither the letter nor
the spirit of their creeds receive the devout attention
bestoweti upon them in former days, and they appear
to be regarded more as a means of society discipline
than for any inherent value they might be supposed
to possess. It requires but little discernment to detect the marked tiegree of care with which the clergy
begin to conform their teachings with the more rational ideas of secular philosophy ; with what an
amount of pertinacity they strive to keep pace with
the developments of scienc-e, and what principles or
tenets are they not willing to sacrifice in order that
there need be no collision between these great rivals
for popular favor?
Neither is the dawn of a better faith a stranger to
those systems which have flourished apart from, and
have antedated Protestantism ; all appear to be subjected more or less to the change incident to human
progress. In the cathedral of the Roman Catholic
in the synagogue of the Israelite, in the church of til~
Protestant, an under current of untrammeled tltougltt
is silently disintegrating creed and catechism.
Protestant Christianity furnishes in its more liberal
denominations, however the most marked . E>xamples
of organized effm:t toward religious reform, Unitarianism and Universalism appear to comprehend much of
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the genius of the Reformation, and although the latter
fails to justify the promise of its earlier days_ both
these &ects possess to a remarkable extent the essentials to mental liberty. The peculiar characteristics
of these organizations afford a curious study to the
student of ecclesiastical science; originating about the
same time, and having professions of faith very similar in their meaning, their opportunities for popularity and propagandism have been equal ; still although
the Universalist denomination has most to show in
numbers and wealth, Unitarianism possesses characteristics by far the most fitting an enlightened religious organization.
The Unitarian movement-which by the way has·
been well described as "the recoil of the cultivated
intellect from orthodox irrationalities "-was the precursor and archetype of the body known as the l!'ree
Religious Association. This latter organization probably embodies the maximum of advanced thought
possible to any society which still clings to. the shadow
of the opinions and institutions of the past ; and
when all religious sy:stenis and denominations advance
their lines to the outpost held by this organization,
then will indeed result a ''consummation devoutly to
be wished."
And another cogent element in the intellectua
growth of our time, is the system of religion or of philosophy termed modern Spiritualism. 'l'his remarkable movement is exercising an influence in the prov
ince of human thought, the value of which can with
difficulty be overestimated; and, although it appears to
many as a strange anomaly in an age so replete with
progressive ideas, its tendency is certainly upward
and onward. Every careful observer of influences
which tend toward improvement, will recognize in
this association an invaluable auxiliary, to say the
least, to the more demonstrative system of materialism proper; and in view of the broad and generous
method of thought which has characterized it in the
past, we shall endeavor to believe that ultimately the _
dross will be forgotten in the more !audible effort to
preserve that which is preciousThe wrongs of the past however, will never be
atoned for. Still the progressive thought of our time
will accomplish much by way of reparation: not by
heaping obloquy on the heads of the perpetraters, not
by visiting wrath on those who would perpetrate them,
but by inaugurating measures through which the future
may become an era of reason, justice, and humanity.
lt sometimeS"occurs that the most strenuous efforts
made to spread and popularize a cause, serve only as
a menus to hasten its destruction : every new offshoot
from formidable rr.:ligious organizations, every additional version of the scriptures serves but to foreshadow anarchy and confusion. All the noisy. efforts to
foster, fortify, and perpetuate organized error unuer
the name of religion, are but prophetic voices of its
final disintegration and decay.
But while it is certainly apparent that the aspect of
human thought in this connection is eminently progressive in its nature, it is nevertheless evident that
theology still possesses suficient vitality to make a
desperate resistance against any new dispensation'.
The friends of advanced ideas will do well not to
underestimate the power and influence of their adversaries ; but learn to look upon the situation as it
really presents itself. l'r1uch of the latent strength of
the Church lies in its method ot dealing with alien
influences ; the clergy have been in the habit of anathematizing as heresy and apostasy any and every
attempt at individual opinion, and we can all' furnish
testimony to the fact that unbelief and immorality are
invariably placed by them in syuonomous connection.
What anogance is this, that mau may not discover
in the physical universe and is his own nature, facts
which will enable him to live in accordance with the
demands of a higher humanity ? Who is not able to
point to individuals, who, unincumbered by creed or
ritual, maintain the position of exemplars in society
and who fulfilJ, as far as imperfect human natur~
will permit, the highest obligations of the race? The
surpliced incumbent of a sumptuously fumished
pulpit, who, for ten thousand a year, condescends to
minister to the'' spiritual" wants of au auditory, need
not deceive himself and others with the idea that the
system which he represents possesses a monopoly of
the virtue there is in the world. We, whom Christentiom delights to ~:~tigmatize as heretics, claim a share,
and we are wont to take a long breath of relief when
we reflect on the fact that wE> have escaped the tyran-.
ny of the church I
That the human intellect is limited in a sense, to an
extent almost humiliating is quite apparent; the most
gifted among us alter spending their lives in efforts
to solve the mighty problem of the methods of action
in laws governing matter and mind, must be content
with a knowledge quite superficial ; then how absurd
and presumptions does it appear for mankind to
waste their time in an endeavor to accomplish more ;
to gain a knowledge of things outsicle and apart from
that grand cosmos of which they themselves form
but a component part.
Erroneous opinions however, concerning religious
belief, are fast fading from the minds of men ; and
the time is not distant, when credence in the supernatural will be regarded by the cultivated class, to
say the least, as a necessary evil of a primitive age,
and of a ruder civilization.

11
False Prophecies Concerning the Bible.
We are apt totake for granted any common -assertion. Few think of critically investigating such.
Thus, for centuries it has been asserted that Isaiah
prophesie~ that Cyrus would rebuild the temple; that
Jesus Chnst shouJd be born of a virgin, with such a
minute description of him and his life there could be
no mistake; and that these and other prophecies were
fulfilled to the letter. Aside from the facts that no
one knows when, wltere, or by whom Isaiah was
written; that critics are compelled to admit that whoever wrote the twelve first chapters must have been
different from whoever wrote the rest· that a large
part is purely historical, making no pret~nce of being
otherwise; the so-called prophecies were either never
fulfilled, or have not the most distant allusion to what
it is claimed they have.
'
Take the prophecy (so-called) concerning Cyrus
[chap. iiii: v. 28]. "That saith to Cyrus, He is my
shepherd and shall perform all my pleasure: Even
saying to Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built: and to the
temple, thy foundations shall be laid."
Ezra, chap iiii, v. 21 to .24. ''Give ye new commandment to cause these men to cease, and tlmt this
city be not builded." "Then ceased the work of the
house of God which is at Jerusalem." Isaiah, chap.
xlv v. 13. ''I have raised him (Cyrus) up in righteousness, and I will direct all his ways; he shall build
my city." Ezra vi: 15. "And this house was finished in the sixth year of Darius the king," eighty years
after the attempt by Cyrus. So' 'my servant Cyrus
did not perform my work" after all. (By the way it
must have been this~ temple that was referred to in
John ii: 20 as having been forty-five years in building,
for although it was destroyed several times between
that time and A. D. 30, yet at no time thereafter did
its rebuilding occupy over six years.)
But the grandest prophecy of all the ages, that
which is said to prove the claims of Christianity, is
found in Isaiah, chap. vii, v. 14, 15, 16. "Therefore
the I"ord himself shall give you a sign: Behold a virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and shall call his
name Immanuel," etc. The slightest examination of
the chapter, together with the eighth and ninth chapters, shows that this statement refers to affairs then
taking place, and can not by any kind of straining be
made to refer to a time seven hundr~d years ahead.
The following is a b1ief synopsis. Ahaz being king
of Judah, (of which nothing was then left to him but
Jerusalem) Rezin king of Syria and Pekah, son of the
the king of Israel, made a confederacy against him.
This vexing him, Isaiah was ordered to comfort him.
And the Lord told him to ask for a sign that Isaiah's
statements were true, and this was the sign, viz: the
''virgin shall conceive," etc. The second verse following says: "For before the child shall know torefuse evil and choose the good, the land thou ablwrrest
shall be forsaken of both her kings,'' namely Rezin,
and Pekah's father, and be conquered by Assyria.
The idiotic notion given at the head of the chapter,
that ''Christ is given for a sign to Ahaz;" to a king in
trouble about an invasion of his kingdom, it is told
not to fear, there is no danger, and for proof, Christ
shall be born 700 years thereafter, never could have
been suggested from the text. But read the next
chapter, the eighth. There you find the prophet took
a great roll (perhaps such as the Sons of Maltn used,)
and a man's pen and went in (in?) unto the prophetess.
''And she conceived and bore a son.'' It would seem
that the birth followed immediately upon the conception. And the Lord said, before· the child was old
enough to say fnther, or mother, the abhorred land
should fall to the king of Assyria. And now the
child is born. For refer to chapter 9, verse 6, ·• Unto
us a child is born, unto us a son is given, and the government shall be on his shoulder, and his name shall
be called Wonderful, Counselor," etc.
Of the increase of his government and peace there
shall be no end, upon the throne of David, and upon
his kingdom to order it be ever for ever." The
names above given have been translated so as to make
it appear to refer to God himself ; though if left ns
similar Hebrew i1nmes are throughout the bible, they
would be simple Daniel, Ezekiel, Elihu, etc.
Thus on investigation, collapiles this turgid claim;
this wonder of all the ages, on which some of the
greatest Christian theologians have said they feared
not to rest the authenticity of their religion. Had it
even referred to the Christ, Mahommet comes nearer
filling the descriptions than does the carpenter's son ;
for his successors sit upon the throne of David, as
they have for a thousand years. As however, on
reading the three chapters referred to, it is plain that
not even the most distant allusion is made hy the
writer to events beyond tlte few weeks of the child's
early life, what becomes of the claim of the bnngling
New 'l'estament writers, who, pretending inspiration,
have fabricated many facts in ihe .story of Christ to
make it fit their wretched, ·silly interpretations of
prophecy, such as dating Jesus' birth in the days of
Herod the King, and in fact nearly the whole narrative of :Matthew 2d chapter, as also very many references throughout the New 'l'estament. Of the prophecies generally, it may be truly said that they nre
composed of chnpteriJ of threats and promises alternately, in language of. frenzy, and with rare excep·
tions, so figurative and obscure that, on the happening

of any event, the utterers of them could say; "There,
I told you so I" Two are rlain and unmistakable,
viz : that relating to the eontinued dispersion of the
Jews; and that of the end of the world, to happel}
during the life-time of some then living. As to the
firbt, as the Jews had for centuries been scattered
and ltated among all nations of the world, (see Philo
and Josephus) and as there are as many predictions of
their collection as of their dispersion, -one or the other
of the things predicted must happen. The fulfilment
like some arguments proves too much. As to the
other, made by the God hin;J.self, nothing need be said
to sane people; while to the minds so simple, credulous and rudimental, as to conceive the possibility of
the omnipotent, infinite cause of all things, begetting
himself on t1te body of a virgin of the barbarous,
human sacrificing Jews, (see last chapter of Levit.icus)
to accomplish his own will, to save a few of his creatures from eternal damnation, which throue;h his own
decrees, was fore-ordained by his own will, to the
praise of his glorious justice, to such minds reason
can make no appeal.
Just let any person of ordinary sense read these
prophecies critically, and he shall be astounded
at that stupidity or impudence which could claim
them as evidence of Christianity. On the contrary
they will stand in his esteem as evidences against
ChristianitY. He has little respect tor Almighty God
who would dare cite such contemptible evidence to
prove divine revelation. It is more respectful to do
as does that respectful Episcopal paper, The Churchman, .abandon prophecies and miracles entirely as
evidence, and claim that '' the doctrines prove the
miracles, instead of the miracles the doctrines !" 0 !
Confucius, Socrates and Plato! What miracle workers you must have been !
CLARKE IRVINE.

development of truth and liberal principles in all
matters and things, hence I contmue to be one of your
subscribers, and it is to be hoped by all free thinking
men you willlilever be compelled to suspend publication of THE TRUTH SEEKEn from the neglect of your
professed friends to pay up and in advance for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, aud c~pedully so after .reading your
generous, modest and ~cusiblc editorial in No. 1, Vol.
II.· Your notice of the fall of the public hypocrite,
and scandalous demoralizing preacher Beecher, is not
an atom too emphatic and denunciatory. As yo' I truly
say, •' the conduct of Mr. Beecher and his friends
has been singular." You, sir, may well say sZ:ngular
-this man Beecher, through his name which was
wide spread as a truly pious and popular servant of
God, also his loud professiot.s as a moral teacher and
Christian preacher, had >i free access and intercourse into the houses and fumilies of the fir~t and
best people of our country, they supposing him to be
the purest of the pure, is welcomed by the innocent
heads of famiiies into their social and domestic relations. The wife or daughters of the generous and
hospitable inviter to his festive table and home, whose
female inmates are baudsmne, pure and undefiled by
any sensual corruptionist, and in the lapse of time
the unsuspecting husbaud discovers a scorpion
"cantwell and maw-worm" in the bosoms of their once
loving and uncontaminated wives and dtmghters; who·
have been ruined, alienatccl ami persecuted by the
foul fiend. Yes, a wolf in lamb's clothing, who by the
sacred character of his cloth, had, serpent-like, stun.r
and poisoned his generous and hospital friend and
entertainer, thereby thshonoriug the sacred character
of true and pure religion. Away with such hypocrites and villains.
I will here relate a violation of the moral code by u
bad man _in my immediate locality-by a celebrated
preacher 1n the Methodist church. A friend of mine
Religion, Faith and Belief.
had joined his church, a short time before we met on
In all deference to superiors, who have essayed, or the road, (both on horseback) going one way. Our
may hereafter essay to give definitions, or draw lines traveling conversations were various. At that time
of demarkation, I also would show mine opinion-not a distinguished clergyman l1ad run off with :mother
dogmatically, but by way of casting in my mite.
man's wife; which act we both denounced. I at that
RELIGION, may it please ye, is the germ of Drvmr- time (twenty-five years ago) spoke of m1my other clcrTY in us-all there is of us worth talking about- ical delinquencies ; I said to my friend, it would aslatent it may be. You may call it soul, if you want tonish him if he, in five years, would nota down the
to. Which ever you call it, it is the element in our shortcomings of our ministry. One month after this
make up which connects us with the great hereafter. talk, a conference took place at his town-he being
FAITH, is the divine afflatus, vivifying the latent well to do in the world-the crack preacher of the
germ. Fanaticism, sometimes, usurps the throne of conference was appointed tO' stay at my friend's house.
faith, producing unhealthy action.
He was not at home when the "~:,•Teat gun" appeared.
BELIEF, is the result of education, of dictum, or of The lady-the wife of my friend-a very handsome
investigations-sensible, or otherwise, according with and beautiful woman, hospitably received him, and
the progress of the age and the status of the individ- showed the ought-to-be gentleman to his room in which
ual.
was a bed. The beauty and noble form of the lady
THEoLoGY, is a set of ideas, or dogmas, the concoc- aroused the lascivious tllld lustful desires of the Revtion of would-be master minds-a kind of substitute erend old sinner whose age was verging on sixty winfor living faith and practical righteousness.
ter~. He made disgusting and obscene advances, and
INDIVIDUALITY-Whether, in coming worlds, we various attempted manipulations and qnotations from
retain our present individuality, or take other forms, the bible-ala Beecher-to aid him in his foul designs.
is not, with your not very humble servant, an open Happily in this instance the libertine was repelled and
question.
exposed by this noble lady, who, Lucretia-like, would
Your not very humble servant modestly leaves it an shed sooner her own blood than live and submit to
open question for others, to solve for themselves, in dishonor. Suffice it to say the preacher was hurried
their own way.
6Ut of town to save him from the punishment of an
The matel"ial being unannihilable, we are bound to outraged husband. My friend and I met soon after
exist in some shape.
thi& occurrence, when he .said: "I know what you are
Should we, in coming worlds, retain our pr·esent thinking about." I said '' '\Vhat ? " He repeated the
individuality, a life squared by living faith-most en- conversation. I said he had done himself great credit
joyable here-will be largely to our advantage there. by his forbearance, and that I did not expect his noble
i:)lwuld we take new forms of individuality, that in- wife would be the attempted victim, to which the gcndividuality will be like the material-elevated and tleman replied: "Had I not been a member of the
refined, or otherwise-of which the new formation is. church, I wculd have killed the hypocritical vl11ainl"
composed.
How many times this bad man had sinned without
what tho' THE TRUTH SEEKER don't hold its exposure none knew bnt his own wretched self.
breath, waiting the law to drag its slow length along?
I would have given names, but some of the parties
What tho' some of its contributors go the ne plus ultra are still living. _ _ _ ·~--------J. A.
in canvassing rt>puted, on imputed facts ?
I conclude TnE TRUTH SEEKER, contributors and IT is to be feared the approuclling winter will be a hard
readers belong to my church-the church of humanity. one upon the poor. and the business men. There is a
I am not too holy to associate with any brethren. scarcity of money in circulation. trade is stagnant, and
·were they among the damned in hell, and I could business dull. It will be a sad winter for those in the
extend a friendly hand to help them to better qunr- West who lost their crops by grnsshoppe•s and drought.
ters, such service would afford me highest enjoyment It will also be severe on very muny hnre in the Eu~tern
-heaven if you please.
PREN'l'ISS.
States. Manufactories are stopping, throwing thousands
out of employment, with nothing laid up for such an emer-------gency. In this city alone it is estimated there are 75.000
From a Venerable Friend.
persons now idle, with no money on hand. What are tho
l\ln. EDIToi~ :-I see by your number for Sept. 1st, poor· creatures to do? We have yet to learn many
you luwe concluded to publish two TRUTH SEEKERS secrets of political economy. and the true science of sociper month instead of one. I hope your advanced ety. a system that will equally prevent the production
step will prove a success, because it is a substantial, of millionaires and paupers. and afford employment and
well edited 11nd handsome periodical. All advocates due compensation to al~.:.-.~ _____ _
of religious freedom must wish it a prosperous existA BAPTIST VoTER.-At our primary election, one of our
ence. I regret to see some of your patrons retire on
account of advance in price. It is my o'pinion-you sturdy sons of the mountains came into town to exercise
arc correct in offermg one monthly for the old price ; his right as a free sovereigrt of a free State, and cast his
it will obviate the intc:ntion to •• stop my paper." In vote for the man of his choice. He approached the polls
approval of your uti vance movement, I herewith send and handed in his ticket. ·• Whut is the name?" asked
two dollars, wishing all your subscribers may prompt- one of the judges. "Johnson," was the reply. ·• Yes, but
ly <!o likewise, in order to capacitate you to success- what is your other name?" Tho mountaineer became
fully publish THE 'l'lWTH SEEKER. lt is impossible indignant, and declared that he had but one name, evito continue it without prompt aid by the payment of dently thinking the official took him for a repeater.
your subscription list, hence tt.e imperative. and im- "Yes. but what is your Christian name !"said the judge.
.lliCdiate obligation of your subscribers to pay up_ their "My Christian name?" asked the bold backwoodsmnn,
indebtedness and advance payment. Money IS the "Why, if you want to know that, why. I am a Baptist."
sinew of printing, as well as of war. I am not an And so the man and vote were registered '·Johnson the
Atheist, but believe it is our duty to contribute to the Baptist."
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FRIDAY EVENING NOVE:iHBFR 13TH.
Subject, Pun lctment,al Tlteo1y of An~ient Music.
IsAAC L. RrcE gave an interesting lect.ure upon
this topic. He took the position that music is a natural science and older even than language, though it
has been developed and greatlv improved from age to
age by succeeding generations. He mentioned the
Chinese as being oldest in music, though having but
five sounds or notch, which they used as symbols for
the five original elements as they supposed, fire air,
earth, wood and water, and for the various parts of the
government, Emperor, state, body politic &c. Confucius taught, "a people was to be known by the character of its music and songs." After a number of
centuries, a musical performer at the instigation of
the Emperor, devised a new system of music, which
he claimed to have learned from a double bird-half
male and half female-each half using six distinct
sounds, making twelve altogether. This system was
a decided advance upon the former.
He next spoke ot' the music of the Hindoos, HS sueceeding the Chinese. They had seven sounds, and
their music was of a lighter and livelier character,
tlwuO'h less forcible. He ranked the anciPnt Eo·nitians high among the musicians of the old world."' He'
said there was an uncertainty whether the Chaldeans
were more proficient than the Egyptians. Both ex·
celled in the divine art.
Greece obtained much of its musical education
from Egypt. Pythagoras a native of the Grecian Isle
of Sam?s. spent twenty years in Thebes, devoting
- much of Jus time .to musical study and practice ; afterwards teaching It in Greece. The lecturer passed
hi"'h ecomiums upon Plato Aristotle and other
G;ecian celebrities for their U:usical attainments and
perfection. He also credited the Israelites with much
musical talent and composition.
He described in poetical language the music of
nature-the musical dashino of the waves of the
ocean, the sighing of the w~d amid the trees and
leaves, and the songs of the birds, as the original incentivcs to music.
He claimed the science ma~c little advance from
the proud days of Greece until the middle ages or
after. By implication it was to be inferred tlie early
Christian religion was not favorable to musical progression. In the tenth and eleventh centuries distinguishcd tea-chers arose in Italy and the Nethe~lands,
Under "Gregory the Great," a new variety or
school of music was introduced into Catholic worship
in the cathedrals, and known for centuries as the
" Gregorian system," and is still retained.
.
Tl1e lecturer quoted freely from Herbert Spencer,
and dissented trom his views that music is an
invention, a discovery or an art, claiming it rather
to be an original principle in nature, existin"' in
the elements and the animal creation thousands of years
before the advent of man upon the earth.
In the ten minute speeches which followed, Prof.
Vanclerwyde was first. He tot>k issue with the leeurer, contending that the ancients knew very little
about music, that sound was not music, that it ·required both melody and harmony. He declared
tbcre was no music..in the clashing of the waves or the
roar of Niagara. He defended Spencer in the position
that music is an invention, and said it had only
been a few hundred years that the world had really
known anything of music. He mentioned a case where
an accident had occurred in a large school, and a
frantic mother in searching for her child had, in her
despair, cried : "Where is my child? where is my
child?" when it was noticed it was the most exquisite music, closely resembling strains in one of Myerbee's favorite operas.
S. P. ANDREWS followed, disclaiming to be a musical critic. He pronounced it strictly a mathematical
science, and sustained Spencer. He enlarged on the
symbolism of the ancients and descanted somewhat
upon analogies, etc.
lVIR. NASH came next, and went into an enquiry
as to what music is, and pointed out defects in musical taste. He prefened some of the older airs, and
even the music of the hand organ to some operas.
He preferred music which hatl soul and fervor, instead of unnatural strains.
Mu. IVILcox was the next speaker and entered into
a somewhat elaborate discussion of what music is,
but as our notes are not distinct we will not undertake
to report him.
1'.
:Mrt. DAWSON iollowed and fully expressed his Jack
of appreciation of opemtic music. He believed the
truest art wa~ that which most resembled nature.
"Who,"saidhe, ''eversaw two persons quarrel by singing, or who ever witnessed a tight between two or more
inllividuals when they would thrust and stab each
other, and sing at the same time ? But that is the style
of the opera. A man· will come rushing on to the
stage singing to another standing there-' your grandmoth-er is dead-y-o-u-r g·r-a-n-d-m-o-t-h-e-r i-s d-e-a-d,
y-o-u-r g-r-a-n-d-m-o-t-h-e-r i-s d-e-a-d.' I am unable
to sec any music in this, or to app1eciate its being
true to nature." He continued in this strain, making
the opera appear quite ridjculous,

DR. LAMBEnT was' tlw riext speaker. He tl10ught
Prof. W. was rather severe on the ancients. He
playfully suggested that to reflect unfavorably upon
the ancients was not exactly polite to the Liberal Club.
He regarded music as an indirect result of the brain,
that without brain there could be no music. We can·
not do him justice and will not further attempt it.
In a fifteen minutes speech the lecturer of the even·
ing answered the criticisms that had been made
upon him, and showed that music had existed much
longer in the world than some supposed. He thought
no person was fitted to criticise music, and passing
judgment upon it ur.:less they had studied it, and knew
something cf it ; said he had only attempted to con·
sider ancient music, not giving any theories or opinions of his own.
In his next lecture, he will talw up the subject of
modern music, and give some of his own views and
theories pertaining to it.
This is an imperfect report of the proceedings of
the evening. As room is not l)lenty with us we ·have
studied brevity.
NOVEMBER 20TH.
Mn. IsAAC L. RrcE continued his lecture of the 13th
on The Original J.ilundamental Tltemy of Music, first
reviewing the ground he went over in his former leetu~·e as well as Helmholtz' theory, he also gave his own.
H1s utterances, however, were so rapid, many of his
positions s? new and unfamiliar that we can give but an
Imperfect 1dea of the lecture. He fully endorsed the
t~e?ry of a?alo&'y between sound and light, both cons1st~ng of VIbratiOns, though the latter are vastly more
rapid than the former, amounting to hundreds or trillions of yibrations per second. Both light and sound
had their octaves.-the sca~e ?f colo'·~ seven, of sounds
m~re. He ~escnbed music m poetiCal language, as
bemg the h1gh~st a1;1d purest form of beauty in nature, and havmg direct connection with time and
space. He said space implied rest, and time implied
motion, whic.h changes to life, and rest is analagous to
death. He dilated on the poetry of motion in the heavenly bodi~s, a1;1d the ever changing machinery of nature, andm wmds, clouds and all the forms of life
an~ motion, connecting music with all. He desen bed the seven and a half octaves, the nature of
harmony and melody. He made l{llotations from
Sha~esNeare, allu?ed to "~elmholt~' philosophy of
music, and descnbed musiC as .the mternal government of the univ rse; that VIsible nature is the
?ounterp.art.of audible _nature, and concluded by saymg musiC IS not acCidental but dynamic and cos!Jlical. But we 'Yill not attempt to give any clear
Idea of what he d1d say.
PnoF. VANDERWYDE followed, agreeing in the main
with the lecturer, and confirming the theory of analogy be~we~n the vibrat~ons of light and sound, the
first ben!g mtensely rap1d, the latter slower. He said
the musiCal composer creates poetry, and that music
is the universal language of nature, sud the sole
essence of motion an 1 emotion.
DR. FrsHBOUGH gave his views of the subject and
described the seven different kinds of music. 'The
first and lowest kind was that which set the heels in
motion, said if "Lanigan's ball" was struck up, half
of those present would hardly be able to keep their
feet still. The 'second class were marches and put
the legs in niotion. . The tbird he called the lullaby
and was representedm the Gregorian chants of the
cathedral, and de~cribed it as producing a lullaby to
the feelings and sens~s nowhe~·e else found. The
fourth he styled abdommal, and mcluded bacchanalian
music of the porter house, lager beer saloons etc.
The fifth he called aspiratory, and included the music
of love, the Italian Opera etc. 'l'he sixth relates to
the brain, is intellectual and embraces symphonies of
Beethoven, Wagner ami other German masters
who he claimed surpassed the world in this kind of
music. H1s seventh class was still higher and
embraced such music as Mozart's.
~ '
fflR. ·wiLcox spoke next, and criticised musical
professors for placing then· art above painting and
other arts. He denied the unalogy between sound
and color, and could not comprehend the similarity
of octaves between the two ; believing it speculative
and ide(l,l. He wanted more proofs upon the snbject. He thought too much had been assumed. and
taken for granted.
PRoF. V ANDERWYDE made some explanations of
the spectrum analysis of colors, and insisted upon the
known Jaws of vibrations of light, colors and sounds.
DR. ATKINSON spoke next by giving his views.
Believed music had much to do with the affections as
well as being intellectual.
.i\IR. NASH succeeded witll humorous remarks and
rather disparaged the opera ; said if the prima donna
could screO;m and yell in a sharp, deafening manner
she was applauded by the audience, bnt it was no
music to him. He examined. also the theory of analysis between light and sound, and dissented from
some of the theories advanced.
l\iR. GAitDNER made a few remarks calling attention
to Dr. Ellshurg's theory~ of the vibrations of light and
sound, and the analogies between sound and color.
Mn. CLINTON RoosEVELT remarked that Prof.
Bartlett of' West Point had published a work in
which the theory of analogy between sound anu
color, and their vibrations was fully given.

DR. LMIBEitT followed. He complimented the
lecturer, but thought he treated much more of time,
space, matter &c., than of music .. He argued the
close connection between music and the brain, and
the importance of mind and intellect in the composition of music.
He spoke of the opera as being the poetry of sound,
that it were better the words were not understood as
they detracted from the beauty of the music, therefore the Italian opera was superior to the English.
He said his prejudice to the opera had been removed
somewhat as .they had been in reference to butter·
milk Said he was born in New England and naturally imbibed some of the prejudices of the locality. He
had, how<!Ver, heard it remarked that a real New Englander, outside of New Eng)and, sometimes made a
very good sort of fellow. Up to thirty-five be had
been much opposed to buttermilk as a diet and never
hall been persuacletl to take a teaspoonful but at that
time he had a mother-in-law, and she ~xpressed a
w~sh he shou!d learn. to like buttermilk; beinif actuated
With the Jaudibledesire to please his mother-m·law, he
ventured to take the buttermilk and findfngit unobjectionable he had been a Dutchman ever since. His
objections to the opera had been similarly removed.
.MR. RrcE concluded by reviewing the various speakers re-affirming the positions taken in his lecture,
especially with reference to the analogieB between the
vibration!!' of light, colors and sounds.
[We trust the imperfect character of this report
will be excused. En. '1'. S.]
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On the Perception of' the Invisible.
BY G. F. RODWELL.
As a rule, man puts absolute faith in his senses. A
large proportion-perhaps ninety-nine out of a hundred
-of the human race recognize in all that belongs to the
natural world those things only which can be handled or
seen; the two most common attributes of that which we
call matter. Tell a half-educated man that the piece of
chalk in his hand is principally composed of the remains
of some millions of creatures which once lived; that the
glass of clear W(l,ter before him contains some thousands
of animalcules. and he answers that he. will believe it
when he sees it. "Am I not to believe the evidence of my
senses ? " is a common enough expression. The world
existed for centuries before its rotundity was recognized;'
it appe(l,red fl(l,t to the senses, the sun seemed to move
across the heavens, while the earth was at rest. We know
with what opposition the fact that the earth moves around
the sun was received by all classes. How many fully re·
alize it even now? In the sixteenth century there were
but ten Copernicans in the world. The early ideas of all
races relative t.o things beyond their ken indicate that the
tendency has ever been to identify the unknown and the
unknowable with those things which arc now more familiar to the senses. Thus, savages see the storm-demon
rushing wildly over the skies; to them the sun is endowed with life, and climbing the solid vault of heaven;
while lightning becomes flre generated by the collision of
clouds, after the manner of a flint and steel,
The thinking and observing man is, however, perpetually reminded of the fact that his senses are limited in
their capabilities or perception. Their operations are
finite; and the limit, as regurds the observation and ex·
amination of <:>xternals, is :.:oached much sooner than we
generally imagine. 'fhe existence of such instruments
as the microscope, telescope, and spectroscope, in itself
indicates the limited action of the unassisted senses. The
star-depth cannot be penetrated, the structure of the diatomacere-nay, often the diatom itself-cannot be perceiv·
ed by the unaided eye; while the dark lines of the spectrum, and the wonderful system of celestial analysis re·
suiting therefrom, would have remained undiscovered
had it not been for the prism, the substitution of the thin
slice for the circular beam Of light employed by Newton,
and the tutored eye of Wollaston.
But it is not our intention to discredit the senses because their faculty of perception is limited. The senses
are specially devoted to the composite organism of which
they form (l, part. In all that directly concerns that organism they are perfect; but when we endeavor to press
them into some special service apart from the welfare of
tho organism, when we require our senses to discern and
investigate certain phenomena of the external wodd, we
find a to nee that their capabilitieF! are flnite. Now, the
special functions of the senses are to guard and protect
our bodies, to give warning of impending dangers from
both internal and external sources; ts enable us to repel
the adverse assaults of the forces of nature; to beneflt by
all that nature offers us-bright sunlight, pure air, beautiful scenery. Gravity would drag us over the edge of the
precipice; the senses give w·a.rning, and we are safe; accumulated snow would numb us into the long sleep, but
so long as the senses remain sentinel over the organism,
we resist the adverse influence. When the senses cease
to give warnilll.\' we perish; the sense-bereft madman
dashes out his brains. _The senses enable us to eomply
with all the conditions requisite for the maintenance of
life, and they transmute for us various actions of the ex·
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ternal word, such as certain movements of the molecules
of air, and of the lu·miniferous ether, into actions capable of being re~ognized in a <feflnite form, by the centre
of perception-the brain. To these various sensations
we give such names as Light, Heat and Sound.
A horse runs away with a carriage a hundred yards
behind us; the ear catches the· sound, and conveys the
impression-" quick as thought," not "quick as lightning" *-to the brain; the latter issues its orders, tile
body turns round, the eye sees the horse, and communicates this new impressio'n to tile b·rain, which puts in action the muscles of the legs, mtd thus we jump aside and
avoid being run over; the whole ·set of actions having
occupied a remarkably small portion of a minute. As in
the story of the belly and the members, each organ works
with, and for, the entire compo~ite organism, the senses
are faithful and loyal servant:l of th,e kingdom of the
whole body. But when we ask that same faithful eye
which so recently helped to save us from destruction, to see the nature of the motion we call Heat, or to
distinguish a molecule of oxygen gas, it can no longer
serve us. These unwonted tasks bear the same relation
to it as did the roc's egg in th'e pala~e of Aladdin to the
Genius of the Lamp; but the eye docs not reply to us as
the Genius replied to Aladdin; "What, wretch! is it not
enou~h that I and my companions have done everything
thou hast chosen to command. but that thou repayest our
services by an ingratitude that is unequaled?" It rather
replies: "I cannot indeed see a molecule of oxygen gas,
or discern the nature of the motion of Heat. but I will do
my best to distinguish them if you will help me." And
thus we are led to augment the ac ion of the senses by
using Lhem in conjunction with suitable instruments of
observation.
Let us be more precise as to this matter of the limited
capacities of our senses. About us and around us, at all
times and in all places, float myriads of harmonies which
we hear not, myriads of images of things unseen. The
idea is very old: the Pythagoreans asserted that the music
of the spheres is not heard by man because the narrow
portals of the ear cannot admit so great ft sound. 'fhe
peopling of the air with spirits, tlle existence of the idea
of Djin, Kobold, and Fairy, ail point to the prevalence of
the idetl that unseen agencies arc forever about us. Ten
thousand motions sweep by, bathing us in their current,
and we cannot recognize them. There are, if we may so
express it., sounds w hiell the ear cannot hear; light which
the eye cannot see; heat which does not afi'ec the sensory
nerves. We mean simply that there are actions precisely
similar in kind to those which constitute ordinary sound,
light and heat, which do not affect our senses. The difference is one of degree, not of form or kind. In fact, the
difference is no more than this: let us suppose that a railway train passes us with a velocity which ail ow,; us clearly
to distinguish the face of a friend in one of the carriages;
next let us suppose the velocity to be increased until we
can no longer distinguish him. These are differences of
degree, not of kind; for the motion of the train is the
same in kind and in direction, but of another degree, and
this just makes the difference between recognizing our
friend and not doing so. In the one instance the observation falls within the possible powers of the eye; in the
other the aUgmented velocity of the train passes the limit
of observation. Til us also with the motions of light, heat,
and sound. Let them pass certain well defined limits, and
the unaided senses cease to recognize them. Our ears are
deaf to sounds produced bv more than 38,000 vil)rations in
second; our eyes are blind to light produced by more
than 699,000,000,000,000 vibrations in a second. Each organ
singles out a certain limited range of vibrations, sharply bounded in both directions, beyond which the organ
ceases to recognize vibrations similarly generated, and
differing from the recognized vibrations only in rate of
motion. This limite\'l. range is amply sufficient for the
wants of the organism; but the vibrations beyond the
range in both directions, although they may not influence
us, often inll.uence matter external to cmrselves, as profoundly as those which we recognize by our unaided
senses. Hence, once more, the necessity of exa!Ling the
action of the senses when we investigate exten1al m<ttter.
Admitting, therefore, the )imited capabilnies of the
senses, let us now go one step further. When applied to
the investigation of Nature, the unaided senses may not
only fail us, but they may positively deceive us by conveying false impressions. A point of light (say the glowing end of a lighted stick) if held at rest appears as a
point of light; if moved rapidly in a line, as a line of
light; if whirled in a circle, as a circle of light; yet we
know the point of light can only be in one place at one
and the same inliltant of time. Or take the less evident
case of the motion uf heat. We have before us a mass,
say a cubic foot, of iron. It appears to be as solid and as
motionless as anything we can well imagine. Yet all tlae
observations of science point to the conclusion that its
small particles or atoms arc not in contact with each
* 1'he velocity of a sensory impulse traveling to the
brain has been determined to bo about ~4 metres (144.32
feet) tt second in man, while the velocHy of a motor impulse traveling from the brain is believed to be 33 metres
(103.21 feet) a second. 'fhe motion is slowest in the case
of sight.:..,less slow in hearing,least slow in touch. According to .vonders, it takes about one twenty-sixth part of
a second to think (Nature, vol. ii. p, 2). The dumtion of
a flash of lightning has been calculated by Sir Chttrles
Wheatstone to be less than a thousandtll pnrt of a second.
'fhe velocity of electricity through short lengths of copper wire is, according to the same observer, 288,000 miles
a second.
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other; and that they are all moving With great relative
Thought.
velocity, not directly forward with motion of translation,
We see it, feel it, know its power,
but vibrating about a Position of rest. If we cool our
Its voice has long been heard;
mass of iron, we observe that it occupies less bulk than
Oppression cannot mttke it cower,
before; hence clearly the atoms could not have been in
It sheathes the mighty sword.
contact before cooling, for they have approached each
other, and matter is impenetrable: two things cannot be
It glistens in the pearly tear
in the same place at the same time. If we continue to
Which dims the spttrkling eye;
cool the mass of iron, it continues to get smaller, the
We hear it in the school boy's shout,
atoms approach closer and closer, and we have never been
His loud laugh ringing high.
able to cool a body until it contracts no longer; in fact, we
It flashes in the statesman's speech,
do not know of any substance whose atoms are in contact
As truth and right together blend;
Yet our senses of sight and of touch assure us that the
And as he writes those burning words,
iron consists of continuous matter. Now if the atoms are
'Tis Thought that guides his pen.
not in contact, and if they are perpetually·moving, why,
we may ask, is it not possible to thrust our hand into the
Our his tory's page is written o'er
midst of them. to see them moving, or at least at the
With many a daring deed;
bounding surfaces of the mass to feel the movement?
Thought brought Columbus to our shore.
Only because our senses are not sufficiently acute for this
A'nd Thought our nation freed.
The atoms move with excessive velocity, so that, as in the
And
'J'honght has broke the chains which bound
case of the whirled stick, they are, as far as the sense of
The skeptic to the stake,
sight is concerned apparently in two places at the same
And quenched the fires once built around
time; so also the nerves of touch are not sufficiently deliMany a so-called heretic.
cate to recognize the minute moment of time required by
an atom to complete a vibration. For aught we can tell
And Thought will break the tymnt's rod,
to the contrary, thal which to our senses is a cubic' foot of
Enslaved it will not be;
iron may be generated by the rapid vibration of a thin
'Twill give humanity ono God,
plate of iron one foot square within the limits of a foot in
And set the nlltions free.
length. One more example-a very familiar one-of the
MISS FRANCES L. WILSON.
New J1lilfm·d, Pa.
fallacy of the senses, and we may pass on to the more
immediate subject of our discussion. Place three basins
in a row; pour .cold water into the left-hand basin, hot
water into that on the right, and a mixture of equal parts
Ofi'I!EJ!OUdtnct.
of the hot and cold water, into the central basin. If we
now dip our left hand into the cold water, and our right
hand into warm water, simultaneously remove them,
Jos. SHAitER.,_Leeds,·Mars, writes: Enclosed I hand you
and place them in the central basin, the lukewarm water $1.75 for Vol. !.1. of THE 'fRUTR SEEKER. I consider it my
in it will feel warm to the left hand, and cold to the right, best investment.
Here, then, we have two absolutely antithetical sensations
CHAS. LAPUCRE, St. Armand, Prov., Quebec. writes: Encommunicated to the brain by similar 'Sets of nerves, and closed find $1.75, for which send THE TRUTH SEEKER to
C.
Martin. This is the fourth subscriber I have obtainoriginated by the same medium. Are we to believe the edR.
by lending my paper. It is best to let our light spread
evidence of the right band or of the left, or are we t<i dis- abroad.
believe both? The old story of the man who cooled his
JoHN McRAE, Picton. Nova Scotia, writes: I have lately
porridge and warmed his hands with the sttme breath is for the first time, had the perusal of severn! numbers of
equally to the point. We must recognize the fact that THE THUH SEEKEH and must say it is to my mind superexcellent. I am a confirmed Spiritualist, but I admire
number less actions of the external world, as conveyed and your
plucky little sheet.
interpreted to us by the senses, are ?'elative rather than
WM. WESLEY DANIELS, Antioch, Ill., writes: I am happl
absolute. We call a thing hot or cold according as it hap- you
still live and the cause you so adroitly espouse. I
pens to affect our senses at auy partieular time. A trav- am in the habit of lending my 'fRUTH SEEKER, after readeler descending Chimborazo. complains at a certain ele- ing, to•friends and acquaintances. hoping thus to obtain
subscribers. I would suggest this plan to yout
vation of the heat; a traveler who is ascending, and who new
readers.
·
meets him at the same place, complains of the cold.
E. G. PoTTER, Bellevue, Iowa, writes: I have been read"Change of impression," says Professor Bain," is neces- ing
7.he Heathens of the Heath which mo1e than f!lls my
sary to our being conscious. . . . The sensation of light expectations of the ability nnd learning of I he author.
supposes a transition from darkness or shade, or from a Perhaps some parts of its contents will not b.e fully understood by the general reader unless well posted in anless degree of illumination to a greater. . . . The princi- cient
history, but will be instructive to all. Please Mnd
ple of Relativity, or the necessity of change in order to our me twelve copies by express. ::>cven1l of my neighbors
want
the
book. and I c.an easily dispose of that number,
being conscious, is the groundwork of Thought, Intellect.
or Knowledge, as well as of Feeling.. , , Our knowledge
A. C. RocKWELL, Cloverdale, Ind., writes: I have been
begins, as it were, with Difference." The interpretation reading THE TRUTH SEEKEit the past year with a gre!tt
of an external action by any particular sense, and the deal of satisfaction. I have been much interested with
numerous letters you have received from your many
transmutation of an external impression into an impres- the
friendly correspondents, and with them wish you muoll
sion capable of being recognized by the brain. involves success in your lnudablc enterprise. lliay you live io be
this principle of ltelativity. The process of sifting the a shin ng light in tl1e good cause you so nobly advocate. I
now past seventy-one years of age and cannot read
relatively absolute from the absolutely relative, or of stat- am
your excc'ilent paper very many ycmrs longer. but you
ing the relative in terms of the absoluie, should be dili- may count on me as a permanent sullscriber while I live.
I ha.vo taken The Investigator tw•mty-seven yefLrs, the
gently attempted in the investigations of nature.
York Beacon ten years b ·fore that. and the J.Vatchman
Although, as we have attempted to show, we arc sur- New
four yea1·s before that, so you see I am one of the old
rounded bs numberless unseen actions, we can, to some pioneers in the cause.
extent,-faintly and dimly indeed,-visualize tllmu in our
E. G. PoTTER, Bellevue, Iowa. writes : I send THE
mind's eye; and whenever this can be done without hy- '1'1\UTR SEEKER, 2'he In1Jestiaato1', The Jncl«.e. ana 2'he Freepotllesizing too widely, without going too far ant of the tltillltm• as missionaries over the country. I do not begrudge the postage on them ; nor am I necessitated to do
world of real existence, we think it behoves us to do so. so.
I accumuhtted a pretty handsome property (perhaps
There C<tn be no doubt that those impressions are best re- worth S300,000,) in my younger days, when I Wtts able to
alized which are seen by the eye of the body, or, if invisi- work, all by industry, economy and prudence-none by
speculation; but judging from cause to cfl'clct what
ble to it, are by I)lental action wrought into the similitude wile\
results would be. It is of course a very comfortable sum
of things seen. Throughout the history of Natuml Phi- to accumuhtte in this country by the labor <•f sixty years ;
losophy-no matter how subtle t4e entity-this attempt to to do which, fifty years ago, I worked hard for twonty-fh·e
a day, Neither whiskey nor tobaeno detracted from
visualize the in visible has alwttys be on apparent: the rna-· cents
my income. 'J'o uw it is no mystery that persons should
tion-givingof * * * Aristotle, the * * * of AnaxfLgo- be well off; but prob:tbly is to many who !tre poor. With
ras, the u1ateria crulestis of Descartes. tho igneous motion, health and no unforeseen accidents, us Franklin said,
road to competency is plain as tile road t•.l market."
"gyratorius seu verticillaris," of Stahl, tho "glutinous *·• 'l'lw
* * *Nothing has transpired in tllis country for
etliuvium" of the old electricians, the" invisible threads" many years to injure the morttls of the nonunnnily equal
by which, according to Father Linus, the mercury is held to the Beecher and 1'ilton scandal. if pCOJ,lu who arc
regar,\ed as t!Hl higl1estc!ass of the comm nuily will pollute
suspended in the barometer,-luwe not the authors of one the
morn.! atmosphere of tilll country, what shall we ex- ..
anll all of these pusl1ed imagination to its furthest limit pect of tile lower classes'! Rhall we turn Free Lorers to
in tile attempt to visualize the unseen? And havo not tile impl'Ove the stock of men ancl women by" Sli1·picullure ("
'fimc will show the effect of this uourse. Disproposers of "subtle etliuvia," attractive and repulsive (Shamel.
ease and imbecility will follow. Bcttet· that the human
"fluids," .. polarized medift" for the conveyance of forces, familY be rubbed out tban thnt such a state of morals prestriven to do the same? 'J'ho;r have wisely endeavored to vail. I will receive nothing as pay for the efl'orts llra,·e
save their conceptions from being dry metaphysical dog- made in assisting the circulation of 1'HE 'l'HUl'H SEEKER.
l'l'inciple not money has prompted me to do what I have.
mas, unrecognized and unremembered snve by abstract Were I not so old, (past eighty-three years), I should eermental means, and to fix them in our memories by im- tainly do more. I wish you prosperity in your undQrtakag€s, however crude they may be, drawn from tho more ing, happiness through life, ltud tul ensy death.
We return our ih:tnks to this venerable fl'iencl for his
obvious and material world about us. In rc;;ard to those
actions of light, hettt and sound, of which we have spoken kind wishes, and for tho active interest he has tnkc>n in
above, do we not try, and ought we not to try yet more, to behalf of our sheet. He has sent us many snbseribcrs.
realize each phase of their existence under any particular If every community had as faithful n laborm· for our
condition-their generation by the vibraLing body, their cause, and the cause of mental .freedom, 1'HE TRUTH
transference by the elastic medium, their final rest in the 1 SEEKER wo.uld to~day be far abovn 1ts Pl:~sen~ ~~at.us,
brain?
[To BE coNTINUED.]
We certamly WiSh the balance of our b10the~ s life may
be peaceful, that his death may be easy and paznless ; and
if there is an individual existence beyond this life, we
A PUDLIU library in England declined to receive a~ a wish him llappinvss without end. We doubt not his
present a set of Swedenborg's works, and reLurned them chances are equally as good as the more devout professors of Christianity. (ED T. S.J
to the donor,

f/l
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Save the Women and Children!
THE SICK AND THE INFIRM FROM

Exposure and Discomfort.
Abohsh that
.

Scottish Western Loan Co.,
G. L. HENDERSON & CO.,

Bankers,

Ntti.~ruwe

in the back yard, by
using the

Watrous Earth Closet.
THE CHEAPES'.r AND BEST.

Le Boy, Minnesota,
BRANCH OFFICE, 137 BROADWAY. N.Y.

u

JII.

0 NE y

I Ny E S T E D ·

IN FIRST MORTGAGES

On Imp1·oved Far1ns in Minnesota and Iowa,

THE LATEST AND SIMPLEST IMPROVEMENT. A CHILD CAN
MANAGE IT.
HANDSOME. DURABLE, ODORLESS.

Pl'lcc: $HJ to $25.
So nil for a t>ircular to the WAKEFIELD
EARTH CLOSET CO., 36 DEY ST., N.Y.

A Grand Combination!
$10.00 for $4.00.
THE LADIES' OWN MAGAZINE FOR 1875,
THE HERALD OF HEALTH FOR 1875,
THE TRUTH SEEKER FoR 1875,
THE CoMPLETE WoRKS OF SHAKESPEARE,
in one volume of over 1000 pages and 36
illustrations. and that charming Chromo,

"J US T

0 N E,"

·
·1c
I
.
R unnrn~
3 t9 5 years. Wit I oupon I!terest
Notes, dr.awrng 9 per cen~. annu\1-lly Ill adyanee: or 10 Pflr cent: paid semi-annually
lll admnce. free of expense to tho Loaner.
IJi'ir 10 per cent. paid on ret>eipt of money
at the Bank, or :n New York until invested.
For full particulars send for Circular
'
•
T o J an. 1. 1876 ·
~--~-----~--~~-------~~

BUST OF

Robert G. Ingersoll.
Prof.M. A. Breed, Peoria, Ill., has executed
in a very artiRtic manner, a bust of CoL.
INGERSOLL, the author of "The Oration on
the Gods" and oth<.>r lectures ROwell known
to the Liberals of the United States. The
Bust is of Heroic size. about one-third
larger than life, and faithfully represents
the Colonel's features :md expression of
countenance.
Prof. Breed learned the art of sculpture
in Rome, and acquits himself ably in.it.
Those who wish an elegant bust of this
most promi ent and able man in the Lib~
eral ranks, should avail themselves of the
opportunity of procuring a copy of this
desirable work of art. Price, $20, securely
packed for shipment.
Orders may be addressed to the EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, or forwarded direct to Prof. M. A. BREED, Peoria, Ill.
-~~-

all sent. post-paid, for only Four Dollars.
Address

D. M. BENNETT,
335 BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

·BOOKS!
BOOKS!!

~PI

··-----~-----~--

RITUALISM.

The recent extraordinary attention the
subject is attracting, and its investigation
by eminent scientists, increases the demand for •·urrent literature devoted to the
subject. In order that all may become fa•
mihar with the most able. fearless and
widely-circulated exponent of Spiritualism, we will send the

Religio-Philosophical Journal
3 MONTHS fol' 30 CENTS.

POSTAGE FREE AFTER JANUARY 1st.
The JouRNAL is a large 8-page weekly
naper, regular price $3 per yea!A now in it!!
Wishes the Public to remember he is Ninth Year. Address· S. S. JuNES, Em.
prepared to furnish Scientific, Liberal, TOR, ISO E. Adam St., Chicago.
N. B.-State where you sa")}" this adverand frogressive Works of all kinds.
tisement.

D. M. BENNETT, Editor T1;uth

Seeker~

Books by the following Modern Authors
kept in Stock :

..

Huxley,
Darwin,
Tyntlall,
Herbert Spencer,
J. Stuart .Mil1,
Fronde,
L. Fuerbach,
Dr. Louis Buechner,
Thomas Buckle,
Louis Figuier,
Sir John Lubbuck,
Charl<)s Bradlaogh
Robt. Dale Owen,
~tephcn Pearl Andrews,
A. J. Davis,
Pro!: "WJD, Denton,
B. F. Underwood,
Hudson Tnttlc,
Henry C Wright.,
Dr. A, B. Childs,
.lllaria .lll. King,
JU. B. (Jravcn,
D.D.Hotne,
111. and D. "W, Hull

RARE OFFER.
_THE

Ladies' Own Magazine,
Queen of the Literary, Household and
Fashion Monthlies, and the
CHEAPEST $2 MAGAZINE IN AMERICA
will be sent on the following liberal te;ms
viz: From October. 1874, to December 1875'
(with its beautiful premium Chromo) $2'
Three months on trial (with the Clfromoi
to those who will.act as agents, only 50cts.
To any one, Without the Chromo, three
months on trial fol' 25 cents;
·
N. B.-These offers good ao days.
J;tEAD ~HIS.-The.c~romo (Jil>en as ap 1·e-

rmum w~th the Ladtes Own ltlauazine is
equal in all respects to o,ny five dollar chromo
in ou1· stock.

GoTTWALS & Co., Art Dealers, Chicago .
.Address
LADIES' OWN MAGAZINE,
33 .Park Plat>e, N, Y.

As well as nu17W!'OUI! other autlto-rs.
Books on
Science,
TJie Arts,
Medicine,
Theology,
Law,
History,
Biography,
LJtt•raturc,

J, M. FOLLETT.

E. B. HILL.

SEWINC MACHINE NEEDLES.

We will send py mail, post-paid:
Singer Needles, for Sixty cents per doz
Wilcox & Gibbs, for One dollar per doz.
All others for seventy-five cents per doz.
Sewing Machine Agents and Dealers please
send for circular. We want the patronRo~nance.
age of every " liberal " in America.
Poetry,
Say you saw this Adv. in THE SPIRITUALAnd all Miscellaneous Subjects furIST AT WORK.
nished at Publisher's Prices, and sent by
FOLLETT &: HILL,
Express or Mail as directed.
Wholesale antt Retail Deal{fl'S in
Address
·
~ewing-Machine Attachments, Needles,
D. M. BENNETT,
Otl~e~.~~.
.
335 BROADWAY,
<J.UlBJUDGE, HENBY 00., ILLINOIS,

THE MANNA SERIES.
No.1. Original Manna for "God's chosen." Price, 6 cents.
No.2. Manna for Jehovah (B. F. Underwood's Prayer). 10 cents per dozen.
No.3. Now Life of David, by Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No.4. Facetirn for Free Thinkers. Collected by Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
No.5. 200 Questions Without Answers. 5
cents.
No. 6. A Dialogue between a Christian
Missionary and a Chinese Mandarian. 10
cents.
No.7. Queries Submitted to the Bench of
Bishops by a Weak but Zealous Christian
10 cents.
No.8. A Search After Heaven and Hell, by
Austin Holyoak e. 5 cents.
No.9. Parsons of the Period, or the Natural History of the Pulpit, by Gegeef (in
press).
No. 10. A Few Words about tho nevi!, by
1
Chas. Bradhtugh. 5 cents.
No.n. The New Life of Jacob, by Charlos
Brad laugh. 5 cents.
No. 12. Daniel the Dreamer, by Austin
Holyoake. 10 cents.
No.13. A Specimen of the Bible-Esther
by Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
No. H. TheAetsoftheApostles: AFarce.
by Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
No. 15. Ludicrous Aspects of Chr'stianity, by. Austin Holyoke. 10 cents.
No. 16. The 'l'welve Apostles, by Chas
Bradlaugli_. 5 cents.
No. 17. Who was Jesus Christ? by Chas.
Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No. 18. What Did Jesus Teach? by Chas.
Bradlaugll. 5 cents.
No. 19. New Life of Absalom, by Charles
Bradlaugll. 5 cents.
No. 20. New Life of Moses, by Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Other numbers of i\fanna for all sorts of
hungry people are in preparation.

THE IRON -CIJAD SERIES.
No. 1. The Atonement, by Charles BradJough. Price 5 cents.
No.2. Secular Responsibility, by George
Jacob Holyoake. Price 5 cents.
No.3. Christianity and Materialism ContJ·asted, by B. F. Underwood. 15 cents.
No. 4. The- Influence of Christianity on
Civilization, by B. F. Underwood. 25 cents.
No. 15. The Essence of Heligion, L. Feuerbach. 50 cents.
No. 6. Materialism. Dr. L. Buechner.
25 cents.
No. 7. Buddhist Nihilism, Prof. Max
:Huller. 10 cents.
No .. 8. The Religion of Inhumanity, by
Frederic Harrison. 20 cents.
No.9. Relation of Witchcraft to Religion,
by A. C. L_yall. 15 cents.
No. 10. Epidemic Delusions, by Dr. F. R.
Marvin. 25 cents.
No. 11. The Masculine Cross and Ancient
Sex Worship (in paper cover). 50 cents.
No. 12. Pame's Age of Reason. 25 cents.
No. 13. Essay on Miracles, by David
Hume, 10 cents.
·
No. 14. The Land Question, by Charles
Bradlau@. 5 cents.
No. 15. Were Adam and Eve our First Parents, by Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No. 16. Why Do Men Starve? by Charles
Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
No. 17. The Logic of Life, by George J.
Holyoake. 10 cents.
No. 18. A Plea for Atheism, by Charles
Bradlaugh. 10 cents.
No. 19. Large or Small Families? by Austin Ho!yoake. 5 cents.
No. 20. Superstition Display.ed, with a
Letter of Wm.Pitt, by A. Holyoake. 5 cents.
No. 21. Defense of Secular Principles, by
Charles Watts. 5 cents,
No. 22. Is the Bible Reliable? by Charles
Watts. Secretary of the National Scculat·
Society, London. 5 cents.
No. 23. The Christian Deity, by Charles
Watts. 5 cents.
No. 24. Moral Yalue of the Bible, by
Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 25. Free Thought and Modern Progress, by Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 26. Christianityblts Nature, and Influence on Civilization, y Chas. Watts. 5 cts.
No. 27. Christian Scheme of Redemption,
by Chas. Watts. 5 c nts.
No. 28. Thoughts on Atheism, by A. Holyoke, 5 cents.
No. 29. Is there a Moral Gwernor of the
Universe? 5 cents.
No. 30. Philosophy of Secularism, by
Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 31. Has Man a Soul? by Chas. Bradlaugh. 10 · ents.
No. 32,. The Origin of Christianity, by
Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 33, Historical Yalue of the New Testament, by Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 34. On M racles. by Watts. 5 cents.
No, 35. On Prophecies, by Watts. 5 cents.
No, 36. Practical Yalue of Christianity, by
Chas. Watts. 5 cents.
No. 37. Progress of Christ anity, by Watts.
5 cents.
No. 38. Is there a God? Bradlaugh. 5 ots.
No. 39. Laban's Prayer, by Bradlaugh. 5
cents.
No. 40. Poverty, by Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Other Iron-Clads are in active preparation. Any one who orders Manna or IronClads to the amount of $2, will receive to
the value of $2.25. In quantities of $5 w one
address we discount 20 per cent, all prepaid
by mail.
Address
A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
PRINTERS AND IMPORTERS,
36 Dey Street, New York.
B" Send for new Catalogue of Liberal
works.

AN EXTRAORDINARY BOOK!
FIFTY YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES! !

PLAIN HOME ·rALK.
Medical Common Sense.
AND

BY E. B. FOOTE, l\1. D.
A Most Re11utl'kahle Wo1'k, published ·in
botlt tlw JJJnglisk and Gerrnan
Languages.
CONTAINING
Nearly 1.000 Pages, and 200 Illustrations.
Price. $3.25.
IT contains a full description of all Di.seases given in plain language adapted to
tho Comprehension of tho Generall'ublic;
with the most Hntional, Heformativo trentmont. It contains a vast amount of valuable I11formation not to be found in any
other llfedienl Work.
PART I.
This Part treats of Disease. Of Blood,
mental and nervous derangements-how
we violate our moral nature. The food we
eat, its conversion into bone, musC'le, &c.;
The liquids we drink; The atmosphere we
live in; The clothes we wear; Bad habits
of children and youths ; Bad habits of
manhood and womanhood ; {these essays
are startling in nature and remarkably illustrated). '.rhe mnle and feD'<tle element
in nature; The ethics of • :a..tal association: Prostitution; its moral ~.-..I_ physical
effects ; Unhappy marriages ; >'! hy they
are detrimental to the nervous and vascular fluids: Wflalth; Failures in business;
Excessive study; lVtelancholy; How to preserve the health of children; The physiological instruction of children : Sleep :
CLEANLINESS; Sunshine ; Thera_peutic
electridty ; Animal magnetism; Water;
Woman doctors ; Rapacious doctors.
PAU'r II.
This part treats on Chronic diseases: Catarrh; Chronic Affections of the Throat;
Consumption (this essay on Consumption
should be read by everybody); Chronic diseases of the Liver, Stomach and Bowels;
Dyspepsia; Const[pation; Diarrhea; Piles:
Aches and pains: Neuralgia; Rheumatism;
Affections of the Eyes and Ears; Diseases
of the Heart; Chronic Affections of the
Urinary Organs; Diseases of the Kidneys;
Private words for Women;. Derangements
of the Menstrual Function. Falling of the
the Womb ; Vaginal affections· Amorous
Dreams; l\fan-haLing; Sexual b_ysP.e_psia;
Ovarian Diseases ; Hints to tho Childless;
Causes of Sterility: Local Diseased Condition of Man and Wife: Excessive Amativeness: Temperamental Inada_ptation. How
to Promote Child-bearing; Private Words
to !\'len; Diseases of the i\fale Organs; Impotency; Paralysis; Syphilis; Other ChronIC Diseases,
PART III.
PLAIN TALK.
,
This part treats of the Sexual Organs ;
The Causes of their Disgrace ; Their Influence on Physical Development, and on
health ; Their Influence on the Social Position of Women, and on Civilization; (the
philosophy of this subject is fully discussed
on all eonceivable.points ;) History of Marriage ; History of Polygamy ; History, Customs and Principles of the Oneida Community; History, Customs and Practices-of
Mormonism: Early Customs; Hi >tory of
Monogamy; 1'he Advantages and Disadvantages of both Systems; Historical Chips
with reference to Marriage; llfarriage as it
is in Barbarism and Civilization; llfarriage
in the Old and New World; Defects of the
Marriage Systems; Demerits of Polygamy
and Monogamy; 1'he Remedy; Sexual Immorality, Causes and Cure.
PART IV.
ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF POPULAR 1\[ARR:IAGE
This _part treats of How Marriage may be
·better than it is ; What we Want; Adaptation
in Marriage; What Constitutes Mental and
Physical Adaptation; 1'he Yital Temperaments; What Combinations are Best; Why
Marria_ge is now a Lottery; Mental Marriages; Physical Marriages; Philosophy of
Elopements; sexual Moderation; Its efl'ectH
upon both sexes; Jealousy; Its Infa!lible
Remedy; The Intermarriage of Relatives;
Fssays for Married People; The Wife the
Equal Partner; Sleeping Apart; Conception,
Sexual Indifference; Food for Expectant
Mothers; Card to Married People: Child
Markillg, its Philosophy; Larger liberties
should be allowed to ladies to contract or
propose marital assoeiation; Card to the
Unmarried.
.
This brief summary gives' but an inade,
quate idea of the interesting <'haracter, originality, practicability and instructiveness
of this wonderful work.
Every Family wishing a Medical Work of
the very Highest Orda1·, t>annot afford to be
without DR. FOOTE'S

PLAIN HOME TALK and
MEDICAL COMMON SENSE.
With each copy isyresented a splendid
Chromo, entitled "Throw Phyl'!ic to the
Do~s," representing a pretty girl adminlstermg medicine to some five siek canines.
En~lose the Price of the Wo1·k, $3.25, to
D. M. BENNET'l', 335 Broadway, N.Y.
Publisher of 1'HE TRUTH SEEKER.

and Deal{fl' in all Liberal, Spiritualistic
and Scientiftc Books. Sentpost..paid by mail
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Altman's New Price List.

Altman's New ·Price List.. Altman's New Price List.
Gent's Furnishing Department.

MORRIS ALTMAN begs to state to his old friends and
patrons that he has made extensive reductions in his vaThis de_partment is replete with a splendid assorted
rious. departments, and earnestly calis attention to the
stock, and our prices are such as undersell any other
following quotations; · The fullest satisfaction is guaran- These goods will all be found Extraordinary Bargains, establishment, where quality is included.
and includes
teed in every instance, and all goods not suiting will be
Hamburg edging at 10 cts. per yard and upwards.
100 doz. Gents' 1\ferino Shirts and Drawe s, at soc. and up.
75 "
"
Clouded, all sizes, at
64c.
"
Heal Guipure Laces at 25 cts. per yard and up wardA.
exchanged, or the money returned in full.
75 "
"
Red Flannel woven very fine, $1 69
"
Black Thread Lace at 20 cts. oer yard and upwards.
N. B. To insure the immediate dispatch of orders by
Our
own
make
Dress
Shirts,
perfect
fit,
made
of
WamsutV!tlenciennes edging from M. per yard and upward.
Patent Valencinnes edging from 6C. per yard upwards.
ta l\f1•slin, fine lin on bosoms, open or closed at back,
mail a P. 0. Order, Draft, or Registered Letter must acat $12 per half doz.
BeadEld black Yak Laces at 25c. per yard and upwards.
company each. Goods by express sent C. 0. D. Packa- · Headed
black Yak insertion at 38c. per y'd and upward. Extra fine perfectly fitting Dress Shirts, New York 1\fills
ges can be sent by mail at the rate of 2c. for 4 ounces and
i'rfuslin with Richardson's best linen bosoms, made
Black Yak Laces at 18c. per yard and upward.
in any ~tyle to order, at $14 per half dozen,
Cluny Laces from 15c. and upward.
1 cent for every additional two ounce~. or fraction thereof
Gents'
Wh1te Dress Shirts as low as Sl each.
Colored
blonde
Laces,
from
lDc.
per
yard
and
upward.
under four pounds.
Gents' Merino Under Shirts at 85c. up to $2 oo.
White blonde Laces from 9C, per yard and upward.
Gents' Suspenders, evAry variety, at 25e. up.
Spanish Lace for Scarff! at soc. per yd and upward.
We refer to A. T. Stewart & Co., H. B. Clafflin & Co., E. S.
Black Lace Veils, all paterns, at soc. per yd and upward. Gents' Windsor Scarfs, best quality, at 89c. and up.
Jaffrey & Co., J. B. Spellman & Co .. and all tho leading
"
Wide end colored Tie~. endless variety, at 45c.
Black Bille Fringe at 23c. per yd. Black Silk beaded
Houses in New York City, also to D. 1\'L Bennett, Editor of Fringe 35c. per yd. and upward.
"
Collars and Cutis in all the latest sty los,
Collars pure Linen, latest styles·, $2 oo per doz.
Black Silk Galoon 5e, per yd. and upward.
1'HE 1'RUTH SEEKEH, and G. L. Henderson, Banker, both
Columbia 3 ply lineh collars, at $1 90 per doz.
Black Bullion Fringe from 20c. per yd and upward.
of whom are well known to all Liberals, and especially to
Turn down eollars at. $1 75 per doz.
Black Beaded Gimp at 20c. per yd and upward.
the readers of this paper, as to our responsibility and in3 ply cutis at 25c, per pair.
•
Large assortment m Hamburg Embroideries.
St. James Cuti. 3 ply, all linen, at 31c. per pair.
Large lot of Hamburg insertion at 6c. per yd.
tegrity.
Elm
wood
Paper
Collars
at
25c.
per
box.
Swiss Medalion Embroideries, great variety at very low
Superior Paper Cutis at 32c. per box of 10 prs.
prices.
"
Common Paper Collar at any price per box.
Lace Tidies in every variety at lOc. and upward.
A
large
assortment of Boys' Merino l:lhirts and Drawers
All goods incidental to til is Department not hPrein comat 50 cents.
prised are in stock, and will be furnished at equally low
Boys' and Children's full regular made Shirts and Drawprices.
.
ers at 73c. and upward.
Clark's 0. N. T. Spool Cotton, warranted, at 68c. per doz.
Children's Mflrino Dresses, all sizes at $1 25 upward.
Clark's·Cotton on black spools. warranted. at 68C.
"
Ladies' and Misses' Merino Vests and Drawers at all
Brook's glazed Cotton, white, black and co I'd, 68e.
prices.
A Valuable Reduction in J?rices has" taken place in this
Coat's white, black and colored cotton. at - 6Bc.
Department, and we Imperatively state that no
CorticP.lli's and Belding's bl'k and col'd
other house can co~pete with the general
Sewing Silk, 100 yds. at
lDc. per spool.
inducements we otier. We quote the
Corticelli's black and col'd Button Hole
'
following as a sample:
Twist at2c.
Ladies' Fine Chemises, warranted Muslin, finished su- Tooth Brushes, excellent to best. from lOc. and upward.
Knitting Cotton, white and colored. at
9c. per ball
perbly
on
Wheeler
& Wilson machine. French corded Nail
· "
"
"
"
He.
Milward's best Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
band. extremely neat. 80 cts.
Hair
"
"
"
"
28c.
Crowley's patent Helix needles, at 5 cents per paper.
Ladies'
Fine
Chemises
finished as above, with 75 tucks, Dressinjj: Combs
"
"
lDc.
Millinflr's best needles, at 6 eents per paper.
yoke back and front, handsomely stitched, corded braids Hand l'v!Jrrors, elegant designs.
31c.
Best American Pins. at 6 cents per paper and upward.
Tortoise-shell Back Combs.. 25c.
Best English Pins, finest manufacture, warranted, at 10 and sleeves, a.t $1.50.
Ladies'
Chemises
en
pni11te
French
pattern
with
fine
Ladies'
Rubber
Belt
Buckles,
25c.
cents per paper.
·
hand-lliade needlework edging and inserting, at $1.48.
"
Jet
"
"
25c.
Patent Safety Pins, at 6 cents per dozen, in all sizes.
Ladies' Night Robes, Utica Mills Muslin, pointed, tuck- Ladies' Jet Farrings, in latest designs lDc.
French Hair Pins, two papers for 3 cents. in all sizes.
ed, and ruffled yoke back and front, fulllelllgth, at $1.10.
"
Real Garnet Sets, - 38c.
Best English Hair Pins, at 6 cents pAr paper. all sizes.
Ladies' Night Robes, tucked and embroidered yoke
"
Bracelets of all kinds, 38c.
Best English Hair Pins, assorted sizes. at 8 cents per
Ma8onville Muslin, trimmed and embroidered collars and
Beaded Belts.
- 75c.
box.
cutis,
reduced from $2.95 to $2.25
Leather Belts,
- 20c.
English Pin Books, black and white assorted, at 15 cents.
Ladies' Night Robes, greatest attraction in stock, made
Rubber Belts,
- 45c.
Mourning Pins, at 6 cents and upward.
Beaded Pockets,
·5oc.
Buttons of every description. in all the leading- styles, of best muslin, with diagonal puffing and embroidered
yoke, back and front, (new shaped) putied and embroidJ~eather Satchels. in newest styles, nt $1.50 and up.
greatly reduced. From 10 cents to $1 per doz.
Real Russia Leather Satchels, from $-1.50 and up.
Black and colored A!pacca Braids, 6 yar.d pieces,at 6 cts. ered JIOinted collars and cutis, at $5.50. Worth $6.50 to $7.
Ladies' Night Robes-another attractive article-entireMorocco Pocket Books, from 18 cents and upward.
"Can't-Break-' em" Corset Steels, at 10 cents a pair.
ly "our own style," just received, made with diagonal
"
Real Russia Leather Pocket Books, from 35c. up.
Cotton Corset Laces, at 18 cents per dozen.
"
Shawl Stra.ps,
from 45c. and up.
Linen
...
·• 3 yards long, at 5 cents each.55 p. doz. tucks. puffing and embroidery, robe front; very elaborate, $5 to $6.
Childrens' SchooJ.Bags,
- ·- 81 to 89 cents.
Linen Shoe Laces, at 4 cents per dozen, all lengths.
Ladies'
Fine
Muslin
Drawers,
trimmed
with
deep
hem
Ladies' Ties,
- 28 cents and upward.
Whalebones. at 45 cents per dozen, full lengths.
wine tucks a• 75 Cents.
"
Linen Collars,
- 7 cents
"
Jet Beads, all sizes, every variety, in latest novelties, at and
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with tucks and
Linen Cutis,
- from 5 cents per pair.
5 cents per bunch.
ruffle and diagonal tucking at 85 cents.
Neck Ruffling,
- from 15c. and upward.
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, with deep hem. cluster of
"This Department is replete with the thousand and one
Undersleeves,
from 45c. and upward.
and needle work inserting, handsomely finished on Gilt and Jet Earrings. Pins and Bracelets, from 25 cents
articles incidental to it, but which cannot be enurne1·ated in tucks
Wheeler & Wilson Machine. at $1.25.
per
pair,
or
as
high
as
$5 per set, according to qualthis advertisement."
Ladies' Demi-train Walking Skirts, with double ruffle,
ity and design. We guarantee that, in the exercise
cluster of tucks, at $1.
of our own judgment, on receiving as near a deMILLINERS. STOREKEEPER-S AND DRESSMAKERS
Ladies' Fine Walking Skirts. made of Lonsdale Muslin,
scription as possi\lle of what is required, and the
price desired to be paid, we will give entire satisfacwill be supplied with goods on unusually advantageollS with cambric flower, six inches deep, diagonal puffing
and tucking with needle-work insertmg five inches deep
tion or refund the money on return of goods C. 0. D.
terms, and every care and despatch, will be
at$5.
.
~ain Skirts, fine muslm, deep hem, cluster of tucks
used in filling orders.
six inches Ibn~, at $1.90.
Ladies' . Tram Skirts, very elaborate, with one row of Lilly White Face Powder. at
25c. per box.
tucks. putis, inserting and putis over, with deep cambric· Imported Face Powder, at
- 21c. per package.
ruffle. at $5.50.
Lubin's
Powder,
at
18c.
"
Ladies' Masonville muslin Underskirts, with ruffles and Wenck's Florida Water, at
- - 5oc. per bottle.
cluster of tucks, at 95 cents.
Wenck's
celebrated
Perfumes,
at
75c.
"
Ladies' Cambric Toilet Sacques, trimmed with fine ruf- Thurston's 1'ooth Powder, at
- 17c.
One of the largest, and the most elegant and original
fling, at $1.40.
.
.
.
. C -!gate & Co's." Vaseline" Pomade for the hair, at 61 ets.
· assortment. of Imported Novelties to be found in this city,
Linen and Mushn Pillow-Cases and P1llow-Stands, m Perfumes, from c
- 10 to 4Dc. per bottle.
is now in stock, including the following specialities. All plain ruffles and needlework inserting, &c., on hand and Toilet Soaps of every description, from 5c. per cuke and
made
to order. Chemises, square-tucked bosoms, trimup.
goods selling lower than at any other house.
med with ruffles, 75 cents.
Honey Soapp, at
.
7c. per cake.
French Flounces Skirt, at $1.20.
at
- 7c.
"
Corset Covers, trimmed with Hamburg edging, insert- Glpcerine,
"
in
Balls,
at
llc.
A beautiful assortment of French Flowers in Roses, ing,
ruffling, tucks, &c.. at 80 cents to $1.50.
Brown Windsor Soap, at
- 8c.
Buds, Pansers, etc .. from lDc. to $5.
Transparent Soap, at
llc.
Floral Dress Trimmings and Bridal Wreaths, branched
Tar Soap, at
- llc.
to order, in any style.
HOSIERY,
etc.
Bath Soap, at
lOc.
A fl:p.e assortment of Pompons, Feathers and Wigs.
Castile Soap, at - 7c.
An extensive assortment of Fancy Feathers, very rich,
Ladies' Iron F1·ame Hose, excellent quality, at 25c. per pr. Siver Soap for cle:m ;ng silver and glass, at 7c.
from 25 cents up to $20.
All the newest shades of Ostrich and Plume de Cock Ladies' full regular made Hose, at 25c. per pr.
Ladies' fine Balbriggan Hose at $2 50 per 1-2 doz.
Bands for trimming, from 65 cents and upward.
Bibbons of all styles, colors and widths, !It prices that
All the newest styles of blue steel and jet ornaments at Ladies' Stri8ed Hose in every variety nt 46c. per pr. and will astonish customers.
the lowest prices.
Elegant Ostrich Plumes, in all the latest shades, $2 and A ruu'W~v:~fLadies' Cashmere and Woolen Hose at lowIn Velvet, Velveteens, Satins, and all kindred goods, we
est Rrices.
.
up.
Children s White and Colored Woolen Hose, a particular have a full stock, of which we cut oa bias at wholes~le
The latest shapes in Felt Hats, at 65 cents to $1 25.
prices.
specialty.
Elegant Imported Felt Hats, best quality, at $1.15 to $3.
We have on hand 5000 pieces of the Worsted Ball and
Drab Felt Hats, in tho latest, most fashionable styles, 85 Gents' full regular Half Hose, cheapest in the city, at 25c Twisted
Frinf'eS, now so much in vo'fue, which we are
a l!_air,
cents and up.
otiering
at the unheard of low price o ~8 cents per yard.
Gents'
Merino
and
Cashmere
Hose
at
43c.
and
upward.
Silk Velvet Hats, of our own importation. in all qualiin all colors.
Gents' Shaker Socks, not to be equalled, at 34c. per pair.
ties, at great bargains from $4 to $10.
Forty
ditierent
styles of the latest d~signs in Beaded
Evening Bonnets, elegantly trimmed, from $20 to $35.
Gimps and Fringes, now so fashionable. whi<'h wo otier
Carriage Bonnets, exquisite in design an_d quality $15 to
at
from
25
cents
per
up to $3, accor<ling to the l}ual$30, already trimmed in the latest styles.
Ladies' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, at 12c. and upward. ity and design. . . yard
I will personally attend to all orUCl'S
Ladies' and Misses' trimmed Bonnets and Hats for gen- Gents' Linen Handkerchiefs, superior quality, at lSc. and coming
through
the
Liberal
pavers, and having, for many
eral wear, in all shapes and shades, at $6 and upward.
umvards.
.
fllled orders for the readers of this paper, mY judgChildren's Bonnets and Misses' Round Hats, from $5 Gents' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, all Lin€!!1, at 39c. up. years,
ment may be relied upon in the proper selection of purto $15, ready trimmed.
chases.
Infant's Caps in all the new styles, at great bargains, or
All goods not mentioned herein, including such as are
made to order at lowest prices.
We have just received a fine assortment of Ladies' and entirely out of our nogular line of business, will be as
Mourning goods made to order at the earliest notice.
Gent's Kid Gloves, including the following specialties. judiciously and c.arefully se!Qcted, and as readily sent as
Sent in neat boxes, perfectly.
Single button blk and col'd Kid Gloves at soc. per pair,
those enumerated. and I will guarantee, in all c·ases, that
Next_g:r_nde better at 95c. per pr. Warranted.
the prices will be ns low as anywhere else in the United
"ALTMAN" Kid Glove, our own make. in black and all States. Ladies' and lllisses' Suits and Gentlemen's Clothfashionable shades, at $1 25 two-buttoned, every pair ing n1A.y be confidently ordered. all that is re<ruisite being
taken back and a new pair given if they rip or tear. the correct measure. and about the style, price and kind
Black Silks. of excellent quality
- $1 $1 19 and $1 25
Better and wider
$1 33 $1 50 and $2. "Josephine" real Kid Glove, perfect quality, at $1 95 per of material required. I will make myself personally rePflir.
sponsible for the remainder.
Black gros-grain Silk, very rich and good,
$1 50 to $2 50
I will guarantee to satisfactorily fill all ordArs that may
The very best grades,
3 and 3 50 "Lucca'' Kid Glove, an excellent wearing glove, at 95c
per
pair,
two
button.
be
sent, and Hssure all patrons that wherever goods are
Colored 1'rimming f'lilks, all shades,
$1 38 and 1 50
Colored Dress Silks at
- $1 25, $1 50, $2 oo and 2 50 Gauntlet Gloves, everv color and sh!tde, 63C. and upward. sent. different lh prices or kinds than ordered. that tho
A
large
assortment
or'Woolen
Gloves
for
Ladies',
Gents'
goods
may be returned by express, C. 0. D •• at our risk
Black Satins, beautiful lustre. at
1 50, 1 75 and 2 oo
and Children at the lowest prices. from 25c. to $1 oo and expenses.
Address
Colored Satins at
1 50, 2 oo and 2 25
per
pair.
Black and Colored Velvets at
1 5o. 2 oo, 2 50 and 3 oo
Silk Cloak Velvets at
5 -00, 6 oo. 8 00 and 10 oo Gent's Fine French Dogskin Gloves, every color, at $1 29
per pair.
Velveteens at
60o., 75a. and $1 oo, worth 1.50
Gents' fino French Gloves, excellent wear, at 95c. per pair.
Hat Sashes in everr shade and color.
OF THE FIRM OF l\f.'ALTMAN ,& CO,
Ladies' 3 4 and 6 button, every shade, $1 40 and 11 80.
Sash Bibbons in a! colors and widths, from 650. up.
Oolored Fringed Sashes, all the new shades, at very low Full assortment of Cloth -and Wollen Gloves, from 25ots.
Sixth Avenue and 19th Street,
to $1 per doz.
prices,
.

Laoes and Embroideries.

Notion Department.

Ladies' Underclothing,

Toilet Department
Jewelry, &c.

Perfumery, &c.

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT.

SILKS.

MORRIS ALTMAN,
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V}dds and ifntlfi.
BILLINGSISMS.
To lie about a man duz not hurt him very
mutch, but telling the truth about him
sometimes duz.
Ekonemy iz the mother-in-law of prosperity, and it iz one of those kind of mothers-in-law that never make disturbances
in the family.
Ekonemy has made more munny in this
world than speckulashun ever haz, and
there iz another thing about her, she alwuz
hangs onto it.
Cunning men are like a hand-saw, they
only have teeth on one side ov them.
Next in point of meaness to doing a man
an injury iz to do him a fayor, and every
now and then remind him ov it.
Gossi111 iz more catching than the measles iz.
The coveteous man iz like a sponge; it
takes in all the moisture that cums near
it, but lets out none until it iz squeezed.
There iz a grate menny ginger-pop people in this world; after they have bin uncorked a fu min nits they git to be dreadful
phlat.
The quickest way to take the starch out
ov a man who is alwuz blaming himself
iz to agree with him. This ain't what he is
looking for.
,
Vittels and drink has alwuz been staple
articles with human nature and when they
play out i am reddy to 'quit.
There are certain things in this world
that seem just az tho' they we• e born for
each other, and ham and eggs are two of
them things. Altho' they kum from different lokalities, they must be twins, they are
so often seen together. If i kan have all
the ham and eggs i want, kodflsh bawls
may take a ba<;Jkseatforthe present. Ham
and eggs was a beverage long before Noah's freshet.
There iz in sum men a grate deal ov humer that iz like the frolik in a puppy, it
dont mean enny thing in purtikular:
Thare iz nothing we are more apt to parade before others than our kares and sorrows, and there iz nothing the world kares
so little about.
A blush kant be counterfeited.
If you are going to give a man ennything
give it to him cheerfully and quick; dont
make him git down on his kneeze in front
ov you and listen to the 10 commandments
and then give him 5 cents.
He who is pleazed with every thing iz a
big phool, but he who is pleased with nuthing iz a bigger one.
Adam wuz a bad job; he had no ambishun, no hope, no reverence, no energy,
no pashun, no caushun, no judgment, no
nothing except a wife·. and she wuz too
mutch for him.
Life iz plmll ov kare and trubble whether yu go it single or dubble,
A DEPRAVED punster says he shall smoke
if he chews too.

RETIRING early at night 1vill surely shorten a man's days,
"MY Sunday evening mail" is what she
calls him in Detroit.
WHY is a schoolmistress like the letter C?
Because it makes classes of lasses.
A WISE man keeps his own counsel; consequentlyhas no jobs for strange lawYers.
DETRoiT has a firm entitled Wood & ddle
which ought to be engaged in the fuel business.
THERE is no rain heavy enough to dampen the ardor of the local politician, and no
man has seen him when he was not dry.

A MINNESoTA minister, who said that the
grasshoppers were a plague sent to .p,mish
the Grangers: is coming East to ftndanothc
er pulpit. They couldn't believe him.

BEST AND CHEAPEST

SEEDS
In America or Money Refunded.

THE opinion is being strengthened every
Buy direct from GROWER cheaper than
day that the man who firRt made a shirt
dirt. Can beat the world on prices, quality,
to button behind did more for the world reliable, fresh genuine seeds, true to name.
than one who has discovered five comets.
A nice Floral and Garrlen Guide free.
Wholesale list for Seeds men free.
R H. SHUliHVAY.
AN old lady was admiring the beautiful
till Apl. 15.
Rockford, Ill.
picture called "Saved." "Its no wonder,"
said she," that the poor ehild fainted after
pulling that great dog out of the water."

Extraordinary Offer!

THE,sensitive boy lives in Delaware. He
arose at midnight, footed it half' a mile and
awoke a store clerk and bought a fine
comb. He didn't want to have any one
hear him ask for it.
"You may retire." said Governor Moses
to a colored waiter who was standing behind his chair in a South Carolina restaurant. "'Sense me sar ,"said Sam, "but I'se
'sponsible for de spoons"
AN invalid was ordered by a physician
to take three ounces of brandy a day, and
knowing that sixteen drams make an
ounce. he has been patiently taking fortyeight drinks a day ever since. •
SAm a Detr. ·it lady to a small boy whom
she found crying in the street, the other
day: "Will you stop crying if I give you a
penny?" "No," said he," but if you make
it two cents I'll stop if it kills me."

OPEN TILL JAN. 1, 1875.

Health.!. Economy!
DECENCY.
The Cheapest and Best.
AN EARTH CLOSET FOR $5.

The Sanitarian Earth Closet
IS A DISINFECTANT, A DEODERIZER. AND HAS NO MACHINERY.

See OUT addition to Manna ancl Fron Ol11ds. Is the Cheapest by Half.
75 Select Pamphlets.

PHYSICIANS PRAISE IT I NURSES
To our friends who would help us in the
good work of bombarding the strongholds DEMAND IT I INVALIDS, WOJHEN AND
s>f )gnorauce and superstition with our inJmJtable lVIanna and Iron Cla.ds, we will
CHILDREN REJOICE IN IT.
furnish for distribution until Jan. 1st 1875
Ten Dollar's worth of Manna and 'Iron
Clads as our friends may sel<)Ct for Five
Dollars. thCl pamphlets to be sent to one
address by mail or express at our own expense.
Any amount over ten dollar's worth at
half price.
All orders must be accompanied with the
cash in the form of P. 0. registered letter
or draft on New York, or cash at risk of
sender.
Address
ASA K. BUTTS & CO ..
36 Dey St., New York.

M1•s. llfetry A. Ellis,

How doth the little busy pig improve each
ASTROLOGIST,
shining hour, and gather sausages ali the
day from every opening flower; and when
Will, on receipt of correct date of birth
the shades of twilight fall, he slumbers in and
fee, read your history. as given by the
his sty, or sings his pretty evening hymn, planets under which you were born. TPll
what
business you are best adapted to and
'·Root, little pig, or die."
most suce1essful in; tell what part of the
country
you will bemo&tsuccessful, happy
THIS was the advice given by a colored
and healthy in; of absent friends; of living
preacher in Richmond to his congregation: or dead; of law-suitti; of marriage· of
"De fore pait ob de <Jhurch will please sit sickness and health.
·
Give information on all kinds of busidown, so de hind part ob de churc.h uan see
ness;
will
select
every
day
and
hour
of
de fore part, for de hind part can't see de year that is fortunate or unfortunatet!Hl
to
fore part ef de. fore- part persist in each person.
TERJ.VIS:
stand in' afore de hind part, to de utter exFull nativity, past and future, $10; future
clusion ob de hind part by de fore part."
$5. Seleciing fortunate days and events
for
one year, $3. One question, 52.
Too MucH. PEPPER.-A young, zealous
All letters of enquiry must contain three
convert to the Church in making a prayer postage stamps. Address,
for the poor, said: "0 Lord, give every
:MRS. MARY A. ELLIS,
poor man in this town a load of wood. 0
825 Spring Garden,
Lord, give every man ten bushels of potaPhiladelphia.
toes. Good Lord, give every man a barrel
of flour, a barrel of meal. a barrel of pepper. 0 hell!" said he aside, "that's too
DON'~
much pepper!"
TO ORDER A COPY OF
SLANG l'HRAsEs.-A mistress of a boarding house asked one of her young board.THE
ers if the beef steak was good, and lie replied, "yes, madam, it is bully."
the
In another boarding house one of the
A ROMANCE,
boarders became very much incensed at the
toughness of the steak, and declared he
would never pay for it. "Why," said he
"no law can compel me to pay for it, for
BY WM. McDONNELL,
it is not a ler;al tender."
Author of "Exeter Hall," etc., etc.

FAIL

"I think that America will be worth
twenty per cent. more one hundred years
hence than it would have been without the
earth-closet."-HoRACE GREELY.

The germs of Small Pox, Scarlet Fever
Cholera, and other contagious diseases are
disseminated through the effiuvia of human excreta, and especially by privies, water closets and sewers.
Thousands of Wells are poisoned by connection with privies.
Sewer gas in cities presses up past the
"traps," which are only water-pockets
through which gas rises as through the
air. 1'hese gases gather most at the highest points of sewerage. Hence, besides
"'fenement House Rot," we hear of" i\Iurray,.llill" and" Fifth Avenue Fever."
Piles, suppressed menses, puerperal fever after accouchment, and Broken Breasts
are common effects of privy drafts and exposure; also deadly relapses afte1; various
maladies.
Twenty Thousand Ettrth Closets are used
in England. Public institutions and wholo
that has been issued for years.
towns there are adopting the system.
In India all the Prisons. Barracks, and
Hospitals of the Bombay, 1\'Iadras, and BenTHE ENORMITIES OF THE CHURCH gal Presidencies have adopted the svstom.
In America several thousand Earth ClosPRIESTCRAFT. THE MISSIONets are in use, and they are rec.ommended
oy all the Boards of Health and distinguishARY SYSTEM,
ed Physicians.

Heathens or

Heath,

Instr:uctive, Absorbing, Thrilling!

A LITTLE boy fell into the river and was
nearly drowned. He was taken dripping
home. His mother after putting on a dry
shirt and putting him to bed, said: "Jimmy, you ought to be very thankful to God,
for he it was who saved you fro._m drowning." "Yis," said the little fellow," I supit was he that saved me, but I guess he
would not have done it if I hadn't hung
on so tight to the grass."

The Greatest Book

and other pious wrongs shown up.
ONCE a professor of religion who seemed
A perusal of it will open
very pious, asked a blessing at the table
over a turkey his son had stolen. After THE EYES OF THE BLIND.
enjoying the favor for some time, heremarked, with considerable emphasis:
Read it and hand it to Your
•· This is my favorite dish. Now, John, let
Neighbor.
me admonish you in the strongest terms
''WHAT can we do," inquire the Metho- to use. all the precaution necessary and
dist ministers, "to make the Sabbath possible so you may not be detected should
schools interesting?" Take the boys fishyou ever be so lucky as to fall into an ether No Person who buys this Book will Re
ing.
gret the Investment.
turkey roost."
" DAUGHTER, has George proposed to you
A KARMER took his wife to a grand con- It contains nearly 450 pages. 12mo. Is
yet?" "Yes, rna, he proposed that we go
printed from new type, on good paper,
out this evening and g:et some refresh- cert, and after lictening with apparent enjoyment, the pair became suddenly interand gotten up in excellent style.
ments."
ested in one of the grand choruses, "All
Published at 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER Office.
THERE is a phrenologist in London who we like sheep have gone astray." First a
PRICE:
can tell the contents of a barrel by examin- sharp soprano voice exclaimed, "All we
ing its head. He makes his examination like sheep." Next a deep voice uttered, in In Paper Covers, .... ,., ................. $1.00
In Cloth, neatly bound .................. 1.50
with a gimlet.
the most earnest tone, "All we like sheep." Sent. by Mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.
" DEAR me," said a good lady, who was Then all the singers at once asserted: "All
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
unable to keep up with her work,·· I shall we like sheep." "Well, I don't." exclaimed
be glad when I get into eternity, so as to Husticus to his partner, "I like beef and
335 BROADWAY,
have ple'nty of tiine for everything,"
bacon, but I c~tn't bear mutton."
New York.

THE SANITARIAN
SUPERSEDES WA'l'Eit CLOSETS AND
PRIVIES.
Obviates exposure in stormy wen,ther; prevents foul air in sick rooms; produces $10
yearly for each user; stops the spread of
cholera; promotes refinement; prevents
typhoids; looks like a handsome slop jar;
removes most of the causes of diptheritt,
Diarrhma, Oerebro -Spinal 1\'Ieningitis,
Piles, etc.; enables hotels to have "an Earth
Closet in every room ; " gives the ])oar
a priceless boon; gives the rich exemption
from "Fiftl1 Avenue Fever;" prevents t11o
poisoning of Wells and Water Courses: furnishes the bestFortilizer; stops the destructive of soils-earth robbing.
Send for a Pamphlet.
PRICE $5.00. BOX 15 CTS.
Sent by express to any part of tho country.
General Agent for the United States,

D, M. BENNETT.
335 Broadway, New York.

DEVOTED

TO

SJIENOE,MORALS,FR.EE THOUGHT, FREE DISCUSSION, LIBERALISM, SEXUAL EQUALITY,LABOR REFORM, PROGRESSION,
FREE EDUCATION, AND WHAT EVER TENDS TO EMANCIPATE AND ELEVATE THE HUMAN RACE.
"'

OPPOSED TO

Priestcraft, Ecclesiasticism, Dogmas, Creeds, False Theology, Superstition, Bigotry, Ignorance, Monopolies, Aristocracies,,
Privileged Classes, Tyranny, Oppression and Everything that Degrades or Burdens Mankind Mentally or Physically.

"Come now and let u,s reason toifether;" .Let us hear all sides; .Let us divest ourselves of prejudice and the effects of early
education; .Let us "prove all things and hold fast to that which is _food."

Vol. 2. No. 8.

D. ii. BENNETT. }
{ EDITOR & PROPRIETOR.

335BROADWAY. } $1.75 per Year
NEW YORK' DECE MBER 1 5 . 18'~'"~I 4.. {SINGLE
OOPIES. 8 OTS.

THE dog of Capt. Williams. of North Berwick.lliaine.
GERRIT S11HTH has just given $10,000 to Hamilton College
howled so mournfully at his master's funeral that he had making $20,000 bestowed by him during tho year. The
to be chained in the barn. When released. he searched money is given for the general uses of the College, Mr.
the premises for his master. and tracked the body to the Smith graduated there some fifty years ago,
PUBLISHED SEMI-MONTHLY.
graveyard. whither he goes daily and mourns for his lost
Ex-JuDGE FuLLERToN, in his remarks urging a speecly
owner.
TERMS:
trial in the Beecher-Tilton suit, among some very telling
One Copy, one Year ...................................... $1,75
THE BROoKLYN SuiT of Tilton against Beecher was call- hits, used these words: "Let the blame for this procras.
"
"
Six Months ................................... 1.00 ed again on the sth inst., when some six hundred jurors
tination, these continue(! postponements of the case, rest
"
"
each Month, making a Monthly .. : .......... 1.00
and numerous witnesses were p:::-esent and •· ready for the
One Copy sent extra for every ten Subscribers to one fray." Again were Mr. Tilton's lawyers anxious to go where it naturally belongs. LP.t those who havo causod
them be responsible for them. I don't shppose this case,
address.
Canadian Subscribers will please send fifty cents addi- into trial and have the vexed question settled without fur- if our opponents had their way about it, would ever be
ther delay. Again were the Beecher lawyers found throw- tried. It is constant and continual delay. It is retreat
tional, for extra postage, which has to be prepaid.
ing in obstructions to a speedy trial, and doing all they after retreat. Without wishing to be offensive. it is skulkRATES OF ADVERTISINO.
could to "stave it off." They seem very anxious for a ing. behind technicalities, and constantly and continually
"bill of particulars," but if Mr. Beecher and his attorneys putting off the evil day, when we expect to meet our adOne Dollar per inch, first insertion; 75 cents pel' inch
will only let the case progress, they will, in all probabil- versaries face to face and prove the truth of every cllnrge
for subsequent insertions.
ity, get such a" bill of particulars" as will satisfy all rea- that we havo made. and satisfy not only the coPrt and
sonable demands.
jury, but the world that we are right."
A PRETTY kettle of fish ha.s just been stirred up at Cold
ONE OF THE BRoOKLYN SUITS.-1\fiss Edna Proctor ll.~.
Spring Harbor, L. I. One of the great coal concerns of
New York has just discovered that it has been the custom F. D. Moulton, was very amicably settled on the 9th inst.
The case was duly called. but as Mr .. i\loulton was con•1nTHE Boston University has a olass studying Sanscrit. for some time back for coal coasting vessels to call into ed to his bed by sickness, and unable to be present, and in
that
harbor
in
the
night
at
high
tide,
throw
overboard
two
Two of them are young women.
or three tons of coal, and then leave for their destina- consequence of an unsettled question in reference to tho
FROUDE, the historian, sailed from England .for Porl tions. When the tide is out, crow.ls of men are sent down residence of Miss Proctor. the case was removed from
Elizabeth and Natal lately, to collect materials for a work to the shore with carts, and the coal is gathered up and court and tried before a referee. Miss Proctor only was
on the South African Colonies.
put away in the coal-bins. A large number of prominent examined. She asserted her innocence of any criminalA CYCLOPlEDIA of ancient and modern literature, con- citizens, including deacons of the church, are among ity with Mr. Beecher. Her attorneys disclaimed any desisting of 6,104 val umes, has recently been published in those implicated. Indeed the very pillars of the chureh sire to obtain money from Mr. Moulton. Tho attorneys
Peking. The whole work costs $20,000 per set.
there, which has received its supply thus from the sea of the latter asserted their clients published the statement not as knowing it was :truf'. but as it was mado to
THE discourses of Buddha are soon to be published in shore, are shaking on their piers on this coal stealing him by Mr. Beech or. They did not propose to prove its
question.
English at London by Mr. llfntu Coomard Swamy, an Intruth, and they entertained no ill-will toward Miss Procdian member of the Queen's Council at Ceylon.
VERY PLAIN TALK.-The Rev. Dr. Porteous delivered a tor. Good feelings prevailed on both sides, and a comlecture in All Souls church, Brooklyn, recently, on the promise was easily effected. It was agreed Mr. i\Ioulton
THE Roman Catholic clergy in Pernambuco and Para"Buffoons and Buffoonery of the ModP.rn Pulpit." He should pay a sum of money sufficient to meet the costs
haba, Brazil, are in open rebellion against the civil
said that the tendency of the day is to go back to the sen- already incurred. Miss Proctor stated, under oath, that
authorities, and have made serious demonstration against
sational ministry that distinguished the divines of half a she had gone to Mr. Beecher's library, and, at his rethe Free Masons.
century ago. He skilfully impersonated some sensation- quest, written a letter exculpating him from all improper
THE Monroe (Ga.) Advertiser delicately forbears giving al preachers of both this country and Europe, and drew conduct toward her. If thorc had ncvor been any such
the particulars of a murder because the murderer" is a laughter from his hearers by illustrating the manner in conduct, it seems a little singular such a letter should bo
young man of respectability, and the affair will be prop- which Spurgeon and others of the same school consign deemed necessary. No rotra~tion was made on 1\fr. i\Ioulerly investigated in the courts."
whole congregations lo perdition. In dealing with Amer- ton's part, and his original statement of tho information
THE colored Methodists of ·Christian country, Ken- ican clergymen, tile speaker did not mention names, bnt given him by Mr. Beecher remains unchanged.
tucky, know now where their pastor's "donations" of in one instance, at least, the reference was unmistakable,
AMoNG THE BEST BoOKS lately issuou, is tho" History
pork comes from. He has been caught surreptitiously and the pastor of the Brooklyn Tabernacle was handled
without gloves. Speaking of the remark recently mado of the Conflict between Religion and Science," by PRoF.
hanging on the ragged edgo of a neighbor's hog pen.
by Mr. Talmage, that he had fired at the Devil and appar- JoHN WILLIAM DRAPER, of this city. The work is· from
A HELENA divine, who has spent the best part of the ently bit the mark, Dr. Porteous said that if this indeod the press of Appleton & Co., and is destined to have a
Summer in Christianizing a Chinaman, thought he was was the case, it was an apt illustration of tho power which wide reading, and to aid materially in opening the eyeR
getting along nicely, until John made a proposition to lay in the jaw-bone of an ass.
of those still enveloped in darkness. Tho public is achim, the other day, to "put in" with him and start a faro
quainted with the author's clear, cogent style of arguREV. JoHN S. GLENDENNING has been decided by the ment and the facility with which he uses scientific and
bank.
'l'HERE are soven girl students in the Colby University, Jersey City Presbytery, guilty of a part of the charges philosophic facts, and will hail with joy this addition to
at Waterville, Me. Tile males have protested against the preferred against him-" The charge of unministerial the able bequests he has already made to the cause of
innovation, but the fomales behave so well, and are so far and unchristian conduct is sustained on the ground of sciencf\ and truth. We have barely room togivothe openabove tile average of their c.lassmates in scholarship. inconsistencies and improprieties which look in the di- ing and closing paragraphs: "No spectacle can be prorection of impurity of life. . . . The Presbytery can- son ted to the thoughtful mind more solemn. more mourntlult the prejudices against them are dying out.
not oxpres too forcibly its censm•e of the unministerial ful than that of the dying of an ancient religion which, in
A SENSATIONAL religious event in San Francisco was conduct of the Rev. John S. Glendenning in his foolish its day, has given consolation to many generations of
the participation by a Presbyterian, a Unitarian and a and injudicious intimacy with a member of his church, men." . . . "As to the issues of the coming conflict,
Congregationalist clergyman and a Jewi.sn rabbi in the the late i\Iary E. Pomeroy, as exhibited in the visits he can any one doubt? Whatever is resting on fiction and
installation of a Universalist pastor. Several of the sec- paid her, the costly presents he gave her, the relat!ons he fraud will be overthrown. Institutions that organize imtarian newspapers think that liberality was carried too sustained to her both by manifesting regard for her and postures and spread delusions, must show what right,
far.
by allowing her to express her preferences for him to they have to exist. Faith must render an account of herTHE Rev. L. L. Copeland, who for several years has been such a degree that their names became associated as en- self to Reason, mysteries must give place to facts. Religa popula-r preach or in Vermont. and is a revivalist of note gaged to be married." Among the resolution the P~esby ion must relinguish that imperious, that domineering
in that State, is expo sod as a rascal. The credentials up- tery adopted is this: " That the pastoral relation existing position which she has so long maintainAd against Scion which he made a start in the ministry were forgeries, between the Rev. JohnS. Glendenning and the Prospect ence. There must be absolute freedom of thought. The
ecclesiastic must learn to keep himself within the doand he is accused of being a swindler, a bigamist, and a avenuo church be, and hereby is, dissolved."
would-be-murderer. He came from Indiana, and Cope'l'he Reverend gentleman 11:a.ve evident signs of displeas- main he was phosen, and cease to tyranize over the philaud is an assum• d name.
ure at the verdict, and avowed his inte11tion of appealing losopher. who, conscious of his own strength and the puTHE teachers of Chicago have now for two years, under the ease to the Synod. He may. however, be grateful to rity of his motivflf' will boar suoh interference no longer.
a voluntary agreement, dispensed with the use of the the Presbytery for letting him off so lightly. Thousands. What was written [,}·Esdras near the willow-fringed rivrod in school, and Superintendent Pick claims the fol- who closely examinee! the testimony as it was pnblished, ers of Babvhn. more than twenty-three centuries age,
lowing results: 1. Order as good as ever before. 2. Obe- firmly believe him guilty of the othor charges preferred still holds ~oo,J; 'as for Truth, it endureth and is always
dience is prompt and cheerful. S. Maliciousness less against him. The solemn statements of that poor dying strong; it li~·eth and oonquereth forevermore.'"
The h. ok contains 375 pages 12mo. Price, $1.75. We will
than ever before. 4. Suspensions for misconduct are only girl possess more weight with the main public .than his
about one-half what they have been in the best of former denials and all the protestations of innocense he is capa- cheerfully send it, post-oaid, to any addref'\s upon receipt
of price.-[ED. T. S.J
ble ol uttering.
years,
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abated, as the noise of the crackling logs in the chim• whether there is any light about the place or whether
'
ney prevented him fl'om hearing the voice of the he is in or out."
storm with any degree of distinctness.
"And are you ~ot afraid to trust yourself abroad
"I think the rain has stopped," he said to Alice as agam on such a mght as this ? " remarked Mrs. Rahe returned to the fire, " and if I find it has, I shall at venswood, as she looked with a certain sort ·of aclmi·
A Tale of the Royal Colony of Massachusetts.
once convey you to the place mentioned by D'Iartha ; ration on the brave little scrap.
•
for, somehow, I feel myself ill at ease, without being
"No ma'm," replied the clwatf, "there is not a
BY LOTHAIR LOGOS.
able to say why."
person who does not know me who would dare to lay
"Do with me as you will, kind friend," said Miss a finger on me."
CHAPTER VII.
Ravenswood : "for now, indeed, I feel myself almost
"And why?" returned the invalid, becoming more
Before old Giles entered his humble dwelling once as helpless as a child ; although the spirit within me and more interested in the little fellow whom , she
had not previously taken much if any not'ice of.
more, he flashed his lantern swiftly about him, as if is strong enough.''
fearful that some enemy Jay concealed in the darkness.
"The rain hab ceased," said Martha, who had
''Because," he quickly replied, turning a summer-'
This he did quite accidentally, as it were, although stepped to the window, "for I hear it no longer beat· sault with such agility before her eyes that made her
the act was a very deliberate one, for he felt there was ing against the glass as it had been doing all the and Robert stare, ''all I have to do is that and they'll
soon give me a wide berth."
'
a possibility" of his steps having been dogged by evening.''
"Then, we must make a move," said the ferryman,
Sloucher and the witchfinder, who, notwithstanding
"And for what reason ? " ejaculated Robert.
all his adroitness, might have suspected the trick he "and leave by the way of the cellar, whicli communi'' Just," replied Titmouse, ''for the reason that
had played upon them, and that he had not crossed cates with the root-house close by through a passage they would think me a fairy or something that it
the river on such a night.
that I myself dug out in view of our csca.pe in case of would be unwholesome to meddle with."
Unable to discover a trace of any human being, any sudden attack of the red devils!''
, , ''Go! .then,. poor child," said Mrs. Ravenswood,
however, he soon found his well known summons reUpon this and at the instance of Giles, all three
and, If possible. leam whether your young mistress
sponded to, and was quickly seated beside Martha, entered the apartment which Alice had just left, has crossed the river to-night, for I really believe
after having first closed the door and dropped the when the furs were quickly done up in a large bun- that, after all, you are the ve1y person to perform
stout, oaken bar into its staples. The piece of sail- die and when Martha insisted that Alice should wrap this mission."
cloth still hung against the window, so that no pryine; h~rself up in a coarse warm mant!e before ~he started
In a few moments Titmouse left the villa well mufeye from without could discover what was taking w1th the ferryman to the cave whwh was s1tuated not fled up, and was soon approaching tho house of old
Giles, which, as already mentioned, was not very far
place within; although in the rough log-lwuses of the more thau.mile f~om the ho~se. .
..
period there was many a treacherous chink and crevEveqthmg bem!l" ready, mcludmg_ proviswns and from the feny, and which was situated close to the
ice through which a pal"tial glimpse of the interior whatever necessanes pould be hastily gathered to- river. For his years, a more adroit or cunning little
might be obtained.
gether, the ferryman and his c~arg~ descended to the chap was not to be found in the whole settlement
"They were waiting for my return at the ferry as I cellar, aJ?d were soon standmg m the root-hou~e and now as he crept close beneath the window of th~
expected "said Giles in reply to the enquiring glance where Giles strapped the furs firmly upon his log dwelling, were it even infinitely less dark than it
of his da~ghter.
'
s~oulders, and extinguished hi~ lant~rn. It _was de- was, so small-so insignificent was he that he mig·ht
" Who were waiting?" said Martha, not com pre- Cided that Martha should remalll belnnd, as, m case have carried on his espiouage without detection.
hen ding very clearly what the words were intended of any emer~ency her absence from tlie house would
Before h~ had gained the place, however, the ferryto convey.
.
arouse suspiCion at once, while that of Giles might man and Miss Ravenswood were on their way to the
"The villains, Sloucher and Huskins,'' he rejoined, attract but little notice, as he was accustomed to be cave, while Martha alone sat musing by the fire ; and
as he was unable, through door or through win!low
"and I am not now so sure that I deceived them thor· abroad at all hours.
l';l a fe~ moments, then, th~ lovely fugitive was to reconnoitre the interior of the dwelling, he wa~
oughly, so keen a scoundrel is the Fanatic, as people
sometimes call him."
agam out m the darkness, w1th her protector and sorely puzzled, as he was fearful of attracting the at''What do you mean, father ? " ejaculated the friend, moving ~houghtfully. after him in the dying tention of any spy or enemy who might possibly be
watching the premises ; for young as he was he
young girl in some fear and surprise. " Surely you tempest to her s1lent and so1Itary quarters.
As they cautiously groped their way along, she seemed to comprehend all the difficulties and the dando not suppose thSJ.t they have any suspicion whatever
that Miss Ravenswood is beneath this roof ? "
felt that in following his advice and directions, she gers that beset Alice, whom he clearly loved for the
"That's what I'm just thinking about "said the old was acting for the best, as there could be but little oft-repeated kindnesses she had done him and the
man ''although I don't see how the fell~ws can sus- doubt, that her presence at The Heights would bring consideration she had always evinced io\~ard what
pect'me, or why I should fancy that all is not right." sore tribulation on Florence. What weigbed heaviest som.e p_eople considerM his deformity.
"It will be a teh·ible affair for us," returned Mar- on her heart, however, was tlte absence of D'Iaurice,
Fmdi_ng that he was worsted in every attempt to
tha, ''if we are found harborino- a person denounced and the terrible state of mind that she knew her poor get a ghmpse of what was transpirino- inside through
for a witch; although, come wl~t may, we must af- invalid mother must be in. Her own safety, never- what might be regarded the proper channels' of obserford the poor, young lady all the shelter we can, and theless, was now the first ~ing to insure for a ti:tne at vation, he crept round the building in the hope of
screen her from the awful fate that threatens her."
least, for were she to fall 1nto the hands of Sloucher discovering some chink through which he should be
''Spoken like my own child!" ejaculated the ferry- or the witchfinder, she was satisfied that all was lost. able to accomplish his purpose. He knew that a
man, as he,heard these true and noble words, "and.
'Vhen Titmouse, or the dw;trf, had deliv)lred the light was burning within, for he had perceiv~d a faint
now,'' he continued, "go in there and bring the sweet note to Miss Ravenswood at the party in· town, he ray glim.mering_, like a thread of gold, along the edge
young creature here, and let her take a seat between instantly turned on his heel and retraced his steps to of the bit of sallclotll hung against the window and
the villa. On his way back he encountered the now as he reached the rear of the house he saw 'with
us, so that we may comfort her a bit."
Martha now arose and entered the small chamber Fanatic and Huskins, together with the bloodthirsty a feeling of pleasure, that within a few feet of J;im a
where Alice had concealed herself. In a few moments wretches who accompanied them, winding their way feeble gleam, which, from its flickering he knew proshe returned with the poor fugitive to where her fath- towards the town. As may be presumed, one so ceeded from the fire within, shot thro~gh a chink
er was seated, and led her tenderly to a chair that bad astute and agile soon stepped aside and concealed between two logs, that had evidently escaped th~
himself until they had passed ; although so deep was eyes of old Giles.
been placed for her close by his 5ide.
Although pale and wan from what she had bt:en call- the darkness a pace or two to either side of the road
In a mom_ent he was beside the narrow _opening, but
ed upon to suffer within the last couple of hours, there was sufficient to accomplish that end.
e~·e he had time to ~ake a peep through 1t, he found
was now a brave light in her eyes, and a singular firmWhen he arrived at the villa he found his mistrees himself suddenly seized by a powerful hand and the
ness about her beautiful mouth.
in a state of the most intense excitement, and Robert ne~t second dragged swiftly away, he knew not
She had overheard the conversation that had just in the very act of declaring that the treacherous wluther. Although unable to discover in the dense
passed between father and daughter in relation to her, domestic who had betrayed Alice to her enemies darkness, whether he had fallen into' the power of
and felt that it would not be noble or generous on her should be bundled out of the house on the following more than one captor, he uttered no exclamation of
part to sacnfice them by remaining beneath their roof morning.
alarm or resentment, well knowing that to raise the
a moment longer than could be avoided.
The intelligence that he had reached her daughter s.lightest disturbanc~ would be b_ut to. endanger his
This idea, however, she kept to herself; feeling, as in sufficient time with the note to enable her to make hf~ perhaps ; for, w1th unusual mtell1gence, he pershe_ did, that any expression of it would but serve to her escape, and that she had at once disappeared celvecl, at a glance, that those who could be found
arouse the opposition of old Giles to any project she from the house of her friends, was however, of some prowling about in the storm and darkness at such an
might suggest calculated to relieve him and his brave comfort to the poor iady. From: the darkness and hour, were not to be tritled with, if they happened to
daughter of her presence.
the violent tempest, she entertained some doubts as have any business on hand that his presence might
When, therefore, she had seated herself between to whether Alice had succeeded in crossing the river ; interfere with, or his evidence embarrass.
them, and had answered their kind enquiries as to l1er although she was thoroughly satisfied that old Giles
On, on he mas hurried through the gloom and the
health and spirits after her exposure to the storm, she would attempt the passage even at the risk of his wind that now was dying among the bare br~nches of
observed, casually as it were:
life. But the difficulty was, how was she now to the forest. As his eyes became accustomed to tlJe
"I hope the Wind and rain have abated, good Jearn anything in relation to this, at such an hour, gloom, he fancied that he could perceive something
friends, for if they have, I shall be sorely tempted to and when the appearance of any member of her like the dim outlines of a huge figure by his side and
try and cross the river yet before morning; for, while household near the feny or the dwelling of the ferry- in whose firm grasp he still femained. So ter~·ibly
! feel your great goodness and kindness, I know that man, might if discovered, only serve to put the sleuth long were the strides of this mysterious being that he
I shall be more secure at The Heights than I can pos- hounds on thetrue track of her child sooner than was unable to J'eep up with liim, alllwngh ru~ning at
sibly be here."
they should otherwise be.
almost the top of his speed, but as he was half lifted
'' That's just where you are mistaken, dear lady,"
It was iudeed a trying moment for one so weak and along, there was no danger of his losing his feet
returned the ferryman, "for let me assure you, that helpless, and as she communicated her terrible ap- notwithstanding in the space of a very few minute~
you arb safer on this side of the river than you possi- prehensions to Robert--whose only fear was that he had stumbled a dozen times.
bly can be on the other; that is, if S!oucher and Hus- Alice might be delayed and captul'ed at the ferry
After. a jon_rney ?f nearly an ~our, he perceived ,a
kins believe I have taken you across."
'
through some unforseen circumstance-she ventured red, ghmmermg hght before lum, and instantly
"Father says what is true," observed Martha, "and to ask him whether he thought it might be safe to afterward he found himself in an Indian wigif it was not blowing and raining so, he might soon approach either point to try and learn the true state wam concealed among some rocks in a deep and
convey you to a place where you could bid defiance of the case.
thickly wooded ravine that opened upon the river
to all the witchfinders and fanatic§ in the world.''
· "l shall go and see what can be done in the mat- and whose approaches were so tortuous and dittlcult
" What do you mean, Martha ?" said the ferryman, ter," said the faithful fellow. ''And as I think I am that it was never visited by any of the people of the
with a puzzled air.
quite as adroit as either the Fanatic or Huskins I do ~own. In fact, now, for the first t~me in many years,
"The cave that you lately discovered higher up the not apprehend that there is much danger of my being It was trodden by the foot of a white man-if we can
river, and which you informed me would be a safe discovered by the one or the other."
give the diminutive creature who just entered it 80
place to s.tow the furs in, as it was perfectly dry, and,
"I can find out best how it is," squeaked the dwarf large an appellation.
from the _way that its entrance was covered up wit.h who was standing by, during the conversation, ''for
'l'here was but one person in the wigwam before the
vines, evidentl,v unknown to the Indians or any one I can conceal myself in a nutshell if hard pushed."
dwarf and his c_aptor made their appearance, and she
save yourself.'
.
''How do you mean to proceed Titmouse?" ob- w3;s a squaw of rel?ar~ble beauty, ~vho seemed to
Theferryman struck h1s hands together, as if the served Robert, turning to the sprightly atom of hu- enJoy. the new aiTiv~l Immensely; for the moment
sugg~s~ion of his ?aughter met his full approbation ; m.anity.
,
she laid her eyes on T1tmomse, she laughed outright
and nsmg from h1s seat he approached the door, with
"Why to just leave this quietly within the next and looked up to his companion with an expressim~
a view to ascertaining whether the wind and rain had five minutes, and to steal down to old Giles' and see so humorous that the unfortunate little ambassador
[Written expressly for THE TRUTH SEEKER.]
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The physiology of the mind, or ·psychology infrom the villa began to take heart, for he felt intui- furt~er intenti?n of extorting from him some infor·
tively that he was for the present at least safe from mat JOn regardmg the measures that he knew were structs us in the nature of the mind under nm~mal
violence in the presence of. one so joyous ~nd appar- being taken against the red man by the authorities, conditions, and its relations to the body. It is only
en tly- so gentle.
who, a~ he had learned, had become determined to recently that the physical basis of mind has been understood, and its study by an examination of the nervHe now in the glare of the pine knots and birch extermmate him if possible.
bark that burned in the centre of the conical hut
On comprehending his situation, as just observed, ous. mechanism, the only method which gives any
which he noted was not of the ordinary sort, had a~ the dwarf was not slow to take advanta,..e ot it so satisfactory results, pursued. It is now known that
thought is a function of the brain, and that all maniopportunity of scrutinizing his captor. He was a without further delay, he broke forth:
o
'
handsome, .stalworth Indian of aJ:JOut thirty years of
"Oh! you are both mistaken if you please, 1\'liss festations of intelligence, whether in man or the lower
age, aml w1th a countenance qmte as prepossessing Squaw and Mr. Indian; I am a good and true friend aninu_1.ls, take place through the nervous system, and
for a man as that of the squaw, for a woman.
of dear Miss Alice, and was only sent by her mother vary m degree with its relative complexity, and the
He also laughed as he presented his prize; and -as and Robert to find out whether she had been able to ole~ _th~ory ~hat the !nind was au intangible entity, a
both spoke English with a degree of perfection which get across the river. I took a note to her when she spmt Impri~oned ~I thin the. body, exploded. The
quite puzzled Titmouse, they at once entered into con- was at the party in town to wam her to fly, for Mr. pat!wl~gr o~ the nund explams the derangements to
versation on the Sl!bject of his seizure.
Sloucher and Mr. Huskins were at the villa to take wl_u?h It. IS liable. These are of three classes: Idiocy,
"Ha ! Red vVing," lauglted the bright squaw "me h_er aw.ay to jail and hang her for a witch. My poor, ~nsmg fro~ lack, or arrest, _of development; Lunacy,
tink you wounded, for you mucht.rouble take' little siCk mistress was so unhappy that I thought I would caused b~ disease of the bram, and Emotional Insanifellow, and lost 'un~ blood!"
try_ and find out for her whether she had got to The ~·Y, r~snltmg _from the e~ercise of the emotions upon
''No, no ! Firefly," returned the Indian, "me no Hmghts; and I waH onl:y looking through the chinks nnagmar.r obJe<;ts. ~n tl_ns l~tter form of insanity the
lose blood, but me save 'urn from somebody, for bat!J to see wh~ther she was m the ferryman's or ha•l gone powc:;r of the Imagmatwn IS greatly increased, the
mans hunt beautiful white squaw an' no catch her ~wer the n_ver, but before I could learn anything about e!notwns render!ld extremely susceptible to impressiOns, the co-ordmate action of the faculties distnrbed
and make dis 'ittlc clcbils spy on her."
' Jt I W>~S set~ed and dragged a~ay here."
.
reasoning powers and perception of truth weak~
"What ! " eagerly exclaimed Fil·efly, •' Ravens_WluleTitm~use was speakmg, ?oth Re~ Wmg 3;nd the
wood squaw dat makes so sweet smiles once, when F_n·efly_EJJred him keen!~, and Without mte_rruptmg ~ned, ai!C~ an. inm:dinate egotism generated that seeks
she gibs me dis ring and make shake hands."
lnm. When he Jut~ fimshed, however, their whole It~ gratificll;tiOn m the idea of personal communion
" Yes ! Ravenswood squaw," rejoined the other. deme~nor to~ard_s ?-Im ap_Pea~·ed to undcr~o a change, with the ~e1t~. Hen_c~ originates the idea of inspired
men_and I~S).Jired '~nt~ngs common to all the great
"Me hear at ferry to-night two mans say in de dark for With that mtmtwn which IS possessed 1~ a marked ethmc
. rehgwns. rJus malady in one of it.s forms
close by me, we kill her ! she is witclles. She hid dc:;gree by the red man, they at once ~erc~Ived tha:t a gave
t? the_belief in demoniacal possession, and
maybe in old Gi!e, maybe, and not gone ober de rib- mist~ke ha_d been made, and that tl!en· little captive b?~ksnse
m. existence describing its symptoms, and
ber; maybe b9at man Jies. We send some one now was mreahty_what he rel?resented Jnmself to be-one g1vmg ar~
directions for the exorcism of the evil spirit
to find out and den we come for her-but Red Wing of the domestics of the VIlla-and a devoted follower supposed
to cause them. In another form where the
'urn watch' and catch 'urn!"
of'' t_he beauti~ul, whi.te squaw."
morbid. feeli_ng assu~es a religious guise, 'it produces
''Bad mans!. to hunt sweet squaw!" ejaculated
This col_lcluswn arnved at, the. dwar_f was treated the fakir, samt, dervish or prophet, whose lives are
Firefly, " and bad little mans," she continued, turning m?st cordially, and made to ~eat himself on some deer so many rec?rd~ of sexu.al derangement; the religious
angrily to the dwarf, ,, to find poor squaw and tell. s).uns that were spread beside the fire. ~n a sh_ort ~nd sexual mstmcts bemg so closely united as to be
Red \Ving kill 'nm when 'urn gets big!"
ti!lle, refreshments were placed before ~1m, which mseparable.
It took Till).ouse but a very few moments to find his dus~y but lovel:r hostess pressed hi~l to_ eat.
The _Christian religion rests on a belief in the imout the position in which he stood. After all, his Red Wm_g, also, evmced the greatest fnendlmess
case was not a bad one, for he was simply seized by towards lnm, and ~ade a thousand excuses for the ~ortahty of the soul, and the bible as a revelation
mistake for an agent of Sloucher and tbe witchfinder error he_ had fal~en mto. It. was now, how~ver, too from G?d. The former is a question ~f physiology,
who, as had been surmised by the ferrsman, had be- late to Iemed~ It f?r that mgl~t at least. t:\o after whethei the nature of the mmd and Its relations to
gun to doubt. the story of the latter when they turned the:f had r~mamed m ~onversatwn for an. hour or ~o, the body are su?h as to render possible its survival
away from h1m at the ferry; and had been overheard durmg '~Inch the I1_1dia~ g:lea~ed all the mformatw_n after death. ~ciCn.ce has settled this question. Mind
by Red Wing plotting further against Alice, and decid- he re_qmred from Ins di!llmutive gu~st, l_IC and. his can only mamfest Itself through vitalized nervous tising t.o set a watch for the night upon the house of old b~au~Iful spouse, for Firefly was his. Wife, retir!ld ~ue, and with t?e dissolution and decay of its materGiles, if they could not muster a sufficient force at so w!tlnn another 0omp~~;rtment of the Wigw~m, whtle Ial substratum It ceases to exist. The function ceases
late an hour to enter it at once.
Titmouse st;etched ln~nself on the _deer-skms by the with the death of the organ on which it depends.
The bible is a collection of writings of various date
Red Win~ -and his tribe had been away from the ~re, and, With a. soft pillow under his head, was soon
and ~utl!orship. If the .ordinary rules of evidence are
settlement for a year. He had for a long period been m the land of dieams.
applied It presents us With a series of incredible statea favorite with the whites, but the tribe of which he
[To BE coNTINUED.!
ments. Under the tests of modern criticism the Penwas a chief having been guilty of some. depredations
Origin of Religious Delusions.
tateuch is f_ound to be a clumsy compilation-the
that it was not in his power to prevent, both he and
three synoptic gospels to be compiled from pre-exist".Who dares think one thing and another tell,
they were denounced by the government as enemies
in~ docm;uents _and ~he fonrth gospel and some of the
My heart detests him as the gates of hell."
of the state, and were obliged to withdraw into· the
The mission of modern. science is to demonstrate epistles, forgenes, !Ike the book of Enoch and the
depths of the forest.
gospel of Nicodemus.
Now, however, that active measures were being or- the unity of the universe, in which this planet is but
Comparative theology proves that the bible coi1tains
an atom, and the universality of Jaw; to exhibit physg~nized against the red men generally, he ventured
Oriental legends and ideas reproduced from the sacred
With about a dozen Indians; to enter the settlement ical !tnd moral order free from accident, caprice, or books of India_ which existed long before the bible
_ once more, with a view to ascertaining precisely whnt miracle, and to introduce harmony where discord, was k~wwn, w!nle our knowledge of the pathology of
was on foot; and having always been friendly with fiction and fancy reigned supreme. The natural phi- the mmd convmces us that such books as the Hebrew
the old ferryman, whom he knew before he had plied losopher recognizes no causes .but such as are reduci- prophets in the Old Testament and the Revelations in
an oar on the river, and knowing his truthfulness and ble to law, and discovers the operation of law, not th!l New could oniy_Jnw? emenated from the imaginnobility of soul, he 8elected this stormy night to pay only in the motions of the spheres, and in the falling at_w_ns of1 men suffermg from well understood forms
him a visit, as but few if any passengers were likely of a leaf, but in the prevalence of a crime, and Ill the of mtellectual derangement which Jed them to suprise of a religion. All things have their causes-all
to require his services in such weather, and hoping things
in their turn causes, and governed by per- pose th~tt _God was communicating with them tlirectly.
to gather from him some information as to the possi- fect andareconsistent
law. 'rhe thoughts we t.hink, t!H.i Hence It IS that men of modern scientific culture as
bility of his tribe meeting with fnrther hostility from
emotions we feel, and the acts we perform are links we~ I as many others, ~onsider Christianity a gross 'dethe authorities.
a chain no effort can break, and that will endure luswn. The clergy, Ignorant of the nature of the
Although the ravine in which the wigwam stood in
when
we have crumbled into dnst. There is no es- phenomena which present themselves to their obseropened upon the river, as already observed, it was cape, no
no delay. Science, who touched the vation, attribute to ~uperuatnral causes those which
impossible to penetrate it from the water's edge; so fables of trnce,
the
past
and they vanished; who laid her are b_eyond their comprehension, but which &deuce
that Red Wing, when on his way to the ferrjman's or finger upon the miracles
of the midreval world and can, .m all~I~st _all cases, re~Hlily expln.iu. Christianity
the ferry, instead of proceeding along the shore, was they faded away like summer
clouds in a twilight sky, had Its ongm m an a!?e ~f profound ignorance such
constrained to make a considerable detonr that is tlt work in this age, and many
are the dreams she as we can hardly r!l''thze m the mistaking of a remarkbrought him near the outskirts of the town, and inable case of emotiOnal insanity by a few persons of
is
dispelling,
and
the
visions
she
is
dissolving.
duced him to first visit the ferry, where be might posFor the purpose of investigating religious phenom- l·~ss than ayer~ge ~du?atiol!- and intelligence, in an obsibly meet his old friend before venturing to his ena it is necessary to possess a knowledge of the laws scu!·e provmcial d1stnct of the Roman empire for the
house.
evidence and their application, of modern criticism, ventabl~ appearance of the deity upon ea:-th and
Here he hat! almost arrived, when he encountered of
comparative theology, and the physiology and pathol- f1:om th_Is small nucleus it has increased to its pr~sent
Sloucher and Huskins after having left old Dick ; orry of t4e mind, branches of knowledge not to be dune~s~ons un~er the laws which govern the growth
and hearing them approach, aml speaking in a loud a~quired
in onr theologic!Ll seminaries. The power of rehgwus beliefs, as Buddhism had before and :&Iavoice--for the Fanatic was excited and angry-his of observation and the faculty of the perception of hometanism has since, while the rise of M~rmonism
quick ear caught the name of Miss Ravenswood; and truth vary greatly in individuals, and may be render- is an exmll:pl~ of_ the formation of a new religion from
the two conspir!Ltors pausing accidentaily within a ed acute by cultme or the reverse by neglect. 'l'he tl·IC· !nos_t msi!?nificant origin, in the full light of the
few feet of him, he heard all that the reader is already heal thy eye does not more naturally turn to the light CIVIhzatlOJ?- of the nineteenth century. Eliminate
informed of, while he stepped from their path and tlwn the sound Inind toward the truth. But as the from the hfe of Jesu~ the miracles which are mythistood close by the trnnk of a huge tree. On learning diseased eye prefers darkness to light, so in certain cnl, and ~ve have dc:;piCted a young man exhibiting the
their surmises and their intention to set a spy on the
the mind prefers falsehood to truth. Hence most delicate emotiOnal susceptibilities insensible to
dwelling of his old acquaintance, he was determined conditions
correct ideas as to what constitutes evidence are indis- his own interests, trampling under fo~t the most sato thwart them if possible, and so set out to gain the pensable to those who would use it. Modern criticism c~ed natural ties, pronounced by his relatives beside
ferryman's and await furl her developments. Here)Ie furnishes delicate tests by which a complete analy8is himself, charge? by his countrymen with being posttrrived a few minutes before 'l'itmouse, when ascer- of any literary work may be made, its character and sessed by a deyii, and undet· the hallucination that he
taining through the instrumentality of his sharp, probable date ascertained, compilations d~stinguiSIH.d was t~Je Son of _God, the .lliessiah who was to establish
quick eye, which detected the crevice between tile from original productions, and interpolatiOns detect- the kmgdom of ~Jea.ven upon eartll. As the deploraJogs, that there was no stranger in the honse, and that ed. Thus we are enabled now to pronounce certain ble e~ect o.f special I~Iduigence in religious exercises,
old Dick was not ttt home, he was convinced that works, whose authorship formerly passed unquestion- especially m co.nnect.wn with seclusion from society,
Giles had taken Miss Ravenswood over the river, and ed to be fvrgeries. In fact, during a long period it becomes _bette! und.erstood and more widely known,
had perhaps gone into town before returning to his w~s customttrY to write books and attribute them to monastenes, nunnenes and retreats will be shunned
dwelling.
celebrated names, as the "\Visdom of Solomon (Gos- by all who are desirous of preserving a sound mind in
He thought, therefore, that he would not alarm :M:ar- pel of St. John), '' Book of Enoch."
a sound body, 0;nd performing their proper duties to
tha by seeking admittance at such an hour, and conseComparative theology teaching the relations between themselves, society and the state, and the distinction
quently folded his arms and leaned against one corner different religions and the origin and development of betw~en tr~IC rcl!gio~ ra!sing ma1i to a higher life and
of the building until he saw the feeble gtcam of light similar doctrines in different ages and. localities ena- emo~wnalmsamty smkmg the noblest intellects into
fall upon the face of the dwarf as he approached the bles us to do justice to the religious tendencies of all fat~Ity, and rendering men unfit for the charge of
chink; and t.nking him for the emis~ary of the Fa- mankind. It has made the names of Christna and their ~state,. t!Ie car~ of thei!· families, and every duty
natic and the witchfinder, he at once pounced upon Sakya-mouni as familiar to its students as that of Je- of their positiOn, will be umversally recognized.
him, and dragged !tim off, as we have seen, not only
P.R. J.
with a view to befriending our heroine, but with the sus.
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The Bible.
NO. XVI.

To avoid pollxity and a tedious review of the improbable and impossible stories in the book Chris·
tians regard as the'' word of God,'' we will omit a de·
tailed enumeration of the hundreds of instances that,
in the light of modern science, appear to us extreme·
ly improbable, and will call attention to some of the
narratives only, tile belief of which involves the ne·
cessity of God's acting in opposition to himself and
setting aside the laws he had established for the government of the universe. It is easier to think errors
were made in these narrations, and that "they were
penned by mistaken or untruthful persons, than to
imagine God could be engaged in making such state·
ments, either by writing them himself or dictating
them to others to write. It is easier to realize that
these '' big stories" have come dowu to us from an
age of ignorance, mysticism and fable, than that
Deity ever was engaged in set.t!ng his own laws aside
even for a moment. We can understand they were
written in an age of the world when nothing more
was actually known of God than we know now, but
when it was chimed more was known, and that he
talked with certain ones face to face, as one man talks
with anuther. But the assertion does not make it so.
We have no reason to believe such an event bas ever
taken place. God, as a being, has never been seen
with man's eyes, or heard with man's ears, and assertions that he has must be taken with the greatest distrnst.
In establishing many of the religions of the world
m former ages, it seems to have been a very usual
thing with the founders of them and of those who
detailed accounts of them, to relate very extraordinary statements of their gods and the works they performed, believing undoubtedly the more remarkable
the statements they gave, the more wonder and credulity would be awakened. With this motive, many
recitals of what have been-called miracles were doubtless made in that age of the world when its most reliable history was great!) blended with fable, mysticism and untruth.
Of the character named, are the narratives of the
plagues which the Lord is said to have brought upon
Pharaoh and the Egyptians, and the marvelous events
connected with the departure of the Jews from
Egypt ; commencing wrth the rod of Moses and .Aaron
changing into a serpent and swallowing all the serpents which Pharaoh's magicians produced, and fol·
lowed by the stretching forth of the same rod and
turning the rivers, ponds and pools of Egypt (inclnding the river Nile,) into blood. and killing all the fish
therein contained. If all the water in Egypt was
turned into blood, and if the people could not drink
it, the question very naturally arises, how could they
live ? In this age of the world a few day's deprivation of water causes death. Such statements as the
foregoing made in these days, would be termed "snake
stories" and "fish stories," and never be believed.
It seems the Lord wished Pharaoh to let the Israelites go, and yet he hardened his heart and prevented
their going, for the :purpose of showing his migb.ty
power and skill. Such conduct in man would appear
inconsistent, to say the least, but as it is so rep01·ted
of God, it is, perhaps, all right, and we must believe it
and doubt not a word. The snakes and blood and
dead fish failing to overcome the hardness of heart
which God brought upon Pharaoh, .Aaron, at the command of God and his brother Moses, stretched forth
his rod, and the land became completely overrun with
frogs, filling the fields, houses, chambers, beds, ovens
and kneading troughs. It must have betn a pretty
good time for frogs, to say the least, and God must
have produced them on that occasion by a process unlike any used before or since. Now, frog;; grow gmd-

ually from tadpoles, hatched from frogs' eggs. Can
we believe nature or God ever produced them in any
other manner, when ''he is the same yesterday, to-day
and forever~"
It is noticeable that Pharaoh's magicians wel'e fully able to change rods into snakes, and watel' into
blood with all the facility that :M:oses and .Aaron did,
but when they come to the frog trick, they were unequal to that, and were compelled to own themselves
vanquished. It would seem to an ordinary mind
about as much of a feat to make snakes of twigs, and
to con·vert water into blood, as to produce frogs, and
decidedly a greater exhibition of power than any magician; or wonder-worker in this age of .the world
can accomplish with all the advance that has been
made in science and learning. The most that magicians can do now is to deceive the eye, and appear to do what they really do not do, and .it is extremely doubtful if they had more skill in olden
times. No man living can now convert rods into
snakes, and there is no reason in our supposing a man
ever lived who conld do it. Neither does the oftquoted phrase, '' all things are possible with God,"
make it any more probable.
That vast multitude of frogs was rather too much
for Pharaoh, and he importuned Moses to kill them
off, and it is not strange a bad stench should pervade
the land as they decomposed in the sun. .As soon,
however, as Pharaoh saw the frogs were dead, his
heart became hardened again, and God proceeued to
show his power in other ways in the further attempt
to overcome the hardness of heart he brought upon
the king. Aaron again stretched forth that wonderful rod, and all the dust of Egypt became lice,
and they spread completely over man and beast in all
the land, but proved as unavailing as the previous
inflictions. Swarms of flies next came in enormous
quantities.
Pharaoh's heart softened under these
evils, but the Lord hardened it again as soon as they
were removed, and he would not '' let the people go,"
and other plagues and torments were sent. Next
m nrrain came upon the cattle, killing every head owned by the Egyptians, and touching not one that belonged to the Jews. It is not so in this age of the
world, the cattle of those who consider themselves
saints are just as liable to be attacked with disease as
those belonging to the wicked. Killing the cattle
was unavailing, and boils and pestilence were sent
over the land, and Moses stretched his rod toward
heaven, and the ''Lord sent th1mder and hail, and
fire ran along the ground." Fire and hail were mingled together, killing men and beasts all over the
land. We submit it was a trifle cruel, after all the
cattla had been killed with murrain, to kill them
again the next dny with thunder, lightning and hail.
It was bad enough, in all conscience, to kill the poor
creatures once, without repeating the operation time
after time, and for committing no offence at all. ·
It is said, also, the hail smote every herb of the
field, and also broke down the trees, and it is not
11trange that Pharaoh cried out to have the hail cease;
but the Lord hardened his heart again, and he next
resorted to locusts. He sent an East wind, which
brought locusts in such immense quantities as to fill
the land, "cover the face of the whole earth," and
darken the air. They eat every herb of the field and
all the fruits of the trees. It may be supposed it was
rather " dry picking" for the locusts after the hail
storm which killed cattle, broke clown the trees and
beat everything into the earth, had devasted the country, but they found something to eat, and destroyed
every green thing.

The darkness on that occaaion was of a very peculiar
character. It seemed to have substance, and could
be felt like water, or snow or sand. We now know .
that darkness is negative only, a simple absence of
light, and cannot possibly be felt, weighed or measured. In other words, it is nothing. The person who
wrote this story was evidently under the false impression that darkness is a substance-an entity-that cau
be spread over a country like rain or hail, and perhaps be sliced up with a knife. 'l'he most obtuse
can see the. absurdity of this. Darkness like that in
Egypt was never seen before nor since.
Pharaoh again cried out to Ml'se's to get out of the
country, he nnd all his peop:e, but it was of no use, the
Lord hardened his heart again, that he might have
further opportunit.y of showing his power, and he
caused Pharoah to still hold the Israelites. The next
thing done was to destroy all the first born in the
land. .And it came to pass at midnight the Lord
smote all the first-born in the land of Egypt, from the
first-born of Pharaoh that sat on the throne, unto the
first-hom of the captive that was in the dungeon, and
all the first-born of the cattle." This is the third
time these poor cattle were killed. This, indeed,
made a sad time in Egypt. Pharaoh was up in the
night, as well as all the E 'Yptians, and they made a
great cry, for there was not a house in the land in
wltich there was not one dead.
This time the king calied upou 1\'l;oses more earneslly
than ever, to get out of the country, and take all the
flocks and herds that belonged to him and his people.
"Moses took him at his word, ancl before the Lord had
time to harden Pharoah's heart again, and in one
day's time Moses and 600,000 of the Israe!ites packed
up an their goods, and wih their flocks unJ herds
got out of the country, though not until they had borrowed of the Egyptians all their jewel~ of gold and silver, and all their best raiment. In all the annals of the
world 600,000 people never before effected such rapid
movements, as to pack up all they possessed and get
out of a country at so short a notice. But it must
have been so, for the book says "the self-same day
the Lord did bring the children of Israel out of the
land of Egypt.
Infidels and skeptics may wonder how God, who is
alike Father of all nations, should authorize the Israelites to dishonestly take the gold and silver jewels of the
Egyptians, as well as all their fine wearing apparel ;
but Christians can easily understand it, for their sys·
tern is founded upon ethics of partiality and favoritism, some being blessed and made happy, while others are damned and made wretched.

To an ordinary "wicked " person, it would seem
that if tile Lord really wanted the children of Israel
to get out of Egypt, he was unnecessarily cruel in retarding the business by hardening Pharaoh's heart so
often, and making it necessary to atHict a people innocent at least of Pharaoh's obduracy, with so many
dire calamities, to say nothing of the cattle so often
killed. It would have saved an untold amount of suffering and distress if he had not hardened Pharoah's
heart so often, and ltad let him act out his natural
disposition, But as God seemed to want an opportunity to show his power in sending plagues and afflictions, perhaps we oue;ht to think it was all kindness
and love on his part to do just as he cUd. If the
Egyptians We1'e equally his children with the Jews, it
perhaps follows he should afflict them, kill their
cattle, and put them to death if he saw fit to do
so. We are toltl that "God's ways are not as
man's ways," and that they are ''past finding out."
.All we have to do is to "hct·ve faftlt," and to believe
Pharaoh was again softened by these God-like visi- every word the book and the good clergy tell us ;
tations, and called upon Moses and .Aaron in haste to for, " to doubt is to be damned."
implore the Lord to send the locusts away, which he
For ourselves, however, we shall exercise the libdid by changing the wind and causing it to blow from erty of doubting the entire narrative, and not only bethe West. In a short time there was not a locust in all lieve that the Universal Father never performed any
the land. 'fhen the Lord hardened Pharaoh's heart of these cruelties, but that he never wrote them nor
again, and he was no better than before, he still would caused any one else to write them ; and we reJoice
not let Moses and the people go. Next a thick darkness that the intelligent people of the world are getting
was spread over the land, which lasted three days. It their eyes open to the absurdity of believing such silly
was so thick and dense it could be felt, and there was stories are the words of God. If such stories were
no sunlight at all. What became of the sun during told of the present time, none could be found to bethose three clays, we are not told. Can it be possible lieve them, and they are no trner for having been
it remained on the other side of the globe, or rather handed clown from an age when the best historical
that the earth dicl not revolve for tltat length of time? accOlmts were gre!ttly blended With fable and exag-
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geration, and when men falsely claimed to converse
with God face to face. We believe none converse
with Deity now, but just as much as ever wa~ done.
All can see him alike, and it is idle for men to claim
they have special favors in this respect.

--------Sunday-How to keep it.
- Not a little attention has recently been called to
this subject by the daily p;pers of our city as well as
some of the clergymen both of this and our sister citv
of Brooklyn, especially in conne~tion with Sunday
coneerts and Sunday dramatic representations. Rev.
Dr. Talmage of the Brooklyn Tabernacle has made
lumself particularly conspicuous in this regard, and
he has denounced the elrama and theatres in no stinted
tenus. While he .aims at dramatic effect in his own
pulpit" and uses the sensational arts employed on the
stage, he is vehement in denouncing actors as an immoral, ungodly set of men and women, and with be·
ing emissaries of the devil.
Several of the opera and concert halls have been
open on Sunday and crowds of people have been
flocking there•in search of recreation and amusement.
This is deemed to be '' very wicked " by many of the
church people, and it is proposed to dose them by re·
sortmg to the law prohibiting Sunday amusements,
which is still U})On our statute books, though long as
a dead letter, Several clergymen have given opinions
both p1•o and con relative to these Sunday amusements
and some of them have strucl{ us as being very sensible. With none have we been better pleased than
with the remarl's of Messrs. Frothingham and Porteus favoring rational and instructive Sunday evening
entertainments for the people who prefer them to the
church.
•
A struggle is evidently imminent in our city, and the
whole country as well, between the puritanic element
on the one hand, who though greatly in the minority
in point of numbers, ne¥ertheless propose to dictate
to the masses just how they shall observe Sunday,
and all for the ''benefit of God," and on the other
hand a large majority of citizens of foreign and
American birth who claim the right to pass Sunday
as they please, and for their own benefit, so long as
they do iwt prevent others from exercising the same
right. The first element virtually says to the other,
"You must keep Sunday just as we prescribe. Our
idea of the day is the correct one, and you must sub·
mit to it whether you believe us we do or not, God
has authorized this course, he and the law are on our
side, and we shall compel you to conform to our
views."
The other class virtually responds in this wise. "vVe
do not O])ject to your keeping it as you please, and BS
your sense of right dictates, and we propose to avail
ourselves_of the same liberty, as well as of interpreting
for ourselves what the will of God is to us. '\V e do
not wish to distnrb you in the course you deem right
nor will we permi~ you to disturb us while exercising
the same liberty.''
The victory may temporarily perch upon the banners of the first class but the ultimate triumph must
be with the latter. It is too far along Ill the nineteenth
century for one class, especially a small minority, to
dictate to another class !tow they shall thin!<, how
they shall act, where they shall go, or what company
they shall keep. "Equal rights" is the rule of the
land and it shall be as eli'ective on Sunday as on the
other six days of the week. It is too late for one
class to compel another class as to how to worship and
how to think.
All the days are doubtless alike in point of holiness.
One revolution of the earth is just as holy as another,
and all days equally the Lord's. Whatever is right
to be done on Saturday or Monday may be done 'on
Sunday, and >Vhatever is unfit to be done on those
days should certainly be omitted on this. For this
reason we are opposed to Sunday exhibitions of a low,
sensual character where the morals are corrupted and
the baser passions stimulated and inflamed. These
of course are wrong on Sunday and equally
wrong on all other days, and should be prohibited.
But we arc decidedly in favor of moral, intellectual,
instructive Sunday amusements for the thousands
who do not wish to attend the aristocratic churches
where senseless dogmas and creeds are promulgated

and where is found so much that is repugnant to
every sense of truth.
The old puritanic idea of Sunday will have to give
way. It is Jewish in origin, and came from' the
legend that Jehovah made the universe in six days,
and by the exertion became so weary as to find it
necessary to rest on the seventh and refresh himself.
For this reason Christians insist we shall keep the
first day whether we are weary or not, and because
another legend says on that day the Lord arose from
the ~ead. The day is not Christian in origin, nor
Was Its observance at any time or anywhere enjoined
by him who is the reputed founder of the Christian
religion. If in his estimation it wa& important the
day should be observed in a manner different from
other days, it is singular he said nothing about it.
From all we can learn of his views on the Sunday
question they were not materially unlike our ownthat Sunday is just as good as any other day. He
plucked corn on t!lat day for his own pleasure, and
said the Sabbath was made for man, not mau for the
Sabbath.
In connection with Sunday reP.reations and amusements we are pleased to refer again to arrangements
uow being perfected by Liberals of our city, to inaugurate in a few weeks a series of Sunday amusements
intellectual and emotional in character, and devotion:
alto truth and virtue, which we trust will prove to
be just what the intelligent and truthful portion of
our citizens require and will appreciate. A system of
mental culture free from dogmas and superstition,
and blended agreeably with philosophy, science and
truth, and diversified with inspiring music of the
same character. It would seem the times are ripe
for such a movement.

Christianity Examined.
NO. II.

It is of course impoesible, in the present age of the
world, to positively fix upon all the facts relative to
the origin of Christianity, or to correctly decide all
the contradictory questions connected with it. This
much is known and can be relied upon-the story of
the New Testament is sustained and corroborated by
no Lis tory sacred or profane, save the "four gospels"
themselves; and there is nothing in them but what
could easily have been written by almost any designing and intelligent priest or monk. A fact well calculated to excite suspicion of the authenticity of the
"gospels," is that they were unknown to the earliest
Christian Fathers and writers, and are not mentioned
or referred to in any way by them till two centuries
after the time Christ is S'l.id to have lived. It is
most singular if these gospels were written in Christ's
time or immediately after his death, that they should
riot have been known to the early Fathers of the re·
ligion, and be referred to frequently in their writings.
In the most favorable light in which the matter can
be viewed, the story of Jesus appears extremely
mythical. The warm adherents of his existence have
been unable to fix precisely the date of his birth or of
his death, and there is up to this time a discrep>tncy
of several years in the dates claimed. Compared
with this fact, it must be borne in mind that one of
the earliegt sects of Christians, the Gnostics, stoutly
maintained for near two centuries that Christ wab not
a material person, but a spirit only, and had no cor:
poreal body. The contest between them and their
opponents, who clmmed he 'vas a real person and occupied a physical body like other men, often waxed
very warm, but t!1ey were finally overcome and sup·
pressed by force and their writings destroyed. Thus
the belief in the real existence of Christ, as a man,
was established by force and superior numbers, after
the assertion had been so long and so persistently disputed.
Besides the prototype of Christ, in the Hindoo :My·
thology, named in our previous article, others of the
older nationb had their deities and "saviors"-part God
and part m'an-embodying much the same idea as
Christ being the son of a God; and this centuries prior
to the Christian era. Without stopping to enter into
a history of these human deities, we wi:l merely name
some of them. The oldest was Buddha, of India,
who taught excellent morals and Inculcated precepts
and practices that have hardly been excelled by any

succeeding deity. He had a much larger number of
followers tl1an any other deity or religious leader the
world has known. Even at the present time there are
over four hundred millions of human beings that believe m him and the peaceful doctrines he taught.
Later, Confucius, of the Chinese; Zoroaster of the Persians ; 1Esculapius, Hercules, Adonis, Apollo, Mercury, Bacchus, Prometheus, of Egypt, Phenecia,
Greece and Rome, were sevei·al!y believed in as demiGods or sons of God an·d saviors :of mankind and
by whom miracles and wonders wer~ performed' cen_
turies before the dawn of the Christian religion in the
world. Five hundred years before the Christian era
the drama of ..iEschylus was enacted upon the stage
in Athens, in which Prometheus was represented, who
was both God and man in one person, who taught the
purest morals and suffered for the human race and
finally was executed on the cross for the good ;f his
followers and the human family. Some of the sentiments and morals uttered by Prometheus were aR
grand and noble as have ever been heard.
These facts clearly prove that the idea of a being,
partly divine and partly human, was not first held in
Judea ; in fact all the main points in the career of J esus were so fully believed in of other characters, in
other nations before his time, that it is extremelyprob·
able the idea was a borrowed one. If such a person
as Jesus ~ived, (and there might have been several by
that name, the same as of John or James,) he was
probably only an obscure man like most other human
beings, and that he never claimed to be God; but up·
on whom, after his death, deific powers and honors
Were conferred and astonishing events connected with
his name. There is so much similarity between all
these human Gods or "sons of God," that it is far
more natural to suppose the idea of one was suggested by another, than that the remarkable coincidence should occur of half a dozen or more of them
springing up entirely independent of each other; and
as Jesus was the latest of the list named, it is altogether more rational to regard him as the copy than
the original.
Even as the idea of the pnternal Deity and his Son,
which the Christians adopted was not original,
so also are the dop:mns of the Christian religion
borrowed from the older Pagan religions of the
world. In fact there seems to be not a single feature
or doctrine in the Christian faith that cannot be traced directly to Pagan origin. The idea of the Trinitv
is pagan, and existed in India centuries before the;e
was a Christian in the world. The doctrines of atonement-an innocent being atoning for the guilty-and
of '' Ralvation by blood," were also of heathen origin
and came from India. The symbol of the c1·oss,
which is so generally believed in as the great Christian emblem, was used as a sacred symbol in the religions of India and Egypt many hundreds of years
before the birth of Christianity. Even monasteries
and the orders of 1\<Ionks and Friars were not new
with Cllristians ; they existed in India and in the
mountains of Central Asia away back thousands of
years in the past, when the doctrine of self-immolation, self-denial and self-abasement was taught and
practiced hundreds of years before there was a Christian to practice or to teach it. The idea of a devil
and a place of torment was also borrowed in the same
way, and the doctrine of the immortality of the soul
is also not Christian in origin, but comes down from
an age long anterior to the Chl'istian religion.
Tho learned Christian scholar will be compelled to
admit the truth of the statements here made, that the
different nations named had their "saviors " and
" sons of God " before the era of Christ, and also
that the dogmas named are much older than Christianity, but a superior Diorality is claimed for Christ
and his teachings. This claim is unfounded. There
is scarcely a moral principle or injunction credited to
Christ that was not taught by Pagan philosophers and
reformers hundreds of years before his time. His
£ublimest utterances had been heard before he spoke
them, and had we been taught to revtre these senti·
ments as we have been the utterances attributed to
Jesus, we would doubtless feel the same veneration
for them, and accord to them the same divine character we do the teachings of Christ. We will not pro( Concluded on Pnge 8.)
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[Continued from No. 3;]

The Jews and their God.
CHAPTER III.
In this chapter we will notice Jacob, the grandson
of Abraham, who was tlie father of the twelve tribes
of Israel, and others, in relation to their God. First,
we will place these men and their God in a proper
light, or as we underst.andotheir true condition to be.
We have already said, the undeveloped condition of
man, at that age of the world, is a justificr.tion for
their .childish ideas ; that these men may have been
model men in their day-candid, and as far as they
knew, honest-we have no doubt, yet they labored
under many wrong impressions, the same as Abraham did when he believed King Abimelech was under no restraint to do evil, which was a gross mistake,
yet it caused him to do that which would disgrace any
man. But such things were more justified in those
days than now, and were practiced by the Christian
Church for centuries. 'l'he writer has no disposition
to vilify the characters of the Jewish fathers, further
than to show they were honestly deluded, deceived,
and labored under many mistakes, the same as all
other people, and that their religious views are not to
be relied on as a standard for this generation, having
had no higher source than other nations, all of which
had their origin from the . spirit world, each corresponding in character with man at each age. And
how could it otherwise be ? This true, it accounts for
all the savage and revengeful disposition manifested
by those who the Jews called Lord God and angels,
(according to the!r appearances.)
:M:any of those spiritnal personages assnmed great
anthority (one at least), and oft times execnted it with
a vengeance, and savage in the extreme, foreign and
nnlikc a god worthy of human sympathy. As in the
case where one hundred and sixty thousand Asyrians
were destroyed in one night <Isaiah xxxvii. 36,) and
many other like cases too JJumerous to mention.
Therefore, the Jews and their God, together with the
angel (spirit) world, cannot be looked npo11 in any
other light than that they acted wholly nuder the law
of force, in all its bearings, the same as the beasts of
the forest, low and nndeveloped as to moral goodness. These facts, with their religious prejndices, account for all the Jews claim for themselyes and their
God, he being of no higher order than the spirit of
some ambitious king, who the Jews held and believed
to be God, and in fact was their God. It was the
same with other nations, (except in the plnral of gods,)
and that their God regulated and arranged all their
domestic affairs in life. If a man was found dead, or
any person died prematnrely, or was killed accidentally, or in any way lost his life while young or in his
prime it was ·believed to be on account of the displeasdre of their God, as in the case of Onan, son of
Jndah (Gen. xxxviii. 10).
In all things wherein they prospered, it was evident
to them their God was pleased with what they did,
and thereby considered themselves blessed of their
God, regardless of the means, thongh they were degrading and dishonest. On the other hand, a failure
on their part was proof of their God's displeasure,
and an offering had to be made to appease his wrath.
In principle the ,Jews in no sense differed from other
nations, except the Jews held one God and the balance were rt11gels. Other nations acknowledged Gods
ill the plural, as they made their appearance on different uccasions, all having spiritual commnnications
from the spirit world, all having prvphets, priests,
seers and mediums, each having its superstitions. One
nation believed their God rode in a carriage on
wheels drawn by twelve men, called the juggernaut,
while t'he Jews believed their God rode in a box or
chest carried on four men's shoulders, called tile ''ark
of covena.It." One nation believed a woman who
drowned herself was tnrned into a Kingfisher. The
Jews l.Jelieved a woman when leaving her home, lookeel back to see if her house was on fire, was turned
into a pillar of salt, (or perhaps a b~rrel of salt.) One
nation believed a man was tnrned mto an ox (the ox
was afterwards considered an incarnate god, and worshiped.) The Jews l.Jelieved a man was turned out to
pastnre and eat grass like an o:x:. A thousand such
cases could be shown, all eqnally false as to fact.
As for the Jewish nation, it had its ol'igin in Abraham Isaac and Jacob. These three were the founders ~f that nation, and their God was named after
them, (as he was not known b~f<-:re), and be retail1s
this name throughout the Chnstmn world, and for
this the Jews claim the Christians have stolen their
God. Be this as it may; Jacob bemg a twin brother,
his God before he was born, is said to have loved
him and hated his brother Esan ; thongh his brother,
a little s111arter fellow, got into the world first, this
made him the lawful and legal herr of his father's
estate and was entitled to his father's. blessing, in
which' lay the promise made to Abraham. Here is a
theological question,," Die~ the Je\~isb God an;~nge
the conception and buth of these twm brothers?
If
he did there arc l.Jnt two conclnsion. 1st, He did not
realizd what he was doing ; or 2d, he prefened lies,
frand and deception, to that of truth and honesty.
How this conclusion can l.Jc avoided, we leave tlw
reader to decide for himself.
A.s for myself, I cannot bring my conceptions of

God (as I conceive him), low enough to meet the
demands of theology. Therefore, I chose rather
to ch~trge the origin of the controlling power under
which the Jews had their existence as a nation, of no
hi~her order than man or the world of spirits, whose
ongin is man, and that the God-power that rules the
universe is above and beyond the present spiritual
sphere of man.
Jacob being the favorite of his God and the idol
of his mother, readily became the tool of them both
in deceiving his father, thereby obtained the blessing
of his father, which legally and rightfully belonged
to his brother Esau, according to the cnstom of nations at that time, and by the Jews carried out. Jacob having already taken the advantage of his brother's necessity, had bonght his birthright for little or
nothing. In these days we wonld call it an act of
fraud, a cheat. Jacob, by the help of his mother, the
blindness of his father, and barefaced falsehood, obtained his father's blessing, and thereby became in
possession of the promises made to Abraham. A
failure on the part of Jacob, snpplanting llis brother
Esau, in obtaining the ·birthright and his father's
blessing, would !lave thwarted and destroyed the designs of him who is claimed to be the Almighty, the
fountain of justice. Here we exclaim with honest indignation, Wl!at an idea tlds I Yet, if theology be
true, God, before the boys were born, " loved one and
hated the other, and the elder shall serve the younger," or in other words, "Jacob have I chosen to stand
before me as the head of the twelve tribes of Israel,
and Esan have I rejected," thus making it indispensably necessary that Jacob's father should be blindfor all heaven knows Jacob could n,)t have deceived
him if he bad not been blind. Therefore theology
makes it necessary, in order to have the designs of the
Jewish God carried out, that Jacob's mother, when
she counseled her soll, should indnce l1im to lie and
deceive his father. No man is justifiell in finding
fault with a Jew when he cheats him in a t1·ade, so
long as hejnstifies Jacob and his God cheating Esau,
and deceiving Father Isaac.
I have now set forth the origin and foundation of
the Jewish nation nuder the direct dictation of their
God, and it ·is left with the reader to decide for himself the question whether its origin had its foundation
in a God of jnstice and moral goodness, or in frand
and deception. There is one undeniable fact, the
Jewish nation ended in a disgracefnl destruction, wl1ich
is proof in favor of the latter. We close on this
point, by asking a few questions. ·what treatment
can be more foreign and in opposition to the golden
rule laid down by Jesus, than the treatment of Jacob
toward his father and brother? Yet nowhere in the
Bible is the conduct of Jacob and his mother fonnd
fault with. If the Jewish God had preferred, or loved trnth and lione~ty, having power to control, he
would have had his chosen one, Jacob, to have been
born first, tlins avoiding the necessity of fraud and
deception, but perhaps he did not think of it in time.
Bnt instead, jnstice was murdered and trampled nuder
foot by him who it is claimed said : ''Thou shalt not
bear false witness against thy neighbor," but in thie
case a man bears false witness against his twin-brother,
and deceives his father, yet the same God condemns
and justifies the same act ; also, "thon shall deat justly with thy neighbor." Yet from the fact Jacol.J
cheated his brother and deceived his father, for which
he was promot.ed and placed at the head of God's people ; and the cheating of his father-in-law in raising
cattle, (his Go.d helping him,) he was placed among
the-wealthy of the land, thus blessed in all he did.
There is Rahab, the harlot, who for her lies and
deception in saving Joshua's spies, and tnrning traitor
to her own nation, was saved by him who, it is said
says " No liar or whore monger shall enter the kin"'~
0
dom of heaven." It is possible, however, there ma y
be a preference in favor of females. Taking into
consideration the claims of the Jews in regard to their
God, much may have been imaginary. Bnt as for the
real facts, they cannot be dispensed with, better than
t~ charge them, as the acts of a spirit of some savage
kmg, whose vengeance and wrath had not yet subsided, neither had his ambition abated. Is it not a fact
the character of such a personage wonld be compatil.Jl~
with the character of the .Jewish God. This is evident, and the evidence iH stamped npon almost every
page in the bible. The whole trait of his character
bears npon its face that of the low, nncnlt.ivated attril.Jutes of a m~n li vin~ a sa vag~ life. Just so long as
tl!ere .was nothzng to dz_splease hzrn, he was tender, lcind,
mm·ciful and full of love. On the other hand when
displeased, (and this was the most of the time') there
were no limits to his wrath and vengeance. 'rl~e foregoing being warranted by the record of the Jews called the unening word of God, no matter how immoral, false or ridicnlous, all the same it is sacred and
shonld not be called in question ; su~h arc the claims
also, for the Koran, the Shaster the Vedas and ali
the sacred writings or books of u'w difl'm:.ent nations
each claiming their religion to be of their God anci
w.ere snperior to al.l ~ther religions and gods, the Jews
dtd the same, and 1t IS the same now with the Christians, we Me of God, and all the world liM in 'Wickedness, the latter none other than an outshoot ·of the
Jews, ~vhos~ anthority ":a~ of no higher order than
man, e1ther m earth or sp1nt form. This accounts for
all that was said and done l.Jy men, angels or their

Gods among all nations. Believing as they did, the
Jews in particular, that hail·storms were the effects of
their God's vengeance.
Tornadoes, eatthquakes,
eruptions of the earth, and volcanic fires came direct
from God ; all prema.tnre deaths were the eflects of
God's vengeance, and thus long life on earth was a
special blessin~; an eclipse set forth God's displeasnre; a defeat 111 battle, or a failure in anything was
the same. Should a man marry a wife, and she bear
him a son, she was l.Jlcssed of God, hut if barren, she
was cursed of God. 'l'his.was the natural result of
their low, undeveloped condition. Those who now
firmly believe the bible to be infallible, are more or
less tinctured with the same superst.itions and false
ideas, by whom all scientific truths have been met
with senseless opposition. Deatli being the greatest
cnrse known, all who dared to advocate trnth in opposition to these religious ideas, lost their lives. Jesus
in l_ike manner lost his life nnder the religious persecutwn of the Jews, God's chosen people, who did it
to please their God, and thousands of others wm.:e put
to death for the same purpose.
.
Notwithstallding the Jews killed Jesns, yet he is
now a spiritual personage, and by hi~ believers held
and worshiped as their God. This is consisteJJt with
our position. Brahma is one of the most noted Gods
known in the world, and his worshipers are now the
most nnmerous on the earth, and they persecnted unbelievers the same as the Christians did ; and all who
do not now acknowledge Jesus as God, 1io matter how
much moral goodness they possess, are condemned.
The present condition of the Christian world is similar in other respects. Earthquakes, tomadoes, hailstorms and volcanic fires are .all right, providing no
lives are lost, no great ~mount of damage clone, God's
name is not called in question. Bnt should there be a
great loss of life and destruction· of property, the
greater, the more evidence there is that it is a11 act of
God. Bnt you will never bear the name of .Tesns
brought in, that his vengeance is thus executed. Inasmuch as he is acknowledged to be the Christian
real God, "why does he not exccnte wrath and vengeance?" The wrath of Jesus, or the vengeance of
Jesns, is not named i>y onr divines; while the wrath
of God, and the vengeance pf God (having reference
to the God of the Jews, the God of the bible), is
heard from every pu 1pit. The vengeance of Jesus
wonld be iaughed at, while God is declared to be "a
nuin of war," "a jealous God," tmd "vengeance is
his, and he will repay."
LTo BE CONTTN11ED.]

---·----

JAMES LicK, of San Francisco, is one of the most
extraordinary men of this age. !lis shrewdness in
early life, and his untiring perseverance, have enabled
him to consummate an act of p:rand benevolence, at
that period of life, when men in general begin to worship their dollars. Byron said that "avarice is a fine
old gentlemanly vice," but thlm he was not ac(tnainted with James Lick, and if he had been, perhaps
there would be some chance of his replying that "one
swallow docs not make a summer." The course pursued by Mr. I~ick has been eminently sensible and
generons, but it is such as scarcely one man in a million wonld have dreamed of, and hardly one man in a
hundred million wonld carry out. At seventy-eight
years of age he divests himself of the major part of
his wealth, giving his estate by deed to seven trustees
to be expended in the following manner : $700,000
for a telescope, larger and more powerfnl than any
yet made, to be erected near Lake 'l'ahoe, or elsewhere within the State of California ; $300,000 to
fonnd and endow the Califomia School of .Mechanical Arts, to educate both sexes in the practical arts of
life ; $250,000 to bnild a monument commemorative
of the history of California; $150,000 for a bronze
monument of the anthor of the "Star Spangled Banner," Francis Scott Key; $150,000 to provide free
baths for the people of San Francisco ; $100,000 to
establish a home for old ladies, without other means
of support. Several charities are remembered to the
extent of $25,000 aUEl $10,000 each. He allots about
$5,000 apiece to memli~rs of his family; those who
have died out of his circle have similar amounts apportioned for gravestones, by no means an extravagant sum, when the splendor of some of the monumental erections at Lone Monntnin Cemetery are considered ; and after these disbnrsements the California
Academy of Sciences and the Society of Cnliforni1~
Pioneers arc made residuary legatcl:s, the money to l.Jc
spent in l.Juildings, libraries, scientific collections, and
other like works and objects. 1\'lr. Lick has given the
whole of his estate to the trustees, and reserves for
himself only the use of his homestead at San Jose,
with such smns of money as he may require, not toexceed $25,000 per year. $2,000,000 worth of the
estate was sold on 'l'uesday last, liy public anction,
and the rest will be sold as required.-Excltange Pape1·.
THE police botlllthnios of London cover 576 squar"
milcti and a population of 4,000,000, of inhabitants. Here·
are g-athered more Jews than there are in Palestine. more
Scotcll than there are in Edinburg, more Irish than
there are in Dublin, more Roman Catholics than thereare in Rome, and there is a great variety in the languagesspoken. There is a birtll in London every five minutes,.
and a death every eight minutes.
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ble planets ; the mlllions of .earth's ~nhabitants, you tv of the infiniti~~ creative .~~nl'rgy, can only be eon·
and I, are so many expresswns, among the infinite ceived as existincr m individualized consciousneEs in
The science of a God. Science is the stream on number of modes, ways of life and being, that belong the mind of man "'in exnct accordance with the dewhich the mind of man is borne, through the earth to this self-existen~, undi;ided. and infinite principle.. gree attained by the finite inte11igence, evl r varying
life, a mirror whose function is to reflect what exists
!f we c9:n concmve an mfimte number of parts, It and ever ;ustaining 1o each other the relation of in finto the cognizing mind of man, by no means to con- will reqmre them all to make an infinite whole. ite and finite. Thus the prime essence of infinite
trol, direct or govern, and as your reflecting glass Hence all things consist of God ; of that infinite prin- life will be in all finite life unlimited and unmeasured
can show or reflect it, nothing of your moral state, ciple as their prme essence and through God, as the by it, and all fi ite life wiii ever more and breathe in
only· of your physical ; so seience does not and never forming, moving and sustaining power.
the infinite.
can show, what life is in itself, in its principle, only
If ~hen.all things are of God-parts of God-p~rts of
The. infin.ite formative energy, being a!~ in all,
in its effects.
·
.
th~t mfimte whole, t~ey must hav~ an unavOidable breathmg life elements and essential pnnciples,
Theology, as a science, therefore, can show nothing ~XIstence, becau~e of God. There .Is and can be noth- throughout the realms aud labyrinths of the infiniof what God is for, as life in its essence and principle, mg, therefore, m the universe, Illimitable in ex- tude, sanctifying everything by making each and all
in its primary, is closed to the realm of conscious- pause, which is not related and corrected with some- a portion of itself the infinite and finite are and must
·ness, so also, is it closed to that realm in which the thing else.
be one.
'
infinite and finite are united, the moral realm, where
The same law of as: ociation or affinity operates in
The acrgregation of form the universal form is the
God and man are seemingly chaotically blended.
the atom the same as in the 01 b, planet and sphere, expressi~n and embodirr:ent of those pri~ciples
The one knows nothing, can explain nothing of in- ''_for throu~h ~nd of Go? are ~11 ~!lings," by tha~ om- termed. God. So, all the various functions and pow~
dividual consciousness, only, of the appearances mpresent VItality and life pnnc1ple are all thmgs, ers wln< h compose the mind of man constitute in
under or by which it is revealed, so, the other knows and since all things are parts of this universal princi- degree an embodiment of love's wisdo~ which is the
nothing and can explain nothing of the source, prin- pie, the last one of them Is essential in its existence constituent elen1ent of the divine just ~s all the varieiple or esse of life, simply its manifestation and phe- to the existence of the whole. The 'innihilation of ous materials which compose the' body of man are
nomena.
any one would be equivalent to causin&" the whole, but the clothing and embodiment on the sen~uous
Men in the earth life as children, without experi- the infinite whole, to cease to be infimte- God, to plane of the mind of man; as all the sinou]ar and paronce or wisdom, unable to form an intelligent idea of, cease to be God; tl.Jere is and can be no limit to the ticular qualities, thotights, actions and"' feelings are
or come to any definite conclusion concerning any process of. development,
.
.
inseparable in the im\i;id?a~, ma~ing. in the aggre·
important matter, appeal to authority; some, to an
It all tlnngs are of God, rt ra~wnally compels the gate one character and :ndiVIduahsm; mlike manner
individual, others to a hook, and to such an extent ~cknowledgment t~at all things belong to God, are in individuals, communities in the aggregate, c<,rre~~
lias this process been carried, that the declarations of fact parts of an Immeasurable, boundless whole : pond to, and represent in degree one grand man so
. science are denounced; reason silenced ; experience, hence, all identities are so many self-manifestations of also, the universe of mimi, brought and kept witliin
truth, justice, virtue, everything the whole physical the infinite whole, no matter what be the organism or the sphel'e of divine order, by the universality and
and moral nature of man is quiescently submitted to how formulated.
complexity of it-; powers, represent in the highest
the dictates and decisions of such authority.
Far away beyond count:ess constellations of suns sense, the grand man.
Here, we assert, that all external authority, of ~nd planets ; deep in the fathomleos bosom of the
In this gmnd, universal man, made up of the agwhatever character, is injurious, prejudicial and det- Illimitable and immeasurable universe, throbs the gregation of the inhabitants of constellations of sy~
rimental to the symmetrical development of the in- pulse of all ,ife :mel animation, its throbbiugs and terns, planets and earths, subdivided into nations and
dividual man and the progress of the race.
pulsations are felt through immeasurable channels, communities, they being composed of an infinite
A belief in a master or controller of the mind and or vessels to the unimaginable extent of all p,anetary variety of particular, individual, and atomic men, no
spirit, is the source of all slavery; the political and existence, and yet, not a single infinitesimal atom, two alike; each having his appointed and appropli·
social life of the civilized world has been and is to- flower, shrub, worl,I, planet, system, man, soul or ate position in accordance with quality and use. Any
day corrupted and enslaved by the fallacies, debase- spirit, but receives, each instant of time, new life and existent unhappiness or misery must arise or be pro·
ments and bonds of theoi0!5Y·
vigor from this inexhaustable source of essential life duced by incongruous relationship, want of proper
We present again the ever recurring question, what and vitality. This source is God; this principle, adjustment or ignorance of the uses und conditions of
is God?-.. Our object is to offer a new presentation of this fact, this source of ,ife and infinite intelligence life.
the subject, adapted to the receptivity of progressed displays the elements, essences and attJibutes of its
'l'he principle source and cause of mental and phys·
minds.
own exhaustless and incomprehensible constitution, ical suffering, misery and unhappiness, is the antagoGocl received as an infinite principle is the prime in successive and endless series and degrees, each un- nism which exists between the interior and essential
essenc~ of all things; by such a presentation the uni- folded in an order pre-eminen;ly progressive and man in its divine essence, and purity, aucl the dis·
versally diffused and pel'Ineating principle acts every- harmonious.
.
orderly activity of tlw perverted self nood of the exterwhere the same, in accordance with state, condition
'l'he great processors of nature never cease, flit: rules nal and natural man.
and environment. The modes of action of this prin- of action of th s all in all principle are never suspendOn the contrary, when the inner life pervJclcs, apciple can be expressed by two comprehensive and ed. They are the involuntary, uncontrollable, physio- propriates and co~?- trois the more external degrees of
appropriate terms, att_raction and. repulsion, wh~ch log·ical, mechanical, chemical and spiritual processes of our existence, are ' return to God ; " this is the end
terms include and ultimate a~sociation, progressiOn an infinite and eterual constitution.
of our existence, the destiny of every soul.
a 11d development in every phase of -natural or materLove, wisdom and goodness, or life, Nature and
To recapitulate. the existent forms in Nature on the
ial and spiritual or substantial existence; the latter in law, for life is love or the divine esse, and the poten- sen:suous plane, are but the ultimation and embodi·
themselves signifying principles but which are in- tiality or activity of that esse is manifested and ex- ment in form of spiritual principles and essences.
eluded in that ground general and universal principle, pressed in wisdom, which is its flrn1 or existence;
[To JJE coNTINUED.)
by man termed God.
wherever being or existence is, there is fm m. Form
_____ - - - - - - - - This principle demonstrates itself in and through ;s the rule of action or law of life or soul; the quality
all forms or things; all things not only exist in, but, of soul is power, power to express itself in form.
The Hiudoo Skeptic.
through the sublime workings of this universally afTlle nggregation of form, the universal form, is I he
[The following beautiful lines, handed us by a friend,
finitizinu· principle, everything grows and advances in expression and embodiment of those principles, which
are not new, but they possess an excellence that fully
perfecti~n and refinemeRt, in exact accordance with we term Gvd.
its rule of action, 'progTession.
To repeat, the formative priiJ,ciple is the love or atones for that.)
From the apparently crude matenal, the crystaloid, life principle and form, the expres~ion and manifest aI think till I weary with thinking,
by a successive series of gmdntions-each in itself tion of that principle. The aggregation of forlll,
Said the sad-eyed Hindoo king,
attractive and beautiful-the highest, most refined and boundless as imu.ensity, multiplied, varied and imAnd I see but shadows around me-·
substantial is reachell. unfolded and developed.
me.:surable as the orbs of the stellar universe, or
Illusion in every tbinfl,
Development is the widest, highest and holiest sands of the ocean, is the manifestation of t!Jat infintelldcncy of nature and spririt.
ite principle, God.
How knowst thou aught of God,
Ascending from the lowest form of animal life,
Everything is an cxpresEion of this great and grand
Of his ftwor or his wrath ?
that link between the vegetable and animal; the poly- formative principle, Nature and God ure one.
Can the little fish tell what tL e lion thinks?
pus, growing fast to its rocl{Y. bed, .devoid of the
Conscious reason proclaims GoLI oue, identifies the
Or map out the eagle's path?
organs of sense, or nea1:Iy so, Without .mternal or ~x- wholeness of God and the infinite universe of extuCan the finite the infinite search?
ternal organs. vYe timl the or~amsms. becommg naland intunalor spiritual existence, ourselves, each
Did the blind discover the stars?
more perfect ; the developlllent of the .ammal func- one, as a part of his infinitude.
Is the thought that I think, a thought,
tions increase there exists a concentratwn of senses
In the grand universe of humanily the organism of
Or a throb of the brain in its bars?
and faculties,' hearing, seeing, feeling, t.asting and divinity, every atomic part and infinitesimal atom,
sme!Jino· with an increased development of the organ- has some posithm to occupy, and some important duFor 11ught that my oye crm discern,
ism in~{ IOilD' structure, with muscles, nerves, mter- ty or funCtiOn to perform, in common with the mighty
Your God is what you call good,
ies 'and veuo~1~ cireulation of the blood; also, inter- systems whiLh compose the infiniturle of God-every
Yourself flashed back from the glass,
ual nml respiratory organs; following the same chain sun, planet, system, every particle of matter, all and
When the light. pours on it in flood,
in successive links, we have instinct, reason, mind, every porti<'n of tbe great principle of vitality, perYou preach to me to be just;
moral perceptions and spirituali~y. ~Ian has reached meating and actuating them has some direct and neeAnd this is His realm you say,
the perfection and concen~n1~1~n of all the ,lower essary f unction to perform in the organism of the
Yet the good are dying of hunger,
forms, yet what an a\mo~t mfuute number of con- granll man, God.
And the bad gorge every day,
structions and reconstructions preceded his devdopMinerals, vegetables, animnl'. men, the univerRe of
ment.
matter and mind, have each individual zed identity ;
You
s'ay that He lovcth mercy,
Man is the combiuation of all the parts, faculties,_ each in accordance with state and mode of e_xistm;ce,
AIJ.d the famine is not yet gone,
power~ and principles which be.fure bad ex.istecl only each is 1~cted ~nd being acted u~on .bY reciP~;'OCity;
That He hateth the shedder of blood,
in imperfectly associated conditwns ; m~tn IS the con- nil are mds or_mstrunients of conttl'U.Ity, of exis.tence
And slayeth us every one.
sumation of lt capability the most extensive and pow- and deve opment. Myr:ads of agencies are contmuulerful. .
· Iy expressing the power of this self-existent, everYou say that my soul shalllivc,
'l'he. human principle permeates all m1~tter; the opem ive an~ eten.wl force ..
'.rhat the spirit can never diedumb earth lias been in constant and contmual tra- , Man especially, m the Vlll'IOus degrees of power and
If He were content when I was not,
vail inward and unintelligent to produce and bring intelligence, are as the hands ami fingers of this mfinWhy not when I have passed by?
forth the human indiviclualizc~l spirit 11s an ultimate. ite man ; aiding as instnnnentalities in forming,
You S!IY that I must havo a meaningll'lan is a microcosm nnll a macrocosm of the uni- building, and developing worlds, and systems ; maSo lws dung-and its meaning is flowers,
verse.
terial and substantial worlds.
I
What if our souls are but nurture
The spiritual })l'inci~le of hunHinity ~s unfolded
M1~n. is the incarnation of Deity, the prototype of
For lives that are higher than ours?
and eternally indiviclnahzed through the mstrument- the hvn~g Goll:
.
.
ality of innnmemble suns and planets, th~·ough the. . ~Ian! Ill a11 tune~ and mall ages has been and IS the
W)).en the fish swims out of the water,
progressive development, regular and cont1m~ous, of form, 1mage and lrkene".s o.f God. . .
.
When the bird soars out of the blue,
minerals, vegetables and animal~, all of winch t.he . ~'he fintte, boundl~ss I!I 1ts capabil t1.e?, ommp?tent
i\Ian's thoughts may transcend man's knowledge,
human organisu1 represents, ei!J.l.Jraces and embodws ~n 1ts ,~ormant ener. 1es, Is f?J·ever .fnu~m~ the ~n~n- 1
And vour God be no reftox of yott.
to the beauty and symmetry of 1.ts ~or~1.
.
.
Ite,. .I He. consctousne~s ot the. 1~1tlv. el!mg diVm.e
-London Spectator
'fhe universe of humanity, ex1st1ng m all mhabita· pnnc1ple JS over becommg more VIVId ; the personah-
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1ong this article by entering fully in this part of the
subject now, but probably in our next will recur to i£
and give quotations from the teachings of Buddh~,
Zoroaster, Christna, Confucius, Prometheus, Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato~ and others of the old sages and
philosophers, all of whom, as we have shown, .were
long prior to Christ.
While it is easy to show the morals of the Pagans
were as elevated, as pure and as divine as any the
world has since known, it will be equally as easy to
demonstrate the fact that the Christian religion has
been the source and cause of more bloodshed, carnt~ge, cruelty and persecution than any other system
of religion, and with the exception perhaps of Mohametanism more than all the other systems combined.
If these things are so, it is but right the world
slwuld know z"t, and we trust we are serving the cause
of ~ruth in the feeble efforts we are making in this
direction.

1~.

Elder Harkins' Sermons.
We give in this issue of THE TRUTH SEERER the
first of Elder Harkins' sermons, which our correspondent, Thos. A, :Qidymus, is reporting for us. We expect to be able to gi-ve one of these sermons in each
number of our paper for some months at least, providing they prove interesting to our readers.
We omitted to say in the proper place that thereporter has secured them by copyright, and those of
our exchanges who may feel disposed to quote them
will give due credit.

B. F. Underwood.

Will speak at Berlin, Wis., Dec. 4th, 5th and 6th ;
Lake City, Minn., Dec. 8th, 9th, lOth, 11th, 12th and
13th; Manchester, Iowa, Dec. 15th, 16th and 17th;
Independence, Iowa, Dec. 19th and 20th; Cairo, Ill.,
(in debate with Prof. 0. A. Burgess,) Dec. 22d, 23d,
24th and 25th ; Du Quoin, Ill., Dec. 26th tlnd 27th ;
Whitehall, Ill., Dec. 29th and 30th; Carrollton, Ill.,
Dec. 31st and Jan. 1st. In January Mr. Underwood
A. Reminder.
will lecture at Anderson and Indianapolis, Ind.; SaFrom the appeals we have made to our patrons to lem, Elyria and Greenville, Ohio; Binghampton and
remit us the price of Volume II of THE TRU'l"H SEEK- Groton, N. Y., and Napanee, Canada.
ER, some may have inferred there is danger the paper
will fail to go on, We hereby wish to assure ·our
Mrs. Rousby.
tcaders that THE T:RUTli SEEKER will not stop. It
THIS great English actress, ,,.ho is said to Le one of
will continue to make its appearance regularly and the handsomest women now on the stage, has been
will not cease its attacks upon the delusions and errors engaged hy :Messrs. Gr"~u and Chizzola, of tlw Lyceum
handed clown from the clark ages of the .flast. Every Theatre, to appear in this country at their establishperson who subscribes for it will get the full worth of ment on the 4th of January.
his money. There are, however, many who have not
yet remitted for the second v~lume, of which this is
WE have so much matter to lay before our readers
the eighth number, and we again earnestly request we are compelled to omit many communications from
them to do so without further delay. These small correspondents, some of which have been on hand
amounts are justly ours, and we need them to meet for months. We are doing the best we can in the
the expenses we are compelled to incur. It seems to matter. Many of our contributors incline to be too
us many are deferring this ·simple duty with insuffi- long. Please try and be brief and terse ; in that way
cient reasons. One dollar and seventy-five cents is not more can be heard and our readers more interested.
a large sum of money, and it ought to be promptly
sent in. If the paper is not marked when the time is
IN the article entitled, "1'lle G1·owth r.Lnd Spread of
up (and it would be very troublesome for us to do this), R'ttional Ideas," by A. 0. Genung, in our last, parenthose of our friends who began with us at the begin- theses were twice erroneously inserted by the printer
ning of Vol. I or at the commencement of thG present when not intended by the author. These little typoyear, ought to be able to remember it, and not make graphical errors have occurred from the earliest era of
us wait so long. Those who remit before their time printing, and doubtless will for many years to come.
expires lose nothing, for they arc credited with the
new payment from the time the old one expires.
PROF. N. M. PrERCE writes us that he will iecture
Let those remember who began with Jan., 1874, in New Hampshire in January, speaking for the
that owing to our changing the paper to a semi-month- friends of truth wherever wanted. He will take subly they have, with this, had four numbers more than scriptions for THE TRUTH SEEKER. His address for
they have paid for. We will be glad if our friends the month is Rochester, N.H.
who have not responded will promptly render it unnecessary for us to again refer to this unpleasant subBooKs, BooKs.-We trust our friends will bear in
ject.
We particularly request those who do not want the mind, we are prepared to fill all orders for books
paper longer, and are unwilling to pay for it, to noti· which they see fit to entrust to us. We are ready to
fy us of the fact or return this number tlirough the supply them not only with Liberal and Spiritualistic
post office. We wish to supply all who want it and publications of all kinds, but any works on Science,
are willing to pay for it, but are unable to furnish it Philosophy, .Arts, History, Biography, '.rheology,
for nothing. This is the last number for 1874. In Medicine, Law, Poetry, Romance or any other sub1875 we will be compelled to prepay the postage. We ject, to be had in this city. They will be carefully
will do this without extra charge to all paying sub- sent by mail, post-paid, upon receipt of publisher's
prices.
scribers but we cannot to those who are not.
The moderate profit we are enabled to make in this
Friends, please square up before the old year expires antllet us begin the new year fresh and clear, way will assist us in meeting necessary current exwith the old arrearages and delinquencies all wiped penses, and all favors shown us by friends will be
promptly responded to and duly appreciated.
out.
To give TnE TRUTH SEEliEit a wider circulation
and to bring it to the knowledge of many now unacquainted with it, we offer to furnish it three months
to trial subscribers who have not before taken it, at 25
cents, postage paid. There is no profit to us at this
price, but hoping we may thereby extend the knowledge of the truth, and ultimately gain some ptrmanent
subscribers, we ·take this course.
We will thank our friends to feel an interest in the
matter and send us in all the names they can as trial
subscribers. We will send a liberal present to the one
who sends the most names. This affords a good opportunity to any person to subscribe for a.limited
time for any friend or acquaintance they would like
to have read THE TRUTH SEEKER. Let us see how
many trial subscribers can be obtained. Send in
the names.

----------~-----

A. New Book.
BHAGAVADA GrTA; or, a Discourse on Divine Matters
between Krishna and Arjuna, a Sanskrit Philosophical
Poem, translated by J. Cockburn Thompson, l\'Iember of
tile Asiatic Society of Fmnce, and of the Antiquarian Society of Normandy. Published by S. S. Jones, Chicago.
We have not had time to read it, but it appears to be a
rare work from the ancient Sanskrit, and shows the Indians of the East of former ages promulgated many of
the religious ideaR and notions which tile Christian
Church adopte(l long after. It contains some 275 pages on
fine tinted paper, is neatly printed and bound. Its eighteen chapters treats upon the following subjects, and is
profusely supplied with notes. definitions, and explanations:
The Origin of the Philosophical Ideas of India.
The Shoals of Indian Philosophy,
The Sankhya System.
The Yoga of Patanjali,
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Tlie Philosophy of the Bhagavad.
The Despondency of Arjuna.
The Application to the Sankhya Doctrine Devotion
through Action.
.
Devotion through Spiritual Knowledge.
Devotion by the means of the Renunciation of Actions.
Devotion by means of Self-denial.
Devotion through Spiritual Discernment.
Devotion to the Invisible Supreme Spirit.
Devotion by means of Kingly Knowledge and Kingl.Y
Mystery.
Devotion to the Divine Virtues.
The Vision of Universal Form.
Devotion ·through Worship.
Devotion in connection with the Kshetra and the Kshe· •
train a.
Devotion in connection with the Three Qualities.
Devotion by the Attainment to the Highest Person.
Devotion in regard to the Lot of the Devas and the
Asuras.
Devotion as regards tile three kinds of Faith.
Devotion as regards Emancipation and Renunciation.
Price, $3,

A. Word to the Sick.
Dr. R. P, Fellows, the eminent Magnetic Pilysic'ian is
now treating the sick with unequaled success by his
Magnetized Powder. We would say to those who are in
need of a reliable physician's services to procure Dr. Fellows. His powde: is $1 per box. Address, Vineland, N.J.

Close of tileS trakosch Italian Opera Season.
Henry C. Watson, who is one of the best musical
critics in this country, and whose A·rt Journal is regarded as the highest musical authority in the land,
is down npon the Strakosch Italian Opera companJ:·
He intimates that, save in the case of Mlle. Albam,
Miss Cary, and perhaps Signor Del Puente, the artists,
if they may be so termed, are inferior beyond comparison. Our own opinion is that Misa C111·y is the
only absolutely true and pe1'jectly t~t1uj1tl artist to be
found in this conspiracy against all that is exquisite in
the divine art. Albani is po such tuneful singer as
this American contralto, and as for an actress, to those
critics who mistake namby pamby sentiment and
action for something especially natural, all we can
say is that they are in part correct, for the trouble
with 1tflle. Albani is, that she is altogether too natural,
and wanting in that superb dramatic essence and cultivation which so characterize Nillson and others of that
ilk. '!'hat her voice is delicious, we admit, but with the
serious defects just mentioned, so exceptionable is her
stage presence, in so far as her mouth, her hands,
arms and her feet are concerned, we venture to assert
that ~he can never become an abiding favorite with
the American people. That the Strakosch season
just closed here has been a signal failur~, all must admit. Although, were it not for :Mlle. Albani's fine
voice and amiable disposition, it would have been
even less successful. As it is, however, before the
management get clearly rid of the present pack of incapabJes, now hawked about the country, there will
be a deficit in the treasury to the amount of something
,like forty thousand dollars.
***

My Heaven is Not a CitY.
No city for me with its pearly gates,
And streets all glittering gold;
No angel with feathery, shining wings,
To usher me into the fold.
No judge in state with visage stern,
To count out one by one,
Tile lessons I vainly strove to learn,
Or bad deeds I have done.
Nor is my heaven amid tile storms of earth,
Where our hearts by sorrow are riven,
Where waves of anguil-lh sweep over our hearth,
And against. rocks of dis pair we are driven.
My mind's eye wanders to beautiful fields,
Bright rivers, valleys and plains,
Where sweet, wavy g1·ass to tile footfalls yield,
And I hear music's sweet refrain.
There gentle zephyrs stir the bright green leaves,
And tile fragrance of flowers rare
Is borne to our senses, while about ua we weave
Garlands of those gems so fair.
And there our loved ones, oil, glorious thought I
Who have done with their trials here,
For whom the dark surges of sorrow we fought,
And shed many a bitter tettr.
When were called they came from their hcavenl:v
bowers,
1'o meet us at death's dark door,
They bridge the way with beautiful flowers,
And gently lead us o'er.
O; speed the tim<! when the portals of death,
ShoJI open for my spirit's release,
I knoW that with my latest breath,
I shall reach my haven of peace.
Maple Plain, .Minn.
!\'Ius. JEANETTE BILL.·
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G. L. Henderson's .Article,

society all who are now outside of existing churches,
because these churches make war upon reason and
science, and thereby check progress. The following
conversation about churches, will more fully explain
my views on this subject. I hope all classes of Free·
thinkers will read what is offered with c~re, and accustom themselves to the idea that in unity is strength,
and tlw.t success depends on co-operation. I represent a father and daughter as discussing the propriety
of society and churches, with the reasons for and
against their formation.

horse•reapmg have each and all been beneftcient to
man, while you might affirm that many forms of reNO. vrrr.
ligion have been oppressive, and have bound the mind
in iron fetters, and have served no wise end in the SQ·
"One touch of Nature makes all the whole world
cia! developments. Yet you must remember that the old
kin," could be no more tl'ue if one of Israel's seers
1eapers have steadily opposed the new, and that each
had received it as an inspiration from heaven. '"The
evolution in the mode of harvesting, always involved
entire succession of men th~ough the whole course of
a short and decisive conflict between the conservative
ages must be regarded as one man, always living, inon the one hand and the inventor on the other. The
cessantly learning." When Pascal uttered the above
conservative, by standing in positive opposition to the
immortal aphorism, he gave us the first great text of
new, was able to detect all the defects in the new insocial science. He might not have fully realized that
strument., and thus unconsciously improved the main this little tt;Jxt was coi.Jtained that which will ulti- CONVERSATION ABOUT SOCIETY AND CHURCHES. chine by pointing out its defects. So with the church
mately, when accepted, destoy all political and relig[Designed for the use of the" Liberal Church" of the in all its previous modes and phases of existence.
ions distinc;:tions between the different races of ci vii- "H!1ligion of Humanity."
'l'he established order lias a! ways struggled for the
ized man, as well as all special rights bas_ed upon rank
DAUGHTER.-I have often heard you speak about perpetuity of that order, and have been always ready
or sex. It affirms the solidarity of the race, as well the great need that exists for the foundation of socie- and eager to point out every defect in the young
as its .continuity. It is the fundamental doctrine of a ties, to be made up of all those who are now outside church, who aimed at guiding the sentiments and the
true Catholic chttrch.
of existing churches.
conduct of men, and thus opposition has been serAll Infidels Freethinkers. Spiritualists, Atheists,
·d
h d
viceable in pointing out all defects and in preventing
who accept this doctrine are· practically members of
F A'l'HER.-Yes, my daughter, this 1 ea has a pos- a too hasty change from old to new methods, thereby
t his Church. All within the old churches who ac- session of my mind for many years, and since I have giving the old time to disappear gradually, and the
·
now passed the limit assigned as the average of lmcept this doctrine, and practically apply it in the.n r.e- man life, I deem it my duty to myself and to my race new sufficient time to develop healthfully and sym·
lations with their fellow-men, arc also catholtc m to make an effort to construct for myself and them metrically.
D.-I admit the analogy that exists between harsp¥t:~Brahmin the Confucian, the Mohammedan, the an intellectual and sptritual home.
vesting and religion in so far as the opposition of the
Christian and tl1e thousand sects mto which these a~:e
D.-But I have heard you complain that churches established methods tend to correct defects in the
divided, a)! lay claim to being the origina~ors _of cer- have degeneratt:;d, and had ceased to subserve the in- new. But the point I raised strikes at the foundation
tain doctnnes and moral precepts, out of whteh has tcre.,ts of mankind, because their whole aim being to
come our present civilization.
maintain uniformity of opinion, and that opinion upon which the church itself rests ; while I admit
that all modes of harvesting have been serviceable to
The truly catholic and s?ientific conception i~ tl~at must conform to those of our remote ancestors, wllo man. You failed to show that any form of religion
man like other animals, Is possessed of certam m- are supposed to have formed their's correctly, becaus.e has been equally serviceable, because the old harvester
here;1t qualities which are persistent and universal, Gods ano-els and messengers from heaven commum- helped to improve the new methods by pointing out
giving him a character which we are more. a~cu.s t om- cated' with them directly, and that at a certain period their defects. You here assume that as some kinds
ed to call hurnan. One of these charactenstws ts the all such communications ceased. That nearly every of religion are .better than others, it therefore follow$
Jove that exists between the sexes ; another is the nation l1as sacred books which they received during that some form of religion is necessary.
love that the father and mother feel for their off- this supernatural era, the tntth of which m•1st not be
F.-In other words, before you allow me to use the
spring ; another is the I_ove that ~xists for the place of called in question, because to doubt their truth or reone's birth, the mountams, the nvers, the groves, the ject their moral precept~, are unpardonable cri~es, analogy existing between harvesting and religion, you
valleys that we are first accustomed to se~ arom~d all(~ deserving the condemnatiOn of all goo? men. Smce require that I prove their common origin in human
near our early homes. Another and htgher kmd of the existing churches are thus despotic and unpro- necessity?
D.-This is precisely what I desire you to do.
love than love of locality is love of countrymen or gressive, whould it not be better to avoid the formaLTo BE CONTIN'6ED.]
national love. A still higher, is the love that includes tion of churches altogether ? ·
all men-love of humanity. 'fherefore no sect can
F.-I am willing to admit that there is a tendency
[We republish tile following in a corrected form, a few
Jay exclusive claim to these ennobling qualities whicli to despotism in any and every form of organized so: errors having occurred when given before.]
are essentially human, common alike to all the sects ciety, and that it is natural for the first founders of
Spinoza.
and the entire race.
an associative body, to fancy that the structure they
I am led to this train of thought by the following are about to rear is the best that can be conceived, and In a dark, distant age, like the Pole star bright gleaming,
When the weary and lost looked in vain for a guide,
facts·
must therefore be eternal. Without this strong conIn Art. No. 5 of No. 5, I referred to a young English viction on the part of the founder and his foll?we~·s, Spinoza awoke to a life bright and beaming,
A light on a rock in a tempest tossed smt,
lady, Miss G. L., who was m search of employment. an associative bod:y could not assume a controlhng mAnd brighter its glow as the ages rolled onward,
She was sent to me by a M:rs. A. R---, of Brook- fiuence on the affairs of men, and without a clear conSpinoza 'tis thee, 'tis thy light th<tt we see.
lyn, a Spiri~Ufrlist, who took a deep interest in getting viction of the eternity of the structure, it is doubtful
her a situatwn.
if the founder would have even begun to collect and Though father and mother from love both expelled thee
In the conrse of my conversation with Miss Gert- shape the material out of which to construct a human
Because thy proud knee would not bend to the past,
rude L., (for that is her name,) she told me that she temple.
The present thou worshiped. Nature compelled thee
was a Roman (Jatholic ; that though born a protestD ..:..But since you admit the general tendency ?f
To speak words of gladness, of faith and of hope
ant she had made choice of that church, and I know societory organizations to be to assume a despotiC To thy race bound by custom and withering creed.
fro:U the cautious and apprehensive way in which form why not in the interest of society, suppress all
Spinoza, you spoke, and the truth stood revealed.
she made this statement, that she expected me to atte 1 ~pt to fur~ such an organization ?
In nature you saw the sole source of being, ·
either approve or condemn her on that acco~nt. I
F.-I confess that, at times, I have been inclined to
Uncaused, self-existent, unending, divine,
assured her that though not a Roman Cathohc, nor accept wl)a_!;_you suggest as the wiser colll:se, but wh~n Monad, planet, hydroosa, wise prophet Far-seeing,
even a Christian' of any denomi11ation, I still felt in· I look into history, and see what a vast mfiu~nce ~or
Are but multiplex parts of an absolute whole.
terested in her welfare, and would do all I could good all churches have exerted up to a certam pomt
Here reason may rest on a dear mother's bre!tst,
to assist h cr.
in the development of human society, I must a~h.nit
And bless thee, Spinoza, for teaching her this,
On the following day she came with a letter from a their necessity; nay, I regard the church as a pos1t1ve
M:r. Henry Coy, of Camden, N.J., who responded to human need. To illustrate, our forerathers first God, Nature, Universe-all that exists,
ff God be not these, he is less than the whole,
her advertisement in tile Herald. She liad been very plucked the grains by l!and, and this mode of liarfrank in her letter to Mr. Coy, and stated that she vesting was the best th~y knew, but ~s instruments of Less cannot be God. Then vanish >e mists
That darkens the faith, that should rest upon him,
was a Roman Catholic, givinghim to understand that war have always been m advance of mstruments used
If hating the parts can we worship tile whole?
she had been refused a situation as a teacher on in the arts some one conceived that the sword might
No, no, said Spinoza, it cannot be doue.
that account. and that he ought to know that before be bent into a sickle, and used as an in.stmm~nt to
she incurred 'the expense of a journey to Camden. I. harvest the grains, and when first apphed, ~Ius w~s The black and the white, the rich and tile poor,
quote from :M:r. Coy's letter, dated Oct. 24th, 1874 :
no doubt looked upon as the ultimate and tina! tnThe prostitute low, or the ignorant knave,
" Mrs. Coy will doubtless acknowledge your note umph of man in tHis direction, since one man could He who sits on a throne, or begs at your door,
at once for herself. But in such n business as th.is, harvest as much this way as five men could pluck up
One kind, from one womb, ends in one common grave,
I am sure of her opinion. It will be, that your rehg- by hand. After many thousand years the sickle beSince the whole is divine, then divine aro the parts.
ion is your own, and she will have no fear at all of came a scythe, and the ~arvester stood er~ct and
We love thee, Spinoza, for teaching us this.
any which our children may naturally a~opt ; for my· swept into a swarthe at a .smgle s~roke, ~~e. tunes as
self superstition is better than unllehef m such a re- much as could be done wtth the swkle. Ilus was re- Since from Nature we came and to Nature return,
lati~n as that of teacher. Religion, deep and sit~ce_re O'arded as the ultimate and eternal finality. But the Divine in the substance, divine is tile mode,
enough to characterize your life and prospects lll tt, ~cythe is again supplanted by the sickle fixed ~n a bar Let love like a fire incessantly burn,
'Till humanity fuse into one loving whole.
is a desirable qualification."
of wood or steel, drawn by horses, and dumg the
Love, order and progress, base means and end.
Mrs. Allen W. Lewis, of 'Williamsburg, ·wayne Co., work of five men with scythes. In. each of these
We love thee, Spinoza, for teaching us this.
G. L. H.
Ind., writes Nov. 9th, 1874, stating that she ~IUd re~d four evolutions in machines, the new mven~or was remy Article No.5 in 'l'IIE TI:U'l'II SE~KER, offers ~hss gardedasamechanical heretic,adangerousmnovator,
Gertrude a home and employment wtth her, anTd eve_n. an insulter uf ancestoral wisdom, and at each revoluA RECENT report on ··Pap or lll!tking us Conducted in
offers to send money to pay her expenses to ~nd. 1f tion from the old to the new, there were many con- Western l\Iassachusctts," contains a list of one hundred
ncces~ary.
servative and orthodox good souls w)w plucked as and twelve different materials fo1: making paJ)er, from all
Now then Mrs. A. R., a Spiritualist ; G. L. H., a their tathers had plucked, shore as then· fathers had of which an article of fttirc111a[ity can be produced. Among
Materialist ; Mr. and Mrs. (Joy, religion unknown ; shorn cradled their grain as their fathers had cradled, the list are enumerated asparttgns, beet root, cabbage
:J\Ilr. and Mrs. Lewis, both anti-Christian; (I presume and /ike their fathers, denounced the new and clung stumps, frog spittle, hop vines, hornets' nests. lily-of-thefrom the fact that they are ~·caders of frrE TRU~H to d1e old, deeming it the highe.st vutue to assert tl.te valley, leather cuttings. mummr cloth, sawdust, thistles,
SrcEKim,) are all intel'etitod m. the welfa_re. of M1ss superiority and wisdom of the fathers over _the clul· and willow twigs,
Gertrude L--, who holds a c)1fferent rel.tgwn from ch·en, and yet in every case the new has tnull:lphed
all the rest. 'Whence comes th1s common mterest.?
over the old. But through all these changes m one
IN the spring of this year a young married woman, reI answer it proceeds from a common humanity, mode or other, harvesting has remained.
siding in North Peckham, England, dreamed that she
and not fr~m a spccinl creed held by a sect. Mrs.
D.--0 yes, I sec ! r:r:hen you wish ~ne to in~er that would die on tile first aunivcrsttry of her wedding day.
l-ewis is a mother, and her mother's heart opens its a chnrch may change tts modes, bu~ ~ts essenttal func- To her husband and her relatives she mentioned her
door wide to the orphan child of another woman who tions must remain. I sec that the hfc aucl progress of strange dream on several occasions, and it seemed to
is in danger of falling into the hands of the ~~ducer. the race is dependent upon good ~rops, safely_ bar- prey upon her mind. At last the dreaded day came-the
Her human heart felt for human woe. She pttted the vested, but !~ow will you show that the church ts an 5th of the month; and so imprcsticd was she that it would
wnndering waif who preferred death to ])l'astitutiou, equa! necesstty?
.
provo her last upon earth that she actually made a preand she holds out her hands to rescue her fellow-mard'ft'
1 Icu It • b ecause, sent to one of her friends of a sum of money wherewith
·,'l
from
the
merciless
wrecker
who
seeks
the
moment
F.-Here
my
task
becomes
n_wre
t'
thouO'h the resemblance that ex1sts b~tween the func- to purchase mourning. Strange to say, before midnight
of adversity to devour his victim.
o
d
t tl e
I thank you all, not in the name of any creed or tions of the priest an the 1mrveste1: ts very grea , 1 arrived the poor woman was a corpse. It may be menl
dissimilarity is also great. Yo~ nught ~how that. all tioB.ed that eleven days previously she had given birht to
f
sect, or person, hut _in the nam~ o our co~mon ~u- modes of harvesting, hand pullmg, reapmg, cradlmg, a child, wilicil is living and well.
manity. 1 am dcstrons to brmg together mtu one
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Jlldtr .ltbtdtt §arhiWJ.
Sermon No. 1.
[Reportetl by Thomas A. Dydymus.l
"Take heed that ye be not wise al<>ove what is written."
So read Elder Harkins' text last Sunday, and a better text for the times could not have been found if the
Elder had 8earched the Scriptures through from Genesis to Revelations.
:Mount Zion church is in a backwoods neighborhood,
being situated down in Egypt twenty miles from the
nearest railroad, but there is a' post office at F1·og Isc
land only five miles away, and the ~l~er goes over
there once a week to read Dr. Dobbm s paper-the
New York 1'1·ib'Une-so as to keep posted up in politics and general news. This is how it happened that
he read Tyndall's last lecture.
Rev. Zebedee Harkins is orthodox through and
tlnough and the mere mention of Tom Paine, or
Voltaird, or Tyndall is enough to set his blood to
seething with righteous indignation. You may well
suppose that he was filled with holy wrath after
reading Tyndall's last lecture. It was on Saturday
afternoon he read it and the next day he gave a sermon from the text 'quoted at the beginning of this
letter and it was a powerful sermon. It was the unadult~rated gospel in its past time purity, and pristine
simplicitv.
I wish "Tyndall and all his infidel crew had been
there to hear it. He surely never would have dared
to raise his puny arm of flesh in rebellion against the
Almighty again.
It was a beautiful Sunday morning, and as per consequence the meeting-house was crowded with sai~ts
and sinners of both sexes and all ages, from the SIX
months old specimen of total depravity, to the aged
pi!o-rim whose sands of life had nearly run out, and
wl~se sC'attering loeks had been frost.bitten by the
snows of many winters. The hoary-headed sinners
were there, and the scoffers at religion came also to
hear what the Elder had to say.
Precisely at 10 o'clock by the sun-which never
errs-the Elder came riding up on his old roan, and
tying her to a swinging limb by means of the halter
strap and swinging his leather saddle-bags across his
arm, 'this man of God strode wit? stately tre~d an_d
pious mein throuo-h the crowded msle, and takmg Ins
seat on the bench that srands back of the pulpit, he
took out his bible and began to look for his text. At
the same moment Deacon Slocum pitched a tune to
that good old hymn, which reminds us so forcibly
of om latter end and the terrible fate of the finally
impenitent. The congregation joined in the song,
"Hark! from the tombs a doleful sound,
jl'Iine ears attend the cry,
Ye living men come view the ground.
Wll.ere you must shortly lie."
When the song ceased, and the last quiver of musical agony had died on the palpitating air-as Artemus
Ward would say-the Elder arose and in a tone of
voice: awful in its solemnity, he gave out the hymn
beginning,
'Before Jehovah's awful throne,
Yehations bow in solemn joY,
Know that the Lord is God alone,
Ho can create and He destroy.'
He led the choir himself-singing with the spirit
and with the understanding. When the singing died
away in the clilitant grove, the Elder said, "let us pray,
and in the lano·uage of the song, let every knee bow
before the LoFd of hosts."
A general unlimbering of limbs and bowing of heads
followell, when the Rev. Zebedee sent up the following petition toward the throne of grace:
•' 0 thou Almin·hty Jehovah, maker of heaven
and earth, and all th.ings that are therein. -r:here
is none like thee for power and glory, and maJesty
and dominion · thou art the Alpha and Omega, the
beginning and' the end ; thou know est all things,
and doeth all things, and seest all things, we "'leseech
thee to look in compassion Ltpon us :poor worms of the
dust and hear our prayers. 'l'hon knowest, 0 Lon!
God Almighty, that we are poor mi~erable worms of
the dust.
vVe are all conceived in sin and brought forth
in iniqmty · and 0, ·Lord God, if it was not for
thy infinit~ mercy, :ve would_ long ere this hav~
taken up our a!Jode m hell, beyond the reach of
mercy, where the worm dieth not and the ~re_ is
not quenched; but thanks to thy. great and Infinite goodness we are still on praywg ground~ and
pleading terms with thee. We would desire to
thank and praise and magnify thy holy name ; th_at
while thousands, yea, tens of thousands, and millions, as good as we are b~ nature, a1;1d . far_ better
by practice, are now groanmg and wr1tlnng m l~ell,
tormented in the flames, where the worm dwth
not and the fire is not quenched, while the smoke of
their torment ascendeth up forEVer and ever, we are
still spared as brands snatched from the b~rning. W_e,
though. heaven defying and hell deservmg, are still
spared and given time and spa_ce for repe_ntance, that
we may turn to the Lord and hve: Lord mcrease our
faith, touch t:wu our hard and fimty hearts With the
finger ,of divine love.

And 0, Lord God Almighty, thou knowest all
things · thou knowest that in these latter days
there ~re scoffers that deny thy name, and withstand thy power, and, as Jannes and Jambres with·
stood Moses and Aaron, so these witllstand thy ser·
vants, who would plead thy cause in the world,
men who have 'got wise above what is written,'
saying,' who is tho Lord, that we should fem·hlm, and
as for this Jesus, we know him not.' And these go
about like Simon :IUagus of old, bewitching the people with their science, as they call it, as he did with
his sorceries. 0 thou God of battles, buckle on tl1y
armor of wrath, and come down in thy almighty
power and confound thine enemies, confound their
wisdom and their learning, may it come to naught,
for the wisdom of man is foolishness in thy sight, and
the science of the learned is a flickering and uucertain lamp that guideth the steps of the people down
the road to hell. 0 Lord, thou wert mighty in
days of old, show, we beseech thee, thy power now,
stretch forth thy hand, and let thy arm be bare ; smite
thine enemies in their secret places, that they perish
before thee, and let thy name be magnified.
0 God, visit thy moral vineyard with showers of
divine grace, strengthen thy servants, and hold up
the hands of thy faithful ministers till the foes of our
holy religion be overthrown. Hear us, 0 Lord ! we
beseech thee, for thy name's sake, and grant om· prayers ; nevertheless, not our will, but thine, be done.
Guide us and guard us through life, be with us in the
hour and article of death, and save us at last with au
everlasting salvation, and thine shall be the glory, and
honor, and power for ever and ever, worlds without
end, through. our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen."
The Elder is rather long-winded in prayer, but his
prayers are hefty and sound. One of them has more
of the solid meat and marrow of religion in it than
forty of Beecher's. He takes right hold of the horns
of the altar, and wrestles with the Lord in solid earnest, and although he don't get all he prays for, he
don't get discouraged, but like a good soldier of the
cross, he picks his flint and tries it again with renewed zeal and increased faith.
On rising from his • knees, the Elder lined out that
most consoling of Rll hymns, beginning
·
'There is a fountain filled with blood,
Drawn from Emanuel's veins,
And sinners plunged beneath that flood,
Lose all their guilty stains.'
Yes, thank God, this fountain which was opened in
the house of David, has not dried up yet, but is as
full as ever, and the chief of sinners may be cleansed
by it. The ~der loses no opportunity to rivet a Gospel truth while the iron is hot, as will be seen by this
specimen of his style of sandwiching sermon and
song.
'I'he song closed, the congregation resumed their
seats and the preacher proceeded to announce his
text ~nd enter upon its exposition: "Take heed that
ye be not wise above what is written." This text was
announced. with great delibemtion and emphasis, then
closing the book with a jerk, he removed his ironbowed spectacles, and surveying the congregation, as
if taking its mental measure, he began, in measured
and solemn tone, his sermon.
" 'Be ye not wise above what is written, for the wisdom of man is as foolishness with God.' Ah! that's
the reason, my brethren, why we should not be wise
above what is written, because the wisdom of this
world is but foolishness in the sight of God, who
knoweth all things, and who has r.evealed to us
tlu·ough this blessed book, all things that make for
our eternal well being. Anal if we study this blessed
volume as we ought to study it we will get all the wisdom we need, for is it not written, • search the
scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal
life and they are they th:at testify of me.' I declare
unto you, brethren, and unto you, my poor, impenitent friends, if so be any such are here, that there is
no name given whereby we can be saved but the
name of Jesus Christ, our blessed Lord. For it is
written, as St. John saith, • In the beginning wa~ the
Word and theW ord was with God, and the Word was
God, ~nd by it all things were made that are made.
And theW ord was made flesh and dwelt amono- us.'
Bless God for this great truth! Yea, !Jless the Lord,
0 my SL•ul, for hath he not hid these tl:ings from the
wise and great and revealed them unto babes t~nd
sucklino-s as it were? Yea, my beloved brethren and
sisters, I 'tell you it's a blessed consolati.on to know
that the meekest, and humblest, and most unlearned
saint in the fold of Ch1·ist is wiser than all the philosophers of the world with all their learning, and philosophy and science. Yes, blessed be God, they are
wiser u~to salvation, and that's all the sort of wisdom
that'll stand the test at the Judgment seat of Jehovah.
The Lord God created man upright, but he hath
sought out many-inventions. And the blessed Lord
commanded, • Seek ye first the Kingdom of Heaven,
and all things needful will be added unto you.' But
in these latter days there has arisen a set of men who
as the Apostle Paul prophesied they would do,
have denied the Lord that bought them with his pte·
cious blood. Yea, they even deny the God that made
them, the Lord God Almighty, maker of heaven and
earth. Verily the blind leadeth the blind and, they
shall all tumble headlong into the lake of fire and
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brimstone prepared for the Devil and his angels. For
the Lord your God is a jealous God, and he bringeth
swift destruction upon them that blaspheme his holy
name. And I beseech ye, thereforet brE>thren, by the
mercies of God, says the Apostle, that ye think not
more highly of yourselves than ye ought to think.
What shall we say, then, of these men who have become wise above what is written, and are puffed up
with the wisdom of t1Iis world, and think they know
more than the author of this blessed book. Ah, my
beloved congregation, I tell you it's a dangerous thing
to get wise above what is written, for the wisdom of
this world is foolishness with God, and he will confound the wise in their wisdom, and the haughty philosophers will be overthrown in theii· faith.
There's a man over in England by the name of
Tyndall, a great sCientist, who has been making a
speech lately, and the wicked newspapers of these
degenerate times, not having the fear of the.Lord before their eyes, published this speech to the world,
and it's making infidels wherever it goes. Why if it
were possible it would deceive even the very elect.
As a minister of the gospel of Christ, a. watchman on
the walls of Zion, I thought it was m'v duty to read
this lecture of the Devil's emissary so I could be prepared to confute it, and stay the flood-tide of Infidelity that has set in these latter days. That's my reason
for looking into this wicked lecture, and .what, my
beloved brethren and sisters, do you suppose I found
there? I'll tell you what I found there. I found a
mess of blasphemous, hifalutin nonsense. It was
high sounding and learned, but its sound was the
sound of brazen cymbals, and the learning was all of
this world, and, bless the Lord, both the sound and
the learning will come to naught in God's own good
time.
He talks about a prime evil man who· lived in this
world thousands and thousands of years before the
Lord God made Adam in his own image. Why, my
beloved brethren, this wicked maii Tyndall says that
this world has been inhabited for millions and millions
of years, und he tells about a new bible, which has
leaves of stone, thut is older than this blessed bible,
and says this stone book tells all about the prime evil
man who lived before Adam, and gives a full history
of the world. 'l'his wicked man goes on further to
say that this world has existed forever, and was never
created at all, and that our ancestors were monkeys,
and ever so much such impious stuff. Now, my beloved congregation, you can all see as plainly as any
thing can be, that if the first man was a prime evil
man-by which I suppose is meant that he was evil
in his very nature-and this man lived before Adam
was created, why, then, sin existed before the fall of
man. Now this is unreasonable and contrary to scripture, and won't bear the touch-stone of truth as found
in the holy scriptures, and established by the testimony of all the prophets from ~Ioses to Malachi, and in·
spired by the teachings of the Lord Jesus Christ him·
self, who, as St. Johu says, was with the Father in
the btginniug, and, blesBed be God, his word shall
stand forever, wh·en all such men as Tyndall, and
Darwin, and their infidel followers, who have become
wise above what's written, have taken up their abode
in the lake thut burueth with fire and brimstone. For
huth not our blcsst·d Lord ·said to his Apostles, "Go
ye into ttll the world and preach the gospel to every
creature; he that believeth shall be saved, but be that
believPth uot shnll be damned."
And n(lw, my beloved, brethren, having effectually
disposed of this prime evil man theory, r call your
attention to another point in this infidel lecture. It is
this: 'l'his son of Belial assumes and asserts that the
universe is eternal and self·existing, and that it is governed by its own laws. He don't, so fn.r, as I can
learn, say positively that there is no Goc!, but its plain
to me that he denies his existence entirely, for what
use would there be for a creator and ruler of this universe if it never was created, but always existed and
rules itself by the laws of nature ? I tell you, brethren, this is fearful doctrine, for if it was true, this
blessed bible would be false, and the whole gospel
plan of salvation falls to the ground. For as by man
came sin, and death by sin, so by man-even the man
Jesus-came rept ntance and tho resurrection from
the dead. I tell yon, brethreu, the gospel plan of salvation is one grand, endless and beautiful chain of
muny links, beginning with the fall of man in the
garden of Eden, as the first link, and ending with the
resurrection of our blessed Lord from death am! the
grave, and filled up by all the types, and shadows,
and pl'Ophesies, and promises, revealed in this blessed
book. Blessed be God this is perfect, and all the
Infidels that ever lived cannot break it. Yes, glory
be to God, the blessed gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ
is founded upon a rock, and all the waves of Infidelity cannot overthrow it. Let the heathen rage :md
tl!e philosophers imagine vain things, we will stick to
the old Ship of Zion,
'Which has landod thousands o'er,
And will land as many moro'
on th(J shores of everlasting deliverance, where
·There is rest for the weary,
There is rest for the soul.'
Yes, thank the Lord,
'In the sweet fields of Eden,
There is rest for the soul.'
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And there shall be no more. pain, nor parting of of different standing in society, and of both sexes. explained to him that this principle was not cor~·ect;
friends, nor sorrow, nor sickness there. Nor can 'fhete are one or more judges, court officers, n large that unprincipled dealers might profit by it; whereas
death come to that blessed place,
number of respectable looKing people wasting their if it was known that a firm would relentlessly sue for
time as jurors, a good many persons more or less ex- any unpaid debts, dishonest or doubttul customers
·No chilling winds nor poisonous breath
cited, that go there to have ''justice" dealt out to would take warning and keep away. 11 We tried the
Can reach that healthful shore;
them, a crowd of witnesses ready to kiss an old, dirty lawyer's side of the question," says our informant,
Sickness and sorrow, pain and death
bible, and swear sometimes to almost anything that is "for some time, when we found out that the money
Are felt and feared no more.'
wanted ; finally, a noisy, overbearing crew of young which our debtors had to pay, went into the lawyer's
Ali ! my beloved brethren and sisters, you who and old men, intelligent, smart and crufty lookill!r.
pocket, and that our former debtor'S transferred theii'
have been called out to forsake the wickedness of
trade to rival houses.''
'fhese
latter
class
nre
the
brolwrs
in
justice,
called
tlli& world and the vain knowledge of carnal men, I
Lawyers, as a general rule, ought not to become
lawyers,
counselors,
attorneys,
and
in
some
cases
not
fear you are not fully awake to the danger our holy
law-makers. True, some of our best statesmen be:
religion is in from the learned men and scientists of improperly, "shysters." These men are always win- longed to the legal profession, but they. were men df
these latter times. The tendency, my friends, of all ners, it makes no difference which party loses the high moral standing, rather an exception than a rule.
this book learning which the professors and great suit, the brokerage has to be paid. Admitting that Never vote for a lawyer before scrutinizing his morscholars are trying to force upon the world is to make we have and must have respectable, moral, honest, ality twice. Look at the lawyers that, on the politi•
the teachings of this blessed book-the commands and faithful and highly educated men to explain and in- cal race-course succeed in rising to the judicial IJench.
testimony of our Lord and Savior appear as foolish- terpret thP existing laws of the country, which are in Only a few years ago these scums of the legal profes•
ness. Beware, my friends, of this wicked learning most cases far too complicated, often contradicting, sion disgraced the bench of the police and othei'
which is called science. I have been looking into it and always a dead measuring n1le for the regulation courts, and contributQd more to the spreading of vice
with all the fervor of my soul, and I am fully con- of right and-justJCe, we also must confess that there and immorality amongst the masses than any organ•
vinced it is all a device of the "Evil One" to destroy are too many of these interpretors of law, that too ized band of malefactors.
our blessed religion and drag our souls down to the many of them deserve the appellation of shysters and
We repeat, that we consider three-fourths of the
bottomless pit, where there will ever be "weeping, intriguing squib biers, and that, as a cla&s, they are like lawyers
dangerous parasites, that exercise a largely
and wailing, and gnashing of teeth." 0, my gospel parsons and priests, nothing but parasites on society. demoralizing
effect on society. The public must stop
friends, this great learning is a dangerous thing for They too often forget that the name of their profes- feeding these parasites by not employing them. This
;your souls-better a thousand times that you remain sion, "counselor,~' implies something entirely differ- would root out all the shysters and superfluous conn·
m ignorance ; better even, that you cannot read or ent from preying Ul)On the public by encouraging selors and young men that now long to become a
write your names; yes, better that your children never strife and unscrupulously exciting tbe passions of !<hining light at the Bar, will consiuer twice before
learn their A B C's than that you and they should lose men and driving them into expensive litigations.
preparing themselves for the arena of "legn.l squibyour souls forever. I declare unto you ruy dying
Supposing every young man aLlmitted to the Bar lers."
friends, this whole matter of science \1 hieh the un- was highly intelligent, well qualified, and impressed
Men in general ap;ree that law not only means jusgodly are now talking so much about through all with a deep regard for honor and morals, we cannot tice, that friendly arbitration is better than a costly
this I.Jroacl laud, is only another device of the Devil to deny that seventy-five per cent. of those adn)itted go lawsuit, and that all differences between man and
draw your immortal souls down to hell, and we must to overcrowd the legal profession. The means of most man ought to be settled by the dictates of intelligence
set our face against it. We must fight it as we would of these young men have been swallowed up or reduc- and sound reasoning. Parties to a lawsuit are a! ways
fight the old adversary of souls in any other form. ed by long and expensive study and preparatiem, and excited, hot-headed and not appreciable of the dicYou have got to take up on the Lord's side, and go now they are thrown upon the community, and ex- tates of intelligence. We therefore advise them to
again.st all this vile knowledge, or you have got to go pect to make a living, honestly it they can, but a liv- appeal to the cool reasoning of a tliird party, by subover on the Devil's side, where all the men of science ing they expect under any circumstances. They are mitting their differences to friendly arbitration. Artempted. become unscrupulous, and we see them in a bitration avoids expense in time and money, and a
belong.
What if science has brought to light the printing small office, waiting like the beast of prey, for some- moral advantage is gained for the opponents and for
press, the steam boat, the railroad, the telegraph, thing to turn up which they might swallow.
society in general. Litigants usually will be enemies
and l!undreds of other great inventions ? What if by
Seeing daily the mixed assembly in the court-house, for years or a lifetime; appellants to arbitration will
science, men have not only found out many facts listening to the some1iines foolish and disgusting frequently, after a decision is rendered, shake hands
about this ,,-orld but of the numberless other worlds cross-exan.ination of lawyers, by which the law-bro- and be warm friends. A comt is mled by the Llenll
which are said to fill this universe-what of all that? ker tries to impress the twelve true, honest, and letter of the law, and sometimes compelled to p;ive
Better, my dear brethren and sisters, that all this sometimes stupid men in the box in favor of his cli- away the whole 11 right" to the party that was only
knowledge be wiped out from the world; better that ent, seeing costly litigation going on, based often- entitled to a part of it, or that was morally entirely in
we should never again know anything of all these than times on different opinions regarding a dog, a goat, a the wrong. Arbitration not restricted by dead letter,
tlmt your faith in the word of God should be lost, and few inches of grotmd, or an object worthless than nor ruled by precedence case of a hundred years ago,
your souls be in danger of .1at fire which is never ten dollars, a sober, thinldng man will come to the is entirely dependent on the dictates of reason, and
quenched but burneth forever.
conclusion that humanity must be affected by a'' liti- can moderate or shape its decision, and as far us it is
Yes, my beloved, I say unto you in the most sol- gations" brain-fever. Does the mixed assembly, in a possible amongst intelligent beings, do justice to all
emn manner, all this science comes from the Devil civil court-room, not furnish the best commentary on parties concerned.
and has no part or place in the kingdom of God. the want of wisdom in society? Where is morality,
The commercial community in New York city is
Verily the Lord hates science, and the Devil loves it. when a" respectable and pious" man, by advice of now devising the benefits of the newly estaiJ!ished
Such men ns Tyndall, and Durwin, and Spencer, and counselor, denies the validity of a note on the ground court of arbitration of the Chamber of Commerce
Huxley-those who are wis11 above what is written- that such note was signed and made on a "Sabbath" and Produce Exchange. 'l'he presidin/1.' judge is a
are all emissaries of the Arcll Enemy of God, and are day, or when the business firm of Brown, Jones & man of high standing, enjoying the confidence of the
just as dangerous to the everlasting. welfare of your Co. try to shake oil' liabilities imposed upon them by merchants, and the rulings of bis court will undoubt'souls·as Voltaire, and. 'fom Paine. Bewnre, 0, he- a contmct made with :Mr. Smith, on the le?;al ground edly save a good deal of unnecessary expense, and reware, ye precious sheep of the fold.of Chris~, that ¥e that said contract had a patch of colored paper, call- store good feelings amongst n;,any parties that otherfollow not these men who teach smence. 'I hey Will ed a seal, pasted uenr the signature, which requires wise would have entered the arena and fought out
surely draw you away from this blessed Woi·d of God, the signature of each individual party composing the their differences with weapons that deal out blows
.which contains all the leaming, all the knowledge, "old and highly respected" firm of Brown, Jones & and cuts to the victor and vanquished alike .
and all the wisdom that you, nnd I, and all the world, Co.?
Germany, and some other countries on the European
need to know. Yes, my dearly beloved Iambs, let us
The "Press'' excuses its g·oing into all the Cletails Continent, have been enjoying the benefits of arbitreasme up the words of this blessed book, nnd we of public aud private scandal, describing minutely the tration courts for more than seventy-five years. They
will need uo other learning and no other science. most revolting criminal cases, inventing spurious in- were especially established tor the settlement of dif'fhis holy book was written by God's own finger, and te:·views, etc., by telling us that the reading public ferences between merchants, and between employers
if it r:lon't agree with science, why so much tlie worse has a craving for such foul diet. Counselors, law- and employees, and have given general satisfaction.
for science. If both cannot be true, then let scwncc yers, attorneys, shysters aut! all promoters of litiga- To expect a general introduction of courts of arbitrabe false, and this holy book be tmc forever. Let tion may say that there are plenty of foolish people tion through the different legislative bodies of the
us shun these teachers who prate to us about who are always in need of their services. And so it United States will, for obvious reasons, for some time
science as we would shun the great enemy of our im- is. V.f e frequently see business men and others, ordi- be hopeless. At the same time, it cannot be denied
mortal souls. J repeat agniu, my beloved flock, and I narily possessed of good sense, too ready to take le- that intclli<rence is leading the puiJlic mind in the
cannot impress it too forcibly upon your minds- rra! advice in cases w1Iere the application of a little proper dire~tion by submitting the differences arising
this O'reat learning·, this proud science, will surely sink ~ool common sense would settle tileir difticulty. Be- between nations to a third neutml power for arbitrayom"'souls into endless P.erdition ;, wh~le this g}orio_n~, tween taking legal advice and wrangling in a court is tion. We point to the Geneva Conference, the San
yea this blessed book, rf you. grve It :y:our Imphmt only a step.
Juan question, the Eastern question, and the now exbelief, will W>tft your souls to 1mmottal JOys.
Wherever an attempt has been made to introduce isting Formosr. difticulty.
W bat can we do if om law-ma\;;ers, influenced anti
Bless the Lord, 0 my soul. Yea, let all the nations courts of arbitration, the attempt has been met by
bless his holy name. Brethren sing 'Am I a Soldier vigorous opposition of old lawyers, ruled by ohler ruled to a great extent by corrupt "law-brokers,'' reof the Cross ' while brother Stut.s~uan and brother cases of precedents and musty forms in favor of the fuse to establish courts of arbitration for the benefit
Skinner take' up the collection. I hope you will re- "law's delay," or by younger lawyers, who, as a class, of the people ? Let there be more honesty and fair
member 'the laborer is wortl1y of his hire,' and that see in any improvement only the means of cutting dP.aling amongst individuals ; let momlity rule higher
down their spoils. Their aim is to feed the flame of than the dead letter of the law, and we cannot imagthe preacher has to live as well as other folks.'."
The song closed, the Deacons completed then· tnsk, dissension, to profit by the law's delay, to swear in ine a case which could not b~ settled by friendly arand placed their hats containing the collection of filthy witnesses to tell the truth, and then use all the arts bitration under the ~uidnnce of intelligence and comLet ·Freethinkers' societies, Libeml
lucre beside the bible, and under the eye of the known to the craft to make these same witnesses tell mon sense.
preacher, who, after cnsting a fmtivl' glance into said a falsehood. There is no C'ase imaginable that would clubs Liberal leagues and all other societies appoint
hats, dropped t_? .his knees .and. poured forth his s?ul be unjust, immoral, fnvolous or foolisli enough, for gene;al or special committics of arbitration, and inin prayer. Ansmg, he di.snusscd the congreg~twn which a lawyer could not be found in New York vite their respective members to make use of and apwith an apostolic blessing m the name of the Trnme city. 'l{e know of cnscs where irresponsible parties peal to such committees whenev~r ll.iffcrences ~hould
God pocketed the contents of the two huts, and allow- O'Ot up fictidous clnims against persons, made nffida- arine between them. Be careful m the chmce of
ed hlmself to be led oft' by brother and sister Barnes ~its which bore the mark of lying and pmjming on members of such committee, ftnd let there be no aptheir fnces. A lawyer was always found to under- peal. Neither plaintifr nor defendant has a right to
to t1 savory Sunday dinner.
take the dirty job, to sue or serve summons, forcing claim "the rirrht" for himself ; intelligence shall rule
the attttcked party to go to the expense of putting in above them. ~nd she cannot but give the right to
an answer. In all cases a settlement was proposed whom it belongs. We know of contracts co~taii!ing
Arbitration.
for a money consideration, and where this was indig- the clause to submit diti'erences, if any, to arbitration,
BY M. STEIN.
nantly refused, the case was dropped. Thousands of and we hold tilat every sensible man 8hould appro.ve
In every civilized community we find a prominent- persons are blackmailed every year by unprincipled of such clause, and make use of it when opportunity
ly constructed building called the. cotut-lJO~IS?, or lwll parties, cncomagcd nnd assisted by the social pest of ofi'ers itself.
At some future day I may send you a little ar~icle
of justice. Stopping ut ~h.e dliferent CIVIl c~urt so-called lawyers.
A business man told us that his house formerly on money·brokers, mortgage-dealers, property-titles
rooms ii1 one of our large Cities, we find them filled
day by day with a crowd of people of different ages, made it a principle never to sue for debt. A lawye:· and property-courts.
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dignity and personal liberty of woman also advanced. may own. The wife can dispose of that propeity by
In early Roman society the wife was gained by con· will or deed without the sanction of her husband.
quest or·purchase and was held a slave. Her life, Formerly a husband at his death, without the saneeven was legally in her husband's hands, and was tion of the mother, could appoint a testamentary
sometimes taken for the crimes of adultery and drunk· guardian for his minor children ; but by the laws of
NOVEMBER 27TH.
en ness. Notwithstanding this severity and rigor hb 1852, before a husband can do this it requires the
1\'lR. JoHN PRoFFATT, delivered a lecture, subject, claimed
a great superiority of Roman over Grecian consent of the mother in writing. By the old law
" JVoman' s Legal .I osition-pct8t and present."
civilization. 1'he Greeks kept their wives in a ~pecial the father was held to lmve the sole right ; under the
He commenced by saying the theme selected for the quarter in tl1e interior of their houses, and never new the mother has equal justice in this respect.
evening was one of large social importance to all permitted them to sit at a banquet except with their The same likewise with regard to apprenticing chi!·
classes, and one which comes home to persons in all relations, or to see any male except in the presence of dreu; it was formerly altogether in the father's hands
conditions of life, whether a peasant pinched with a relative. No Roman ever hesitated to take his wife -now the mother has also a voice. Formerly marcare, or a patrician proud of patrimonial estate- with him to the feast or to place the mother of the ried women were incapable of acting as executrix,
whether to that tyranical class called "lords of crea- family at the head of his table.
administratrix or guardians, but since 1867 ·that is
tion" or to the other, styled ''the weaker sex." He
A high state of civilization was claimed for the c~anged. They can now al~o vote at the election of
alluded to the condition of women in savage and ancient Egyptians, and women then occupied a social chr~ctd'rs or trustees of any mcorporated company of
barbarian life where from her weaker physical nature position unknown in any other country at that time. winch they may be st?ckholders..
.
she was under the rule that "might makes right," Bayard Taylor in his re.::ent work being direct evi·
The case now of a smgle marned man and smgle
made to take a secondary, dependent po~ition in the dence of this. '
'
married woman are legally the same, except as to the
'
elective franchise, and in some respects females have
struggle of life.
In
recurring
to
Roman
history
about
the
commencethe
advant!lge. By the statutes of our State, ''no
He mentior~ed a legend given in Irving's life of
Columbus, current among the people of Hayti on the ment of the Uhristian era, he stated three kinds of female shall be imprisoned on any process in any
visit of Columbus to the Island, which pl·ofessed to marriage were then in use. The first was strictly peen!· civil action founded upon contract," nor in criminal
account for the introduction of woman into the world iar to the upper patrician class and was celebrated with action, except for wilj'ul inju1·y to person, chw·acte1· or
-that" it was for a long time destitute of women, imposing and solemn religious ceremonies, and was pToperty, thus enjoying immunity from arrests not
accorded to males. In breach of promise cases man
but on one occasion, near a small Jake, certain ani· most binding and indissoluble.
The second was a mere civil contract without rites or is liable to arrest at the commt>ncement, a woman
mals were seen among the branches of trees which
proved to be women. On attempting to catch them, formalities. A mock sale was made which rep· not. A female is legally competent to make a will of
however, they were found to be as slippery as eels, resented the earlier customs when the wife was personal property at sixteen, a male not until eightso that it was impossible to hold them. At length absolutely purchased. By this marriage the husband ecn. At fourteen a female can legally make a mar·
certain men were were employed whose hands had acquired complete control over the person and riage contract, under that age the consent of parents
been made rough by a kind of leprosy ; these succeed· property of the wife. The third was merely a simple must be gained to be legally effective.
As between married men and women the latter in
ed in securing four of these creatures from whom the declaration to live and col1abit together without any
of the restraints and obligations of the other two many respects have the advantage. She can sue
world was peopled."
Treated as a mere chattel, the savage regarded kinds and it became more common with the advance without joining her husband for any injury to his
woman as property, to be purchased or captured, of time, giving the wife independence and the right person and character. She can dispose of all her
which, characteristics of primitive society are still to hold property. Considerable of the wealth of the property without th11 husband's consent, while he
empire' thus passed into the hands of women, and they cannot dispose of real estate without her signing the
lingering in the civilization of to-day.
It was the fashion of the Orientals in olden times, often became arbitrary and tyrannical themselves. deed and relinquishing her right of dower. She is
to prize women for their sensuous qualities and speak He claimed a material improvement in the social not responsible for his maintenance, even if she have
of them decisively as destitute of every good quality status of woman after the C!Jristian era, that her rights a large private property, while he, no matter how
of mind and heart. To illustrate the prejudice of property become enlarged, and that many of the small his income, is liable for the support of her and
against woman in Oriental countries he quoted from a laws then in use were aclopted by other nations. At her family. Formerly the husband in case of separaHindoo legal treatise called, "Gentoo Laws," as one time it was said the greater part of the property tion.hau the legal right to the children, now the wife
of Rome was in the uncontrolled possession of is entitled to a habeas corpus from the court to profollows:
"A man bot11 day and night must keep his wife in woman and was equal to what she enjoys any- duce the children in court, and the court can award
subjection, that she by no means be mistress of her where t'o·day. He claimed Christianity had greatly to her the possession of the children.
She cannot sue her husband for slander or assault
own actions. If the wife have her own free will, contributed to the advancement of woman, and in·
notwithstanding she be sprung from a superior caste, stanced the kindness shown her by Jesus, and the and battery, and this is the same on the other side.
Thus the old common law d1sabilities are nearly
she will yet behave amiss. Women have six qual· considemtion awarded her in the time of the early
ities : 1st, an inordinate desire for jewels. 2nd, im· church history. In the fourth century a woman all removed, and married women to·day have a freemoderate lust. 3d, violent anger. 4th, deep resent· caused the first hospital to be erected, anti taught the dom and independence in the enJoyment and manage·
ment-.ao person knowing the sentiments concealed world a lesson of charity. Though he claimed much ment of their property that would startle the old sages
in their hearts. 5th, another person's good appears for Christianiiy in the elevation of woman he admit· of the common hi.w, Coke, Bacon or Littleton, were
evil in their eyes. 6th, they commit bad actions. ted the early fathers and celibates were very unjust they now living.
The disabilit1es wc.man now has to complain of are
vVoman shall never go out of the house without the to her ; that their diatribes against woman cannot be
consent of her husband ; she shall not eat before her read without a smile of ridicule and incredulity. due to our social habits rather than to any unfavorable
husband eats, nor laugh without drawing her veil Chrysostom only interpreted the general sentiment of discrimination of the law. One discrimination how·
this conspicuous class when he pronounced woman to ever still exists, an injustice, which prevents the
before her face."
He next took a .glance at Grecian civilization, and be "a necessary evil, a natural temptation, a desirable children of American women man ied abroad from
found it quite an advance upon the older and Eastern calamfty, a domestic peril, a deadly fascination, and inheriting the property of their parents in t!Jis connvariety. There the famtly was constructed upon the a painted ill.'' These views however gave place to try who die intestattl. This condition of things it is
hoped will ere long be changed.
basis of monogamy-a single motuer in the family, more liberal sentiments.
woman less servile and treated with less contempt.
He examined the wrongs and oppressions of woman
'f. B. \VAREliiAN followed the lecturer. He thought
Instead of a sum of money being paid by the husband under the English law, and stated she was often the subject a very important one, and that it had been
as the purchase money of the wife, the father gives a put to death or severely punished for very trivial well presented. As a lawyer the lectnrer had done
certain amount of money with the daughtt.r as a offences. For simple lal'ceny under the value of ten well, but his law was better than his philosophy. He
"dowry." This system had a great tendency to shillings she was burned in the hand, whipped, stock- did not go back sufficiently into the origin of the rela·
elevate woman above the degradation of Eastern eel, and imprisoned for a year, an_d that law existed on tion of the sexes. By Lubbock and others he showed
nations. She became a contracting party and ceased to the statute books of England unttl the l~th century. polygamy and monogamy arose from the same savage
be a chattel. Still her life was obscure and insignifi- 'l'he common law of those times was shaped and condition of society. He took the position that mo·
cant compared with later advancement. He noted it influenced by feudalism which in the middle ages nogamy was not the remedy for the social ills of Jm.
as a remamkable characteristic uf Grecian history prevailed over Emope. T.J.Jat system placed the man society. Was aware hiR views were considered
that there was a marked absence from its pages of ownership of property exclusively in the hands of radical or advanced, and that by many would hardly
eminent female characters, though they abounded those capabla of bearing arms; hence women had no be tolerated, and perhaps if presented anywhere exwith the names of great men whose virtues were ownership in property for a long time. If a widow cept in the Liberal Club he would himself be thrown
made conspicuous. We found there no .Maria with some personal property married an indolent, out of the window. He denounced the wrongs perpe·
'l'eresa, no Queen Elizabeth, no Florence Nightin- worthless husband, her savings and earnings became trated under the system of monogamy, and held it had
gale, and no .1\'Iargaret Fuller. 'fhe domestic life of his and he could by dissipation, waste or dishonesty, been a rule of slavery and oppression in the world.
womenin Greece was obscure and confined, with dispose of all she had. He cited cases in point. He dissented from the lecturer in his position that
little concern in outside affairs. A woman was never This rule of common law existed even in New York Christianity had done so much for "'oman and
out of guardianship in law ; she was at no time of State till the year 1860.
thought by examining history we would find ti1at it
The common law of England fixes irrevocably the had bound her more than it had freed her, and
her life as maid, wife or mother, independent. She
was under perpetual tutelage, the son being even a incidents of the marriage contract to the parties, that woman had done more for Christianity than
guardian to h:s own mother. She could not be recoo-· giving them merely the right of consenting to the Christianity had done for woman. As superior in his
nized in court apart from her guardian, who mu~t union, and after its consummation fixes their status estimation to pologamy or monogamy he held to be
beyond their control. In German and French law coinogamy, or marriage on the community plan, and
appear a~d act for her. .
ln anctent Roman soctety we find the sphere of the parties are empowered before hand to stipulate briefly c::onstrasted the merits of eu,cl1 system, and held
woman more public, wider and influential with her regarding each other's rights of property, and general· that the evils of c::elibaey and prostitution alike grew
personal rights more enlarged. lvlore infi~ence and ly decide upon the incidents ot tile contract, and out of the monogamic system. In our present system
consideration was then accorded her, and temples decide which system they shall live under 11fter mar· of marriage if the head of a family dies, all stops, but
were erected to commemorate her acts.
,
ria<re. :Most ot the State laws of this country follow if the community system is adopted there would be no
In illustration of Roman civilization he mentioned the"'English common law while Caiifomia and Iowa such sudden breaks and interruption~, and socie·
the order "Vestal Virgins" which held a conspicuous pattern after the French.
ty would move pleasantly along. He alluded to the
Vermont took the lead in 1840, and enacted laws efforts of Fourier, Owen, Andrews, and others in this
place in societ_y the~. They enjoyed special peroga··
ti'l"es and consuleratwn. When they went out .they which considerably ameliorated the status of married field of labor, anti that they each looked to this com·
were preceded by victors, and honored as regal per· women in holding property, which example was fol- munity system ns offering promise of ultimate future
sona()'es. To them was specially committed the lowe< I by all the States of the nnion ; on! y partially, happiness to the rnce, and that when society approxi·
charge of the sacred fire which must by no means however, removing the objeet:onablc features of ·the mates a condition of soda! perfection, tht,re will be
be sutlered to become extinguished. If this happened common law In 1840 New York begnn remedial us much liberty as there was in the original barbarism
it was an awful catastrophe, and they were punished ico-islation for women by enacting that the property, without the barbarism. He was emphatic in the
with castigation, A breach of chastity was punished pt~tits, rents etc., of married won:,cn should not be statement that polygamy, monogamy and slavery
by entombment alive. As Roman civilization advanc- liable for the debts of their husbands ; and in 184.\J. were all from the same source, and that the future
ed and developed, the social status of woman improved 60·62 further legislation on the same subject took welfare of the race was to be looked for in another
until the dawn of the Christian era, though she still place.
directim1, when the evils society now labors under
'l'hese statutes made a complete and ratlical change will be supplanted by the prevalence of more rationte~eived but a comparative show of the consideration
in regard to married women's property. 'l'he husband al~tnd elevated views; when our sexual relations, the
t? which she was justly entitled.
;\.s society advanced in a higher civilization the now has not a vestige of title to any property a wife rights of property and kindred interests will .be di-
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The cranium and frontal head of infants in civilization
rected and governed by a sounder and better philoso- alluded to the love a parent · bears his children. He
could love one, two or six with equal affection. In is more fully developed than in savage .life, but the
phy.
IvlR. WILCOX dissented from the last speaker and woman we love that which is lovable, and which pelvic region of the mother is not enlarged ; for thi3
expressed his abhorrence of the doctrine enunciated, endears her to us. We may find some of that lovable reason and others, childbirth is much more severe in
and was surprised that such views should first come qnality in one and some in another, and we can love civilization than in savage life.
from a, Positivist. He took the position that the doc- it wherever we find it. Thus a man can love more
Prominent among the causes of insanity he claimed
trine of individual liberty carried to its ultimate would than one woman and ls>v<> sincerely if not all alike.
hereditary disposition. In a large percentage of ca~es
be destructive to the monogamic syste11r. He viewed
He paid his respects to Mr. Wakeman and was glad it is found the ancestors and relatives had been mwith apprehension and alarm. __the social inn?vations his practice did not agree witll his tlleories.
sane. He held no disease is more!absolutely transmitwhich some proposed, and bcheved the best mterests
G. L. HENDERSON followed with some remarKs able from one generation to another than insanity and
of the race were bound up in til~ monogamic syste~n. touching the social condition of Scotland. Ha refer- that the transmission from the mother was more freWhen that is thrown down soe1al anarelly and evrls red to Ftatistics furnished by Dr. Christie of Aberdeen- quent and more serious thau from the father. 1\iore
of a gigantic character must be the resu~t. H~ co~ shire, Scotland, showing that thirty years ago, about females are insane than males, as sixty to forty, and
plimented woman on tlle advance she IS makmg Ill one-eight of all the children born among the agri- men oftenest die from its effects. The catamenial
·the social and intellectual world, and alluded to the cultural worker~ were illigitimate. That illigitimacy period and pregnancy in woman the seasous most
efforts Elizabeth Cady Stanton had made in favor o_f was on the increase; that in some of the northern liable to it. Insanity is worse in girls when inherited
her sex, and as being the lear~ed ~aughter of an emi- counties the number had increased. to the alarming from the mother, and in boys when inherited from the
nent judge. He expressed hrs belief that the respect proportion of one third of the total number born. Dr. father. Females being weaker than males were more
aeco1:ded by man to woman was n:ore of Gothic ori~in Christie noticed tllat among those born in marriage, predisposed to this influence. Tile suicidal impulse
than Christian. In barbarous tmres woman bemg a large number were malformed and imbecile, wllile is mortl frequently transmitted than any other phase
the weaker party had stood back and man had taken scarcely a case occurred of physical deformity or of insanity.
the heavy blows that llad been struck. The protec- idiocy among the illigitimate children. But that a
He said it had been claimed that idiots were not
tion that had in former times been accorded to her very large number of the latter became criminal and capable of producing offspring but this was a mistake.
• was the seed of a better civilization in the world.
drifted into the army and navy, or closeLl their care~r Two cases had come under his observation where botll
MRS. HALLOCK alluded to the unequal laws which in prisons or in.tlle Pe~al Colonies. Th,at the c~rl- parents ·were iuiotic. Consanguinity in marriage as a
had been enacted in reference to woman, and even dren produced m marrmge possessed more affectiOn cause of insanity and idiocywas considered. IIc decided
now thouo-h a married woman may own in her separ- and led more virtuous lives.
it was not necessariallythccauseof insanity and to some
ate right a piece of property, she earinot convey a good
He endorsed what Ivlrs Hallock said about legal extent he disclaimed the popular opinion that cousins
title to it unless her husband consents and he also protection for the wife against the husband who was can not beget sound and lleulthy offspring, though llc
sions the deed. She spoke of. the unequal rights of oftenest guilty of committing assault and battery on admitted snell unions too often repeated iu families
w~man in case of divorce by whiell the ownership of his wife.
would be prejudicial. He alluded to Alnaham's
the children is accorded to the father, and that her
He told a story about an old Scotch clergyman who marrying his half-sister, Jacob his cousin, and yet
claim was stronger than his. She criticized some of was called to attend to an erring· brother that had they were the progenitors of a healthy, progressive
tlle laws on the statute books of ,pur State where jus- been guilty of beating his wife. '' D?nald", S<ti~ the race of people. American Indians, and South Sea
tice is still "ithheld from woman.
mmister, ''they tell me that you are m the habrt .of Islanders he also named as instances where consan1\iR. NAsH followed and reviewed the history of beating your wife Jannette; now did you not prom.rse guinity is conspicuous without insanity or idiocy. Inpast nations, touclling the ~tat~s of wom.an. E~en when I married you to Jannette, to love and chensh sanity is a disease of civilization, not of savage life.~
Greece had wronged her in shghtmg and chsregarchng ller ?"
Ciimates and seasons have much to do with insanity.
heilr. China had subjected 400,000,000 women. to a
"0 ay I did that."
·
It is muellmore frequent in northern countries than
"Well: then, you must remember that she is bone of southern. In Norway, and Sweden, and North Gerlow station little better than chattels and thmgs.
Rome of eo~rse had its influence and Egypt its, but your bone and flesh of flesh."
many more cases can be found than in Southern Euwhere is the influence of the latter to-cl~ty ? Uhristians
" Oh I ken that brawley; but if she is bone of my rope. 'The summer months had been thought to be
claim much of the advancement of woman for their bone and flesh of my flesh can't I be allowed to the most prolific in insanity, lmt he thought. the spring
system, and that our conu~10n law is an outgrowth of scratch my ain flesll when it itclles ?"
season had been proved so. The state of the atmoChristianity, hut our law ~~ n~ue~ more an oll'tgrowt.h
1\'In. PROFFATT in his closing remarks made some sphere has much to do with it, and is more violunt in
of Roman law than of Cllrrstmmty. The latter con- explanations in referen~e to some points r:aised _by the falling weatller.
tains much that carries woman back, or prevents cer speakers, touching varwus laws regardmg d1vorce,
Politics, religion, and mental excitement were
advancement in civilization, and llas not dealt division of property, etc.
named as often being direct causes. The course of
fairly with her. He alluded to woman's inequalAt the opening and close of the meeting T. B. business the struggle for money making, and eomities under our present laws; that while both hus- W AKEMAN made remarks relative to the establis~- mercia! ~nxieties were named as prolific causes. In
band and wife toil to accumulate property, the ment of a library for the Liberal Club. He sa1d the struggle of life some were unequal to the task and
husband llolds it all in his own name. If tlle man many individuals had contributed books and ?thers fell by the way. Nature favors the strong and cru~hes
works harder in some directions, the woman tolls also money, and that tllere was now no doubt a library the weak. What becomes of the weak? They fill
in her own sphere in the lw.me circle, rearing child1:en, would soon be collected. He read a letter from poor-houses and asylums. Nature may seem heartless
etc. The claim that full nghts are accorded he~· ~~ a JAMESPARTmr, Esq., President of the Liberal Cl~b, in and cruel but she is just. Over-population, crowded
false one. In the matter of divorce law how rs rt? which he fully approved of the efl"orts to establish a cities and tenements, impure air, are the frcqnent
Great injustice exists. If a woman obtains a divor?e library for the club and proffered a wheelbarrow caus~s of insanity. He drew a fearful picture from
from her llusband on the ground of adultery, lle st1ll load of books toward the cause.
his own observation of life in tenement houses in this
retains his property but if he obtains a divorce from
Several persons present subscribed books an? city-two families sometimes living in a single room,
her upon the same ground sll~ is turned out penniless. money. A bequest of $5.~0 in books. or money entr- ttnd separated only by rag~ and tattered garn1e_nts
If "coinogamy" is to ?e the rdeal for the fut~1re, the ties the donor to !he benefits of the library whether a suspended on a cord, the mr most foul and reekwg
question arises, what lnstory !~,ave we of an:y: trml h~v men...ber of the Club or not.
with disease and men and women absolutely rotting
ing been made of the system?
W~ere has 1t bee~ mDECEltiBER 4th, 1874.
alive. It is ilot strange insanity should occur under
troduced ? The Oneida commumty ~1ay be e1ted.
EDERICK
R.
:MARVIN,
lH.D.,
gave
a
very
interestsuch conditions.
In my opinion llowever the success whrch has. attendF"
Ii
Faulty education another cause, few receive healthy
ed tllat institution has arisen from the exeeutwn and ing lecture on the subject ~f 'l'he Gen.eologY_ of man- educational instruction. Our education is too cgot!sability of the founder. Can tlle system tl_tere pursued ity but as we have but little space Ill tins number tic. Self agrandizement too much the rule and is
be adopted in general use and thereby rmprove the left us, we will be compelled to give th~ lecture bu~ a wro 11 g. He quoted the sentimeut with <lpproval
briefandimperfectreport. He engag~d m anmqury m- "Self-oblivion is God's remembrance."
condition of society ?
The moon was once believed to he a governing
DR. HALLOCK was reminded by the last speaker. of to the predisposing causes of insamty. Be took the
the Irishman's ad vice to his son, who was about sta.rt:nB ground that a large percentage of the cases come ftol~l cause of insanity which is now discarded by medical
for the fair· "Whenever you see a head, Dennis, llrt 1t. hereditary causes and alluded to the effects !Ill{! eondl· men. The idea was an o.ncient one and was handed
It occurred' to him there might be such a thing as tions of mind transmitted from parents to offsprmg. He clown from nations who worshipped the moon as a
desecration of this platform by mere talk.
. said this was known to ,the ancients, and instanced god, and it was fitting it should be thought t<? indue~
He disapproved the philosophy of 1-Vakemm: and m the legend in bible story of_ Jacob's .stratn~~m. for insanity, it }Ins, Jwwcver, nosuchpowersavem theefcharity to the gentleman he c?uld not belwve. he produeing numerous herds of cattle With vanegated · fects of its light. The modified, softened light of the
meant to aim a blow of destruetwu to the well-bemg colors, by the devices of striped and speckledro~s seL sun is equally effective in this direction. The light of
of society. He believ~d i~ the monogami_e syst~m of up in tlle drinking places wllere the c~ttle cohabited, the morning dawn is thought to be the most conducive
marriao-e, and that rt rs the only tme s; stem. by this means he distanced his fath~r m law _and ob- to insanity.
Illusion and hallucination as causes were considered
He had no respect for the ceremony peri orm~d by a tained the healllliest cattle. He clltl not defend the
man who wore his shirt over his coat (~reanm~ the honesty o! the tr:ansaetio~, ~ut cite-! the, ~ase to show and the difference between the two given; and delusion
priest) but he believed in th.e true marn.nge ot one the pr.nmple of transmlbSIOn was under~tood thou- as well· cases were cited wl.wre sensation was retained
when limbs had been ampnt:Lted. A common pr::disman to one woman. It reqUired not a pr_wst to per- sands of years ago.
He urged that tlle G;reeks we_re ,a ':'er~ w~ll-d~v.clop- posing cause is the morbid and overweening confille~ce
form tlle ceremony, but when entered mto by the
parties interesed, the tie was a .sa?red and holy o?e. ed, healthy people wrth very te"' eases of defonmty of the ao-e and the tendency and great desire to hve
He denouced promiscuous er1mmal love between or malformations. They took gr?at care tllat mot.I;.ers for self': J;e lauded the noble scntimeut of Jiving and
the sexes and insisted that a man could really love were surround-ed by agreeable objects, and .that durmg worldug for om· fellows and beinrr governed by a debut one woman at a time, and the same of woman gestation and childbirth they llad fit~e pamtmg~ and sire to benefit and elevate the roJ~mon humanity.
GreatiJCss consists in striving to be like our Jellows
towards man ; she cot~ld never truly and fully lo-ve statuary of the goc~s to look at by whwh was aec~unted tlle fine phys1cal forms produced. The Greeks but more so herein were Homer and Shakspeare
two men at the same trme.
The true marriage of one ~!~an to . one woman, he were not a nation of gymnasts a_nd ~\Crob.ats, ,bt~t great. The happiest lives arc led by those who do
placed higher than the prom1scuou6 mtercourse com- artists, sculptors, poets and scholms. rhe mteLeet most to make others happy.
was largel,r developed. They held that a ~e,._ltl~y,
He condemned metaphysics and allvised its avoidmon to lower animal life.
DR. LAMBEltT was glad this vexed q~estion was vigorous fram.e was hon?rable, and .any .de olll.ut~ anee. He spoke highly of scienee and its p~u·st~its
\and concluded by again commending humamtanan
now likely to be settled. The lecturer m the legal like CJrooked lmrbs ancl.~lshapen bodws w,a_s '-!- cnmf
0
pursuits and incentives.
history he had given of women had not told us ~hen~e to be despised. Dyomsms caused.1 fin~ pa_mt,mgs
Vrm::-Pm::SIDENT OmtSllEE followed. He demmred
she came or wllere she was found. He submrtted 1t fine physical forms to be hung up ~ Ius WI~C s roon~
the story'of her being made f~·om a ri_b lacked the for the purposes indicated. 'rhe unpress!OI~S aml against one sentiment quoted hy the leetr.rer which
elements of probability as a nb conta1_ns. but three emotions produced upon the mo~her at the tune ot was app'a•:ded, that "Self-oblivion was God'~. reelementary tissues nnd p.o~sessed no vrtahty, and a conceptiOn he held hncl a pow~orfulwflnence upon the membrance." He thought the auclienC'e did not fully
realize what tlley were applaudinfi. The ignominy
woman certainly has vrtal!ty, and more th.an tllree character of the ellild physical!~ and.mcntally. 1 .
Among the cognate causes of,msam.ty he namec a~ of se1f was a sentiment every body applauds but notissues or elements, She is ?apable of em?trons, s~n
an . body practi<,es. He did not believe in it. He llenied
sations and vitality not possible to come from a nb. tempts at abortion 1 by. t~e use of m_~truments
8
He did not wonder the lecturer did not attempt to powerful ch·ugs, wluch mJured the utel_me !stem of woman was weaker than man, and claimed she had
solve the problem of the origin of woman ; even the mother and per consequenc~ the ~h~ld, frequent!! equal strength bnt of a different. kind, and it worked
scientists had not been fully able to clear up the laying the foundation for insnmt.y or rc~wcy. Another in difl"ereut. channels.
muddle; He took exceptions to Dr. H.'s _claim that a cause, protracted labor in ehild-bearmg, the use of
( Concbuded on page 16.)
person could love but one of the oppos1te sex, and forceps, etc.
0
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.Altman's New Price. List.

.Altman's New Price List.

.Altman's New P1ice List.
Gent's Furnishing Department.·

MORRIS ALTMAN begs to state to his old friends and
patrons that he has made extensive reductions in his vaThis department is replete with a splendid assorted
rious departments, and earnestly calls attention to the
stock, and our prices are such as undersell any other
following quotations. The fullest satisfaction is guaran- These goods will all be found Extraordinary Bargains, establishment, where quality is included.
and includes
teed in every instance, and all goods not suiting will be
Hamburg edging at 10 cts. per yard and upwards.
100 doz. Gents' Merino Shirts and Drnwo:·s, at 50C. and up.
Heal Guipure Laces at 2fi cts. per yard and upwards.
75 "
"
Cle>udod, all sizes, at
!14c.
•·
exchanged, or the money returned in full.
Black Thread Lace at 20 cts. 11er yard !tnd unwards.
75 "
"
!ted Flannel woven very fine, $1 69
"
N. B. To insure the immediate dispatch of orders by
Valenciennes edging from 5~. per yard and upward.
Our own make Dross Shirts, perfect nt, made of WumsutPatent Valencinnes edging from sc: por yarn upwards.
ta lli•·slin, fine linen bosoms, opon or closed at back,
mail a P. 0. Order, Draft, or Registered Letter must acBeaded black Yak Laces at 25c. per .yard and upwards.
at $12 per half doz.
company each. Goods by express sent C. 0. D. Packal:leaded black Yak insertion at 3Bc. per y'd and upward. Extra fino perfectly fitting Dress Shirts, Now York Mills
ges can be sent by mail at the rate of 2c. for 4 ounces and
Black Yak Laces at 1Bc. per yard and upward.
Muslin with Richardson's best linen bosoms, made
in any ~tvle to order, at $14 per half dozen,
Cluny Laces from 15c. and upward.
1 cent for every additional two ounces, or fraction thereof
Gents' Wlute Dress Shirts as low as $1 each.
Colored blonde Laces, from 1oc. per yard and upward.
under four pounds.
White blonde Laces from 9c. per yard and upward.
Gents' Merino Under Shirts at 85c. up to $2 oo.
Spanish Lace for ScarfR at 50c. per yd and upward.
Gents' Sus ponders, cvf\ry variety. at 26c. up.
We refer to A. T. Stewart & Co., H. B. Clafflin & Co., E. S.
Black Lace Veils, all paterna, at 50c. per yd and upward. GLmts' Windsor Scarfs, best qualitv, at 89c. and up.
Ja1Irey & Co., J. B. Spellman & Co., and all the leading
Black i:lilk Fringe at 23c; per yd. Black Silk beaded
"
Wide end colored TieR, endless varietY, at 45c.
Houses in New York City, also to D. M. Bennett, Editor of Fringo 35c. por yd. and upward.
"
Collars and Cuffs in all the latest styles,
Collars pure Linen, latest styles, $2 oo per doz.
Black i:lilk Galoon 5c, per yd. and upward.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and G. L. Henderson, Banker, both
Columbut 3 ply linen collars, at $1 90 per doz.
lllack Bullion Fringe from 2oc. per yd and upward.
of whom are woll known to aJI Libomls, and especially to
Turn down collars at $1 75 per doz.
Black Beaded Gimp at 2oc. per yd and upw!trd.
the readers of this paper, as to our responsibility and inLarge assortment m Hamburg Embroideries.
3 ply cu1Is at 25e. per pair.
·
l:lt. Jaml's Cuff. 3 ply, all linen, at 31c. per pair.
Large lot of Hamburg insertion at 6c. per yd.
.
tegrity.
Elmwood Paper Uollars at 25c. per box.
Swiss Medalion Embroideries, great vn.riuty at very low
"
Superior Pnpor Cuffs at 32C, per box of 10 prs.
prices.
"
Common Paper Collar at any price per box.
Lace Tidies in every variety at 10c. and upward.
A ltu·ge assortment of Boys' ~Iorino i:ll1irts and Drawers
All goods incidental to this Department not herein comat 50 cents.
prised are in stock, and will be furnished at equally low
Boys' and Children's full regular mado Shirts and Drawprices.
ers at 73c. and upward.
Clark's 0. N. T. Spool Cotton, warranted, at 68c. per doz.
Children's Merino Dresses, all sizes nt $1 25 upward.
Clark's Cotton on black spools. warranted, at 68c.
"
Ladies' and Misses' Morino Vests and Drawers at all
Brook's glazed Cotton. white, black and col'd, 68c.
"
prices.
A Valuable Reduction in prices has taken place in this
Coat's white, black and colored cotton, at - 6Bc.
Department, and we imperatively state that no
Corticelli's and Belding's bl'k and col'd
other
house
can
compete
with
the
general
Sewing Silk, 100 yds. at
- 1oc. per spool.
inducements we offer. 'VI'e quote the
Corticelli's black and col'd Button Hole
following as a sample:
Twist at
2c.
Ladies' Fine Chemises, warrantE'Id Muslin, finished su- Tooth Bt·us,,hes, exceuent to best. from 10C. and upward.
Knitting Cotton, white and colored, at
9c. per ball
perbly
on
Wheeler
& Wilson machine. French corded Nail
Milward's best Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
"
"
14c.
"
band, extremely neat. so cts.
CrowleY's patent Helix needles. at 5 cents per paper.
Hair
"
"
2Bc.
"
Ladies'
Fine
Chemises
finished as above, with 75 tucks, Dressinfil' Combs
l\Iilliner's best needles, at 6 cents per paper.
"
"
1oc.
yoke back and front, handsomely stitched, corded braids Hand MnTors, elegant designs.
Best American Pins. at 6 cents per paper and upward.
31c.
Best English Pins, finest manufacture, warranted, at 10 and sleeves at $1.50.
Back Combs, 250.
Ladies' Chemises en pointe French pattern with fine Tortoise-shell
cents per paper.
Ladies'
Hubber
Belt
Buckles,
25c.
hand-!llade needlework edging and inserting, at $1.48.
Patent Safety Pins, at 6 cents per dozen, in all sizes.
"
Jet
"
"
25<J.
Ladies' Night Robes, Utica Mills Muslin, pointed, tuek- Ladies' Jet Farrings, in latest designs 1oc.
French Hair Pins, two papers for 3 cents, in all sizes.
e(t,. and ruffled yoke back and front, full length, at $1.10.
Best English Hair Pins, at 6 cents pAr paper, all sizes.
"
Heal Garnet i:letg, - 38c.
Ladies' Night Uobes, tucked and embroidered yoke,
Best English Hair Pins, assorted sizes. at 8 cents per
Bracelets of all kinds, 38c•
. Masonville Muslin, trimmed and embroidered collars and
box.
Beaded Belts,
- '{6c.
cuffs,
reduced from $2.95 to.$2.25
English Pin Books, black and white assorted, at 15 cents.
Leather Belts,
- 20c.
Ladies' Night Robes, greatest attraction in stock, made
Mourning Pins, at 6 cents and upward.
'Rubber Belts,
- 45C.
Buttons of every description, in all the leading styles, of best muslin, with diagonal puffing and embroidered
Beaded Pockets,
50c.
yoke back and front, (new shaped) puffed and embroidgreatly reduced. From 10 cents to $1 per doz.
Leather Satchels, in newest styles, at $1.50 and up.
· Black and colored A!J;>acca Braids, 6 yard pieces.at 6 cts. ered 'pointed collars and cuffs, at $.5.50. Worth $6.50 to $7.
Real Russia Leather Satchels, from $4.50 and up.
Ladies' Night Rllbes-another attractive article-entire"Can't-Break-'em" Uorset Steels, at 10 cents a pair.
Morocco Pocket Books, from 18 cents and upward.
ly "our own style," just received, made with diagonal
Cotton Corset Laces, at 18 cents per dozen.
Real Russia Leather Pocket Books, from 35c. up.
tucks,
puffing and embroidery, robe front; very elaboLinen
"
·• 3 yards long, at 5 cents each,55 p. doz.
"
Shawl Stra.ps,
from 45c. and up.
rate. $5 to $6.
Linen Shoe Laces. at 4 cents per dozen, all lengths.
Childrens' i:lchool Bags,
- 81 to 89 oents.
Ladies' Fine l\Iuslin Drawers, trimmed with deep hem Ladies' Ties,
Whalebones. at 45 cents per dozen, full lengths.
- 28 cents and upward.
Jet Beads, all sizes, every variE>ty, in latest novelties, at and wine tucks aG 75 Cents.
·•
Linea Collars,
- 7 cents
"
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, trimmed with tucks and
5 cents per bunch.
Linen Cuffs,
- from 5 cents per pair.
ruffle and diagonal tucking at 85 cents.
Neck Hullling,
- from 15c. and upward.
"This Department is ?·eplete with the thousand and one
Ladies' Fine Muslin Drawers, with deep hem. cluster of
Undersleeves,
- from 45c. and upward.
art·iules inC'idental to it, but wli:ich cannot be enumerated in tucks and neE>dle work inserting, handsomely finished on Gilt and Jet Earrings. Pins and Bracelets, from 25 cents
Wheeler-& Wilson Machine. at $1.25.
per
pair,
or
as
high
as
$5
per
set, according to qualthis advertisement."
Ladies' Demi-train Walking Skirts, with double ruffle,
ity and design. We guarantee that, in the exercise
cluster
of
tucks.
at
$1.
of
.our
own
judgment,
on
receiving
as near a deMILLINERS. STOREKEEPERS AND DRESSMAKERS
Ladies' Fine Walking Skirts, made of Lonsdale :i\Iuslin,
scription as possible of what is required, and t)le
will be supplied with goods on unusually advantageous with cambric flower, six inches deep, diagonal puffing
price desired to be paid, we will give entire satisflloCand tucking with needle-work insertmg five inches deep
tion or refund the money on return of goods C. 0. D.
terms, and every care and despatch, will be
at $5.
.
Train Skirts, fine muslm, deep hem, cluster of tucks
used in filling orders.
six inches lon~, at $1.90.
Ladies' Tram Skirts, very elaborate, with one row of
25c. per box.
tucks, puffs, inserting and puffs over, with deep cambric Lilly White Face Powder, at
Imported Face Powder, at
- 210. per package.
ruffle. at $5.50.
1Bc.
"
Ladies' Masonville muslin Underskirts, with ruffles and Lubin's Powder. at
Wenck's Florida Water, at
- - 500. per bottle.
cluster of tucks, at 95 cents.
Wenck's celebrated Perfumes, at
75c.
"
Ladies'
Cambric
Toilet
Sacques,
trimmed
with
fine
rufOne of the largest, and the most elegant and original
Thurston's Tooth Powder, at
- 17c.
at $1.40.
assortment of Imported Novelties to be found in this city, fling,
Linen and Muslin Pillow-Cases and Pillow-Stands, in C !gate & Co's. "Vaseline" Pomade for the hair, at 61 cts.
- 10 to 40c. per bottle.
is riow in stock, including the following specialities. All plain ruffles and needlework inserting, &c., on hand and Perfumes, from
made to order. Chemises, square-tucked bosoms, trim- Toilet Soaps of every description, from 5c. per cake and
goods selling lower than at any other house.
up.
med with ruffles, 75 cents.
Honey Soapp, at
7c. per cake.
French Flounces Skirt, at $1.20.
Glpcerine, at
- 7c.
"
Corset
Covers,
trim~ed
with
Hamburg
edging,
insertA beautiful assortment of French Flowers in Roses,
"
in
Balls,
at
He.
ing, ruffling, tucks, &c., at so cents to $1.50.
Buds, Pansers, etc .. from 1oc. to $5.
Brown Windsor Soap, at
- Be.
Floral Dress Trimmings and Bridal Wreaths, branched
'l'ransparent Soap, at
nc.
to order, in any style . .
Tar Soap, at
-. nc.
HOSIERY, etc.
A fine assortment of Pompons. Feathers and Wigs.
Bath
Soap,
at
10C.
An extensive assortment of Fancy Feathers, very rich,
Castile Soap, at - 7c.
from 25 cents up to $20.
Ladies' Iron Frame Hose, excellent quality, at 25c. per pr. Siver
Soap for cle:m'ng silver and glass, at 7c.
All the newest shades of Ostrich and Plume de Cock Ladies' full regular made Hose. at 25c. per pr.
Bands for trimming, from 65 cents and upward.
Ladies' fine Balbriggan Hose at $2 50 per 1-2 doz.
Ribbons of all styles, colors and widths, at prices that
All the newest styles of blue steel and jet ornaments at Ladies' Striped Hose in every variety at 46c. per pr. and
will astonish customers.
the lowest prices.
upward
·
Elegant Ostrich Plumes, in all the latest shades, $2 and A full line of Ladies' Cashmere and Woolen Hose at lowIn Velvet, Velveteens. Satins, and all kindred goods, we
UJ2!
est P-rices.
The latest shapes in Felt Hats, at 85 cents to $1 25.
Children s White and Colored Woolen Hose, a particular have a full stock, of which we cnt oa bias at wholes~.le
Elegant Imported Felt Hats, best quality, at $1.15 to $3.
specialty.
prices.
Drab Felt Hats, in the latest, most fashionable styles, 85 Gents' full regular Half Hose, cheapest in the city, a.t 25c
We have on hand 5000 pieces of the Worsted Ball and
Twisted Fringes, now so much in vogue, which wo are
cents and up.
a pair,
offering at the unhettrd of low price of 48 cents pet· -yard,
Silk Velvet Hats, of our own importation. in all quali- Gents' Merino and Cashmere Hose at 43c. and upward.
ties. at great bargains from $4 to $10.
Gents' Shaker Socks, not to be equalled, at 34c. per pair.
in all colors.
Evening Bonnets, elegantly trimmed, from $20 to $35.
,
Forty different styles of the latest designs in Beaded
Carriage Bonnets, exquisite in design and quality $15 to
Gimps and Fringes, now so fashionable, which we offer
$30, already trimmed in the latest styles.
at
from 25 cents per yard up to $3, according to the qualLadies' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs. at 12c. and upward.
Ladies' and Misses' trimmed Bonnets and Hats for gen- Gents' Linen Handkerchiefs, superior quality, at 1Bc. and ity and design. . . I will personally attend to all orders
coming
through the Liberal papers, and having, for many
eral wear, in all shapes and shades, at $6 and upward.
upwards.
years, filled ardors for tho readers of this paper, my judgChildren's Bonnets and Misses' Round Hats, from $5 Gents' Hemstitched Handkerchiefs, all Linen, at 39c. up.
to $15, ready trimmed.
ment may be relied upon in the proper selection of purInfant's Uaps in all the new styles, at great bargains, or
chases.
All goods not mentioned herein, including such as are
made to order at lowest prices.
·
We have just received a fine assortment of Ladies' and entirely out of our regular line of bu£iness, will be as
~Iourning goods made to order at the earliest notice.
Gent's
Kid
Gloves,
including
the
following
specialties.
judiciously
and carefully sel!lcted, and as readily sent as
Sent in neat boxes, perfectly.
Single button blk and co I'd Kid Gloves at 5oc. per pair,
those enumerated, and 1 will guarantee, in all cases, that
Next grade better at 95c. per pr. Warranted.
the prices will !Je as low as anywhere else in the United
"AL'l'MAN" Kid Glove, our own make, in black and all States. Ladies' and Misses' Suits and Gentlemen's Clothfashionable shades, at $1 25 two-buttoned, everr pair ing may be confidently ordered. all that is requisite being
Black Silks. of excellent quality
- $1 $1 19 and $1 25
taken back and a new pair given if they rip or tear. the correct measure. and about the style, price and kind
Better and wider
$1 33 $1 50 and $2. "Josephine" real Kid Glove, perfect quality, at $1 95 per of material required. I will make myself personally reBlack gros-grain Silk, very rich and good,
$1 50 to $2 50
pair.
for the remainder.
The very best grades,
3 and 3 50 "Lucca" Kid Glove, an excellent wearing glove, at 05c sponsible
I will guarantee to satisfactorily fill all orders that may
Colo rod 'l'rimminJ; Silks. all shades,
$1 38 and 1 50
per pair, two button.
be
sent,
and
all patrons that wherever goods are
Colored Dress Silks at
- $1 25, $1 50, $2 oo and 2 50 Gauntlet Gloves, every color and shade, 63c. and upward. sent. differentassure
prices or kinds than ordered, that the
Black Satins, beautiful lustre, at
1 50, 1 75 and 2 oo A large assortment of Woolen Gloves for Ladies', Gents' goods may be in
returned by express, C. 0. D., at our risk
Colored Satins at
- - 1 50, 2 oo and 2 25
and Children at the lowest prices, from 25c. to $1 oo and expenses.
Address
per pair,
Black and Colored Vel vAts at
1 50, 2 oo, 2 50 and 3 oo
Silk Cloak Velvets at
5 oo, 6 oo. s oo [l,nd 10 oo Gent's Fine French Dogskin Gloves, every color, at $1 29
Velveteens at
- 60c., 75c. and $1 oo, worth 1.50
pair.
Hat Sashes in every shade and color.
Gents'per
fine
French Gloves. excellent wear, at 95c. per ·pair.
Sash Ribbons in all colors and widths, from G5c. up.
Ladies' 3 4 and 6 button, every shade, $1 40 and 11 so.
OF ..THE FIRM OF M. ALTMAN & CO.
Colored Fringed Sashes, all the new shades, at very low Full assortment of Cloth and Wollen Gloves, from 25cts.
prices.
to $1 per doz.
Slxtll Avenue and 19th Stree*,

Laoes and Embroideries.

Notion Department.

Ladies' Underolothing,

Toilet Department
Je_welry, &c.

Perfumery, &c.

MILLINERY DEPARTMENT.

SILKS.

I

MORRIS ALTMAN,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 15, 18?'4.

A Grand Combination! Scottish Western Loan Co.,

THE MANNA SERIES.

15
AN EXTRAORDINARY BOOK!
FIFTY YEARS AHEAD OF THE TIMES ! !

No. 1. Original Manna for "God's chosen." Price, 5 cents.
No.2. Manna for Jehovah (B. F. Underwood's Prayer). 10 cents l!er dozen.
AND
No.3. New Life of Davia, by Chas. Bradla]!gh. 5 cents.
Le
Boy,
Minnesota,
THE LADIES' OWN MAGAZINE FOK 1875,
No~ 4. Facetirn for Free Thinkers. Colby Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
BY E. B. Foo-rg, J\L D.
BRANCH OFFICE. 332 East 13th St., N. Y, lected
~'HE HERALD Ol' HEAL:I'H l'OR 1875,
No.5. 200 Questions Without Answers. 5
cents.
A Most llenuwkable lVm·k, published Cn
THE TRUTH SEEKER FOR 1875,
No. 6. A Dialogue between a Christin.n
MONEY INVES'fED :ltfissionary
both tlw Engli~h and German
and a Chinese J\fandarian. 10
THE COMPLETE WollKS OF SRAKEBPEAllE,
cents.
IN FIRST MORTGAGES
Languages.
No. 7. Queries Submitted to the Bench of
in one volume of over 1000 pages and 36 On• Imm··~ved
Tl"a .... 8 •n
M'"'nne- Bishops by a Weak but Zealous Christian
CONTAINING
~· ,.
.L''
~
10 cents.
·
illustrations, and that charming Chromo.
sota and Iowa,
No. B. A Search After Heaven and Hell, b;
Nearly 1.000 Pages, and 200 Illustrations.
Austin
Holyoak
e.
5 cents.
·Running 3 to 5 years. with Coupon Interest
"J US T 0 N E,''
Price. $3.25.
No. 9. Parsons of the Period, or the NatNotes, drawing 9 per cent. annually in ad- ural
History of the Pulpit, by Gegeef {in
IT contains a full description of all Disall sent, post-paid. for only Four Dollars. vance. or 10 per cent. paid ·semi-annually ·press).
eases given in plain language adapted to
in advance. free of expense to the Loaner.
No. 10. A Few Words about the Devil, by the Comprehension of tho Gcueru.l Public;
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
Jlfir 10 per cent. paid on receipt of money Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
with the most Rational, Reformn.tivc treatat the Bank. or in New York until invested.
No. 11. The New Life of Jacob, by Charles ment. It contains a vast amount of vain335 .BROADWAY,
Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
able Information not to be found in any
For full particulars, send for Circular.
No. 12. Daniel the Dreamer, by Austin other Uedical Work.
NEW YoRK.
To Jan. 1. 1876.
Holyoake. 10 cents.
PART I.
No. 13. A Specimen of the Bible-Esther
------------by Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
This Part treats of Disease. Of Blood,
BUST OF
No. 14. The Acts of the Apostles: A Fn.rce. mental and nervous derangements-how
by Austin Holyoake. 10 cents.
we violate our moral nature. The food wo
Save the W mnen and Children!
No. 15. Ludicrous Aspects of Chr'stian- eat, its conversion into bo1Je, muscle, &c.;
ity, by. Austin Holyoke. 10 cents.
'.rhe liquids we drink; The n.tmosphore wo
THE SICK AND THE INFillM l'llOM
No. 16. The •.rwelve Apostles, by Clms live in; The clothes we wear; Bad habits
Prof. M.A. Breed, Peoria, Ill., has executed BradlaugiJ.
5 cents.
·
of children and youths ; Bad habits of
in a very artifltic manner, a bust of CoL.
No. 17. Who was Jesus Christ? by Chas. manhood n.nd womanhood ; \these essays
Bradlaugll.
5
cents.
are startling in nature and remn.rkably IlAboltsh that Nuisance in tho back yard, by INGERSOLL, the author of "The Oration on
No. 18. What Did Jesus Teach? by Chas. lustrated). 'l'he male and fell'•1le element
using the
the Gods" and other lectures so well known Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
in nature; Tho ethics of • 'o:AJ.~l associato the Liberals of the United States. The
No. 19. New Life of Absalom, by Charles tion: Prostitution; its mora) ~.~J physical
e1Iects ; Unhappy marriages ; \'v lly they
BradlaugiJ..
5
cents.
Bust is of Heroic size. about one-third
No. 20. New Life of 1\Ioses. by Chas. Brad- are detrimental to the nervous and vascularger
than
life,
and
faithfully
represents
lar fluids: Wealth; Failures in business;
laugh. 5 cents.
THE CHEAPEST AND BEST.
the Colonel's featurea :tnd expression of
Other numbers of :Hanna for all sorts of Excessive study; lVleln.ncholy; How to preserve the health of children; The physiohungry people are in preparation.
countenance.
logical instructlon of children : Sleep :
Prof. Breed learned the art of sculpture
CLEANLINESS; Sunshine ; Therapeutic
electricity; Animal magnetism; Water ;
in Rome. and acquits himself ably in it.
Womn.n doctors ; Rapacious doctors.
Those who wish an elegant bust of this
PART II.
most promi ent and able man in the LibNo.1. The Atonement, by Clln.rlos BradThis part treats on Chronic diseases: Caeral ranks. should avail themselves of the laugh. Price 5 cents.
No. 2. Secular Responsibility, by George tarrh; Chronic. Affections of the Throat;
opportunity of procuring a eopy of this
Consumption (this essn.y on Consumption
Price 5 cents.
desirable work of art. Price, $20, securely JacobHolyoake.
No.3. Christianity and Materialism Con- should be ren.d by everybody); Chronic diseases of the Liver, Stomach n.nd Bowels;
packed for l!hipment.
trasted, by B. F. Underwood. 15 cents.
No. 4. The Influence of Christianity on Dyspepsia; Constiyation; Diarrhea; Piles:
Orders may be addressed to the EDITOR
Aches
and pains; Neumlgia; Rheumatism;
by B. F. Underwood. 25 cents. Affections
Ol' THE TllUTH SEEKER, or forwarded di- Civilization,
of the Eyes and Ears; Diseases
No.5. The Essence of Religion, L. Fouer- of
the
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DR. LAMBERT, agreed with tile lecturer in much he had said and dissented
in some pomts, among others he named
that of woman being weaker.
He
claimed that wom:m governed the world
and that she is constantly getting stronger. One consolation was, if the mothers
were getting stronger so also are her
sons, so perhaps we can still, in some
respects keep the upper hal.!d.
He
claimed that excessive indulgence in
- alcholic driRk, tobacco, and licentiousness were very prolific causes of insanity
and holds that all species of alcholic
drinks indulged in, including lager beer
is only accumuiating poisons in the system which is liable to break out in insanity in the person who indulges, or
in his posterity after him. Not one in
three of insane people but what on· inquiring back it will be found their father
or grandfather were guilty of licentiousness, or of using to excess alcohol, tobacco. These are facts and of no trifling
character. He said Mr. Ormsbee was
right in regard to selfishness. The
more a man hail of it the better,
and the more he acted in a way to make
himself happy, the more he would add
to the happiness of others.
DR. HALLOCK followed with general
remarks on insanity, and claimed it was
produced by intense study, and over ac·
tion of the brain as much in the fields
of science and philosophy, as in religion
and theology. He mentioned the case
of a man who had been to college and
studied so closely that he returned a
perfect wreck, and would now sit listless
and naked for days together. He congratulated the present age upon the increase of knowledge and general intelligence, and said it had increased and
would , continue In keeping with the
growth of the city.
DR. R. A. GUNN next spoke and took
opposite ground from the lecturer on
the theory of heredita?'1J insanity. He
did not believe in its transmission from
parents to children, and more inclined
to think it arose in imagination. He
mentioned a case which came under his
own obserV'ation in Chicago. A married daughter lived with her father under
the belief her mother was dead. The
father was taken sick and when about
to cUe disclosed to the daughter that her
mother was not dead but was confined
in an insane asylum. The daughter
had never had any symptoms of insanity.
She had had two children and neither
had shown any such symptoms but after
this information came to her mind she
brooded over it to that extent that she
became insane herself, and had herself
to be placed in an asylum.
In all
probability had she not learned that her
mother was insane she would never
have been so herself. On the transmission of peculiarities he mentioned a case
where a woman, thirty-five years of age,
had married a man who had two toes
grown together. They had a child who
had toes perfectly natural without
being webbed, and up to this time the
mother had not learned her husband's
toes thus grew together but after learningitshe gave birth to another child with
the toes webbed like the father's.
Insanity, he said, was nothing but a
diseased
condition of
the • brain
and often resulted from a determination
of blood to the brain. He disbelieved
in the doctrine of sex in mind nor in the
transmission of mental characteristics
to offspring. He announced himself
skeptical in medicine as upon othet· subjects, and was not governed by books
'or authorities. He denied years ago
that hip disease was scrofula.
Mn.. F. G. FAIRFIELD followed, and
held that insanity depended upon a
structural derangement of the brain
upon which he elaborated considerably.
He'dissented somewhat from the doctrine propounded, that alcohol anq beer
led to insanity, and was more inclined
to think insanity led to drinking those
fluids. He thought there were but few
confirmed drunkards in whom could
not be found a decillecl tendency to insanity.
He took the ground that some of the
most ,brilliant writers of the English

language-inst.anCiug,Walter Scott, and
Charles Lamb-two who had inherited
somewhat of their brilliancy from progenitors more or less insane. He advanced the idea that many cases of insanity had been pr"oduced by vaccination, in persons who before vaccination
had shown no symptoms of the disease.
MR. NASH WRS the next speaker, and
briefly reviewed those who had preceded him, dissenting from much that had
been said. In regard to matters of intemperance he thought there were but
few of us, if we go back three genentions in whose families could not be
fonud cases of intemperance, and that it
could not be shown that in very many
cases the use of alcholic liquors had produced insanity. He also denied the
retention of poisons in the system, but
held they were eliminated instead of
being stored up for the production of
insanity. He regarded the theory of
hereditary insanity and the transmissible
tendency to it as founded in old stories.
He alluded to the stories and legends of
the bible, and held but few now believed
them all as actual occurrences. The
implicit venei·ati'on we felt for I't had
largely passed away.
MRs. HALLOCK followed. She approved of Dr. Lambert's position
against intemperance, and believed it a
productive cause of insanity. She
believed instead of all eftects being
transmitted from the mother to the
child, that the mother was as often
affected by the child. She was opposed
to the discussion of insanity, believing
that too much said about it tended to
increase it. The more the mind dwelt
upon it the more insanity woillcl exist ·
similar to public executions of criniinal~
having the tendency to increase the
commission of crime.
MR. DAWSON concluded the discussion. He believed insanity a disease
not transmissible from parents to children and mental peculiarities not often so
transmitted. Great men seldom have
sons as great as themselves, and comm~n, plain pe?ple often have very smart
chtldren. With the exception of Alexancler, William Pitt, and John Adams
in our own country it did not occur to
1 · tl t ·
h d
um Ia any great men a produced
remarkably smart offspring, and that in
those instances the greatness of the
children was not of the same character
as that of the parent".
He advanced the
o
opinion that children inherited their intellectual ability more from the mother
than from the father. He complimented woman upon hel' superiot powers of
intuition, they were generally correct,
and ~he rarelly needed to have the second Impulse upon the same subject.
T. B. WAKEMAN at the close called
.
' .
attentton, to. the donattons of books for
the Club s library, and mentioned Mr.
Evans and others who had made liberal
donations towards it Several sub.
·
scnbed books or money.
APRoPos of the Tyndall-Darwin theories
comes in one of Gen. Sckenck's latest stories that he told to the wife of a British
cabinet officer who assured him that "England made America all that she is." "Pardon, madam," said the General, "you remind me of the answer of the Ohio lad in
his teens, who, attending Sunday school
for the first time, was asked by the teacher,
'Who made you?' 'Made me?' 'Yes.'
'Why, God made me about so lonu' (holding his hands about ten inches apart),' but
I growed the rest.'''
A couPLE of Irish lads, wishing to obtain
a little pocket money, determined to go into the country during harvest time and
work among. the farmers, "Can you cradle?" asked the farmer. Now, an Irishman in search of work was never known
to confess ignorance of anything, but the
question was a perplexer. The boys looked at each other for a suggestion, No use.
At length Dennis, looking boldly at the
farmer. said: "Of course we can cradle·
but couldn't ye give us an outdoor job?" '
"GooD morning, Smith; you look
sl11epy.'' "Yes," replied Smith, "I was up
all night," "Ut>! where?" "Up stairs in
bed."
"WHAT would yon be, dearest, if I should
press the stamp of love upon those sealing
wax lips?" "I," responded the fairy-like
creature, "should be stationery,"
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